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Contributors to the Sixth Volume

AHERGE, CORNELIUS, PROFESSOR OF NEW TESTAMENT EXEGESIS, RECTOR, ST. JOSEPH’S COLLEGE, MILL HILL, LONDON: Galatians, Epistle to the.


ÁLÁS, ANÁL, PH.D., ARCHIVIST OF THE LIBRARY OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM, BUDAPEST: Grad, Archdiocese of.

ALSTON, G. CYPRIAN, O.S.B., DOWNSIDE ABBEY, Bath, England: Fontenelle, Abbey of; Fontenelle, Abbey of; Gall, Abbey of Saint; Garland; Gaudete Sunday; General Chapter; Glebe; Goscelin.


ASTRÁN, ANTONIO, S.J., MADRID: Francis Xavier, Saint.


BARBIERI, REMIGIO GUIDO, TITULAR BISHOP OF THEODOMOPOLIS, VICAR APOSTOLIC OF GIBRALTAR: Gibraltar, Vicariate Apostolic of.

BARNES, ARTHUR STAPYLTON, M.A. (OXON. AND CANTAB.), CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND: Gabrieo, Manius Acanis.

BARRETT, MICHAEL, O.S.B., BUCKIE, SCOTLAND: Fort Augustus Abbey; Graham, Patrick.


BENIGNI, UMBERTO, PROFESSOR OF ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY,Pont. Collegio Urbano di Propaganda, Rome: Ferentino, Diocese of; Fermo, Archdiocese of; Ferrara, Archdiocese of; Fiesole, Diocese of; Florence, Archdiocese of; Foggia, Diocese of; Fossano, Diocese of; Forlì, Diocese of; Formentara, Diocese of; Frascati, Diocese of; Gaeta, Archdiocese of; Gallipoli, Diocese of; Galluppi, Pasquale; Galli, Diocese of; Genoa, Archdiocese of; Gerace, Diocese of; Giberti, Gian Matteo; Gioberti, Vincenzo; Girgenti, Diocese of; Gona, Ercole; Gona, Scipione; Grasius, Paris de; Gravina and Montepeloso, Diocese of.

BERGH, FREDERICK THOMAS, O.S.B., ABBOT OF ST. AUGUSTINE’S, CARshalton, SURREY, ENGLAND: Genouflexion.

† Deceased

BEWERUNGE, H., PROFESSOR OF CHURCH MUSIC, ST. PATRICK’S COLLEGE, MAYNOOTH, DUBLIN: Gregorian Chant.

BIHL, MICHAEL, O.F.M., LECTOR OF ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, COLLEGE SAN BONAVENTURA, QUARAQUI, FLORENCE: Fraticelli; Frites Minor, Order of; Gerardus Odonis.

BOOTHMAN, C. T., KINGSTOWN, IRELAND: Fitzherbert, Maria Anne; Glenville, Ranulf de.


BRAUN, JOSEPH, S.J., BELLEVUE, LUXEMBOURG: Glosses, Episcopal.

BRÉHIER, LOUIS-RENÉ, PROFESSOR OF ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL HISTORY, UNIVERSITY OF CLERMONT-FERRAND, PUT-DE-DÔME, FRANCE: Foulque de Neupilly; Fregoso, Federigo; Froissart, Jean; Gesta Dei per Francos; Godfrey of Bouillon.


BROCK, HENRY M., S.J., PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS, HOLY CROSS COLLEGE, WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS: Ferdinand, Blessed; Feuillet, Louis; Fiximilier, Placitus; Fontana, Felice; Forster, Arnold; Forster, Thomas Ignatius Maria; Fresnel, Augustin-Jean; Gerbillon, Jean-Francois.

BROWN, CHARLES FRANCIS WEMYSS, LICH- 

TON CASTLE, PERTHSHIRE, SCOTLAND: Gondog, Peter; Gervase, George; Goldwell, Thomas; Gother, John; Gradwell, Robert.

BURKE, EDMUND, B.A., INSTRUCTOR IN LATIN, COLLEGE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK: Filelfo, Francesco; Forcellini, Egidio; Fust, John.

BURLINGTON, EDWIN, S.T.D., F.S. HIST. SOC., VICE- 

PRESIDENT, ST. EDMUND’S COLLEGE, WARE, ENGLAND: Fenn, John; Finch, John; Venerable; Fitzalan, Henry; Fitgerbert, Sir Anthony; Fleming, Richard; Fletcher, John; Floyd, John; Forby, Henry; Fowler, John; Gardiner, Stephen; Geoffrey of Dunstable; Geoffrey of Monmouth; Gerard, Archdeacon of York; Gervase of Canterbury; Gesta Romanorum; Goffe, Stephen; Goss, Alexander; Grant, Thomas; Green, Thomas Louis.
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BUTLER, RICHARD URBAN, O.S.B., Downsode Abbe, Bath, England: Gilbertines, Order of; Gilbert of Sempringham, Saint.


CARTER, MARY GILMORE, New York: Gilmore, Patrick Sarsfield.


CHAPMAN, JOHN, O.S.B., B.A. (Oxon.), Prior of St. Thomas's Abbey, Emdingto, Birmingham, England: Fathers of the Church; Fessier, Joseph; Firmilian, Bishop of Cesarea; Fulgentius, Felix; Claudius Gordinus, Saint; Gauden-
tius, Saint; Gennadius I, Saint.


CLEARY, HENRY W., Editor, "New Zealand Tablet", Dunedin, New Zealand: Goulburn, Diocese of.

CLUGNET, JOSEPH-LEON-TIBURCE, Litt.L., Paris: Gatinian, Saint; Gerard, Saint; Abbot of Brogne; Gerard, Saint, Bishop of Toul; Gob, Saint.

COFFEE, PETER, S.T.L., Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy, St. Patrick's College, Maynooth, Dublin: Gilbert de la Porte; Godfry de Fontaine.

COLEMAN, AMBROSE, O.P., M.R.I.A., St. Sav-

Jour's Priory, Dublin: Felix III, Saint, Pope; Felix of Nola, Saint.

CONNOLLY, ARTHUR THEODORE, B.D., Bos-
ton: Fitton, James.


CORDER, HENRI, Professor at the School for Oriental Living Languages, Paris: Guibil, Antoino.


CREUTZBERG, HEINRICH AUGUST, Ph.D., Krefeld, Germany: George the Bearded.

CRIVELLI, CAMILLUS, S.J., Professor of General History, Instituto Cientifico, City of Mexico: Figueras, Francisco Garcia de la Rosa; Gomez, Francisco Lopez de.

CUTHBERT, FATHER, O.S.F.C., Crawley, Sussex, England: Felix of Cantalice, Saint; Fidelia of Sigmaringen, Saint; Francis of Paula, Saint; Fylich, William Benedict; Gennings, Edmund and John.


DEBUCHY, PAUL, S.J., Litt.L., Enghien, Belgium: Gagliardi, Achille; Gaudier, Antoine de; Gisbert, Blaise.

DEGERT, ANTOINE, LL.D., Editor, "La Revue de la Gascogne", Professor of Latin Literature, Institut Catholique, Toulouse: Fene-

lon, Francois de Salignac de la Mothe; Gallicanism.

DELMARRE, LOUIS N., Ph.D., Instructor in French, College of the City of New York: Fauriel, Charles-Claude; Florian, Jean-Pierre Claria; Gebhart, Emile; Gilbert, Nicolas-Joseph-Laurent; Giraud de Borneil.

DELANY, JOSEPH, S.T.D., New York: Fear (from moral standpoint); Gluttony; Good Faith.

DE SMEDT, CH., S.J., Brussels: Gamans, Jean.

DEVINE, ARTHUR, C.P., Professor of Theology, St. Savioirs Retreat, Broadway, Worcestershire, England: Gabriel Possenti, Blessed.

DEVITT, E. J., S.J., Professor of Psychology, Georgetown University, Washington: Georgetown University.

DINNEEN, MICHAEL FRANCIS, S.T.D., Professor of Moral Theology, St. Mary's University, Baltimore: Good, The Highest.

DIONNE, N. E., M.D., LL.D., Librarian to the Legislature of Quebec: Frechette, Louis-Honoré.

DONOVAN, STEPHEN M., O.F.M., Washington: Ferber, Nicolas; Fonseca, Jose Ribeiro da; Fonseca Soares, Antonio da; Francis Solanus, Saint; Frasson, Claude; Gaudentius of Brescia.

DOUMIC, RENÉ, Member of the French Academy, Literary and Dramatic Critic, "Revue des Deux Mondes", Paris: French Literature.


D'SA, MANOEL F. X., Principal, Antonio de Souza School, Mazagon, Bombay, India: Garcia, Gonzalo, Saint.

DUBRAY, CHARLES A., S.M., S.T.B., Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy, Marist College, Washington: Franchi, Ausonio; Gaultier, Aloisiou-

Edouard-Camille; Gédoyn, Nicolas; Gérando, Joseph-Marie de; Ginouhac, Jacques-Marie-Achille; Girard, Jean-Baptiste.

DUNFORD, DAVID, Diocesan Inspector of Schools, Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire, England: Fear (in Canon Law); Foundation; Gár-
dellini, Alisio; Funeral Dues; Gavantu, Bartolommeo.
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DUNN, JOSEPH, Ph.D., PROFESSOR OF CELTIC LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE, CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON: Fillius, Felix.

EDMONDS, COLUMBA, O.S.B., FORT AUGUSTUS, SCOTLAND: Gildas, Saint.

ENGELHARDT, ZEPHYRIN, O.F.M., WATSONVILLE, CALIFORNIA: Friar Minor in America.

EWING, JOHN GILLESPIE, M.A., SAN JUAN, PORTO RICO: Gillespie, Eliza Maria; Gillespie, Neal Henry.

FANNING, WILLIAM H., S.J., PROFESSOR OF CHURCH HISTORY AND CANON LAW, ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY, ST. LOUIS: Filial Church; Forum, Ecclesiastical.


FISCHER, JOSEPH, S.J., PROFESSOR OF GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY, STELLA MATUTINA COLLEGE, FELDKIRCH, AUSTRIA: Fillastre, Guillaume.


FORD, JEREMIAH D. M., A.M., PH.D., PROFESSOR OF FRENCH AND SPANISH LANGUAGES, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS: Ferrera, Antonio; Ficat, Vincente da; Folengo, Teofilo; Gallego, Juan Nicasio; Garcia de la Vega; Giraldi, Giovanni Battista; Giusti, Giuseppe; Goldoni, Carlo; Gomes De Amorim, Francisco; Gonzalo de Berceo; Gossi, Carlo.

FORTESCUE, ADRIAN, S.T.D., PH.D., LETCHWORTH, HERTFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND: Gennadius II, Patriarch of Constantinople; Gennadius of Marseille; George Hamartolius; Georgius Syn- cellus; Gloria in Excelsis Deo; Gospel in the Liturgy; Gradual; Greece; Greek Rites.


FOX, JAMES J., S.T.D., PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY, ST. THOMAS'S COLLEGE, WASHINGTON: Glory; Good.


FUENTES, VENTURA, B.A., M.D., INSTRUCTOR, COLLEGE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK: Fernández de Palencia, Diego; Feyjóo y Montenegro, Benito Jerónimo; Figueroa, Francisco de; Flores, Enrique; Garcia de la Vega (The Inca).


GEOUDES, FRANCIS MARTIN, O.PREM., ABBOT TITULAR OF BARINGS, CORPUS CHRISTI PRIORY, MANCHESTER, ENGLAND: Florente, Abbey of; Frigolet, Abbey of; Goffine, Leonard.

GIETMANN, GERARD, S.J., TEACHER OF CLASSICAL LANGUAGES AND AESTHETICS, ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE, VALKENBURG, HOLLAND: Führich, Joseph; Ghiberti, Lorenzo di Cione; Girardon, François.

GIGOT, FRANCIS E., S.T.D., PROFESSOR OF SACRED SCRIPTURE, ST. JOSEPH'S SEMINARY, DUNWOOD, NEW YORK: Gabbatha; Gad; Gamaliel; Gideon; Generation; Gentiles; Gospels, Scriptural; Gospel and Gospels.

GILLET, LOUIS, PARIS: Ferrari, Gaudenzio; Feté, Domenico; Flandrin, Jean-Hippolyte; Fouquet, Jehan; Franci (Francesco Raimboli); Fourment, Eugène; Girlandajo (Domenico di Tommaso Bigordi); Giotto di Bondone; Giulio Romano; Gossaert, Jan.


GOYAU, GEORGES, ASSOCIATE EDITOR, "REVUE DES DEUX MONDES", PARIS: Fesch, Joseph; Fleury, André-Hercule; France; Francis I, King of France; Fréjus, Diocese of; Gallia Christiana; Gap, Diocese of.

GRATTAN-FLOOD, WILLIAM, M.R.I.A., MUS.D., ROSEMOUNT, ENNISKERRY, IRELAND: Ferns, Diocese of; Finn, Saint; Finnian of Moville, Saint; Fintan, Saints; Fothad, Saint; Gerald, Saint; Giordani, Tommaso; Giovannelli, Ruggiero; Gobban Sacar.


GUÉRIN, CHARLES, Prefect Apostolic, Ghar- daia, Africa: Ghardaia, Prefecture Apostolic of.


HAMMER, BONAVENTURE, O.F.M., LAFAYETTE, INDIANA: Fort Wayne, Diocese of.

HANDLEY, MARIE LOUISE, NEW YORK: Gasser von Valhorn, Joseph.

HARTIG, OTTO, ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN OF THE ROYAL LIBRARY, MUNICH: Gama, Vasco da; Geography and the Church; Glares, Henry.

HASSETT, MAURICE M., S.T.D., HARROSSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA: Fish, Symbolism of the; Fossor; Graffiti.

HEALY, PATRICK J., S.T.D., ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHURCH HISTORY, CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON, Faustus of Riez; Felicitus; Firmicus Maternus; Flavia Domitilla; Fulgentius Ferrandus.

HECKMANN, FERDINAND, O.F.M., TEACHER OF LATIN AND GREEK, FRANCISCAN MONASTERY, WASHINGTON; Ferdinand III, Saint.


HIND, GEORGE ELPEHEGE, O.S.B., GLAMORGANSHIRE, WALES: Faversham Abbey; Folkstone Abbey; Fountains Abbey; Furness Abbey.

HOEBER, KARL, Ph.D., EDITOR, "VOLKZEITUNG" AND "AKADEMISCHE MONATSBLATTEN", COLOGNE: Galerius, Valerius Maximianus; Gallienus, Publius Licinius Egnatius; Gneis, University of.

HOFFMANN, ALEXIUS, O.S.B., ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE, COLLEGEVILLE, MINNESOTA: Feder, Johann Michael; Fellmoser, Andreas Benedict; Feneberg, John Michael Nathanael.

HOLWECK, FREDERICK G., ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI: Feasts, Ecclesiastical.

HUDLESTON, GILBERT ROGER, O.S.B., DOWNSIDE ABBEY, BATH, ENGLAND: Glastonbury Abbey; Gregory I, Saint, Pope.


HUNT, LEIGH, PROFESSOR OF ART, COLLEGE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK: Gaillard, Claude-Ferdinand; Giocondo, Fra Giovanni; Giorgione; Goys y Lucientes, Francisco Jose de.

HUNT, THOMAS JOHN, DUBLIN: Goys, Diocese of.

HUNTER-BLAIR, SIR D. O., BART., O.S.B., M.A., OXFORD: Foreman, Andrew; Free Church of Scotland; Gillis, James.

HUONDER, ANTHONY, S.J., EDITOR, "KATHOLISCHE MISSIONEN", BELLEVUE, LUXEMBOURG: Fridex, Xavier Ehrenbert; Fritz, Heln.


JEROME, MOTHER MARY, DOUTE, NEW YORK: Felician Sisters.

JOYCE, GEORGE HAYWARD, S.J., M.A. (Oxon.), PROFESSOR OF LOGIC, STONYBURN COLLEGE, BLACKBURN, ENGLAND: Fundamental Articles.

KAMPERS, FRANZ, PH.D., PROFESSOR OF MEDIEVAL AND MODERN CHURCH HISTORY, UNIVERSITY OF BREMEN: Frederick I; Frederick II; Germany, from the beginning to 1536; Godfrey of Viterbo.

KEILEY, JARVIS, M.A., GRANTWOOD, NEW JERSEY: Georgia.

KELLY, BLANCHE M., NEW YORK: Ferret, Raphael; Gerona, Diocese of; Granada, University of; Grazel, Lorenz.

KELLY, LEO A., PH.B., ROCHESTER, NEW YORK: Frankfort, Council of.

KIRSCH, JOHANN PETER, S.T.D., DOMESTIC PRELATE, PROFESSOR OF PATHOLOGY AND CHRISTIAN ARCHAEOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF FRIBOURG, SWITZERLAND: Felicitas, Saint; Felicitas and Perpetua, Saints; Felix I, Saint, Pope; Felix II, Pope; Felix IV, Pope; Felix V, Antipope; Placida, Elia; Flavus, Claudius; Florentius, Saint; Florus, Formosus, Pope; Fortunatus; Four Crowns Martyrs; Fribourg, University of; Fridolin, Saint; Fulcan, Saint; Fulgentius, Saint; Funfrikiren, Diocese of; Funk, Franz Xavier von; Galletti, Pietro Luigi; Gaudiosus, Bishop of Tarazona; Germanus I, Saint; Gobelinus, Person; Gornes, Guido; Gorreras, Johann Joseph; Gregory X, Blessed, Pope.

KITTELL, FERDINAND, LORETTA, PENNSYLVANIA: Gallitzin, Demetrius Augustine.

KLAAR, KARL, GOVERNMENT ARCHIVIST, IRELAND: Ferdinand II.

KURTH, GODEFROID, DIRECTOR, BELGIAN HISTORICAL INSTITUTE, ROME: Frankenberg, Johann Heinrich; Franks, The; Fredegarius; Granvelle, Antoine Perrenot de.


LALANDE, LOUIS, S.J., MONTREAL, CANADA: Felix, Celestine-Joseph; Flchier, Esprit; Frayssinous, Denis de; Freppel, Charles-Emile.

LAUCHERT, FRIEDRICH, PH.D., AACHEN: Febronianism; Geisel, Johannes von; Gerhoh of Reichersberg; Ganderath, Theodor.

LAURENTIUS, JOSEPH, S.J., PROFESSOR OF CANON LAW, ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE, VALKENBURG, HOLLAND; FISCAL PROTRACTOR; FISCAL OF THE HOLY OFFICE.

LAVIGNE, DAVID E., EDITOR, "LA TRIBUNE", Wooosocket, Rhode Island: French Catholics in the United States.

LEJAY, PAUL, FELLOWS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF FRANCE, PROFESSOR, CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF PARIS: Fortunatus, Venantius Honorius Clementianus; Garet, Jean; Garland, John; Gaul, Christian.


LINDSAY, LIONEL ST. GEORGE, B.Sc., PH.D., EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, "LA NOUVELLE FRANCE," QUEBEC: Frontenac, Louis de Buade; Garneau, Francois-Xavier; Garnier, Charles; Gaspe, Philippe Aubert de; Goupil, René; Gravier, Jacques.

LINS, JOSEPH, FREIBURG IM BREISGAU, GERMANY: Frankfort-on-the-Main; Freiburg (City, Archdiocese, University); Fulda, Diocese of; Germany, Vicariate Apostolic of Northern; Gesenlervereine; Gneisen-Posen, Archdiocese of.


MAAS, A. J., S.J., RECTOR, WOODSTOCK COLLEGE, MARYLAND: Filiquor; Forer, Laurens; Genealogy (in the Bible); Genealogy of Christ; Gibbons, John; Gibbons, Richard.

MACAULEY, PATRICK J., BELFAST, IRELAND: Gagarin, Ivan Sergejewitch; Gifford, William; Goninule, Jérôme de.

MACAFFREY, JAMES, S.T.L., PH.D., S.T.P., ST. PATRICK'S COLLEGE, MAYNOOTH, DUBLIN: Fleming, Thomas; French, Nicholas; Giraldus Cambrensis.

MACERLEAN, ANDREW A., NEW YORK: Finn, Saint; Garson, Diocese of; Genevieve, Saint; George Pisades; Germain, Saint, Bishop of Auxerre; Germain, Saint, Bishop of Paris; Giffard, Bonaventure; Gilbert, Sir John Thomas; Glaber, Raoul; Goajira, Vicariate Apostolic of; Goodman, Godfrey.


MACPHERSON, EWAN, NEW YORK: Garcia Moreno, Gabriel.


MANN, HORACE K., HEADMASTER, ST. Cuthbert's Grammar School, Newcastle-on-Tyne, England: Gregory II, Saint, Pope; Gregory III, Saint, Pope; Gregory IV, Pope; Gregory V, Pope; Gregory VI, Pope; Gregory VII, Anti-pope.

MARIQUE, PIERRE JOSEPH, INSTRUCTOR IN FRENCH, COLLEGE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK: Féval, Paul-Henri-Corentin; Flanders, Fleuriot; Zénanie-Marie-Anne.

MEDIN, JOSEPH, GREAT FALLS, MONTANA: Great Falls, Diocese of.

MEEHAN, THOMAS F., NEW YORK: Fitz-Simons, Thomas; Foresters, Catholic Orders of; Foster, John Gray; Galveston, Diocese of; Garesché, Julius Peter; Gaston, William; Geraldton, Diocese of; Grand Rapids, Diocese of; Green Bay, Diocese of.

MEIER, GABRIEL, O.S.B., EINSIEDELN, SWITZERLAND: Fructuosus of Braga, Saint; Fructuosus of Tarragona, Saint.

MEISTERMANN, BARNABAS, O.F.M., LECTOR, CONVENT OF S. SALVATOR, JERUSALEM: Gethsemani.

MERSHMAN, FRANCIS, O.S.B., S.T.D., PROFESSOR OF MORAL THEOLOGY, CANON LAW, AND LITURGY, ST. JOHNS'S UNIVERSITY, COLLEGEVILLE, MINNESOTA: Felix and Aduatus, Saints; Feria; Flabellum; Funeral Pall; Galla, Saint; Gallicanus, Saints; Garry, Jean; Genesius I. Genesius, a comedian at Rome; 2. Genesius of Arles; 3. Genesius, Bishop or Clermont; 4. Genesius, Count of Clermont; 5. Genesius, Archbishop of Lyon); Gervasio and Protasio, Saints; Gottschalk, Saint.

MOONEY, JAMES, UNITED STATES ETHNOLOGIST, SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON: Flathead Indians; Ghost Dance.

MORICE, A.G., O.M.I., ST. BONIFACE, MANITOBA, CANADA: Carin, André.


MULCAHY, CORNELIUS, PROFESSOR OF RHETORIC, ST. PATRICK'S COLLEGE, MAYNOOTH, DUBLIN: Fergus, Saint; Fiacre, Saint; Fiacre, Saint; Fursey, Saint; Germaine Cousin, Saint.

MURPHY, JOHN F. X., S.J., WOODSTOCK COLLEGE, MARYLAND: Faustinus and Jovita, Saints; Fillucci, Vincenzo; Fonseca, Pedro da; Franzelin, Johann Baptist; Frowin, Blessed; Gelasius I, Saint, Pope; Giles, Saint; Gordianus and Epimachus, Saints; Gorgonius, Saint.

MYERS, EDWARD, M.A. (CANTAB.), PROFESSOR OF DOGAMATIC THEOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY, ST. EDMUND'S COLLEGE, WARE, ENGLAND: Gelasius of Cyzicus; George of Trebizond; Giffard, Godfrey; Giffard, William.

OBRECHT, EDMOND, O.C.R., GETHSEMANI ABBEY, KENTUCKY: Feuillants; Florians, The; Geramb, Ferdinand de; Gervaise, Francois-Armand; Gethsemani, Abbey of Our Lady of.

O'BRIEN, JOHN JOSEPH, PH.D., COLLEGE OF ST. THOMAS, ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA: Gibault, Pierre.
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SCHIRP, FRANCIS M., Ph.D., INSTRUCTOR, LOYOLA SCHOOL, NEW YORK: Germans in the United States.

SCHLAGER, HEINRICH PATRICIUS, HARREVELD, LICHTENVOORDE, HOLLAND: Feller, Francois-Xavier de; Ficker, Julius; Gallandi, Andrea; Gallizian, Adele Amalie; Gervais de Tilsbury; Gfröer, August Friedrich; Giannone, Pietro; Granddier, Philippe-André; Gratius, Ortwin.

SCHROEDER, JOSEPH, O.P., IMMUTABLE CONCEPTION COLLEGE, WASHINGTON: Francis of Vittoria; Franek, Kaspar; Galura, Bernhard; Gassaniga, Pietro Maria; Gonet, Jean Baptiste; Gratz, Peter Aloys.


SCULLY, VINCENT JOSEPH, C.R.L., St. IVES, CORNWALL, ENGLAND: Gerhard of Zutphen.

SHIPMAN, ANDREW J., M.A., L.L.M., NEW YORK: Glagolitic; Greek Catholics in the United States; Greek Orthodox Church in America.

SLATER, T., S.J., ST. BEUNO'S COLLEGE, ST. ASAPH, WALES: Fraud; Gambling.

SLOANE, THOMAS O'CONOR, M.A., E.M., PH.D., NEW YORK: Fuchs, Johann Nepomuk von.

SMITH, HENRY IGNATIUS, O.P., WASHINGTON: Fumo, Bartolomeo.

SMITH, JOSEPH H., S.J., BROOKLYN COLLEGE, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK: Gallifet, Joseph de.

SMITH, SYDNEY F., S.J., LONDON: Gallwey, Peter.


SORTAIS, GASTON, S.J., ASSISTANT EDITOR, "ÉTUDES", PARIS: Govizi.

SOUVAY, CHARLES L., M.C., LL.B., S.T.D., PH.D., PROFESSOR OF HOLY SCRIPTURE AND HEBREW, KENRICK SEMINARY, ST. LOUIS: First-Born; First-Fruits; Fringes; Geography, Bibliography.

SPAHN, MARTIN, PH.D., PROFESSOR OF MODERN HISTORY, UNIVERSITY OF STRASBURG: Germany (1556 to 1787; The New German Empire).


STEEL, FRANCESCA M., STRoud, GLOUCESTERSHIRE, ENGLAND: Flete, William; Gabriel, Brothers of Saint.

STUART, JANET, R.S.H., SUPERIOR VICAR, CONVENT OF THE SACRED HEART, ROEHAMPTON, LONDON: Galitzin, Elizabeth; Goets, Marie Josephine; Grumont, Eugénie de.

STUDART, GUILHERME, BARÃO DE CERARÁ, BRAZIL: Fortaleza, Diocese of.

SUAA, PIERRE, S.J., TOURNAI, BELGIUM: Francis Borgia, Saint.

THURSTON, HERBERT, S.J., LONDON: Feasts of Forty Hours' Devotion; Fractio Panis; George, Saint.


TOKE, LESLIE ALEXANDER ST. LAURENCE, B.A., STRATTON-ON-THE-FOSSE, NEAR BATH, ENGLAND: Flagellants; Fonte-Avellana; Godrie I; Godrie II.


URQUHART, FRANCIS FORTESCUE, M.A., LECTURER IN MODERN HISTORY, BALLiol COLLEGE, OXFORD: Florence of Worcester; Gilbert Foliot.

VAILLÉ, SIMÉON, A.A., MEMBER OF THE RUSSIAN ARCHEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF CONSTANTINOPLE, PROFESSOR OF SACRED SCRIPTURE AND HISTORY AT THE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY AT KADI-KEUI, CONSTANTINOPLE: Flavius; Flaviopolis; Foggas, Archdiocese of; Funi; Fussola; Gabala; Gadara; Gangra; Gargara; Gaza; Gerace; Germanicia; Germanopolis; Germa; Gerrha; Gereba; Getirich; Giball and Batrun; Gindaros; Girba; Gordes; Gortyna; Gratianopolis; Greek Church.
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# Tables of Abbreviations

The following tables and notes are intended to guide readers of The Catholic Encyclopedia in interpreting those abbreviations, signs, or technical phrases which, for economy of space, will be most frequently used in the work. For more general information see the article Abbreviations, Ecclesiastical.

## I.—General Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ad an</td>
<td>at the year (Lat. ad annum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>an, ann</td>
<td>the year, the years (Lat. annus, annum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp</td>
<td>in (Lat. apud)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>art</td>
<td>article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assyrian</td>
<td>Assyrian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. S.</td>
<td>Anglo-Saxon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. V</td>
<td>Authorized Version (i.e. tr. of the Bible authorized for use in the Anglican Church—the so-called &quot;King James&quot;, or &quot;Protestant Bible&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>born</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bk</td>
<td>Book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bl</td>
<td>Blessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C, c</td>
<td>about (Lat. circa); canon; chapter; compagnie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can</td>
<td>canon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cap</td>
<td>chapter (Lat. caput—used only in Latin context)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cf</td>
<td>compare (Lat. confer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cod</td>
<td>codex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>col</td>
<td>column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concl</td>
<td>conclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>const, const</td>
<td>Lat. constitutio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curr</td>
<td>by the industry of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>died</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dict</td>
<td>dictionary (Fr. dictionnaire)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disp</td>
<td>Lat. disputatio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diss</td>
<td>Lat. dissertatio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dist</td>
<td>Lat. distinctio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. V</td>
<td>Douay Version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ed, edit</td>
<td>edited, edition, editor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ep, Epp</td>
<td>letter, letters (Lat. epistola)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fr</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen</td>
<td>genus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr</td>
<td>Greek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heb, Hebr</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib, ibid</td>
<td>in the same place (Lat. ibidem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id</td>
<td>the same person, or author (Lat. idem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inf</td>
<td>below (Lat. infra)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It</td>
<td>Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l. e, loc cit</td>
<td>at the place quoted (Lat. loco citato)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat</td>
<td>Latin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lat</td>
<td>latitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lib</td>
<td>book (Lat. liber)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>longitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon</td>
<td>Mon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon.</td>
<td>Lat. Monumenta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS, MSS</td>
<td>manuscript, manuscripts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n, no</td>
<td>number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. T</td>
<td>New Testament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nat</td>
<td>National</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Fr, O. Fr</td>
<td>Old French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op. cit</td>
<td>in the work quoted (Lat. operc citato)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ord</td>
<td>Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. T</td>
<td>Old Testament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p, pp</td>
<td>page, pages, or (in Latin references) pars (part)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>par</td>
<td>paragraph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passim</td>
<td>in various places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pt</td>
<td>part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Quarterly (a periodical), e.g. &quot;Church Quarterly&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q, QQ, quest</td>
<td>question, questions (Lat. quatio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q. v</td>
<td>which [title] see (Lat. quod vide)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev</td>
<td>Review (a periodical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. S</td>
<td>Rolls Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. V</td>
<td>Revised Version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S, SS</td>
<td>Lat. Sanctus, Sancti, &quot;Saint&quot;—used in this Encyclopedia only in Latin context</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Sept         | Septuagint |
| Sess         | Session |
| Skt          | Sanskrit |
| Sp           | Spanish |
| sq, sqq      | following page, or pages (Lat. sequens) |
| St, Sta      | Saint, Saints |
| sup          | Above (Lat. supra) |
| a. v         | Under the corresponding title (Lat. sub voce) |
| tom          | volume (Lat. tomos) |
### TABLES OF ABBREVIATIONS.

**tr.** translation or translated. By itself it means "English translation", or "translated into English by". Where a translation is into any other language, the language is stated.

**tr., tract.** tractate.

**v.** see (Lat. vide).

**Ven.** Venerable.

**Vol.** Volume.

#### II. — Abbreviations of Titles.

**Acta SS.** *Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists).

**Ann. pont. cath.** *Battandier, Annuaire pontifical catholique*.


**Dict. d'arch. chrét.** Cabrol (ed.), *Dictionnaire d'archéologie chrétienne et de liturgie*.

**Dict. de théol. cath.** Vacant and Mangenot (ed.), *Dictionnaire de théologie catholique*.


**Kirchenlex.** Wetzer and Welte, *Kirchenlexicon*.

**P. G.** Migne (ed.), *Pères Graci*.

**P. L.** Migne (ed.), *Pères Latini*.

**Vig.** Della Bible.Vigouroux (ed.), *Dictionnaire de la Bible*.

#### Notes.

**Note I.** — Large Roman numerals standing alone indicate volumes. Small Roman numerals standing alone indicate chapters. Arabic numerals standing alone indicate pages. In other cases the divisions are explicitly stated. Thus "Rashdall, Universities of Europe, I, ix" refers the reader to the ninth chapter of the first volume of that work; "I, p. ix" would indicate the ninth page of the preface of the same volume.

**Note II.** — Where St. Thomas (Aquinas) is cited without the name of any particular work the reference is always to "Summa Theologica" (not "Summa Philosophiae"). The divisions of the "Summa Theol." are indicated by a system which may best be understood by the following example: "I-II, Q. vi, a. 7, ad 2 um" refers the reader to the seventh article of the sixth question in the first part of the second part, in the response to the second objection.

**Note III.** — The abbreviations employed for the various books of the Bible are obvious. Ecclesiasticus is indicated by *Eccles.*, to distinguish it from Ecclesiastes (*Eccle*). It should also be noted that I and II Kings in D. V. correspond to I and II Samuel in A. V.; and I and II Par. to I and II Chronicles. Where, in the spelling of a proper name, there is a marked difference between the D. V. and the A. V., the form found in the latter is added, in parentheses.
# Full Page Illustrations in Volume VI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illustration</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frontispiece in Colour</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fénelon—Portrait by Joseph Vivien</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathedral, Ferrara</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Votivkirche, Vienna</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathedral, Fiesole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pope Leo XII Carried in Procession in St. Peter’s—Vernet</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cathedral of Florence</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church of San Mercuriale, Forli</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fountains Abbey, Ripon, England</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Virgin with Sts. Francis Borgia and Stanislaus Kostka—Deferrari</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Francis of Assisi</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assisi</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary’s Journey through the Hill Country—Führich</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ponte Vecchio, Florence</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Façade, St. John Lateran, Rome</td>
<td>342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Castelfranco Altar-Piece—Giorgione</td>
<td>564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giotto—Frescoes in Santa Croce, Florence</td>
<td>565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Gothic Interiors</td>
<td>676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Gothic Exteriors</td>
<td>677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Paleologus as One of the Magi—Gozzoli</td>
<td>688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Acropolis, Athens</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Maps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestine in the Old-Testament Period</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestine in the Time of Christ</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fra Mauro’s Map of the World (1459)</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>514</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA

Fathers of the Church.—The word Father is used in the New Testament to mean a teacher of spiritual things, by whose means the soul of man is born again into the likeness of Christ: "For if you have ten thousand instructors in Christ, yet not many fathers. For in Christ Jesus, by the gospel, I have begotten you. Wherefore I beseech you, be ye followers of me, as I also am of Christ" (1 Cor., iv, 15, 16; cf. Gal., iv, 19). The first teachers of Christianity seem to be collectively spoken of as "the Fathers" (II Peter, iii, 4). Thus St. Irenaeus defines that a teacher is a father, and a disciple is a son (iv, 41, 2), and so says Clement of Alexandria (Strom., I, i, 1). A bishop is emphatically a "father in Christ", both because it was he, in early times, who baptized all his flock, and because he is the chief teacher of his church. But he is also regarded by the early Fathers, such as Hegesippus, Irenaeus, and Tertullian, as the recipient of the tradition of his predecessors in the see, and consequently as the witness and representative of the faith of his Church before Catholicity and the world. Hence the expression "the Fathers" comes naturally to be applied to the holy bishops of a preceding age, whether of the last generation or further back, since they are the parents at whose knee the Church of to-day was taught her belief. It is also applicable in an eminent way to bishops sitting in council, "the Fathers of Nicaea", "the Fathers of Trent". Thus Fathers have learnt from Fathers, and in the last resort from the Apostles, who are sometimes called Fathers in this sense: "They are your Fathers", says St. Leo, of the Princes of the Apostles, speaking to the Romans; St. Hilary of Arles calls them sancti patres; Clement of Alexandria says that his teachers, from Greece, Ionia, Coele-Syria, Egypt, the Orient, Asia, Palestine, respectively, had handed on to him the tradition of blessed teaching from Peter, and James, and John, and Paul, receiving it "as son from father".

It follows that, as our own Fathers are the predecessors who have taught us, so the Fathers of the whole Church are especially the earlier teachers, who instructed her in the teaching of the Apostles, during their infancy and first growth. It is difficult to define the first age of the Church, or the age of the Fathers. It is a common habit to stop the study of the early Church at the Council of Chalcedon in 451. "The Fathers" must undoubtedly include, in the West, St. Gregory the Great (d. 604), and in the East, St. John Damascene (d. 744). It is frequently said that St. Bernard (d. 1153) was the last of the Fathers, and Migne's "Patrologia Latina" extends to Innocent III, halting only on the verge of the thirteenth century, while his "Patrologia Graeca" goes as far as the Council of Florence (1438-9). These limits are evidently too wide. It will be best to consider that the great merit of St. Bernard as a writer lies in his resemblance in style and matter to the greatest among the Fathers, in spite of the difference of period. St. Isidore of Seville (d. 636) and the Venerable Bede (d. 735) are to be classed among the Fathers, but they may be said to have been born out of due time, as St. Theodore the Studite was in the East.

The Appeal to the Fathers.—Thus the use of the term Fathers has been continuous, yet it could not at first be employed in precisely the modern sense of Fathers of the Church. In early days the expression referred to writers who were then quite recent. It is still applied to those writers who are to us the ancients, but no longer in the same way to writers who are now recent. Appeals to the Fathers are a subdivision of appeals to tradition. In the first half of the second century begin the appeals to the sub-Apostolic age: Papias appeals to the presbyters, and through them to the Apostles. Half a century later St. Irenaeus supplements this method by an appeal to the tradition handed down in every Church by the succession of its bishops (Adv. Haer., III, i-iii), and Tertullian clinches this argument by the observation that as all the Churches agree, their tradition is secure, for they could not all have strayed by chance into the same error (Praescr., xxviii). The appeal is thus to Churches and their bishops, none but bishops being the authoritative exponents of the doctrine of their Churches. As late as 341 the bishops of the Dedication Council at Antioch declared: "We are not followers of Arius; for how could we, who are bishops, be disciples of a priest?"

Yet slowly, as the appeals to the presbyters died out, there was arising by the side of appeals to the Churches a third method: the custom of appealing to Christian teachers who were not necessarily bishops. While, without the Church, Gnostic schools were substituted for churches, within the Church, Catholic schools were growing up. Philosophers like Justin and most of the numerous second-century apologists were reasoning about religion, and the great catechetical school of Alexandria was gathering renown. Great bishops and saints like Dionysius of Alexandria, Gregory Thaumaturgus of Pontus, Firmilian of Cappadocia, and Alexander of Jerusalem were proud to be disciples of the priest Origen. The Bishop Cyprian called daily for the works of the priest Tertullian with the words "Give me the master". The Patriarch Athanasius refers for the ancient use of the word ἐπισκόποι, not merely to the two Dionysii, but to the priest Theognostus. Yet these priest-teachers are not yet called Fathers, and the greatest among them, Tertullian, Clement, Origen, Hippolytus, Novatian, Lucian, happen to be tinged with heresy; two became antipopes; one is the father of Arianism; another was condemned by a general council. In each case we might apply the words used by St. Hilary of Tertullian: "Sequenti errore detraxit scriptia probabilis, auctoritatem Comm. in Matt., v, 1, cited by Vincent of Lérins, 24) A fourth form of appeal was better founded and of enduring value. Eventually it appeared that bishops as well as priests were fallible. In the second century
the bishops were orthodox. In the third they were often found wanting. In the fourth they were the leaders of schisms, and heresies, in the Meletian and Donatist troubles and in the long Arian struggle, in which few were found to stand firm against the insidious persecution of Constantius. It came to be seen that the true Fathers of the Church are those Catholic teachers whose teaching has been recognised as orthodox. So it came to pass that out of the four "Latin Doctors" one is not a bishop. Two other Fathers who were not bishops have been declared to be Doctors of the Church, Bede and John Damascene, while among the Doctors of the East we find two priests, the incomparable St. Bernard and the greatest of all theologians, St. Thomas Aquinas. Nay, few writers had such great authority in the Schools of the middle ages as the layman Boethius, many of whose definitions are still commonplaces of theology.

Similarly (we may notice in passing) the name "Father", which originally belonged to bishops, has been as it were delegated to priests, especially as ministers of the Sacrament of Penance. It is now a form of address to all priests in Spain, in Ireland, and, of recent years, in England and the United States.

If [a] or [a] pope, was a term of respect for eminent laymen, as some letters to St. Augustine, neither of these writers seems to use it in addressing other bishops, except when St. Augustine writes to Rome. Eventually the term was reserved to the bishops of Rome and Alexandria; yet in the East to-day every priest is a "pope". The Aramaic obis was used from early times for the superiors of religious houses. But through the abuse of granting abbots in commendam to seculars, it has become a polite title for all secular clerics, even seminarists, in Italy, and especially in France, where all religious who are priests are addressed as "Father".

We receive only, says St. Basil, what we have been taught by the Holy Fathers; and adds that in his Church of Cæsarea the faith of the holy Fathers of Nicea has long been implanted (Ep. cxl, 2). St. Gregory Nazianzen declares that he holds fast the teaching which he heard from the holy Oracles, and was taught by the holy Fathers. These Cappadocian saints seem to be the first to appeal to a real canons of Fathers. The appeal to one or two was already common enough; but not even the learned Eusebius had thought of a long string of authorities. St. Basil, for example (De Spiri. S., ii, 29), cites for the formula "with the Holy Ghost" in the doxology, the example of Irenæus, Clement and Dionysius of Alexandria, Dionysius of the pupils of Cæsarius. Origen, Ambrose and the preces lucernarian said at the lighting of lamps, Athenagoras, Gregory Thaumaturgus, Firmilian, Melitius. In the fifth century this method became a stereotyped custom. St. Jerome is perhaps the first writer to try to establish his interpretation of a text by a string of exegetes (Ep. cxl, 2). Paulinus, the dean and biographer of St. Ambrose, in the libellus he presented against the Pelagians to Pope Zosimus in 417, quotes Cyprian, Ambrose, Gregory Nazianzen, and the decrees of the late Pope Innocent. In 420 St. Augustine quotes Cyprian and Ambrose against the same heretics (C. duæ Epp. Pol., iv). Julian of Eclanum quoted Chrysostom and Basil; St. Augustine replies to him in 421 (Contra Julianum, i) with Irenæus, Cyprian, Reticius, Olympius, Hilary, Ambrose, the decrees of African councils, and above all Popes Innocent and Zosimus. In a celebrated passage he argues that these Western writers are more than the Alexandrians had appealed to the East he shall go, and the saint adds Gregory Nazianzen, Basil, Synod of Diospolis, Chrysostom. To these he adds Jerome (c. xxxiv): "Nor should you think, Jerome, because he was a priest, is to be despised", and adds a eulogy. This is amusing, when we remember that Jerome in a fit of irritation, fifteen years before, had written to Augustine (Ep. exli): "Do not excite against me the silly crowd of the ignorant, who venerate you as a bishop, and receive you with the honour due to a prelate when you declaim in the Church, whereas they think little of me, an old man, nearly decrepit, in my monastery in the solitude of the country."

In the second book "Contra Julianum", St. Augustine again cites Ambrose frequently, and Cyprian, Gregory Nazianzen, Hilary, Chrysostom; in ii, 37, he recapitulates the nine names (omitting councils and popes), adding (iii, 32) Innocent and Jerome. A few years later the Senate of Southern Gaul was led by St. Hilary of Arles, St. Vincent of Lérins, and Bl. Cassian, refuse to accept St. Augustine's severe view of predestination because "contrarium putant patrum opinioni et ecclesiasticò sensui". Their opponent St. Prosper, who was trying to convert them to Augustinianism, complains: "Obstinationem suam vestutae sedem" (Ep. inter Aug. cxxv, 2), and they said that no ecclesiastical writer had ever before interpreted Romans quite as St. Augustine did—which was probably true enough. The interest of this fact lies in the fact that it was, if not new, at least more definite than any earlier appeal to antiquity. Through the story of the Arian antecedents of St. Augustine, and the controversy with the Arians had turned upon Scripture, and appeals to past authority were few. But the appeal to the Fathers was never the most imposing locus theologici, for they could not easily be assembled so as to form an absolutely conclusive test. On the other hand up to the end of the fourth century, there were practically no infallible definitions available, except condemnations of heresies, chiefly by popes. By the time that the Arian action under Valens caused the Eastern conservatives to draw towards the orthodox, and prepared the restoration of orthodoxy to power by Theodosius, the Nicene decisions were used to be looked upon as an appeal to this council to be preferred to a unique position above all others. By 430, the date we have reached, the Creed we now say at Mass was revered in the East, whether rightly or wrongly, as the work of the 150 Fathers of Constantinople in 381, and there were also new papal decisions, especially the tracts of Pope Zosimus, which in 418 had been sent to all the bishops of the world to be signed.

It is to living authority, the idea of which had thus come to the fore, that St. Prosper was appealing in his controversy with the Lernissian school. When he went to Gaul, in 431, after the death of St. Augustine, he told them to accept the decrees of the Council. After the death of the saint, he reproved to their difficulties, not by restating that saint's hardest arguments, but by taking with him a letter from Pope St. Celestine, in which St. Augustine is entreated as having been held by the pope's predecessors to be "inter magistrorum opiniones". No one is to be allowed to depreciate him, but it is not said that every word of his is to be followed. The disturbances had appealed to the Holy See, and the reply is "Desinat incessere novitas vetustatem". (Let novelty cease to attack antiquity!). An appendix is added, not of the opinions of ancient Fathers, but of recent popes, since the very same monks who thought St. Augustine went too far, professed (says the appendix) "that they followed and approved only what the most holy See of the Blessed Apostle Peter sanctioned and taught by the minstry of its prelates". A list therefore follows of "the judgments of the rulers of the Roman Church", to which are added some sentences of African councils, "which indeed the Arians do not believe when they approved them". To these inviolables sanctions (we might roughly render "infallible utterances") prayers used in the sacraments are appended "ut legem credendi lex statuat supllicandi"—a frequently misquoted phrase—and in conclusion, it is declared that these testimonies of the Apostolic See
are sufficient, "so that we consider not to be Catholic at all whatever shall appear to be contrary to the decisions we have cited". Thus the decisions of the Apostolic See are put on a very different level from the views of St. Augustine, just as that saint always drew a sharp distinction between the resolutions of African councils or the extracts from the Fathers, on the one hand, and the decrees of Popes Innocent and Zosimus on the other.

[The text continues discussing the history and authority of the Apostolic See and its decisions in comparison with the views of St. Augustine.]

The same result is obtained by modern theologians, in their definitions; e.g. Fessier thus defines what constitutes a "Father": (1) orthodoxy doctrine and teaching; (2) being a bishop; (3) living (if possible) in the lifetime of (or at any rate the day) a certain antiquity. The criteria by which we judge whether a writer is a "Father" or not are: (1) citation by a general council, or (2) in public Acts of popes addressed to the Church or concerning Faith; (3) encomium in the Roman Martyrology as "sancti"; (4) philological; (5) in the Churches in early centuries; (6) citation, with praise, as an authority as to the Faith by one of the more celebrated Fathers. Early authors, though belonging to the Church, who fail to reach this standard are simply ecclesiastical writers ("Patriologia", ed. Jungmann, ch. i, §11). On the other hand, where the appeal is not to the authority of the writings of the Fathers, the testimony is merely required to the belief of his time, one writer is as good as another, and if a Father is cited for this purpose, it is not as a Father that he is cited, but merely as a witness to facts well known to him. For the history of dogmas, therefore, the works of ecclesiastical writers who are not only not approved, but even heretical, are often just as valuable as those of the Fathers. On the other hand, the witness of one Father is occasionally of great weight for doctrine when taken singly, if he is teaching a subject on which he is recognized by the Church as an especial authority. E.g. St. Augustine, in the De Trin., called St. Cyril of Alexandria, St. John Chrysostom, and St. Augustine on the Holy Trinity, etc. There are a few cases in which a general council has given approbation to the work of a Father, the most important being the two letters of St. Cyril of Alexandria which were read at the Council of Ephesus. But "the authority of single Fathers considered in itself," says Franselin (De Tradit. 72. 23), "is not infallible or ex cathedra; though piety and sound reason agree that the theological opinions of such individuals should not be treated lightly, and should not without great caution be interpreted in a sense which clashes with the common doctrine of other Fathers." The reason is plain enough; they were holy men, who are not to be presumed to have intended to swerve from the doctrine of the Church, and their doubtful utterances are therefore to be taken in the best sense of which they are capable. If they cannot be explained in an orthodox sense, we have to admit that not the meaning, but the real meaning of the previous passages or obscure. But on the use of the Fathers in theological questions, the article TRADIT. and the ordinary dogmatic treatises on that subject must be consulted, as it is proper here only to deal with the historical development of their use. The subject was never treated as a part of dogmatic theology until the rise of what is now commonly called "Theologia fundamentalis", in the sixteenth century, the founders of which are Melchior Canus and Bellarmine. The former has a discussion of the use of the Fathers in deciding questions of faith (De locis theologici, vii). The Protestant Reformers attacked the authority of the Fathers with great success, and the question was given into the hands of the Church by St. Vincent de Beauvais and Dalleau (Jean Daille, 1594-1670, "Traité de l'emploi des saints Pères", 1682; in Latin "De usu Patrum", 1656). But their objections are long since forgotten.

Having traced the development of the use of the Fathers up to the period of their frequent employment, and of its formal statement by St. Vincent of Lérins, it will be well to give a glance at the continuation of the practice. We saw that, in 434, it was possible for St. Vincent (in a book which has been most unreasonably taken to be a mere polemic against St. Augustine —a notion which is amply refuted by the use made of it in St. Celestine's letter) to define the meaning and the use of the Patristic testimony, and to declare that they are very common. In the Council of Ephesus, 431, as St. Vincent points out, St. Cyril presented a series of quotations from the Fathers, "IUS APOSTOLICUM".
FATHERS

beoswţan pâtrwv kai evvapxovn kai diaphorwv martrwv, which were read on the motion of Flavian, Bishop of Philippoi. They were from Peter I of Alexandria, Martir Athanasius are from Pope Felix (for judges), Theophilus, Cyprian, Ambrose, Gregory Nazianzen, Basil, Gregory of Nyssa, Atticus, Amphilochius. On the other hand Eutyches, when tried at Constantinople by St. Flavian, in 449, refused to accept either Fathers or councils as authorities, confining himself to Holy Scripture as demonstration which horrified his early panegyric (see EUTYCHES). In the following year St. Leo sent his legates, Abundius and Asterius, to Constantinople with a list of testimonies from Hilary, Athanasius, Ambrose, Augustine, Chrysostom, Theophilus, Gregory Nazianzen, Basil, Cyril of Alexandria. They were not received, but were not produced at the Council of Chalcedon in the following year. Therefore forward the custom is fixed, and it is unnecessary to give examples. However, that of the sixth council in 680 is important: Pope St. Agatho sent a long series of extracts from Rome, and the leader of the Monotheletes, Macarius of Antioch, presented another. Both sets were carefully verified from the library of the Patriarchate of Constantinople, and sealed. It should be noted that it was never in such cases thought necessary to trace a doctrine back to the earliest times; St. Vincent demanded the proof of the Church's belief before a doubt arose—this is his notion of analogiea. When the Council of Constantinople endorsed the Decretals, the Fathers quoted by councils and popes and Fathers are for the most part recent (Petauirius, De Incarn., XIV, 15, 2-5).

In the last years of the fifth century a famous document, attributed to Popes Gelasius and Hormisdas, adds to decrees of St. Damasus of 382 a list of books which are approved, and another of those disapproved. In its present form the list of approved Fathers comprises Cyprian, Gregory Nazianzen, Basil, Athanasius, Chrysostom, Theophilus, Hilary, Cyril of Alexandria (wanting in one MS.), Ambrose, Augustine, Jerome, Prosper, Leo ("every iota" of the tome to Flavian is to be accepted under anathema), and "also the treatises of all orthodox Fathers, who deviated in nothing from the fellowship of the holy Roman Church, and were not separated from her faith and preaching, but were participators through the grace of God until the end, in her communion also, the decreetal letters, which most blemished have great veneration at various times when consulted by various Fathers, are to be received with veneration". Orosius, Sedulius, and Juveneces are praised. Rufinus and Origen are rejected. Eusebius's "History" and "Chronicle" are not to be condemned altogether, though in another part of the letter they appear as "apocrypha" with Tertullian, Lactantius, Africanus, Commodian, Clement of Alexandria, Amobius, Cassian, Victorinus of Pettau, Faustus, and the works of heretics, and forged Scriptural documents. The later Fathers constantly used the writings of the earlier. For instance, St. Cesararius of Arles drew freely on St. Augustine's sermons, and embodied them in collections of his own; St. Gregory the Great has largely founded himself on St. Augustine; St. Isidore rests upon all his predecessors; St. John Damascene's great work is a synthesis of patriarchal theology. St. Bede's sermons are a cento from the greater Fathers. Eugippius made a selection from St. Augustine's writings, which had an immense vogue. Cassiodorus made a collection of select commentaries by various writers on all the books of Holy Scripture. St. Benedict especially recommended patriarchic study, and his sons have observed his advice: "Ad perfectionem conversationis qui festinat, sunt doctrinae sanctorum Patrum, quarn observatio percutat hominem ad celsitudinem perfectionis ... quis liber sanctorum catholicorum Patrum hoc non resolat, ut recto curru perveniamus ad creatorem nostrum?" (Sanct Regula, lxiii). Florilegia and catena became common from the fifth century onwards. They are mostly anonymous, but those in the East which go under the name of Eusebius, Clement of Alexandria, and Philo of Byzantium throughout the Middle Ages was the "Glossa ordinaria" attributed to Walfrid Strabo. The "Catena aurea" of St. Thomas Aquinas is still in use. (See CATENA, and the valuable matter collected by Turner in Hastings, Dict. of the Bible, VI, 621.)

St. Augustine was not at the first of the Western Fathers, with St. Ambrose and St. Jerome by his side. St. Gregory the Great was added, and these four became "the Latin Doctors". St. Leo, in some ways the greatest of theologians, was excluded, both on account of the paucity of his writings, and by the fact that his letters had a far higher authority as patristic utterances. In the Oriental Church St. Basil has always been the most popular, as he is the most voluminous, of the Fathers. With the great St. Basil, the father of monachism, and St. Gregory Nazianzen, famous for the purity of his faith, he made up the triumvirate called "the three hierarches", familiar up to the present day in Eastern art. St. Athanasius was added to these by the Westerns, so that four might answer to four. (See DOCTORS OF THE CHURCH.) It will be observed that many of the writers rejected in the Gelasian list lived and died in Catholic communion, but incorrectness in some part of their teaching, e.g. the Semitistic error attributed to Cassian and Faustus, the chiliasm of the conclusion of Victorinus's commentary on the Apocalypse (St. Jerome issued an expurgated edition, the only one in print as yet), the unsoundness of the lost "Hypotheses" of Clement, and so forth, prevented such writers from being spoken of, as Hilary was by Jerome, "inoffenso pede percurririt". As all the more important doctrines of the Church (except that of the Canon and the Inspiration of Scripture) may be proved, or at least illustrated, from Scripture, the widest office of tradition is the interpretation of Scripture, and the authority of the Fathers is here of very great importance. Nevertheless it is only then necessarily to be followed when all are of one mind: "Nemo ... contra unanimum consensum Patrum ipsum Scipiturum sacram interpretari audet", says the Council of Trent; and the Creed of Fiaus IV has similarly: "nec exam unquam nisi juxta unanimum Patrum ... x in Interpretatione simplici", and the Vatican Council echoes Trent: "neminici locere ... contra unanimum consensum Patrum ipsum Sacramentum sacram interpretari.

A consensus of the Fathers is not, of course, to be expected in very small matters: "Quae tamen unanimum sanctorum Patrum non unani- mous divinae legis questiuiculae, sed solum certe prescripte in fidei regula magno nobis studio et investiganda est et sequenda" (Vincent, xxvii, 72). This is not the method, adds St. Vincent, against widespread and inveeterate heresies, but rather against novelties, to be applied directly they appear. A better estimate could hardly be given than the way in which Adoptionism was met by the Council of Frankfort in 794, nor could the principle be better expressed than by the Fathers of the Council: "Tenete vos intra terminos Patrum, et nolite novas versare questiuiculae; ad nihilum enim valient nisi ad subversionem audentium. Sufficient enim nobis sanctorum Patrum vestigia sequi, et illorum dicta firma tenere fide. Illi enim in Domino nostri existerunt doctores in fide et doctores ad vitam; quorum et sapientia Spiritu Dei plena libris legitur inscripta, et vita meritorum miraculae et sanctitatis. Quorum animae ipdemo Deum Dei Filium, D. N. J. C. pro magno pistasis labore regnant in celis. Hoc ergo tota animi virtute, toto caritatis affecto sequimi, beatissimi fratres, ut horum inconuassa firmata doctrinis adherentes, consortium sterner beatiudinis ... cum illis ha-
bene mereamini in oculis” (“Synodica ad Episc.” in Mansi, XIII, 897–8). And an excellent act of faith in the tradition of the Church is that of Charlemagne (ibid., 902) made on the same occasion: “Apostolicae sedi et antiquis ab initio nascentis ecclesie et catholicis traditionibus tota mentis intentione, tota cordis sincere, tota bucor, quod regnaris unumque divinum Spiritu affati, toti orbi a Deo Christo dati sunt doceres, indubitante teneo; hoc ad salutem animae meae sufficere credens, quod sacratissimae evangelicae veritatis pandit historia, quod apostolos in suis episcopii confirmat acustoritis, quod eum invictum Sacrum Scriptura eumque atque in precipitio Christi doceres ad perpetua posteri scriptum reliquiorum memoriam.”

CLASSIFICATION OF PATRISTIC WRITINGS.—In order to get a good view of the patristic period, the Fathers may be divided in various ways. One favourite method is by periods; the Ante-Nicene Fathers till 325; the Great Fathers of the fourth century and half the fifth (325–451); and the later Fathers. A more obvious division is into Easterns and Westerns, and the Easterns will comprise writers in Greek, Syriac, Armenian, and Coptic. A convenient division into smaller groups will be by periods, nationalities, and churches: for in East and West there were many races, and some of the ecclesiastical writers are apologists, some preachers, some historians, some commentators, and so forth.

A. After (1) the Apostolic Fathers come in the second century (2) the Greek apologists, followed by (3) the Western apologists somewhat later, (4) the Gnostic and Marcionite heretics with their apocryphal Scriptures, and (5) the Catholic replies to them.

B. The third century gives us (1) the Alexandrian writers of the catechetical school, (2) the writers of Asia Minor and (3) Palestine, and the first Western writers, (4) at Rome, Hippolytus (in Greek), and Tertullian, (5) the great African writers, and a few others.

C. The fourth century opens with (1) the apologetic and the historical works of Eusebius of Cæsarea, with whom we may class St. Cyril of Jerusalem and St. Epiphanius, (2) the Alexandrian writers Athanasius, Didymus, and others, (3) the Capadocians, (4) the Antiocchians, (5) the Syrie writers. In the West we have (1) the opponents of Arius, (2) the Italians, including Jerome, (3) the Africans, and (9) the Spanish and Gallic writers.

D. The fifth century gives us (1) the Nestorian controversy, including the Western St. Leo; (2) the historians. In the West (4) the school of Léryns, (5) the letters of the popes.

E. The sixth century and the seventh give us less important names and they must be grouped in a more mechanical way.

(1) To these groups in detail we find the letters of the chief Apostolic Fathers, St. Clement, St. Ignatius, and St. Polycarp, venerable not merely for their antiquity, but for a certain simplicity and nobility of thought and style which is very moving to the reader. Their quotations from the New Testament are quite rare. They offer the most important information to the historian, though somewhat homeopathic quantities. To these we add the Didache (q. v.), probably the earliest of all; the curiosus theologizing anti-Jewish epistle which goes under the name of Barnabas; the Shepherd of Hermas, a rather dull series of visions chiefly connected with personal theology, and the First and Second Clement, composed by Polycarp, Pius I, and long appended to the New Testament as of almost canonical importance. The works of Papias, the disciple of St. John and Aristeus, are lost, all but a few precious fragments.

(2) The apologists are most of them philosophers in their treatment of Christianity. Some of their works were presented to emperors in order to disarm persecutions. We must not always accept the view given to outsiders by the apologists, as representing the whole of the Christianity they knew and practised. The apologies of Quadratus to Hadrian, of Aristus of Pella to the Jews, of Mitianes, of Apollinaris of Hierapolis, and of Melito of Sardis are lost to us. But some of them possessed in certain periods, that of Aristides of Athens was presented to Antoninus Pius, and deals principally with the knowledge of the true God. The fine apology of St. Justin with its appendix is above all interesting for its description of the Liturgy at Rome c. 150. His arguments against the Jews are well worth reading, but his works are read in their Catholic books as “Apologiae apologeticae ad Graecos” with Trypho”, where he speaks of the Apostolic style of the Apocalypse in a manner which is of first-rate importance in the mouth of a man who was converted to Epaphus some time before the year 132. The “Apology” of Justin's Syrian disciple Tatian is a less conciliatory work, and its author fell into heresy. Athenagoras, an Athenian (c. 177), addressed to Marcus Aurelius and Commodus an eloquent refutation of the absurd calumnies against Christians. Theophilus, Bishop of Antioch, about the same date, wrote three books of apology addressed to a certain Autolycus.

Of all these works are of considerable literary ability. This is not the case with the great Latin apologie which closely follows them in date, the “Apologia” of Tertullian, which is in the uncollected and untranslatable language affected by its author. Nevertheless it is a work of extraordinary genius, in interest and value far above all the rest, and for energy and boldness it is incomparable. His fierce "Ad Scapulam" is a warning addressed to a persecuting proconsul. “Adversus Judaeos” is a title which explains itself. The other Latin apologists are later. The “Octavius” of Minucius Felix is as polished and general as the Greek, and as uncertain. If the “Apologiae” was well calculated to inflame courage into the persecuted Christian, the “Octavius” was more likely to impress the inquiring pagan, if so be that more flies are caught with honey than with vinegar. With these works we may mention the much later Lactantius, the most perfect of all in the literary form (“Divinae Institutiones”, c. 300, and “De Mortibus persecutorum”, c. 314). Greek apologies probably later than the second century are the “Iririones” of Hermias, and the very beautiful “Epistle to Diognetus.” (4) The heretical writings of the second century are mostly lost. The Gnostics and Jews of Palestine; that of Photinus, composed about 390. Some curious works have come down to us in Coptic. The letter of Ptolemaeus to Flora in Epiphanius is almost the only Greek fragment of real importance. Marcion founded not a school but a Church, and his New Testament, consisting of St. Luke and St. Paul, was preserved to some extent in the works written against him by Tertullian and Epiphanius. Of the writings of Greek Montanists and of other early heretics, almost nothing remains. The Gnostics composed a quantity of apocryphal Gospels and Acts of individual Apostles, large portions of which are preserved, mostly in fragments, in Latin revision, or in Syriac, Coptic, Arabic, or Slavonic translation. To these may be added such well-known forgeries as the letters of Paul to Seneca, and the Apocalypse of Peter, of which a fragment was recently found in the Fayûm.

(5) Replies to the attacks of heretics form, next to the apologetic against heathen persecutors on the one hand, and the Jewish heretics on the other, the chief branch of the Latin literature of the second century. The “Syntagma” of St. Justin against all heresies is lost. Earlier yet, St. Papias (already mentioned) had directed his efforts to the refutation of the rising errors, and the same persecution is seen in St. Ignatius and St. Polycarp. Hegesippus, a converted Jew of Palestine, journeyed to Corinth and Rome, where he stayed from the episc-
copate of Anticius till that of Eleutherius (c. 160-180),
with the intention of refuting the novelties of the
Gnostics and Marcionites by an appeal to tradition.
His work is lost. But the great work of St. Irenæus (c.
180) against heresies is founded on Papias, Hegesippus,
and Justin, and gives from careful investigation an
account of the principal heresies, both Gnostic and
Marcionite, together with the refutation of them.
His appeal is less to Scripture than to the
tradition which the whole Catholic Church has re-
ceived and handed down from the Apostles, through
the ministry of successive bishops, and particularly
to the tradition of the Roman Church founded by Peter
and Paul by the bond of the eucharist.
By the side of Irenæus must be put the Latin Ter-
tullian, whose book “Of the Prescriptions Against
Heresies” is not only a masterpiece of argument, but is
almost as effective against modern heresies as against
those of the early Church. It is a witness of extraver-
tory importance to the principles of unvarying tradi-
tion which the Catholic Church has always professed,
and to the primitive belief that Holy Scripture must
be interpreted by the Church and not by private in-
dustry. He uses Irenæus in this work, and his po-
lemical books against the Valentinians and the Mar-
cionites borrow freely from that saint. He is the less
perfect, two, because his arguments are both less
clever, too anxious for the slightest controversial ad-
vantge, without thought of the easy replies that
might be made. He sometimes pretends what or hard
hitting to solid argument. At this period controver-
sies were beginning within the Church, the most im-
portant being the question whether Easter could be
celebrated on a weekday. Another burning question
at Rome, at the turn of the century, was the doubt
whether the prophesying of the Montanists could be
approved, and yet another, in the first years of the
third century, was the controversy with a group of
opponents of Montanism (so it seems), who denied the
authenticity of the writings of St. John, an error then
quite new.
B. (1) The Church of Alexandria already in the sec-
dond century showed the note of learning, together with
a habit borrowed from the Alexandrian Jews, espe-
cially Philo, of an allegorizing interpretation of Scrip-
ture. The latter characteristic is a breadth with their
“Epistle of Barnabas”, which may be of Alexandrian
origin. Pantaenus was the first to make the Cate-
chetical school of the city famous. No writings of his
are extant, but his pupil Clement, who taught in
the school with Pantaenus, c. 180, and as his head, c.
194-215 (4), has left us fragments of rather lengthy disquisitions dealing with my-
thology, mystical theology, education, social observ-
ances, and all other things in heaven and on earth.
He was followed by the great Origen, whose fame
spread far and wide even among the heathen. The
remains of his works, though they fill several volumes,
are to a great extent only in free Latin translations
and bear but a small ratio to the vast amount that has
perished. The Alexandrians held as firmly as any
Catholics to tradition as the rule of faith, at least in
theory, but beyond tradition they allowed themselves
to speculate, so that the “Hypotyposes” of Clement
have been almost entirely lost on account of the errors
which found a place in them, and Origen’s works fell
under the ban of the Church, though their author lived
the life of a saint, and died, shortly after the Decian
persecution, of the sufferings he had undergone in it.
The disciples of Origen were many and eminent. The
most celebrated of them was St. Dionysius “the Great”
of Alexandria and St. Gregory of Neocesarea in Pontus, known as the Wonder-Worker, who, like St.
Nomosus in the West, was said to have moved a
mountain for a short distance by his prayers. Of the
writings of these two saints not very much is extant.

(2) Montanism and the paschal question brought Asia
Minor down from the leading position it held in the
second century into a very inferior rank in the third.
Besides St. Gregory, St. Methodius at the end of that
century was a polished writer and an opponent of
Origenism—his name is consequently passed over
without mention by the Origenist historians Eusebius.
We have his “Banquet” in Greek, and some smaller
works in Old Slavonic.

(3) Antioch was the head see over the “Orient”, in-
cluding Syria and Mesopotamia as well as Palestine
and Phoenicia, but at no time did this form a compact
patriarchate like that of Alexandria. The must group
of writers who have left works with one another in
matter or style. Julius Africanus lived at Em-maua
and composed a chronography, out of which the
episcopal lists of Rome, Alexandria, and Antioch,
and a great deal of other matter, have been preserved
for us in St. Jerome’s version of the Chronicle of Eusebius,
and in Byzantine chronicographers. Two letters of his
are of interest, but the fragments of his “Kesotis” or
“Girdles” are of no ecclesiastical value; they contain
much curious matter and much that is objectionable.
In the second half of the third century, perhaps to-
wards the end of it, a great school was established at
Jericho by Lucian, too absent-minded and too stupid
as to be of much interest, to be of much interest.
312. He is said to have been excommunicated
under three bishops, but if this is true he had been long
restored at the time of his martyrdom. It is quite un-
certain whether he shared the errors of Paul of Samo-
sata (Bishop of Antioch, deposed for heresy in 208-9).
At all events he was—however unintentionally—father of Arianism, and his pupils were the leaders of
that heresy: Eusebius of Nicomedia, Arius himself,
with Menophantus of Ephesus, Athanasius of Anazar-
bus, and the only two bishops who refused to sign the
new creed at the Council of Nicaea, Theognis of Nicaea
and Maris of Chalcedon, besides the scandalous bishop
Lucian of Antioch and the Sophist Asterius of Cesa-
reas, an Origenist centre, flourished under another
martyr, St. Pamphilus, who with his friend Eusebius,
a certain Ammonius, and others, collected the works
of Origen in a long-famous library, corrected Origen’s
“Hexapla”, and did much editing of the text both of
the Old and the New Testaments. Eusebius

(4) We hear of no writings at Rome except in Greek,
until the mention of some small works in Latin, by
Pope St. Victor, which still existed in Jerome’s day.
Hippolytus, a Roman priest, wrote from c. 200 to 235,
and always in Greek, though at Carthage Tertullian
had been writing in Latin. He was the editor of the
philosophumena or “Philosophumena”, he was an
antipope, and full of unreasoning enmity to his rival
St. Cyprian; his theology makes the Word proceed
from God by His Will, distinct from Him in substance,
and becoming Son by becoming man. There is noth-
ing like him in the theology of this work; it rather an-
nects itself with the Greek apologists. A great part
of his work is a large commentary on Daniel and a work
against Noetius are the only other important remains of
this writer, who was soon forgotten in the West, though
fragments of his works turn up in all the Eastern lan-
guages. Parts of his chronography, perhaps his last
work, have survived. Another Roman antipope,
Novatus, wrote in ponderous and studied prose with
metrical endings. Some of his works have come down
to us under the name of St. Cyprian. Like Hippoly-
tus, he made his rigorist views the pretext for his
schism. Unlike Hippolytus, he is quite orthodox in
his incipient work, which is in the manner of St.
Alexander of Paphlagonia.

(5) The apologetic works of Tertullian have been
mentioned. The earlier were written by him when a
priest of the Church of Carthage, but about the year
200 he was led to believe in the Montanist prophets
of Phrygia, and he headed a Montanist schism at Car-
thage. Many of his treatises are written to defend his
position and his rigorist doctrines, and he does so
with considerable violence and with the clever and hasty argumentation which is natural to him. The placid flow of St. Cyprian's eloquence (Bishop of Carthage, 249–58) is a great contrast to that of his "master". The short treatises and large correspondence of this saint are all concerned with local questions and needs, and he eschews all speculative theology. From the few lights on the life and works of the church, its government, and on a number of interesting ecclesiastical and social matters. In all the patristic period there is nothing, with the exception of Eusebius's history, which tells us so much about the early Church as the small volume which contains St. Cyprian's works. At the end of the century Arnobius, bishop of Lyons, was still the greatest of the pagan writers. In the African, Tertullian, Cyprian, Lactantius, and Augustine, a former rhetorician, composed a dull apology. Lactantius carries us into the fourth century. He was an elegant and eloquent writer, but like Arnobius was not a well-instructed Christian.

C. (1) The fourth century is the great age of the Fathers. It was twelve years old when Constantine published his edict of toleration, and a new era for the Christian religion began. It is ushered in by Eusebius of Cæsarea, with his great apologetic works "Preparatio Evangelica" and "Demonstratio Evangelica", which stand as a landmark on the history of the church. Then, in the second part of the century, we have the "Chronicle" (the Greek original is lost) and the "Historia", which has gathered up the fragments of the age of persecutions, and has preserved to us more than half of all we know about the heroic ages of the Faith. In theology Eusebius was a follower of Origen, but he rejected the eternity of Creation and of the Logos, so that he was able to regard the Arians with considerable cordiality. The original form of the pseudo-Clementine romance, with its long and tiresome dialogues, seems to be a work of the very beginning of the century against the new developments of heathenism, and it was written either on the Phoenician coast or not far inland in the Syrian neighborhood. Replies to the greatest of the pagan attacks, that of Porphyry, become more frequent after the pagan revival under Julian (361–3), and they occupied the labours of many celebrated writers. St. Cyril of Jerusalem has left us a complete series of instructions to the catechumens and the newly-baptized, with an exact knowledge of the religious teaching imparted to the people in an important Church of the East in the middle of the fourth century. A Palestinian of the second half of the century, St. Epiphanius, became Bishop of Salamis in Cyprus, and wrote a long series of books on all the heresies. He is not minutely inexact, and has further made great difficulties for us by not naming his authorities. He was a friend of St. Jerome, and an uncompromising opponent of Origenism.

(2) The Alexandrian priest Arius was not a product of the catechetical school of that city, but of the heart of Antioch. The Alexandrian tendency was quite opposite to the Antiochene, and the Alexandrian bishop, Alexander, condemned Arius in letters still extant, in which we gather the tradition of the Alexandrian Church. There is no trace in them of Origenism, the head-quarters of which had long been at Cæsarea in Palestine, in the succession Theotissimus, Pamphilus, Eusebius. The tradition of Alexandria was rather that which Dionysius the Great had received from Pope Dionysius. Three years after the Nicene Council (325), St. Athanasius began his long episcopate of forty-five years. His writings are not without mistakes, but his vigour, his art, and his cleverness of his own troubles, but their theological and historical value is enormous, on account of the leading part taken by this truly great man in the fifty years of fight with Arianism. The head of the catechetical school during this half-century was Didymus the Blind, an Athanian in his doctrine of the Son, and rather clearer even than his patriarch in his doctrine of the Trinity, but in many other points carrying on the Origenistic tradition. Here may be also mentioned by the way a rather later writer, Synesius of Cyrene, a man of philosophical and literary habits, who showed energy and sincere piety as a bishop, in spite of the rather pagan character of his culture. His life had been spent in the state of the Church, on its government, and on a number of interesting ecclesiastical and social matters. In all the patristic period there is nothing, with the exception of Eusebius's history, which tells us so much about the early Church as the small volume which contains St. Cyprian's works. At the end of the century Arnobius, bishop of Lyons, was still the greatest of the pagan writers. In the African, Tertullian, Cyprian, Lactantius, and Augustine, a former rhetorician, composed a dull apology. Lactantius carries us into the fourth century. He was an elegant and eloquent writer, but like Arnobius was not a well-instructed Christian.

(3) The second half of the century is illustrated by an illustrious triad in Cappadoecia, St. Basil, his friend St. Gregory Nazianzen, and his brother St. Gregory of Nyssa. They were the main workers in the return of the East to orthodoxy. Their doctrine of the Trinity is an advance even upon that of Didymus, and is very noticeable indeed to the modern churchman, who does not attempt to embody the Athanian creed. But it had taken a long while for the East to assimilate the entire meaning of the orthodox view. St. Basil showed great patience with those who had advanced less far on the right road than himself, and he even tempered his language so as to conciliate them. For fame of sanctity scarcely any of the Fathers, save St. Gregory the Wonder-Worker, or St. Augustine, has ever equalled him. He practised extraordinary asceticism, and his family were all saints. He composed a rule for monks which has remained practically the only one in the East. St. Gregory of Nazianzen embodied his equal abilities and learning, with greater eloquence. The love of Origen which persuaded the friends in their youth to publish a book of extracts from his writings had little influence on their later theology; that of St. Gregory in particular is renowned for its accuracy or even inerrancy. St. Gregory of Nyssa is, on the other hand, full of Origenism. The classical culture and literary form of the Cappadoceans, united to sanctity and orthodoxy, makes them a unique group in the history of the Church.

(4) The Antiochene school of the fourth century seemed given over to Arianism, until the time when the great Alexandrians, Athanasius and Didymus, were dying, when it was just reviving not merely into orthodoxy, but into an efflorescence by which the recent glory of Alexandria and even of Cappadoce was to be surpassed. Diodorus, a monk at Antioch and then Bishop of Tarsus, was a noble supporter of the same doctrine, but as the result of the knowledge of part of his works had perished. His friend Theodore of Mopsuestia was a learned and judicious commentator in the literal Antiochene style, but unfortunately his opposition to the heresy of Apollinarius of Laodicea carried him into the opposite extreme of Nestorianism—indeed as the master Theodore who was far as the master Theodore. But then Nestorius resisted the judgment of the Church, whereas Theodore died in Catholic communion, and was the friend of saints, including that crowning glory of the Antiochene school, St. John Chrysostom, whose greatest sermons were preached at Antioch, before he became Bishop of Constantinople. Chrysostom of Antioch is of course the chief of the Greek Fathers, the first of all commentators, and the first of all orators whether in East or West. He was for a time a hermit, and remained ascetic in his life; he was also a fervent social reformer. His grandeur of character makes him worthy of a place beside St. Basil and St. Athanasius.

As Basil and Gregory were formed to oratory by the Christian Prophets, so was Chrysostom by the heathen orator Libanius. In the classical Gregory we may sometimes find the rhetorician; in Chrysostom never; his amazing natural talent prevents his every word being the asperior of the classic or orator, though what he says is often lost in the flow of energetic thought and the torrent of words. He is not afraid of repeating himself and of neglecting the rules, for he never wishes to be admired, but only to instruct or to persuade. But even so great a man has his limitations. He has no speculative interest in philosophy
or theology, though he is learned enough to be absolutely orthodox. He is a holy man and a practical man, so that his thoughts are full of piety and beauty and wisdom; but he is not a thinker. None of the Fathers has been more imitated than Saint Basil (d. 379). Most of his writings are poetic: his commentaries are in prose, but the remains of these are scanty. His homilies and hymns are all in metre, and are of very great beauty. Such tender and loving piety is hardly found elsewhere in the Fathers. The twenty-three homilies of Aphraates (326-7), a Mesopotamian bishop, are of great interest.

(6) St. Hilary of Poitiers is the most famous of the earlier opponents of Arianism in the West. He wrote commentaries and polemical works, including the great treatise "De Trinitate" and a lost historical work. His style is affectedly involved and obscure, but he is historical because of his less polished and more serious character. The very name of his treatise on the Trinity shows that he approached the dogma from the Western point of view of a Trinity in Unity, but he has largely employed the works of Origen, Athanasius, and other Easterns. His exegesis is of the allegorical type that was adopted by the Western Fathers. St. Cyprian, and Hilary had no rival in his own generation.

Lucifer, Bishop of Calaris in Sardinia, was a very rude controversialist, who wrote in a popular and almost uneducated manner. The Spanish Gregory of Iliberis, in Southern Spain, is only now beginning to receive his due, since Dom A. Wilmar restored to him in 1908 the important so-called "Tractatus Originis de libris SS. Scripturae," which he and Batiffol had published in 1900, as genuine works of Origen translated by Victorinus of Pettau. The commentaries and anti-Arian works of the converted rhetorician, Marcus Victorinus, were not successful. St. Eusebius of Vercellae has left us only a few letters. The date of the short discourses of Zeno of Verona is uncertain. The fine letter of Pope Julius I to the Arians and a few letters of Liberius and Damasus are of great interest.

The greatest of the opponents of Arianism in the West is St. Ambrose (d. 397). His sanctity and his great actions make him one of the most imposing figures in the patristic period. Unfortunately the style of his writings is often unpleasant, being affected and intricate, without being correct or artistic. His exegesis is not merely of the most extreme allegorical kind, but so fanciful as to be sometimes positively absurd. And yet, when off his guard, he speaks with genuine and touching eloquence; he produces apophthegms of admirable brevity, and without being a deep theologian, he shows a wonderful profundity of thought on ascetical, moral, and devotional matters. And then, he is not over-demanding of attention, so his writings gain our affectionate respect, in spite of their very irritating defects. It is easy to see that he is very well read in the classics and in Christian writers of East and West, but his best thoughts are all his own.

(7) At Rome an original, odd, and learned writer composed a commentary on St. Paul’s Epistles and a series of questions on the Old and New Testaments. He is usually spoken of as Ambrosiaster, and may perhaps be a converted Jew named Isaac, who later apostatized. St. Damasus wrote verses which are poor poetry but interesting where they give us information not elsewhere recorded by other writers. His secretary for a time was St. Jerome, a Pannonian by birth, a Roman by baptism. This learned Father, "Doctor maximus in Sacris Scripturis," is very well known to us, for almost all that he wrote is a revelation of himself. He tells the reader of his inclinations and his antipathies, his enthusiasms and his irritations, his friendships and his enemies. If he is often out of temper, he is the most human of men, more real; and almost devoted to orthodoxy, and in many ways a very lovable character; for if he is quick to take offence, he is easily appeased, he is laborious beyond ordinary endurance, and it is against heresy that his anger is usually kindled. He lived all the latter part of his life in a retreat at Bethlehem, suffocated by loving disciples, whose unirrited devotion shows that the saint was by no means such a rough diamond, one might say such an ogre, as he is often represented. He had no taste for philosophy, and seldom gave himself time to think, but he read and wrote ceaselessly. His many commentaries are brief and to the point, full of information, and the product of wide reading. His greatest work was the translation of the Old Testament from the Hebrew into Latin. He carried on the textural labours of Origen, Pamphilus, and Eusebius, and his revision of the Latin Gospels shows the use of admirably pure Greek MSS., though he seems to have been driven by necessity to use the Greek text.

He attacked heretics with much of the cleverness, all the vivacity, and much more than the eloquence and effectiveness of Tertullian. He used the like weapons against any who attacked him, and especially against his friend Rufinus during their passing period of hostility.

If he is only "perhaps" the most learned of the Fathers, he is beyond doubt the greatest of prose writers among them all. We cannot compare his energy and wit with the originality and polish of Cicerro, or with the delicate perfection of Plato, but neither can they or any other writer be compared with Jerome in his own sphere. He does not attempt flights of imagination, musical intonation, word-painting; he has no flow of honeyed language like Cyprian, no torrent of phrases like Chrysostom; he is a writer, not an orator, and a learned and classical writer. But such letters as his, for astonishing force and liveliness, for point, and wit, and terse expression, were never written before or since. There is no sense of effort, and though we feel that the language must have been studied, we are rarely tempted to call it studied language, for Jerome knows the strange secret of polishing his steel weapons while they are still at a red heat, and of hurling an unpolished weapon as a dangerous adversary, and had few scruples in taking every possible advantage. He has the unfortunate defect of his extraordinary swiftness, that he is extremely inaccurate, and his historical statements need careful control. His biographies of the hermits, his words about monastic life, the virility, Roman faith, our Blessed Lady, relics of saints, have exercised great influence. It has only been known of late years that Jerome was a preacher; the little extempore discourses published by Dom Morin are full of his irrepressible personality and his careless learning.

(8) Africa was a greater and more vigorous arena of struggle, being occupied by a battle of its own. Donatism (311-411) was for a long time paramount in Numidia, and sometimes in other parts. The writings of the Donatists have mostly perished. About 370 St. Opstatus published an effective controversial work against them. The attack was made on a yet greater controversialist, St. Augustine, with a marvelous success, so that the inveterate schism was practically at an end twenty years before that saint’s death. So happy an event turned the eyes of all Christendom to the brilliant protagonist of the African Catholics, who had already dealt crushing blows at the Latin Mani-chiacs, and had eclipsed his own fame in all Rome and the East. This man was engaged in an even greater conflict with the philosophical and naturalistic heresy of Pelagius and Celestius. In this he was at first assisted by the aged
Jerome; the popes condemned the innovators and the emperor legislated against them. If St. Augustine has the unique fame of having prostrated three heresies, it is because he was as anxious to persuade as to refuse. He was perhaps the greatest controversialist the world has ever seen. Besides, he was the greatest philosopher among the Fathers, but he was the only great philosopher. His purely theological works, especially his “De Trinitate”, are unsurpassed for depth, grasp, and clearness, among early ecclesiastical writers, whether Eastern or Western.

As a philosophical theologian he has no superior, even if he is not in a like strain. The Gospels show that he could attend to history and detail. The allegorizing tendencies he inherited from his spiritual father, Ambrose, carry him now and then into extravagances, but more often he rather scorns than comments, and his “In Genesim ad litteram”, and his treatises on the Psalms and on St. John, are works of extraordinary power and penetration. He is quite worthy, in a totally different style, to rank with Chrysostom on Matthew. St. Augustine was a professor of rhetoric before his wonderful conversion; but like St. Cyril, and even more than St. Cyril, he put aside, as a Christian, all the artifices of oratory which he knew so well. He retained correctness of grammar and perfect good taste, together with the power of speaking and writing with ease in a style of masterly simplicity and of dignified though almost colloquial plainness.

Nothing could be more individual than this style of St. Augustine, in which he talks to the reader or to God with perfect openness and with an astonishing, often almost exasperating, subtility of thought. He had the power of seeing all round a subject and through and through it, and he was too conscientious not to use this gift to the uttermost. Large-minded and far-seeing, he was also very learned. He mastered Greek throughout his life, in order to have himself well familiar with the works of the Eastern Fathers. His “De Civitate Dei” shows vast stores of reading; still more, it puts him in the first place among apologists. Before his death (431) he was the object of extraordinary veneration. He had founded a monastery at Hippo, which supplied Africa when he lived at Hippo with his clergy in a common life, to which the Regular Canons of later days have always looked as their model. The great Dominican Order, the Augustinians, and numberless congregations of nuns still look to him as their father and legislator. His devotional works have had a vogue second only to that of another of his spiritual sons, Thomas à Kempis. He had in his lifetime a reputation for miracles, and his sanctity is felt in all his writings, and breathes in the story of his life. It has been remarked that there is about this many-sided bishop a certain something which makes him an almost faultless model of a holy, wise, and active man. It is well to remember that he was essentially a penitent.

In Spain, the great poet Prudentius surpassed all his predecessors, of whom the best had been Jun Venetus and the almost pagan rhetorician Ausonius. The curious tussles of the Spanish heretic Priscillian was dissolved only in 415. So Aquileia must be mentioned as the very free translator of Origen, etc., and of Eusebius’s “History”, which he continued up to his own date. In South Italy his friend Paulinus of Nola has left us pious poems and elaborate letters.

(1) The fragments of Nestorius’s writings have been collected by Loofs. Some of them were preserved by a disciple of St. Augustine, Marius Mercator, who made two collections of documents, concerning Nestorianism and Pelagianism respectively. The great adversary of Nestorius, St. Cyril of Alexandria, was opposed by a yet greater writer, Theodoret, Bishop of Cys. Cyril’s works are the best, and his long commentaries in the mystical Alexandrian vein do not much interest modern readers. But his principal letters and treatises on the Nestorian question show him as a theologian who has a deep spiritual insight into the meaning of the Incarnation and its effect upon the human race—the lifting up of man to God. His use of the Greek words for Egyptian asceticism, from Anthony the Great (whose life St. Athanasius wrote), and the Macarian (one of whom left some valuable works in Greek), and Pachomius, to his own time. In their ascetical systems, the union with God by contemplation was naturally the end in view, but one is surprised how little is made by them of meditation on the life and Passion of Christ. It is not omitted, but the tendency as with St. Cyril and with the Monophysites who believed they followed him, is to think rather of the Godhead than of the Manhood. The Antiochene school had exaggerated the contrary tendency, one of opposition to Apollinarianism, while Chrysostom was complete, and they thought more of man united to God than of God made man. Theodoret undoubtedly avoided the excesses of Theodore and Nestorius, and his doctrine was accepted at last by St. Leo as orthodox, in spite of his earlier persistent defence of Nestorius. His history of the monks is less valuable than the earlier writings of eyewitnesses—Palladius in the East, and Rufinus and afterwards Cassian in the West. But Theodoret’s “History” in continuation of Eusebius contains valuable information. His apologetic and controversial writings are the works of a good theologian. His masterpieces are his exegetical works, which are neither oratory like those of Chrysostom, nor exaggeratedly literal like those of Theodore. With him the great Antiochene school worthily closes, as the Alexandrian does with St. Cyril. Together with these great men may be mentioned St. Cyril’s spiritual adviser, St. Isidore of Pelusium, whose 2800 letters told a life with allegorical exegesis, the commentary on St. Mark by Victor of Antioch, and the introduction to the interpretation of Scripture by the monk Hadrian, a manual of the Antiochene method.

(2) The Eutychian controversy produced no great works in the East. Such works of the Monophysites as have survived are in Syriac or Coptic versions. (3) The two Constantinopolitan historians, Socrates and Sozomen, in spite of errors, contain some data which are precious, since many of the sources which they used are lost to us. With Theodoret, their contemporary, they form a vivid justus writer, and with allegorical exegesis, the commentary on St. Mark by Victor of Antioch, and the introduction to the interpretation of Scripture by the monk Hadrian, a manual of the Antiochene method.

(4) St. Sulpicius Severus, a Gallic noble, disciple and biographer of the great St. Martin of Tours, was a classical scholar, and showed himself an elegant writer in his “Ecclesiastical History”. His school of Latins produced many writers besides St. Vincent, We may mention Theodoret and the great St. Cassian of Arles (543). Other Gallic writers are Salvian, St. Sidonius Apollinaris, Gennadius, St. Avitus of Vienne, and Julianus Pomerius. (5) In the West, the series of papal decrets begins with Pope Siricius (384–98). Of the more important letters large numbers have been lost. Of those of the wise St. Innocent I (401–17), the hot-headed St. Zosimus (417–8), and the severe St. Celestine are perhaps the most important in the first half of the century; in the second half those of Hilarus, Simplicius, and above all the learned St. Gelasius (492–9). Midway in the century stands St. Leo, the greatest of the early popes, whose steadfastness and sanctity
saved Rome from Attila, and the Romans from Ge-seric. He could be unbending in the enunciation of principle; he was condescending in the condoning of breaches of discipline for the sake of peace, and he was a skilful diplomatist. His sermons and the dogmatic letters in his large correspondence show him to us as the most lucid of all theologians. He is clear in his exegese to a degree perhaps unequalled, but his thought has remained clearly and deeply. He steers between Nestorianism and Eutycheianism, not by using subtle distinctions or elaborate arguments, but by stating plain definitions in accurate words. He condemned Monothelitism by anticipation. His style is careful, withrical cadences. Its majestic rhythms and its epigrams have invested the Latin language with a new splendour and dignity.

E. (1) In the sixth century the large correspondence of Pope Hormisdas is of the highest interest. That century closes with St. Gregory the Great, whose celebrated "Registrum" exceeds in volume many times over the collections of the letters of other early popes. The Epistles are of great variety and throw light on the varied interests of the great pope's life and the varied events in the East and West of his time. His "Morals on the Book of Job" is not a literal commentary, but pretends only to illustrate the moral sense underlying the text. Hence the characteristic presence of the modern notions, it is a work full of wisdom and instruction. The style of St. Gregory on the spiritual life and on contemplation are of special interest. As a theologian he is original only in that he combines all the traditional theology of the West without adding to it. He commonly follows Augustine as a theologian, a commentator and a preacher. His sermons are admirably practical; they are models of what a good sermon should be. After St. Gregory there are some great popes whose letters are worthy of study, such as Nicholas I and John VIII.; but these and the many other later writers of the West belong properly to the medieval period. St. Gregory of Tours is certainly medieval, but the learned Bede is quite pastoral. His great interest is the most faithful and perfect history to be found in the early centuries. (2) In the East, the latter half of the fifth century is very barren. The sixth century is not much better. The importance of Leo the Great (died 544) is that he has given the dogma has only lately been realized. Poets and hagiographers, chroniclers, canonists, and ascetical writers succeed each other. Catena by way of commentaries are the order of the day. St. Maximus Confessor, Anastasius of Mount Sinai, and Andrew of Csesarea must be mentioned. The first of them commented on the works of the Azo Dios and the Apocalypses. He had probably first seen the light towards the end of the fifth century. St. John of Damascus (c. 750) closes the patriarchic period with his polemics against heresies, his exegetical and ascetical writings, his beautiful hymns, and above all his "Fountain of Wisdom", which is a Byzantium of patriotic theory and of kind of anticipation of scholasticism. Indeed, the "Summa Theologica" of the Middle Ages were founded on the "Sentences" of Peter Lombard, who had taken the skeleton of his work from this last of the Greek Fathers.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PATRISTIC WRITINGS.—(a) Commentaries.—It has been seen that the literal school of exegesis had its home at Antioch, while the allegorical school was Alexandrian, and the entire West, on the whole, followed the allegorical method, mingling literalism with it in various degrees. The suspicion of Arius has led to the fourteenth-century Antiochene school, such as Theodore of Heraclea and Eusebius of Emess, and the charge of Nestorianism has caused the commentaries of Diodorus and Theodore of Mopsuestia (for the most part) to disappear. The Alexandrian school has lost yet more heavily, for little of the great Origen remains except in fragments and in unreliable versions. The great Antiochenes, Chrysostom and Theodore, have a real grasp of the sense of the sacred text. They treat it with reverence and love, and their explanations are of deep value, because the language of the New Testament was their own tongue, so that we moderns cannot afford to neglect their comments. On the contrary, Origen, in the following type of commentary, who had inherited the Philonic tradition of the Alexandrian Jews, was essentially irreverent to the inspired authors. The Old Testament was to him full of errors, lies, and blasphemies, so far as the letter was concerned, and his defence of it against the pagans, the Gnostics, and especially the Marcionites, was to qualify it only to the spirit in true sense. He has distinguished a triple sense, the somatic, the psychic, and the pneumatic, following St. Paul's trichotomy; but in practice he mainly gives the spiritual, as opposed to the corporal or literal.

St. Augustine sometimes defends the Old Testament against the Manicheans in the same style, and occasionally in a most unconvincing manner, but with great moderation and restraint. In his "De Genesi ad litteram" he has evolved a far more effective method, with his usual brilliant originality, and he shows that the objections brought against the truth of Scripture in the first chapters of Genesis. He has made a baseless assumption that the objector has found the true meaning of the text. But Origen applied his method, though partially, even to the New Testament, and regarded the Evangelists as sometimes false in the letter, but as saving the truth in the hidden spiritual meaning. In this point the good feeling of Christians prevented his being followed. But the brilliant example he gave, of running riot in the fantastic exegesis which his method encouraged, had an unfortunate influence. He is fond of giving a variety of applications to a single text, and his promise to hold nothing but what can be proved from Scripture becomes illusory when he shows by example that part of Scripture may mean anything he pleases. The reverent temper of later writers, and especially of the Westerns, preferred to represent as the true meaning of the sacred writer the allegory which appeared to them to be the most obvious. St. Ambrose and St. Augustine in the beginning of the Pauline treatises for the beginning of the exegesis, or moralize, than allegorize, and their imaginative interpretations are chiefly of events, actions, numbers, etc. But almost all allegorical interpretation is so arbitrary and depends so much on the caprice of the exegete that it is difficult to conciliate it with reverence, however one may be tempted to do so. An alternative way of defending the Old Testament was excogitated by the ingenious author of the pseudo-Clementines; he asserts that it has been depraved and interpolated. St. Jerome's learning has made his exegesis unique; he frequently gives alternative explanations and refers to the authors who have adopted them. From the middle of the fifth century onwards, second-hand commentaries are universal in East and West, and originality almost entirely disappears. Andrew of Csesarea is perhaps an exception; for he commented on a book which was scarcely at all read in the East, the Apocalypse. Discussions of method are not wanting. "Clement of Alexandria gives 'traditional methods', the literary, typical, moral, and prophetic. The tradition is obviously from Rabbinism. We must admit that it has in its favour the practice of St. Matthew and St. Paul. Even more than Origen, St. Augustine has shown how important it was to keep the 'pure doctrine of the Church.' he gives elaborate rules of exegesis. Elsewhere where he distinguishes four senses of Scripture: historical, etiological (economic), analogical (where N. T. explains O. T.), and allegorical ("De Util. Cred."); 3; cf. "De Vera Rel." 50). The book of rules composed by the Donatist Tichonius has an analogy in the
smaller “canons” of St. Paul’s Epistles by Priscillian. Hadrian of Antioch was mentioned above. St. Gregory the Great compares Scripture to a river so broad that even the smallest eel can swim in it, so deep that an elephant can float. (Pref. to “Moralis on Job”). He distinguishes the historical or literal sense, the moral, and the allegorical or typical. If the Western Fathers are fanciful, yet this is better than the extreme literalism of Theodore of Mopsuestia, who refused to allow even the Canaanite, so deep that an elephant can float. (Pref. to “Moralis on Job”).

(b) Preachers.—We have sermons from the Greek Church much earlier than from the Latin. Indeed, Sozomen tells us that, up to his time (c. 450), there were no public sermons in the churches at Rome. This seems almost incredible. St. Leo’s sermons are, however, the first sermons we have distinctly by name in Rome which have reached us, for those of Hippolytus were all in Greek; unless the homily “Adversus Alae- tores” be a sermon by a Novatian antipope. The series of Latin preachers begins in the middle of the fourth century. The so-called “Second Epistle of St. Clement” is a homily belonging possibly to the second century. Many of them are a series of sermons, as is the case later with all Chrysostom’s commentaries and most of Augustine’s. In many cases treatises are composed of a course of sermons, as, for instance, is the case for some of those of Ambrose, who seems to have rewritten his sermons and made these “De Sanctis” that Chrysostom should be the version by a shorthand-writer of the course which the saint himself edited under the title “De mysteriis.” In any case the “De Sacramentis” (whether by Ambrose or not) has a freshness and vividness which is wanting in the certainly authentic “De mysteriis.” Similarly the great courses of sermons preached by St. Chrysostom at Antioch were evidently written or corrected by his own hand, but those delivered at Constantinople were either hurriedly corrected, or not at all. His sermons on Acts, which have come down to us in two quite distinct texts in the MSS. are probably known to us only in the forms in which they were taken down by two different tachygraphers. St. Gregory Nazianzen complains of the importunity of these shorthand-writers (Orat. xxxii), as St. Jerome does of their incapacity (Ep. lixxi, 5). Their art was evidently highly perfected, and specimens of it have come down to us in the official acts of the council at the great conference with the Donatists at Carthage, in 411, we hear of them. It appears that many or most of the bishops at the Council of Ephesus, in 449, had their own shorthand-writers with them. The method of taking notes and of amplifying receives illustration from the Acts of the Council of Constantinople of 27 April, 449, at which the minutes were examined which had been taken down by tachygraphers at the council held a few weeks earlier.

Many of St. Augustine’s sermons are certainly from shorthand notes. As to others we are uncertain, for the same style of the written ones is so colloquial that it is difficult to get a criterion. The sermons of St. Jerome at Bethlehem, published by Dom Morin, are from shorthand reports, and the discourses themselves were unprepared conferences on those portions of the Psalms or of the Gospels which had been sung in the liturgy. The speaker has clearly often been preceded by a brother priest, and on the Western Christmas Day, his community alone is keeping, the bishop is present and will speak last. In fact the pilgrim Athéria tells us that at Jerusalem, in the fourth century, all the priests present spoke in turn, if they chose, and the bishop last of all. Such improvised compositions are known from the lives of St. Gregory Nazianzen, from the lofty flights of Chrysostom, from the torrent of iteration that characterizes the short sermons of Peter Chrysologus, from the neat phrases of Maximus of Turin, and the ponderous rhythms of Leo the Great. The eloquence of these Fathers need not be here described. In the West we may add in the fourth century Gaudentius of Brescia; and in the fifth century: the sixth opens with the numerous collections made by St. Cesarius for the use of preachers. There is practically no edition of the works of this eminent and practical bishop. St. Gregory (apart from some fanciful exegeesis) is the most practical preacher of the West. Nothing could be more admirable for imitation than St. Chrysostom. The more ornate writers are less safe to copy. St. Augustine’s style is too personal to be an example, and few are so learned, so great, and so ready, that they can venture to speak as simply as he often does. The Western Fathers do not belong to the strictly classical period of either the Greek or the Latin language; but this does not imply that they wrote bad Latin or Greek. The conversational form of the vernacular or common dialect of Greek, which is found in the New Testament and in many papyri, is not the language of the Fathers, except of the very early Greek Fathers. For instance the apocryphal gospels are evidently composed in a popularizing style than most of the New Testament writers; none of them uses quite a vulgar or ungrammatical Greek, while some Atticize, e.g. the Cappadocians and Syncerus. The Latin Fathers are often less classical. Tertullian is a Latin Carlyle; he knew Greek, and translated, and used the new idiom of the ecclesiastical terms into Latin. St. Cyprian’s “Ad donatum,” probably his first Christian writing, shows an Apuleian preciseness which he eschewed in all his other works, but which his biographer Pontius has imitated and exaggerated. Men like Jerome and Augustine, who had a thorough knowledge of classical literature, would not employ tricks of style, and cultivated a manner which should be correct, but simple and straightforward; yet their style could not have been what it was but for their previous study. For the spoken Latin of all the patriotic centuries was very different from the written. We get examples of the vulgar tongue here and there in the letters of Pope Cornelius as edited by Mercati, for the third century, or in the Rule of St. Benedict in Wolfin’s or Dom Morin’s editions, for the sixth. In the latter we get such modernisms as cor murmumant, post quibus, cum responseris suae, which show how the confusing mixture of the classical and the popular language was reduced into the more reasonable simplicity of Italian. Some of the Fathers use the rhetorical endings of the “cursus” in their prose; some have the later accented endings which were corruptions of the correct prosodic ones. Familiar examples of the former are in the older Collects of the Mass; of the latter the Te Deum is an obvious instance.

(d) East and West.—Before speaking of the theological characteristics of the Fathers, we have to take into account the great division of the Roman Empire into two languages. Language is the great separator. When two emperors divided the Empire, it was not quite according to language; nor were the ecclesiastical divisions more exact, since the great province of Illyricum, including Macedonia and all Greece, was attached to the West through at least a large part of the patriotic period, and was governed by the archbishop of Thessalonica, not as its exarch or patriarch, but as papal legate. But in considering the literary productions of the age, we must class them as Latin or Greek, and this is what will be meant here by Western and Eastern. The understanding of the relations between Greeks and Latins is often obscured by certain prepossessions. We talk of the “unchanging”, of the philosophic and Gnostic, and of the practical Romans, of the reposeful thought of the Oriental mind over against the rapidity and orderly classification which characterizes Western intelligence. All this is very misleading, and it is important to go
back to the facts. In the first place, the East was converted far more rapidly than the West. When Constantine made Christianity the established religion of both empires from 323 onwards, there was a striking contrast between the two. In the West paganism had everywhere a large majority, except possibly in Africa. But in the Greek world Christianity was quite the equal of the old religions in influence and numbers; in the great cities it might even be predominant, and some towns were practically Christian. The story told of St. Gregory the Great that he was converted by seventeen pagans in the same city where he died (c. 370–5), must be substantially true. Such a story in the West would be absurd. The villages of the Latin countries held out for long, and the pagans retained the worship of the old gods even after they were all nominally Christianized.

In Phrygia, on the contrary, entire villages were Christian long before Constantine, though it is true that elsewhere some towns were still heathen in Julian's day—Gaza in Palestine is an example; but then Marcus of Gaza was a heretic.

Two consequences, amongst others, of this swift evangelization of the East must be noticed. In the first place, while the slow progress of the West was favourable to the preservation of the unchallenged tradition, the quick conversion of the East was accompanied by a rapid development which, in the sphere of thought, created the necessary books, libraries and schools of the schools. Secondly, the Eastern religion partook, even during the heroic age of persecution, of the evil which the West felt so deeply after Constantine, that is to say, of the crowding into the Church of multitudes who were only half Christianized, because it was the fashionable thing to do, or because a part of the beauties of the new religion and of the absurdities of the old were seen. We have actually Christian writers, in East and West, such as Arnobius, and to some extent Lactantius and Julius Africanus, who show that they are only half instructed in the Faith. This must have been largely the case among the people in the East. Tradition in the East was less regarded, and faith was less deep than in the smaller Western communities. Again, the Latin writers begin in Africa with Tertullian, just before the third century, at Rome with Novatian, just in the middle of the third century, and in Germany, only towards the end of that century. But the East had writers in the first century, and numbers in the second; there were Gnostic and Christian schools in the second and third. There had been, indeed, Greek writers at Rome in the first and second centuries and part of the third. But when the Roman Church became Latin they were forgotten; the Latin writers did not cite Clement and Hermas; they totally forgot Hippolytus, except his chronicle, and his name became merely a theme for legend.

Though Rome was powerful and venerated in the second century, and though her tradition remained unbroken, the break in her literature is complete. Latin Christianity is a century younger than the Greek; indeed it is practically two centuries and a half younger. Tertullian stands alone, and he became a heretic. Until the middle of the fourth century there had appeared but one Latin Father for the spiritual reading of the educated Latin Christian, and it is natural that his chemistry, edited (perhaps semi-officially) under Pope Liberius for the control of booksellers' prices, gives the works of St. Cyprian as well as the books of the Latin Bible. The unique position of St. Cyprian was still recognized at the beginning of the fifth century. From Cyprian (d. 258) to Hilary there was scarcely a Latin book that could be called an apologia except Lactantius's 'De mortibus persecutorum', and there was no theology at all. Even a little later, the commentaries of Victorinus the Rhetorician were valueless, and those of Isaac the Jew (?or?) were odd. The one vigorous period of Latin literature is the bare century which ends with Leo (d. 461). During that century Rome had been repeatedly captured or threatened by her enemies—Arian Vandals, Gothic Huns, Persian Persians, Iberian and Gaul, had almost destroyed the Catholicism of Spain and Africa; the Christian British had been murdered in the English invasion. Yet the West had been able to rival the East in output and in eloquence and even to surpass it in learning, depth, and variety. The soberer sister knew that the West was supplied with a considerable body of translations from the Greek, even in the fourth century. In the sixth, Cassiodorus took care that the amount should be increased. This gave the Latins a larger outlook, and even the decay of learning which Cassiodorus and Agapetus could not remedy, and which, Pope Agatho deplored so humbly in his letter to the Greek council of 680, was resisted with a certain persistent vigour.

At Constantinople the means of learning were abundant, and there were many authors; yet there was a gradual decline nevertheless. Ten more notable writers are like flickers amid dying embers. There were chroniclers and grammarians, but with little originality. Even the monastery of Studium is hardly a literary revival. There is in the East no enthusiasm like that of Cassiodorus, of Isidore, of Alcuin, amid a barbarian world. Moreover, the declining Rome was, from its downfall, still more isolated. Learning was less and less continuous, her theology and literature became more and more mummified; whereas the Latin world blossomed anew with an Anselm, subtle as Augustine, a Bernard, rival to Chrysostom, an Aquinas, prince of theologians. Hence we observe in the early centuries a twofold movement, which must be spoken of separately: an Eastward movement of theology, by which the West imposed her dogmas on the reluctant East, and a Westward movement in most practical things—organization, liturgy, as- seties, devotion—by which the West assimilated the example and the use of the Greeks. We take first the theological movement.

(e) Theology.—Throughout the second century the Greek portion of Christendom bred heresies. The multitude of Gnostic schools tried to introduce all kinds of foreign elements into Christianity. Those who taught and believed them did not start from a belief in the Trinity and the Incarnation such as we are accustomed to. Marcion formed, not a school, but a Church; his Christology was very far removed from tradition. The Montanists made a schism which retained the traditional beliefs and practices, but asserted a new revelation. The leaders of all these false beliefs taught there; all were condemned and excommunicated. At the end of the century, Rome got all the East to agree with her traditional rule that Easter should be kept on Sunday. The Church of Asia Minor had a different custom. One of their bishops protested. But they seem to have submitted almost at once. In the first decades of the third century, Rome impartially repelled opposing heresies, those which identified the three Persons of the Holy Trinity with only a modal distinction (Monarchians, Sabellians, "Patrapians"), and those who, on the contrary, made Christ a mere man, or seemed to subscribe the Word of God a distinct person from that of the Father. This last conception, to our amazement, is assumed, it would appear, by the early Greek apologists, though in varying language;
Athenagoras (who as an Athenian may have been in relation with the West) is the only one who asserts the Unity of the Trinity. Hippolytus (somewhat diversely in the "Contra Noetum" and in the "Philosophumena." If they are both his) taught the same distinction of the Son from the Father as traditional, and his words that Pope Callistus condemned him as a Diteist.

Origen, like many of the others, makes the procession of the Word depend upon his office of Creator; and if he is orthodox enough to make the procession an eternal and necessary one, this is only because he recognised itself as necessary and eternal. His pupil, Dionysius of Alexandria, in combating the Sabellians, who admitted no real distinctions in the Godhead, manifested the characteristic weakness of the Greek theology, but some of his own Egyptians were more correct than their patriarch, and appealed to Rome. The Alexandrian listened to the Roman Dionysius, for all respected the unchanging tradition and unblemished orthodoxy of the See of Peter; his apology accepts the word "consubstantial," and he explains, no doubt sincerely, that he had never meant anything else; but he had learnt to see more clearly, without recognizing how unfortunately worded his earlier statements were, and that the Godhead is the One and the Same in the ancient council, mainly of Origenists, justly condemned Paul of Samosata (268); and these bishops, holding the traditional Eastern view, refused to use the word "consubstantial" as being too Sabellianism. The Arians, disciples of Lucian, rejected (as did the modern moderate Eusebius of Csesarea) the eternity of Creation, and they were logical enough to argue that consequently "there was (before time) was when the Word was not," and that He was a creature. All Christendom was horrified; but the East was soon appeased by vague explanations, and after Nicaea, where Arianism had been condemned, it presided over its nearly forty years. The highest point of orthodoxy that the East could reach is shown in the admirable lectures of St. Cyril of Jerusalem. There is one God, he teaches, that is the Father, and His Son is equal to Him in all things, and the Holy Ghost is adored with them; we cannot separate them as our worship. But he does not think of how there are not three Gods: he will not use the Nicene word "consubstantial," and he never suggests that there is one Godhead common to the three Persons.

If we turn to the Latins all is different. The essential Monotheism of Christianity is not saved in the West; there is one God, but the Latins teach the unity of the Divine essence, in which subsist three Persons. If Tertullian and Novatian use subordinationist language of the Son (perhaps borrowed from the East), it is of little consequence in comparison with their main doctrine, that there is one substance of the Father and of the Son. Callistus excommunicates equally those who deny the distinction of Persons, and those who refuse to assert the unity of substance. Pope Dionysius is shocked that his name sake did not use the word "consubstantial"—this is more than sixty years before Nicaea; this council a Western bishop has the first place, with two Roman priests, and the result of the discussion is that the Roman word "consubstantial" is imposed upon all. In the East the council is succeeded by a conspiracy of silence; the Orientalists will not use the word. Even Alexandria, which had kept to the doctrine of Rome, is not convinced that the policy was good, and Athanasius spends his life in fighting for Nicaea, yet rarely uses the crucial word. It takes half a century for the Easterns to digest it; and when they do so, they do not make the most of it meaning. It is curious how little interest even Athanasius shows in the Unity of the Trinity, which he so eagerly mentions except when quoting the Dionysius; it is Didymus and the Cappadocians who word Trinitarian doctrine in the manner since consecrated by the centuries—three hypostases, one ousia; but this is merely the conventional translation of the ancient Latin formula, though it was new to the East.

If we look back at the three centuries, second, third, and fourth, of which we have been speaking, we see that the Greek-speaking Church taught the Divinity of the Son, and Three inseparable Persons, and one God the Father, without being able philosophically to harmonize these conceptions. The attempts which were made were sometimes condemned as heresy in one place and not in another, or at best were unsatisfactory and erroneous explanations, such as the distinction of the Ággyos éndikatos and the Ággyos prōtostathos or the assertion of the eternity of Creation. The Latin Church preserved always the simple tradition of three distinct Persons and one divine Essence. We must judge the Easterns to have started from a less perfect tradition, for it would be too harsh to accuse them of wilfully perverting it. But they show their love of subtle distinctions at the same time that they lay bare their want of philosophical grasp. The common people talked theology in the streets; but the professional theologians did not see that the root of their religion was the belief of God, and that it was better to be a Sabellian than a Semi-Arian. There is something mythological about their conceptions, even in the case of Origen, however important a thinker he may be in comparison with other ancients. His conceptions of Christianity dominated the East for some time, but an Origenist Christianity would never have influenced the modern world.

The Latin conception of theological doctrine, on the other hand, was by no means a mere adherence to an uncomprehended tradition. The Latins in each controversy of these early centuries seized the main point, settled it as a matter of fact, and prescribed its teaching. What instant did they allow the unity of God to be obscured. The equality of the Son and his consubstantiality were seen to be necessary to that unity. The Platonist idea of the need of a mediator between the transcendent God and Creation does not entangle them, for they were too clear-headed to suppose that there could be anything half-way between the finite and the infinite. In a word, the Latins are philosophers, and the Easterns are not. The East can speculate and wrangle about theology, but it cannot grasp a large view. It is in accordance with this that it was in the West, after all the struggle was over, that the Trinitarian dogma was completed by St. Augustine; in the West, that the Athanasian creed was formulated. The same story repeats itself in the fifth century. The philosophical heresy of Pelagius arose in the West, and in the West only could it have been exorcized. The schools of Antioch and Alexandria each insisted on one side of the question as to the union of the two Natures in the Incarnation; the one School fell into Nestorianism, the other into Eutychianism, though the leaders were orthodox. But neither Cyril nor the great Theodoret was able to rise above the controversy, and express the two complementary truths in one consistent doctrine. They held what St. Leo held; but, omitting their interminable arguments and proofs, the Latin writer words the true doctrine once for all, because he sees it philosophically. No wonder that the most popular of the Eastern Fathers has always been untheological Chrysostom, whereas the most popular of the Western fathers is the philosopher, St. Augustine. When the East was severed from the West, it contributed nothing to the elucidation and development of dogma, and when united, its contribution was mostly to make difficulties for the West to unravel. But the West has continued without ceasing its work of exposition and evolution. After the fifth century there is not much development or definition
in the patristic period; the dogmas defined needed only a reference to antiquity. But again and again Rome had to impose her dogmas on Byzantium—519, 690, and 786 are famous dates, when the whole Eastern Church had to accept a papal document for the sake of reunion, and the intervals between these supply lesser instances. The Eastern Church had always possessed a traditional belief in Roman tradition and in the duty of recourse to the See of Peter; the Arians expressed it when they wrote to Pope Julius to deprecate interference—Rome, they said, was “the metropolis of the faith from the beginning”. In the knowledge of the East, and of the eleventh and twelfth centuries had been learnt thoroughly, and the East proclaimed the papal prerogatives, and appealed to them with a fervour which experience had taught to be in place. In such a sketch as this, all elements cannot be taken into consideration. It is obvious that Eastern theology had a great and varied influence on Latin Christendom. But the essential truth remains that the West thought more clearly on the East, while preserving with greater faithfulness a more explicit tradition as to cardinal dogmas, and that the West imposed her doctrines and her definitions on the East; and repeatedly, if necessary, reasserted and reinaugurated them.

(f) Discipline, Liturgy, Ascetics.—According to tradition, the multiplication of bishoprics, so that each city had its own bishop, began in the province of Asia, under the direction of St. John. The development was uneven. There may have been bishoprics, or at least sees in Egypt at the end of the second century, though there were large numbers in all the provinces of Asia Minor, and a great many in Phoenicia and Palestine. Groupings under metropolitan sees began in that century in the East, and in the third century this organization was recognized as a matter of course. Over most of it, it was the pattern of grouping spread to the West. At first Africa had the most numerous sees; in the middle of the third century there were about a hundred, and they quickly increased to more than four times that number. But each province of Africa had not a metropolitan see; only a presidency was accorded to the senior bishop, except in Proconsularia, where Carthage was the metropolis of the province and her bishop was the first of all Africa. His rights were undefined, though his influence was great. But Rome was near, and the pope had certainly far more actual power, as well as more religious, than the presbyter. We see traces of Tertullian’s time, and it remains true in spite of the resistance of Cyprian. The other countries, Italy, Spain, Gaul, were gradually organized according to the Greek model, and the Greek names, <em>metropolit</em>, <em>patriarch</em>, were adopted. Councils were held early in the West. Early discipulus canons were first enacted in the East. St. Cyprian’s large councils passed no canons, and that saint considered that each bishop is answerable to God alone for the government of his diocese; in other words, he knows no canon law. The foundation of Latin canon law is in the canons of Eastern councils, which open the Western collections. In spite of this, we need not suppose the East was more regular, or better governed, than the West, where the popes guarded order and justice. But the East had larger communities, and they had developed more fully, and therefore the need arose earlier there to commit definite rules to writing.

Martyrs of the East soon decorated the liturgy with beautiful excrescences. Many such excellent practices moved Westward; the Latin rites borrowed prayers and songs, antiphons, antiphonal singing, the use of the alleluia, of the doxology, etc. If the East adopted the Latin Christmas Day, the Western churches merely followed this custom—feast after feast, in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh centuries. The West joined in devotion to Eastern martyrs. The special honour and love of Our Lady is at first characteristic of the East (except Antioch), and then conquers the West. The parcelling of the bodies of the saints as relics for devotional purposes, spread all over the West from the East; only Rome held out until the time of St. Gregory the Great, against what might be thought an inveterate custom rather than an honour to the saints. If the first three centuries are full of pilgrimages to Rome from the East, yet from the fourth century onward West joins with East in making Jerusalem the principal goal of such pious journeys; and these voyagers brought back much knowledge of the East, and of the Middle East, to the West. Monasticism began in Egypt with Paul and Anthony, and spread from Egypt to Syria; St. Athanasius brought the knowledge of it to the West, and the Western monachism of Jerome and Augustine, of Honorius and Martin, of Benedict and Columba, always looked to the East, to Anthony and Pauchomius and Hilairon, and above all to Basil, for its most perfect models. Edifying literature in the form of the lives of the saints began with Athanasius, and was imitated by Jerome. But the Latin writers, Rufinus and Cassian, gave accounts of Eastern monachism, and Theodoret and the other Greek fathers were translated into Latin. Soon indeed there were lives of Latin saints, of which that of St. Martin was the most famous, but the year 600 had almost come when St. Gregory the Great felt it still necessary to protest that as good might be found in Italy as in Egypt and Syria, and published his dialogue to prove his point, by supplying edifying stories of his own country to put beside the older histories of the monks. It would be out of place here to go more into detail in these subjects. Enough has been said to show that the West borrowed, with open-minded simplicity and humility, from the elder East all kinds of practical and useful arts, as well as ecclesiastical and moral lore. The converse influence in practical matters of West on East was naturally very small.

(g) Historical Materials.—The principal ancient historians of the patristic period were mentioned above. They cannot always be trusted. The continuators of Eusebius, that is, Rufinus, Sozomen, Theodoret, are not to be compared to Eusebius himself, for that industrious prelate has fortunately bequeathed to us rather a collection of invaluable materials than a history. His “Life” or rather “Panegyric of Constantine” is less remarkable for its political character than St. Jerome’s; he had found his materials in the library of Pamphilus at Cesarea, and still more in that left by Bishop Alexander at Jerusalem. He cites earlier collections of documents, the letters of Dionysius of Corinth, Dionysius of Alexandria, Serapion of Antioch, some of the apostles sent to Pope Victor I by councils throughout the Church, besides employing earlier writers of history or memoirs such as Papias, Hegesippus, Apollonius, an anonymous opponent of the Montanists, the “Little Labyrinth” of Hippolytus (?), etc. The principal additions we can still make to these precious remains are, first, St. Jerome’s commentaries; then the works of Tertullian, full of valuable information about the controversies of his own time and place and the customs of the Western Church, and containing also some less valuable information about earlier matters—less valuable, because Tertullian is singularly careless and deficient in historical sense. Next, we possess the correspondence of St. Cyprian, especially the letters of African councils, of St. Cornelius and others, besides those of the saint himself. To all this fragmentary information we can add much from St. Epi-phanus, something from St. Jerome and also from Photius and Byzantine chronographers. The whole Augustinian collateral literature was growing in the industrious industry by Harnack, with the help of Freschen and others, in a book of 1021 pages, the
volume of his invaluable "History of Early Christian Literature". In the middle of the fourth century, St. Epiphanius's book on heresies is learned but confused; it is most annoying to think how useful it would have been had its pious author quoted his authorities by name, as Eusebius did. As it is, we can with difficulty, if at all, tell the famous monks of the fourth century on or not. St. Jerome's lives of illustrious men are carelessly put together, mainly from Eusebius, but with additional information of great value, where we can trust its accuracy. Gennadius of Marseilles continued this work with great profit to us. The Western catalogues of heresies, such as Philostratus, Eusebius of Venantius, and St. Augustine are extremely useful.

Collections of documents are the most important matter of all. In the Arian controversy the collections published by St. Athanasius in his apologetic works are first-rate authorities. Of those put together by St. Hilary only fragments survive. Another dossier by the Honomousian Sabinus, Bishop of Herculane, was known to Socrates, and we can trace its use by him. A collection of documents connected with the origins of Donatism was made towards the beginning of the fourth century, and was appended by St. Optatus to his great work. Unfortunately only a part is preserved of the life of the former is quoted by St. Optatus and Augustine. A pupil of St. Augustine, Marius Mercator, happened to be at Constantinople during the Nestorian controversy, and he formed an interesting collection of pieces justificatives. He put together a corresponding set of papers bearing on the Pelagian controversy. Ireneaus, Bishop of Tyre, amassed documents bearing on Nestorianism, as a brief in his own defence. These have been preserved to us in the reply of an opponent, who has added a great number. Another kind of collection is that of letters. St. Isidore's and St. Augustine's are immensely numerous, but largely on the decretales. There is a fair amount of historical matter in those (for instance) of Ambrose and Jerome, Basil and Chrysostom. Those of the popes are numerous, and of first-rate value; and the large collections of them also contain letters addressed to the popes. The correspondence of Leo and of Hormisdas is quite complete. Besides these collections of papal letters and the decretales, we have second-rate collections, of which two are important, the Collectio Avellana, and that of Stephen of Larissa.

Councils supply another great historical source. Those of Nicea, Sardica, Constantinople, have left us no Acts, only some letters and canons. Of the later councils we have the famous John X's decretales; but also numbers of letters connected with them. Many smaller councils have also been preserved in the later collections; those made by Ferrandus of Carthage and Dionysius the Little deserve special mention. In many cases the Acts of one council are preserved by another at which they were read. For example, in 418, a Council of Carthage recited all the canons of former African plenary councils in the presence of a papal legate; the Council of Chalcedon embodies all the Acts of the first session of the Robber Council of Ephesus, and the Acts of that session contained the Acts of the synods of Constantinople. The later sessions of the Robber Council (preserved only in Syria) contain a number of documents concerning inquiries and trials of prelates. Much information of various kinds has been derived of late years from Syria and Coptic sources, and even from the Arabic, Armenian, Persian, Ethiopic and Slavonic. It is not necessary to speak of patriarchal history; the knowledge of Church organization, ecclesiastical geography, liturgies, canon law and procedure, archeology, etc. The sources are, however, much the same for all these branches as for history proper.

Patriotic Study.—(1) Editors of the Fathers.—The earliest histories of patriotic literature are those contained in Eusebius and in Jerome's "De viris illustribus". They were followed by Gennadius, who continued Eusebius, by St. Isidore of Seville, and by St. Ilephonsus of Toledo. In the Middle Ages the best known are Sigebert of the monastery of Gembloux (d. 1112), and Trithemius, Abbot of Sponheim and of Wurzburg (d. 1516). Between these come an anonymous monk of Mount Athos (1108-1172) and of the Monastery of Honorius of Autun (1122-5). Ancient editors are not wanting; for instance, many anonymous works, like the Pseudo-Clementines and Apostolic Constitutions, have been remodelled more than once; the translators of Origem (Jerome, Rufinus, and unknown persons) cut out, altered, added; St. Jerome published an enlarged edition of "On the Apocalypse". Pamphilus made a list of Origem's writings, and Possidius did the same for those of Augustine.

The great editions of the Fathers began when printing had become common. One of the earliest editors was Faber Stapulanus (Lefèvre d'Estaples), whose edition of Dionysius the Areopagite was published in 1498, The Belgian Pamèle (1536-87) published much. The controversy of Feuardent, a Franciscan (1539-1610) did some good editing. The sixteenth century produced gigantic works of history. The Protestant Centuriators of Magdeburg described thirteen centuries in six volumes, under the editorship of Baronius (1538-1607), replied with his famous "Annales Ecclesiastic", reaching to the year 1198 (12 vols., 1588-1607). Marguerin de la Bigne, a doctor of the Sorbonne (1546-90), published his "Bibliotheca veterum Patum" (9 vols., 1577-9) to assist in refuting the Centuriators.

The great Jesuit editors were almost in the seventeenth century; Greuterus (1562-1625), Fronto Ducatus (Fronton du Duc, 1588-1624), Andreas Schott (1532-1620), were diligent editors of the Greek Fathers. The celebrated Sirmond (1559-1651) continued to publish Greek Ptolemus and canons of the Fathers, from the age of 51 to 92. Denia Petavus (1583-1652) edited Greek Fathers, wrote on chronology, and produced an incomparable book of historical theology, "De theologici dogmatibus" (1634). To these may be added the ascetic Hallox (1572-1646), the uncorrected Chiffes (1592-1659), and Jean Garnier, the historian of the Puriell (d. 1656). The greatest work of the Society of Jesus is the publication of the "Acta Sanctorum", which has now reached the beginning of November, in 64 volumes. It was planned by Rosweyde (1570-1629) as a large collection of lives of saints; but the founder of the work as we have it is Sirmond (1598-1651). Sirmond joined in 1643 by Henschenius and Paperbochius (1628-1714), and thus the Society of Bollandists began, and continued, in spite of the suppression of the Jesuits, until the French Revolution, 1794. It was happily revived in 1836 (see BOLLANDISTS). Other Catholic exores were Gerhard Voss (d. 1649), Altabisnous (d. 1640), Albaubespine (d. 1640), Rigault (1577-1654), and the Sorbonne doctor Collette (1629-86). The Dominican Combé (1605-79) edited Greek Fathers, added two volumes to de la Bigne's collection, and made collections of patriarchal sermons. The layman Valesius (de Valois, 1603-70) was of great eminence.

Among Protestants may be mentioned the controversialist Clericus (Le Clerc, 1657-1736); Bishop Fell of Oxford (1625-66), the editor of Cyprian, with whom must be classed Bishop Pearson and Dodwell; Grabe (1669-1711), a Frussian who settled in England; the Prussian Bartholomaeus (1683-1739) and Jean Ladet (1683-1747); and Etienne Baluze (1630-1718), an editor of great industry. The Provençal Franciscan, Pagi, published an invaluable commentary on Baronius in 1689-1705. But the greatest historical achievement was that of a secular priest, Louis Le Nain de Tillemont, whose "Histoire des Empereurs" (6 vols., 1800) and "Mémoires pour servir à l'histoire ecclesiastique"
des six premiers sicles’ (16 vols., 1693) have never been superseded or equalled. Other historians are Cardinal H. Norris (1631-1704); Natalis Alexander (1639-1725), a Dominican; Fleury (in French, 1690-1719). To these must be added the Protestant Archbishop Ussher of Dublin (1650-1656), and many canonists, of whom Van Empel, Du Pin La Monce, Christianus Lupus. The Oratorian Thomassin wrote on Christian antiquities (1619-95); the English Bishop of Cambridge composed a great work on the same subject (1705-22). Holstein (1596-1661), a convert from Protestantism, was librarian at the Vatican, and published collections of documents. The Benedictine Mr. Mont (1561-1659) published a famous work on the history of Holy orders, and a confused one on that of penance.

The chief patristic theologian among English Protestants is Bishop Bull, who wrote a reply to Pepys’s views on the development of dogma, entitled “Defensio fidei Nicene” (1653). The Greek Leo Allatius (1586-1669), custos of the Vatican Library, was almost a second Bessarion. He wrote on dogma and on the ecclesiastical books of the Greeks. A century later the Maronite J. S. Assemani (1659-1758) published amongst others a “Bibliotheca Orientalis” and an “Index Syrurus.” His nephew editcd an immense collection of liturgies. The chief liturgiologist of the seventeenth century is the Blessed Cardinal Tommasi, a Theatine (1649-1713, beatified 1803), the type of a saintly savant.

The great Benedictines form a group by themselves (apart from Dom Calmet, a Biblical scholar, and Dom Corder, who belonged to the Congregation of St-Vannes) all were of the Congregation of St-Maur, the learned men of which were drafted into the Abbey of St-Germain-des-Prés at Paris. Dom Luc d’Achery (1603-85) is the founder (“Spicilegium,” 13 vols.); Dom Mabillon (1632-1707) is the greatest name, but not the only one. The early schools of the Agæs. Bernard de Montfaucon (1655-1741) has almost equal fame (Athanasius, Hexapla of Origen, Chrysostom, Antiquities, Palaeography). Dom Costant (1654-1721) was the principal collaborator, it seems, in the great edition of St. Augustine (1679-1700; also letters of the Popes, Hilary). Dom Garet (Cassiodorus, 1679), Du Triche (St. Ambrose, 1686-90), Martianay (St. Jerome, 1693-1706, less successful), Deluze (Origen, 1733-39), Maran (with Toute, Cyril of Jerusalem, 1720; alone, the Apologists, 1742; Gregory Nazianzen, unfinished), Massuet (Irenæus, 1710), St. Martian (Gregory the Great, 1705), Julian Garnier (St. Benedict, 1721-4), Acts Martyrum since 1699; Victor Vitensis, 1694, and Gregory of Tours and Felegar, 1699), are all well-known names. The works of Martene (1654-1739) on ecclesiastical and monastic rites (1690 and 1700-2) and his collections of anecdotæ (1700, 1717, and 1724-30) are most voluminous; he was assisted by Durand. The great historical works of the Benedictines of St-Maur need not be mentioned here, but Dom Sabatier’s edition of the Old Latin Bible, and the new editions of Du Cange’s glossaries must be noted. For the great editors of collections of sees under the names mentioned in the bibliography of the article on See.

In the eighteenth century may be noted Archbishop Potter (1674-1747, Clement of Alexandria). At Rome Arevalo (Isidore of Seville, 1797-1803); Gallandi, a Venetian Oratorian (Bibliotheca veterum Patrum, 1765-81). The Venetian scholars form a remarkable body. The manuscripts of the Cistercian Fathers, for instance his “anecdotæ of Cassiodorus” are to be noted, 1702), Vallarsi (St. Jerome, 1734-42, a great work, and Rufinus, 1745), the brothers Ballerini (St. Zeno, 1739; St. Leo, 1753-7, a most remarkable production), not to speak of Bianchini, who published eddes of the Old Latin Gospels, and the Dominican Manel, Archbishop of Lucca, who re-edited Baronius, Fabriæus, Thomassinus, Baluze, etc., as well as the “Collectio Amplissima” of councilors.

A general concursus shows us the Jesuits taking the lead c. 1590-1650, and the Benedictines working about 1680-1750. The French are always in the first place. There are some sparse names of eminence in Protestant England; a few in Germany; Italy takes the lead in the second half of the seventeenth century. The great literary histories of Bellarmine, Fabricius, Du Pin, Cave, Oudin, Schram, Lumper, Ziegelmayer, and Schöenemann will be found below in the bibliography. The first half of the nineteenth century was singularly barren of patristic studies; nevertheless the lead was marked by the work of the newer in which Germany takes the lead. The second half of the nineteenth century was exceptionally and increasingly prolific. It is impossible to enumerate the chief editors and critics. New matter was poured forth by Cardinal Mai (1782-1854) and Cardinal Pitra (1812-89), both prefects of the Vatican Library. Inedita in such quantities seem to be found no more, but isolated discoveries have come frequently and still come; Eastern libraries, such as those of Mount Athos and Patmos, Constantinople, and Jerusalem, and Mount Sinai, have yielded unknown treasures, while the modern, etc., have supplied many losses supposed to be irrecoverable. Books of Egypt have given something, but not much, to patrology.

The greatest boon in the way of editing has been the two great patrologies of the Abbé Migne (1800-75). This energetic man put the works of all the Greek and Latin Fathers within easy reach by the “Patrologia Latina” (222 vols., including 4 vols. of indexes) and the “Patrologia Graeca” (161 vols.). The Ateliers Catholiques which he founded produced wood-carving, pictures, organs, etc., but printing was the special work. The workshops were destroyed by a disasterrous fire in 1868. The early part (St. Augustin’s agee) was made impossible by the Franco-German war. The “Monumenta Germaniae,” begun by the Berlin librarian Pertz, was continued with vigour under the most celebrated scholar of the century, Theodor Mommsen. Small collections of patristic works are catalogued below. A new edition of the Latin Fathers was undertaken in the sixties by the Academy of Vienna. The volumes published up till now have been uniformly creditable works which call up no particular enthusiasm. At the present rate of progress some centuries will be needed for the great work. The Berlin Academy has commenced a more modest task, the re-editing of the Greek Ante-nicene writers, and the energy of Adolf Harnack is ensuring rapid publication and real success. The same indefatigable student, with von Gebhardt, edits a series of “Texte und Untersuchungen”, which have for a part of their object to be the organ of the Berlin editors of the Fathers. The series contains many valuable studies, with much that would hardly have been published in other countries.

The Cambridge series of "Texts and Studies" is younger and proceeds more slowly, but keeps at a rather higher level. There should be mentioned also the Italian "Studi e Testi", in which Mercati and Pio Franchi de’ Cavalieri collaborate. In England, in spite of the slight revival of interest in patristic studies caused by the Oxford Movement, the amount of work has not been great. For learning perhaps Newman is really first in the theological questions. The articles on "Bollandists, the Roman Martyrologies, above all Lightfoot, are second to none. But the amount edited has been very small, and the excellent "Dictionary of Christian Biography" is the only great work published. Until 1898 there was absolutely no organ for patristic studies, and the "Journal of Theological Stud" of the future would have found it difficult to survive financially without the help of the Oxford University Press. But
there has been an increase of interest in these subjects of late years, both among Protestants and Catholics, in England and in the United States. Catholic and
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J. CHAPMAN.

Fathers of the Faith of Jesus. See PACCANARIS.


Fathers of the Oratory. See Orientalis.

FAUNT, LAWRENCE A. See Jesus theologian; b. 1554; d. at Wilna, Poland, 28 February, 1590-91. After two years at Merton College, Oxford (1568-70) under the tuition of John Potts, a well-known philosopher, he went to the Jesuit college at Louvain where he took his B.A. After some time spent in Paris he entered the University of Munich under the patronage of Duke William of Bavaria. He was professed in 1579, and by date of his entrance into the Society of Jesus is disputed, some authorities giving 1570, others 1575, in the year in which he went to the English College, Rome, to pursue his studies in theology. It is certain, however, that on the latter occasion he added Lawrence to his baptismal name, as he was professor of divinity and attracted the favourable attention of Gregory XIII, who, on the establishment of the Jesuit college at Posen in 1581, appointed him rector. He was also professor of Greek there for three years, of moral theology and controversy for nine more, and was held in highest repute among both ecclesiastical and secular authorities. His chief theological works are: "De Christi in terris Ecclesia, quarnen et penequo existat" (Posen, 1684);"Canon profelementum et universorum legem Doctrine et Dei" (Posen, 1658);"Apologia libri sui de invocazione et venerazione sanctarum" (Cologne, 1881).


F. M. RUDGE.

FAURIÉ, CHARLES-CLAUDE, historian, b. at St-Etienne, France, 27 October, 1772; d. at Paris, 15 July, 1844. He studied first at the Oratorian College of Tournon, then at Lyons. He served in the army of the Pyrénées-Orientales. Under the Directory Fouche, an ex-Oratian, attached him to his cabinet as private secretary. Under the Empire, he refused office, in order to devote all his time to study. Faurié adopted the new ideas of the philosophers and the principles of the Revolution, but repudiated them in part in the later years of his life. He was an intense worker and knew Greek, Latin, Italian, German, English, Sanskrit, and Arabic. He was the one who made the merits of Ossian and Shakespeare known to the French public, and spread in France the knowledge of German literature, which had been previously looked upon as unimportant. He was one of the first to investigate Romance literature, and the originality of his views in this direction soon popularized this new study. He also gathered the remnants of the ancient Basque and Celtic languages. The first works he published were a translation of "La Parthéniade" (Paris, 1811), an idyllic epic by the Danish poet, Baggesen, and of the tragedy of his friend Manzoni, "Il Conte di Carmagnola" (Paris, 1822). The numerous linguistic and archaeological contributions which he wrote for various magazines won him for a great reputation among scholars; it was said of him that "he was the man of the nineteenth century who put in circulation the most ideas, inaugurated the greatest number of branches of study, and gathered the greatest number of new
Faustinus

Faustinus and Jovita, saints and martyrs, members of a noble family of Brescia; the elder brother, Faustinus, being a priest, the younger, a deacon. For their fearless preaching of the Gospel, they were arraigned before the Emperor Hadrian, who, first at Brescia, later at Rome and Naples, subjected them to frightful torments, after which they were beheaded at Brescia in the year 120, according to the Bollandists, though Allard (Histoire des Persécutons pendant les Deux Premiers Siècles, Paris, 1883) places the date as early as 118. The many "Acts" of these saints are chiefly of a legendary character. Fedele Savio, S.J., the most recent writer on the subject, calls in question nearly every fact related of them except their existence and martyrdom, which are too well attested by their inclusion in so many of the early martyrologies and their extraordinary cult in their native city, of which from time immemorial they have been the chief patrons. Rome, Bologna and Verona share with Brescia the possession of their relics. Their feast is celebrated on 15 Feb., the traditional date of their martyrdom.

Faustinus of Riez, Bishop of Riez (Rhegium) in Southern Gaul (Provenza), the best known and most distinguished defender of Semiipelagianism, b. between 405 and 410, and according to his contemporaries, Avitus of Vienne and Sidonius Apollinaris, in the island of Britain; d. between 490 and 495. Nothing, however, is known about his early life or his education. He is thought by some to have been a lawyer but owing to the influence of his mother, famed for her sanctity, he abanoned secular pursuits while still a young man and entered the monastery of Lérins. Here he was soon ordained to the priesthood and because of his extraordinary piety was chosen (432) to be head of the monastery to Maximus who had died. Bishop of Riez. His career as abbot lasted about twenty or twenty-five years during which he attained a high reputation for his wonderful gifts as an extempore preacher and for his stern asceticism. After the death of Maximus he became Bishop of Riez. This elevation did not make any change in his manner of life; he continued his ascetic practices, and frequently returned to the monastery of Lérins to renew his fervour. He was a zealous advocate of monasticism and established many monasteries in his diocese. In spite of his activity in the discharge of his duties as bishop, he participated in all the theological discussions of his time and became known as a stern opponent of Arianism in all its forms. For this, and also, it is said, because of the view, set forth by the Southern schools, that in an human soul, he incurred the enmity of Euric, King of the Visigoths, who had gained possession of a large portion of Southern Gaul, and was banished from his see. His exile lasted eight years, during which time he was asked by loyal friends. On the death of Euric he resumed his labours at the head of his church and continued till the end of his days. Throughout his life Faustus was an uncompromising adversary of Pelagius, whom he styled Pestifer, and equally decided in his opposition to the doctrine of Predestination which he styled "erroneous, blasphemous, heathen, false, and conducive to immorality." This doctrine in its most repulsive form had been expounded by a presbyter named Lucidus and was condemned by two synods, Arles and Lyons (475). At the request of the bishops who composed these synods, and especially Leontius of Arles, Faustus wrote a work, "Libri duo de Gratia Dei et humanae mentis libero arbitrio", in which he refuted not only the Semiipelagians but also those of Pelagius (P. L., LVIII, 783). The work was marred, however, by its decided Semipelagianism, for several years was bitterly attacked, and was condemned by the Synod of Orange in 529 (Denzinger, Enchiridion, Freiburg, 1908, no. 174 sqq.—old no. 144; P. L., XLV, 785; Mansi, VIII, 712). Besides this error, Faustus maintained that the human soul is in a certain sense corporeal, God alone being a pure spirit. The opposition to Faustus was not fully developed in his lifetime and he died with a well-merited reputation for sanctity. His own flock venerated him as a saint but he received no honour. Faustus wrote also: "Libri duo de Spiritu Sancto" (P. L., LXII, 9), wrongly ascribed to the Roman deacon Paschasius. His "Libellus parvus adversus Arianos et Macedonianos", mentioned by Genadius, seems to have perished. His correspondence (epistles) and sermons are best found in the new and excellent edition of his works of Fr. G. Eichbrecht, "Fausti Reiniensis presbyter sermones pseudo-Eusebianos opera. Accedunt Ruricii Epistulae" in "Corpus Scrip. eccles. lat." vol. XXI (Vienna, 1891).

Faustus of Milevis. See MANICEAENS.

Faversham Abbey, a former Benedictine monastery of the Cluniaceae Congregation situated in the County of Kent about nine miles west of Canterbury. It was founded about 1147 by King Stephen and his Queen Matilda. Claribald, the prior of Bermesday, and twelve other monks of the same abbey were transferred to Faversham to form the new community; Claribald was appointed abbot. It was dedicated to Our Saviour and endowed with the manor of Faversham. In the church, which was completed about 1251, Stephen and Matilda, the founders, were buried and also their eldest son Eustace, Earl of Boulogne. We read of chapels in the church dedicated to Our Lady and St. Anne. All the deans, archdeacons, and privileges conferred by Stephen, adding others to them, and all these were again confirmed to the monks by Kings John and Henry III. The abbots had their seat in Parliament and we find them in attendance at thirteen several parliaments during the reigns of Edward I and Edward II, but on account of their reduced state and
poverty, they ceased to attend after the 18th, Edward II. It appears that some bitterness existed for a considerable time between the monks and the people of Fawkes, who bore a grudge. The abbey's income and exactions. Among these grievances were claims, by way of composition, for allowing the inhabitants to send their swine to pannage, for exposing their goods for sale in the market, and for the liberty of brewing beer. Twenty-two abbeys are known to us, that was John Gelaye, prior of Castelo, who died in December, 1534, along with the sacristen and four monks, is said to have signed the Act of Supremacy. On 8 July, 1538, the abbey was surrendered to the king, at which time the annual revenue was about £350. Henry VIII gave the house and site to John Ponder for twenty-one years at an annual rent of £23 18s. 6d. As a result of John's property, the property of the abbey passed to the possession of Sir Thomas Cheney, warden of the Cinque Ports. Later it was owned by Thomas Ardern and subsequently came to belong to the family of Sondes. The two entrance gates were standing a century ago, but had to be taken down on account of their ruinous condition. At the present day there is nothing left except some portions of the outer walls. 


G. E. HIND.

Fawkes, Guy. See Gunpowder Plot.

Faye, Hervé-Auguste-Etienne-Album, astronomer, b. at Saint-Benoît-du-Sault (Indre, France), 1 Oct., 1814; d. at Paris, 4 July, 1902. The son of a civil engineer, he entered the Ecole Polytechnique in 1832 to prepare for a similar career. He left the school before the end of the second year and went to Holland. In 1836 he entered the Paris Observatory as a pupil. There, in 1843, he discovered the periodic comet bearing his name. This discovery gained for him the Prix Lalanne. As early as 1847 he was elected member of the Academy of Sciences. From 1848 to 1854 he taught geodesy at the Ecole Polytechnique and then went to Nancy as rector of the academy and professor of astronomy. In 1873 he was called to succeed Delaunay in the chair of astronomy at the Ecole Polytechnique, where he worked and lectured until 1893. He held other official positions: inspector of education (1857); member (1862) and later (1876) president of the Bureau des Longitudes; for a few weeks only, minister of public instruction, then inspector-general of higher education (1877); and member of the superior council of public instruction (1892). Chevalier of the Legion of Honour in 1843, he became chevalier and commander of the Legion of Honour. He was honored with other decorations and by election to the membership of the principal European academies and societies. Faye's fame rests both on his practical and on his theoretical work. He improved the methods of astronomical measurement, invented the zenith oscillator, suggested and applied photography and electricity to astronomy, and dealt with problems of physical astronomy, the shape of comets, the spots of the sun, meteors, etc. Credit is given him as well as by his friends to the great influence of his wife, whom he met on his early trip to Holland. His religious nature finds corroboration in his knowledge of the wonders of the universe. Cæli immovebant gloriam Dei, he quotes in "Sur l'origine du Monde", and goes on to say: "We run no risk of deceiving ourselves in considering it [the Superior Intelligence] the author of all things, in referring to it those wonders of the universe which imposed our thoughts; and finally we are ready to understand and accept the traditional formula: God, Father Almighty, Creator of heaven and earth." He contributed over 400 memoirs and notes to the "Comptes rendus", the "Bulletin de la société astronomique", "Monthly Notices of the R. A. S.", and "Astronomische Nachrichten". His larger works are: "Cours d'astronomie de l'École polytechnique" (Paris, 1833); "Humboldt's 'Cosmos'" by Faye and Galuscy (Paris, 1849-59); "Cours d'astronomie nautique" (Paris, 1880); and "Sur l'origine du monde" (Paris, 1885).


WILLIAM FOX.

Fayum. See Egypt.

Fear (in Canon Law), a mental disturbance caused by the perception of instant or future danger. Since fear, in greater or less degree, diminishes freedom of action, contracts entered into through fear may be judged invalid; similarly fear sometimes excuses for the application of the law in a particular case; it also excuses from the penalty attached to an act contrary to the law. The cause of fear is found in oneself or in a natural cause (intrinsic fear) or it is found in another person (extrinsic fear). Fear may be grave, such for instance as would influence a steadfast man, or it may be slight, such as would affect a person of weak will. In order that fear may be considered grave certain conditions are requisite: the fear must be grave in itself, and not merely in the estimation of the person fearing; it must be based on a reasonable foundation; the threats must be possible of execution; the execution of the threats must be inevitable. Fear, again, is either just or unjust, according to the justness or otherwise of the reasons which lead to the use of fear as a compelling force. Reversential fear is that which may exist between superiors and their subjects. Grave fear diminishes will power but cannot be said to totally take it away, except in some very exceptional cases. Slight fear (mutus levius) is not considered even to diminish the will power, hence the legal expression "Foolish fear is not a just excuse".

The following cases may be taken as examples to illustrate the manner in which fear affects contracts, marriage, vows, etc., made under its influence. Grave fear excuses from the law and the censure attached thereto, if the law is ecclesiastical and if its non-observance will not militate against the public good, the Faith, or the authority of the Church; but if there is question of the nuptial contract, a grave fear excuses the omission (Commentators on Decretals, tit. "De hierarchia vi mutueve causæ fuint"); Schmalgrueber, tit. "De sent. excomm." n. 79). Fear that is grave, extrinsic, unjust, and inflicted with a view to forcing consent, nullifies a marriage contract, but not if the fear be only intrinsic. The burden of proof lies on the person who has acted through fear. Reversential fear, if it be also extrinsic, i.e., accompanied by blows, threats, or strong entreaty, and aimed at extorting consent, will also invalidate marriage. Qualified as just stated, fear is a diriment impediment of marriage when coupled with violence or threats (via et metu). For further details see any manual of Canon Law, e.g., Santi-Leitner, "Prælect. Jur. Can." (Ratisbon, 1805), IV, 56-59; Heiner, "Kathol. Eherecht" (Münster, 1905), 82-86; also Ploch, "De Matr. vi ac metu contractio" (1833). For the history of this impediment see Esmein, "Le mariage en droit canonique" (Paris, 1891), I, 308; II, 232; also Freisen, "Gesch. des kanon. Eherechts etc." (Tübingen, 1858).

Resignation of office extorted by unjust fear is generally considered to be valid, but may be rescinded unless the resignation has been confirmed by oath. On the other hand, if fear has been justly brought to bear upon a person, the resignation holds good (§ 8, Cong. Conc. 24 April, 1880). Ordination received under grave and unjust fear is invalid, but the obligations of the order are not contracted unless there is subsequent spontaneous acceptance of the obligation (Sánchez, "De matrim.""). VII, Disp. xxix. n. 5. In
such cases if freedom is desired the Holy See should be petitioned for a dispensation (S. Cong. Conc. 13 Aug., 1870). The same holds good with regard to the vows of religious profession, and all other vows made under the influence of fear which is grave, extrinsic, or permanent (see Vow). In English law, on proof of force and fear, the law restores the parties to the contract to the position in which they were before it was entered into, and will find the constraining party liable to damages as preparation for any injury done to the party constrained. The maxims of the common law in this regard are: "Where otherwise the law has nullity and just if sought by force or fraud becomes bad and unjust."

See Contract; Fraud.


DAVID DUNFORD.

FEAR (from Moral Standpoint), an unsettlement of soul consequent upon the apprehension of some present or future danger. It is here viewed from the moral standpoint, that is, so far as it is a factor to be reckoned with in grounding upon the freedom of human action as well as offering an adequate excuse for failing to comply with positive law, particularly if the law be of human origin. Lastly, it is here considered in so far as it impugns or leaves intact, in the court of conscience, and without regard to explicit enactment, the validity of certain deliberate engagements or contracts. The division of fear most commonly in vogue among theologians is that by which they distinguish serious fear (metus gravis), and trifling fear (metus levis). The first is such as grows out of the discernment of some formidable impending peril: if this be really, and without qualification, of large proportions, then the fear is to be absolutely justified; otherwise, only relatively so, as for instance, when account is taken of the greater susceptibility of certain classes of persons, such as old men, women, and children. Trifling fear is that which arises from being confronted with harm of inconsiderable dimensions, or, at any rate, of whose happening there is only a slender likelihood.

It is customary also to note a fear in which the element of reverence is uppermost (metus reverentialis), which has its source in the desire not to offend one's parents and superiors. In itself this is reputed to be a trifling, though from circumstances it may easily rise to the dignity of a serious dread. A criterion rather uniformly employed by moralists, to determine what really, and apart from subjective conditions is, a serious fear, is that contained in this assertion. It is the feeling which is calculated to influence a solidly balanced man (cudere in virum constantem). Another important classification is that of fear which comes from some source within the person, for example, that which is created by the knowledge that one has contracted a fatal disease; and fear which comes from without, or is produced, namely, by some cause extrinsic to the terror-stricken subject. In the last named instance the cause may be either natural, such as probable volcanic eruptions, or recognizable in the attitude of some free agent. Finally it may be observed that one may have been submitted to the spell of fear either justly or unjustly, according as the one who provokes this passion regards his rights, or even, exceeds them in some measure. Actions done under stress of fear, unless of course it be so intense as to have dethroned reason, are accounted the legitimate progeny of the human will, or are, as the theologians say, simply voluntary, and therefore imputable. The reason is obvious. Such acts lack neither adequate advenence nor sufficient consent, even though the latter be elicited only to avoid a greater evil or one conceived to be greater.

much, however, as they are accompanied by a more or less vehement repugnance, they are said to be in a limited and partial sense involuntary.

The practical inference from this teaching is that an evil act having the same bad end as a good sin remains such, even though done out of serious fear. This is true when the transgression in question is against the natural law. In the case of obligations emerging from positive precepts, whether Divine or human, a serious and well-founded dread may often operate as an excuse, so that the failure to comply with the law under such circumstances is not regarded as sinful. The lawgiver is not presumed to have it in mind to impose an heroic act. This, however, does not hold good when the catering to such a fear would involve considerable damage to the common weal. Thus, for instance, a parish priest, in a case visited by a pestilence, is bound by law of residence to stay at his post, no matter what his apprehensions may be. It ought to be added here that attention, or sorrow for sin even though it be the fruit of dread inspired by the thought of eternal punishment, is not in any sense involuntary. At least it must not be so, if it is to avail in the dispensation of the sacrament of Penance for the justification of the sinner. The end aimed at by this imperfect sort of sorrow is precisely a change of will, and the giving up of sinful attachment is an unreservedly good and reasonable thing. Hence there is no room for that concomitant regret, or dislike, with which other things are done through fear.

It is, of course, needless to observe that in what has been said hitherto we have been referring always to what is done as a result of fear, not to what takes place merely in, or with, fear. A vow taken out of fear produced by natural causes, such as a threatened shipwreck, is valid; but one extorted as the effect of fear unjustly applied by another is invalid; and this fact is probably true even when the fear is trifling, if it be the sufficient motive for making the vow. The reason is that it is difficult to conceive such a promise being accepted by Almighty God. So far as natural law is concerned, fear does not invalidate contracts. Nevertheless, when one of the parties has suffered distress at the hands of the other, the contract is voidable within the choosing of the one so injured. As to marriage, unless the fear prompting its solemnization is so extreme as to take away the use of the reason, the common teaching is that such consent, having regard for the moment only to the natural law, would be binding, and so the ecclesiastical law is discussed in another article. It is worthy of note that mere insensibility to fear, having its root whether in stolidity, or pride, or want of a proper rating of even temporal things, is not a valuable character asset. On the contrary, it represents a vicious temper of soul, and upon occasion its product may be notably sinful.

BLATHER,Manual of Moral Theology (New York, 1906); JOSEPH RICKERT, Aquinas Ethicus (London, 1896); BALDEBDIN On Theogia Moralia Institutiones (Louvain, 1898).

JOSEPH F. DE ANZA.

Feast of the Ass. See Asses, Feast of.

Feast of the Fools. See Fools, Feast of.

Feasts (Lat. Festum; Gr. ἡμέρα). Ecclesiastical, Holy Days, are days which are celebrated in commemoration of the sacred mysteries and events recorded in the history of our redemption, in memory of the Virgin Mother of Christ, or of His apostles, martyrs, and saints, by special services and rest from work. A feast not only commerates an event memorable, but also serves to excite the spiritual life by reminding us of the event it commemorates. At certain hours Jesus Christ invites us to His vineyard (Matt., xx, 1-15); He is born in our hearts at Christmas; on Good Friday we nail ourselves to the cross with Him; at Easter we rise from the tomb of sin; and at Pentecost we receive the gifts of the Holy Ghost. Every religion
had its feasts, but none has such a rich and judiciously constructed system of festive seasons as the Catholic Church. The succession of these seasons forms the ecclesiastical year, in which the feasts of Our Lord form the ground and framework, the feasts of the Blessed Virgin and the Saints the ornamental tracery.

Prototypes and starting-points for the oldest ecclesiastical feasts were the Jewish solemnities of Easter and Pentecost. Together with their Jewish models, they remained the only universal Christian feasts down to the third century (Tertullian, "De bapt."); 19; Origen, "Contra Celsum", VIII, 22). Two feasts of Our Lord (Epiphany, Christmas) were added in the fourth century; then came the feasts of the Apostles and Saints, particularly on the latter bank of the Rhine. For the Catholics in England Pius VI (19 March, 1777) established the following list of feasts: Easter and Pentecost two days each, Christmas, New Year's Day, Epiphany, Ascension, Corpus Christi, Annunciation, Ascension, Sts. Peter and Paul, St. George, and All Saints. After the restoration of the hierarchy (1850), the Annunciation, St. George, and the Monday after Easter and Pentecost were abolished. Scotland keeps also the feast of St. Andrew, Ireland the feasts of St. Patrick and the Annunciation. In the United States, the number of feasts was not everywhere the same; the Council of Baltimore (1854), the third Plenary Council of Baltimore (1884), by a general law, retained six feasts: Christmas, New Year's Day, Ascension, Assumption, the Immaculate Conception, and All Saints. Sts. Peter and Paul and Corpus Christi were transferred to the next following Sunday. In the city of Rome the following feasts are of double precept (i.e., of hearing Mass, and rest from work): Christmas, New Year's Day, Epiphany, Purification, St. Joseph, Annunciation, Ascension, St. Philip Neri (26 May), Corpus Christi, Nativity of the B. V. M., All Saints, Conception of the B.V.M., St. John the Evangelist. The law of Rome gives these feast days: Christmas, St. Peter and Paul, Assumption, Nativity, Conception, Christmas, and the patronal feasts. The Greek Church at present observes the following Holy Days: Nativity of Mary, Exaltation of the Cross (14 Sept.), St. Demetrius (26 Oct.), St. Michael (8 Nov.), Entrance of Mary into the Temple (21 Nov.), Conception of St. Nicholas (6 Dec.), Conception of St. Anne (9 Dec.), Nativity of Christ, Commemoration of Mary (26 Dec.), St. Stephen (27 Dec.), Circumcision (1 Jan.), Epiphany, the Doctors St. Basil, St. Gregory, St. John Chrysostom (30 Jan.), the Meeting of Christ and Simeon (2 Feb.), Annunciation, St. George (29 Apr.), Nativity of St. John the Baptist (3 June), Pentecost (5 June), Transfiguration (6 Aug.), Assumption, Beheading of St. John (29 Aug.), the Monday after Easter and Pentecost, Ascension of Christ, and the patronal feasts. The Russians have only nine ecclesiastical Holy Days which do not fall on a Sunday, viz.: Nativity, Epiphany, Ascension, Transfiguration, Purification, Annunciation, Assumption, Presentation of Mary (21 Nov.), and the Exaltation of the Cross. But they have fifty festivals (birthdays, etc.) of the imperial family, on which days not even a funeral can be held.

Division of Feasts.—Feasts are divided: (a) According to external celebration (feriatio): (1) festa jori, or feasts of precept, with double obligation, to rest from work and to hear Mass; (2) festa chori, which are kept only in the liturgy, by the celebration of Mass, and the recitation of the Divine Office. Besides these there can and still are, in some dioceses, e.g. in England, the so-called "Half Holy Days" on which the people after having heard Mass can do servile work (Candlemas, Nativity of Mary, and the Immaculate Conception in the Diocese of Utrecht). (b) According to extension: (1) Universal feasts, celebrated everywhere, at least in the Latin Church;
Particular feasts, celebrated only by certain religious orders, countries, provinces, dioceses or towns. These last are either prescribed by the general Constitutions, like the provincial feasts, or are specially approved by the ApostolicSee, and prescribed by bishops or synods, for particular countries or dioceses (festa pro aliquibus locis in the Breviary). The universal feasts are contained in the Roman Calendar.

According to their position in the calendar:
1. movable feasts, which always fall on a certain day of the week, depending on the date of Easter, or the position of the Sunday, e.g. Ascension of Christ (forty days after Easter), or the feast of the Holy Rosary, the first Sunday of October;
2. immovable feasts, fixed on a certain date of the year, e.g. Christmas, 25 December.

In the Armenian Church all the feasts of the year are movable, except six: Epiphany, Purification (14 Feb.), Annunciation (7 April), Nativity (8 Sept.), Presentation (21 Nov.), and 8 Dec). Conception of Mary (Tondini, "Calendrierliturgique de la Nation Armenienne", Rome, 1906).

The Breviary is the office of the pope (see Calendar and Duplex). Since the thirteenth century there are three kinds of feasts: festum simplex, semiduplex, and duplex, all three regulated by the recitation of the Divine Office or Breviary. The simple feast commences with the chapter (caputulium) of the Mass, and ends with none. It has only lessons and takes the psalms of Mattins from the aforesaid office; the rest of the office is the like of the semidouble. The semidouble feast has two Vespers, nine lessons in Mattins, and ends with Compilae. The antiphons before the psalms are only intoned. In the Mass, the semidouble has at least three "orationes" or prayers. On a double feast the antiphons are sung in their entirety, before and after the psalms. In Lauds and Vespers there are no suffragia of the saints, and the Mass has only one "oratio" (if there be no commemoration prescribed). The ordinary double feasts are called duplіcіa minora; occurring with feasts of a higher rank, they can be simplified, except the octave days of some feasts and the feasts of the Doctors of the Church, which are transferred. The feasts of a higher rank are the duplіcіa mаjоra (introduced by Clement VIII), the duplіcіa secundae claсsіs and the duplіcіa prіma clаsіs. Some of the latter are kept as the octave.

The Reformation of the Breviary by Pius V (1566-72), the terms by which the solemnity of a feast could be known were, in many churches, very different from the terms we use now. We give a few examples from Grotefend, "Zeitschrift", etc. (Hanover, 1891-98, 11-11): Chur: "Festum summum, plenum officium trium lectionum, commemoratio." Havelberg: "Festum summum, semisummum, secundum, tertium, novem majus, novem minus, compulsatio 3 lect., antiphona." Halle: "Festum prepooz, apostolicum, dominicale, 9 lect., compulsatio 3 lect., antiphona." Breslau: "Festum Triplex, duplіum, 9 lect., commemoratio," Carthusians: "Festum Candelarum, capituli, 12 lect., missa, commemoratio." Lund: "Festum Prelatorum, canoniciorum, vicariorum, duplіum, simplex, 9 lect., 3 lect., memoria."

Some of the religious orders which have their own breviary, did not adopt the terms now used in the Roman Breviary. For example, the Cistercians have the following terminology: "Festum sermonis majus, sermonis minus, duum missarum majus, 2 missae minus, 12 lectionum, 3 lect. commemoratio." The Dominicans: "Tотum duplex, duplіum, simplex, 3 lect., memoria." The Carmelites: "Duplіum majus I. classis solemnis, duum missarum majus I. classis, duplіum minus I. classis, duplіum minus 2. classis, semiduplіum, simplex, simplicissimum."

Among the feasts of the same rite there is a difference in dignity. There are (1) primary feasts which commemorate the principal mysteries of our religion, or celebrate the death of a saint; (2) secondary feasts, the object of which is a particular function, e.g. the feast of the Crown of Thorns, of the relics of a saint or of some miracle worked by him, e.g. the feast of the translation of St. Stephen, the Apparition of Our Lady of Guadalupe. The list of primary and secondary feasts has been determined by a decree of the Sacred Congregation of Rites (22 Aug., 1858), and is found in the introduction to the Roman Breviary.

Within the two classes mentioned the feasts of Christ take the first place, especially those with privileged vigils and octaves (Christmas, Epiphany, Easter, Pentecost, and Corpus Christi); then follow the feasts of the Blessed Virgin, the Holy Angels, St. John the Baptist, St. Joseph, the Apostles and Evangelists, and the other saints.

DUCHENNE, Origines du Cèlebre Christien (Paris, 1888); tr. MOLLER (London, 1904); KELLNER, Heiratologie (tr. London, 1860); PROBST, Liturgia des vier ten Jahrh. (Münster, 1883; BÜHNER, Geschichte des Breviers (Freiburg, 1886); BINTZEL, Denkwürdigkeiten (Mains, 1829); LINDARD, Antiquités de l'Anglo-Saxon Church (London, 1868); MAXIMILIEN, PRINCE OF SAXONY, Procl. de Lutropia Orientalibus (Freiburg, 1859); Knecht's Handbuch des Offizialischen (Mainz, 1855); IV, NILLER, Kalendarium manuale, etc. (Innsbruck, 1897); MORINOT, Instructions sur les fêtes de l'année (Paris, 1896).

F. G. HOLWECJ.

Feasts among the Jews. See Atonement; Biblical Antiquities; Dedication; Jubilee; Passover; Pentecost; Purim; Sabbath; Tabernacles; Trumpets.

Febronianism, the politico-eclesiastical system outlined by Johann Nikolaus von Hontheim, Auxiliary Bishop of Trier, under the pseudonym Justus Febronius, in his works led to the anti-Franciscan Juris consulti de Statu Ecclesie et legitimat potestate Romani Pontificis Liber singularis ad reuiniendos dissidentes in religione christianos compositus" (Bullioni apud Guillemum Evardi, 1763; in reality the work was published by Esslinger at Frankfort-on-the-Main). Taking as a basis the Gallican principles which he had imbibed from the canonist Van Espen while pursuing his studies in Louvain, Hontheim advanced along the same lines, in spite of many inconsistencies, to a radicalism far outstripping traditional Gallicanism. He develops in this work a theory of ecclesiastical organization founded on a denial of the papal cosmopolitan authority of the Church. The ostensible purpose was to facilitate the reconciliation of the Protestant bodies with the Church by diminishing the power of the Holy See.

According to Febronius (chap. I), the power of the keys was entrusted by Christ to the whole body of the Church, which holds it principaliuer et radicaliter, but exercises it through her prelates, to whom only the administration of this power is committed. Among these the pope comes first, though even he is subordinate to the Church as a whole. The Divine institution of the primacy in the church is acknowledged (chap. II), but Febronius holds that its connection with the Roman See does not rest on the authority of Christ, but on that of Peter and the Church, so that the Church has the power to attach it to another see. The power of the pope, therefore, should be confined to those essential rights inherent in the primacy which were exercised by St. Peter during the first eight centuries. The pope is the centre with which the individual Churches must be united. He must be kept informed of what is taking place everywhere throughout the Church, that he may exercise the care demanded by his office for the preservation of unity. It is his duty to enforce the observance of the canons in the whole Church: he has the authority to promulgate laws in the name of the Church, and to depute legates to exercise his authority as primate. His power, as head of the whole Church, however, is of an administrative and unifying character, rather than a power of...
jurisdiction. But since the ninth century, chiefly through the influence of the False Decretals of pseudo-
Isidore, the constitution of the Church has undergone a complete transformation, in that the papal authority
has been extended beyond all bounds (cap. iii). By a violation of justice, questions which at one
time were left to the decision of provincial synods and
metropolitans gradually came to be reserved to the
Holy See (cap. iv), as, for instance, the condemnation of
heretics, the confirmation of episcopal elections, the
naming of superiors, with the consecration of bishops,
transfer and removal of bishops, the establishment of new
dioceses, and the erection of metropolitan and
primalial sees. The pope, whose infallibility is ex-
pressly denied (cap. v), cannot, on his own authority,
without a council or the assent of the entire episco-
porate, give forth any decisions on matters of faith
universal obligation. Likewise in matters of disci-
pline, he can issue no decrees affecting the whole body
of the faithful; the decrees of a general council have
binding power only after their acceptance by the indi-
vidual churches. Laws once promulgated cannot be
altered at the pope's will or pleasure. It is also denied
that the pope, by the nature and duty of his office,
has any real authority to summon one, nor the right to preside at
its sessions, and the conciliar decrees do not need his rat-
ification. Ecumenical councils are of absolute neces-
sity, as even the assent of a majority of bishops to a
papal decree, if given by the individuals, outside a
council, does not constitute a final, irrevocable deci-
sion. Appeal from the pope to a general council is jus-
tified by the superiority of the council over the pope.
According to the Divine institution of the episcopate
(cap. vii), all bishops have equal rights; they do not receive
their power of jurisdiction from the Holy see. It is not within the province of the pope to exercise
ordinary episcopal functions in dioceses other than
that of Rome. The papal regulations regarding the
granting of benefices, annates, and the exemption of
religious orders are thus in conflict with the primitive
law of the Church, and must be abolished. Having
sustained, as he believes, that the existing ecclesiastical
law was not contrary to the original constitutions, the
pope has, as it were, expelled the pseudo-Isidore from
the Church, and the supreme pontiff restituted its
primacy, conferred upon it by the first bishop of the
Church, St. Peter (cap. viii). He then suggests as means
for bringing about this reformation (cap. ix), that the
people shall be properly enlightened on this subject,
that a general council with full freedom be held, that
national synods be convened, but especially that
Catholic rulers take concerted action, with the co-
operation and advice of the bishops, that secular
princes avail themselves of the Regnum Fiscet to resist
papal decrees, and that ecclesiastic and lay obedience be
assured to the pope. The second book, the pseudo-
Isidore, was not only extended by papal decrees (cap.
iii), but enlarged, was issued as early as 1765; it was reprinted
at Venice and Zurich, and translations appeared
in German, French, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese.
In the three later volumes, which Hontheim issued as
supplementary to the original work, and numbered II
and III, a new part was added (Vol. II, Parts 1 and 2, 1772;
Vol. IV, Parts 1 and 2, 1773–74), he defended it
under the name of Febronius and various other pseu-
donyms, against a series of attacks. Later he pub-
lished an abridgment under the title: "Justinus Fe-
bronius abbreviat us et emendat us" (Cologne and
Frankfort, 1777). In addition to the "Judicature of
the Seminary" of the University of Cologne (1765), refuta-
tions appeared from a large number of Catholic au-
thors, the most important being: Ballerini, "De vi ac
racione primatii Romanorurn Pontificum et de ipso
urum infallibilitate in definiendis controversiis fidelit"
(Verona, 1766); Idem, "De potestate ecclesiastic
Romanorum Pontificum et potestate antiquae a
corporis, una cum vindiciis auctoritatis pontifici a contra
opus Just. Febronius (Verona, 1768; Augsburg, 1770;
new ed. of both works, Münster in W., 1845, 1847);
Zaccaria, "Antifebronio, oesia apologia polemico-
storici del primato del Papa, contra la dannata opera
Febronii" (1773); Konstanz, "Febronii pars 4, 5 et 6"
(vols., Cesena, 1768–70; tr. German, Reichenberger,
Augsburg, 1768); Idem, "Antifebronius vindicus" (4
vols., Cesena, 1771–2); Idem, "In tertium Justini
Febronii tomen animadversiones Romano-catholicoe"
(Rome, 1774); Mamachi, "Epistole ad Just. Febronii
de ratione regenae christianae reprehensione deque
legitimâ Romani Pontificis potestate" (5 vols., Rome,
1776–78). There were, besides, refutations written
from the Protestant standpoint, to repudiate the idea
that a diminution of the papal power was all that was
necessary to bring the Protestants back into union
with the Church, for instance Karl Friedrich Bahrdt,
"Dissertatio de eo, an fieri possit, ut sublato Pontificio
imperio reconcilientur Dissidentes in religione Christi-
iani" (Leipzig, 1763), and Johann Friedrich Bahrdt,
"De Romana Ecclesiae irreconcilibi l" (Leipzig, 1767);
Karl Gottl. Hofmann, "Programma continens examen regulea ex Vico Laurie Linerensi in Febronii repetitae"
(Wittenberg, 1768).
The first measures against the author were taken by Pius VI, who urged Clemens Wenzelslaus, Elector of
Trier, to prevail on Hontheim to recall the work. Only after prolonged exertions, and after a retrac-
tation, couched in general terms, had been adjudged
unsatisfactory in Rome, the elector forwarded to
Rome Hontheim's emended recantation (15 Novem-
ber, 1778). This was communicated to the car-
dinals in consistory by Pius VI on Christmas Day.
That this retraction was not sincere on Hontheim's
part is evident from his subsequent movements.
No more than was implied by reference to his
appearances in "Justini Febronii Jcti. Commentarius
in suam Retractionem Pio VI. Pont. Max. Kalendis
Nov. anni 1778 submissam" (Frankfort, 1781; Ger-
man ed., Augsburg, 1781), written for the purpose
of justifying his position before the public. Mean-
while, notwithstanding the prohibition, the "Febronii"
had produced its pernicious effects, which were not
checked by the retraction. The ideas advanced in
the work, being in thorough accord with the absolutis-
tic tendencies of civil rulers, were eagerly accepted
by the Catholic courts and governments of France, the
Austrian Netherlands, Spain and Portugal, Venice,
and Venice, and these, thenceforth, furthered the
development of the hands of court theologians and
canonists who favoured the scheme of a national Church.
Among the advocates of the theory of Febronianism

Trier, complied. Meanwhile no steps had been taken
against the author personally, who was well known in
Rome. Despite the ban of the Church, the book, har-
mourning as it did with the spirit of the times, had a
tremendous success, and, reprinted and enlarged, was issued as early as 1765; it was reprinted
at Venice and Zurich, and translations appeared
in German, French, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese.
In the three later volumes, which Hontheim issued as
supplementary to the original work, and numbered II
and III, a new part was added (Vol. II, Parts 1 and 2, 1772;
Vol. IV, Parts 1 and 2, 1773–74), he defended it
under the name of Febronius and various other pseu-
donyms, against a series of attacks. Later he pub-
lished an abridgment under the title: "Justinus Fe-
bronius abbreviat us et emendat us" (Cologne and
Frankfort, 1777). In addition to the "Judicature of
the Seminary" of the University of Cologne (1765), refuta-
tions appeared from a large number of Catholic au-
thors, the most important being: Ballerini, "De vi ac
in Germany, mention should be made of the Trier professor, Franz Anton Haube, "Themata ex historiæ ecclesiasticae de hierarchia sacræ primorium V seculorum" (Trier, 1786); "Systema primum de potestate episcopali e quoque appellationi ad episcopalia quodam jura in specie punctuationibus I. II. et IV. congressi apostolici" (Trier, 1788); and Joseph Castello, "Dissertatio historica de varis causis, quibus accidentalis Romani Pontificis potestas successor ampliata fuit" (Trier, 1788). It was the Austrian canonsists, however, who contributed most towards the compilation of a new law code regulating the Church and State, which was reduced to practice after Joseph II. Especially notable, as being conceived in this spirit were the textbooks on canon law prescribed for the Austrian universities, and compiled by Paul Joseph von Rieger, "Institutiones juris ecclesiasticæ" (4 vols., Vienna, 1768–72; frequently reprinted), and Pehem, "Prefaceiones in juss ecclesiasticum universa," also, in a more pronounced way, the work of Johann Valentin Eybel, "Introductio in juss ecclesiasticum Catholicorum" (4 vols., Vienna, 1777; placed on the Index, 1784).

The first attempt to give Febronian principles a practical application was made in Germany at the Congress of 1776, where, under the three ecclesiastical Electors of Mainz, Cologne, and Trier, through their delegates, and under the directions of Hohnstein, compiled a list of thirty grievances against the Roman Church, in consonance with the principles of the "Febronius" (Gravamina trium Archiepiscoporum Electorum, Moguntini, Treviriensis et Colonensis contra Curiam Apostolicam anno 1769 ad Cesarem de-lata; printed in Le Bre, "Magasin zum Gebrauch der Staaten- und Kirchengeschichte," Pt. VIII, Ulm, 1783, pp. 1–21). More significant was the Ems Congress of 1786, at which the three ecclesiastical electors and the Prince-Bishop of Salzburg, in imitation of the Congress of Vienna, and in consonance with the basic principles of the "Febronius", made a fresh attempt to readjust the relations of the German Church with Rome, with a view to securing for the former a greater measure of independence; they also had their representatives draw up the Ems Punctuation in twenty-three articles; they achieved, however, no practical results. An attempt was made to realize the principles of the "Febronius" on a large scale in Austria, where under Joseph II a national Church was established according to the plan outlined. Efforts in the same direction were made by Joseph's brother Leopold, in his capacity of Grand-Duke of Tuscany. The resolutions adopted at the Synod of Pistoia, under Bishop Scipio Ricci, along these lines, were repudiated by the majority of the bishops of the country.

Feder, Johann Michael, German theologian, b. 25 May, 1753, at Oellingen in Bavaria; d. 26 July, 1824, at Würzburg. He studied in the episcopal seminary of Würzburg from 1772–1777; in the latter year he was ordained priest and promoted to the licentiate in theology. For several years Feder was chaplain of the Julius hospital; in 1783 he was appointed extraordinary professor of Oriental languages at the University of Würzburg; was created a Doctor of Divinity in 1786; director of the university library, 1791; ordinary professor of theology and censor of theological publications, 1795. After the reorganisation of the University of Würzburg, 1803–4, he was appointed chief librarian, resigning the professorship of theology in 1805. Shortly after his removal from office as librarian, November, 1811, he suffered a stroke of apoplexy, from which he never fully recovered. Feder was a prolific writer, editor, and translator, but was imbued with the liberal views of his age. His most meritorious work is a revision of Dr. Heinrich Braun’s German translation of the Bible (1803), 2 vols. This revision served as the basis for Dr. Altioli’s well-known translation. He also translated the writings of St. Cyril of Jerusalem (1786); the sermons of St. Chrysostom on Matthew and John, in comp. with the unfortunate Eulogius Schneider (1786–88); Theodore’s ‘ten discourses on Divine Providence’ (1788); Gerard’s lectures on pastoral duties (1803); de Baussete’s life of Fénélon (1809–12), 3 vols., and the same author’s life of Bossuet (1820); Faber’s ‘Meditations’ (1786). He was editor of the ‘Magasin sur Beförderung des Schulwesens’ (1791–97). He printed the ‘Prakt. Lehrin. für katholische Geistliche’ (1798–1800), and of the ‘Würzburger Gelehrten Anzeigen’ (1788–92). He also wrote several volumes of sermons.

Fechan, Daniel F. See Fall River, Diocese of.

Feen (Honoraria), Ecclesiastical. See Mass; Offering; Sacraments; Stipend.

Feeling, Rudolph William Basil, eighth Earl of Denbigh, and ninth Earl of Desmond, b. 9 April, 1853; d. 3 July, 1902. He was educated at Eton College and Trinity College, Cambridge, where he took the degree of Bachelor of Arts. He was received into the Church in 1850, and took an active part in many Catholic works of charity under Cardinal Wiseman. As Viscount Feilding he was appointed honorary treasurer, jointly with Viscount Campden and Mr. Archibald J. Dunn, of the Peter’s Pence Association. He was a man of great courage and decided character, qualities needed in the middle of the nineteenth century when the English Protestant mind was much inflamed in consequence of the establishment of the Catholic hierarchy in England. As a thanksgiving for his conversion, he built the Franciscan monastery at Pentasph, North Wales.

Archibald J. Dunn.

Fellner of Aenugus the Oulde. See Aenugus.

Feilmoser, Andreas Benedict, theologian and Biblical scholar, b. 8 April, 1777, at Hofgarten, Tyrol; d. at Tübingen, 20 July, 1831, studied at Salzburg from 1792 to 1794, took a two years’ course in philosophy at the University of Innsbruck (1794–96), and entered the Benedictine Order at Fiecht, Tyrol, in September, 1796. At this abbey he studied the Oriental languages under Dom Georg Maurer, a monk of St. George’s Abbey, Villingen. For his theological studies he was sent to Villingen, where he again heard Dom Maurer and Dom Gottfried, theological scholars. Returning to Fiecht in 1800, he taught Biblical exegesis and was ordained priest in 1801; late in the same year he was appointed master of novices, in 1802 professor of Christian ethics and in 1803 of ecclesiastical history. A number of these which he published in 1803 aroused the suspicions of the ecclesiastical authorities of the Diocese of Brixen. The Abbot of Fiecht was sharply rebuked for permitting Feilmoser to teach unsound doctrine. In 1804 appeared Feilmoser’s ‘Animadversiones in historiam ecclesiasticam’, which did not meet the approval of the diocesan authorities, who threatened, in case Feilmoser did not desist from advancing dangerous opinions, to institute proceedings against the abbot. To Feilmoser’s request for a specification of the objectionable passages in his writings no reply was made, but the entire matter was reported to the emperor at Vienna. An investigation instituted by order of the emperor resulted favourably for Feilmoser. He was, nevertheless, removed from the office of master of novices and in 1806 was made assistant in the parish of Achenthal. By the Treaty of Presburg (26 Dec., 1805) Tyrol was cut off from Austria and became a part of Bavaria. The new Government, in November, appointed him professor of rhetoric, languages and of introduction to the Old Testament at the University of Innsbruck. The monastery of Fiecht having been suppressed in 1807, he left the order. At Innsbruck he received the degree of Doctor of Theology in 1808 and was appointed to the chair of New Testament exegesis. During the Tyrolean insurrection, August, 1809, he, with a number of other professors, was taken prisoner and carried to Pustertal by order of Andreas Hofer. In 1810 he returned to Innsbruck; in 1811 he was made professor of catechetics, in 1812 of Latin and Greek philology, and in 1817 was reappointed professor of New Testament exegesis in the face of much opposition. About this time the old charges against him were revived, and in 1818 he was bitterly attacked in an anonymous work published at Augsburg. He was denied the opportunity of publicly defending himself, inasmuch as the imperial censor at Vienna, on 17 July, 1819, decided that the anonymous work was too national for the country, it was under Austrian censure and must be regarded as non-existent. On 25 April, 1820, he was formally appointed a professor at the University of Tübingen, where he continued to teach New Testament exegesis until his death.

He wrote: “Sätze aus der christlichen Sittenlehre für die öffentliche Prüfung in dem Benediktinerstift zu Fiecht” (Innsbruck, 1803). “Sätze aus der Einleitung
in die Bücher des alten Bundes und den hebräischen Alterthümern" (Innsbruck, 1803); "Animadversiones in historiam ecclesiasticam" (Innsbruck, 1803); "Sätze aus der Einleitung in die Bücher des neuen Bundes und der bibl. Hermeneutik" (Innsbruck, 1804); "Einleitung in die Bücher des neuen Bundes" (Innsbruck, 1810); "Auszug des hebr. Sprachlehrs nach Jahn" (Innsbruck, 1812); "Die Vertheidigung des Kurfürsten" (Weil, 1820). His principal work, "Einleitung in die Bücher des neuen Bundes", published in a revised edition (Tübingen, 1830), is inaccurate and was praised far beyond its due. He also contributed papers and criticisms to the "Annalen der österreichischen Literatur" and the "Theologische Quartalschrift" of Tübingen. His exoteric writings were influenced by the rationalistic spirit of his day. He denied the genuineness of the Comma Johanneum and maintained that the Books of Job, Jonas, Tobias, and Judith are merely didactic poems.

HUNTER, Nomenklatur: Walter in Kirchenlex., s. v.; Scriptor. O.S.B. (Vienna, 1881); Wackernagel, Beida Weber (Innsbruck, 1885); Theol. Quartalschrift (Tübingen, 1831); Greini in Buchhauer, Kirch. Handwörterb., s. v.
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Feldbíger, Johann Ignaz von, a German educational reformer, pedagogical writer, and canon regular of St. Augustine, b. 6 January, 1740, at Gross-Glogau in Silesia; d. 17 May, 1788, at Freiburg in Hungary. He was the son of a postmaster, who had been ennobled by Emperor Charles VI. The death of his parents constrained him, after studying theology at the University of Breslau, to accept (1744) the position of teacher in a private family. In 1746 he joined the Order of Canons Regular of St. Augustine at Sagan in Silesia, was ordained a priest in 1748, and ten years later became abbot of the monastery of Sagan. Noting the sad condition of the local Catholic schools, he strove to remedy the evil by publishing his first school-ordinance in 1761. During a private journey to Berlin, in 1762, he was favourably impressed with Hecker's Realschule and Hähn's method of instructing by initials and tables (Literal- or Tabellenmethode), and became an enthusiastic propagator of this method. A school-ordinance for the dependencies of the monastery of Sagan was issued in 1763, a teachers' college was established, and Feldbíger's school-reforms soon attracted the attention of Catholics and Protestants alike. He was supported by the Silesian minister von Schlabrendorf, and at the latter's request, after a second journey to Berlin he elaborated a general school-ordinance for the Catholic elementary schools (1766). Finally, the joint work of the prior and the abbot of Sagan, appeared in 1766 under the title, "Silesian Catechism", and enjoyed a wide circulation. The death of von Schlabrendorf in 1769 marked the end of the Silesian government's educational efforts. Feldbíger's suggestions were heeded, however, by King Frederick II in the regulations issued (1774) for Silesian high schools.

At the request of the empress, Maria Theresa, he repaired to Vienna in 1774, and was appointed General Commissioner of Education for all the German lands of her dominions. The same year he published his general school-ordinance, and in 1775 his most important pedagogical production: "Methodenbuch für Lehrer der deutschen Schulen". His school-reform was copied by Bavaria and other German lands and was not without influence on Russia. Considerable opposition, aroused by Feldbíger's arbitrary, developed in Austria against his plan of founding special schools for the neglected classes. In 1774, however, always remained his faithful protectress. But his strictly religious principles of education displeased Joseph II, who deprived him of his position, assigned him to his provostship at Presburg, and advised him to look after educational interests in Hungary (1782). The chief peculiarity of Felbíger's too mechanical method was the use of tables containing the initials of the words which expressed the lesson to be imparted. Other features were the substitution of class-instruction for individual instruction, and the practice of questioning the pupils. He aimed at raising the social standing, financial condition, and professional qualification of the teaching body, and at giving a friendly character to the mutual relations between teacher and pupil. For a list of his 78 publications, which are mainly of a pedagogical character, see Panholz's "Methodenbuch" (46-46).

VÖLKER, Johann Ignaz von Feldbíger (Habitschewitz, 1800); LEIBFREITZEL J. J. von Feldbíger, Dr. V. der Bibel und der kath. Pädagogik (Freiburg, 1802); KAHL, Feldbíger's Eigenschaften, Wissenschaften u. Beteiligung schulischer Schulsektion (Freiburg, 1867); Pad택ter, Unterrichtswissenschaft (Münster, 1870); DÖRING, Lehr- und Gesch. d. Pädagogik (Mainz, 1875), 351-55.

N. A. WEBER.

Feldkirch. See Brixen.

Felicianists. See Adoptionism.

Felician Sisters, O. F. S., founded 21 November, 1855, at Warsaw, Poland, by Mother Mary Angela, under the direction of Father Honorat, O. M. Cap. On their suppression, in 1864, by the Russian Government they transferred the mother-house to Cracow, Austria. In the province of Cracow there are forty houses of this congregation, as well as in the United States, where the first foundation was made in 1874, there are two provinces, 820 choir and lay sisters, 100 novices, 168 postulantes; in charge of 87 schools with 36,700 pupils, 5 orphanages with 416 inmates, 2 homes for the aged, an emigrant home, working girls' home, and a day nursery.

MOTHER MARY JEROME.

Feliciussimus, a deacon of Carthage who, in the middle of the third century, headed a short-lived but dangerous schism, to which undue reverence has been given by a certain class of writers, Neander, Ritschl, Harack, and others, who see in it "a presbyteral reaction against episcopal autocracy". Of the chief figure in the revolt, Feliciussimus, not much can be said. The movement of which he was afterwards the leader originated in the opposition of five presbyters of the church of Carthage to the election as bishop of that see. One of these presbyters, Novatus, selected Feliciussimus as deacon of his church in the district called Mons, and because of the importance of the office of deacon in the African Church, Feliciussimus became the leader of the malcontents. The schism of Feliciussimus led to no open rupture until after the outbreak of the Decian persecution in 250, when St. Cyprian was compelled to flee from the city. His absence created a situation favourable to his adversaries, who took advantage of a division already existing in regard to the methods to be followed in dealing with those who had apostatized (lapsi) during persecution and who afterwards sought to be readmitted to Christian fellowship. It was easy under the circumstances to arouse much hostility to Cyprian, because he had followed an extremely rigorous policy in dealing with those lapsi. The crisis was reached when St. Cyprian sent from his place of hiding a commission consisting of two bishops and two priests to distribute alms to those who had been ruined during the persecution. Feliciussimus, regarding the activities of these men as an encroachment on the prerogatives of his office, attempted to frustrate their mission. This was reported to St. Cy- prian, who at once denounced the proceedings of the Europa- nus immediately gathered around him all those who were dissatisfied with the bishop's treatment of the lapsi and proclaimed an open revolt. The situation was still further complicated by the fact that the thirty years' peace preceding the Decian persecution had caused much laxity in the Church, and that on the
Moreover, apart from the present form of the Acts, various details have been called in question. Thus, if Felicitas were really the mother of the seven martyrs honoured on 10 July, it is strange that her name does not appear in the well-known fourth-century Roman calendar. Her feast is first mentioned in the “MartYROLOGIUM Hieronymianum”, but on a different day (3 Nov.). It is, however, worth noting that, as the seven martyrs called her sons in the Acts, suffered for the Christian Faith. From a very early date her feast was solemnly celebrated in the Roman Church on 23 November, for on that day Gregory the Great delivered a homily in the basilica of S. Maria Maggiore, where the seven brothers are buried in the catacomb of Maximus; in that cemetery the Via Salaria all Roman itineraries, or guides to the burial-places of martyrs, locate her burial-place, specifying that her tomb was in a church above this catacomb (De Rossi, Roma sotterranea, I, 176–77), and that the body of her son Silanus was also there. The crypt where Felicitas was laid to rest was later enlarged into a subterranean chapel, and was rediscovered in 1885. A seventh-century fresco is yet visible on the rear wall of this chapel, representing in a group Felicitas and her seven sons, and overhead the figure of Christ bestowing upon them the eternal crown.

Certain historical references to St. Felicitas and her sons antedate the aforesaid Acts, e.g. a fifth-century sermon of St. Peter Chrysologus (Sermon cxxxiv, in P. L., LII, 563) and a metrical epithal in either written by Pope Damasus (d. 384) or composed shortly after his time and suggested by his poem in praise of the martyr:

Diutius quid merit prophetæ pro rege feri; Femina non timuit gladium, cum natis obivit.
Confessa Christum meruit per secula nomen.

(Learn how meritorious it is to die for the King (Christ). This woman feared not the sword, but perished with her sons. She confessed Christ and merited an eternal renown.—ibm, Damiæ Epigrammata, Leipzig, 1895, p. 45.) We possess, therefore, confirmation for an ancient Roman tradition, independent of the Acts, to the effect that the Felicitas who reposed in the catacomb of Maximus, and whose feast the Roman Church commemorated 23 Nov., suffered martyrdom with her sons; it does not seem improbable concerning these sons. It may be recalled that the tomb of St. Silanus, one of the seven martyrs (10 July), adjoined that of St. Felicitas and was likewise honoured: it is quite possible, therefore, that tradition soon identified the sons of St. Felicitas with the seven martyrs, and that this formed the basis for the extant Acts. The tomb of St. Januarius in the catacomb of Prætextatus belongs to the end of the second century, to which period, therefore, the martyrdoms must belong, probably under Marcus Aurelius. If St. Felicitas did not suffer martyrdom on the same occasion we have no means of determining the time of her death. In an ancient Roman edifice near the ruins of the Baths of Titus there stood in early medieval times a chapel in honour of St. Felicitas. A faded painting in this chapel represents her with her sons just as in the above-mentioned fresco in her crypt. Her feast is celebrated 23 Nov.


J. P. KIRSCH.
FELICITAS and Perpetua, SAINTS, martyrs, suffered at Carthage, 7 March, 203, together with three companions, Revocatus, Saturius, and Secundulus. The details of the martyrdom of these five confessors in the North African Church have reached us through a contemporaneous description, one of the most affecting accounts of the glorious warfare of Christian martyrs in ancient times. By a rescript of Septimius Severus (193-211) all imperial subjects were forbidden under severe penalties to become Christians. In consequence of this decree, the five catechumens at Carthage were seized and cast into prison, viz. Bibra Perpetua, a young married lady of noble birth; the slave Felicitas, and her fellow-slave Revocatus, also Saturius and Secundulus. Soon one Saturius, who deliberately declared himself a Christian before the judge, was also incarcerated. Perpetua's father was a pagan; her mother, however, and two brothers were Christians, one being still a catechumen; a third brother, the child Dinocrates, had died a pagan.

After their arrest, and before they were led away to prison, the five catechumens were baptized. The sufferings of the prison life, the attempts of Perpetua's father to induce her to apostatize before her martyrdom, and the violent death of the martyrs before their execution, the visions of Saturus and Perpetua in their dungeons, were all faithfully committed to writing by the last two. Shortly after the death of the martyrs a zealous Christian added to this document an account of their execution. The darkness of Christ and the oppressive atmosphere seemed frightful to Perpetua, whose terror was increased by anxiety for her young child. Two deacons succeeded, by sufficiently bribing the jailer, in gaining admittance to the imprisoned Christians and alleviating somewhat their sufferings. Perpetua's mother also, and her brother, yet a catechumen, visited them. Her mother brought in her arms to Perpetua her little son, whom she was permitted to nurse and retain in prison with her. A vision, in which she saw herself ascending a ladder leading to green meadows, where a flock of sheep was browsing, assured her of her approaching martyrdom.

A few days later Perpetua's father, hearing a rumour that the trial of the imprisoned Christians would soon take place, again visited their dungeon and besought her by everything dear to her not to put this disgrace on his name; but Perpetua remained steadfast to her Faith. The next day the trial of the six confessors took place before the Church, and of these six, three resolutely confessed their Christian Faith. Perpetua's father, carrying her child in his arms, approached her again and attempted, for the last time, to induce her to apostatize; the procurator also remonstrated with her but in vain. She refused to sacrifice to the gods for the safety of the emperor. The procurator thereupon had the father removed by force, on which occasion he was struck with a whip. The Christians were then condemned to be torn to pieces by wild beasts, for which they gave thanks to God. In a vision Perpetua saw her brother Dinocrates, who had died at the earhest age, at first seeming to her in pain, but shortly thereafter happy and healthy. Another apparition, in which she saw herself fighting with a savage Ethiopian, whom she conquered, made it clear to her that she would not have to do battle with wild beasts but with the Devil. Saturus, who also wrote down his visions, saw himself and Perpetua transported by four angels towards the East, into a beautiful garden, where they met four other North African Christians who had suffered martyrdom during the same persecution, viz. Jocundus, Saturninus, Antsuchus, and Quintus. He also saw in this vision Bishop Optatus of Carthage and the priest Aspasius, who had been deposed the day before, between them. In the meanwhile the birthday festival of the Emperor Geta approached, on which occasion the condemned Christians were to fight with wild beasts in the military games; they were therefore transferred to the prison in the camp. The jailer Fundus had learnt to respect the confessors, and he permitted other Christians to visit them. Perpetua's father was also admitted and made another fruitless attempt to pervert her.

Secundulus, one of the confessors, died in prison. Felicitas, who at the time of her incarceration was with child (in the eighth month), was apprehensive that she would not be permitted to suffer martyrdom at the time of the last martyrs, and the law forbade the execution of pregnant women. She prayed God to permit her to die with her companions. Happily, two days before the games she gave birth to a daughter, who was adopted by a Christian woman. On 7 March, the five confessors were led into the amphitheatre. At the demand of the pagan mob they were first scourged; then a boar, a bear, and a leopard, were set at the men, and a wild cow at the women. Wounded by the wild animals, they gave each other the kiss of peace and were then put to the sword. Their bodies were interred at Carthage. Their feast day was solemnly commemorated even outside Africa. Thus the 7th of March the feast of the victors of Carthage entered in the Philocalian calendar, i.e. the calendar of martyrs venerated publicly in the fourth century at Rome. A magnificent basilica was afterwards erected over their tomb, the Basilica Majorum; that the tomb was indeed in this basilica has lately been proved by Père Delattre, who discovered the ancient inscription bearing the names of the martyrs.

The feast of these saints is still celebrated on 7 March. The Latin description of their martyrdom was discovered by Holstenius and published by Pousinnes. Chapters iii-x contain the narrative and the visions of Perpetua; chapters xi-xiv the visions of Saturus. Chapters i, ii and xiv-xxi were written by an eyewitness soon after the death of the martyrs. In 1890 Rendell Harris discovered a similar narrative written in Greek, which he published in collaboration with Seth K. Gifford (London, 1890). Several historians maintain that this Greek text is the original, others that both the Greek and Latin texts are original and contemporary; but there is no doubt that the Latin text is the original and that the Greek is merely a translation. That Tertullian is the author of these Acts is an unproved assertion. The statement that these martyrs were all or in part Montanists also lacks proof, at least there is no evidence that they were montanists. Holstenius, Passio SS. MM. Perpetua et Felicitia, ed. Pominus (Rome, 1683); Ruinart, Acta sancra martyrum (Halifax, 1829), 137 sqq.; Artis SS. Martyrum, ed. Rihm and Gifford, The Acts of Martyrdom of Perpetua and Felicitas (London, 1890); Robinson, The Passion of S. Perpetua in Texts and Studies, I (Cambridge, 1891); 2; Franchini Cuniberti, La Passio SS. Perpetua et Felicitia in Rom. Quartalschr., supplement V (Rome, 1897); 1; Bosio, Annales Hagiographici, ed. Bollandists, II, 964; Analecta Bollandiana (1892), 100-02, 369-72; Orsi, Dissertationes dogmaticae pro SS. Perpetua, Felicitia, et sociorum martyrum absconditis (Florence, 1728); Pillet, Les martyrs d'Afrique, Histoire de Ste Perpetue et de ses compagnons (Paris, 1885); ACRÉ, Les actes des SS. Félicité, Perpetue et leurs compagnons (Paris, 1881), 599-29; Neumann, Der romanische Staat und die kulturelle Entwicklung in der Zeit des Kaisers Diokletian, (Leipzig, 1888); Le Basile de Césarée, Histoire des persécutions, II (Paris, 1888), 96 sqq.; Monteneuf, Histoire littéraire de l'Afrique chrétienne, I (Paris, 1901), 7-96; Delattre, La Basilique Montmartre, l'ombre morte de Perpetua et Felicitas en Comptes-rendus de l'Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres (1897), 516-31.
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FELIX. See Sandoe, Felina-Maria.

FELIX I, SAINT, POPE, date of birth unknown; d. 274. Early in 269 he succeeded Saint Dionysius as head of the Roman Church. About this time there arrived at Rome, directed to Pope Dionysius, the report of the Synod of Antioch which in that very year condemned the local bishop Paul of Samosata, for his heretical teachings concerning the doctrine of the Trinity (see Antioch). A letter, probably sent by Felix to the East in response to the synodal report,
supplanting the exiled Catholic bishops with bishops of Arian tendencies, exerted himself to install a new Bishop of Rome in place of the banished Liberius. After it was invited to listen to the Roman Church; on the latter's arrival, Acacius of Caeasarea proceeded in inducing him to accept the office from which Liberius had been forcibly expelled, and to be consecrated by Acacius and two other Arian bishops. The majority of the Roman clergy acknowledged the validity of his consecration, but the laity would have nothing to do with him and remained true to the banished but lawful pope.

When Constantinus visited Rome in May, 357, the people demanded the recall of their rightful bishop Liberius, who, in fact, returned soon after signing the third formula of Sirmium. The bishops, assembled in that city of Lower Panonia, wrote to Felix and the Roman clergy advising them to receive Liberius in all charity and to put aside their dissensions; it was added that Liberius and Felix should together govern the Church of Rome. The people received their legitimate pope with great enthusiasm, but a great commotion arose against Felix, who was finally driven from the city. Soon after, he attempted, with the help of his adherents, to occupy the Basilica Julia (Santa Maria in Trastevere), but was finally banished in perpetuity by unanimous vote of the Senate and the people. He retired to the neighbouring Porto, where he died. Felix was portrayed as a saint and confessor of the true Faith. This distortion of the true facts originated most probably through confusion of this Felix with another Felix, a Roman martyr of an earlier date.

According to the "Liber Pontificalis," which may be registering here a reliable tradition, Felix built a church on the Via Aurelia. It is well known that on this road was buried a Roman martyr, Felix; hence it seems not improbable that apropos of both there arose a confusion (see Felix I) through which the real story of the antipope was lost and he obtained in local Roman history the status of a saint and a confessor. As such he appears in the Roman Martyrology on July 30.

Felix II, Pope (more properly Antipope), 355–58; d. 22 Nov., 356. In 355 Pope Liberius was banished to Berea in Thrace by the Emperor Constantius because he upheld tenaciously the Nicene definition of faith and refused to condemn St. Athanasius of Alexandria (see Liberius). The Roman clergy pledged itself in solemn council not to acknowledge any other Bishop of Rome but Liberius. ("Maiestas ecclesiae," the church calendar) or Fausti Libellus preceum," no. 1: "Quae gesta sunt inter Liberrum et Felicem episcopos" in "Collectio Avellana," ed. Günther; Hieronymus, "Chronicon," ad an. Abr. 2365.) The emperor, however, who was
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Liber Pontificalis, ed. Duchesne, 1, Introd., cxiii sqq.: 211 and notes; Acta SS., July, VII, 43–90; Analecta Boll. (1883), 152; Bibliotheca hagiographica latina, 26; Courtois, in Etudes d'histoire ecclésiastique, I, 272, 364; Zahn, Gesch. der römischen Kirche, 2, 189, 383 sqq.; Allard, Histoire des persecutions, II, 243 sqq.

FELIX III, SAINT, POPE (483–492), b. of a Roman senatorial family and said to have been an ancestor of Saint Gregory the Great. Nothing certain is known of Felix, till he succeeded St. Simplicius in the Chair of Peter (483). At that time the Church was still in the midst of her long conflict with the Eutychian heresy. In the preceding year, the Emperor Zeno, at the suggestion of Acacius, the perfidious Patriarch of Constantinople, had issued an edict known as the Henoticon or Act of Union, in which he declared that no symbol of faith, other than that of Nice, with the additions of 381, should be received. The edict was intended as a bond of reconciliation between Catholics and Eutychians, but it caused greater conflicts than ever, and was the Church of the East into three: the Eutychian, the Monophysite, and the Catholicae. As the Catholics everywhere spurmed the edict, the emperor had driven the Patriarchs of Antioch and Alexandria from their sees. Peter the Tanner, a noto-
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Antioch, and Peter Mongus, who was to be the real source of trouble during the pontificate of Felix, had seized that of Alexandria. In his first synod Felix excommunicated Peter the Tanner, who was living at Constantinople, and who was accused of committing fornication. In 484, Felix also excommunicated Peter Mongus—an act, which brought about a schism between East and West, that was not healed for thirty-five years. This Peter, being a time-server and of a crafty disposition, ingratiated himself with the emperor, and Acacius by subduing him to the Heretical teaching of Acacius in a synod at Constantinople. In 484, Felix also excommunicated Peter Mongus—an act which brought about a schism between East and West, that was not healed for thirty-five years. This Peter, being a time-server and of a crafty disposition, ingratiated himself with the emperor, and Acacius by subduing him to the Heretical teaching of Acacius in a synod at Constantinople.

Felix, having convened a synod, sent legates to the emperor and Acacius, with the request that they should expel Peter Mongus from Alexandria and that Acacius himself should come to Constantinople to discuss the conduct of the legates. The legates were detained and imprisoned; then, urged by threats and promises, they held communion with the heretics by distinctly uttering the name of Peter in the reading of the sacred diphtys. When their treason was made known at Rome by Simeon, one of the "Acacian" monks, Felix convened a synod of seventy-seven bishops in the Lateran Basilica, in which Acacius as well as the papal legates were excommunicated. Supported by the emperor, Acacius disregarded the excommunication, removed the pope's name from the sacred diphtys, and remained in the see till his death. His successor Phraвitas, sent messengers to Felix, assuring him that he would not hold communion with Peter, but, the pope learning that this was a deception, the schism continued. Peter having died in the meantime, Euthymius, who succeeded Phraвitas, also sought communion with Rome, but the pope refused, as Euthymius would not remove the names of his two predecessors from the sacred diphtys. The schism, known as the Acacian Schism, was not finally healed till 518 in the reign of Justinian. In Africa, the Arian Vandals, Genseric and his son Hvenirac, had been persecuting the Church for more than 50 years and had driven many Catholics into exile. When peace was restored, numbers of those who through fear had fallen into heresy and had been rebaptized by the Arians desired to return to the Church. On being refused by those who had remained firm, they appealed to Felix, who convened a synod and sent a letter to the bishops of Africa expounding the conditions under which they were to receive back. Felix died in 492, having reigned eight years, eleven months and twenty-three days.

Felix IV, Pope (528-530).—On 18 May, 528, Pope John I (q. v.) died in prison at Ravenna, a victim of the angry suspicions of Theodoric, the Arian king of the Goths. When, through the powerful influence of this ruler, the cardinal-priest, Felix of Samnium, son of Castorius, was brought forward in Rome as John's successor, the clergy and laity yielded to the wish of the Gothic king and chose Felix pope. He was consecrated Bishop of Rome 12 July, 526, and took advantage of the favour he enjoyed at the court of Theodoric to further the interests of the Roman Church, discharging the duties of his office in a most worthy manner. On 30 August, 526, Theodoric died, and, his government being a Roman one, the government was conducted by Athalaric's mother Amalasuntha, daughter of Theodoric and favourably disposed towards the Catholics. To the new ruler the Roman clergy addressed a complaint on the usurpation of their privileges by the civil power. A royal edict, drawn up by Cassiodorus in terms of the deepest respect for the papal authority, confirmed the ancient custom that every civile and criminal charge against a cleric should be submitted to the pope, or to an ecclesiastical court appointed by him. A fine of ten pounds of gold was imposed as a punishment for the violation of this order, and the money thus obtained was to be distributed amongst the poor by the pope (Cassiodorus, "Variae," VIII, n. 24, ed. Mon. Germ. Hist. Coll., Mon. German. Hist., Mon. Germanicorum in discipline sacra, XI, 255). The pope received as a gift from Amalasuntha two ancient edifices in the Roman Forum, the Temple of Romulus, son of the Emperor Maxentius, and the adjoining Templum sacra urbis, the Roman land-registry office. The pope converted the buildings into the Church of SS. Costantin and Damiano, which still exists and in theapse of which is preserved the large and magnificent mosaic executed by order of Felix, the figure of the pope, however, being a later restoration (see COSSUS AND DAMIAN). Felix also took part in the so-called Semipelagian conflict in Southern Gaul with Simeon, archbishop of Marseilles, concerning the right of laymen to appoint bishops to the see of the bishops of those parts a series of "Capitula," regarding grace and free will, compiled from Scripture and the Fathers. These capitula were published as canons at the Synod of Orange (529). In addition Felix approved the work of Cassius of Arles against the Riezian John (q. v.) and the pallium of Boniface V, made it known publicly that he had chosen Boniface to succeed him, and that he had apprised the court of Ravenna of his action ("Neues Archiv," XI, 1886, 367; Duchesne, "Liber Pontificalis," I, 282, note 4). Felix IV died soon afterwards, but in the papal election which followed his wishes were disregarded (see BONIFACE II). The feast of Felix IV is celebrated on 30 January. The day of his death is uncertain, but it was probably towards the end of September, 530.

Felix V (Amadeus of Savoy), Anti-pope (1440-1449), b. 4 Dec., 1483; d. at Ripaille, 7 Jan., 1461. The schismatic Council of Basle, which appeared in 1438, elected as the rightful pope, Eugene IV, deposed, proceeded immediately with the election of an anti-pope (see BASLE, COUNCIL OF). Wishing to secure additional influence and increased financial support, they turned their attention towards the rich and powerful prince, Duke Amadeus VIII of Savoy. Amadeus had exercised his dependencen on the papacy, and had evinced a great zeal for the interests of the Church, especially in connexion with the Western Schism regarding the papal succession, brought to a close by the Council of Constance. Emperor Sigismund had shown his appreciation of this ruler's service by raising, in 1416, the former county of Savoy to the status of a duchy, and in 1422 conferred on Amadeus the county of Geneva. On the death of his wife, Maria of Burgundy, Duke Amadeus resolved to lead henceforth a life of contemplation, without however entirely resigning the government of his territories. He appointed his son Ludwig regent of the duchy, and retired to Ripaille on the Lake of Geneva, where, in company with five knights whom he had formed into an Order of St. Maurice, he led a semi-monastic life in accordance with a rule drawn up by himself.
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Amadeus had been in close relations with the schismatic Council of Basle; and was elected pope, 30 October, 1439, by the electoral college of that council, including one cardinal (d'Allemand or Aries), eleven bishops, and five theologians, and the canonists. After long negotiations with a delegation from the council, Amadeus acquiesced in the election, 5 Feb., 1440, completely renouncing at the same time all further participation in the government of his duchy. Ambition and a certain fantastic turn of character induced him to take this step. He then married the niece of Felix V, and was solemnly consecrated and crowned by the Cardinal d'Allemand, 24 July, 1440. Eugene IV had already excommunicated him, 23 March, at the Council of Florence. Until 1442, the famous Éneas Sylvius Piccolomini, later Pius II, was the anti-pope's secretary. This renewal of the schism ruined any surviving prestige of the Basle assembly, just closed at Constance. Subsequently, Amadeus took up his residence in Savoy and Switzerland; his efforts to surround himself with a curia met with little success; many of those whom he named cardinals declined the dignity. He found general recognition only in Switzerland, and his claims to the crown of Savoy were recognized by the Dukes of Austria, Tyrol, and Bavarian-München, the Count-Palatine of Simmern, the Teutonic Order, some orders in Germany and some universities, hitherto adherents of Basle. He was soon ennobled in a quarrel with the Council of Basle concerning his rights in the duchy and its revenues. The rightful pope, Eugene IV, and his successor Nicolas V (1447), who were universally recognized from the first in Spain and Poland, found their claims even more widely admitted in France and Germany. In 1442, Felix left Basle; and on 16 May, 1443, occurred the last session of the Basle assembly. Felix, who had for the sake of its revenues assumed the administration of the Diocese of Geneva, clung for six years more to his usurped dignity, but finally submitted (1449) to Nicolas V, received the title of Cardinal of St. Sabina, and was appointed permanent Apostolic vicar-general for all the states of the House of Savoy and for several dioceses (Basle, Strasbourg, Chur, etc.). Thus ended the last papal schism.

ÉNEAS SYLVIUS, Commentarii de gestis Concilii Basiliensis in Opera Omnia (Basle, 1551); FELIX I, Pontifex maximus (XX-XXXIII) (Rome, 1597); Le Sacro du Amadeo I (Turin, 1831); Emanuele Pioberto I (Turin, 1892); MONOD, Amadeus Pacifique (1890); DE BISSON, Félix V, a pap. V nuncup., comr. conciliarii (Turin, 1824); LECOV De LA MARCHE, Amédée VIII et son séjour (1896), 332-333; LE CLÉZIO, Amédée du Milanais (Paris, 1887); Garnier, Feux de la Navarre, 1897; Smith, Dictionary of Christian Biography and Literature, 1886; DE LA RUE, Constitutiones et acta, 1898; J. Quixot, in Revue Archéologique, 1898, 174; J. P. Kirchb. J. P. KIRCH.

FÉLIX, CÉLÉSTE-JOSEPH, French Jesuit, b. at Neuvillev-sous-les-Escus (Nord), 28 June, 1810; d. at Lille, 7 July, 1891. He began his studies under the Jesuits at the Dominican College at Cambrai, where he completed his secondary studies. In 1833 he was named professor of rhetoric, received minor orders and the diaconate, and in 1837 entered the Society of Jesus. He began his novitiate at Tronchiennes in Belgium, continued it at Saint-Acheul, and ended it at Bruges, where he studied philosophy and the sciences. Having completed his theological studies at Louvain, he was ordained in 1842 and returned to Brugellettes to teach rhetoric and philosophy. His earliest Lenten discourses, preached at Ath, and especially one on true patriotism, soon won him a brilliant reputation for eloquence.

Called to Amiens in 1850, he introduced the teaching of rhetoric at the Collège de la Providence and preached during Advent and Lent at the cathedral. His oratorical qualities became more and more evident, he was called to Paris. He first preached at St. Thomas d'Aquin in 1851, and in 1852 preached Lenten sermons at Saint-Germain-des-Prés, and those of Advent at Saint-Sulpice. It was thus that Mgr. Sibour named him to succeed the Dominicans, Father Lacordaire, and the Jesuits, Father de Raviggnan in the pulpit of Notre-Dame (1853 to 1870). He became one of its most brilliant orators. The conferences of the first three years have not been published in full. In 1856 Père Félix began the subject which he made the core-work of his life: "Progrès par le Christianisme". This formed the matter of a series of Lenten conferences which are preserved for us in fifteen volumes, and which have lost none of their reality. True progress in all its forms, whether of the individual or of the family, in science, art, morals, or government, is herein treated with great doctrinal exactness and breadth of view. The practical conclusions of these conferences Père Félix summed up every year in his preaching of the Easter retreat, which had been inaugurated by Père de Raviggnan. This was the side of his ministry which by nearest his heart, but he had especially during his stay at Nancy (1867-1882), and at Lille (1883-1891), the illustrious Jesuit spoke in nearly all the great cathedrals of France and Belgium. In 1881 he even went to Copenhagen to conduct the Advent exercises, and there he held a celebrated conference on monothelitism, at the request of the Society of St. Michael for the distribution of good books, and employed the leisure moments of his last years in the composition of several works and in the revision of his "Rerites à Notre-Dame", which he published in six volumes. The eloquence of Père Félix was characterized by clearness, vigorous logic, unction, and pathos, even in his reasoning. He lacked imagination and the enthusiasm of Lacordaire, but he was more skilled in dialectic and serene in doctrine. His dictum was richer than that of de Raviggnan, and while he was less dialectic than Monsabré he was more original. A list of his works is given by Sommervogel.


Félix and Adaeactus, Saints, martyrs at Rome, 303, under Diocletian and Maximian. The Acts, first published in Ado's Martyrology, relate as follows: Félix, a Roman priest, and brother of another priest, also named Félix, being offered to sacrifice to the gods, was brought by the prefect Dracus to the temple of Serapis, Mercurius, and Diana. But at the prayer of the saint the idols fell shattered to the ground. He was then led to execution. On the way an unknown person joined him, professed himself a Christian, and also received the crown of martyrdom. The Christians gave him the name Adaeactus (added). These Acts were afterwards embellished and later with an understood inscription by Pope Damascus. A Dracus cannot be found among the prefects of Rome; the other Félix of the legend is St. Félix of Nola; and Félix of Monte Pincio is the same Félix honoured on the Garden Hill. The brother is imaginary (Anat. Boll., XVI, 19-29). Their veneration, however, is very old; they are commemorated in the Sacramentary of Gregory the Great and in the ancient martyrologies. Their church in Rome, built over their graves, in the cemetery of Commodilla, on the Via Ostiensis, near the basilica of St. Paul, and restored by Leo III, was disused about three hundred years ago and again un-earthed in 1905 (Civitella Catt., 1905, IV, 608). Leo IV, about 850, is said to have given their relics to Irmengard, wife of Lothair I; she placed them in the abbey of canoneses at Echau in Alsace. They were brought
to the church of St. Stephen in Vienna in 1361. The heads are claimed by Anjou and Cologne. According to the "Chronicle of Andechs" (Donauwörth, 1877, p. 69), Henry, the last count, received the relics from Honorius III and brought them to the Abbey of Andechs. Their feast is kept on 30 August.

Brooks in Dict. Christ. Biog., s. v. Felix (217); Acta SS., Aug., VI, 549; Stadler, Heiligtumlexicon, s. v.

FRANCIS MERSHAM.

Felix of Cantalice, SANCT, Capuchin friar, b. at Cantalice, on the north-western border of the Abruzzi; d. at Rome, 18 May, 1557. His feast is celebrated amongst the Franciscans and in certain Italian dioceses on 18 May. He was usually represented in art as holding in his right hand a child, the Infant Jesus, because of a vision he once had, when the Blessed Virgin appeared to him and placed the Divine Child in his arms.

His parents were peasant folk, and very early he was set to tend sheep. When nine years of age he was hired out to a farmer at Città D'Acquile with whom he remained for over twenty years, first as a shepherd-boy and afterwards as a farm labourer. But from his earliest years Felix evinced signs of great holiness, spending all his leisure time in prayer, either in the church or in some solitary place. A friend of his having read to him the lives of the Fathers of the Desert, Felix grew to a great desire of embracing an eremitical life, but at the same time feared to live otherwise than under the obedience of a superior. After seeking light in prayer, he determined to ask admission amongst the Capuchins. At first the friars hesitated to accept him, but he eventually received the habit, in 1542, at Anticoli in the Roman Province. It was not without the severest temptations that he persevered and made his profession. These temptations were so severe as to injure his bodily health. In 1547 he was sent to Rome and appointed questor for the community. Here he remained for the rest of his life, and in fulfilling his lowly function became a veritable apostle of Rome.

The influence which he speedily gained with the Roman people is an evidence of the inherent power of personal holiness over the consciences of men. He had no learning; he could not even read; yet learned theologians came to consult him upon the science of the spiritual life and the Scriptures. Whenever he appeared amongst Romans he was respected, sometimes even abashed and withdrew from his sight. Sometimes Felix would stop them and earnestly exhort them to live a better life; especially did he endeavour to restrain young men. But judges and dignitaries also at times incurred his rebuke; he was no respecter of persons. It was a matter of public occasion, during a Carnival, he and St. Philip Neri organized a procession through the streets. The Oratorians headed the procession with their crucifix; then came the Capuchin friars; last came Felix leading Fra Lupo, a well-known Capuchin preacher, by a rope round his neck, to represent Our Lord to judgment by his executioners. Arrived in the middle of the revels, the procession halted and Fra Lupo preached to the people. The Carnival, with its open vice, was broken up for that year.

But Felix's special apostolate was amongst the children of the city, with whom his childlike simplicity made him a special favourite. His method with these was to gather them together in bands and, forming a circle, set them to sing canticles of his own composing, by which he taught them the beauty of a good life and the ugliness of sin. These canticles became popular, and frequently when on his rounds in quest of souls, Felix would be invited into the houses of his wayfarers and asked to sing. He would seize the opportunity to bring home some spiritual truth in extemporeized verse. During the famine of 1580 the directors of the city's charities asked his superior to place Felix at their disposal to collect alms for the starving, and he was untinged in his quest.

VII. — 3

St. Philip Neri had a deep affection for the Capuchin lay brother, whom he once proclaimed the greatest saint then living in the Church. When St. Charles Borromeo sought St. Philip's aid in drawing up the constitutions of his Oblates, St. Philip took him to St. Felix as the most competent adviser in such matters. But through all, Felix kept his wonderful humility and sanctity. He was accustomed to say, "I am but the Ass of the Capuchins". Acclaimed a saint by the people of Rome, immediately after his death, he was beatified by Urban VIII in 1625, and canonized by Clement XI in 1712. His body rests under an altar dedicated to him in the church of the Immaculate Conception in Rome.


FATHER CUTHBERT.

Felix of Nola, SAINT, b. at Nola, near Naples, and lived in the third century. After his father's death he distributed almost all his goods amongst the poor, and was ordained priest by Maximus, Bishop of Nola. In the year 250, when the Decian persecution broke out, Maximus was forced to flee. The persecutors seized on Felix and he was cruelly scourged, loaded with chains, and cast into prison. One night an angel appeared to him and gave him grace to escape. His chains fell off, the doors opened, and the saint was enabled to bring relief to the bishop, who was then speechless from cold and hunger. On the persecutors making a second attempt to secure Felix, his escape was miraculously effected by a spider weaving her web over the opening of a hole into which he had just crept. Thus deceived, they sought their prey elsewhere. The persecution ceased the following year, and Felix, who had lain hidden in a dry well for six months, returned to his duties. On the death of Maximus he was earnestly desired as bishop, but he persuaded the people to choose another, his senior in the priesthood. The remnant of his estate having been confiscated in the persecution, he refused to take it back, and for his subsistence rented three acres of land, which he tilled with his own hands. Whatever remained over he gave to the poor, and if he had two coats at any time he invariably gave them the better. He lived to a ripe old age and died 14 January (on that day he is commemorated), but the year of his death is uncertain. Five churches were built in his honour, outside Nola, where his remains are kept, but some relics are also at Rome and Benevento. St. Paulinus, who acted as porter to one of these churches, testifies to numerous visions and appearances of Felix during his lifetime. The letters of Paulinus on Felix are the source from which St. Gregory of Tours, Venerable Bede, and the priest Marcellus have drawn their biographies (see PAULINUS OF NOLY). There is another Felix of Nola, bishop and martyr under a Prefect Martinianus. He is considered by some to be the same as the above.


AMBROSE COLEMAN.

Felix of Valois, SAINT, b. in 1127; d. at Cerfroy, 4 November, 1212. He is commemorated 26 November. He was named Valois because, according to some, he was a member of the royal branch of Valois in France; according to others, because he was a native of the province of Valois. At an early age he renounced his possessions and retired to a dense forest in the Diocese of Meaux, where he gave himself to prayer and contemplation. He was introduced to St. John of Matha, who proposed to him the project of founding an order for the redemption of captives. After fervent prayer, Felix in company with John set out for Rome and arrived there in the beginning of the pontificate of Innocent III. They had letters of recommendation from the Bishop of Paris, and the new
pope received them with the utmost kindness and lodged them in his own palace. The project of founding the order was never solely confined to cardinals and prelates, and the pope after fervent prayer decided that these holy men were inspired by God, and raised up for the good of the Church. He solemnly confirmed their order, which he named the Order of the Holy Trinity for the Redemption of Captives. The pope commissioned the Bishop of Paris and the Abbot of St. Victor to draw up for the institute a rule, which was confirmed by the pope, 17 December, 1198. Felix returned to France to establish the order. He was received with great enthusiasm, and King Philip Augustus authorised the institute in France and fostered it by signs and benefactions. King Louis VII of France granted the order twenty acres of the wood where Felix had built his first hermitage, and on almost the same spot he erected the famous monastery of Cerfri, the mother-house of the institute. Within forty years the order possessed six hundred monasteries in almost every part of the world. St. Felix and St. John of Matha were forced to part; the latter went to Rome to found a house of the order, the church of which, Santa Maria in Navicella, still stands on the Caelian Hill. St. Felix remained in France to look after the interests of the congregation. He founded a house in Paris attached to the church of St. Maturinus, which afterwards became a famous foundation, under Robert Guin, master general of the order. Though the Bull of his canonisation is no longer extant, it is the constant tradition of his institute that he was canonised by Urban IV in 1262. De Plessis tells us that his feast was kept in the Diocese of Meaux in 1215. In 1661 Alexander VII declared him a saint because of his immemorial cult. His feast was transferred to 20 November by Innocent XI in 1679. 

Du Plessis, Histoire de l'Église de Meaux (Paris, 1731); Butler, Lives of the Saints; Acts SS., 30 Nov. 

MICHAEL M. O'KANE.

FELLER, FRANCOIS-XAVIER DE, author and apologist, b. at Brussels 18 August, 1735; d. at Ratisbon 22 May, 1802. He received his primary scientific education in the Jesuit College at Luxemburg, studied philosophy and the exact sciences at Reims, 1752—54, after which he joined the Society of Jesus at Tournai. After the suppression of the order he emigrated in 1774 to France, and settled at Paris. He afterwards returned to Luxemburg, and wrote the "Muse Leodiensis" (Liège, 1761), a collection of Latin poems in two volumes composed by his pupils. Later he taught theology in various institutions of the order in Luxemburg and Tyninau (Hungary). After the suppression of the order he was active as preacher in Austria, and served in the French army in 1794, he emigrated to Paderborn and joined the local college of the ex-Jesuits. After staying there two years, he accepted the invitation of the Prince of Hohenlohe to come to Bavaria and join the court of the Prince-Bishop of Freising and Ratisbon, Joseph Konrad von Schoenburg, with whom he remained, dividing his time between Freising, Ratisbon, and Berchtesgaden. 

Feller was very amiable and talented, gifted with a prodigious memory, and combined diligent study with these abilities. His superiors had given him every opportunity during his travels of cultivating all the branches of science then known, and the wealth and diversity of his writings prove that he made good use of his advantages. All his writings attest his allegiance to the Jesuit Order and his uniring zeal for the Catholic religion and the Holy See. It is, however, too much to say that he became prominent as a literary man only after the suppression of his order, he had previously contributed articles of note to the periodical "La clef du cabinet des princes de l'Europe, ou recueil historique et politique sur les matières du temps" (Luxemburg, 1760). During the years 1778—1794 he was the sole contributor to this journal, which com- prised in six all sixty volumes and was, from the first mentioned date (1778), published under the title "Journal historique et littéraire". Because he publishedly denounced the illegal and despotic attempts at reform on the part of Joseph II, the journal was suppressed in Austrian territory and was, consequently, transplanted first to Liège and then to Maastricht. Its principal articles were published separately as "Mélanges de politique, de morale chrétienne et de littérature" (Louvain, 1822), and as "Cours de morale chrétienne et de littérature religieuse" (Paris, 1826). His next work of importance is entitled "Dictionnaire historique, ou histoire abrégée de tous les hommes qui se sont fait un nom par le génie, les talents, les vertus, les honneurs, etc., dans le monde du monde, jusqu'à notre temps" (Augsburg, 1781—1784), 6 vols. He shaped this work on the model of a similar one by Chaudron without giving the latter the slightest credit; he showed a certain amount of prejudice, for the most part lauding the Jesuits as masters of science and underrating others, especially those suspected of Jes-

FELTON, THOMAS. See MORTON, ROBERT. 

FELTRE, DIOCESE OF. See BELLUNO-FELTRE, DIOCESE OF. 

Feneberg, JOHANN MICHAEL NATHANAEL, b. in Oberdorfer, Allgäu, Bavaria, 9 Feb., 1751; d. 12 Oct., 1812. He studied at Kaufbeuren and in the Jesuit gymnasium at Augsburg, and in 1770 entered the Society of Jesus, at Landsberg, Bavaria. When the Society was suppressed in 1773, he left the town, but continued his studies at Munich and Ingolstadt. He was appointed professor in the gymnasium of St. Paul at Ratisbon. From 1778—85 he held a modest benefice at Oberdorfer and taught a private school; in 1785 he was appointed professor of rhetoric and poetry at the gymnasium of Dillingen, but was removed in 1793, together with several other professors, to Leipzig on account of his opposition to the progress of the so-called "Illuminists". A plan of studies drawn up by him for the gymnasium brought him many enemies also. He was next given the parish of Seeg, comprising some two thousand five hundred souls, and received as assistants the celebrated author Christoph Schmid, and X. Bayer. He was a model pastor in every respect. Within a short time he executed a chart of the eighty-five villages in his parish, and took a census of the entire district. 

In the first year of his pastoral service he sustained severe injuries by a fall from his horse, which necessitated the amputation of one leg just below the knee. He bore the operation without an anesthetic, and consol- ed himself for the loss of the limb by saying: Non pedibus, sed corde diligentius Deum (We love God not with our feet but with our hearts). Shortly after, his relations with the priest Martin Boos led him to be suspected of false mysticism. Boos had created such a sensation by his sermons that he was allowed only to leave the village for safety. He took refuge at Seeg with Feneberg, who was a relation, and assisted him in parochial work for nearly a year. In the meantime he strove to con- vert or "awaken" Feneberg to the higher Christian life, the life of faith and love to the exclusion of good works. Boos's followers were called the Erweckten
Bruder (Awakened Brethren). Among these brethren, many of whom were priests, Feneberg was called Nathansel and his two assistants Markus and Silas.

Boos' preaching and conduct at Seeg was reported to the bishop of Augsburg, and Feneberg, with his assistants, Bayer and Siller, were also involved. In February, 1797, an episcopal commissioner arrived in Seeg, and in Feneberg's absence seized all his papers, private correspondence and manuscripts, and carried them to Augsburg. Feneberg, with his assistants, apprehended in Augsburg, was sentenced by the bishop of Augsburg, his August, 1797; they were required to subscribe to the condemnation of ten erroneous propositions, and then permitted to return to their parish. They all protested that they had never held any of the propositions in the sense implied. It does not appear that Feneberg or his assistants were punished in the least, nor did he ever fail to show due respect and obedience to the ecclesiastical authorities. In 1805 he resigned the parish of Seeg and accepted that of Vohringen, which was smaller but returned slightly better revenues. This appointment and the assistance of generous friends enabled him to pay the debts he had incurred on account of his troubles and the personal disturbances of the time. For a month before his death he suffered great bodily pain, but he prayed unceasingly, and after devoty receiving the sacraments expired.

He remained friendly to Boos even after the latter's conversion and regretted that his friend, Bishop Sailer, was not more sympathetic to mysticism. Feneberg was a man of singular piety, candour, and zeal, but failed to see the dangers lurking in Boos' Pietism. Numbers of the disciples of Boos—as many as four hundred at one time—became Protomantes, although he himself remained nominally in the Church. Feneberg is the author of a translation of the New Testament, which was published by Bishop Wittmann of Ratibon.

Joachim in Kirchenlex. e. v.; Hablittel in Brehbinger, Kvr. H. Hambach, S. v.; Ackermann, Johann M. Sailer (Freiburg im Br., 1865); Bruck, Gesch. der kath. Kirche in Deutschland, 1 (Mainz, 1902); Sailer, Aus Feneberg's Leben (Munich, 1814); Schmermer, Die kirchspolitischen u. religiösen Zustände im 16. Jahrhundert (Landesb. 1901); Gommer, Boos Martin (Leipzig, 1898); Michaelmann, Leben J. M. Feneberg's in Sammlungbibliothek (Bielefeld, 1858); Braun, Geschichte der Bischöfe von Augsburg (Augsburg, 1815), IV.

Alexius Hoffmann.

Fénélon, François de Salignac de la Mothe-, a celebrated French bishop and author, b. in the Château de Fénélon in Périgord (Dordogne), 6 August, 1615; d. at Cambrai, 7 January, 1715. He came of an ancient family of noble birth but small means, the most famous of his ancestors being Guillaume de Salignac (d. 1599), who fought at Muts under the Duke of Guise and became ambassador to England; also François de Salignac I, Louis de Salignac I, Louis de Salignac II, and François de Salignac II, bishops of Sarlat between 1567 and 1688. Fénélon was the second of the sons of François de Salignac, Count of La Motte-Fénélon, by his second wife, Louise de La Cropte. Owing to his delicate health Fénélon's childhood was passed in his father's château under a tutor, who succeeded in giving him a keen taste for the classics and a considerable knowledge of Greek literature, which influenced the development of his mind in a general way. At the age of fourteen he went to the neighbouring University of Coimbra, where he studied rhetoric and philosophy, and obtained his first degrees. As he had already expressed his intention of entering the Church, one of his uncles, Marquis Antoine de Fénélon, a friend of Monsieur Oliver and St. Vincent, sent him to Paris to study at the Collège des Pléiades, whose students followed the course of theology at the Sorbonne. There Fénélon became a friend of Antoine de Noailles, afterwards Cardinal and Archbishop of Paris, and showed such decided talent that at the age of fifteen he was chosen to preach a public sermon, in which he acquitted himself admirably. To facilitate his preparation for the priesthood, the marquis sent his nephew to the Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice (a.p. 1635), then the training-ground of the clergy, but the young man was placed in the small community reserved for ecclesiastics whose health did not permit them to follow the excessive exercises of the seminary. In this famous school, of which he always retained affectionate memories, Fénélon was grounded in the office of priest and entered upon the practice of a regular and pious vocation, but above all in solid Catholic doctrine, which saved him later from Jansenism and Gallicanism. Thirty years later, in a letter to Clement XI, he congratulates himself on his training by M. Tronson in the knowledge of his Faith and the duties of the ecclesiastical life. About 1675 he was ordained priest and for a while thought of devoting himself to the Eastern missions. This was, however, only a passing inclination. Instead, he joined the community of Saint-Sulpice and gave himself up to the works of the priesthood, especially preaching and catechizing.

In 1678 Harlay de Champvallon, Archbishop of Paris, entrusted Fénélon with the direction of the house of "Newes-Catholiqes", a community founded in 1634 by Archbishop Jean-François de Gondi for Protestant young women about to enter the Church or convert to Catholicism. It was a new and delicate form of apostolate, for which Fénélon himself was the model. It required all the resources of his theological knowledge, persuasive eloquence, and magnetic personality. Without his late years his conduct has been severely criticized, and he has been even called intolerant, but these charges are without serious foundation, and have not been accepted even by the Protestant authors of the "Encyclopédie des Sciences Religieuses"; their verdict on Fénélon is "that in justice to him it must be said that in making converts he ever employed persuasion rather than severity".

When Louis XIV revoked the Edict of Nantes, by which Henry IV had granted freedom of public worship to the Protestants, missionaries were chosen from among the greatest orators of the day, e.g. Bourdaloue, Féchter, and others, and were sent to those parts of France where heretics were most numerous, to labour for their conversion. At the suggestion of his friend Bossuet, Fénélon was sent with five companions to Dompierre, where he resided for six years, and his methods were always tempered by gentleness. According to Cardinal de Basseix, he induced Louis XIV to remove all troops and all evidences of compulsion from the places he visited, and it is certain that he proposed and insisted on many methods of which the king did not approve. "When hearts are to be moved," he wrote to Seignelay, "force avails not. Conviction is the only real conversion." Instead of force he employed patience, established classes, and distributed New Testaments and catechisms in the vernacular. Above all, he laid especial emphasis on preaching. "Bring me," he said, "by gentle preachers who have a faculty not only for instructing, but for winning the confidence of their hearers". It is doubtless true, as recently published documents prove, that he did not altogether repudiate measures of force, but he only allowed them as a last resource. Even then his severity was confined to exiling from their villages a few recalcitrants, and to constraining others under the small penalty of five sous to attend the religious instructions in the churches. Nor did he think that preachers ought to advocate openly even these measures; similarly, he was unwilling to have known the Catholic authorship of pamphlets against Protestantism and was determined to have printed in Holland. This was certainly an excess of cleverness; but it proves at least that Fénélon was not in sympathy with that vague tolerance.
founded on scepticism which the eighteenth-century rationalists charged him with. In such matters he shared the opinions of all the other great Catholics of his time. Bossuet and St. Augustine he held that "to be obliged to do good is always an advantage and that heretics and schismatics, when forced to apply their minds to the consideration of truth, eventually lay aside their erroneous beliefs, whereas they would never have examined these matters had not authority constrained them."

This he attacks with great vigour and at length the theories of the famous Oratorian on optimism, the Creation, and the Incarnation. This treatise, though annotated by Bossuet, Fénélon considered it unwise to publish; it saw the light only in 1820. First among the friends of Fénélon at this period were the Duc de Brézé, the Duc de Bouillon, the two great courtiers, eminent for their piety, who had married two daughters of Colbert, minister of Louis XIV. One of these, the Duchesse de Beauvilliers, mother of eight daughters, asked Fénélon for advice concerning their education. His reply was the "Traité de l'éducation des filles", in which he insists on education beginning at an early age and on the instruction of girls in all the duties of their future condition of life. The religious teaching he recommends is one solid enough to enable them to refute heretics if necessary. He also advises a more serious course of studies than was then customary. Girls ought to be learned without pedantry; the form of instruction should be concrete, sensible, agreeable, and prudent, in a manner to aid their natural abilities. In many ways his pedagogy was ahead of his time, and we may yet learn much from him.

The Duchesse de Beauvilliers, who had been the first to take an interest in this own family the value of the "Traité de l'éducation des filles", was in 1689 named governor of the grandchildren of Louis XIV. He hastened to secure Fénélon as tutor to the eldest of these princes, the Duke of Burgundy. It was a most important post, seeing that the formation of a future king lay in his hands but it was not without great difficulties, owing to the violent, haughty, and passionate character of his pupil. Fénélon brought to his task a whole-hearted zeal and devotion. Everything, down to the Latin themes and versions, was made to serve in the taming of this impetuous spirit. Fénélon prepared them himself in order to adapt them to his plans. With the same object in view, he wrote his "Fables" and his "Dialogues des Morts", but especially his "Théâmaque", in which work, under the guise of pleasant fiction, he taught the young prince lessons of self-control, and all the duties required by his exalted position. The results of this training were wonderful. The historian Saint-Simon, as a rule hostile to Fénélon, says: "De cet abime sortit un prince, affable, doux, modéré, humain, patient, humble, tout appliqué à ses devoirs." It has been asked in our day if Fénélon did not succeed too well. When the prince grew to man's estate, his pupils were often too refractory to him, examining himself, reasoning for and against, till he was unable to reach a definite decision, his will being paralysed by fear of doing the wrong thing. However, these defects of character, against which Fénélon in his letters was the first to protest, did not show themselves in youth. About 1685 every one who came in contact with the prince was in admiration at the change in him.

To reward the tutor, Louis XIV gave him, in 1694, the Abbey of Saint-Valéry, with its annual revenue of fourteen thousand livres. The Académie had opened its doors to him, and Madame de Maintenon, the morganatic wife of the king, began to consult him on matters of conscience, and on the regulation of the house of Saint-Cyr, which she had established for the training of young girls. Soon afterwards the archiepiscopal See of Cambrai, one of the best in France, fell vacant, and the king offered it to Fénélon, at the same time expressing a wish that he would continue to instruct the Duke of Burgundy. Nominated in February 1686, Fénélon was consecrated in August of the same year by Bossuet in the chapel of Saint-Cyr. The future of the young prelate looked brilliant, when he fell into deep disgrace.

The cause of Fénélon's trouble was his connexion with Madame Guyon, whom he had met in the society of his friends, the Beauvilliers and the Chevreuses. She was a native of Orléans, which she left when about twenty-eight years old, a widowed mother of three children, to carry on a sort of apostolate of mysticism, under the direction of Père Lacombe, a Barnabite. After many journeys to Geneva, and finally, she published two works, "Le moyen court et facile de faire oraison" and "Les torrents spirituels". In exaggerated language characteristic of her visionary mind, she presented a system too evidently founded on the Quietism of Molinos, that had just been condemned by Innocent XI in 1687. There were, however, great divergencies between the two systems. Whereas Molinos had made man's earthly perfection consist in a state of uninterrupted contemplation and love, which would dispense the soul from all active virtue and reduce it to absolute inaction, Madame Guyon rejected with horror the dangerous conclusions of Molinos as to the cessation of the necessity of offering positive resistance to temptation. Indeed, in all her relations with Père Lacombe, as well as with Fénélon, her virtuous life was never called in doubt. Soon after her arrival in Paris she became acquainted with many pious persons of the court and in the city, among them Madame de Maintenon and the Duchesse de Chavreuse, who introduced her to Fénélon. In turn, he was attracted by her piety, her lofty spirituality, the charm of her personality, and of her books. It was not long, however, before the Bishop of Chartres, in whose diocese Saint-Cyr was, began to unseat the influence of Madame Guyon in August 1687. The orthodoxy of Madame Guyon's theories. The latter, thereupon, begged to have her works submitted to an ecclesiastical commission composed of Bossuet, de Noailles, who was then Bishop of Châlons, later Archbishop of Paris, and M. Tronson, superior of Saint-Sulpice. After an examination which lasted three months, the commission delivered its verdict in thirty-four articles known as the "Articles d'Issy", from the place near Paris where the commission sat. These articles, which were signed by Fénélon and the Bishop of Chartres, also by the members of the commission, condemned very briefly Madame Guyon's ideas, and gave a short exposition of the Catholic teaching on prayer. Madame Guyon submitted to the condemnation, but her teaching spread in England, and Protestants, who have had her books reprinted, have always expressed sympathy with her views. Cowper translated some of her hymns into English, which were translated into English by Thomas Digby (London, 1805) and Thomas Upham (New York, 1848). Her books have been long forgotten in France.

In accordance with the decisions taken at Issy, Bos-
must now wrote his instruction on the "Etats d'oraison", as an explanation of the thirty-four articles. Fénélon refused to sign it, on the plea that his honour forbade him to condemn a woman who had already been condemned. To explain his own views of the "Etats d'oraison", he undertook the task of writing a "Lettre sur l'union des Maximes des Saints", a rather arid treatise in forty-five articles. Each article was divided into two paragraphs, one laying down the true, the other the false, teaching concerning the love of God. In this work he undertakes to distinguish clearly every step in the development of the life of the Papal Church; the end of the Christian soul is pure love of God, without any admixture of self-interest, a love in which neither fear of punishment nor desire of reward has any part. The means to this end, Fénélon points out, are those long since indicated by the Catholic mystics, i.e., holy indifference, detachment, self-abandonment, passiveness, through all of which states the soul is led by contemplation. Fénélon's book was scarcely published when it aroused much opposition. The king, in particular, was angry. He distrusted all religious novelties, and he reproached Bossuet with not having warned him of the ideas of his grandsons' tutor. He agreed too fast for analysis, for he knew, and had to examine Fénélon's work and select passages for condemnation, but Fénélon himself submitted the book to the judgment of the Holy See (27 April, 1697). A vigorous conflict broke out at once, particularly between Bossuet and Fénélon. Attack and reply followed, too fast for analysis. The works here are few, Fénélon on the subject fill six volumes, not to speak of the 646 letters relating to Quietism, the writer proving himself a skilful polemical writer, deeply versed in spiritual things, endowed with quick intelligence and a mental suppleness not always to be clearly distinguished from quibbling and a misunderstanding of the thoughts, were "téméraires, scandaleux, ill-sounding, offensive to pious ears, pernicious in practice, and false in fact". Twenty-three propositions were selected as having incurred this censure, but the pope by no means intended to imply that he approved the rest of the book. Fénélon submitted at once. "We accept the brief", he wrote in his pastoral letter, in which he made known Rome's decision to his flock, "and we accept it not only for the twenty-three propositions but for the whole book, simply, absolutely, and without a shadow of reservation." Most of his contemporaries found his submission adequate, editing, and admirable. In recent times, however, scattered expressions in his letters have enabled a few critics to doubt its sincerity. In our opinion a few words written impulsively, and contradicted by the whole tenor of the writer's life, cannot justify so grave a charge. It must be remembered, too, that the bishop held his Brief of condemnation, Fénélon declared that he laid aside his own opinion and accepted the judgment of Rome, and that if this act of submission seemed lacking in any way, he was ready to do whatever Rome would suggest. The Holy See never required anything more than the above-mentioned spontaneous act.

Louis XIV, who had done much in the way of condemning the condemnation of the "Maximes des Saints", had already punished its author by ordering him to remain within the limits of his diocese. Vexed later at the publication of "Télémaque", in which he saw his perspicacity and his government subjected to criticism, the king was inclined to revoke a previous command. Fénélon submitted without complaint or regret, and gave himself up entirely to the care of his flock. With a revenue of two hundred thousand livres and eight hundred parishes, some of which were on Spanish territory, Cambrai, which had been regained by France only in 1678, was one of the most important sees in the kingdom. Fénélon gave up several months of each year to a visitation of his archdiocese, which was not even interrupted by the War of the Spanish Succession, when opposing armies were camped in various parts of his territory. The captains of these armies, full of veneration for his person, left him free to come and go as he would. The remains of the year were given to the visitation of the diocese of Cambrai, where with his relatives and his friends, the Abbé de Langeron, de Chantecor, and de Beaumont, he led an uneventful life, monastic in its regularity. Every year he gave a Lenten course in one or other of the important parishes of his diocese, and on the principal feasts he preached in his own cathedral. His sermons were short and simple, composed after a brief meditation, and never committed to writing; with the exception of some few preached on more important occasions, they have not been preserved. His dealings with his clergy were always marked by condescension and cordiality. "His priests", says Saint-Simon, "loved and adored him. No bishop, before or after him, has rendered so much service to God and his Church, as he did to them. He was ever ready to forgive them. He would rather reproach himself than bore him in their hearts." He took a deep interest in their seminary training, assisted at the examination of those who were to be ordained, and gave them conferences during their retreat. He presided over the concourses for benefices and made inquiries among the clergy concerning the qualifications of each candidate.

Fénélon was always approachable, and on his walks often conversed with those he chanced to meet. He loved to visit the peasants in their houses, interested himself in their joys and sorrows, and, to avoid painting them, accepted the simplest gift of their hospitality. During the War of the Spanish Succession the doors of his palace were open to all the poor who sought refuge in Cambrai. The rooms and stairways were filled with them, and his gardens and vestibules sheltered their live stock. He is yet remembered in the vicinity of Cambrai and the peasants still give their children the name Fénélon, as that of a saint.

Engrossed as Fénélon was with the administration of his diocese, he never lost sight of the general interests of the Church. This became evident when Jansenism, quiescent for nearly thirty years, again raised its head on the occasion of the famous "Cas de Conscience", in which an anonymous pastoral letter, "A New Life in the Old Distinction Between the Question of Law and Question of Fact" (question de droit et question de fait), acknowledged that the Church could legally condemn the famous five propositions attributed to Jansenius, but denying that she could oblige any one to believe that they were really to be found in the "Augustinus" of that writer. Fénélon multiplied publications of every kind against the reviving heresy; he wrote letters, pastoral instructions, memoirs, in French and in Latin, which fill seven volumes of his works. He set himself to combat the errors of the "Cas de Conscience", to refute the theory known as "respectful silence", and to open the "Index" for public opinion in France. Père Quesnel brought fresh fuel to the strife by his "Réflexions morales sur le Nouveau Testament", which was solemnly condemned by the Bull "Unigenitus" (1713). Fénélon defended this famous pontifical constitution in a series of dialogues and pamphlets, and in the end was compelled to lose his position in the world. Great as was his zeal against error, he was always gentle with the erring, so that Saint-Simon could say "The Low Countries swarmed with Jansenists, and his Diocese of Cambrai, in particular, was full of them. In both places they found an inoffensive refuge, and from them glad and contented they were peaceably under one who was their friend with his pen. They had no fears of their archbishop, who, though
opposed to their beliefs, did not disturb their tranquility."

In spite of the multiplicity of his labours, Fénélon found time to carry on an absorbing correspondence with his relatives, friends, deists, and in fact, everyone, one that sought his advice. It is in this mass of correspondence, ten volumes of which have reached us, that we may see Fénélon as a director of souls. People of every sphere of life, men and women of the world, religious, soldiers, courtiers, servants, are here met with, among them Mesdames de Maintenon, de Grandprétot, de Neufchâtel, marquises of the Colbert family, the Marquis de Seignelay, the Duc de Chauny, above all the Ducs de Chevreuse and de Beaufort, not forgetting the Duke of Burgundy. Fénélon shows how well he possessed all the qualities he required from directors, patience, knowledge of the human heart and the spiritual life, equanimity of disposition, firmness, and straightforwardness, "together with a quiet gaiety altogether removed from any stern or affected austerity". In return he required docility of mind and entire submission of will. He aimed at leading souls to feel they live an end as far as much a thing is humanly possible; for though the errors of the "Maximes des Saints" do not reappear in the letters of direction, it is still the same Fénélon; with the same tendencies, the same aiming at self-abandonment and detachment from all personal interests, all kept, however, with affection; for as he says "this love of God does not require all Christians to practise austerties like those of the ancient solitaries, but merely that they be sober, just, and moderate in the use of all things expeditious"; nor does piety, "like temporal affairs, exact a long and continuous application"; "the practice of devotion is in no way incompatible with the duties of one's state in life". The desire to teach his disciples the secret of harmonising the duties of religion with those of everyday life suggests to Fénélon all sorts of advice, sometimes most unexpected from the pen of a director, especially when he happens to be dealing with his friends at court. This has given occasion to some of his critics to accuse him of ambition, and of being as anxious to control the State as to guide souls.

It is especially in the writings intended for the Duke of Burgundy that his political ideas are apparent. Besides a great number of letters, he sent him through his friends de Beaufort and de Chevreuse, some "Examen de conscience sur les devoirs de la Royauté", nine memoirs on the War of the Spanish Succession, and "Plans de Gouvernement, concrétés avec le Duc de Chevreuse". If we add to this the "Télémaque", the "Lettre à Louis XIV", the "Essai sur le Gouvernement civil", and the "Mémoires sur les précautions à prendre après la mort du Duc de Bourgogne", we have a complete exposition of Fénélon's political ideas. We shall indicate only the points in which they are original for the period when they were written. Fénélon's ideal government was a monarchy. The monarch is an aristocratism, he has absolute power; he was to obey the laws, which he was to draw up with the co-operation of the nobility; extraordinary subsidies were to be levied only with the consent of the people. At other times he was to be assisted by the States-General, which was to meet every three years, and by provincial assemblies, all to be advisory bodies to the king rather than representative assemblies. The State was to have charge of education; it was to control public manners by summptuary legislation and to forbid both sex unsuitable marriages (mêlalliances). The temporal arm and the spiritual arm were to be independent of each other, but the latter was always to be subordinated to the former in a manner lined with much wisdom; in his political writings are to be found many observations remarkably judicious, but also not a little Utopianism.

Fénélon also took much interest in literature and philosophy. Monseigneur Dacier, perpetual secretary to the Académie Française, having requested him, in the name of that body, to furnish him with views on the "Dictionary of Occupations of the Académie Française", a work still much admired in France. This letter, which treats of the French tongue, of rhetoric, poetry, history, and ancient and modern writers, exhibits a well-balanced mind acquainted with all the masterpieces of antiquity, alive to the charm the language, and classical traditions, yet discreetly open to new ideas (especially in history), also, however, to some chimerical theories, at least concerning things poetical. At this very time the Due d'Orléans, the future regent, was consulting him on quite different subjects. This prince, a sceptic through circumstances rather than by any force of reasoning, profited by the appearance of Fénélon's "Traité de l'existence de Dieu" to ask its author some questions on the worship due to God, the immortality of the soul, and free will. Fénélon replied in a series of letters, only the first three of which he himself published. The other five were not printed till later. Together they form a continuation of the "Traité de l'existence de Dieu", the first part of which had been published in 1712 without Fénélon's knowledge. The second part appeared only in 1718, after its author's death. Though an almost forgotten work of his youth, it was reprinted soon after it was translated into English and German. It is from his letters and this treatise that we learn something about the philosophy of Fénélon. It borrows from both St. Augustine and Descartes. For Fénélon the strongest arguments for the existence of God were those based on final causes and on the idea of the infinite, both developed along broad lines and with much literary charm, rather than with precision or originality.

Fénélon's last years were saddened by the death of his best friends. Towards the end of 1710 he lost Abbé de Langle, his lifelong companion; in February, 1712, his pupil, the Duke of Burgundy, died. A few months later the Due de Chevreuse was taken away, and the Due de Beaufort followed in August, 1714. Fénélon survived him only a few months, making a last request to Louis XIV to appoint a successor firm against Jansenism, and to favour the introduction of Sulpician novices into the Congregation of Montmartre. He had been one of the most illustrious members of the French episcopate, certainly one of the most attractive men of his age. He owed his success solely to his great talents and admirable virtues. The renown he enjoyed during life increased after his death. Unfortunately, however, Fénélon's fame is largely due to his opposition to Bossuet, and among the philosophers to the fact that he opposed and was punished by Louis XIV. Fénélon is therefore for them a precursor of their own tolerant scepticism and their infidel philosophy, a forerunner of Rousseau, whom they placed him on the façade of the Pantheon. In our days a reaction has set in, due to the cult of Bossuet and the publication of Fénélon's correspondence, which has brought into bolder relief the contrasts of his character, showing him at once an ancient and a modern, Christian and profane, a mystic and a statesman, democrat and aristocrat, gentle and obstinate, frank and subtle. He would perhaps have seemed more human in our eyes were he a lesser man; nevertheless he remains one of the most attractive, brilliant, and puzzling figures that the Catholic Church has ever produced.

The most convenient and best edition of Fénélon's works is that by Voltaire, published by Lebel at Versailles in 1820 and completed at Paris by Leclerc in 1830. It comprises twenty-two volumes, besides eleven volumes of letters, in all thirty-three volumes, not including an

Ferdinand, Blessed, Prince of Portugal, b. in Portugal, 29 September, 1402; d. at Fes, in Morocco, 5 June, 1443. He was one of five sons, his mother being Philippa, daughter of John Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, and his father King John I, known in history for his victories over the Moors and in particular for his conquest of Ceuta, a powerful Moorish stronghold, and his establishment of an episcopal see within its walls. In early life Ferdinand suffered much from sickness, but his mind and body were eventually restored, and even in his boyhood and youth he gave evidence of remarkable qualities of soul and intellect. With great strength of character and a keen sense of justice and order he combined an innocence, gentleness, and charity which excited the wonder of the royal court. He had a special love for the Church ceremonies and devotions of the Church. After his fourteenth year he recited daily the canonical hours, rising at midnight for Matins. Always severe with himself, he was abstemious in his diet and fasted on Saturdays and on the feast days of the Church. He cared for the spiritual as well as the corporal necessities of his people, his charity for the poor and oppressed was unbounded. His generosity towards the monasteries was impelled by his desire to share in their prayers and good works. He had himself enrolled for the same reason in all the pious congregations of the kingdom.

Upon the death of his father in 1433, his brother Edward (Duarte) ascended the throne, while he himself received but a small inheritance. It was then that he was induced to accept the grand-mastership of Avis, in order that he might be better able to help the poor. As a brother, his cleric, the king, obtained for him the necessary papal dispensation. The fame of his charity went abroad, and Pope Eugene IV, through the papal legate, offered him the cardinal’s hat. This he refused, not wishing, as he declared, to burden his conscience.

Though living a life of great sanctity in the midst of the court, Ferdinand was not a mere recluse. He was
also a man of action, and in his boyhood his soul was stirred by the heroic campaign against Ceuta. His mother, the queen, had imbued him with martial spirit of her sons, and it is even said that on her deathbed she gave them each a sword, charging them to use it in defence of widows, orphans, and their country, and in particular against unbelievers. An opportunity soon presented itself. In 1437 Edward planned an expedition to Tangiers in Africa; but his captains, Henry and Ferdinand in command. They set sail 22 Aug., 1437, and four days later arrived at Ceuta. During the voyage Ferdinand became dangerously ill in consequence of an abcess and fever which he had concealed before the departure, in order not to delay the fleet. Some misadventure the Portuguese numbered only 6000 men, instead of 14,000, as ordered by the king. Though advised to wait for reinforcements, the two princes, impatient for the fray, advanced towards Tangiers, to which they laid siege. Ferdinand recovered slowly but was not able to take part in the first battle. The Portuguese fought valiantly against great odds, but were finally compelled to make terms with the enemy, agreeing to restore Ceuta in return for a safe passage to their vessels. The Moors likewise demanded that one of the princes be delivered into their hands as a hostage for the delivery of the city. Ferdinand offered himself for the dangerous post, and a few faithful followers, including João Alvarez, his secretary and later his biographer, began a peaceful negotiation which ended only with his death. He was first brought to Arzila by Salá ben Salá, the Moorish ameer. In spite of sickness and bodily sufferings, he continued all his depositions and showed great charity towards his Christian fellow-captives. Henry at first repaired to Ceuta, where he was joined by his brother John. Realizing that it would be difficult to obtain the royal consent to the restoration of the fortress, they proposed to exchange their brother for the son of Salá ben Salá, whom Henry held as a hostage. The Moors scornfully rejected the proposal, and both returned to Portugal to devise means of setting the prince free. Though his position was perilous in the extreme, the Portuguese Cortes refused to surrender Ceuta, not only on account of the treachery of the Moors, but because the place had cost them so dearly and was a point of danger to all that was most precious. It was resolved to ransom him if possible. Salá ben Salá refused all offers, his purpose being to recover his former seat of government.

Various attempts were made to free the prince, but all proved futile and only served to make his lot more unhappy. In May 1438 he was sent to Tangiers and handed over to the cruel Lazurac, the king's vizier. He was first condemned to a dark dungeon and, after some months of imprisonment, was compelled to work like a slave in the royal gardens and stables. Amid insult and misery Ferdinand never lost patience. Though often urged to seek safety in flight, he refused to abandon his companions and grieved more for their sufferings, of which he considered himself the cause, than for his own. His treatment of his persecutors was respectful and dignified, but he would not descend to flattery to obtain any alleviation of his sufferings. During the last fifteen months of his life he was confined in a dark dungeon with a block of wood for his pillow and the stone floor for a bed. He spent most of his time in prayer and in preparation for death, which his rapidly failing health warned him was near at hand. In May, 1443, he was stricken with the fatal disease to which he finally succumbed. His persecutors then allowed to come abode, although they allowed a physician and a few faithful friends to attend him. On the evening of 5 June, after making a general confession and a profession of faith, he peacefully gave up his soul to God. During the day he had confided to his confessor, who frequently visited him, that the Blessed Virgin with St. John and the Archangel Michael had appeared to him in a vision. Lazurac ordered the body of the dead prince be embalmed and the vital organs removed, and then caused it to be suspended head downwards for four days on the walls of Fez. Nevertheless he was compelled to pay tribute to the constancy, innocence, and spirit of prayer of his royal victim. Of Ferdinand's companions, four died afterwards followed him to the grave; one joined the ranks of the Moors, and the others regained their liberty after Lazurac's death. One of the latter, João Alvarez, his secretary and biographer, carried his heart to Portugal in 1451, and in 1473 his body was brought to Portugal, and laid to rest in the royal vault at Estrela amid imposing ceremonies.

Prince Ferdinand never ever lost in great veneration by the Portuguese on account of his saintly life and devotion to country. Miracles are said to have been wrought at his intercession, and in 1470 he was beatified by Paul II. Our chief authority for the details of his life is João Alvarez, already referred to. Calderón made him a hero of one of his most remarkable dramas, "El Príncipe Constante y Mártir de Portugal".

Alvarez, in Acta SS., June, I; Ofyvern, Leben des standhaftten Prinzen (Berlin, 1827); Dunham, History of Spain and Portugal (New York, III).

Henry M. Brock.

Ferdinand II, emperor, eldest son of Archduke Karl and the Bavarian Princess Maria, b. 1578; d. 15 February, 1637. In accordance with Ferdinand I's disposition of his possessions, Styria, Carinthia, and Carniola fell to his son Karl. As Karl died in 1580, when his eldest son was only twelve years old, the government of these countries had to be entrusted to a regent during the minority of Ferdinand. The latter began his studies under the Jesuits at Graz, and continued them in company with Maximilian of Bavaria at the University of Ingolstadt, also in charge of the Jesuits. According to the testimony of his professors, he displayed remarkable diligence, made rapid progress in the mathematical sciences, and above all gave evident of a deeply religious spirit. On the completion of his studies, he took up the reins of government, although not yet quite seventeen. During a subsequent visit to Italy he made a vow in the sanctuary of Castelnuovo to banish all for future years the enemy that might fall under his rule. He was of middle height, compact build, with reddish-blonde hair and blue eyes. His dress and the cut of his hair suggested the Spaniard, but his easy bearing towards all with whom he came into contact was rather German than Spanish. He was wont to lay the responsibility for important measures on his counsellors (Freiherr von Eggenberg, Graf von Harrach, the Bohemian Chancellor, Zdenek von Lobkowitz, Cardinal-Prince Dietrichstein, etc.). Liberal even to prodigality, his exchequer was always low. In pursuance of the principle laid down by the Diet of Augsburg, 1555 (aut regio etius et rei noster), he established the Counter-Reformation in his three dukies, while his cousin Emperor Rudolf II reluctantly recognized the Reformation.

As Ferdinand was the only archduke of his day with sufficient power and energy to take up the struggle against the estates, he remained at heart in the Austrian hereditary domains, the childless Emperor Matthias strove to secure for him the succession to the whole empire. During Matthias's life, Ferdinand was crowned King of Bohemia and of Hungary, but, when Matthias died during the height of the religious war (20 March, 1619), Ferdinand's position was en-
compassed with perils. A united army of Bohemians and Silesians stood before the walls of Vienna; in the city itself Ferdinand was beset by the urgent demands of the Lower-Austrian estates, while the Bohemian estates chose as king in his place the head of the Protestant Union in Germany (the Palatine Frederick V), who could also count on the support of his father-in-law, James I of England. When the Austrian estates entered into an alliance with the Bohemians, and Bethlen Gabor, Prince of Transylvania, marched triumphantly through Hungary with the assistance of the Hungarian evangelical party, and was crowned king of that country, the end of the Hapsburg dynasty seemed at hand. Notwithstanding these troubles in his hereditary states, Ferdinand was chosen German Emperor by the votes of all the electors except Bohemia and the Palatinate. Spaniards from the Netherlands occupied the Palatinate, and the Catholic League (Bund der katholischen Fürsten Deutschlands) headed by Maximilian of Bavaria declared in his favour, although to procure this support Ferdinand was obliged to mortgage Austria to Maximilian. On 22 June, 1619, the Imperial General Buquoy repulsed from Vienna the besieging Generals Thurn; Mansfeld was crushed at Budweis, and on 8 November, 1620, the fate of Bohemia and of Frederick V was decided by the Battle of the White Mountain, near Prague.

The firm re-establishment of the Hapsburg dynasty was the signal for the introduction of the Counter-Reformation (q. v.) into Bohemia. Ferdinand annulled the privileges of the estates, declared void the concessions granted to the Bohemian Protestants by the Majestätsbrief of Rudolf II, and punished the heads of the insurrection with death and confiscation of goods. Protestantism was exterminated in Bohemia, Moravia, and Lower Austria; in Silesia alone, on the intercession of the Lutheran Elector of Saxony, the Reformers were treated with less severity.

The establishment of a general peace might perhaps now have been possible, if the emperor had been prepared to return his possessions to the outlawed and banished Palatine Elector Frederick. At first, Ferdinand seemed inclined to adopt this policy out of consideration for the Spaniards, who did not wish to give mortal offence to James I, the father-in-law of the elector. However, the irritating conduct of Frederick and the Protestant Union, and the wish to recover Austria by indemnifying Maximilian in another way led Ferdinand to continue the war. Entrusted with the execution of the ban against the Elector Palatine, Maximilian assisted by the Spaniards took possession of the electoral lands, and in 1632 was himself raised to the electoral dignity.

Uneasy at the rapidly increasing power of the emperor, the estates of the Lower Saxon circle (Krève) had meanwhile formed a confederation, and resolved under the leadership of their head, King Christian IV of Denmark, to oppose the emperor (1625). In face of this combination, the Catholic Union or League under Count Tilly proved too weak to hold in check both its internal and external enemies; thus the recruiting of an independent imperial army was indispensable, though the Austrian exchequer was unable to meet the charge. However, Albrecht von Waldstein (usually known as Wallenstein), a Bohemian nobleman whom Ferdinand had a short time previously raised to the dignity of prince, offered to raise an army of 40,000 men at his own expense. His offer was accepted, and soon Wallenstein and Tilly repeatedly vanquished the Danes, Ernst von Mansfeld and Christian of Brunswick, the leaders of the Protestant forces. On the defeat of Christian at Lutter am Barenberg (27 August, 1626), the Danish Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein fell into the hands of the victorious Tilly. Christian was compelled to make the equitable peace of Lübeck on 12 May, 1629, and Wallenstein was invested with the lands of the Dukes of Mecklenburg, allies of Christian.

Contemporaneously, an insurrection broke out among the Austrian estates for the recovery of their ecclesiastical rights abrogated by the emperor. This rising was soon quelled, but, as Wallenstein did not conceal his intention to establish the emperor's rule in Germany on a more absolute basis, the princes of the empire were uneasing in their complaints, and demanded Wallenstein's dismissal. The excitement of the princes, especially those of the Protestant faith, ran still higher when Ferdinand published, in 1629, the "Edict of Restitution," which directed Protestants to restore all ecclesiastical property taken from the Catholics since the Convention of Passau, in 1552 (2 archbishops, 12 bishops, and many monastic seigniories, especially in North Germany). At the meeting of the princes at Ratisbon (1630), when Ferdinand wished to procure the election of his son as King of Rome, the princes headed by Maximilian succeeded in prevailing on the emperor to remove Wallenstein. The command of the now reduced imperial troops was entrusted to Tilly, who with these forces and those of the League marched against Magdeburg; this city, formerly the see of an archbishop, energetically opposed the emperor and the Edict of Restitution. Even before Wallenstein's dismissal on 4 July, 1630, Gustavus Adolphus, King of Sweden, had landed at the mouth of the Oder, but, as the Protestant estates (notably Brandenburg and Saxony) hesitated to enter into an alliance with him, he was unable at first to accomplish anything decisive. When, however, in May, 1631, Tilly stormed and reduced to ashes
the town of Magdeburg, the Electors of Brandenburg and Saxony openly espoused the cause of Gustavus Adolphus. After the utter defeat of Tilly at Breitenfeld (September, 1631), Gustavus Adolphus advanced through Thuringia and Franconia to the Rhine, while the Saxons army invaded Bohemia and occupied its capital, Prague. In 1632, the Swedish King invaded Bavaria. Tilly faced him on the Lech, but was defeated, and mortally wounded. Gustavus Adolphus was now master of Germany, the League was overthrown, and the emperor threatened in his hereditary domain. In this crisis Ferdinand induced Wallenstein to receive an army of 40,000, and entrusted him with unlimited authority. On 6 November, 1632, a battle was fought at Lützen near Leipzig, where Gustavus Adolphus was slain, though the Swedish troops remained masters of the battle-field. Wallenstein was now in a position to continue the war with energy, but after the second half of 1633 he displayed an incomprehensible inactivity. The explanation is that Wallenstein had formed the resolution to betray the emperor, and, with the help of France, to seize Bohemia. His plan miscarried, however, and led to his assassination at Eger on 25 February, 1634. The empire was left in saw to its destruction. On 27 August of the same year, the imperial army under the emperor's eldest son, Ferdinand, inflicted so crushing a defeat on the Swedes at Nördlingen that the Protestant of south-western Germany turned for help to France. On 30 May, 1636, by the cession of both Upper and Lower Lusatia, Ferdinand became reconciled with Saxony, which became his ally. In September, the combined imperial and Saxony armies were defeated at Wittstock by the Swedes under Baner. France now revealed its real policy, and dispatched a powerful army to join the ranks of the emperor's foes. Ferdinand lived to witness the election of his son as Emperor (22 December, 1636), and his coronation as King of Bohemia and Hungary. He died, however, 15 February, 1637, without witnessing the end of this destructive conflict, known as the Thirty Years War. In his will, he expressly provided for the succession of the first-born of his house and the indivisibility of his hereditary states.

FERDINAND

III., Saint, King of Leon and Castile, member of the Third Order of St. Francis, b. in 1198 near Salamanca; d. at Seville, 30 May, 1252. He was the son of Alfonso IX, King of Leon, and of Berengaria, the daughter of Alfonso III, King of Castile, and sister of Alphonso, the mother of St. Louis IX.

In 1217 Ferdinand became King of Castile, which crown his mother renounced in his favour, and in 1230 he succeeded to the crown of Leon, though not without civil strife, since many were opposed to the union of the two kingdoms. He took as his counsellors the wise men of the State, and, to the strict administration of justice, and took the greatest care not to overburden his subjects with taxation, fearing, as he said, the curse of one poor woman more than a whole army of Saracens. Following his mother's advice, Ferdinand, in 1219, married Beatrice, the daughter of Philip of Swabia, King of Germany; one of the most virtuous and beautiful of her time. God blessed this union with seven children: six princes and one princess. The highest aims of Ferdinand's life were the propagation of the Faith and the liberation of Spain from the Saracen yoke. Hence his continual wars against the Saracens. He took from them vast territories, Granada and Almeria. One of his most important works of charity was the protection of the poor. In the most important towns he founded bishoprics, re-established Catholic worship everywhere, built churches, founded monasteries, and endowed hospitals. The greatest joys of his life were the conquests of Cordova (1236) and Seville (1248). He turned the great mosques of these places into cathedrals, dedicating them to the Blessed Virgin. He watched over the conduct of his subjects, becoming more in their virtue than in their valour, fasted strictly himself, wore a rough hairshirt, and spent more in prayer, especially before battles. Amid the tumult of the camp he lived like a religious in the cloister. The glory of the Church and the happiness of his people were the two guiding motives of his life. He found in the Church an asylum, and in the monks of the Athens of Spain. Ferdinand was buried in the great cathedral of Seville before the image of the Blessed Virgin, clothed, at his own request, in the habit of the Third Order of St. Francis. His body, it is said, remains incorrupt. Many miracles took place at his tomb, and Clement X canonized him in 1671. His feast is kept by the Minorites on the 30th of May.

LEO, Lives of the Saints and Blessed of the Three Orders of St. Francis (Turin, 1896); 390 sq.; BUTLER, Lives of the Saints (New York, 1896), II, 444 sq.; Acts SS., May, VII, 280 sq., where the Lives by his prime minister RODRIGO XIMENES, Abbot of Seville, of Ferdinand, are mentioned. CHRONOCLES 5 FERDINANDI are to be found: WADINUS, Annales Minorum, VI, 188-221; NOUS SAINTS (Quebec, 1894), 128 sq.; SEGALO, Rosa in Kirchenlex. ; v. X. FERDINANDO, rois de Castille et de Leon (Paris, 1759); FERRERA, Geschichte Spaniens, Germ. tr. (Halle, 1755).

Ferdinand Heckmann.

Ferentino (Ferentum), Diocese of, in the province of Rome, immediately subject to the Holy See. The town was in antiquity the chief place of the Hernici. Its ancient origin is borne out by the numerous remains of its cyclopean walls, especially near the site of the ancient fortress where the cathedral now stands. In the days of the kings there was strife between Rome and Ferentum which then belonged to the Volscians. The Consul Furius gave it over to the Hernici, and in 487, a. u. c., it became a Roman town (municipium), and shared therefrom the fortunes of Rome. Local legend attributes the first preaching of the Gospel in Ferentum to Sts. Peter and Paul; they are said to have consecrated St. Leo as its first bishop. In the persecution of Diocletian the centurion Ambrose suffered martyrdom (304) at Ferentino; possibly he was one of the martyrs of this city that period. In the time of Emperor Constantine the town had its own bishop; but the first known to us by name is Bassus, present at Roman synods, 487 and 492-493. St. Redemptus (about 570) is mentioned in the "Dialogues" of St. Gregory the Great; and he also relates to a Bishop Bonifacius, the Bishop of Trastamara Sogno (1150), who died in prison; Ubaldo (1150), legate of Adrian IV to the princes of Christendom in favour of a crusade, later the consecrate of the antipope Victor IV; Giacomo (A. d. 1276), legate of John XXI to Emperor Michael Paleologus; Landolfo Rossio (1297), who rendered good service to Boniface VIII; Francesco Filippeschi (1279), legate of Julius II to the Emperor Maximilian.

Ferentino has (1909) 19 parishes and 45,000 souls; 3 boys' and 2 girls' schools; 6 monasteries for men; and 8 convents for women.


U. Bentogni.

Fergus, Saint, d. about 739, known in the Irish martyrologies as St. Fergus Cruithneach, or the Fict. The Breviary of Aberdeen states that he had been a bishop for many years in Ireland when he came on a mission to Alba with some chosen priests and other clerics. He settled first near Stragheath, in the present parish of Upper Strathfoyle, in Upper Perth, and built three churches on their remains. One of the towers of Stragheath, Blackford, and Dolpatrick are found there to-day dedicated to St. Patrick. He next
evangelized Caithness and established there the churches of Wick and Halkirk. Thence he crossed to Buchan in Aberdeenshire and founded a church at Tullagh, a village now called St. Fergus. Lastly, he established a church at Glammis in Forfarshire. He was buried in 721 and was present with Sedebius and twenty other bishops at a synod in the basilica of St. Peter, convened by Gregory II. His remains were deposited in the church of Glammis and were the object of much veneration in the Middle Ages. The Abbot of Soone transferred his head to Soone and build in it a costly shrine. There is an entry in the accounts of the treasurer of James IV, October, 1503, "An offerand of 13 shillings to Sanct Fergus' heide in Soone". The churches of Wick, Glammis, and Lundie had St. Fergus as their patron. His festival is recorded in the Martyrology of Tullagh for the 8th of September but seems to have been observed in Scotland on the 18th of November.

Fergus, Saint, Bishop of Dulce, d. 778, mentioned by Duda MacFirbis, Annals of the Four Masters, Annals of Ulster.

Fergus, Saint, Bishop of Downpatrick, d. 583. He was sixth in descent from Coeblack, King of Erin. He was knighted by the monks of Kilmainham, identified by Colgan, Acta SS., 30 Mar.; O'Higgins, op. cit., 30 Mar.; Lanigan, Ec. Hist. of Ireland (Dublin, 1829), II, 183.

C. Mulcahy.

Feria (Lat. for "free day"), a day on which the people, especially the slaves, were not obliged to work, and on which there were no court sessions. In ancient Roman times the feriae publicae, legal holidays, were either static, recurring regularly (e.g. the Saturnalia, concepctive, i.e. movable, or imperative, i.e. appointed for special occasions. When Christianity spread, the feriae were ordered for religious rest, to celebrate the feasts instituted for worship by the Church. The faithful were obliged on those days to attend Mass in the churches, and the city became gradually a mercantile enterprise, partly from necessity and partly for the sake of convenience. This custom in time introduced those market gatherings which the Germans call Messen, and the English call fairs. They were fixed on saints' days (e.g. St. Barry's fair, St. Germanus's fair, St. Wenn's fair, etc.).

To-day the term feria is used to denote the days of the week with the exception of Sunday and Saturday. Various reasons are given for this terminology. The Roman Breviary, in the sixth lesson for 31 Dec., says that Pope St. Silvester ordered the延续的 of the custom, 'That the clergy, daily substaning from earthly cares, would be free to serve God alone'. Others believe that the Church simply Christianized a Jewish practice. The Jews frequently counted the days from their Sabbath, and so we find in the Gospels such expressions as una Sabbathi and prima Secundae from the Second. The early Christians reckoned the days after Easter in this fashion, but, since all the days of Easter week were holy days, they called Easter Monday, not the first day after Easter, but the second feria or feast day; and since every Sunday is the dies Dominico, a lesser Easter day, the custom prevailed to call each Monday a feria seconda, and so on for the rest of the week.

The ecclesiastical style of naming the week days was adopted by no nation except the Portuguese, who alone use the terms Segunda Feira etc. The old use of the word feria, for feast day, is lost, except in the derivative feriatio, which is equivalent to our of obligation. To-day those days are called feria upon which no feast is celebrated. Ferias are either major or minor. The major ferias are: those days on which the fathers, on a day of remembrance, even on the highest feasts, are the feasts of Advent and Lent, the Ember days, and the Monday of Rogation week; the others are called minor. Of the major ferias Ash Wednesday and the days of Holy Week are privileged, so that their office must be taken, no matter what occurs on them.

Dublin Review, CVIII, 350: W. PALMER, Compendium S. Urspurgi (New York, 1860); HERFURTH, in Kirchenlex., s. v.

Francis Mersham.

Ferland, Jean-Baptiste-Antoine, French Canadian historian, b. at Montreal, 25 December, 1805; d. at Quebec, 11 January, 1865. He studied at the college of Nicolet and was ordained priest 14 September, 1828. He ministered to country parishes until 1841, when he was made director of studies in the college of Nicolet. He became its superior in 1848. Being named a member of the council of the Bishop of Quebec, he took up his residence in that city, where he was also chaplain to the English garrison. From his colporteur days he had devoted himself to the study of Canadian history; the numerous notes which he collected had made him one of the most learned men of the country. It was not, however, until he had reached the age of forty that he thought of writing a history of Canada. In 1853 he published his "Observations sur l'histoire ecclésiastique du Canada," a refutation and criticism of the work of the Abbé Brasseur de Bourbourg; it was reprinted in France in 1854. In the latter year he published "Notes sur les registres de Notre-Dame de Québec," a second edition of which, revised and augmented, appeared in the "Foyer Canadien" for 1855. In 1855 he was regent of Canadian history at the University of Laval (Quebec), and went at once to France to collect new documents to perfect him in his work. He returned in 1857, bringing with him valuable notes. The public courses which he delivered from 1858 to 1862 attracted large audiences, and his lectures, printed as "Cours d'Histoire du Canada," established Ferland's reputation. The first volume appeared in 1861; the second was not published until after the author's death in 1865. This work, written in a style at once simple and exact, is considered authoritative by competent judges. It is, however, incomplete, ending as it does with the concordat of 1854. Ferland aimed above all at establishing the actual facts of history. He desired also to make known the work of the Catholic missions. His judgments are correct and reliable. Ferland also published in the "Soirées Canadiennes" of 1863 the "Journal d'un voyage sur les côtes de l'Amérique", and in the "Littérature Canadienne" for 1863 an "Étude sur le Labrador", which had previously appeared in the "Annales de l'Association pour la Propagation de la Foi". For the "Foyer Canadien" of 1863 he wrote a "Vie de Mgr. Plessis", Bishop of Quebec, translated later into English.


J. Edmond Roy.

Fermo, Archdiocese of (Firmiana), in the province of Ascoli Piceno (Central Italy). The great antiquity of the episcopal city is attested by the remains of its cyclopean walls. It was the site of a Roman colony, established in 264 B.C., consisting of 6000 men. With the Pentapolis it passed in the eighth century under the authority of the Holy See and underwent thenceforth the vicissitudes of the March of Ancona. Under the predecessors of Honorious III the bishops of
the city became the counts, and later princes, of Fermo. In the contest between the Hohenstaufen and the papacy, Fermo was several times besieged and captured; in 1176 by Archbishop Christian of Mainz, in 1192 by Henry VI, in 1208 by Marzukal, Duke of Ravenna, in 1241 by Frederick II, in 1245 by Manfred. After this it was governed by different lords, who ruled as more or less legitimate vassals of the Holy See, e. g. the Monteverdi, Giovanni Visconti, and went to Abyssinia, where he soon won favour with King Melek Seghed. This monarch, converted to the Faith in 1622, after the arrival of the Latin patriarch, for whom he had petitioned the Holy See, publicly acknowledged the papal supremacy and constituted Catholicism the State religion (1626). For a time innumerous conversions were made, the monarch in his zeal resorting even to compulsory measures. The emperor's son, however, took sides with the schismatics, headed a rebellion, seized his father's throne, and reinstated the former faith, proscribing the Catholic religion under the penalty of death. The missionaries, on their expulsion, found a temporary protector in one of the petty princes of the country, by whom, however, they were soon abandoned. Those who reached the port of Massowah were held for a ransom. Father Fernández, then over eighty years of age, was one of those detained as hostage, but a younger companion persuaded the pasha to substitute him, and Father Fernández was allowed to return to India, where he ended his days. On his missions for the king Father Fernández had traversed vast tracts of hitherto unexplored territory. He translated various liturgical books into Ethiopian, and was the author of ascetical and polemical works against the heresies prevalent in Ethiopia.

Migne, Dict. des missions catholiques; Bremer in Buchberger, Kirchliches Handlex., s. v.

F. M. Rudge

Fernández, Juan, Jesuit lay brother and missionary; b. at Cordova; d. 12 June, 1687, in Japan. In a letter from Malacca, dated 20 June, 1549, St. Francis Xavier begs the prayers of the Goa brethren for those about to start on the Japanese mission, mentioning among them Juan Fernández, a lay brother. On their arrival in Japan Juan rendered active service in the work of evangelizing. In September, 1550, he accompanied St. Francis to Firando (Hirado), thence to Amaguchi (Yamaguchi), and on to Miako (Sakai), a difficult journey, from which they returned to Amaguchi, where he was left with Father Cosmo Torres in charge of the Christians, when Francis started for China. There is still in the records of the Jesuit college at Coimbra a lengthy document professed to be the translation of an account rendered St. Francis by Fernández of a controversy with the Japanese on such questions as the nature of God, creation, the nature and immortality of the soul. The success of Brother Fernández on this occasion in rebutting his Japanese adversaries resulted in the ill will of the bonzes, who stirred up a rebellion against the lord prince, who had become a Christian. The missionaries were concealed by the wife of one of the nobles until they were able to resume their work of preaching. St. Francis says in one of his letters: "Joan Fernández, though a simple layman, is most useful on account of the fluency of his acquaintance with the Japanese language and of the aptness and clearness with which he translates whatever Father Cosmo suggests to him." His humility under insults impressed all, and on one occasion resulted in the conversion of a brilliant young Japanese doctor, who later became a Jesuit, and one of the shining lights in the Japanese Church. Brother Fernández compiled the first Japanese grammar and lexicon.


Fernández de Palencia, Diego, Spanish conqueror and historian; b. at Palencia in the early part of the sixteenth century. He took part in the military career and went to Peru shortly after the conquest (about 1545). In 1553 and 1554 he took part in the civil struggle among the Spaniards, fighting under the banner of Alonso de Alvaredo, Captain-General of Los Charcos, against the rebel Francisco Hernández de Giron. In

The Cathedral, Fermo, XII Century

Francesco Sforza (banished 1446), Oliverotto Uffreducci (murdered in 1503 by Cesar Borgia), who was succeeded by his son Ludovico, killed at the battle of Monte Giorgio in 1520, when Fermo became again directly subject to the Holy See. Boniface VIII (1294-1303) established a university there. Fermo is the birthplace of the celebrated poet, Annibale Caro.

Local legend attests the first preaching of the Gospel at Fermo to Sts. Apollinaris and Maro. The martyrdom of its bishop, St. Alexander, with seventy companions, is placed in the persecution of Decius (250), and the martyrdom of St. Philip under Aurelian (270-75). Among the noteworthy bishops are: Passiunus, the recipient of four letters from Gregory III; Cardinal Domenico Capranica (1428); Sigismondo Zanetti (1584), under whom Fermo was made the seat of an archiepiscopate; Giambattista Rinuccini, nun
nuncio in Ireland; and Alessandro Borgia. The suffragan See of Fermo is Macerata-Tolentino, Montalto, Ripatransone, and San Severino. The archdiocese has (1908) a population of 185,000; 147 parishes; 368 secular priests and 86 regular; 2 male and 5 female educational institutions; 6 religious houses of men and 50 of women; and a Catholic weekly, the "Voce delle Marche".

Cappelletti, Le Chiese d’Italia (Venice, 1844), II; Napoleontani, Fermo nel Piceno (Rome, 1907); Catalani, De Eccleside Fermana episcopus episcopi (Fermo, 1783).

U. Benigni

Fernández, Antonio, Jesuit missionary; b. at Lisbon, c. 1560; d. at Goa, 12 November, 1642. About 1602 he was sent to India, whence two years later he
1555 Hurtado de Mendoza, Marques of Cañete, came to Peru as viceroy, and charged Fernández to write a history of the troubles in which he had just taken part. He then began his history of Peru, and later, when he had returned to Spain, upon the suggestion of Sandoval, President of the Council of the Indies, Fernández enlarged the scope of his work, and added to it a first part, dealing with the movements of Pizarro and his followers. The whole work was published under the title "Primera y segunda parte de la Historia del Perú." Having taken part in many of the events, and known the men who figured in most of the scenes which he describes, Fernández may be regarded as an historian whose testimony is worth consideration. Garcilaso de la Vega, the Peruvian, who quotes long passages from Fernández, severely attacks his story and accuses him of partiality and of animosity against certain personages. Whatever the reason may have been, however, possibly because of the truth of the story, the fact is, that the Council of the Indies prohibited the printing and sale of the book in the provinces under its jurisdiction. A perusal of the book conveys the impression that Fernández was a man of sound judgment, who set down the facts only after a thorough investigation. The reproaches of the Inca historian may, therefore, be regarded as without foundation.

Fernández, Dioce of (Fernensia), in the province of Leinster (Ireland), suffragan of Dublin. It was founded by St. Aedan, whose name is popularly known as Moedhog, or "My dear little Aedh", in 598. Subsequently, St. Aedan was given a quasi-supremacy over the other bishops of Leinster, with the title of Ard-Escap, or chief bishop, on which account he and some of his successors have been regarded as having archiepiscopal powers. The old annalists style the see Ferna-mor.-Maedhog, that is, "the great plains of the alder-trees of St. Moedhog." Even yet Moedhog (Mogue) — the Irish endearing form of Aedan — is a familiar Christian name in the diocese, while it is also perpetuated in Tuba (Tuam), Bovlovogue, Croome, Island Mogue, etc. The bell and shrine of St. Aedan (Breae Maedioi) are to be seen in the National Museum, Dublin. Many of his successors find a place in Irish martyrlogies, including St. Mochuha, St. Moling and St. Cillena. Of these the most famous is St. Moling, who died 13 May, 697. His book-shrine is among the greatest art treasures of Ireland, and his "well" is still visited, but he is best known as patron of St. Mullins (Teach Moling), County Carlow. The ancient monastery of Ferns included a number of cells, or oratories, and the cathedral was built in the Irish style. At present the remains of the abbey (refounded for Austin Canons, in 1160, by Dermot MacMurrough) include a round tower, about seventy-five feet high, in two stories, the lower of which is quadrangular and the upper polygonal. Close by is the Holy Well of St. Mogue.

Ferns was raided by the Scandinavians in 834, 836, 839, 842, 917, 920, 928, and 930, and was burned in 1377. St. Peter's Church, Ferns, dates from about the year 1060, and is of the Hiberno-Romanesque style, having been built by Bishop O'Lynam, who died in 1052. The bishops were indirectly styled as of Ferns, Hy Kinsellagh, or Wexford; thus, Maelog O'Donnegan (d. 1125) is called "Bishop of Wexford," while Bishop O'Tuathain (d. 1145) is named "Archbishop of Hy Kinsellagh." This was by reason of the fact that the boundaries of the diocese are coextensive with the territory of Hy Kinsellagh, on which account Ferns includes County Wexford with small portions of Wicklow and Carlow. Dermot MacMurrough, King of Leinster, burned the city of Ferns in 1166, "for fear that the Connacht men would destroy his castle and his house," and, three years later, he brought over a pioneer force of Welshmen. He died in 1171, and, at his own request, was buried "near the shrines of St. Maclog and St. Moling." The same year Henry II of England landed in Ireland, where he remained for six months.

Ailbe O'Molloy, a Cistercian, who ruled from 1185 to 1222, was the last Irish bishop in the pre-Reformation history of Ferns. He attended the Fourth General Council of Lateran (1215) and, on his return, formed a cathedral chapter. His successor, Bishop St. John, was granted by Henry III (6 July, 1226) a weekly market at Ferns and an annual fair, also a weekly market at Enniscorthy. This bishop (8 April, 1227) assigned the manor of Enniscorthy to Philip de Prendergast, who built a castle, still in excellent preservation. In exchange, he acquired six plough-lands forever for the See of Ferns. He held a synod at Selkirk (St. Sepulchre) Priory, Wexford (8 September, 1240). The appointment of a dean was made in 1247 (23 August, 1265). Bishop St. John rebuilt the cathedral of Ferns, which from recent discoveries seems to have been 180 feet in length, with a crypt. A fine stone statue of St. Aedan, evidently early Norman work, is still preserved. In 1346 the castle of Ferns was made a royal appanage, and constables were appointed by the Crown, but it was recovered by Art
MacMourugh in 1386. Patrick Barret, who ruled from 1400 to 1415, removed the episcopal chair of Ferns, and made Wexford his cathedral. His successor, Robert Whitty, had an episcopate of forty years, dying in February, 1458. Under John Purcell (1459–1479), Franciscan friars acquired a foundation in Enniscorthy, which was dedicated 18 October, 1460. Lawrence Neville (1479–1503) attended a provincial council at Christ Church Cathedral, Dublin, on 5 March 1502, and his successor, Edmund Comford, died in 1500, whereupon Nicholas Comyn was elected. Bishop Comyn resided at Fethard Castle, and assisted at the provincial councils of 1512 and 1518. He was transferred to Waterford and Lismore in 1519, and was replaced by John Purcell, whose term ended in 1524. Alexander Devereux was a schismatically consecrated, Alexander Devereux was rehabilitated under Queen Mary as Bishop of Ferns, and died at Fethard Castle on 6 July, 1566—the last pre-Reformation bishop. Peter Power was appointed his successor in 1582, but the temporalities of the see were held by John Devereux. Bishop Power died a confessor, in exile, 15 December, 1588. Owing to the disturbed state of the diocese and the lack of revenue, no bishop was provided till 19 April, 1624, but meantime Father Daniel O’Drohan, who had to adopt the alias of James Walshe", acted as vicar Apostolic (1624–1643), and was succeeded by another, John Roche, 6 February, 1644, who never entered on possession, the see being administered by William Devereux from 1636 to 1644. Dr. Devereux was an able administrator at a trying period, and he wrote an English catechism, which was used in the diocese during a few years ago. Nicholas French was made Bishop of Ferns 16 September, 1644, and died in exile at Ghent, 23 August, 1679. His episcopate was a remarkable one, and he himself was a most distinguished prelate. Bishop Wadding (1679–1691) wrote some charming Christmas carols, which are still sung in Wexford. His successors, Michael Rosset, (1695–1709), John Gordon (1709–1729), and the Franciscan Ambrose O’Culaghasen (1729–1744), experienced the full brunt of the penal laws. Nicholas Sweetman (1745–1786) was twice imprisoned on suspicion of “disloyalty”, while James Caulfield (1786–1814) was destined to outlive the “rebellion” of 1798. One of the Ferns priests, Fr. Francis Tynan, who was transported as a “felon”, was the first Prefect Apostolic of Australia. All the post-Reformation bishops lived mostly at Wexford until 1809, in which year Dr. Ryan, coadjutor bishop, commenced the building of a cathedral in Enniscorthy, which had been assigned him as a mensal pension. Catholic bishops died at Wexford until 1831, when the diocese, except for the brief period from 1813 to 1837, when it was leased to the King of Sicily for an annual tribute. Alfonso I d’esté, hoping to cast off the overlordship of the pope, kept up relations with Louis XII of France long after the League of Cambrai, and had been invalided to France, but he attempted in person to bring him back to a sense of duty, but was not successful. In 1519 Leo X tried to capture the town by surprise, but he too failed; in 1522, however, Alfonso of his own accord made his peace with Adrian VI. In 1597 Alfonso II died without issue and named his cousin Cesare as his heir. Clement VIII refused to recognize him and sent to Ferrara his own nephew, Cardinal Pietro Aldobrandini, who in 1598 brought the town directly under papal rule. In 1796 it was occupied by the French, and became the chief town of the Bas-Po. In 1815 it was given back to the Holy See, which governed it by a capitulation with the side of an Austrian garrison. In 1831 it proclaimed a provisional government, but the Austrian troops restored the previous civil conditions, which lasted until 1859, when the territory was annexed to the Kingdom of Italy.

From an interesting Relatio forwarded to the Propaganda by Bishop Caulfield in 1796, the Diocese of Ferns is described as 95 miles in length and 20 in breadth, with eight borough towns, and a chapter of nineteen members. In pre-Reformation days it had 143 parishes; 17 monasteries of Canons Regular of St. Augustine; 3 priories of Knights Templars; 2 Cistercian abbeys; 3 Franciscan friaries; 2 Austin friaries; 1 Carmelite Friary, and 1 Benedictine Priory. Ferns had a nunnery or a Dominican friary. (The Jesuits had a flourishing college in New Ross in 1675.) The population was 120,000, of which 114,000 were Catholics, and there were 80 priests, and many regulars. There were 36 parishes, many of which had no curates.

At present (1909), the population is 108,750, of which 99,000 are Catholics. There are 41 parishes, of which (Wexford is 2), and the curates are the churches number 92. The religious orders include Franciscans (one house), Augustinians (two houses), and Benedictines (one house). The total clergy are 140. In addition, there are 14 convents for religious women, and a House of Missions (Superior Father John Rosser), as also Christian Brothers schools, a diocesan college, a Benedictine college, and several good schools for female pupils. Enniscorthy cathedral was not completed until 1875, and the interior was not completely finished till 1908. Most Rev. Dr. James Browne was consecrated Bishop of Ferns 14 September, 1908, at Maynooth, 15 March, 1908. He died at Wexford in 1942, finished his studies at Maynooth College, where he was ordained in 1865, and served for nineteen years as curate and parish priest with conspicuous ability.

FERRARA. Archdiocese of (Ferrariensis), immediately subject to the Holy See. The city, which is the capital of the similarly named province, viz., the banks of the Po di Volano, where it branches off to form the Po di Primaro, in the heart of a rich agricultural district. The origins of Ferrara are doubtful. No mention is made of it before the eighth century. Until the tenth century it followed the fortunes of Ravenna. In 988 it was given as a papal fief to Tedaldo, Count of Canossa, the grandfather of Countess Matilda against whom it rebelled in 1101. From 1115 it was directly under the pope, though often claimed by the emperors. During this period arose the commune of Ferrara. Gradually the Salinguerra family became all-powerful in the city. They were expelled in 1208 for their fidelity to the emperor, whereupon the citizens offered the governorship to Asso VI d’Este, who accepted it in 1292. He died in 1519, with the exception of the brief period from 1313 to 1317, when it was leased to the King of Sicily for an annual tribute. Alfonso I d’Este, hoping to cast off the overlordship of the pope, kept up relations with Louis XII of France long after the League of Cambrai, and had been invalided to France, but he attempted in person to bring him back to a sense of duty, but was not successful. In 1519 Leo X tried to capture the town by surprise, but he too failed; in 1522, however, Alfonso of his own accord made his peace with Adrian VI. In 1597 Alfonso II died without issue and named his cousin Cesare as his heir. Clement VIII refused to recognize him and sent to Ferrara his own nephew, Cardinal Pietro Aldobrandini, who in 1598 brought the town directly under papal rule. In 1796 it was occupied by the French, and became the chief town of the Bas-Po. In 1815 it was given back to the Holy See, which governed it by a capitulation with the side of an Austrian garrison. In 1831 it proclaimed a provisional government, but the Austrian troops restored the previous civil conditions, which lasted until 1859, when the territory was annexed to the Kingdom of Italy.

The dukes of Ferrara, especially Alfonso I (1505–1534), and Alfonso II (1539–1597), were generous patrons of literature and the arts. At their court lived Tasso, Ariosto, Boiardo, V. Strozzi, G. B. Guarini, the historian Guido Bentivoglio, and others. It counted many artists of renown, whose works adorn even yet the churches and palaces of the city, e.g., the ducal palace,
the Schifanoia, Diamanti, Rosella, Scaraf-Calcagnini, and other palaces. The more famous among the painters were Benvenuto Tisi (Garofalo), Ercole Grandi, Ippolito Scarselio, the brothers Dossi, and Girolamo da Carpi. Alfonso Cattadella, the sculptor, left important works in the cathedral of Mantua (the Pietà and the Apostles), and in San Giovanni (Madonna). Churches of note are the cathedral, SS. Benedetto and Francesco, San Domenico (with its beautiful carved choir stalls of the fourteenth century). The most famous work of ecclesiastical architecture is the magnificent Holy Spirit window, designed and executed by Boniface XIX. Ferrara was the birthplace of Savonarola and of the great theologian, Silvestro di Ferrara, both Dominicans.

The earliest bishop of certain date is Constantine, present at Rome in 561; St. Maurilius (patron of the city) must have lived before this time. Some think that the bishops of Ferrara are the successors to those of Vigona (the ancient Vicubabentia). Other bishops of note are Filippo Fontana (1243), to whom Innocent IV entrusted the task of inducing the German princes to depose Frederick II; Blessed Alberto Pandolfo (1261) and Blessed Giovanni di Tessiomanico (1431); Giovanni di Este (1520 and 1550); and Luigi di Este (1555), all three munificent patrons of learning and the arts; Alfonso Rossetti (1553), Paolo Leoni (1579), Giovanni Fontana (1590), and Lorenzo Magalotti (1628), all four of whom eagerly supported the reforms of the Council of Trent; finally, the saintly Cardinal Giovanni della Rovere, the nephew of the Pope, Archbishop of Ravenna claimed metropolitan rights over Ferrara; in 1735 Clement XII raised the see to archiepiscopal rank, without suffragans. It has 98 parishes and numbers 130,752 souls; there are two educational institutions for boys and six for girls, nine religious houses of men and nine of women. Cappelletti, La Chiesa d'Italia (Venice, 1846), IV, 9-11, 24-226; Frizzi, Memorie per la storia di Ferrara (Ferrara, 1791); Agnelli, Ferrara in Italia artistica (Bergamo, 1892).

COUNCIL OF FERRARA.—When Saloniki (Thessalonica) fell into the hands of the Turks (1429) the Emperor John Paleologus approached Martin V, Eugene IV, and the Council of Basle to secure help against the Turks. A council was convoked for the reunion of the two Churches, as the only means of efficaciously resisting Islam. At first it was proposed to hold the council in some seaport town of Italy; then Constantinople was suggested. The members of the Council of Basle held out for Basle or Avignon. Finally (18 September, 1437) the council met at Ferrara, that city being acceptable to the Greeks. The council was opened 8 January, 1438, by Cardinal Niccolò Albergati, and the pope attended on 27 January. The synodal officers were divided into three classes: (1) the cardinals, archbishops, and bishops; (2) the abbots and prelates; (3) doctors of theology and canon law. Before the arrival of the Greeks, proclamation was made that all further action by the Council of Basle such would be null and void. The Greeks, i. e. the emperor with a train of archbishops, bishops, and learned men (790 in all), landed at Venice, 8 February and were cordially received and welcomed in the pope's name by Ambrogio Traversari, the General of the Camaldolese. On 4 March the emperor entered Ferrara. The Greek bishops came a little later. Questions of precedence and ceremonial caused no small difficulty. For preparatory discussions an interdicted committee, one from each side was appointed. Among them were Marcus Eugenius, Archbishop of Ephesus; Bessarion, Archbishop of Nicæa; Balsamon; Siropulos and others, for the Greeks; while Cardinals Giuliano Cesarini and Niccolò Albergati, Giovanni Turrercemati, and others represented the Latin. The Greek Emperor prevented a discussion on the Procession of the Holy Spirit and on the use of leavened bread. For months the only thing discussed or written about was the ecclesiastical teaching on purgatory. The uncertainty of the Greeks on this head was the cause of the delay. The emperor's object was to bring about a general union without any concessions on the part of the Greeks in matters of the Council of Constance (the Apostles), and in San Giovanni (Madonna). Churches of note are the cathedral, SS. Benedetto and Francesco, San Domenico (with its beautiful carved choir stalls of the fourteenth century). The most famous work of ecclesiastical architecture is the magnificent Holy Spirit window, designed and executed by Boniface XIX. Ferrara was the birthplace of Savonarola and of the great theologian, Silvestro di Ferrara, both Dominicans.

The sessions began 8 October, and from the opening of the third session the question of the Procession of the Holy Spirit was abandoned. The pope, perhaps at Marcus Eugenius' behest, ordered Bessarion to hurriedly draft a decree providing that there be no procession of the Holy Spirit. Despite the delay, and a few of the Greeks, among them Marcus Eugenius, attempted to depart secretly, but they were obliged to return.

The sessions began 8 October, and from the opening of the third session the question of the Procession of the Holy Spirit was abandoned. The pope, perhaps at Marcus Eugenius' behest, ordered Bessarion to hurriedly draft a decree providing that there be no procession of the Holy Spirit. Despite the delay, and a few of the Greeks, among them Marcus Eugenius, attempted to depart secretly, but they were obliged to return. The sessions began 8 October, and from the opening of the third session the question of the Procession of the Holy Spirit was abandoned. The pope, perhaps at Marcus Eugenius' behest, ordered Bessarion to hurriedly draft a decree providing that there be no procession of the Holy Spirit. Despite the delay, and a few of the Greeks, among them Marcus Eugenius, attempted to depart secretly, but they were obliged to return. The sessions began 8 October, and from the opening of the third session the question of the Procession of the Holy Spirit was abandoned. The pope, perhaps at Marcus Eugenius' behest, ordered Bessarion to hurriedly draft a decree providing that there be no procession of the Holy Spirit. Despite the delay, and a few of the Greeks, among them Marcus Eugenius, attempted to depart secretly, but they were obliged to return.
which makes him stand out in an age where faith and single-mindedness were gradually disappearing, as a man of another country, almost of another time.

When we consider the works of Gaudenzio, more especially his earlier ones, in the light of the fact that the district in which he was born was in the direct line of communication between North and South; and reflect that what might be termed the “art traffic” between Germany and Italy was very great in his time, we are forced to recognize that German influence played a considerable part in the development of his genius, in so far at least as his mind was amenable to external stimuli. He is, in fact, the most German of the Italian painters. In the heart of a school where art was becoming more and more aristocratic, he remained the people’s painter. In this respect his personality stands out so boldly amongst the Italian painters of the time that it seems natural to infer that Gaudenzio in his youth travelled to the banks of the Rhine, and bathed long and deep in its mystic atmosphere.

Like the Gothic masters, he is perhaps the only sixteenth-century painter who worked exclusively for churches and monasteries. When we consider the works of Gaudenzio, we have painted lengthy sacred dramas and legends from the lives of the saints: a “Passion” at Varallo; a “Life of the Virgin”, and a “Life of St. Magdalene”, at Vercelli; and at times, after the fashion of the cinquecento, he grouped many different episodes in one scene, at the expense of coherence, and in order to foster the mysteries, and might-be styled “sectional paintings”. He was not aiming at art, but at edification. Hence arose a certain negligence of form and a carelessness of execution still more pronounced. The “Carrying of the Cross” at Cannobio, the “Calvary at Vercelli, the “Deposition” at Turin, works of great power in many ways, but unloved at the time in Italy for pathos and feeling, are somehow wanting in proportion, and give one the impression that the conventional grouping has been departed from. The soul, being filled as it were with its object, is overpowered by the emotions; and the intellect confesses its inability to synthesize the images which rise tumultuously from an over-excited sensibility.

Another consequence of this peculiarity of mental conformation is, perhaps, the abuse of the mate-rials at his disposal. Gaudenzio never refrained from using doubtful methods, such as ornaments in relief, the use of chiaroscuro, the encroachment into the aureolas, etc. And to heighten the effect he does not even hesitate to make certain figures stand out in real, palpable relief; in fact some of his frescoes are as much sculpture as they are painting, by reason of this practice.

This history must always remain incomplete until we get further enlightenment concerning that strange movement of the Pietist preachers, which ended in establishing (1487-93) a great Franciscan centre on the Sacro Monte de Varallo. It was in this retreat that Gaudenzio spent the years which saw his genius come to full maturity; it was there he left his greatest works—“Life of Christ” of 1513, in twentysix frescoes at Santa Maria delle Grazie, and other works on the Sacro Monte dating between 1523 and 1528. It was there that the combined use of painting and sculpture produced a most curious result. Fresco is only used as an ornament, a sort of background to a scene presenting a tableau vivant of figures in terracotta. Some of the groups embrace no less than thirty figures. Forty chapels bring out in this way the principal scenes in the drama of the Incarnation. Gaudenzio is responsible for the chapels of the Magi, the Pietà, and the Calvary.

In his subsequent works, at Vercelli (1530-34) and at Saronno (in the cupola of Santa Maria dei Miracoli, 1535), the influence of Correggio is curiously blended with the above-mentioned German leanings. The freshness and vigour of his inspiration remain untouched in all their homely yet stern grace. The “Assumption” at Vercelli is perhaps the greatest lyric in Italian art; this lyric quality in his painting is still more intense in the wonderful “Glory of Angels” in the cupola at Saronno, the most effulgent and jubilant symphony that any art has ever produced. In all Correggio’s art there is nothing more charming than the exquisite sentiment and tender rusticity of “The Flight into Egypt”, in the cathedral of Como. The artist’s latest works were those he executed at Milan, whither he retired in 1536. In these paintings, the creations of a man already seventy years of age, the vehemence of feeling sometimes becomes almost savage, the presentation of his ideas abrupt and apocalyptic. His method becomes colossal and more and more careless; but still in the “Pamò” at Santa Maria delle Grazie (1542) we cannot fail to trace the hand of a master.

Gaudenzio was married at least twice. By his first marriage a son was born to him in 1509 and a daughter in 1512. He married, in 1528, Maria Mattia della Poppa who died about 1540, shortly after the death of the additions which the author had made to the second edition under the title of additiores auctoris, and also other enlargements (additiones ex alieni manu) inserted in their respective places in the body of the work (and no longer in the appendix as in the former editions) and supplements. These various editions thus differ from each other. The third edition is that of the Benedictiones (Naples, 1844-55), reproduced by Migne (Paris, 1861-1883), and an edition published at Paris in 1884. A new edition was published at Rome in 1899, at the press of the Propaganda in eight volumes, with a volume of supplements, edited by the Jesuit, Buccheroni, containing several dissertations and the most recent and important documents of the Holy See. This supplement serves to keep up to date the work of Ferraris, which will ever remain a precious mine of information, although it is sometimes possible to reproach the author with laxism.
King Pedro for the beautiful Inés de Castro, an incident which has also been splendidly treated by Camões in his "Lusiadas," and has furnished the theme for at least ten Portuguese and four Spanish plays, and over a score of compositions in foreign languages. If tested by the requirements of the stage, the play is doubtless far from perfect, but the purity of its style and diction ensures its popularity with its author's compatriots. It was rendered into English by Musgrave in 1826. The rather free Spanish version of 1877 was made on the basis of a manuscript copy of the Portuguese original, for the first Portuguese printed edition is of 1587.

CASTILLO, António Ferreira, poeta quinhentista (Rio de Janeiro, 3 vols., 1875); DE VARGONCELLOR in GRABER, Grundriss der romanischen Philologie (Stuttgart, 1887), II, p. 286; BRAGA in Historia dos Quinhentistas (Oporto, 1871).

J. D. M. FORD.

Ferreol, SAINTS. See BERANÇON; UZES.

Ferrer, RAFAEL, Spanish missionary and explorer; b. at Valencia, in 1570; d. at San José, Peru, in 1611. His father had destined him for a military career, but he entered the Society of Jesus, and in 1593 was sent to Quito, Ecuador. In 1601 he penetrated the territory of the Cofan, a hostile tribe who had been a source of great trouble to the Spanish Government. Within three years the Indians of several villages were so civilized by the influence of religion that the surrounding country was open to colonization.

In 1606, at the command of the viceroy of Quito, Ferrer went among the uncivilized tribes of the River Napo. He was well received by the Indians, and on this journey, which lasted two and a half years, he travelled 3600 miles into the interior, bringing back with him a chart of the basin of the Napo, a map of the country he had explored, and an herbarium which he presented to the viceroy. He was appointed governor and chief magistrate of the Cofan, and received the title of "Chief of the Missions of the Cofan." After a period of rest at the mission he next journeyed northward from Quito through unexplored forests, and discovered a large lake and the River Pilcomayo. In 1610 he returned to his labours among the Indians, sending his energies to the civilisation of the few tribes of the Cofan who were not yet within the range of his influence. He met his death at the hands of the chief of one of these tribes, whom he had compelled to abandon polygamy. The murder was slain in his house, four of his tribesmen, who were enraged on learning of his deed. An extract from Father Ferrer's account of his explorations was published by Fr. Detré in the "Lettres Edifiantes," and the same extract was also published by Father Bernard de Bologne in the "Bibliotheca Societatis Jesu," but the original manuscript was lost and has never been published in its entirety. Besides compiling his "Arte de la Lengua Cofana," Father Ferrer translated the catechism and selections from the Gospels for every Sunday in the year into the language of the Cofan.

BLANCHE M. KELLY.

Ferrer, VINCENT, SAINT. See VINCENT FERRER, SAINT.

Ferrères, ABBEY OF, situated in the Diocese of Orleans, department of Loiret, and arrondissement of Montargis. The Benedictine Abbey of Ferrères-en-Gâtinais has been most unfortunate from the point of view of the preservation of historical relics, its archives, its records, its charters, and everything which would aid in the re- construction of its history. Thus legend and credulity have had full play. But it is interesting to encounter in the work of an obscure Benedictine of the eighteenth century, Dom Philippe Mazoyer, information which perhaps the most accurate and veracious is not obtainable. According to Dom Mazoyer there was formerly at Ferrères a chapel dedicated to the Blessed Virgin under the title Notre-Dame de Beth-
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Verstel, Heinrich, Freiherr von, architect; with Hansen and Schmidt, the creator of modern Vienna; b. 7 July, 1828, at Vienna; d. at Grünzing, near Vienna, 14 July, 1883. His father was a banker. He devoted his life to the study of art, and at the same time between the different arts, all of which possessed a strong attraction for him, the talented youth finally decided on architecture, which he studied at the Academy under Van der Null, Siccardt, and Rössler. After several years during which he was in dispute because of his part in the Revolution, he entered the atelier of his uncle, Stache, where he worked at the votive altar for the chapel of St. Barbara in the cathedral of St. Stephen and co-operated in the restoration and construction of many castles, chiefly in Bohemia. Journeys of some length into Germany, Belgium, Holland, and England, then in the year 1847, he went to Paris and towards Romanticism. It was in Italy, however, where he was sent as a bursar in 1854, that he was converted to the Renaissance style of architecture. This was thenceforth his ideal, not because of its titanic grandeur, but because of its beauty and symmetrical harmony. Two generations of the profession to trace Baroque, his favourite master. He turned from the simplicity and restraint of the Late Renaissance to the use of polychromatic by means of graffito decoration and terra-cotta. This device, adopted from the Early Renaissance and intended to convey a fuller sense of life, he employed later with marked success in the Albertinum Museum.

While still in Italy he was awarded the prize in the competition for the votive church (Votivkirche) of Vienna (1855) over seventy-four contestants, for the most part celebrated architects. In this masterpiece of modern ecclesiastical architecture he produced a structure of marvellous symmetry designed along strong architectural principles, with a simple, well-defined ground-plan, a harmonious correlation of the Early Italian Renaissance, to the accepted Augustinian and Gothic tradition. After his death this edifice was proposed by Sykes as a model for the new Westminster cathedral in London. Another of Verstel's monumental works belonging to the same period is the Austro-Hungarian bank in Vienna, in the style of the Early Italian Renaissance, 1566-70. The expansion of the city of Vienna enabled Verstel, with Eitelberger, to develop civic architecture along artistic lines (burgomaster's residence, stock exchange, 1858). At the same time he had also the opportunity of putting his ideas into practice in a number of private dwellings and villas at Brunn and Vienna.

The more important buildings designed during his later years, passing over the churches at Brunn and Schonau near Teplitz, really products of his earlier activity, the palace of Archduke Ludwig Victor, bishop of Stein, printer publisher of "Catholica Christiana," and Johann Liechtenstein in the Rosseu near Vienna, the palace of the Austro-Hungarian Lloyd's, at Triest, but above all the Austrian Museum (completed in 1871), a masterpiece of interior economy of space with its imposing arcade court. Next to his civic and ecclesiastical masterpieces come the Vienna University in masterly construction with wonderfully effective stairways (1871-84). Through a technical error his design for the Berlin Reichstag building received no award.

Verstel is the most distinctive Viennese of all Viennese architects, and give a structure beauty of design and harmony without prejudice to the purpose it was to subserve, and this because of his artistic versatility and inexhaustible imagination. These qualities also assured him success as a teacher, and were evident in his memoirs and numerous treatises, which are masterpieces of clearness. Special mention should be made of those which appeared in Förster's architectural magazine. In 1866 Verstel was appointed professor at the Polytechnic School, in 1871 chief government inspector of public works and in 1879 was raised to the rank of Freiherr. At the time of his death he was still in the full vigour of his strength.
VOTIVKIRCHE, VIENNA
DESIGNED BY HEINRICH FREIHERR VON FERSTEL
On 4 April, 1803, Napoleon appointed Cardinal Fesch successor to Cacault as ambassador to Rome, giving him Châteaubriand for secretary. The early part of his sojourn in the Eternal City was noted for his differences with Châteaubriand and his efforts to have the Concordat extended to the Italian Republic. He prevailed upon Pius VII to go to Paris in person and crown Napoleon. This was Fesch’s greatest achievement. He accompanied the pope to France and, as grand almoner, blessed the marriage of Napoleon and Josephine before the coronation ceremony took place. By a decree issued in 1804, the missionary institutions of Saint-Lazare and Saint-Sulpice were placed under the direction of Cardinal Fesch, who, laden with this new responsibility, returned to Rome. In 1806, after the occupation of Aëona by French troops, and Napoleon’s letter proclaiming himself Emperor of Rome, Alquier was named to succeed Fesch as ambassador to Rome. Returning to the episcopal See of Lyons, the cardinal remained in close touch with his nephew’s religious policy and strongly occasionally with success, to obviate certain irreparable mistakes. He accepted the coadjutorship to Dalberg, prince-primy, in the See of Ratibon, but, in 1808, refused the emperor’s offer of the Archdiocese of Paris, for which he could not have obtained canonical institution. Although powerless to prevent either the rupture between Napoleon and the pope in 1809 or the closing of the seminaries of Saint-Lazare, Saint-Espirit, and the Missions Etrangères, Fesch nevertheless managed to deter Napoleon from signing a decree relative to the independence of the Gallican Church. He consented to bless Napoleon’s marriage with Marie Louise, but, according to the researches of Geoffroy de Grandmaison, he was not responsible to the same extent as the members of the diocesan officialité for the illegal consummation of the emperor’s first marriage.

In 1809 and 1810 Fesch presided over the two ecclesiastical commissions charged with the question of canonical institution of bishops, but the proceedings were so conducted that neither commission adopted any schismatic resolutions. As its president, he opened the National Council of 1811, but at the very outset he took and also administered the oath (formula juramentum professionis fidelis) required by the Bull "Injunctiones" of Pius IV. But the papal conclavists’ vote of eleven out of ten that the method of canonical institution could not be altered independently of the pope. A message containing the assurance of the cardinal’s loyalty, and addressed to the supreme pontiff, then in exile at Fontainebleau, caused Fesch to incur the emperor’s disfavour and to forfeit the subsidy of 150,000 florins which he had received as Dalberg’s coadjutor. Under the Restoration and the Monarchy of July, Fesch lived at Rome, his Archdiocese of Lyons being in charge of an administrator. He died without again returning to France and left a splendid collection of pictures, a part of which was bequeathed to his episcopal city.

As a diplomat, Fesch sometimes employed questionable methods. His relationship to the emperor and his cardinalitial dignity often made his position a difficult one; at least he could never be accused of approving the violent measures resorted to by Napoleon. As archbishop, he was largely instrumental in establishing the Brethren of Christian Doctrine and recalling the Jesuits, under the name of Pascalinists. The Archdiocese of Lyons is indebted to him for some eminently useful institutions. It must be admitted, moreover, that in his pastoral capacity Fesch took a genuine interest in the education of priests.

Georges Goyau.

Fessler, Joseph, Bishop of St. Polten in Austria, and secretary of the Vatican Council; b. 2 December, 1813, at Lochau near Bregens in the Vorarlberg; d. 25 April, 1872. His parents were peasants. He early showed great abilities. His classical studies were done at Feldkirch, his philosophy at Innsbruck, including a course of legal studies, and his theology in Innsbruck. He was ordained priest in 1837, and, after a year as master in a school at Innsbruck, studied for two more years in Vienna. He then became professor of ecclesiastical history and canon law in the theological school at Brixen, 1841–52. He published at the request of the Episcopal Council of Tyrol, in 1848, a useful little book "Ueber die Provinzial-Concili en und Diöcesen-Synoden" (Innsbruck, 1849), and in 1850–1 the well-known "Institutiones Patrologiae, quas ad frequentiorem utiliorem et faciliorem SS. Patrum lectionem promovendam concinnavit J. Fessler" (Innsbruck, 2 vols., 1850). This excellent work superseded the unfinished books of Möhler and Peraneder, and was not surpassed by the subsequent works of Alseg and Nirschl. In its new edition by the late Prof. Jungmann of Louvain (Innsbruck, 1890–9), it is still of great value to the student, in spite of the newer information given by Bardenhewer. From 1856 to 1861 Fessler was professor of canon law in the University of Vienna, after making special studies for six months at Rome. He was consecrated as assistant bishop to the Bishop of Brixen, Dr. Gasser, on 31 March, 1862, and became his vicar-general for the Vorarlberg. On 23 Sept., 1864, he was named by the German Bishop of St. Polten, at the request of Prince Metternich, when at Rome in 1867 he was named assistant at the papal throne. In 1869 Pope Pius IX proposed Bishop Fessler to the Congregation for the direction of the coming Vatican Council as secretary to the council. The appointment was well received, the only objection being from Cardinal Ceterini who thought the choice of an Austrian might make the other nations jealous. Bishop Fessler was informed of his appointment on 27 March, and as the pope wished him to come with all speed to Rome, he arrived there on 8 July, after hastily dispatching the business of his diocese. He had a pro-secretary and two assistants. It was certainly not easy to choose a prelate who was in great intercourse with the Fathers and with ecclesiastical history was equalled only by his thorough knowledge of canon law. He seems to have given universal satisfaction by his work as secretary, but the burden was a heavy one, and in spite of his excellent constitution his unceasing labours were the cause of his early death. Before the council he published an opportune work "Das letzte und das nächste allesmeine Konzil" (Freiburg, 1869), and after the council he replied in a masterly brochure to the attack on the council by Dr. Schulte, professor of canon law and German law at Prague. Dr. Schulte’s pamphlet was a powerful press against the Roman pope over princes, countries, peoples, and individuals, in the light of their acts since the reign of Gregory VII, was very similar in character
to the Vaticanism pamphlet of Mr. Gladstone, and rested on just the same fundamental misunderstanding of the dogma of Papal Infallibility as defined by the Vatican Council. The Prussian Government promptly appointed Dr. Schultze to a professorship at Bonn, with which Catholic and bishop had answered with a letter, the Father’s proposal: “Die wahre und die falsche Unfehlbarkeit der Päpste” (Vienna, 1871), was translated into French by Cosquin, editor of “Le Français,” and into English by Father Ambrose St. John, of the Birmingham Oratory (The true and false Infallibility of the Popes, London, 1875). It is still an exceedingly incomplete explanation of the true doctrine of Infallibility as taught by the great Italian “Ultramontane” theologians, such as Bellarmine in the sixteenth century, P. Ballerini in the eighteenth, and Perrone in the nineteenth. But it was difficult for those who had been fighting against the definition to realize that the “Infallibilists” had wanted no more than this. Bishop Hefele of Rottenburg, who had strongly opposed the definition, and afterwards loyally accepted it, said he entirely agreed with the moderate view taken by Bishop Fessler, but doubted whether such views would be received and in Rome. It was evident, one would have thought, that the secretary of the council was likely to know; and the hesitations of the pious and learned Hefele were removed by the warm Brief of approbation which Pius IX addressed to the author.


John Chapman.

Feti, Domenico, an Italian painter; b. at Rome, 1589; d. at Venice, 1624. He was a pupil of Cigoli (Ludovico Cardi, 1569–1615), or at least was much influenced by this master during his sojourn in Rome. From the end of the sixteenth century Rome again became what she had ceased to be after the sack of 1527, the metropolis of the beautiful. The jubilee of the year 1600 marked the triumph of the papacy. Art, seeking its pole now at Parma, now at Venice, now at Bologna, turning towards Rome, concentrated itself there. Crowds of artists flocked thither. This was the period in which were produced the masterpieces of the Carracci, Caravage, Domenichino, Guido, not counting those of many cosmopolitan artists, such as the brothers Bril, Elsheimer, etc., and between 1600 and 1624, the greatest artists paid three visits to Rome. This exceptional period was that of Domenico’s apprenticeship; the labour, the unique fermentation in the world of art, resulted, as is well known, in the creation of an art which in its essential characteristics became for more than a century that of all Europe. For the old local and provincial schools (Florentine, Umbrian, etc.) Rome had the privilege of substituting a new one which was characterized by its universality. Out of a mixture of so many idioms and dialects she evolved an international language, the style which is called baroque. The discredit thrown on this school should not lead us to ignore its grandeur. In reality, the reorganization of modern painting dates from it.

Domenico is one of the most interesting types of this great evolution. Eclecticism, the fusion of various characteristics of Correggio, Barrochi, Veronese, was already apparent in the work of Cigoli. To these Feti added the naturalism of the traditional masters. He borrowed from them the traditional methods of representing the picturesque, his rare lights and strong shadows, his famous chiaroscuro. He nevertheless, he anticipated, he prepared, he developed the full daylight and the diffuse atmosphere of out-of-doors. He did not have time to succeed completely in this. His colouring is often dim, crude, and faded, though at times it assumes a golden patina and seems to solve the problem of conveying mysterious atmospheric effects.

At an early age Domenico went to Mantua with Cardinal Gonzaga, later Duke of Mantua, to whom he became court painter and bishop of Mantua’s episcopal, and he felt the transient influence of Giulio Romano. His frescoes in the cathedral, however, are the least characteristic and the feeblest of his works. Domenico was not a good frescoist. Like all modern painters he made use of oils too frequently. By degrees he abandoned his decorative ambitions. He painted few altar-pieces, preference leading him to execute easel pictures. For the most part these dealt with religious subjects, but conceived in an intimate manner for private devotion. Scarcely any of his themes were historical, and few taken from among those, such as the Nativity, Calvary, or the entombment, which had been presented so often by painters. He preferred subjects more human and less dogmatic, more in touch with daily life, romance, and poetry. He drew by preference from the parables, as in “The Labourers in the Vineyard,” “The Lost Coin” (Pitti Palace, Florence), “The Good Samaritan” (St. Martin’s), “The Return of the Prodigal Son” (and others at the Museum of Dresden). Again he chose picturesque scenes from the Bible, such as “Elia in the Wilderness” (Berlin) and the history of Tobias (Dresden and St. Petersburg).

The astonishing to find in the canvasses of this Italian nearly the whole repertoire of Rembrandt’s subjects. They had a common liking for the tenderer parts of the Gospel, for the scenes of every day, of the “eternal present,” themes for genre pictures. But this is not all. Domenico was not above reproach. It was his excesses which shortened his life. May we not assume that his art is but a history of the sinful soul, a poem of repentance such as Rembrandt was to present? There is found in both painters the same confidence, the same sense of the divine Protection in spite of sin (cf. Feti’s beautiful picture, “The Angel Guardian” at the Louvre), and also, occasionally, the same anguish, the same disgust of the world and the flesh as in that rare masterpiece, “Melancholy”, in the same museum. Thus Domenico was in the way of becoming one of the first masters of lyric painting, and he was utilizing to the perfection of his art all that he could learn at Venice when he died in that city, worn out with pleasure and the excitement of the charm of that city’s good life. It is no good life of this curious artist. His principal works are to be found at Dresden (11 pictures), St. Petersburg, Vienna, Florence, and Paris.


Louis Gillet.

Fetishism means the religion of the fetish. The word fetish is derived through the Portuguese jeito from the Latin fictitium, a copy of something real, signifyng made by art and artificial (cf. Old English fez on in Chaucer). From facio are derived many words signifying idol, idolatry, or witchcraft. Later Latin has factori, to bewitch, and factura, witchcraft. Hence Portuguese jeito, Italian fatauro, O. Fr. fa- ture, meaning witchcraft, magic. The word was probably first applied by the natives to the same things as ours, and supposed to possess magic power. In the early part of the sixteenth century, the Portuguese, exploring the West Coast of Africa, found the natives using small material objects in their religious worship. These they called jeito, but the use of the term has now extended beyond the native usages to the coast. Other names are bohun, the tetratal fetishes of the Gold Coast; suhman, a term for a private fetish; gree-gree on the Liberian coast; monda in the Gabun
country; *bian* among the cannibal Fang; in the Niger Delta *ju-ju*—possibly from the French *joujou*, i.e. a doll or toy (Kingesley)—and *grou-grou*, according to some of the same origin, according to others a native term, but they say that *ju-ju* went direct. Every Congo leader has his *m'kete*; in other tribes a word equivalent to “medicine” is used.

C. de Brosses first employed fetishism as a general descriptive term, and claimed for it a share in the early development of religious ideas (Du Cuit des Dieux Fétiches, 1780). He compared the phenomena observed in the West African object-worship with certain features of the old Egyptian religion. This comparison led Pietzschmann to emphasize the elements of fetishism in the Egyptian religion by starting with its magic character. Barthold (1805) claimed as fetish “everything produced by nature or art, which receives divine honor, including sun, moon, earth, air, fire, water, mountains, rivers, trees, stones, images, animals, if considered as objects of divine worship.” Thus the name became more general, until Comte employed it to designate only the lowest stage of religious development. In this sense the term is used in the three stages of the Tiele, Selborne, Menzies, Höfding. Taking the theory of evolution as a basis, Comte affirmed that the fundamental law of history was that of historic filiation, that is, the Law of the Three States. Thus the human race, like the human individual, passed through three successive stages of material, animal, and vegetable, by fetishism, polytheism, monotheism; the metaphysical or abstract, which differed from the former in explaining phenomena not by divine beings but by abstract powers or essences behind them; the positive or scientific, where man enlightened percepts that the only realities are not supernatural beings, e.g. God or angels, nor abstractions, e. g. substance or causes, but phenomena and their laws as discovered by science.

Under fetishism, therefore, he classed worship of heavenly bodies, nature-worship, etc. This theory is a pure assumption, yet a long time passed before it was cast aside. The case with which it explained everything recommended it to many. Spencer formally repudiated it (Principles of Sociology), and with Tylor made fetishism a subdivision of animism.

While we may with Tylor consider the theory of Comte as abandoned, it is difficult to admit his own view. For the spirit supposed to dwell in the fetish is not a spirit proper to the object, but a spirit foreign to the object, yet in some way connected with and embodied in it. Lippert (1881), true to his exaggerated animism, defines fetishism as “a belief in the souls of the departed coming to dwell in anything that is tangible in heaven or on earth.” Schultze, analysing the consciousness of savages, states that fetishism is a worship of material objects. He claims that the narrow circle of savages’ ideas leads them to admire and exaggerate the value of very small and insignificant objects, to look upon these objects anthropopathetically as alive, sentient, and willing to assist them with wondrous events and experiences, and finally to believe that such objects require religious veneration. In his view these four facts account for the worship of stocks and stones, bundles and bows, gorges and stripes, which we call fetishism. But Schultze considers fetishism as a portion, not as the whole, of primitive religion. By the side of it he places the magico-religious, and these two forms run parallel for some distance, but afterwards meet and give rise to other forms of religion. He holds that man ceases to be a fetish-worshipper as soon as he learns to distinguish the spirit from the material object. To Müller and Brinton the fetish power does not belong to the object (Rel. of Prim. Peop., Philadelphia, 1898). Menzies (History of Religion, p. 129) holds that primitive man, like the untutored savage of to-day, in worshipping a tree, a snake, or an idol, worshipped the very objects themselves. He regards the suggestion that these objects represented or were even the dwelling-place of some spiritual being, as an afterthought, up to which man has grown in the lapse of ages. The study of the African negro refutes this view. Ellis asserts: “Every native with whom I have conversed on the subject has laughed at the possibility of it being supposed that he could worship or offer sacrifice to some such object as a stone, which of itself would be perfectly obvious to his senses was a stone only and nothing more.”

La Saussaye regards fetishism as a form of animism, i.e. a belief in spirits incorporated in single objects, but says that not every kind of worship paid to material objects can be called fetishism, but only that which is connected with magic; otherwise the whole worship of nature would be fetishism. The stock and stone which forms the object of worship is then called the fetish. Tylor has rightly declared that it is very hard to say whether stones are to be regarded as altars, as symbols, or as fetishes. He strives to place nature-worship as a connecting link between fetishism and polytheism, though he is obliged to admit that the latter can be divided into many classifications.

The others, e.g. Reville, de La Saussaye, separate the worship of nature from animism. To Höfding, following Usener, the fetish is only the provisional and momentary dwelling-place of a spirit. Others, e.g. Lubbock, Hoppel, insist that the fetish must be considered as a means of magic—being itself the expression of a wish and desire of worship, but a means by which the wish is brought into close contact with the deity—and as endowed with divine powers. De La Saussaye holds that to savages fetishes are both objects of religious worship and means of magic. Thus a fetish may often be used for magic purposes, yet it is more than a mere means of magic, as being itself anthropopathetic, and often the object of religious worship.

Within the limits of animism, Tiele and Höfding distinguish between fetishism and spiritism. Fetishism contents itself with particular objects in which it is supposed a spirit has for a longer or a shorter time taken up its abode. In spiritism, spirits are not bound up with certain objects, but may change their mode of revelation, partly at their own discretion, partly under the influence of magic. Thus Höfding declares that fetishism, as the lowest form of religion, is distinguished from spiritism by the special weight of the material objects and the practical character of psychical activity. In selecting objects of fetishism, religion appears, according to Höfding, under the guise of desire. He holds that religious ideas are only religious in virtue of this connexion between need and expectation, i.e., as elements of desire, and that it is only when thus viewed that fetishism can be understood. Hubbe-Schleiden, on the contrary, holds that fetishism is not a proper designation for a religion, because Judaism and Christianity have their fetishes as well as the nature religions, and says the word “fetish” should be used as analogous to a word-symbol or emblem. Haddon considers fetishism as a stage of religious development. Jefferson connects fetishism to the negation of religion. He denies that fetishism is the primitive religion, or a basis from which religion developed, or a stage of religious development. To him, fetishism is not only anti-social, and therefore anti-religious, he even holds that the attitude of superiority is manifested by the possession towards the fetish deprives it of religious value, or rather makes it anti-religious.

The fetish differs from an idol or an amulet, though at times it is difficult to distinguish between them. An amulet, however, is the pledge of protection of a divine nature, but the fetish can be used for magical purposes, e.g. the New Zealand *wakakapoko*, or not, but the divine nature or spirit is supposed to be wholly incorporated in it. Farnell says an image may be viewed as a symbol, or
as infused with divine power, or as the divinity itself. Idolatry in this sense is a higher form of fetishism. Farnell does not distinguish clearly between fetish and amulets, and calls relics, crucifixes, the Bible itself, fetishes when his view is any, a fetish. But objects may be held as sacred by external association with sacred persons or places without having any intrinsic sanctity. This loose use of the word has led writers to consider the national flag (especially a tattered battle-flag), the Scottish stone of Scone, the mast of a ship, horsemen, as fetishes which these terrors of the dead have no value in themselves, but are prized merely for their associations—real in the case of the battle-flag, fancied in the case of the horsemen.

The theory advanced by certain writers that fetishism represents the earliest stage of religious thought, has two twofold bases: (1) philosophical; (2) sociological.

(1) Philosophical Basis: the Theory of Evolution.—Assuming that primitive man was a semi-brute, or a semi-idiot, some writers of the Evolutionist School under the influence of Comte taught that man in the earliest stage was a fetish-worshipper, instancing in proof the African tribes who, in their view, represent the original state of mankind. This basis is a pure assumption. More recent investigation reveals clearly the universal belief in a Great God, the Creator and Father of mankind, held by the negroes of Africa; Coussin and Grama, and Dict. of the Congo Language) and Wilson (West Guinea) prove that religions in structure and vocabulary; while Tylor, Spencer, and most advocates of the animistic theory look upon fetishism as by no means primitive, but as a decadent form of the belief in spirit and souls. Finally, there are no well-authenticated cases of savage tribes whose religion consists of fetish-worship only.

(2) Sociological Basis.—Historians of civilization, impressed by the fact that many customs of savages are also found in the highest stages of civilized life, concluded that the development of the race could best be understood by taking the savage level as a starting-point. The life of savages is thus the basis of the higher development. But this argument can be inverted. For if the customs of savages may be found among civilized races, evident traces of higher ideals are also found among savages. Furthermore, the theory that a savage or a child represents exclusively, or primarily, the life of primitive man can no longer be entertained. Writers on the philosophy of religion have used the word "fetishism" in a vague sense, susceptible of many shades of meaning. To obtain a correct knowledge of the subject, we must go to authorities like Wilson, Norris, Ellis, and Kingsley, who have spent years with the African negroes and have made exhaustive investigations on the spot. By fetish or ju-ju is meant the religion of the natives of West Africa. Fetishism, viewed from the outside, appears strange and complex, but is simple in its underlying idea, very logically thought out, and very reasonable to the minds of its adherents. The prevailing notion in the former (Anambé, Anzam), having made the world and filled it with inhabitants, retired to some remote corner of the universe, and allowed the affairs of the world to come under the control of evil spirits. Hence the only religious worship performed is directed to these spirits, the purpose being to court their favour or ward off their displeasure. The Ashanti recognize the existence of a Supreme Being, whom they adore in a vague manner although, being invisible, He is not represented by an idol. At the commencement of the world, God was in daily relations with man. He created earth, conversed with men, and all went well. But man, being rebellious, was cast out of his management to subaltern divinities. These are spirits which dwell everywhere—in waters, woods, rocks—and it is necessary to conciliate them, unless one wishes to encounter their displeasure. Such a phenomenon then as fetish- or spirit-worship, existing alone without an accompanying belief in a Supreme Being who is above all fetishes and other objects of worship, has yet another basis in the recognition of the fundamental idea of one God who is Lord and Creator, say that this God is too great to interest Himself in the affairs of the world; hence after having created and organized the world, He charged His subordinates with its government. Hence they neglect the worship of God, but for the complaisance of spirits. These spirits correspond in their functions to the gods of Greek and Roman mythology, but are never confused with the Supreme Being by the natives. Fetishism therefore is a stage where God is quietly disregarded, and the worship due to Him is quietly transferred to a multitude of spiritual agencies under His power, but uncontrolled by it. "All the air and the future are peopled by the Bantu," says Dr. Norris, "with a large and indefinite company of spiritual beings. They have personality and will, and most of the human passions, e. g., anger, revenge, generosity, gratitude. Though they are all probably malevolent, yet they may be influenced and made favorable by worship." In the face of this animistic view of nature and the peculiar logic of the African mind, all the seemingly weird forms and ceremonies of fetishism, e. g. the fetish or witch-doctor, become but the natural consequence of the process of the development of the belief. There are grades of spirits in the spirit-world. Miss Kingsley holds that fourteen classes of spirits are clearly discernible. Dr. Nasseu thinks the spirits commonly affecting human affairs can be classified into six groups. These spirits are different in power and functions. The class of spirits that are human souls, always remain human souls; they do not become deified, nor do they sink in grade permanently. The locality of spirits is not only vague in the surrounding air, but in prominent natural objects, e. g. caves, enormous rocks, hollow trees, dark forests. While all can move from place to place, some belong peculiarly to certain localities. Their habitations may be natural (e. g. large trees, caverns, large rocks, capes, and promontories); and for the spirits of the dead, the villages where they had dwelt during the lifetime of the body, or graveyards) or acquired, e. g. for longer or shorter periods of power with the possession of individuals of the aanga or native doctor. By his magic art any spirit may be localized in any object whatever, however small, and thus placed is it under the control of the doctor and subservient to the wishes of the possessor or wearer of the object in which it is confined. This constitutes a fetish. The dispenser makes a clear distinction between the reverence with which he regards a certain material object and the worship he renders to the spirit for the time being inhabiting it. Where the spirit, for any reason, is supposed to have gone out of that thing and definitively abandoned it, the thing itself is no longer revered, but it becomes a useless, or sold to the curio-hunting white man.

Everything the African negro knows by means of his senses, he regards as a twofold entity—partly spirit, partly not spirit or, as we say, matter. In man this twofold entity appears as a corporeal body, and a spiritual or "astral" body in shape and feature like the former. This latter form of "life" with its "heart" can be stolen by magic power while one is asleep, and the individual sleeps on, unconscious of his loss. If the life-form is returned to him before he awakes, he will be unaware that anything unusual has happened. If he awakes before this portion of himself has been regained, though he may live for a while, he will sicken and eventually die. If the magician who stole the "life" has eaten the "heart", the victim sinks at once and dies. The connexion of a certain spirit with
a certain mass of matter is not regarded as permanent. The native will point out a lightning-struck tree, and tell you its spirit has been killed, i.e., the spirit is not actually dead, but has fled and lives elsewhere. When the tree's actions provoke the insect, to which its weapon fails, it is because some one has stolen the spirit, or made it sick by witchcraft. In every action of life he shows how much he lives with a great, powerful spirit-world around him. Before starting to hunt or fight, he rubs medicine into his weapons to strengthen them; with them, talking to them, telling them what care he has taken of them and what he has given them before, though it was hard to give, and begging them not to fail him now. He may be seen boding over the river, talking with proper incantations to its spirit, asking that, when it meets an enemy, it will upset the canoe and destroy the dead part. The African believes that each human soul has a certain span of life due or natural to it. It should be born, grow up through childhood, youth, and manhood to old age. If this does not happen, it is because some malevolent influence has blighted it. Hence the African lays on the spirits, while he is alive, to do us all good! "Go away!" "Come not into this town, plantation, house; we have never injured you. Go away!" This malevolent influence which cuts short the soul-life may act of itself in various ways, but a coercive witchcraft may have been at work. Hence the vast majority of deaths—almost all deaths in which no blow has been struck—are caused by such a spirit that has been produced by human beings, acting through spirits in their command, and from this idea springs the widespread belief in witches and witchcraft.

Thus every familiar object in the daily life of these people is touched with some curious fancy, and every trivial action is regulated by a reference to unseen spirits who are unceasingly watching an opportunity to hurt or annoy mankind. Yet upon close inspection the tenets of this religion are vague and unformulated, for with every tribe and every district belief varies, and rites and ceremonies diverge. The fetish-man, fetuero, nganga, chibone, is the authority on all religious observances. He offers the expiatory sacrifice to the spirits to keep off evil. He is credited with a controlling influence over the elements, winds and waters obeying the waving of his charm, i.e., a bundle of feathers, or the whistle through the magic antelope horn. He is looked for, is hallowed, and calls down rain. One of his principal duties is to find out evil-doers, that is, persons who by evil magic have caused sickness or death. He is the exorcist of spirits, the maker of charms (i.e., fetishes), the prescriber and regulator of ceremonial rites. He can discover, using "the heart" of the chief who died yesterday; who caused the canoe to upset and gave lives to the crocodiles and the dark waters of the Congo; or even "who blighted the palm trees of the village and dried up their sap, causing the supply of malafu to cease; or who drove away the rain from a district, and withheld its field of nguba" (ground-nut). These are the commoncharged witchcrafts at present. They have no organization, and are honoured only in their own districts, unless they be called specially to minister in another place. In their ceremonies they make the people dance, sing, play, beat drums, and they spot their bodies with their "medicines". Anyone may choose the profession for himself, and large fees are demanded for services.

Among the natives on the lower Congo is found the ceremony of n'kimbwa, i.e. the initiation of young men into the mysteries and rites of their religion. Every village in this region has its n'kimbwa enclosure, generally a walled-in tract of half an acre in extent buried in a thick grove of trees. Inside the enclosure are the huts of the nganga and his assistants, as well as of those receiving instruction. The initiated alone are permitted to enter the enclosure, where a new language is learned in which they can talk on religious matters without being understood by the people. In other parts of the Congo the office falls on an individual in quite an accidental manner, e.g., because he has been chosen by his fellows. Every unusual action, display of skill, or superiority is attributed to the intervention of some supernatural power. Thus the future nganga usually begins his career by some lucky adventure, e.g., prowess in hunting, success in fishing, bravery in war. He is then regarded by others, and he is enjoying the protection of some spirit. In consideration of payment he pretends to impart his power to others by means of charms, i.e., fetishes consisting of different herbs, stones, pieces of wood, antelope horns, skin and feathers tied in little bundles, the possession of which is supposed to yield to the purchaser the same power over spirits as the nganga himself enjoys.

The fetish-man always carries in his sack a strange assortment of articles out of which he makes the fetishes. The flight of the poisonous arrow, the rush of the maddened buffalo, or the venomous bite of the adder, can be averted by saying: "I have assurance the waters of the Congo may be safely crossed." The Moloki, ever ready to pounce on men, is checked by the power of the nganga. The eye-teeth of leopards are an exceedingly valuable fetish on the Krou coast. The Kabinda negroes wear on their necks a little brown shell sealed with wax to preserve intact the fetish-medicine. A fetish is often made by theузimage has been edited to remove the pages, so I can't provide a natural text representation of the entire document. However, I can provide a natural text representation of the isolated text you've given me:
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they can be implicitly trusted. Thus, according to Ellis, the natives of the Gold Coast put their *bôhun* in fire as a probation, for the fire never injures the true *bôhun*. A fetish then, in the strict sense of the word, is any material object consecrated by the *nganga* or magic doctor with a variety of ceremonies and processes, by virtue of which some spirit is supposed to be embodied or to operate on that object, and subject to the will of the possessor.

These objects are filled or rubbed by the *nganga* with a mixture compounded of various substances, selected according to the special work to be accomplished by the fetish. Its value, however, depends not on itself, nor solely on the nature of these substances, but on the skill of the *nganga* in dealing with spirits. Yet there is a relation, difficult sometimes for the foreigner to grasp, between the substances selected and the object to be attained by the fetish. Thus, to give the possessor bravery or strength, some part of a leopard or of an elephant is selected; to give cunning, some part of a gazelle; to give wisdom, some part of the human brain; to give courage, a portion of the heart; to give influence, some part of the eye. These substances are supposed to please and attract some spirit, which is satisfied to reside in them and to aid their possessor. The fetish is consecrated, as usual, with the accompaniment of dances, drumming, invocations, looking into mirrors or limpid water to see faces human or spiritual, and is packed into the hollow of the shell or bone, or smeared over the stick or stone. If power over some one be desired, the *nganga* must receive crumbs from the food, clippings of the fingers, nail, hair, or even a drop of blood of the person, which is mixed in the compound. So fearful are the natives of power being thus obtained over them, that they have their hair cut by a friend; and even then it is carefully burned, or cast into the river. If one is accidentally cut, he stamps out the blood that has dripped into the ground, or cuts away the wood which it has saturated.

The African negro in appealing to the fetish is prompted by fear alone. There is no confession, no love, rarely thanksgiving. The being to whom he appeals is not God. True he does not deny that God is; if asked, he will acknowledge His existence. Very rarely and only in extreme emergencies, however, does he make an appeal to Him, according to his belief God is far off, so inaccessible, so indifferent to human wants, that a petition to Him would be almost vain. He therefore turns to some one of the many demons from whom he believes himself to be the observant of human affairs, in which, as former human beings, some of them once had part. He seeks not spiritual, but purely physical, safety. A sense of moral and spiritual need is lost sight of, although not quite eliminated, for he believes in a good and a bad. The white man cannot feel is fear of possible natural injury from human or subsidized spiritual enemies. This physical salvation is sought either by prayer, sacrifice, and certain other ceremonies rendered to the spirit of the fetish or to non-localized spirits, or by the use of charms or amulets, usually material, i. e. finches, vocal, e. g. utterances of cabalistic words which are supposed to have power over the local spirits; ritual, e. g. prohibited food, i.e. *orundo*, for which any article of food may be selected and made sacred to the spirit. At night the Congo chief will trace a slender line of ashes round his hut, and firmly believe that this line by which will protect him and his till morning against the attacks of the evil spirit.

The African believes largely in preventive measures, and his fetishes are chiefly of this order. When least conscious, he may be offending some spirit with power to work him ill; he must therefore be supplied with charms for every season and occasion. Sleeping, eating, drinking, he must be protected from hostile influences by his fetishes. These are hung on the plantation fence, or from the branches of plants in the garden, either to prevent theft or to sicken the thief; over the doorway of the house, to bar the entrance of evil; from the bow of the canoe, to ensure a successful voyage; they are worn on the arm in hunting to ensure an accurate aim; on any part of the person, to give against diseases in loving, hurts of the body; and so through the whole range of daily work and interests. Some kinds, worn on a bracelet or necklace, ward off sickness. The new-born infant has a health-knot tied about its neck, wrist, or loins. Before every house in Whydah, the seaport of Dahomey, one may perceive a column, the apex of which is discoloured with libations of palm-oil, etc. To the end of their lives the people keep on multiplying, renewing, or altering these fetishes.

In fetish-worship the African negro uses prayer and sacrifice. The stones heaped by passers-by at the base of some great tree or rock, the leaf cast from a passing canoe towards a point of land on the river bank, are silent acknowledgements of the presence of the *ombôwiri* (i.e. spirits of the place). Food is offered, as also blood-offerings of a fowl, a goat, or a sheep. Until recently human sacrifices were offered, e. g. to the sacred palms of the Dahomey, for the wandering spirits of the upper Guinea coast, where annual sacrifices of a maiden were made for success in foreign commerce; the thousands of captives killed at the "annual custom" of Dahomey for the safety of the king and nation. In fetishism prayer has a part, but it is not prominent, and not often formal and public. Euphony prayer is constantly made in the utterance of cabalistic words, phrases, or sentences adopted by, or assigned to, almost every one by parent or doctor. According to Ellis no coercion of the fetish is attempted on the Gold Coast, but Kidd states that the negro of Guinea beats his fetish, if his wishes are frustrated, and hides it in his waistcloth if then he is about to do anything of which he is ashamed.

The fetish is used not only as a preventive of or defence against evil (i. e. white art), but also as a means of offence, i.e. black art or witchcraft in the full sense, which always connotes a possible taking of life. The half-civilised negro, while repudiating the fetish as a black art, feels justified in retaining it as a white art, i.e. as a weapon of defence. Those who practise the black art are all "wizards" or "witches"—names never given to practitioners of the white art. The user of the white art uses no concealment; a practitioner of the black art carries it about in his case; hence the latter is masked more secretly. The black art is supposed to consist of evil practices to cause sickness and death. Its medicines, dances, and enchantments are also used in the professed innocent white art; the difference is in the work which the spirit is entrusted to perform. Not every one who uses white art uses black art; not every one who uses black art uses also the white art. Anyone believing in the fetish can use the white art without subjecting himself to the charge of being a wizard. Only a wizard can cause sickness or death. Hence witchcraft belief includes witchcraft murder.

There exists in Bantu a society called the "Witchcraft Company", whose members hold secret meetings at midnight in the depths of the forest to plot sickness or death. The owl is their sacred bird, and their signal-cue is an imitation of its hoot. They profess to leave their corporeal bodies asleep in their hut, and to enter the spirit world passing through walls and over tree-tops with instant rapidity. At the meeting they have visible, audible, and tangible communications with spirits. They have feasts, at which is eaten the "heart-life" of some human being, who through this loss of his "heart" is made sick and suppose under a perpetual spell. The early cock-crow is a warning for them to disperse, for they fear the advent of the morning star, as, should
the sun rise upon them before they reach their corporeal bodies, all their plans would fail and they would sicken. They dread cayenne pepper; should its bruised leaves or pods be rubbed over their corporeal bodies during their absence, their spirits are unable to re-enter, and their bodies die or waste miserably away. This is not introduced out by the Dutch or West Indians, e.g. Jamaica and Hayti, and to the Southern States as Voodoo worship. Thus Voodooism or Oodoism is simply African fetishism transplanted to American soil. Authentic records are procurable of midnight meetings held in Hayti, as late as 1888, at which human bodies, especially children, were killed and eaten at the secret feasts. European governments in Africa have put down the practice of the black art, yet so deeply is it implanted in the belief of the natives that Dr. Norris does not hesitate to say it would revive if the whites were to withdraw.

Fetishism in Africa is not only a religious belief; it is a system of government and a medical profession, although the religious element is fundamental and colours all the rest. The fetish-man, therefore, is priest, judge, and physician. To the believers in the fetish the killing of those guilty of witchcraft is a judicial act; it is not murder, but execution. The fetish-man has sworn to do as we regard the naturalistic system does not exist. Whatever rules there are, are handed down by tradition, and the persons familiar with these old sayings and customs are present in the trial of disputed matters. Fetishes are set up to punish offenders in certain cases where it is considered especially desirable to make the law operative though the crimes cannot be detected (e.g. theft). The fetish is supposed to be able not only to detect but to punish the transgressor. In cases of death the charge of witchcraft is made, and the relatives seek a fetish-man, who employs the ordeal by poison, fire or other tests to work for him, but they promise that if the guilty person (i.e. ordeal by poison) was performed by giving to the accused a poisonous drink, the accuser also having to take the test to prove their sincerity. If he vomited immediately he was innocent; if he was shown guilty, the accusers were the executioners. On the upper coast of Guinea the test is a solution of the sassa-wood, and is called "red water"; at Calabar, the solution of a bean; in the Gabun country, of the asakya leaf or bark; farther south in the Nkami country, it is called mbundu. The distinction between poison and fetish is vague in the minds of many natives, to whom poison is another material form of a fetish. In the belief of the Druid, a fetish was a demon; it has been estimated that for every natural death at least one—and often ten or more—has been executed.

The judicial aspect of fetishism is revealed most plainly in the secret societies (male and female) of crushing power and far-reaching influence, which before the advent of the white man were the court of last appeal for individual and tribal disputes. Of this kind were the Egbo of the Niger Delta, Ukuwu of the Corisco region, Yasi of the Ogowé, M'weteyi of the Shekani, Bweti of the Bakele, Inda and Njembé of the Mpongwe, Ukuwu and Malinda of the Batanga region. All of these societies had for their primary object the laudable one of government, and for this purpose they fostered the superstitious dread with which the fetish was regarded by the natives. But the arbitrary means employed in their management, the oppressive influences at work, the false representations indulged in, made them almost all evil. They still exist among the Negroes; on the coast, they have not been entirely suppressed or exist only for amusement (e.g. Ukuwu in Gabun), or as a traditional custom (e.g. Njembé). The Ukuwu society claimed the government of the country. To put "Ukuwu on the white man" meant to boycott him, i.e. that no one should drink from him, no one should eat food from him; he was not allowed to go to his own spring. In Dahomey the fetish-priests are a kind of secret police for the despotic king. Thus, while witchcraft was the religion of the natives, these societies constituted their government.

Although sickness is spoken of among the natives as a disease, yet the patient is said to be sick because of an evil spirit, and it is believed that when this is expelled by the medicine, the patient will recover. When the heathen negro is sick, the first thing is to call the "doctor" to find out what spirit by invading the body has caused the sickness. The diagnosis is made by drum, dance, frenzied song, mirror, fumes of drugs, consultation of relics, and consummation with these medicines, which is榜ed and the ceremony peculiar to that spirit, the vegetable and mineral substances supposed to be either pleasing or offensive to it. If these cannot be obtained, the patient must die. The witch-doctor believes that his incantations have subdued the power of a spirit, which forthwith enters the body of the patient and, searching through its vitals, drives out the antagonising spirit which is the supposed actual cause of the disease. The nkinda, "the spirit of disease", is then confined by the doctor in a prison, e.g. in a section of sugar-cane stalk with its leaves tied together. The component parts of any fetish are regarded by the natives as related to materia medica. Their drugs, however, are esteemed operative not through certain inherent chemical qualities, but in consequence of the presence of the spirit to whom they are favourite media. This spirit is induced to act by the pleasing enchanter's of the magic-doctor. The ngoum, as surgeon and physician, shows more than considerable skill in extracting bullets from wounded warriors, and in the knowledge of herbs as poisons and antidotes.

Whether the black slaves brought to America the okra or found it already existing on the continent is not absolutely certain, but it is carried by negroes of African origin, as also is the term mbenda (peanuts or ground-nuts), corrupted into pinder in some of the Southern States. The folk-lore of the African slave survives in Uncle Remus's tales of "Br'er Rabbit". Br'er Rabbit is an American substitution for Brother Njá (Leopard) or Brother Ikki (Gazelle) in Pato N'jambu's (the Creator's) council of speaking animals. Jeovs holds that fetishes are private only, although, in fact, not only individuals, but families and tribes have fetishes. The fetish Deudo at Kragje and Ata Yaw of Okwuak were known and feared for leagues round the land. In the fetish, of which the family fetish is known by the name of Yákó. It is a bundle of the parts of bodies of their dead, i.e. first joints of fingers and toes, lobe of ear, hair. The value of Yákó depends on the spirits of the family dead being associated with the portions of their bodies, and this combination is effected by the prayer and invocation of the doctor. The Yákó is appealed to in family emergencies, e.g. disease, death, when ordinary fetishes fail. This rite is very expensive and may require a month, during which time all work is suspended.

The observances of fetish-worship fade away into the customs and habits of everyday life by gradations, so that in some of the lower classes there may be no formal handling of a fetish amulet containing a spirit nor actual prayer nor sacrifice, nevertheless, spiritism is the thought and is more or less consciously held, and consequently the term fetish might perhaps be extended to them. The superstition of the Negro is different from that of the Christian, for it is the practical and business side of his religion. To the Christian it is a pitiful weakness; to the negro, a trusted belief. Thus some birds and beasts are of ill omen, others of good omen. The mournful hooting of an owl at midnight is a warning of death, and all who hear the call will hasten to the wood and drive away the messenger of ill-tidings with sticks and stones. Hence arises the belief in the
power of Ngot, Moloki, N'deohi or Unogwe (i.e., evil-spirited leopard, like the German werewolf), vis., that certain possessors of evil spirits have ability to assume the guise of an animal, and reassume at will the human form. To this superstition must be referred the reverence shown fleshed leopards, hippopotamuses, crocodiles, soros (large monkeys of the gorilla type).

(See Amulet, Animism, Deity, Idolatry, Magic, Naturism, Religion, Spiritism, Totemism, Shamanism, Symbolism.)
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JOHN T. DREISCOLL

FEUARDENT, FRANÇOIS, Franciscan, theologian and preacher of the Ligue, b. at Coutances, Normandy, in 1539; d. at Paris, 1 Jan., 1610. Having completed his humanities at Bayeux, he joined the Friars Minor. After the novitate, he was sent to Paris to continue his studies, where he received (1576) the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. He was then taught with great success at the university. He took a leading part in the political and religious troubles in which France was involved at that time. With John Boucher and Bishop Rose of Senlis, he was one of the foremost preachers in the cause of the Catholic Ligue, and, as Roennus remarks in an appendix to Feuardent’s “Theomachia,” there was not a church in Paris in which he had not preached. Throughout France and beyond the borders in Lorraine and Flanders, he was an eloquent and ardent defender of the Faith. Neverthe-

less, even Pierre de l’Etoile, a fierce adversary of the Ligue, recognizes in his “Mémorials” the merits of Feuardent’s subsequent efforts in pacifying the country. In his old age he retired to the convent of Bayeux, which he restored and furnished with a good library. His works can be conveniently grouped in three classes: (1) Scriptural; (2) patristical; (3) controversial. Only some of the most remarkable may be pointed out here. (1) A new edition of the medieval Scripturist, Nicholas of Lyra: “Biblia Sacra, cum glossa ordinaria ... et postillae Nicolai Lyran” (Paris, 1590, 6 vols. fol.). He also wrote commentaries on various books of Holy Scripture, viz. on Ruth, Esther, Job, Jonas, the two Epistles of St. Peter, the Epistles of Jude, and James, the Epistle of St. Paul to Philemon, and others. (2) “S. Irenaei Lugd. episcopi adversus Valentinian ... heresee libri quinque” (Paris, 1576); “S. Ildenphi dearchiepiscopi Toletani de virginitate Marie liber” (Paris, 1576). Feuardent also wrote an introduction and notes to “L. D. Dialogues de langue seps operae Testamenti demonstratum a Petro Morelo” (Paris, 1577). (3) “Appendix ad libros Alphonsi a Castro (O.F.M.) contra heresee” (Paris, 1578). “Theomachia Calvinaistica,” his chief work is based on some earlier writings, such as: “Semiaene premier des dialogue auxquels sont exaemnées et réfutées 174 erreurs des Calviniastes” (1685); “Seco ode semaine des dialogue ...” (Paris, 1598): “Entremangeroes et gueres ministrales ...” (Casen, 1601).

FEUARDENT, La Faculté de Théologie de Paris et ses docteurs les plus célèbres (Paris, 1900), II, 244-254; WADDINGTON, Scrip-
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Feuchtersleben, Baron Ernst von, an Austrian poet, philosopher, and physician; b. at Vienna, 29 April, 1806; d. 3 September, 1849. After completing his course at the Theresian Academy, he took up the study of medicine in 1825, receiving the degree of Doctor of Medicine in 1833. In 1844 he began a series of free lectures on psychiatry at the University of Vienna; the next year became dean of the medical faculty, and in 1847 was made vice-director of medico-

chirurgical studies. In July, 1848, he was appointed under-secretary of state in the ministry of public instruction, and in this capacity he attempted to introduce some important reforms in the system of education, but, discouraged by the opposition which he encountered, he resigned in December of the following year. As a medico-philosophical writer, Feuchtersleben attained great popularity, especially through his book "Zur Diätetik der Seele" (Vienna, 1838), which went through many editions (4th ed. in 1839). Hardyly less famous is his "Au Leaving Ton der geistlichen Kunde" (Vienna, 1845), translated into English by H. Evans Lloyd under the title of "Principles of Medical Psychology" (revised and edited by B. G. Babington, London, 1847). He also wrote an essay, "Die Ge-

wissheit und Würde der Heilkunst" (Vienna, 1839), a new edition of which appeared under the title "Lehrbuch und Publikum" (Vienna, 1845). As a poet Feuchtersleben is chiefly known by the well-known song, "Es ist bestimmt in Gottes Rat", which appeared in "Ge-

dichte" (Stuttgart, 1836) and was set to music by Mendelssohn. His later poems are more philosophi-


cal and critical. His essays and other prose writings were published under the title "Beiträge zur Literatur-, Kunst- und Lebenstheorie" (Vienna, 1837-41). His complete works (exclusive of his medical writings) were edited by Friedrich Hebel (7 vols., Vienna, 1831-53).

consult the autobiography prefixed to the above-mentioned edition; also NACKER, Ernst Feuchtersleben in Denk-

persera in Jahrbuch der Grilpparzer-Gesellschaft, III (Vienna, 1895).

ARTHUR F. J. REMY.

Feudalism.—This term is derived from the Old Aryan pe’ku, hence Sanskrit paću, "cattle"; so also Lati. pecus (cf. pecunia); Old High German fehu, fahu, "cattle," "property," "money"; Old Frisian fàa; Old Saxon fex; Old English feoh, feoh, foæ, foæ. It is an indefinable word, for it represents the progressive development of European organization during seven centuries. Its roots go back into the social conditions of primitive peoples, and its branches stretch out through military, political, and judicial evolution to our own day. Still, it can so far be brought within the measurable and comprehensible limits if sufficient allowance be made for its double aspect. For feudalism (like every other systematic arrangement of civil and religious forces in a state) comprises duties and rights, according as it is looked at from a central or local point of view. (1) As regards the duties involved in it, feudalism may be defined as that social system by which the nation as represented by the king lets its lands out to individuals who pay rent by doing governmental work not merely in the shape of military service, but also of suit to the king’s court. Originally indeed it began as a military system. It was in imitation of the later Roman Empire, which had Germanic threads by grants of lands to individuals on
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condition of military service (Palgrave, "English Commonwealth", I, 350, 495, 505), that the Carolingian Empire adopted the same expedient. By this means the ninth-century Danish raids were opposed by a semi-professional army, better armed and more tactically efficient than the old Germanic levy. This method of fixing a standing force by grants of lands to individuals is perfectly normal in history, witness the Turkish timar fiefs (Cambridge Modern History, I, i, 99, 1902), the feu de sousduts of the Eastern Latin Kingdoms (Bréhier, "L'Eglise et l'Orient au moyen âge", Paris, 1907, iv, 94), and, to a certain extent, the "Way of the Welsh" - the Welsh may ("The Welsh People", London, 1900, vi, 206). On the whole, feudalism means government by amateurs paid in land, rather than professionals paid in money. Hence, as we shall see, one cause of the downfall of feudalism was the substitution in every branch of civil life of the "cash-nexus" for the "land-nexus". Feudalism, therefore, by connecting ownership of land with governmental work, went a large way towards solving that ever-present difficulty of the land-quest; nor, indeed, by any real system of land-nationalisation, but by inducing lords to do work for the country in return for the right of possessing landed property. Gradually, work which till then was paid for, or at any rate realized, the political ideal of Aristotle, "Private possession and common use" (Politics, II, v, 1263, a). To a certain extent, therefore, feudalism still exists, remaining as the great justification of modern landowners wherever—as sheriffs, justices of the peace, etc.—they do unpaid governmental work. (2) As regards the rights it creates, feudalism may be defined as a "graduated system based on land-tenure in which every lord judged, taxed, and commanded the class next below him" (Stubbs, "Constitutional History", Oxford, 1897, I, ix, 278). One result of this was that, whenever a Charter of liberties was wrung by the people from the king, the latter always managed to have his concessions to his tenants-in-chief paralleled by their concessions to his lower vassals (cf. Stubbs, "Select Charters", Oxford, 1900, §4, 101; §60, 304). Another more serious, less beneficent, result was that, while feudalism centrally converted the method of fixing a landowner, it locally converted the landowner into a sovereign.

Origin.—The source of feudalism arises from an intermingling of barbarian usage and Roman law (Maine, "Ancient Law", London, 1896, ix). To explain this reference must be made to a usage that passed into Roman law at the beginning of the fourth century. About that date Diocletian reorganized the Empire by the establishment of a huge bureaucracy, at the same time disabling it by his crushing taxation. The obvious result was the depression of free classes into unfree, and the barbarization of the empire. Before, a. 300 the absentee landlord farmed his land by means of a familia rustica or gang of slaves, owned by him as his own transferable property, though others might till their fields by hired labour. Two causes extended and intensified this organized slave-system: (1) Imperial legislation that two-thirds of a man's wealth must be in land, so as to set free hoarded specie and prevent attempts to hide wealth and so escape taxation. Hence land became the medium of exchange instead of money, i.e. land was held not by rent, but by service. (2) The pressure of taxation falling on land (tributum soli) forced smaller proprietors to put themselves under the protection of a lord, who paid a fixed rent for whom they were accordingly obliged to perform service (obsequium) in work and kind. Thus they became tied to the soil (ascripti glebae), not transferable dependents. Over them the lord had powers of correction, not, apparently, of jurisdiction.

Meanwhile the slaves themselves had become also territorial, and not personal. Further, the public land (ager publicus) got manorialized by grants partly to free veterans (as at Colchester in England), partly to latif—i.e. a semi-serf class of conquered peoples (as the Germans in England under Marcus Antonius), paying, besides the tributum soli, manual service in kind (servita manera). Even in the Roman towns, by the same process, the public lands (curiatae) became debased into the manufacturing population (collegiat). In a word, the middle class disappeared; the empire was split into two opposing forces: an aristocratic bureaucracy and a servile labouring population. Over the Roman Empire thus organized poured the Teutonic flood, barbarian in race and character, rude and changeful though it might be. According to Tacitus (Germania), the Germans were divided into some forty civitates, or populi, or folk. Some of these, near the Roman borders, lived under kings, others, more remote, were governed by folk-moots or elective princes. Several of these might combine to form a "stem", the only bond of which consisted in common religious rites. The populus or civitas, on the other hand, was a political unity. It was divided into pugi, each pugi being apparently a jurisdictional limit, probably meeting in a court over which a princeps, elected by the folk-moot, presided; but it was divided, though not distinctly, into free men usually numbering about a hundred. Parallel with the pugi, according to Tacitus (Germania, xii), though in reality probably a division of it, was the vicus, an agricultural unit. This vicus was (though Seebohm, "English Historical Review", July, 1892, 444-465, though not) represented in the types (1) the dependent village, consisting of the lord's house and cottages of his subordinates (perhaps the relics of the indigenous conquered peoples) who paid rent in kind, corn, cattle, (2) the free village of scattered houses, each with its separate enclosure. Round this village generally great men would have fortified their castle. Every year a piece of new land was set apart to be ploughed, of which each villager got a share proportioned to his official position in the community. It was the amalgamation of these two systems that produced feudalism.

But here, precisely as to the relative preponderance of the Germanic and Roman systems in manorial feudalism, the discussion still continues. The question turns to a certain extent on the view taken of the character of the Germanic inroads. The defenders of Roman preponderance depict these movements as mere raids, producing indeed much material damage, but no permanent change in the institutions which the Romano-Germanic peoples. Their opponents, however, speak of these incursions rather as people-wanderings—of warriors, women and children, cattle, even, and slaves—indubitably stamping and moulting the institutions of the races which they encountered. The same discussion focuses round the medieval manor, which is best seen in its English form. The old theory was that the manor was the same as the Teutonic mark, plus the intrusion of a lord (Stubbs, "Constitutional History", Oxford, 1897, i, 32-71). This was attacked by Fusel de Coulanges (Histoire des institutions politiques de l'ancienne France, Paris, 1839, 4, 180) and by Seebohm (The English Village Community, London, 1883, viii, 252-386), who insisted on a Latin ancestry from the Roman villa, contending for a development not from freedom to serfdom, but from slavery through servitude to freedom. The arguments of the Latin School may be thus summarized: (1) the manor is a tax for the Terence, "Que tua res", s. v., 167; "mark moat" probably means "a parsley bed"). (2) Early German law is based on assumption of private ownership. (3) Analogies of Maine and others from India and Russia not to the point. (4) Romanized Britons, for example, in south-eastern Britain had complete manorial system before the Saxons came from Ger-
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They are thus answered by the Teutonic School (Elton, Eng. Hist. Rev., July, 1886; Vinogradoff, "Growth of the Manor," London, 1905, 87; Maitland, "Domesday Book and Beyond," Cambridge, 1897, 222, 232, 327, 337): (1) the name mark may not be applied in England, but the thing existed. (2) It is not denied that there are analogies between the manor and the later seigneurial domain, but analogies do not necessarily prove derivation. (3) The manor was not an agricultural unit only, it was also judicial. If the manor originated in the Roman vill, which was composed of a servile population, how came it that the suitors to the court were also judges? or that villages had rights over the woods against the lord? or that the community was represented in the hundred court by four men and its reeve? (4) Seebohm's evidence is almost entirely drawn from the position of villages and villeins on the demeans of kings, great ecclesiastical bodies, or churchmen. Such villages were admittedly dependent. (5) Most of the evidence comes through the tainted source of Norman and French lawyers who were inclined to see serfdom even where it did not exist. On the whole, the latest writers on feudalism, taking a legal point of view, incline to the Teutonic School.

The causes producing the effects of the later Roman Empire the disappearance of a middle class and the confronted lines of bureaucracy and a servile population, operated on the teutonized Latins and latinized Teutons to develop the complete system of feudalism.

(1) A tax, whether by means of jorum-fultum, danegeld, or gabelle, forced the poorer man to commend himself to a lord. The lord paid the tax, but demanded in exchange conditions of service. The service-doing dependent therefore was told to have "taken his land" to a lord in payment for the tax, which land the lord restored to him to be held in fief, and this (i.e., land held in fief from a lord) is the germ-cell of feudalism.

(2) Another, and more outstanding, cause was the royal grant of folio-land. Around this, too, historians at one time ranged in dispute. The older view was that folio-land was simply private land, the authoritative possession of which was based upon the wills of the people as opposed to the bok-land, with its written title deeds. But in 1830 John Allen (Rise and Growth of Royal Prerogative) tried to show that folio-land was in reality public property, national, waste, or unappropriated land. His theory was that all land-books (convenci) made by kings were simply thefts from the national demesne, made for the benefit of the king, his favourites, or the Church. The land-book was an ecclesiastical instrument introduced by the Roman missionaries, first used by that zealous convert, Ethelbert of Kent, though not becoming common till the ninth century. Allen based his theory on two grounds: (a) the king occasionally books land to himself, which could not therefore have been his before; but the assent of the Witan was necessary to grants of folio-land, which, therefore, was regarded as a national possession. To this Professor Vinogradoff (Ibid., Hist. Rev., Jan., 1890, 1-17) made answer: (a) that even the village knew nothing of common ownership, and that a fortiori the whole nation would not have had such an idea; (b) that the king in his charters never speaks of terram gentis but terram juris sui; (c) that the land thus conveyed away is often expressly described as being unappropriated, and that the fiefs of the churchmen have been unappropriated or waste land. Finally, Professor Maitland (Domesday Book and Beyond, Cambridge, 1897, 244) clearly explains what happened, by distinguishing two sorts of ownership, economic and political. Economic ownership is the right to share in the agricultural returns of the land, as does the modern landlord, etc. Political ownership is the right to the judicial returns from the soil, ownership, therefore, in the sense of governing it or exercising jurisdiction over it. By the land-bok, therefore, land was handed over to be owned, not economically, but politically; and the men suing on the courts of justice, paying toll, etc., directed their fines, not to the royal exchequer, but to the free land-tax, which possessed suzerainty and its fiscal result. In consequence the local lord received the privilege of the jorum-fultum, or right to be entertained for one night or more in progress. So, too, in Ireland, till the seventeenth century, the chieftains enjoyed "oigne and livery" of their tribesmen; and in medieval France there were again the great land-tax, called dîme, which was to prove insufficient in kind, not unnaturally, helped in vilifying the Frenchmen. Moreover the king surrendered to the new lord the profits of justice and the rights of toll, making, therefore, the freeman still more dependent on his lord. However, it must also be stated that the king nearly always retained the more important criminal and civil cases in his own hands. Still the result of the king's transference of rights over folio-land was easy enough to foresee, i.e. the depression of the free village. The steps of this depression may be shortly set out: (a) the Church or lord entitled to folio-land established an overseer or official, and so the dîme. Somehow or other this overseer appropriated land for a demesne, partly in place of, partly alongside of, the food-rents; (b) the Church or the lord entitled by the land-bok to jurisdictional profits made the tenure of land by the villagers depend upon suit to his court; the villagers' transfers came to be made at that court, and were finally conceived as having their validity from the gift or grant of its president.

Meanwhile the action of the State extended this depression (a) by its very endeavour in the tenth century Capitularies to keep law and order in those rude castle-lifting societies. For the subject was that men should be grouped into societies that one man should be responsible for another, especially the lord for his men. As an example of the former may be taken the Capitularies of the Frankish kings, such as of Childerib and Cis Otabriu, and of the English King Edgar (Stubbs, Select Charters, 69-74); and of the latter the famous ordinance of Athelstan (Com. Treatise, c. 930, ii; Stubbs, Select Charters, Oxford, 1900, 66): "And we have ordained respecting those lordless men of whom no law can be got, that the hundred be commanded that they dwell in the folkright and find him a lord in the folk-moot;" (b) by the institution of the tithe in the eleventh century—in England by means of danegeld, abroad by various gabelles. These were monetary taxes at a time when other payments were still largely made in kind. Accordingly, just as under the later Roman Empire, the poorer man commended himself to a lord, who paid for him, but demanded instead payment in service, a tributum soli. The dependent developed into a retainer, expecting, as in the Lancastrian days of maintenance, to be protected by his lord, even in the royal courts of justice, and repaying his master by service, military and economic, and thus the feudal incident of heriots, warship, etc. (for details of feudal aids, cf. Maitland, Constitutional History, 27-30).

(4) Nor should it be forgotten that a seigneur or merchant could "thrive" (Stubbs, Select Charters, 65; probably of eleventh-century date), so as to amass wealth to the loss of his neighbours, and gradually to become a master—indeed their own master—of the church and the district. Such a kitchen in a church, where the said villeins must bake their bread (jus jurmi), a semi-fortified bell-house, and a burghe house, where he could sit in judgment.

(5) The last great cause that developed feudalism was war. It is an old saying, nearly a dozen centuries old, that "war begets the king." It is no less true that war, not civil, but international, begets feudalism.
First it forced the kings to cease to surround themselves with an antiquated fyrd or national militia, that had forgotten its agricultural pursuits that rapidity of movement was the first essential of military success, and by beating the sword into the ploughshare had lost every desire to beat back the iron into its old form. In consequence a new military force was organized, a professional standing army. This army had a fixed capital, possessed land, and was not content its individual members were granted lands and estates, or lived with the king as his personal suite. At any rate, instead of every able-bodied man being individually bound in person to serve his sovereign in the field, the lords or landowners were obliged in virtue of their tenure to furnish a certain quantity of fighting men, armed and supplied with arms and other necessary military equipment, according to the degree, rank, and wealth of the combatant. Secondly, it gave another reason for commendation, i.e. protection. The king was now asked not to pay a tax, but to extend the sphere of his influence so as to enable a lonely, solitary farmstead to keep off the attacks of a foe, or at least to afford a place of shelter and retreat in time of war. This the lord would do for a consideration, to wit, that the protected man should acknowledge himself to be judicially, politically, economically, the dependent of his high protector. Finally, the king himself was pushed up to the apex of the whole system. The various classes committed themselves to this central figure to aid them in times of stress, for they saw the uselessness of trying singly to repel a foe. They were continually being defeated because "shire would not help shire" (Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, ann. 1010). Thus the very reason why the English left Ethelred the Unready to accept Sweyn as full king (Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, ann. 1012) was simply because Ethelred had no idea of centralizing and unifying the nation; just as in the contrary sense the successful resistance of Paris to the Northmen gave to its dukes, the Lords of the Isle of France, the royal titles which the Carolingians of Loon were too feeble to defend; and the lack of a defensive national army prevented any unification of the unwieldy Holy Roman Empire. This is effectually demonstrated by the real outburst of national feeling that centred round one of the weakest of all the emperors, Frederick, the Lion, of the House of Neustadt, who was thought by Frederick the Bold was thought to be threatening Germany by his attack on Cologne. From these wars, then, the kings emerged, no longer as mere leaders of their people but as owners of the land upon which their people lived, no longer as Reges Francorum but as Reges Francorum, nor as Dux Normannorum but as Dux Normannorum, nor as Kings of the Anglo-Normans but as Kings of the Anglo-Saxons, of England-land. This exchange of tribal for territorial sovereignty marks the complete existence of feudalism as an organization of society in all its relations (economic, judicial, political), upon a basis of commendation and land-tenure.

Essence.—We are now, therefore, in a position to understand what exactly feudalism was. Bearing in mind the double definition given at the beginning, we may, for the sake of clearness, resolve feudalism into its three component parts. It includes a territorial element, an idea of vassalage, and the privilege of an immunity. (1) The territorial element is the grant of the enfeoffment by the lord to his man. At the beginning this was probably as well of stock and cattle as of land. Hence its etymology. Littre makes the Low Latin feudum of Teutonic origin, and thus cognate with the Old High German Vett, Gothic Votan, Anglo-Saxon foeg (our fee), modern German wuch. That is to say, the word goes back to the days when cattle was originally the only form of wealth; but it came by a perfectly natural process, when the race had passed from a nomadic life to the sires of abode necessitated by pastoral pursuits, to signify wealth in general, and finally wealth in land. The cattle, stock, or land was therefore handed over by the lord to his dependent, to be held, not in full ownership, but in subinfeudation, on conditions originally personal but becoming hereditary. (This whole process can be easily traced in Hecktor Munro Chadwick's "Studies in Anglo-Saxon Institutions", Cambridge, 1905, ix, 308-334; x, 378-411, where a detailed account is given of how the thegn, a royal personal servant, in the career of a king, devoted himself to the service of his sovereign, possessing an average of five hides of land and responsible to his sovereign in matters of war and jurisdiction.) The influence of the Church, too, in this gradual transference of a personal to a territorial vassalage has been very generally admitted. The monastic houses would be the first to furnish the word, Libius (Liber Eliensis, 275) to keep a sort of knights within their cloister walls. Bishops, too, however, magnificient their palaces, could not fail to wish that the fighting men whom they were bound by their barony to furnish to the king should be lodged elsewhere than close to their persons. Consequently they soon developed the system of territorial vassalage. Hence the medieval legal maxim: nulla terre sans seigneur (Vinogradoff, English Society in the Eleventh Century, Oxford, 1908, ii, 39-89). This enfeoffment of the lord or landowner by the king and of the dependent by the lord was partly in the nature of a reward for the services of the vassal. It was a way of saving the land and the future. It is this primitive idea of the lord who gives land to his supporter that is answerable for the feudal incidents which otherwise seem so tyrannous. For instance, when the vassal died, his arms, horse, military equipment reverted as heriot to his master. So, too, when the tenant died without heirs, his property escheated to the lord. If, however, he died, with heirs, indeed, but who were still in their minority, then these heirs were in wardship to the feudal superior, who could even dispose of a female ward in marriage to whom he would, on a plea that otherwise she might unite herself and land to an hereditary enemy. All the way along it is clear that the ever-present idea ruling and suggesting these incidents, was precisely a territorial one. The origin, that is, of these incidents went back to earlier days when all that the feudal dependent possessed, whether arms, or stock, or land, he had received from his immediate lord. Land would become the tie that knitted one into another society. Land was now the governing principle of life (Pollock and Maitland, History of English Law, Cambridge, 1898, i, iii, 66-78). A man followed, not the master whom he chose or the cause that seemed most right, but the master whose land he had and tilled, the master that he was so closely interwoven to, and made main. The king was looked up to as the real possessor of the land of the nation. By him, as representing the nation, baronies, manors, knights-fees, fiefs were distributed to the tenants-in-chief, and they, in turn, divided their land to be held in trust by the vassals (Vinogradoff, English Society in the Eleventh Century, 42). The statute of Edward I, known from its opening clause as Quia Emptores, shows the extreme length to which this sub-infeudation was carried (Stubbins, Select Charters, 478). So much, however, had this territorial idea entered into the past legal conceptions of the medieval policy, and been passed on from age to age by the most skilful lawyers of each generation, that, up to within the last half century, there were not wanting some who taught that the very peerages of England might descend, not by means of blood only, nor even of will and bequest, but by the mere possession of a sort of certain lands and tenements. Witness the Berkeley case of 1861 (Anson, Law and Custom of the Constitution, Oxford, 1897, Part I, i, vi, 200-203). (2) Feudalism further implies the idea of vassalage. This is partly concurrent with, partly overlapping, the territorial conception. It is certainly prior to, more
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primitive than, the notion of a landed enfeoffment. The early barbed hordes that broke over Europe were held together by the idea of loyalty to a personal chief. The term feudalism (Germania, vii): "The holders hold command rather by the example of their boldness and keen courage than by any force of discipline or autocratic rule." It was the best, most obvious, simplest method, and would always obtain in a state of incessant wars and raids. But even when that state of development had been passed, the personal element, though doubtless sensibly lessened, could not fail to continue. Territorial enfeoffment did not do away with vassalage, but only changed the medium by which that vassalage was made evident. The dependent was, as ever, the personal follower of his immediate lord. He was not merely holding land of his lord; the very fact of that held was but the expression of his dependence, the outward and visible sign of an inward and invisible bond. The fief showed who the vassal was, and to whom he owed his vassalage. At one time there was a tendency among historians to make a distinction between the theory of feudalism on the Continent and that introduced into England by William I. But a closer study of both has proved their identity (Tout, Eng. Hist. Rev., Jan., 1905, 141-143). The Salisbury Oath, even on the supposition that it was actually taken by "all the land-owning men of account there within in the land" (Ancren Riwel, 1068), was nothing more than had been exacted by the Anglo-Saxon kings (Stubs, Select Charters, Doom of Exeter, iv, 64; i, 67; but compare Vinogradoff, Growth of the Manor, Oxford, 1905, 294-306). In Germany, too, many of the lesser knights held directly of the emperor and over all, whether immediately subject to him or not, he had, at least in theory, sovereign rights. And in France, where feudal vassalage was very strong, there was a royal court to which a dependent could appeal from that of his lord, as there were also royal cases, which none but the king could try. In fact it was perhaps in France, earlier than elsewhere, that the centralizing spirit of royal interference began to busy itself in social, economic, judicial interests of the individual. Besides, on the other hand, the anarchy of Stephen's reign that spread over the whole country (Davis, Eng. Hist. Rev., Oct., 1909) showed how slight even in England was the control over the "sires". If English feudalism did at all differ from the hierarchic vassalage that caused so much harm abroad, the result was due far more to Henry II and his successors than to the Norman line of kings. And even the work of the Angevins was to no small degree understood and continued by Theobald of Merton (1278), Mortmain (1279), Quia Emptores (1290) all laid the foundations, though such, of course, was foreign to their object, for the aggregations of large estates. Then came the marriage of the royal princes to great heiresses; the Black Prince gained a son-in-law; and so on. Lukas astounds the student of history: he was "Harry of Hereford, Lancaster and Derby", as well as Leicester and Lincoln. The result was that England, no less than France, Germany, Italy, and Spain, had its feudal vassals that acquired ascendancy over the crown, or were only prevented by their mutual jealousy from doing so. In England, too, the substitution of a fodalité apagnée, or nobility of the blood royal, for the old fodalité territoriale worked the same mischief as it did in France; and the War of the Roses played into the hands of Burgundians and Armagnacs, the horrors of the Fronde and the anarchy of the League of the Public Weal. It will be seen, therefore, that all over Europe the same feudal system prevailed of a hierarchic arrangement of classes, as some vast pyramid of which the apex, pushed high up and

separated by intervening layers from its base, represented the king.

(3) Feudalism lastly included the idea of an immunity - or grants of the benefits of justice - in a leaf or other piece of land (Vinogradoff, Eng. Soc., in the Eleventh Century, 177-207). We have already stated how by the land-books the Anglo-Saxon kings (and the like had been done, and was to be repeated all over the Continent) granted to others political ownership over certain territories that till that time had been, in the medieval phrase, "de libero squamato". The result was that, apparently, private courts were set up, typified in England by the alliterative jingle "sac and soc, tol and theam, and infangentheaf". Sometimes the lord was satisfied by merely taking the judicial forfeitures in the ordinary courts, without troubling to hold any of his own courts. In all cases, however, it seems he had the right, and to have used it, of keeping his own separate courts. Feudalism, therefore, includes not merely service (military and economic) but also suit (judicial). This suit was as minutely insisted upon as was the service. The king demanded from his tenants-in-chief that they should meet in his curia regis. So William I had his threecircle year-crown-wearings, attended by "all the rich men over all England, archbishops and bishops, abbots and earls, thegns and knights" (Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, ad ann. 1087). So too in France, there was the curia du souverain maitre de la chai, for either the king himself or the king's demesne or immediate tenants; at this royal court, whether in England or in France, all the tenants-in-chief, at any rate in the days of the full force of feudalism, were obliged to attend. The same court existed in the Holy Roman Empire and was of great importance, at least till the death of Henry V (Bryce, Holy Roman Empire, London, 1904, viii, 120-129). All those who attended these courts did so in virtue of the tenurial obligations. Now, these royal councils were not constitutional bodies, for we have no evidence of any legislation by them. Rather, like the Parlement of France, they simply registered the royal edicts. But their real work was judicial, adjudicating causes too numerous or too complicated for the king alone to deal with. So Philip Augustus summoned John as a vassal prince to the cou r du roy to answer the charge of the murder of Arthur of Brittany. Just as these royal courts were judicial bodies for dealing with questions relating to the royal person, so were these courts of the enfeoffed tenants-in-chief, and in a descending gradation every lord and master, had their private courts in which to try the cases of their tenants. The private criminal courts were not strictly feudal, but dependent on a royal grant; such were the franchises, or liberties, or privileges, as in the counties Palatine up and down Europe. Besides these, however, were those who were libera curia, courts baron, courts leet, courts customary, and, in the case of the Church, courts Christian (for details, Pollock and Maitland, History of English Law, I, 571-594). The very complexity of these courts was one of the chief causes of the many complaints of the time, for they led to a degree of squabbling that was too great for the system of the society of the time. Besides,less, for Langland in "Piers Plowman" (Passus III, ii. 318-319) looks forward to a golden day when King's court and common court, consistory and chapter,

All shall be one court and one baron-judge.

CIVIL AND FEUDALISM.—The Church too had her place in the feudal system. She too was granted territorial siefs, became a vassal, possessed immunities. It was the result of her calm, wide sympathy, turning to the new nations away from the Roman Empire, to which many Christians thought she was irrevocably bound. By the baptisms she showed the teaching of Constantine had not ties her to a political system. So she created a new world out of chaos, created the paradox of barbarian civilization. In gratitude kings and emperors endowed her with property; and ecclesiastical property has not infrequently
brought evils in its train. The result was disputed elections; younger sons of nobles were intruded into bishoprics and abbacies, even against the will of princes, and the clergy became professors of spiritual offices. The cause of this was feudalism, for a system that had its basis on land-tenure was bound to enslave a Church that possessed great landed possessions. In Germany, for example, three out of the mystically numbered seven electors of the Electorate of Bavaria were of the family of the prince-bishops. There were, besides, several prince-bishops within the empire, and mitred abbots, whose rule was more extended and more powerful than that of many a secular baron. As it was in Germany, so it was in France, England, Scotland, Spain, etc. Naturally there was a growing desire on the part of the king and the princes to force the Church, to a greater or lesser degree, to assume the national burdens and duties. Moreover, since by custom the secular rulers had obtained the right of presentation to various benefices or the right of veto, with the title on the Continent of advocates or vott; the numerous claimants for the livings were only too ready to admit every possible demand of their lord, if only he would permit them to possess the bishopric, abbacy, or whatever else it might be. In short, the Church was in danger of becoming the annex of the State; the pope, of becoming the chaplain of the emperor. Simony and concubinage were rife. Then came the Reformers of the Church, who, in Church and State, in this sense, that the Church would confer the dignity or office, and the State the barony. But even when this concordat had been arranged (in England between Henry I and St. Anselm in 1107; the European settlement did not take place till 1122 at Worms), the Church still lay entangled with feudalism. It had to perform its temporal duties. It might owe suit and service to a lord. Certainly, lesser vassals owed suit and service to it. So it was brought into the secular fabric of society. A new tenure was invented for it, tenure by frankishmuth. But it had more often than not to provide its knights and war-men, and to do justice to its tenants. The old ideal of a world-monarchy and a world-religion, the pope as spiritual emperor, the emperor as temporal pope, as set out with matchless skill in the fresco of the Dominican Church in Florence, S. Maria Novella, had ceased to influence public opinion long before Dante penned his Divine Comedy, and the Feudal idea (Barry, in Dublin Review, Oct., 1907, 221–243).

There was to be no such widespread a universal Church, as a number of national Churches under their territorial princes, so that feudalism in the ecclesiastical sphere prepared the way for the Renaissance principle, Cujus regio, cujus religio, for while the Church sanctified the State and anointed with sacred chrism the king vested in priestly apparel, in the end the State secularized the Church amid the gilded captivity of Avignon. Royal despotism followed the indignities of Anagni; the Church sank under the weight of her feudal duties.

Results.—(1) Evil Results.—(a) The State instead of entering into direct relations with individuals, entered into relation with heads of groups, losing contact with the members of those groups. With a weak king or disputed succession, these group-heads made themselves into sovereigns. First of all viewing themselves as sovereigns they fought with one another as sovereigns, instead of coming to the State as to the true sovereign to have their respective claims adjudicated. The result was what the chroniclers call guerra or private war (Coxe, House of Austria, I, London, 1807, 306–7). This was forbidden in England even under its monarch form the tournament. Still it was too much tangled with feudalism to be fully suppressed. Breach was the result, far worse than if it had been in the open. (b) The group-heads tempted their vassals to follow them as against their overlords. So Robert of Bellesme obtained the help of his feudatories against Henry I. So Albert of Austria headed the elections against the Emperor Adolph of Nassau. So Louis X of France, and Philip the Second of France, and Philip the Second of Castile, the Emperors of Germany, and Louis the Ninth of France. So James of Urgel formed the Privileged Union at Saragossa.

(c) These group-heads claimed the rights of private coinage, private fortresses, full judicial authority, full powers of taxation. There was always a struggle between them and their overlords, the degree of independence. Each manorial group or privilege feared to be self-sufficient and to hold itself apart from its next overlord. Each overlord endeavoured more and more to consolidate his domains and force his vassals to appeal to him rather than to their direct superior. This continual struggle, success and failure of which formed the personal characters of lord and overlord, was the chief cause of the instability of life in medieval times. (d) A last evil may perhaps be added in the power given to the Church. In times of disputed succession the Church claimed the right to defend herself, then to keep order, and eventually to nominate the ruler. This, however justifiable in itself and however at times beneficial, often drove the ecclesiastical order into the arms of one or other political party; and the cause of the Church often became identified with a particular claimant for other than Church reasons; and the penalty of excommunication was frequently used to prevent the Church and the State from using the Church to protect itself and its times imposed to defend worldly interests. As a rule, however, the influence of the Church was directed to control and soften the unjust and cruel elements of the system.

(2) Good Results.—(a) Feudalism supplied a new cohesive force to the nations. At the break-up alike of the Roman Empire and of the Germanic tribal loyalty to the tribal chief, a distinct need was felt for some territorial organization. As yet the idea of nationality was non-existent, having indeed little opportunity of expression. How then were the peoples to be made to feel their distinct individuality? Feudalism came with its ready answer, linked Germany with Roman political systems, built up an inter-connected pyramid that rested on the broad basis of popular possession and culminated in the apex of the king. (b) It introduced moreover into social and political life the bond of legitima. Every war of the Middle Ages was a war of feudal vassals for their lord, or rather for their legal claim, since other causa belli there was none. Political expediency or national expansion were unknown doctrines. No doubt this legalitas, as in the English claim to the French throne, often became sheer hypocrisy. Yet on the whole it gave a moral restraint to public opinion in that dependent and inarticulate age; and the inscription on the simple tomb of Edward I: PACTUM SERVATET, however at times disregarded by the king himself, still sums up the great bulwark raised in medieval days against violence and oppression. To break the feudal bond was felony; and more, it was dishonour. On the side of the king or lord, there was the intangible but none the less indelible mark of authority, personal authority, a symbol; on the side of the man or tenant, homage for the land, sworn on bended knees with hands placed between the hands of the lord, the tenant standing upright while taking the fealty, as the sign of a personal obligation. (c) Feudalism gave an armed force to Europe when she lay defenceless at the feet of the old mountains over which so many peoples had wandered to conquer the Western world. The onrush of Turk, Saracen, and Moor was checked by the feudal levy which substituted a disciplined professional force for the national fyrd or militia (Oman, Art of War, IV, ii, 357–377, London, 1898). (d) From a modern point of view its most interesting character is its being a real, if only temporary, solution of the landQuestion. It enforced a just distribution of the territorial domains included within the geographical limits of the nation, by allowing individuals to carve out
estates for themselves on condition that each landlord, whether secular baron, churchman, even abbeys, rendered suit and service to his overlord and demanded them in return from each and every vassal. This effectually taught the principle that owners of land, precisely as such, had to perform in exchange governmental work. Not that there was exactly landlessness, for if serfdom still lingered and the various expressions of medieval literature seem to imply the existence of this), but that the nation was paid for its land by service in war and by judicial, administrative, and, later, legislative duties.

Decline of Feudalism.—This was due to a multiple development (though perhaps acting upon another. Since feudalism was based on the idea of land-tenure paid for by governmental work, every process that tended to alter this adjustment tended also to displace feudalism.

(1) The new system of raising troops for war helped to substitute money for land. The old system of feudal levy became obsolete. It was found impracticable for the lords to retain a host of knights at their service, waiting in idleness for the call of war. Instead, the barons, headed by the Church, enfeoffed these knights on land which they were to own on condition of military service. Hence they became lords of land, and were in effect the government. This system of funding the military by selling land was in fact a fixed wage, paid at first to the immediate lord, eventually demanded directly by the king. Land ceased to have the same value in the eyes of the monarch. Money took its place as the symbol of power. But this was further increased by a new development in military organization. The system by which sheriffs, in virtue of royal writs, summoned the county-levy had taken the place of the older arrangements. These commissions of array issued to the tenants-in-chief, or proclaimed for the lesser vassals in all courts, fairs, and markets were now exchanged for indentures, by which the knight contracted to the virtual feudatories, barons, knights, etc., to furnish a fixed number of men at a fixed wage ("They sell the pasture now to buy the horse.").—"Henry V", prologue to Act II). The old conception of the feudal force had completely disappeared. Further, by means of artillery the attacking forces completely dominated the defensive, fortified castles declined in value, archers and foot increased in importance, heavily armoured knights were becoming useless in battle, and on the Continent the supremacy of harquebus and pike was assured. Moreover as part of this military displacement the reaction against liberality (cf. Land, History of England, p. 140) must be noted. The intense evils occasioned all over Europe by this bastard feudalism, or feudalism in caricature, provoked a fierce reaction. In England and on the Continent the new monarchy that sprang from the Three Estates of Bacon stimulated popular resentment against the great families of king-makers and broke their power.

(2) A second cause of this substitution was due to the Black Death. For some years the emancipation of villeinage had, for reasons of convenience, been gradually extending. A system had grown up of exchanging tenure by rent for tenure by service, i.e. money paid in exchange for services, and the lord's fields were tilled by hired labourers. By the Great Pestilence labour was rendered scarce and agriculture was disorganized. The old surplus population that had ever before (Vinogradoff in Engl. Hist. Rev., Oct., 1900, 775-91; April, 1906, 356) drifted from manor to manors, no longer rented, no longer tilled their tenants; capital was begging from labour. All statutory enactments to chain labour to the soil proved futile. Villains escaped in numbers to manors, not of their own lords, and entered into service this time as hired labourers. That is, the lord became a landlord, the villein became a tenant-farmer at will or a landless labourer. Then came the Peasant Revolt over all Europe, the economic complement of the Black Death, by which the old economy was broken up and from which the modern social economy began. On the Continent the result was the métayer system or division of national wealth among small landed proprietors. In England under stock-and-land leases became common on farms and the villeins of the 12th century then disappeared, emerging eventually after successive ages as our modern "enclosed" agriculture.

(3) As in things military and economic, so also in things judicial the idea of landed administrative sinks below the horizon. All over Europe legal kings, Alphonse the Wise, Philip the Fair, Edward I of England, were rearranging the constitutions of their countries. The old curia regis or cour du roy ceases to be a feudal board of tenants-in-chief and becomes at first partly, then wholly, a body of legal advisers. The king's chaplains and clerks with their knowledge of civil and canon law, able to spell out the old customaries, take the place of grim warriors. The Placita Regis or cas royaux get extended and simplified. Appeals are encouraged. Civil as well as criminal litigations come into the royal courts. Finance, the royal auditing of the accounts of sheriffs, barons, and communal authorities, is the virtual feudal taxation. The country breaks down the power of the landed classes, and draws the king and people into alliance against the great nobles. The shape of society is no longer a pyramid, but two parallel lines. It can no longer be represented as broadening down from king to nobles, from nobles to people; but the apex and base have withdrawn, the one forming the feudal support, supporting, the central block. The rise to power of popular assemblies, whether as States-General, Cortes, Diet, or Parliaments, betokens the growing importance of the middle-class; and the triumph of the middle-class (i.e. of the moneyed, not landed, propertied) is the virtual extinction of feudalism in scholarship. The literature of the fourteenth century and onward witnesses to this triumph. Henceforward till the Renaissance it is eminently bourgeois. Song is no longer an aristocratic monopoly; it passes out into the whole nation. The troubadour is no more; his place is taken by the ballad writer composing in the vulgar tongue a dolce stil nuovo. This new tone is especially evident in "Renard le Contrefait" and "Branche des Roys Laignage". These show that the old reverence for all that was knightly and of chivalry (q. v.) was passing away. The medieval theory of life, thought, and government had broken down.
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Bede Jarrett.

Feudum. See Tenure, Ecclesiastical.

Feuillants.—The Cistercians who, about 1145, founded an abbey in a shady valley in the Diocese of Rieux (now Toulouse) named it Fullens; later Les Feuillants or Notre-Dame-des-Fleurs (q. v.), and the religious were soon called Feuillants (Lat. Fulientes). Relaxesns crept into the Order of Citeaux as into most religious congregations, and in the sixteenth century the Feuillant monastery was dis honoured by unworthy monks. A reform was soon to be introduced, however, by Jean de la Barrière, b. at Saint-Céré, in the Diocese of Cahors, 22
April, 1544; d. 25 April, 1600. Having completed a successful course in the humanities at Toulouse and Bordeaux, at the age of eighteen he was made commendatory Abbot of the Feuillants by the King of France, succeeding Charles de Crussol, who had just joined the Reformers. After his nomination he went to Paris to continue his studies, and then began his lifelong friendship with the cardinal, whose successor he was to become. In 1573 Barrière, having resolved to introduce a reform into his abbey, took the habit of novice, and after obtaining the necessary dispensations, made his solemn profession and was ordained priest, some time after 8 May, 1573. His enterprise was a difficult one. There were two mysteries to it: (1) Influence with the reformers to accept the reform, and unmoveyed by the example and exhortations of their abbot, resolved to do away with him, by means of poison. Their attempts, however, were frustrated. In 1577, having received the abbatial benediction, he solemnly announced his intention of reforming his monastery, and made the members of the community understand that they had either to accept the reform or leave the abbey; they chose the latter and dispersed to various Cistercian houses. Their departure reduced the community to five persons, two professed clerics, two novices, and the superincumbent abbot, the most rigid of abbots, and in many ways even surpassed. Sartorius in his work "Cistercium bis-ternitium" sums up the austerities of the reform in these four points: (1) The Feuillants renounced the use of wine, fish, eggs, butter, salt, and all seasoning. Their nourishment consisted of barley bread, herbs cooked in water, and oatmeal. (2) Tables were abolished; they ate on the floor kneeling. (3) They kept the Cistercian habit, but remained bare-headed and barefoot in the monastery. (4) They slept on the ground or on bare planks, with a stone for pillow. They slept but four hours. Silence and manual labour were held in honour. The community was increased rapidly by the admission of fervent postulants.

In 1581 Barrière received from Gregory XIII a Brief of commendation and in 1589 one of confirmation, establishing the Feuillants as a separate congregation. In spite of the opposition of the abbots and general chapters of the monks, the reform waxed strong. In 1587 Sixtus V called the Feuillants to Rome, where he gave them the church of St. Pudentiana, and the same year, Henry III, King of France, constructed for them the monastery of St. Bernard, in the Rue Saint-Joseph, Paris. In 1590, however, the Peace of Vassy was concluded, and Louis XIII, who was still siding with the King of England, remained loyal to Henry III, the majority of his religious declared for the League. As a result, in 1592 Barrière was condemned as a traitor to the Catholic cause, deposed, and reduced to lay communion. It was not until 1600 that, through the efforts of Cardinal Béroul, he was exonerated and reinstated. Early in the same year, however, he died in the arms of his friend Cardinal d'Ossat. In 1695 Clement VIII exempted the reform from all jurisdiction on the part of Cistercian abbeys, and allowed the Feuillants to draw up new constitutions, containing some mitigations of the primitive rigor. These were approved the same year. In 1598 the Feuillants took possession of a second monastery in Rome, San Bernardo alle Terme. In 1630 Pope Urban VIII divided the congregation into two entirely distinct branches: that of France, under the title of Notre-Dame des Feuillants; and that of Italy, under the name of Bernardoni Reformati. In 1634 the Feuillants of France, and in 1657 the Bernardines of Italy modified somewhat the constitutions of 1595. In 1751 at the time of the suppression of the religious orders, the Feuillants possessed twenty-five abbeys in France; almost all the religious were confessors, exiles, or martyrs. The Bernardines of Italy eventually combined with the Order of Citeaux. The congregation of the Feuillants has given a number of illustrious personages to the Church, among others: Cardinal Bona (q.v.), the celebrated liturgist and ascetical writer (d. 1674); Gabriel de Castello (d. 1687), general of the Italian branch, who also received the cardinal's hat; Dom Charles de Saint-Paul, first abbot of the Feuillants of the Urne near Le Mans; Bishop of Avranches, who published in 1641 the "Geographia Sacra"; among theologians, Pierre Comogère (d. 1662), Laurent Apsius (d. 1681), and Jean Gouluy (d. 1629). Special mention should be made of Carlo Giuseppe Morozzi (Morotius), author of the most important history of the order, the "Cisterce reforescentia... chronologica historia". Many martyrologies give Jean de la Barrière (25 April) the title of Venerable. The Abbey des Feuillants was authorized by papal Brief to publicly venerate his relics, but the cause of beatification has never been introduced.

The Feuillantes, founded in 1588 by Jean de la Barrière, embraced the same rule and adopted the same austerities as the Feuillants. Matrons of the highest distinction sought admission into this severe order, which soon grew in numbers, but during the Revolution, in 1791, the Feuillantes disappeared.

Feuillet, Louis, geographer, b. at Mane near Forcalquier, France, in 1660; d. at Marseilles in 1732. He entered the Franciscan Order and made rapid progress in his studies, particularly in mathematics and astronomy. He attracted the attention of members of the Academy of Sciences and in 1699 was sent by order of the king on a voyage to the Levant with Cassini to determine the geographical positions of a number of seaports and other cities. The success of the undertaking led him to make a similar journey to the Antilles. He left Marseilles, 5 Feb., 1703, and arrived at Martinique 11 April. A severe sickness was the cause of considerable delay, but in September of the following year he began a cruise along the northern coast of South America, making observations on a numerous ports and collected a number of botanical specimens. Upon his return to France in 1706, his work won recognition from the Government, and he immediately began preparations for a more extended voyage along the western coast of South America to continue his observations. He received the title of royal mathematician, and arrived with letters from the ministry set sail from Marseilles, 14 Dec., 1707. He rounded Cape Horn after a tempestuous voyage and visited the principal western ports as far north as Callao. At Lima he spent several months studying the region. He returned to France in 1711, bringing with him much valuable data and a collection of botanical specimens. Louis XIV granted him a pension and built an observatory for him at Marseilles. Feuillet was of a gentle and simple character, and while an enthusiastic explorer, was also a true ecclesiastic. He was the author of "Joumal des observations physiques, mathématiques et botaniques" (Paris, 1714); "Suite du Journal" (Paris, 1725).

Étienne in Biog. Univ., XIV; Poggendorff, Biographisch Literarisches Handwörterbuch zur Geschichte der exakten Wissenschaften (Leipzig, 1885), l.

Henry M. Broec.

Féval, Paul-Henri-Corentin, novelist, b. at Rennes, 27 September, 1817; d. in Paris, 5 March.
1887. He belonged to an old family of barristers, and his parents wished him to follow the family traditions. He received his secondary instruction at the lycée of Rennes and studied law at the university of the city. He was admitted to the bar at the age of nineteen, but the loss of his first case disgusted him with the practice of law, and he went to Paris, where he secured a position as a bank clerk. His fondness for reading, which caused him to neglect his professional duties, led to his dismissal a few months later. He was next found in the service of an advertising concern, then on the staff of an obscure Parisian paper, and finally as a proof-reader in the offices of "Le Nouveliste." He had already begun to write. A short story, "Le club des Phoques," which he published in "La Revue de Paris," in 1834, attracted attention and opened to Féval the columns of the most important Parisian newspapers. In 1844, under the pseudonym of Francis Troppol, he wrote "Les mystères de Londres," which had great success and was translated into several languages. From this time on he hardly ever ceased writing, sometimes publishing as many as four novels at a time. Some of them he also tried to adapt for the stage but, with the exception of "Le Bossu" which was played many times, his ventures in that direction were unsuccessful. Féval's writings had not always been in conformity with the teachings of the Church. In the early seventies he sincerely returned to his early belief, and between 1877 and 1882 published a revised edition of all his books. He also wrote some new works which show the change. His incessant labours and the financial reverses he had already incurred forced him to sell his literary rights to the Société des Gens de Lettres, of which he was president, but he had to remain in the home of Les Frères de S. Jean de Dieu, where he died.

Most of Féval's novels are romantic; in fact he may be considered as the best imitator of the style of Dumas; his fecundity, his imagination, and his power of interesting the reader are due to his ability to make the reader feel as if he were present at the scene. His narratives are always full of action, and the results are often brilliant. In his later years, however, he became more disinterested in the general themes of his works. His novels were written in a very plain style, but they have a great deal of interest to the modern reader. Féval died in Paris in 1852.

LOUBRÈDE AND BOURJOKEL, Littérature contemporaine (Paris, 1854); St. JAMES, Les générations contemporaines (Paris, 1856); Bauge, Mémoires et souvenirs (Paris, 1858).

Pierre Marique.

Feyjó y Montenegro, Benito Jerónimo, a celebrated Spanish writer, b. at Casdemiro, in the parish of Santa María de Melias, Galicia, Spain, 8 October, 1676; d. at Oviedo, 26 September, 1764. Intended by his parents for a literary career, he showed from a very early age a predilection for ecclesiastical studies, and in 1688 received the cowl of the Order of St. Benedict at the monastery of San Juan de Samos. He was a man of profound learning, and wrote on a great variety of subjects, embracing nearly every branch of human knowledge. In his writings he attacked many old institutions, customs, and superstitions. He criticized, among other things, the system of public instruction in Spain, offering suggestions for reforms; and it was owing to his influence that many universities adopted new and better methods of teaching logic, physics, and medicine. He naturally stirred up many controversies and was the object of bitter attacks, but he was not without his supporters and defenders. In his long life he wrote many works, the fullest list of which may be found in Vol. XXX of the Relaciones Españoless (Madrid, 1833). The subjects may be conveniently grouped as follows: arts; astronomy and geography; economics; philosophy and metaphysics; philology; mathematics and physics; natural history; literature; history; medicine. Nearly all are included in the eight volumes which bear the title "Tratado crítico universal de discursos varios en todo género de materias para desengaño de errores comunes" (Madrid, 1726-39) and in the five volumes of his "Cartas Eruditas" (Madrid, 1742-60). During the life of the author his works were translated into French, Italian, German, and after his death into English. At his death a panegyric was paid to him by the university of San Vicente at Oviedo. A fine statue in his memory ornaments the entrance to the National Library at Madrid.

VENTURA Fuentes, Vicente de la Fuente, Vida y Juicio Crítico de Feyjó y Montenegro, Biblioteca de autores Españoles (Madrid, 1848-50), LV.

Fiacc, Saint (about 415-530), poet, chief bishop of Leinster, and founder of two churches. His father, Mac Dara, was prince of the Hy-Bairche in the country around Carlow. His mother was sister of Dubhtach, the chief bard and brenhon of Erin, the first of Patrick's converts at Tara, and the apostle's lifelong friend. Fiacc was a pupil to his uncle in the bardic profession and soon embraced the Faith. Subsequently, when Patrick came to Leinster, he so-journed at Dubhtach's house in Hy-Kinsellaigh and selected Fiacc, on Dubhtach's recommendation, to be consecrated bishop for the converts of Leinster. Fiacc was then a widower; his wife had recently died, leaving him one son named Fiacre. Patrick gave him an alphabet written with his own hand, and Fiacc acquired with marvellous rapidity the learning necessary for the episcopal order. Patrick consecrated him, and in after time Fiacc was made the bishop of the province. Fiacc founded the church of Domnas-Fiech, east of the Barrow. Dr. Healy identifies its site at Kylebeg. To this church Patrick presented sacred vestments, a bell, the Pauline Epistles, and a pastoral staff. After many years of austere life in this place, Fiacc was led by Patrick to leave the island and to move to the west of the Barrow, for there "he would find the place of his resurrection". The legends state that he was directed to build his oratory where he should meet a hind, his rectorory where he should find a boar. He consulted Patrick, the latter fixed the site of his new church at Sletty—the highland—a mile and a half north-west of Carlow. Here Fiacc built a large monastery, which he ruled as abbot, while at the same time he governed the surrounding country as bishop. His annual Lenten retreat to the cave of Drum-Cobby and the rigours of his Lenten fast, on five barley loaves mixed with ashes, were mortifying in his life by Joyce of隽恩斯. He suffered for many years from a painful disease, and Patrick, commiserating his infirmity, sent him a chariot and a pair of horses to help him in the visitation of the diocese. He lived to a very old age; sixty of his pious disciples were gathered to their rest before him. His festival has been always observed on the 12th of October. He was buried in his own church at Sletty, his son Fiacc, whom Patrick had ordained priest, occupying the same grave. They are mentioned in several calendars as jointly revered in certain churches.

St. Fiacc is the reputed author of the metrical life of
St. Patrick in Irish, a document of undoubted antiquity and of prime importance as the earliest biography of the saint that has come down to us. A hymn on St. Brigid, "Audite virginis laudes", has been sometimes attributed to him, but on insufficient grounds.

Flamingino (The Fleming), Dennis. See Calvert, Dionysius.

Ficino, Marsilio, philosopher, philologist, physician; b. at Florence, 19 Oct., 1433; d. at Correggio, 1 Oct., 1499. Son of the physician of Cosmo de' Medici, he served the Medici for three generations and was received from them a villa at Monte Vecchio. He studied at Florence and at Bologna; and was specially protected in his early work by Cosmo de' Medici, who chose him to translate the works of Plato into Latin. The Council of Florence (1439) brought to the city a number of Greek scholars, and this fact, combined with the founding of the Platonic Academy, of which Ficino was elected president, gave an impetus to the study of Greek and especially to that of Plato. Ficino became an ardent admirer of Plato and a propagator of Platonism, or rather neo-Platonism, to an unwarranted degree, going so far as to maintain that Plato should be read in the churches, and claiming Socrates and Plato as forerunners of Christ. He taught Plato in the Academy of Florence, and it is said he kept a light burning before a bust of Plato in his room. It is supposed that the works of Savonarola drew Ficino closer to the spirit of the Church. He was ordained priest in 1477 and became a canon of the cathedral of Florence. His disposition was mild, but at times he had to use his knowledge of music to drive away melancholy. His knowledge of medicine was applied very largely to himself, becoming almost a superstition in its detail. As a philologist his work was recognized, and Reuchlin sent him pupils from Germany. Angelo Poliziano was one of his pupils, and as a translator his work was painstaking and faithful, though his acquaintance with Greek and Latin was by no means perfect. He translated the "Argonautica", the "Orphic Hymns", Homer's "Hymns", and Hesiod's "Theogony"; his translation of Plato appeared before the Greek text of Plato was published. He also translated Plotinus, Porphyry, Proclus, Iamblichus, Alcinous, Synesius, Pselus, the "Golden Thoughts" of Pythagoras, and the works of Dionysius the Areopagite. When a young man he wrote an "Introduction to the Philosophy of Plato"; his most important work was "Theologia Platonica de anima immortalitate" (Florence, 1482); a shorter form of this work is found in his "Compendium theologica Platonica". He respects Aristotle and calls St. Thomas the "glory of theology"; yet for him Plato is the philosopher. Christianity, he says, must rest on philosophic grounds; in Plato alone do we find the arguments to support its claims, hence he considers the revival of Plato an intervention of Providence. Plato does not stop at immediate causes, but rises to the highest cause, God, in whom he sees all things. The philosophy of Plato is a logical outcome of previous thought, beginning with the Egyptians and advancing step by step till Plato takes up the mysteries of religion and casts them in a form that made it possible for the neo-Platonists to set them forth clearly. The seed is to be found in Plato, its full expression in the neo-Platonists. Ficino follows this line of thought in speaking of the human soul, which he considered as the image of the God-head, a part of the great chain of existence coming forth from God and leading back.
to the same source, giving us at the same time a view of the attributes of God and of his relations to the world. His style is not always clear. Perhaps his distinctive merit rests on the fact that he introduced Platonic philosophy into Germany. Besides the Akad., already mentioned, he left: "De religione Christiana et fidei pietate", dedicated to Lorenzo de' Medici; "In Epistolae Pauli commentaria"; Marsilius Ficini Epistolae (Venice, 1491; Florence, 1497). His collective works: Opera (Florence, 1491, Venice, 1516, Basel, 1563).

FICHERT, De vita, moribus et scriptis Marsillii Ficini commentario in his Almae dulci. Tom. i. Conti, Commentarius, et, seu M. Ficini vita, ed. Dandino (Pisa, 1711); Stadler, Geschichte der akademischen Flōrens (Göttingen, 1812); TRABUCCHI, Storia della letteratura italiana (Modena, 1771–82); ROSSOR, Life of Lorenzo de' Medici (London, 1885); J. A. SYMONDS, The Renaissance in Italy (Scribner's New York, 1898); II: STUCKY, Gesch. d. Philosophie d. Mittelalters (Mann, 1890); I: GABOTTO, L'esperimenulo d'Ficino (Milan, 1801).

M. SCHUMACHER.

FICHER, JULIUS (more correctly CASPAR) von, historian, b. at Paderborn, Germany, 30 April, 1826; d. at Innsbruck, 10 June, 1902. He studied history and law at Bonn, Münster, and Berlin, and during 1848–49 lived in Fr unkfort-on-the-Main, where he was closely associated with the noted historian, Böhmcr, who proved himself a generous friend and patron. In 1852 he proceeded to Bonn, but shortly afterwards accepted an invitation from Count Leo Thun, the reorganizer of the Austrian University, to be professor of history at Innsbruck, a position he held until 1866, when he was named professor of general history. In 1863, however, he joined the faculty of jurisprudence, and his lectures on political and legal history drew around him a large circle of devoted and admiring pupils. In 1866 he was elected member of the Academy of Sciences, but retired, after being ennobled by the Emperor of Austria, in 1879. His numerous and important works extended over three branches of scientific history (i.e., political and legal history and the science of diplomacy), and in each division he discovered new methods of investigation. Among his writings those of especial note are: "Rainald von Dassel, Reichskanzler und Erzbischof von Köln" (Cologne, 1850); "Münster'sche Chroniken des Mittelalters" (Münster, 1851); "Engelbert der Heilige, Erzbischof von Köln" (Cologne, 1853); "Die Ueberreste des deutschen Reichsarchivs in Pisa" (Vienna, 1855). The second division of his works includes "Ueber einen Spiegel deutscher Geschichte in der Zeit des Sachsenspiegels" (Innsbruck, 1859); "Vom Reichsfürstenstande" (Innsbruck, 1861); "Forschungen zur Reichs- u. Reichsgeschichte Italiens" (4 vols., Innsbruck, 1858–74); "Untersuchungen zur Reichsgeschichte" (3 vols., Innsbruck, 1891–97). Finally he proved himself a master in diplomacy in his "Beiträge zur Urkundenlehre" (2 vols., Innsbruck, 1877–78). During the period 1859–1866, he was engaged in a literary controversy with the historian, Heinrich von Sybel, on the significance of the German Empire. Ficcher advocated and defended the theory that the unique institution of the Holy Roman Empire is best fitted as successor of the old empire to secure the political advancement both of Central Europe and of Germany. In support of his theory, he wrote "Das deutsche Kaiserreich in seinen universalen und nationalen Beziehungen" (Innsbruck, 1871), and "Deutsches Königreich und Kaiserum" (Innsbruck, 1872). As the result of Böhmcr's literary estate, he compiled the "Acta Imperii selecta" (Innsbruck, 1870) and directed the completion and revision of the "Regesta Imperii".

FIDATUS, SIMEON A CASIA. See Simon of Cassia.

FIDEISM (Lat. fides, faith), a philosophical term meaning a system of philosophy or an attitude of mind, which, denying the power of unaided human reason to reach certainty, affirms that the fundamental act of human knowledge consists in an act of faith, and the supreme criterion of certainty is authority. Fideism has divers degrees and takes divers forms, according to the field of truth to which it is extended, and the various elements which are affirmed as constituting the authority. For some fideists, human reason cannot of itself reach certainty in regard to any truth whatever; for others, it cannot reach certainty in regard to the fundamental truths of metaphysics, morality and religion, while some maintain that we can give a firm supernatural sort to revelation on motives of credibility that are merely probable. Authority, which according to fideism is the rule of certainty, has its ultimate foundation in divine revelation, preserved and transmitted in all ages through society and manifested by tradition, common sense or some other agent of a social character. Fideism was maintained by Huet, Bishop of Avranches, in his work "De imbecillitate mentis humanae" (Amsterdam, 1748); by de Monodier, who laid great stress on tradition in society as the means of the transmission of revelation and the criterion ofcertitude; by Lamen- nais, who assigns as a rule of certitude the generalreason (la raison générale) or common consent of the race (Défense de l'essai sur l'indifférence, ch. vii, x); by de Staël (Histoire de Charles le Bon), by Bautain, Ventur, Ubaghs, and others at Louvain. These are sometimes called moderate fideists, for, though they maintained that human reason is unable to know the fundamental truths of the moral and religious orders, they admitted that, after accepting the teaching of revelation concerning them, human intelligence can demonstrate the reasonableness of such a belief (cf. Ubaghs, Logiques seu Philosophiae rationalis elementa, Louvain, 1860).

In addition to these systematic formulæ of fideism, we find throughout the history of philosophy from the time of the sophists to the present day a fideistic attitude of mind, which became more or less conspicuous at different periods. Fideism owes its origin to distrust in human reason, and the logical sequence of such an attitude is scepticism. It is to escape from this conclusion that some philosophers, accepting as a principle the impotency of reason, have emphasized the need of belief on authority, without asserting the primacy of belief over reason or else affirming a radical separation between reason and belief, that is, between science and philosophy on the one hand and religion on the other. Such is the position taken by Kant, when he distinguished between pure reason, confined to subjectivity, and practical reason, which alone is able to put us by an act of faith in relation with objective reality. It is also a fideistic attitude which is the occasion of agnosticism, of positivism, of pragmatism and other modern forms of anti-intellectualism. As against these views, it must be remembered that the authority of God, cannot be the supreme criterion of certitude, and an act of faith cannot be the primary form of human knowledge. This authority, indeed, in order to be a motive of assent, must be previously acknowledged as being certainly valid; before we believe in a proposition as revealed by God, we must first know with certitude that God exists, that He reveals such and such a proposition, and that His teaching is worthy of assent, all of which questions can and must be ultimately decided only by an act of intellectual assent based on objective evidence. Thus, fideism not only denies intellectual knowledge, but logically ruins faith itself. This, however, is not surprising, for the Church has condemned such doctrines. In 1348, the Holy See proscribed certain fideistic propositions of Nicholas d'Auvecourt (cf. Denzinger, Enchiridion, 10th ed., 367).
553-570). In his two Encyclicals, one of September, 1832, and the other of July, 1834, Gregory XVI condemned the political and philosophical ideas of Lamen- nais. On 8 September, 1840, Bautin was required to subscribe to several propositions directly opposed to Fideism, the first and the fifth of which read as follows: “Human reason is able to prove with certitude the existence of God; faith, a heavenly gift, is posterior to revelation, and therefore cannot be properly used against the atheist to prove the existence of God.” And The Church, in reason proceeds far beyond, with the help of revelation and grace, leads to it.” The same propositions were subscribed to by Bonnetty on 11 June, 1855 (cf. Denzinger, nn. 1650-1652). In his letter of 11 December, 1862, to the Archbishop of Munich, Pius IX, while condemning Fröhsshammer’s naturalism, affirms the ability of human reason to reach certitude concerning the fundamental truths of the moral and religious order (cf. Denzinger, 1666-1676). And, finally, the Vatican Council teaches as a dogma of Catholic faith that “one true God and Lord can be known with certainty by the natural light of human reason by means of the things that are made” (Const. “De Rebus B.A.”, sess. III; cf. Granderath, “Constitutiones dogmaticae Conc. Vatic.”, Freiburg, 1892, p. 32; cf. Denzinger, n. 1806).

As to the opinion of those who maintain that our suprasensum is prepared for by motives of credibility merely probable, it is evident that it logically depends on the suprasensum, and was condemned by Innocent XI in the decree of 2 March, 1679 (cf. Denzinger, n. 1171), and by Pius X in the decree “Lamentabili sane” n. 25: “Assenius fidei ultimo in iurit in congerie proabilitatim” (The assent of faith is ultimately based on a sum of probabilities). Revelation, indeed, is the supreme motive of faith in supernatural truths, yet the existence of this motive and its validity has to be established by reason. No one will deny the importance of authority and tradition or common consent in human society for our knowledge of natural truths. It is quite evident that to despise the teaching of the sages, the scientific discoveries of the past, and the voice of common consent would be to condemn ourselves to a perpetual infancy in knowledge, to render impossible any progress in science, to ignore the social character of man, and to make human life intolerable; but, on the other hand, it is an error to make these elements the supreme criterion of the individual and the natural certitude, the validity of which is grounded upon a more fundamental rule. It is indeed true that moral certitude differs from mathematical, but the difference lies not in the firmness or validity of the certainty afforded, but in the process employed and the dispositions required by the nature of the truths with which they respectively deal. The Catholic doctrine on this question is in accord with history and philosophy. Rejecting both rationalism and fideism, it teaches that human reason is capable (physical ability) of knowing the moral and religious truths of the natural order; that it is able to establish certainty of the immortality of the soul, and can acknowledge most certainly the teaching of God; that, however, in the present conditions of life, it needs (moral necessity) the help of revelation to acquire a sufficient knowledge of all the natural truths necessary to direct human life according to the precepts of natural religion (Const. “Vatican I”, De Fide Compendiit, cap. ii; cf. St. Thomas, “Cont. Gent.”, Lib. I, c. iv).


G. M. Sauvage.

Fidelis of Sigmaringen, Saint, b. in 1577, at Sigmaringen, Prussia, of which town his father Johanes Rey was burgomaster; d. at Sevis, 24 April, 1622. On the paternal side he was of Flemish ancestry. He pursued his studies at the University of Freiburg in the Breisgau, and in 1604 became tutor to Wilhelm von Stotzingen, with whom he went to Italy. In the process for Fidelis’s canonization Wilhelm von Stotzingen bore witness to the severe mortifications his tutor practised on these journeys. In 1611 he returned to Freiburg to take the doctorate in canon and civil law, and at once began to practise as an advocate. But the open revolt of which he found place in the law courts determined him to relinquish that profession and to enter the Church. He was ordained priest the following year, and immediately afterwards was received into the Order of Friars Minor of the Capuchin Reform at Freiburg, taking the name of Fidelis. He has left an interesting memorial of his novitiate and of his spiritual development at that time in a book of spiritual exercises which he wrote for himself. This work was reprinted by Father Michael Hetzenauer, O. M. Cap., and republished in 1893 at Stuttgart under the title: “S. Fidelis a Sigmaringen exercitans seraphicae devotionis”. From the novitiate Fidelis went to Constance to study in the Seminary of that city under Father John Baptist, a Polish friar of great repute for learning and holiness. At the conclusion of his theological studies Fidelis was appointed guardian first of the community at Rheinfelden, and afterwards at Freiburg and Feldkirch. As a preacher his humble sermons earned him a great reputation.

From the beginning of his apostolic career he was untiring in his efforts to convert heretics; nor did he confine his efforts in this direction to the pulpits, but also used his pen. He wrote many pamphlets against Calvinism and Zwinglianism, though he would never put his name to its writings. Unfortunately these publications have long been lost. Fidelis was still guardian of the community at Feldkirch when in 1621 he was appointed to undertake a mission in the country of the Grisons with the purpose of bringing back that district to the Catholic Faith. The people there had almost all gone over to Calvinism, owing partly to the ignorance of the priests and their lack of zeal. In 1614 the Bishop of Coire had requested the Capuchins to undertake missions amongst the heretics in his diocese, but it was not until 1621 that the general of the order was able to send friars there. In that year Father Ignatius of Bergamo was commissioned to visit several other places to plant the seeds of this missionary work; and a similar commission was given to Fidelis, who, however, still remained guardian of Feldkirch. Before setting out on this mission Fidelis was appointed by authority of the papal nuncio to reform the Benedictine monastery at Pfaffers. He entered upon his new labours in the true apostolic spirit. Since he first entered the order he had constantly prayed, as he confided to a fellow-friar, for two favours: one, that he might never fall into mortal sin; the other, that he might die for the Faith. In this spirit he now set out, ready to give his life to the cause of Christ, to spread the teachings of the Church in the Grisons, to refute the crucifix, Bible, Breviary, and the book of the rule of his order; for the rest, he went in absolute poverty, trusting to Divine Providence for his daily sustenance. He arrived in Mayenfeld in time for Advent and began at once preaching and catechizing; often preaching in several places the same day. His coming aroused strong opposition and he was frequently abused and insulted. He not only preached in the Catholic churches and in the public squares, but occasionally in the conventicles of the heretics. At Zizers, one of the principal centres of his activity, he held conferences with the magistrates and chief townsmen, often far into the night. They resulted in the conversion of Joseph Salis, the most influential man in the town, whose public recantation was followed by many conversions.

Throughout the winter Fidelis laboured indefatigably
and with such success that the heretic preachers were seriously alarmed and set themselves to inflame the people against him by representation that his mission was political rather than religious and that he was preparing the way for the subjugation of the country by the Austrians. During the Lent of 1622 he preached with especial fervour. At Easter he returned to Feldkirch to attend a chapter of the order and settle some affairs of his community. By this time the Congregation of the Propaganda had been established in Rome, and Fidelis was formally constituted by the Congregation, superior of the mission in the Grisons. He had, however, a presentiment that his labours would shortly be brought to a close by a martyr’s death. Preaching a farewell sermon at Feldkirch he said: as much as reiterating the country of the Grisons he was met everywhere with the cry: “Death to the Capuchins!” On 24 April, being then at Grusch, he made his confes-
sion and afterwards celebrated Mass and preached. Then he set out for Sevis. On the way his companions noticed that he was particularly cheerful. At Sevis he entered the church and began to preach, but was interrupted by a sudden tumult both within and without the church. Several Austrian soldiers who were guarding the doors of the church were killed and Fidelis himself was struck. A Calvinist present offered to lead him to a place of security. Fidelis thanked the man with a smile in the hand of death. Outside the church he was surrounded by a crowd led by the preachers who offered to save his life if he would apostatize. Fidelis replied: “I came to exterminate heresy, not to embrace it,” whereupon he was struck down. He was the first martyr of the Congregation of Propaganda. His body was afterwards taken to Feld-
dikirch and buried in the church of his order, except his head and left arm, which were placed in the cathedral at Coire. He was beatified in 1729, and canonized in 1745. St. Fidelis is usually represented in art with a crucifix and with a wound in the head; his emblem is a bludgeon. His feast is kept on 24 April.

**DA CRIMINALE, Storia delle Missioni dei Capuccini (Rome, 1872), II: DE PARIS, Vie de Saint Fidèle (Paris, 1745); DELLA SCALA, Der heilige Fidiel von Sigmaringen (Mainz, 1890).**

**FATHER CUSHNER.**

**Fides Instrumentorum.** See Protocol.

**Fiefs of the Holy See.** See Holy See.

**Fiesole, Diocese of (FESULANA), in the province of Tuscany, suffragan of Florence. The town is of Etruscan origin, as may be seen from the remains of its ancient walls. In pagan antiquity it was the seat of a famous school of augurs, and every year twelve young men went thither to study the art of divination. Sulla colonized it with veterans, who afterwards, under the leadership of Manlius, supported the cause of Catiline. Near Fiesole the Vandals and Suevi under Radagaisus were defeated (405) by hunger rather than by the troops of Stilicho. During the Gothic War (536-53) the town was several times besieged. In 539 Justinian, the Byzantine general, captured it and razed its fortifications. In the early Middle Ages Fiesole was more powerful than Florence in the valley below, and many wars arose between them. In 1010 and 1025 Fiesole was sacked by the Florentines, and its leading families obliged to take up their residence in Florence.

According to local legend the Gospel was first preached at Fiesole by St. Romulus, a disciple of St. Peter. The fact that the ancient cathedral (now the Abbazia Fiesolana) stands outside the city is a proof that the Christian origins of Fiesole date from the period before the Christianization. The oldest monument of a Bishop of Fiesole is in a letter of Gelasius I (492-496). A little later, under Vigilius (537-55), a Bishop Rusticus is mentioned as papal legate at one of the Councils of Constantinople. The legendary St. Alexander is said by some to belong to the time of the Lombard

**King Autari (end of the sixth century), but the Bohemians assign him to the reign of Lothair (middle of the ninth century). A very famous bishop is St. Donatus, an Irish monk, the friend and adviser of Em-
perors Louis the Pious and Lothair. He was elected in 826 and is buried in the cathedral, where his epi-
taph, dictated by himself, may still be seen. He founded the abbey of San Martino di Mensola; Bishop of Bologna in 850 and died that of St. Michael at Pas-
sgnano, which was afterwards given to the Vallombro-
san monks. Other bishops were Hildebrand of Lucca (1220), exiled by the Florentines; St. Andrew Corsini (1332), born in 1302 of a noble Florentine family, and who, after a reckless youth, became a Carmelite monk, died at Paris, and as such was renowned as a peacemaker between individuals and States. He died 6 January, 1373, and was canonized by Urban VIII. Other famous bishops were the Dominican Fra Jacopo Altovita (1390), noted for his zeal against schism; An-
tonio Aglio (1466), a learned humanist and author of a collection of lives of the saints; the Augustinian Gugli-
elmo Bacchio (1470), a cele-
brated preacher, and author of com-
mentaries on St. Otto-
tole and on the “Sentences” of Peter Lombard; Francesco Cataneo Diaceto (1570), a theologian at the Council of Trent and a prolific writer; Lorenzo dellaRobbia (1634), who built the sem-
inary. Among the glories of Fiesole should be men-
tioned the painter Lorenzo Monaco (1370-1424). But the greatest name associated with the history of the city is that of Blessed Giovanni Angelico, called da Fiesole (1387-1455). His baptismal name was Guido, but, entering the convent of the Reformed Dominici-
cans at Fiesole, he took the name of Giovanni in religion; that of Angelico was afterwards given to him in allusion to the beauty and purity of his works.

The Cathedral of St. Romulus was built in 1228 by Bishop Jacopo Bardi with materials taken from se-
ter older edifices; it contains notable sculptures by Mino da Fiesole. The old cathedral became a Bene-
dietine abbey, and in course of time passed into the hands of the regular canons of Lateran. It once pos-
sessed a valuable library, long since dispersed. The abbey was closed in 1778. The diocese has 254 par-
ishes and 155,800 souls. Within its limits there are 12 monasteries of men, including the famous Vallombrosa, and 24 convents for women.

The principal holy places of Fiesole are: (1) the cathedral (Il Duomo), containing the shrine of St. Romulus, martyr, according to legend the first Bishop of Fiesole, and that of his martyred companions, also the shrine of St. Donatus of Ireland; (2) the Badia or ancient cathedral at the foot of the hill on which Fiesole stands, supposed to cover the site of the martyrdom of St. Romulus; (3) the room in the bishop’s palace where St. Andrew Corsini lived and died; (4) the little church of the Romanesca in the cathedral square, where the same saint was warned by Our Lady of his approaching death; (5) the church of S. Ales-
sandro, with the shrine of St. Alexander, bishop and martyr; (6) the monastery of S. Francesco on the crest of the hill, with the cells of St. Bernardine of
FIGUEROA

Siena and seven Franciscan Beati; (7) S. Girolamo, the home of Venerable Carlo dei Conti Guidi, founder of the Hieronymites of Fiesole (1580); (8) S. Domenico, the new political and Franciscan history of Fiesole and of St. Antoninus of Florence; (9) Fontanella, a villa near S. Domenico where St. Aloysius came to live in the hot summer months, when a page at the court of Grand Duke Francesco de' Medici; (10) Fonte Lucente, where a miraculous crucifix is greatly revered. A few miles distant is (11) Monte Senario, the cradle of the Servite Order, where its seven holy founders lived in great austerity and were cheered at their death by the songs of angels; also (12) S. Martino di Meso- sola, with the body of St. Andrew, an Irish saint, still incorrupt.

CAPPELLETTI, La chiave d'Italia (Venice, 1848), XVII, 7-72; Ammirato, Gli Vecchi di Fiesole (Florence, 1637); Fellimore, Fra Angiolico (London, 1881).

U. BENIGNI.

FIGUEROA, Francisco de, a celebrated Spanish poet, surnamed “the Divine”, b. at Alcalá de Henares, c. 1540; d. there, 1620. Little is known of his life, except that he was of noble family, received his educat- tion at Alcalá, and followed a military career for a time, taking part in campaigns in Italy and Flanders. From a very early age Figueroa showed unusual poetical talent, and his poems are full of fire and passion. His work first attracted attention in Italy, where he resided for a time, but it was not until 1610 before he had earned a brilliant reputation in his own country. Following in the footsteps of Bos- can Almgovar and Garcilaso, to whose school he be- longed, he wrote pastoral poems in the Italian metres, and was one of the first Spanish poets who used with much success blank verse, which had been introduced by Boscán in 1543. His best-known and most highly praised work is the elegy “Tirias”, written entirely in blank verse. He was highly praised by Cervantes in his “Galatea”. It is unfortunate that but a small part of the works of this brilliant poet have reached us, the greater portion having been burned by his direc- tion just before his death. A small part, however, was preserved and published by Luis Tribaldos de Toledo, at Lisbon in 1625. They were reprinted in 1785 and again in 1804. The best of Figueroa’s works appear in “La Biblioteca de Autores Españoles” of Rivadeneira, vol. XLII.


VENTURA FUENTES.

FIGUEROA, Francisco García de la Rosa, Franciscan; b. in the latter part of the eighteenth century at Tolucá, in the Archdiocese of Mexico; date of death unknown. Figueroa possessed extraordinary administrative powers and for more than forty years directed the affairs of his order with singular prudence and ability, being lector emeritus of his order, prefect of studies of the college of Taltiltepec, superior of several convents, definitor, custodian, twice provincial of the province of Santo Evangelio, and visitor to the other provinces of New Spain. He was much beloved by the people, and highly esteemed by the viceroys and bishops. On 21 Feb., 1790, a royal order was received directing that all documents shedding light on the history of New Spain should be copied and sent to Spain, the order designating in some instances special documents which were wanted. D. Juan Vicente de Guzmán Fache de Padilla, second Count of Revilla- giga, dc., Figueroa’s order from 1759 to 1774, entrusted to Father Figueroa the work of copying and preserving these manuscripts. To this task Father Figueroa brought such marvellous activity and rare judgment, both in selecting the material and the copyists, that in less than three years he turned over to the Govern- ment thirty-two folio volumes of almost a thousand pages each, in duplicate, containing copies of original documents collected from the archives of convents and from private collections, for the most part almost forgotten, and of the greatest value for the knowledge of Mexican history. The work was completed, and the manuscripts, kept in Mexico in the Secretaría del Virreinado, and from there was transferred to the general archives of the Palacio Nacional, where it is still kept. The first volume of this was missing, but about 1872 a copy of it was made from that preserved in Madrid. To the original thirty-two volumes another was added, compiled years afterwards by some Franciscans, which contains a minute index of the contents of the work. Two other copies of the thirty-two volumes were found; one is in Mexico, the property of Señor Agueda, and the other in the United States in the H. H. Bancroft collection.

As this work of Figueroa’s has never been published it is of be of interest to select out from it the different volumes. They are as follows: I. Thirty fragments from the Museo de Boturini, among them four letters from Father Salviati. II. Treatise on political virtues by D. Carlos Sigénica; life and martyrdom of the children of Taxcasia; narrative of New Mexico by Father Gerónimo de Saldaña, Father Vélez, and others. III. Report of Father Posadas on Texas; three fragments on ancient history, Canticles of Nettahualoyotli, etc. IV. Narrative of Ixtlilxochitl. V-VI. Conquest of the Kingdom of New Galicia by D. Matías de la Mota Padilla. VII-VIII. Introduction to the history of Michoacán. IX-X. Chronicle of Michoacán by Fray Pablo Beaumont. XII. Mexican Chronicle by D. Hernando Alvarado Terosomoc. XIII. History of the Chichimecas by Ixtlilxochitl. XIV. Reminiscences of the City of Mexico. XV. Reminiscences for the history of Sinaloa. XVI-XVII. Notes for the history of Sonora. XVIII. Important letters to elucidate the history of Sonora and Sinaloa. XIX-XX. Documents for the history of New Viscaya (Durango). XXI. Establishment and progress of the Missions of Old California. XXII-XXIII. Notes on New California. XXIV. Log-book kept by the Fathers García, Barbastro, Font, and Capetillo; voyage of the ship “Santiago”. XXV. History of the Guayaquil. Anza, etc. XXV-XXVI. Documents for the ecclesi- astical and civil history of New Mexico. XXVII-XXVIII. Documents for the civil and ecclesiastical history of the Province of Texas. XXIX. Documents for the history of Coahuila and Central Mexico (Seno Mexicano). XXX. Tampico, Rio Verde, and Nuevo León. XXXI. Notes on the cities of Vera Cruz, Cor- dova, Oaxaca, Puebla, Tepotzotlán, Querétaro, Guana- juato, Guadalajara, Zacatecas, and Nootka. XXXII. Pious reminiscences of the Indian nation.

BENEDICT, Bib. hispanica septentrionalis (2d ed., Mexico, 1883); Diccionario Universal de la Historia y Geogra- fía, published by a society; revised and enlarged by D. Lucas Álamos, D. J. GAR- cía Bozal, V. Sabater, and others. GARCÍA CUBAS, Diccionario, geo., hist., y biográfico de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos (Mexico, 1888), 1; LEÓN, Hist. Gen. de México (Mexico, 1892).

CAMILLO CRIVELLI.

FILCOCK, Robert. See Line, Anne

FILIPPO, Francesco, humanist, b. at Tolentino, 26 July, 1398; d. at Florence, 31 July, 1481. He studied grammar, rhetoric, and Latin literature at Padua, where he was appointed professor at the age of eight- teen. In 1417 he was invited to Venice by the Doge, and moral philosophy at Venice, where the rights of citi- zenship were conferred upon him. Two years later he was appointed secretary to the Venetian consul- general at Constantinople. Arriving there in 1420, he at once began the study of Greek under John Chry-
solora, whose daughter he afterwards married, and he was received with great favour by the Emperor John Palaeologus, by whom he was employed on several important diplomatic missions. In 1426, receiving the invitation to the chair of eloquence at Venice, Filelfo returned there with a great collection of Greek books. The following year he was called to Bologna, and in 1429 to Florence, where he was received with the greatest enthusiasm. During his five years’ residence there he engaged in numerous quarrels with the Florentine scholars and incurred the hatred of the Medici, so that in 1434 he was forced to leave the city. He went to Siena and later to Milan, where he was welcomed by Filippo Maria Visconti, who showered honours upon him. Some years later, after Milan had been forcibly entered by Francesco Sforza, Filelfo wrote a history of Sforza’s life in a Latin epic poem of sixteen books, called the “Sforzid”. In 1474 he left Milan to accept a professorship in Rome, where, owing to a disagreement with Sixtus IV, he did not remain long. He went back to Milan, but left there in 1481 to teach Greek at Florence, having long before become reconciled with the Medici. He died in poverty only a fortnight after his arrival. The Florentines buried him in the church of the Annunziata. Filelfo was the most restless of all the humanists, as is indicated by the number of places at which he taught. He was a man of indefatigable activity, but arrogant, rapacious, fond of luxury, and always ready to assail his literary rivals. His writings include numerous letters (last ed. by Legrand, Paris, 1892), speeches (Paris, 1515), and satires (Venice, 1602); besides many scattered pieces in prose, published under the title “Convivio Mediolanensis”; and a great many Latin translations from the Greek. In both these languages he wrote with equal fluency.

Symonds, Renaissance in Italy (New York, 1900), II: The Revival of Learning; Romint, Vita di Fr. Filelfo (3 vols., Milan, 1908); Young, Die Wiederbelebung des klassischen Alterthums (Berlin, 1893); Sander, History of Classical Scholarship (Cambridge, 1908), I, 55–57.

Edmund Burke.

Filial Church (Lat. filialis, from filia, daughter), a church to which is annexed the cure of souls, but which remains dependent on another church. As this dependence on the mother church may be of various degrees, the term filial church has naturally more than one signification as to minor details. Ordinarily, a filial church is a parish church which has been constituted by the dismemberment of an older parish. Its rector is really a parish priest, having all the essential rights of such a dignity, but still bound to defer in certain accidental matters to the pastor of the mother church. The marks of deference required are not so fixed that local custom may not abrogate them. The principal marks are: obtaining the baptismal water from the mother church, making a moderate offering of money (fixed by the bishop) to the parish priest of the mother church annually, and occasionally during the year assisting with his parishioners in a body at services in the older church. In some places this last includes a procession and the presentation of a wax candle. If the filial church has been endowed with the revenues of the mother church, the parish priest of the latter has the right of presentation when a pastor for the dependent church is to be appointed.

This term is also applied to churches established within the limits of an extensive parish, without any dismemberment of the mother church. The pastor of such a filial church is really only a curate or assistant of the parish priest of the mother church, and he is removable at will, except in cases where he has a benefice. The parish priest may retain to himself the right of performing baptism, assisting at marriages and similar offices in the filial church, and that such functions be performed only in the parish church, restricting the services in the filial church to Mass and Vespers. In practice, however, the curates of such filial churches act as parish priests for their districts, although by canon law the dependence upon the pastor of the mother church remains of obligation, though all outward manifestation of subjection has ceased.

In the union of two parishes in the manner called “union by subjection”, the less important of the parish churches may sink into a condition scarcely distinguishable from that of a filial church and be comprehended under the term. In other words, the parish priest may govern such a church by giving it over to one of his assistants. It is true that the subordinated church does not lose its parochial rights, yet its dependence on the parish priest of another church and its administration by a vicar has led to its being included loosely under the designation filial church. Historically, this term has also been applied to those churches, often in different countries, founded by other and greater churches. In this sense the great patriarchal Sees of Rome, Antioch, Jerusalem, Alexandria, Constantinople established many filial churches which retained a special dependence upon the church founding them. The term Mother Church, however, as applied to Rome, has a special significance as indicating its headship of all the churches.

Aquinas, Compendium Juris Ecc. (Brienne, 1865); Ferrari, Bibliotheca Canonica (Rome, 1850). III, 26–28; Laurentius, Institutiones Juris Canonici (Freiburg, 1893).

William H. W. Fanning.

Filia/a, Vincenzo da, lyric poet; b. at Florence, 30 Dec., 1642; d. there 24 Sept., 1707. At Pisa he was trained for the legal profession, which he later pursued, but during his academic career he devoted no little attention to philosophy, literature, and music. Returning to Florence, he was made a member of the Accademia della Crusca and of the Arcadia, and enjoyed the patronage of the illustrious convert to the Catholic faith, Christina, ex-Queen of Sweden, who with her purse helped to lighten his family burdens. A lawyer and magistrate of integrity, he never attained to wealth. His profligacy and ability, however, were acknowledged by those in power, and he was appointed to several public offices of great trust. Thus, already a senator by the nomination of Grand Duke Cosmo III, he was chosen governor of Volterra in 1696, and of Pisa in 1700, and then was given the important post of Secretary of State at Florence. An ardent Catholic, he not infrequently gives expression to his religious feeling in his lyrics, which, even though they may not entitle him to rank among the greatest of Italian poets, will always attract attention because of their relative freedom from the literary vices of the time, the bombast, the exaggerations and obscurity of Manzoni. But two collections are the odes or canzonet, which deal with the raising of the siege of Vienna by John Sobieski, when in 1683 it was beleaguered by the Turks, and the sonnets in which he bewails the woes of Italy whose beauty
had made her the object of foreign cupidity and whose sons were incapable of fighting for her and could only enlist mercenaries to defend her. The most famous of the sons was perhaps the "Italia, (Italia, O tu la sorte ", which Byron rendered with skill in the fourth canto of Child Harold. Some letters, e. g., orazioni, and Latin carmina, constitute the rest of his literary output. After the death of Ficicaja, an edition of the "Poesie toscane," containing the lyrics, was given to the world by his better edition is that of Florence, 1823; selected poems are given in "Lirici del secolo XVII", published by Bonzogno.

Anico, Poesie e lettere di Vincenzo da Ficicaja (Florence, 1864), with a preface on his life and work; Castellani, Studi letterari (Città di Castello, 1889).

J. D. M. FORD.

Filique is a theological formula of great dogmatic and historical importance. On the one hand, it expresses the Procession of the Holy Ghost from both Father and Son as one Principle; on the other, it was the occasion of the Greek schism. Both aspects of the expression are of equal importance.

I. DOGMATIC MEANING OF FILIQUE. - The dogma of the double Procession of the Holy Ghost from Father and Son as one Principle is directly opposed to the errors that the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Father, not from the Son. Neither dogma nor error created much difficulty during the course of the contentions with Arians and Macedonians and his followers, the so-called Pneumatomachi; were condemned by the local Council of Alexandria (362) and by Pope St. Damasus (378) for teaching that the Holy Ghost derives His origin from the Son alone, by creation. If the creed used by the Nestorians, which was composed probably by Theodorus of Mopsuestia and translated by Theodore of Mopsuestia directed against the ninth anathema by Cyril of Alexandria, deny that the Holy Ghost derives His existence from or through the Son, they probably intend to deny only the creation of the Holy Ghost by or through the Son, inculcating at the same time His Process from both Father and Son. At any rate, if the double Procession of the Holy Ghost was discussed at all in those early times, the controversy was restricted to the East and was of short duration. The first undoubted denial of the double Procession of the Holy Ghost we find in the seventh century among the Monothelites. Pope Leo (655), in his synodal writing against the Monothelites, employed the expression "Filique". Nothing is known about the further development of this controversy; it does not seem to have assumed any serious proportions, as the question was not connected with the characteristic teaching of the Monothelites.

In the Western church the first controversy concerning the double Procession of the Holy Ghost was conducted with the envoys of the Emperor Constantine Copronymus, in the Synod of Gentilly near Paris, held in the time of Pepin (787). The synodal Acts and other records of information do not seem to exist. At the beginning of the ninth century, John, a Great monk of the monastery of St. Sabas, charged the monks of Mt. Olivet with heresy, because they had inserted the Filoque into the Creed. In the second half of the same century, Photius, the successor of the unjustly deposed Ignatius, Patriarch of Constantinople (858), denied the Procession of the Holy Ghost from the Son, and opposed the insertion of the Filoque into the Constantinopolitan Creed. The same position was maintained towards the end of the tenth century by the Patriarchs Sisinnius and Sergius, and about the middle of the eleventh century by the Patriarch Michael, who renewed and complexioned the Greek schism. The rejection of the Filoque, or of the dogma of the double Procession of the Holy Ghost from the Father and Son, and the denial of the primacy of the Roman Pontiff constitute even to-day the principal errors of the Greek Church. While outside the Church doubt as to the double Procession of the Holy Ghost grew into open denial, inside the Church the doctrine of the Filoque was described to be a denial of faith in the Fourth Lateran Council (1215), the Second Council of Lyons (1274), and the Council of Florence (1438-1445). Thus the Church proposed in a clear and authoritative form the teaching of Sacred Scripture and tradition on the Procession of the Third Person of the Holy Trinity.

As to Sacred Scripture, the inspired writers call the Holy Ghost the Spirit of the Son (Gal., iv, 6), the Spirit of Christ (Rom., viii, 19), just as they call Him the Spirit of the Father (Matt., x, 20) and the Spirit of God (1 Cor., ii, 11). Hence they attribute to the Holy Ghost the same relation to the Father as the Son has to the Father. Again, according to Sacred Scripture, the Son sends the Holy Ghost (Luke, xxiv, 49; John, xv, 26; xvi, 7; xx, 22; Acts, ii, 33; Tit., iii, 6), just as the Father sends the Son (Rom., viii, 3; etc.), and as the Father sends the Holy Ghost (John, xiv, 26). Now, the "mission" or "sending" of one Divine Person to another is to mean merely that the Person said to be sent assumes a particular character, at the suggestion of Himself in the character of Sender, as the Sabellians maintained; nor does it imply any inferiority in the Person sent, as the Arians taught; but it denotes, according to the New Testament teaching, the filling of the work which the Father has reserved for the Holy Ghost. The Procession of the Person sent from the Person Who sends. Sacred Scripture never presents the Father as being sent by the Son, nor the Son as being sent by the Holy Ghost. The very idea of the term "mission" implies that the person sent goes forth for a certain purpose by the power of the sender, a power exerted on the person sent by a personal impulse, or of a command, or of prayer, or finally of production; now, Procession, the analogy of production, is the only manner admissible in God. It follows that the inspired writers present the Holy Ghost as proceeding from the Son, since they present Him as sent by the Son. Finally, St. John (XVI, 13-18) gives the words of Christ: "What things soever he [the Spirit] shall hear, he shall speak; ... he shall receive of mine, and shall shew it to you. All things whatsoever the Father hath, are mine." Here a double consideration is in place. First, the Son has all things that the Father hath, so that the Holy Ghost is the Son's Person being the Principle from which the Holy Ghost proceeds. Secondly, the Holy Ghost shall receive "of mine" according to the words of the Son; but Procession is the only conceivable way of receiving which does not imply dependence or inferiority. In other words, the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Son.

The teaching of Sacred Scripture on the double Procession of the Holy Ghost was faithfully preserved in Christian tradition. Even the Greek schismatics grant that the Latin Fathers maintain the Procession of the Holy Ghost from the Son. The great work on the heresy by Petavius (Lib. VII, cap. ii) develops the proofs of this contention at length. He claims as his only source of argument some of the later documents in which the patristic doctrine has been clearly expressed: the dogmatic letter of St. Leo I to Turribius, Bishop of Astorga, Ep. XV, c. i (447); the so-called Athenasian Creed; several councils held at Jerusalem in the years 449, 589 (II), 675 (XI), 683 (XV); the letter of Pope Hormisdas to the Emperor Justinus, Ep. Ixxix (521); St. Martin I's synodal utterance against the Monothelites, 649-655; Pope Adrian I's answer to the Caroline Books, 772-795; the Synod of Merida (668), Braga (675), and Hatfield (680); the writing of Pope Leo III (d. 816) to the monks of Monte Cassino; the letter of Pope Stephen V (d. 891) to the Monarch King Suentopolus (Sutapluk), Ep. xii; the symbol of Pope Leo IX (d. 1054); the Fourth Lateran Council, 1215; the Second Council of Lyons, 1274; and the Council of Florence,
1439. Some of the foregoing conciliar documents may be seen in Hefele, "Concilien geschichte" (2d ed.), III, nn. 109, 117, 252, 411; cf. P. G., XXVIII, 1567 sqq. Bessarion, speaking in the Council of Florence, in 1439, said that he was the first to demand the teaching of the Latin; since the Greek and the Latin Fathers before the ninth century were members of the same Church, it is antecedently improbable that the Eastern Fathers should have denied a dogma firmly maintained by the Western. Moreover, there are certain observations which form a direct proof for the belief of the Greek Fathers in the double Procession of the Holy Ghost. First, the Greek Fathers enumerate the Divine Persons in the same order as the Latin Fathers; they admit that the Son and the Holy Ghost are logically and ontologically connected in the same way as the Son and the Father [St. Basil, Ep. CXV; Ep. XXXVIII (alia xlii) ad Gregor. Itratam; "Adv. Eunom."] I, xx, III, sub init.]. Second, the Greek Fathers establish the same relation between the Son and the Holy Ghost as between the Father and the Son; as the Father is the fountain of the Son, so is the Son the fountain of the Holy Ghost (Athana., Ep. ad Theod.). So also, "De Incarnatione", Arian, 24; Basil, "Adv. Eunom.", v, in P. G., XXIX, 731; cf. Greg. Naz., Orat. xliii, 9). Third, passages are not wanting in the writings of the Greek Fathers in which the Procession of the Holy Ghost from the Son is clearly maintained: Greg. Thumatos, "Expos. fidei 
varii", 32, in Proclus Phidias, Epiph., Hom. xliii, 34; Greg. Nyss., Hom. iii in orat. domin. (cf. Mai, "Bibl. nova Patrum", IV, 40 sqq.); Cyril of Alexandria, "Thes.", ass. xxiv; the second canon of a synod of forty bishops held in 410 at Seleucia in Mesopotamia (cf. Lamy, Concilium Seleuciae et Cesiphontae habitum a. 410, Louvain, 1869; Hefele, "Concilien geschichte", II, 102 sqq.); the Arabic version of the Canons of St. Hippolytus (Haneberg, "Canonae St. Hyppolyti", Münster, 1870, 40, 70); the Nestorian explanation of the Symbol (cf. Badger, "The Nestorians", London, 1852, II, 79; Cureton, "Ancient Syriac Documents Relative to the Earliest Establishment of Christianity in Edessa", London, 1864, 43; "The Doctrine of Addai, the Apostle", ed. Phillips, London, 1876). The only scriptural difficulty deserving our attention is based on the words of Christ as recorded in John, xx, 26, that the Spirit proceeds from the Father, without mention being made of the Holy Ghost. In the first place, it is evident that this omission amounts to a denial; in the second place, the omission is only apparent, as in the earlier part of the verse the Son promises to "send" the Spirit. The Procession of the Holy Ghost from the Son is not mentioned in the Creed of Constantinople, because it was directed against the Macedonian error against which it sufficed to declare the Procession of the Holy Ghost from the Father. The ambiguous expressions found in some of the early writers of authority are explained by the principles which apply to the language of the early Fathers generally.

II. HISTORICAL IMPORTANCE OF THE FILIOTE. — It has been seen that the Creed of Constantinople at first declared only the Procession of the Holy Ghost from the Father; it was directed against the followers of Macedonius who denied the Procession of the Holy Spirit from the Father. In the East, the omission of Filioque lead to an asceticizing of the Church; but conditions were different in Spain after the Goths had renounced Arianism and professed the Catholic faith in the Third Synod of Toledo, 589. It cannot be ascertained who first added the Filioque to the Creed; but it appears to be certain that the Creed, with the addition of the Filioque, was adopted in the Spanish Church after the conversion of the Goths. In 796 the Patriarch Paulinus of Aquileia justified and adopted the same addition at the Synod of Piaul, and in 800 the Council of Aachen appears to have approved of it. The decrees of this last council were examined by Pope Leo III, who approved of the doctrine conveyed by the Filiote, but gave the advice to omit the phrase in the Creed. The practice of adding the Filioque was retained in the East, and about the middle of the eleventh century it had gained a firm foothold in Rome itself. Scholars do not agree as to the exact time of its introduction into Rome, but most assign it to the reign of Benedict VIII (1014-15).

The Catholic doctrine was accepted by the Greek deputations who were present at the Second Council of Lyons, in 1274, and at the Council of Florence, in 1439, when the Creed was sung both in Greek and Latin, with the addition of the word Filioque. On each occasion it was hoped that the Patriarch of Constantinople and his subjects had abandoned the state of heresy and schism in which they had been living since the time of Photius, who about 870 found in the Filiote an excuse for throwing off all dependence on Rome. But however sincere the individual Greek bishops may have been, they failed to carry their people with them, and the breach between East and West continues to this day. It is only since the Council of Florence in 1449 that the subject as the doctrine of the double Procession of the Holy Ghost should have appealed to the imagination of the multitude. But their national feelings were aroused by the desire of liberation from the rule of the ancient rival of Constantinople; the occasion of lawlessness obtaining in Florence, Mediolanum, Egel.

A. J. Maas.

Filippini. See Oratorians.

Fillastre (Philastrius), Guillaume, French cardinal, canonist, humanist, and geographer, b. 1348 at La Suse, Maine, France; d. at Rome, 5 November, 1409. After graduating at Paris, Fillastre taught jurisprudence at Reims, and in 1392 was appointed dean of its metropolitan chapter. During the Western Schism he showed at first much sympathy for Benedict XIII (Peter de Luna). In 1409, however, he took part in the attempt to reconcile the factions at the Council of Pisa. John XXIII, who was concerned to lead to the union of the Eastern Churches, appointed Fillastre legatus a latere to France (1418), where he was to pro-
NOTE

mot e the cause of Church unity. In recognition of his successful efforts in this capacity, he was made Archbishop of the Lateran Basilica. In 1421 he resigned the See of Rome and in 1422 he succeeded to the See of Saint-Pons-de-Thomières. He died at Rome in his eightieth year, as Cardinal-Priest of San Marco.

During the Council of Constance Fillastre kept a diary discovered by Heinrich Finke, first reviewed by him in the Römische Quartalschrift (1857), and then edited and published by him in 1883-1889, and was the first historical source for the Council of Constance, and was edited by Finke in its entirety in 1889 (in his Forschungen und Quellen, see below, 163-242). Fillastre's notes throw new light on the principal participants in the council, as well as on the two popes who were deposed and their trial, on the college of cardinals as a body, and in particular on Cardinals d'Ailly, Fillastre, Zabarella, etc. Fillastre is our only authority concerning the preliminary motions on the method of voting and the extremely difficult position of the college of Cardinals; he gives us our first clear conception of the quarrels that arose among the "nations" over the matter of precedence, and the place which the Spanish "nation" held at the council; he also furnishes the long-sought explanation of the confirmation of Sigismund as Holy Roman Emperor by Martin V. Fillastre's diary derives its highest value, however, from the exposition of the relations between the king and the council and the description of the concile.

While Fillastre was in Constance (where, it may be remarked, he translated several of Plato's works into Latin), he rendered important services to the history of geography and cartography, as well as to the history of the council. Thus he had copied the Latin translation of Ptolemy's geography (without maps), which had been completed by Jacobus Angelus in 1409, a manuscript he had great difficulty in securing from Florence. Together with this precious Ptolemy codex, he sent in 1418 to the chapter-library of Reims, which he had founded and already endowed with many valuable manuscripts, a large map of the world traced on wax, and a codex of Pomponius Mela. The two geographical codices are still preserved as "cimeia" in the municipal library of Reims, but the map of the world unfortunately during the eighteenth century.

About 1425 Fillastre wrote one of his most important canonical works on interest and usury; it has been handed down in numerous manuscripts. In 1427, though now an old man, he was as indefatigable as ever, and had the maps of Ptolemy drawn from a Greek manuscript (Venice, 1550), "see scale, distance, arranged with Latin terminology, to go with his Latin Ptolemy. Since Ptolemy had no knowledge of the Scandinavian Peninsula, much less of Greenland, Fillastre completed his codex by adding to Ptolemy's ten maps of Europe an eleventh. This "eleventh map of Europe", with the subjoined detailed descriptions of Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and Greenland, is the only existing copy of the "first map" of Claudius Clavus, "the first cartographer of America". This precious cartographic treasure is still preserved in the municipal library of Nancy.

MARLOT, Metropole romanae historia (Reims, 1870), II, 563 sqq.; ALBANE, Gallo Christ. (Novotesta) (1890), I, 90 sqq.: FISCHER, Forschungen und Quellen zur Geschichle des Konzils Konstanzer (Rome, 1889), 72 sqq.; STROM, Don de l'empereur Claudius Clavus (Stockholm, 1891), 129 sqq.; FISCHER, Discovories of the Norman (London, 1893), 26 sqq; BÖRMM und PETTERSON, Claudius Clavus (Hamburg, 1908).

JOSEPH FISCHER.

FILLUCCI, VINCENZO, Jesuit moralist; b. at Sienna, Italy, 1566; d. at Rome, 5 April, 1622. Having entered the Society of Jesus at the age of eighteen and made the usual course in classics, science, philosophy, and theology, he professed philosophy and mathematics for some years, and later became rector of the Jesuit college in his native city. Being summoned to Rome to fill the chair of moral theology in the Roman College, he taught there for ten years with great distinction. Paul V appointed him penitentiary of St. Peter's, a post he filled until his death in the following pontificate. Fillucci's greatest work, "Moralium Questionum de Christianis Officiis et Canibus Conscribente Tomo Duo", appeared in 1622, and together with a posthumous "Appendix, de Statu Cleri", forming, he most a twofold "hymn of praise" to the Jesuit name, it has been reprinted in several countries of Europe. A "Synopsis Thesauri Moralis", which likewise appeared posthumously in 1626, went through numerous editions. Fillucci is also known for his excellent "Breviar Instrucri pro Confessionibus Exciipendi" (Havensburg, 1626); this work is generally published as an appendix in all subsequent editions of his "Synopsis". Besides these published works, there is a manuscript, "Tractatus de Censuris", preserved in the archives of the Roman College. As an authority in moral theology, Father Fillucci has ever been accorded high rank, though this did not save him from the attacks of the Jansenists. The "Provincial Letters" of Pascal and the "Les Extraits des Assertions" make much capital out of their garbled quotations from his writings; while, in the anti-Jesuit tumult of 1762, the "parlement" of Bordeaux forbade his works and the "parlement" of Rouen burnt them, together with twenty-eight other works by Jesuit authors.

SOMMERVOGEL, B. de la C. de J., III, 735; IX, 840; DB ACKER, R. des Erasmes de la Comp. de Jeesus, I, 306; HURTER, Nomenclator Literarum, I, 964.

JOHN F. X. MURPHY.

FILLIUS, FELIX (or, as his name is more often found, in its Italian form, FILLUCCI), an Italian humanist, a philosopher, and theologian of note, was b. at Sienna about the year 1525; supposed to have d. at Florence c. 1590. He completed his studies in philosophy at Padua and was for a time in the service of Cardinal Del Monte, afterwards Julius III. In spite of the fact that he gained a great reputation as an orator and poet, and had a wide knowledge of Greek, no mention of his name is found in such standard works on the Renaissance as Burchardt, Voigt (Die Wiederbelebung der class. Alterthums), and Belloni (Il Sec. cento). After having enjoyed the pleasures of the wealthy life at the court of the great Duke of Mantua, the orders of the Franciscan convent at Florence, where he assumed the name Alexus. His works are both original in Italian and translations into that language from the Greek. Worthy of mention are: "Il Fedro, ovvero del bello" (Rome, 1844); "Delle divine lettere del gran Marsilio Ficino" (Venice, 1551); "Le undici Filippiche di Demostene dichiarate" (Rome, 1550); "Della Filosofia morale d'Aristotile" (Rome, 1551); "Della Politica, ovvero Scienza civile secondo la dottrina d'Aristotile, libri VIII scritti in modo di dialogo" (Venice, 1583). Fillius attended the Council of Trent, where he delivered a remarkable Latin oration and, at the order of St. Pius V, translated into Italian, under his cloister name of Alexus, the Latin Catechism of the Council of Trent (Catechismo, cioè istruzione secondo il decreto del concilio di Trento, Rome, 1567), often reprinted.

JOSEPH DUNN.

Finan, SIR, second Bishop of Lismifairne; d. 9 February, 861. He was an Irish monk who had been trained in Iona, and who was specially chosen by the Columbarian Monks to succeed the great St. Aidan (635-651). St. Bede describes him as an able ruler, and tells of his labours in the conversion of Northumbria. He built a cathedral "in the Irish fashion", employing
FINBARR

“hewn oak, with an outer covering of reeds”, dedicated to St. Peter. His apostolic zeal resulted in the foundation of St. Mary’s at the mouth of the River Tyne; Gilling, a monastery on the spot where King Oswin had been murdered, founded by Queen Eanfled, and the great Abbey of Stanesaebhtly, or Whity. St. Finan (Finnán—little Finn) converted Peada, son of Penda, King of the Middle Angles, “with all his North and Thanes”, and gave him four priests, including Diurth, who had been converted of the Middle Angles and Mercia, under King Osywy. The Breviary of Aberdeen styles him “a man of venerable life, a bishop of great sanctity, an eloquent teacher of unbelieving races, remarkable for his training in virtue and his liberal education, surpassing all his equals in every manner of knowledge as well as in circumspection and prudence, but chiefly devoting himself to good works and presenting in his life, a most apt example of virtue”.

In the mysterious ways of Providence, the Abbey of Whity, his chief foundation, was the scene of the famous Paschal controversy, which resulted in the withdrawal of the Irish monks from Lindisfarne. The inconvenience of the two systems—Irish and Roman—of keeping Easter was specially felt when on one occasion King Osywy and his Court were celebrating Easter Sunday with St. Finan, while on the same day Quiros and his attendants were still fasting and celebrating Palm Sunday. St. Finan was spared being present at the Synod of Whity. His feast is celebrated on the 9th of February.

FINBARR (Lochan, Barr), Saint, Bishop and patron of Cork, b. near Bandon, about 550, d. at Clonyc, 25 Sept., 623, was son of Aemgin. He evangelized Gowran, Coolashin, and Aghaboe, and founded a school at Eire. For some years he dwelt in a hermitage at Cougan Barra, where a beautiful replica of Cormac’s chapel has recently been erected in his honour. Finbarr was buried in the cathedral he built where Cork city now stands. He was specially honoured also at Dornoch and Barra, in Scotland. There are five Irish saints of this name. (See Cork.)

Life by Walsh (New York, 1884); Bamba (Dublin), 207.

A. A. MacEhlean.

FINCH, JOHN, VENERABLE, martyr, b. about 1548; d. 20 April, 1584. He was a yeoman of Eccleston, Lancashire, a member of an old Catholic family, but he appears to have been brought up in schism. When he was twenty years old he went to London where he spent nearly a year with some cousins at the Inner Temple. While there he was forcibly struck by the contrast between Protestantism and Catholicism in practice and determined to lead a Catholic life. Failing to find advancement in London he returned to Lancashire where he was reconciled to the Catholic Church. He then married and settled down, his house becoming a centre of missionary work, he himself harbouring priests and aiding them in every way, besides acting as cæcubist. His zeal drew on him the hostility of the authorities, and at Christmas, 1581, he was entraped into bringing a priest, George Ostiffe, to a place where both were apprehended. It was given out that Finch, having betrayed the priest and other Catholics, had taken refuge with the Earl of Derby, but in fact, he was kept in the earl’s house as a prisoner, sometimes tortured and sometimes bribed, in order to pervert him and induce him to give information. This failing, he was removed to the Fleet prison at Manchester and afterwards to the House of Correction. When he refused to go to the Protestant church he was dragged there by the feet, his head beating on the stones. For many months he lay in a damp dungeon, ill-fed and ill-treated, desiring always that he might be brought to trial and martyred. After three years’ imprisonment he was sent to be tried at Lancaster. There he was brought to trial with three priests on 18 April, 1584. He was found guilty and, on 20 April, having spent the night in converting some condemned felons, he suffered with Ven. James Bell at Lancaster. The cause of his beatification with those of the other English Martyrs was introduced by decree of the Sacred Congregation of Rites, 4 Dec., 1886.

BUDGEWATER, Concertatio, 164 sqq., n. v. Martyrum Dominii John Finchii, the first English Martyr (Trier, 1586); CHALLONER, Memoirs of Missionary Priests (London, 1741), I, 162 sqq.; SIMPSON in The Rambler, new and enlarged, VIII, 414 sqq.; DRUMMOND, The English Martyrs (London, 1856); II; FOLEY, Unpublished Documents relating to the English Martyrs, especially 44-46 and 79-88; Catholic Record Society (London, 1900), V.

EDWIN BURTON.


Finglow, John, Venerable, English martyr; b. at Bempby, near Howden, Yorkshire; executed at York, 8 August, 1586. He was ordained at the English College, Reims, 25 March, 1581, whence the following month he was sent on the English mission. After labouring for some time in the north of England, he was seized and confined in Ousebridge Kidicote, York, where for a time he endured serious discomforts; alleviated slightly by a visit from the English Martyrs, finally tried for being a Catholic priest and reconciling English subjects to the ancient Faith, and condemned to be hanged, drawn, and quartered.


F. M. RUDGE.

FINLAND, GRAND DUCHY OF, a department or province of the Russian Empire; bounded on the north by Norway, on the west by Sweden and the Gulf of Bothnia, on the south by the Gulf of Finland. Its limits extend from about 60° to 70° N. lat., and from about 19° to 33° E. long.; the area is 141,017 sq. miles. Finland abounds in lakes and forests, but the proportion of arable soil is small. The population numbers 2,900,000 souls, chiefly Finns; the coasts are inhabited by the descendants of Swedish settlers.

Up to the beginning of the twelfth century the people were pagans; about this date efforts for the conversion of the Finns were made from two sides. The Grand Duke of Novgorod, Vassievolodovich, sent Russian missionaries to the Karelains. Finns living on the Lake of Ladoga. All these efforts were successful. King Erik of Sweden undertook a crusade to Finland. Erik established himself firmly on the south-western coast and from this base extended his power. Henrik, Bishop of Uppala, who had accompanied Erik on this expedition, devoted himself to preaching the Gospel and suffered the death of a martyr in 1158. His successor, Rodulus, met the same fate about 1178, while the next following bishop, Folkvind, died a natural death. Finland attained an independent church organization under Bishop Thomas (1220; d. 1248), whose see was Rantemisaki; at a later date the episcopal residence was transferred to Abo. The successors of Thomas were: Bero I (d. 1258); Ravgald I (1258-66); Kettal (1266-86); Joannes I (1286-90); Magnus I (1290-1308), who was the first Finn to become bishop: he transferred the see to Abo; Ravgald II (1309-21); Bengt (1321-35); Hemming (1338-66), who made wise laws, built numerous churches, began the collection of a library, and distributed sanctuities; in 1514 his bones were taken up, the relics now being in the museum of the city of Abo, but he was not canonized; Henricus Hartmanni (1366-68); Joannes II Petri (1368-70); Joannes II Westfal (1370-82), a bishop of German descent; Bero II (1385-1412); Mag-
FINNIA

PHIIPS, The Grand Duchy of Finland (London, 1903; SCHIEN, Finlandia historica (1908): IDÉM, Finsk topografiskt historiskt underunionstiden (Stockholm, 1880; LUNDBERG, Det odefalde Finska Bis克拉patska Herredsbladet (Jyväskylä, 1894). IDÉM, Oma Finns historiska och historiska kulturstudier (1907); KETTUP, Finlandia's Norska Museet (Stockholm, 1881); Allgemeine Weltge- schichte (1755), XXIX: Koninklijke, Finlische Geschichte der frühesten Zeiten bis zur gegenwart (Leipzig, 1783); SCHWEINER, Geschichte der skandinavischen. Literatur (Leipzig, 1885), III; Neuere Kirchenreise (Sankt-Petersburg, 1898). Charles III, King of Sweden; BAHMANN, Geschichte der frühesten Zeiten bis zur gegenwart (Leipzig, 1783); SCHWEINER, Geschichte der skandinavischen Literatur (Leipzig, 1885), III; Neuere Kirchenreise (Sankt-Petersburg, 1898). Charles III, King of Sweden; BAHMANN, Geschichte der frühesten Zeiten bis zur gegenwart (Leipzig, 1783); SCHWEINER, Geschichte der skandinavischen Literatur (Leipzig, 1885), III; Neuere Kirchenreise (Sankt-Petersburg, 1898).

FINNOTTI

Finnian of Moville, SAINT, b. about 495; d. 589.

Though not so celebrated as his namesake of Clonard, he was the founder of a famous school about the year 540. He studied under St. Colman of Dromore and St. Moche of Noendrum (Mahee Island), and subsequently at Candida Casa (Whithern), whence he proceeded to Rome, returning to Ireland in 540 with an integral copy of St. Jerome's Vulgate. St. Finnian's most distinguished pupil at Moville (County Down) was St. Columba, whose surreptitious copying of the Psalter led to a very remarkable sequel. What remains of the copy which the Abbot made of the one that contains it, is now in the National Museum, Dublin. It is known as the Cathach or Battier, and was wont to be carried by the O'Donnell in battle. The inner case was made by Cathbar O'Donnell in 1084, but the outer is fourteenth-century work. So prized was it that the family of MacCrotty were hereditary custo-
drians of this Cathach, and it finally passed, in 1802, to Sir Neal O'Donnell, County Mayo. St. Finnian of Moville wrote a rule for his monks, also a penitential, the canons of which were published by Wasserschleben, in 1851. His festival is observed on 10 September.

FINOTTI, Joseph M., b. at Ferrara, Italy, 21 September, 1817; d. at Central City, Colorado, 10 January, 1879. In 1833 young Finotti was received into the Society of Jesus in Rome, and for several years taught and studied in the colleges of the order in Italy. He was one of the recruits whom Father Ryder, in 1845, brought from Europe to labour in the Maryland Province. After his ordination at Georgetown, D. C., Father Finotti was appointed pastor of St. Mary's Church, Alexandria, Virginia, and given charge of outlying missions in Maryland and Virginia. In 1852 he left the Society of Jesus and went to Boston. For many years he held the position of literary editor of "The Pilot", while acting as pastor of Brookline and later of Arlington, Mass. The last few years of his life he spent in the West, becoming, in 1877, pastor of Central City, Colorado, and retaining charge of that parish up to the time of his death. Father Finotti was a great book-lover, a much-much reader, giving much thought to the books he read, and displaying special interest in the Catholic literary history of America. Among his productions are: "Month of Mary", 1853, which reached a sale of 50,000 copies; "Life of Blessed Paul of the Cross", 1869; "Diary of a Soldier", 1861; "The Spirit of St. Francis de Sales", 1870; "The French Jansenist", 1863; "Herman the Pianist", 1863; "Works of the Rev. Arthur O'Leary", "Life of Blessed Peter Claver", etc. Most of these publications were translated or edited by him. His best known work, completed, is his Bibliographia sacra, which took --

intended
published in the United States, with notices of their authors and an epitome of their contents. The first part, which brings the list down to 1821 inclusive, was published in 1847; the second volume, which was to include the works of Catholic writers from 1821 to 1875, was never finished, though much of the material for it had been industriously gathered from all available sources. His last literary effort, which he did not live to see published, entitled "The Mystery of the Wizard Chip" (Baltimore, 1879), is a story of preternatural occurrences at Smithfield, W. Virginia, which is partly told in the life of Father Gallitzin.

Illustrated Catholic Family Almanac, 1848. Biographical sketches about the priest were collected by the archivists at the McClellan House, 297 Fifth Ave., New York.


Edward P. Spillane.

Fantan, Saint.—Fianton of Clonacody was a Leinster saint, b. about 524; d. 17 February, probably 594, or at least before 597. He studied under St. Columba of Terrigal, and in 550 settled in the solitude of the Sliave Bloom Mountains, near what is now Maryborough, Queen's County. His oratory soon attracted numerous disciples, for whom he wrote a rule of life, and miracles recounted. He is known as the apostle of Clonacody. Among his pupils was the great St. Comgall of Bangor. When he attained his seventy-sixth year he chose Fianton Maelubh as his successor in the Abbey of Clonacody. He has been compared by the Irish annalist to St. Benedict, and is styled "the Irish Monk."

Fianton (Munnu) of Tagmon, Saint, son of Tulchan, an Ulster saint, d. at Tagmon, 636. He founded his own church at Tagmon, near Tagmon (Teach Munnu) in what is now County Wexford, in 599. He is principally known as the defender of the Irish method of keeping Easter, and, in 550, he attended the Synod of Magh Lene, at which he dissuaded his brethren from the decision to adopt the Roman paschal method. Another synod was held somewhat later at Magh Ailbe, when St. Fianton again upheld his views in opposition to St. Lseran (Moc Laire). The influence of the synod of the Universal Church prevailed, and the saint was forced to abandon his views.

Colgan, Acta Sacra, fol. (Louvain, 1455); Acta SS. (1589); O'Flanagan, Catalogue of Irish Saints (Dublin, 1845); O'Hanlon, Lives of the Irish Saints (Dublin, 1842); X, Revive Life of St. Columba (Dublin, 1846); E. E. Bayne, History of Religion, ed. (London, 1872); Annals of Ulster (Dublin, 1872); Lives of the Catholic Church, ed. by W. H. Grattan-Flood (London, 1870).

Fioriotti di S. Francesco d'Assisi (Little Flowers of St. Francis of Assisi), the name given to a classic collection of popular legends about the life of St. Francis of Assisi and his early companions as they appeared to the Italian people at the beginning of the fourteenth century. Such a work, as Ozanam observes, can hardly be said to have one author; it is the product rather of gradual growth and must, as Sabatier remarks, remain in a certain sense anonymous, because it is national. There has been some doubt as to whether the "Fioriotti" were written in Italian in the first instance, as Sabatier thought, or were translated from a Latin original, as Wadding maintained. The latter seems altogether more probable, and modern critics generally believe that a larger Latin collection of legends, which has come down to us under the name of "Actus B. Francisci et Sociorum Eius," represents an earlier and well-known original to the text now lost of the original "Fioriotti," of which the "Fioriotti" is a translation. A striking difference is noticeable between the earlier chapters of the "Fioriotti," which refer to St. Francis and his companions, and the later ones which deal with the friars in the province of the March of Ancona. The first half of the collection is, no doubt, merely a new form given to traditions that go back to the early days of the order, the other is believed to be substantially the work of a certain Fra Ugoletio da Monte Giorgio of the noble family of Brunforte (see Brunforte, Ugoletio), who, at the time of his death in 1348, was provincial of the Friars Minor in the March. Living as he did a century after the death of St. Francis, Ugoletio was dependent on hearsay for much of the information which it is said to have learned from Fra Giacomo da Masaia who had been well known and esteemed by the companions of the saint, and who had lived on terms of intimacy with Fra Leone, his confessor and secretary. Whatever may have been the sources from which Ugoletio drew his materials, they constitute the Latin work in question seem to have been written before 1328. The four appendices on the Stigmata of St. Francis, the life of St. Ginepro, and the life and sayings of St. Egidio, which occupy nearly one half of the printed text of the "Fioriotti," as we now have it, form no part of the original collection and were probably added by later compilers. Unfortunately the name of the fourteenth-century Franciscan friar who translated into Italian fifty-three of the sixty-six chapters found in the "Actus B. Francisci," and in translating immortalized them as the "Fioriotti," remains unknown, and the attribution of this work to Giovanni di San Lorenzo has been made upon conjecture. It has been surmised that the translator was a Franciscan. However this may be, the vernacular version is written in the most limpid Tuscan and is reckoned among the masterpieces of Italian literature.

The "Fioriotti" have been described as "the most exquisite expression of the religious life of the Middle Ages." That which perhaps gives these legends such a peculiar charm, is what may be called their atmosphere; they breathe all the delicious fragrance of the early Franciscan spirit. Nowhere can there be found a more childlike faith, a livelier sense of the supernatural, or a simpler literalness in the following of Christ than in the pages of the "Fioriotti," more than any other work transport us to the scenes amid which St. Francis and his first followers lived, and enable us to see them as they saw themselves. These legends, moreover, possess to the vitality and enthusiasm with which the memory of the life and teaching of the Poverello was preserved, and they contain much more history, as distinct from mere poetry, than it was customary to recognize when Suyssens and Papini wrote. In Italy the "Fioriotti" have always enjoyed an extraordinary popularity; indeed, this libur aureus is said to have been more widely read there than any other book, not excepting even the Bible or the Divine Comedy. Certain it is that the "Fioriotti" have exercised an immense influence in forming the popular conception of St. Francis and his companions. The earliest known MS. of the "Fioriotti" now preserved at Berlin, is dated 1320; the work was first printed at Vicenza in 1476. Manzoni has collected many interesting details about the well-known innumerable codices and editions of the "Fioriotti." The best edition for the general reader is unquestionably that of Father Antonio Cesari (Verona, 1822) which is based on the epoch-making edition of Filippo Buonarroti (Florence, 1718). The Crusa quote from this edition which has been often reprinted. The "Fioriotti" have been translated into nearly every European language and in our own day are being well read and studied in Northern countries. There are several Italian editions of the "Fioriotti."
FIRE

Fire, Baptism by. See Baptism.

Fire, Liturgical Use of.—Fire is one of the most expressive and most ancient of liturgical symbols. All the creeds of antiquity accorded a prominent place to this element whose mysterious nature and irresistible power frequently caused it to be adored as a god. The sun, as the principle of heat and light for the earth, was regarded as an igneous mass and had its share in this worship. Christianity adapted this usual belief, but denied the divinity of the world to this symbol: the symbol of light, which enlightens and warms humanity. The symbolism led quite naturally to the liturgical rite by which the Church on the Eve of Easter celebrates the mystery of the Death and Resurrection of Christ, of which the extinguished and rekindled fire furnishes the expressive image. The beginning of the office also reflects ancient beliefs. The new fire is struck from a flint and is blessed with this prayer: "Lord God, Almighty Father, inextinguishable light, Who hast created all light, bless this light sanctified and blessed by Thee, Who hast enlightened the whole world: make us all that is light and inflamed with the fire of Thy brightness; and as Thou didst enlighten Moses when he went out of Egypt, so illuminate our hearts and senses that we may attain life and light everlasting through Christ our Lord. Amen." When the fire has been struck from the flint the three-branched candle is lighted and the deacon chants the "Exultet" (q.v.), a liturgical poem whose style is as lively and charming as the melody which accompanies it. It is yet preserved in the Roman Liturgy. In the East the ceremony of the new fire occupies a place of considerable importance in the paschal ritual of the Greek Church at Jerusalem. This ceremony is the occasion for scandalous demonstrative of a piety which frequently degenerates into orgies worthy of pagan rites. The Journal of the Marquis de Nointel, in the seventeenth century, relates scenes which cannot be transcribed and which take place periodically. This ceremony is peculiar to the Holy City and does not form part of the ordinarine paschal ritual.

In the West we see the Irish, as early as the sixth century, lighting large fires at nightfall on the Eve of Easter. The correspondence of St. Boniface with Pope Zachary furnishes a curious detail on this subject. These fires were kindled, not with brands from light, but when they were therefore new fires. There is no trace of this custom in Gaul, where the Merovingian liturgical books are silent on the point. It is difficult to say what took place in Spain, for although the Mozarabic Missal contains a blessing of fire at the beginning of the vigil of Easter, it cannot be admitted that this ceremony was practised. It may have been inserted in this missal at a later date as it was in the Roman Missal, in the case of which fire is obtained from a flint and steel. It is possible that the custom, of Breton or Celtic origin, was imposed upon the Anglo-Saxons, and the missionaries of that nation brought it to the Christians in the eighth century. An altogether different rite, though of similar meaning, was followed at Rome. On Holy Thursday, at the consecration of the holy chasm, there was collected in all the lamps of the Lateran basilica a quantity of oil sufficient to fill three large vases deposited in the corner of the church. Wicks burned in this oil until the Holy Saturday, when the flames were extinguished from these lamps the candles and other luminaries by which, during the Eve of Easter, light was thrown on the ceremonies of the administration of baptism. This rite must have been attended with a certain solemnity since the letter of Pope Zachary to St. Boniface prescribes that a priest, perhaps even a bishop, should officiate on this occasion. Unhappily we are reduced to this information. But for neither the Roman "Ordines", nor the Sacramentaries tell us anything concerning this ceremony. This blessing of the paschal candle and the fire at the beginning of Easter Eve is foreign to Rome. The large lamps prepared on Holy Thursday provided fire on the Friday and Saturday without necessitating the solemn production of a new fire. The feast of the Purification or Candlemas (2 February) has a celebrated rite with ancient prayers concerning the emission of liturgical fire and light. One of them invokes Christ as "the true light which enlighteneth every man that cometh into the world" (John, 1:9). The title of this Egypt, "Nume Dimitris", is chanted with the anthem "A light (which my eyes have seen) for the revelation of the Gentiles and for the glory of thy people Israel." SCHANE, Apologia (tr.), II, 96, 101; DE LA SAUVAGE, Compendio Recondito, II, 195; Duchesne, Origins of Christian Worship (London, 1904); KELLINE, Heidertext (London, 1906); HAMPSHIRE, Medii Aevi Kalendarium, Rome's Every Day Book. H. LECLERQ.

Fire, Pillar of. See Pillar of Fire.

Fire Worshippers. See Pseudees.

Firmament (Heb. גַּלּוֹת; Sept. στεφάνους; Vulgate, firmamentum).—The notion that the sky was a vast solid dome seems to have been common among the ancient peoples whose ideas of cosmology have come down to us. Thus Homer conceived the heavens to be an arched iron ceiling from which the stars were suspended by means of cables (Chabas, L'Antiquité historique, Paris, 1873, pp. 64-67). Likewise to the mind of the Babylonians the sky was an immense dome, forged out of the hardest metal by the hands of Meredach (Marduk) and set in motion by the prodigious being Enlil. Jean Delaporte, Die Kosmologie der Babylonier, Strasbourg, 1890, pp. 253, 260). According to the notion prevalent among the Greeks and Romans, the sky was a giant vault of crystal to which the fixed stars were attached, though by some it was held to be of iron or brass. That the Hebrews entertained similar ideas appears from numerous biblical passages. In the first account of the creation (Gen., i) we read that God created a firmament to divide the upper or celestial from the lower or terrestrial waters. The Hebrew word גַּלּוֹת means something beaten or hammered out, and thus extended; the Vulgate rendering, "firmamentum", corresponds more closely with the Greek στεφάνους (of Symmachus), "something made firm or solid". The notion of the solidity of the firmament is moreover expressed in such passages as Job, xxxvii, 18, where reference is made incidentally to the heavens, "which are most strong, as if they were of molten brass". The same is implied in the purpose attributed to God in creating the firmament, viz. to serve as a wall of separation between the upper and lower bodies of water, it being conceived as supporting a vast celestial reservoir; and also in the account of the deluge (Gen., vii), where we read that the "flood gates of heaven were opened" and "shut up" (viii, 2). (Cf. also IV Kings, vii, 19; Is., xxiv, 18; Mal., iii, 10; Prov., viii, 28 sqq.) Other passages, e. g. Is., xiii, 5, emphasize rather the idea of something extended: "Thus saith the Lord God that created the heavens and stretched them out" (Cf. Is., xiv, 24, and xl, 22). In conformity with these ideas, the writer of Gen., i, 14-17, 20, represents God as setting the firmament of heaven, and the fowls are located beneath it, i. e. in the air as distinct from the firmament. On this point, as on many others, the Bible simply reflects the current cosmological ideas and language of the time.

J. A. H. JUSTE, IN THEOLOGICA LITTERATURA IN HASTINGS, Dict. of the Bible, s. v. Campony, I, 582.

JORIS F. DRISSCOIL.
Firmicus Maternus, Christian author of the fourth century, wrote a work "De errore profanarum religionum". Nothing is known about him except what can be gleaned from this work which is found in one MS. (Codex Vaticanus-Palatinus, Sec. X). Some references to the Persian Wars, and the fact that the work was addressed to the two emperors, Constantius II and Constans I, have led to the conclusion that it was composed during their joint reign (337–350). The work was written not for the sake of popularizing paganism but to show that the Christian religion, the successor of which the paganism of the later Roman Empire had taken, under the stress of the new spiritual needs aroused by contact with the religions of Egypt and the East. It aims, if one may judge from the mutilated introduction, at presenting from a philosophically and historically point of view, the advantages of Christianity over the superstitions and licentiousness of heathenism. In a general survey of pagan creeds and beliefs the author holds up to scorn the origin and practices of the Gentile cults. All its parts are not of equal merit or importance, from the purely historical standpoint. The first portion, in which the religions of Greece and of the East as described, is merely a compilation from earlier sources, but in the latter section of the work, in which the mysteries of Eleusis, Isis, and especially Mithra are set forth in detail, with their system of curious passwords, formulae, and ceremonies, the author seems to speak from personal knowledge; and it is apparent from other facts which are not found elsewhere. The emperors are exalted to stamp out this network of superstition and immorality, as a sacred duty for which they will receive a reward from God Himself, and ultimately the praise and thanks of those whom they rescue from error and corruption. The theory that the author of the Christian work was identical with Julius Firmicus Maternus Siculo, who wrote a work on astrology (De Nativitatibus sive Matheosee), assigned by Mommsen to the year 337 ["Hermes", XXIX (1894), 486 sq.], is favourably received by some, as well because of the identity of names and dates, as because of similarities in style which they are satisfied the two documents exhibit. This theory of course supposes that the author wrote one work before, the other after, his conversion.

Critical edition by Halm (Vieenna, 1867) in "Corpus Scrip. Eccles. Lat.", II.

Firmilian, Bishop of Cesarea in Cappadocia, died c. 209. He had among his contemporaries a reputation comparable to that of Dionysius or Cyprian. St. Gregory of Nyssa tells us that St. Gregory the Wonder-Worker, then a pagan, having completed his secular studies, "fell in with Firmilian, a Cappadocian of noble family, similar to himself in character and talent, as he showed in his subsequent life when he adorned the Church of Cesarea. "... The young man, moved in their desire to know more of God, and came to Origen, whose disciples they became, and by whom Gregory, at least, was baptized. Firmilian was more probably brought up as a Christian. Later, when bishop, Eusebius tells us, he had such a love for Origen that he invited him to his own country for the benefit of the Armenians. At this time (c. 202–205) when the teacher was staying in Cæsarea of Palestine, on account of his bishop's displeasure at his having been ordained priest in that city, Firmilian also went to him subsequently and stayed with him some time that he might advance in theology ( Hist. Eccl., VII, xxvii, 1). He was an opponent of the antipope Novianus, for Dionysius in 152–3 writes that Helenus of Tarsus, Firmilian, and Theoctistus of Cæsarea in Palestine (that is, the Metropolitans of Cæcilia, Cappadocia, and Palestine) had invited him to a synod at Antioch, where some were trying to support the heresy of Novatus (Euseb., Hist. Eccl., VI, xiv, 3). Dionysius counts Firmilian as one of the more eminent bishops of his time to Eusebius (Hist. Eccl., VII, v, 1). In his expression "Firmilian and all Cappadocia" again implies that Cesarea was already a metropolitan see. This explains why Firmilian could invite Origen to Cappadocia "for the benefit of the Churches".

In a letter to Pope Sixtus II (258–8), Dionysius mentions that Pope Sixtus was a witness to the baptismal controversy had refused to communicate with Helenus of Tarsus, Firmilian, and all Cæcilia and Cappadocia, and the neighbouring lands (Euseb., VII, v, 3–4). We learn the cause of this from the only writing of St. Firmilian's which remains to us. When the baptismal controversy arose, St. Cyprian wished to gain support from the Churches of the East against Pope Stephen for his own decision to rebaptize all heretics who returned to the Church. At the end of the summer of 256, he sent the deacon Rogatian to Firmilian with a letter, together with the documents on the subject—letters of the pope, of his own, and of his council at Carthage in the spring, and the treatise "De Eccl. Cath. Unitate". Firmilian's reply was received at Carthage about the middle of November. It is a long letter, even more bitter and violent than that of Cyprian to Pompeius. It has come down to us in a translation made, no doubt, under St. Cyprian's direction, although, as seems apparent, it may be revised (Ep. lxxxvi among St. Cyprian's letters). St. Cyprian's arguments against St. Stephen are reiterated and reinforced, and the treatise on Unity is laid under contribution. It is particularly interesting to note that the famous fourth chapter of that treatise must have been written before the writer of the letter in its original form, and not in the alternative "Roman" form (c. xvi). It is the literal truth when Firmilian says: "We have received your writings as our own, and have committed them to memory by repeated reading" (c. iv).

The reasoning against the validity of heretical baptism is mainly that of St. Cyprian, that those who are outside the Church and have not the Holy Spirit cannot admit others to the Church or give what they do not possess. Firmilian is fond of dilemmas: for instance, either the heretics do not give the Holy Ghost, in which case rebaptism is unnecessary, or else they do it, in which case rebaptism is laying on of hands. It is important that Firmilian enables us to gather much of the drift of St. Stephen's letter. It is "ridiculous" that Stephen demanded nothing but the use of the Trinitarian formula. He had appealed to tradition from St. Peter and St. Paul: this is an insult to the Apostles, cries Firmilian, for they exorcized heretics. Besides (this is from Cyprian, Ep. lxxxiv, 2), "no one could be so silly as to believe this", for the heretics are all later than the Apostles! And Rome has not preserved the Apostolic traditions unchanged, for it differs from Jerusalem as to the observances at Easter and as to other mysteries. "I am the more indignant with St. Peter's obvious and manifest silliness, that he so boasts of his position, and claims that he is the successor of St. Peter on whom were laid the foundations of the Church; yet he brings in many other rocks, and erects new buildings of many Churches when he defends with his authority the baptism conferred by heretics; for those who are baptized are without doubt numbered in the Church, and he who approves their baptism affirms that there is among them a Church of the baptized. ... Stephen, who declares that he has the Chair of Peter by succession, is excited by no zeal against heretics" (c. xvii). "You have cut yourself off—do not mistake—since he is the humblest person in the Church, you have cut off all the communion of ecclesiastical unity. For in thinking that all can be excommunicated by you, you have cut off yourself alone from the communion of all" (c. xxvii).
We thus learn the claims of the pope to impose on the whole Church by his authority as successor of Peter, a custom derived by the Roman Church from Apostolic tradition. Firmilian tells the Africans that with them the custom of rebaptizing may be new, but in Cappadocia it is not, and he can answer Stephen by opposing tradition to tradition, for it was their practice from the beginning (c. xix. 5). At some time in the course of his episcopate, he had joined in a council at Iconium with the bishops of Galatia and Cilicia and other provinces, and had decided to rebaptize the Montanists (c. vii and xix). Dionysius, in a letter to the Roman priest Philemon, also mentions the Council of Iconium with one at Symmades "among many". It was presumably held in the time of Martin (234-5) and Firmi- lian also took part in the two councils of 234-5 at Antioch which deposed Paul of Samosata. He may even have presided. The letter of the third council says he was too easily persuaded that Paul would amend; hence the necessity of another council (Euseb. Hist. Eccl. vii. iii-v). He was on his way to Asia when death overtook him at Tarsus. This was in 268 (Harnack) or 269. Though he was cut off from communion by Pope Stephen, it is certain that the following popes did not adhere to this severe policy. He is commemorated in the Greek Menza on 28 October, on the day on which his great successor, St. Basil, mentions his view on heretical baptism without accepting it (Ep. clxxxviii, and says, when speaking of the expression "with the Holy Ghost," in the Doxology: "That our own Firmi- lian held this faith is testified by the books [Meyer] which he has left" (De Sacr. Sane, xxv, 74). We hear nothing else of such writings, which were probably letters.

Bosworth, in Acta SS., 28 Oct., gives an elaborate dissertation on this saint; Benson in Dict. Christ. Biog., the genuineness of his letter being preserved by Mimiunus against Pomp., inter Cypr. (Venice, 1733), and by Molkenbusch, ed. Pomp., inter Cypr. (Praha, 1768), and in P. L. (IL, 1557); Ritschl, Cyprianus v. Karth (Gottingen, 1885), argued that the letter had been interpolated at Carthage in the interests of Cyprian's views: see also Harnack in Gesch. der altchristl. Lit. (Leipsig, 1883), II, 407, and Soden, Die cyprischen Briefsammlung (Berlin, 1904): this was disproved by Eusebius, Die Schriften der Kirchenväter, vii. 476. The letter is found in 200, and Zur Frage uber die Echtheit der Briefe F.s. an Cyprian (1894, 1895 and 1898) by Barnack (London, 1898). Barnack later expressed himself convinced (Gesch. II, ii, p. 359, 1904). Moses of Chorene, Hist. Arm., II, iv, xxxiv, states that of the eight of them a history of the persecutions of the Church in the days of Maximus, Decius and later of Diocletian. This is a mistake. It seems there were nine, firmilian in the espoused correspondence which was published contemporaneously with Origen, according to St. Jerome's version of the list of Origen's works by Pampolinus and Ephraemius: "Origenis, Firmilianus [sic] et Ephraemius..." (Ecclesiasticon, 237). See also Harnack, Gesch. der altchristl. Lit., II, ii, p. 47; the letter to Gregory Thaurin, is extant. A fragment of a letter from Origen to Firmilian, cited by Victor of Capua, was published by Pitra, Spic. Sac., I, 268. St. Augustine seems not to have known the letter to Cyprian, but Cicer novus seems to have referred to it, C. Cereus., iii, 1 and 3. The letter is not quoted by any ancient writer, and is found in at most 25 out of the 458 MSS. of Origen's works. See von Boetticher, op. cit. See also Harnack, Gesch. der altchristl. Lit., II, i, 296; Batiffol, Lit., gregoire (Paris, 1898); IDSC, L'Eglise nationale d'apres Helmar. (1898); see also references under CYPRIAN OF CARThAGE, SAINT.

John Chapman.

First-born.—The word, though casually taken in Holy Writ in a metaphorical sense, is most generally used by the sacred writers to designate the first male child of a family. The first-born animal is, in the English Bibles, termed "firstling". The firstlings, both human and animal, being considered as the best representatives of the race, because its blood flows purest and strongest in them, were commonly believed, among the early nomad Semitic tribes, to belong to God. Hence the custom of sacrificing the first-cast animals; hence also the prerogatives of the first-born son; hence, possibly, even some of the superstitious practices which mar a few pages of the history of Israel.

Among the Hebrews, as well as among other na-
First Fruits.—The practice of consecrating first fruits to the Deity is not a distinctly Jewish one (cf. Iliad, IX, 529; Aristophanes, "Ran," 1272; Ovid, "Metam." VIII, 273; 84; Pliny, "Hist. Nat." IV, 269). It seems to have sprung up naturally among agricultural peoples from the belief that the first—hence the best—yield of the earth is due to God as an acknowledgment of His gifts. "God served first", then the whole crop becomes lawful food. The offering of the first-fruits was, in Israel, regulated by laws contained in different parts of the Mosaic books. These laws were, in the course of ages, supplemented by customs preserved later on in the Talmud. Three entire treatises of the latter, "Bikkurim", "Terumoth", and "Hallah", besides numerous other passages of both the Mishna and Gemarah, are devoted to the explanation of these customs.

First-fruits offerings are designated in the Law by a threefold name: Bikkurim, Reishith, and Terumoth. There remains much uncertainty about the exact import of these words, as they seem to have been taken indiscriminately at different epochs. If, however, one considers the texts attentively, he may gather from them the three separate ideas connected with this ordinance.

1. The first FRUIT-offering connected with the beginning of the harvest. Leviticus, xxiii, 10-14, enacted that a sheaf of ears should be brought to the priest, who, the next day after the Sabbath, was to lift it up before the Lord. A holocaust, a meal-offering, and a libation accompanied this ceremony; and until it was permitted no "bread, or parched corn, or frumenty of the harvest" should be eaten. Seven weeks later two loaves, made from the new harvest, were to be brought to the sanctuary for a new offering. The Bikkurim consisted, it seems, of the first ripened raw fruits; they were taken from wheat, barley, grapes, figs, pomegranates, olives, and honey. The fruits offered were supposed to be the choicest, and were to be fresh, except in the case of grapes and figs, which might be offered dried by Israelites living far from Jerusalem. No indication is given in Scripture as to how much should be thus brought to the sanctuary. But the custom was gradually introduced of consecrating no less than one-sixtieth and no more than one-fortieth of the crop (Bikk., ii, 2, 3, 4). Occasionally, of course, there were extraordinary offerings, like that of the fruit of a tree the fourth year after it had been planted (Lev., xix, 23-25); one might also, for instance, set apart as a free offering the harvest of a whole field.

No time was, at first, specially set apart for the offering; in later ages, however, the feast of Dedication (25 Casleu) was assigned as the limit (Bikk., i, 6; Hahalah, iv, 10). In the Book of Deuteronomy, xxvi, 1-11, directions are laid down as to the manner in which these offerings should be made. The first-fruits were brought in a basket to the sanctuary and presented to the priest, with an expression of thanksgiving for the deliverance of Israel from Egypt and the possession of the fertile land of Palestine. A feast, according to Leviticus and Deut., xxv, 1-7, in the year of release, whether the fruits offered were consumed in that meal is not certain; Numbers, xviii, 13, seems to intimate that they henceforth belonged to the priest, and Philo and Josephus suppose the same.

Other offerings were made of the prepared fruits, especially oil, wine, and dough (Deut., xviii, 4; Num., xv, 20-21; Lev., xii, 14-16; cf. Ex., xxii, 29; Bikk. Greek), and "the first of the fleece". As in the case of the raw fruits, no quantity was determined; Execheil affirms that it was one-sixtieth of the harvest for wheat and barley and one-hundredth for oil. They were presented to the sanctuary with ceremonies analogous to those alluded to above, although, unlike all the Bikkurim, they were not offered at the altar, but brought into the store-rooms of the temple. They may be looked upon, therefore, not so much as sacrificial matter as a tax for the support of the priests. (See ATTANNES.)

Fiscal Procurator (Lat. PROCURATORE FISCALIS).—The duties of the fiscal procurator consist in preventing crime and safeguarding ecclesiastical law. In case of notification or denunciation it is his duty to institute proceedings and to represent the law. His office is comparable to that of the state attorney in criminal cases. The institution of the procurators regii or procurateurs du roi (king's procurators) was established in France during the thirteenth century, and has developed from that time onward; though canon law, previous to that time, had imposed on the bishops the duty of investigating the commission of crimes and instituting the proper judicial proceedings. It is to be noted that formerly canon law admitted the validity of private as well as of public accusation or denunciation. At present custom has brought it about that all criminal proceedings in ecclesiastical courts are initiated exclusively by the fiscal procurator.

The Congregation of Bishops and Regulars, 11 June, 1880, called attention to the absolute necessity of the fiscal procurator in every episcopal curia, as a safeguard for law and justice. The fiscal procurator may be named by the bishop, either permanently, or his term of office may be limited to individual cases (see Third Plenary Council of Baltimore, 1884, no. 209; App., p. 289). This official appears not only in criminal proceedings but also in other ecclesiastical matters. In matrimonial cases, canon law provides for a defender of the matrimonial tie whose duty it is to uphold the validity of the marriage, as long as its invalidity has not been proven in two lower ecclesiastical courts. This defender of the matrimonial tie represents both ecclesiastical law and public morality, whose ultimate objects would not be attained if the validity or invalidity of a marriage were decided in too easy or informal way. A similar office is that of the defender of the validity of sacred orders and solemnization. The validity of either of these acts, and their pertinent obligations, is attacked, becomes the duty of this official to bring forward whatever arguments may go to establish their binding force. In all these cases the defender, like the fiscal procurator in criminal cases, represents the public interest. The institution of this office was all the more necessary, as it takes cognizance of causes in which both parties frequently display a desire to have the contract nullified. In the processes of beatification and canonization it devolves on the promoter of fidei to investigate strictly the reasons urged in favour of canonization, and to find out and emphasize all objections which can possibly be urged against it. He is therefore popularly known as the advocatus diaboli, i.e. "devil's lawyer". It is the duty of the promoter fidei, therefore, to take up the negative side in the discussion which has a place amongst the preliminaries to beatification and canonization, and to endeavour, by every legitimate means, to prevent the completion of the process.


Fiscal of the Holy Office.—The Holy Office, i.e. the supreme court in the Catholic Church for all matters that affect its faith or are closely connected with its teaching, has an officialis fiscalis, whose duties are similar to those of the fiscal procurators in ecclesiastical courts. The officialis fiscalis is present at all sessions of the Holy Office, when criminal cases are sub judice, and
as adviser to the ordinary when the process is referred to the episcopal court. By the reorganization of the Roman Curia, 29 June, 1908, the Holy Office continues to retain its exclusive competency in all cases of heresy and kindred crimes. The office of fiscalis to this Congregation therefore remains unchanged.

JOSEPH LAURENTIUS.

**Fish, Symbolism of the.** Among the symbols employed by the primitive Christians that of the fish ranks probably first in importance. While the use of the fish in pagan art as a purely decorative sign is ancient and constant, the earliest literary reference to the symbolic fish is made by Clement of Alexandria, born about 150, who recommends his readers (Pseudo- gogus, III, xi) to have their seals engraved with a dove or a fish. Clement did not consider it necessary to give any reason for this recommendation, from which it may safely be inferred that the meaning of both symbols was so well known to Christians that explanation was unnecessary. Indeed, from monumental sources we know that the symbolic fish was familiar to Christians long before the famous Alexandrian was born; in such Roman monuments as the Capella Graec and the Sacrament Chapel of the catacomb of St. Callistus, the fish was depicted as a symbol in the first decades of the second century. The symbol itself may have been suggested by the miraculous multiplication of the loaves and fishes or the repast of the seven Disciples, after the Resurrection, on the shore of the Sea of Galilee (John, xx, 9), but its popularity among Christians was due principally, it would seem, to the famous acrostic consisting of the initial letters of five Greek words forming the word for fish (Ἰχθύς), which words briefly but clearly described the character of Christ and His claim to the worship of believers: Ἰχθύς Χριστός Θεοῦ Τύπος Σωτῆρ, i. e. Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour. (See the discourse of Emperor Constantine, "Ad cos tum Sanctorum" c. xvii.) It is not improbable that this Christian formula originated in Alexandria, and was intended as a protest against the pagan apotheosis of the emperors; on a coin from Alexandria of the reign of Domitian (81-96) this emperor is styled Ἰχθύς (son of God).

The word Ἰχθύς then, as well as the representation of a fish, held for Christians a meaning of the highest significance; it was a brief profession of faith in the divinity of Christ, the Redeemer of mankind. Believers in this mystic Ἰχθύς were themselves "little fishes", according to the well-known passage of Tertullian (De baptismo, c. I): "we, little fishes, after the image of our Ἰχθύς Jesus Christ, are born in the water." The association of the Ἰχθύς with the Eucharist is strongly emphasized in the epitaph of Abercius, the second-century Bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia (see ABERCIUS, INSCRIPTION OF), and in the somewhat later epitaph of Pectorius of Autun. Abercius tells us on the aforesaid monument that in his journey from his Asiatic home to Rome, everywhere on the way he received as food "the Fish from the spring, the great, the pure", as well as "wine mixed with water, together with bread". Pectorius also makes mention of the Fish as a distinctive nourishment supplied by the "Saviour of the Saints". In the Eucharistic rites this idea is expressed repeatedly in pictorial form; the food before the banqueters is invariably bread and fish on two separate dishes. The peculiar significance attached to the fish in this relation is well brought out in the Catacomb fresco of the Fra-ctio Panis scene in the cemetery of St. Prisca; and the fishes on the grass, in closest proximity to the baskets containing bread and wine, in the crypt of Lucina. (See EUCARIST, SYMBOLISM OF THE.) The fish symbol was not, however, represented exclusively with symbols of the Eucharist; quite frequently it is found associated with other symbols as the dove, the anchor, and the monogram of Christ. The monuments, too, on which it appears, from the first to the fourth century, include frescoes, sculptured representations, rings, seals, glazed glasses, as well as enkolpia of various materials. The type of fish depicted calls for no special observation. Since the second century, the form of the dolphin was frequently employed. The reason for this particular selection is presumed to be the fact that, in popular esteem, the dolphin was regarded as friendly to man. Besides the Eucharistic frescoes of the catacombs a considerable number of objects containing the fish symbol are preserved in various European museums, one of the most interesting, because of the grouping of the fish with several other symbols, being a carved gem in the Kircherian Museum in Rome. On the left is a T-form anchor, with two fishes beneath the crossbar, while next in order are a T-form cross with two fish on the crossbar and a sheep at the foot, another T-cross as the mast of a ship, and the Good Shepherd carrying on His shoulders the shorn sheep. In addition to these symbols the five letters of the word Ἰχθύς are distributed round the border. Another ancient carved gem represents a ship supported by a fish, with doves perched on the mast and stern, and Christ on the waters rescuing St. Peter. After the fourth century the symbolism of the fish gradually disappeared; representations of fishes on baptismal fonts and on bronze baptismal cups like those found at Rome and Trier, now in the Kircherian Museum, are merely of an ornamental character, suggested, probably by the water used in baptism.

**Heuser in Kraus, Real-Enzyk. der christlichen Alterthümer** (Freiburg, 1882); WILPERT, Le pitture delle catacombe romane (Rome, 1903), for accurate representations; IDEM, Priscia, fish-spring (Freiburg, 1889); TIBBETT and CHEETHAM in Dict. Chr. Antiq., s. v. Important archeological-literary studies on the subject are the articles of G. DE ROYOS, De christianis monumentis Íkeb敝 orthobibous in Specijic. Sollum. (1555), III, 548-64, and PETRI, De pisci alpiciro et symbolico, in, 549-54, 549-57, 577-79. See also G. DE ROYOS, Monum. d archit. Chr. (Paris, 1907), II, 312-3; KAUFMANN, Manuale di archit. crist., tr. It. (Rome, 1908); particularly R. MORAW in nat. des antiquaires des provinces de France. 21 and Atti del II. Congr. Internazionale (Rome, 1902), 1-8.

MAURICE M. HAMPT.}

**Fisher, John.** See JOHN FISHER, BLESSED.

**Fisher, Philip (an alias, real name Thomas Cop ley), missionary, b. in Madrid, 1585; d. in Maryland, 1632. He was born at Copley of Gatton, England, of a Catholic family of distinction who suffered exile in the reign of Elizabeth. He arrived in Maryland in 1637, and, being a man of great executive ability, took over the care of the mission, "a charge which at that time required rather the activity of a governor than of a missionary." Fisher was wontonly seized and carried in chains to England, with Father Andrew White, the founder of
the English mission in America. After enduring many hardships he was released, when he boldly returned to Maryland (Feb., 1648), where, after an absence of three years, he found his flock in a more flourishing state than those who had oppressed and plundered them. That he made an effort to enter the missionary field, is evident from a letter written 1 Apr., 1648, to the Jesuit General Caraffa in Rome, in which he says: “A road has lately been opened through the forest to Virginia; this will make it but a two days' journey, and both places can now be united in one mission. After Easter I shall wait upon the Governor of Virginia to be on business of great importance. Unfortunately there is no further record bearing on the projected visit. Neill, in his “Terra Maris” (p. 70), and Smith, in his “Religion under the Barons of Baltimore” (p. VII), strangely confound this Father Thomas Copley of Maryland with an apostate John Copley, who was never a Jesuit. Father Fisher is mentioned with honourable distinction in the missionary annals of Maryland, and, according to Hughes, was “the most distinguished man among the fourteen Jesuits who had worked in Maryland”.

don, 1845), 91, 92: Russell, Maryland, Land of the Sant

Edward P. Spillane.

Fisherman's Ring. See Ring.

Fitter, Daniel b. in Worcestershire, England, 1616; d. at St. Thomas Priory, near Stafford, Feb., 1700. In 1636 Copley, then at the age of fifteen, went through his studies with some distinction, and was raised to the priesthood in 1651. A year or two later, he returned to England, and was appointed chaplain to William Fowler, Esq., of St. Thomas' Priory, near Stafford, where he remained until his death. During the reign of James II, he opened a school at Stafford, which was suppressed at the revolution in 1688. At the period of excitement ensuing upon the Titus Oates plot (1678), he, with a few others, upheld the lawfulness of taking the oath then tendered to every well-known Catholic. He himself subscribed to the Catholic Oath, and defended the same against the attacks of non-Catholic papers. This conviction led him to the idea of a common and legal use of the term “spiritual”. In consequence of this, when the chapter chose him as Vicar-General of the Counties of Stafford, Derby, Cheshire and Salop, they required that he should “sign a Declaration made by our Brethren in Paris against the Catholic Church”.

In a letter to the clergy of England and Scotland (1684), Cardinal Philip Howard recommended warmly the “Institutum clericorum in communi viventium”, founded in 1641 by the German priest Bartolomäus Holzhauser, and approved by Innocent XI in 1680 and 1684. The institute met with such approval in England, and Fitter was appointed its first provincial president and procurator for the Midland district. The association was, however, dissolved shortly after his death by Bishop Giffard in 1702, on account of a misunderstanding between its members and the rest of the secular clergy. Fitter had bequeathed property to “the Common Fund” of the institute in much of his property, in which interest in favour of his elder brother Francis; but when the institute ceased to exist, Francis, by a deed of assignment, established a new trust (1703), called “The Common Fund” for the benefit of the clergy of the district. This fund became subsequently known as the “Common Fund”. The fund and the property thereto also left a fund for the maintenance of a priest, whose duty it should be to reside in the county of Stafford and take spiritual charge of the poor Catholics of the locality.


Henry Parkinson.

Fitzton, James, missionary, b. at Boston, Massachusetts, U. S. A., 10 April, 1805; d. there, 15 Sept., 1881. His father, Abraham Fitzton, went to New England from Preston, England. His mother was of Welsh origin and a convert to the Faith. His primary education was received in the schools of his native city, and his classical course was made at Claremont, New Hampshire, at an academy conducted by Virgil Horace Barber, an early New England convert to the Faith. His theology he learned from the lips of Bishop Fenwick, by whom he was ordained priest, 23 Dec., 1827. Thenceforth for nearly a quarter of a century the whole of New England became the theatre of his zealous missionary labours. Carrying a valise containing vestments, chalice, and all necessary for celebrating the Holy Sacrifice, his holy orders under his arm, he travelled, often on foot, from Eastport and the New Brunswick line on the northeast, to Burlington and Lake Champlain on the northwest; from Boston in the east, to Great Barrington and the Berkshire Hills in the west; from Providence and Newport in the southeast, to Bridgeport and the New York State line in the southwest. In the course of his ministry he was often exposed to insult and hardship, but he considered these trifles when souls were to be saved. During his missionary career he was pastor of the first Catholic church at Hartford, Connecticut, and at Worcester, Massachusetts. He erected the church of Our Lady of the Isle at Newport, Rhode Island. In 1840, while pastor of the church at Worcester, he purchased the present site of Holy Cross College, and erected a building for the advanced education of Catholic young men. In 1842 he deeded the grounds and building to Bishop Fenwick, who placed it under the care of the Jesuits. In 1855 he was appointed by Bishop Fenwick pastor of the church of the Most Holy Redeemer in East Boston. Here he laboured for the remaining twenty-six years of his life, and built four more churches. In 1877 he celebrated the golden jubilee of his priesthood.

Arthur T. Connolly.

Fitzalan, Henry, twelfth Earl of Arundel, b. about 1511; d. in London, 24 Feb., 1580 (0. S. 1579). Son of William, eleventh earl, and Lady Anne Percy, he was godson to Henry VIII, in whose palace he was educated. From 1540 he was governor of Calais till 1543, when he succeeded to the earldom. In 1544 he besieged and took Boulogne, being made lord-chamberlain as a reward for his successful service. He accompanied Protector Somerset and supported Warwick, who eventually unjustly accused him of peculation and removed him from the council. On the death of Edward he abandoned the cause of Lady Jane Grey and proclaimed Mary as queen. Throughout her reign he was in favour as lord steward and was en
dowed with much power. On the death of Elizabeth he at first retained his offices and power though distrustted by her ministers. Yet he was too powerful to attack, and, being a widower, was considered as a possible consort for the queen. But in 1564 he fell into disgrace, and Elizabeth did not again employ him till 1568. Being the leader of the Catholic party, he desired a marriage between Mary, Queen of Scots, and his son-in-law, the Duke of Norfolk, but
was too cautious to commit himself, so that even after the futile northern rebellion of 1569 he was recalled to the council. But the discovery of the Ridolfi conspiracy, in 1571, again led to his confinement, about which he spent the rest of his life in retirement.


EDWIN BURTIN.

Fitzherbert, Maria Anne, wife of King George IV; b. 26 July, 1756 (place uncertain); d. at Brighton, England, 29 March, 1837; eldest child of Walter Smythe, of Brambridge, Hampshire, younger son of Sir John Smythe, of Eshe Hall, Durham and Acton Burnell Park, Salop, a Catholic baronet. In 1775 she married Edward Weld, of Lulworth, Dorset (son of Cardinal Weld), who died before the year was out. Her next husband was Thomas Fitzherbert, of Swnnerton, Staffordshire, whom she married in 1778 and who died in 1781. A young and beautiful widow with a jointure of £2000 a year, she took up her abode in 1782 at Richmond, Surrey, having at the same time a house in town. In or about 1784 happened her first visit of George, Prince of Wales, then about twenty-two years of age, she about six years older. He straightway fell in love with her. Marriage with her princely suitor being legally impossible, Mrs. Fitzherbert turned a deaf ear to the prince's solicitations. She had set her heart on getting rid of which she withdrew to the Continent. However, on receipt of an honourable offer from the prince, she returned after a while to England, and they were privately married in her own London drawing-room and before two witnesses, 15 Dec. 1786, the consociating minister being an Anglican curate. Thenceforth, though in separate houses, they lived together as man and wife, she being treated on almost every hand with unbounded respect and deference, until 1787, when, upon the prince's application to Parliament for payment of his debts, Fox authorized declaration in the House of Commons that no marriage between the prince and Mrs. Fitzherbert had ever taken place. However, upon the prince's solemn and oft-repeated assurance that Fox had no authority for this degrading denial, the breach between the offended wife and her husband was healed. So they continued to live together on a matrimonial footing, until 1794, when, being in the midst of a forced legal marriage with his cousin, Caroline of Brunswick, the prince very reluctantly cast Mrs. Fitzherbert off, at the same time continuing the pension of £3000 a year, which he had allowed her ever since their marriage. Shortly after the birth of Princess Charlotte in 1796, the prince, the Princess of Wales, was separated from her and besought the forsaken Mrs. Fitzherbert to return to him. This, after consultation with Rome, she at length did in 1800, and remained with him some nine years more, when they virtually parted. At last, in 1811, because of a crowning affront put upon her on occasion of a magnificent fête given at Carlton House by the prince, lately made regent, at which entertainment no fixed place at the royal table had been assigned her, she broke off connexion with the prince for ever, withdrawing into private life upon an annuity of £6000. Her husband, as King George IV, died in 1830, with a locked chest containing her jewels behind his neck, and was so buried. Mrs. Fitzherbert survived him seven years, dying at the age of eighty, at Brighton, where she was buried in the Catholic church of St. John the Baptist, to the erection of which she had largely contributed, and wherein a mural monument to her memory is said to be seen.

C. T. BOOTHMAN.

Fitzherbert, Sir Anthony, judge, b. in 1470; d. 27 May, 1558. He was the sixth son of Ralph Fitzherbert of Norbury, Derbyshire, and Elizabith Marshall. His brothers dying young, he succeeded his father as lord of the manor of Norbury, an estate granted to the family in 1125 and still in their hands. Wood states that he was educated at Oxford, but no evidence of this exists; nor is it known at which of the inns of court he received his legal training, though he is included in a list of Gray's Inn readers (Douthwaite, Gray's Inn, p. 46). He was called to the degree of serjeant-at-law, 18 Nov., 1510, and six years later he was appointed king's serjeant. He had already published (1514) his great digests of the yearbook. The first of his attempts to provide a summary of English law. It was known as "La Grauntle Abridgement" and has often been reprinted, both entire and in epitomes, besides forming the foundation of all subsequent abridgements. He also brought out an edition of "Magna Charta cum diversis aliis statutis" (1519). In 1522 he was made a judge of common pleas and was knighted; but his new honours did not check his literary activity and in the following year (1523) he published three works: one on law, "Diversité de courts et leur jurisdictions" (tr. by Hughes in 1649); one on agriculture, "The Boke of Husbandrie"; and one on law and agriculture combined, "The Boke of Surveyinge and Improve-ments". All three were frequently reprinted and though Sir Anthony's authorship of the "Boke of Husbandrie" was formerly questioned it is now regarded as established. Meanwhile his integrity and ability caused him to be trusted to him. In 1524 Fitzherbert was sent on a royal commission to Ireland; Archbishop Warham appointed him by will sole arbitrator in the administration of his estate; and in 1529 when Wolsey fell, he was made a commissioner to hear chancery causes in place of the chancellor, and he subsequently signed the articles of imprisonment against him. As one of the judges he unwillingly took part in the trials of the martyrs Fisher, More, and Haile, but he strongly disapproved
of the king's ecclesiastical polity, particularly the suppression of the monasteries and he bound his children under oath never to accept or purchase any abbey lands. In 1534 he brought out "that exact work, exquisitely penned" (Coke, Reports X, Pref.), "La Novelle Natura Brevium", which remained one of the classical English law books until the end of the eighteenth century. His last works were the constantly reprinted "L'Oifice et Auctoryté des justices de peus" (1538), the first complete treatise on the subject, and "L'Oifice de Vicoints Baliffes, Escheators, Constables, Coroner". Sir Anthony was twice married, first to Dorothy Willoughby who died without issue, and secondly to the Lutella Cooper, with whom he had a large family. His descendants have always kept the Faith and still own his estate of Norbury as well as the family seat at Swnynerton.


EDWIN BURTON.

Fitcherbert, THOMAS, b. 1552, at Swnynerton, Staffs, England; d. 17 Aug., 1640, at Rome. His father having died whilst Thomas was an infant, he was, even as a child, the head of an important family and the first heir born at Swnynerton, where his descendants have lived and still remain Catholics. He was trained to piety and firmness in his religion by his mother, and when sent to Oxford in his sixteenth year he confessed his faith with a courage that grew with the various trials, of which he has left us an interesting memoir (Foley, Records of English Province, 1859, p. 210). At last he was forced to keep in hiding, and in 1572 he suffered imprisonment. In 1580 he married and had issue, but he did not give up his works of zeal. When Campan and Persone commenced their memorable mission, Fitcherbert put himself at their service, and helped Campan in the preparation of "De Republica" by wise quotations and copying passages from the Fathers in various libraries, to which it would have been impossible for the Jesuit to obtain admission. Unable at last to maintain his position in face of the ever-growing persecution, he left England in 1592, and took up his residence in the north of France. Here, as Cardinal of the Catholic faith, mesons, and unexceptionable character, he was much trusted by the Catholic leaders, and as sedulously watched by Walsingham's emissaries, whose letters contain frequent insinuations against his intentions and ulterior objects (see Foley, Records of English Province, ii. 11, 220-228). His wife died in 1598, and afterwards he sought a vow of celibacy. He is next found in the household of the young Duke of Feria, whose mother was Lady Anne Dormer. With him or in his service he lived in Flanders, Spain, Milan, Naples, and Rome for some twenty years, until the duke died in 1607, on the point of settling for a diplomatic mission to Germany, on which Fitcherbert was to have accompanied him. It was during this period that he was charged in 1598 by Squire with having tempted him to murder Queen Elizabeth; in 1595 a charge of contradictory implication had been preferred against him to the Spanish Inquisition, viz., that he was an agent of Elizabeth. Both charges led to the enhancement of his reputation. An interesting series of 200 letters from the duke to him is preserved in the archives of the Archdiocese of Westminster. In 1601, while in Spain, he felt moved to take a vow to offer himself for the priesthood, and he was ordained in Rome 24 March, 1602. After this he acted as Roman agent for the archpriest Harrison until he was succeeded, in 1609, by the future bishop, Richard Smith. But in 1606 he had made a third vow, namely, to enter the Society of Jesus, which he did about the year 1613. He was soon given the important post of superior in Flanders, 1616 to 1618, afterwards recalled and made rector of the English College, Rome, from 1618 to 1639. He died there, dying, at the age of eighty-eight years, a life that had been filled with an unusual variety of important duties. His principal works are: "A Defence of the Catholycke Cause, By T. F., with an Apology of his innocence in a fayned conspiracy of Edward Squire" (St-Omer, 1602); "A Treatise concerning Policy and Religion" (Donaual, 1610); "The Vtia" to Latin in 1630. This work was highly valued for its sound and broad-minded criticism of the lax political principles professed in those days. He also wrote books in the controversy that grew out of King James's Oath of Allegiance: "A Supplement to [Father Person's] the Discussion of M. D. Barlow" (St-Omer, 1613); "A Confutation of certaine Absurdittees uttered by M. D. Andrews" (St-Omer, 1613); "Of the Oath of Fidelity" (St-Omer, 1614); "The Obmutesence of F. T. to the Epphata of D. Collins" (St-Omer, 1621). We have also from his pen a translation of Turchelli's "Life of St. Francis Xavier" (Paris, 1649); "Foley, Records of English Province, S. J., II, 193-230, VII. 238; Cooper in Diet. Nat. Biog., etc. s. v."

J. H. Polllen.

Fitz MAURICE, JOHN. See ERIE, DIOCES OF.

Fitspatrick, JOHN BERNARD. See BOSTON, DioceSE OF.

Fitspatrick, WILLIAM JOHN, historian, b. in Dublin, Ireland, 31 Aug., 1830; d. there 24 Dec., 1895. The son of a rich merchant, he had ample means to indulge his peculiar tastes, and these were for biography, and especially for seeking out what was hitherto unknown and not always desired to be known. Educated partly at a Protestant school, partly at Clongowes Wood College, he early took to writing and in 1855 published his first work—"The Life, Times and Correspondence of Lord Cloncurry". The same year he wrote a series of letters to "Notes and Queries" charging Sir Walter Scott with plagiarism in his Waverley novels, and attributing the chief credit of having written these novels to Sir Walter's brother Thomas. The latter was dead, but his daughters repudiated Fitspatrick's advocacy and their father's supposed claims, and the matter ended there. In 1859 Fitspatrick published "The True and Genuine Adventures of Lady Morgan". From that date to his death, his pen was never idle. His research was great, his industry a marvel, his patience and care immense, nor is he ever consciously unjust. For these reasons, though his style is unattractive, his works are valuable, especially to the Irish historical student. Notable amongst these are "The Shanakles" (1866), "Ireland before the Union" (1867), "The Correspondence of Daniel O'Connell" (1888), "Secret Service under Pitt" (1892). Fitspatrick also wrote works dealing with Archbishop Whately, Charles Lever, Rev. Dr. Lanigan, Father Tom Burke, O.F.P., and Father James Healy of Bray. In 1876 he was appointed professor of history by the Hibernian Academy of Arts. Fitspatrick's painstaking research as well as his spirit of fair play are specially to be commended and have earned words of praise from two men differing in many other things—Lecky and Gladstone.


E. A. D'ALTON.

Fitters, RICHARD, Archbishop of Armagh, b. at Dundalk, Ireland, about 1295; d. at Avignon, 16 Dec., 1360. He studied in Oxford, where we first find mention of him in 1325 as an ex-fellow and teacher of Balliol College. He was made doctor of theology before 1321, and was chancellor of Oxford University in 1328. In 1354
he was made chancellor of Lincoln Cathedral, and in Jan., 1335, canon and prebendary of Lichfield, "notwithstanding that he has canonsries and prebends of Crediton and Bosham, and has had provision made for him of the Chancellorship of Lincoln and the canonsries and prebends of Armagh and Exeter, all of which he is to resign" (Bliss, Calendar of Entries in Papal Registers, ii, 524). He was archdeacon of Chester when made dean of Lichfield in 1337. On 31 July, 1346, he was consecrated Archbishop of Armagh.

Fitzralph was a man who pre-eminently joined the speculative temperament to the practical, combining an ascetic luminaries of his day, and a close friend of the scholarly Richard of Bury, he fostered learning among his priests by sending many of them to take higher studies in Oxford. He was zealous too in visiting the various church provinces, and in bettering financial as well as spiritual conditions in his own see. He contended for his prelatical rights against the immunity claimed by the See of Dublin; and on various occasions acted as peacemaker between the English and the Irish. He was in great demand as a preacher, and many of his sermons are still extant in manuscript. Whilst at Avignon in 1560, Fitzralph presented a memorial to the English clergy reciting complaints against the mendicant orders. After serving on a commission appointed by Clement VI to inquire into the points at issue, he embodied his own views in the treatise "De Pauperis Salvatoris", which deals with the subject of evangelical poverty, as well as the question of the right of governing diocesan, possession, and use, and the relation of these to the state of grace in man. Part of this work is printed by Poole in his edition of Wyclif's "De Domino Domino Divino" (London, 1890). It was probably during this visit that Fitzralph also took part in the negotiations among the Pope, the Emperor and the Venetian and Genoese ambassadors, and he composed an elaborate apologistic-politico-legal work, entitled "Summa in Qestionibus Armenorum" (Paris, 1511), in which he displayed his profound knowledge of Scripture with telling effect in refuting the Greek and Armenian heresies.

Fitzralph's controversy with the friars came to a crisis when he was cited to Avignon in 1367. Avoiding his entire submission to the authority of the Holy See, he defended his attitude towards the friars in the plea entitled "Defensorum Curatorum" (printed in Goldaet's "Monarchia" and elsewhere). He maintained as probable that voluntary mendicancy is contrary to the teachings of St. Paul, that is true for the withdrawal of the privileges of the friars in regard to confessions, preaching, burying, etc. He urged a return to the purity of their original institution, claiming that these privileges undermined the authority of the parochial clergy. The friars were not molested, but by gradual legislation harmony was restored between them and the parish clergy. Fitzralph's position, however, was not directly condemned, and he died in peace at Avignon in 1370. His remains were transferred to St. Nicholas' church, Dundalk; miracles were reported from his tomb and for several centuries his image was held in veneration. His printed works are mentioned above. His "Opus in P. Lombardi Sententias" and several other works (list in the "Catholic University Bulletin", xi, 243) are still in manuscript.


John J. Greaney.

Fitzsimon (Fitz Simon), Henry, Jesuit, b. 1566 (or 1569), in Dublin, Ireland; d. 29 Nov., 1643 (or 1645), probably at Kilkenny. He was educated a Protestant at Oxford (Hart Hall, and perhaps Christ Church), 1583-1585, and in 1584 became a zealous protagonist of Protestantism, "with the firm intention to have died for it!", if need had been. But having engaged in controversy with "an owld English Jesuit, Father Thomas Darshibishe, to my happiness I was overcome". Having embraced Catholicism he visited Rome and Flanders, where, in 1592, he "elected to liberate under the Jesuits' standard, because they do most impugn the impurity of heresies". In 1595 there was a call for Jesuit labourers for Ireland, which had been deprived of them for ten years. He at once offered himself for the post of danger, and he shares with Father Archer the honour of having refounded that mission on a basis that proved permanent amidst all of which is to reconcile (Bliss, Calendar of Entries in Papal Registers, ii, 524). He was archdeacon of Chester when made dean of Lichfield in 1337. On 31 July, 1346, he was consecrated Archbishop of Armagh.

Fitz-Simon's, Thomas, American merchant, b. in Ireland, 1741; d. at Philadelphia, U. S. A., 26 Aug., 1811. There is no positive record of his arrival in America, but church records in Philadelphia show he was there in 1758. In 1763 he was married to Catherine, sister of George Meade, and he was Meade's partner as a merchant until 1794. In the events that led up to the revolt of the colonists against England he took a prominent part. He was a delegate from the Congress of Philadelphia to the conference in Carpenter's Hall, Philadelphia, out of which conference went the Continental Congress that
assembled 4 Sept., 1774, and of which he was a member. His election as one of the Provincial Deputies in July, 1774, is the first instance of a Catholic being named for a public office in Pennsylvania. At the breaking-out of hostilities he organized a company of militia. In the Trenton campaign in New Jersey. After this service in the field he returned to Philadelphia and was active with other merchants in providing for the needs of the army.

On 12 Nov., 1782, he was elected a member of the Congress of the old Confederacy and was among the founders of its deliberations. He was a member of the Convention that met in Philadelphia 25 May, 1787, and framed the Constitution of the United States. Daniel Carroll of Maryland being the only other Catholic member. In this convention Fitz-Simons voted against universal suffrage and in favour of limiting it to free-holders. Under this constitution he was elected a member of the first Congress of the United States and it served on the Committee on Ways and Means. In politics he was an ardent Federalist. He was re-elected to the second and the third Congresses, but was defeated for the fourth, in 1794, and this closed his political career. Madison wrote to Jefferson in 1794, that there was a strong desire to see the "stinging blow for the aristocracy". The records of Congress show that he was among the very first, if not the first, to advocate the fundamental principles of a protective tariff system to help American industries. When Washington was inaugurated as the first president in 1789, Fitz-Simons was one of the four laymen, Charles and Daniel Carroll of Maryland, and Dominic Lynch of New York being the others, to sign the address of congratulation presented to him by the Catholics of the country. He was among the founders of Georgetown College, and was considered during his long life one of the most enlightened merchants in the United States. On all questions connected with commerce and finance his advice was always sought and regarded with respect in the operations that laid the foundation of the commercial prosperity of the new republic.

FIVE MILE Act. See Nonconformists.

Fitzimlinner, Placidus, astronomer, b. at Achleuthen near Kremsmünster, Austria, in 1721; d. at Potsdam, 27 August, 1765. He received his early education at Salzburg, where he displayed a talent for mathematics. He joined the Benedictines at the age of sixteen and became distinguished for his broad scholarship. In 1750 he published a small treatise entitled "Reipublice sacre originis divine". He intended to continue this work but the transit of Venus in 1761 again aroused his interest in mathematics. Though already forty years of age he resumed his old studies with ardour, and an opportunity soon presented itself for work in astronomy. He was appointed director of the observatory of Kremsmünster, which had been established by a lease in 1754. His researches on the motion of the moon through a star revealed the nature of the character of the motion. In his measurements of vanishingly small distances, such as the expansion of crystals, he made use of the extremely small and very regular wave-length of light. His addition of a condenser in the primary circuit of the induction coil increased the effectiveness of this device considerably. On the recommendation of the Academy of Sciences he was awarded the Grand Prix (10,000 frances) of the Institute in 1856. He was elected a member of the Academy of Sciences in 1800, and a member of the Bureau des Longitudes in 1878. He received the decoration of the Legion of Honour in 1826 and became officer in 1875. In 1866 the Royal Society of London awarded him the Rumford Medal. Cornu says of him: "He was a practical and convinced Christian and did not hide that fact."
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Fitzimlinner, Placidus, astronomer, b. at Achleuthen near Kremsmünster, Austria, in 1721; d. at Potsdam, 27 August, 1765. He received his early education at Salzburg, where he displayed a talent for mathematics. He joined the Benedictines at the age of sixteen and became distinguished for his broad scholarship. In 1750 he published a small treatise entitled "Reipublice sacre originis divine". He intended to continue this work but the transit of Venus in 1761 again aroused his interest in mathematics. Though already forty years of age he resumed his old studies with ardour, and an opportunity soon presented itself for work in astronomy. He was appointed director of the observatory of Kremsmünster, which had been established by a lease in 1754. His researches on the motion of the moon through a star revealed the nature of the character of its motion. In his measurements of vanishingly small distances, such as the expansion of crystals, he made use of the extremely small and very regular wave-length of light. His addition of a condenser in the primary circuit of the induction coil increased the effectiveness of this device considerably. On the recommendation of the Academy of Sciences he was awarded the Grand Prix (10,000 francs) of the Institute in 1856. He was elected a member of the Academy of Sciences in 1800, and a member of the Bureau des Longitudes in 1878. He received the decoration of the Legion of Honour in 1826 and became officer in 1875. In 1866 the Royal Society of London awarded him the Rumford Medal. Cornu says of him: "He was a practical and convinced Christian and did not hide that fact."

In the presidential address before the academy (Comptes Rendus, 1879), Fizeau calls attention to "the dignity and independence of natural science as well as to its limits of action, preventing it from interfering in philosophic or social questions, and not permitting it to put itself in opposition to the noble emotions of the heart nor to the pure voice of conscience". Most of his published works are contained in "Comptes Rendus" and in the "Annales de physique et de chimie". A few of the titles are: "Sur la daguerreotypie"; "Sur l'interférence entre deux rayons dans le cas de grandes dif-
LEO XII (1823-29) CARRIED IN PROCESSION IN ST. PETER’S
FROM VERNET’S PAINTING, SHOWING THE FLABELLA AS USED ON OCCASIONS OF STATE
WITH THE “SEDIA GESTATORIA”, OR PROCESSIONAL CHAIR
Flabellum, in liturgical use a fan made of leather, silk, parchment, or feathers intended to keep away insects from the Sacred Species and from the priest. It was in use in the sacrifices of the heathens and in the Christian Church from very early days, for in the Acts of the Apostles (21:23), written in the first century, we read (VIII, 12): "Let two of the deacons, on each side of the altar, hold a fan, made up of thin membranes, or of the feathers of the peacock, or of fine cloth, and let them silently drive away the small animals that fly about, that they may not come near to the cups". Its use was continued in the Latin Church to about the fourteenth century. In the Greek Church to the present day, the deacon, at his ordination, receives the fan, or "fanion"; in the Liturgy of St. Basil only during the Consecration. Among the ornaments found belonging to the church of St. Riquier, in Pontlieu (813), there is a silver flabellum (Migne, P.L., CLXXIV, 1257), and for the chapel of Casoin, near Lisle, another flabellum of silver is noted in the will of Everard (d. 937), the founder of that abbey. When, in the sixth century, the "Intronaires" of the Abbey of Tours was, on the Saône in France, possessed an old flabellum, which had an ivory handle two feet long, and was beautifully carved; the two sides of the ivory circular disc were engraved with fourteen figures of saints. Pieces of this fan, dating from the eighth century, are in the Musée Cluny at Paris, and in the Collection Carrand. The silver flabellum is also found in the Slavic flabellum of the thirteenth century, preserved at Moscow, and in one shown in the Megaspelieon monastery in Greece. On this latter disc are carved the Madonna and Child and it is encircled by eight medallions containing the images of cherubim and the Seven Angels. It is preserved in the Presbytery of the Cathedral of St. Sophia in Kiev, and was brought from Constantinople in 1222, of the treasury of Salisbury, enumerates a silver fan and two of parchment. The richest and most beautiful specimen is the flabellum of the thirteenth century in the Abbey of Kremsmünster in Upper Austria. It has the shape of a Greek cross and is ornamented with work and the representation of the Resurrection of Our Lord. A kind of fan with a hoop of little bells is used by the Maronites and other Orientals and is generally made of silver or brass.

Apart from the foregoing liturgical uses, a flabellum, in the shape of a fan, is often an umbrella or canopy, which is a mark of honour for bishops and princes. Two fans of this kind are used at the Vatican whenever the pope is carried in state on the seda gestatoria or to from the altar or audience-chamber. Through the influence of Count Ditaloma di Brozza, the fans formerly used at the Vatican were, in 1902, presented to the Philadelphia, U. S. A., by Leo XIII, and in return she gave a new pair to the Vatican. The old ones are exhibited in the museum of the University of Pennsylvania. They are splendid creations. The spread is formed of great ostrich plumes tipped with peacock feathers; on the sticks are the papal arms, worked in a crimson field in heavy gold, the crown studded with rubies and emeralds.

St. Paul's Cathedral, London, had a fan made of peacock feathers, and York Cathedral's inventory mentions a silver handle of a fan, which was gilded and had upon it the enamelled picture of the bishop. Haymo, Bishop of Rochester (d. 1352), gave to his church a fan of silver with an ivory handle.

**Flaccilla**, Empress, wife of Theodosius the Great, died c. 385 or 386. Like Theodosius himself, his wife was Flaccilla, of Spanish descent. She may have been the daughter of Claudius Antonius, Prefect of Gaul, who was consul in 382. Her marriage with Theodosius probably took place in the year 376, when his father, the comes Theodosius, fell into disfavour and he himself withdrew to Cauca in Gallicia, for her eldest son, afterwards Emperor Arcadius, was born towards the end of the following year. In the succeeding years she presented the emperor with another son.

Pulcheria, who died in early childhood, shortly before her mother. Gregory of Nyssa states expressly that she had three children; consequently the Gratian mentioned by St. Ambrose, who married Pulcheria, was probably not her son. Flaccilla was, like her husband, a zealous supporter of the Nicene Creed and prevented the conference between the emperor and the Arian Eunomius (Sozomen, Hist. eccl., VII, vi). On the throne she was a shining example of Christian virtue and ardent charity. St. Ambrose describes her as "laisitissima" (Fidelis anima Deo—De obtit Theodosii", n. 40, in P. L., XVI, 1462). In his panegyric St. Gregory of Nyssa bestowed the highest praise on her virtuous life and pictured her as the helmsman of the emperor in all good works, an ornament of the empire, a leader of justice, an image of beneficence. He praises her as filled with zeal for the Faith, as a pillar of the Church, a mother of the indigent. Theodoret, in particular extols her charity and benevolence (Hist. eccl., V, xix, ed. Valetius, III, 192 sq.). He tells us how she personally tended cripples, and quotes a saying of hers: "To distribute money belongs to the imperial dignity, but to care for the poor, in view of my personal service to the Giver." Her humility also attracts a special meed of praise from the church historian. Flaccilla was buried in Constantinople, St. Gregory of Nyssa delivering her funeral oration. She is venerated in the Greek Church as a saint, and her feast is kept on 14 September. The Bollandists (Acta SS., Sept., IV, 142) are of the opinion that she is not regarded as a saint but only as venerable, but her name stands in the Greek Menaia and Synaxaria followed by words of eulogy, as is the case with the other saints (cf. e.g. Synaxarium Eccl. Constantinopolitanae, ed. Delachaye, Brussels, 1902, col. 40, under 14 Sept.).

**Flagellants**, a fanatical and heretical sect that flourished in the thirteenth and succeeding centuries. Their origin was at one time ascribed to the missionary efforts of St. Anthony of Padua, in the cities of Northern Italy, early in the thirteenth century;
Lempp (Zeitschrift für Kirchengeschichte, XII, 435) has shown this to be unwarranted. Every important movement, however, has its forerunners, both in the idea out of which it grows and in specific acts of which it is a culmination. And, undoubtedly, the practice of self-flagellation, familiar to the penitent as an act of religious reparation to the divine persons (such as the Camaldolese, the Cenobite Dominicans), had but to be connected in idea with the equally familiar penitential processions popularized by the Mendicants about 1233, to prepare the way for the great outburst of the latter half of the thirteenth century. It is in 1299 that we have a record of the Flagellant of Genoa, the terrible plague of 1259, the long-continued tyranny and anarchy throughout the Italian States, the prophetic concerns Antichrist and the end of the world by Joachim of Floris and his like, had created a mingled state of despair and expectation among the devout lay-folk of the middle and lower classes. Then there appeared a famous hermit of Umbria, Raniero Fasani, who organized a brotherhood of "Disciplinati di Gesù Cristo", which spread rapidly throughout Central and Northern Italy. The brotherhoods were known by various names in various localities (Battuti, Scopatori, Zostori, etc.). They were everywhere. All ages and conditions were alike subject to this mental epidemic. Clergy and laity, men and women, even children of tender years, scourged themselves in preparation for the sins of the whole world. Great processions, amounting sometimes to 10,000 souls, passed through the cities, beating themselves, and calling the faithful to repentance. With crosses and banners borne before them by the clergy, they marched slowly through the towns. Stripped to the waist and with covered faces, they scourged themselves with leathern thongs till the blood ran, chanting hymns and canticles of the Passion of Our Lord. The presences of the clergy were necessary. For thirty-three days and a half this penance was continued by all who undertook it, in honour of the years of Christ's life on earth. Neither mud nor snow, cold nor heat, was any obstacle. The processions continued in Italy throughout 1280, and by the end of that year had spread beyond the Alps to Alsace, Bavaria, Bohemia, and Poland. In 1261, however, the ecclesiastical and civil authorities awoke to the danger of such an epidemic, although its undesirable tendencies, on this occasion, were rather political than theological. In January the pope forbade the processions, and the laity realized suddenly that the movement was without the sanction of the church. It ceased almost as quickly as it had started, and for some time seemed to have died out.

Wandering flagellants are heard of in Germany in 1296. In Northern Italy, Venturino of Bergamo, a Dominican, afterwards beatified, attempted to revive the processions of flagellants in 1234, and led about 10,000 men, styled the "Doves", as far as Rome. But he was received with laughter by the Romans, and his followers deserted him. He went to Avignon to see the pope, by whom he was promptly relegated to his monastery, and the movement collapsed.

The Black Death swept across Europe and devastated the Continent for the next two years. In 1348 terrible earthquakes occurred in Italy. The scandals prevalent in Church and State intensified in the popular mind the feeling that the end of all things was come. With extraordinary suddenness the companies of Flagellants appeared again, and rapidly spread like fires throughout the land. In 1349 they had reached Flanders, Holland, Bohemia, Poland, and Denmark. By September of that year they had arrived in England, where, however, they met with but little success. The English people watched the fanatics with quiet interest, even expressing pity and sometimes admiration for their devotion; but no one could be induced to join them, and the attempt at proselytism failed utterly. Meanwhile in Italy the movement, in accordance with the temperament of the people, so thorough, so ecstatic, yet so matter-of-fact and practical in religious matters, spread rapidly through all classes of the community. Its diffusion was marked and aided by the popular laudi, folk-songs of the Penitential type and the Sorrows of Our Lady, while in its wake there sprang up numberless brotherhoods devoted to penance and the corporal works of mercy. Thus the "Battuti" of Siena, Bologna, Gubbio, all founded Case di Dio, which were at once centres at which they could meet for devotion and penitential exercises, and hospices in which the sick and destitute were relieved. Though tendencies towards heresy soon became apparent, the same Italian faith was unfavourable to its growth. The confinements adapted themselves to the permanent ecclesiastical organization, and not a few of them have continued, at least as charitable associations, until the present day. It is noticeable that the songs of the Laudesi during their processions tended more and more to take on a dramatic character. From them developed in time the popular mystery-play, whence came the beginnings of the Italian dramatic art.

As soon, however, as the Flagellant movement crossed the Alps into Teutonic countries, its whole nature changed. The idea was welcomed with enthusiasm; a ceremonial was rapidly developed, and almost as rapidly a specialized doctrine, that soon degenerated into heresy. The Flagellants became an organized sect, with severe discipline and extravagant claims. They wore a white habit and mantle, on each of which was a red cross, whence in some parts they were called the "Brotherhood of the Cross". Whosoever desired to join this brotherhood was bound to remain in it for thirty-three and a half days, to swear obedience to the "Master", and to possess at least four pence a day for his support, to be reconciled to all men, and, if married, to have the sanction of his wife. The ceremonial of the Flagellants seemed to have been much the same in all the northern cities. Twice a day, proceeding slowly to the public square or to the principal church, they put off their shoes, stripped themselves to the waist and prostrated themselves in a large circle. By their posture they indicated the nature of the sins they intended to expiate, the murderer lying on his back, the adulterer on his face, the perjurer on one side holding up three fingers, etc. First they were beaten by the "Master", then they felled among the noses of executioners, and they stood in a circle and scourged themselves severely, crying out that their blood was mingled with the Blood of Christ and that their penance was preserving the whole world from perishing. At the end of the "Master" read a letter which was supposed to have been brought by an angel from heaven to the church of St. Peter in Rome. This stated that Christ, angry at the grievous sins of mankind, had threatened to destroy the world, yet, at the intercession of the Blessed Virgin, had ordained that all who should join the brotherhood for thirty-three and a half days should be saved. The reading of this letter, the emotions caused by the public penance of the Flagellants, aroused much excitement among the populace. In spite of the protests and criticism of the educated, thousands enrolled themselves in the brotherhood. Great processions marched from town to town, with crosses, lights, and banners borne before them. They were accompanied by the knockings, the howlings, the assorted scourges and chanting their melancholy hymns. As the number grew, the pretences of the leaders developed. They professed a ridiculous horror of even accidental contact with women, and insisted that it was of obligation to fast rigidly on Fridays. They cast doubts on the necessity or even desirability of the sacraments, and even pretended to
absolve one another, to cast out evil spirits, and to work miracles. They asserted that the ordinary ecclesiastical jurisdiction was suspended and that their pilgrimages would be continued for thirty-three and a half years. Doubtless not a few of them hoped to establish a lasting rival to the Catholic Church, but very soon the authorities took action and endeavoured to suppress the whole movement. For, while it was thus growing in Germany and the Netherlands, it had also entered France.

At first this fatum novus ritus was well received. As early as 1348, Pope Clement VI had permitted a similar procession in Avignon in entreaty against the plague. Soon, however, the rapid spread and heretical tendencies of the Flagellants, especially among the turbulent peoples of Southern France, alarmed the authorities. At the entreaty of the University of

fourteenth century, too, the great Dominican, St. Vincent Ferrer, spread this penitential devotion throughout the north of Spain, and crowds of devotees followed him on his missionary pilgrimages through France, Spain, and Northern Italy.

In fact, the great outburst of 1349, while, perhaps, more widespread and more formidable than similar fanaticisms, was but one of a series of popular upheavals at irregular intervals from 1290 until the end of the fifteenth century. The governing cause of these movements was always an obscure amalgam of horror of corruption, of desire to imitate the heroic expiations of the great penitents, of apocalyptic vision, of despair at the prevailing corruption in Church and State. All these things are smouldering in the minds of the much-tried populace of Central Europe. It needed but a sufficient occasion, such as the accumulated
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Paris, the pope, after careful inquiry, condemned the movement and prohibited the processions, by letters dated 20 Oct., 1349, which were sent to all the bishops of France, Germany, Poland, Sweden, and England. This condemnation coincided with a natural reaction of public opinion, and the Flagellants, from being a powerful menace to all settled public order, found themselves a hunted and rapidly dwindling sect. But, though severely stricken, the Flagellant tendency was by no means eradicated. Throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries there were recrudescences of this and similar heresies. In Germany, about 1360, there appeared one Konrad Schmid, who called himself Enoch, and pretended that all ecclesiastical authority was abrogated, or rather, transferred to himself. Thousands of young men joined him, and he was able to continue his propaganda till 1360, when the vigorous measures of the Inquisition resulted in his suppression. Yet we still hear of trials and condemnations of Flagellants in 1414 at Erfurt, in 1446 at Nordhausen, in 1453 at Sangerhausen, even as late as 1481 at Halberstadt. Again the “Albati” or “Bianchi” are heard of in Provence about 1390, with their processions of nine days, during which they beat themselves and chanted the “Stabat Mater”. At the end of the tyranny of some petty ruler, the horror of a great plague, or the ardent preaching of some saintly ascetic, to set the whole of Christendom in a blaze. Like fire the impulse ran through the people, and like fire it died down, only to break out here and there anew. At the beginning of each outbreak, the effects were generally good. Enemies were reconciled, debts were paid, prisoners were released, ill-gotten goods were restored. But it was the merest revitalism, and, as always, the reaction was worse than the former stagnation. Sometimes the movement was more than suspected of being abused for political ends, more often it exemplified the fatal tendency of emotional pietism to degenerate into heresy. The Flagellant movement was but one of the manias that afflicted the end of the Middle Ages; others were the dancing-manias, the Jew-baiting rages, which the Flagellant processions encouraged in 1349, the child-crusades, and the like. And, according to the temperament of the peoples among whom it spread, the movement became a revolt and a fantastic heresy, a rush of devotion settling soon into pious practices and good works, or a mere spectacle that aroused the curiosity or the pity of the onlookers. Although as a dangerous heresy the Flagellants are not heard of after the fifteenth century, their practices
were revived again and again as a means of quite orthodox public penance. In France, during the sixteenth century, we hear of White, Black, Grey, and Blue Brotherhoods. At Avignon, in 1574, Catherine de Medici herself led a procession of Black Penitents. In the 1520s, King Henry I of England became part of the "Blanche Batte de l'Annunciation". On Holy Thursday of that year he organized a great procession from the Augustinians to Notre-Dame, in which all the great dignitaries of the realm were obliged to take part in company with himself. The laughter of the Parisians, however, who treated the whole thing as a jest, obliviously provided the source of the present-day joke. In the seventeenth century, the scandals arising among these brotherhoods caused the Parliament of Paris to suppress them, and under the combined assaults of the law, the Gallicans, and the sceptics, the practice soon died out. Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Flagellant processes and self-flagellation were encouraged by the Jesuits in Austria and the Netherlands, as well as in the far countries which they evangelized. India, Persia, Japan, the Philippines, Mexico, and the States of South America, all had their Flagellant processions; in Central and South America they went underground and were neglected and regulated and repressed by Pope Leo XIII. In Italy generally and in the Tyrol similar processes survived until the early years of the nineteenth century; in Rome itself they took place in the Jesuit churches as late as 1870, while even later they occurred in parts of Tuscany and Sicily. Always, however, these later Flagellants have taken place under the control of ecclesiastical authority, and must by no means be connected with the heretical epidemic of the later Middle Ages.

One of the best modern accounts of flagellation and the Flagellants is an article by Hauer, Gröning, Kirche, und Geisterbruderschaften, in Resenmeykl, fürl prot. Theol. It contains a summary of the histories. Some of the original sources for the outbreak in 1320 will be found in Ernst, Mon. Germ. Hist., XVII, 102-3, 105, 191, 402, 531, 714; XIX, 179. For the history of 1548 may be consulted: Chroniken der deutschen Städte, VII, 204 sqq.; IX, 105 sqq.; Forschungen zur deutschen Geschichte, XXI (1881), 21 sqq.; Recueil des chroniques de Flandres, II (Bruges, 1841), 111 sqq.; Frederico, Corpus documentorum inquisitionis hereticos praecipui neerlandicorum, I (Ghent, 1890), 100 sqq.; Burkmann, "Prostitution sexuale auf den Flagellantentag von 1349", in Revue Belge de Théologie, January, 1908. Good accounts are to be found in Muratori, Antiquit. Ital. med. ant., VI (Munich, 1734-53); Eck, Gesch. der Flagellanten in Frankreich, II (1734), 43-55; Zöckler, Askese und Mönchtum, II (Frankfurt, 1897), 518, 530-7.

LESLIE A. ST. L. TOKE.

Flagellation.—The history of the whip, rod, and stick, as instruments of punishment and of voluntary penance, is a long and interesting one. The Heb. מַשְׁפָּךְ, "whip", and כַּפָּר, "rod", are etymologically closely related (Genesis). Horace (Sat. I, 3), tells us not to use the horribile flagellum, made of thongs of ox-hide, when the offender deserves only the severitas of twisted parchment; the schoolmaster's ferula—Eng. ferule (Juvenal, Sat., I, i, 15)—was a strap or rod for the hand (see ferule in Skeat). The earliest Scriptural mention of the whip is in Ex. xii, 14, 18 (flagellantium: flagellationem, "flagellationes"). Where the Heb. "strike" is interpreted in the Greek and the Latin texts, "were scourged"—"beaten with whips". Roboam said (II Kings, xii, 11, 14; 1II Par., x, 11, 14): "My father beat you with whips, but I will beat you with scourges"; i. e. with scourges armed with knots, points, etc. In Luke, viii, 5, etc. In the New Testament we are told that Christ used the scourge on the enemies of John, in John, viii, 39. He predicted He and His disciples would be scourged (Mat., x, 17; xx, 19); and St. Paul says: "Five times did I receive forty stripes, save one. Thrice was I beaten with rods" (II Cor., xi, 24, 25; Deut., xxv, 2; Acts, xvi, 22). The offender was to be beaten in the presence of the judges (Deut., xxv, 2, 3), but was never to receive more than forty stripes. To keep within the law, it was the practice to give only thirty-nine. The culprit was also attached to a low pillar that he had to lean forward—"they laid him down upon a pillar, and they received the strokes. Verses of thirteen words in Hebrew were recited, the last always being: "But he is meek, and will forgive their sins: and will not destroy them" (Ps. lxxxvii (Heb. lxxxviii) 38); but the words served merely to count the blows. Moses allows the masters to throng his servants for the wood; also so as to cause death (Ex., xxii, 20). The flagellation of Christ was not a Jewish, but a Roman punishment, and was therefore administered all the more cruelly. It was suggested by Pilate's desire to save Him from crucifixion, and this was inflicted only when the scourging had failed to satisfy the Jews. In Pilate's plan flagellation was not a preparation, but rather a substitute, for crucifixion.

As the earliest monuments of Egypt make the scourge or whip very conspicuous, the children of Israel cannot have been the first on whom the Egyptians used it. In Ancient Egypt, we meet with whips under the taskmaster's lash. In Sparta even youths of high social standing were proud of their stiriastical indifference to the scourge; while at Rome the various names for slaves (fagrinones, verberones, etc.) and the significant term torarii, used by Flautus, give ample assurance that the scourge was not spared. However, from passages in Cicero and texts in the New Testament, we gather that Roman citizens were exempt from this punishment. The bamboo is used on all classes in China, but in Japan heavier penalties, and frequently death itself, are imposed upon offenders. The European element is most conspicuous at the present day for the whipping of culprit's is Russia, where the knout is more than a match for the worst scourge of the Romans. Even in what may be called our own times, the use of the whip on soldiers under the English flag was not unknown; and the State of Delaware yet believes in it as a corrective and deterrent for the criminal class. If we refer to the past, by Statute 39 Eliz., ch. iv, evil-doers were whipped and sent back to the place of their nativity; moreover, Star-chamber whippings were frequent. In Partridge's Almanack for 1692, it is stated that Oates was whip with a whip of 2255 long thongs, and received over 20550 lashing amounting to 13356 stripes" (A Hist. of the Rod, p. 158). But survived, however, and lived for years. The pedagogue made free use of the birch. Orbilus, who flogged Horace, was only one of the learned line who did not believe in moral suasion, while Juvenal's words: "Et nos ergo manum ferula subduximus" (Sat., I, i, 15) show clearly the system of school discipline existing at his day. The priests of Cybele scourged themselves and others, and such stripes were considered sacred. Although these and similar acts of penance, to propitiate heaven, were practised even before the coming of Christ, it was only in the religion established by Him that they found widespread recognition and real merit. It is held by some interpreters that St. Paul in the words: "I chastise my body" refers to self-inflicted bodily scourging (1 Cor., ix, 27). The Greek word ευρέως (see Liddell and Scott) means "to strike under the eye", and metaphorically "to mortify"; consequently, it so interpreted is a variant of the Latin "collaboremus" in Luke, xviii, 5, such an interpretation is quite inadmissable. Furthermore, whereas St. Paul certainly refers to scourging, he uses a different word. We may therefore safely conclude that he speaks here of mortification in general, as Piconio holds (Triplex Pacis). Scourging was soon adopted as a sanction in the monastic discipline of the fifth and following centuries. Early in the fifth century it is mentioned by Palladius.
in the "Historia Laussica" (c. vi), and Socrates (Hist. Ecol., IV, xxiii) tells us that, instead of being excommunicated, offending young monks were scourged. See the sixth-century rules of St. Cassarius of Arles for nuns (P. L., LVII, 1111), and of St. Aurelian of Arles (ibid., LXVIII, 392, 401-2). Thenceforth scourging in the monastic and ecclesiastical councils as a preservative of discipline (Hefele, "Concilieng., II, 594, 656). Its use as a punishment was general in the seventh century in all monasteries of the severe Columban rule (St. Colombanus, in "Regula Corombalia", c. x, in P. L., LXX, 215 sqq.); for later ages we have many instances. The manuscript "Vet. se nova ecc. disciplina, II (3), 107; Du Cange, "Glossar. med. et infm. latinit.", s. v. "Disciplina"; Gretzer, "De spontanea disciplinarum seu flagellorum cruce libri tres" (Innsbruck, 1603); Kober, "Die körperliche Züchtigung als kirchliches Strafmittel gegen Cleriker und Mönche" in "Th. Quartalschrift" (1875). The canon law (Decree of Gratian, Decretals of Gregory IX) recognized it as a punishment for ecclesiastics; even as late as the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, it appears in ecclesiastical legislation as a punishment for blasphemy, concubinage, and simony. Though Fouquet de Carenzano (ibid., 65) objects to the practice as unnecessary and to the violent treatment, he is evidently aware of the well-known methods of penance and mortification, such use is publicly exemplified in the tenth and eleventh centuries by the lives of St. Dominic Lorica (P. L., CXLIV, 1017) and St. Peter Damian (d. 1072). The latter wrote a special treatise in praise of self-flagellation; though blamed by some contemporaries for excess of zeal, his example and the high esteem in which he was held did much to popularize the voluntary use of the scourge or "discipline" as a means of mortification and penance. Thenceforth it is met with in most medieval religious orders and associations. The practice was, of course, capable of abuse, and so among the thirteenth century Flagellants (q. v.), though in the same period we meet with the private use of the "discipline" by such saintly persons as King Louis IX and Elisabeth of Thuringia.


John T. Tierney.

Flaget, Benedict Joseph, first Bishop of Bardstown (subsequently of Louisville), Kentucky, U.S.A., b. at Contournat, near Biliom, Auvergne, France, 7 November, 1763; d. 11 February, 1850, at Louisville, Kentucky. He was a posthumous child and was only two years old when his mother died, leaving him and two brothers to the care of an aunt; they were welcomed at the home of Canon Benoit Flaget, their uncle, at Biliom. In his seventeenth year, he went to the Sulpician seminary of Clermont to study philosophy and theology, and joining the Society of St. Sulpice, 1 November, 1783, he was ordained priest in 1787, at Issy, where Father Gabriel Richard, the future apostle of Michigan, was then superior. Flaget taught dogmatic theology at Nantes for two years, and filled the same chair at the seminary of Angers when that house was closed by the Revolution. He returned to Biliom in 1791 and on the advice of the Sulpician superior, Father Emery, determined to devote himself to missionary work. He sailed in November, 1792, with Father J. B. M. David, his future coadjutor, and the subdeacon Stephen Badin (q. v.), landing in Baltimore, 29 March, 1792. He was studying English with his Sulpician brethren, when Bishop Carroll tested his self-sacrifice by sending him to Fort Vincennes, as missionary to the Indians and pastor of the Fort. Crossing the mountains he reached Pitts- borough, where he had to tarry for six months owing to low water in the Ohio, doing such good work that he gained the lasting esteem of General Anthony Wayne. The latter recommended him to the military commander Colonel Clark at the Falls of the Ohio, who deemed it an honour to escort him to Fort Vincennes, where he arrived 21 December, 1792. Father Flaget stayed here two years and then returned to Fort Vincennes, where he was again priest and finally regular priest. In May, 1795, he went to Pennsylvania and in July, 1796, to New York, where he laboured among the Indians. In 1797, he was back at Vincennes and there he remained until 1802 when he was commissioned to accompany the army of General Wayne in his expedition to the Indians. In 1803 he went to New Orleans and in 1810 to Mobile. He was consecrated Bishop of Vincennes, and the subdeacon, Guy Ignatius Chabrat, his future coadjutor in Kentucky, Flaget landed in Baltimore and was consecrated 4 November, 1810, by Archbishop Carroll. The Diocese of Bardstown comprised the whole North-West, bordering East and South of Louisian, and Sippi. Bishop Flaget, handicapped by poverty, did not leave Baltimore until 11 May, 1811, and reached Louisville, 4 June, whence the Rev. C. Nerincx escorted him to Bardstown. He arrived there 9 June. On Christmas of that year he ordained priest the Rev. Guy Ignatius Chabrat, the first priest ordained in the West. Before Easter, 1813, he had established priestly conferences, a seminary at St. Stephen's (moved to St. Thomas', November, 1811), and made two pastoral visits in Kentucky. That summer he visited the outlying districts of Indiana, Illinois, and Eastern Missouri, confirming 1275 people during the trip.

Bishop Flaget's great experience, absolute self-denial, and holy life gave him great influence in the councils of the Church and at Rome. Most of the bishops appointed within the next twenty years were selected with his advice. In October, 1817, he went to St. Louis to prepare the way for Bishop Dubourg. He recommended Bishop Fenwick for Ohio, then left on a trip through that State, Indiana, and Michigan in 1818. In the latter State he did great missionary work at Detroit and Monroe, attending also a rally of 10,000 Indians at St. Mary's. Upon his return to Kentucky in 1819 he consecrated his first cathedral, Bardstown, 8 August, and consecrated there his first coadjutor, the bishop, Rev. J. B. M. David, on the 15th. In 1821 he started on a visitation of Tennessee, and bought property in Nashville for the first Catholic church. The years 1819 to 1821 were devoted to missionary work among the Indians. He celebrated the first Synod of Bardstown, 8 August, 1823, and continued his labours until 1828, when he was called to Baltimore to consecrate Archbishop Whitfield; there he attended the first Council of Baltimore in 1829. In 1830 he consecrated one of his own priests, Rev. Richard Kenrick, as Bishop of Philadelphia. A great friend of education, he invited the Jesuits for ten years to educate the sons of the College, Bardstown, in 1832. In the meantime he had resigned his see in favour of Bishop David with Bishop Chabrat as coadjutor. Both priests and people rebelled, and their representations were so instant and continued that Rome recalled its appointment and reinstated Bishop Flaget, who during all this time was, regardless of age and health, the backbone of the choler-astricken in Louisville, Bardstown, and surrounding country during 1832 and 1833. Bishop Chabrat became his second coadjutor and was consecrated 20 July, 1834. Only Kentucky and Tennessee were now left under Flaget's jurisdiction, and in the former he founded various religious institutions, including four colleges, two convents, one foundation of brothers, and
two religious institutions of priests. Tennessee became a diocese with see at Nashville in 1838. Flanagan, an Irish priest, went to Europe and Rome was not undertaken until 1835. He spent four years in France and Italy in the interests of his diocese and of the propagation of the Faith, visiting forty-six dioceses. Everywhere he edified the people by the sanctity of his life, and well authenticated miracles are ascribed to his intercession. He returned to the United States in 1839, transferred his see to Louisville, and crowned his fruitful life by consecrating, 10 September, 1848, a young Kentucky priest, Martin John Spalding, as his third coadjutor and successor in the See of Louisville. The cornerstone of the cathedral of Louisville was laid 15 August, 1849. He died peacefully at Louisville, center of his labors, and remembered to this day. His only writings are his journal and a report of his diocese to the Holy See.


Camillus P. Maes

Flanagan, THOMAS CANON, b. in England in 1814, though Irish by descent; d. at Kidderminster, 21 July, 1885. He was educated at Sedgley Park School. At the age of eighteen he proceeded to Oscott—that is, the seminary now known as St. Chad's College—to study for the priesthood. The presbyter at that time was Dr. Weedall, under whose supervision the present imposing college buildings were about to be erected. The students and professors migrated there in 1838, after the summer vacation, Flanagan being thus one of the original members at the new college. He was ordained in 1842, Bishop (afterwards Cardinal) Wiseman being then president. At this time Oscott was the centre of much intellectual activity, many of the Oxford converts during the following years visiting the college, where some made their first acquaintance with Catholic life. Flanagan, who throughout his course had been an industrious and persevering student, was asked by Wiseman to remain as a professor, and as such he came into contact with the new converts, his own bent towards historical studies creating a strong bond of sympathy between him and those who had become convinced of the truth of Catholicism on other grounds.

In 1847 Flanagan brought out his first book, a small manual of British and Irish history, containing numerous statistical tables the preparation of which was congenial to his methodical mind. The same year he became prefect of studies and acted successfully in this capacity until 1850, when he was appointed rector, president and then president of Sedgley Park School, and he became one of the first canons of the newly formed Birmingham Diocese in 1851. The active life of administration was, however, not congenial to his tastes, and he was glad to resume his former position at Oscott in 1855. It was at this time that he began writing his chief work, a "History of the Church in England". In order to allow him more leisure for this, he was appointed chaplain to the Holland family at Blackmore Park, and his history appeared in two volumes, during his residence there, in 1857. It was at that time the only complete work on the Church in England continued down to present times, and, though marred by some inaccuracies, on the whole it bore witness to much patient work and research on the part of the author. His style, however, was somewhat concise, and Bishop Ullathorne's remark, that Canon Flanagan was a compiler of history rather than a vivid historian, has been borne out by the appearance of his Church history, we find Flanagan once more installed in his old position as prefect of studies at Oscott, where he remained for eighteen months, when his health gave way. The last years of his life were spent as assistant priest at St. Chad's Cathedral, Birmingham. He died at Kidderminster, whither he had gone for his health.


Bernard Ward.

Flanders (Flem. Vlaanderen; Ger. Flandern; Fr. Flandre) designated in the eighth century a small territory around Bruges; it became later the name of the country bounded by the North Sea, the Scheldt, and the Canche; in the fifteenth century it was even used by the Italians and the Spaniards as the synonym for the Low Countries; to-day Flanders belongs for the most part to Belgium by the During the prehistoric, East Flanders and West Flanders. A part of it, known as French Flanders, has gone to France, and another small portion to Holland. Flanders is an unpicturesque lowland, whose level is scarcely above that of the sea, which accounts for the fact that a great part of it was for a long time flooded at high water. The country took its present aspect only after a line of downs had been raised by the sea along its shore. The soil of Flanders, which for the most part was unproductive, owes its present fertility to intelligent cultivation; its products are various, but the most important are dairy products, beer-brewing, and the manufacture of linens are the main Flemish industries. At the time of its conquest by the Romans, Flanders was inhabited by the Morini, the Menapii, and the Nervii. Most probably these tribes were of partly Teutonic and partly Celtic descent, but, owing to the almost total absence of Roman colonies and the constant influx of barbarians, the Germanic element soon became predominant. The Flemings of to-day may be considered as a German people whose language, a Low-German dialect, has been very slightly, if at all, influenced by Latin.

It is likely that Christianity was first introduced into Flanders by Roman soldiers and merchants, but its progress must have been very slow, for Saint Eligius (Eligius, c. 590-660) tells us that in his days almost the whole population was still heathen, and the conversion of the Flemings was not completed until the beginning of the eighth century. Towards the middle of the ninth century, the country was governed by a marquess or "forester" named Baldwin, whose bravery in fighting the Northmen had won him the surname of Iron Arm. Baldwin married Judith, daughter of the Emperor Charles the Bald, and received from his father-in-law, with the title of count, the country bounded by the North Sea, the Scheldt, and the Canche. Thus was founded, in 864, the County of Flanders. Baldwin I was a warm protector of the clergy, and made large grants of land to churches and abbeys. He died in 878. His successors were Baldwin II, the Bald (878-919), Arnold I (919-964), Baldwin III (968-981), and Arnoul I (984-1038), who could not prevent Baldwin from annexing the County of Boulogne to the royal domain of France. The son of Arnold II, Baldwin IV, the Bearded (989-1036), was a brave and pious prince. He received from the Emperor Henry II the imperial castle of Ghent and its territory. From that time there were two Flanders: Flanders under the Crown, a French fief; and imperial Flanders, under the suzerainty of Germany. Baldwin V, of Lille (1036-67), added to his domains the County of Eenzan or Alost. He was regent of France during the minority of Philip I. Baldwin VI, of Mons (1067-70), was also Count of Hainault in consequence of the fall of the seed of that county. He reigned only three years, and was succeeded in Flanders by his brother Robert the Friesman (1070-1093). Robert II, of Jerusalem (1093-1111), took a leading part in the First Crusade. He annexed Tourain to Flanders and died fighting for
his suserain. His son Baldwin VII, Hapkin (1111–1119), enforced strict justice among the nobility. Like his father, he died while supporting the cause of his suserain. His successor was Charles, son of Saint Canute of Denmark (1119–27). The new count was a saintly prince and a great lover of peace. His stern justice, however, angered a few greedy nobles, who made him the target of a conspiracy. He was murdered in the church of Saint-Donat in Bruges. Louis VI, King of France, then gave the County of Flanders to William of Normandy, a grandson of the Conqueror, but William’s high-handed way of governing the country soon made him unpopular and the Flemings turned to Thierry of Alsace, leader of a band of the nobility who resented the war which ensued, and Thierry’s candidacy received the royal sanction. Thierry (1128–68) granted privileges to the Flemish communes, whose origin dates from this period, and took part in the Second Crusade. His son Philip (1168–91) granted new privileges to the communes, did much to foster commerce and industry, and was a generous protector of poets. He made a political blunder when he gave up Artois to France as the dowry of his niece, as this dismemberment of the county led to many wars with the latter country. Philip died in the Holy Land during the Third Crusade. His successor was his brother-in-law, Baldwin VII, a peaceful and effective ruler (1186–1205). Flanders under his rule (1195–1205) is famous in history as the first Latin Emperor of Constantinople. He died in 1205 in a war against the Bulgarians, and the Counties of Flanders and Hainault passed to his daughter Jeanne, who had married Ferdinand of Portugal. This prince was involved in the war of King John of England against Philip II of France, and was made a prisoner at the battle of Bouvines (1214). He was released in 1228, only to die shortly afterwards. Jeanne (1205–1244) administered the counties wisely during her husband’s captivity, and after his death she increased the liberties of the communes to counteract the influence of the nobility—a policy which was followed by her sister Margaret, who succeeded her in 1244. Upon Margaret’s death, in 1279, her children by her first husband (Bouchard d’Avesnes) inherited Hainault, while Flanders went to the Dampierre’s, her children by her second husband. The battle of Bouvines was the beginning of a new era in the history of Flanders. Up to that time the counts had occupied the foreground; their place was henceforth taken by the communes, whose power reaches its acme in the course of the thirteenth century. Bruges, the Venice of the North, had then a population of more than 50,000, the chief industry being the making place of the merchants of all Europe; Ghent and Ypres had each more than 50,000 men engaged in the cloth industry. This commercial and industrial activity, in which the rural classes had their share, brought to Flanders a wealth which manifested itself everywhere—in the buildings and in the costumes of the inhabitants in their dress. “I thought I was the only queen here,” said the wife of Philip the Fair on a visit to Bruges, “but I see hundreds of queens around me.” The intellectual and artistic activity of the time was no less remarkable. Then flourished Henry of Ghent, the Soennin Doctor; Van Maerlant, the great Flemish poet, and his spiritual guide, Van Velthum; Philip Musche, the chronicler, who became Bishop of Tournai; and the mystic Jan van Ruysbroeck. Then, too, were built the beautiful guild-halls, city-halls, and churches, which bear witness at once to the popular love for the fine arts and Flemish religious zeal—the guild-hall of Bruges and Ypres, the church of the Holy Saviour and of Our Lady at Bruges, those of Saint-Bavon, Saint-Jacques and Saint-Nicolas at Ghent, and of Saint-Martin at Ypres. Still more worthy of admiration was the internal organization of the communes, which, owing to the beneficent influence of the Church, had become so powerful a factor in the moral welfare of the masses. Guy of Dampierre (1279–1305) succeeded his mother Margaret, and inaugurated a new policy in the administration of the county. His predecessors had on the whole been friendly to the wealthy classes in the Flemish cities, in whose hands were the most important offices of the communes. Guy, who aimed at absolute rule, sought the support of the burghers in his conflict with the rich. A tax appeal from his decisions to the King of France, the wily Philip the Fair, who readily seized upon this opportunity of weakening the power of his most important vassal. Philip constantly ruled against the count, who finally appealed to arms, but was defeated. The Flemish borders reached by the arms of the French governor, but the tyranny of the French soon brought about revolution, in the course of which some 3000 French were slaughtered in Bruges, and at the call of the two patriarchs, de Coninck and Breydel, the whole country rose in arms. Philip sent into Flanders a powerful army, which met with a crushing defeat at Courtrai (1302); after another battle, which remained undecided, the King of France resorted to diplomacy, but in vain, and peace was restored only in 1320, after Pope John XXII had induced the Flemings to accept it. Guy of Dampierre, who died in prison in 1305, was succeeded by his son Robert of Béthune, who had an unhappy reign (1305–27). His brother’s son, the latter was his grandson, Louis of Nevers (1322–1346), who was unfit for the government of Flanders on account of the French education he had received. Shortly after his accession, the whole country was involved in a civil war, which ended only after the Flemings had been defeated at Cassel by the King of France (1328).

At the breaking out of the Hundred Years War, the Flemish communes, whose prosperity depended on English wool, followed the advice of Ghent’s great citizen, Jacques van Artevelde, and remained neutral; the count and nobility took the part of the French king. When the policy of neutrality could no longer be adhered to, the Flemings sided with the English and helped them to win the battle of Sluis (1340). By that time Van Artevelde had become practically master of the country, which was very prosperous under his rule. He was murdered in 1345, and Louis of Nevers was killed the next year. His son Louis of Male (1346–1384) was a spendthrift. The communes paid his debts several times, but they finally refused to give him any more money. He managed, however, to get some from Bruges by granting to that city a licence to build a canal, which Ghent and Ypres considered a menace to their flourishing trade. A war broke out between the two cities, and peace was not restored until Charles VI of France had defeated the insurgents at Rooseweke (1382). Louis of Male’s successor was his son-in-law, Philip the Bold, Duke of Burgundy (1384–1404). This prince and his son, John the Fearless (1410–1419), being mostly interested in the affairs of France, paid little attention to those of Flanders.

The situation changed after Philip the Good, third Duke of Burgundy (1419–1467), had united under his rule the whole of the Low Countries. Philip wanted to weaken the power of the communes for the benefit of the central government, and soon picked a quarrel with Bruges, which was compelled to surrender some of its privileges. Ghent’s turn came next. A contention had arisen between that city and the duke over a question of taxes. War broke out, and the army of Ghent was utterly defeated at Gavere (1452), which city had to pay a heavy fine and to surrender her privileges. In 1446, Philip created the Great Council of Flanders, which, under Charles the Bold, became the Great Council of Mechlin. Appeals from the judgments of local courts were henceforth to be made to this council, not to the Parliament of Paris as before. Thus were seved the bonds of vassalage which for
six centuries had connected Flanders to France. Philip was succeeded by Charles the Bold (1467-1477), the marriage of whose daughter to Maximilian, Archduke of Austria, brought Flanders with the rest of the Low Countries under the rule of the House of Hapsburg in 1477. In 1488, the communes tried to recover their independence. The attempt was unsuccessful, and the war was disastrous for Bruges, because it hastened her approaching decline. The main causes of this decline were: the siting up of her harbour, which became inaccessible to large vessels; the discovery of America, which opened new fields for European enterprise; the dissolution of the Flemish Hanse, whose seat was Bruges; and the declining policy of the kings towards England; and the civil wars of the preceding fifty years. The prosperity of Bruges passed to Antwerp. The reign of the House of Burgundy, in many respects so harmful to Flanders, was a period of artistic splendour. To that time belong Memling and the Van Eycks, the first representatives of the Flemish school of painters. Flemish literature on the whole declined, but a Fleming, Philippe de Comines, was the leading French writer of the fifteenth century. Another Fleming of that time, Thierry-Maertens of Alost, was the Gutenberg of the Low Countries. Flanders can also claim two of the greatest scientists of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: Simon Stevin, mathematician and engineer, and the Jesuit Father Grégoire de Saint-Vincent, whom Leibniz considered the equal of Descartes.

Although the material condition of Flanders is today very satisfactory, the country has not recovered its former prosperity. And it is not likely that it ever will, not because of any decrease in the energy of the Flemish race, but because economic conditions have changed. Intellectually the Flemings of the sixteenth century are still the true sons of the glorious generations which produced Van Maerlant, Van Artevelde, Rubens, and Van Dyck; perhaps it is not an exaggeration to say that they have taken the lead in promoting the prosperity of Belgium. The Flemish tongue, which during the eighteenth century had fallen so low that in 1830 it was little more than a patois, has risen again to the rank of a literary language and can claim the larger portion of the literary production of Belgium in the last seventy-five years; nay, the Flemings have even made important contributions to French literature. In the fine arts, in the sciences, in politics, their activity is no less remarkable. They have given the Belgian Parliament some of its best orators; its ablest statesmen, Malte, Jacobs, Woeste, Beernaert, Schollaert. Above all they have retained, as the most precious inheritance of the past ages, the simple, fervent, vigorous faith of the crusaders and their filial attitude towards the Church. No country sends out a larger proportion of secular and regular missionaries, some of whom (like Father P. J. De Smet, the apostle of the American Indians) have attained a world-wide celebrity. Flanders may, indeed, be considered the bulwark of Catholicism in Belgium. The Socialists are well aware of this fact, but the Catholics realize it just as clearly, and their defence is equal to the enemy's attack. Every Flemish community has its parochial schools; the Catholic press is equal to its task; and the "Volk" of Ghent has been organized to counteract the evil influence of the Socialist "Voruit!".

KRYN De LESTIENNOY, 1857; de Flandre (Brussels, 1845- 50); Flandre et ses Beiges (Brussels, 1857); KURTH, Origines de la Civilisation Moderne (Brussels, 1856); HYMANS, Histoire parlementaire de la Belgique (Brussels, 1877-1896).

P. J. MARIQUE.

Flandrin, Jean-Hippolyte, French painter, b. at Lyons, 23 March, 1809; d. at Rome, 21 March, 1864. He came of a family of poor resources and was a pupil of the sculptor Legendre and of Revello. In his education, however, two elements must above all be taken into account. The first is the Lyonnaise genius. Various causes, physical and historical, have combined to give the city of Lyons a character all its own. This is twofold—religious and democratic—and the labouring classes have always been an active centre of idealism. This is especially noticeable in its poets, from Maurice de Sève to Lamartine. Lyons has always been of great importance, and the province was a permanent centre of Roman culture. The second factor in Flandrin's development was the influence of Ingres, without which it is doubtful whether Flandrin would have achieved any fame. In 1829 Flandrin, with his brother Jean-Paul (the landscape painter), went to Rome as a pupil of Ingres, who conceived a paternal affection for him. In Paris the young man experienced the bitterest trials. He was often without a fire, sometimes without bread, but he was sustained by a quiet but unshakable faith, and finally (1832) carried off the Grand Prix de Rome through "The Recognition of Theseus by his Father". At Rome, where, after 1834, Ingres was director of the French Academy, his talents expanded and blossomed under the influence of natural beauty, a mild climate, and the noble spectacle of the works of classic and Christian antiquities. He put himself to the best advantage of "Dante and Virgil" (Lisieux Museum, 1835); "Europa" (Louvre Museum, 1835); "St. Clare Healing the Blind" (Cathedral of Nantes, 1836); "Christ Blessing the Children" (Lisieux Museum, 1837). The serenity of his nature, his chaste sense of form and beauty, his taste for effective disposition of details, his moral elevation, and profound piety, found expression in these early efforts. On his return to Paris, in 1838, he was all intent upon producing great religious works.

At this time there sprang up throughout the French School a powerful reaction against "useless pictures", against the conventional canvases exhibited since the end of the eighteenth century (Quatretemps to Courbet). There was a return to an art more expressive of life, less arbitrary, more mural and decorative. Delacroix, Chassérìa, and the aged Ingres were engaged on mural paintings. It was above all, however, the walls of the churches which offered an infinite field to the decorators, to Chassériau, Victor Mottet, Couture, and Amaury Duval. Within fifteen or twenty years this great pictorial movement, all too obscure, left on the walls of the public buildings and churches of Paris pictorial treasures such as had not been seen since the days of Giotto. It is true that this movement was the first impulse towards this movement (especially so far as religious paintings are concerned) was due to the Nazarene School. Ingres had known Overbeck and Steinele at Rome; Flandrin may well have known them. In any case it is these artists whom he resembles above all in purity of sentiment and profound conviction, though he possessed a better artistic education. From 1840 his work is scarcely more than a painstaking revival of religious painting. The artist made it his mission in France to serve art more brilliantly than ever, for the glory of God, and to make beauty, as of old, a source of instruction and an instrument of edification to the great body of the faithful. He found a sort of apostolate before him. He was one of the petits prédicateurs de l'Évangile. Artistic productions in the mid-nineteenth century, as in the Middle Ages, became the Biblia Pauperum.

Henceforth Flandrin's life was passed almost entirely in churches, borne upon earth on his ladders and scaffolds. His first work in Paris was in the chapel of St-Jean in the church of St-Sévérin. He next decorated the sanctuary and choir of the church of St-Germain-des-Prés (1842-48). On either side of the sanctuary he painted "Christ's Entry into Jerusalem" and "The Journey to Calvary" besides the figures of the Apostles and the symbols of
the Evangelists. All these are on a gold background with beautiful arabesques which recall the mosaic of Torriti at Santa Maria Maggiore. At St. Paul, Nîmes (1847–49), he painted a lovely garland of virgin martyrs. But unlike the other themes, the fresco in the nave of the church of St.-Vincent-de-Paul at Paris. The last is a double procession, developing symmetrically between the two superimposed arches, without any exaggeration, a Christian Panathenaia, as it was called by Théophile Gautier. It might be shown how the same theme is subjected, in the work of the modern painter, to a more flexible, less uniform, and more complex rhythm, how the melodic procession, without losing any of its grandeur or its continuity, is strengthened by silences, pauses, cadences. But it is more important to note the originality in the return to the most authentic sources of Christian iconography. Hibert or painters of this class hardly went back beyond the fourteenth or fifteenth century. But Flandrin turned to the first centuries of the Church, and drew his inspiration from the very fathers of religious thought. In the fresco of St.-Vincent-de-Paul fifteen centuries of Christian tradition are unrolled. In 1851 he executed the new work in the chapel of the church of Ainay near Lyons. On his return he undertook his crowning work, the decoration of the nave of St.-Germain-des-Prés. He determined to illustrate the life of Christ, not from a historical, but from a theological, point of view, the point of view of events, rendered less wild than with the Arians. His tendency to parallelism, to symmetry, found its element in the symbolism of the Middle Ages. He took pleasure in considering, according to this system of harmony and relations, the Old Testament as the prototype of the New, the burning bush as representing the Annunciation, and the baptism of Christ as prefiguring the crossing of the Red Sea.

It was, perhaps, the first time since the frescoes of Perugino and Botticelli in the Sistine Chapel, that Christian art returned to its ancient genius. The interrupted tradition was renewed after three centuries of the Renaissance. Unhappily the form, despite its sustained beauty, possesses little originality. It is lacking in personality. The whole series, though exhibiting a high degree of learning and poise, of grace, and even of strength, lacks charm and life. The colouring is flat, crude, and dull, the design neutral, unaccented, and commonplace. It is a miracle of superficial exactness, a sense of the sentiment, more harsh in the Old Testament, and more tender in the Christian, scenes, glow through this pedantic and poor style. Certain scenes, such as "The Nativity", which strongly recalls that of Giotto at Padua, possess a sweetness which is quite human in their way. Others, such as "Adam and Eve after the Fall", and "The Confusion of Tongues", are marked by real grandeur. This was Flandrin's last work. He was preparing a "Last Judgment" for the cathedral of Strasbourg, when he went to Rome, where he died.

During his religious work, Flandrin is the author of some very charming portraits. In this branch of painting he is far from possessing the acute and powerful sense of life of which Ingres possessed the secret. Nevertheless, pictures such as the "Young Girl with a Pink", and the "Young Girl Reading", of the Louvre, will always be admired. Nothing could be more maidenly and yet profound. His portraits of men are at times magnificent. Thus in the "Napoléon III" of the Versailles Museum the pale massive countenance of Caesar and his dream-troubled eyes reveal the impress of destiny. An admirable "Study of a Man," in the Museum of the Louvre, is quite Ingrian in its expression, but in the master's Oedipus. What was lacking to the pupil in order that the artistic side of his work should equal its merits from the religious and philosophic side was the power of always painting in the style displayed in this portrait.

LOUIS GILLET.

Flathead Indians, a name used in both Americas, without special ethnologic significance, to designate tribes practising the custom of compressing the skull in infancy by artificial means. Curiously enough the tribe best known under this name, the Salish or Flathead proper of Western Montana, not only practising the custom, the confusion arising from the fact that the early traders felt compelled to adopt the local Indian classification, which considered the prevailing compressed skull of the neighbouring tribes as pointed and the naturally shaped Salish skull by contrast as flat. The Salish or Flathead Indians of the mountain region of north-western Montana are the easternmost tribe of the great Salishan stock which occupied much of the Columbia and Fraser River region westward to the Pacific. Although never a large tribe, they have always maintained an exceptional reputation for bravery, honesty, and general high character and for their friendly disposition towards the whites. Little is known about the beginning of the last century, they subsisted chiefly by hunting and the gathering of wild roots, particularly camas, dwelt in skin tipis or mat-covered lodges, and were at peace with all tribes excepting their hereditary enemies, the powerful Blackfeet. Their religion was the ordinaryanimism of the Indians and they had a number of ceremonial dances, apparently including the Sun Dance. Having learned through the Catholic Iroquois of the Hudson Bay Company something of the Catholic religion, they voluntarily adopted its simpler forms and prayers, and in 1851 sent a delegation all the long and dangerous way to St. Louis to ask of the resident government Indian superintendent that missionaries be sent to them. This was not then possible and other delegations were sent, until in 1840 the noted Jesuit Father Pierre De Smet (q. v.) responded and was welcomed on his arrival in their country by a great gathering of the 1600 Indians of the allied mountain tribes. In 1841 he founded on Bitter Root River the mission of St. Mary, which was abandoned in 1850, in consequence of the inroads of the Blackfeet, for the new mission of St. Ignatius on Flathead Lake. This still exists in successful operation, practically all the converted Indians of the reservations of Flathead, Pend d'Oreille, Kutenai, and Spokane—having been consistent Catholics for half a century.

In 1855 the Flatheads made a treaty ceding most of their territory, but retaining a considerable reservation south of Flathead Lake and including the mission. They number now about 850, the confederated tribes numbering 2200. In their reservation a few Indian communities actually increasing in population. They are prosperous and industrious farmers and stockmen, moral, devoted Catholics, and in every way a testimony to the zeal and ability of their religious teachers, among whom, besides De Smet, may be named such distinguished Jesuit priests and scholars as Canestrelli, Giorda, Mengarini, Point, and Ravalli, several of whom have made important contributions to Salishan philology. The mission is (1908) in charge of Rev. L. Tallman, assisted by several Jesuits, together with a number of Christian Brothers, Sisters of Providence, and Ursulines.

Director's Report of the Bureau of Catholic Ind. Missions (Washington, 1908); CLARE, The Indian Sign Language (Philadelphia, 1883); RONAN, The Sign Language of the Deaf and Dumb (Mont., 1880); SHEA, Hist. of the Catholic Missions, etc. (New York, 1914); De Smet, Oregon Missions (New York, 1947); FOX, Western Missions and Missionaries (New York, 1906); STEVENS in Rep. of Com. of Ind. Affairs (Washington, 1906).
main, since De Rossi showed that the "Cemeterium Domitillae" (see Cemeteries, Early Christian) was situated on ground belonging to the Flavia Domitilla who was banished for her faith, and occupied as a Christian burial place as early as the first century. As a result of the accusations made against them Clement was put to death, and Flavia Domitilla was banished to the island of Pandataria in the Tyrrhenian Sea. Eusebius (H. E., III, 18; Chron. ad an. Abrahami 307) says that she was banished to Pandataria, the spurious acts of Theodorus and Alexander, the bishops of St. Jerome (Ep. CVIII, 7) represent Flavia Domitilla as the niece, not the wife, of the consul Flavius Clemens, and say that her place of exile was Pontia, an island also situated in the Tyrrhenian Sea. These statements have given rise to the opinion that there were two Domitiæs (aunt and niece) who were Christians, the latter generally referred to as Flavia Domitilla the Younger. Lightfoot has shown that this opinion, adopted by Tillemont and De Rossi and still maintained by many writers (among them Allard and Duchesne), is derived entirely from Eusebius, who was led into this error by mistakes in transcription, or ambiguity of expression, in the sources which he used.

LIGHTFOOT, The Apostolic Fathers, Pt. I; St. Clement of Rome, I, the best discussion of all subjects connected with the Cemeterium Domitillae, P. F. ALLARD, Le christianisme des premiers siècles, p. 98 sqq.; NEUMANN, Der römische Staat und die allgemeine Kirche bis auf Diokletian (Leipzig, 1860), 1; WUNDERLICH, Die kirche in der Roman Empires (New York, 1893); DUCHESNE, Histoire ancienne de l'Église (Paris, 1900).

P. J. HEALY.

Flavian, Saint, Bishop of Constantinople, date of birth unknown; d. at Hypepe in Lydia, August, 449. Nothing is known of him before his elevation to the episcopate save that he was a compiler and translator of the Greek Scriptures; he was a swarthy and stoical man, son of a respectable父, of the Church of Constantinople, and noted for the holiness of his life. His succession to St. Proclus as bishop was in opposition to the wishes of the eunuch Chrysaphius, minister of Emperor Theodosius, who sought to bring him into imperial disfavour. He persuaded the emperor to require of the new bishop certain eulogia on the occasion of his appointment, but scornfully rejected the proffered blessed bread on the plea that the emperor desired gifts of gold. Flavian's intrepid refusal, on the ground of the impropriety of thus disposing of church treasures, roused considerable enmity against him. Puliates, the emperor's personal envoy who, being a devoted advocate, Chrysaphius secured the support of the Emperor Eudocius. Although their first efforts to involve St. Flavian in disgrace miscarried, an opportunity soon presented itself. At a council of bishops convened at Constantinople by Flavian, 8 Nov., 448, to settle a dispute which had arisen among his clergy, the archimandrite Eutyches, who was a relation of Chrysaphius, was accused of heresy by Eusebius of Doryleum. (For the proceedings of the council see EUSEBIUS OF DORYLEUM; EUTYCHES.) Flavian exercised clemency and urged moderation, but in the end the refusal of Eutyches to make an orthodox declaration on the two natures of Christ, which Flavian pronounced the sentence of degradation and excommunication. He forwarded a full report of the council to Pope Leo I, who in turn gave his approval to Flavian's decision (21 May, 449), and the following month (13 June) sent him his famous "Dogmatic Letter". Eutyches' complaint that justice had been violated in the council and that the Acts had been tampered with resulted in an imperial order for the revision of the Acts, executed (8 and 27 April, 449). No material error could be established, and Flavian was justified. The long-standing rivalry between Alexander and Constantine had ended in the latter's death; the succession to his see had been disputed between Eutyches and his nephew, Proclus, and the latter had been banished by the synod of 449. The See of Constantinople had been officially declared next in dignity to Rome, and Dioscurus, Bishop of Alexandria, was quite ready to join forces with Eutyches.
against Flavian. Even before the revision of the Acts of Flavian's council, Chrysaphius had persuaded the emperor of the necessity for an eccumenical council to adjust matters, and the decree went forth that one should convene at Ephesus under the presidency of Dioscurus, who also controlled the attendance of bishops. All the bishops who had attended the previous synod were allowed no voice, being, as it were, on trial. (For a full account of the proceedings see Ephesus, ROBBER COUNCIL OF.) Eutyches was absolved of heresy, and despite the protest of the papal legate Hilary (later pope), who by his Contradicur shows that the decisions of the council, Flavian was condemned and deposed. In the violent scenes which ensued he was so ill-used that three days later he died in his place of exile. Anatolius, a partisan of Dioscurus, was appointed to succeed him.

St. Flavian was repeatedly vindicated by Pope Leo, whose epistle of commendation failed to reach him before his death. The pope also wrote in his favour to Theodosius, Pulcheria, and the clergy of Constantinople, besides convening a council at Rome, wherein he designated the Council of Ephesus Epistola non judicium sed latrocinium. At the Council of Chalcedon (451) the Acts of the Robber Council were annulled and the ancient canons of the Faith were confirmed. Pope Hilary had Flavian's death represented pictorially in a Roman church erected by him. On Pulcheria's accession to power, after the death of Theodosius, she brought the remains of her friend to Constantinople, where they were received in triumph and interred with those of his predecessors in the see.

In the Greek Menology and the Roman Martyrology his feast is entered 18 February, the anniversary of the translation of his body. Relics of St. Flavian are venerated in Italy.

St. Flavian's appeal to Pope Leo against the Robber Council was published by Anselmi in his work "S. Leonis Magni e l'Oriente" (Monte Cassino, 1890), also by Lacey (Cambridge, 1903). Two other (Greek and Latin) letters to Leo are preserved in Migne, P. L. (LIV, 723–32, 743–51), and one to Emperor Theodosius also in Migne, P. G. (LXV, 889–92).

F. M. RUDGE.

Flavias, a titular see of Cilicia Secunda. Nothing is known of its ancient name and history, except that it is said to be identical with Sils. Lequien (II, 899) gives the names of several of its bishops: Alexander, later Bishop of Jerusalem and founder of the famous library of the Holy Sepulchre in the third century; Nicetas, present at the Council of Nicea (325); John, who lived in 451; and Ardeodrius, Patriarch of Antioch about 868. If the identification of Flavias with Sils, which is probable, be admitted, it will be found that it is first mentioned in the "Life of Simeon Stylites".

In 704 the Arabs laid siege to the stronghold of Sils. From 1186 till 1375 the city was the capital of the Kings of Lesser Armenia. In 1266 it was captured and burned by the Egyptians. Definitely conquered by the latter in 1375, it passed later into the power of the Persians. At this time it was the religious centre of Christian Armenians, at least until the catholics established himself at Etchmiadzin. It is still the residence of an Armenian catholics, who has under his jurisdiction several bishops, numerous villages and convents. It is the chief town of the district of the same name in the vilayet of Adana and numbered, with the Arab tribes, about 30,000 inhabitants. The great heat compel the inhabitants to desert it during the summer months. It is surrounded by vineyards and groves of cypress and sycamore trees. Ruins of churches, convents, castles, and palaces may be seen on all sides.

ALBERNI, Storia di L’Armenia-Cilicia (Venice, 1899), 241–272; CUINET, La Turquie d’Asie, II, 90–92.

S. VAILÉE.

Flavigny, Abbey of, a Benedictine abbey in the Diocese of Dijon, the department of Côte-d'Or, and the arrondissement of Semur. The abbey was founded in 721, the first year of the reign of Thierry IV, by Widerad, who richly endowed it. According to the authors of "Gallia Christiana", the new abbey, placed under the patronage of St. Pric, Bishop of Clermont, and martyr, was erected on the site of an ancient munificently founded cloister, during the time of Clovis, and formerly under the patronage of St. Peter. This titular eventually overshadowed and superseded St. Pric. Pope John VIII dedicated the new church about the year 877, from which time the first patronage, that of St. Peter, appears to have prevailed definitively. The fame of Flavigny was due partly to the relics which it preserved, and partly to the piety of its religious. The monastery was at the height of its reputation in the eighth century, in the time of the Abbot Manasses, whom Charlemagne authorized to found the monastery of Corbigny. The name Manasses transferred from Flavigny to Corbigny on the relics of St. Pric. There were also preserved the relics of St. Regina, whom her acts represent as having been beheaded for the faith in the borough of Alise (since called Alise-Sainte-Reine). The history of the translation of St. Regina (21–22 March, 864) was the subject of a contemporary account. Unfortunately the "Chroniques," the "Vie du duc Robert" and the "Necrology" of the Abbot Hugues, and the "Live contenant les choses notables" have either perished or contain few facts of real interest. The liturgical books, notably the "Lecionary," have disappeared. The abbatial list contains few names worthy to be observed, with the exception of that of Hugues of Flavigny. The monastery was rebuilt in the seventh century and occupied by Benedicitines of the Congregation of St. Maur, who were actively employed in research concerning the historical documents of the abbey, but it disappeared during the French Revolution. Hitherto it had been the Abbey of the Dresses of Autun; but after the conquest of 1802 the new partition of the diocese placed Flavigny in the Diocese of Dijon. Lacordaire rebuilt and restored all that remained of the monastery surrounded by a portion of its ancient estate, and established there a convent of the Order of St. Dominic.


H. LECLERCQ.

Flaviopolis, a titular see in the province of Honoria. The city, formerly called Cratia, originally belonged to Bithynia (Polemy, V, 1, 14), but was later attached to Honoria by Justinian (Novella xxii), and in 526, after the conquest of Constantine by the Persians, it was transferred to the Diocese of Flaviopolis. No less than ten of its bishops are known from 343 to 869 (Lequien, I, 575–78). One of them, Paul, was the friend and defender of St. John
Chrysostom. The most noted was St. Abraham, bishop in the sixth century, whose life has recently been published (Vailhé, "Saint Abraham de Cratia, in "Éloge M'Orient," VIII, 290-94). The diocese was still in existence in the twelfth century. Flavipolis, now known as Guedré, is a caza situated in the sanjak of Bolou, and the vilayet of Castamouni. Its 4000 inhabitants, are nearly all Musulmans; there are only 200 Christians, 40 of whom are Armenian Catholics. A small river, the Oulu Sou, irrigates the very fertile plain which is particularly celebrated for its peaches (apricot and cherry) grow there in great abundance.

Textes, L'Asie Mineure, 149-151; Cunet, La Turquie Éclairée, 192-200; and the council of Nice or Flavipolis, see Viallet, Histoire de la Grèce, 420, and Supplement, II, 260.

S. VAILHÉ.

Flavius, Josephus. See Josephus.

Fleicher, Esprit, bishop; b. at Permes, France, 1632; died at Montpellier, 1710; member of the Academy, and together with Bourdolau, Bossuet, Fénelon, and Mascaron, one of the greatest sacred orators of his century; his earliest studies were made at Tarascon, under the guidance of his uncle, who was superior of a religious congregation. He himself entered this congregation, where he received holy orders, but soon left it and went to Paris in 1660. It was not long before he acquired a reputation as a wit and spiritual writer. A discourse which he was to deliver in the Church of St. Etienne du Mont, in 1682, he was invited to the Dauphin, when his preaching began to make him famous. His funeral orations in particular won for him more than one comparison with Bossuet. It happened that on a number of occasions he had to treat the same subjects as the Bishop of Meaux, for instance the funeral oration of Maria Theresa, so as to arouse almost the same sentiments of admiration.

He was received a member of the French Academy in 1673, on the same day as Racine. Having been consecrated bishop in 1685, he left the See of Lavaur for that of Nimes in 1687. During his administration he was remarkable for his great charity and his zeal in converting Protestants, but this did not prevent him from devoting himself to letters and to making the Academy of Nîmes, of which he was the director, shine with particular brilliancy. He was less a preacher of the Gospel than a remarkable panegyrist. His sermons are as different from those of Bourdolau as his function is from that of Bossuet's. He was much more an elegant man of letters and fashionable orator than a severe moralist and humble preacher. He delighted in ingenious turns of phrase, sonorous words and pretentious periods which have the appearance of seeking applause and which are hardly in accord with the spirit of the Gospel. His funeral oration for the Dauphin is in every classical handbook. His oratorial works have been collected under the title of "Oraison Funèbres" (Paris, 1878), "Sermons," and "Panégyriques." In history he has left an "Histoire du Cardinal Ximénès" (Paris, 1839), the "Vie de Théodore le Grand" and "Leçons choisies sur divers sujets." The last edition of the "Œuvres" of Fleicher is in two volumes (Paris, 1886).

Delachaux, Vie de Fleicher (Paris, 1885); Memórias de Fleicher, ed. 1844, 1846; Economie politique, in Histoire de la France, 1776; SAINT-BEVE, Introduction to the edition of the Memórias; Fabre, Fleicher orateur (Paris, 1860); Alcoz, Histoire universelle de l'Église (Tournai, 1851).

LOUIS LALANDE.

Fleming, Patrick, Franciscan friar, b. at Lagan, County Louth, Ireland, 17 April, 1599; d. 7 November, 1631. His father was great-grandson of Lord Slane; his mother was daughter of Robert Cusack, a baron of the exchequer and a near relative of Lord Delvin. In 1612, at a time when religious persecution raged in Ireland, young Fleming went to Flanders, and became a student, first at Douai, and then at the College of St. Anthony of Padua at Louvain. In 1617 he took the Franciscan habit and a year later made his solemn profession. He then assumed in religion the name of Patrick, Christopher being the name he received at baptism. Five years after his solemn profession he went to Rome with Hugh MacCaghwell, the definator general of the order, and when he had completed his studies at the College of St. Isidore, he was ordained priest. From Rome he was sent to Louvain and for some years lectured there on philosophy. During that time he established a reputation for scholarship and administrative capacity; and when the Franciscans of the Strict Observance opened a college at Prague in Bohemia, Fleming was appointed to the most superior of its houses. He was the first and the last. The Thirty Years War was raging at this time, and in 1631 the Elector of Saxony invaded Bohemia and threatened Prague. Fleming, accompanied by a fellow-countryman named Matthew Hoar, fled from the city. On 7 November the fugitives encountered a party of armed Calvinist peasants; and the latter, animated with the fierce fanaticism of the times, fell upon the friars and murdered them. Fleming's body was carried to the monastery of Voticeum, four miles distant from the scene of the murder and there buried.

Eminent both in philosophy and theology, he was specially devoted to ecclesiastical history, his tastes in this direction being still further developed by his friendship for his learned countryman Father Hugh Ward. The latter, desirous of writing on early Christian Ireland, asked for Fleming's assistance, which was readily given. Even before Fleming left Louvain for Prague he had amassed considerable materials, and it had written a "Life of St. Columba," but, however, published in his lifetime. That and other MSS. fell into the hands of Thomas O'Sheen, lecturer in theology at the College of St. Anthony of Padua, who edited and published them at Louvain in 1687.
Fleming also wrote a life of Hugh MacCaghwell (q. v.), Primate of Armagh, a chronicle of St. Peter’s monastery at Ratisbon (an ancient Irish foundation), and letters to Hugo Ward on the lives and works of the Irish saints. The letters have been published in “The Irish Ecclesiastical Record” (1909). The life of Fleming published at Louvain in 1667 is now rare and costly; one copy in recent years was sold for seventy pounds.

W. H. Am. Writings of Ireland (Dublin, 1794); Utter Journal of Archaeology; T. I.; The Irish Ecclesiastical Record, VII; Cooper’s Dict. Brit. Biog., s. v.

E. A. D’ALTON.

Fleming (FLEMING, FLEMMYNG), RICHARD, Bishop of Lincoln and founder of Lincoln College, Oxford; b. of a good Yorkshire family about 1360, Croston being sometimes mentioned, though without clear authority, as his birthplace; d. at Sleaford, 25 Jan., 1431. He studied at University College, Oxford, and became junior proctor in 1407. In 1409 he was chosen by convocation as one of the twelve commissioners appointed to examine the writings of Wyclif, though at this time he was suspected of sympathy with the new movement and is mentioned by name in a mandate which Archbishop Arundel addressed to the chancellor in 1409 in order to suppress this tendency in the university. If the archbishop’s description is correct the use of the unorthodox name of Fleming for his birth must be far too early, for a man close on fifty could not be mentioned as one of a company of beardless boys who had scarcely put away the playthings of youth (Wilkins, Conc. Magn. Brit., III, 322). If he ever had any sympathy with Wyclif it did not extend to Wyclif’s heretical doctrines, for his own orthodoxy was beyond suspicion and it subsequently became his duty as bishop to burn the exhumed body of Wyclif in 1428. He held successively the prebends of Southwell (22 Aug., 1406) and Langtoft (21 Aug., 1415), both in York Diocese, and subsequently was rector of Boston. He became bachelor in divinity some time before 1413. Finally he was elected Bishop of Lincoln, 20 Nov., 1419, in succession to Philip Repyngdon, and was consecrated at Florence, 28 April, 1420. In 1422 he was in Germany at the head of an embassy, and in June, 1423, he acted as president of the English representatives at the Council of Pavia, which was transferred to Siena and finally developed into the Council of Basle. More than once he pleaded before the council, but as he supported the rights of the pope against the assembled Fathers his views were disapproved of. The pope, however, showed him favour by appointing him a preacher at the Archibishopric of York in 1424. Difficulties, however, arose with the king’s ministers, and the appointment was set aside. On returning to Lincoln, the bishop began the foundation of Lincoln College, which he intended to be a collegium of theologians connected with the three parish churches of St. Mildred, St. Michael, and Allhallows, Oxford. The preface which he wrote to the statutes is printed in the “Statutes of Lincoln College” (Oxford, 1853). He proved a vigorous administrator of his diocese, and added to his cathedral a chantry in which he was subsequently buried. One work now lost, “Super Anglia Elymologia”, is attributed to him by Bale.


EDWIN BURTON.

Fleming, THOMAS, Archbishop of Dublin, son of the Baron of Slane, b. in 1593; d. in 1655. He studied at the Franciscan College of Louvain, became a priest of the Franciscan Order, and after finishing his studies continued at Louvain for a number of years as professor. In October, 1623, he was appointed by Urban VIII to Dublin as successor of Archbishop Matthews. His appointment gave great offence to the opponents of the religious orders, and a bitter onslaught was begun against the new archbishop by the priest Paul Harris, in his “Olfactorium” and other brochures. Archbishop Fleming convened and presided at a provincial synod of the province of Dublin in 1640. When the Confederate War broke out (1641-1642) the archbishop, though rather a man of peace, felt constrained to take sides with the Confederates and despatched a proctor to represent him at the synod of the clergy held at Kilkenny (May, 1642). Later on, when the general assembly was convoked at Kilkenny for October, the archbishop resolved to attend personally and take part in the deliberations. As might be expected from his antecedents, and especially from his collaboration with the Antipopes, he was opposed to the “thorough” policy of the Old Irish, and wished for peace at all costs. In 1643 he was one of the prelates who signed the commission empowering the Confederates to treat with Ormond for a cessation of hostilities. He also opposed Scaramanga and Rinneuci, the latter strongly identified with the Old-Irish party. In 1649, when all was lost, and the defeated Irish were confronted with Cromwell, a reconciliation was effected with Ormond at a synod of bishops, a step which Archbishop Fleming favoured. But even then King Charles could not recognize his real friends, and the alliance was broken off. The remainder of the archbishop’s life was much disturbed by religious persecution carried on by the government of Cromwell. He died in 1655, and the severity of the persecution may be judged from the fact that until 1669 no successor could be appointed. The diocese was administered by vicars until the nomination of Peter Talbot in 1669.

MORAN, History of the Catholic Archbishops of Dublin (Dublin, 1864); D’AULTON, Archbishops of Dublin (Dublin, 1865); Morley, Speculum Dominium (Dublin, 1874); D’AULTON, Historia Domini- berna Dominicae (Kilkenny, 1762); Gilbert, History of Irish Confederation (Dublin, 1892, 1894).

JAMES MACCAFFEY.

Fletcher, JOHN, missionary and theologian, b. at Ormskirk, England, of an old Catholic family; educated at Douai and afterwards at St. Gregory’s, Paris; d. about 1848. After ordination to the priesthood he became a professor at Douai, and was named by his great-uncle, Rev. William Wilkinson, who had been president. When the French Revolution broke out he was taken prisoner with the other collegians and spent many months in captivity at Arras and Dourlens. After they were released in 1795 he returned to England and acted as priest first at Hexham, then at Blackburn, and finally at Weston Underwood (1827), the seat of the Throckmortons. Having acted for a time as chaplain to the dowager Lady Throckmorton he took charge of Leamington Mission (1839-1844). He removed thence to Northampton in 1844 and resigned, owing to his great age, in 1846, after which his name does not appear in the “Catholic Directory”, though his death is not therein recorded. Dr. Fletcher’s works are: “Sermons on various Religious and Moral Subjects for all the Sundays after Pentecost” (2 vols., 1812, 1821); the introduction is “An Essay on the Spirit of Controversy”, also published separately; “The Catholic’s Prayer Book” with a commentary and notes (1817, 1829); “Thoughts on the Rights and Prerogatives of Church and State, with some observations upon the question of Catholic Securities” (1823); “A Comparative View of the Grounds of the Catholic and Protestant Churches” (1826); “The Catholic’s Prayer Book,” compiled from a MS., drawn up in 1813 by Rev. Joseph Berington (q. v.); “The Prudent Christian; or Con-
siderations on the Importance and Happiness of Attending to the Care of Our Salvation" (1834); "The Guide to the True Religion" (1836); "Transcendent Considerations on the Letters of St. Fénélon" (1839); "On the Use of the Bible"; "The Letters of Fénélon, with illustrations" (1837); "A Short Historical View of the Rise, Progress and Establishment of the Anglican Church" (1843). He translated Blessed Edmund Campion's "Decem Rationes" (1827); de Maistre's "Letters on the Spanish Inquisition" (1848); and Fénélon's "Reflections for Every Day of the Month" (1844). He also brought out an edition of "My Motives for Renouncing the Protestant Religion" by Antonio de Dominis (1828).


Fleete, William, an Augustinian hermit friar, a contemporary and great friend of St. Catherine of Siena; the exact place and date of his birth are unknown and those of his death are disputed. He was an English mystic, and lived in the latter half of the fourteenth century; educated at Cambridge, he afterwards joined the Austin Friars in England, but desiring a stricter life than they were living, and hearing that there were two monasteries, one of which had returned to the primitive discipline near Siena, he set out for Italy. On reaching the forest of Lucceto near Siena, in which one of these monasteries stood, he found the place, which abounded in caves, so suited to the contemplative life, that with the consent of his superiors he joined this community. Henceforth he spent his days in study and contemplation in one of these caves, and returned to the monastery at night to sleep. He was called the "Bacheller of the Wood"; here he became acquainted with St. Catherine, who occasionally visited him at Lucceto and went to confession to him. He had so great a love for solitude, that he declined to leave it when invited by Pope Urban VI to go to Rome, to assist him with his counsel at the time of the papal schism, then disturbing the Church. He wrote a long panegyric on St. Catherine at her death, which, with another of his works, is preserved in the public library at Siena. For at least nineteen years he led a cloistered life in this cave; and is said by Torellus to have returned to England immediately after St. Catherine's death in 1383, and after introducing the reform of Lucceto, to have died the same year. Others say he died in 1383, but there is no mention of his death in the book of the dead at Lucceto, and the exact date of it is uncertain. He was considered a saint by his contemporaries. None of his works have been printed; they consist of six MSS.: (1) an epistle to the provincial of his order; (2) a letter to the doctors of the province; (3) an epistle to the brethren in general; (4) predictions to the English of calamities coming upon England; (5) a treatise against heresy, which Heresy would lose the Catholics who believe in the true faith; (6) divers epistles; (7) a treatise on remedies against temptation. A fifteen century MS. of this last is now in the University Library at Cambridge, to which it was presented by George I.


FRANCESCA M. STEELE.

"Fleuriot, Zenaide-Marie-Anne, a French novelist, b. at Saint-Brieuc, 12 September, 1829; d. at Paris, 18 December, 1890. She published her first novel, "Les souvenirs d'une douairière", in 1859, and its success led her to adopt the literary profession. Either under her real name or the pseudonym of "Anna Edianez de Saint-B." she published a large number of novels, most of which were intended for women and girls. She was a constant contributor to "Le Journal de la jeunesse" and "La Bibliothèque rose", whose aim is to provide young people with unobjectionable reading. Her novels are written in a simple, easy style, which leaves the reader's whole attention free to occupy itself with the interest of the story; they are Catholic in the true sense of the word, for they not only contain no unorthodox opinion, but present none of those evil suggestions with which so many writers have won popularity and lucre. The most striking decisive work especially mentioned is "La vie en famille" (Paris, 1869); "Le theatre chez soi" (Paris, 1873); "Mon sieur Nostradamus" (Paris, 1875); "Sans beaute" (Paris, 1889).

LABOUME, Supplément au Dictionnaire uniuerse du XIXe siècle.

PIERRE MARIQUE.

Fleury (more completely Fleury-Saint-Benoît), ABBEY, one of the oldest and most celebrated Benedictine abbeys of Western Europe. Its modern name is Saint-Benoît-sur-Loire, applicable both to the monastery and the township with which the abbey has always been associated. Situated on the right banks of the Loire, the little town is of easy access from Orleans. Its railway station, St-Benoît-St-Aignan (Loiret) is a little over a mile from the old Floriacum. Long before reaching the station, the traveller is struck by the imposing mass of a monastic church looming up solitary in the landscape. The church of Floriacum has survived the sated habitatation of abbot and monks. The list of the abbots of Fleury contains eighty-nine names, a noble record for one single abbey. From Merovingian names like St. Mommolus, and Carolingian names like St. Abbo, we come down to those that arouse different feelings, like Odet de Coligny (Cardinal de Châtillon), Armand du Plessis (Cardinal de Richelieu). The last twenty-two abbots held the abbey in commendam. The list closes with Georges-Louis Phélypeaux, Archbishop of Bourges, in 1789. Tradition, accepted by Mabillon, attributes the foundation of Fleury to Leo the Great, about 440. Before the days of the monks there was a Gallo-Roman villa called Floriacum, in the Velleis aurea. This was the spot selected by the Abbot of St-Aignan for his foundation, and from the very first Fleury seems to have known the Benedictine rule. Rigomarus was its first abbot.

Church building must have made busy men of many abbots of Fleury. From the very start the abbey boasted of two churches, one in honour of St. Peter and the other in honour of the Blessed Virgin. This latter became the great basilica that survived every storm. In 1022 Abbot Gauzin started the erection of a gigantic feudal tower, intending it to be one day the west front of the abbey church. His bold plan became a reality, and in 1218 the edifice was completed. It is a fine specimen of the romanesque style, and the tower of Abbot Gauzin, resting on fifty columns, forms a unique porch. The church is about three hundred feet long and one hundred and forty feet wide at the transepts. The crypt alone would repay an artist's journey. The choir of the church contains the tomb of a French monarch, Philip I, buried there in 1108. But the boast of Fleury is the relics of St. Benedict, the father of Western monasticism. Mommolus, the second Abbot of Fleury, is said to have effected their transfer from Monte Cassino when that abbey fell into decay after the ravages of the Lombards. Nothing is more certain than the belief of western Europe in the presence of these precious relics at Fleury. To them more than to its flourishing schools Fleury owed its wealth and fame, and to-day French pieties surround them with no less honour than when kings came thither to pray. The monks of Monte Cassino impugn the claims of Fleury, but without ever showing any relics to make good their contention that they possess...
the body of the founder. No doubt there is much fabulous matter in the Fleury accounts of the famous transfer, but we must remember they were written at the time when even good causes were more effectually defended by introducing the supernatural than by the most obvious natural explanations.

Maurice-André, Abbé de Saint-Maurice, ed. de Courcy (Paris, 1858):
Marchand, Souvenirs historiques sur l'ancienne Abbaye de Saint-Maurice (Paris, 1851);
Rocher, Histoire de l'Abbey Royale de St. Benoit-sur-Loir (Orléans, 1860);
Marillon, Annales O.S.B., 1:
Chambard, Les reliques de St. Benoît (Paris, 1882);

ANSCAR VONIER.

Fleury, André-Hercule, b. at Lodève, 26 June, 1653; d. at Paris, 29 January, 1743. He was a protégé of Cardinal de Bonsi and became chaplain to Maria Theresa in 1679, and to Louis XIV in 1693. He was appointed Bishop of Fréjus in 1698, but resigned the see in 1715, when he received the Abbey of Tournus and was appointed tutor to the young Louis XV. Naturally cold and imperturbable, he remained in the background until Louis XV attained his majority in 1723, when there was the instance of Fleury that the Duc de Bourbon was made prime minister, and quarrelling with the duke, Fleury pretended to retire to Lyon. Louis XV, however, who admired and loved his tutor, sent the duke into exile, and entrusted the government to Fleury. True to his habits of discretion, and accustomed, as Duclos says, "to bridle the envious", he never assumed the title of prime minister.

He was made cardinal in September, 1724, and until his death remained the guiding spirit in French politics.

Comparing the three cardinals, d'Argenson said: "Richelieu bled France, Marasini purged it, and Fleury put it on a diet". He alluded in this bartering way to the cardinal's policy of economy, which, among other drawbacks, retarded the development of the French military marine at the very period when the mercantile marine, thanks to private enterprise, was making considerable progress. In spite of this, however, Fleury had the qualities of a great minister. He was the first to foresee that France would not always be at enmity with the Hapsburgs. In connection with the succession and the Duchy of Lorraine, he availed himself of the able advice of the diplomats Chauvelin, when it became necessary to play a cautious game with Austria. But, as Vandal says, the policy of Chauvelin was that of the past. Fleury, in redoubling his efforts to bring about as quickly as possible the union between the King of France and the emperor, was the precursor of Choiseul, Vergennes, and Talleyrand. He was accused of timidity when at the outbreak of the War of the Austrian Succession he wrote a letter to General Königseck, in which he seemed to apologize for this war. But, in truth, Fleury was simply anticipating the policy of the renversement des alliances (breaking up of the alliances), which began in 1756, and by which France and Austria was to be more in conformity with the Catholic traditions of both countries. The opinion of historians like Vandal and Masson with regard to this renversement des alliances, so long the object of criticism, tends to justify Cardinal Fleury.

During the period of Fleury's power Jansenism was gaining ground among the masses as a superstitious sect, as is evidenced by the miracles of the deacon Périguer, while among the upper classes it took shape as a political faction.

Fleury was the minister who had to contend with a Jansenist opposition in the Parliament of Paris. He reserved to royal authority all matters relating to the Jansenists, one consequence of which was a "strike" on the part of the magistrates and lawyers, which Fleury repressed by certain measures of severity. He became a member of the Academy in 1717 and was the first to propose sending a scientific expedition to the Far North and to Peru to measure the degrees of the meridian.

Mair, Mémoires (Paris, 1863-68); Barthe, Journal historique (Paris, 1857); D'Argenson Journal, 1708-18; Duclos, Mémoires secrets (Paris, 1791); Lachet, Histoire de France pendant le 18e siècle (Paris, 1830); Joffre, La France sous Louis XV, Paris, 1861-75; Duc de Broglie, Le Cardinal de Fleury et la Provenance, revue historique (1882)

GEORGES Goyau.
to the Princes de Conti, whom Louis XIV wished to be educated with the Dauphin. During the succeeding period, he published his first important works. Later appeared two books, containing the fruits of his legal studies: "Histoire du droit françois" (Paris, 1674) and "Institution au droit ecclésiastique" (Paris, 1677). The latter of these works was at first issued separately, but subsequently (1687) appeared with the author's name. In these writings Fleury shows himself to be an outspoken Gallican. That he was a pronounced follower of Bossuet in this regard appears also from his "Discours sur les libertés de l'Eglise gallicane", written in 1690. His position as teacher for him to the study of pedagogics, and as executor of the claims of Bossuet on his "Traité du choix et de la méthode des études", which was published at Paris in 1686. For the instruction of his pupil and as a practical application of the principles expounded in his treatise, he wrote a series of three works: "Les mœurs des israélites" (Paris, 1681), "Les mœurs des chrétiens" (1682), and the "Grand catéchisme historique" (1683). Meanwhile he maintained his close relations with Bossuet, who was ever a zealous patron of the able and industrious teacher, and translated into Latin (1678) his "Exposition de la foi catholique".

By completing the education of the Princes de Conti, Fleury was (1680) appointed tutor to the Comte de Vermandois, the legitimized son of Louis XIV and Louise de La Vallière. On the death of the young count in 1684, Louis XIV, in token of his appreciation of Fleury's tutorial services, appointed him Abbot of Loc-Dieu in the Diocese of Rhodes, and Fleury devoted himself zealously to the duties of his pastoral charge. He preached frequently in the Diocese of Meaux, and accompanied the Abbé Fénelon on his missionary journeys in Saintonge and Poitou, after the abrogation of the Edict of Nantes (1685), both labouring diligently and with great success for the conversion of the Huguenots. At the same time Fleury continued his literary pursuits, and in 1685 he published a "Life of Marguerite d'Arbouze, Abbess and reformer of the Abbey of Val-de-Grâce", and in 1688 the treatise entitled "Devoirs des maîtres et des domestiques". Shortly afterwards he was recalled to the court, on Fénelon's recommendation, was appointed tutor (sous-précepteur) to the grandsons of Louis XIV, the young Dukes of Burgundy, of Anjou, and of Berry. He continued at this post for nearly sixteen years, and lived at the brilliant court the same modest, retired life, devoted to his duties as teacher and counsellor. During this period and in later years, he was given mainly to the composition of his "Histoire ecclésiastique", the first volume of which appeared in 1691. In this great work, the principal literary fruit of the remaining years of his life, the author discloses once more his leanings toward Gallicanism.

In recognition of his literary services, Fleury was chosen in 1696 to fill La Bruyère's seat in the Academy, was offered the Bishopric of Montpellier, which however, he refused. When in 1697, on the appearance of the "Maximes des saints", a Quietistic controversy broke out between Bossuet and Fénelon, Fleury, as the protecté of Fénelon, was in danger of sharing his patron's disfavour at court. Bossuet, however, proved a true protector, and Fleury was rescued from Fénelon's fate, and allowed to retain his place as tutor to the princes. In 1706, as a reward for his services, the king appointed Fleury prior of Notre-Dame d'Argenteuil, near Paris. On receiving any days of rest, Fleury resigned forthwith his Abbacy of Loc-Dieu, as he was opposed to the cumulation of ecclesiastical benefices, and devoted himself to the continuation of his "Histoire ecclésiastique". On a subsequent occasion, he was again summoned to court to fill an important and responsible position. On the death of Louis XIV, the regent, wishing to secure a trustworthy and learned cleric who held neither Jansenistic nor Molinistic views, and who might be trusted to represent Gallican principles, appointed Fleury as confessor to the young King Louis XV. Fleury continued to fill this office until 1722, but then resigned on the plea of old age, and until his death lived a life of the closest retirement in Paris.

Fleury was a rigorous, pious, universally respected pastor, a conscientious, devoted teacher, a talented and profound scholar and author. Most of his works have been recently reprinted; some have been translated into other languages and have secured a wide circle of readers. His comprehensive "Histoire ecclésiastique", of which he himself issued twenty volumes (Paris, 1691-1720), is among the most imposing and extensive of all. It extends from the Ascension of Christ to the year 1414. This work is at once instructive and edifying; its material is carefully and fully treated, but all critical examination is avoided. The facts are recorded in elegant and well-chosen language without rhetorical exaggerations, and although his judgments are tinged with Gallicanism (especially as regards the papacy), they are expressed moderately and with restraint. Consequently Fleury's work offers a marked contrast to the histories of Noël Alexandre and Tillemont. His "Histoire" was received enthusiastically by the learned circles, three successive editions appeared, and was translated into German (Leipzig, 1752) and Latin (Augsburg, 1758). The Gallican views expressed in the work have been attacked by several historians, of whom the most notable are Honoratus a S. Maria (Mechlin, 1729), Baldwin de Housta (Mechlin, 1733), N. Lantausme (Avignon, 1736), Rossignol (Paris, 1802), Marchetti (Venice, 1794). The ex-Oratorian, John Claude Fabre, an extreme Gallican, issued a continuation of Fleury's work in sixteen volumes (Paris, 1722-36), bringing the history to the year 1595. This continuation, however, is neither in its narration nor its workmanship comparable with Fleury's achievement. Rondet added a further volume (XXXVII) which contains a table of contents (Paris, 1754); Alexander of St. John of the Cross, who, with the assistance of a brother Carmelite, had already translated Fleury's work into Latin, continued the history to the year 1765, in thirty-five volumes, and after his playwright's death another volume (extending to 1768) was added by Benno, a member of the same order. Father Alexander also translated Calmet's "Histoire de l'Ancien et du Nouveau Testament" into Latin, and published it in five volumes as an introduction to Fleury's work, so that the complete edition in Latin (Augsburg, 1775-98) consists of ninety-on volumes, with two index volumes.

Amongst Fleury's papers was found a sketch in manuscript of the ecclesiastical history from 1414 to 1517, and this sketch was inserted in the edition issued in 1840 at Paris. Several collections of Fleury's sermons and treatises have been issued since his death, e. g. his "Discours" (2 vols., Paris, 1752); "Traité du Droit public en France" (4 vols., Paris, 1769); "Opuscules de l'abbé Fleury", published by Rondet (5 vols., Nîmes, 1780); "Oeuvres de l'abbé Fleury", published by A. Martin (Paris, 1837). In conclusion, it should be noted that the "Abrégé de l'histoire ecclésiastique de Fleury", published at Berne in 1766, with an introduction by Frederick II of Prussia, has no connexion with Claude Fleury's "Histoire ecclésiastique"; it is a work undertaken at the suggestion of the above-mentioned monarch and is dominated throughout by a spirit hostile to Charles.
Flooding (or Frodoard), French historian and chronicler, b. at Epernay in 894; d. in 966. He was educated at Reims, where he became canon of the cathedral and keeper of the episcopal archives. He visited Rome during the pontificate of Leo VII (930-955) and was shown much favour by the pope. In gratitude he wrote a long poem in Latin hexameters, celebrating the deeds of Christ and of the first saints in Palestine and Antioch, adding a versified narration of the history of the popes. The whole work, which is valued rather than historical, was dedicated to Archbishop Robert of Trier. When his patron died, Archbishop Arnold of Reims, was deposed through the intrigues of the powerful Héribert, Count of Vermandois. Flooding remained loyal to him, and after Arnold's re-establishment became his trusted counsellor. In 932 he retired to a monastery, probably that of St. Basil, and became abbot. This dignity he laid down when seventy years of age.

At the instance of Archbishop Robert Flooding undertook to write a history of the Church of Reims, "Historia Remensis ecclesiae", for which he used the episcopal archives as well as the writings of Bishop Liutprand of Cremona. To meet the exception of Pertz that it was a mere account of the completeness of the material as well as the truthfulness of the narration. Flooding's other great work is the "Annales", which covers the period from 919 to 966. With the most painstaking exactness he narrates in plain, simple language all the events that happened during these years; and thus the work is of the utmost importance for a knowledge of the history of France, Lorraine, and the East Frankonian realm. With this chronicle he was occupied almost to the day of his death. An addition was made subsequently to cover the period from 979 to 978. The "Historia Remensis ecclesiae" was first edited by Simond (Paris, 1611); the best edition is that of Hellebrand and Waitz in the "Monumenta Germaniae historica: Scriptores", XIII, 405-599 (Hanover, 1881). The "Annales" were edited by Pertz in the same work, III, 363-408 (Hanover, 1839). The poem was published in Mabillon's "Acta Sanctorum", vol. XIII (Paris, 1689-1701). Flooding's complete works were published with a French translation by the Academy of Reims (Reims, 1854-55, 3 vols.) and in Migne's Latin Patrology, CXXXIV, 1-886.

ARTHUR F. J. REMY.

Flooding. See Deluge.

Florence, Abbey of, pleasantly situated on the right bank of the Sambre, about seven miles southwest of Namur, Belgium, owes its foundation to Godfrey, Count of Namur, and his wife Ermensendis. When St. Norbert, in the year after the foundation of his order, returned from Cologne with a rich treasure of relics for his new church at Frémond, Godfrey and Norbert went to meet him at their castle at Namur. So edified were they with what they had seen and heard, that they besought the saint to found a house at Floreffe. The charter by which they made over a church and house to Norbert and his order bears the date of 27 November, 1121, so that Floreffe is chronologically speaking, the second abbey of the order. Norbert laid the foundations of the church which was called Salve, and the abbey received the sweet name of Flos Maris, the Flower of Mary. The chronicles of Floreffe record the following event: While celebrating Mass at Floreffe, the saint saw a drop of Blood issuing from the Sacred Host on the altar. During his own eyes, he said to the deacon who assisted him: "Brother, do you see what I see?" "Yes, Father", answered the deacon, "I see a drop of Blood which gives out a brilliant light." The altar stone on which St. Norbert celebrated Mass is still preserved at Floreffe. St. Norbert placed Richard, one of his first disciples, at the head of the young community. The second abbot, Almaric, was commissioned by Pope Leo VIII (911-913) to Constantinople to spread religion in Palestine. Accompanied by a band of chosen religious from Floreffe, he journeyed to the Holy Land and founded the abbey of St. Habacuc (1137). Philip, Count of Namur, gave to Werc, the sixth abbot, a large piece of the Holy Cross which he had received from another Baldwin from the Cross of Constantinople. The chronicles record that twice, namely in 1204 and 1254, Blood flowed from this relic on the Feast of the Invention of the Holy Cross, the miracle being witnessed by the religious and by a large concourse of people. At the suppression of the Abbey of Floreffe, the relic was removed to a place of safety. When a few years ago, the Norbertine canons, who had been expelled from France, bought an old Augustinian Monastery at Bois-Seigneur-Isaac, this precious relic was restored to them, so that it is again in the custody of the sons of St. Norbert. All the abbots and convents founded by the Abbey of Floreffe have ceased to exist with the exception of the one founded by Louis the Great, which was not elected in 1791, was the fifty-fifth and last abbot of Floreffe. When the French Republican army overran Belgium, the religious were expelled, and the abbey with all its possessions was confiscated. Put up for sale in 1797, it was bought back for the abbey and once more restored to the Norbertines. A few of its religious returned to the abbey, but so great were the difficulties that after the death of the last religious the abbey became the property of the Bishop of Namur, and is now the seat of a flourishing seminary.

F. M. GUEDENZ.
the townfolk which paved the way for the establishment of the "Commune" was convened by Bishop Ranieri in 1105. About the same time they helped the Florentines in the conquest of Pisa (1135) and of the Salernian Lami (1136) asking no other reward than two porphyry columns for the great central doorway of the Baptistery (San Giovanni). By 1155 they had grown so powerful that they dared to close their gates against Frederick Barbarossa. The nobles (magistrates, grandi), forced to bear arms, were not slow in casting disturbing shadows in the town by their rival factions, and in hindering the work of the consuls who chanced to be displeasing to them. In this way there was endless friction and strife, and thus was laid the foundation of the two great parties that for centuries divided the city, Guelfs and Ghibellines. The former was democratic, republican, favorable to the papacy; the latter was the party of the old Florentine aristocracy and the emperor. In 1197 the Tuscan League (in imitation of the successful Lombard League) was formed at San Ginesio between the cities of Florence, Lucca, Siena, Prato, San Miniato, and the Bishop of Volterra, in presence of papal legates. The Ghibellines found themselves on that occasion not to acknowledge the authority of emperor, king, duke, or marquis without the express order of the Roman Church. At that time, in the interest of better administration, Florence abolished its old-time government by two consuls, and substituted for them twelve consuls. In 1207 a law was passed which made it obligatory for the podestà to be an outsider. The legislative power originally resided in the Statuto, a commission nominated by the consuls. After the introduction of a podestà it was exercised by the priors of the chief guilds (the arti magiores), seven in number (carpenters, wool-weavers, skinners, tailors, shoemakers, and farriers), to which were afterwards added fourteen lesser guilds (the judges, the notaries-public, doctors, money-changers, and others). To hold any public office it was necessary to belong to one or other of these guilds (arti); the nobles were therefore wont to enter their names on the books of the wool-weavers' guild. The management of all political affairs rested with the Signoria, and there was a kind of public parliament which met four times a year. Public business was attended to by the podestà and his deputies by turns.

GUelfS AND GHiBELLINEs.—A broken engagement between one of the Buondelmonti and a daughter of the house of Amidei, and the killing of the young man, were the causes of a fierce civil strife in 1215 and long after. Some sided with the Buondelmonti and the Amidei, and were Guelfs; others, with the Amidei and the Uberti, who were Ghibellines. Up to 1249 the two factions fought on sight; in that year Emperor Frederick II, who wished to have Florence on his side in his struggle with the papacy, sent the Uberti reinforcements of German mercenaries with whose aid they drove out the Buondelmonti and so many of the followers that the Guelph party was completely routed. The Ghibellines straightway established an aristocratic government but retained the podestà. The people were deprived of their rights, but they assembled on 20 October, 1250, in the church of Santa Croce and deposed the podestà and his Ghibelline administration. The government was then entrusted to two men, one a podestà, the other a Captain of the People (capitano del popolo), both of them outsiders; besides these the six precincts of the town nominated each two avanzi, or elders. For military purposes the town was divided into twenty gonfalonieri, or banner-wards, the country round about into sixty-six, the whole force being under the command of the gonfaloniere. The advantage of the new arrangement was quickly shown in the wars against neighbouring towns, once their allies, but which had fallen under Ghibelline control. In 1253 Pistoia was taken, and was forced to recall the exiled Guelph. The year 1254 has been called the year of victories. Siena, Volterra, and Pisa were then constrained to accept peace on favourable terms for the Florentine republic. In 1255 it was the turn of Arezzo; Pisa was once more defeated at Ponte Serchio, and forced to cede to Florence the Castello di Mutrone, overlooking the sea. Henceforward war was continuous between Pisa and Florence until the once powerful Pisa passed completely into the power of the Florentines. In 1260, however, Farinata degli Uberti, leader of the outlawed Ghibelines, with the help of Siena and of the German bands in King Manfred's pay, but mostly by deceiving the Florentines into believing that he would betray Siena into their hands, defeated (4 Sept.) the Florentine army of 30,000 horse and 3,000 foot in the battle of Montaperti. The Guelphs thereupon chose exiles for themselves and their families. The people's government was again overturned; the citizens had to swear allegiance to King Manfred, and German troops were called on to support the new order of things. The podestà, Guido Novello, was appointed by Manfred. After the latter's death the Guelphs again took courage, and Guido Novello was forced to make concessions. Finally, in 1266, the people rose, and barricaded the streets with locked chains; 'guido lost courage and on 4 November, accompanied by his cavalry, fled from the city. The popular government of the guild-masters and the patriciate (1193) continued, and the council of twelve consuls. In 1278 Nicholas also attempted to reconcile the two factions, and with some success. Peace was concluded (Cardinal Latini's peace) in 1280 and the exiles returned.

The government was then carried on by the podestà and the captain of the popolo, aided by fourteen buoni uomini, i.e. reputable citizens (eight Guelfs and six Ghibellines), afterwards replaced by three (later six) guild-masters, elected for two months, during which time they lived together in the palace of the Signoria. Nor could they protect the country from its foes.

There were, moreover, two councils, in which also the guild-masters took part. As a result of the assistance Florence gave Genoa in the war against Pisa (1284 and 1285) its territory was greatly extended. The victory at Campaldino (1289) over Ghibelline army of Siena put an end to Tuscany, and transferred it to Tuscany. In 1293 Pisa was obliged to grant Florence the right to trade within its walls. Fresh troubles, however, were in store for Florence. In 1293 the bur- gesses, exulting in their success, and acting under the influence of Giano della Bella, excluded the nobles from election to the office of guild-master. On the other hand, even the lesser guilds were allowed to retain a share in the government. To crown the insult a new magistrature, styled gonfaloniere di giustizia, was appointed to repress all abuses in the part of the nobles. The latter chose as their leader and defender Corso Donati; the burghers gathered about the Cerchi family, whose members had grown rich in trade, common people or artisan class sided with the Donati. In 1295 Giano della Bella was found guilty of violating his own ordinances, and was forced to leave Florence. The opposing factions united now with similar factions in Pistoia; that of the Cerchi with the Bianchi or Whites, that of the Donati with the Nerli or Blacks. To restore peace the guild-masters in 1300 exiled the leaders of both factions; among them went Dante Alighieri. The leaders of the Bianchi were, however, soon recalled. Thereupon the Neri appealed to Boniface VII, who persuaded Charles of Valois, brother of
Philip the Fair, to visit Florence as peacemaker. He at once recalled the Donati, or Neri, and set aside the remonstrances of the Ghibellini, who were once more expelled, Dante among them. The exiles negotiated successfully with Pisa, Bologna, and the chiefs of the Ghibelline party for assistance against the Neri; for a while they seemed to infuse new life into the Ghibelline cause. Before long, however, both parties split up into petty factions. In 1304 Benedetto da Maiano was sent over with a view to restore peace by causing the recall of the exiles. The city then became the wretched scene of incendiary attempts, murders, and robberies. In 1306 the Ghibellines were once more driven out, thanks to Corso Donati (Il Barone), who aimed at tyrannical power and was soon hated by rich and poor alike. Aided by his father-in-law, Ugolino della Fagiuola, leader of the Ghibellines in Romagna, he attempted to overthrow the Signoria, accusing it of corruption and venality. The people assembled and the guild-masters condemned him as a traitor; he shut himself up in his fortress-like house, but soon afterwards fell from his horse and was killed (13 Sept., 1308).

In 1310 Emperor Henry VII invaded Italy, and obliged successively the cities of Lombardy to recognize his imperial authority. The Florentine exiles (particularly Dante in his Latin work “De Monarchia”), also the Pisans, ardently denounced Florence to the emperor as the hotbed of rebellion in Italy. Great was, therefore, the terror in Florence. All the exiles, save Dante, were recalled; but in order to have an ally against the emperor, whose overlordship they refused to acknowledge, they did homage to Robert, King of Naples. On his way to Rome (1312) Henry found the gates of Florence closed against him. He besieged it in vain, while Florentine money fanned the flames of further revolt in all the cities of Lombardy. On his return journey in October he was again obliged to abandon his siege of Florence. At Pisa he laid Florence under the ban of the empire, deprived it of all rights and privileges, and permitted the counterfeiting of its coinage, the famous “florins of San Giovanni”. Pisa and Genoa were now eager for revenge on their commercial rival, when suddenly Henry died. The Pisans then elected as podestà the aforesaid exiled Florentine, Ugolino della Fagiuola, who became master of several other towns of which Lucca was then the most important (1314). In 1315 he defeated the Florentines near Montecatini, and already beheld Florence in his power and himself master of Tuscany. Unfortunately, at this juncture Lucca, under Castruccio Castracane, rebelled against him and drove him out, nor was he ever able to return. Castruccio, himself a Ghibelline, was a menace to the liberty of the Tuscan League, always Guelph in character. After a guerrilla warfare of three years, the army of the League under Raimondo Cardona was defeated at Alostapacio (1325), though the Florentines succeeded in making good their retreat. To guarantee the safety of the city, Florence offered Charles, Duke of Calabar, son of King Robert of Naples, the Signoria for ten years. He came, and greatly curtailed the privileges of the citizens. Happily for Florence he died in 1329. Thereupon, Florence, having regained its freedom, remodelled its government, and created five magistracies: (1) the guild-masters (priori di corporazioni), charged with the military operations; (2) the Gonfalonieri charged with the supreme administrative power; (3) the capitani di porta (Guelphs, common people); (4) a board of trade (Giudici di commercio); (5) consuls for the guilds (Consoli del commercio). Moreover, two councils or assemblies were established, one composed of three hundred Guelphs and the hundred commoners, the other of rich and poor under the presidency of the podestà. These councils were renewed every four months.

Later Medieval History.—It has always been a cause for wonder that amid so many political, economic, and military vicissitudes the prosperity of Florence never ceased to grow. Majestic churches arose amid the din of arms, and splendid palaces were built on all sides, though their owners must have been at all times uncertain of peaceful possession. At the date we have now reached forty-six towns and walled castelli, among them Pescia and Empoli, acknowledged the authority of Florence, and every year its mint turned out between 330,000 and 400,000 gold florins. Its coinage was the choicest and most reliable in Europe. The receipts of its exchequer were greater than those of the Kings of Sicily and Aragon. Merchants from Florence thronged the markets of the known world, and established banks wherever they went. In the city itself there were 110 churches. It openly aimed at sovereignty over all Tuscany. Arms and money won for it Pistoia (1329) and Arezzo (1330). It aided Venice (1338) against Mastino della Scala, a peril to Florence since he became master of Lucca. Knowing well the commercial greed of the Florentines, Mastino, to free himself from their opposition, offered to sell them Lucca. But the Pisans could not allow their ancient enemy to come so near; they took up arms, captured Lucca, and defeated the Florentines at La Ghiaccia (1341). Seeing now that their militia needed a skilful leader, the Florentines offered the command and a limited dictatorship, first to Jacopo Gabrielli d’Agabio, and when he proved unfit, to a French freebooter, Gauthier de Brienne (1342), who styled himself Duke of Athens on the strength of his descent from the dukes of Achaia. He played his part so skilfully that he was proclaimed Signore for life. In this way Florence imitated most other Italian cities, which in their weariness of popular government had by this time chosen princes to rule over them. Gauthier de Brienne, however, became despotic, favoured the nobility and the populace (always allies in Florence), and harassed the rich middle-class families (Aloviti, Medici, Rucellai, Ricci). The populace soon tired of him, and joined the peasantry (genti del contado), they raised the cry of “liberty” on 26 July, 1343. Gauthier’s soldiers were slain, and he was forced to leave the city. But the newly recovered liberty of Florence was dearly bought. Its subject
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towns (Arezzo, Colle di Val d'Elsa, and San Gimignano) defend themselves independently; Pistoia allied with Pisa; Ottaviano de' Belforti was lord of Volterra. There was now an interval of peace, during which the greater guilds (known as the popolo grasso) strove gradually to restrict the rights of the lesser guilds, which in the end found themselves shut out from all public offices. Aided by the populace they threatened rebellion, and secured thus the abolition of the more onerous laws.

It was now the turn of the humblest classes, hitherto without political rights. Clearly they had reaped no advantage from their support of the small bourgeoisie, and so they resolved to resort to arms in their own behalf. This dispute about the revolution of Ciompi (1378), so called from the wool carders (ciompi), who under Michele di Lando seized the palace of the Signoria, and proclaimed their leader gonfaloniere di giustizia. They instituted three new guilds in which all artisans were to be inscribed, and which had equal civil rights with the other guilds. Much ado at first, but the interest of the popular tumult would end in a restoration of the Signoria, went over to the burgesses; after a sangarini conflict the Ciompi were put to flight. The rich burgesses were now more firmly established than before, which was a sure thing. The popolo grasso was in power, and the populace. This deep discontent was the source of the brilliant fortune of Giovanni de' Medici, son of Bicci, the richest of the Florentine bankers.

Apropos of this world-famous name it may be said here that the scope of this article permits only a brief reference to the great influence of the Medici Family not as an industrial, commercial, and financial centre. In the woolen industry it was easily foremost, particularly in the dyeing and final preparation of the manufactured goods. Its banking houses were famous throughout all Europe, and had for clients not only a multitude of private individuals, but also kings and popes. As financial agents of the latter, the mercadifores papa, the Florentines were to be found in all the chief national centres, and exercised no little influence. (See H. de B. Gibbins, "History of Commerce in Europe", London, 1892; Peruzi, "Storia dei commerci dei banchieri di Firenze il medio e il moderno" in "Nuova Antologia", 1870, XIII, 327-425.)

To take up the thread of our narrative, several events of interest had meanwhile occurred. In 1345, Emperor Charles III appeared before Florence. The city had become more cautious as it grew in wealth and did not, therefore, venture to resist him; it seemed wiser to purchase, with gold and a nominal submission, entailing as few obligations as possible, present security and actual independence. The citizens swore allegiance on the understanding that the emperor would ratify the laws made or to be made in Florence; that the members of the Signoria (elected by the citizens) should be ipso facto, vicars imperial; that neither the emperor himself nor any envoy of his should enter the town; that he should be content with the payment of 100,000 florins, in lieu of all past claims (regalia), and a promise of 400,000 florins annually during his life. The Florentines could hardly ask more complete autonomy. The populace, it is true, opposed even this nominal submission, but it was explained to them that their liberties were untouched.

In 1360 Volterra returned again to Florence, and war with Pisa followed. Pisa sought the help of Bernabò Visconti; after a protracted conflict won the decisive battle of San Savino (1364), and peace was declared. In 1375 the inquisitor, Fra Pietro d'Aquila, having exceeded his powers, the Signoria restricted his authority and conferred on the ordinary courts jurisdiction in all criminal cases of ecclesiastics; and as ambassador Guillaume de Noëlet, papal legate at Bologna, directed against Tuscany the band of mercenaries known as the "White Company" (Compagnia Bianca). Florence had hitherto been undauntingly faithful to the Holy See; it now began to raise against the pope, not only the cities of Romagna and the Marches, but even Rome itself. Eighty cities joined in the movement. Gregory XI thereupon placed Florence under interdict (1376), and allowed anyone to lay hands on the goods and persons of the Florentines. Nor was this a mere threat; the Florentine merchants in England were obliged to return to Florence, leaving their ships and cargo behind. Not even the intercession of St. Catharine of Siena, who went to Avignon for the purpose, could win pardon for the city. It was only in 1378, after the Western Schism had begun, that Urban VI absolved the Florentines. Even then the people compelled the offending magistrates to give ample satisfaction to the pope (Gherardì, La guerra de' Fornimenti con papa Gregorio XI, detta guerra degli otto santi, Florence, 1869). Florence now beheld with no little concern the political progress of Gian Galeazzo Visconti, Lord of Milan. By the acquisition of Pisa he had gained a coveted foothold in Tuscany. The Florentins sided with his numerous enemies, all of whom were anxious to prevent the formation of an Italian sole monarchy. Visconti was victorious, but he died in 1402, whereupon Florence at once laid siege to Pisa. In 1405 Giovanni Maria Visconti sold the town to the Florentines for 200,000 florins; but the Pisans continued to defend their city, and it was not until 1406 that Gino Capponi entered it with the signor Olgiati just as Pisa broke out soon after the surrender was repressed with great severity. The purchase (1421) of the port of Leghorn from Genoa for 100,000 gold florins gave Florence at last a free passage to the sea, nor did the citizens long delay to compete with Venice and Genoa in the trade with Asia and Africa (1421). In 1415 the new constitutions of the republic were promulgated. They were drawn up by the famous jurist Paolo di Castro and Bartolommeo Volpi of the University of Florence.

The Medici.—Naturally enough, these numerous wars were very costly, partly early in the fifteenth century the taxes increased greatly and with them the popular discontent, despite the strongly democratic character of the city government. Certain families now began to assume a certain prominence. Maso degli Albizzi was captain of the people for thirty years; after his death other families sought the leadership. Giovanni di Bicci de'Medici, to bring about a more equal distribution of taxation, proposed the catasto, i.e. an income-tax. This made him very popular and he was proclaimed Gonfaloniere for life (1421). His son Cosimo (d. 1464) inherited his immense riches and popularity, but his generosity brought him under suspicion of men of the greater guilds, and especially the Albizzi family, charged him with a desire to overthrow the government and he was exiled to Padua (1433). In 1434 the new Signoria, favourable to Cosimo, recalled him and gave him the proud title of Pater Patriae, i.e. father
of his country. In 1440 the Albizzi were outlawed, and Cosimo found his path clear. He scrupulously retained the old form of government, and refrained from all arbitrary measures. He was open-handed, built palaces and villas, also churches (San Marco, San Lorenzo); his costly and rare library was open to all; he patronized poets and encouraged the arts. With him began the golden age of the Medici. The republic now annexed the district of Casentino, taken from the Vincenzi at the Peace of Gavriana (1441). Cosimo’s son Piero was by no means equal to his father; nevertheless the happy ending of the war against Venice, the formal ally of Florence, shed glory on the Medici name. Piero died in 1469, and his sons Lorenzo and Giuliano were created “princes of the State” (principi dello Stato). In 1478 occurred the conspiracy of the Pazzi, to whose ambitious plans Lorenzo was an obstacle. A plot was formed to kill the two Medici brothers in the cathedral on Easter Sunday; Giuliano fell, but Lorenzo escaped. The authors of the plot, among them Francesco Salviati, Archbishop of Pisa, perished at the hands of the angry populace.Sixtus IV, whose nephew Girolamo Riario was also an accomplice, laid the town under an interdict because of the murder of Salviati and the Pazzi, and supported by the King of Naples threatened to go to war. Hostilities had actually begun, when Lorenzo set out for Naples and by his diplomatic tact induced King Alonso to make peace (1480); this obliged the pope also to come to terms. Meanwhile, despite his almost unlimited influence, Lorenzo refused to be anything else than the foremost citizen of Florence. With the exception of Siena, all Tuscany now acknowledged the rule of Florence and offered the spectacle of an extensive principality governed by a republic of free and equal citizens. Lorenzo died in 1492. (See the life of Lorenzo by Roscoe, Liverpool, 1795, and often reprinted; also the German life by A. von Reumont, Leipzig, 1874, and Eng. tr. by R. Harrison, London, 1876.)Lorenzo was succeeded by his son, Piero, but he did not long retain popularity, especially after he had ceded the fortresses of Pietra Santa and Pontremoli to Charles VIII of France, who entered Italy with the avowed purpose of overthrowing the Aragonese domination in Naples. The popular displeasure reached its acme when Piero pawned the towns of Pisa and Leghorn to the French king. He was driven out and the former republican government restored. Charles VIII entered Florence and endeavoured to have Piero murdered; but his boasts were soon exploded, and Capponi and a threatened uprising of the people forced the French king to quit Tuscany (1494). There were at that time three parties in Florence: the Medici, the papal party, known as the Palleschi (from the palle or little balls in the Medici coat of arms), the oligarchic republicans called the Arrabbiati (enraged), and the democrats or Piagnoni (weepers). The last had for chief the Dominican friar, Girolamo Savonarola of Ferrara, who hoped by their aid to restore in Florence piety and a Christian discipline of life, i.e. to establish in the city the Kingdom of Christ. In fact, Christ was publicly proclaimed Lord or Signore of Florence (Rez popului Florentini). For this extravagance and rationalistic elements in the city at this period see Guicciardini and Machiavelli. Savonarola’s impassioned speeches were the occasion of his excommunication, and in 1498 he was publicly burned. The Arrabbiati were then in power. In 1512 Cardinal Giovanni de’ Medici, at a great price, supported the Spanish captain Cardona and sent him to Florence to demand the return of the Medici. Fearing worse evils, the people consented, and Lorenzo II, son of Piero, was recalled as prince. Cardinal Giovanni, however, kept the reins of power in his own hands. As Leo X he sent thither Cardinal Giulio de’ Medici (the natural son of Giuliano), afterwards Clement VII. The family had now reached the acme of its power and prestige. The sack of Rome (1527) and the misfortunes of Clement VII caused a third exile of the Medici. Ippolito and Alessandro, cousins of the pope, were driven out.In the peace concluded between Emperor Charles V and Clement VII it was agreed that the Medici rule should be restored in Florence. The citizens, however, would not listen to this, and prepared for resistance. Their army was defeated at Gavirana (1530) through the treachery of their general, Malatesta Baglioni. A treaty was then made with the emperor. Florence paid a heavy war indemnity and recalled the exiles, and the pope granted a free amnesty. On 5 July, 1531, Alessandro de’ Medici returned and took the title of Duke, promising allegiance to the emperor. Clement VII dictated a new constitution, in which among other things the distinction between the greater and the lesser guilds was removed. Alessandro was a man of dissolute habits, and was stabbed to death by a distant relative, Lorenzino (1536), no better, but more clever, than Alessandro. The murderer fled at once from Florence. The party of Alessandro now offered the ducal office to Cosimo de’ Medici, son of Giovanni delle Bande Nere. He avenged the death of Alessan-
see canonised (Sieveking, Gesch. der platon. Akademie zu Florenz, Göttingen, 1812), and of an equally passionate zeal for the restoration of all things in Christ (see Savonarola). For its rôle in the restoration and development of classical literary taste, both Greek and Latin, see HUMANISM, and for its share in the great arts see RENAISSANCE.

INSTITUTIONS AND BUILDINGS.—Florence is the seat of a university, and possesses also an institute of social science, conservatory of music, a botanical garden, and an observatory (astronomical, meteorological, and seismological). Various scientific societies have their center in the Accademia della Crusca, whose famous Italian dictionary is one of the glories of the city. The city has four libraries containing many rare manuscripts. The Biblioteca Nazionale, one of the largest and most important in Europe, founded in 1861 by merger of the famous Magliabechiana and the former (Pitti) Biblioteca Palatina; the Laurentiana, founded in 1444 by Cosimo de' Medici; the Marucelliana, containing a collection of brasses; the Riccardiana. The State archives are the most important in Italy. Various art collections are: the Uffizi Gallery; the Pitti, in the old palace of the grand dukes; the archeological museum with its fine collection of bronzes and tapestries; the museum of the Seminary or cathedral; the Accademia delle belle arti (Academy of the Fine Arts); and the Casa Buonarroti (house of Michelangelo). The charitable institutions include: the Great Hospital (Arcispedale) of Santa Maria Nuova (1500 beds), founded in 1285 by Falco Portinari, the father of Dante's Beatrice; the Hospital of the Innocents, or Foundling Hospital (1421); a home for the blind; an insane asylum, and many private charities.

Among the numerous charitable works of Florence the most popularly known is that of the "Confraternita di Misericordia," founded in 1244, and attached to the church of that name by the canons of the Franciscan order. Its members belong to all classes of Florentine society, the highest as well as the lowest, and are bound to quit all work or occupation at the sound of the oratory bell, and hasten to any scene of accident, violent illness, sudden death, and the like. The costume of the friars is that of a rove black robe and girdle, with a hood that completely covers the head except two loopholes for the eyes. Thus attired, a little group may frequently be seen hastening through the streets of Florence, bearing on their shoulders the sick or the dead to the specific institution that is to care for them. "La misericordia di Firenze" in "Le Correspondant," 1884, 805-26.

The chief industries are the manufacture of majolica ware, the copying of art works and their sale, also the manufacture of felt and straw hats.

The more noted of the public squares of Florence are the Piazza della Signoria (Palazzo Vecchio, Loggia dei Lanzi, and the historic fountain by Ammannati); the Piazza del Duomo; the Piazza di Santa Croce, with its monument to Dante; the Piazza di Santa Maria Novella, adorned by two obelisks. Among the famous churches of Florence are the following: Santa Maria del Fiore, consecrated 1436 by Arnolfo del Cambio, consecrated in 1436 by Eugène IV, and called del Fiore (of the flower), either in reference to the name of the city or to the municipal arms, a red lily on a white ground. It is about 140 yards long, and badly proportioned. The admirable Campanile was begun by Giotto, but fin- ished by his son in law, Gaddi (1360). The main dome is by Brunelleschi (1420) and furnished inspiration to Michelangelo for the dome of St. Peter's. The façade was not completed until 1887; the bronze doors are also a work of recent date. The Baptistery of San Giovanni dates from the seventh century; it was remodelled in 1100, again in the fifteenth century, and is octagonal in form. San Giovanni was the old cathedral of Florence, around which in Lombard times (seventh and eighth centuries) the city grew up. Some have maintained that it rises on the site of an ancient temple of Mars. Dante mentions it twice with veneration in the Paradiso (xv, 136-37; xvi, 25-27). The three massive bronze doors of the Baptistry are unparalleled in the world. Among them is the work of Andrea Pisano (1330), the remaining two are the masterpieces of Lorenzo Ghiberti (1403-47), and were declared by Michelangelo to fit to serve as the gates of paradise. Santa Croce (Franciscana) is a Gothic church (1294-1442), with frescoes by Giotto and his students. It is a kind of natural history of Florence, and contains monuments to many illustrious Italians. In the cloister stands the chapel of the Pazzi family, the work of Brunelleschi, with many rich friezes by della Robbia. (Ozanam, "Sainte Croix de Florence" in "Poètes franciscains italiens," Paris, 1852, 273-80). Santa Maria Novella, the Dominican counterpart of Santa Croce, begun in 1278 by Fra Jacopo Talenti da Nipozzano, is also a Gothic edifice. The façade is by Leone Battista Alberti. The church contains frescoes by Orcagna, Ghirlandaio, and Fra Lippo Lippi. In its Rucellai chapel is the famous Madonna of Cimabue. Or San Michele, a unique artistic monument, was consecrated for a convent in 1288, and remodelled in 1336. On the exterior walls are to be seen admirable statues of the patron saints of the various Florentine guilds, the work of Verrocchio, Donatello, Ghiberti, and others. San Lorenzo, dedicated in 383 under the holy bishop Zanobius by St. Ambrose, with a sermon yet preserved (P. L., XIV, 107), was altered to its present shape (1421-61) by Brunelleschi and Manetti at the instance of Cosimo de Medici. It contains in its sacristies (Nuova, Vecchia) the tombs of the Medici by Verrocchio, and more famous ones by Michelangelo. San Marco (1290), with its adjacent convent founded in 1324 by Fra Angelico, is the home also of Fra Bartolommeo and the other artists of Savonarola. Santissima Trinità contains frescoes by Ghirlandaio. Santa Maria del Carmine, contains the Brancacci Chapel, with frescoes by Masaccio, Masolino, and Filippino Lippi. Other monumental or historic churches are the Santissima Annunziata masterpiece of the Quattrocento, and the Renaissance church of Ognissanti (Franciscan).

Several Benedictine abbeys have had much to do with the ecclesiastical history of Florence. Among them are San MINIATO, on the Arno, about twenty-one miles from Florence, restored in the eleventh century, and the seventeenth century an abbey (Cappella, "Chiese d'Italia," Venice, 1862, XVII, 305-47; Rondoni, "Memorie storiche di San Miniato," Venice, 1877, p. 1145); La Badia di Santa Maria, founded in 977 (Galletti, Ragionamenti dell' origine e dei primi tempi della Badia Fiorentina, Rome, 1778); Santa Maria a Settine, founded in 889; Vinaugora, founded in 1039 by St. John Gualbert. All of these being within easy reach of the city, exercised strong religious influence, particularly in the long conflict between the Church and the Empire. Besides the public buildings already mentioned, we may note the Loggia del Bigallo, the Palazzo del Podestà (1258) now used as a museum, the Palazzo Strozzi, Palazzo Riccardi, Palazzo Rucellai, and several other public edifices of architectural and historic interest.

EPISCOPAL SUCCESSION.—St. Frontinus is said by local tradition to have been the first bishop and a disciple of St. Peter. In the Decian persecution St. Miniatus (St. Miniate) is said to have been one of the twenty-three who met the bath. It is to him that is dedicated the famous church of the same name on the hill overlooking the city. It has been suggested that Miniatus is but a form of Minias (Mena), the name of a sage who suffered at Alexandria. In 313 we find Bishop Felix mentioned as present that year at a Roman synod. About 400 we meet with the above-mentioned St. Zanobius. In the
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following centuries Florence sank into obscurity, and little is known of its civil or ecclesiastical life. With St. Reparata (fl. 679), the patron of the Duomo, begins the unbroken line of episcopal succession. Among the best known of its medieval bishops are Gerardo, bishop of Fabriano (1176–1209) and Nicholas (1199–1203), who was famous for his decrees and papal elections; Pietro of Pavia, whom another Florentine, San Pietro Aldobrandini (Petrus Iguene), convicted of simony (1062); Ranieri (1101), who preached that Antichrist had already come (Mansi, Suppl. Conc., II, 217); Arlengho, under whom was fought (1246) a pitched battle with the Ardinghelli; and Battista degli Alberti (1271), who roused all Florence, and even his clergy, against the German Emperor Henry VII; Angelo Acciaiuoli (1383), a zealous worker for the extinction of the Western Schism; Francesco Zabarella (1410), cardinal, canonist, and philosopher, prominent at the Council of Constance. When in 1453 the see became vacant, Pope Eugenius IV did it the honour to rule it in person. Other archbishops of Florence were Cardinal Giovanni Vitelleschi, captain of Eugene IV's army; the Dominican St. Antonino Forcellini, d. 1459; Cosimo de' Pazzi (1508), a learned humanist and philosopher; Angelo Politian, translator of Dante's Divine Comedy (1471–1781). In 1809 Napoleon, to the great dissatisfaction of the diocese, imposed on Florence its archbishop Monsignor d'Osmond, Bishop of Nancy. To Eugenio Ceccini (1874–88) we owe an (unfinished) "Storia del concilio ecumenico Vaticano" (Rome, 1875). The Council of Florence was one of the Society of the Pious Schools (Scuole Pie), was born at Savona, in 1852, and transferred (19 June, 1899) from Pontremoli to Florence.

Santa and Popes.—Florence is the mother of many saints. Besides those already mentioned, there are St. Maria Maddalena, St. Blaise, St. Donato, St. Rocco Bianchi, Bl. Antonio Baldinucci, St. Caterinne de' Ricci, St. Mary Magdalen de' Pazzi, and St. Philip Neri. The Florentine popes are: Leo X (1513–21), Clement VII (1523–34), Clement VIII (1592–1605), Leo XI (1605), Urban VIII (1623–44), and Clement XII (1730–40).

Since 1420 Florence has been an archdiocese; its suffragan sees are: Borgo San Sepolcro, Colle di Val d' Elsa, Fiesole, San Miniato, Modigliana, and the united Dioceses of Pistoia and Prato. The Archdiocese of Florence has 800 secular and 33 regular clergy; 475 parishes and 1900 churches, chapels, and oratories; numerous monasteries and nunneries, with over 400 canons and 80 convents (women). In 1907 the population of the archdiocese, almost exclusively Catholic, was 500,000.

The literature of this subject is so extensive that only a few titles can be here given. General bibliographies will be found in Chervatow, Topo-bild. (Paris, 1894), s. v., and P. Bocchi, Firenze e consorzi, manual bibliografo-biografico (Florence, 1893), 390. Ecclesiastical:—Cappelletti, Le chiese d'Italia (Venice, 1861), XVI, 407–12; Cerracini, Cronologia storica dei concili, ed assemblee di Firenze (Florence, 1716); Lami, Sacra Ecc. Florentiae Monumenta (Florence, 1738); Gori, Hagiographe Ecc. Florenti, (Florence, 1877); Ricchi, Notizie storiche delle chiese fiorentine (Florence, 1814). Of the Sigismondi, Le chiese di Firenze dal secondo secolo IV fino al secolo X (Florence, 1879), he gives a detailed account of the city from the fourteenth to the fifteenth centuries, and an account of the city from 1270 to 1500. The most important of the recent works are the contributions of the seventeenth-century documentary work of Ugoelli, Italia Sacra, III, 14 sq., and F. M. Fiorentini, Histoire pietiste origine (Utrecht, 1883), of which we have in English, Memorie storiche dell' antica basilica di San Giovanni di Firenze (Florence, 1888); Girolamo del Moro, Memorie storiche dell'Ambrosiana basilica di San Lorenzo (Florence, 1804, 1816, 17); Lamarmore, Memorie storiche dell'antica basilica di San Giusto di Firenze (Florence, 1813); Barnabè, Memorie storiche del santuario di San Marco in Firenze (Florence, 1887). For the hospitals and other charities and institutions see Faustini, Storia degli istituti beneficoli della citta di Firenze (Florence, 1825). For the ecclesiastical organisation see in Florence Cerracini, Catalogo generale de' bologni della scuola universitaria fiorentina (Florence, 1725); Iden, Fatti teologici (Florence, 1773); Schiappi, L'universita degli studi in Firenze (Florence, 1857).

Civic.—Florentine historiography is very rich, and may best be studied in special introductory works like Bazzani, Le Cronache d' Italia (Milan, 1884), also in Eng. tr., S. P. C. K.; cf. Mosti, Storia di Firenze e del suo contado (Florence, 1898), and for the still more celebrated Historia Fiorentina, libri VIII of Machiavello see the Fabbrini edition (Florence, 1873), and for a more recent and improved tr. in John's Students' Series (New York; 1888). Among the more modern comprehensive histories of Florence may be mentioned: Conti, Storia della repubblica fiorentina (3 ed., Florence, 1888); Villari, Storia di Firenze (3 ed., Turin, 1873); Storia delle origini dell'arte nelle città del Medio Evo (Florence, 1871; new ed. small quarto, 1900 seq.).

Vieillot, Histoire d'Firenze, les Medecins, les humanistes, les lettres, les arts (Paris, 1880). tr. (London, 1882); Kleinpaul, Florenz in Wort und Bild (Leipzig, 1888), also in Eng. tr., Notizie storiche di Firenze (1791); Oliphant, The Makers of Florence, Doni, Giotto, Sercorisanae, and their City (London, 1880); E. M. Clarke, Florence in the Time of Dante in Dublin Review (1879), LXXXV, 279. The writings of Ruskin (1819–1900) on Italian art abound with studies and impressions of the Florentine artists. Symonds, The Age of the Renaissance (London, 1882–2) deals at great length with the literary and political figures of Florentine of history in the fifteenth century, and is not unfrequently prejudiced, insular, and unduly harsh. The German writings of von Ranke have also done much to make better known the medieval influence and prestige of the great city by the Arno. U. Benigni.

COUNCIL OF FLORENCE, the Seventeenth Ecumenical Council, was, correctly speaking, the continuation of the Council of Pisa; and the Council of Florence, considered as an independent general council because of the pest, or, indeed, a continuation of the Council of Basle, which was convoked in 1431 by Martin V. In the end the last-named assembly became a revolutionary conciliabulum, and is to be judged variously, according as we consider the manner of its convocation, the history of its membership, the content of its decrees, and the circumstances of its career. Generally, however, it is rated as an ecclesiastical council until the decree of dissolution in 1437. After its transfer to Ferrara, the first session of the council was held 10 Jan., 1438. Eugene IV proclaimed it the regular continuation of the Council of Basle, and hence its ecumenical character is admitted by all.

The Council of Constance (1414–18) had seen the growth of a fatal theory, based on the writings of William Durandus (Guillaume Durant), John of Paris, Marsiglio of Padua, and William of Occam, i.e. the conciliar theory that proclaimed the superiority of the council over the pope. It was the outcome of much previous conflict and embitterment; was hastily voted in a time of angry confusion by an incompetent body; and, besides leading eventually to the deplorable articles of the "Declaratio Cleri Gallicani" (see GALICANISM), almost provoked at the time new schisms. Influenced by this theory, the members of the Council of Constance promulgated in the thirty-fifth general session (9 Oct., 1417) five decrees, the first being the famous decree known as "Frequens," according to which an ecumenical council should be held every ten years. In other words, the council was henceforth to be a permanent, indispensable institution, that is, a kind of religious parliament meeting at regular intervals, and including amongst its members the ambassadors of Catholic sovereigns; hence the ancient papal monarchy, elective but absolute, was to give way to a constitutional oligarchy.

While Martin V, naturally enough, refused to recognize these decrees, he was unable to make a move openly against a movement which he considered fatal. In accordance, therefore, with the decree "Frequens" he convoked an ecumenical council at Pavia for 1423, and later, yielding to popular opinion, which even many cardinals countenanced, summoned a new council at Basle to settle the difficulties raised by the anti-papal wars. A Bull of Martin V in 1426 against the president of the council Giuliano Cesarini, Cardinal of Sant' Angelo, whom the pope had sent to Germany to
preach a crusade against the Huns. Martin V died suddenly (20 Feb., 1431), before the Bull of convocation and the legate faculties reached Cesarini. However, Pope Eugene IV (Gabriele Condulmieri), confirmed the acts of his predecessor to the reservation that further events might cause him to revoke his decision. He referred probably to the reunion of the Greek Church with Rome, discussed between Martin V and the Byzantine emperor (John Palaeologus) but put off by reason of the pope's death. Eugene IV in the mean time, was sent as legat in the department, where he was destined to see accomplished in the Council of Ferrara-Florence. The Council of Basle had begun in a rather burlesque way. Canon Beaupère of Bessançon, who had been sent from Basle to Rome, gave the pope an unfavourable and exaggerated account of the meeting. Eugene IV thereupon dissolved the council before the close of 1431, and convoked it anew at Bologna for the summer of 1433, providing at the same time for the participation of the Greeks. Cesarini, however, had already opened the council at Basle, and now the Council recognized that the conciliar theory should be withdrawn. Yielding to the aggressive attitude of the Basle assembly, whose members proclaimed anew the conciliar theory, Eugene IV gradually modified his attitude towards them, and exhibited in general, throughout these painful dissensions, a very temperate and flexible temper.

Many reform-decrees were promulgated by the council, and, though never executed, contributed towards the final rupture. Ultimately, the unskilful negotiations of the council with the Greeks on the question of reunion moved Eugene IV to transfer it to Ferrara. The embassy sent from Basle to Constantinople (1435), Giovanni di Ragusa, Heinrich Heyen, and Simon Fréron, insisted obstinately on holding at Basle the council which was to promote the union of the two Churches, but in that matter the Byzantine Emperor refused to give way. With all the Greeks he wished the council to take place in some Italian city near the sea, preferably in Southern Italy. At Basle the majority insisted, despite the Greeks, that the council of reunion should be convoked at Avignon, but a minority sided with the Greeks and was by them recognised as the true council. Hereupon Eugene IV approved the action of the minority (29 May, 1437), and summoned the Greeks to Ferrara. He replied by dissolving it on 18 September. Wearyed of the obstinacy of the majority at Basle, Cardinal Cesarini and his adherents then quitted the city and went to Ferrara, whither Eugene IV, as stated above, had transferred the council by decree of 30 December, 1437.

The Ferrara Council opened on 8 January, 1438, under the presidency of Cardinal Niccolò Albergati, whom the pope had commissioned to represent him until he could appear in person. It had, of course, no other objects than those of Basle, i.e., reunion of the Churches and the reforms, and the restoration of peace between Christian peoples. The first session of the council took place 10 January, 1438. It declared the Council of Basle transferred to Ferrara, and annulled in advance any and all future decrees of the Basle assembly. When Eugene IV heard that the Greeks were nearing the coast of Italy, he set off (24 January) for Ferrara, and three days later made his solemn entry into the city. The manner of voting was first discussed by the members of the council. Should it be, as at Constance, by nations (nationes), or by committees (commissiones)? It was finally decided to divide the members into three estates: (1) the cardinals, archbishops, and bishops; (2) the abbots and prelates; (3) the doctors and other members. In order that the vote of any estate might count, it was resolved that a majority of two-thirds should be required, and it was hoped that this provision would remove all possibility of the recurrence of the regrettable dissensions at Constance. At the second public session (15 February) these decrees were promulgated, and the pope communicated the members of the Basle assembly, which still continued at Basle, to appear at Ferrara, headed by Emperor John Palaeologus and Josaph, the Patriarch of Constantinople, and numbered about seven hundred. The solemn sessions of the council began on 9 April, 1438, and were held in the cathedral of Ferrara under the presidency of the pope. On the throne seat of the altarpiece, 14th century, the crowned throne of the Western Emperor (Sigismund of Luxemburg), who had died only a month previously; on the Epistle side was placed the throne of the Greek Emperor. Besides the emperor and his brother Demetrius, there were present, on the part of the Greeks, Joseph, the Patriarch of Constantinople; Antonio, the Metropolitan of Heraclea; Gregory Hamma, the Protoecycellus of Constantinople (the last two representing the Patriarch of Alexandria); Marcus Eugenius of Epheus; Isidore of Kiev (representing the Patriarch of Antioch); Dionysius, Bishop of Sardes and representing the Patriarch of Constantinople; Archbishop of Nicea; Balsamon, the chief chartophylax; Syropoulos, the chief ecclesiarch; and the Bishops of Monemvasia, Lacedemon, and Anchielo. In the discussions the Latins were represented principally by Cardinal Giuliano Cesarini and Cardinal Niccolò Albergati; Andrew, Archbishop of Rhodes; the Bishop of Forli; the Dominican John of Turrecremata; and Giovanni di Ragusa, provincial of Lombardy.

Preliminary discussions brought out the main points of difference between the Greeks and the Latins, viz., the Procession of the Holy Spirit, the azymes, purgatory, and the primacy. During these preliminaries the zeal and girdle binding the Great Empires were evident. Serious discussion began apropos of the doctrine of purgatory. Cesarini and Turrecremata were the chief Latin speakers, the latter in particular engaging in a violent discussion with Marcus Eugenius. Bessarion, speaking for the Greeks, made clear the divergency of opinion existing among the Greeks themselves on the question of purgatory. This stage of the discussion closed on 17 July, whereupon the council rested for a time, and the Greek Emperor took advantage of the respite to join eagerly in the pleasures of the chase with the Duke of Ferrara.

The new council assembled again before the end of the year, and again the chief decided (indeed, thenceforth the only) subject of discussion was the Filioque. The Greeks were represented by Bessarion, Marcus Eugenius, Isidore of Kiev, Gemistus Pletodon, Balsamon, and Xantopoule; on the Latin side were Cardinals Cesarini and Niccolò Albergati, the Archbishop of Rhodes, the Bishop of Forli, and Giovanni di Ragusa. In this and the following fourteen sessions, the Filioque was the sole subject of discussion. In the fifteenth session it became clear that the Greeks were unwilling to consent to the insertion of this expression in the Creed, although it was imperative for the good of the Church and as a defense against future heresies. Many Greeks began to despair of realizing the projected union and spoke of returning to Constantinople. To this the emperor would not listen; he still hoped for a reconciliation, and in the end succeeded in appeasing the heated spirits of his partisans. Eugene IV now announced his intention of transferring the council to Florence, in consequence of pecuniary straits and the outbreak of the pest at Ferrara. The papal Bull was read, in both Latin and Greek, by which the council was transferred to Florence (January, 1439).

The seventeenth session of the council (the first
at Florence) took place in the papal palace on 26 February. In nine consecutive sessions, the Filo-
que was the chief matter of discussion. In the last
session, July 14, 1439, Giovanni di Ragusa set forth clearly the
Latin doctrine in the following terms: “The Latin
Church recognizes but one principle and its law is the Holy
Spirit, namely, the Father. It is from the
Father that the Son holds his place in the ‘Proc-ecesis’ of the
Church. The Son is not the Holy Ghost, for the Holy
Ghost proceeds from the Father, but He proceeds also
from the Son.” In the last session, the theologians again
expounded the doctrine, after which the public
sessions were closed at the request of the
Greeks, as it seemed useless to prolong further the
thrusts of the active efforts of Isidore of Kiev, and, as the result of
the longer discussion, Eugene IV submitted four propositions
summing up the result of the previous discussion and
exposing the weaknesses of the attitude of the
Greeks. As the latter were loath to admit defeat,
Cardinal Bessarion, in a special meeting of the Greeks,
on 13 and 14 April, 1439, delivered his famous
discourse in favour of reunion, and was supported by
Georgius Scholarius. Both parties now met again,
in which to put an end to all equivocation, the
Latinus drew up and read a declaration of their faith in
which they stated that they did not admit two
principals, but one; that the Holy Spirit was the
power of the Father and the Son, and that the Holy
Ghost proceeds also from the Son. They admitted,
therefore, two hypostases, one action, one productive
power, and one product due to the substance and
the hypostases of the Father and the Son. The Greeks
met this statement with an equivocal counter-formu-
lae, whereupon Bessarion, Isidore of Kiev, and Doro-
theus of Mitylene, encouraged by the emperor, came
out strongly in favour of the ex filio.

The union of the Churches was at last really in
sight. When, therefore, at the request of the
emperor, Eugene IV promised the Greeks the military
and financial help of the Holy See as a consequence of
the projected reconciliation, the Greeks declared (3
June, 1439) that they recognized the procession of the
Holy Ghost, from the Father and the Son as from one
principle (episkopos) and from one essence (sarka). On
8 June, a final agreement was reached concerning this
detail. In teaching, faith and doctrine, the Greek
Church accepted the decrees of the Council of
Florence, and purgatory was also accepted by the Greeks.
As to the primacy, they declared that they would grant
the pope all the privileges he had before the schism.
An amicable agreement was also reached regarding the
form of consecration in the Mass (see Epiklesis).
Almost simultaneously with these measures the Patri-
arch of Constantinople died, 10 June; not, however,
before he had drawn up and signed a declaration in
which he admitted the Filioque, purgatory, and the
papal primacy. Nevertheless the union of the Churches was not yet an accomplished fact.
The Greek representatives insisted that their aforesaid
dispensations were only their personal opinions; and as they
stated that it was still necessary to obtain the
assent of the Greek Church in synod assembled, seem-
ingly insuperable difficulties threatened to annihilate
all that had so far been achieved. On 6 July, how-
ever, the famous decree of union (Laetentur Coeli), the
original copy of which is preserved in the Vatican
Library at Florence, was formally announced in the
capital of that city. The council was over, as far
as the Greeks were concerned, and they departed at
once. The Latin members remained to promote the
reunion with the other Eastern Churches—the Arm-
ientes and the Jacobines of Syris (1440), the
Mesopotamians, between the Tigris and the Euphrates
(1444), the Chaldeans or Nestorians, and the Maronites
of Cyprus (1445). This last was the concluding public
act of the Council of Florence, the proceedings of
which from 1443 onwards took place in the Lateran
palace at Rome.

The erudition of Bessarion and the energy of Isidore of Kiev were chiefly responsible for the reunion of the Churches as accomplished at Florence. The question now was to secure its adoption in the East. For this
purpose Isidore of Kiev was sent to Russia as papal legate and cardinal, but the Muscovite princes, jealous of their religious independence, refused to abide by the decrees of the Council. They even, as it were, took refuge in
prison, but afterwards escaped and took refuge in
Italy. Nor was any better headway made in the
Greek Empire. The emperor remained faithful, but
some of the Greek deputies, intimidated by the dis-
content prevailing amongst their own people, deserted their post and fled back into the
mass of schism. The new emperor, Constantine,
brother of John Paleologus, vainly endeavoured to
overcome the opposition of the Byzantine clergy and
to bring about the desired acceptance of the Floren-
tine ‘Decretum Unionis’ (Laetentur Coeli), but, be-
fore he could succeed in his mission, he fell (1453)
before the advancing hordes of Mohammed II.

One advantage, at least, resulted from the Council of Florence: it proclaimed before both Latins and Greeks that the Roman pontiff was the foremost ecclesi-
astical authority in Christendom; and Eugene IV was able to arrest the disunity which was
threatening the Western Church anew (see Basile, Council
of). This council was, therefore, witness to the
prompt rehabilitation of papal supremacy, and facil-
itated the return of men like Evæus Sylvius Piccolo-
mini, who in his youth had taken part in the Council
at Florence, but ended by recognizing its erroneous
attitude, and finally became pope under the name of
Pius II.

Sources.—DOROTHYSU DOROTHEUS OF MYPITHEI, Historia concilii Florentini in HARVIN, Collectio Conciliorum, IX, 397, 669 sqq.
MANI, Caucasus concilii circulus (Paris, 1901). XXI; ‘Διά του Παπά τον Θεοτόκον έλεησεν τον Παπά τον Θεοτόκον’ (Rouge, 1537); Adac sacri concilii concilii Florentini collata, Epistola, illustrata per Justinianum (Rome, 1638); CREBTON,
ED., Venerabilis historiae unionis nova inter Graecos et Latinos, esse concili Florentini exposita, nuncius scripta per Dominum Syriacum (Lyons, 1663). For a criticism of these
source see Frommann, Kritische Beiträge zur Geschichte der Kirchenkernigung (Basle, 1877), pp. 48-52. History of the Roman Church (Rome, 1823); Pieri, Documents inédits relatifs au concile de

Special Works.—CROCKETT (An Episcopalian), A History of the Church from the Great Schism of Western Rome (New York, 1900). IV; von Wessenberg, (antipapal), Die grossen Kirchenversammlungen des XV. und XVI. Jahrhunderts (Cos-
berg, 1890); ZOHRMANN, Die von Konstantinopel zum Konzil von Ferrara (Vienna, 1886); CASSIUS, Geschichte der Staat und der Kirche (Berlin, 1883); CRECCHI, Studi storici sul concilio di Firenze (Florence, 1889); an important work: Frommann, Kritische Beiträge zur Geschicht
schriften der Kirchenkernigung (Halle, 1872); VON de л саноров, Le concile de Florence (1438-1439). Etude sur la chrétien et la renais.
sance vers le milieu du XVe siècle (Paris, 1878); Hefele, Concilien geschichte (Freiburg im Br., 1879), VII, 426-821; Guiraud, L'État pontifical après le grand schisme (Paris, 1897); GAULAU-DOBART, Le concile de Florence (Paris, 1886); MAILHAT, Le concile de Florence (Dijon, 1900); CRESET, Le pape Eugène IV (1431-1447) in Revue international de Théologie (1901), 150-
152; MABERT, Die zu Konstantinopel durch das Basler Konzil (Marburg, 1909); PAPROYANNICOS, Παπατσά τοίχου της ρωσικής θρησκείας στη Ρωσία (1444-1445) in Katholik (1903), third ser., XXIII, 518-520; ROCHEL, Bessarion, Studien zur Geschichte der Renaissance (Leipzig, 1911); A. I. Le concile duc d’Aix, in Revue des Sciences écclesiastiques (Paris, 1904), XXII, 342-349; AUBIN, La Moldavie au concile de Firenze (Paris, 1904); FERDINE, Le cardinal Louis Allemam, prétendant du concile de
Florence (Paris, 1905); CRIBA, PAPA-
Florentia. See Theodorus.

Florentes, Enrique, Spanish theologian, archeologist, and historian; b. at Valladolid, 14 February, 1701; d. at Madrid, 20 August, 1773. While still very young (1715) he joined the Order of St. Augustine, and thereafter he devoted his entire life to great works on history and antiquities, which are valuable contributions to the civil and ecclesiastical history of Spain. He was one of the most learned men produced by Spain, and on account of his learning enjoyed the respect and friendship of the most eminent men of his time. His best-known and most important work is "La España Sagrada, ó teatro geográfico-histórico de la Iglesia de España" (51 vols., Madrid, 1747-1775), a work following the same plan as the "Gallia christiana" of Saint-Marthé and the "Italia sacra" of Ugelli. It is a history of the Church in Spain, with biographies of bishops, and its value is enhanced by the insertion of ancient documents which are not to be found elsewhere. But the work was of such large scope that he did not live to finish his task, so that, of the fifty-one volumes of which the history consists, Florez wrote and published only a little more than half (twenty-nine volumes), the rest being written and published after his death by two other Augustinians, Fathers Risco and Fernández. This and other works of Father Florez are enriched by carefully made illustrations which serve still further to increase their value. In 1743 he published his historical work, the curious "Llave historial", a work similar to the French "Art de vérifier les dates", but having the advantage of priority over the latter, which did not appear until 1750. This book passed through several later editions in 1774, 1786, and 1790. It did not, however, add much to the literary fame of its author. Father Florez had pursued studies in numismatics and published "España carpetana; medallas de las colonias, municipios, y pueblos antiguos de España" (3 vols., Madrid, 1757), dealing with the history of Spain when under rule of the Romans. Other works of Florez were "Cursus Theologiae" (5 vols., Madrid, 1732-38), one of his earlier works, and "Memorias de las reynas Católicas" (2 vols., Madrid, 1761, 1770, and 1779), a genealogical history of the royal house of Leon and Castile.

Ventura Fuenters.

Florian, Jean-Pierre Claris, Chevalier de, a French poet and novelist, b. at the château of Florian (Gard), 6 March, 1755; d. at Sceaux, 13 Sept., 1794. An orphan at an early age, he was brought up by his grandfather and studied at St-Hippolyte. At ten years of age he was taken by one of his uncles who was related to Voltaire, to the château of Fenay. The influence of the philosopher was already beginning to be felt by the child when he was sent in 1768 to the Duke of Penthièvre, to act as a page. His sojourn at the château of Anet was very beneficial to him. Not only did the duke interest himself in his studies, and direct his readings, but he gave him good advice and made him promise that he would write extensively and with decency. Upon leaving the service of the Duke of Penthièvre, he entered the military school at Baume, obtained a commission in the dragons of Penthièvre, but soon abandoned the army for literature and began to write comedies. He was elected to the
Académie Française in 1788. Arrested at Soeaux in 1793, he owed his life to the death of Robespierre, but he outlived the terrors of his imprisonment only a short time. To modern readers, Florian is chiefly known as the author of pretty fables well suited as reading for the young, but his contemporaries praised him also for his poetical and pastoral novels. He was the Bouchier and the Watteau of the literature of the eighteenth century and it is remarkable that some of his graceful and delicate works were written in the midst of the Revolution. The list of his works is long. Worthy of mention are: two pastoral novels, "Galatée" and "Estelle"; two poetical novels, "Numa Pomπilius" and "Anacresse de Corday"; two comedies, the principal being "Les Deux Billets", "Le Bon Ménage", "Le Bon Père", "Jeanot et Colin"; two volumes of short stories, a few religious poems, like "Ruth" and "Tobie", etc. Florian was very fond of Spain and its literature, doubtless owing to the influence of his mother, Gilette de Salgue, who was a Castillan. He was loved by his contemporaries as well for his character as for his writings, and he was much praised for his charity.


**Florianopolis.** See Santa Catharina, Diocese of.

**Florians (Floriacenses).** The, an altogether independent order, and not, as some consider, a branch of the Cistercians; it was founded in 1189 by the Abbot Joachim of Flora (q. v.), by whom its constitutions were drawn up. Besides preserving a number of Cistercian customs, the founder added to the austerities of Citeaux. The Florians went barefoot; their habits were white and very coarse. Their Breviary differed in the distribution of Offices from that of Citeaux. The constitutions were approved by Pope Celestine III in 1196. The order spread rapidly, soon numbering as many as thirty-five monasteries, but it seems not to have extended beyond Italy. In 1470 the regular abbots were replaced by commendatory abbots, but the abuses of this regime hastened the decline of the order. In 1503 the Abbey of Flora and its affiliated monasteries were united to the Order of Citeaux. In 1515 the other monasteries united themselves to the Grande Chartreuse or to the Cistercians, and in 1570, after a century under the regime of commendatory abbots, not a single independent monastery remained, and the Order of Flora had ceased to exist. Under the Abbot of Flora were four monasteries of religious women, who followed the Florian rule.

Manrique, Annales Cistercienses (Lyons, 1642); Ugelli, Italia Sacra (Venice, 1721); Zieglerauer, Historia Res Litterarum O. S. B. (Augsburg, 1754); Gais, 29 May; Helion, Histoire des ordres monastiques religieux et militaires (Paris, 1710); Buoncelli, Monumenti Benedettini (Augsburg, 1656); Buoncelli, Rerum de Sancho Joachim Abbate S. O. Cust., etc., Apologitica (Naples, 1659).

Edmond M. Obrecht.

**Florida.**—The Peninsula or Everglades State, the most southern in the American Union and second largest east of the Mississippi, lies between parallels 24° 38' and 31° N. latitude and meridians 79° 48' and 87° 38' W. longitude. Its name, commemorative of its discovery by Ponce de Leon at Easterday (Sp. Façua florida), 1513, or less probably derivative of the Indian Florida, was originally applied to territory extending northward to Virginia and westward indefinitely from the Atlantic. Florida is bounded north by Alabama and Georgia, east by the Atlantic, south by the Straits of Florida and Gulf of Mexico, and west by the Gulf and the Perdido River. In 68,880 sq. miles, 1440 being lake and river area. Politically, the State is divided into forty-six counties, geographically into the peninsular section, stretching 450 miles north and south, average width 95 miles, and the continental or northern portion, measuring 400 miles from Alabama to the Atlantic, mean width 65 miles. Its eastern coast-line, comparatively regular, is 470 miles long; it is paralleled almost its entire length by sand reefs which enclose an innumerable number of shallow lagoons and islands and islets known as the Florida Keys, which extend 200 miles in a south-western direction, terminating in the Tortugas. Over the Keys an extension of the Florida East Coast Railroad from the mainland to Key West is in course of construction. A system of deep-water ports are Fernandina, Jacksonville, and Key West. The Gulf coast-line, sinuous in form, measures 475 miles; the chief ports are Tampa, Apalachicola, and Pensacola.

**Physical Characteristics.**—The Everglades, often erroneously described as swamp-lands, form the characteristic feature of Southern Florida. They consist mainly of submerged saw-grass plains extending 130 by 70 miles, studded with numerous islands which produce a semi-tropical jungle-growth. The surface water, ordinarily about knee-deep, pure, potable, and abounding in fish, has a perceptible southbound current. A limestone substratum occasionally appears through a bed-bottom of vegetable mould. While subterranean sources of supply are contributory, the inundation chiefly results from the overflow of Lake Okeechobee (1200 sq. mile), whose rock-rimmed shores, 18 feet above sea-level, exceed by 10 feet the general elevation of the Everglades. North of the lake, extending through the counties of De Soto, Manatee, Osceola, and Brevard, lie vast tracts of prairie or savanna land with large swamp areas. This is the cattle region of Florida. Farther north, and embracing the counties of Polk, Lake, Orange, Sumter, Marion, and Alachua, is the fertile and picturesque Central Florida country of the central ridge with a general altitude of 200 feet, and elevations approaching 300 feet above sea-level. This is the lake region; Lakes Kissimmee, Tohopekaliga, Apopka, Harris, and George are chief amongst thousands. The extensive coastal plains, comprising the entire area of the Gulf and Atlantic seaboard counties, are low-lying sandy tracts, monotonously level and frequented by marshes which constitute the pine region of Florida. The northern portion of middle Florida, between the Suwannee and Apalachicola Rivers, while corresponding in general altitude and topography to the central ridge, differs widely from all other parts of the State. Red clay and loam of surpassing fertility replace the elsewhere prevalent thin sandy soils, while the featureless aspect of boundless pine plains and the recurrent sameness of undulating landscape are replaced by a rare exuberance and diversity of highland, plain, lake, and woodland scenery. Florida is an exceedingly well-watered and well-watered State. Pine, cypress, cedar, oak, magnolia, hickory, and sweet gum everywhere abound, while there are good supplies of rarer hardwoods and semi-tropical varieties. There are, including the East Coast Canal nearing completion, nearly 2000 miles of navigable waterways. The chief rivers flowing into the Atlantic are: St. Mary's, form-
ing part of the northern boundary; St. John's, 300 miles long, navigable for 200 miles; Indian River, properly a salt-water lagoon or sound, forming part of the East Coast Canal. The Caloosahatchee, Peace, Manatee, Withlacoochee, Suwannee, Ocklawaha, Apalachicola, Choctawhatchee, Yellow River, Escambia, and Perdido empty into the Gulf. The Kissimmee enters Lake Okeechobee. Characteristic of the State are its immense mineral springs: Silver, Wakulla, Chipola, Green Cove, and White Springs are the principal. The remarkably mild and agreeable climate of Florida makes it a favourite winter resort. The average annual range of temperature in Pensacola, by 70° at Key West; extremes of heat for cold are rarely perceived; the annual rainfall is about 60 inches.

Resources.—Agriculture.—Diversity of product, rather than abundance of yield, is noticeable. Besides semi-tropical productions, all varieties common in higher latitudes, except a few cereals, may be profitably cultivated in Florida. The soil, exclusive of the impertinently distributed fertile hammock lands, i.e. limited areas enriched by decomposed vegetable deposit, is excessively sandy and rather poor in quality, yet surprisingly responsive to cultivation. Even where not especially suited to the warm climate stimulates a rapid and vigorous plant growth. In 1905 31,233 farms were operated by whites, 14,231 by negroes, 20 by others; farm acreage, 4,768,874; 1,621,362 acres being improved. Value of farms, $51,464,124; operating expenses, $3,914,296; products, $40,131,814; field crops, $15,632,841; fruit crops, $5,423,390; live stock, $14,731,290. Crops in order of value: cotton, 282,078 acres, 80,485 bales, value $1,749,351; corn, 455,274 acres, 4,888,958 bushels, value $3,315,965; peanuts, sweet potatoes, tomatoes, beans, white potatoes, tobacco, celery, hay, watermelons, oats, lettuce, cabbage, cucumbers. The most valuable per acre crop is tobacco at $1,785.44 bearing trees, producing 2,961,195 boxes, value $3,353,609; followed in order of value by pineapples, grapefruit, strawberries, and peaches. Live stock included 36,131 horses, 19,331 mules, 69 asses, 1,010,454 cattle, 604,742 swine, 115,524 sheep, 33,150 goats.

Commerce and Industries.—The report for the last statistical year shows a remarkable increase in commercial and industrial activities; 1906 manufacturing establishments, capital $42,157,080, paid $18,048,599 to 52,345 wage-earners; value of manufactured products, $53,606,154. The leading industries and value of output are: cigarmaking about $18,000,000 (returns incomplete); lumber, $15,210,916; naval stores, $10,196,327; phosphate, $6,601,000. The value of exports (overland being about as much more, not included) was $26,655,599 for 1906, cigen: comprising one-third this amount, the remainder being almost equally divided between lumber, naval stores, and phosphate; the value of imports was $6,654,546. The fisheries of the west coast and sponge industry of the Keys are important, giving employment to 6000 men and yielding an annual product valued at $3,750,000. The total assessed valuation of taxable property in the State was $111,233,589; State debt, $26,507. On 1 March, 1908, eighteen railroads, with a total mileage of 4104, main track 2948, miles, were in operation.

History.—The landing of Ponce de Leon on the shores of Florida probably on the Sunday after Easter, 3 April, 1513, is the first positively authenticated incident of European occupation of the mainland of the United States. This expedition, which popular narrative invests with romantic glamour, was undertaken according to the royal patent of authorization "to discover and people the island of Bimini." Ponce named the land Florida in honour of the Easter festival, "to put up on the first inscription, was impressed with the hostile character of the natives returned after six months' exploration to Porto Rico. His attempt to establish a colony in 1521 was doomed to speedy failure. The voyages of Miruelo (1516), Cordova (1517), Pineda (1519), Ayllón (1520), and Gomez (1524) accomplished little beyond establishing the fact that Florida was not an island but part of a vast continent. The disastrous outcome of the expeditions of Pánfilo Narvaz (1527-28), of Hernando de Soto (1538-43), and of Tristan de Luna (1559-61) are well-known episodes in the early history of America. On the failure of Ribaut's French colony, founded at Port Royal (1562), René de Laudonnière planted the first settlement of Fort Caroline at the mouth of St. John's River (1564). Pedro Menendez de Avilés, the foremost naval commander of his day, learning that Ribaut had left France with reinforcements and supplies for the new colony, set out to intercept him and banish for ever French Huguenots from the land that belonged by right of discovery to Catholic Spain. Menendez never undertook an enterprise and failed. He reached the harbour of St. Augustine 28 August, 1565, naming it for the saint of the day. The founding of the oldest city in the United States merits a brief description. After devoting a week to reconnoitring, Menendez entered the harbour on 6 September of the same year. Three companies of the warlike Acosta under two captains, to select a site and begin a fort. On 8 September Menendez landed, and the booming of artillery and the blast of trumpets the standard of Castile and Leon was unfurled. The chaplain, Father Lopez de Mendoza, carrying a cross and followed by the troops, proceeded to meet the general who advanced to the cross, which he kissed on bended knee as did those of his staff. The solemn Mass of Our Lady's Nativity was then offered on a spot which was ever afterward called Nombre de Dios. On 20 Sept. Fort Caroline was taken by surprise, only women and children being spared. The merciless assault of 21 September was made by Menendez a few days subsequently is an indelible stain on a singularly noble record. The story, so assiduously copied by successive historiographers, that Avilés hanged some of his prisoners on trees and attached the inscription No por franceses sino por Lude- ranos, is an apocryphal embellishment (see Spanish Settlements, II, 178). Two years later De Gourgues retaliated by slaughtering the Spanish garrison at Fort Caroline.

The history of Florida during the first Spanish administration (1565-1793) centres round St. Augustine, which passed into the hands of English buccaneers under Drake in 1586 and again under Davis in 1655 plundered and sacked the town. Distrust and hostility usually prevailed between the Spanish colonies and their northern English neighbours. Governor Moore of South Carolina made an unsuccessful attempt in 1702 to capture St. Augustine, and in 1704 laid waste the country of the civilised Apalachee. Governor Ogletorpe of Georgia invaded Florida in 1740, besieging St. Augustine with a large force but was repulsed by the Spanish Governor Montesano and forced to retreat. Spain ceded Florida to England by the treaty of 1763, and in 1763 the English period great efforts were made to populate the country and develop its resources, but religion suffered irreparably. During the second Spanish occupation (1783-1821) some important military operations took place in West Florida under General Andrew Jackson in 1814 and 1815. In consequence of the Treaty of 1819 the United States took possession of Florida in 1821. In 1822 Florida became a territory of the United States, William P. Duval being appointed first governor. The following year Tallahassee was selected as the new capital. The refusal of the warlike Seminoles to repair to reservations resulted in the long, costly, and bloody war (1835-58), with an inscription, which came to an end in the capture by treachery of Osceola.
Florida was admitted to Statehood in 1845. The State seceded from the Union 10 January, 1861. In 1862 minor engagements between the Federal and Confederate forces took place, but the Confederate forces held Jacksonville, St. Augustine, and Fernandina, but the Confederates, under General Finegan, gained a decisive victory over the Union forces commanded by General Seymour at Olustee in 1864. In proportion to population Florida furnished more troops than any other Confederate State; they took an honourable part in the war. At the close of the war 10,000 Jacksonvillians, St. Augustines, and Fernandina, staked their distinguished reputation for steadfast endurance on the march and conspicuous gallantry on the battlefield. Florida gave to the higher ranks of the Confederate service three major-generals, Loring, Anderson, and Smith, and the Brigadier-Generals Brevard, Luckey, Finegan, Miller, Davis, Finley, Perry, and Shoup. The State was represented in the Confederate Cabinet by Stephen H. Mallory, Secretary of the Navy. If the war proved disastrous to Florida, the subsequent reconstruction added to disaster to war as citizens witnessed the control of public affairs pass into the hands of unscrupulous adventurers. The ordinance of secession was passed in October, 1865, and a State government organized in 1866. In 1868 a new constitution having been adopted and the Fourteenth Amendment ratified, Florida was readmitted into the Union, but it was not till 1877, when Floridians obtained political ascendency, that a healthy industrial growth set in. Agriculture, manufacturing, and commerce began to appear. The present constitution was adopted in 1886. The discovery of rich phosphate deposits in 1889 greatly improved economic conditions, and the constantly growing popularity of Eastern Florida—the American Riviera—as a winter resort contributes to the general prosperity.

Population.—The colony of 600 Spaniards founded by Menendez at St. Augustine in 1565 was the earliest permanent white settlement within the present limits of the United States. Relinquishing fruitless attempts to establish extensive settlements, Florida's Spanish conquerors early subordinated purposes of colonization to motives of military expediency, so that during an occupation of two hundred years the white population remained limited to a few stations of strategic importance. In 1648 the civilian population of St. Augustine was represented by 500 families, and in 1673, nearly a hundred years later, it was estimated at 2143. The military garrison and Spanish garrisons usually aggregated about 2000 men. In 1763, when Florida passed under English rule, the entire Spanish population of 5700 moved away. During the twenty years of English occupancy there was a steady influx of settlers, including numbers of loyalists from the revoluted colonies. At this period the so-called Micronan colony was founded at New Smyrna. During the second Spanish regime (1783–1821) immigration continued and, when Florida came under the United States flag in 1821, increased rapidly. The first U. S. census of 1830 gives the population at 34,730. For the thirty years following the official importance of the Census appears, the population in 1860 being 140,124. Since 1860 the increase per decade has averaged 40 per cent. In 1900 the population was 528,542, and in 1905, 614,845, nearly 18 times that of 1830, showing in five years an increase of 86,303, or 15 per cent. In 1900 whites numbered 297,812, coloured 230,730, average number of inhabitants per square mile 9.7. Following are detailed statistics of 1908 (State census): white, 348,923; coloured, 265,737; other races, 185; average per square mile, 11.3. Foreign born white, 22,409, comprising 3867 Cubans, 3120 Italians, 2589 West Indians, 2061 English, 1516 Spanish, 1299 Germans, 1264 Dutch, 1175 Irish, 1174 of other nationalities. The Cuban population is concentrated mainly at Tampa and Key West, Spanish and Italian at Tampa, West Indian of both races at Key West; the other nationalities are scattered broadly over the State. Nine counties exhibit a slightly decreased population attributed to a shifting of negroes from the farms. In twelve counties negroes outnumber whites. Leon county has the largest negro population among the whites, 14,880 out of 18,883 total, or 78.8 per cent; Leon county the smallest, 399 out of 3961 total, or 10 per cent. Leon has 25.8 inhabitants per square mile, Lee only 0.8; these figures are typical of racial distribution of population throughout the State. Cities (of 1000 population and upwards) area 28,000, Pensacola 21,505; and Key West 20,498.

Education.—The organization of the Florida Educational Society in 1831 was apparently the first attempt made to inaugurate a public school system. It resulted in the establishment of a free school at St. Augustine in 1832. During the ante-bellum period, owing to general lack of interest, inefficiency of educational legislation, and the prejudice that regarded public schools as "pauper" schools, but little was accomplished for the cause of popular education. In 1860 a few counties had organized public school systems, but for a considerable time the dismal process of reconstruction proved a serious blow to educational progress. The constitutional convention of 1865 gave the subject scant recognition, but that of 1868 adopted in its constitution liberal provisions, which were greatly amplified by the constitution adopted in 1885. This constitution established a permanent State school fund, and authorized the levy of a school tax of one mill, and a one-mill property tax, the interest of which was to be applied to support public schools. This fund (1908) exceeds one million dollars. Each county constitutes a school unit (but when advisable special school districts may be formed) and is authorized to levy a school tax of from 3 to 7 mills. Poll-tax proceeds also revert to the county school fund. The governor, secretary of state, attorney-general, State treasurer, and the State superintendent of public instruction form the State Board of Education. County boards consist of a county superintendent and three commissioners. There are twelve grades or years of instruction, eight months constituting a school year. The school age is six to twenty-one years. The constitution prescribes that "white and coloured children shall not be taught in the same school, but impartial provision shall be made for both". Statistics from latest biennial report (1908) of the Superintendent, show: total public schools, 2387; white 1720; coloured 667; enrolment: white 81,473, or 66 per cent of school population, coloured 48,992, or 52 per cent of school population; total expenditure for school year ending June, 1906, $1,020,674.95 for white schools, $200,752.27 for coloured schools. There are 2495 white and 794 coloured teachers. The report observes that while rapid progress has been accomplished along educational lines, a comparison with more advanced States shows that in Florida popular education of the masses is yet in its initial stage. One of the greatest hindrances to educational progress at the present time is the scarcity, not only of professionally trained teachers, but teachers of any kind. This scarcity is ascribed to the inadequate remuneration teachers receive.

The system of higher education fostered by the State was reorganised by legislative act of 1905. Several existing institutions were abolished, and in their stead were established a State college for men, and a coloured normal and industrial school in which co-education prevails. These higher educational institutions receive generous support. State appropriations in 1907 amounted to $600,000, while annual subventions from the federal bureau for Indian affairs aggregate $75,000. The University of the State of Florida, Gainsville, includes a normal department, also a United States Agricultural Experiment Station, under a separate managerial staff. The
university faculty numbers 15, Experiment Station staff 14, enrollment (1906) 103. The Florida Female College, Tallahassee, also includes a normal school, and has 22 professors and instructors and 240 students. The coloured normal school, Tallahassee, reports a faculty of 24 and an enrolment of 307. Institutions of higher education under denominational auspices: The John B. Stetson University (Baptist), Deland, incorporated 1885, and Rolflins College (denominational non-evangelical), Winter Park, incorporated 1885, possesses an endowed fund of $250,000, faculty 80, enrolment 148. The Southern College (Methodist), South Carolina, founded 1890, faculty 19, enrolment 216. The Columbia College (Baptist), Lake City, was established in 1907; its faculty numbers 12, enrolment 143. St. Leo College (Catholic), St. Leo, incorporated 1889, is conducted by the Benedictine Fathers, faculty 9, enrolment 78. The Presbyterian College of Florida, Eustis, opened in 1905 and has at present 9 professors and 63 students. There is a business college located at Tampa and two at Jacksonville.

Catholic institutions, beneath college grade but maintaining a high standard of instruction, are the Academy at St. Joseph, Tallahassee, and Loretto—the latter a boys' preparatory school—of the Holy Names at Tampa and Key West, and of the Sisters of Mercy at Pensacola. The number of children under Catholic care is 3704. Denominational institutions of high grade for the education of negroes are the Cookman Institute (Methodist), enrolment 487; the Edward Waters College (Methodist); and the Florida Baptist College, all situated at Jacksonville. In all the non-Catholic institutions co-education obtains.

RELIGION.—Early Missionary Efforts.—The permanent establishment of the Christian Religion in what is now the United States dates from the founding of St. Augustine in 1565. The previous fifty years exhibit a record of heroic though fruitless attempts to plant the cross on the soil of Florida. The solicitude manifested by the Spanish Crown for the conversion of the Indians was sincere and lasting, nor was there ever wanting a plentiful supply of zealous zealous missionaries to bring to the spiritual subjugation of the Western World the same steadfastness of purpose and unflinching courage that achieved within so short a space the mighty conquests of Spanish arms. Priests and missionaries accompanied Ponce (1521), Alavyón (1528), De Soto (1539), and De Leon. The Dominican Father Luis Cancer de Barbarosta, honoured as Apostle of Central America and Protomartyr of Florida, in attempting to establish a mission, was slain by hostile Indians near Tampa Bay. Having secured Spanish supremacy by ruthlessly crushing out the French, a colony, planting a permanent colony at St. Augustine in 1565, Menéndez y de Avilés devoted himself to the evangelization of the Indians. Of the twenty-eight priests who embarked with him from Spain, four only seem to have reached Florida, of whom Martín Francisco Lopez de Mendoza Grajales became first parish priest of St. Augustine, the first who received ordination in the United States. Beginning the arrival of regular missionaries, Menéndez appointed soldiers possessing the necessary qualifications as religious instructors to the Indians. The Jesuits were the first to enter the missionary field; three were sent by St. Francis Borgia in 1566 and ten in 1568; the few who remained in the United States by 1580 were recalled in 1572. In 1577 the Franciscans arrived. The good progress made by 1597 was severely checked by a general massacre of the missionaries instigated by a young chief chafing under merited reprimand. In 1609 several Indian chiefs sought baptism at St. Augustine, and the Florida missions entered the priest period of their existence, which lasted well past the middle of the century. In 1634 the Spanish crown of St. Helena, with mother-house at St. Augustine, contained 44 Indian missions, 35 missionaries, and 30,000 Catholic Indians. By 1674 evidences of decline began to appear. Bishop Calderon found his episcopal jurisdiction questioned by the friars, and although he visited the Chicago University in 1674, he found evidence of the universal ignorance of Christian doctrine. The arbitrary excesses of successive governors provoked resentment and rebellion amongst the Christian Indians, while the English foe on the northern border menaced their very existence. In 1704 the blow fell. Burning, plundering, and murder were the record of Moore's raid amongst the Apalachee missions. Efforts at re-establishment partially succeeded, there being in 1720 six towns of Catholic Indians and several missions, but owing to the ravages of persistent conflict between the Spanish and English colonies, these in 1763 had languished to four missions with 136 souls. The cession to England in 1763 resulted, not merely in the final extinction of the missions, but in the complete obliteration of Florida's ancient Catholicity.

Formation of Dioceses.—St. Augustine began its existence as a regularly constituted parish of the Diocese of Santiago de Cuba. Its church records, dating from 1570, are in manuscript and are in the present cathedral. The first recorded episcopal visitation was made by Bishop Cabeza de Alaminano in 1606. In 1674 Bishop Gabriel Díaz Varas Calderon visited the Florida portion of his diocese; he confided minor orders on seven candidates, and during an itinerancy of eight months, extending to the Carolinian confines, confirmed 13,152 persons, founded many mission churches, and liberally supplied others. The permanent residence of Bishops—Auxiliary Resino (1790-10), Tejada (1735-45), and Ponce y Carasco (1751-56) at St. Augustine, shows that despite the changing condition of the colony and missions at this period, the Church in Florida was not deprived of episcopal care and vigilance. Bishop Morell of Santiago, exiled from his see during the English occupation of Havana (1662-63), remained four months at St. Augustine, confirming 539 persons. When Florida in 1763 passed under English rule, freedom of worship was guaranteed by acts of the legislature, the religious officials resulted in the general exodus of Catholics, so that by 1765, the bi-centenary year of the Church in Florida, a few defaced church buildings presented the only evidence of its former Catholicity. Five hundred survivors of the New Smyrna colony of 1566 Catholics, natives of Florida, still preserved their faith in St. Augustine in 1776 and preserved the Faith alive through a trying epoch. In 1787 Florida became subject to the newly constituted See of St. Christopher of Havana, and the following year Bishop Cyril de Barcelona found the church at St. Augustine progressing satisfactorily under the care of Fathers Humett and O'Reilly, who had arrived on the reorganization of Florida to Spain in 1783.

In 1793 Pius VI established the Diocese of Louisiana and the Floridas, appointing the Right Rev. Luis Peñalver y Cardenas, with residence at New Orleans, as first bishop. After Bishop Peñalver's promotion to the Archdiocese of Guatemala in 1801, no successor having been appointed, Louisiana, which was annexed to the United States in 1803, came under the jurisdiction of Bishop Carroll of Baltimore in 1806, the bishops of Havana resuming authority over Florida until the appointment of the Rev. Michael Portier in 1813, to the see of their by then detached See. The Rev. Bishop Portier undertook single-handed the work of his vast vicariate, not having a single priest, until at his request Bishop England of Charleston sent Father Edward Mayne to St. Augustine in 1823. In 1850 the See of Savannah was created and included that part of
Florida which lies east of the Apalachicola River; this was constituted a separate vicariate in 1857 under the Right Rev. Augustin Verot in the vicar apostolic and erected into the Diocese of St. Augustine in 1870, with Bishop Verot, who had occupied the See of Savannah since 1861, as first bishop. Bishop Verot's unwearying activity and zeal in promoting religion and education soon bore fruit; schools were opened by the Christian Brothers, the Congregation of Notre Dame, and the Sisters of Notre Dame, but the break of the Civil War frustrated all hopes of success. In 1866 the Sisters of St. Joseph were introduced from France, and despite the most adverse conditions, they had several flourishing schools and academies in operation before many years. The era of progress in Florida was the period of Bishop Verot's few uneventful years under the administration of Bishop John Moore (1877-1901), whose successor, the Right Rev. William John Kenny, was consecrated by Cardinal Gibbons 18 May, 1902, in the historic cathedral of St. Augustine. The Catholic population of the State, including 1750 coloured Catholics, is (1908) about 30,000. The Diocese of St. Augustine, wholly included within the State, contains about 25,000 Catholics; there are 49 priests with 40 churches and several missions, and 2897 young people under the care of religious teaching orders. That portion of the State situated west of the Apalachicola River forms part of the Diocese of Mobile since 1852; the Episcopalian denomination is recognized by the State constitution. The Catholic population of the Diocese is about 10,000; there are 8 churches with resident priests and 6 Catholic schools with 807 pupils; Pensacola, founded 1696, is the Catholic centre.

Other Religious Denominations.—The Methodist Church South has the largest membership. The Florida Conference was set off from the Georgia Conference in 1844. The session of December, 1907, reported 341 churches and 155 ministers; estimated membership 40,000. The Baptists report 35,021 total membership, 548 churches, 370 ministers. The Episcopalian denomination, comprising the Diocese of Florida and the Missionary District of Southern Florida, organized 1892, has 7777 communicants, about 12,000 total baptized, and 66 ministers. These three denominations display considerable activity and efficiency in missionary and educational work. The Baptist State Mission board supports 40 missionaries; while the Episcopalians, with 13 churchmen, carried nearly 200 missions, including 14 churches for negroes and 10 parish schools with 540 pupils. In 1894 the Episcopal Church started mission work amongst the Seminole Indians of the Everglades, who number about 300, but as the chiefs who are arbiters of all individual rights have hitherto held aloof, much has been very discouraging. Presbyterians North and South number 6500 with 95 ministers, Congregationalists 2500; other denominations represented in the State are: Adventists, Christians, Lutherans, Unitarians, Campbellites, Jews, Christian Scientists, and Mormons. Reliable religious statistics of the negroes are difficult to obtain owing to multiplicity of organizations and mobility of religious temperament. Five distinct branches of Methodists report 635 preachers, 400 churches, and 7470 members. Baptist organizations approximate the Methodists in strength, while the coloured membership of other denominations is very small.

Florida Indians.—The early explorers found the Indians distributed over the entire peninsula. To the north-west the populous tribes of the Apalachee inhabited the country watered by the Suwanee and Apalachicola Rivers; the Timuquanas occupied the centre of the peninsula, with numerous settlements along the coast; the Calusa on the south-west ranged from Cape Sable to Tampa Bay; on Biscayne Bay the small settlement of Tegetas seems to have come originally from the Bahamas and contracted kinship with the Calusa; along the Indian River south of Cape Canaveral lived the Aya, also comparatively few in numbers and mentioned only in connexion with early missionary labour, probably having become absorbed in the Timucuan nation under the unifying influence of Christianity. Sufficient data for an approximate estimate of population are wanting; probably the entire population of the tribes mentioned exceeded 20,000 but not 40,000. These tribes retained ethnologically and linguistically to the great family of American aborigines, but are so highly mixed as being of fine physique, intelligent, courageous, generally monogamous, very fond of ceremonial, and much addicted to human sacrifice and superstition. Their settlement near St. Augustine furnished the first Indian converts, in all probability prior to the advent of the Franciscan missionaries in 1577. In 1602 Governor Cano estimated the number of Christians amongst them at 1200. A catechism in the Timucuan language by Father Francisco Pareja was printed in Mexico in 1612 and a grammar in 1614 (reprinted at Paris, 1886), besides other works. These were the first books printed in any of our Indian tongues. The baptismal register of St. Augustine in 1609 at St. Augustine cleared the way for the conversion of the whole nation to Christianity. English and hostile Indian raids diminished their numbers (1685-1735), and by 1763 they had all but disappeared. The Apalachee Indians, closer related to the Creeks, resembled the neighbouring Timuquanas in general disposition and manner of life. It is not mentioned that they practised human sacrifice, and in other respects, especially after their conversion to Christianity, they exhibited a superiority of character over the other Florida tribes, being docile and tractable to religious teaching and training. Towards Narvaez (1528) and De Soto (1539) they assumed a surprisingly hostile demeanour, in view of the ready response accorded subsequently to the efforts of the missionaries. In 1595 Father Pedro de Chozas penetrated to Ocute in the Apalachee country, and his mission proved so fruitful that the Indian Council in 1607 for additional missionaries by 1640 the whole tribe was Catholic. The Apalachee country was invaded and devastated by hostile Indians and English under Moore in 1704. Of thirteen flourishing towns but one escaped destruction, missionaries were tortured and slain, 1000 Chippewas were carried off to be used as slaves, and 7000 Chippewas and 400 escaped. One of the last items recorded of the tribe is the testimony of the French writer Penicaut to the edifying piety with which a fugitive band that had settled near Mobile adhered to the practices of religion. The Calusa or Carlos Indians, with whom Menendez in 1566 endeavoured to establish friendship and alliance, in order to pave the way to their conversion, showed a persistent spirit of hostility to Christian teaching. They were cruel, crafty, though recklessly brave, polygamous, and ineritably addicted to human sacrifice. The Jesuit Father Rogel laboured fruitlessly amongst them (1567-8). The Franciscans in 1697 were even less successful. In 1743 the Jesuit Fathers Monaco and Alana, who obtained some little success, described them as cruel, lewd, and rapacious. The remnant of the tribe moved to the western reservations about 1835. The Seminoles, also allied to the Creek stock, came into Florida about 1750; very few of them became Christian, but they distinctly influenced the English occupation in 1763. Their refusal to withdraw to reservations resulted in the Indian War of 1835-42. On the conclusion of the war 2000 were conveyed to Indian Territory. About 300, defying every effort of the United States, retired to the
some church are authorized to solemnize the rites of the matrimonial contract under the regulations prescribed by law. Marriages of whites with negroes or persons of negro descent to the fourth generation inclusive, and marriages between persons prohibited degrees, besides the direct line of consanguinity, include only brother and sister, uncle and niece, nephew and aunt. Continuous absence of either spouse over sea or continual absence for three years following voluntary desertion, with presumption of divorce, gives the court the right to decree a divorce. The statutory grounds for divorce are: consanguinity within the degrees prohibited by law, natural impotence, adultery not convicted at or condoned, extreme cruelty, habitual indulgence in violent and uncontrolable temper, habitual intemperance, willful, obstinate, and continued desertion for one year, divorce procured by defendant in another state or country, and bigamy. To file a bill of divorce two years' residence (the cause of adultery excepted) is conditional. Separation a mensa et toro is not legally recognized; every divorce is a vinculo. Special personal and local divorce legislation is unconstitutional.

The aid of the State and denunciation of national schools. The law directs every teacher "to labor faithfully and earnestly for the advancement of the pupils in their studies, deportment and morals, and to embrace every opportunity to inculcate, by precept and by example, the principles of truth, honesty and patriotism, and the exposition and use of the Bible in such institutions maintained by the State include an insane asylum situated at Chattahoochee, a school for the blind, deaf, and dumb at St. Augustine, and a reform school for youthful delinquents at Marianna. A Confederate Veterans' Home at Jacksonville receives an annual appropriation. Each county cares for its indigent and needy infirm. While financial support is denied, ample provision for incorporation is afforded religious charitable institutions. The constitution orders the establishment and maintenance of a State prison, which is not at present permanently located. Convicts are leased through contractors to tarpertine and phosphate operators. Over these convicts the State retains surveillance through supervisors appointed by the governor. The law provides also for the appointment and remuneration of a chaplain for state convicts. On 1 January, 1906, there were 1234 state prisoners, 90 per cent of whom were coloured, distributed through 180 different institutions throughout the State.

The constitution gives to each county the privilege of local option to permit or prohibit the sale of liquor. In a majority of the counties prohibition prevails. Where permitted, the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquor are regulated by State, county, and municipal license laws. Conveyance of real and personal property by will is restricted only by conditions of soundness of mind and age requirement of twenty-one years on part of the testator. There appear to be no Supreme Court decisions referring to bequests for masses and charitable purposes or to the seal of consent, but the notarization of both bond and bond in the State has in these matters been ever above suspicion of anti-Catholic bias or partiality.
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FLORILEGIA
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Florilegia (Lat. florilegium, an anthology) are systematic collections of excerpts (more or less copious) from libraries of the Fathers and more ecclesiastical writers of the early period, compiled with a view to serve dogmatic or ethical purposes. These encyclopedic compilations—Patristic anthologies as they may be fitly styled—are a characteristic product of the later Byzantine theological school, and form a very considerable branch of the extensive literature of the Greek Catena.

Two classes of Christian florilegia may here be distinguished: the dogmatic and the ascetical, or ethical. The dogmatic florilegia are collections of Patristic citations designed to exhibit the continuous and connected statements of the Fathers on a particular doctrine or dogma. The first impulse to compilations of this nature was given by the Christological controversies that convulsed the Eastern Church during the fifth century, when, both at the gatherings of the great church councils and in private circles, the practical need had made itself definitely felt, of having at hand, for ready reference, a convenient summary of what the Fathers and most approved theologians had held and taught concerning certain controverted doctrines. Such a summary, setting forth the views of Nestorius and the mind of the orthodox Fathers, was first laid before the Council of Ephesus, in 431, by St. Cyril of Alexandria. Summaries of dogmatic utterances were used also at the Council of Chalcedon in 451, and at the Fifth General Council in 533. But it was not until the seventh century that the dogmatic florilegia assumed a fully developed and definite form. At the Sixth General Council, in 680, two of these collections played a very prominent role, one, constructed by Macarius, the Patriarch of Antioch, in favour of the Monothelites, and the other, a counter collection presented by the legates of Pope Agatho. During the Iconoclastic controversy similar collections were produced. Mention is made of one on the cult of relics and images when these were cut off from Jerusalem sent to John, Bishop of Gothia, about 760.

The oldest extant, and at the same time most extensive and valuable, of these dogmatic compilations, is the “Antiquorum Patrum doctrina de Verbi incarnatione” (first completely edited from a manuscript in the Vatican Library by F. Diekamp, “Doctrina Patrum de incarnatione verbi. Ein griechisches Florilegium aus der Wende des 7. und 8. Jahrhunderts”, Münster, 1907). It is extraordinarily rich in fragments from writings of the Patristic period which are now lost. Of the 977 citations (mainly of a christological character) which it contains, 751 alone are from the works of the Fathers of the ante-Nicene period. Diekamp ascribes the work to the period between the years 685 and 726, and, though nothing can be said with certainty concerning the author, a slight probability points to Anastasius of Sinai as its compiler. A florilegium somewhat similar to the “Doctrina” is mentioned by Photios in his Bibliotheca (Migne, P. G., CLIII, 1089–92), but not a trace of it survives to-day. Another compilation of this kind, covering the whole province of theology in five books, is ascribed to the monk Doxopatas, identical perhaps with the eleventh-century John Doxopatas, one of the two books, treating of Adam and Cain, still extant; no authority remains, however, that part of other dogmatic florilegia are still extant in manuscript form, but they have never been edited, nor even critically examined. The authors of most of them are unknown.

The ascetical florilegia are collections of monastic sentences and excerpts drawn partly from the Scriptures and partly from the Fathers, on such topics as virtues and vices, duties and exercises of a religious life, faith, discipline, etc. They are not, of course, dogmatic florilegia, and apparently were all compiled before the tenth century. Their material, as a rule, is gathered indiscriminately from various authorities, though in some instances it is furnished by only a single writer, a distinct preference being then shown for the works of the more illustrious Fathers, Basil the Great, Gregory of Nazianzus, and St. John Chrysostom. An extensive Christian florilegium of the sixth century, entitled τα λεπά (Sacred Things), is probably the earliest of these anthologies. The work consisted originally of three books, the first of which treated of God, the second of man, and the third of the virtues and vices. In the course of time it underwent contraction into one book, its material was recast and arranged in alphabetical order under τίτλοις, or sections, its name changed to τα λεπά παράλληλα, “Sacra Parallela” (from the fact that in the third book a verse of Scripture is usually set alongside the verse to which it is referred), and its authorship widely ascribed to St. John Damascene. That the Damascene was really the compiler of the “Sacra Parallela”, and that he used as his principal source the “Capita theologicae”, a florilegium of Maximus Confessor, has been maintained recently with much learning and skill (against Loofs, Wendland, and Cohn) by K. Hohl (Katholische Rechenväter aus den Sacra Parallela”, Leipzig, 1899). Though τα λεπά is no longer extant in its original form, considerable portions of the first two books have come down to us in manuscript, and parts of the third are preserved in “The Bee” (Melissa) of Antonius, a Greek monk of the eleventh century (Migne, P. G., CXXXVI, 765–1124). Of the “Sacra Parallela” there are several recensions, one of which is given in Migne (P. G., XC, 1040–1586; XCVI, 9–544). Other extant ascetical florilegia still remain unedited. As in the case of the dogmatic florilegia, most of them are anonymous.

The character and value of the Christian florilegia cannot be definitely or finally estimated until the various manuscripts that now lie scattered through the libraries of Europe and the East have received a more thorough and critical investigation than has hitherto been accorded to them. Questions as to the authorship, sources, structure, relative dependence, etc., have as yet been treated only in a general way. As the characteristic production of an age of theological decadence, these collections of ancient Christian fragments have no high literary value; they are, however, of great importance to us, because they frequently embody the only remains of important Patristic writings. The difficulties connected with their use arise chiefly from the unsatisfactory condition of the text, the uncertainty concerning the names to which the fragments have been ascribed, and the want of sufficient data to determine the dates. Only a small part of the extant material has been printed.

The best general account of the florilegia will be found in Krummacher, Geschichte der djevischen Literatur (2nd ed., Munich, 1897), 200–210, 218–218, where there is also bibliography and a full list of manuscripts.—WACHMUTH, Studien zu den greechischen Florilegien (Berlin, 1862).


THOMAS OESTREICH.

Florus, a deacon of Lyons, ecclesiastical writer in the first half of the ninth century. We have no information regarding the place of birth, the parents, or the youth of this distinguished theologian; but it is probable that he came from the neighbourhood of Lyons.
not however from Spain, as some scholars have as-
serted. A letter to Bishop Bartholomew of Narbonne, written between 827 and 830 and signed by Florus as well as by Archbishop Agobard and the priest Hicho-
gisus, furnishes us with the first positive informa-
tion we possess of his history (“Mon. Germ. Hist.: Epp.”, V, 206 sqq.). He was then a dean of the church of Lyon, which office he continued to hold throughout his life. From the fact that at this time he already enjoyed the reputation of a theologian, we may con-
clude that he was born certainly before the end of the eighth century. That he was then known (827) even outside the boundaries of the church of Lyon is testi-
fied by the poetic epistle written about the same time by the youthful Walafrid Strabo to Archbishop Ago-
bard of Lyon. In this he mentions him with an allusion to his name, as a flower the fragrance of which had spread even to the banks of the Rhine (“Versus Strabi Walahfridi”, vii, v, 17–24, ed. Dümmér, “Poetae Carol. svi”, II, 357, in “Mon. Germ. Hist.”).

Until about the middle of the ninth century, the dean of Lyon followed an active literary career; he was the theologian, canonist, liturgist for the various days. He is considered one of the foremost authorities on theo-
logical questions among the clergy of the Frankish kingdom; and, in consequence, his opinion was often sought in important ecclesiastical matters. When, after the deposition of Archbishop Agobard of Lyon by Emperor Louis the Pious in 821, Diezendorf and Autun summoned before the civil power certain eccle-
siastics of the church of Lyon, Florus, in his work “De inuista vexatione ecclesie Lugudunensis”, took issue with Modoin and defended ecclesiastical freedom. Other canonical writings of Florus are his “Capitula ex lege et canone collecta” and his treatise on the election of bishops, “De electionibus episcoporum”. Another of his works, “Querela de divisione Imperii”, a lament over the dissensions of the realm, was written by Florus when the kingdom was undergoing severe political disturbance occasioned by the strife between Louis the Pious and Lothair. His liturgical writings are: “De expositione Missae”, and three treatises against Amalarius (“Opuscula contra Amalarium”). In these latter works the author inveighs against the famous Amalarius of Metz, who came to Lyon, in 835, and wished to introduce changes in the liturgy which were approved by Florus. Later, Florus took part in the conflict concerning predestination, which had been stirred up by the monk Gottschalk. Shortly after the Synod of Quierzy, in the year 849, he wrote on this subject, “De predestinacione”, and laid down the doctrine of a twofold predestination, to salvation and to damnation, maintaining at the same time the doctrine of the free will of man. When John of Ficinus Eriugena attacked this opinion, Florus, commissioned by the church of Lyons, wrote in 852 his work “Liber adversus Johannem Scotum”. He is also the author of commentaries on the Epistles of St. Paul. His next work was the completion of the Martyrology of Bologna, in which he made additions for the various days. The chief sources on which he relied in enlarging the work are a manuscript from St-Pierre in Mâcon, and two manuscripts of Echternach and Toul, which may all be found in the National Library at Paris (MS. lat. 5264, 10018 and 10168). In later revisions of the martyrology, these additions have been made use of. Finally, the dean of Lyons has left a number of poems. After the year 852, no further information, definite as to time, has come down to us regarding Florus; so that his death may be said, with probable exactitude, to have occurred about the year 860.

The works of Florus are found in P. L., LXXI, 1081 sqq., LXXIV, 799 sqq., LXIX; in Mon. Germ. Hist.: Epp. V, and in P. K. M. Harsch, “Ubertragung zu den Pseudo-
plagiarii, II, in Mon. Germ. Hist.: Maassen, Ein Kommentar des Florus an das Acta Pauli”. Flora’s literary contributions are mentioned in Steinschneider’s dissertation akademie zu Wien, Phil.-Hist. Klasse, XII (1873), 301–325; Bahr, Geschichte der römischen Literatur

Flower, Richard. See Leigh, Richard.

Floyd, John, English missionary, wrote under the names, Flud, Daniel à Jesu, Hermannus Lecemius, George White, Annoius Fidelis Verimentanus, and under the initials J. R. Some of his works have been erroneously attributed to Robert Jennison. He was born in Cambridgeshire in 1572; d. at St-Omer, 16 Sept., 1649. He was educated at the Jesuit College at Eu, then at the English College at Reims (17 March, 1588), and finally the English College at Rome (1590), where he entered the Society of Jesus, 1 Nov., 1592. His earliest writing is known on the occasion of the arrest of a Jesuit at Paris on Jan. 4, 1600, who was a missionary priest in England. On 8 April in that year he was arrested at Worcester while attempting to visit Ven. Edward Oldeorne who was to suffer martyrdom next day. Having been imprisoned for twelve months he, with forty-six other priests, was banished for life. He then spent four years teaching at St-Omer, in the French colony. In 1602, he published a tract entitled “Cassar: Cassar...” which is mistaken in supposing that he published any controversial works at that time. On 31 July, 1609, he was pro-
cessed for the fourth time, and soon after returned to England, where he laboured on the mission for many years, being often captured, but escaping his escape or being captured off the coast of France. In 1613, Bishop Mountfitchet presented him with his first work, “The Overthrow of the Protestant Pulpit Babels”, in which he replied to Crashaw’s “Jesus’s Gospel!”. He was in turn answered by Sir Edward Hoby, in his “A Counter-snorl for Ishmael Rabbakeh & Cyropedian Lycaonite, being an an-
wser to a Roman Catholic who writes himself J. R.”. Father Floyd retorted in 1613 with “Purgatorie’s Triumph over Hell, maugre the barking of Cerberus in Syr Edward Hobyes Counter Snarle!”. This controversy closed with Hoby’s rejoinder “A Curry-comb for a Cox-combe”, published in 1615. Father Floyd next turned his attention to Marc’ Antonio de Domi-
nis, formerly Archbishop of Spalatro, who had apostasi-
ed and become Protestant dean of Windsor. Against him Father Floyd wrote four works: “Synopsis Apostasie Marci Antonii de Dominis, obliv Archiepiscopi Spalatensis, nunc Apostatis, ex ipiusam libri demonstratio” (Antwerp, 1617), “De praefatione libro” (Antwerp, 1620); “Censura X Librorum de Republica Ecclesiastic” Marci Antonii de Dominis” (Antwerp, 1620; Col-
ogne, 1621); “Monarchia Ecclesiae ex scriptis Marci Antonii de Dominis Archiepiscopi Spalatensis Demostrato, dubos libris comprehensa” (Cologne, 1622). All four works appeared under the signature “Fidelis Annonus Verimentanus”.

In 1620 Floyd published “God and the King”, a translation of a work on loyalty; and in the following year a translation of St. Augustine’s “Meditations”. In 1623 he was living in Fleet Lane (Gee’s “Foot out of the Snare!”) and in the same year he wrote “A Word of Comfort: or a discourse concerning the late lamentable accident of the fall of a room at a Catholic Sermon in the Blackfriars at London, wherewith about four-score persons were oppressed”; also a translation of Molina’s “On the Sacrifice of the Mass”. In 1625 he published “An Answer to Francis White’s reply to Mr. Fisher’s answer to the Nine Articles offered by King James to Father John Fisher”. In 1629 and the succeeding years Father Floyd played a leading part in the controversy between the Jesuits and the desirability of having a bishop resident in England. Bishop Richard Smith, whose presence was regarded by some as a source of persecution, had in fact left England for Paris and was never able to return, but...
the situation gave rise to acrimonious discussion. Father Foy's works were "An Apology of the Holy See" and "Polemics of the Councils of the Catholics of England during the time of persecution" (Rouen, 1630; enlarged Lat. ed., Cologne, 1631); and "Hermanni Lzermellii Antverpiensis Spongia qua diliuntur Calumnie nomine facultatis Parisiensis impositae libro qui inscriptur Apologia", etc. (St.-Omer, 1617). Both these works were published in the Sorbonne, and in 1633 Urban VIII stopped the controversy and suppressed all writings upon the subject. His other works are: "A Paire of Spectacles for Sir Humphrey Linde to see his way withal!" (1631); "The Church Conquerer over Human Wit" (1638); "The Total Summ" (1640); "The Imposture of Puri
tum" (1648). He left in manuscript "Vita Brunehildis Francorum Regine" and a "Treatise on Holy Pictures". Father Foyd spent the last years of his life teaching philosophy and theology at St. Omer's.

EDWIN BURTON.

FOGARAS, ARCHDIOCESE OF (FOGARASIENSIS), HUNGARY, of the Greek-Rumanian Rite. It has three suffragan sees, Grosswarden (Nagy Várad), Lugos, and Szamos Ujvár (Armenopolis). Since 1733 the residence has been at Balassafalva (Blaj, Blasaendorf). The Diocese of Fogarás was erected in 1721, suffragan to the Primate of Hungary (the Latin Archbishop of Gran). In 1853 Pius IX re-established the arch
bishopric of Alba Julia (Weissenburg, Karlsburg), an ancient metropolitan title, and united it with the See of Fogarás. Since that time the head of the Greek-Rumanian Church bears the title of Archbishop of Fogarás and Alba Julia. Since 1697 (Synod of Karlsurg), when these Rumanians returned to Catholic unity, there have been eleven Catholic titulars of Alba Julia or Fogarás.

The city of Fogarás (6000 inhabitants) (in German Fagensmarkt) is built on the Aluta. Its fortifications are in all the wars with the Turks. In 1849 the Hungarians were defeated here by the Russians. Balassafalva, the residence of the archbishop, has also about 6000 inhabitants. Here, in 1848, the Rumanians protested against political union with Hungary. The diocese numbers 45 parishes and 168 Catholic schools. In 1901, nearly all married, 705 parishes, as many churches, and several chapels. The preparatory and theological seminaries are at Blaj, also a college and a printing establishment, where the weekly journal "Unirea" has been published since 1890. The diocesan schools for boys and girls are attended by 60,000 pupils. There are 3 gymnasia for boys or girls, and several convents.

S. VAILHÉ.

FOGARTY, MICHAEL. See Killala, Diocese of.

FOGGIA, DIOCESAN OF (FOGIANA), in the province of the same name in Apulia (Southern Italy). The city is situated on the agricultural centre, in a vast plain between the rivers Cervo and Sele. In 1758 he set up about the church of the Madonna dei Sette Veli, to
today the cathedral, built in 1702 by Robert Guiscard. Foggia is so named from the swampy character of the territory, foja or foja signify "marsh". It later became the capital of the district known as the Capitanata. Frederick II built an imperial fortress there in 1254 Manfred defeated there Pope Innocent IV, though in the same place, in 1266, he himself submitted to Charles of Anjou, who in 1288 destroyed the city for taking part with the unhappy Conradino. In 1781 a severe earthquake greatly damaged the city. Foggia formed part of the Diocese of Troia until 1855, when it was made a diocese by Pius IX, comprising territory of the Dioceses of Siponto and Manfredonia. The first bishop was Bernardino M. Frangipane. Sit
atuated so near the ancient city of Arpi, which had a bishop, Pardus, as early as 314, the Bishops of Troia may be considered as successors of the Bishops of Arpi. In 1907 Foggia was united aepi principaliter with Troia. It is immediately subject to the Holy See. The cathedral, a remarkable architectural monument, was on account of its church, which contains the mausoleum of the Princess of Durazzo. Worthy of mention is the church of the Crosses, which is approached through a series of chapels. Foggia has 9 parishes, 81,000 inhabitants, 2 male and 8 female educational institutions, 3 religious houses of men, and 9 of women.

CAPPELLIETTI, LA CHIESA D'ITALIA (Venice, 1844), XXI; ANNAILO ECOLO (Rome, 1908).

U. BENIGNI.

FOILLAN (Irish FaELIN, FAOLAN, FOELAN, FOELAN), SAINT, represented in iconography with a crown of thorns on his feet to show that he had given up the world. He was born in Ireland early in the seventh century and was the brother of Saints Ulcan and Fursey, the latter a famous missionary who preached the Faith to the Irish, the Anglo-Saxons, and the Franks. Foillan, probably in company with Ulcan, went with his brother Fursey when the latter, fleeing from his country then devastated by foreign invaders, retired to a lonely island. Fursey soon went among the Anglo-Saxons and built a monastery at Burgh Castle (Cnobereburg) in Suffolk, between 634 and 642.

Seized again with the desire for solitude, Fursey left the monastery in the care of Foillan, who remained at the head of the community and had the happiness of once more seeing his brother Fursey, who, having since gone to the kingdom of the Franks, came to visit him about 650. Soon a disastrous war broke out bet
tween Penda, the Mercian chief, and Ana, King of the Eastern Anglo-Saxons. Ana being put to flight, the monastery of Cnobereburg fell into the hands of the enemies. It was pillaged, and its superior, Foillan, barely escaped death. He hastened to ransom the captive monks, recovered the relics, put the holy books and objects of veneration on board ship, and fled to Ireland. The king himself accompanied his brother Fursey was buried. He and his companions were well received at Péronne by Erconwald, Mayor of the Palace. But soon, for some unknown reason, Foillan and his companions left Péronne and went to Nivelles, a monastery founded by St. Ida and St. Gertrude, wife and daughter of Duke Pepin I.

Foillan, like so many other Irishmen who went to the Continent in the seventh century, was invested with episcopal dignity, having doubtless been a mon
aistic bishop at Cnobereburg. He was therefore of great assistance in the organisation of worship, and the holy books and relics which he brought were great treasures for St. Ida and St. Gertrude. As the monas
terio of Nivelles was under Irish discipline, the companio
nians of Foillan were well received and lived side by side with the holy women, occupying themselves with the details of worship under the general direction of the abbes. Though the liberty of Ida, Foillan was enabled to build a monastery for his followers at Nivelles, in the province of Namur. After the death of Ida in 652, Foillan came one day to Nivelles and sang Mass, on the eve of the feast of St.-Quentin. The ceremony being finished, he resumed his journey, doubtless undertaken in the interests of his monastery.
In the forest of Seneffe the saint and his companions fell into a trap set by bandits who inhabited that solitude. They were slain, stripped, and their bodies concealed. But they were recovered by St. Gertrude, and when she had taken some relics of the saint his body was borne to the monastery of Fosses, where it was buried about 655.

Foillan was one of the numerous Irish travellers who in the course of the seventh century evangelized Belgium, bringing thither the liturgy and sacred vessels, founded monasteries, and mastered the Gospels. Whatever their monastic cabinets, whether in Laon or Reims, they bore not merely the books, but the friendship which united him with Erconwald, Mayor of the Palace, and with the members of Pepin's family, Foillan played a preponderant part in Frankish ecclesiastical history, as shown by his share in the division of Nivelles and by the foundation of the monastery of Fosses. It is not surprising, therefore, that he should be honoured and venerated both at Nivelles and Fosses and to find at Le Reau (Belgium) a monastery bearing his name. As late as the twelfth century the veneration in which he was held inspired Philippe Le Harve, Abbot of Bonne-Espérance, to compose a lengthy epitaph in his memory.

In the Diocese of Namur his feast is celebrated on 31 October, in the Dioceses of Mechlin and Tournay on 5 November.


L. VAN DER EMMEN.

Folengo, Trovolo, Italian poet, better known by his pseudonym of Merlino Caccoia or Cocal; b. at Mantua in 1496; d. at the monastery of Santa Croce in Campepe in 1544. He received some training at the University of Bologna and then entered the Benedictine Order in 1524 or 1525, either for himself or for his abbot, Ignazio Scurialupi, or because of a temporary impatience of monastic life, he divested himself of the habit and acted for a while as a private tutor. Then repenting of the step he took, he made overtures to his order for his readmission, which was granted in 1534, only after he had done penance and had cleared himself of certain suspicions of heterodoxy.

Three years later he became prior of the monastery of Santa Maria delle Ciambre in Sicily. He returned to the mainland in 1543. Folengo's fame rests chiefly on his "Baldus" which was first printed in 1517 in seven cantos, which were extended, and read in four cantos with eight additional books. The work, epic in its tendencies, belongs to the category of burlesque composition in macaronic verse (that is in a jargon, made up of Latin words mingled with Italian words, given a Latin aspect), which had already been inaugurated by Titi Odasi in his "Macaronica" and, which, in a measure, marks a continuation of the goliardic traditions of the Middle Ages. For the first edition of the "Baldus", Folengo had derived burlesque traits and types of personages from the chivalrous romances of Boiardo and Pulci. His second edition reveals, in the greater amplitude of its action, in the improved manner of setting forth, and in this type of thought, a better developed feeling for art, the author's reading of the "Orlando Furioso" of Ariosto. However, the poem is a parody not only of the Italian chivalrous romance but also of the Virginian epic, and, in its latter part, of Dante's "Divine Comedy" as well. Furthermore, it is grossly satirical in its treatment of the clergy and at times borders on the sacrilegious. In view of the general nature of the work, it is only intelligible that it should have appealed to Rabelais, who found in it the prototype of his "Panurge" and his "Gargantua".

Among the lesser works of Folengo are the "Zanitonella", which parodies both the Virginian pastoral and the Petrarchian love-lyric; the "Orlando Furioso", which gives an Italian burlesque account of the birth and youth of Roland; the curious "Caes del Tripurano" (1527), which in verse and prose and in mingled Latin, Italian, and Macaronic speech, sets forth allegorically the author's own previous heretical leanings and finally states his confession of faith; and the "Romance", which in three recensions of Macaronic distichs relates, somewhat after the fashion of the "Betrachiomachia", as well as of the chivalrous romances, the victory of the ants over the flies, and preludes the Italian mock-heroic poem of the seventeenth century. After his return to his order, Folengo wrote only religious works, such as the Latin poem "Jamus" wherein he expresses his repentance for having written his earlier venturesome compositions; the "Palermitana", in Italian terza rima; and the "Hagiomachia", which, in Latin hexameters, describes especially the lives of eighteen saints.

Ciceromero, Le opere morali (Mantua, 1682–1688); LUCIUS AND REAUS in Giornale storico, XIII, XIV, XXIV; RENDA, Studi Folenganiani (Florence, 1868); SCHMIDT, Foliengo (Wein, 1858); MINIS, II Cinquecento, extensive bibliography on pp. 544 sqq.

J. D. M. FORD.

Foley, John S. See DETROIT, DIACONATE OF.

Foley, Patrick. See KILDARE AND LEICHHN, DIACONATE OF.

Foligno, Angela de. See ANGELA OF FOLIGNO.

Foligno, Diocese of (Fulignatesch), in the province of Perugia, Italy, immediately subject to the Holy See. The city, situated on the river Tiberino, was founded on the site of the ancient Christian cemetery surrounding the basilica of San Feliciano, outside the ancient city of Fulginium, which, after the battle on the Esinus (295 B.C.), was annexed to Rome. The splendour of the ancient city is attested by numerous ruins of temples, aqueducts, circuses, etc. In the eighth century a bishopric was established, and the city was frequently ravaged by the Goths, Vandals, and Lombards. The city suffered from the profligacy of the noble Tusci and the continual warfare between the landed proprietors, who disputed the possession of the town. It was captured by the Franks in 852 and again in 876, and in 1044 it was bestowed on the archbishop of Todi, and immediately after, in 1055, on the bishop of Spoleto, who in 1070 gave it to the papacy. In 1215 the pope granted the town to the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, and it was held by them until the year 1507, when it was ceded to the commune of F. by the terms of the peace of Constanza. The town was granted the rights of a free city in 1487, and in 1495 it was granted the right of a municipal government. In 1507 the town was restored to the pope, and in 1520 it was granted the privilege of a university. In 1571 it was given by the pope to the Commune of F. to be held in perpetuity. The town was divided into two parts, the lower and upper, and the latter was called the "Hercules", a famous statue now in the Louvre at Paris. After the Lombard invasion (565) the city formed part of the Duchy of Spoleto, with which, in the eighth century, it came into the possession of the Holy See. During the thirteenth century it was a bishopric, but in 1305 the Guelphs under Nello Trinci expelled the Ghibellines with their leader Corrado Anastasi; thenceforth until 1439 the Trinci governed the city as the pope's vicars. In 1420 their rule was overthrown by Spoleto, Bevagna, Nocera, Trevi, Giano, and Montefalco.

Art and literature flourished vigorously at Foligno. Evidence of this may still be seen in the Trinci palace, with its magnificent halls decorated by Ottaviano Nelli, Gentile da Fabriano, and others. Better preserved is the chapel, on the ceiling of which is pictured the life of the Blessed Virgin; in the adjoining room the story of Romulus and Remus is depicted. Another room is called "The Hall of Astronomy"; the largest is "The Hall of the Giants", so called from its immense portraits of personages of Biblical and Roman history. This splendid edifice has unfortunately been disgraced in former times and now serves as a court of justice, prison, etc. At the court of the Trinci, especially Nicolò, were many distinguished poets, e.g. Mastro Paolo da Foligno, Fra Tommasuccio da No-
cess, Candido Bontempi, and others; the most illustrious was the Dominican Federigo Frazzi, Bishop of Foligno (1403), whose "Quadrirrego" is a kind of commentary on the "Hall of the Giants". After the murder of Nicolò Trinci in 1437, his brother Corrado began to rule in a tyrannical way; Eugen IV, therefore, in 1439 sent Cardinal Vitelleschi to demand his submission. Henceforth Foligno enjoyed a large communal liberty under a papal governor.

There is reason to believe that Christianity was introduced at Foligno in the first half of the second century. St. Felicianus, the patron of the city, though certainly not the first bishop, was consecrated by Pope Victor and martyred under Decius (24 January); the exact dates of his history are uncertain (Acta SS., Jan., II, 582–88; Analecta Boll., 1890, 381).

FOLIOT

CAPPELLETI, La Chiesa d'Italia (Venice, 1844), IV; PALACIOPULIGNANTI, Foligno in L'Italia artistica (Bergamo, 1897).

GILBERT FORLOT.

FOLIOT, GILBERT, BISHOP OF LONDON. See Gilbert Foliot.

Folkestone Abbey, or more correctly Folkestone Priory, is situated in the east division of Kent about two or seven miles from Maidstone. In 1106 a monastery of Benedictine nuns founded in 630 by St. Eanswith or Eanswida, daughter of Eadbald, King of Kent, who was the son of St. Ethelbert, the first Christian king among the English. It was dedicated to St. Peter. Like many other similar foundations it was destroyed by the Danes, in 1067; a new church was erected on the site by Nigel de Mundeville, Lord of Folkestone. This was an alien priory, a cell belonging to the Abbey of Lonley or Lolley in Normandy, dedicated to St. Mary and St. Eanswith, whose relics were deposited in the church. The cliff on which the monastery was built was gradually undermined by the sea, and William de Abbrincis in 1137 gave the monks a new site, that of the present church of Folkestone. The conventual buildings were erected between the church and the sea coast. Being an alien priory it was occasionally seized by the king, when England was at war with France, but after 1347 it was made denizen and independent of the mother-house in Normandy and thus escaped the fate which befell most of the alien priories in the reign of Henry V. It continued to the time of the dissolution and was surrendered to the king on 15 Nov., 1535. The names of twelve priors are known, the last being Thomas Barrett or Bassett. The net income at the dissolution was about £50. It was bestowed by Henry VIII on Edmund, Lord Clinton and Saye; the present owner is Lord Radnor. The only part of the monastic buildings remaining is a Norman doorway, but the foundations may be traced for a considerable distance.


G. E. HIND.

FONSECA, JOSÉ RIBEIRO DA, Friar Minor; b. at Evora, 3 Dec., 1690; d. at Porto, 16 June, 1755. He was received into the Franciscan Order in the convent of Ara Coeli at Rome, 8 Dec., 1712. As minister general of the order, he was unfailing in his efforts to restore discipline in places where it had become lax; and displayed in this regard singular prudence, tact, and executive ability. In 1740 he founded the large library in the old convent used by the direction and patronage, the "Annales Minorum" of Wadding were published at Rome in seventeen volumes, between the years 1731 and 1741. Fonseca several times declined the episcopal dignity, but finally accepted (1741) the See of Oporto, to which he was nominated by John V of Portugal.

Flosek, España Sagrada (Madrid, 1745), XXI, 233 sqq.

STEPHEN M. DONOVAN.

FONSECA, PEDRO DA, philosopher and theologian; b. at Cortisada, Portugal, 1528; d. at Lisbon, 4 Nov., 1599. He entered the Society of Jesus in Coimbra in 1548, and in 1551 passed to the University of Evora, where, after completing his studies, he lectured upon philosophy with such subtlety and brilliancy as to win for himself the title of "Professor Magnificus". His works, which for over a century after his death were widely used in philosophical schools throughout Europe, are: "Institutionum Dialecticarum Libri Octo" (Lisbon, 1564); "Commentarium in Librum Metaphysicorum Aristotelis Stagiritarum" (Rome, 1577); "De Terren Philosophia" (Lisbon, 1591). He also appeared in an immense number of editions from the Catholic press all over Europe. Fonseca also shares the fame of the "Conimbricensees" (q. v.), as it was

LATERNAL FACADE, CATHEDRAL OF FOLIGNO, XIII CENTURY

Until 471 no other bishop is known. St. Vincentius of Laodicea in Syria was made bishop by Pope Hormisdas in 523. Of subsequent bishops the following may be mentioned: Eusebius, who persuaded King Luitprand to spare the city (740); Azuz degli Aszi, who distinguished himself at the Council of Rome in 1059 against Berengarius; Bonfiglio de' Bonfighi, who took part in the First Crusade; Blessed Antonio Bettini (1461), a Jesuit; Isidoro Clario (1547), a theologian at the Council of Trent. In 1146 a council was held at Foligno. The cathedral, of very early date, and possessing a beautiful crypt, was rebuilt in 1133; in 1201 a wing, with a façade, was added, famous for its sculptures by Benello and Rosolo (statues of Frederick Barbarossa and of Bishop Anselm), restored in 1903. Other churches are: Santa Maria infra Portas, of the Lombard period, with Byzantine frescoes; San Claudio (1232); San Domenico (1251); San Giovanni Profanum (1231), whose name recalls the ancient city of Forum Flamini. The monastery of Sassovio (1229), with a remarkable cloister of 120 columns, and the Palazzo Communale are also noteworthy.

The diocese has 55 parishes, 31,000 inhabitants, 3 male and 3 female educational institutions, 4 religious houses of men, and 12 of women; it has also a weekly Catholic paper.

G. E. HIND.
during his term of office as provincial and largely owing to his initiative that this celebrated work was undertaken by the Jesuit professors of Coimbra.

As a man of affairs, Fonseca was not less gifted than as a philosopher. He filled many important posts in his order, being assistant, for Portugal, to the general, visitor of Portugal, and superior of the professed house at Lisbon; while Gregory XIII and Philip II (from 1580 King of Portugal) employed him in affairs of the greatest delicacy and consequence. Fonseca used his influence wisely in promoting the interests of charity and learning. Many great institutions in Lisbon, notably the Irish college, owe their existence, at least in great part, to his zeal and piety. He is also credited with a considerable share in the drawing up of the Jesuit Constitutions.

Fonseca's greatest claim to lasting reputation lies in the fact that he first devised the solution by his scientia media in God, of the perplexing problem of the reconciliation of grace and free will. Nevertheless his fame in this matter has been somewhat obscured by that of his disciple, Luis de Molina, who, having more fully developed and perfected the idea of his master in his work "Exercitia Spiritualia," etc., came gradually to be regarded as the originator of the doctrine.

JOHN F. X. MURPHY.

**Fonseca Soares, Antonio da (Antonio das Chagas), Friar Minor and ascetical writer; b. at Vidi- gueria, 25 June, 1631; d. at Torres Vedras, 20 Oct., 1682.**

Having entered the Portuguese army as a common soldier, he was forced to flee to Bahia in Brazil, as the result of a duel. There he abandoned himself to a careless and dissolute life, but was converted through the writings of Louis of Granada and resolved to embrace the religious life. The execution of his resolution was deferred indefinitely, and having returned to Portugal, he continued to lead his former life of dissipation, until in 1662 he was taken with a grievous illness.

On his recovery he hastened to fulfill his promise, and on admission into the Family of Minors, on 28 March of the same year, receiving in religion the name of Antonio das Chagas. He soon became famous throughout Portugal on account of his poetical and ascetical writings, in which he combined remarkable erudition with such singular elegance of style as to give him a merited place among the classics of Portugal. He died universally esteemed for his virtuous life, leaving a great part of his writings still unpublished. The following were published since his death: "Faiscas de amor divino e lagrimas da alma" (Lisbon, 1683); "Obras espirituais" (Lisbon, 1684-1687); "O Padre nosso commentado" (Lisbon, 1688); "Espeho do Espiritu Santo" (Lisbon, 1690); "Como nueve se consagra a Oramos" (Lisbon, 1683); "Escola da penitencia e flagello dos pecadores" (Lisbon, 1687); "Sermoes Genuinos" etc. (Lisbon, 1689); "Cartas espirituais" (Lisbon, 1884); "Ramilhetes espirituais" etc. (Lisbon, 1722). Fonseca Soares, Vida de P. Antonio da Fonseca Soares (Lisbon, 1887 and 1875; de Soledad, Historia santo-f, a provincia de Portugal, III. 3, 17.

**Stephen M. Donovan.**

**Font.** See Baptismal Font.

**Font, Blessing of.** See Baptismal Font.

**Fontana, Carlo, architect and writer; b. at Bruciato, near Como, 1634; d. at Rome, 1714.** There seems to be no proof that he belonged to the family of famous architects of the same name. Fontana went to Rome and studied architecture under Bernini. His principal works in Rome are the Ginetti chapel at Sant' Andrea della Valle; the Cibor chapel in Madonna del Popolo; the cupola, great altar, and ornaments of the Madonna de' Miracoli; the church of the monks of Santa Marta; the façades of the church of Santa Rita and of San Marcolino in the Corso; the sepulchre of Queen Christina of Sweden in St. Peter's; the palaces Grimani and Bolognetti; the fountain of Santa Maria in Trastevere, and that in the piazza of St. Peter's which is towards Porta Cavallegieri; reparation of the church of Spirito Santo de' Napolitani, and the theatre of Tordinona. By desire of Innocent XI, his patron, he erected the immense building of San Michele al Ripa; the chapel of Baptist at St. Peter's; and finished Monte Citorio. By request of Clement XI he built the granaries at Terminii; the portico of Santa Maria in Trastevere, and the basin of the fountain of San Pietro Montorio. He restored the Library of Minerva, the cupola of Montefiascone and the casino in the Vatican, and collected all the models of the building. He sent a model for the cathedral of Fuldas, and others to Vienna for the royal stables. By order of Innocent XI he wrote a diffus description of the Temple of Vaticum artium. In this work, Fontana advises the demolition of that nest of houses which formed a sort of island from Ponte Sant' Angelo to the piazza of St. Peter's. Fontana made a calculation of the whole expense of St. Peter's from the beginning to 1694, which amounted to 46,800,052 crowns, without including the buildings of the Flavian Amphitheatre; the Aqueduct; the inundation of the Tiber, etc. He was assisted by his nephews Girolamo and Francesco Fontana. Fontana seems to have been considered an able artist and a good designer and more successful as an architect than as a writer.

**Michaud, Biographie Universelle; Mellerio, Lives of Celebrated Architects, II. 294; Longobello, Cyclopedia of Architects, Italy, Greece and the Holy Land, 1354; Architecture Renaissance Architecture, 178, 172, 176; Moore, Character of Renaissance Architecture; Rome as an Art City in Leningham Series of Art Monographs, 62.

**Thomas H. Poole.**

**Fontana, Domenico, Roman architect of the Late Renaissance, b. at Merli on the Lake of Lugano, 1543; d. at Naples, 1607.** He went to Rome before the death of Michelangelo and made a deep study of the works of ancient and modern architects in particular the confidence of Cardinal Montalto, later Pope Sixtus V, who in 1584 charged him with the erection of the Cappella del Presepio (Chapel of the Manger) in S. Maria Maggiore, a powerful domical building over a Greek cross, a marvelously well-balanced structure, notwithstanding the profusion of detail and ornament. He restored the Library of Minerva in no way interferes with the main architectural scheme. It is crowned by a dome in the early style of S. Biagio at Montepulciano. For the same patron he constructed the Palazzo Montalto near S. Maria Maggiore, with its skilful distribution of masses and rich decorative scheme of relief and ornaments. In the decoration of the Cappella del Presepio, Fontana has the dexterity with which the artist adapted the plan to the site at his disposal. After his accession as Sixtus V, Montalto appointed Fontana architect of St. Peter's, bestowing upon him among other distinctions the title of Knight of the Golden Spur. He added the lantern to the dome of St. Peter's, and it was he who proposed the prolongation of the interior in a well-defined nave. Of more importance were the alterations he made in St. John Lateran (c. 1586) where he introduced into the loggia of the north façade an imposing double arcade of wide span and ample deep, and probably added the two-story portico to the Scala Santa. This project of the second storey, a essential features of an architectural scheme, was brought out in the different fountains designed by Domenico and his brother Giovanni, e.g. the Fontana dell' Acqua Paola, or the Fontana di Terminii planned
along the same lines. Among profane buildings his strong restrained style, with its suggestion of the School of Vignola, is best exemplified in the Lateran Palace (begun 1556), in which the vigorous application of sound structural principles and a power of coordination are undeniable, but not the untamed brutality of imagination and barren monotony of style. It was characteristic of him to remain satisfied with a single solution of an architectural problem, as shown in the fact that he reaped the motif of the Lateran Palace in the later part of the Vatican containing the present papal residence, and in the additions to the Quirinal Palace. Fontana also designed the transverse arms separating the courts of the Vatican. In 1586 he set up the obelisk in the Square of St. Peter's, of which he gives an account in "Della transportazione dell' obelisco Vaticano e delle fabbriche di Sisto V" (Rome, 1590). The knowledge of statues here displayed, which aroused universal astonishment at the time, he availed himself of in the erection of three other ancient obelisks on the Piazza del Popolo, Piazza di S. Maria Maggiore, and Piazza di S. Giovanni in Laterano. After his patron's death he continued for some time in the service of his successor, Clement VIII. Stiff and aloof with his style, the charge that he had misappropriated public money, drove him to Naples where, in addition to canals, he erected the Palazzo Reale on a design totally devoid of imagination. His aim was to execute a sharply defined plan in vigorous sequence, without concern for detail, employing the means available, but without much originality. The chief lack in his work is a want of the distinctive character of an individual creation. Undue spaciousness, tremendous expanse, with an appalling barrenness and coldness and without the inspiration of inner motifs, are his ideals.

Domenico's brother Giovanni (b. 1548; d. at Rome, 16 March, 1585) held in high esteem the important fountains and gigantic fountains, spiritless in detail, at Frascati and Rome, where the Palazzo Giustiniani is also ascribed to him.

FONTANA, Felice, Italian naturalist and physiologist, b. at Pomarolo in the Tyrol, 15 April, 1730; d. at Florence, 11 January, 1805. He received his early education at Roveredo and spent several years at the universities of Padua and Bologna. After five years in the chair of philosophy at Pisa, to which he was appointed by the Emperor Francis I, he was summoned to Florence by the Grand-Duke Peter Leopold and made court physician. He was at the same time commissioned to organize and equip the museum, which is well known for its geological and botanical institutions and its physical and astronomical instruments, some of which are of much historical value. A special feature of the collections is the unique set of anatomical models which were made of coloured wax under Fontana's personal direction. They were of excellent workmanship and excited much attention at the time. Emperor Joseph II engaged him to make a similar set for the Academy of Surgeons in Vienna. Fontana spent the latter part of his life in Florence where his position as curator of the museum gained for him the acquaintance of most of the scientific men of the time. Though never in Holy Orders, he performed the ecclesiastical duties of his profession and his death was due to a fall received on the public street, and he was buried in the church of Santa Croce near Galilei and Viviani. Fontana was a follower of Hal- ler and wrote a series of letters in confirmation of the latter's views on irritability. He made a special study of the eye and in 1765 carried on a series of experiments on the contractile power of the iris. He investigated the physiological action of poisons, par-ticularly of serpents and of the laurel berry. He discovered that the stagers, a disease of sheep, is due to hydatids in the brain. He also gave much attention to the study of the physical and chemical properties of gases. He published a number of memoirs and the through a laborious work of preparing and collecting his chief works are "De' moti dell' iride" (Lucca, 1765); "Ricerche filosofiche sopra la fisica animale" (Florence, 1775); "Ricerche fisiche sopra 'l veneno della vipera" (Lucca, 1767), of which a larger and much extended edition was published in two volumes in 1781; "Descrizioni ed alcuni storici dei luoghi sacri ed antichi per la salubrità dell' aria" (Florence, 1774); "Ricerche fisiche e di l'air noterelle" (Paris, 1776).

CUVIER, in Bioq. Univ. (Paris), XIV; Bazz, Outlines of History of Medicine (New York, 1889).

HENRY M. BROCK.

Fontbonne, Jeanne, in religion Mother St. John, second foundress and superior-general of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Lyons, b. 3 March, 1759, at Bas-en-Basset, Velay, France; d. 22 November, 1843, at Lyons. In 1778 she entered a house of the Sisters of St. Joseph which had just been established at Monistrol (Haute-Loire) by Bishop de Galland of Le Puy. The following year she received the habit and soon gave evidence of unusual administrative power. After her election as superior of the Revolution she and her community followed Bishop de Galland in refusing to sign the Oath of the Civil Constitution of the Clergy, notwithstanding the example of the Curé of Monistrol, who went so far as to abet the government officials in their persecution of the sisters. Forced to disperse her community, the superior remained at her post till she was dragged forth by the mob and the convent taken possession of in the name of the Commune, after which she returned to her father's home. Not long afterwards she was torn from this refuge, to be thrown into the prison of Saint-Didier, and only the intervention of Robespierre on the day before the formal execution saved her from the guillotine. Unable to regain possession of her convent at Monistrol, she and her sister, who had been her companion in prison, returned to their father's house. Twelve years later (1807), Mother St. John was called to Saint-Etienne as head of a small community of young girls and members of dispersed congregations, who, at the suggestion of Cardinal Fesch, Archbishop of Lyons, were now established as a house of the Sisters of St. Joseph. She restored the asylum at Monistrol, re-purchased and reopened the former convent, and on 10 April, 1812, the congregation received Government authorization. In 1816 Mother St. John was appointed superior general of the Sisters of St. Joseph, and summoned to Lyons to found a general mother-house and novitiate, which she accomplished after many difficult years of labour. During the remainder of her life she was busied in perfecting the affiliation of the scattered houses of the congregation, which had been formally decreed in 1828. She also established over two hundred new communities. An object of her special solicitude was the little band which she sent to the United States in 1836 and with which she kept in constant correspondence, making every sacrifice to provide them with the necessities of life. Towards the end of her life, Mother St. John was relieved of the arduous duties of superior, and spent the last few years in preparation for the end.

RIVET, Life of Rev. Mother St. John Fontbonne, tr. (New York, 1887).

F. M. RUDGE.
Fonte-Avellana, a suppressed order of hermits, which takes its name from their first hermitage in the Apennines. Its founder, Ludolph, the son of Gisco, came from a German family that had settled in Gubbio. He was born about the year 956; in 977 he left his home and, with a companion called Julian, began to live the life of a hermit in a valley between Monte Catria and Monte Corvo, in the Apennines. This valley was known as Fonte-Avellana, from a spring among the pines with three streams. Disciples soon gathered round the two hermits; by 989 they were sufficiently numerous to receive a rule from St. Romuald, who was then in that district. This rule seems to have been of great severity. The hermits lived in separate cells and were always occupied with prayer, study, or manual labour. Every week they ate only eight but brewers. They were allowed a little fruit and vegetables. Wine was used only for Mass and for the sick, meat not at all. They observed three "Lents" during the year, that of the Resurrection, that of the Nativity, and that of St. John the Baptist. During these they fasted on bread and water every day except Sundays and Thursdays, when they were allowed a few vegetables. They wore a white habit and their feet were bare. Every day, in addition to the office, they recited the whole Psalter before dawn. Many wore chains and girdles or other instruments of mortification, and each, according to his strength, was accustomed to scourge himself, to make many genuflexions and to pray with arms extended in the form of a cross. Day and night he lacerated his body with a pair of scourges.

It had become the custom to regard the recital of the Divine Office while taking the discipline (i.e. about three thousand strokes) as equivalent to one year’s canonical penance. So that to scourge oneself while reciting the whole psalter was to execute five years of penance. St. Dominic Loricitus is related to have accomplished in this manner one hundred years of penance (i.e. twenty psalters), spreading the process over one week. And during one or two Lents he is said to have fulfilled in this way one thousand years of penance, scourging himself night and day for forty days, while he recited no less than two hundred psalters. Daily he used to recite two or three psalters, and daily he was scourged with the stricter diet of his fellow-hermits and he never slept save when, from sheer fatigue, he fell asleep in the midst of his prostrations. In 1059 St. Peter Damian appointed him prior of the hermitage of San Severino, near San Severino. Here he continued his terrible penances up to his death about 1060. His body still lies under the altar in the church at San Severino. Another saintly companion of St. Peter Damian was his biographer, St. John II of Lodi (Bishop of Gubbio), who entered Fonte-Avellana about the year 1055 and became prior of the hermitage soon after the death of his friend in 1072, which office he retained till 1086 when he was made Bishop of Gubbio, one year before his death in 1106.

In addition, there were the blessed brothers Rudolph and Peter, who in 1054 gave their castle at Campo Regio to St. Peter Damian and retired to Fonte-Avellana. Rudolph became Bishop of Gubbio in 1059 and in that year attended a council at Rome. He died in 1061. Of his brother Peter little is known save that he lived a life of great mortification. Four years after the death of St. Peter Damian, Gregory VII in 1076 took the hermitage of Fonte-Avellana under the special protection of the Holy See, and for 250 years popes and emperors and nobles showered privileges upon it. In 1301 Boniface VIII subjected the hermitage immediately to the Holy See, and in 1325 John XXII raised it to the status of an abbey, and ordained that its abbots should always receive their blessing at the hands of the pope or of his legate a latere. In the early fourteenth century St. Peter Damian received from Benedict VIII the church of San Domenico, having many subject houses. But the glory of Fonte-Avellana was soon to pass. In 1393 it was given in commendam to Cardinal Bartolomeo Mediavaccas, and the evils that follow this practice soon appeared. Slowly the fervour of observance departed, and the religious house and discipline of Fonte-Avellana disappeared. By the sixteenth century the habit had changed, and they wore a short white cassock, a blue mantle, shoes, and a white biretta.

In 1524 the great Camaldolese reformer, St. Paolo Giustiniani, suggested that the congregation of Fonte-Avellana should be united to his own order. The project then came to nothing; but in 1588 by agreement with Guido della Rovere, the commendatory abbot of Fonte-Avellana, joined with his brother the Duke of Urbino in urging on Pius V the canonical visitation of the hermitage. This was performed early in 1589 by Giambattista Barba, general of the Camaldolese, and in November of the same year the pope, by the Bull "Quantum animus nostri," suppressed the order of Fonte-Avellana, transferred its members to Camaldoli or any other house they might choose, and united all its possessions under the jurisdiction of the Camaldolese Order. On 6 January, 1570, the Camaldolese solemnly entered into possession, and the order of Santa Croce of Fonte-Avellana ceased to exist.

Augustinus Florentinus, Historiarum Camaldulensium, Pars II (Venice, 1570), 209–232; Mitterarelli and Cortadoni, Collegii Ordinis Camaldulensis (Venar.) 1756, 117; Storia degli Ordini Scolastici di O. S. B. I. V. (Lucca, 1739); Hélyot, Histoire des Ordres Religieux, V (Paris, 1718), 280–288; St. Peter Damian, Opera in
LESLIE A. ST. L. TOKE.

Fontenelle, Abbey of (or Abbey of Saint-Wandrille), a Benedictine monastery in Normandy (Seine-Inferieure), near Caudebec-en-Caux. It was founded by Saint-Wandrille (Wendregusius; d. 22 July, 720), who had been ordained through the intercession of his friend St-Ouen (Audoenois), Archbishop of Rouen. St-Wandrille was of the royal family of Austrasia and held a high position at the court of his kinsman, Dagobert I, but being desirous of devoting his life to God, he retired to the Abbey of Montlucon, in Champagne, in 629. Later on he went to Bobbio and then to Romain-Moutiers, where he remained ten years. In 648 he returned to Normandy and founded the monastery which afterwards bore his name. He commenced by building a great basilica dedicated to St. Peter, nearly three hundred feet long, which was consecrated by St-Ouen in 657. This church was destroyed in 756 and rebuilt by Abbot Ansegisius (823-833), who added a narthex and tower. About 862 it was wrecked by Danish pirates and the monks were obliged to flee for safety. After sojourning at Chartres, Boulogne, St-Omer, and other places for over a century, the community was at length brought back to Fontenelle by Abbot Maynard in 905 and a restoration of the buildings was again undertaken. A new church was built by Abbot Gérard, but was hardly finished when it was destroyed by lightning in 1012. Undaunted by this disaster the monks once more set to work and another church was consecrated in 1033. Two centuries later, in 1230, this was burnt to the ground, but Abbot Pierre Mauvel at once commenced a new one. The work was hampered by want of funds and it was not until 1331 that the building was finished. Meanwhile the monastery attained a position of great importance and celebrity. It was re

but also other parts of the monastery as well. They added new wings and gateways and also built a great chapter-hall for the meetings of the general chapter of the Maurist congregation. They infused new life into the abbey, which for the next two hundred and fifteen years again enjoyed some of its former celebrity. Then came the Revolution, and with it the extinction of monasticism in France. St-Wandrille was suppressed in 1791 and sold by auction the following year. The church was allowed to fall into ruins, but the rest of the buildings served for some time as a school, and when they passed into the possession of the de Staepoole family, and were turned to domestic uses. The Duke of Staepoole, who had become a priest and a domestic prelate of the pope, and who lived at Fontenelle until his death, in 1899, restored the entire property to the French Benedictines (Solemes congregation), and a colony of monks from Ligué settled there in 1893, under Dom Pothier as superior. This community was expelled by the French government in 1901, and is at present located in Belgium. Besides the chief basilica, St-Wandrille built several other churches or oratories within and without the monastery precincts. All of these have either perished in course of time, or been replaced by others of later date, except one, the chapel of St-Saturnin, which stands on the hillside overlooking the abbey. It is one of the most ancient ecclesiastical buildings now existing and, though restored from time to time, is still substantially the original erection of St-Wandrille. It is cruciform in shape and of the Romanesque type, and eastern apse, and is a unique example of a seventh-century chapel. The parish church of the village of St-Wandrille also dates from the Saint's time, but it has been so altered and restored that little of the original structure now remains.

G. CYPRIL ALSTON.

Fontevrault, Order and Abbey of.—I. CHARACTER OF THE ORDER.—The monastery of Fontevrault was founded by Blessed Robert d'Arbrissel about the end of 1100 and is situated in a wooded valley on the confines of Anjou, Tours, and Poitou, about two and a half miles south of the Loire, at a short distance west of its union with the Vienne. It was a “double” monastery, containing separate convents for both monks and nuns. The government was in the hands of an abbot. This position was filled by an abbess who was not necessarily based upon the text of St. John (xii., 27), “Behold thy Mother”, but want of capacity among the brethren who surrounded the founder would seem to be the most natural explanation. To have placed the fortunes of the rising institute in feeble hands might have compromised its existence, while amongst the nuns he found women endowed with high qualities and in every way fitted for government. Certainly the long series of able abbesses of Fontevrault is in some measure a justification of the founder's provision.

Fontevrault was the earliest of the three orders which adopted the double form, and it may be used to point out the chief differences in rule and government which mark it off from the similar institutions of the English St. Gilbert of Sempringham, founded in 1135 (see GILBERTINES), and that of the Swedish princess, St. Bridgett, founded in 1344 (see BRIDGETINES), both of which have the monastic rule and the Benedictine Rule (see below, II), as did the Gilbertine nuns, but the male religious of that order were canons regular and followed the Rule of St. Augustine. The Brigitines of both sexes were under the Regula Salutaris, an adaptation and completion of the Augustinian Rule. The Abbess of Fontevrault—over all the religious of the order, and the heads of the dependent houses were priories. Each Brigitine house was independent, and was ruled by an abbesS

VI.—9
who was supreme in all temporalities, but in matters spiritual was forbidden to interfere with the priests, who were under the confessor general. The head of the Gilbertines was a canon, the "Master" or "Prior of All", who was not attached to any one house; his power was absolute over the whole order. All three orders were primarily founded for nuns, the priests being second in the direction of spiritual service, and in all three the nuns had control of the property of the order. The habit of the Fontevrault nuns was a white tunic and surplice with a black girdle, a white guimp and black veil; the cowl was black. The monks wore a black tunic with a surplice and above it a hood and capuchon from the centre of the face, in front and behind. The nuns were a small, snub-nosed figure of Holy Roman Kings, the "Robert". In winter the monks wore an ample cloak without sleeves. The original habit was in both cases much simpler.

II. THE RULE.—It appears certain from the biography of Blessed Robert, which is known as the "Vita Andrea", that the Rule was written down during the founder's lifetime, probably in 1116 or 1117. This original Rule dealt with four points: silence, good works, food, and clothing, and contained the injunction that the abbess should never be chosen from among those who had been brought up at Fontevrault, the advice being that she should have seen the world (de conversi sororibus). This latter injunction was observed only in the case of the first two abbesses and was abrogated by Innocent III in 1201. We have three versions of the Fontevrault Rule (F. L., CLXII, 1079 sq.), but it is clear that none of these is the original, though it is probable that the second version is a fragment possibly a selection with additions by the first abbess, Petronilla (for the argument see Walter, op. cit. infra, pp. 65–74). This Rule was merely a supplement to the Rule of St. Benedict and there were no important variations from the latter in the ordinary conventual routine, though some modifications were necessitated by the conditions of the "double" life. The rules for the nuns enjoin the utmost simplicity in the materials of the habit, a strict observance of silence, abstinence from flesh meat even for the sick, and rigorous enclosure. The separation of the nuns from the monks is carried to such a point that a sick nun must be brought into the church to receive the last sacraments. The subjection of the monks is very marked. They are men "who of their own free will have promised to serve the nuns till death in the bonds of obedience, and that too with the reverence of due subjection. . . . They shall lead a contemplative life with a spiritual property of their own, content with what the nuns shall confer upon them." The very scraps from their table are to be carried to the nuns' door and there given to the poor". A fugitive but penitent monk "shall ask pardon of the Abbess and through her regain the fellowship of the brethren. The monk cannot even receive a postulant without the permission of the abbess.

III. HISTORY OF THE ORDER.—At the death of Robert d'Arbrissel, in 1117, there are said to have been at Fontevrault alone 3000 nuns, and in 1150 even 5000: the order was approved by Paschal II in 1112. The first abbess, Petronilla of Chemillé (1115–1149), was succeeded by Matilda of Anjou, who ruled for five years. She was the daughter of Fulk, King of Jerusalem, and widow of William, the eldest son of Henry I, of England. The prosperity of the abbey continued under the next two abbesses, but by the end of the twelfth century, owing to the state of the country and wars, the nuns were reduced to producing their livelihood by manual work. The situation was aggravated by internal dissensions which lasted a hundred years, and prosperity did not return till the beginning of the fourteenth century, under the rule of Eleanor of Brittany, grand-daughter of Henry III of England, who had taken the veil at the Fontevrault priory of Amesbury, in Wiltshire. The next abbess was Isabel of Valois, great-grandchild of St. Louis, but on her death there succeeded another period of trouble and decadence largely due to the disaffection of the monks who were discontented with their subordinate position. During the fifteenth century there were several attempts at reform, but these met with no success till the advent of the reforms initiated in 1437, of Mary, sister of Francis II, Duke of Brittany. The order was suffered severely from the decay of religion, which was general about this time, as well as from the Hundred Years War. In the three priories of St-Aignan, Breuil, and Ste-Croix there were in all but five nuns and one monk, where there had been 187 nuns and 17 monks at the beginning of the thirteenth century. All three were no better off. In 1459, a papal commission decided upon a mitigation of rules which could no longer be enforced, and nuns were even allowed to leave the order on the simple permission of their priors. Dissatisfied with the mitigated life of Fontevrault, Mary of Brittany removed to the priory of La Madeleine-Orléans in 1471. Here she deputed a commission consisting of religious of various orders to draw up a definite Rule based on the Rules of Blessed Robert, St. Benedict, and St. Augustine, together with the Acts of Visitations. The resulting code was finally approved by Sixtus IV in 1482. The Code was obligatory on the whole order. Mary of Brittany died in 1477, but her work was continued by her successors, Anne of Orléans, sister of Louis XII, and Renée de Bourbon. The latter may well be styled the greatest of the abesses, both on account of the number of priories (29) in which she re-established discipline, and the victory which she gained over the rebellious religious at Fontevrault by the reform, enforced with royal assistance in 1502. The result was a great influx of novices of the highest rank, including several princesses of Valois and Bourbon. At Renée's death there were 150 nuns and 150 monks at Fontevrault. Under Louise de Bourbon (1534–1575), the order was of sincere but gloomy piety, the order suffered many losses at the hands of the Protestants, who even besieged the great abbey itself, though without success; many nuns apostatized, but twelve more houses were reformed. Eleanor of Bourbon (1575–1611) saw the last of these troubles. She had great influence with Henry IV, and her affection for him was so great that, towards the end of her life, when he was assassinated, her nuns dared not tell her lest the shock should be too great.

The Abbess Louise de Bourbon de Lavedan, aided by the famous Capuchins, Ange de Joyeuse and Joseph du Tremblay, sought to improve the status of the monks of St-Jean de l'Habit and made various attempts to establish theological seminaries for them. Her successor Jeanne-Baptiste de Bourbon, an illegitimate child of Henry IV by the beautiful Charlotte des Cars, has the credit of founding a new place to the order. In 1641 she obtained royal letters confirming the reform and finally quashing the claims of the monks, who sought to organize themselves independently of the authority of the abbess. The following year the Rule approved by Sixtus IV was printed at Paris. The "Queen of Abbesses", Gabrielle de Rohan-Chabot (1670–1704), sister of Mme. de Montespan and friend of Mme. de Maintenon, is said to have translated all the works of Plato from the Latin version of Ficino. The abbey school was frequented by the children of the highest nobility, and her successors were entrusted with the education of the daughters of Louis XIV, the last two abbesses being sisters of Louis's two mistresses, Duval d'Antin, was driven from her monastery by the Revolution; her fate is unknown. Towards the end of the eighteenth century there were 230 nuns and 60 monks at Fontevrault, and at the Revolution there were still 200 nuns, but the monks were few in number and only formed a community at the mother-
house. In the course of his preaching journeys through France, Robert d’Arbrissel had founded a great number of houses, and during the succeeding centuries others were given to the Friars. In the sixteenth century the Fontevrist priories numbered about sixty in all and were divided into the four provinces of France, Brittany, Gascony, and Auvergne. The order never attained to any great importance outside France though there were a few houses in Spain and Germany; the history of the order and the story of its houses may be read in the four volumes of The Abbey (Paris, 1849); and in the Dictionary of the Government and the abbey houses; the story of the abbey is told in the Abbey of Fontevraud (Paris, 1842). See also HENRIQUES, De K. de Heimhuyser, and the English Benedictines at the Beginning of the Seventeenth Century in The Angleterre Journal, II. Bishop, Bishop Girard and the Reform of Fontevraud in The Doucehouse Review (Jan., 1859); JUENNE, L’Abbaye Marie de Bretagne et la reformation de l’ordre de Fontevraud. (Angers, 1872); COPELON, Fontevraud et ses biennes (Paris, 1880); SICHEL, First and Last Abbeys of Fontevraud in Revue de l’Abbaye de Fontevraud (Paris, 1911). The only authority account of the abbey buildings, though now a large house, is Destinat, Fontevraud, son histoire et ses monuments (Paris, 1890.)

RAYMOND WEBSTER.

Fontevraud, Abbey of (B. Maria de Fonte Frigido), a Cistercian monastery in the department of Aude, six miles north-west of Narbonne, formerly in the diocese of Narbonne, now in that of Carcassonne. It was founded at Narbonne some time before 1097 by Aimery, Count of Narbonne, and was originally a filiation of the Abbey of Grandval. In 1118 the monks settled at Fontevraud, so-called from a spring in the place where the new monastery was built, and in 1146 the Cistercian reform was adopted. The abbey held a position of considerable importance in the Middle Ages and many of its abbots and monks were drawn from the nobility and highest families of France. One, Jacques Fournier, was elevated to the papacy as Benedict XII in 1334; some became cardinals, amongst whom were Arnaud Novelli (1310), Augustin Trivulce (d. 1548), and Hippolyte d’Este (d. 1572); and several others became Bishops of Narbonne or neighbouring churches. In the seventeenth century three successive priors were consecrated by the bishop of Narbonne, and in the nineteenth, Antoine de La Rochefoucauld family. Fontevraud was the burial place of the Counts of Narbonne, its chief patrons, and it had also many royal benefactors. In 1401 the use of abbatial pontificate was granted by Benedict XII, and other papal privileges were conceded at different times. The abbots also exercised civil jurisdiction over their dependents. The abbey escaped the intrusion of commendatory abbots, so common in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and flourished under the rule of monastic superiors right up to the time of the Revolution, when it was suppressed. The conventual property, still in the private hands of the monks, was gradually falling into decay, when, in 1858, they were purchased for a sum of eighty thousand francs by Père Marie-Bernard (Louis Barnoin), the founder of the "Cistercians of the Immaculate Conception" and rector of the abbey of Sénanque, which had been incorporated into the Order of Cîteaux a year previously. A colony of about a dozen monks, under Père Marie-Jean, as first abbot of the restored Fontefrides, was sent there from Sénanque. In 1908 the "Association Laws" obliged them to leave, and the community was now domiciled at Tarascon, in the province of Lérida, and at Ségur-en-Conflent. There are nine men and thirty-one members, of whom fourteen are priests. They belong to the "Cistercians of the Common Observation", who were separated from the Trappists or "Stricter Observation" in 1834. The monasteries of
Fontfoide and Hautcounbe (in Savoy) now form the "Congregation of Sénanque", formerly that of "the Immaculate Conception", of which the present Abbot of Fontfoide is the vicar-general. Its constitutions were approved in 1892. The buildings at Fontfoide are chiefly of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and include the church, cloisters, chapter-house, etc., comprising two quadrangles, all practically complete. (See Cistercians.)


G. CYTHIAN A. ASTON.

Fools, Feast of, a celebration marked by much licence and buffoonery, which in many parts of Europe, and particularly in France, during the later middle ages took place every year on or about the feast of the Circumcision (1 Jan.). It was known by many names—festum faktorum, festum stultorum, festum hypodiacoernor, to notice only some Latin variants—and it is difficult, if not quite impossible, to distinguish it from certain other similar celebrations, such, for example, as the Feast of Asses (q. v.), and the Feast of the Boy Bishop (q. v.). So far as the Feast of Fools had an independent existence, it seems to have gone back to the "festival of the deacons"*, which John Beleth, a liturgical writer of the twelfth century and an Englishman by birth, assigns to the day of the Circumcision. He is among the earliest to draw attention to the fact that, as the deacons had a special celebration on St. Stephen's day (26 Dec.), the priests on St. John the Evangelist's day (27 Dec.), and again the choristers and mass-servers on that of Holy Innocents (28 Dec.), so the subdeacons were accustomed to hold their feast about the same time of year, but more particularly on the festival of the Circumcision. This feast of the subdeacons afterwards developed into the feast of the lower clergy (each abbey or priory having its own) and was later taken up by brotherhoods or guilds of "fools" with a definite organization of their own (Chambers, T., 373 sq.).

There can be little doubt—and medieval censors themselves recognized the fact—that the licence and buffoonery which marked this occasion had their origin in pagan customs of very ancient date. John Beleth, when he discusses these matters, entitles his chapter "De quidam libertate Decembris" and goes on to explain: "Now the licence which is then permitted is called Decembrin, because it was customary of old among the pagans that during this month slaves and serfs would have a sort of liberty given them, and should be put upon an equality with their masters in celebrating a common festivity." (P. L., CCII, 123.)

The Feast of Fools and the almost blasphemous extravagances in some instances associated with it have constantly been made the occasion of a sweeping condemnation of the medieval Church. On the other hand some Catholic writers have thought it necessary to try to deny the existence of such abuses. The truth, as Father Drevès has pointed out (Stimmun aus Maria-Lasch, XLVII, 572), lies midway between these extremes. There can be no question that ecclesiastical authority repeatedly condemned the licence of the Feast of Fools in the strongest terms, no one being more determined in his efforts to suppress it than the great Robert Grosseteste, Bishop of Lincoln. But these customs were so firmly rooted that centuries passed away before they were entirely eradicated. Secondly, it is equally certain that the institution did lend itself to some serious characterizations, though the nature and gravity of these varied considerably at different epochs. In defence of the medieval Church one point must not be lost sight of. We possess hundreds, not to say thousands, of liturgical manuscripts of all countries and all descriptions. Amongst them the occurrence of anything which has to do with the Feast of Fools is extraordinarily rare. In missals and breviaries we may say that it never occurs. At best a prose or a trope composed for such an occasion is here and there to be found in a gradual or an antiphonary (Drevès, p. 575). It is reasonable to infer from this circumstance that though these extravagances took place in church and were attached to the ordinarv services, the official sanction was of the slenderest.

The same conclusion follows from two well-known cases which Father Drevès has carefully studied. In 1199, Bishop Eudes de Sully imposed regulations to check the abuses committed in the celebration of the Feast of Fools on New Year's Day by the Church in Paris. The celebration was not entirely banned, but the part of the "Lord of Misrule" or "Preceptor Stultorum" was restrained within decorous limits. He was to be allowed to intone the prose "Letemur gaudibus" in the cathedral, and to wield the preserver's staff, but this was to take place before the first verses of the feast were sung. Apart from this, the Church offices proper were to be performed as usual, with, however, some concessions in the way of extra solemnity. During the second Vespers, it had been the custom that the preceptor of the fools should be deprived of his staff when singing "Filiae de sade" (He hath put down the mighty from their seat) was sung at the Magnificat. Seemingly this was the dramatic moment, and the feast was hence often known as the "Festum Deposuit". Eudes de Sully permitted that the staff might here be taken from the preceptor, but enjoined that the verse "Deposuit..." was not to be repeated more than five times. A similar case of a legitimized Feast of Fools at Sens c. 1220 is also examined by Father Drevès in detail. The whole text of the office is in this case preserved to us. There are many proses and interpolations (farce) added to the ordinary liturgy of the Mass, but nothing which could give offence as unseemly, except the prose "Orientis partibus", etc., partly quoted in the article Asces, Feast of. This prose or "conductus", however, was not a part of the office, but only a preliminary to Vespers sung while the procession of subdeacons moved from the church door to the choir. Still, as already stated, there can be no question of the reality of the abuses which followed in the wake of celebrations of this kind.

The central idea seems always to have been that of the old Saturnalia, i.e. a brief social revolution, in which power, dignity and immunity are conferred for a few hours upon those ordinarily in subjection. Whether it took the form of the boy bishop or the subdeacon conducting the cathedral office, the parody must always have trembled on the brink of burlesque, if not of the profane. We can trace the same idea at St. Gall in the tenth century, where a student, on the thirteenth of December each year, enacted the part of the abbot. It will be sufficient here to notice that the continuance of the celebration of the Feast of Fools was finally forbidden under the very severest penalties by the Council of Basle in 1435, and that this condemnation was supported by a twenty-worded document issued by the faculty of the University of Paris in 1444, as well as by numerous decrees of various provincial councils. In this way it seems that the abuse had practically disappeared before the time of the Council of Trent.

A very large number of monographs and papers in the proceedings of learned societies have been devoted to this subject. Many of these are quoted by CHAMBERS, The Medieval Stage, I, 1883 (London, 1883), with bibliography, see also LERER, Collection des meilleures mémori-ales sur l'ancienne musique religieuse, vols. IX and X (Paris 1890). See also LEHMANN, Die Gesellschafts- und Fasnachtsfei- ren in Bayern (1891), and the further bibliographical references, such as the bibliography, Fous. Many articles written on this subject are mere lampoons directed against the medieval Church, and be-
FOPPA

tray a complete ignorance of the facts. An article entitled *Festum Stullorum in the Nineteenth Century* (June, 1903) is a typical specimen.

HERBERT THURSTON.

**FOPPA**, AMBROGIO, generally known as CARADOSSO, Italian goldsmith, sculptor, and die sinker, b. at Mon- donico in the province of Como, 1446, according to some; and 1447 according to others in Parma, the same year; d. about 1527. It is possible that this artist is not correctly known as Ambrogio, but that his Christian name was Cristoforo. He was in the service of Lodovico il Moro, Duke of Milan, for some years, and executed for him an exceedingly fine medal and sev- eral rings. In 1506 he is heard of in Rome, working for Popes Julius II and Leo X. His will was executed in 1526 and he is believed to have died in the following year. Cellini refers at some length to a medal struck by him in Rome, having upon it a representation of Bramante and his design for St. Peter’s, and he speaks of him as “the most excel- lent goldsmith of that time, who has no equal in the execution of dies.” He is believed to have been responsible for the terra-cotta reliefs in the sacristy of San Satiro, works which in their remarkable beauty are almost equal to the productions of Donatello. In addition to the Bramante and Moro medals three others are known, one representing Julius II, another the fourth Duke of Milan, Francesco Sforza, and the third Gian Giacomo Trivulzio (1448–1518).

A large number of examples of fine goldsmith’s work in the sacristies of the various churches of Italy are attributed to Foppa with more or less uncertainty. They especially include reliquaries, morses, and cro- siers. He was responsible for a papal mitre. A drawing of this tiara, made for Julius II, is in the print room at the British Museum, and was executed at the instance of an English collector named John Talman. An inaccurate engraving of it by George Vertue is extant, and this was reproduced by Müntz in his article on the papal tiara. He declares that the pope told his master of ceremonies that it cost two hundred thousand ducats. This wonderful work of art survived the sack of Rome through the accident of its being in pawn at the time, but was deliberately broken up and refashioned by Pope Pius V. (See Thurston in the “Burlington Magazine” for October, 1895.) Foppa is believed to have designed several pendent jewels, but there is a good deal of uncertainty at present respecting his goldsmith’s work, but neither can be attributed to him with anything like accuracy.


GEO GEORGE CHARLES WILLIAMSON.

**FORBIS**, JOHN, Capuchin; b. 1570; d. 1606. His father, John, eighth Lord Forbes, being a Protestant, and his mother, Lady Margaret Gordon, daughter of the fourth Earl of Huntly, a Catholic, John followed the religion of his father, while his elder brother was educated a Catholic. To preserve his Faith the latter went to Brussels and there entered the Capuchin order. His letters and the influence of a maternal uncle, James Gordon, S.J., led John into the Catholic Church, 1587. To recover his son to Protestantism Lord Forbes assisted him to a noble Protestant lady. On the eve of the marriage John, disguised as a shepherd, fled and, having eluded his father’s supposed pursuit, landed in Lille. Pursued into the English army, he escaped, was finally restored by Spanish militia, imprisoned at Antwerp, but finally released. After some delay he was admitted to the Capuchin Order, August, 1593, at Tournai, and took the name of his deceased brother, Anchangel. Perser- ving in spite of persuasion, force, and the stratagems of friends to the contrary, he completed his studies, was ordained a priest and after refusing an appointment as guardian, was sent as chaplain to the Spanish garrison at Dendermond. Mindful of his own countrymen he wrote to his kinman and companion in youth, James VI of Scotland, setting forth the claims of the Catholic religion. Learning of his whereabouts, many countrymen visited him, eighteen of whom he converted to Catholicism, also three hundred soldiers. To his great delight he was appointed missionary Apostolic to Scotland, but succumbed to an epidemic at Dendermond. He is said to have written an account of his conversion, though it was never published. His mother spent her declining years near her son; his betrothed became a nun in Rome.


JOHN M. LENTHART...

**FORBIS-JANSON**, CHARLES - AUGUSTE - MARIE - JOSEPH, COMTE DE, Bishop of Nancy and Toul, founder of the Association of the Holy Childhood, b. in Paris, France, 3 Nov., 1785; d. near Marseilles, 12 July, 1844. He was the sec- ond son of Count Michel Palamède de Forbis-Janson and of his wife Cornélie Henri- nette, princess of Gallas. He was a Knight of Malta from childhood, and a soldier at sixteen. Napol- eon I made him Audi tory of the Council of State in 1805. His family and the aristoc- racy looked for- ward to a most brilliant career as a statesman for him, but he sur- prised all by en- ter- ing the semi- nary of St-Sulpice in the spring of 1808. He was ordained priest in Savoy in 1811, and was made Vicar-General of the Diocese of Chambéry, but eventually determined to become a missionary. Pius VII advised him to remain in France where missionary work was needed. He heeded the advice, and with his friend the Abbé de Rau- zen, founded the *Missionnaires de France* and preached with great success in all parts of his native land. In 1817 he was sent to Syria on a mission, returned to France in 1819, and again took up the work of a mis- sionary until 1823 when he was appointed Bishop of Nancy and Toul, and was consecrated in Paris, 6 June, 1824, by the Archbishop of Rouen; Bishop Chevers of Boston, U.S.A., was a consecrator and Bishop Fen- nix of Cincinnati a witness. The French Govern- ment did not cease persecuting him for his refusal to sign the Gallican Declaration of 1682; finally, he was obliged to leave France in 1830, but succeeded in get- ting his own choice of a coadjutor bishop by threaten- ing to return to Nancy. Every good cause appealed to his pietist heart, every good work to his purse. He aided Pauline Jaricot in the establishment of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith. At the request of Bishop Flaget and Bishop Purell, Gregory XVI sent him on a missionary tour through the United States of America in 1833. During his two years stay in that country, he trav- eled far and wide giving missions to the people and
FERRARI, Vita di Forcellini (Padua, 1792).

EDMUND BURKE.

FOREMANN, Andrew, a Scottish prelate, of good border family; b. at Hatton, near Berwick-on-Tweed; d. 1522. His talents marked him out for early promotion in his ecclesiastical career; through the influence of King James IV, he soon became a prothonotary Apostolic and was employed on various important missions. The king sent him in 1497 with two other eminent prelates to conclude the treaty of Henry VII of England, and four years later he was empowered to negotiate for the marriage of King James with King Henry's daughter Margaret. By 1502 Foreman was Bishop of Moray (for which see, notwithstanding the protest of the priamate, he procured exemption from the metropolitan jurisdiction of St. Andrews); he was also "commendatory" Abbot of Dunkeld and Dunblane, and held an important synod, the enactments of which, still extant, throw an important light on the condition of the Scottish Church immediately before the Reformation. These statutes testify to the priamate's zeal for the amelioration of the state of the clergy, for the reform of abuses, the advancement of learning, and the augmentation of the solemnity of the services of the Church. Archbishop Foreman was buried in Dunfermline Abbey.

ROBERTSON, Concilia Scotia, 1225-1559; GORDON, Scottiachron (Glasgow, 1867); Accounts of the Lord High Treasurer of Scotland, ed. DICKSON; Calendar of Doc. Henry VIII, ed. REES, II; BISHOP ASHWORTH, Hist. of Cath. Church of Scotland, II, 116-125; MICHEL, Les Ecoles en France (Paris, 1863); I. KEITH, ed. RUMELL, Historical Catalogue of the Scottish Bishops (Edinburgh, 1824); HERKELLS AND EBB HANNAY, The Archbishops of St. Andrews (Edinburgh, 1907-09).

D. O. HUNTER-BLAIR.

FORENBERG, CLAUS, controversialist, b. at Luccerno, 1580; d. at Ratisbon, 1 January, 1599. He entered the Society of Jesus at the age of twenty, in Landshut, and made part of his studies under Fathers Laymann and Tanner. He taught philosophy at Ingolstadt (1615-1619), and theology, moral and controversial, for six years at Dillingen. In the latter institution he is also the first to collect the documents for the history of the Church. He spent the years 1632-1643 in the Tyrol, whither he had withdrawn with his illustrious penitent Heinrich von Knöringen, Bishop of Augsburg, on account of the inroads of the Swedes. Forer visited Rome (1645-1646) as the representative of the province of Upper Germany in the eighth congregation. He became rector of the college of Luccerno in 1650. Father Sommergovel enumerates sixty-two titles of publications from the pen of Forer; though not all of them are very voluminous, they show at least the writer's versatility and erudition, as well as his zeal for the integrity and the honour of the Church. The Prophecies of Dunkeld and Dunblane wrote one or more treatises each against the apostates Reibing and de Domini, against Melchior Nicolai, Hottinger, Kallien, Schopp, Molinos, Haberkorn, Voet, Hoe, the Ubiquists, and others. Such works as "Lutherus thamaturgus" (Dillingen, 1624), "Septem caracteris Lutheri" (Dillingen, 1620), "Quoestio ultima Thelemuri protestantis" (Dillingen, 1653; Pt. II, Ingolstadt, 1654), "Bellum ubiasticum vetus et novum inter ipsos Lutheranos bellatum et necudum debellatum" (Dillingen, 1627) are directed against all Protestants. Others, as "Anatomiæ anatomie Societatis Jesu" (Innsbruck, 1634),

FORENBERG, CLAUS, controversialist, b. at Luccerno, 1580; d. at Ratisbon, 1 January, 1599. He entered the Society of Jesus at the age of twenty, in Landshut, and made part of his studies under Fathers Laymann and Tanner. He taught philosophy at Ingolstadt (1615-1619), and theology, moral and controversial, for six years at Dillingen. In the latter institution he is also the first to collect the documents for the history of the Church. He spent the years 1632-1643 in the Tyrol, whither he had withdrawn with his illustrious penitent Heinrich von Knöringen, Bishop of Augsburg, on account of the inroads of the Swedes. Forer visited Rome (1645-1646) as the representative of the province of Upper Germany in the eighth congregation. He became rector of the college of Luccerno in 1650. Father Sommergovel enumerates sixty-two titles of publications from the pen of Forer; though not all of them are very voluminous, they show at least the writer's versatility and erudition, as well as his zeal for the integrity and the honour of the Church. The Prophecies of Dunkeld and Dunblane wrote one or more treatises each against the apostates Reibing and de Domini, against Melchior Nicolai, Hottinger, Kallien, Schopp, Molinos, Haberkorn, Voet, Hoe, the Ubiquists, and others. Such works as "Lutherus thamaturgus" (Dillingen, 1624), "Septem caracteris Lutheri" (Dillingen, 1620), "Quoestio ultima Thelemuri protestantis" (Dillingen, 1653; Pt. II, Ingolstadt, 1654), "Bellum ubiasticum vetus et novum inter ipsos Lutheranos bellatum et necudum debellatum" (Dillingen, 1627) are directed against all Protestants. Others, as "Anatomiæ anatomie Societatis Jesu" (Innsbruck, 1634),
"Mantissa Ant-anatomye Jesuicis" (Innsbruck, 1635; Cologne, 1635), "Grammaticus Proteus, arcanae societatis Jesu decaduus" (Ingolstadt, 1638), "Appendix ad grammaticum Proteum" (Ingolstadt, 1638), which presupposes the erroneous belief of Jesus, finally, two of his works, written for Catholics, "Dis-putkunst fur die einfaltigen Catholischen" (Ingolstadt, 1656) and "Leben Jesu Christi" (Dillingen, 1650-1658), have been re-edited and republished at Würzburg (1861) and Ratisbon (1856).


A. J. MAAS.

Forests, John Antony. See San Antonio, Dio-
cese of.

Foresters, Catholic Orders of.—I. On 30 July, 1879, some members of the St. Vincent de Paul Society of Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A., desiring to have a Catholic fraternal insurance society, organized one on the plan of the Foresters' courts and called it the Massachusetts Catholic Order of Foresters. It was so chartered in 1880. It had a membership of 27,757. Of the members 9679 were women. The initial subscription was $31 06, Dec., 1879, was $27,757,000.

II. On 24 May, 1883, a number of Catholics of Chi-
cago, Illinois, taking up the plan of this Massachus-
setts society, organized on the same lines the Catholic Or-
der of Foresters of Illinois. A flat all-around death 
assessment of one dollar was adopted, and men of all ages were admitted to membership at the same rate. Later, when courts were established in a number of other States and in Canada, an international convention in 1895 adopted a graded system of assessment insurance. Catholics between eighteen and forty-
five years of age are eligible for membership. From 
the date of organization to 1 June, 1908, it paid out $10,630,936 for death claims, and $2,500,000 in fu-
neral and sick benefits. It had in April, 1909, 1,600 
courts and a membership of 136,212 distributed over 
twenty-six States and the Dominion of Canada. The 
main offices are at Chicago, Illinois. The official or-
gan, "The Catholic Forester", is published at Mil-
waukee, Wis. The word "forester" as the title of the organization was dropped in 1888, as the mem-
bership had then extended beyond the limits of that 
State. This society is not affiliated with the Massa-
echusetts Catholic Order of Foresters.

III. A Woman's Catholic Order of Foresters was or-
ganized in 1892 at Chicago, having for its object be-
evolved co-operation among Catholic women with 
assessment-life-insurance at low rates. It has a 
membership of 54,350, with courts scattered over 
many of the States. The main offices are at Chicago.

THOMAS F. MEEHAN.

Forged, Forger.—If we accept the definition usu-
ally given by canonists, forgery (lat. falsum) differs very slightly from fraud. "Forgery", says Ferraris, who claims that his definition is the usually ac-
cepted one, "is a fraudulent interference with, or 
alteration of, truth, to the prejudice of a third person". It consists in the deliberate untruthfulness of an asser-
tion, or in the deceitful presentation of an object, and is 
based on an intention to deceive and to injure while 
using the external of honesty. Forgery is truly a 
falsehood and a fraud, but it is something more. It 
includes fraudulent misdemeanors in matters regu-
lated by the law, and endangering the public peace. 
These misdemeanors are divided by canon law 
writers into three classes—according as the crime is 
committed by word, by writing, or by deed. 
The principal crime in each of these classes being false 

witness, falsification of public documents, and counter-
feiting money. A fourth category consists in making 
use of such forgery, and is equivalent to forgery proper. 
This classification, while slightly superficial, is exact, 
and presupposes the erroneous belief of Jesus; 
finally, two of his works, written for Catholics, "Dis-
putkunst für die einfaltigen Catholischen" (Ingol-
stadt, 1656) and "Leben Jesu Christi" (Dillingen, 
1650-1658), have been re-edited and republished at 
Würzburg (1861) and Ratisbon (1856).

F. W. (Innsbruck, 1899, I, 426 sq.; Som-

mervolkg, Bibliothäke, etc. (Brussels and Paris, 1892), III, 855 sqq.; Bauer in Kirchenize, a. v.
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tory of the Popes"), tr. V, 351). Again the sub-
datarius, Francesco Canonicci, called Mascabruno, was
confirmed in his death on 5 April, 1652, for many for-
geries discovered only on the eve of his elevation to the
cardinalate.

Canon law deals mainly with the attempt to put
forgeries to a specific use. It connects forgery and the
use of forged documents, on the presumption that he
who would make use of such documents must be either
the author or instigator of the forgery. In
canon law, forgery consists not only in the fabrication or
substitution of an entirely false document, "as
when a false bulla, or seal, is affixed to a false letter"
(Licet v., "De criminis falsi"), but even by partial
substitution, or by any alteration affecting the sense and
beauty of the document. It affects not only the
point, such as names, dates, signature, seal, favour
granted, by erasure, by scratching out or by writing
one word over another, and the like. The classical
and oft-commented text on this matter is the chapter
Licet v., "De crimine falsi" in which Innocent III
(1198) points out to the bishop and chapter of Milan
nine species of forgery which had come under his
notice. This famous instruction was given in order to
enable his correspondents to guard against future
fraud. Following his teaching the gloss on this chap-
ter enumerates among the six points a judge should
examine in order to discover a false pope or his
representatives.

Forma, stylum, filum, membrana, litura, sigillum.

Haece sex falsata dant scripturam valere posulium.

In other words a document is suspect, (1) If its out-
ward appearance differs greatly from the usual ap-
pearance of such documents. (2) If the style varies
from the usual manner of the Curia. Chapter iv,
"De crimine falsi" gives us an example of this: Inno-
cent III declares a Bull false wherein the pope ad-
dresses a bishop as "Dear Son" and not as "Venera-
ble Brother"; or in which any other person than a
bishop is styled "Venerable Brother" instead of
"Dear Son", or in which the plural usus is used to
address a single individual. (3) If the thread which
ties the leaden seal to the Bull is broken. (4) If the parch-
ment bears traces of a doubtful origin (just as we dis-
tinguish the water-marks and letter-heads of modern
documents). (5) If there are any erasures, or words
scratched out. (6) If the seal is not intact, or is not
clearly visible. If a judge suspects forgery he ought to
repudiate the document and punish the guilty party; but in case he considers it merely
doubtful he ought to make inquiries at the office of
the Roman Curia which is supposed to have issued it.

Substitution of false documents and tampering with
official documents was a frequent practice in the
Middle Ages. In the chapter Dura vi., "De crimine falsi", written in 1198, (para deciann), Innocent III relates that he had
discovered and imprisoned forgers who had prepared
a number of false Bulls, bearing forged signatures
either of his predecessor or of himself. To obviate
abuses, he orders under pain of excommunication or
suspension that pontifical Bulls be received only from
the hands of the pope or of the officials charged to
deliver them. He orders bishops to investigate sus-
picious letters, and to make known, to all those having
forged letters, that they are bound to destroy them,
or to hand them over within twenty days, under
pain of excommunication. The same pope legislated
severely against forgery and the use of forged docu-
ments. In the chapter Ad falsarium, vili., "De crim-
mine falsi", written in 1201, forgers of Apostolic Let-
ters, whether the actual criminals or their aiders and
helpers, are alike excommunicated, and if clerics, are
ordered to be degraded and given over to the secular
arm.

Whoever makes use of Apostolic Letters is invited
to assure himself of their authenticity, since to use
forged letters is punished in the case of clerics by
privatization of benefice and rank, and in the case of lay-
men by excommunication. The excommunication
threatened by Innocent III, and extended to the for-
gery of official dispensions, was interpreted in the Bull
"In Coma Domini", passed thence with some modifications into the constitution "Apostolicæ Sedis", where it is number 2
among the excommunications of a late sentence especially
reserved to the pope. It affects "all falsification of
Apostolic Letters, even in the form of Briefs, and sup-
plicatures concerning favours sought or dispensions asked
for, which have been signed by the Sovereign Pontiff,
or the vice-chancellors of the Roman Church or their
deputies, or by order of the pope", also all those who
falsely publish Apostolic Letters, even those in the
form of Brief; lastly, all those who falsely sign these
documents with the name, or any such signature as
the vice-chancellor or their deputies. The documents in
question here are of two sorts: (a) Apostolic Letters,
in which the pope himself speaks, whether they are in
the form of Bulls or Briefs (q. v.); (b) Supplications or
requests addressed to the pope to obtain a favour, and
to which, in proof that the request is granted, the
pope or the vice-chancellor or some other official
attaches his signature. It is from these supplications thus
signed that the official document conveying the con-
cession is drawn up. Consequently rescripts of the
Roman Congregations and of other offices, which are not
signed by the pope or by his order, do not come under
this heading.

The acts of falsification herein punished by excom-
unication are fewer than formerly. In the first
place, the principal crime is the only one dealt with;
the aiders and abettors of the forgery are not men-
dioned. In the next place, by a strict interpretation,
allowable in penal matters but certainly opposed to
the spirit of the Decretals of Innocent III, recent
 canonists exempt from the ipso facto censure forgers of
entire Apostolic Letters, and bring under it only those
who seriously alter authentic documents. It is cer-
tain, in any case, that the word faberius of the Bull
"In Coma Domini" becomes publicantes in the
Constitution "Apostolicæ Sedis". There are therefore
three acts contemplated by the latter text; the falsifi-
cation, in the strict sense of the word, of Apostolic
Letters and supplications; the publication of false
Apostolic Letters; the forging of signatures to supplic-
ations. The first of these is forbidden by the Decretals,
and the material divulgation of a document, but presup-
poses that such document is offered as, and affirmed
to be, authentic. Supplicatures with forged signatures it
would be useless to publish since they cannot take
the place of the official document conveying the con-
cession; it is in this case an act of fraud, and the strength of such signed supplications would have been
mislaid by the false signature. It must be remem-
bered that all other forms of forgery which escape the
ipso facto excommunication are subject to penalties and
censures "ferendæ sententiae" according to the
gravity of the case.

To have their full official weight before a tribunal,
public documents must be presented either in the
original, or in copies certified by some public officer.
Hence the note of falsification does not attach to re-
productions devoid of all guarantee of authenticity:
nevertheless such reproductions are sometimes seri-
ously criminal because of the perverse intention
xx, in a note) gives two examples of fraudulent repro-
ductions of this nature. Frederick II of Prussia for-
ged a Brief of Clement XIII, and dated it 30 January,
1759, by which the pope was made to send his ap-
signations and a bannopost to the Elector of Mo-
shal Daun, after the battle of Hochkirch. A Bull
purporting to be by Pius IX, dated 28 May, 1873,
modyfying the law in vigour for the election of a pope
was forged, with the connivance at least, of the Prus-
sian Government. Another false document, pub-
CHURCH OF SAN MERCURIALE, FORLÌ
CAMPAHILE BY FRANCESCO DEI DDI (1178-1180)
lished by many newspapers in 1905, authorized the marriage of priests in South America, but no one plans to follow in his footsteps. (See Bulla Am Bull., 4th week.) All canonical commentaries on the title De fideis fidelibus; Decret. 1. v. tit. XX; Eruos, of John XXII; and commentaries of B. de B. The commentaries on the Constitution Apostolica Sedis, especially Pennachio, L. I. appendix VIII, p. 293.

A. Boudinoff.

Forli, Dioceze of (Forolivien), in the province of Romagna (Central Italy), suffragan of Ravenna. The city of Forli, the ancient Forum Livii, is situated between the rivers Ronco and Montone, and was founded in 206 B.C. by the consul M. Livius Salinarus; destroyed during the Pontificate of Marcus Sulla; and rebuilt by the prior Livius Clidius. During the seventh and eighteenth centuries it was often besieged by the Lombards (665, 728, 742), until its incorporation with the Papal States in 757. In the medieval struggle between the papacy and the empire it was Giubelline. On the downfall of the Hohenstaufen, Simone Mestheguerra had himself proclaimed Lord of Forli (1257). He was succeeded by Maghinardo Pagano, Ugucione della Faglgiola (1297), and others, until in 1302 the Ordelafel came into power. More than once this family sought to establish their lordship in the Holy See, and therefore several times expelled, e.g. in 1327–29 and again in 1359–1375 (Gil d’Albomoro). Forli was seized in 1488 by Visconti and in 1499 by Cesar Borgia, after whose death it was again directly subject to the pope. In 1706 it was sacked by the Austrians.

St. Mercursialis is venerated at the Council of Rimini in 359. The Christian religion, however, must have been introduced, and a see established, much earlier. Among the illustrious bishops the following may be enumerated: Alessandri (1160), who built the episcopal palace; Fra Bartolomeo da Sanzetto (1551), canvassed by Francesco degli Ordelafel; Giovanni Capparelli (1427), banished by Antonio degli Ordelafel; Luigi Pirano (1437), who took an active part in the Council of Ferrara. The following were natives of Forli: Blessed Jacopo (decapitated, d. 1314), a Dominican; Blessed Pellegrino Sasie (d.1345), a Servite; Blessed Marcello Amanni (d. 1397), a Dominican. The Cathedral of Santa Croce existed as early as 562; in 1419 Martin V ordered restorations that were completed in 1475; and it was again enlarged in 1841. A notable site is the cathedral of the Madonna del Fuoco; the sacred image contained there was formerly in a private house, where it remained unharmed during a fire. Also worthy of mention are: the church of San Mercuriale, with its celebrated bell-tower, the work of Francesco Daddi (1428); San Biagio, with frescoes by Malerba da Forli and Pacchiarani; and an "Immaculate Conception" by Guido Reni; Santa Maria dei servi (built by Blessed Pellegrino, buried there), with frescoes of the school of Giotto. The seminary has a rich collection of 500 Aldine first editions and of pictures. Near Forli is the shrine of Santa Maria delle Grazie of Forno. The diocese has 61 parishes, 60,000 inhabitants, 3 male and 6 female educational institutions, 4 religious houses of men, and 7 of women, and a weekly Catholic paper.

Cappelletti, Le Chiese d’Italia (Venice, 1844), II, 307–67; M. Matteo, Lettere ad Agostino (Rome, 1678); Rossetti, Vita degli uomini illustri Forliesi (Forli, 1858–61).

U. Bentoni.

Fors (Lat. foris; Gr. ἀπόδοσις, ορθός, τὸ κατὰ τὸν ἄλογον ἔνδρα, τὸ πτὸ ζειρα; Aristot.).—The original meaning of the term, both in Greek and Latin, was and is that in common use— dildo (derived from dildo, root ρύθ, an obsolete form from which comes the second

aurist ἀπόδοσις, I see, akin to Latin video), being translated, that which is seen, shape, etc., with secondary meanings derived from its form, sort, particular, kind, nature. It is also used by Plato to express kind, both as genus and species. From the primary and common significance given above, an easy transition is made to that in which it comes to signify the intrinsic determinant of quantity, from which figure certain properties result, and therefore to the fundamental, and scholastic usage as the intrinsic determinant of anything that is determinate. Thus the term is employed even in such expressions as "form of contract," "form of worship," and as theological form, "form of words" (the theological statement of dogmatic truth); fundamental form being the general formula of the philosophical usage, however, it is limited to its signification of the intrinsic principle of existence in any determinate essence. This covers form, whether accidental or substantial. But there is a further extended use of the term form, derived from the fact that in all its previous significations it stands for the intrinsic constitutive element of the species, accidental or substantial, in sensible entities. Hence, all species or nature, whether in itself material or existent as immaterial, is called a form, though not, in the strict meaning of the term, a formal principle. In this manner, it is not unusual to speak of the angelic form, or even of the form of its own kind, as signifying its nature, or of the angel or of God. Hence, form is sometimes also used as a synonym of essence and nature. Thus also the form, or formal cause of Aristotle’s theory of causality, is identified with the essence (τὸ ἐπὶ τῇ ἐσχατον), as the form is that in virtue of which the essence, even of material and composite entities, is precisely what it is. This point will be further considered in the paragraph treating of the development of the idea of form.

The various kinds of form recognized in philosophy include the following, of which brief definitions are given. Substantial form, in material entities, is that which determines or constitutes matter (see Matter). By substantial form (a term used by Aristotle) to a specific substantial nature or essence, as the form of hydrogen, a rose, horse, or man. It is defined by Aristotle as the first entelechy of a physical body (De Anima, II, 1), and may be of such a nature that it is merely the determinant of matter (corporate substance, or form), or it may be a permanent principle of the determined matter (spiritual or subsistent form). Accidental form is that which determines a substance to one or other of the accidental modes as quantified, qualified, related, etc. (see Category). As the existence of an "accident" is a secondary one, consisting in an inessential or inherent, an existent such, as subject of inherence, is per accidens. A separated form is one which exists apart from the matter it actuates. No accidental form can thus exist, nor can corporeal substantial forms. The separated form is that of man—the human soul. Inherent form is an accidental form modifying or determining substance. The term is employed to emphasize the distinction of accidental from substantial forms. These latter do not inhere in matter, but are co-principles with it in the constitution of material substances. Forms of knowledge, according to Kant, are forms of (1) intuition (space and time), and (2) thought (the twelve categories in which all judgments are conditioned: unity, plurality, totality; reality, negation, limitation; substantiality, causality, relation; possibility, existence, necessity). They are all a priori and under them, as content, fall all our intuitions and judgments. The logical system of Kant is generally known as "formal" logic, from this common use, as also that of Herbart, whose logical treatment of thought consists in the isolation of the content from its psychological and metaphysical implications. The point is related to the whole subject of epistemology (q. v.). The attempt to ascertain the nature, extent, and validity of knowledge was made by Kant through
a criticism, not of the content of thought, but of its essence. It is an endeavour to examine not the "factual or natural" relation itself.

The development of the philosophical doctrine of form may be said to have begun with Aristotle. It provided a something fixed and immutable amidst what appears to be involved in a series of perpetual changes, thus obviating the difficulty of the Heraclean position as to the validity of knowledge. The concept of form restores the permanence of a true knowledge of things as they are. Thus Aristotle may be looked upon as the one above all others who laid a solid base for any true system of epistemology. Like Plato, he saw the radical scepticism implied in an assertion of unending change. But unlike the doctrine of the former, providing unalterable but separated ideas as the ideal counterpart of sensible things, that of Aristotle, by its distinction of matter and form, makes it possible to abstract the unalterable and eternal from its concrete and mutable manifestation in individuals. Aristotle, however, identifies the form with the essence; and this because the substance is what it is (essentially) by reason of the substantial form. It would be a mistake, none the less, to suppose that his doctrine leaves no room for a distinction between the two. Indeed Grote clearly shows that "the Aristotelian analysis thus brings out, in regard to each individual, (or sort of objects) to use his own phrase, a triple point of view: (1) the form; (2) the matter; (3) the compound or aggregate of the two—in other words the inseparable "Ens" which carries us out of the domain of logic or abstraction into that of the concrete or reality" (Grote, "Aristotle," ed. Bain and Robertson, II, 182). The theory is a fundamental one in Aristotle's "Philosophia Prima," presenting, as it does, a phase, and that perhaps the most important, of the distinction between the potential and the actual. It is no less essential to the philosophical and theological system of St. Thomas Aquinas which is representative of the Christian School. Substantial form is an act, the principle of activity, and by it things actually exist (Summa I, Q. lxvi) as they are. Moreover it is one. Thus man exists as man in virtue of his substantial form, the soul.

That the rational soul is the unique form of the body is of faith (Council of Vienne; V Lateran; Brief of Pius VII, 1877). Man lives on the virtue of the accidental (qualifying) forms of learning or health that "inhere" in him. These, without detriment to his humanity, may be present or absent. Both kinds of form, it may be noted, though they specify their resultant essences, or quasi-essences, are individualised and identified mutually, and this subject of inhesion in the other. Thus, while the accidental or substantial corporeal form falls back into mere potentiality when it does not actuate its subject, the incorporeal substantial form of man, though continuing to exist when separated from the body, retains its habitus, or relationship, to the matter by which it was individuated. This doctrine is usual in the School, but it is interesting to observe that Scotus taught, in distinction to St. Thomas's doctrine of one substantial form, a plurality of form in individuals. Thus, e.g., while according to Aquinas man is all that he is substantially (corporeal, animal, rational, Socrates) in virtue of his one soul, according to Scotus each determinate (generic or specific) superadds a form. In this way, man would be corporeal in virtue of a corporeal form, animal in virtue of a superadded animal form, etc., until he became Socrates, in virtue of the ultimate personal form (socrates). Ockham also distinguished between a rational and a sensitive soul in man, and taught that the latter was corruptible. The terminology of the Scholastic doctrine of form is employed by the Church in dogmatic definitions, such as that of the Council of Vienne cited above, and in her teaching with regard to the sacraments. Thus, while the matter of the sacrament of baptism, for example, is water; the sacramental form consists of the words ego te bapto, etc., pronounced by the minister as he bathes it. The same terminology is adopted in the exposition of moral theology, as in the distinction of formal and material sin.

The principal alternative systems professing to give an account of corporeal substances are those of Descartes, Locke, Mill and Bain, the scientists (Atomists, Monadology, substance in three dimensions, identifying quantified substance with quantity and in no way accounting for substantial differences. Each substance possesses a "pre- eminent attribute, which constitutes its nature and essence and to which all others relate; thus extension", etc. To this Locke adds the qualities of the substance, making its essence consist of its primary qualities, or properties (extension, figure and mobility, divisibility and activity). Locke's doctrine, which seems to be the opinion of many contemporary men of science, labours under the same grave inconvenience as that of Descartes, as, by a hylomorph-proteron, it accounts for the nature of a given substance by its accidents. Mill and Bain, considering substance from a psychological rather than an ontological viewpoint, define it by its relation to sense perception as an external and permanent possibility of our sensations. The view is not unlike that just alluded to, inasmuch as it expresses not the essence of each substance, but their activity as permanently capable of evoking sensations in us. Akin to this is the doctrine of positivism, explaining the nature of "matter" as a series of sensations.

The topic of form is, as has been seen, closely connected with epistemology. As was said, a weapon for the defeat of scepticism and Heracleianism was provided by Aristotle in his doctrine of forms and essences; Aquinas, also, would have our knowledge to be of the eternal essences, though derived by way of contemplation of contingent individuals. Kant, on the other hand, denies the possibility of such knowledge of the Thing-in-itself, and, establishing a set of mental forms (see above) into which our experience of concrete beings may be fitted, inaugurates an epistemology of the phenomenal. Hegel begins with the idea of pure being, identical, because of its entire lack of determination; and, finding or hearing, as it were, the essential lines, his theory of knowledge. The "realism" of Herbart is an attempt to reconcile the contradictions that arise in the formal conceptions presented in experience. His epistemological principle is, therefore, a critical and methodical transformation of such concepts as the one (to which in the case of form and matter simple, real essences exist, each possessing a single simple quality. Several of the modern systems (Pragmatism, Modernism, etc.), based directly and indirectly upon the teaching of Kant, assert a life-value or work-value to truth, inculcating an extreme relativity of knowledge and tending to pure subjectivism and solipsism. The scholastic theory of form is not that generally adopted by modern scientists, though it may be noticed that it is not directly impugned by any scientific system. From Bacon on, empirical science has been progressive; and there is reason to believe that the therapeutic science of to-day is in a state of transition in its attitude with regard to the constitution of "matter" (substance). The atomic and molecular theories, principally on account of the discovery of the radioactive substances and their properties, are being modified or abandoned (at any rate in so far as they were held to represent the real constitution of matter); on the other hand, a theory not unlike that of the Jesuit Boscovich. In any case the former did not go farther than to provide a theoretic account of the construction of "matter", leaving the ultimate construction of substance unexplained. At this point the theory of hylomorphism and the doctrine of sub-
For a critical examination of the Mechanistic position in this connexion the reader is referred to Nya's "Cosmologie". Furthermore, there is a noticeable reaction towards the scholastic position in recent biology, in which a growing school of neovitalism is making itself felt.

(Citations from various works are omitted for brevity)

FORMBY, Henry, b. 1816; d. at Normanton Hall, Leicester, 12 March, 1884. His father, Henry Grene-halgh Formby, was the second son of Richard Formby of Formby Hall, Lancashire. The family had been Catholic until the eighteenth century, when, with the exception of a younger branch, they left the Faith and closed the chapel of their fifteenth-century mansion. Henry Formby was educated at Clitheroe grammar-school, the Charterhouse School, London, and Brasenose College, Oxford, where he took his M.A. Having taken orders, he became vicar of Rusdean in Gloucestershire, where in 1843 he completed his first book, "A Visit to the East", and he showed the interest in ecclesiastical music that always characterized him in a pamphlet reprinted from "The English Churchman" called "Parochial Psalmsody Considered" (1845). At this time he was profoundly influenced by the Oxford Movement and soon after his ordination he became a Catholic, he decided to resign his living and join the Church. His reception took place on 24 Jan., 1846, at Oscott, where he continued studying theology till he was ordained priest, 18 Sept., 1847. He was attached to St. Chad's Cathedral where the careful performance of plain chant has ever been a noted feature. He edited whilst he was there works on the subject: "The Catholic Christian's Guide to the Right Use of Christian Psalmody of the Psalter" (1847); "The Plain Chant the Image and Symbol of the Humanity of the Divine Redeemer and the Blessed Virgin Mary" (1848); and "The Roman Ritual and Its Canto Femina, Compared with the Works of Modern Music, in Point of Efficiency and General Fitness for the Purpose of the Catholic Church" (1849). He also published "The Young Singer's Book of Songs" (1852), "School Songs and Poetry to Which Music Is Adapted" (1852), and he was one of the editors of the "First Series of Hymns and Songs for the Use of Catholic Schools and Families" (1853). Other works belonging to this period were: "The Duties and Happiness of Domestic Service" (1851), "The March of Intellect; or, The Alleged Hostility of the Catholic Church to the Diffusion of Knowledge Examined" (1852), and "State Rationalism in Education; An Examination Into the Actual Working and Result of the System of the Board of Commissioners of National Education in Ireland" (1854).

Besides his interest in ecclesiastical music, Father Formby had much at heart the use of pictures as a means of spreading knowledge of the Scriptures and Catholic doctrine. In furtherance of this purpose he published a series of carefully illustrated books. Among these was his very successful "Pictorial Bible and Church History Stories", which began with "Pictorial Bible Stories for the Young" (1858). An edition of the complete work was published in 1857, followed by another in three volumes with new illustrations in 1862, and an abridged one-volume edition in 1871. From 1857 to 1864 he was the editor of "The Catholic"; Wednesday; during which time he published "The Fifteen Mysteries of the Rosary" (1857), "The Life of St. Benedict" (1858), "The Parables of Our Lord Jesus Christ" (1858), "The Life of St. Patrick" (1862), all of which were illustrated. A sermon on "Our Lady of Lourdes" (1857) and "The Documentiz into the Truth of the Catholic Religion" (1863) were also published while he was at Wednesbury. In 1864 he retired from active missionary work and withdrew to the Dominican priory at Hinckley in Leicestershire, where he spent the remaining twenty years of his life in issuing books and pamphlets and in helping to train the novices. For some years he edited "The Monthly Magazine of the Holy Rosary". His later publications included "The Cause of Poor Catholic Emigrants Pleaded" (1867); "Fleury's Historical Catechism continued to the Vatican Council" (1871); "The Book of the Holy Rosary for the Church and Home" (1872); "Christi Tractatus" (1872); "Sacramentum Septemarianum" (1874); "The Children's Forget-me-not" (1877); "Compendium of the Philosophy of Ancient History" (1877); "Little Book of the Martyrs of the City of Rome" (1877); "Five Lectures on the City of Rome" (1877); "Monothelism... the primitive Religion of the City of Rome" (1877); "Ancient Rome and Its Connection with Christian Religion" (Part I, 1880; Part II, unfinished at his death); "The Growing Unbelief of the Educated Classes" (1880); "Safeguards of Divine Faith in the Presence of Sceptics, Atheists, and Freethinkers" (1882); "A Familiar Study of the Sacred Scriptures", his last work. He also wrote a great number of minor devotional and educational books.

EDWIN BURTON.
question of succession, Louis II having no male heir. At first Pope John VIII (872–882) reposed trust in Formosus, and, on the death of Louis II (878), employed two of his knights to convey his congredation to Charles the Bald, King of France, to come to Rome and receive the imperial crown from the hands of the pope. Charles obeyed the call, was crowned emperor on Christmas Day, 875, and, before returning home, appointed Dukes Lambert and Guido of Spoleto to assist the pope against the Saracens. In 871, these nobles had been dismissed from their dignities when opposing against Louis II; but they were restored by Charles.

In the pope’s entourage there were many who viewed with disapproval the coronation of Charles, and favoured the widowed Empress Engelberga and Louis, the German, bearing severe chastisement, these political opponents of the pope left Rome secretly to seek safety elsewhere. Cardinal Formosus was among the fugitives, as he dreaded the anger of the pope without knowing exactly whereby he had incurred the papal resentment. From the fact that Formosus had been sent by the pope as ambassador to Charles and now directed his flight to Abbot Hugo at Tours in Western France, it must be inferred that he was not fundamentally opposed to the coronation of Charles. He cannot, however, have been in sympathy with the pope’s political views, and consequently feared lest he might share the fate of John upon the papal court. The papal court was, in fact, as early as 872, a candidate for the papal see, so that John possibly viewed him in the light of an opponent. On the flight of Formosus and the other papal officials, John convened a synod, 19 April, which ordered the fugitives to return to Rome. As they refused to obey this injunction, they were condemned by a second synod on 30 June. Against Formosus, should he fail to return, sentence of excommunication and deposition were pronounced by the first synod, the charges being that, impelled by ambition, he had aspired to the Archbishops of Bulgaria and the Chair of Peter, had opposed the emperor and had deserted his diocese without papal permission. It follows from this that John saw in Formosus a rival whom he gravely suspected. The second synod of 30 June, after several new accusations had been brought against Formosus (e.g. that he had defrocked the cloisters in Rome, had slaughtered the divine service in the sight of the people, had conspired with certain iniquitous men and women for the destruction of the papal see), excluded him from the ranks of the clergy. Such charges, made against a man who was religious, moral, ascetic, and intellectual can only be referred to party spirit.

On the 10th of July Formosus was announced to the emperor and the Synod of Ponthion in July. In 878 John himself came to France, and the deposition of Formosus, who appeared in person, was confirmed at the synod of Troyes. According to the acts of the synod, which are however of doubtful authority, the synod was composed against Formosus was withdrawn, after he had pronounced on oath never to return to Rome or exercise his priestly functions. The succeeding years were spent by Formosus at Sens. John’s successor Marinus (882–884) released Formosus from his oath, recalled him to Rome, and in 885 restored him to his Diocese of Porto. During the short pontificate of Marinus and his successor Hadrian III (884–885), and under Stephen V (885–891), we learn nothing important concerning Formosus. In September, 891, he was elected to succeed Stephen. Under Stephen V the political horizon had become very threatening. Charles the Fat had reunited the Frankish kingdom, and the pope, placed in the mouth of the mouth of the Lombard kings, in 887, Arnulf of Carinthia, the natural son of Karlmann and the nominee of the Germans, was unable to preserve its unity. In the western kingdom, Count Eudes of Paris came forward as king; in Provence (Arelate), Louis, son of Boe; in North Burgundy (Jura), Rudolf, son of the Count of Auxerre and grandson of Louis the Pious; in Italy, Manfred, son of the Deacon Guido of Spoleto, thereupon took possession of Lombardy, and assumed the title of king. Ruling now over the greater portion of Italy, Guido was a dangerous neighbour for the papal states, especially as the Archdukes of Spoleto had been on many occasions engaged in conflict with the papal states. The pope, fearing the dignity of the see coveted by Guido, emperor, as King Arnulf had been unable to accept the pope’s invitation to come to Rome. Consequently Formosus, after he had been unanimously elected pope by clergy and people, found himself compelled to recognize Guido’s dignity and to crown him king, and his son Lambert Roman Emperor on April 892. Important ecclesiastical questions claimed the pope’s attention immediately after his elevation. In Constantinople, the patriarch Photius had been ejected and Stephen, the son of Emperor Basilus, elevated to the patriarchate. Archepiscopal Stylian of Neo-Caesarea and the clerical opponents of Photius had written to Stephen V, requesting dispensation and promotion for those clerics who had recognized Photius only under compulsion and had received orders at his hands. In his reply to this petition (892) Formosus insisted on a distinction of persons; indulgence might be shown in the case of the laity, but in the case of clerics such a condition was impossible. As early as 872, Formosus had been a candidate for the papal see, so that John possibly viewed him in the light of an opponent. On the flight of Formosus and the other papal officials, John convened a synod, 19 April, which ordered the fugitives to return to Rome. As they refused to obey this injunction, they were condemned by a second synod on 30 June. Against Formosus, should he fail to return, sentence of excommunication and deposition were pronounced by the first synod, the charges being that, impelled by ambition, he had aspired to the Archbishops of Bulgaria and the Chair of Peter, had opposed the emperor and had deserted his diocese without papal permission. It follows from this that John saw in Formosus a rival whom he gravely suspected. The second synod of 30 June, after several new accusations had been brought against Formosus (e.g. that he had defrocked the cloisters in Rome, had slaughtered the divine service in the sight of the people, had conspired with certain iniquitous men and women for the destruction of the papal see), excluded him from the ranks of the clergy. Such charges, made against a man who was religious, moral, ascetic, and intellectual can only be referred to party spirit.

On the 10th of July Formosus was announced to the emperor and the Synod of Ponthion in July. In 878 John himself came to France, and the deposition of Formosus, who appeared in person, was confirmed at the synod of Troyes. According to the acts of the synod, which are however of doubtful authority, the synod was composed against Formosus was withdrawn, after he had pronounced on oath never to return to Rome or exercise his priestly functions. The succeeding years were spent by Formosus at Sens. John’s successor Marinus (882–884) released Formosus from his oath, recalled him to Rome, and in 885 restored him to his Diocese of Porto. During the short pontificate of Marinus and his successor Hadrian III (884–885), and under Stephen V (885–891), we learn nothing important concerning Formosus. In September, 891, he was elected to succeed Stephen. Under Stephen V the political horizon had become very threatening. Charles the Fat had reunited the Frankish kingdom, and the pope, placed in the mouth of the mouth of the Lombard kings, in 887, Arnulf of Carinthia, the natural son of Karlmann and the nominee of the Germans, was unable to preserve its unity. In the western kingdom, Count Eudes of Paris came forward as king; in Provence (Arelate), Louis, son of Boe; in North Burgundy (Jura), Rudolf, son of the Count of Auxerre and grandson of Louis the Pious; in Italy, Manfred, son of the Deacon Guido of Spoleto, thereupon took possession of Lombardy, and assumed the title of king. Ruling now over the greater portion of Italy, Guido was a dangerous neighbour for the papal states, especially as the Archdukes of Spoleto had been on many occasions engaged in conflict with the papal states. The pope, fearing the dignity of the see coveted by Guido, emperor, as King Arnulf had been unable to accept the pope’s invitation to come to Rome. Consequently Formosus, after he had been unanimously elected pope by clergy and people, found himself compelled to recognize Guido’s dignity and to crown him king, and his son Lambert Roman Emperor on April 892. Important ecclesiastical questions claimed the pope’s attention immediately after his elevation. In Constantinople, the patriarch Photius had been ejected and Stephen, the son of Emperor Basilus, elevated to the patriarchate. Archepiscopal Stylian of Neo-Caesarea and the clerical opponents of Photius had written to Stephen V, requesting dispensation and promotion for those clerics who had recognized Photius only under compulsion and had received orders at his hands. In his reply to this petition (892) Formosus insisted on a distinction of persons; indulgence might be shown in the case of the laity, but in the case of clerics such a condition was impossible. As early as 872, Formosus had been a candidate for the papal see, so that John possibly viewed him in the light of an opponent. On the flight of Formosus and the other papal officials, John convened a synod, 19 April, which ordered the fugitives to return to Rome. As they refused to obey this injunction, they were condemned by a second synod on 30 June. Against Formosus, should he fail to return, sentence of excommunication and deposition were pronounced by the first synod, the charges being that, impelled by ambition, he had aspired to the Archbishops of Bulgaria and the Chair of Peter, had opposed the emperor and had deserted his diocese without papal permission. It follows from this that John saw in Formosus a rival whom he gravely suspected. The second synod of 30 June, after several new accusations had been brought against Formosus (e.g. that he had defrocked the cloisters in Rome, had slaughtered the divine service in the sight of the people, had conspired with certain iniquitous men and women for the destruction of the papal see), excluded him from the ranks of the clergy. Such charges, made against a man who was religious, moral, ascetic, and intellectual can only be referred to party spirit.

On the 10th of July Formosus was announced to the emperor and the Synod of Ponthion in July. In 878 John himself came to France, and the deposition of Formosus, who appeared in person, was confirmed at the synod of Troyes. According to the acts of the synod, which are however of doubtful authority, the synod was composed against Formosus was withdrawn, after he had pronounced on oath never to return to Rome or exercise his priestly functions. The succeeding years were spent by Formosus at Sens. John’s successor Marinus (882–884) released Formosus from his oath, recalled him to Rome, and in 885 restored him to his Diocese of Porto. During the short pontificate of Marinus and his successor Hadrian III (884–885), and under Stephen V (885–891), we learn nothing important concerning Formosus. In September, 891, he was elected to succeed Stephen. Under Stephen V the political horizon had become very threatening. Charles the Fat had reunited the Frankish kingdom, and the pope, placed in the mouth of the mouth of the Lombard kings, in 887, Arnulf of Carinthia, the natural son of Karlmann and the nominee of the Germans, was unable to preserve its unity. In the western kingdom, Count Eudes of Paris came forward as
continue the campaign. Shortly afterwards (4 April, 896) Formosus died. He was succeeded by Boniface VI, who reigned only fifteen days.

Under Stephen VI, the successor of Boniface, Emperor Louis the German and Agilulph recovered their authority in Rome at the beginning of 897, having renounced their claims to the greater part of Upper and Central Italy. Agilulph being determined to wreak vengeance on her opponent even after his death, Stephen VI lent himself to the revolting scene of sitting in judgement on his predecessor. Formosus, at the synod convened for that purpose, he occupied the chair; the corpse, clad in papal vestments, was withdrawn from the sarcophagus and seated on a throne; close by stood a deacon to answer in its name, all the old charges formulated against Formosus under John VIII being revived. The decision was that the deceased had been unworthy of the pontificate, which he could not have validly received since he was bishop of another see. All his measures and acts were annulled, and all the orders conferred by him were declared invalid. The papal vestments were torn from his body; the three bibles which he had brought and had used in consecrations were seized from his right hand; the corpse was cast into a grave in the cemetery for strangers, to be removed after a few days and consigned to the Tiber. In 897 the second successor of Stephen had the body, which a monk had drawn from the Tiber, restored with full honours. It was furthermore annulled at a synod the decisions of the court of Stephen VI, and declared all orders conferred by Formosus valid. John IX confirmed these acts at two synods, of which the first was held at Rome and the other at Ravenna (898). On the other hand Sergius III (904-911) approved at a Roman synod the decisions of Stephen VI’s synod against Formosus; all who had received orders from the latter were to be treated as lay persons, unless they sought reordination. Sergius and his party meted out severe treatment to the bishops consecrated by Formosus, who, in turn had meanwhile conferred orders on many other clerics, a policy which gave rise to the greatest confusion. Against these decisions many books were written, which demonstrated the validity of the consecration of Formosus and of the orders conferred by him (see AUXILIUS).


J. P. KIRSCH.

Formularies (LIBRI FORMULARVM), medieval collections of models for the execution of documents (acta), public or private; a sphere being left for the inclusion of civil, ecclesiastical, and commercial to each case. As is well known, it is practically inevitable that documents of the same nature, issued from the same office, or even from distinct offices, will bear a close resemblance to one another. Those charged with the execution and conduct of such documents cannot be expected to exercise a minute diligence, since, in many cases, the use of such formularies permits the drafting of important documents to be entrusted to minor officials, since all they have to do is to insert in the allotted space the particular information previously supplied them. Finally, in this way every document is clothed in all public and private measures, and almost every one has a meaning clearly and definitely intended. Uncertainties and difficulties of interpretation are thus avoided, and not infrequently lawsuits. This legal formalism is usually known as the "style" or habitual dictum of chanceries and the documents that issue therefrom. It represents long efforts to bring into the document all necessary and useful elements in their most appropriate order, and to use technical expression, to a point where, in many cases, some of them more or less essential, others merely as a matter of tradition. In this way arose a true art of drafting public documents or private acta, which became the monopoly of chanceries and notaries, which the mere layman could only imperfectly imitate, and which in time of woe, to such a point that even the "style" of a supposititious deed has often been sufficient to enable a skilful critic to detect the forgery. The earlier Roman notaries (tabelliones) had their own traditional formulae, and the drafting of their acta was subject to an infinity of detail (see "Novels" of Justinian, xlv, lxi); but in the Middle Ages the case of Rome and Byzantium were more remarkable still for their formulatores. The chanceries of the barbarian kingdoms and that of the papacy followed in their footsteps. Nevertheless it is not directly from the chanceries that the formulatores of the Middle Ages have come down to us, but rather from the case that they are ecclesiastical schools. Therein was taught, as pertaining to the study of law, the art of drafting public and private documents (see Du Cange, "Glossarium med. et infime Latinitatis", s. v. "Dictare"). It was called dictare as opposed to scribere, i.e. the mere material execution of such documents.

To train the dictatores, as they were known, specimens of public and private acta were placed before them, and they had to listen to commentaries thereon. Thus arose the yet extant formulatores, between the seventh and the ninth centuries. These models were sometimes of a purely academic nature, but the number of such was small; against every case the dictator took from real documents, in the transcription of which the individualizing references were suppressed so as to make them take on the appearance of general formulae; in many instances, too, nothing was suppressed. The formulae dealt with public documents: royal decrees on civil matters, ordinances, etc.; with documents relative to legal processes and the administration of justice; or with private deeds drawn up by a notary: sales, exchanges, gifts to churches and monasteries, transference of ecclesiastical property, the manumission of slaves, the settlement of matrimonial goods, the execution of wills, etc. The formulatores锄 included deeds which refer solely to ecclesiastical concerns: consecrations of churches, blessings of various kinds, excommunications, etc. The study of the medieval formulatores is of importance for students of the history of legislation, the rise of institutions, the development of manners and customs, judicial changes, above all for the criticism of charters and diplomas, and for researches in medieval philology. In those times the ecclesiastical and civil orders were closely related. Many civil functions and some of the highest state offices were held by ecclesiastics and monks. The scrina dictandi was taught in the schools connected with the monasteries and those with clerical training. It was quite a long time all acta were drawn up only in Latin, and as the vernacular languages, in Romance lands, gradually fell away from classical Latin, recourse to ecclesiastics and monks became a matter of necessity. The formulatores are, of course, anything but models of Latinity; with the exception of the Letters (Variae) of Cassiodorus, and the St. Gall collection "Sub Salomone", they are written in careless or even barbarous Latin, though it is possible that their wretched "style" is intentional, so as to render them intelligible to the multitude.

The formulatores of the Middle Ages date from the sixth to the tenth century, and we still possess many once used in one or other of the barbarian kingdoms. Many were edited in the seventeenth century by Jérome Biguon, Baluze, Mabillon, and others; and
many more in the nineteenth century, especially by two savants who compiled collections of them: (1) Eugène de Rozière, "Recueil général des formules usitées dans l'empire des Francs du cinquième au dixième siècle" (3 vols., Paris, 1859-71). He grouped these early medieval formule under five principal heads: "Formule ad justum publicum, ad justum privatum, ad judiciorum ordinem, ad justum sanctiﬁcium et ad res sacrae spectantium". And he followed up this arrangement by a very complete set of tables of concordance. (2) Karl Zeumer, "Formule Merovingici et Karolini avi" (Hanover, 1886) in "Mon. Germ. Hist.-Leg." V; he reproduces the formule in the work and gives a more complete study than de Rozière. The pages will be the main source of information. This collection dates from before 538 (P. L., LXIX). The Servite Canciani took ninety-two of these formule of Cassiodorus and included them in his "Barbarorum leges antique" (Venice, 1781, I, 19-50).

(2) The Visigoths.—Cassiodorus, secretary and afterwards prime minister of King Theodoric, included in his "Varia,um (epistolarium) libro XII", particularly in books six and seven, and, as he says, for the guidance of his successors, a great number of acta and formule drawn up by his royal master. It is a genuine formule, though standing apart by itself. This collection dates from before 538 (P. L., LXIX). The Servite Canciani took ninety-two of these formule of Cassiodorus and included them in his "Barbarorum leges antique" (Venice, 1781, I, 19-50).

(3) The Franks.—Their formule are numerou:s: (a) "Formule Andecavenses", a collection made at Angers, consisting of sixty formule for private acta, selected from the eighth century, the greater number from the early part of the seventh; the fast three of the collection belong to the end of the seventh century. They were first edited in 1880 by Mabillon from an eighth-century manuscript preserved at Fulda. (b) "Formule Arverneses" (also known as "Formule Arvernesi Francorum"; these who issued the works in 1713), a collection of eight formule of private acta made at Clermont in Auvergne during the eighth century. The first of them is dated from the consulate of Honorius and Theodosius (407-422). (c) "Marculfi monachi formularium libri duo", the most important of these collections, and dedicated by its author to a Bishop Landri, doubtless identical with the Bishop of Paris (650-650). The first book contains thirty-seven formule of royal documents; the second, carta pagenses, or private acta, to the number of fifty-two. The work, which was well done, was very favourably received, and became popular as an official textbook, if not in the time of the mayors of the palace, at least under the early Carolingians. During the reign of Charlemagne it received a few additions, and was re-arranged under the title "Formule Marcuriae avi Karolini". Zeumer edited six formule closely related to this collection. (d) "Formule Ravenses", also called "Formule Simplices" (Baluze edited them under this title because they had been discovered by Père Simonde in a Langres manuscript). This collection, made at Tours, contains forty-five formule, two of which are royal documents, many being judicial decisions, and the remainder private acta. It seems to belong to the middle of the

eighth century. Zeumer added to the list twelve other formule taken from various manuscripts, one of which, "Formule Biturigenses", a name given to nineteenth formule taken from different collections, but all drafted at Bourges; they date from 720 to the close of the eighth century. Zeumer added to them twelve formule taken from the Abbey of Saint-Pierre de Solesmes. —(e) "Formule Senoneses", two distinct collections, both of which were in the keep of the monks of Saint-Seine, and preserved in the same ninth-century manuscript. The first, "Carte Senonesiae", dates from before 775, and contains fifty-one formule, of which seven are for royal documents, two are letters to the king, and forty-two are private charters. Zeumer added six Merovingian formule, the compiler of these, "Formule Lausenses recentiores", dates from the reign of Louis the Pious, and contains eighteen formule, of which seven deal with judicial acts. Zeumer added five metrical formule, and two Merovingian formule written in Tironian notes. —(f) "Formule Pitheoi". In a manuscript loaned by Pithou to Du Cange for his "Glossarium" of medieval Latin there was a rich collection of at least one hundred and eight formule, drawn up originally in territory governed by Salic law. This manuscript has disappeared. Under the above heading Zeumer has collected the various quotations made in the "Hist. Du Cange" from a manuscript at the University of Paris, called "Formule Salicae Bignoniana", so called from the name of their first editor, Bignon. It contains seventy-four formule, one of which is for a royal decree; they were collected in a country subject to Salic law, about the year 770. —(g) "Formule Salicae Merkelliana", so called from the name of their editor, Merkel (about 1850), a collection of sixty-six formule taken from a Vatican manuscript; they were not brought to completion until after 817. The first part (1-30) consists of formule for private acta, modelled on "Marculfi" and the "Formule Turonenses"; the second part (31-42) follows the "Formule Bignoniana"; the third (43-45) contains three formule drawn up in some abbeys, the fourth (46-66) has formule dating from the close of the eighth century and probably compiled in some episcopal town. Two formule of decrees of the bishops of Paris were discovered by Zeumer in the same manuscript. —(k) "Formule Salicae Lendenbrogni"; so called from the name of their editor, Friedrich Lendenbro, a Frankfort lawyer (1613) who edited them together with other documents. The collection contains twenty-one formule of private acta, drawn up in Salic law territory. Four others were added by Zeumer. —(l) "Formule Imperiales e curia. Ludovici II usque ad annum MDXI", of which first edited in his "Alphabetum Tironianum" (Paris, 1747). This is an important collection of fifty-five formule, drawn up after the fashion of the charters of Louis the Pious at the Abbey of St. Martin of Tours, between 828 and 832. The manuscript is written mainly in Tironian notes. This collection was written by the Carthusians of the monastery of the ninth century. Zeumer has added to the list two formule. —(m) "Collectio Flaviensis"; one hundred and seventeen formule compiled at the Abbey of Flavigny in the ninth century; of these, ten only are not to be met with elsewhere. —(n) "Formule collections Sancti Dionysi", a collection of twenty-five formule made at the Abbey of St-Denis under Charlemagne; for the most part it is taken from the archives of the abbey. —(o) "Formule codicis Laudunensis", a Leau manuscript containing seventeen formule, of which the first five were drawn up at the Abbey of St-Bavon in Ghent, and the remainder at Laon. —(p) "Formule Quingentiae". —(q) "Formule Laredoense". —(r) "Formule Orléansensis". —(s) "Formule Cadurcensis". —(t) "Formule Tolosanae". (u) "Formule Viroinensis". —(v) "Formule Murbachiae". —(w) "Formule Marcaesiae". —(x) "Formule Fossanae". —(y) "Formule Albigeoensis". —(z) "Formule Commingensis".

(4) The Alamanni.—The most important of their formule are: (a) "Formule Alaustiae", under which name we have two collections, one made at the Abbey of Murbach (Formule Morbaceaen) at the end of the eighth century and preserved in a manuscript of St. Gall, containing twenty-seven formule, one of which is
FORMULARIES

for a royal decree; the other embodies three formulae made at Strasbourg (Formule Argentines) and preserved in a Berne manuscript.—(b) “Formule Augi-
enses”, from the Abbey of Reichenau. This consists of
three distinct collections: one from the end of the
eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth
century, containing twenty-five private acts; another belonging to the eighth and ninth
centuries, comprising forty-three formulae of private doc-
uments; the third, “Formule epistolares Augienses”, is
a “correct letter-writer” with twenty-six formulae.—
(c) “Formule Sangalenses” (from the Abbey of St.
Gall), two collections of formulae. The “Formule Sangalenses miscellanea” consists of twenty-five-five for-
more, many of which are accompanied by directions
for their use. They date from the middle of the
eighth to the end of the ninth century. The impor-
tant “Collectio Sangaliensis Salomonis III tempore
conscripta” is so called because it seems to have been
compiled by the monk Notker at St. Gall, under Abbot
Salomon III (890–920), who was also Bishop of Con-
stance. Notker died in 912. It contains, in forty-
seven formulae, models of royal decrees, of private
documents, of litterae formatae and other episcopal
documents. Zeuner added six formulae from the
same source.

(5) The Bavarians.—Among their formulae are: (a)
“Formule Salisburgenses”, a very fine collection of
one hundred and twenty-six models of documents
and letters, published in 1858, by Rockinger, and drawn up
at Salzburg in the early part of the ninth century.
(b) “Collectio Patavinese” (of Passau), containing
seven formulae, five of which are of royal decrees, ex-
ecuted at Passau under Louis the German.—(c) “For-
mule codicis S. Emmerami”, fragments of a large
collection made at St. Emmeram’s, Ratisbon.

(6) Rome.—The most important of all ancient for-
malities is certainly the “Liber diurnus romanorum
pontificum”, a collection of one hundred and seven
formulae long used by the Apostolic chancery. If
it was not drawn up for the papal chancery, it copies
its documents, and is largely compiled from the
“Registrum” or register-book of St. Gregory the Great
(590–604). It was certainly in official use by the
Roman chancery from the ninth to the end of the
eleventh century. This collection was known to the
medieval canonists, and is often quoted by Cardinal
Deusdedit and Yves of Chartres; four of its documents
were incorporated into the “Decretum” of Gratian.
The best manuscript of the “Liber diurnus”, written
at the beginning of the ninth century in the Romano-
monastery of Santa Croce in Gerusalemme, and was discovered in the Vatican Library. About
the middle of the seventeenth century, the learned
Lucas Holstenius used it when preparing an edition of
the work which was officially stopped and suppressed
on the eve of its appearance, because it contained
an ancient profession of faith in which the popes ana-
matized their predecessor Honorius. In 1680 the
Jesus Garnier, using another manuscript of the Col-
lege of Clermont (Paris), brought out an edition of the
“Liber diurnus” not approved by Rome (P. L., CV).
In the century that followed it was utilized for two editions, one by de Rosière (Paris,
1889), the other by von Sickel (Vienna, 1889).
In 1891 the Abbate Ceriani discovered at the Ambrosiana
(Milan) a third manuscript as yet unused. For a full
bibliography of recent researches concerning the
“Liber diurnus” see the “Topo-Bibliothek” of Chevalier,
a v. While, in its complete form, the “Liber diurnus”
cannot date back further than 786, the earliest forms of
it go back to the end of the seventh century. Von
Sickel holds that its opening formula (1–63) are even
fifty years earlier than that date. It is badly arranged
as a collection, but wonderfully complete. After a
second consideration of documents that vary according to the addressees, there are formulæ
concerning the installation of bishops, the consecra-
tion of churches, the administration of church prop-
erty, the grant of the pallium, and various other
privileges. Then follow models for the official corres-
pondence on the occasion of a vacancy of the Holy See
and the election of a pope, also directions for the con-
struction and the forwarding of the acts of the pope-elect:
finally a group of formulæ affecting various matters of
ecclesiastical administration.

In the tenth century these formulæ cease to be
universal use; in the eleventh, recourse is had to them
still more rarely; other methods of training notaries
were substituted for them. Lastly, in the twelfth
century, the liturgy and the law were substitutes for
them. In their stead, special treatises of instruc-
tion are prepared for these officials, and manuals
of epistolar rhetoric appear, with examples scattered
here and there throughout the text, or collected in
separate books. Such treatises on composition, artes
dicendiæ, have hitherto been only partially studied
and classified, chiefly by Rockinger in “Brieftäler
und Formulbücher des XI. bis XIV. Jahrhunderts”
(Munich, 1863). The most ancient of these manuals
are those of the “Breviariuni de dictamine” of
Albert of Monte Cassino, about 1075; in the twelfth
century treatises of this kind become more frequent,
both in Italy, then in France, especially along the
banks of the Loire at Orléans and at Tours. Side by
side with these works of epistolar rhetoric we meet
special treatises for the use of clerks in different chanc-
ersies, and formulæ to guide notaries public. Such
are the “Formularium tabellionum” of Imerius of
Bologna in the twelfth century, and the “Summa arte
notariorum” of Ranieri of Perugia in the thirteenth;
that of Salathiel of Bologna printed at Strasburg, in
1516, and the very popular one of Rolandino that went
through many editions, beginning with the Turin
edition of 1479.

As to the papal chancery, in general very faithful to
its customs and its “style”, after the reform of Inno-
cent III many formulæ and practical treatises
appeared, none of them possessing an official value.
The writings of Dietrich of Nieheim (an employé of
the chancery in 1380), “De Stilo” and “Liber Canec-
lariarum”, have been the subject of critical studies (see
Dietrich von Nieheim). At a more recent date we
meet many treatises on the Roman chancery and on
pontifical letters, but they are not formulæ, though
their text oftentimes contains many models.

Quite recently, however, there has appeared an
official publication of certain formulæ of the Roman
Curia. I.e. the collection of the papal dispensations granted by the Dataria Apostolica (see
ROMAN CONGRAGATIONS), published in 1901 as “For-
mulæ Aposotolicae Datarie pro matrimonialibus dis-
ispensationibus, jussu Eml. Card. Pro Datarii Cajetani
Alodsi-Masella reformatis”, and in a different order of ideas, it may be well to
mention a collection of formulæ for use in episcopal
courts, the “Formularium legale-practicum” of
Francesco Monacelli (Venice, 1737), re-edited by the Cam-
era Apostolica (3 vols. fol., Rome, 1834).

From the twelfth century onward the formulæ of
to papal Curia became more numerous but less
interesting, since it is no longer necessary to have
 recourse to them to supplement the documents.

The formulæ of the Cancellaria Apostolica are
collections drawn up by its clerks, almost exclusively
for their own guidance; they interest us only through
their relation to the “Curia of the Curia” (e.g. the
ROMAN CURIA). The formulæ of the Penitenti-
taria have a higher interest for us; they appear during the
twelfth century when that department of Roman
administration was not restricted, as it now is, to
questions of conscience and the forum internum, but
served as a sort of clearing-house for lesser favour
acts of the Holy See. These formulæ are therefore
more numerous but less interesting, since it is no
longer necessary to have recourse to them to
supplement the documents.

These interesting documents, including the formulæ,
have been collected and edited by Goller in “Die
papétliche Poenitentiarie bis Eugen IV.” (Rome, 1907).

Previously, Lea had published “A Formulary of the Papal Penitentiary in the Thirteenth Century” (Philadelphia, 1892), probably the work of Cardinal Alessandro Caetani (d. 1243). We must mention the “Summa de absolutionibus et dispensationibus” of Nicholas IV; of particular value also is the formulary of Benedict XII (1336 at the latest), made by order of that pope and long in use. It contains five hundred and seventy letters of which more than two hundred are taken from the collection of Cardinal Attieno. Attention is also directed to the list of “faculties” conferred, in 1357, on Cardinal Albornois, first edited by Lecacheux in “Mélanges d’Archéologie et d’Histoire des écoles françaises de Rome et d’Athènes”, in 1898; and to later texts in Goller. It will suffice if we make a bare mention of the “lazae or “taxes” in use at the Penitentiaria, to which were occasionally joined those imposed by the Cancellaria; in the opinion of the writer, they are not in any way related to the formularies.

Besides the works mentioned above see GRAY, Manuel de diplomatique (Paris, 1894), Bk. IV, ch. i, Formulaires et manuels; Bk. V, Les Chancelleries; from this work we have largely drawn. WYNN in Kirchenzetl., s. vv. Formalbücher, and Liber diurnus.

A. BOUDINHOON.

FORTES, See SABINA, DIOCESE OF.

FORSYTH, William, priest and poet; dates of birth and death uncertain. Few personal details are known of him. He is thought to have been related to John Forest, the Franciscan martyr, and was connected with Christ Church, Oxford, though in what capacity is not clear; probably he was a student there. It is certain that he was present when the university, in 1530, discussed the question of Henry VIII’s divorce; he also gives a long account of Henry VIII on Catherine of Aragon of the rebuilding of the college when it was remodelled, and we find him in receipt of a pension from it in 1555. Soon after the accession of Mary he was made a royal chaplain, but nothing is known of what became of him after her death. An interesting entry occurs in the State papers (domestic) of Elizabeth, under the date 23 Dec., 1592, to the effect that a certain Robert Faux being examined, confessed that “3 or 4 years since he had given a gray nag with a saddle and bridle to Forrest, a priest, at an ale house in Stoke, Northampton”. This may have been William Forsyth, and points perhaps to his being a fugitive at the time. He was a skilful musician and collected the manuscripts of some of the best contemporary English composers. This collection is now preserved in Oxford. The greater part of his poems are still in MS. None of them are of great poetical merit, but some are extremely interesting from the light they throw upon certain political, religious, and social events of his time. There are some enlightened suggestions in his work concerning points of social reform. Warton, in his “History of English Poetry”, remarks that Forsyth seems to have been able to “accommodate his faith to the reigning powers”, and the statement rests upon the fact that he dedicated two of his works to the protector Somerset. Otherwise he seems to have been a loyal Catholic. Forsyth’s works are: “History of Joseph the Chaste” (in MS., Oxford and British Museum); “The Pleasant Poesie of Princely Practice” (in MS., British Museum)—a long extract from this poem is given in “Starkey’s Life and Letters” (see below); A metrical version of certain Psalms and Canticles (in MS.); “A New Ballad of the Marigold”, in praise of Queen Mary, printed in the “Harleian Miscellany”, vol. X; “The History of Grisel and the Second”, a long poem upon Catherine of Aragon and her divorce, published entirely by the Rambler Club (London, 1875), with memoir by the Rev. W. H. Macray; “The Life of the Virgin Mary”, and other poems (Harleian MS., 1703).


K. M. WARREN.

Förster, Arnold, German entomologist; b. at Aachen, 20 Jan., 1810; d. in the same city, 12 Aug., 1884. His father died while he was quite young, and it was only by strict economy and by tutoring that he was able to complete his gymnasium course, which he began in 1824. He was an apt student, and showed a marked preference for the natural sciences. The entomologist Meigen, who resided in the neighbourhood, fostered and directed this preference and his influence may be traced throughout Förster’s subsequent work in entomology. Förster began the study of medicine at Bonn in 1822, but soon abandoned it to devote himself entirely to natural science. He made rapid progress, and, while still a student, became assistant to Goldfuss and tutor in his family. In 1836 he was appointed instructor in the high school—known to-day as the Realgymnasium—of his native city, with which he was connected until his death.

Förster was a conscientious teacher and endeavoured to awaken in his pupils a love of and interest in the wonders of nature. His wealth of knowledge and his untiring spirit of research would, however, have found a wider and more suitable field in the university than in the gymnasium. Most of his leisure was devoted to entomological studies, and he was a part of his attention. He was regarded in particular as an authority in the “microhymenoptera”. He was an indefatigable collector and a keen observer, but was inclined to magnify minute differences, and so multiply species and divisions. Förster belonged to a number of societies of natural history, and carried on an extensive correspondence with entomologists both at home and abroad. In 1853 he received the degree of Doctor of Philosophy honoris causa at Bonn, and in 1855 the title of professor from the Minister of Instruction. He was abstemious in his habits, and a devout and practical Catholic, conspicuous for his charity towards the poor. Among his papers on entomology are “Beiträge zur Monographie der Pteromalinen”, “Einige neuen Arten aus der Familie der Blattwespen”, “Hymenopterologische Studien”, “Monographie der Gattungen Campoplex u. Hylaeus”, “Flora Exsiccatoris des Regierungsbereichs Aachen”.

FÖRSTER, VERHAND, d. Naturhistorischen Vereins in Preussischen Rheinlande, Westfalens und d. Regierungsbereichs Osnabrück (Bonn, 1880), Correspondenzblatt, d. 38. HENRY M. BROCK.

Förster, Frobenius, Prince-Abbot of St. Emmeram at Ratisbon, b. 30 Aug., 1709, at Königsfeld in Upper Bavaria; d. 11 Oct., 1793, at Ratisbon. After studying the humanities and philosophy at Freising and Ingolstadt, he entered the Benedictine monastery of St. Emmeram at Ratisbon where he took vows on 8 Dec., 1728. He made his theological studies partly at his monastery and partly at Rott, where the Bavarian Benedictines had their common study house. Shortly after his elevation to the See of Freising he became professor of philosophy and theology at St. Emmeram and for some time held the office of master of novices. In 1745 he was sent to the Benedictine university at Salzburg to teach philosophy and physics. Two years later he returned to his monastery where he taught philosophy and Holy Scripture until becoming abbot of the monastery and prior in 1750. He had gained an enviable reputation as a philosopher and scientist, and was one of the first religious who endeavoured to reconcile Scholastic philosophy with the Cartesian and the Leibniz-Wolffian school. Though leaning towards the Leibniz-Wolffian philosophy, he retained many of its teachings, such as the cosmological optimus of Leibniz and the mechanism of Wolff, and was rather eclectic than a slavish follower of any one system. In
1769 Forster was chosen one of the first members of the newly founded Bavarian academy of sciences. A year later he was appointed provost at Hofengebraching, a dependency of St. Emmeram, situated about five miles south of Ratibon. On 24 July, 1762, he was elected as successor to the deceased Prince-Abbot Johann Baptist Kraus of St. Emmeram.

Forster's election was the inauguration of the golden era of St. Emmeram. The learned new prince-abbot endeavoured to impart his own love for learning to each of his subjects and offered them every facility to advance in knowledge. During his reign the course given in the natural sciences at St. Emmeram became famous throughout Germany and drew scholars not only from the medical faculties of Bavaria, but also from the houses of other religious orders. In order to promote the study of Holy Scripture, Forster called the learned Maurist philologist, Charles Lancelot of St.-Germain-des-Prés, who instructed the monks of St. Emmeram in Oriental languages from 1 Oct., 1771, to 27 May, 1775. To encourage his young monks still more in their respective studies, he founded a physical, a mineralogical, and a numismatic cabinet and procured the best available literature in the various branches. Forster's chief literary production is his carefully prepared edition of the works of Alcinus which was published in two volumes in 4 folios in Ratibon in 1777. It is reprinted in the Latin Patrology of Migne (vols. C and CI). He also wrote in Latin five short philosophical treatises and a dissertation on the Vulgate. From a codex preserved in the library of the cathedral chapter at Freising he edited the decrees of the Synod of Aschheim and made a German translation of it for "Abhandlungen der Bayr. Akad. der Wissenschaften" (1, 39—60); and from a codex in the library of St. Emmeram he published in Mansi's "Collectio Ampl. Conciliorum" (XIII, 1025—28), the decrees of a Bavarian synod held during the time of the Aglingings.

Forster, Thomas Ignatius Maria, astronomer and naturalist, b. 1739; d. 1800. His literary education was neglected, as his father, a distinguished botanist, was a follower of Rousseau. He made up this deficiency, and during his lifetime became master of a number of modern languages. His early studies were, however, desultory, and he seems to have put aside the choice of a profession until some years after attaining to man's estate. As early as 1805 he had compiled a "Journal of the Weather" and had published his "Liber Rerum Naturalium." A year later, inspired by Gall's works, he took up the study of phrenology. The comet of 1811 aroused his interest in astronomy, a science which he pursued for eight years later. On 3 July, 1819, he himself discovered a new comet. He finally matriculated at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, in order to study law, but soon abandoned it for medicine, taking his degree in 1819. Two years before, he had married the daughter of Colonel Beaufoy and taken up his residence at Spa Lodge, Tunbridge Wells. After the birth of his only daughter he moved to Hartwell in Sussex, and then went abroad, where he spent three years. His observations and studies on the Continent led to the publication, in 1824, of his "Perennial Calendar." It was also during this period that he founded the Cambridge University Scientific Society to which he became a convert. After his return to England he became a fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society and helped to found a meteorological society, which, however, had but a brief existence.

His father died in 1825, and he soon after took up his residence in Chelmsford in order to be near his daughter, who was a pupil at Newhall Convent. Here he undertook a series of researches on the influence of atmospheric conditions on health and disease, especially on cholera. In 1830 he collected and published the letters of Locke, Shaftesbury, and Algermon Sydney. In 1833 he again went abroad, where he spent most of his remaining years, settling finally in Bruges. He continued his literary activity during the latter part of his life, some of his writings being poetical. Besides these works mentioned, he also wrote, "Researches about Atmospheric Phenomena" (London, 1812; 2nd ed., 1823); "Reflections on the Destructive Operation of Spirituous Liquors" (London, 1812); "Pocket Encyclopedia of Natural Phenomena" (from his father's MSS., 1826); "Beobachtungen über den Einfluss des Luftdruckes auf das Gehör" (Frankfort, 1835); "Observations sur l'influence des Comètes" (1836); "Pan, a Pastoral" (Brussels, 1840); "Essay on Abnormal Affections of the Organs of Sense" (Tunbridge Wells, 1841); "Annales d'un Physicien Voyageur" (Bruges, 1845); and numerous articles in "The Guardian".

Fortaleza, Diocese of (Fortalexiensis), is coextensive with the State of Ceará in the Republic of Brazil, having an area of 46,912 square miles, and a population of 850,000 souls, of whom fewer than 1000 are non-Catholics. Fortaleza, or Ceará, the episcopal city, has a population of 60,000. Formerly a part of the Diocese of Pernambuco, this district was erected into a separate diocese, suffragan to Bahia, by Pius IX, 6 June, 1854. João Guarino Gomes was named as first bishop but did not accept the appointment. Father Gomes, who was famous in his day both as an orator and as a philosopher, died in 1859; a biographical notice of him was presented to the Historical Institute of Bahia by his cousin, José Antonio de Albuquerque. The first bishop of Fortaleza, Antonio Luís Alves, founded the diocesan seminaries at Fortaleza and Crato, and, for the education of girls, the College of the Immaculate Conception, besides building the church of the Sacred Heart at Fortaleza.

Dom Luis Antonio dos Santos having been elevated to the metropolitan See of Salvador, Josê Vieira—bishop of Fortaleza and of the Diocese of Natal since 1836, consecrated at Campinas in the State of São Paulo, 9 December, 1883—took possession of the See of Fortaleza on 24 February, 1884. His incumbency has been fruitful in the increase of means for the education of the poor, the college of Canindé and the Jesus-Mary-Joseph School at Fortaleza owing their existence to his pastoral zeal. In 1908 this diocese contained 77 parishes with 120 priests. The diocesan seminary is conducted by the Lazarist Fathers; there is a Benedictine abbey, with a college, at Quixadá; the Italian Capuchins have charge of the Sacred Heart church at Fortaleza and the church of St. Francis of the Wounds at Candeia, to which latter is attached a college for poor boys. The Sisters of Charity have under their care the Misericordia Hospital at Fortaleza, the College of the Immaculate Conception, the Jesus-Mary-Joseph School, and the lunatic asylum at Parangaba. The principal lay association in the diocese is the Catholic Young Men's Society, with a superior council, 32 particular councils, and 156 conferences, and maintains 10 primary schools and 9 libraries, besides publishing, as its official organ, the "Revista do Conselho Central".

Guilherme Studant.
Fort Augustus Abbey.—St. Benedict’s Abbey, at Fort Augustus, Inverness-shire, is at present the only monastery for Benedictine monks in Scotland. It owed its inception to the desire of John, third Marquess of Bute, for the restoration of monasticism in a country which, before the Reformation, possessed so many glorious abbeys and priories, and in later days owned many others on the Continent. The marquess, brought the matter before several of his superiors of the English Benedictine Congregation in 1874, promising substantial pecuniary help in the establishment of a house in Scotland, with the understanding that when two other monasteries should have been founded they should all form a separate Scottish congregation. The suggestion was approved, and an English Benedictine Group resolved to incorporate with the Scottish monastery the more ancient foundation of St. Adrian and Denis, formerly existing at Lambsteins, in Hanover, which was peopled by English monks from 1645 to 1803, and when suppressed by a hostile government was afterward resuscitated in England. Inadequacy of funds had prevented any lasting restoration of this house, but with the help promised by Lord Bute, it seemed possible to revive it in Scotland. Dom Jerome Vaughan, a brother of Cardinal Vaughan, was appointed to superintend the work, and succeeded in obtaining from the Bishop of Lambsteins, in Hanover, and Ireland, sufficient means for the erection of a fine monastery at a cost of some £70,000. A site was given by Simon, fifteenth Baron Lovat, comprising the buildings of a dismantled fort, built in 1729 and known as Fort Augustus, a title given in compliment to George Augustus, Duke of Cumberland, son of George II. The fort, originally erected for the suppression of Highland Jacobites, had been purchased from the Government by the Lovat family, in 1857. The monastic buildings commenced in 1876 were completed in 1880. They occupy the four sides of a quadrangle about one hundred feet square. In one wing a school for boys of the upper classes was conducted by the monks, with the assistance of university graduates and other lay masters, for about sixteen years, but was reluctantly closed in 1894, as its distance from England and the dearth of Scottish Catholic families of rank made its continuance a matter of difficulty. The room was one of a more refined style of equipment than was usual at the time of its inception.

Up to the year 1882 St. Benedict’s monastery remained under the jurisdiction of the Anglo-Benedictine Congregation, but in response to the wishes of the Scottish monks, in 1882 the leading Scottish nobility—notably Lords Lovat and Bute—Leo XIII., by his Brief “Suumâ cum animi letiitiat”, dated 12 December, 1882, erected it into an independent abbey, immediately subject to the Holy See, thus separating it from English rule. When this step had been accomplished, it was found that made it difficult for the Scottish community, by signing the title deeds, which for a time had been held over. In 1888 Dom Leo Linse of the Beuron Benedictine Congregation, who had resided for more than ten years in England, part of that time as superior of Erdington Priory, near Birmingham, was nominated abbot by the Holy See and received the abbatial benediction at the hands of Archbishop, after wards Cardinal, Persico, who had been sent to the abbey as Apostolic Visitor. In 1889, special constitutions, based upon those of the Beuron Benedictine Congregation, were adopted, with the approval of the Holy See, for a term of ten years. This measure was modified by the experience, received definite approval in 1901. In 1905, in view of the exceptional position of the monastery as an independent abbey, the Holy See conferred upon the priamate of the Benedictine Order, as regards Fort Augustus Abbey, the powers ordinarily exercised by the president of a congregation. This arrangement has not only provided for regular canonical visitations at definite intervals, but has facilitated intercourse with the Holy See, under whose immediate jurisdiction the abbey still remains.

From its foundation the monastery made it a prominent duty, in accordance with the tenor of its constitutions, to fulfil St. Benedict’s precept regarding the celebration of the liturgy with solemnity of the liturgical worship of the Church. Mass, Vespers, and the Divine Office are daily celebrated with the music and ritual demanded by the varying importance of season or festival. Since 1893 the Solesmes version of the Gregorian melodies, since recognized as the authoritative edition of the chant, has been exclusively used in all liturgical ceremonies in the monastery, which is not occupied by choir duties and other community exercises is claimed by a variety of occupations. The management of a large farm and of an adjoining estate, annually let to tenants for shooting purposes; the generation of electric light for the use of the abbey and of many of the residents of the village; the working of a small printing press; the spiritual charge of a tract of country forty square miles in extent, containing many habitations of Catholics scattered over the hills; the preaching of missions, and the giving of retreats both within and without the abbey; the rendering of assistance, chiefly by correspondence, to religious and secular, theological, musical, artistic, and scientific studies; literary work, facilitated by a fine library of some 20,000 volumes and some rare and precious manuscripts; all these afford abundant employment to a community of about fifty monks and lay brothers. The graceful and stately buildings whose spires and turrets rise above the trees forms a conspicuous object from Loch Ness, and is visible from a distance of many miles. A church of large size, designed by Peter Paul Pugin, was commenced in 1890; a temporary wooden church has been in use since 1830.

Archives of Fort Augustus Abbey: The Nineteenth Century (October, 1884); The Catholic World (New York, September, 1886).

Michael Barrett.

Fort-de-France. See Martinique, Diocese of.

Fortescue, Adrian, Blessed, Knight of St. John, martyr; b. about 1476, executed 10 July, 1539. He belonged to the Selden branch of the great Devonshire family of Fortescue, and was a true country gentleman of the period, occasionally following the king in the wars with France (1513 and 1522), not unfrequently attending the court, and at other times acting as justice of the peace or commissioneer for subsidies. He was knighted in 1503 (Clermont; but D. N. B. gives 1528), attended the Field of the Cloth of Gold (1520), and late in life (1532) became a Knight of St. John. When Anne Boleyn became queen, Sir Adrian (whose mother, Alice Boleyn, was Anne’s grand-aunt) naturally profited to some extent, but, as we see from his papers, not very much. The foundations of his worldly fortunes had been laid honourably at an earlier date. He was a serious thirsty man, pains-taking in business, careful in accounts, and a lover of the homely wit of that day. He collected and signed several lists of proverbs and wise saws, which, though not very brilliant, are never offensive or coarse, always sane, and sometimes rise to a high moral or religious level.

All of a sudden this quiet, worthy gentleman was overwhelmed by some unexplained whim of the Tudor tyrant. On 29 August, 1534, he was put under arrest, and none knows why. On 3 February, 1539, he was arrested a second time and sent to the Tower. In April he was condemned untried by an act of attainder; in July he was beheaded. No specific act of treason was alleged against
Upon the latter element is based fortitude, but the animal spirit needs to be taken up and guided by the rational soul in animating and sincere the other—breath that is the residence of courage, passion, and love. In the breast that is body, to the soul, is courage, passion, and love, situated midway between reason in the head and concupiscence in the abdomen. Plato's high spirituality enabled him to speak too exaltedly of fortitude which rested on bodily excellence: consequently he would have wise legislators educate their citizens rather in temperance than in courage. There is a difference this from wisdom and may be found in children or in mere animals (Laws, I, 630, C, D, E; 631, C; 667, A).

Although Aristotle makes animal courage only the basis of fortitude—the will is courageous, but the animal spirit co-operates (δι' ἵππος συνεργεῖ)—he has not a similar confidence for the body, and speaks in animal terms of bodily fear before the face of death in battle. Aristotle likes to narrow the scope of his virtues as Plato likes to enlarge his scope. He will not with his predecessor (Lackes, 191, D, E) extend fortitude to cover all the firmness or steadiness which is needful for every virtue, consequently Kant was able to say: "Virtue is the moral strength of the will in obeying the dictates of duty" (Anthropol., sect. 10, a). The Platonic Socrates took another limited view when he said that courage was the εὐθυμία τῶν διαμικρωτών καὶ τὰ ἰσοτέρων, and that the moral virtue was to be taught. Given that in themselves a man prefers virtue to vice, then we may say that for him every act of vice is a failure of fortitude. Aristotle would have admitted this too; nevertheless he chose his definition: "Fortitude is the virtue of the man who, being confronted with a noble occasion of encountering the danger of death, meets it fearlessly" (Eth., Nic., III, 6). Such a spirit has to be formed as a habit upon data more or less favourable; and therein it resembles other virtues of the moral kind. Aristotle would have controverted Kant's description of moral stability in all virtue as not being a quality cultivatable into a habit: "Virtue is the moral strength of the will in obeying the dictates of duty, never developing into a custom but always springing freshly and directly from the mind" (Anthropol., I, 10, a). Not every sort of danger to life satisfies Aristotle's condition for true fortitude: there must be present some noble display of power and courage. He makes it essential that the act should positively exclude the passive endurance of martyrdom, but St. Thomas seems to be silently protesting against such an exclusion when he maintains that courage is rather in endurance than in onset.

As a commentator on Aristotle, Professor J. A. Scott challenges the excessive trust in the Roman martyrs to make a stand for their cause when he says: "It is only when a man can take up arms and defend himself, or where death is glorious, that he can show courage" (p. 283). Here the disjunctive "or" may save the situation: but there is no such reserve on p. 286, where he adds: "Men show courage when they can take up arms and defend themselves, or (4) where death is glorious. The former condition may be realised without the latter, in which case the ἄρετα would be of a spurious kind: the latter condition, however, cannot be realized without the former. Death in a good cause which a man endured fearlessly, but could not actively resist, could not be said to be virtuous (a glorious death)." Does Aristotle positively make this exclusion? If so, St. Thomas corrects him very needfully, as Britons would admit on behalf of their soldiers who, off the coast of S. Africa in 1852, nobly stood in their ranks and went unresistingly down in the sinking ship, Birkenhead, that they might be saved and their comrades being saved. As specimens of courage not in the higher order Aristotle gives the cases of soldiers whose skill enables them to meet without much apprehension what others would dread, and who are ready to flee as soon as grave danger is seen: of animal cour-
eous men whose action is hardly moral: of courage where hope is largely in excess over dread: of ignorance which does not apprehend the risk: and of civic virtue which is moved by the sanction of reward and penalty. In the above instances the text δὲ ἀπειθεία δὲ


"πρὸς τὴν ἀρετὴν καὶ τὴν εὐεργεσίαν τῆς ἀρετῆς τοῦ ἀρχιλέοντος τῆς ἐπηρεασίας τῆς ἀρετῆς γάρ," a principle which is opposed to the mere pragmatism that would measure courage by efficiency in soldierliness—fails. Aristotle says that mercenaries, who have not a high appreciation of the value of their own lives, may very well expose their lives with more readiness than those who are found in the virtuous man who understands the worth of his own life, and who regards death as the πάθη—"the end of his own individual existence (φιλερήμοτος δ' ὑπὸν πάθος πάθος γάρ). Some have admired Russian nihilists going to certain death with no hope for themselves, here or hereafter, but with a hope for future generations of Russians. It is in the hope for the end that Aristotle places the stimulus for the brave act which of itself brings pain. *Dolce et decorum est pro patria mori* ("It is sweet and noble to die for one's native land")—Horne, Odes, III, ii, 13: the nobility is in the act, the sweetness chiefly in the anticipated consequences, excepting so far as there is a strongly felt nobility (Aristotle, Eth. Nic., III, 6-9) in the self-sacrifice.

(3) St. Thomas keeps as close to Aristotle as he may, departing from him as to the dignity, perhaps, which is to be found in the passive martyr's death, as to the hope of future life, and as to the character of virtue as a love of fine consequences calls the specific virtue of fortitude that which braves the greatest dangers and therefore that which meets the risk of life in battle. Fortitude is concerned not so much with audacia as with timor: not so much with aggressi (attack) as with sustinere (endurance): which means that the courageous man has to attend rather to bearing up against terrifying circumstances than to mastering his impetuosity or else to arousing it to the requisite degree: principalior actus fortitudinis est sustinere, immobili sitere in periculis, quam aggressi. Seneca as a Stoic also attacks Aristotle's use of anger as an instrument in the hand of virtue; he treats the passion as bad and to be suppressed. In the onslaught is displayed the animal excitement, the battle rage, which St. Thomas calls the irascible passion: and of this St. Thomas says, what Aristotle says of τυμχά, that it is an agency to be used by the rational will with care. Anything of all opponents to slaughter a hated enemy out of vengeance or out of savage delight in blood-shedding should be excluded. For the endurance (sustinere), says St. Thomas, the irascible part is not demanded, since the reasonable will suffice, "as the act of endurance rests only with the reason per se." A cardinal virtue, which is a consideration not taken up by Aristotle, fortitude is treated by St. Thomas from the aspect of its need for ensuring the stability of the virtues in general: Cardinales principaliores dicuntur virtues, quae praeipue sibi vindicant ipse quod pertinet communitas ad virtutes. Virtutes in general must act with that firmness which fortitude, II-III, Q., exegete 11, 12.

(4) Fortitude as one of the gifts from the Holy Ghost is a supernatural virtue, and passes beyond the Aristotelian range. It is what, as Christians, we must always have in mind in order to make our actions acceptable for eternal life. But we still keep hold upon the natural principles of fortitude as those wherein grace has to build. In the spiritual life of the ordinary Christian much that Aristotle has said remains in its own degree true, though we have to depart especially from the master's insistence upon the field of battle. Our exercise is mainly not in war strictly so-called, but in moral courage against the evil spirit of the times, against improper fashions, against human respect, against the common tendency to seek at least the comfortable, if not the voluptuous. We need courage also to be patient under poverty or privation, and to make laudable struggles to rise in the social scale. It requires fortitude to mount above the dead level of average Christianity into the region of magnanimity, and, if opportunity allow it, of magnificence which are the external fortitudo viri; and another is perseverance, which tolerates occasional remissness, still less occasional bouts of dissipation to relieve the strain of high-toned morality and religion.

(5) The physical conditions of fortitude are treated for instance by Bain in "The Emotions and the Will," and they are such as these: "good health is a condition which keeps all the currents in their proper courses with a certain robust persistence; health and freshness; tonic coolness; light and buoyant spirit; elate and sanguine temperament; acquired mastery over terror, as when the soldier gets over the cannon fever of his first engagement, and the public speaker over the nervousness of his first speech," (Chap V, no. 17). These physical matters, though not directly moral, are worthy of attention; there is much interaction between moral and physical qualities, and our duty is to cultivate the two departments of Fortitude conjointly. The authors quoted in this article and in this article, *natural virtues*. J. RICKABY.

Fortunato of Brescia, morphologist and Minorite of the Reform of Lombardy; b. at Brescia, 1701; d. at Madrid, 1754. He received the religious habit in 1715. A distinguished physician and theologian, Fortunato was also unusual for his activity in natural sciences. He was secretary general of his order, and stood in high favour at the Bourbon court of Spain. A special importance attaches to his philosophical works, as he was among the first to bring together the teachings of Scholastic philosophy and the discoveries of the physical sciences. His scientific work is rendered important by his extensive use of the microscope, in which he followed the leads of Malpighi. Avoiding the then prevalent discussions on vitalism, he devoted himself to a positive study of the problems of natural science. Convinced that a knowledge of microscopic anatomy is the key to the secrets of nature, he deemed two things to be of prime importance: first, an experimental study of the histological constitution of the various organs, to learn their functions; and second, the separation of these organs into their elements, to determine their embryological origin. In spite of all malignity which was raised against the works of Fortunato, has prevailed in pathological and physiological schools, and has indicated a method of examining what was formerly considered the most complex and delicate part of the human body, namely the central nervous system. The same view has also led to some of the most remarkable discoveries in biology. In this sense Fortunato is a pioneer. In fact it was a century after that Bichat, following Bourdeu's lead, and, later on, Cuvier, advanced in the same direction. True to his purpose, Fortunato gave no heed to the anti-vitalistic controversies of his day, and spent no time investigating plastic force and the *vita formativa*; he devoted himself to a microscopic study of the parts of the organism, and in this way succeeded in classifying tissues and organs many years before Bichat (1800), who received all the credit for the classification. Fortunato was the first to distinguish between tissues and organs. He established the idea of tissues, or, as he wrote, "of those organic parts which possess a definite structure visible with the microscope and characterized by their component elements." With sufficient accuracy he described connective and bony tissue. The morphological complexus of the various tissues he calls the "system of tissues," and the physiological complexus of the various organs he calls the "system of organs." These exact notions must have been the reward of wide and difficult investigation, as at that time there was no
systematic technic in microscopy. From his many accurate descriptions, it is evident that his researches extended to many animals, and particularly to insects. In view of all this, it seems warranted to assert that Fortunatus was the first morphologist, especially as not the slightest branch of comparative anatomy is found in Malpighi, Morgagni, Leeuwenhoek, or Haller, the path-finders in microscopic anatomy.

**Gemelli.** *Un precursore della moderna morfologia comparata in Fratelli de' Cambi.* (Milan, 1807), 1st, P. Fortunato da Brescia in Rivista di fisica, matematica e scienze naturali (Pavia, 1908), with portraits and complete bibliography.

A. GEMELLI.

**Fortunatus, Father.** See RAPPOLANA, PREFACIUM APOSTOLICUM OF.

**Fortunatus, Venantius Honorius Clementianus,** a Christian poet of the sixth century, b. between 530 and 540 in Upper Italy, between Ceneda and Tresviso. He received his literary education at Ravenna. Here he first manifested his poetical ability by a poem celebrating the dedication of a church to St. Andrew by the bishop, Vitalis. He appears to have left Ravenna to attend the council of Sutri (519), which was held at Fontanellato in the autumn, the banks of the Moseale. The stages of his journey may be traced in his poems. They were: Maina, where he celebrated the dedication of the baptistery and church of St. George (II, 11 and 12), and in which he compliments the bishop, Sidonius (IX, 9; Cologne, where he accepted the hospitality of Bishop Carenthius (III, 14); Trier, where he praises Bishop Niceius (III, 11) who had built a castle on the Mosele (III, 12); Metz, which he describes (III, 13). He then made a journey on the Mosele, of which he gives a humorous account (VI, 3). But the principal event of his journey at Metz was his presentation at the court of King Sigebert, where he arrived at the time of the king's marriage with Brunehild (566), for which occasion he wrote an epithalamium (VI, 1). Shortly afterwards Brunehild renounced Arianism for Catholicism, and Fortunatus extolled this conversion (VI, 19). He won the favour of the courtiers by his eloquence, notably that of Gogo and Duke Lupus, the latter one of the most remarkable men of the time, a real survival, amid barbarian surroundings, of Roman culture and traditions. Fortunatus soon resumed his journey. New poems repaid the hospitality of the Bishop of Trier (III, 16), and at Soissons he venerated the tomb of St. Medardus (II, 16), and finally arrived at Paris, where he praised the clergy for their zeal in reciting the Divine Office (II, 9). His description of the chanting of the Office on the eve of a feast accompanied by an orchestra is a curious document. He made the acquaintance of King Carlbert, whom he compares to Solomon, Tristan, and Fabius, and whose Latin eloquence he praises highly (VI, 2). From Paris he went to Tours, which was probably his original destination, for while at Ravenna he had been miraculously cured of a disease of the eye through the intercession of St. Martin, he worshipped at the tomb of the saint and gave thanks to the bishop, Euphronius (III, 3), whom he afterwards came to know more intimately.

From Tours Fortunatus went to Poitiers, attracted, no doubt, by the renown of St. Radegunde and her monastery. This circumstance had a decisive influence on the unhappy youth. The son of his uncle, Hermanfried, and the conquer of her country (531). Hermanfried had slain her father. She became, against her will, the wife of Cotaire. Her brother put to death, by the orders of his father. In order to escape, she sought refuge with St. Medardus, Bishop of Vernon (St-Quentin and Soissons), who caused her to take the veil, and she remained at Poitiers. The monastery of Poitiers was very large and contained about 200 religious. At first they lived without a definite rule, but about 587 Radegunde accepted that of St. Cassarius of Arles. At this time, which was previous to the death of Cotaire (568), she caused the consecration as abbess of her beloved adopted daughter Agnes. It was at the same period that Fortunatus became the friend of the two women and took up her residence at Poitiers, where he remained till the death of Radegunde, 13 Aug., 587, Agnes, doubtless, having died shortly before. The closest friendship sprang up between them, Fortunatus, Radegunde's mother and Agnes her sister. It was one of those tender and chaste friendships between ecclesiastics and pious women; similar, for example, to the relations between St. Jerome and the Roman ladies, delicate friendships enhanced by solid piety, confirmed in peace by a mutual love of God, and which do not exclude the charming child's play usually marking feminine friendship. In this instance it brought about a constant interchange of letters in which the art and grace of Fortunatus found their natural vent. He was an epicure, and there were sent to him from the court, milk, eggs, which were savoury meats in the artistic arrangement of which the cooks of antiquity exercised their ingenuity. He did not allow himself to be outdone and sent to his friends at one time flowers, at another chestnuts in a basket woven by his own hands. The little poems which accompanied them are not included in the works published by Fortunatus himself; it is probable that many of them are lost, no great importance being attached to them. Circumstances provided him with graver subjects which necessitated the production of more serious works. About 588 Radegunde received from Emperor Justin II a grant of the Trucca which the monastery had been dedicated, and Fortunatus was commissioned to thank the emperor and empress for their gift. This religious event led him to write a series of poems (II, 1–6); two, the "Vexilla Regis Prodeunt" and the "Pange Lingua" (II, 6, 2), have been adopted by the Church. The vigorous movement of these poems shows that Fortunatus was not lacking in strength and seriousness. Two of this series are "figurate" poems, i.e., the letters of each verse, being arranged with due regularity, form artistic designs. It was one of the least happy inventions of this period of literary decadence.

Radegunde was in constant communication with Constantinople, for Amalafried, a cousin whom she dearly loved, had found refuge in the East where he was in the service of the empire. Through Fortunatus Radegunde bewailed the sad lot of her country and her family; this long elegy, full of life and movement, and addressed to Amalafried, one of the most celebrated works (Appendix, I). Another elegy deprecates the premature death of Amalafried (Appendix, 3). The death of Galeswintha was also the occasion for a number of elegies in which Fortunatus shows himself at once so profound and so natural. For this princess, the last of his work, he was contrived to Chilperic, and had just been put to death by the order of her husband (569 or 570). Shortly before this Fortunatus had seen her arrive from Spain and pass through Poitiers in a silver chariot, and it was on this occasion she had won the heart of Radegunde. In recalling these things and in his portrayal of the mother and daughter, the poet's heart swelled with tender sympathy. Sentimental farewell, he succeeded, despite many rhetorical devices, in depicting true grief. Other poems written at Poitiers deal with religious subjects. Fortunatus explained to his "sister" Agnes that his love was wholly fraternal (XI, 9), and devoted 400 lines to the virgin. Through the soil of virginity, the poet develops his amorous sentiments and he develops in a singularly realistic style the inconveniences of marriage, especially the
physiological sufferings it imposes upon woman. It is
probably an academic theme. Fortunatus also took
part in ecclesiastical life, assisting at synods, being
invited to the consecration of churches, all of which
occasions were made the pretext for verses. He was
associated with Gratian of Tours, whose
influenced him to make and publish a collection of his
verses, with Leonius of Bordeaux, who sent him many
invitations, and with Felix of Nantes, whom he
praised, especially for the rectifying of a watercourse
(III, 10). Fortunatus was now a celebrated man and a
welcome guest. Rendered more free by the
death of his friend St. Saturninus and his visit to
native Austuria, where he was received with greater evidence of regard
than on a former occasion when he had arrived from
Italy poor and unknown. To this period belongs his
account of a journey on the Moselle which is full of
graceful details (X, 10). He celebrates the comple-
tion of the basilica of Tours in 590 (X, 6), and in 591
the consecration of Plato, the new Bishop of Poitiers,
archdeacon of Gregory (X, 14). His predecessor
Maroveus, whose barbarous name indicates that he
was a person lacking in culture, had been entirely
neglected by the Roman Fortunatus and his refined
pastoral epistles. It is the last time before the end of the
sixth century he succeeded to the See of Poitiers. In the episcopal list of that
city he follows Plato and may have become bishop
about 600. He was already dead when, shortly after
this time, Baudonivis, a nun of the monastery of the
Holy Cross, added a second book to Venantius' life of
Radvigndus.
The poems of Fortunatus comprise eleven books.
The researches of Wilhelm Meyer have established the
fact that Fortunatus himself published successively
Books I–VIII, about 578; Book IX in 584 or 585; Book
X after 591. Book XI seems to be a posthumous col-
lection. A Paris manuscript has happily preserved some poems not found in the eleven-book manuscripts.
These poems form an appendix in Leo's edition.
Apart from these occasional poems Fortunatus wrote
between 573 and 577 a poem in four books on St. Martin.
He follows exactly the account of Sulpius Severus,
but has abridged it to such an extent as to render
his own work obscure unless with the aid of Sulpius Severus.
He wrote in rhythmic prose the lives of sev-
eral saints, St. Albin, Bishop of Angers, St. Hilary and
Passentinus, Bishops of Poitiers, St. Marcellus of Paris,
St. Germanus of Paris (d. 576), his friend Radegunde,
and St. Severus of Autun, Bishop of Auxerre. The
poetical merit of Fortunatus should not be over-
estimated. Like most poets of this period of extreme
decadence, he delights in description, but is incapable of
sustaining it; if the piece is lengthy his style runs into
mannerisms. His vocabulary is varied but affected, and
while his language is sufficiently exact, it is marred by a
deliberate obscurity. These defects would render him
intolerable had he not written in verse; poetic tradi-
tion, Boisser well says, imposed a certain sobriety.
The prose prefaces which Fortunatus adds to each of his
works exhibit a command of bombastic Latin scarcely
infected by the language used in his historical
description, and a fault of prosody are not rare.
By his predilection for the distich he furnished the model
for most Carlowingian poetry. Fortunatus, like a
ttrue Roman, expresses with delicate sincerity the sen-
timents of intimacy and tenderness, especially when
mournful and anxious. He interprets with success the
themes suggested by the topics of his historical
surrounding barbarian life, particularly in the hearts of
women, too often in those times the victims of brutal
passions. In this way, and by his allusions to con-
temporary events and persons, and his descriptions of
churches and works of art, he is the painter of Mero-
val society. His entire work is a monument.
Fortunatus has been praised for abstaining
from the use of mythological allegory, despite the fact
that his epithalamium for Sigebert is a dialogue be-
tween Venus and Love. Occasionally one encounters
in his works the traditional academic themes, but in
general he refrains from these literary ornaments less
through disdain than through necessity. Every
writer of occasional verse is perfice a realist, e.g. Stat-
us in the "Silvae." Meyer has skilfully shown in his
portrayal of the barbarian society of Gaul Fortunat-
us exhibits the manner in which contemporary Chris-
tian thought and life permeated its gross and uncultur-
ed environment. Leaving aside the bishops, all of
them Gallo-Romans, it is the women of the period,
writing in the barbarian tongue and reeling under the
load of Latin episcopi, who are most sensitive to this Christian culture. They are the first to appreciate delicacy of sentiment and charm
of language, even refined novelties of cookery, that art
of advanced civilizations and peoples on whose hands
time hangs heavily. From this point of view it may
be said that the friendship of Fortunatus with Rade-
gunde and Agnes mirrors with great exactness the life
of sixth-century Gaul.
The best edition of Fortunatus is that of F. Leo and
B. Kruse; the former edited the poems, the latter the
prose writings in "Mon. Germ. Hist.: Auct." (Berlin,

HAMELIN, De vita et operibus V. Fortunatus (Rennes, 1872);
MEYER, Die Gelehrteischer V. Fortunatus (Berlin, 1901);
OBERMEYER, Monumenta Fortunatus et de his sociis, XXXII, 1, 414–526; BARDENHEUER, Patrology, tr. SHARAN (Fre-
burg im B., St. Louis, 1908), 647–650.

PAUL LEJAY.

Fort Wayne, Diocese of (Wayne Castrensis).—
The Diocese of Vincennes, Indiana, U. S. A., estab-
lished in 1834, comprised the whole State of Indiana
till the Holy See, on 22 September, 1857, created the
Diocese of Fort Wayne, assigning to it that part of
Indiana bordering on the northern border of Illinois,
Fountain, Montgomery, Boone, Hamilton, Madison,
Delaware, and Randolph Counties, a territory of
17,431 square miles, numbering 20,000 Catholics, with
14 priests, 20 churches, and two religious institu-
tions, with educational establishments of the Fathers,
Brothers, and Sisters of the Congregation of the Holy
Cross. The Right Rev. John Henry Lewinski was
ominated first Bishop of Fort Wayne and consecrated in
Cincinnati, Ohio, 10 January, 1858. He was born
29 September, 1819, in Germany, and emigrated to
America in 1831. He was ordained priest in Cincinnati,
11 November, 1846. Entering upon the administra-
tion of the diocese, he devoted himself to the
founding of new parishes and missions, provided a
home for the orphans, and built a cathedral. In
June, 1871, during a vacancy of the See of Cleveland,
Ohio, he was called to that city to confer ordination
on a number of seminarians. After the function, on
his way to the train, he suffered an apoplectic stroke and
fell dead (29 June, 1871). At the time of Bishop
Lewinski's death there were in the Diocese of Fort Wayne
89 priests, 75 churches, 10 chapels, 1 hospital, 1 or-
phan asylum, 1 college, 11 academies for girls, 40
parochial schools, and a Catholic population estimated
at 30,000.

The Rev. Joseph Dwenger was then appointed to
the see. He was born near Minster, Ohio, in 1837.
Orphaned at an early age, he was educated by the
Fathers of the Precious Blood, entered their com-munity,
and was ordained priest 4 September, 1859. App-
pointed professor in the seminary of his community,
he filled that position until 1862, and was then as-
signed to parochial work. From 1867 to 1872 he was
occupied in preaching missions. He was consecrated
14 April, 1872. In 1874 Bishop Dwenger was the
head of the first American pilgrimage to Rome. In
1875 he erected an orphan asylum and manual labour
school for boys near the Diocesan Seminary, and was
promoter of the parochial school system. In 1884 he
attended the Third Plenary Council at Baltimore, and
in the following March was deputed, with Bishops Moore and Gilmour, to present the decrees of the council to the Holy Father. In 1886 he erected an asylum for orphan girls at Fort Wayne. In 1888 and in 1891 he again went to Rome, the last time in the interest of the North American College. Soon after his return he was attacked by a lingering illness, to which he succumbed 22 January, 1893.

The Right Rev. Joseph Rademacher, Bishop of Nashville, Tennessee, was transferred to Fort Wayne, 13 July, 1893. He was born 3 December, 1846, in Wetumpka, Alabama, and ordained priest 2 August, 1863, by Bishop Luers, to whose diocese he had been affiliated. In April, 1883, he was appointed Bishop of Nashville, Tennessee, and was consecrated 24 June. At Fort Wayne Bishop Rademacher applied himself assiduously to increase the number of churches, schools, and missions. In 1896 he remodelled the cathedral at an expense of $75,000. In 1898 his health gave way. Symptoms of mental collapse appeared and he had to relinquish the government of the diocese. He expired peacefully 12 January, 1900. During his illness, and until the appointment of a successor, Very Rev. J. H. Guendling, vicar-general and pastor of the cathedral, was administrator of the diocese.

The Rev. H. J. Alerding, pastor of St. Joseph's Church, Indianapolis, was appointed successor of Bishop Rademacher 30 Aug., 1900. He was born 13 April, 1845, in Germany. During his infancy his parents emigrated to the United States and settled in Newport, Kentucky. He was ordained priest by Bishop Maurice de St. Palais de Vincennes 22 September, 1868, and appointed assistant at St. Joseph's church, Terre Haute, where he remained till 1871, attending, besides, a number of missions. From October, 1871, to August, 1874, he was pastor of Cambridge City, whence he was transferred to Indianapolis and entrusted with the organization of St. Joseph's parish, where he built the church, the school, and a parochial residence. In 1883 he published "A History of the Catholic Church in the Diocese of Vincennes", a work of deep historical research and accuracy. Bishop Alerding was consecrated in the cathedral of Fort Wayne 30 November, 1900. Since then he has founded new parishes, aided struggling ones, reorganized the parochial school system, provided for the orphans, and promoted all good works. He held a diocesan synod in the cathedral in 1889. Two statutes enacted were promulgated 19 March, 1904. Among other salutary regulations the establishment of six deaneries was decreed—Fort Wayne, South Bend, Hammond, Logansport, Lafayette, and Muncie. In 1907, for the fiftieth anniversary of the creation of the diocese, Bishop Alerding published "A History of the Diocese of Fort Wayne", an elaborate historical work, covering the period from 1699 to 1907.

Dioecesan statistics for 1908 give priests, secular, 128; religious, 71; churches with resident priest, 110; missions with churches, 43; stations, 6; chapels, 49; parochial schools, 52, with 14,252 pupils; orphan asylums, 2, with 200; foundling homes, 2; Catholic population, 93,844. Educational Institutions: the University of Notre Dame, in charge of the Fathers of the Holy Cross; St. Joseph's College (Collegeville), conducted by the Fathers of the Precious Blood. For girls: academies, 11. The number of pupils in Bishops Alerding's diocese is 26,895. Religious Communities. — Men: Fathers and Brothers of the Holy Cross; Franciscans; Fathers and Brothers of the Precious Blood. Women: Sisters of the Holy Cross; Poor Handmaids of Christ; Franciscan Sisters (various branches); Dominican Sisters; Sisters of the Poor. Religious: St. Joseph of Providence; of the Holy Family; of St. Agnes. The following communities have novitiates in the diocese: The Fathers and Brothers of the Holy Cross, at Notre Dame; the Franciscan Sisters of Perpetual Adoration, at Lafayette; the Sisters of the Holy Cross, at Notre Dame; the Poor Handmaids of Christ, at Fort Wayne; the Sisters of St. Joseph, at Tipton.

Forty Hours' Devotion, also called Quarant' Ore or written in one word Quarantore, is a devotion in which continuous prayer is made for forty hours before the Blessed Sacrament. It is regarded as the essence of the devotion that it should be kept up in a succession of churches, terminating in one at about the same hour at which it commences in the next, but this question will be discussed in the historical summary. A solemn high Mass, "Mass of Exposition", is sung at the beginning, and another, the "Mass of Deposition", at the end of the period of forty hours; and both these Masses are accompanied by a procession of the Blessed Sacrament and by the chanting of the litanies of the saints. The exact period of forty hours' exposition is not in practice very strictly adhered to; for the Mass of Deposition is generally sung, at about the same hour, two days after the Mass of Exposition. On the intervening day a solemn Mass pro pace is offered— if possible, at a different altar from the high altar upon which the Blessed Sacrament is exposed. It is assumed that the exposition and prayer should be kept up by night as well as by day, but permission is given to dispense with this requirement when an adequate number of watch-ers cannot be obtained. In such a case the interruption of the devotion by night does not forfeit the indulgences conceded by the Holy See to those who take part in it.

History of the Devotion. — Although the precise origin of the Forty Hours' Devotion is wrapped in a good deal of obscurity, there are certain facts which must be accepted without dispute. The Milanese chronicler Burigozzo (see "Archiv. Stor. Ital.", III, 537), who was a contemporary, clearly describes the custom of exposing the Blessed Sacrament in one church after another as a novelty which began in Milan, in May, 1537. He does not ascribe the introduction of this practice to any one person; but he gives details as to the church with which it started, etc., and his notice seems to have been actually written that year. Less than two years later we have the reply of Pope Paul III to a petition soliciting indulgences for the practice. This is so important, as embodying an official statement of the original purpose of the devotion, that we copy it here: "Since [says the pontiff] . . . Our beloved son the Vicar General of the Archbishop of Milan at the prayer of the in-habitants of the said city, in order to appease the anger of God provoked by the offences of Christians, and in order to bring to nought the efforts and machinations of the Turks who are pressing forward to the destruction of Christendom, amongst other pious practices, has established a round of prayers and supplica-tions to be offered by all priests and by people in their homes, faithful of Christ, before our Lord's Most Sacred Body, in all the churches of the said city, in such a manner that these prayers and supplications are made by the faithful themselves relieving each other in relays for forty hours continuously in each church in succession, according to the order determined by the Vicar, . . . and, approving in our Lord so pious an institution, and confirming the same by Our authority, grant and remit", etc. (Sala, "Documenti", IV, 9; cf. Ratti in "La Scuola Cattolica" [1893], 204).

The parchment is endorsed on the back in a contemporary hand, "St. Joseph's Concession of Indulgences", etc., and we may feel sure that this is the earliest pronouncement of the Holy See upon the subject. But the practice without doubt spread rapidly, though
the details cannot be traced exactly. Already before the year 1550 this, or some analogous exposition, had been established by St. Philip Neri for the Confraternity of the Trinità dei Pellegrini in Rome; while St. Ignatius Loyola, at about the same period, seems to have lent much encouragement to the practice of exposure of the consecrated Sacrament, as known in the earlier centuries in France, Italy, and Spain. This form of the practice was especially promoted by the Oratorian Father, Blessed Juvenal Ancina, Bishop of Saluzzo, who has left elaborate instructions for the carrying out of the devotion with greater solemnity and decorum. It seems that it is especially in connection with these exercises, as they flourished under the direction of the Oratorian Fathers, that we trace the beginning of those sacred concerts of which the memory is perpetuated in the musical "Oratorios" of our greatest composers. Elaborate instructions for the regulation of the Quarant' Ore and for the analogously celebrated "Oratorio di Comunione" (last interrupted prayer) were also issued by St. Charles Borromeo and will be found among the "Acta Mediolanensis Ecclesiae". However, the most important document belonging to this matter is the Constitution "Graves et diuturnae" of Pope Clement VIII, 28 Nov., 1592. In the period of numerous and dangerous threatening the peace of Christendom and especially of the distracted state of France, the pontiff strongly commends the practice of unwaried prayer. "We have determined," he says, "to establish publicly in this Mother City of Rome (in his alma Urbe) an uninterrupted course of prayer in such wise that in the different places and at the various hours, on appointed days, there be observed the pious and salutary devotion of the Forty Hours, with such an arrangement of churches and times that, at every hour of the day and night, the whole year round, the incense of prayer shall ascend without intermission before the face of the Lord." It will be noticed that, as in the case of the previously cited Brief of Paul III, the keynote of this document is anxiety for the peace of Christendom. "Pray," he says, "for the concord of Christian princes, for France, pray, for the enemies of our faith the dreadful Turks, who in the heat of their passion the fury threaten slavery and devastation to all Christendom, may be overthrown by the right hand of the Almighty God." Curiously enough the document contains no explicit mention of the exposition of the Blessed Sacrament, but inasmuch as this feature had been familiar on such occasions of public prayer both in Milan and at Lyons itself for more than half a century, we may infer that when the pope speaks of "the pious and salutary devotion of the Forty Hours" he assumes that the prayer is made before the Blessed Sacrament exposed. More than a century later Pope Clement XII, in 1731, issued a very similar instruction for the proper carrying out of the Quarant' Ore devotion. Upon this, which is known as the "Instruction Clementina," a word must be said later.

With regard to the actual originator of the Forty Hours' Devotion there has been much difference of opinion. The dispute is too intricate to be discussed here in detail. On the whole the evidence seems to favour the conclusion that a Capuchin Father, Joseph Piantanida da Fermo, was the first to organize the arrangement by which the Forty Hours' Exposition was transferred from church to church in Milan and was there kept up without interruption throughout all the years. This instruction for the proper carrying out of the other hand, the practice of exposing the Blessed Sacrament with solemnity for forty hours was certainly older; and in Milan itself there is good evidence that one Antonio Bellotto organized this in connexion with a certain confraternity at the church of the Holy Sepulchre as early as 1527. Moreover, a Dominican, Father Thomas Nieto, the Barnabite, St. Antonio Maria Zaccaria, and his friend, Brother Buono of Cremona, are known as the earliest promoters of the practice as the founders of the Forty Hours' Devotion. The claims of the last named, Brother Buono, have recently been urged by Bergamaschi ("La Scuola Cattolica", Milan, Sept., 1908, 327-333), who contends that the Quarant' Ore had been started by Brother Buono at Cremona in 1529. But the evidence in all these cases only goes to show that the practice was then being introduced of exposing the Blessed Sacrament with solemnity on occasions of great public calamity or peril, and that for such expositions the period of forty hours was generally selected. That this period of forty hours was so selected seems in all probability due to the fact that this was about the length of time that the Body of Christ remained in the tomb, and that the Blessed Sacrament in the Middle Ages was left in the Easter Sepulchre. St. Charles Borromeo speaks as if this practice of praying for forty hours was of very recent origin; and he refers it to the Forty Hours our Lord's Body remained in the tomb, seeing that this was a period of watching, suspense, and ardent prayer on the part of all His disciples. In all probability this was the exact truth. The practice of reserving the Blessed Sacrament with solemnity in the Holy Sepulchre began in the thirteenth or fourteenth century; and seems in some places, e.g. at Zara in Dalmatia, to have been popularly known as the "Prayer [or Supplication] of the Forty Hours". From this the idea grew up of transferring this figurative vigil of forty hours to other days and other seasons. The transference to the carnival season was very obvious and was adopted by many people, but it occurred independently to many different people. This seems to have been the case with Father Manare, S.J., at Macerata, c. 1548, but probably the idea suggested itself to others earlier than this.

RUBRICAL REQUIREMENTS.—The "Instruction Clementina" for the Quarant' Ore has been already mentioned stands almost alone among rubrical documents in the minuteness of detail into which it enters. It has also been made the subject of an elaborate commentary by Gardellini. Only a few details can be given here. The Blessed Sacrament is always, except when the priest is to be absent from the church, to be kept in the high altar. Statues, pictures, and relics in the immediate neighbourhood are to be removed or covered. At least twenty candles are to be kept burning day and night. The altar of exposition is only to be tended by clerics wearing surplices. Everything is to be done, e.g. by hanging curtains at the dooryards, by prohibiting the solicitation of alms, etc., to promote recollection and silence. There must be continuous relays of watchers before the Blessed Sacrament; and these, if possible, should include a priest or cleric in higher orders who alone is permitted to kneel within the sanctuary. At night the greater part of the church must be closed and women excluded. No Masses must be said at the altar at which the Blessed Sacrament is exposed. Precise regulations are made as to the Masses to be said at the time of Exposition and Deposition. Except on greater feasts, this Mass must be a solemn votive Mass de sanctissimo Sacramento. No bells are to be rung in the church at any private Masses which may be said there while the Blessed Sacrament is exposed. When a votive Mass de sanctissimo Sacramento cannot be said, according to the rubrics, the collect of the Blessed Sacrament is at least to be added to the collect of the Mass. No Requiem Masses are permitted between Easter and Aug. 15th. An early institutional Mass pro pace is to be sung on the second day of the Exposition; and the litanies of the saints to be said...
chanted, under conditions minutely specified, at the conclusion of the procession both at the opening and at the close of the Quarat' Ore. Finally it may be said that the "Instructio Clementina" in the foundation upon which is based the ritual for all ordinary Benedictions and Expositions. For example, the incensing of the Blessed Sacrament at the words "Genitori Genitique" of the "Tantum Ergo," the use of the humeral veil, and the giving of the Blessing with the monstrance, are all exactly prescribed in section thirty-one of the same document.

WILDELL in "Kirchenlex.," V, 151-155; THURSTON, Lent and Holy Week (London, 1904), III, 110-145; RAIBLE, Der Tabernakel einholte die Heiligen (1908), 273-922; NOBERT, Die Entstehung der Schiffsschichten v. vierzehnt. Gebeten in Köln (Aug., 1892), 15 sqq.; F. ALT in La Scuola Cattolica of Milan, Aug., 1906, 394 sq.; D. BONOMASCHI, Der Originale delle SS. Quarennale (Città del Vaticano, 1908); GHENIONTE, Cong. SS. Ritum., 1. Further authorities are cited in the notes to the chapter of Lent and Holy Week just mentioned.

HERBERT THURSTON.

Forty Martyrs, a party of soldiers who suffered a cruel death for their faith, near Sebaste, in Lesser Armenia, on the persecution of Licinius, who after the year 316, persecuted the Christians of the East. The earliest account of their martyrdom is given by St. Basil, Bishop of Cæsarea (370-379), in a homily delivered on the feast of the Forty Martyrs (Hom. xix in P. G., XXXI, 507 sqq.; Ruinart, Acta simpliciss., 545 sqq.) on a subsequent day; it is more ancient than the episcopate of Basil, whose eulogy on them was pronounced only fifty or sixty years after their martyrdom, which is thus historically beyond a doubt. According to St. Basil, forty soldiers who had openly confessed themselves Christians were condemned by the prefect to be exposed naked upon a frozen pond near Sebaste on a bitterly cold night, that they might freeze to death. Among the confessors, one yielded and, leaving his companions, sought the warm baths near the lake which had been prepared for any who might prove inconstant. One of the guards set to keep watch over the martyrs beheld at this moment a supernatural brilliance over-shadowing them and at once proclaimed himself a Christian, threw off his garments, and placed himself beside the thirty-nine soldiers of Christ. Thus the number of forty remained complete. At daybreak, the stiffened bodies of the confessors, which still shone, were thrown into the pond and frozen into a river. The Christians, however, collected the precious remains, and the relics were distributed throughout many cities; in this way the veneration paid to the Forty Martyrs became widespread, and numerous churches were erected in their honour.

One of them was built at Cæsarea, in Cappadocia, and it was in this church that St. Basil publicly delivered his homily. St. Gregory of Nyssa was a special client of these holy martyrs. Two discourses in praise of them, preached by him in the church dedicated to them, are still preserved (P., XLVI, 749 sqq., 773 sqq.), and upon the death of his father, he laid them to rest beside the relics of the confessors. St. Ephraem, the Syrian, has also eulogized the Forty Martyrs (Opera, ed. Assemani, II, Gr., 341-356; Hymn. in SS. 40 martyres, in Opera, ed. Lamy, III, 937-958). Sosomen, who was an eye-witness, has left us (Hist. Ecc., IX, 2) an interesting account of the finding of the relics in Constantinople through the instrumentality of the Empress Fulcheria. Special devotion to the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste was introduced at an early date into the West. St. Gaudentius, Bishop of Brescia in the beginning of the fifth century (d. about 410 or 427), received particles of the ashes of the martyrs during a visit to the East, and placed them with other relics in the altar of the basilica which he had erected, at the consecration of which he delivered a discourse, still extant (P., L., XX, 959 sqq.). Near the Church of Santa Antiqua, in the Roman Forum, built in the fifth century, a chapel was found, built, like the church itself, on an ancient site, and consecrated to the Forty Martyrs. A picture, still preserved dating from the seventh century, depicts the scene of the martyrdom. The names of the confessors, as we find them also in later sources, were formerly inscribed on this fresco [Papers of the British School at Rome, I (London, 1902), 109 sqq.]. Acts of these martyrs, written subsequently, in Greek, Syriac and Latin, are yet extant, under the title "Testamentum" of the Forty Martyrs. The feast is celebrated in the Greek, as well as in the Latin Church, on 9 March.


J. P. KIRSCH.

Forum, Ecclesiastical.—That the Church of Christ has judicial and coercive power is plain from the constitution given to it by its Divine Founder. (See COURTS, ECCLESIASTICAL.) This judicial jurisdiction is expressed by the word Forum, the Latin designation for a place containing a tribunal of justice. As the Church is a perfect society, she has conferred upon herself all the powers necessary to direct her members to the end for which she was instituted and she has a correlative right to be obeyed by those subject to her. This right is called jurisdiction, and it is the source of all the Church's action that is not derived from the power of Sacred order. It is this jurisdiction which is the foundation of ecclesiastical law, both externally and internally binding, and from Apostolic times it has been put into practice by the Church's rulers. The public judicial power of the Church is explicitly mentioned in Holy Scripture (Matt., xviii, 17), and the exercise of it is also recorded (Acts, xv, 29). In other words, just as the civil state has the legitimate jurisdiction over its subjects to guide them to the end for which it was instituted, because it is a perfect society, so likewise the Church, being constituted by Christ as a perfect society, possesses within itself all the powers necessary for lawfully and effectively attaining the end for which it was established, the salutary power of the civil state.

As the power of the Church extends not only to its individual members but also to the whole corporate body, not only to questions concerning the conscience but also to the public actions of its subjects, ecclesiastical jurisdiction is distinguished into that of the internal and external forum. The jurisdiction of the internal forum deals with questions concerning the welfare of individual Christians and with their relation to God. Hence it is called the forum of conscience (Forum conscientiae). It is also designated the forum of Heaven (forum po, because it guides the soul on the path to God. The internal forum is subdivided into the sacramental or penitential, which is exercised in the tribunal of penance or at least is connected with it, and the extra-penitential forum. Causes concerning the private and secret needs of the faithful can often be expiated outside of sacramental confession. Thus, vows may be dispensed, secret censures may be abrogated, occult impediments of matrimony may be dispensed outside of the tribunal of penance. The internal forum deals therefore directly with the spiritual welfare of the individual faithful. It has reference to the corporate body only secondarily, inasmuch as the good of the whole organization is promoted by the protection of the individual. Owing to the individualism of the civil state and the end for which it was instituted, it has no jurisdiction corresponding to the ecclesiastical forum of conscience. Finally, it may be said that circumstances may bring about a conflict
between the internal and external forum. Thus, for example, a marriage may be null and void in the forum of conscience, but binding in the external forum for want of judicial process. It may be held that a canonical offense requires trial by a court of the Church, while in the external forum it may be void, to the concern of individuals, it does so only in as far as these affect the public good. Thus, the annulment of a marriage is held to be a matter of public concern, and the competency of the ecclesiastical forum has reference to matters touching the public and social welfare of the corporate body. It corresponds, consequently, very closely to the powers exercised by civil rulers in affairs belonging to their jurisdiction. While the external forum may be busy with the concerns of individuals, it does so only in as far as these affect the public good. Thus, the abolution of a marriage is held to be a matter of public concern, and the competency of the ecclesiastical forum has reference to matters touching the public and social welfare of the corporate body. It corresponds, consequently, very closely to the powers exercised by civil rulers in affairs belonging to their jurisdiction. While the external forum may be busy with the concerns of individuals, it does so only in as far as these affect the public good.

The Church's jurisdiction in the external forum has reference to matters touching the public and social welfare of the corporate body. It corresponds, consequently, very closely to the powers exercised by civil rulers in affairs belonging to their jurisdiction. While the external forum may be busy with the concerns of individuals, it does so only in as far as these affect the public good. Thus, the abolution of a marriage is held to be a matter of public concern, and the competency of the ecclesiastical forum has reference to matters touching the public and social welfare of the corporate body. It corresponds, consequently, very closely to the powers exercised by civil rulers in affairs belonging to their jurisdiction. While the external forum may be busy with the concerns of individuals, it does so only in as far as these affect the public good.

The juridiction of the external forum is divided into voluntary and involuntary, or voluntary, or extra-judicial, is that which a superior can exercise towards those who invoke his power, or even against those who are unwilling, but without his using the formalities prescribed in law. Necessary or contentious jurisdiction is that which the judge employs in punishing crimes or deciding disputes according to prescribed forms. In general, the acts of jurisdiction of the external forum are the decision of disputes concerning faith, morals or discipline, the making and enforcing of laws, the punishment of transgressors of ecclesiastical statutes, and the like. The competency of the ecclesiastical forum arises either from the nature of the cause to be judged. As to persons, all clerics are subject to its judgments both in civil and criminal causes (see IMMUNITIES, CERICAL). As to causes: they may be purely civil, or ecclesiastical, or they may be mixed. Purely civil causes would not of themselves properly belong to the Church's forum, as it regards the competence of the secular tribunal, when a civil judge is wanting in his duty and the defect can be supplied by an ecclesiastical judge. This supposes, however, the practical recognition of the Church's forum by the civil power. Ecclesiastical causes themselves are civil when they concern either spiritual things, as the sacraments, or matters connected with them, as church property, the right of patronage, etc. They are called criminal when they involve the dealing with delinquents guilty of scandal, and the like. The Church has called mixed causes when they are subjects proper for decision by either the ecclesiastical or civil forum, as usuage contracts, concubinage, violations of the Church's peace, etc. Causes are likewise called mixed when they have both a spiritual and temporal end. Thus, marriage, in its sacramental nature as to its identity, belongs to the Church; in its temporal aspect, to the property of married persons and similar things, it may be dealt with by the civil tribunals. To this class of mixed causes can also be reduced the suppression of heresy, where Church and State cooperate with each other for the maintenance of the integrity of the faith and the preservation of the civil peace. Finally, many causes, of their own nature civil, are accounted mixed by canonists, either because the State relinquished them to the Church's tribunals or custom gradually caused them to be reagitated to the ecclesiastical forum, such as the recognition of last wills and testaments, the care of the poor, etc.

The punishments which may be inflicted by the external ecclesiastical forum are not only spiritual, as excommunication, but also temporal or corporal. As regards the infliction of the death penalty, canonists generally hold that ecclesiastical law forbids inferior church tribunals to decree this punishment directly, but that the power of the council has the power at least indirectly, inasmuch as they can demand that a Catholic state inflict this punishment when the good of the Church requires it. Finally, they hold that there is no valid argument to prove that the direct exercise of this power does not fall within the competency of the ecclesiastical forum, although it was the custom of the councils of Trent to hand over the criminal to the secular arm for the infliction of the corporal punishment. The competency of the civil power on the domain of the Church's juridiction have in our days, practically though unwarrantably, restricted the ecclesiastical forum to spiritual causes only.
FOSSORS 155

Certain date is Innocent, present at the synods of Pope Symmachus (504). Other noteworthy bishops were: Fielemimus (1086), present at the Council of Salona as legate of Gregory VII to receive the oath of fidelity to the Holy See from Dementrius, King of Dalmatia; St. Aldemarico Faber (1119), who died at the age of 118 years; Blessed Riccardo (date uncertain); Addo Ratiere (1379), poet and litterateur; Paul of Middelburg (1494), of German origin, a skilful mathematician, and author of a work on the computation of Easter; Giacommo Guidicione (1524), a famous poet and writer; Cardinal Niccolò Arlinghelli (1841), who left an important correspondence; Giulio Aloisini (1808), internuncio in Russia. The diocese has 20,050 inhabitants. 40 parishes, 7 educational institutions, a Capuchin convent, and three religious houses of women.

Cappelletti, Le Chiese d’Italia (Venice, 1844). III, 245-83; Vernaecchi, Fossombrone dei tempi antichissimi ai nostri (Fos- sombrone, 1907).

U. BENIGNI.

FOSSORS (Lat. fossores, fossarii from fodere, to dig), grave diggers in the Roman catacombs in the first three or four centuries of the Christian Era. The determination, from the first days of the Church, of the ecclesiastical authorities to inter the mortal re-

 mains of the faithful in cemeteries reserved exclusively to Christians, brought into existence the class of workmen known as fossors. The duties of the Christian fossor correspondent in a general way with those of the pagan sepulchres, but whereas the latter were held in anything but esteem in pagan society, the fossors from an early date were ranked among the inferior clergy of the Church (Wieland, Ordines Minores, 1897), an excellent example of the elevating influence of Christianity on the lowest orders of society. An interesting literary reference to fossors, in their character of one of the orders of the inferior clergy, is found in the “Gesta apud Zenophilum”, an appendix to the work of St. Optatus of Mileve against the Donatists. Speaking of the “house in which Christians assembled” at Cirta in the year 303, during the persecution of Diocletian, this writer enumerates first the higher orders of the clergy present, from the bishop to the subdeacons, and then mentions by name the fossors Januarium, Hierachus, Fructuoso, et cereris fossoribus (“Opp. S. Optati”, ed. C. Ziwa, in “Corpus Script. Eccl. Lat.”, Vienna, 1893, XXVI, 187). St. Jerome also (Ep. xlix) alludes to fossors as clerici, and a sixth-century chronicle edited by Cardinal Mai (Spicil. Rom., IX, 133) enumerates the orders of the clergy as ostiarius, fossorius, lector, etc. At first the fossors seem to have received no regular salary, but were paid by individuals for the work accomplished; with the organization of the Church, however, they appear to have been paid from the common treasury. In the fourth century the corporation of fossors were empowered to sell burial spaces, as we learn from inscriptions. For example, in the cemetery of St. Cyricus two women bought from the fossor Quintus a biosoma, or double grave, reserved (near martyr’s tomb), and thus opened several other references to this practice. The corporation of fossors, there is good reason to believe, did not consist merely of the labourers who excavated the galleries of the catacombs; it included also the artists who decorated the tombs, as appears from another allusion in the “Gesta Apud Zenophilum” already cited. According to this authority two fossors were brought before the judge (inductis et ad nutricium Victore Sansurici et Saturnino fossoribus); when interrogated as to their calling, one replied that he was a fossor, the other that he was an artes. The latter term at that period indicates the profession of the two答复者. Thus it would seem that this person who is generally referred to as a fossor is also an artist.

Among the representations of fossors in the catacombs the one best known, through Wiseman’s “Fabula”, is that of the fossor Diogenes, discovered by Boldetti. The picture, which was seriously injured in an attempt to remove it from the wall, represents Diogenes with his pick over his right shoulder and a sack, probably containing his midday meal, on his left shoulder, while in his left hand he carries a staff with a light attached. The inscription reads: DIOGENES FOSSOR, IN FACE DEPOSITVS, OCTABR. KALENDAS OCTO-

•

BRE (the fossor Diogenes, deposited in peace, the eighth day before the calends of October). The oldest fresco of a fossor, or rather of two fossors, dating from the latter half of the second century, is in one of the so-called Sacrament Chapels in the catacomb of St. Callistus. The figures are represented pointing toward three Eucharistic scenes, probably to indicate another of their duties, which was to exclude unauthorized persons from taking part in the liturgical celebrations held occasionally in the cemeteries in commemoration of martyrs. Representations of fossors are usually near the entrance to the subterranean cemeteries.

E. L. A. in Real-Enzyk. der christlichen Alterthümer (Praehist. 1852), s. v.; Northcot and Brownlow, Roma Subterranea (London, 1878); Vernaecchi in Dict. Christ. Antiqu., s. v.; Kauf-

mann, Manuel de arch. cristiens (Rome, 1907).

MAURICE M. HASSETT.

FOSTER, JOHN GRAY, soldier, convert, b. at Whifield, New Hampshire, U. S. A., 27 May, 1823; d. at Nashua, New Hampshire, 2 September, 1874. After graduating at the West Point Military Academy in 1846, he served as a lieutenant in the Engineer Corps during the Mexican War, where he was wounded at the battle of Molino del Rey. A service on the Coast Survey, 1852-54, brought him promotion to captaincy and assignment as assistant professor of engineering at West Point, where he was stationed from 1855 to 1857.

When the Civil War broke out Foster was in command at Fort Moultrie, Charleston harbour, and during the night of 26 December, 1860, succeeded in transferring the garrison under his command to Fort Sumter, in the subsequent defence of which he took so conspicuous a part as to earn the brevet rank of major. He was commissioned a brigadier-general of volunteers, 23 October, 1861, and assisted in Burnside’s attack on Fort Fisher, 15 December, 1862. It is said that his conversion occurred, his baptism taking place in New York, 4 November, 1861. He was commander of the Department of North Carolina, during 1862-3, with the rank of major-general. The combined De-
portments of Virginia and North Carolina were assigned to him from July to November, 1863, and then that of Ohio, which he had to relinquish, owing to injuries received by a fall from his horse. He next sided with the Confederates in the defense of Charleston, and on gallant services in the capture of Savannah was brevetted brigadier-general in the regular army. During 1865-6 he was in command of the Department of Florida, and then superintended various river and harbour improvements. In the harbours of Boston and Portsmouth he conducted with great ability and success, important submarine operations, an experience which added the value of direct experience to his work on "Submarine Blasting in Boston Harbor" (New York, 1889) and his articles in various periodicals on engineering subjects, which received high professional appro

Pilot (Boston, Sept., 1874), files; Cyclopaedia of American Biography, II, s. v.

Thomas F. Meenan.

FOUDAD, SAINT, surnamed na Canoine (of the Canon), a monk of Fahan-Mura, County Donegal, Ireland, at the close of the eighth century. He became bard, counsellor, and tutor to Aedh Omridh (the dignified Head King of Ireland, who ruled from 794 to 818. He is specially venerated in the Irish Church from the fact that, in 804, when he accompanied King Aedh in his expedition against the Leinstermen, he obtained from that monarch exemption of the clergy forever from military service. His literary works were so highly thought of that St. Aedh submitted his "Feline" to him for approval, and, in return, St. Fothad presented St. Aedh with a copy of his "Remonstrance", addressed to King Aedh, protesting against the consecration of ecclesiastics. This "Remonstrance", which was really a rhymed judicial opinion, was canonized as a canon or decree, and hence St. Fothad was ever after called "Fothad na Canoine". It commences thus: "The Church of the living God let her alone, waste her not."

O'HANLON, Lives of the Irish Saints (Dublin, a. d.); HYDE, Lit. Hist. of Ireland (London, 1901); HEALY, Ireland's Ancient Schools and Scholars (Dublin, 1902); O'CARRY, Lectures Dublin, 1861); MATTHEW, The O'Neill's of Ulster Dublin, 1907).

FOUDAD, CONSTANT, ecclesiastical writer; b. at Elbeuf, near Rouen, 6 Aug., 1857; d. at his native place on 8 Aug., 1898. The son of the Rev. Charles Fontaine, he was educated at Saint-Omer, where he completed his secondary studies. He entered the SEMINARY OF SEMINAIRES at Saint-Omer, from which he was graduated in 1292, and then took up the study of theology. He was ordained priest in 1861 and entered the "Solitude", the novitiate of the Sulpicians, but left on account of illness after several months without joining their society. He taught some time at Boisguillaume, then pursued the study of classics at the college of Saint Barbara, Paris, obtained the degree of Licentiate in Letters, 1867, and resumed the teaching of classics at Boisguillaume, taking the class of rhetoric, 1867-1876. His piety drawing him to sacred sciences, he was appointed by the State (1876) to the chair of Holy Scripture in the faculty of theology at Rouen; he continued, however, to reside at Boisguillaume and to share in the duty of governing the student-body.

Honours came to him: he was made doctor of theology (1877), canon of the cathedral of Rouen (1884), and member of the Biblical Commission (1900). His ecclesiastical science, his piety, his spiritual wisdom were continually at the service of religion in his native diocese. For the benefit of his studies he travelled in Palestine, Syria, Greece, and Italy. The Faculty of Theology being suppressed about 1884, his teaching ceased. His writings are: "La Vie de N-S Jésus-Christ" (1880); "Saint Pierre et les premières années de christianisme" (1886); "Saint Paul, ses Maîtres" (1892); "Saint Paul d'Arles" (1897); "Saint Jean et la fin de l'âge apostolique" (posthumous, 1904). The dates witness, incidentally, to the extremely painstaking character of his labours. All these books form part of one grand work, "Les Origines de l'Eglise", which Fournard wrote as an answer to the present-day, with great ability and success, important submarine operations, an experience which added the value of direct experience to his work on "Submarine Blasting in Boston Harbor" (New York, 1889) and his articles in various periodicals on engineering subjects, which received high professional appro

Pilot (Boston, Sept., 1874), files; Cyclopaedia of American Biography, II, s. v.

Thomas F. Meenan.

FOUCAULT, JEAN-BERTHAND-LÉON, physicist and mechanic, b. at Paris, 19 Sept., 1819; d. there 11 Feb., 1868. He received his early schooling at home and showed his mechanical skill by constructing a boat, a mechanical telegraph, and a working steam-engine. He passed the examinations for the B.A. and began to study medicine. Later, unable to bear the sight of blood, he abandoned medicine and worked for Donné as preparator in his course on medical microscopy. His elementary mathematical and scientific training had been very deficient and he supplemented it as he became interested in invention and experiment. In 1845 he succeeded Donné as scientific editor of the Revue des Deux Mondes. In 1847 he was presented with the Copley medal, the highest honour of the Royal Society of London, for his work showing the relation between mechanical energy, heat, and magnetism. The position of physicist of the Paris Observatory was created especially for him in 1855. A member of the Bureau of Longitude (1859), it was finally elected to the Academy in 1865. Those of Berlin and St. Petersburg and the Royal Society of London also honoured him.

Foucault worked along several lines. With Fizeau he experimented upon the interference of red rays and their influence on daguerrotypes plates, while with Regnault he studied binocular vision. We are indebted to him for experiments on the corpuscular or emission theory of light, defended by Kepler, Newton, and Laplace. Following Arago's suggestion he used the rotating mirror of Wheatstone to determine the difference between the velocities of light in various transparent media. Contrary to the emission theory he found that light travels faster in air than in the denser medium water (17 May, 1850). Light was reflected from a mirror through a tube, containing the medium to be studied, to a concave reflector and back again to the mirror. If the mirror was rotated, the image was observed to shift by an amount depending on the speed of light through the particular medium in the tube. Exceedingly accurate measurements were made of this enormous velocity (about 188,000 miles per second) with an apparatus occupying only twelve feet of space. Foucault invented an
FOULQUE
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automatically regulator for the feed of the Davy electric arc lamp and thus made electric lighting practicable. The Foucault pendulum was invented to demonstrate visibly the rotation of the earth; the one exhibited at the Pantheon in Paris in 1851, 18 feet long. The governor, with its intricate and puzzling movements was another device invented by him to show also the earth’s motion around its axis. This gained for him the cross of the Legion of Honour. Foucault currents are heating currents of electricity developed in a disc of metal rotating between the poles of a strong magnet. He had observed and reported this effect in 1845. As physicist at the observatory he applied himself also to the improvement of large telescopic lenses and reflectors, devising a method for silverting the surface of a glass reflector. The mercury interrupter used with the induction coil and an excellent form of engine governor are also due to him. Foucault at first appeared careless in the performance of his religious duties but in later years he was a practical Catholic. A stroke of paralysis put an untimely end to his useful work, just as he was about to enjoy the comforts of a well-equipped laboratory. His contributions to science are: the "Commerce de la Connaissance des verbaux de la Société Philomatique", and "Bibliothèque d’Instruction populaire". His collected works have been put in order by C. M. Gabriel and published by his mother, "Recueil des Travaux Scientifiques de Léon Foucault" (Paris, 1878).

WILLIAM FOX.

FOULQUE de Neullly, a popular Crusade preacher; d. March, 1202. At the end of the twelfth century he was curé at the church of Neullly-sur-Marne, in the Diocese of Paris (now the department of Seine-Oise). According to Jacques de Vitry he once led an irregular life, but experienced a sudden conversion. Ashamed of his ignorance, he went to Paris to study under Pierre, a canon of Notre-Dame. It was not long before his master noticed his earnestness and had him preach in the church of Saint-Séverin before a number of students. His eloquence was so great that he was thought to be inspired by the Holy Ghost. Large crowds assembled to hear him in the Place Champeaux where he was wont to preach. He was especially severe in his denunciation of usurers and distillers. In 1195, upon the death of the assent of the Bishop of Paris, he began to preach in the neighbourhood of Paris, and is soon afterwards met with successively in Normandy, at Lisieux and Caen, later in Burgundy, Picardy, and Flanders. He was credited with power to work miracles, and from every quarter the sick were brought to him whom he cured by the laying on of hands and by the sign of the cross. After 1198 he preached the Fourth Crusade amid much popular enthusiasm. He declared later that in three years he had given the cross to more than 200,000 persons. According to Jean de Flixecourt, it was into four parishes that the archbishop allotted his ablest preachers. As bishop, the clergy, the poor, and the care of the ecclesiastical buildings. At the end of the twelfth and the beginning of the thirteenth century the energy displayed by the clergy in political affairs gave rise to a spirit of public enterprise which manifested itself in the formation of industrial guilds and the creation of charitable institutions. Paris, following the examples of founding homes, hospitals, houses for the aged and infirm, hospices, and leper-hospitals, the majority of which were liberally endowed. For an account of this wonderful era of popular generosity, see Thomasin, "Vetus sc nova eccles. disciplina", III., 1–30; and Lallemand, "Les hospices de Paris", 1–15.

In general, the Church now derives its support mainly from voluntary offerings, civil aid or subsidy, and pious foundations. Foundations for pious uses
may come under any one of the following heads: legacies for Masses; legacies to a particular diocese, church, school, etc.; to a charitable institution, e. g., an orphanage or a hospital; to any society established for an educational or charitable purpose, or in general for a religious end.

Foundations are contracts; therefore there must be a contract between the founder and the administrator of the institute receiving the gift. Moreover, there is the obligation of performing some work specified in the deed of foundation. The consent of the bishop, or, in the case of a regular community, the consent of the regular prelate, must be obtained, since it would not be just that ecclesiastical institutions should be left to do what they wish in the administration of their funds, or to oblige themselves to do a specific act without the wish of the bishop. The bishop, or the superior of a religious foundation, must at least receive the foundation into his diocese, and declare it to be a genuine foundation. Benedict XIV considers supervision of the execution of pious legacies one of the most solemn and important duties of a bishop (De Synodo, Bk. XIII).

The Council of Trent says (Sess. XXII, ch. ix): "The administrators, whether ecclesiastical or lay, of the fabric of any church whatsoever, even though it be a cathedral, as also of any hospital, confraternity, charitable institutions called 'montes pietatis', and of any place whatsoever, shall be bound to give in once a year an account of their administration to the ordinary, all revenues and expenses of the fabric, and all other things concerning the said place; unless it should happen that, in the institution and regulations of any church or fabric, it has been otherwise expressly provided. But if from custom, or privilege, or some regulation of the place, their account has to be rendered to others deputed thereto, in such case also the ordinary shall be employed jointly with them, and all acquaintances given otherwise shall be of no avail to the said administrators."

In the list of questions to be answered by bishops on their Roman visits ad limina the Congregation of Propaganda asks the following (nos. 49, 50): Are there foundations for Masses provided in the constitution of the Society of Jesus in the province of Flanders? Are there foundations for Masses in the diocese of Ghent for the use of the church of St. Peter in Ghent? Are there foundations for Masses bequeathed for pious purposes? Are the proceeds of such bequests properly administered and the canons relating to such matters attended to? (See also the Constitution of Leo XIII affecting congregations of simple vows and known as "Conditas a Christo", 8 Dec., 1900.) The bishop by a general statute may stipulate that foundations are only to be accepted under certain conditions. It is to be noted that acceptance without the consent of the bishop does not invalidate the legacy, but it is in the power of the bishop to rescind the contract if he judge it proper, although in this case the Masses in perpetuity enjoyed by the bishop, or Masses to be celebrated by the bishop, or Masses to be celebrated by others at the discretion of the bishop, are to be observed.

In the decree of Urban VIII, "Cum Sepe" (21 Jan., 1625), and Innocent XII, "Nuper a congregatione" (23 Dec., 1697), it is ordered that the stipulated Masses or other works must be fulfilled as a matter of justice; and, if not fulfilled, those responsible for the omission sin gravely and are bound to restitution. The Masses are to be said at least as a found in the place on which the Masses are to be found. A list of founded Masses is to be kept in a conspicuous place in the church; and when the Masses have been celebrated the fulfilment of the obligation is to be noted in a book kept for that purpose. The obligation of a foundation ceases absolutely when the income or principal is lost without fault on the part of anyone; but non-fulfilment, even for a lengthy period, does not prescribe against a foundation in perpetuity. The reduction of a foundation is a matter for the judgment and decision of the Holy See, although it is not uncommon for bishops to receive faculties to make such reduction. Condonation and abolution for past omissions in the fulfilment of foundation obligations belong also to the Holy See, through them they may rectify the decennial foundations that are to affect during the lifetime of the donor (Council of Trent, Sess. XXII, ch. viii). It may be noted that, with regard to foundations for Masses, if the founder has given no definite instruction as to intention, the Congregation of the Council has often decided that the Masses must be applied for the founder, the interpretation being that he intended them for himself.

The synods of Westminster (Eng. tr., Stratford-on-Avon, 1885) have the following decrees: "It is fitting that the bishop select from the body of the chapter or from the body of the clergy prudent men to help him in the temporary acts of the synod. He should often use their advice." "New obligations should not be accepted without the consent of the bishop. If those which he has already to fulfill appear to be too burdensome, or there does not exist a congruous endowment, let the priest apply to the bishop or lay the matter before him at the visitation." "If any of the faithful wish to found a daily or annual Mass the matter must be treated with the bishop, and the sum contributed for this object must be profitably invested so as to produce an annual interest for a perpetual endowment, as far as circumstances of time, place, etc., will admit, and the sanctions being observed." For similar legislation concerning Ireland see the "Acta et Decreta" of the plenary Synod of Maynooth, 1900 (Dublin, 1906), pp. 67-78. In the United States secular priests cannot accept foundations of Masses without the written permission of the bishop. Regulars must have the consent of their superiors general or provincials. No general rule has been laid down as to the requisite amount of the fund, each ordinary being free to fix the sum for his diocese. The councils of Baltimore urge that great circumspection should be used in accepting foundations, especially in the diocese of Baltimore. It is advisable to accept foundations only on the following conditions: That the obligation to celebrate shall cease, if the fund, no matter from what cause, be either entirely lost or yield no income; that the ordinary shall have power to reduce the number of Masses if the interest on the capital, no matter for what reasons, becomes insufficient to make up the stipend fixed by the founder; that if, for whatever cause, the church in which the Masses are to be said is destroyed or deprived of a priest, the Masses can be said in any church to be designated by the ordinary.

In order to prevent the annulment or failure of a foundation particular attention should be given to the civil law of the place in question. In England (but not in Ireland) bequests to what the civil law regards as superstitious uses are void, as, for example, to maintain a priest, or an anniversary or obit, or a lamp in a church, or to say Masses for the testator's soul, or to circulate must be invalidating the foundation. Legacies of money for charitable purposes, as for the use of schools, churches, etc., are valid; but if the money is to be laid out in the purchase of land for such purposes, the direction to purchase land shall be disregarded and the money shall be held for the charity. Land may be given by will for charitable purposes; but, by the Act 54 and 55 Vic. c. 73, the land must
(with certain exceptions) be sold within a year from the testator's death; gifts of land for charitable purposes, otherwise than by will, are valid if the requirements of the Act 51 and 22 Vic. 42, are observed. Of the several conditions one is: the conveyance must be by deed; (2) the gift must take effect twelve months before the death of the donor; and (3) the gift must be without any reservation or condition for the benefit of the donor. For the English legislation and court practice concerning trusts and charitable purposes see the English Digest, 4, 136, 437. See also Lilly and Wallis, "A Manual of the Law specially affecting Catholics" (London, 1893), 135-167. In the United States property cannot legally be devised to a corporation (e.g. to a church when incorporated) unless such property is authorized by its charter to receive bequests. At the time religious bodies for religious and charitable purposes are valid and binding in conscience, even though null according to law; however, D'Annibale does not agree (Summula Theol. Mor., II, 339).

For the ecclesiastical legislation of the Diocese of Quebec see "La discipline du diocèse de Québec" (Quebec, 1895), 131; for the ecclesiastico-civil law of the Province of Quebec, Mignault, "Le droit paroissial" (Montreal, 1893), 135, 260-62. (See Property, ECCLESIASTICAL; MASS; ENDOWMENT.)

For the law of ecclesiastical foundations in Germany see "Kirchenrecht" (2 ed., Freiburg, 1904), III, 800-3; and for the German civil law, Görlz in "Staatlexikon" (2nd ed., Freiburg, 1904), V, 574-78. For France see Bargilliat, "Prenlections Jur. can." (Paris, 1907), nos. 1363-81; also André-Wagner, "Dict. de droit canonique" (2nd ed., Paris, 1901), II, 222-28. For the administration of the important secretarial foundations in Hungary see Verin, "Kirchenrecht" (3rd ed., Freiburg, 1893), 149; in Baden: op. cit., 249-50.


DAVID Dunford.

**FOUNDLING.**—Under this title are comprised all institutions which take charge of infants whose parents or guardians are unable or unwilling to care for them. At the present time many foundling asylums give shelter to orphans, but originally their activity was confined almost entirely to the rescue and care of foundlings in the strict sense, that is, infants who had been deliberately abandoned by their natural protectors. The practice of exposing to the risk of death the children of paupers, of dishonorable parents, and of inhuman parents who were unwilling to rear was very common among parents in the ancient pagan nations. Very general, too, was the more direct method of infanticide. Both methods had the sanction of law and public opinion. Lycurgus and the Decemviri decreed that deformed and abandoned children should be killed in the interests of healthy citizenship. Aristotle advocated the enactment of laws which would prescribe the exposure of deformed infants and also of all infants in excess of a socially useful number, and which would make the practice of abortion compulsory whenever it was required by the public welfare. In his opinion these measures would find a place in the ideal state, and in every existing community where they were not already approved by the laws and customs (Politics, vii, 16). Even Pliny and Seneca thought it wise sometimes to allow deformed and superfluous infants to perish. In the city of Rome two places were formally set apart for the exposure of such children. The proportion of abandoned children that was rescued was very small, and the purposes for which they were rescued were cruelly selfish. Under Roman law they were slaves.

The prevalence of these inhuman practices in Greek and Roman society is undoubtedly explained to a great extent by the pagan theory that neither the fetus nor the newly born child was in the fullest sense a human being, as well as by the view that the individual existed for the sake of the State. Against both these beliefs Christianity laid down the doctrine that the human offspring is intrinsically sacred, and not a mere means to any end whatever. Hence we find that the first noteworthy condemnation of the practice of infant exposure, and the first attempt to rescue, came from Christian writers, priests, and bishops. Among the earliest of these were Lactantius, Tertullian, Justin Martyr, and Cyprian. Influenced by the Christian teaching and practice, the Emperors Gratian and Valentinian decreed that infanticide should be forbidden by death. The first attempt at the rescue of the disability of slavery and placed them under the patronage of the bishops and prefects. The work of rescue was at first performed by individuals—as, in France, by the deaconesses—and the rescued infants were adopted into Christian families. A marble basin was placed at the church door in which unfortunate or inhuman parents could place their infants, with the assurance that the latter would be cared for by the Church. Although mention is made of a foundling asylum at Trier in the seventh century, the first one of which there is authentic record was established in Dyrenburg in 798 by the archbishop Thietmarus. The first one was founded at Montpellier. Innocent III caused one to be erected in 1198 at Rome in connection with the hospital of the Holy Ghost. The thirteenth and fourteenth centuries witnessed a great increase of foundling asylums, especially in Italy. Prominent among these was the institution at Einbeck (1200) Florence (1316), Nuremberg (1331), Paris (1362), and Vienna (1380). During the Middle Ages most of the foundling asylums were provided with a revolving crib (tour, ruota, Drethladen) which was fitted into the wall in such a way that one half of it was always on the outside of the building. In this the infant could be placed, and then brought into the building by turning the crib. This device completely shielded the person who abandoned the child, but it also multiplied unnecessarily the number of children abandoned. Hence it has been almost universally abolished, even in Italy.

The founding asylums did not, however, become general throughout Europe. In many places infants were still deposited at the doors of the churches, and thence taken in charge by the church authorities with a view to their adoption by families. In France the means of caring for foundlings had become quite inadequate during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The original foundling asylum of Paris seems to have been no longer in existence at this period; for the only institution of this nature that we hear of is the "Maison de la Couche", in charge of a widow and two servants. So badly was it managed that it had won the nickname of "Maison de la Mort". Through the all-embracing pity of Saint Vincent de Paul the place came under the direction of the Ladies of Charity, and through his influence the king and the nobles subscribed an annual sum of 40,000 francs to carry on the work of child saving. As a result there was a great increase in the number of foundling asylums in France during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

At present the care of foundlings varies considerably in different countries. Methods in France have undergone many changes since the middle of the eighteenth century. Under the government of the Revolution all foundlings were treated as wards of the nation, and for a time subjected to the guardianship of illegitimate children. In 1811 this legislation was repealed, and the care of foundlings was transferred from the central authorities to the departments. At the same time it was decreed that every
foundling asylum should be provided with a revolving crib. The consequence was that the number of abandoned children greatly increased, and the crib had to be abolished. By the law of 1874 every child under two years of age which is taken care of for hire outside the home of its parents becomes an object of public guardianship. Nevertheless, the actual work and expenses of foundling asylums are to a large extent undertaken by religious communities and private associations, both in asylums and in families. In Germany the asylum method seems never to have been as common as in Italy and in France. To-day that country has no foundling asylum in the strict sense of the term. The prevailing practice is to place the infant temporarily in an institution, usually an orphan asylum, and then to give it into the charge of a family. Both the public authorities and the religious communities follow this system. Since the days of Joseph II, founding asylums have been rather general in Austria. When the mother engages herself to serve in the hospital for four months as a nurse, the child will be taken in and kept permanently, that is, until it reaches the age of ten or, in some asylums, of six years. In case the mother does not reclaim it at the end of this period, it is turned over to the magistracy of her local council. When the child has reached the age of four years and is not taken back, it is placed in a family as soon as a suitable one can be found. The asylum in Vienna is the largest in the world, having under its care either within or without its doors more than 30,000 children every year. Of the seventy odd thousand infants received in that asylum only 8,700 were legitimated. In proportion to its population, Italy exceeds all other countries in the number of institutions which are exclusively devoted to the care of foundlings. The number in 1898 was 113, and the number of children cared for 100,418. Most of these, however, were placed out in families, although the famous asylum of Florence (founded 1316) sheltered more than five thousand five hundred in the year 1899. The revolving crib has all but disappeared, owing to the conviction of competent authorities that it increased both illegitimacy and child-abandonment. In 1885 the province of Rovigo introduced a system according to which all mothers who acknowledge their infants are supported for one and one-half years. Experience has shown that this method is more favourable to the child and less expensive to the community. It has been extended to other provinces, was approved by the charity congress of Turin in 1899, and has been embodied in the present law. In Austria and in the United States there are two large foundling asylums, which were established by Catherine II. In 1899 the one at St. Petersburg cared for 33,366 children, while the Moscow Institution had charge of 39,933. The policy of the latter is to induce the mother, if possible, to nurse her child, and to pay her for this service. If she does not appear, the infant is kept only a few weeks; it is then placed in the family of some peasant. In England the care of foundlings is in the hands of the Poor Law Guardians, religious and private associations, and the managers of the London Foundling Hospital. Those who are under the care of the guardians are sometimes kept in the general workhouse, and sometimes boarded out in families. The Catholic authorities place foundlings both in the private family and in the orphan asylum. The London Foundling Hospital (established 1739) seems to be the only institution of any considerable size which is devoted exclusively to this class of unfortunate. Scotland has never had a foundling asylum, but utilizes the workhouse and the system of boarding-out. These methods and the care of foundlings in orphan asylums by religious communities are the prevailing ones in Ireland.

The only public institutions available for the care of foundlings in the United States are the county almshouses, or poorhouses. In most of the large cities there are foundling asylums under the management of individuals, private associations, or religious bodies and communities. In 1907 the Catholic infant asylum of Chicago had 767 inmates; that of Boston, 585; that of Milwaukee, 408; that of San Francisco, 480. In most places, however, foundlings are received in the Catholic orphan asylums, and are not particularly classified, although the United States office is to keep records of the number of infants placed. The same practice obtains in many orphan asylums under the control of private persons and non-Catholic societies. The volume of the United States census (1904) on benevolent institutions gives the number of orphans and children's homes, public, private, and religious, as 107,415. An estimate of the number in the United States is 92,887. The majority of these children are of course not foundlings but orphans. On the other hand, the foundlings in these institutions undoubtedly form only a minority of the whole number in the country; for there is a considerable number in poorhouses, and a still larger number in families. Thus, the State of Massachusetts places all the foundlings committed to it in families under public supervision. Hence it is impossible to give even approximately the total number of foundlings in the country.

The ideal method of caring for foundlings is still as much in dispute as that of the other social problems of practical charity. One phase of the general question has, however, received a fairly definite answer. Experience and a due regard for the respective interests of the infant, the parent, the community, and the religious community, and good morals have led to the conclusion that in every case a reasonable period of time should be given to the parents to discover the parents and to compel them to assist as far as possible in caring for the child. The other method, which had its most thorough exemplification in the revolving crib, tends, indeed, to diminish infanticide, but it also increases illegitimacy, and by striving to weaken the unity of its natural protector produces at least a high rate of recidivism and of the foundling system. Moreover, it throws upon public and private charity a burden that in many cases could be borne by the parents. Hence the present tendency is everywhere towards the method which aims to give the child the benefit of a mother's care and to keep alive in parents a proper sense of their responsibility.

A question more variously answered is, whether the maintenance of foundling asylums is wise. Those who take a stand for the negative point to the very high death-rate in these places (sometimes more than 50 per cent.), to the smaller expense of the family system, and to the fact that foundlings are a natural home for young children. Most of the Protestant countries and communities prefer the method of placing the foundling in a family. The positive arguments in its favour are unanswerable, but against them must be set the fact that it is not always possible to find suitable families who are willing to care for foundlings. Experience shows that sufficient homes of the right kind cannot now be found for all orphan children who have arrived at an age which renders them more attractive as well as more useful than utterly helpless infants. It would seem, therefore, that institutions are necessary which will shelter foundlings for a number of years. Nevertheless, the foundling asylum should endeavour to ascertain the identity of the parents, to induce the mothers to act as nurses to their infants in the institution, and to keep alive the natural bond between child and parent.

HENDERSON, Modern Methods of Charity (New York, 1904); DAVIES, Principles of Reform (New York, 1904); DE PAOLI Quarterly (New York); Proceedings of the National Conference of Charities and Correction (Indianapolis, 1874-1898); ST. VINCENT DE PAUL, St. Vincent de Paul Society; RATZINGER, Armengoffe (Freiburg, 1884); EPRIT, Studien und Proben, Fundstätten und Fundstätten (Freiburg, 1887); LAFFERMANN, Re- toire des enfants abandonnés et délaissés (Paris, 1886); RATZI NER in Kirchenle., s. v. Fundhütter; BERNARD in La grande encyclopédie, s. v. Enfants Trouvés.

JOHN A. RYAN.
FOUNTAINS

FOUQUET

Fountains Abbey, a monastery of the Cistercian Order situated on the banks of the Skell about two and a half miles from Ripon in Yorkshire, was established by thirteen Benedictine monks of St. Mary's Abbey, York. Wishing to observe a more strict discipline, they obtained in 1132 from Thurstan, Archibishop of York, a grant of land near Ripon. Richard, the first abbot, was the party who started the work. Leaving St. Mary's on 9 October, they reached Fountains on 26 December, 1132, and immediately placed themselves under St. Bernard, who sent Geoffrey of Clairvaux to teach them the Cistercian Rule. After two years of privation and poverty they decided to leave England and seek a home among their brethren abroad. Hugh, Abbot of the party, was received at York; Hugh, Dean of York, joined them, bringing with him money and property. He was followed by two canons of York, Serlo and Tosti, who brought still more wealth by means of which the suffering community was relieved and enabled to carry on the new foundation. In 1135 all their possessions were confirmed to them by King Stephen. The earliest buildings erected were destroyed in 1146 by the followers of William, Archibishop of York, who thus wreaked their vengeance on Abbot Murchad, whom they considered the chief opponent of their master. The archbishop probably went there to paint to the order of the Jocelin of Adhamo, a monk of his adherents and expressed his deep sorrow for what had occurred. This loss did not check a rapid development; new buildings were immediately begun and that immense pile, the ruins of which still stand, was finished before the year 1250. In 1146 a colony of monks was sent to Bergen in Norway, and the monasteries of Sawley, Roche, Woburn, Meaux, Kirkstall, and Vandy were founded from Fountains. This period of prosperity was followed by one of want, caused by the constant inroads of the Scots. On account of this Edward II exempted the monks from all taxation (1319). Among the worthies of Fountains should be numbered Henry Murdac, its abbot, and afterwards Archbishop of York (1147–1153), John de Pherd (de Fontibus) another abbot, one of the greatest architects of his day, who became Bishop of Ely in 1220, and John de Cancia, another renowned builder, who ruled over the abbey from 1220 to 1247. The last abbot of which we write was William Thirk, executed at Tyburn for refusing the Oath of Supremacy (1536); the last abbot was Marmaduke Bradley who surrendered the abbey to the king in 1540. At the Dissolution there were thirty-one monks with the abbot, and the revenue amounts to £95, 12s. 10d. Glastonbury purchased the site for £1163; in 1596 Sir Stephen Proctor acquired it for £4500; the family of Messenger next held it; in 1786 Sir W. Aslambie bought it for £18,000; it is now owned by the Marquess of Ripon. The abbey with its offices stood in an enclosure of twelve acres, and the present ruins occupy two acres. The walls of the tower and the tower and the great range of buildings, and the great range of the chapter house, cloister, refectory, and calefactory. These ruins are most carefully preserved. Some idea of the abbey's greatness may be gained from the fact that the church was 351 feet in length with a nave 65 feet wide; the refectory was 108 feet by 43, and the cloister 300 feet by 42.


G. E. HIND.

FOUQUET, JEAN (OR JEAN), French painter and miniaturist, b. at Tours, c. 1415; d. about 1480. He was perhaps the son of Huguet Fouquet, who about 1400 worked for the Dukes of Orleans at Paris. At the end of the fourteenth century French painting had reached a period incomparable brilliancy. Every-thing heralded the Renaissance (see EVRY, HUBER AND JAN VAN), and little was wanting to make it a distinctly French movement, which, however, the disasters of the monarchy prevented. Paris ceased to be the centre of the new intellectual life. Art, driven from its centre, retreated to the outlying provinces in the North, the East, and the South-East, to the borders of Burgundy, which was the province of the princes and the town Bruges, while secondary centres were established at Dijon in Provence. Each of these had its masters and its school. The only remnant of truly French life found refuge in the valley of the Loire, in the neighbourhood of Tours, since the time of St. Martin the true heart of the nation in every crisis of French history. Here grew up a group of artists whose position presages not only a definite personality but a French physiognomy. Fouquet was the contemporary of Joan of Arc, and his character is as national as that of the heroine herself. For the basis of his style we must look to the School of Burgundy, itself simply a variant of that of Bruges. Tours is not far from Bourges and Dijon, and in Fouquet's work there is always something reminiscent of Clauz Sluter and of the van Eycks. To this must be added some Italian mannerisms. It is not known on what occasion Fouquet went to Italy, but it was certainly about 1445, for we may infer from a letter of 1447, written by him to himself between two secretaries. This famous work, long preserved at the Minerva gallery, is now known only from a sixteenth-century engraving. Filaret and Vasari speak admiringly of it, while Raphael paid it the honour of recalling it in his "Leo X" of the Pitti Palace. Fouquet remained under the charm of the early Italian Renaissance. The influence of the bas-reliefs of Ghiberti and Della Robbia, the paintings of Masaccio, Paolo Ucello, Filippo Lippi, and Gentile da Fabriano which he saw at Florence and at Rome may always be traced in his work. He appears to have been in France in 1450. Some critics are inclined to believe that he made a second journey, for they find it hard to believe that Fouquet never saw the "Lives of St. Lawrence and St. Stephen" by Fra Angelico in the chapel of Nicholas V. It is these Italian works which most closely resemble his own. The harmonizing of the two Renaissance movements (North and South), the conception of the person of the poet, the imagination of the creative soul of one French artist, without any effort or shadow of pedantry, narrowness, or system, constitutes Fouquet's charm and originality. If French character consists in a certain effacement of all racial characteristics, in the power of assimilation (as in the work of Jean Basset, the illuminator), no artist has ever been more "French" than Fouquet. Withal he does not lack the savour of his country. Without poetry or depth of thought, his style has at least two striking characteristics. In depicting the human countenance, he possessed to a rare degree the gift of taking life as it were, by surprise, and not even Benozzo could tell a story as he could.

We know through a contemporary that Fouquet painted pictures in the church of Notre-Dame la Riche at Tours, but it is not known whether they were mural or altar-pieces. He is known to have been charged with the preparations for Louis XI's entry into the city in 1461. Of all his works, however, there remain to-day a half-dozen portraits and about a hundred miniatures. The oldest of these portraits appears to be the "Charles VII" in the Louvre, a portrait striking for its sadness, its fretful expression, and the force of its ugliness and veracity. At the Louvre also is the portrait of "Guillaume de Foix," magnificently obese and bloated, radiant with gold. Another portrait has a curious history. It is that of Etienne Chevalier, the great patron of the painter, and was formerly to be seen in the church of Melun. The work is charming in breadth of style. The figure of St. Stephen presenting his client recalls Giorgione by its
vigour and delicacy. In 1896 this piece found its way to the Berlin Museum. It formed part of a diptych, the other wing of which shows the Virgin, surrounded by angels, nursing the Infant Jesus. The Virgin is also a portrait, that of the beautiful Agnes Sorel of whom she was a favourit. This second diptych, bought at Antwerp. The two parts, having been separated, were never reunited except for a short time at Paris during the Exposition of the French "Primitives" in 1904. Still another of Fouquet's portraits must be mentioned: the bust of a young man (Lichtenstein collection), dated 1496, which is admirable in the intensity which is due to the use of the colour scheme, to the greyish tone and delicate reserve. This would be the master's best portrait, it was not for the precious little enamal at the Louvre, in which he himself is depicted in golden lines on a black background.

His work as a miniaturist at present comprises three series: (1) the fragments of the "Livre d'heures d'Etienne Chevalier" (1450–60), forty of which are at Chantilly, two at the Louvre, one at the Bibliothèque Nationale, and one at the British Museum; (2) twenty "feuilles" of the "Jewish Antiquities" of Josephus at the Bibliothèque Nationale. The second volume, discovered in 1906 at the Library of Munich, 1478, has presented the French Republic by King Edward VII in 1906 (Durrieu, op. cit. in infra); (3) part of the illustrations of the "Chroniques de France" (Fr. 8465, Bibli. Nat.). To these must be added: (4) the frontispiece and miniatures for a French translation of the works of Boccaccio at the Royal Library of Munich (c. 1469); and the frontispiece of the statutes of the Order of St. Michael (c. 1462) at the Bibliothèque Nationale. The most important of these works, as well as the most famous and the most beautiful, is unquestionably Etienne Chevalier's "Book of Hours", the "Quarante Fouquet". Of the forty-four pages of the "Book of Hours" hitherto recovered, twenty-five (following the order of the Breviary) tell the story of the Gospel and of the life of the Blessed Virgin, fourteen are scenes from the lives of the saints; one, dealing with the story of Job, is an Old-Testament scene; and one, "The Last Judgment", is from the Apocalypse. The frontispiece, two pages reproducing the diptych of Melun, and the page of the Office for the Dead, are consecrated to the memory of Etienne Chevalier. We are impressed immediately with the exquisite clearness, animation and life. Italian mannerisms abound in the details; the draperies are treated with a more flowing line than in his portraits. This work is one of joy in which the imagination delights in lovely caprices. Here are chubby-faced little angels, flowing draperies and garments, Burgundian luxuriance with the large folds of its draperies; to one side are the playing children (pintos), modelling of Prato and Perugia, plastered niches, classic cornices, the Corinthian acanthus, and architectural foliage like the Florentine cypress and yew. His style is extremely composite. Nowhere else are its elements so deftly combined. There is gold everywhere, golden skies and golden hatching, an exuberance by turns delicately girt. Since his birth, the one has been able to master the process, which is in fact only the radiant atmosphere of the artist's ideas and the colour of his spirit.

The fundamental note is wonderfully sustained despite the appearance of playful improvisation. Although the artist delights in allowing free play to pleasant reminiscences, and has made use of his sketches of travel as adornments for his ideas, the basis of all is an ardent love of reality, and he glances at them only to refresh his memory. As a story-teller and dramatist he has the regard for the letter and the text which was the predominant trait of the great French historical painters, Poussin and St. Luc. But above all he feels the craving for truth, which underlines the embellishments of his style constitutes the real merit of his miniature and his portraits. Fouquet is a "naturalist" from conviction. This he is after his own fashion, but as truly as Van Eyck or Filippo Lippi. He resembles them in being of their time, but he differs from them inasmuch as the spirit which never prevails over his passionate worship of nature.

This naturalism was so strong that Fouquet lacked the power to conceive what he had not seen. He did not dispense with models and all his works were not only observed but posed. He fails completely in ideal scenes and those of intense expression (e. g., Calvary) for which he could have no model. If "Calvary" is a thrilling picture, it is because the memory of the glass-worker came to the aid of the painter, for the artist beheld heaven as the rose window of a cathedral (Dante, Parad., xxxi). In "The Martyrdom of St. Apollonia" he depicts quite clearly a scene from a popular mystery; it is, indeed, the most exact document we possess as to the scenic effects in the mysteries of the Middle Ages (Emil Mâle, "Le renouvellement de l'art par les mystères" in "Gazette des Beaux Arts", 1904, I, 89). This influence of the theatre is seen throughout the "Book of Hours", in the costumes and the settings. The exuberant, fantastic, and grotesque appearance of which proceeds directly from the store of dramatic accessories and the tinsel adornments of the actors. It was thus that the face of Fouquet conceived historical painting. Finally another custom of Fouquet was to give as background to the scenes taken in the Bible the setting of Palestine of which he knew nothing, France or Tournai which he knew so well. Thus the representation of "Job" has as a decorative background the castle keep of Vincennes. The "Paschal Supper" takes place in an inn, and through the open door is seen the roof of Notre-Dame de Paris. "Calvary" is placed on the hill of Montrouge. This excess of "saintet" must not lead us to think that Fouquet knew not what he did. The anchormanism of the "Primitives" is a conscious and voluntary system. Fouquet was not at all naive, as has been too frequently asserted, when in the scene of the Epiphany he substituted for one of the Magi of history the portrait of King Charles VII, in a mantle ornamented with fleurs-de-lis, surrounded by his guards and rendering homage to the Blessed Virgin. Perhaps this was a way of bringing home the teaching of the Gospel and of expressing its eternal truths and undying realities rather than the historian's superficial incidentalities of an age which, weary of abstractions and symbols, underwent a passionate reaction towards the youthful, and towards life. No contemporary expressed life better than Fouquet. He loved it in all its forms, in art, whether Italian, Flemish, Gothic, or Renaissance, in the theatre as well as in nature. He loved beautiful horses, beautiful arms, rich costumes, gay colours, beautiful music (his works are full of concert). He loved the elegance of the new architecture, and he loved also the tapering spires, the cathedral windows, and the pointed towers on the pepper-box roofs. A thousand details of his time have been lost except for him, e. g. a row of quays on the banks of the Seine at the extremity of the city, a view of Paris from Montmartre or the Prè aux Cleres, the performance of a mystery, a funeral scene, the interior of the ancient basilica of St. Peter. He is the best witness of his time; he is in turn good-natured, bantering, tender, and emotional. Neither a dreamer nor a mystic, he is full of faith and purity. Nothing could be more chaste than his work, which appeals at once to the learned and to the masses. The mind of this humble miniaturist was one of the best informed and most well-endowed of his time. Above all he had a private, critical side, for he knew of the faults of other painters of the world. No one has depicted as well as he the charming countrysides of France. Nothing
could be more sweetly rustic than his “Sainte Mar-
guerite.” In this Fouquet immediately foreshadows
Corot. His “Mount of Olives” and his “Nativity”
are two of the most beautiful nocturnal scenes ever
painted. The Alps in his “vendange Chroniques” are
perhaps the earliest example of mountain landscape.

Fouquet’s influence has been considerable. He had
numerous pupils, the best-known of whom are his two
sons (one of them has a “Calvary” in the church of
Loches) and Jean Colombe, the brother of the sculptor.
Another pupil was Jean Fouquet’s daughter, who in
1507 painted the famous “Hours” of Anne of Brit-
tany. But none of these artists comes near to the
master in merit. Fouquet remains the sole type of a
French Renaissance which died out with his pupils.
After 1500 Italy took a decided lead over the rest of
Europe, and France was unable to entertain her pre-
tige. For more than two centuries she lost even the
memory of her first original master. It is only in
modern times that he has been drawn from obscurity
and restored to his rank among the most charming
men of genius of the early Renaissance.

COURRÈS, Études de Jean Fouquet (Paris, 1868) (chronos);
Bouchot, Jean Fouquet (Paris, 1870); Boudin, Jean Fouquet (Paris, 1890); Lautello, Jean Fouquet (Paris, 1897); Lerat, Jean Fouquet et Jean Bologne (Paris, 1902); Bourgeois, Études sur Jean Fouquet (Paris, 1904); Chantilly, Palais de la Charité (Chantilly), (Paris, 1904); Louis Michel, Les Miniatures de Jean Fouquet a Chantilly dans des Galerie des Beaux-Arts (Paris, 1897); Louis Dieulafoy, Exposition des Primitifs français au Louvre (Paris, 1904); Durandet, Le Livre des Antiquités Judaiques (Paris, 1898).—LOUIS GILLET.

Four Crowned Martyrs.—The old guide-books to
the tombs of the Roman martyrs make mention, in
connexion with the catacomb of Sts. Peter and Marcel-
linus on the Via Labicana, of the Four Crowned Mar-
tyrs (Quatuor Coronati), at whose grave the pilgrims
were wont to worship (De Rossi, Roma sotterranea, I, 178–79). One of these itineraries, the “Epitome
libri de locis sanctorum martyrum”, adds the names
of the four martyrs—in reality five—: “IV Coronati,
id est Claudius, Nicostatus, Simplicianus, Castorius,
Simplicius”. These are the names of five martyrs,
sculptors in the quarries of Pannonia (now a part of
Austria-Hungary, south-west of the Danube), who
gave up their lives for their faith in the reign of Dio-
cletian. The Acts of these martyrs, written by a
revenue officer named Porphyrius probably in the fourth
century, relates of the five sculptors that, although they
raised no objections to executing such profane images
as Victoria, Cupid, and the Chariot of the Sun, they
refused to make a statue of Eucleius because they
were not allowed to. For this they were condemned to death as
Christians. They were put into leaden caskets and
drowned in the River Save. This happened towards
the end of 305. The foregoing account of the martyr-
dom of the five sculptors of Pannonia is substantially
authentic; but later on a legend sprang up at Rome
concerning the four Colomans. In 1099, four Christian soldiers (cornicularii) suffered martyrdom at Rome during the reign of Diocletian, two years
after the death of the five sculptors. Their offence
consisted in refusing to offer sacrifice to the image of
Eucleius. The bodies of the martyrs were interred by
St. Sebastian and Pope Melchiades at the third
Sunday on the Via Labicana, in a sandpit where
rested the remains of others who had perished for the
Faith. Since the names of the four martyred soldiers
could not be authentically established, Pope Melchi-
ades commanded that, the date of their death (8 No-
Vember) being the same as that of the Pannonian
sculptors, the memory of the last should be celebrated on
that day, under the names of Sts. Claudius, Nicostra-
tius, Symphorianus, Castor, and Simplicius. This re-
port has no historic foundation. It is merely a tenta-
tive explanation of the name Quatuor Coronati, a name
given to a group of really authenticated martyrs who
were buried and venerated in the catacomb of Sts.
Peter and Marcellinus, the real origin of which, how-
ever, is not known. The church and the monastery
are classified with the five martyrs of Pannonia in a purely external
relationship. Numerous manuscripts on the legend as well as
the Roman Martyrology give the names of the Four
Crowned Martyrs, supposed to have been revealed at a
later date, as Secundus, Severianus, Carophonus, and
Lucius. The church was built by Constantine, but it was
in Rome, but in the catacomb of Albano; their feast
was celebrated on 27 August, under which date it is
described in the Roman Calendar of Feasts of 534. These
martyrs of Albano have no connexion with the Roman
martyrs described above. Of the Four Crowned Mar-
tyrs we know only that they suffered death for the
Faith and the place where they were buried. They
evidently were held in great veneration at Rome, since
in the fourth or fifth century a basilica was erected and
dedicated to them on the Celian Hill, probably in the
neighbourhood of the spot where tradition located
their execution. This became one of the titular
churches of Rome, which was long a titular church
and still stands. It is first mentioned among the signa-
tures of a Roman council in 555. Pope Leo IV or-
erd the relics removed, about 850, from the Via
Labicana to the church dedicated to their memory,
together with the relics of the five Pannonian martyrs,
since it had been brought to Rome at some period and
was unknown. Both groups of martyrs are commemor-
ated on 8 November.

MANNERT, Sanctuarium, I, 182–85; WATTENBACH in Stü-
zung, Geschichte der k. K. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Wien (1853), 18 sqq.; IDBM in BÖNINGER, Untersuchungen zur römischen Kaiser-

Fourier, Peter. See Peter FOURIER, SAINT.

Four Masters, ANNALS OF THE, the most extensive of all the compilations of the ancient annals of Ireland.

They commence, nominally at least, at A.M. 2242 and
are continued down to A.D. 1616. The entries which
are bare and meagre during the earlier period grow
less so as the “Annals” progress, and towards the end
they become at parts almost like a history in their
differences. The principal compiler of these “An-

nals” was Michael O’Clery, a native of Downag, who
had been by profession a trained antiquary and poet,
but who afterwards joined the Franciscan Order, and
went to their Irish house in Louvain. Thence he was
sent back to Ireland by his famous compatriot, Father
Ussher, Governor of Ireland, and compiled the rest of
these lives which he copied upon that visit, out of the
old vellum books of Ireland, are now in the Bur-
gundian Library at Brussels. Afterwards, under the
patronage of Fergal O’Gara, Lord of Moy Gara and
Coolavin, in the County Sligo, he conceived the pious
idea of collecting and redacting all the other
vellum books of annals which he could find throughout
Ireland, and of combining them into one continuous
whole. “I thought”, says O’Clery, in his dedication
to O’Gara, “that I could get the assistance of the
chroniclers for whom I had most esteem, in writing a
work of annals in which these matters might be put on
record, for that should the writing be neglected at
present, they would not again be found to be put on
cord even to the end of the world. All the best and most copious books of annals that I could

J. P. KIRCH.
and throughout all Ireland were collected by — though it was difficult for me to collect them — into one place to write this book.’ It was to the secluded convent of Donegal that the learned friar retired while engaged upon this work which was commenced by himself and his fellow labourers on the 22nd of January, 1632, and concluded on the 10th of August, 1636. It is perhaps as to the labour and the labourers, as to the material and the manner of that labour, that they worked from were prophetic. Scarcely one of the ancient books which he brought together with such pains has survived to the present day — they probably perished in the cataclysm of the Cromwellian and Williamite wars.

It was Father Colgan, the celebrated author of the ‘Trias Thaumaturga’ and the ‘Acta sanctorum Hiberniae’, who, in the preface to this latter work, first conferred the title by which they are now always known, ‘The Annals of the Four Masters’, upon these annals of O’Clery. ‘As in the three works before mentioned’, writes Colgan, ‘so in this fourth one, three (helpers of the Annals) are eminently to be praised, namely Farfassa O’Mulconry, Peregrine O’Clery, and Peregrine O’Duignan, men of consummate learning in the antiquities of their country, and to these were subsequently added the co-operation of other distinguished classical scholars, as Matt MacRory of Connar, who published one months [sic], and Conary O’Clery who for many months laboured in its promotion. But since those “Annals” which we shall very frequently have occasion to quote, have been collected and compiled by the assistance and separate study of so many authors, neither the desire of brevity would permit us always to quote them individually, nor would justice permit us to attribute the labour of many to one, hence it sometimes seemed best to call them the “Annals of Donegal”, for in our convent of Donegal they were commenced and concluded. But afterwards, for other reasons, chiefly for the convenience of the compiler of the manuscript himself, and the four most learned masters in antiquarian lore, we have been led to call them the “Annals of the Four Masters”.’

These “Annals”, written in a very archaic language, difficult to be understood, even then, except by the learned, give us the reigns, deaths, genealogies, etc., not only of the high-kings of Ireland, but also of the provincial kings, chiefs, and heads of distinguished families, men of science, historians, poets, etc., with their respective dates given as accurately as the Masters are able to give them. They record the demise and succession of saints, abbots, bishops, and ecclesiastical events. They recount the past, the present, and occasionally the overthrow of countless churches, castles, abbeys, convents, and religious institutions. They give meagre details of battles, murders, tribal wars, wars with the foreigners, battles with Norsemen, Normans, and English, and political changes. Sometimes they quote ancient verses in corroboration of the facts they mention, but no such verses are quoted prior to the third century. We have here the condensed pith and substance of the old vellum books of Ireland which were then in existence, but most of which, as the Four Masters forewarned, have long since perished. Their facts and dates are not their own facts and dates. From confused masses of very ancient matter, they, with labour and much sitting, drew forth their dates, and as far as possible synchronized their facts. It is not too much to say that there is no event in the whole of Irish history from the birth of Christ down to the beginning of the seventeenth century that the first enquiry the student should put about must not be: “What do the Four Masters say of this?”

These “Annals” have been published, at least in part, three times, but are now always read in the edition of the great Irish scholar, John O’Donovan. In this splendid work the Irish text is given with a translation in English, and a preface of the most valuable notes, topographical, genealogical, and historical, the whole contained in seven great quarto volumes. So long as Irish history exists the “Annals of the Four Masters” will be read in O’Donovan’s translation, and the name of O’Donovan be inseparably connected with that of the O’Clerys.

O’DONOVAN, ed., Annales Righachta Eireann, Annales of the Kings of Ireland, by the Four Masters, from the Creation of the World to the year 1616 (Dublin, 1851); CONNELLAN, The Annals of Ireland translated into the original Irish of the Four Masters, with introductory and explanatory notes, by Philip MacMonagle (Dublin, 1854); O’CONOR, ed., Rerum Hibernicarum Scriptores Tom. III., complete annalas IV Magnorum ex quo O’Clirsi autographa in Bibliotheca Simoniensia (Buculac, 1861); DOUGLAS HYDE, O’Conor publishes the Annals only up to the year 1171. OTHER LECTURES ON THE LITERATURE OF ANCESTRAL IRISH HISTORY, 142-151, appendix 543-556; HIS HISTORY OF IRELAND (London, 1899), 573-580; HART’S HISTORY OF IRELAND, 136-142; JOYCE, A. in Num. Soc. 2, 519-520; GILBERT, National MSS. of Ireland (London, 1884), 531-533; MOORE in Dial. Nat. Biog. s. v. O’Clery.

DOUGLAS HYDE.

Fowler, John, scholar and printer, b. at Bristol, England, 1537; d. at Namur, Flanders, 13 Feb., 1578. He studied at Winchester School from 1551 to 1553, when he proceeded to New College, Oxford, where he remained till 1559. He became B.A. 23 Feb., 1556-7 and M.A. 1560, though publish the Irish text. In his answering to Sander, called “Devissibili Romanarchit”, to the effect that Fowler took the oath to enable him to retain the living of Wonston in Hampshire. There is, indeed, no trace of any desire on his part to receive Holy orders and he subsequently married Alice Harris, a Lady of Devonshire. On leaving Oxford he withdrew to Louvain, where he like other scholars of his time he turned his attention to the craft of printing. His intellectual attainments were such to enable him to take high rank among the scholar-printers of that age. Thus Antony & Wood says of him: “He was well skilled in the Greek and Latin tongues, a tolerable poet and orator, and a theologian not to be condemned. So learned he was also in criticisms and other polite learning, that he might have passed for another Robert or Henry Stephens. He did diligently peruse the Theological Summa of St. Thomas of Aquin, and with a most expert method of reducing it, reduced it into them.”

To have a printing press abroad in the hands of a competent English printer was a great gain to the Catholic cause, and Fowler devoted the rest of his life to this work, winning from Cardinal Allen the praise of being catholicissimus et docissimus librorum impressor. The English Government kept an eye on his work, as we learn from the State papers (Domestic, Eliz., 1566-1579), where we read the evidence of one Henry Simpson at York, in 1571, to the effect that Fowler printed all the English books at Louvain and that Dr. Harding’s Welsh servant, William Smith, used to bring the works of the press. He signed his name to a press at Antwerp as well as at Louvain, for his Antwerp books range from 1565 to 1575, whereas his Louvain books are dated 1566, 1567 and 1568, while one of his publications, Gregory Martin’s “Treatise of Schism”, bears the impress, Douay, 1578. More thorough bibliographical research than has yet been made into the output of his presses would set the student more about, but it must not be: “What do the Four Masters say of this?”

These “Annals” have been published, at least in part, three times, but are now always read in the edition of the great Irish scholar, John O’Donovan. In this splendid work the Irish text is given with a translation in English, and a preface of the most valuable notes, topographical, genealogical, and historical, the whole contained in seven great quarto volumes. So long as Irish history exists the “Annals of the Four Masters” will be read in O’Donovan’s translation, and the name of O’Donovan be inseparably connected with that of the O’Clerys.
Thomee Aquinatis demuntea conclusiones" (Louvain, 1570); "M. Manuli dictorum factorumque memorabilium libri VI" (Antwerp, 1577); "Additiones in Chronica Genebrandi" (1578); "A Psalter for Catholics", a controversial work answered by Sampson; epigrams and verses. The translation of the "Epistle of Oratius" (Antwerp, 1655), ascribed to him by Wood and Pitts, was really made by Richard Shacklock. Pitts also states that he wrote in English a work "Ad Ducianno Ferie confessio forma," Fowler also edited Sir Thomas More's "Dialogue of Comfort against Turbulence" (Antwerp, 1577); F. J. Highlander's "Anglo Saxon Dictionary" (Paris, 1623); Wood's "Athenae Oxoni," ed. Bliss (London, 1813-1820); J. Dods, "Church History" (Brussels, 1737); L. P. III.; B. H. Act. 6, following Anthony a Wood in every detail; Timsley, "Typographical Encyclopaedia" (London, 1842); Knox Letters and Materials of Cardinal Allen" (London, 1822); Bremner and Clarke, "Register of the University of Oxford" (Oxford Hist. Soc., 1883); Gillow, "Bibl. Dict. Eng. Cat." (London, 1886); II; Cooper in "Dict. Nat. Biog." (London, 1889). X.X.
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FOX, GEORGE. See FRIENDS, SOCIETY OF.
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FRACTIO PANIS (BREAKING OF BREAD), the name given to a fresco in the so-called "Capella Greca" in the catacomb of St. Prisca situated on the Via Salaria Nova. The fresco, which with the whole of the decorations of the chapel dates from the first half of the second century, is of the highest liturgical and theological importance. The painting is found upon the face of the arch immediately over the altar tomb, upon which beyond all reasonable doubt the Holy Sacrifice was offered. By a providential accident this particular fresco, having been covered by a thick crust of stalactites, escaped the notice of the early explorers of the catacombs, who, by their over-eagerness and ignorance combined, often did much irreparable harm. In the year 1893, Mgr. Joseph Wilpert, the most distinguished of a band of young scholars who looked upon the great archaeologist De Rossi (q. v.) as their master, arrived at the conclusion that the roof and arches of this chapel were decorated with frescoes. Chemical reagents were used to remove the crust which covered the surface, and by the patient care of Mgr. Wilpert this delicate operation was attended with complete success. The most important fresco thus recovered was that already referred to over the altar tomb. The scene represented is a picture of seven persons at table, six men and a woman. It seems clear that six of these are reclining as the ancients reclined at their meals. But the seventh personage, a bearded and impressive figure, sits somewhat apart at the extremity of the table in an attitude which is highly significant. His head is thrown back, he has a small loaf or cake in his hands, and his arms stretched out in front of him show that he is breaking it. Upon the table immediately before him is a two-handled cup. Further along the table there are two large plates, one containing two fishes, the other five loaves. At each extremity of the picture upon either side we notice baskets filled with loaves—four baskets at one end, three at the other.

As a very little reflection will suffice to prove, no doubt can be felt as to the significance of the scene. It depicts beyond question that striking Eucharistic act, "the breaking of the bread" ("διακονέω τῷ ἐπιστρεφων — fractio panis"), which seems to have so much impressed the Lord's immediate disciples that the phrase itself at once transports us back to the very beginnings of Christianity. No wonder that De Rossi, whose last years were saddened by this find, described it as "the pearl of Catacomb discoveries." To point out briefly how constantly this phrase "fractio panis" recurs in early Christian literature, we may note that not only is the "blessing and breaking" of the bread mentioned in each of the four accounts of the Last Supper, but repeatedly also in the other Apostolic writings. For example, in I Cor., x, 16, "The chalice of benediction, which we bless, is it not the communion of the blood of Christ? And the bread, which we break, is it not the partaking of the body of the Lord?" So again in Acts, ii, 42, "And they were persevering in the doctrine of the apostles, and in the communication of the breaking of bread, and in prayers" (cf. Acts, ii, 40).
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France, the fifth in size (usually reckoned the fourth) of the great divisions of Europe.

Descriptive Geography.—The area of France is 207,107 square miles; it has a coast line 5,600 miles and an interior diameter 1,535 miles. It resembles a hexagon of which the sides are: (1) From Dunkirk to Point St.-Matthieu (sands and dunes from Dunkirk to the mouth of the Somme; cliffs, called falaises, extending from the Somme to the Orne, except where their wall is broken by the estuary of the Seine; granite boulders intersected by deep inlets from the Orne to Point St.-Matthieu). (2) From Point St.-Matthieu to the mouth of the Bidassoa (alternate granite cliffs and inlets as far as the River Loire; sandy stretches and arid moors from the Loire to the Garonne; sands, lagoons, and dunes from the Garonne to the Pyrenees). (3) From the Bidassoa to Point Cerbère (rocks and formations known as the Pyrenees). (4) From Point Cerbère to the mouth of the Roya (a deep, rocky frontier from the Pyrenees to the Tech; sands and lagoons between the Tech and the Rhone, and an unbroken wall of pointed rocks stretching from the Rhone to the Roya). (5) From the Roya to Mount Donon (a formidable mountain range, the Cotian, and the Graian Alps, as well as the mountains of Jura and the Vosges). (6) From Mount Donon to Dunkirk (an artificial frontier differentiated by few marked physical peculiarieties).

France is the only country in Europe having a coast line both on the Atlantic and on the Mediterranean; moreover the passes of Belfort, Côte d'Or, and Naours open the second century and that of Autun a little later, as well as a large number of inlets in early Christian literature, make it clear that our Saviour Jesus Christ was indicated by this symbol (see e.g. the mosaic in the “Attus del Congresso Internas. d'Archeol. Crist.”, Rome, 1902, pp. 2-3). The Abricour inscription clearly states that this “great fish” was to be the permanent food of the soul. We may also note that the one female figure among the guests depicted in the Fractio Panis fresco veiled, which is not the case with the female figures represented in those other banqueting scenes found in the catacombs and usually interpreted as a row of banqueters, or the joy of banqueting. The fresco of which we speak is not, as will be readily understood, either entirely realistic or entirely symbolical. That the president (spectator) of the synaxis (assembly) should break the bread seated, is probably not to be understood as implying that the bishops in the primitive church were in fact seated when they offered the liturgy, any more than the attitude of the guests implies that the early Christians reclined on couches when they assisted at the Holy Sacrifice. On the other hand, the action of the breaking of the bread is clearly realistic. A further indication of the Eucharistic character of the fresco is under discussion here, is afforded by the fact that in the fresco next to it in the same chamber is depicted the sacrifice of Abraham. On the other side is a representation of Daniel in the lions’ den, to which Mgr. Wilpert also attaches a Eucharistic significance on account of the supernatural feeding of Daniel through the intervention of the prophet Habacuc (Dan. xiv, 36).

Wilpert, in 1895, published a monograph giving a full account of this discovery under the title Fractio Panis, die alteste Darstellung der Fractio Panis (Freiburg im Breisgau); translated into French the next year. It contains a collection of very carefully executed photogravures of the frescoes in the Catacombs, reproducing the dynamism of the figures in the original and making it impossible to distinguish the details clearly in any photographic copy. For this reason the coloured reproduction included by Mgr. Wilpert in his later work Die Materien der Katakommen (Rome, two folio volumes (Freiburg, 1903), also published at Rome in Italian, is much to be preferred. The Fractio Panis is shown upon plate 30, vol. i. Compare also Marocci, Il sistema e l'architettura (Paris, 1899-1903), i, pp. 254-259; Leclercq in D. d'Archéologie, i, 318-3162.

Herbert Thurston.

France, the fifth in size (usually reckoned the fourth) of the great divisions of Europe.
period 1901–1905 in France was 18, while in Italy it was 106, in Austria 113, in England 121, in Germany 149, in Belgium 155. In 1907 the deaths were more numerous than the births, the number of deaths being 70,455 while that of the births was only 59,080; there was an excess of 19,920 deaths—and this notwithstanding the fact that in 1907 there were nearly 45,000 more marriages than in 1890. Official investigators attribute this phenomenon to sterility of marriages. In 1907, in only 29 out of 80 departments, the number of births exceeded the number of deaths by 50 or more. It may likewise be inferred that the sterility of marriages coincides with the decay of religious belief. Again, it is important to note the increase in population of the larger cities between the years 1789 and 1901: Marseille, from 96,000 to 491,000; Lyons, from 139,000 to 459,000; Bordeaux, from 83,000 to 256,000; Lille, from 13,000 to 210,000; Toulouse, from 55,000 to 149,000; Saint-Etienne, from 9000 to 146,000. Paris, which in 1817 had 274,000 inhabitants, had 2,714,000 in 1901; Havre and Roubaix, which in 1821 had 17,000 and 9000 respectively, now have 130,000 and 142,000. In these great increases the multiplication of the physical heredity is not always due to the increase of the population, and this is one of the causes of the religious indifference into which so many of the working people have fallen. It should be remembered that in former days nine-tenths of the people of France lived in the country; that while 550 000 Frenchmen lived in Paris in 1801, the number had fallen to 419 in 1891. The emigrants from the country hurried into the industrial towns, many of which multiplied their population by fifteen, and there, accustomed as they had been to the village bell, they found no church in the neighbourhood, and after a few brief generations the once faithful family from the country developed the faithless dweller in the town.

History, to the Third Republic.—The Treaty of Verdun (843) definitely established the partition of Charlemagne's empire into three independent kingdoms, and one of these was France. A great churchman, Hincmar, Archbishop of Reims (806–82), was the deviser of the new arrangement. He strongly supported the kingship of Charles the Bald, under whose sceptre he would have placed Lorraine also. To Hincmar the dream of a united Christendom did not appear under the guise of an empire, however ideal, but rather as a federation of independent States, each being a member of one mighty body, the great Republic of Christendom. He would replace the empire by a Europe of which France was one member. Under Charles the Fat (880–88) it looked for a moment as if Charlemagne's empire was about to come to life again; but the illusion was temporary, and in its stead were quickly formed seven kingdoms: Francia, Navarre, Provence, Burgundy beyond the Jura, Lorraine, Germany, and Italy. Feudalism was in the seething-pot, and the imperial edifice was crumbling to dust. Towards the close of the tenth century, in the English kingdom and in the Carolingian, the strongholds of the feudal principle, the houses of counts, or viscounts, or war lords, constituted veritable sovereignties, and at the end of the eleventh century there were as many as fifty-five of these minor States, of greater or less importance. As early as the tenth century one of these feudal families had begun to take the crown of the Duke of France. The occupation of Robert the Strong, and lords of all the country between the Seine and the Loire. From 887 to 987 they successfully defended French soil against the invading Northmen, and Eudes, or Odo, Duke of Francia (898–988), Robert, his brother (922–923), and Raoul, or Rudolph, king of France (927–943), held the throne for a brief interval. The weakness of the later Carolingian kings was evident to all, and in 987, on the death of Louis V, Adalberon, Archbishop of Reims, at a meeting of the chief men held at Senlis, contrasted the incapacity of the Carolingian Charles of Lorraine, the heir to the throne, with the merits of Hugh, Duke of Franconia. Gerbert, who afterwards became Sylvester II, adviser of Hugh, together with an excess of 19,920 deaths—and this notwithstanding the fact that in 1907 there were nearly 45,000 more marriages than in 1890. Official investigators attribute this phenomenon to sterility of marriages. In 1907, in only 29 out of 80 departments, the number of births exceeded the number of deaths by 50 or more. It may likewise be inferred that the sterility of marriages coincides with the decay of religious belief. Again, it is important to note the increase in population of the larger cities between the years 1789 and 1901: Marseille, from 106,000 to 491,000; Lyons, from 139,000 to 459,000; Bordeaux, from 83,000 to 256,000; Lille, from 13,000 to 210,000; Toulouse, from 55,000 to 149,000; Saint-Etienne, from 9000 to 146,000. Paris, which in 1817 had 274,000 inhabitants, had 2,714,000 in 1901; Havre and Roubaix, which in 1821 had 17,000 and 9000 respectively, now have 130,000 and 142,000. In these great increases the multiplication of the physical heredity is not always due to the increase of the population, and this is one of the causes of the religious indifference into which so many of the working people have fallen. It should be remembered that in former days nine-tenths of the people of France lived in the country; that while 550 000 Frenchmen lived in Paris in 1801, the number had fallen to 419 in 1891. The emigrants from the country hurried into the industrial towns, many of which multiplied their population by fifteen, and there, accustomed as they had been to the village bell, they found no church in the neighbourhood, and after a few brief generations the once faithful family from the country developed the faithless dweller in the town.

History, to the Third Republic.—The Treaty of Verdun (843) definitely established the partition of Charlemagne's empire into three independent kingdoms, and one of these was France. A great churchman, Hincmar, Archbishop of Reims (806–82), was the deviser of the new arrangement. He strongly supported the kingship of Charles the Bald, under whose sceptre he would have placed Lorraine also. To Hincmar the dream of a united Christendom did not appear under the guise of an empire, however ideal, but rather as a federation of independent States, each being a member of one mighty body, the great Republic of Christendom. He would replace the empire by a Europe of which France was one member. Under Charles the Fat (880–88) it looked for a moment as if Charlemagne's empire was about to come to life again; but the illusion was temporary, and in its stead were quickly formed seven kingdoms: Francia, Navarre, Provence, Burgundy beyond the Jura, Lorraine, Germany, and Italy. Feudalism was in the seething-pot, and the imperial edifice was crumbling to dust. Towards the close of the tenth century, in the English kingdom and in the Carolingian, the strongholds of the feudal principle, the houses of counts, or viscounts, or war lords, constituted veritable sovereignties, and at the end of the eleventh century there were as many as fifty-five of these minor States, of greater or less importance. As early as the tenth century one of these feudal families had begun to take the crown of the Duke of France. The occupation of Robert the Strong, and lords of all the country between the Seine and the Loire. From 887 to 987 they successfully defended French soil against the invading Northmen, and Eudes, or Odo, Duke of Francia (898–988), Robert, his brother (922–923), and Raoul, or Rudolph, king of France (927–943), held the throne for a brief interval. The weakness of the later Carolingian kings was evident to all, and in 987, on the death of Louis V, Adalberon, Archbishop of Reims, at a meeting of the chief men held at Senlis, contrasted the incapacity of the Carolingian Charles of Lorraine, the heir to the throne, with the merits of Hugh, Duke of Francaia. Gerbert, who afterwards became Sylvester II, adviser of Hugh, together with
against the Albigenses under Louis VIII (1223–26) brought in its train the establishment of the influence and authority of the French monarchy in the south of France.

St. Louis IX (1226–1270), "ruisselant de piété, et enflammé de charité," as a contemporary describes him, made kings so beloved that from his time dates that royal cult, so to speak, which was one of the moral forces in olden France, and which existed in no other country. Rome, to Europe to the south of the Alps, had been for the kings of France, set on their thrones by the Church of God, as it were a duty belonging to their charge or office; but in the pieté of St. Louis there was a note all his own, the note of sanctity. With him ended the Crusades, but not their spirit. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries we see every project, attempt after attempt to set on foot a crusade was made, and we refer to them merely to point out that the spirit of a militant apostolate continued to ferment in the soul of France. The project of Charles of Valois (1308–09), the French expedition under Peter I of Cyprus against Alexandria and the Armenians (1336–1337), sung of by the French trouvère, Guillaume Machault, the crusade of John of Nevers, which ended in the bloody battle of Nicopolis (1396)—in all these enterprises the spirit of St. Louis lived, just as in the hearts of the Christians of the East, whom France was thus trying to protect, the spirit of St. Louis still lived. The Maronites of Lebanon, the Arameans of Syria, the Copts of Egypt, the Catabonians, and the Jews of Jerusalem were all in the service of France's king who, if he were in sin and schism, was yet the nation of St. Louis. If the feeble nation of the Maronites cries out to-day to France for help, it is because of a letter written by St. Louis to the nation of St. Maron in May, 1250. In the days of St. Louis the influence of French epic literature in Europe was supreme. Brunetto Latini, as early as the middle of the thirteenth century, wrote that "of all speech perles that of the French was the most charming, and the most in favour with every one." French held sway in England until the middle of the fourteenth century; it was fluently spoken at the Court of Constantimople from the time of the Fourth Crusade, and in Greece in the duchedoms, principalities and baronies founded there by the Houses of Burgundy and Champagne. And it was in French that Rusticiano of Pisa, about the year 1300, wrote down from Marco Polo's lips the story of his wonderful travels. The University of Paris, founded by the Church in 1208 and 1213, was saved from a spirit of exclusiveness by the happy intervention of Alexander IV, who obliged it to open its doors to the mendicant friars. Among its professors were Duns Scotus; the Italians, St. Thomas and St. Bonaventure; Albert the Great, a German; Alexander of Hales, an Englishman. Among its pupils it counted Roger Bacon, Dante, Raimundus Lullus, Popes Gregory IX, Urban IV, Clement IV, and Boniface VIII.

France was also the birthplace of Gothic art, which was carried by French architects into Germany. The method employed in the building of many Gothic cathedrals—in the fourteenth century—bears witness to the fact that at this period the lives of the French people were deeply penetrated with faith. An architectural wonder such as the cathedral of Chartres was in reality the work of a popular art born of the faith of the people who worshipped there. Under Philip IV, the Fair (1285–1314), the royal house of France became very powerful. By means of alliances he extended his prestige as far as the Orient. His brother Charles of Valois married Catherine de Courtenay, an heiress of the Latin Empire of Constantinople. The Kings of England and Minorca were his vassals, the King of Scotland his ally, the Kings of Naples and of Hungary connexions by marriage. He aimed at a sort of supremacy over the body politic of Europe. Pierre Dubois, his jurist, dreamed that the pope would hand over all his domains to Philip and receive in exchange an annual income, while Philip would thus have the spiritual head of Christendom under his influence. Philip IV laboured to increase the royal prerogative and thereby the personal unity of France. By founding magistratures into the feudal territories, by defining certain cases (cas royaux) as reserved to the king's competency, he dealt a heavy blow to the feudalism of the Middle Ages. But on the other hand under his rule many anti-Christian maxims began to creep into law and the personal unity of France. He decreed that the social organization, and gradually the idea of a united Christendom disappeared from the national policy. Philip the Fair, pretending to rule by Divine right, gave it to be understood that he rendered an account of his kingship to no one under heaven. He thought the popes right to present the papacy had always done in the past, the claims of morality and justice where kings were concerned. Hence arose in 1294–1303, his struggle with Pope Boniface VIII, but in that struggle he was cunning enough to secure the support of the States-General, which represented public opinion in France. In later times, after centuries of monarchical government, this national public opinion rose against the abuse of power committed by its kings in the name of their pretended Divine right, and thus made an implicit amende honorables to what the Church had taught concerning the origin, the limits, and the responsibility of all power. It was first asserted by the lawyers of Philip IV when they set up their pagan concept of the State as the absolute source of power. The election of Pope Clement V (1305) under Philip's influence, the removal of the papacy to Avignon, the nomination of seven French popes in succession, weakened the influence of the papacy in Christendom, though it has recently come to light that the Avignon popes did not always allow the independence of the Holy See to waver or disappear in the game of politics. Philip IV and his successors may have had the illusion that they were taking the place of the German emperors in European affairs. The papacy was imprisoned on their territory; the German Empire was passing through a crisis, was, in fact, decaying, and the kings of France might well imagine themselves temporal vicars of God, side by side with, or even in opposition to, the spiritual vicar who lived at Avignon.

But at this juncture the Hundred Years War broke out, and the French kingdom, which aspired to be the arbiter of Christendom, was menaced in its very existence by England. English kings aimed at the French crown, and the two nations fought for the possession of Guienne. Twice during the struggle, the independence of France imperilled. Defeated on the Ecluse (1340), at Crécy (1346), at Poitiers (1356), France was saved by Charles V (1364–80) and by Duguesclin, only to suffer fresh defeat under Charles VI at Agincourt (1415) and to be ceded by the Treaty of Troyes (1420) to Henry V, King of England. At this darkest hour of the nation itself was stirred. The revolutionary attempt by Etienne Marcel (1358) and the revolt which gave rise to the Ordonnance Cabochienne (1418) were the earliest signs of popular impatience at the absolutism of the French kings, but internal dissensions hindered an effective patriotic defence of the country. When Charles VII came to the throne, France had almost ceased to be French. The king and court lived beyond the Loire, and Paris was the seat of an English government. Blessed Joan of Arc was the savour of French nationality as well as French royalty, and at the end of Charles's reign (1422–61) Calais was the only spot in France in the hands of the English.

The ideal of a united Christendom continued to haunt the soul of France in spite of the predominating influence gradually assumed in French politics by purely national aspirations. From the reign of
Charles VI, or even the last years of Charles V, dates the custom of giving to the French kings the exclusive title of "Most Christian" by the popes of their day; Alexander III had conferred the same title on Louis VII; but from Charles VI onwards the title comes into constant use as the special prerogative of the kings of France. "Because of the vigour with which Charlemagne, St. Louis, and other French kings, more than the other kings of Christendom, had upheld the Catholic Faith, the kings of France are known among the kings of Christendom as 'Most Christian'." Thus wrote Philippe de Mézières, a contemporary of Charles VI. In later times the Emperor Frederick III, addressing Charles VII, wrote: "Your ancestors have won for your name the title Most Christian, as a heritage not to be separated from it." From the pontificate of Paul II (1464) the popes, in addressing Bulls to the kings of France, always use the style and title Rex Christianissimus. Furthermore, European public opinion always looked on Bl. Joan of Arc, who saved the French monarchy, as the heroine of Christendom, and believed that the Maid of Orléans meant to lead the king of France on another crusade when she had secured him in the peaceful possession of his own country. France's national heroine was thus heralded by the fancy of her contemporaries, by Christine de Pisan, and by that Venetian merchant whose letters have been preserved for us in the Morosini Chronicle, as a heroine whose aims were as wide as Christianity itself.

The fifteenth century, during which France was growing in national spirit, and while men's minds in France were still conscious of the claims of Christendom, was also the century during which, on the morrow of the Great Schism and of the Councils of Basle and of Constance, there began a movement among the powerful feudal bishops against pope and king, and which aimed at the emancipation of the Gallican Church. The propositions upheld by Gerson, and forced by him, as representing the University of Paris, on the Council of Constance, would have set up in the Church an aristocratic regime analogous to what the feudal lords, profiting by the weakness of King Charles VI, had dreamed of establishing in the State. A royal proclamation, in 1418, issued after the election of Pope Martin V, maintained in opposition to the pope "all the privileges and franchises of the kingdom", put an end to the custom of annates, limited the rights of the Roman court in collecting benefices, and forbade the sending to Rome of articles of gold or silver. This proclamation was assented to by the young King Charles VII in 1423, but at the same time he sent Pope Martin V an embassy asking to be absolved from the oath he had taken to uphold the principles of the Gallican Church and seeking to arrange a concordat which would give the French the State should govern the Church.

The Italian wars undertaken by Charles VIII (1493–98), and continued by Louis XII (1498–1513), aided by an excellent corps of artillery and all the resources of French arms, to assert certain French claims over Naples and Milan, did not quite fulfil the dreams of the French kings. They had, however, a threefold result in the worlds of politics, religion, and art. Politically, they led foreign powers to believe that France was a menace to the balance of power; and hence arose alliances to maintain that balance, such, for instance, as the League of Venice (1495) and the Holy League (1511–12). From the point of view of art they carried a breath of the Renaissance across the Alps. And in the religious world they furnished France an opportunity to assert its rights and assert for the first time the principles of royal Gallicanism. Louis XII and the Emperor Maximilian, supported by the opponents of Pope Julius II, convened in Pisa a council that threatened the rights of the Holy See. Matters looked very serious. The understanding between the pope and the French kings hung in the bal-
ance. Leo X understood the danger when the victory of Marignano opened to Francis I the road to Rome. The pope in alarm retired to Bologna, and the Concordat of 1516, negotiated between the cardinals and Duprat, the chancellor, and afterwards approved of by the Ecumenical Council of the Lateran, recognized the right of the King of France to nominate not only the archbishops, but all the cardinals of the Roman Catholic Church. The concordat between Leo X and Francis I was tantamount to a solemn repudiation of all the anti-Roman work of the great councils of the fifteenth century. The conclusion of this concordat was one of the reasons why France escaped the Reformation. From the moment that the disposal of church property, as laid down by the concordat, belonged to the civil power, royalty had nothing to gain from the Reformation. Whereas the kings of England and the German princedoms saw in the Reformation a chance to gain possession of ecclesiastical property, the kings of France, thanks to the concordat, saw in concordat the chance to retain in their possession of those privileges. When Charles V became King of Spain (1516) and emperor (1519), thus uniting in his person the hereditary possessions of the House of Austria and Germany, as well as the old domains of the House of Burgundy in the Low Countries—uniting, moreover, the Spanish Monarchy with Naples, Sicily, Sardinia, the Northern parts of Africa, and certain lands in America, Francis I inaugurated a struggle between France and the House of Austria. After forty-four years of war, from the victory of Marignano to the Treaty of Cateau-Cambrésis (1515-59), France relinquished hopes of retaining possession of Italy, but had wrested the Bishops of Metz, Toul, and Verdun from the empire and had won back possession of Calais. The Spaniards were left in possession of Naples and the country around Milan, and their influence predominated throughout the Italian Peninsula. But the dream which Charles V had for a brief moment entertained—of a new Europe—had been shattered.

During this struggle against the House of Austria, France, for motives of political and military exigency, had been obliged to lean on the Lutherans of Germany, and even on the sultan. The foreign policy of France since the time of Francis I has been to seek control over the northern part of the nation, and to be guided by the interests of Catholicism at large. The France of the Crusades even became the ally of the sultan. But, by a strange anomaly, this new political grouping allowed France to continue its protection to the Christians of the East. In the Middle Ages it protected them by force of arms; but since the sixteenth century, by treaties called capitulations, the first of which was drawn up in 1535. The spirit of French policy has changed, but it is always on France that the Christian communities of the East rely, and this protectorate continues to exist under the Third Republic, and has never failed them.

The early part of the sixteenth century was marked by the growth of Protestantism in France, under the forms of Lutheranism and of Calvinism. Lutheranism was the first to make its entry. The minds of some in France were already prepared to receive it. Six years before Luther’s time, the mathematician Lexaux de Rennes’s (Faber Bengelis), a protégé of Louis XII and of Francis I, had preached the necessity of reading the Scriptures and of “bringing back religion to its primitive purity”. A certain number of tradesmen, some of whom, for business reasons, had travelled in Germany, and a few priests, were infatuated with the Lutheranism idea. Until 1534, Francis

I was almost favourable to the Lutherans, and he even proposed to make Melanchthon President of the Collège de France. But on learning, in 1534, that violent placards against the Church of Rome had been posted on the same day in many of the large towns, and even near the king’s own room in the Château d’Amboise, he feared a Lutheran plot; an inquiry was ordered, and the leaders of the Lutherans were condemned to death and buried at the stake in Paris. Eminent ecclesiastics, such as de Bellay, Archbishop of Paris, and Sadolet, Bishop of Carpentras, deplored these executions and the Vaudois massacre ordered by d’Oppède, President of the Parliament of Aix, in 1548. Laymen, on the other hand, who ill understood the Christian gentleness of the Reformation, condemned them and remiss in putting down heresy; and when, under Henry II, Calvinism crept in from Geneva, a policy of persecution was inaugurated. From 1547 to 1550, in less than three years, the chambre ardente, a committee of the Parliament of Paris, condemned more than 500 persons to retract their beliefs, to imprisonment, or to death at the stake. Notwithstanding this, the Calvinists, in 1555, were able to organize themselves into Churches on the plan of that at Geneva; and, in order to bind these Churches more closely together, they held a synod at Paris in 1559. There were in France three main sects—the Reformers of the Reformé type. By 1568, the number had increased to 2000. The methods, too, of the Calvinist propaganda had changed. The earlier Calvinists, like the Lutherans, had been artisans and workmen, but in the course of time, in the South and in the West, a number of princes and noblemen joined their ranks. Among these were two princes of the blood, descendants of St. Louis: Anthony of Bourbon, who became King of Navarre through his marriage with Jeanne d’Albret, and his brother the Prince de Condé. Another name of note is that of Admiral de Coligny, nephew of that Duke of Montmorency who was the Premier Baron of Christendom. Thus it came to pass that in France Calvinism was no longer a religious force, but had become a political and military cabal; and the French kings in opposing it were but defending their own rights.

Such was the beginning of the Wars of Religion. They had for their starting-point the Conspiracy of Amboise (1560) by which the Protestant leaders aimed at seizing the person of Francis II, in order to remove him from the influence of Francis of Guise. During the reigns of Francis II, Charles IX, and Henry III, a powerful influence was exercised by the queen-mother, and a delicate balance had to be struck to guide the interests of Catholicism at large. The France of the Crusades even became the ally of the sultan. But, by a strange anomaly, this new political grouping allowed France to continue its protection to the Christians of the East. In the Middle Ages it protected them by force of arms; but since the sixteenth century, by treaties called capitulations, the first of which was drawn up in 1535. The spirit of French policy has changed, but it is always on France that the Christian communities of the East rely, and this protectorate continues to exist under the Third Republic, and has never failed them.

The early part of the sixteenth century was marked by the growth of Protestantism in France, under the forms of Lutheranism and of Calvinism. Lutheranism was the first to make its entry. The minds of some in France were already prepared to receive it. Six years before Luther’s time, the mathematician Lexaux de Rennes’s (Faber Bengelis), a protégé of Louis XII and of Francis I, had preached the necessity of reading the Scriptures and of “bringing back religion to its primitive purity”. A certain number of tradesmen, some of whom, for business reasons, had travelled in Germany, and a few priests, were infatuated with the Lutheranism idea. Until 1534, Francis
the banners of the Reformation party or under those of the League organized by the House of Guise to defend Catholicism, political opinions ranged themselves, and during these thirty years of civil disorder monarchical centralization was often in danger of overthrow. Had the Guises or any other faction been in power, the trend of policy adopted by the French monarchy towards Catholicism after the Concordat of Francis I would have assuredly been less Gallican. That concordat placed the Church in France and its episcopate in the hands of the king. The old episcopal Gallicanism which held that the authority of the pope was not above that of the Church assembled in council, and the royal Gallicanism, which held that the king had no superior on earth, not even the pope, were now allied against the papal monarchy strengthened by the Council of Trent. The consequence of all this was that the French kings refused to allow the decisions of that council to be published in France, and this refusal has never been withdrawn.

At the end of the sixteenth century it seemed for an instant as though the home policy of France was to shake off the yoke of Gallican opinions. Feudalism had been broken; the people were eager for liberty; the Church was dishonored by the corruption of the court, contemplated elevating to the throne, in succession to Henry III, who was childless, a member of the powerful House of Guise. In fact, the League had asked the Holy See to grant the wish of the people, and give France a Guise as king. Henry of Navarre, the heir presumptive to the throne, was a Protestant; Sixtus V had given him the choice of remaining a Protestant, and never reigning in France, or of abjuring his heresy, receiving absolution from the pope himself, and, together with it, the throne of France. But there was a third solution possible, and the French bishops, hesitating, they turned to the court. The abjuration should be made not to the pope, but to the French bishops. Gallican susceptibilities would thus be satisfied, dogmatic orthodoxy would be maintained on the French throne, and moreover it would do away with the danger to which the unity of France was exposed by the presence of a certain number of League to encourage the intervention of Spanish armies and the ambitions of the Spanish king, Philip II, who cherished the idea of setting his own daughter on the throne of France.

The abjuration of Henry IV made to the French bishops (25 July, 1593) was a victory of Catholicism over episcopate but not of absolutism over the spirit of the League. Canonically, the abjuration given by the bishops to Henry IV was unavailing, since the pope alone could lawfully give it; but politically that abjuration was bound to have a decisive effect. From the day that Henry IV had become a Catholic, the League was beaten. Two French prelates went to Rome to crave absolution for Henry. St. Philip Neri ordered Baroniussmiling, no doubt, as he did so—to tell the pope, whose confessor he, Baroniuss, was, that he himself could not have absolution until he had absolved of France. And on 18th September, 1595, the Holy See solemnly absolved Henry IV, thereby sealing the reconciliation between the French monarchy and the Church of Rome. The accession of the Bourbon royal family was a defeat for Protestantism, but at the same time half a victory for Gallicanism. Even if the year 1598 the dealings of the Bourbons with Protestantism were regulated by the Edict of Nantes. This instrument not only accorded to Protestants the liberty of practising their religion in their own homes, in those towns and villages where it had been established before 1597, and in two localities in each bailliage, but it established by the Peace of Vincennes and mixed tribunals in which the judges were chosen equally from among Catholics and Calvinists; it furthermore made them a political power by recognizing them for eight years as masters of about one hundred towns which were known as “places of surety” (places de sûreté). Under favour of the political clauses of the Edict the Protestants rapidly became masters of the empire in its spiritual and moral aspects. In 1597, they formed an alliance with England to defend, against the government of Louis XIII (1610-43), the privileges of which Cardinal Richelieu, the king’s minister, wished to deprive them. The taking of La Rochelle by the king’s troops (November, 1628), after a siege of fourteen months, paved the way for the establishment of Protestant rebels in the Cévennes, resulted in a royal decision which Richelieu called the Grâce d’Alais: the Protestants lost all their political privileges and all their “places of surety”, but on the other hand freedom of worship and absolute equality with the Catholics were guaranteed. Both Cardinal Richelieu and his successor, Cardinal Mazarin, scrupulously observed this guarantee, but under Louis XIV a new policy was inaugurated. For twenty-five years the king forbade the Protestants everything that the Edict of Nantes did not expressly guarantee them, and then, foolishly imagining that Protestantism was on the wane, and therefore that France could afford to be lenient towards obstinate heretics, he revoked the Edict of Nantes (1685) and began an oppressive policy against Protestants, which provoked the rising of the Camisards in 1703-05, and which lasted with alternations of severity and kindness until 1784, when Louis XVI and obliged to give Protestants their civil rights at last.

The very manner in which Louis XIV, who imagined himself the religious head of his kingdom, set about the Revocation, was only an application of the religious maxims of Gallicanism.

In the person of Louis XIV, indeed, Gallicanism was on the throne. At the States-General, in 1614, the tiers état had endeavoured to make the assembly commit itself to certain decidedly Gallican declarations, but the clergy, thanks to Cardinal Duperron, had succeeded in shelving the question; then Richelieu, careful not to embroil himself with the pope, had taken up the mitigated and very reserved form of Gallicanism represented by the theologian Duval. As for Louis XIV, he considers himself a God on earth—his religion is the State’s; every subject who does not hold that religion is outside of the State. Hence the persecutions of Protestants and of Jansenists. But at the same time he would never allow the French Catholics to say that the king was the supreme head of the Church. When the States-General had decided whether it interfered with the “liberties” of the French Church or the authority of the king. And in 1682 he invited the clergy of France to proclaim the independence of the Gallican Church in a manifesto of four articles, at least two of which—relating to the respective powers of pope and a council—brought questions which only an ecumenical council could decide.

In consequence of this crisis arose between the Holy See and Louis XIV which led to thirty-five sees being left vacant in 1689. The policy of Louis XIV in religious matters was adopted also by Louis XV. His policy of striking at all Jansenists in 1703 was in principle the same as that taken by Louis XIV to impose Gallicanism on the Church—the royal power pretending to mastery over the Church. The domestic policy of the seventeenth-century Bourbons, aided by Sully, Richelieu, Mazarin, and Louvois, completed the centralization of the kingly power. Abroad, their fundamental maxim was to make France the leader of the struggle against the House of Austria. The result of the diplomacy of Richelieu (1624-42) and of Mazarin (1643-1661) was a fresh defeat for the House of Austria; French arms were victorious at Rocroi, Fribourg, Nördlingen, Lens, Sommershausen (1643-48), Frutigen, and many others; while Louis XIV, by the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle (1668) and that of the Pyrenees (1669), Alsace, Artois, and Roussillon were annexed to French territory. In the struggle
Richelieu and Masarin had the support of the Lutheran countries of Germany and of Protestant countries such as the Sweden of Gustavus Adolphus. In fact it may be laid down that during the Thirty Years War, France upheld Protestantism. Louis XIV, on the contrary, who for many years was arbiter of the destinies of Europe, was actuated by purely religious motives in some of his wars. Thus the war against Henry of Navarre was fought at the expense of Spain, and his intervention in the affairs of England were in some respects the result of a religious policy and of a desire to uphold Catholicism in Europe. The expeditions in the Mediterranean against the pirates of Barbary have all the halo of the old ideals of Christendom—ideals which the Wars of Louis XIV. had left behind. The mind of Father Joseph, the famous confidant of Richelieu, and had inspired him with the dream of crusades led by France, once the House of Austria should have been defeated.

The long and complex reign of Louis XIV, in spite of the disasters which mark its close, gained for France possession of Flanders and of Franche-Comté, and saw a Bourbon, Philip V, grandson of Louis XIV, seated on the throne of Spain. The seventh seat in France was par excellence a century of Catholic awakening. A number of bishop sets about reforming the clergy according to the canons of the Council of Trent, though its decrees did not run officially in France. The example of Italy bore fruit in the provinces of the old power. Cardinal de la Rochefoucauld, Bishop of Clermont and afterwards of Senlis, had the acquaintance of St. Charles Borromeo. Francis Taururgi, a companion of St. Philip Neri, was Archabpope of Avignon. St. Francis de Sales Christianized the clergy by his "Introduction to the Devout Life", which he wrote at the request of Henry IV. Cardinal de Bérulle and his disciple de Condren founded the Oratory. St. Vincent de Paul, in founding the friars of the Mission, and M. Olier, in founding the Sulpicians, prepared the unification of the secular clergy and the development of the grands séminaires. It was the period, too, when France began to build up her colonial empire, when Samuel de Champlain was founding prosperous settlements in Acadia and Canada. At the suggestion of Pére Groussier, confessor to the King, the Jesuits followed in the wake of the colonists; they made Quebec the capital of all that country, and gave it a Frenchman, Mgr. de Montmorency-Laval, as its first bishop. The first apostles of the Iroquois were the French Jesuits, Lallemand and de Brébeuf; and it was the French Revolution of 1789, that started the open postal communication over 500 leagues of country between the French colonies of Louisiana and in China. France the French Jesuits, by their scientific labours, gained a real influence at Court and converted at least one Chinese prince. Lastly, from the beginning of this same seventeenth century, under the protection of Omeret-Biron, Marquis de Salignac, Ambassador of France, dates the establishment of the Jesuits at Smyrna, in the Archipelago, in Syria, and at Cairo. A Capuchin, Pére Joseph du Tremblay, Richelieu's confessor, established many Capuchin foundations in the East. A pious Parisian lady, Madame Ricouard, gave a sum of money for the erection of a bishopric at Babylon, and its first bishop was a French Carmelite, Jean Duval. St. Vincent de Paul sent the Lazarists into the galleys and prisons of Barbary, and among the islands of Madagascar, Bourbon, Mauritius, and the Mascarenes, to take possession of them in the name of Christ. On the advice of the Jesuit Father de Rhodes, Propaganda and France decided to erect bishoprics in Annam, and in 1660 and in 1661 three French bishops, Francois Pallu, Pierre Lambert de Lamotte, and Cotolend, set out for the East. It was the activity of the French missionaries that paved the way for the visit of the Siamese envoy to the court of Louis XIV. In 1663 the Seminary for Foreign Missions was founded, and in 1700 the Société des Missions Etrangères received its approved constitution, which has never been altered.

To repeat a saying of Ferdinand Brunetti, the eighteenth century was the last Christian and the least French century in the history of France. Religious intolerance had been replaced by toleration. The influence of the philosophy of the Age of Reason and of the Protestantism of the Dutch and English, John Wesley, and his brother, the袜ire, had weakened the idea of the Church in a atmosphere already threatened by the philosophers, and although the monarchy continued to keep the style and title of "Most Christian", unbelief and libertinage were encouraged, and at times defended, at court. The War of the Austrian Succession (1740-1748) closed the last link of the ancien régime among the aristocracy. Politically, the traditional strife between France and the House of Austria ended, about the middle of the eighteenth century, with the famous Revirement des alliés (see CHOISEUL, ETIENNE-FRANÇOIS, DUC DE; FLEURY, ANDRÉ-HENRI-CÉCILE DE). This century is filled with that struggle between France and England which may be called the second Hundred Years War, during which England had for an ally Frederick II, King of Prussia, a country which was then rapidly rising in importance. The command of the sea was at stake. In spite of men like Grand-Admiral, Strada, and Montcalm, France lightly abandoned its colonies by successive treaties, the most important of which was the Treaty of Paris (1763). The acquisition of Lorraine (1766) and the purchase of Corsica from the Genoese (1768) were poor compensations for the losses; and, when, under Louis XVI, the French navy once more lifted its head, it helped in the revolt of the English colonies in America, and thus seconded the emancipation of the United States (1778-83).

The movement of thought of which Montesquieu, Voltaire, Rousseau, and Diderot, each in his own fashion, had been protagonists, an impatience provoked by the abuses incident to a too caste-ridden monarchy, and the yearning for equality which was deeply agitating the French people, all prepared the explosion of the French Revolution. That upheaval has too long been regarded as a break in the history of France. The researches of Albert Sorel have proved that the dictators of the sixteenth centuries of the old regime were perpetuated under the Revolution; the idea of the State's ascendency over the Church, which had actuated the ministers of Louis XIV and the adherents of the Parlement—the parlementaires—in the days of Louis XV, reappears with the authors of the "Civil Constitution of the clergy", as the tradition of the spirit of the old monarchy reappears with the administrative officials and the commissionaires of the Convention. It is easier to cut off a king's head than to change the mental constitution of a people.

The Constituent Assembly (5 May, 1789—30 September, 1791) rejected the motion of the Abbé d'Érme, declaring the Catholic religion to be the religion of the State, but it did not thereby mean to place the Catholic religion on the same level as other religions. Voulland, addressing the Assembly on the solemnity of having one dominant religion, declared that the Catholic religion was founded on too pure a moral basis not to be given the first place. Article 10 of the "Declaration of the Rights of Man" (August, 1789) proclaimed tolerance, stipulating "that no one ought to be interfered with because of his opinions, even religious, provided that their manifestation does not disturb public order" (pour que leur manifestation ne trouble pas 'ordre public de l'univers). It was in virtue of the suppression of feudal privileges, and in accordance with the ideas professed by the lawyers of the old regime where church property was in question that the Constituent Assembly abolished tithes and confiscated the possessions of the Church, replacing them by an annual grant from the treasury. The
"Civil Constitution of the Clergy" was a more serious interference with the life of French Catholicism, and it was drawn up at the instigation of Jansenist lawyers. Without referring to the pope, it set up a new division into dioceses, gave the voters, no matter who they might be, a right to nominate parish priests and bishops, ordered metropolitans to take charge of the canonical inspection of their suffragans, and forbade the bishops to seek a Bull of confirmation in office from Rome. The Constituent Assembly required all priests to swear to obey this constitution, which received the unwilling sanction of Louis XVI, 26 December, 1790, and was condemned by Pius VI. By Briefs dated 10 March and 13 April, Pope Pius VI forbade the priests to the oath, and the majority obeyed him. Against these "unsworn" (insertionnés) or "refractory" priests a period of persecution soon began. The Legislative Assembly (1 October, 1791–21 September, 1792), while it prepared the way for the republic which both the great parties (the Mountain and the Girondists) equally wished, only aggravated the religious difficulty. On 29 November, 1791, it decreed that those priests who had not accepted the "Civil Constitution" would be required within a week to swear allegiance to the nation, to the law, and to the king, under pain of having their allowances stopped and of being held as suspects. The king refused to approve this, and (26 August, 1792) it decreed that all refractory priests should leave France under pain of ten years' imprisonment or transportation to Guiana.

The Convention (21 September, 1792–26 October, 1795), which proclaimed the Republic and caused Louis XVI to be executed (21 January, 1793), followed a very tortuous policy towards religion. As early as 13 November, 1792, Cambon, in the name of the Financial Committee, announced to the Convention that he would speedily submit a scheme of general reform including the suppression of the appropriation for religious causes which he calculated, "cost the republic 100,000,000 livres annually". The Jacobins opposed this scheme as premature, and Robespierre declared it derogatory to public morality. During the first eight months of its existence the policy of the Convention was to maintain the "Civil Constitution" and to increase the penalties against "refractory" priests who were suspected of complicity in the Vendéan rising. A decree dated 18 March, 1793, punished with death all compromised priests. It no longer aimed at refractory priests only, but any ecclesiastic accused of disloyalty (incivisme) by any six citizens became liable to transportation. In the eyes of the Revolution there were no longer good priests and bad priests; for the sans-culottes every priest was a suspect.

Then, from the provinces, stirred up by the propaganda of André Dumont, Chaumette, and Fouche, there began the movement of dechristianization. The constitutional bishop, Gobel, abdicated in November, 1793, and together with his clergy and general. At the feast of Liberty which took place in Notre-Dame on 10 November an altar was set up to the Goddess of Reason, and the church of Our Lady became the temple of that goddess. Some days after this a deputation attired in priestly vestments, in mockery of Catholic worship, paraded before the Convention. The Commune of Paris, on 24 November, 1793, with Chaumette as its spokesman, demanded the closing of all churches. But the Committee of Public Safety was in favour of temporizing, to avoid frightening the populace and scandalizing Europe. On 21 November, 1793, Robespierre, speaking from the Jacobin tribune of the Convention, protested against the violence of the dechristianizing party, and on 29 December, the Committee of Public Safety induced the Convention to pass a decree assuring liberty of worship, and forbidding the closing of the Catholic churches. Everywhere throughout the provinces civil war was breaking out between the peasants, who clung to their faith and religion, and the Jacobins of the Revolution, who, in the name of patriotism, threatened, as they said, by this means to overturn the altars. According to the locality in which they happened to be, the propagandists either encouraged or hindered this violence against religion; but even in the very bitterest days of the Terror there was never a moment when Catholic worship was suppressed throughout France.

When Robespierre had sent the partisans of Hébert and of Danton to the scaffold, he attempted to set up in France what he called la religion de l'Etat Suprême. Love of conscience was suppressed, but atheism was also a crime. Quoting the words of Rousseau about the indispensable dogmas, Robespierre had himself acclaimed as a religious leader, a pontiff, and a dictator; and the worship of the Etat Suprême was held up by his supporters as the religious embodiment of patriotism. But after the 9th of Thermidor Cambon proposed once more the principle of separation between Church and State, and it was decided that henceforth the Republic would not pay the expenses of any form of worship (18 September, 1794). The Convention next voted the laicization of the primary schools, and the establishment, at intervals of ten days, of feasts called fêtes de l'Êternité. When Bishop Grégoire in a speech ventured to hope that Catholicism would spring up anew, the Convention protested. Nevertheless the people in the provinces were anxious that the clergy should resume their functions, and "constitutional" priests, less in danger than others, rebuilt the altars here and there throughout the country. In February, 1795, Boissy-d'Anglas carried a measure of religious liberty, and the very next day Mass was said in all the chapels of Paris. On Easter Sunday, 1795, in the same city which a few months before had applauded the worship of Reason, almost every shop closed its doors. In May, 1795, the Convention restored the churches for worship, on condition that the pastors should submit to the laws of the State; in September, 1795, less than a month before its dissolution, it regulated liberty of worship by a police law, and enacted severe penalties against priests liable to transportation or imprisonment who should venture back on French soil. The Directory (27 October, 1795–9 November, 1799), which succeeded the Convention, imposed on all religious ministers (프리블레) conditions of swearing hatred to royalty and anarchy. A certain number of "papist" priests took the oath and the "papist" religion was thus established here and there, though it continued to be disturbed by the incessant arbitrary acts of interference on the part of the
the Constitution—the "Charte" as it was called—and brought to the throne Louis Philippe, Duke of Orléans, during whose reign, as "King of the French," the stage of revolution was set. The rural provinces, parished for the first time in 1085, were for the most part left untouched by the Revolution, although the practice of the c Kyrie eleison, the peccavi, and the Agnus Dei, was abolished. The infinity of French soil was left to the Church, and the State was left to the Republic.

The Revolution of February 1848, against Louis Philippe and Guizot, his minister, who wished to maintain a property qualification for the suffrage, led to the establishment of the Second Republic and universal suffrage. By granting liberty of teaching (Loi Fould), and by sending an army to Rome to assist the Papacy, it earned the gratitude of Catholics. At this point in history, when so many social and democratic aspirations were being agitated, the social efficaciousness of Christian thought was demonstrated by the Vicomte de Melun, who developed the "Société Charitable" and the "Annales de la Charité" and carried a law on old-age pensions and widows' pensions. The Congregation of the Brothers of St. Vincent de Paul, who, leading a religious life in the garb of laymen, visited the working classes.

The Second Empire, the issue of Louis Napoléon Bonaparte's coup d'état (2 December, 1851), affirmed universal suffrage and thus secured the victory of French democracy; but it reduced parliamentarism to an insignificant rôle, the Plébiscite being employed as an ordinary means of ascertaining the will of the people. It was the Second Empire, too, that gave Nizza, Savoy, and Cochin-China to France.

The Third Republic, tumultuously proclaimed, 4 September, 1870, brought in its train the war against French armies. In this way the propaganda of the Revolution had in the end a disastrous reaction on the very country where its ideals originated. During the nineteenth century France was destined to undertake several wars for the emancipation of nationalities—the Greek War (1827-28) under the Restoration; the Italian War (1859) under the Second Empire—and it was in the name of the principle of nationality that the Second Empire allowed German unity to grow until, in 1870, it had reached its full growth at the expense of France.

Under the Restoration parliamentary government was restored. When, on 22 June, 1830, the "liberal" and "bourgeois" revolution, asserted against the absolutism of Charles X those rights which had been guaranteed to Frenchmen by
FRANCE

Through all these changes of government French foreign policy, either knowingly or by force of habit and precedent, has been of service to the Catholic Church, service amply repaid by the Church in perpetuating in some measure the Christian ideal of earlier times. The Crimean War, undertaken (1853) by Napoleon III, originated in the desire to protect Latin Christians in Palestine, the clients of France, against Russian encroachments. During the course of the nineteenth century French diplomacy at Rome and in the East has aimed at safeguarding the prerogatives of France as patron of the Orient, and of thus justifying the traditional trust of the Orientals in the "Franks" as the natural champions of Christianity in the Ottoman Empire. French influence in this field was threatened by Austria, Italy, and Germany in turn; the first of these powers alleged certain treaties with the sultan, dating from the eighteenth century, as giving it the right to defend Catholic interests at the Sublime Porte; the other two made repeated efforts to induce Italian and German missionaries to seek protection from their own consuls rather than those of France. But on 22 May, 1888, the circular "Aspera rerum conditi", signed by Car- dens of the Propaganda Fide, stopped all missionaries to respect the prerogatives of French diplomatic protection. Even at the present time, in spite of the separation of Church and State, the diplomacy of the Third Republic in the East enjoys the prestige acquired by the Church of St. Louis and St. Francis of Assisi. The Third Republic, in 1892, adopted a decree of "laïcization" this protectorate continues to exist as a relic and a right of Christian France.—"Anticlericalism is not an article of exportation", said Gambetta, and up to within recent years this has always been the motto of Republican France. In spite of the constant threats under which the congregations have labored, the Third Republic, in 1892, acted in harmony with the Propaganda Fide, and several important institutes have increased the number of their members; Peulh, a naturalized subject, 250,000 francs, the Anti-Slavery Society, 120,000 francs, and the Pray Society for the maintenance of the Holy Land amounted to 122,000 francs, making in all, for the year 1898, a total of 6,047,231 francs contributed by France to foreign missionaries without distinction of nationality. But France furnishes not money only but men and women to these missions. On the eve of the Law of 1882, the Abbé Kussner, after a careful study of approximate estimates of the religious, men and women, of French nationality engaged in mission work—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institute</th>
<th>1879</th>
<th>1900</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Société des Missions Etrangères</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sisters of St. Joseph of Cluny</td>
<td>2067</td>
<td>4000+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daughters of Wisdom</td>
<td>3090</td>
<td>4500+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sisters of St. Paul of Chartres</td>
<td>1119</td>
<td>1732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brothers of St. Gabriel</td>
<td>791</td>
<td>1350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Brothers of Mary</td>
<td>3090</td>
<td>4500+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missionary Sisters of the Poor</td>
<td>2053</td>
<td>3075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brothers of the Holy Ghost</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>902</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taine has proved that vocations to the religious life increased remarkably in the France of the nineteenth century, when they were entirely spontaneous, as compared with the France of the eighteenth century, when many families, for worldly reasons, placed their daughters in convents.

MISSIONARIES IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

The reawakening of English Catholicism at the beginning of the nineteenth century was in some measure due to the influence of the French refugee clergy whom the Revolution had driven into exile. And when, in 1789, in the United States of America, John Carroll was named Bishop of Baltimore, he was the successor of the Jesuits who had established a college at Maryland, and who had been expelled by the Revolution. The discussion between Monsignor Dubourg, Bishop of New Orleans, and Madame Petit, a widow of Lyons, on the spiritual needs of Louisiana (1815), and the letter written by the Abbé Jaricot to his sister Pauline, who also lived at Lyons, on the poverty of the foreign missions (1819), led these two ladies to organize, each independently of the other, societies for the collection of alms from the faithful for the propagation of Christianity, and from these first feeble beginnings was born, on 3 May, 1824, the "society of the Propagandists," of the "Propaganda Fide," and the "Propaganda of Lyons." In 1898 this society collected from one country or another, 6,700,021 francs (1,140,180.00 or £1,228,000) for missionary purposes. Of this sum no less than 4,077,085 francs was contributed by France alone, while, in 1900, owing to the great work known to French-speaking Catholics as the "Propaganda of Lyons," France's contribution fell from 6,402,586 francs to 3,082,131 francs. In 1898 the work of the Sainte-Enfance (The Holy Childhood), also of French origin, which aspires to save both the bodies and the souls of Chinese children, collected 3,615,943 francs (about £723,000 or £145,000), of which 1,094,092 francs came from France alone, while in 1900, for the reason referred to above, French generosity could only contribute 831,952 francs to this work, the general receipts of which amounted to 3,761,954 francs. That work in 1907-08 helped in 236 missions, 1,171 orphanages, 7,372 schools, and 2,480 manual-training establishments in China. In 1898 the "Société des Frères des Écoles d'Orient, an association for supplying schools in the East, collected in France 584,096 francs, in 1907 it collected in France 243,634 francs, and in other countries only 27,596 francs. In 1895 the Society of African Missions collected 50,000 francs, the Anti-Slavery Society, 120,000 francs, and the Pray Society for the maintenance of the Holy Land amounted to 122,000 francs, making in all, for the year 1898, a total of 6,047,231 francs contributed by France to foreign missionaries without distinction of nationality.

A similar list of the women engaged in religious
work on the missions, drawn up on the eve of the Law of 1901, gave a grand total of 7745 religious men and 9150 religious women supplied by France alone for the Missions Etrangères in 1895. Had in its missions 37 bishops, 1371 missionaries, 778 native priests, 3050 catechists, 45 seminaries, 2081 seminary students, 305 religious men, 4075 religious women, 2000 Chinese virgins, 5700 churches and chapels, 347 cœtés and orphanages, sheltering 20,409 children, 484 pharmacies and dispensaries, 108 in hospitals and lepers' asylums. Within the same year (1908) it brought about the baptism of 33,169 adults and 139,956 infants. At Jerusalem Cardinal Lavigerie founded in 1855 the seminary of St. Anne for Oriental rites; the French Dominicans, founded in 1890, at Jerusalem, a school for Biblical studies; and in 1885 the missions of Azn. Minor, near Constantinople, the French Assumptionists reorganized the Uniat Greek Church, and prepared the way for the success of the Eucharistic Congress of 1893, presided over by the French Cardinal Langenieux, as legate of Pope Leo XIII, at which Christians of the missions étrangères, to which the French and New Zealand, the Wallis Islands, New Caledonia, the New Hebrides, and Sydney Island. The Fathers of the Sacred Heart of Jesus are in the Gilbert Islands; the Fathers of Pius X, working in the Hawaiian Islands, Tahiti, and the Carolines; and the Fathers of Marou, son of Damien de Veuster), one of the Pious Fathers, the apostle of the lepers at Molokai, has spread throughout the world.

In Africa Father Libermann (a converted Alsatian Jew) and his Congregation of the Holy Ghost and the Annunciation of Mary opened a school in 1838, in 1940, the evangelization of the black race. It has made headway over the whole of that pagan continent; and the missions established by Mgr. Augourard in Ubangi are in the very heart of the cannibal districts. Jesuits, Holy Ghost Fathers, and Lazarists are working in Madagascar; Jesuits are established along the Zambezi River, and the African Missions of Lyons have set missions among the Gulf of Guinea, at the Cape of Good Hope, and at Dahomey, while the Oblates of Mary are in Natal. In Senegal Mother Anne-Marie Javouhey, foundress of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Cluny—she of whom Louis Philippe said: "Madame Javouhey c'est la France," and who died in the convent on May 18, 1820, and set on foot the first attempts at agriculture in that region. In Egypt French Jesuits have two colleges; the Lyons Missionaries, one; the Brothers of the Christian Schools teach more than 1000 pupils; and 60 parish schools, with more than 3000 children, are under the care of French sisters. French Lazarists minister to 13,000 souls in Abyssinia. The ecclesiastical province of Algeria, which in 1800 reckoned 4000 souls, had at the time of Cardinal Lavigerie's death 400,000, with 500 priests, 260 churches or chapels, and 230 schools, while Tunis, which in 1800 had contained but 3000 Catholics, numbered 27,000 and was ministered to by 153 religious in 22 parishes. The Brothers of the Christian Schools were the pioneers of the French language in Tunis, as they had been throughout the Ottoman Empire from Constantinople to Cairo, and the Congregation of the White Fathers, who sent out their first ten missionaries from Algeria on the 17th of April, 1878, towards equatorial Africa, founded, in Uganda and along Lake Tanganyika, Christian communities, one of which, in May, 1886, gave to the Faith 150 martyrs.

Side by side with this peaceful conquest of the African Continent by the initiative of a French car-
and at the request of the Government, undertook in Guiana the work of civilizing the unfortunate negroes taken by the men-of-war from the captured slave ships, and whom she eventually employed in free work. This resulted in the slaves of the island being reduced to a state that could smartly retort the slender assertion often repeated that the French are not a colonizing race.

Only in one part of the world—the East—is this vast missionary movement aided, however slightly, by the French Treasury. In the Levant a certain number of church schools receive state aid as a help to the spreading of the Faith of the Pape; but, in the latest years, these subventions have been opposed and diminished. On 12 December, 1906, M. Dubief, in moving the Budget of Foreign Affairs, proposed to suppress the sums voted in aid of schools conducted by religious congregations in the East. M. Pichon, Minister of Foreign Affairs, proposed to hasten the work of laicization, and by means of this promise he secured the continuation of the credit of 92,000 francs. It is a matter for regret that the aim of the Chambers for some years past has been to cut down the assistance given by France to these religious schools, and create in the East French educational institutions of a different character. M. Marcel Charlot, in 1906, and M. Audard, in 1907, the one in the name of the State, the other in the interest of la Mission Laïque, made a critical study of our religious schools in the East, and contributed to the laicization movement which, if successful, would mean the dissolution of France’s religious strategem in the East and a lessening of French political influence.

France at Rome.—Side by side with the part which France has played in the missionary field, the diplomatic activity at Rome of the Third Republic, in its character of a protector of pious institutions, is worth noting. It is to the depth, the reality, the force which underlay the old saying: Gallia Ecclesiae Primogenita Filia.

In 1890, on the occasion of the French workingmen’s pilgrimage, Count Lefeuvre de Béhaine, the French ambassador, formally renewed the claims of the French Republic over the chapel of St. Petronilla, founded by Pepin the Short in the basilica of St. Peter. The principal religious establishments over which certain prerogatives were exercised by the French Embassy at Rome, until its suppression in 1903, were: the church and community of chaplains of the French Nation, the French church in Rome, dating back to a confraternity instituted in 1454; the pious foundation of St. Yves of the Bretons, which dates from 1455; the church of St. Nicholas of the Lorrainers, which dates from 1622; the church of St. Claudius of the Burgundians, which dates from 1682; the convent of the Trinity on the Pincian Hill, which was founded by Charles VIII, in 1494, for the Friars Minor, and became, in 1828, a boarding school under the care of the French Ladies of the Sacred Heart. There has also been an ancient bond between France and the Lateran Chapter, by means of the donations made to the chapter by Louis XI and Henry IV, and the annual grant appertaining to it by Charles X, in 1825, and by Napoleon III, in 1863. Although this grant was discontinued by the Republic in 1871, the Lateran Chapter until the suppression of the Embassy to the Holy See (1904) always kept up official relations with the French ambassador whom, on the Ist of January each year, it charged with a special message of greeting to the President of the Republic. Lastly, since 1230 there has always been a French auditor of the Rota. In 1472 Sixtus IV formally recognized this to be the right of the French nation. The allowance made by France to the auditor was discontinued in 1822, but the office has survived, and the reorganization of the tribunal of the Rota made by Pope Pius X (September and October, 1906) was followed by the appointment of a French auditor.

VI.—12

Ecclesiastical Divisions.—In 1789 France, with the exception of the Venaissin, which belonged immediately to the pope, was divided into 135 dioceses: eighteen archbishoprics or ecclesiastical provinces with one hundred and six suffragan sees and eleven sees depending on foreign metropolitan. The latter eleven sees were: Strasbourg, suffragan of Mainz; St-Dié, Nancy, Metz, Toul, Verdun, suffragans of Trier; and five in Corsica, suffragans of Genoa or of Pisa. The eighteen archbishopal sees were: Aix, Arles, Auch, Besançon, Bordeaux, Clermont, Cambrai, Embrun, Lyons, Narbonne, Paris, Reims, Rouen, Sens, Toulouse, Tours, Vienne. In 1791 the Constituent Assembly suppressed the one hundred and thirty-five dioceses and created ten metropolitan sees with one suffragan diocese in each department. The Concordat of 1801 seeing fifty bishoprics or ecclesiastical provinces: the Concordat of 1817 made a fresh arrangement, which was realized in 1822 and 1823 by the creation of new bishoprics. France and its colonies are at present divided into ninety dioeceses, of which eighteen are metropolitan and seventy-two suffragan, as follows:

Metropolitan Suffragan sees:

Aix………Marseille, Fréjus, Digne, Gap, Nice, Ajaccio.
Albi………Rodez, Cahors, Mende, Perpignan.
Agen………Constantine, Oran.
Auch………Aire, Tarbes, Bayonne.
Avignon……Villeneuve, Vieux, Montpellier.
Besançon……Verdun, Bellev, St-Dié, Nancy.
Bordeaux………Agen, Angoulême, Poitiers, Périgueux, La Rochelle, Luçon, La Basse-Terre (Guadeloupe, W. I.), Réunion (Indian Ocean), Fort-de-France (Martinique, W. I.).
Bourges………Clermont, Limoges, Le Puy, Tulle, St-Flour.
Cambrai………Arras.
Chambéry……Annecy, Tarentaise, Maurienne.
Châlons-sur-Marne, Beaumetz, Amiens.
Rennes………Quimper, Vannes, St-Brieuc.
Bayeux………Bayeux, Évreux, Sées, Coutances.
Beauvais………Senlis, Soissons, Noyon, Chantilly, Toulouze………Montauban, Pamiers, Carcassonne.
Nantes………Le Mans, Angers, Nantes, Laval.

The Third Republic and the Church in France

—The policy known as anticiérelli, inaugurated by Gambetta in his speech at Romans, 18 September, 1875, containing the famous catchword “La calamite, c’est l’ennemi”, was due to the influence of the Masonic lodges, which ever since that date have shown their hatred even of the very idea of God. If one carefully follows up the series of aspirations uttered at the Masonic meetings, there will surely be found the first germ of the successive laws which have been framed against the Church. To justify its action before the people, the Government has asserted that the sympathies of a great number of Catholics, including many of the clergy, were for the monarchical parties. This policy also presented itself as a retaliation for the attempt of the 16th of May, 1877, by which the monarchists had tried to impede in France the progressive action of the Liberals (la Gauche) and of the democratic spirit. Its first emblems were, in 1879, the exclusion of the priests from the administrative committees of hospitals and of boards of charity; in 1880, certain measures directed against the religious congregations; from 1880 to 1882, the substitution of lay women for nuns in many hospitals; and, in 1882 and 1886, the “School Laws” (l’aths écoles) which will later on be discussed in detail.

The Concordat continued to govern the relations of
Church and State, but in 1881 the method of stoppage of salary (suppression de traitement) began to be employed against priests whose political attitude was unsatisfactory to the Government, and the Law of 1893, which subjected the financial administration of church property to the same rules as the civil establishments, occasioned livelier concern in the clergy. As early as March, 1888, Leo XIII had written to President Grévy complaining of the anti-religious bitterness, and expressing a hope that the eldest daughter of the Church would find it possible to abandon this struggle if she would not forfeit that unity and homogeneity among her citizens which had been the source of her over-partial greatness, and thus oblige history to proclaim that one inconsiderate day’s work had destroyed in France the magnificent achievement of the ages. Jules Grévy replied that the religious feeling complained of was the outcome mainly of the hostile attitude of a section of the clergy towards the Republic. Some years later (12 November, 1890), Cardinal Lavigerie, returning from Rome, and inspired by Leo XIII, delivered a speech in the presence of all the authorities, military and civil, of Algeria, in which he said: “When the will of a people as to the form of its government has been clearly affirmed, and when, after being declined, the people, despairing of abuses which they have unreservedly adhesion to this political form is necessary, then the moment has come to declare the test completed, and it only remains to make all those sacrifices which conscience and honour permit us, and command us, to make for the good of our country.” This speech, which is a great common reason, was followed by the letter of Cardinal Rambolla, Secretary of State to Leo XIII, addressed to the Bishop of St-Flour, in which the cardinal exhorted Catholics to come forward and take part in public affairs, thus entering upon the readiest and surest path to the attainment of that noble aim, the good of religion and the salvation of souls. And in a Brief of Leo XIII to Cardinal Lavigerie, in the early part of the year 1891, assured him that his zeal and activity answered perfectly to the needs of the age and the pope’s expectations.

From these utterances dates the policy known in France as the “Rallie ment”, and as “Leo’s Republican Policy”. At once the Archbishops of Tours, Rouen, Cambrai, the Bishops of Bayeux, Langres, Digne, Bayonne, and Grenoble declared their adhesion to the “Algiers Programme”, and the Monarchical press accused them of “kissing the Republican feet of their executioners”. On 16 January, 1892, a collection of speeches published by the “Universe”, the five French Catholics of the “Universe” and the “Croix”, “docile towards Leo XIII”, with the refractory Catholics of the “Vérité”. On 5 February, 1893, Félix Faure wrote as follows to Pope Leo: “The President of the Republic cannot forget the generous motives which prompted the advice given by Your Holiness to the Catholics of France, encouraging them to accept loyally the government of their country. Your Holiness regrets that these appeals for harmony and peace have not been everywhere listened to; and we join in these regrets. That enlightened advice given to the opponents of the Republic, for whose sakes the authority of the Head of the Church is ‘all-powerful’, ought to have been followed by all. Nevertheless, we note at the present time, with regret, that there are men who, under the cloak of religion, foment a policy of discord and of strife. It would, however, be unjust not to recognize that, while the salutary instructions of Your Holiness have produced all the effects that could have been expected of them, very many loyal Catholics have bowed before them. At the same time, this manifestation of goodwill produced among those Republicans who were most firmly attached to the rights of the civil power a spirit of conciliation which has largely contributed to mitigate the conflict of passions which saddened us.”
This letter, published for the first time at the end of the year 1905, in the "White Book," of the Holy See, places in clear relief the relations existing between the Church and the Republic four years after the Encyclical of 1899, and three months before the foundation of the Mélino Ministry, which was to lead the Republic towards even greater moderation. The Mélino Ministry (1896-98) secured for Catholics for two years a certain amelioration of their lot. But the division among Catholics persisted, and this division, which arose from their indolence to Leo XIX, was but another aspect of their defeat. On the elections of 1898, when the Mélino Ministry came to an end. The old Anticlerical Republican party came once more into power: the Dreyfus affair, a purely judicial matter around which political factions grew up, was made the pretext on the morrow of the death of President Faure (16 February, 1899) for beginning a formidable anti-militarist, and anticlerical agitation which led to the formation of the Waldeck-Rousseau and the Combes Ministries.

The Waldeck-Rousseau Ministry (1899-1902) passed fresh legislation against the congregations (it will be found on the end of this article) and excluded France to the verge of a breach with Rome over the question of the Nobis nominavi. These two words, which occurred in episcopal Bulls, signified that the priest chosen by the State to fill a bishopric had been designated and presented to the Holy See. On 13 June, 1899, when Bulls were issued, the bishops of Carcassonne and Annecy, the Waldeck-Rousseau Ministry proposed that the word Nobis should be omitted, in order to affirm more clearly the State's right of nomination. The Combes Ministry (1902-05) continued the dispute over this matter, and on 22 November, 1903, the Holy See, to avoid a breach with France, agreed to omit the obnoxious word, on condition that in future the President of the Republic should demand the canonical institution of bishops by letters patent containing the words, We name him, and present him to Your Holiness. In spite of this concession by the Holy See, M. Combes set himself the task of planning the separation of Church and State. He felt that public opinion was not yet quite ripe for this stroke, and all his efforts were directed to making separation inevitable. The laicization of the military and medical hospitals (1903-04), the order prohibiting soldiers to frequent Catholic clubs (9 February, 1904), the census law (14 Febrary, 1904), the discussion of the motion to repeal the Falloux Law were episodes less serious than the succession of calculated acts by which the breach with Rome was being approached.

Three quarrels succeeded one another. (1) In regard to vacant sees, Combes's policy was to demand canonical institutions for the candidate of his choice without previously consulting Rome. The Holy See refused its consent in the cases of the Bishops of Maurienne, Bayonne, Ajaccio, and Vannes, and accepted M. Combes's candidate for that of Nevers. "All or none," replied M. Combes, on the 19 March, 1904, to the news of the decision, and the State stepped in vacant. (2) On 25 March, 1904, the Chamber agreed, by 502 votes against 12, to allocate a sum of money to defray the expenses of a visit by M. Loubet, President of the Republic, to Rome. M. Loubet was thus the first head of a Catholic State to pay a visit to the King of Italy in Rome. A note from Cardinal Rampolla to M. Nisard, the French minister, dated 1 June, 1903, and a dispatch from the cardinal to the nuncio, Lorenzelli, dated 8 June, had explained the reasons why such a visit would be considered a grave affront to the Holy See. On 28 April, 1904, Cardinal Merry del Val sent a protest to M. Nisard and added M. Loubet's visit to it. On 6 May, M. Nisard handed to Cardinal Merry del Val a diplomatic note in which the French Government objected to the reasons given by the Holy See and to the manner in which they were presented. At the same time, to prevent the heads of other Catholic countries from following President Loubet's example, the Holy See sent a diplomatic note to all the powers in which it was explained that if, in spite of the visit, the nuncio to France had not been recalled, it was because of grave reasons of an order and nature altogether special. By an indiscretion, which has been attributed to the Government of the Principality of Monaco, "L'Humanité", a newspaper belonging to the Socialist deputy, Jaures, published this note on 17 May. On 20 May, M. Nisard, after the defeat of his project, was recalled by the Chamber, and the Holy See sent a invitation from Cardinal Merry del Val; on 21 May was granted leave of absence by his Government; and on 28 May, in the Chamber, the Government gave it to be understood that M. Nisard's departure from Rome had a significance much more serious than that of a simple leave of absence. (3) Having learned of a letter from Cardinal Serafinio Vannutelli (17 May, 1904) inviting Monsignor Geay, Bishop of Lavall, in the name of the Holy Office, to resign his see, and of a letter in which Monsignor Lorenzelli, the papal nuncio, requested Monignor Le Nordes, Bishop of Dijon, to resign his see, the Holy See demanded that the French Government should make the envoys charged d'affaires at Rome, M. Robert de Courcel, inquire into the matter. When, on 9 July, 1904, Cardinal Merry del Val cited Mgr Le Nordes to appear at Rome within fifteen days, under pain of suspension, M. Robert de Courcel announced to the cardinal that, until the Holy See had answered the letter to Mgr Le Nordes was withdrawn, diplomatic relations between France and the Holy See would cease; and, on 30 July, 1904, a note handed by M. Robert de Courcel to Cardinal Merry del Val announced that France had decided to put an end to these relations.

In this way the breach was effected without any formal denunciation of the Concordat. On 10 February, 1905, the Chamber declared that "the attitude of the Vatican" had rendered the separation of Church and State inevitable. The "Observatore Romano" replied that this was an "historical lie." The discussions in the Chamber lasted from 21 March to 3 July, and in the Senate from 9 November to 6 December, and on 11 December, 1905, the Separation Law was gazetted in the "Journal Officiel."
congregation of women, provided that such congregation adopted the statutes of a congregation previously authorized. Under the Third Republic, it was on the pretext of a strict enforcement of the law that, in 1880, the death of Jesus was decreed, and the religious congregations were ordered to apply for authorization within three months. The protests of Catholics, and the criticisms which became general on the archaic character of the laws upon which these decrees were based, had this much effect, that, after a brutal application of the laws to the religious congregations of men, the Government dared not apply them to the unauthorized congregations of women; they gradually became a dead letter, and little by little the congregations of men were re-formed in the name of individual liberty. But in this condition of affairs only the formally authorized congregations could be considered as "moral persons" before the law. Since 1849 the religious congregations had been paying into the treasury a "mortmain tax" (taxe des biens de mainmort) in lieu of the succession duties which the property of "moral persons" escapes. On the twofold consideration, that this tax did not touch personal estate and that property held in unacknowledged mortmain evaded it, the Third Republic passed the following enactments: (1) A law of increment (droit d'accroissement), so called because it was intended to reach that increase in the individual interest of each surviving member of a congregation in the common estate, imposed sales tax on the death of a fellow-member. This duty is represented by a composition tax (taxe d'abonnement) assessed at the rate of 3 per cent on the market value of the real and personal estate held by the association. On real estate held by associations not subject to the mortmain law, the rate is 3 per cent. (2) A tax of 4 per cent on the revenue of property owned or occupied by congregations, this revenue being assumed equal to one-twentieth of the gross value of the property.

On 1 January, 1901, France numbered 19,424 establishments of religious congregations, with 159,628 members. Of these establishments 3126 belonged to congregations of men; 16,298 to congregations of women (2870 of the latter being regularly authorized, and 13,428 unrecognised). The members of the male congregations numbered 30,136, of whom 23,327 belonged to teaching institutes, 552 served in hospitals, and 560 in the current apostolic work (missionaries). The value of real property taxed as being held by congregations amounted to 463,715,146 francs (about $22,000,000, or between £18,000,000 and £19,000,000), and in this estimate was included all the property devoted by the religious to benevolent and educational purposes. But the Congregations of Men, in drawing up its statistical report (which statistics were with justice questioned), explained that, in addition to the real property taxed as belonging to congregations, account should be taken of the real property occupied by them through the compliance of lay corporations or societies which, from the State declared to be mere intermediaries (personnes interposées) and the department placed the combined value of these two classes of real property at 1,071,775,260 francs. To this unfair estimate may be traced the popular notion—which was cleverly exploited by certain political parties—about le milliard des congréonistes.

The Law of Associations, of 1 July, 1901, provided that no congregation, whether of men or of women, could be formed without a legislative authorizing act, which act should determine the functions of such congregation. Thus ended the regime of tolerance to congregations of women which had been inaugurated by the Empire. Congregations previously authorized, and those which should subsequently obtain authorization had, according to this law, the status of "moral persons"; but this status held them to an obligation and kept them perpetually under a threat. On the one hand, it was enacted that they must each year draw up a list of their members, an inventory of their possessions, and a statement of their receipts and expenses, and must present these documents to the local council; and if found in default, the penalty was the deprivation of their authorization, nothing more was required than an ordinary decree of the Council of Ministers. And lastly, these authorized congregations could found "new establishments" only in virtue of a decree of the Council of State, and if the council of State, in interpreting the law, considers that there is a "new establishment" when laymen in co-operation with one or more members of a congregation set up a school or a hospital. If the master of an industrial enterprise rewards a sister for teaching or caring for the children of his workmen, the law considers that there is a new establishment, for which an authorization of the Council of State is necessary. As for the unauthorized congregations, the Law of 1901 declared them dissolved, allowing them three months to apply for authorization. Congregations which should re-form after dissolution, or which should in the future be formed without authorization, were, by the same law, made liable to fines and penalties (fines of from 16 to 5000 francs; terms of imprisonment of from 6 days to one year); double penalties were to be inflicted on founders and administrators, and the act of providing properties for, and thus doing business upon the decaying of houses of religious congregations, was, in 1902, declared and punished by the same penalties. Moreover, the law made every member of an unauthorized religious congregation incapable of directing any teaching establishment, or of teaching in one, under pain of fine or imprisonment, and this offence might entail the closing of the establishment. The Government found itself faced with 17,000 unauthorized congregations; it decided to dissolve all of them without exception—educational establishments, industrial establishments, contemplative establishments—though charitable establishments were tolerated provisionally.

From another point of view the law was singularly arbitrary and juridically defective: it struck at every member of a religious congregation who was not secularized, but it did not precisely state what constitutes secularization. Is it sufficient, for secularization to be effective and sincere, that the religious—or, to employ the Congregational term, the divinity students—should be absolved from his vows and should re-enter the diocese from which he originally came? The prevalent legal opinion does not admit this; it admits the right of the courts to ascertain whether other elements of fact do not result in a virtual persistence of the congregation. Thus the courts may consider as religious persons, in the eyes of the Church, are no longer such; and the fact of being a congréoniste, which fact constitutes an offence, is not a precise, material fact, defined and limited by the letter of the enactment; it is a point upon which the interpretation of the courts remains the sole authority.

The principles of liquidation were as follows: Property belonging to congréonistes before their entrance into the congregation, or acquired since that time, whether by succession independent of testamentary provision (ab intestat) or by legacy in direct line, was to be restored to them. Gifts and bequests made otherwise than in the direct line could not be legally claimed by such former congréonistes unless they established the point that they had not been intermediaries (personnes interposées). Benefactions to congregations could be reclaimed by the benefactors or their heirs within a term of six months. After these deductions made by the congréonistes and their benefactors, the residue of the estate of the congregation was to be subject to the disposition of the courts. The law refused to recognize that property created by the labour or thrift of the congréonistes necessarily ought
to be distributed among them, and it was held sufficient that, by an administrative ruling of 16 August, 1901, provision was made for allowances to former congregational estates that had no means of subsistence or who should establish the fact of having by their labour contributed to the acquisition of the property under liquidation.

The judicial liquidation of the congregational estates had some serious consequences. The Chamber soon perceived that too often the liquidators intentionally complicated the business with which they were charged (it being to their interest to multiply lawsuits the expenses of which could not in any case fall upon them) and that the personal profits derived by the liquidators from these operations were exorbitant. In confiding so delicate a business to irresponsible individuals who had no means of subsistence or who should be placed in any of the newly erected school buildings. This temporizing policy was continued by the ministerial order of 9 April, 1903, but in 1906 and 1907 the administration at last yielded for the definitive disappearance of the crucifix from all public schools.

The Law of 1882 is silent as to the teaching, in the public schools, of the pupils' duty towards God. The Senate, after a speech by Jules Ferry, refused to entertain the proposal of Jules Simon, that these duties should be mentioned in the law; but the Board of Education (Conseil Supérieur de l'Instruction Publique), acting on a recommendation of Paul Janet, the Spiritualist philosopher, inserted in the executive instructions, with which it supplemented the text of the law, a recommendation that the teacher should admonish pupils not to use the name of God lightly, to respect the idea of God, and to obey the laws of God as revealed by conscience and reason. However, in the public schools dependent on the municipality of Paris, the antispirtualist tendency became so predominant that, after 1882, the new editions of certain school books expunged, even where they occurred in selected specimens of literature, the terms Providence, Creator. These early manifestations led Catholics to declare that the laic and neutral school was in reality a Godless school. In the controversy which arose, some quotations from the public school textbooks became famous. For instance, La Fontaine's lines Petit poisson deviendra grand, Pourvu que Dieu lui prête vie were made to read, "que l'on lui prête vie". And while politicians were deprecated, the harm done to the religious instruction of the schools was Godless, the Masonic conventicles and the professional articles written by certain state pedagogs were experienced by the public. Those who were not truly Catholic saw in the Law of 1882, which made primary instruction obligatory, gratuitous, and secular (laïque), intentionally omitted religious instruction from the curriculum of the public school, and provided one free day every week, besides Sunday, to allow the children, if their parents saw fit, to receive religious instruction; but this instruction was to be given outside of the school buildings. Thus the priest no longer had any right to enter the school, even outside of class hours, to hold catechism. The school regulations of 18 January, 1857, laid it down that the children could be sent to church for catechism or religious exercises only outside of class hours, and that teachers were not bound either to take them to church or to watch over their behaviour while there. It was added that during the week preceding the First Communion teachers were to allow pupils to leave the school when their religious duties called them to the church. The spirit of the Law of 1882 implied that the Church should be excluded from the schools, but, out of regard for the religious feelings of the people in those neighbourhoods, the prefects allowed the crucifixes to remain in a certain number of schools; they took care, however, that no religious emblem of God must eventually disappear in the school. In practice, the chapter of duties towards God was one which very few teachers touched upon. In 1894, M. Devinat, afterwards director of the normal school of the department of the Seine, wrote: "To teach God, it is necessary to believe in God. Now, how are we to find in these days teachers whose souls are sincerely and profoundly religious? It may be affirmed without any exaggeration that, since 1882, the lay public school has been very nearly the Godless school."

This frank and unimpeachable testimony, justifying, as it does, all the sad predictions of the Catholics, has been corroborated by the experience of the last fifteen years. With the cry, Laïciser la laïque, a certain number of teachers have carried on an active campaign for the formal elimination of the idea of God, as a remnant of " Clericalism", from the school programme. The powerful organization known as the "Ligue de l'Enseignement", which has been indubitably indisputable, has supported this movement. For the exponents of the tendency, to be laïque one must be the enemy of all rational metaphysics—to be laïque one must be an atheist.
The very idea of neutrality in education, to which anti-religious teachers have not always consistently adhered, is altogether foreign to the members of the pedagogical profession. In 1904 the teachers of the department of the Seine advocated, almost unanimously, in place of "denominational neutrality" (neutralité confessionnelle), which they said was a lie (un mensonge), the establishment of a "critical teaching" (enseignement critique), which, in the name of modernism, abandons all denominational susceptibilities. But that neutrality was something very closely resembling a lie, is just what Catholic orators were saying in 1882; and thus the evolution of the primary school, and these fits of candour in which the very truth of the matter is confessed, justify, after a quarter of a century, the expression of Catholics at the very outset. It is to be feared, moreover, that this substitution of critical for neutral teaching will very soon issue in the introduction, even in the primary schools, of lessons on the history of religions which shall serve as weapons against Christian revelation; such a step is already being advocated by the Freemasons and by certain groups of unbelieving savants, and herein lies one of the gravest perils of to-morrow. Bills introduced by MM. Briand and Doumergue impose heavy penalties on fathers whose children refuse to make use of the irreverent books given them by their teachers, and renders impropriety liable to punishment. As yet, however, the legal immunity of Catholic instruction has gone unimpaired. The principle of religious instruction was preserved by the laws of 1881, which granted to the State a monopoly of religious education, to be equivalent to the diplomas given by the State, which legally qualified their recipients to be teachers. Between 1852 and 1860 the Empire issued 844 decrees recognizing congregations or local establishments of teaching sisters; from 1861 to 1869—the period of change which followed the Italian War—Duruy was Minister of Public Instruction, only 77 of these decrees were issued.

The Law of 23 March, 1882, deprived the "letters of obedience" of all their value, by providing that every teacher must hold a diploma (brevet) from one of the semi-public institutions (conseils universitaires), in which the private educational establishments were represented by elected delegates, and the council gave a decision. These councils could also take disciplinary action against private teachers, in the form of censure or suspension of teaching licence. The masters and mistresses of private schools might give religious instruction in their schools, and were left free in the choice of methods, programmes, and books, but the state authority, after consultation with the Council of Public Instruction (Conseil Supérieur de l'Instruction Publique), might prohibit the introduction of teaching contrary to the Constitution, or the law. An order of the Council of State, dated 29 July, 1888, declared that neither departments nor communes had a legal right to grant appropriations, on their respective local budgets, to private schools; thus the establishment and support of these schools had been "Catholic charity exclusively. The communes can only give assistance to poor pupils in private schools as individuals. A first, very serious, attack on the principle of freedom of teaching was made by the Law of 7 July, 1904, which formally declared that "teaching of every grade and every kind is forbidden in France to the congregations", the foundations of the "national congregations, equally with the rest, fell under the disability thus created. Every Brother, every religious woman, who wished to continue the work of teaching was forthwith compelled to be secularized, and the courts remained, and still remain, competent to contest the legal value of such secularizations. A clause, the effect of which was transitory, was introduced empowering the Government, according to the needs of particular localities, to authorize for one or more years the continuation of congreganiste schools; but M. Combes immediately closed 14,404 out of 10,904 such schools, and it is decreed that in 1910 the last of the congreganiste schools shall have disappeared.

From time to time the Ministry publishes lists of congreganiste schools which must be closed definitively by the end of the school year, and thus the Government in power is the sole arbiter to accord or to refuse
them a few last years of existence. The bishops are seeking to maintain primary Catholic education or to reorganize it with secularized or lay teachers. In some movement is foot for the acquisition of teaching diplomas by the seminarians. Already in twenty-four dioceses there are diocesan organizations for free teaching—diocesan committees, composed of ecclesiastics and laymen, which maintain a strict control of all the private schools of their dioceses. These measures have been so impressively demanded in order to repair the losses suffered by free primary education, the number of pupils having fallen, according to statistics compiled in 1907 by M. Keller, from 1,600,000 to 1,000,000.

Denominational Secondary Education.—Statistics published by the Commission (Commission d'Enseignement) show that, out of a total of 162,110 pupils in the secondary schools for the year 1898, 50,793 belonged to the lycées, 33,949 to the colleges, 9725 to private establishments taught by laymen, and 67,643 to private establishments taught by ecclesiastics. To these figures must be added 22,497 boys in the petit séminaires. Therefore, in the aggregate, the State was giving primary education to 84,742 pupils; the Church to 91,140.

The fundamental law on secondary education is still the Falloux Law of 15 March, 1850. Any Frenchman over twenty-five years of age, having the degree of licencié ès lettres (diplôme de capacité), may, after passing a term of five years in a teaching establishment, open a house of secondary education, subject to objections on moral or hygienic grounds, of which grounds the university councils are the judges. In contrast with the case of private primary education, Catholic establishments of secondary education may be subsidized by the communes or the departments. A first serious stroke at the liberty of secondary education was delivered by the Law of 7 July, 1904, depriving the congréganistes of the right of teaching. Other projects, which the Government has already induced the Senate to accept, are now pending, and these would exact much more rigorous conditions as to pedagogic qualifications on the part of Catholic secondary teachers of either sex; the Catholic establishments would be subject to a compulsory inspection, bearing, as in the case of primary education, upon the constitution of the State. This is the Congregation law; the Government would reserve the right to close the establishment by decree. It may be foreseen that in the course of the year 1909 all or a part of these proposals will become law, and the effect will be disastrous, first, to Catholic girls' schools, where many of the teachers, whether laywomen or secularized congréganistes, will not immediately be in possession of the requisite diplomas. Such schools will thus be placed at a further disadvantage in competition with the lycées, colleges, and courses for young women organized by the State under the Law of 21 December, 1880, numbering in 1883, and in 1906 numbering 171, with 32,500 pupils. Secondly, for the petits séminaires the results will be still more disastrous.

These institutions have hitherto existed under a particular statute, which it will be necessary here to consider. "Secondary ecclesiastical schools", as the petits séminaires are called, have, since the decrees of 9 April, 1809, and 15 November, 1811, dependent on the University. There was to be only one secondary ecclesiastical school in each department, and its course was to be that of the lycée or college of the State. A warrant of Louis XVIII, dated 5 October, 1814, substituted the secondary seminary for each department subject to the authorization of the head (grand maître) of the University of France; it also gave permission for these institutions to be established in country districts, that the pupils should be obliged to assume the ecclesiastical habit after two years of studies, and that the teachers should be directly dependent upon the State. The Government forbade the petits séminaires to receive externs, and this prohibition was confirmed by the ordinance of June, 1828, which limited the number of their pupils to 20,000. In this way the Government wished the petits séminaires to be reserved exclusively for the education of future priests, and to be kept from competing with the University in any sense. Whatever, and upon these conditions it exempted them from taxation and from the control of the University, and granted them the rights of legal personality. The Ordinance of 1828 was never formally abrogated, but in practice, since 1850, a certain number of petits séminaires, retaining certain privileges of instruction, and in preparation of their special mission, have received pupils in preparation not only for the priesthood, but also for a great variety of careers.

Legislative projects, the passage of which is now imminent, will be a source of at least temporary embarrassment to the petits séminaires, a certain number of which—those, namely, which were in the institutions—have disappeared in consequence of the Law of Separation. Statistics show that in 1906 Catholic secondary education possessed 104 fewer colleges and 22,223 fewer pupils than in 1898, and that the number of pupils in the petits séminaires had in eight years decreased by 87,111.

Denominational Higher Education.—Until 1882 the State supported five faculties of theology: at Paris, Bordeaux, Aix, Rouen, and Lyon. These faculties had no regular pupils, but only attendants at the lectures delivered by their professors; the Church attached no canonical value to their degrees; the State did not make those degrees a condition for any ecclesiastical appointment. The faculties themselves were suppressed by the Ferry Ministry.

The Protestants still had two faculties of theology maintained by the State: that of Paris, for Calvinists and Lutherans, and that of Montauban, for Calvinists exclusively. The Separation Law of 1905 left these two faculties to be supported by the Protestants, and once detached from the university organizations, they have become free theological schools.

The university monopoly, abolished as to primary education by the Law of 1833, and as to secondary education by the Law of 1850, was restored for higher education by the Law of 12 July, 1875, which permitted any Frenchman, subject to certain easy conditions, to create establishments of independent higher education. In the period between 1875 and 1907 the Institut Catholique de Paris admitted twenty-nine doctors of theology, thirteen of canon law, eight of scholastic philosophy, one hundred and ninety-two of law, thirty-two of literature, ten of science. The first three of these degrees have been gained by candidates under tests of the institute itself; the others, from state boards (jury). The institute is preparing to open, in 1893, courses and one in the history of religion. The Institut Catholique de Lille has connected with itself a school of higher industrial and commercial instruction (see BAUNARD, LOUIS); the Institut Catholique d'Angers, one of agriculture. The Institut Catholique de Toulouse has but one faculty, that of theology; it is organizing lectures for the students of mixed faculties who are following the courses of the State faculties.

Laws Affecting the Applications and Effects of Religion in Civil Life.—(a) The Sunday Rest.—The Revolution had abolished all institutions which formerly existed in connexion with the Sunday rest and had substituted the civil day of relaxation for the Sunday. Under the Restoration the Law of 18 November, 1814, forbade all "exterior" labour on Sunday: a tradesman might not open his shop; by the letter of the law, he might work and cause others to work in his closed
ship. What the Restoration really aimed at was a public token of obedience to the precepts of religion. The Law of 12 July, 1880, on the contrary, permitted what the chief advoes of the evils of which were soon perceived. Subtle discussions arose in the Chambers; should the weekly rest, which the labour organizations demanded, be a day fixed by legislation, or should it be Sunday? It was for some time feared that such a legislative prescription would look like a conclusion to denominationalism, but the decision of the Government (conseil supérieur du travail) and of many labour unions was explicit in favour of the Sunday. On 10 July, 1906, a law was passed finally establishing Sunday as the weekly day of rest, and providing, moreover, numerous restrictions and exceptions the details of which were to be arranged by administrative rules. The sense of homage to the Divine law rendered by an unbelieving parliamentary majority, this enactment, on account of a certain temporary disturbance which it occasioned in the country's industry and commerce, and in the supply of commodities, was the object of unfortunate animal invasions on the part of certain journals which were in other respects defenders of Catholic interests. The hostility manifested by a certain number of prominent Catholics towards the Sunday rest, and their co-operation with every attempt to restrict the application of the law, produced a regrettable effect on public opinion.

The form of administration in courts of justice is not peculiar to any creed. It supposes a belief in God. The images of Christ have disappeared from the court rooms. Proposals are being considered by the Chambers to suppress the words "devant Dieu et devant les hommes" (before God and man) in the legal form of oath, or to authorize a demand on the oath of any atheist to have the oath administered to him in a different form.

(c) Immunities.—Since the law made military service a universal obligation in France, three enactments have followed one another: that of 27 July, 1872, dispensing ecclesiastics from the obligation; that of 15 July, 1889, which fixed the term of active service for ordinary citizens at three years, and for priests at one; that of 21 March, 1905, fixing the term of active service at two years for priests as for others, and imposing upon them, up to the age of forty-five, all the series of obligations to which members of the religious community of the country are subject. A non-Catholic must, for public reasons, be liable to military service.

(d) Marriage.—Under the old regime parish priests officially registered births, deaths and marriages for the State. In 1787 Louis XVI accorded to the Protestants the same privilege, which, indeed, they had enjoyed under the Edict of Nantes, from 1591 to 1685. The Revolutionary laws and the Code Napoléon deprived the clergy of this status. Civil marriage was instituted, and the priest was forbidden to solemnize any marriage not previously contracted in the presence of a civil functionary. Immediately after the separation of Church and State (1790) the question was raised whether the prohibition was still to be maintained; the Supreme Court of Appeals (Cour de Cassation) replied in the affirmative, and punished a priest who had blessed a marriage not contracted before the mayor. Certain courts have admitted that if, after a civil marriage, one of the two parties, contrary to previous engagement, refuses to go to the church to constitute an injury to the other party so grave as to justify a suit for divorce; but this opinion is not unanimous. Catholics, for that matter, wish to abolish the law requiring the previous civil marriage.

Some of the impediments defined by the Church are not recognized by the State. Among these is impediment of spiritual relationship. One impediment recognized by the civil code (articles 148-150), but which the Council of Trent refused to make a canonical impediment, in spite of the solicitations of Charles IX's ambassadors, is that which results from the refusal of parents' consent. The Law of 21 June, 1907, on marriage, made the parental consent of the child (Legitimes) considerably lessened the obligations imposed on adults with regard to parental consent, and the discrepancies in this respect between the State law and the church law have, in consequence, become less serious.

The Law of 20 September, 1792, admitted divorces, even by mutual consent, and abolished that form of separation which, while terminating cohabitation and community of possessions, maintains the indissolubility of the civil bond. The Civil Code of 1804, though imposing conditions more rigorous than those of the Law of 1792, maintained divorce, and at the same time re-established legal separation (séparation de corps). The Law of 8 May, 1816, abolished divorce and maintained separation. The Law of 27 July, 1884, re-established divorce on the grounds of the condemnation of one party to an afflicting and infamous punishment, of violence, cruelty, and grave injuries, of adultery on the part of either husband or wife; it did not require the consent; it maintained separation and authorized the courts to transform into a divorce, upon the demand of either party and cause shown, at the end of three years, a separation which had been granted at the suit of either. This law has recently been aggrandized by two enactments providing that the husband may contract marriage with his accomplice and, instead of merely permitting the courts to convert separation into divorce at the end of three years, declare this conversion to be of right upon the demand of either party. The annual proportion of divorces to population has increased, from 3.88 per 10,000 inhabitants in 1900, to 5.57 per 10,000 inhabitants in 1907.

(e) Interments and Cemeteries.—The Decree of 23 Prairial, Year XII, ordered that there should be distinctions of religious beliefs in regard to cemeteries. This decree was abrogated by the Law of 14 November, 1881, and since then a Protestant or a Jew may be buried in that part of the cemetery which had until then been reserved for Catholics. The Law of 15 November, 1887, on free interments, forbids any proceedings which may contravene the wishes of a deceased person who has, by "an authentic act", expressed a desire to be buried without religious ceremonies. To be subject to the territorial conditions required as for the revocation of a will, and in consequence of this law certain death-bed conversions, when the deceased has had not had time to comply with the legal conditions of revocation, have been followed by non-religious burial.

The society founded in 1880 to promote cremation brought about, in 1886, the insertion of the word incineration in the law of free interments and, in 1889, the issue of an administrative order defining the conditions in which cremation might be practised. Between 1889 and 1904 the number of incinerations performed in the cemetery of Père Lachaise amounted to 3484.

The Decrees of 23 Prairial, Year XII, and of 18 May, 1806, assigned to the public establishments which had been constituted to administer the property and resources devoted to public worship (fabriques and consistoires) a monopoly of all undertaking, that is to say, all monarchical duty, including burials, religions, funerals, burials or exhumations, dowers, and other objects used to enhance the solemnity of funeral processions. Most of the fabriques, in the important towns, exploited this monopoly through middlemen. Some years ago, attention was called in the Chambers to the fact that, e.g., the proceeds from public interments, as well as from religious, were being taken by the fabriques, and upon this pretext the Law of 28 December, 1904, waived the business of funeral
management, assigning the monopoly of it to the communes. Only the furniture used for the exterior or interior decorations of religious edifices could thenceforward be provided by the fabriques. But the Separation Law of 1806 superseded, and all such decorative furniture became the property of the associations cultuelles (see below). As no association cultuelle was formed for the Catholic religion, the material fell into the hands of the sequestrators of the fabrique property.

The Law of Separation.—"The Law of Separation of the Churches and the State" (Loi de Séparation des Églises et de l'État) of 1806 proceeded from the principle that the State professes no religious belief. Regarded from the viewpoint of the life of the Church, it completely dissociated the State from the appointment of bishops and parish priests. Soon after the passage of the law all the vacant sees received titulars by direct nomination of Pius X. As to the annual revenue of the Church, the appropriation for public worship (budget des cultes), which in 1805 amounted to 42,324,933 francs, was suppressed. The departments and communes were forbidden to vote appropriations for church purposes on each association cultuelle, the number of equivalent in each case to three-fourths of the former salary to ministers of religion who were not less than sixty years of age when the law was promulgated and had spent thirty years in ecclesiastical services remunerated by the State. Secondly, it grants life pensions equivalent to that of former ministers of religion who were not less than forty-five years of age and had passed more than twenty years in ecclesiastical services remunerated by the State. It makes grants for periods of from four to eight years to ecclesiastics less than forty-five years of age who shall continue to discharge their functions. The law resulted, in the budget of 1807, in the elimination of the item of 37,411,800 francs ($7,488,360) for salaries to ministers of religion and the inclusion of 29,563,871 francs ($5,912,774) for the pensions and allowances of the first year, making a saving of about eight millions. As the allowances are to diminish progressively until the suppression is complete, at the end of eight years, and as the pensions are to cease with the lives of the pensioners, the appropriations on account of religious worship will decrease notably as year follows year.

With respect to the buildings which the Concordat had placed at the disposal of the Church, the law provided for several results for the case in which the parishes, presbyteries and seminaries (grands séminaires), for five years, the churches, for an indefinite period, should be left at the disposal of the associations cultuelles, which will be discussed later on in this article. In regard to church property, this consisted of (a) the menas episcopales and menas curiales (see Menas), which were composed of the possessions restored to the Church after the Concordat, together with the sum total of the donations made to bishoprics or parishes in the course of the intervening century; (b) the property of the parish fabriques, intended to meet all the expenses of public worship, and derived either from public contributions (subvention cultuelle and its conformity with "the general rules of public worship" as provided by Article 4). A general assembly of the episcopate, held 30 May, 1906, considered the question of the associations cultuelles, but the decisions reached were not divulged. Should such associations be formed according to the law, or must they refuse to form them? Among the twenty-three Catholic writers and members of the Chambers who had expressed, in a confidential letter to the bishops, a hope that the cultuelles might be given a trial. The publication of this letter had stirred up a bitter controversy, and for some months the Catholic press of France were seriously divided. Pius X, in the Encyclical "Gravissimo officii" (10 August, 1906), gave it as his judgment that this law, made without his assent, and which even purported to be made
against him, threatened to intrude lay authority into the natural operation of the ecclesiastical organization; the papal prohibition the formation not only of associations cultuelles, but of any form of association whatsoever "so long as it should not be certainly and legally evident that the Divine constitution of the Church, the immutables rights of the Roman pontiff and of the bishops, such as their authority over the property of the Church, particularly the sacred edifices, would, in the said associations, be irrevocably and fully secure".

The half-contradiction between Article 4 and Article 8 was not the only serious grievance which the Church could allege. The author of the law had furthermore restricted in a nullity a precaution for the real property rights of the future associations cultuelles. They were permitted to establish unlimited reserve funds, but they were to have the free disposal of only a portion equivalent to six times the mean annual expenditure, and the surplus was to be kept in the Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations, and employed exclusively in the acquisition or conservation of real and personal property for the use of religious worship. Moreover, the business transactions of all the cultuelles were to be under state inspection and control.

Thus the law on the one hand did not leave to the Church, legally represented by the associations cultuelles, without the ecclesiastical patrimony, of increasing it at will, of disposing of it at will; and on the other hand it left to the jurisdiction of the State the right, in any case of conflicting claims, to accept or to reject the legitimate claims of any cultuelle which might be in communion with the hierarchy.

The interdict laid upon the associations cultuelles has had several juridical consequences. First, the third of the classes of fabriques property described above was placed under sequestration, to be assigned by the State to communal beneficent institutions, of which every commune possesses at least one—the free hospital and dispensary. Secondly, the suppressed fabriques were under regular legal obligations, e.g., Masses to be said as consideration for pious foundations. In the intention of the author of the law, the obligation of causing these Masses to be said would have fallen upon the associations cultuelles; as these have not been founded, and, as far as the Church is concerned, the faithful tax themselves to pay for the repairs. The Church, tolerated in her own buildings, has no recourse against any mayor who might order the bells to be tolled for a non-religious funeral. At one time it was believed that the priests would be able to rent the churches on lease, but, owing to the demands of ministerial orders, that hope had to be abandoned. At last assemblages for religious worship were juridically classified as public meetings, and, as the Church refused to make the anticipatory declaration required by the Law of 1881, on public meetings, a law passed on 28 March, 1897, abolished this requirement in respect of all public meetings, those for religious worship included.

Such was the patchwork of expedients by which the Government, embattled by its own Law of 1905, and still refusing to negotiate with Rome, contrived what looked like a modus vivendi. The voter sees that the Church, under the cultuelles, has a positive still lingered, of which the foundations were established; that only the founders themselves or their heirs in direct line shall have the right to claim, within a period of six months, restitution of the capital of the said foundations, but that certain clerical benefit societies (the mutualités cordes, organized to receive the funds of the old diocesan caisses for the support of supernumerary priests) could receive incomes from these foundations and, in return, accept the obligation of the Masses. It appeared to the Holy See, however, that the constitution of these benefit societies did not adequately safeguard the rights of the bishops, and the French clergy were therefore forbidden to avail themselves of this law. As the right of recovery on account of non-fulfilment of the conditions has been allowed only to heirs in the direct line, the numberless pious foundations established by priests or other celibates are forever lost. And at the present writing no pious foundation is legally feasible in France, because the Church no personality legally qualified to receive such a bequest. Hence the absolute impossibility, for any French Catholic, of securing to himself in perpetuity the celebration in his own parish church of a Mass for the repose of his soul.

Thirdly, the use of the churches was to be assigned to the associations cultuelles, on condition that the latter should keep up the buildings, and the churches having not having been formed, would the State take possession of the churches? It dared not; or, rather, it did not wish to drive home upon the popular mind the effect of the separation. After a brief period of transition, during which ridiculous procès-verbaux were drawn up against priests who would the religious edifices at the disposal of clergy and people, officially placing assemblies for religious worship in the same official category as ordinary public gatherings; it was sufficient for the religious authority to make, at the beginning of each year, a declaration in advance of all the gatherings for public worship to be held during the year. But for fear of the Church's refusal to comply with this formality of an annual declaration, thus once more endeavouring to make the State understand that legislation regulating the life of the Catholic Church could not depend on the mere will of the State, and that ecclesiastical authority could not, even by a simple declaration, actively concur in any such legislation. Once more it was thought that the closing of the churches was imminent. Then came two new laws.

The Law of 2 January, 1907, permits the exercise of religious worship in the churches purely on sufferance for the benefit of the public, without the payment of any rent. Under this law, the clergy have only the actual use of the edifices, the maintenance of which is an obligation incumbent upon the proprietor—the State or the commune. But grave complications are to be expected. If the proprietor refuses the needful repairs, the church may be closed, for the sake of public safety, unless that is, the faithful tax themselves to pay for repairs. The Church, tolerated in her own buildings, has no recourse against any mayor who might order the bells to be tolled for a non-religious funeral. At one time it was believed that the priests would be able to rent the churches on lease, but, owing to the demands of ministerial orders, that hope had to be abandoned. At last assemblages for religious worship were juridically classified as public meetings, and, as the Church refused to make the anticipatory declaration required by the Law of 1881, on public meetings, a law passed on 28 March, 1897, abolished this requirement in respect of all public meetings, those for religious worship included.
without any previous authorization. A mayor can prohibit processions in his commune simply on the pretext of avoiding public disorder; as a matter of fact, in most of the great cities of France processions do not take place. Mayors can even forbid the presence at funerals of priests wearing their vestments, but very few mayors have ever issued such an order. Both the parish priest and the mayor have authority to cause the bells to be rung. A ministerial circular dated 27 January, 1907, withholds from the mayor the right to have the bells rung for "civil baptisms" or for non-religious marriages or burials, but there is no penal sanction for the transgression of this order. It is now forbidden to erect or to affix any religious sign or emblem in public places or upon public monuments; but the existing emblems remain private property may be decorated, even externally, with religious emblems.

(b) Repression of Interference with Religious Worship.—The law punishes with a fine of from 16 to 200 francs and imprisonment of from six days to two months anyone who by violence, threats, or any act which may be construed as pressure (pression) has attempted to influence an individual to exercise or to abstain from exercising any religious worship, or who, by disorderly conduct, interferes with the exercise of any such worship. It punishes, with a fine of from 500 to 3000 francs or imprisonment for from two months to one year, outrages or slanders against functionaries, if committed publicly in places of religious worship, and with from three months to two years imprisonment any teacher or chaplain who shall incite his hearers to resist the laws.

The Law of Separation and the Protestants and Jews.
—The Law of 1905 suppressed the special organic articles which regulated Protestant worship and the Decree of 1844, which had organized Jewish worship, recognized since 1806, and provided, since 1831, with state-paid rabbis. Before 1905 there had been a Reformed Church which was administered in each parish by a presbyteral council elected by the members of the denomination, and at the capital by a consistory to which all the presbyteral councils sent delegates, and which had the consent of the Government. This Church was very much divided in theology. It included: the Orthodox, who had carried, in the general synod of 1872, by 61 votes to 45, a declaration of faith involving as of necessity the acceptance of certain dogmas; the Liberals, who, in spite of their defeat in 1872, continued to claim for the pastor an unlimited freedom of teaching in his own church; a midway party (centre droit) who were nearer to the Liberals than to the Orthodox. The Law of 1905, in terminating the official existence of a Reformed Church, had this interesting result, that the theological divisions of the various groups openly expressed themselves in the formation of three distinct great organizations for the Reformed religion: (1) the Union Nationale des Églises Réformées Evangéliques, formed by the Orthodox at the Synod of Orléans (6 February, 1906), and requiring as a condition the acceptance of the Declaration of Faith of 1872; in this body the regional synods, in which the delegates of the presbyteral associations meet, and the national synod hold spiritual authority; (2) the Unions des Églises Réformées de France, formed by the centre droit at the Synod of Jarnac (June, 1907), with the like synodal organizations and with the hope, hardly justified so far, of receiving the adhesion of both the extreme parties; (3) the United Reformed Churches (Églises Réformées Unies), a very vague group of independent presbyteral associations, leaving to each Church its autonomy, restricting the functions of the synods, and representing, in place of dogma, the negative tendencies called "liberal". In this new threefold organization one feature, the consistory, disappeared.

The Lutheran Church has but sixty-seven parishes in France. It has grouped its cultuelles into one general association.

The Jewish denomination has formed the Union des Associations Cultuelles Israélites en France. The central consistory is composed of the grand rabbi, certain rabbis, and the graduates of the Rabbinical School of France who are employed in educational or religious functions, and lay members elected for a term of eight years by the associations cultuelles. The rabbis are elected, subject to the approval of the consistory.

Chaplaincies. The law authorizes the State, the departments, and the communes to pay salaries to chaplains in public institutions such as lycées, colleges, schools, hospitals, asylums, and in the Army the office of chaplain has not been abolished, but it remains unoccupied. Since 1 January, 1908, no minister of religion has been a member of the staff of any military hospital; the local ministers of religion may enter these hospitals at the request of sick soldiers. A decree dated 6 February, 1907, abolished the naval chaplaincies, but certain ecclesiastics who formerly filled these posts will continue to discharge the functions proper to them. The State does not allow appropriations for the maintenance of chaplaincies in schools where there are no boarders. It is a curious fact that, while the law forbids priests to enter primary schools, they have, up to the present, admitted to the secondary schools chaplains paid out of the public purse; the Government feared that if this guarantee of religious training were wanting parents would send their children to private schools. But a practice recently established in a certain number of lycées tends to relieve the State of the expense of chaplaincies by compelling parents who wish their children to receive religious instruction to pay an additional sum.

Political Groups, the Press, and Intellectual and Social Organizations.—Politically speaking, the Catholic group which receives the active support of the Catholic press is that known as the Action Libérale Populaire, founded by M. Jacques Piou, a Member of
the Chamber, on the basis indicated for Catholics by the instructions of Leo XIII. This association, which was legally incorporated 17 May, 1902, comprises 1,400 committees and more than 200,000 adherents. It acts by means of lectures, publications, and congresses. In the Chamber elected in 1906 there were 77 deputies belonging to this association.

Catholic daily journalism is represented chiefly by "L’Univers," "La Croix," and the "Peuple Français." The former of these papers, founded 3 November, 1833, by the Abbé Migne, had Eugène Veillot for its editor until 1839, and then the Abbé Feler, and that after him; and finally Abbé Veillot after 1844. Its adhesion to the political directions given by Leo XIII detached from the "Univers," in 1893, a group of editors who founded "La Vérité Française"; this split ended with the amalgamation of the "Univers" and the "Vérité," 19 January, 1907. In October, 1908, the "Univers," under the management of M. François Veillot, acquired greater importance with an enlarged form. "The Good Press" (Maison de la Bonne Presse), founded in 1873 by the Augustinians of the Assumption, immediately after issued the "Félibrins," a bulletin of pious enterprises and pilgrimages, and after 1875 the "La Croix," which maintains a certain number of provincial papers defending Catholic interests. Many independent papers, either Conservative or nominally Liberal, are reckoned as Catholic, although a certain number of them have mislaid Catholic opinion by their opposition to the programme of Leo XIII.

The leading Catholic review is "Le Correspondant," founded in 1829, formerly the organ of the Liberal Catholics, such as Montalembert and Falloux. Its policy is "to rally all defenders of the Catholic cause, whatever their origin, on the broad ground of liberty for all; to afford them a common centre where, laying aside differences that must be secondary in the view of Christians, each one can do his part, in letters, in science, in historical and philosophical studies, in social life, to win the victory for Christian ideals." Monarchist by its antecedents, with a public in which Monarchists form a large proportion, the "Correspondant" has had for its editor since May, 1884, M. Eugène Desidered, a Republican Member of the National Assembly of 1871, and who, in 1881, brought down upon himself the displeasure of the Republican electors by his sturdy opposition to the laws suppressing religious congregations.

The chief enterprises for the benefit of Catholic students in Paris are the Cercle Catholique du Luxembourg, which was founded in 1847, and in 1902 became the Association Générale des Étudiants Catholiques de Paris; the Olivant and the Laennec lectures, established in 1875, the former for students in law and letters, the latter for medical students, by F. de la Roche. The Cercle des Étudiants founded in 1895 by the Marist Fathers, and of which Ferdinand Brunetière was president of the board of directors until his death. Besides these, the Association Catholique de la Jeunesse Française, founded in 1886, now (June, 1909) unites in one group nearly 100,000 young men, students, peasants, numerous kinds of workers; it has many groups in the provinces and holds annual congresses in which, for some years past, social questions have been actively discussed. It was at the congress held by this association at Besançon in 1898 that the conversion of Ferdinand Brunetière was made known in the most remarkable fashion. Since 1905 it has been publishing its "Annales," and since 1907 a journal, "La Vie Nouvelle."

The extremely original association of the "Sillon" (furrow), attractive to some, disquieting to others, was founded in 1894 in the crypt of the Stasiolas college and became, in 1898, under the direction of M. Marc Sangnier, a focus of social, popular, and democratic action. M. Sangnier needs for its development, in their Cercles d'études, and propagate, in public meetings of the most enthusiastic character, the twofold idea that democracy is the type of social organization which tends to the highest development of conscience and of civic responsibility in the individual, and that of the organization in view for its realization. To be a sillonniste, according to the adherents of the Sillon, it is not enough merely to profess a doctrine, but one must live a life more fully Christian and fraternal. The Sillon has held a national congress every year since 1902; that of 1909 brought together more than three thousand members. The character of the organization has exposed it to lively criticism; its reception has not been the same in all dioceses. But in spite of obstacles, the sillonnistes continue their activity, often independently of, but never in opposition to, the hierarchy, carrying on their work of penetration in indifferent or hostile surroundings. They have issued a report, in 1905, a paper, "L'Éveil Démocratique," which in two years has gained 50,000.

Catholic undertakings for the benefit of the young people of the poorer classes have developed mightily of late years. In 1900 the "Commission des Patronages" drew up statistics according to which the Catholics had charge of 3,558 protectorates (patronages) and 32,574 institutions of various kinds giving Christian care to the young. In the city of Paris alone there were at that date 176 Catholic protectorates, with 26,000 young girls under their care. The Gymnastic Federation of the Protectorates of France, formed after the gymnastic festival which was held at the Vatican on 5 to 8 October, 1905, numbers to-day (June, 1909) 549 Catholic gymnastic societies and 60,000 young people.

The State carries on its fight against the Church on the field of post-academic education; in 1894 there were in France only 34 non-religious (latiques) protectorates; in 1907 there were 2,364 non-religious protectorates, 1,366 for boys and 998 for girls. To the political groups, the journalistic work, the good works for the benefit of the young, must be added the "Catholic social" undertakings; the earliest of which was the Gérant des Cercles Catholiques d’Ouvriers, founded in 1871 by C. de la Roche. Albert de Mun, the chief result of which was the introduction by Catholics in the Legislature of a certain number of legislative projects on social questions. The last five years have seen in France the birth and development, through the initiative of M. Henri Lorin and the Lyons journal, the "Chronique du Sud-Est," of the institution known as the semaines sociales, a series of social courses which bring together a great many priest and Catholic lay people. This idea has been imitated in Catholic Spain and Italy. Lastly a body of Jesuits have begun a valuable collection of brochures and tracts, under the title "L’Éveil Catholique," a veritable reference library for those who wish to study social Catholicism and an inestimable source of information for those who wish to join actively in the movement.

The Church in France during the First Three Years after the Law of Separation.—On 18 December, 1905, a large number of bishops issued a request to the parish priests and members of the fabric committees (fabriques—see above) not to be present at the taking of inventories of church furniture prescribed by the Law of Separation except as mere witnesses and after removing all reserves. A circular, dated 18 January, 1906, ordering the removal of Public Domains to open the tabernacles, intensified the feeling of indignation and, in consequence of an inter-
pellation, was implicitly disavowed, on 19 January, by M. Merrou, Minister of Finance. But the feeling lasted and, from the end of January to the end of March, expressed itself, in a certain number of churches, in violent outbreaks against the agents who came to take the inventories. The breaking open of local deposits, the burning of monarchical oaths, the refusal to lend the aid of their troops to these proceedings, the arrest and prosecution of persons taking part in Catholic demonstrations, and the mortal wounds inflicted on some of them in the departments of Nord and of Haute-Loire aggravated the public irritation. There were also hopes and misgivings among the generals, which were to take place in May, would result in defeat for the Government; but these hopes were not realized; the Opposition lost fifty seats in the balloting of 6-20 May.

The first general gathering of the bishops was held 30 May, 1806. The Eucalyd, "Gravissimo officii" (10 August, 1806), which rejected the cultuelles, received the absolute obedience of the Catholics. The attempt to form schismatical cultuelles, made by some priests and laymen in eighty localities, met with derision and contempt, and these isolated bodies of schismatics failed to obtain possession of the religious edifices. The fourth and third general gatherings of the bishops (4-7 September, 1806, and 15 January, 1807) thanked Pius X for the Eucalyd and discussed the organization of public worship, in accordance with a very definite programme for deliberation which the Holy See had sent to Cardinal Richard, Archbishop of Paris. On 12 December, 1806, Mgr. Montagnini, who had remained in Paris as guardian of the pontifical archives, was expelled from France after a minute domiciliary search and the seizure of his papers. The Vatican protested in a circular dated 19 December. Various incidents in the spring of 1807, expulsion of Cardinal Richard from his archiepiscopal residence (15 December, 1806), expulsions of seminarists from the seminaries, the employment of troops at Beaupréau and at Auxay to enforce such an expulsion—called forth lively protests from the Catholic press, which saw, in all these episodes, the realization of the settled policy thus expounded by M. Viviani, Minister of Labour, in the Chamber of Deputies, 8 November, 1806: "Through our fathers, through our elders, through ourselves—all of us together—we have bound ourselves to a work of anticlericalism, to a work of irreligion. . . . We have extinguished the remnants of lights which shall not be extinguished. We have shown the tollers that heaven contained only chimeras."

Successive meetings of the bishops have organized the work of the "Dien de Clergé." The organization is diocesan, not parochial. No individual is taxed; the subscriptions are entirely voluntary; but in many dioceses the diocesan budget fixes, however, imposing, the contribution which each parish ought to furnish. A commission of control, composed of priests and laymen, in many dioceses takes charge of the disbursement of the "Dien de Clergé." If a parish contributes insufficiently, and that not from lack of means but from lack of good will, the bishop may withdraw its parish priest. Two penalties can be inflicted upon Catholics who culpably refuse to contribute to the support of religious worship: a diminution of pomp in the administration of the sacraments, and an increase, as affecting such persons, of incidental burdens.

In all of the Dioceses of the French Republic, the various dioceses are not yet well ascertained; they seem to justify neither over-enthusiastic hopes nor over-pessimistic fears. An inter-diocesan fund (cesse) is beginning to do its work in aiding the poorer dioceses. In many communities the communal authorities, having taken possession of the presbytery, have rented it to the parish priest for a certain sum, but the law declares that the lease, to be valid, must have been ratified by the prefect. By this means the State has sought to prevent the communes from renting presbyteries too cheap. Of 32,093 presbyteries existing in France, 3643 were still occupied rent-free by the parish priests at the beginning of October, 1908. A circular of M. Briand, Minister of Justice, has animadverted on this aspect of the matter, and makes it clear that in the event of the dioceses a central committee, or diocesan bureau, composed of priests and laymen, is to be formed, with the episcopal authority for its centre, to combine the direction of all the organized work of the diocese. Subject to this committee there will be committees in the several archdioceses and parishes. These have been consulted in May, 1907. Pius X preferred small parochial committees under the curés to the formation of parochial associations (which might be interpreted as an acceptance of the Law of 1901 on associations), with an unlimited number of members. The ecclesiastical seminaries, which the Law of Separation drove out of the buildings they were occupying, have been reconstituted in other homes under the title of "Ecoles Supérieures de Théologie."

At present one of the most serious preoccupations of the Church in France is the supply of priests. In 1878, when Mgr. Bougaud wrote his book, "Le grand péri des églises de France," for the Ministry of Education, there were 3064 priests in the cathedral cities of France; in 1887, 2467 priests in France. Père Dudon, who has studied the question of the deficiency of priests very profoundly, computes that in 1906, at the breaking of the Concordat, there was a deficiency of 3109, and the very insecurity of the position of the Church before the law furnishes grounds for the fear that vocations will be on decreasing in frequency.
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**FRENCH LITERATURE.**—**Origin and Formation of the French Language.**—When the Romans became masters of Gaul they imposed their language on that country together with their religion, their laws, their customs, and their culture. The Low Latin, which thus became universal throughout Gaul, was not slow in undergoing a change while passing through Celtic and Frankish throats, and in showing traces of climate and of racial genius. From the time the language makes its appearance, the Romance, which was destined to gradually evolve itself into the French. The glossaries of Reichenau and of Cassel contain many translations of Latin and Germanic words into Romance; they date from the eighth century. The earliest texts in our possession belong to the ninth century and are more valuable from an archaeological than from a literary standpoint. These are the formulas called "Les Sermonts de Dresbourg" (the oaths pronounced by the soldiers of the German Saint Charles, A d. 842); the song of "Froide de Sainte Eulalie", an imitation of a Latin hymn of the Church (about A. D. 880); a portion of a "Hymn to Sainte Eulalie" found at Valesius and written in a mixture of Latin and Romance, dating from the early part of the tenth century; "La Vie de Saint Léger", a bald narrative in verse, written in the latter part of the tenth century. The metaphor, under the action of influences now no longer traceable, of Low Latin into Romance did not proceed along the same lines everywhere in Gaul. From the Pyrenees to the Scheldt it varied within the varying localities, and gave rise to many dialects. These dialects may be grouped into two principal languages which are usually named from the word used as an affix in the south: the Romance language of the South; and the Romance language of oil in the North. The oil language comprised all the varieties of speech in use to the north of an imaginary line drawn from the estuary of the Gironde to the Alps, passing through Limousin, Auvergne, and Dauphiné. In the twelfth century, the speech of the Île-de-France began to take the lead over all the others, for the very good reason that it was the speech of the royal domain. Hereafter the French language possesses its form, and can give birth to a literature.

**In the Middle Ages.**—**Epic Poetry.**—In France, as everywhere else, literature began with poetry, and that epic. For many centuries this seems to have been the main nature of the French mind; and the abundance of the output is a striking proof of the breadth and power of the press. To comprehend more clearly the great mass of epic poetry of this period, we distinguish three subject-matters, or three cycles: the French, or national, cycle; the Breton cycle; the antique cycle.

The origins of the French cycle go back to the first ages of Frankish domination. The Frankish chiefs all kept their singers, who celebrated their exploits in poems of heroic inspiration. These compositions, called *conditlèves*, were sung to the harp, either at their festivals or at the head of the army before a battle. This spontaneous growth of epic poetry goes on until the tenth century; but after the tenth century the inventive power of the poets—the *tourelles*, as they are called—is exhausted; they no longer compose new

---

The text contains historical and literary analysis, discussing the evolution of the French language, the influence of Roman occupation, and the development of epic poetry in the Middle Ages. It emphasizes the role of the Île-de-France in shaping the modern French language and the importance of oral tradition in literature. The text touches on the works of notable authors and the historical context of French literature, highlighting the transition from regional dialects to a unified national language.
of France under the kingship and conflicts with external enemies, others are inspired by the struggles maintained by great feudal chiefs against the king ("Ogier le Danois", "Renaud de Montauban", "Gérard de Roussillon"), by the wars of vassals among themselves, and by historical memories belonging particularly to this or that province ("Rasoul de Cambrai", the "Geste des Lorrains", "Auberi le Bourgoing"). The

interesting element in all of them is, chiefly, their faithful portrayal of the feudal world, its virtues, and its asperities.

From the end of the twelfth century the success of the chansons de geste is counterbalanced by that of the romances of the Breton cycle. Here imagination roamis at large, above all that kind of imagination which we call fantasy. The marvellous plays an important part. Manners are less violent, more delicate. Love, almost absent from the chansons de geste, holds a great place and enters itself in a style at once respectful and exalted. We find everywhere the impress of a twofold mysticism, that of chivalry and of religion. In other words, if the chansons de geste bear the stamp of the Germanic spirit, the Breton romances are inspired by the Celtic. The central figure is that of King Arthur, a character borrowed from history, the incarnation of the independence of the Breton race. Around him are his companions, the knights of the Round Table and Merlin the wizard. The Breton romances were intended to be read, not to be sung; they were written, moreover, in prose. In course of time Chrestien de Troyes, a poet rather facile and prolific than truly talented, put them into rhymed verse; between 1160 and 1180 he wrote "Perceval le Gallois", "Le Chevalier au lion", "Lancelot et la charrette", "Chigiot", "Erec et Enide". In these romances Lancelot is the type of l'amour courtois—the "gentle" love which every knight must bear his lady.

As for the antique cycle, it is no more than a work of imitation. The clerics, observing the success of epic and narrative poetry, conceived the idea of throwing into the same form the traditions of antiquity. The "Roman d'Alexandre" and the "Roman de Troie", both written in the second half of the twelfth century, and amusing for their anachronisms and their baroque conceits, are, on the other hand, long, diffuse, and mediocre.

Lyric Poetry.—In these primitive periods of history the lines of division between various types of literature are not well defined. From the cantilène there sprang in turn the lyric poetry of the North. In these rough-hewn romances the poet relates in four or five couplets of varied rhythm, but all ending with the same refrain, an adventure of war or of love; they are called chansons de toile (spinning songs) or chansons de danse, because women sang them either as they spun and chatted or as they danced rondes. Love nearly always plays the chief part in them—the love, successful or crossed, of a young girl for a beau chevalier, or perhaps a love crushed by the death of the beloved—such are the themes of the principal chansons de toile that have come down to us, "Belle Brebencou", "Belle Brebencou", "Belle Aiglantine", "Belle Doette". But it was in Provence that lyric verse was to reach its fullest development. Subtle, learned, and somewhat artificial, Provençal poetry had for its only theme love—an idealized and quintessential love—l'amour courtois. On this common theme the troubadours varied the utmost richness; the form which they employed, a very complex one, had given rise to manifold combinations of rhythms. The men of the North were dazzled when they came to know the Provençal poetry. Strangely enough, it did not spread directly from province to province within the borders of France, but by way of the Orient, from the Holy Land, during the Crusades, where Southern and Northern lords met each other. Soon a whole group of poets of the old tongue in the North and East—Conon de Béthune, Gace Brulé, Blondel de Nesles, and especially Thiébaut, Count of Champagne—set to work to imitate the Provençal compositions.

Bourgeois and Satirical Literature.—The epic and the lyric were essentially aristocratic; they addressed themselves to an audience of barons and represented almost exclusively the manners and feelings of the upper classes in the feudal world. At the beginning of the thirteenth century, and after the emancipation of the communes, the bourgeoisie makes its appearance and from that moment dates the origin and rise of a bourgeois literature. It begins with the fabliaux, little tales told in lines of eight syllables, pleasant stories intended only to amuse. The characters they introduce are people of humble or middling station—tradesmen, artisans, and their women-folk—who are put through all sorts of ridiculous adventures; their vices and oddities are ridiculed smartly and with some degree of malice—too often, also, with coarseness and indecency. These fabliaux are animated by the Gallic spirit of irony and bawdy, in contrast to heroic, or "gentle" (courtois), spirit which inspires the chansons and lyric works. Bourgeois and villagers find here a realistic picture of their existence and their manners, but freely caricatured so as to provoke laughter.

Combine the spirit of the fabliaux with memories of the chanson de geste, and we have the "Roman de Renart", a vast collection, formed early in the thirteenth century, of stories in verse thrown together with-

out sequence or connexion. This work, which, it is believed, was preceded by another now lost, contains 30,000 lines. Enlarged by successive additions, the "Roman de Renart" is the work not only of several authors, but of a whole country and a whole epoch. What gives it unity, in spite of the diversity and incompleteness of the stories which is manifest in all its parts the same hero appears again and again—Renart, the fox. The action round about Renart is carried on by many other characters, such as Ysengrin,
the wolf, Noble, the lion, Chantecler, the cock, pseudo-
animals that mingle with their bearing and instinct as
animals traits and feelings borrowed from humanity.
Under pretext of relating an intrigue bristling with
complications, in which Ysengrin and Renart play
pivotal roles, he makes the humor, a kind of parody of the
chansons de geste, ridicules the nobles, feudal society, and feudal institutions.

Didactic Poetry.—Nobles and bourgeois, the two
classes which, in the literature of the Middle Ages,
speak with two accents so dissimilar, have one point of
resemblance: the one is as ignorant as the other. Only the clergies had any hold upon science—
the little science which those times possessed. It had
long remained shut up in Latin books composed in
imitation of ancient models, but, beginning from the
thirteenth century, the clergies conceived the idea of
bringing the intellectual contents of these works with-
inside the domain of the vulgar tongue. This was the
origin of didactic literature, in which the most import-
art work is the "Roman de la Rose", an immense
encyclopedia work produced by two authors with ten-
dencies and mentalities in absolute mutual opposition,
collaborating at an interval of forty years. The first
4000 lines, perhaps the "Roman de la Rose" were
about the year 1236 by Guillaume de Lorris, a charm-
ing versifier endowed with every attractive quality.
In the design of Guillaume de Lorris, the work is
another "Art of Love"; the author proposes to de-
scribe in it love and the effects of love, and to indicate the
varieties for a lover of love. He personifies the phasess and varieties of love and of the other sen-
timents which attend it, and makes of them so many
allegorical figures. Jealousy, Sadness, Reason, Fair
Response (Bel-Accueil)—such are the abstractions to
which Lorris lends a tenuous embodiment. With Jean
de Meung, who wrote the continuation of the "Roman
de la Rose", about 1275, the inspiration changes com-
pletely. Love is no longer the only subject. In
a number of prolix discourses, aggregating 22,000 lines
in length, the later author not only contrives to bring
in a multitude of notions on physics and philosophy,
but enters into a very severe criticism of contemporary
social organization.

Prose and the Chroniclers.—Prose separates itself
from poetry but slowly; when the epic outpouring has
been exhausted history appears to take its place. It is
the great movement of the Crusades that gives the
impulse. Villehardouin in his "Histoire de la Con-
quête d'Antioche" (1207), relates the history of
which he witnessed as a participant in the fourth crus-
sade; he knows how to see and how to tell, with
restraint and vigour, what he has seen and done. His
chronicle is not, strictly speaking, history, but rather
memoirs. Joinville attaches more importance to the
moral element; the charm of his "Histoire de Saint
Louis" (1309) is in the homely, at once frank and
deliberate, with which he sets forth the king's virtues
and recount his "chevaleries".

The great representative of history in the Middle
Ages is Froissart (1337-1410); in him we have to deal
with a master of the page. Just then the feverish
was entering upon its period of decadence, and the
chivalry of France had been decimated at Crécy and
Agincourt, feudalism and chivalry find in Froissart
their most martial portrayer. His work, "Chroni-
ques de France, d'Angleterre, d'Espagne, de Bretagne, 
Gascony, de Flandre, de autres lieux", is the story of
all the great and feats of arms in the Hundred Years'
War. Pitched battles, assaults, mere skirmishes, iso-
lated raids, deeds of chivalric daring, single combat—
decribes them with a picturesque effect and a dis-
tinction of style new in our literature. An epicritic
writer, he is above all attracted by the brilliant aspects
of history, gallicity, "bourgeois" and the common people, and considers it quite natural that they should pay the cost of war.

In his work is nothing to recall the gloominess of the
period; he has seen in it nothing but exploits and
heroic adventure.

Froissart knew how to depict the outward semblance
of an epoch. Philippe de Commynes, on the other
hand, has the heart of a poet and a psychologist of
souls; his viewpoint is from within. A minister of
Louis XI, and then of Charles VIII, he is versed
in affairs. He is much given, moreover, to analysis
of character and the unravelling of events which have
a political bearing. He goes back from effects to causes
and uses the method of the inquisition of the general
laws which govern history. One must appreciate either brilliancy or relief in his style; but he has clear-
ness, precision, solidity.

The Drama.—The fifteenth century would make
but a sorry figure in the history of French literature
had it not been that in this epoch there developed and
flourished a literary form which had already been
inchoate during the preceding centuries. Entirely
original in foundation and style, that drama owes nothing to antiquity. It was the Church, the great
power of those ages, which gave birth to it. For the
Middle Ages the Church was the home where, united in the Te Deum and the same con-
soling hopes, they spent that part of their lives which
was the best, and so the longest offices of the Church
were the most beloved by the people. Conformably
with this feeling, the clergy interpolated in the offices
representations of certain events in religious history,
but it was the drama. He personifies the phases and
varieties of love more especially at the feasts of Christmas ("Les Pas-
teurs", "L'Epoux", "Les Prophètes") and Easter
("La Passion", "La Résurrection", "Les Pélerins").
At first the liturgical drama was no more than a trans-
lation of the Bible into action and dialogue, but little
by little it changed as it developed. The text became
longer, verse took the place of prose, the vernacular
supplanted Latin. The drama at the same time was
of the Church was tending to make for itself an independent existence
and to come forth from the Church.

In the fourteenth century there appeared "Les
Miracles de Notre-Dame", a stage presentation of
a marvellous event brought about by the intervention
of the Blessed Virgin. Thus was the drama making its
way towards its completer form, that of the mysteries.
A mystery is the exposition in dialogue of an historical
incident taken from Holy Scripture or the lives of the
saints. Mysteries may be grouped, according to their
subjects, in three cycles: the Old Testament cycle
("Le Mystère du Viel Testament", in 50,000 lines),
the New Testament cycle ("La Passion", composed
by Arno Greban and presented in 1450), the cycle of
the saints ("Les Actes des Apôtres", by Arno and
Simon Greban). Metrically, the mystery is written in
lines of eight syllables; the lyric passages were sup-
posed to be sung. A prologue serves the purpose of
stating the theme and bespeaking silence of the audi-
ence. The piece itself is divided into days, each day
occupying as many lines as could be recited at one
adience, and the whole ends with an invitation to pray;
the last line being: "Chantons encore, c'est la veillée".

The dramatic system of the mysteries contains cer-
tain thoroughly characteristic elements. First of all,
the constant recourse to the marvellous: God, the
Blessed Virgin, and the Saints intervene in the action;

ly on abstract characters—Justice and Peace, Truth,

mercy—are added. Then the mingling of the tragic
and the comic: side by side with scenes intended to
excite deep emotion, the authors of mysteries present
other which are mere buffoonery, and sometimes of
the coarsest kind. This comic element is borrowed
from scenes of modern life; for anarchism is rampant
in the mysteries, contemporary questions are dis-
anted, Christ, the Virgin, and the apostles are
jured, and the Church of the five
teenth century. Lastly, not only does the action
wander without restraint from place to place, but


It occasionally goes on in several different places at the same time. If the conception was original and interesting, the execution of it, unfortunately, was very mediocre. The authors of mysteries were not artists; they knew nothing of character-drawing, their characters are all of a piece, without individual traits. Above all, the style is deplorable, and but seldom escapes puerility and triteness. The age, the great century of the mysteries; they were then in perfect harmony with the ideas and sentiments of the period. In the next century, with the change of those ideas and sentiments, they were to enter upon their decadence and to disappear.

In its turn, come forth from the Church? Can we connect it with the burlesque offices of the "Feast of Fools" and the "Feast of the Ass"?—Beyond doubt we cannot. But in the fourteenth century joyous bands of comedians organized themselves for their own common amusement—the "Baschoë", a society of lawyers, and the "Sots" or the "Enfants sans souci". It was by these societies that comic pieces were composed and played throughout the fifteenth century. Farces, moralities, and follies (sotties) were the kinds of compositions which they cultivated. The farce was a comic piece the only aim of which was to mock, although not complete from the fabliau, the farce bore a strong analogy to that form, and, as the themes were identical, the farce was often nothing more than a fabliau in action. The best specimen of the type is "La Farce de l'Avocat Patham" (1470), which presents a duel of wits between an advocate and a cloth-merchant, the one as thorough a rascal as the other. The morality, a comic piece with moral aims, is far inferior to the farce. Essentially pedantic, it constantly employs allegory, personifying the sentiments, defects, and good qualities of men, and sets them in opposition to each other on the stage. As for the folly (sotie), which still belonged to a dramatic parish, and belonged to the satirical drama, it was the special work of the "Enfants sans souci" and lasted but a short while.

The true literary distinction of the fifteenth century is to have given France a great poet—not the elegant, cold Charles d'Orleans, but that child of "poor and mean extraction" (de poore et petite extrago), that "mauvais garçon" who was François Villon. Insolent, his master, haunter of taverns, guilty of theft and even of assassination, the marvel is that he should have been able to evoke his grave and lofty mock-heroic chivalry of infant years, "Le Grand Testament" (1489), is dominated by that thought of death which, for the first time in France, finds its expression in the "Ballade des Dames du Temps jadis". Thus did the Christian Middle Ages utter through Villon what had been their essential preoccupation.

The Renaissance and the Reformation.—When the sixteenth century opens, literature in France may be regarded as exhausted and moribund. What had been lacking in the Middle Ages was the enthusiasm for form, the worship of art, combined with a language sufficient to fill the spirit and subject. The Renaissance was about to bestow these gifts; it was to communicate the sense of beauty to the writers of that age by setting before them as models the great masterpieces of antiquity. Reversion to antiquity—this is the characteristic which dominates all the literature of the sixteenth century. The movement did not attain its complete development till the time of the wars of Charles VIII. "The first contact with Italy", says Brunière, "was in truth a kind of revelation for us French. In the midst of the feudal barbarism of which the fifteenth century still bore the stamp, Italy presented the spectacle of an old civilization. She awoke the foreigner by the ancient authority of her religion and all the pomp of wealth and of the arts. Add to this the allurement of her climate and her manners. Italy of the Renaissance, invaded, devastated, trampled under foot by these men of the North, suddenly, like Greece of yore, took possession of the rude conquerors. They conceived the idea of another life, more free, more ornate—in one word, more human—than that which they had been led to believe by what was left of the old, and then the power of beauty twined itself into the soul of gendarmes and lanquenets, and it was then that the breath of the Renaissance, coming over the mountains with the armies of Charles VIII, of Louis XII, and of Francis I, completed in less than fifty years the renovation of what little still survived of the medieval tradition."

If the language very quickly undergoes the modifications brought about by this new spirit, it is only little by little that the various forms of literature allow themselves to be penetrated by it. Such is the case with poetry. The principal poet of the earlier half of the sixteenth century, Clément Marot (1497—1544), begot, by his inspiration, to both the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. Of the Middle Ages he has first of all all his scholastic education and also an uncontrolled passion for allegories and for bizarre and complicated versification. In the best of his "Epîtres" he sacrifices to the worst of the faults held in honour by the fifteenth century: the taste for alliteration, for playing upon words, and for childish tricks of rhyme. On another side the influence of the Renaissance reveals itself in his work in many imitations of the Latin, Virgil, Catullus, Ovid. The "Epîtres", his masterpiece, are, besides, in a style of composition borrowed from the Latin. A court poet, attached to the person of the chief of the Chateau de Marqueville de Valois, himself a humanist and a patroness of humanists, no man was more favourably situated for the effect of that influence. Marot is, in other respects, a very original poet; his "Epîtres" mark the appearance of a quality almost new in French literature—wit. The art of saying things prettily, of telling a story cleverly, of winning pardon for his mockeries by mocking at himself, was Marot's.

Greco-Latin imitation is really only an accidental feature in the work of Marot; with the poets who succeed him it becomes the very origin of their inspiration. For the poets who later formed the group called "La Pléiade" Joachim du Bellay furnished a programme in the "Deffence et Illustration de la langue française" (1549). To eschew the superannuated formula and the "condiments" (épiceris) of the Middle Ages, to imitate without reserve everything that has come down to us from antiquity, to enrich the language by every means practicable—by borrowing from Greek, from Latin, from the vocabulary of the handicrafts—these are the principles which this author lays down in his work. And these are the principles which the chief of the "Pléiade", Pierre de Ronsard (1524—85), applies. Ronsard's ambition is to exercise his wit in all the styles of composition in which the Greeks and Romans excelled. After their example he
composed odes, an epic work (the "Franciade"; in which he aspires to do for France what Virgil, with the Aeneid, did for Rome), and some eclogues. If he has utterly failed in his epic attempt, and if his abuse of erudition turns his own poetry to ridicule, it must nevertheless be said that these works sparkle with beauties of the first order. Ronsard is not only, as was long ago said of him, the marvellous workman of little pieces, of sonnets and tiny odes; in brilliancy of imagination, in the gift for inventing new rhythms, he is one of the greatest poets of his time and of all time. Side by side with him Du Bellay, in his Regrets, inaugurated la poésie intime, the lyricism of confidences, and Jodelle gave to the world "Cléopâtre" (1552), the first, in point of date, of the tragedies imitated from the antique, thus opening the way for Robbe, Gargarin, and Montchemin.

At the same time that the Renaissance was bringing us the feeling for art, the Reformation was giving currency to new ideas and tendencies. The two inspirations commingled rendered possible the work of the two masters of sixteenth-century prose, Rabelais and Montaigne. In that prodigious nursery tale which, under the influence of the author's own personality, it would be a mistake to think that the author of Gargantua" hides a thought and a symbol under very line of text. All the same, it is true that one must break the bone to find the "substantitive marrow". Rabelais has a hatred of the Middle Ages, of its usages and of human nature; he does not mistrust human nature: he believes it to be good and wants people to follow its law, which is instinct. His ideal is the abbey of Thelema, where the rule runs: Do as you please (Fais ce que tu voudras). "Nature is my gentle guide", says Montaigne on his part. This is one of the ideas which circulate in his essays, the first book of which appeared in 1580. In this sort of disjointed confession, Montaigne speaks above all of himself, his life, his tastes, his habits, his favourite reading. As he goes along he expounds his philosophy, which is a kind of scepticism, if you will, but applying exclusively to the things that belong to reason, for with Montaigne the Christian Faith remains intact. What makes Montaigne an original writer, and makes his part in French literature one of capital importance, is his having been the first to introduce into that literature, by his minute study of his own mind and of man, a psychological and moral observation of man which was to form the foundation of great works in the next century.

In a general way the Reformation produced a profound impression on the writers of the sixteenth century, giving them a freedom of movement and of thought not known to the learned men of the Middle Ages. On the other hand, multiplying theological discussions, controversies, and fierce polemics between Catholics and Protestants—dividing France into two parties—it gave birth to a whole literature of conflict. We will confine ourselves to the mention of Calvin and his "Institution de la religion chrétienne" (1541). As a theologian he need not concern us here; we need only say that, by the simplicity of his exposition, by the energy of his harsh and gloomy style, he effects an entrance into our literature for a whole range of subject-matters which had until then been reserved for Latin. Calvin was the teacher of the Reformation; Agrippa d'Aubigné was its soldier, but one who had taken the pen in hand. It was after long service in the field that he composed his "Tragiques", a versatile work unlike any other, a medley of satire and epic. Here the author presents a picture of France devastated by wars of religion, and paints his adversaries in odious colours. Now and then he draws a picture of life with fine utterances. After all these struggles and all this violence, the age could not but long for peace, could not but hold all these excesses in horror. Such a spirit inspires the "Satire Ménipée" (1594), a work, part prose, part verse, which, with its irony, gives evidence that an epoch has come to its end, fatigued with its own struggles and ready for a great renovation.

The Seventeenth Century; the Classical Age.—The seventeenth century is the most noted age in the history of French literature. The circumstances of the age, it is true, are peculiarly favourable for literary development. France is once more the strongest factor in European statecraft; her political influence is supreme, thanks to the wonderful achievements of the brilliancy of her French diplomacy. Conscious of her greatness, she ceases to be dependent on foreign literatures, and fashions new literary forms which she bids other countries copy. The internal peace which she enjoys favours disinterested study in the domains of art and literature, without the need of giving to literary creations a social or political tendency. Authors are patronized by society and the court. Intellectual conditions are especially favourable: the national mind, steeped in the learning and culture of the classes, has become sufficiently strengthened to emancipate itself from the yoke of servile imitation. The language, capable of expressing the ideas of a great race, the love of the great men, the sense of the greatness, the subtle shade of thought, has become clearly conscious of its power and is exclusively French in syntax and vocabulary. Such are the circumstances, such the elements, which combine to form the genesis of the classical literature of France. It does not, indeed, claim to be a determined theme, for the influence of literary activity in France may not range; progress will continue throughout the ages to come. But in the works of that period may be seen the most complete and perfect presentation of the distinguishing qualities of the French race; the ideal counterpart, in literature, of the most perfect form of French literature.

It is characterized, in the main, by a tendency which seeks the apotheosis of human reason in the realm of literary activity, and regards the expression of moral truth as the end of literary composition. Hence the fondness of the literature of the seventeenth century for general ideas and for the sentiments that are common to mankind, and its success in those kinds of literature which are based on the general study of the human heart. It reached perfection in dramatic literature, in sacred eloquence and in the poetry of the court. The canonization of the sixteenth-century literature for all that is relative, individual, and mutable; in lyric poetry, which appeals primarily to the individual sentiment, in the description of material phenomena, and in the external manifestations of nature, it falls short of success.

In summing up the story of the development of French literature in the seventeenth century, we must consider it in three periods: (1) from the year 1600 to 1659, the period of preparation; (2) 1659–1688, the Golden Age of classicism; (3) 1688–1715, the period of transition between the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

First Period (1600–1659).—With the followers of Ronsard and those poets who immediately succeeded him a kind of lassitude had seized upon poetry at the end of the sixteenth century; impoverished and spiritless, it handled only trifling subjects. Besides, having been long subject to the artistic domination of Italy, and having owed allegiance to Spain also since the intervention of the Spaniards in the days of the League, poetry had become infected with mannerisms, and suffered a considerable lowering of tone. A reformation was necessary, and Malherbe, whose "Odes" appear between the years 1600 and 1628, undertook it. From the first he repudiated the idea of servile imitation of ancient classical authors; discrimination should be shown in borrowing from their writings, and imitation should be restricted to features likely to strengthen the thought. On the other hand, if the language of
the sixteenth century was copious, many of its terms were not of the purest; these Malherbe severely interdicted. With regard to prosody, he lays down the strictest rules. Malherbe’s reform, therefore, aims at purifying the terminology of the language, and fixing set forms for prosody. Unluckily, it must be secured at a heavy price; subordinated unduly to inflexible rule, its freedom of movement impeded, lyric poetry is finally crushed out of life. Two centuries must elapse before it revives and shakes off the yoke of Malherbe. Nor was the rule of Malherbe established without resistance. Of the writers of that time, none were less disposed to submit to it than Mathurin Régnier (1579–1613), a poet who in many ways recalls the sixteenth century. His satires are one long protest against the theory so dear to Malherbe. An enemy to rule and restraint, Régnier again and again insists upon the absolute freedom of the poet; the poet must write as the spirit moves him; let every writer be what he is, is the only principle he accepts. A numerous group of poets shared Régnier’s views, those known by the name of les Grotesques. Such are Saint-Amant, Théophile de Viau, the direct heirs of the Pléiade; and Scarron, whose poetry is the very incarnation of the burlesque form imported from Italy.

Malherbe would perhaps have been unable to combat this opposition, had not two other forces come to his assistance in checking the flood of licence that was spreading with Régnier and his associates. The first of those was the culture of French society. The rise of a cultured class and of its life of refinement, which took place toward the end of the reign of Henry IV, is one of the striking facts of the first half of the seventeenth century. A new institution, the salon, presided over by women, now makes its appearance; here men of the world meet literary men to discuss serious questions with women. The salon will prove of service to writers, though sometimes a hindrance or a lure to false paths; and the next two centuries of literature will show evidence of its influence. The first salon was that of the Marquise de Rambouillet; for more than twenty years people of superior intellect and culture were wont to gather there. By exacting from its guests refinement and elegant manners it contributed to chaste the language and to strip it of all low and grotesque words. It is in the salon that the over-refinement called preciosity budded and bloomed. However, the influence of the Précieuses was perhaps more harmless than some would have us believe. They had enriched the language with many clever ex-

pressions; they have helped to develop the taste for precision and subtilty in psychological analysis. They favoured also, though in an indirect way, that study of the human heart which was the grand theme of seventeenth-century literature.

Authority also, as represented by Richelieu, enrolled itself in the crusade of reform and added its sanction to the new disciplinary laws. Under the patronage of the great minister, and by his inspiration, the French Academy was founded in the year 1635. In virtue of its origin and of its aims, the Academy exercised officially the same influence as the salon. It watched over the purity of the language and over its regular development. One of its members, Vaugelas, the great grammarian of that age, contributed in an especial way towards the achievement of this object. If the new ideal found its first expression in poetry, prose also was soon to share in the advantages of the reform. Balzac, in his “Lettres” (1624), created French prose. He is said to have furnished the rules of French prose composition; in fact it is his chief merit to have taught his own age, along with the art of composition, what the greatest minds of the sixteenth century—what Rabelais and Montaigne—had not known: the rhythm, the flow, and the harmony of the period. In this way, he has fashioned the magnificent form, which the great prose writers of the last half of the seventeenth century will find at their disposal when they seek to give outward shape to the sublime conceptions of their minds.

At the same time, Voiture, one of the habitués of the Hôtel de Rambouillet, gave to French prose its raciness, its vigour and its ease of movement. Balzac and Voiture, of the great writers of that time, are masters of styles in the seventeenth century, but Descartes, whose “Discours de la Méthode” appeared in 1673, has left his mark deeply stamped on French classical literature. This could not be otherwise; the principles which gained distinction for him were the same as those invoked for the literary reform. But reason, whose sovereign authority Descartes proclaimed, and whose power he demonstrated, was the same reason whose absolutism Malherbe sought to establish in literature. The abstract tone, the surety of inference proceeding directly to the solution of one or two questions clearly laid down, permitting no chance thoughts to lead it away from the straight line, the determination to take up only one subject, mastering it completely, to simplify everything, to see in man only an abstract soul, without a body, and in
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this soul not the phenomena, but the substance—these are at the same time Cartesian principles and literary peculiarities of the seventeenth century.

The craving for order and uniformity which made itself felt in every branch of literature seised the theatrical world and achieved the masterpieces of the classic drama. In 1639, Jean Mairet produced his "Guise" in which theunities are for the time observed—unity of action, unity of time, unity of place. The plot turns upon one incident which is tragic without a trace of the comic element, the action does not extend beyond one day, and there is no change of scene. The framework of classical tragedy was created; what was needed was a writer of genius to introduce himself. Corneille was this man. In the *merveille* of "Le Cid", he gave to the French stage its first masterpiece. Lofty sentiments, strong dialogue, a brilliant style, and rapid action, not exceeding twenty-four hours, were all combined in this play. While its subject was taken from modern history, Corneille, after the famous controversy on "Le Cid", stirred up by his jealous rivals, returned to subjects taken from Roman history in his later pieces, which date from 1640 to 1643, namely "Horace", "Cinna", and "Polyeucte". In these the plot becomes more and more complicated; ten people plot; ten people are stopped and anomalous situations, and looks for variety and strangeness of incident to the neglect of the sentiments and the passions. The noble simplicity and serene beauty which characterized his great works are replaced by the riddles of "Héracle" and the extravagances of "Athalie".

Corneille's "Polyeucte" shows traces of the controversies on Divine Grace which at that time agitated the minds of the men. Jansenism profoundly influenced the entire literature of the seventeenth century, giving rise, first and foremost, to one of its prose masterpieces, the "Lettres provinciales" (1656-67) of Pascal. In these the author champions his "Andromaque", which achieved a success no less marked than that of the "Cid"; and after, scarcely a year passed without the production of a new work. After bringing out the "Phèdre" in 1677, Racine withdrew from the stage, partly from a desire for rest and partly on account of religious scruples. The only drama produced by him in this last period was "Esther" (1689) and "Athalie" (1691). His tragedies were a reaction against the heroic and romantic drama which had prevailed during the first part of the century. He places on the stage the representation of reality; his plays have their source in reason rather than in imagination. They are the dramatic expression of the conscience of the century, the one hand, but also, on the other hand, an increased moral range and a wider psychology. Again, instead of the complicated action of which Corneille is so fond, Racine substitutes "a simple action, burdened with little incident, which, as it gradually advances towards its end, is sustained only by the interests, the sentiments and the emotions of the characters" (preface to "Bérénice"). It is, accordingly, the study of character and emotion that we must look for in Racine. In "Britannicus" and in "Athalie" he has painted the passion of ambition; but it is love which dominates his tragedies. The centurial method of which Racine has analysed this passion shows what a degree of audacity may coexist with that classic genius of which he himself is the best example.

In some points of detail, La Fontaine, whose "Fables" began to appear in 1668, differs from the other great classics. He has a weakness for the old authors of the sixteenth century and even for those of the Middle Ages, for the words and phrases of a bygone time, and certain popular expressions. But he is an utter classic in his correctness and appropriateness of expression, in the nice attention to details of composition displayed in his "Fables" (a charming grace which he himself created), and in the added perfection of nature as he paints it. The winged grace with which he skims over every theme, his talent for giving life and interest to the actors in his fables, his consummate skill in handling verse—all these qualities make him one of the great writers of the seventeenth cen-
tury ideal.

In this second period of the seventeenth century, indeed, all forms of literature bear their fine flower. In his "Maxima" (1665), the Duke de La Rochefoucauld displays a profound knowledge of human nature, and an almost perfect literary style. The "Lettres" of Madame de Sévigné, the first of which bears the date 1617, are marvels of wit, vivacity, and sprightliness.
In his “Mémoires” (completed in 1675) Cardinal de Retz furnishes us a model for this class of writing. In the “Princesse de Clèves” (1678) Madame de La Fayette created the psychological romance. Finally, it would be a misconception of the classical genius not to allow to religious inspiration a marked place in this period. The whole course of the seventeenth century was marked by the success of those of its writers escaped that influence; and those who did, also remained outside the general current and the philosophic movement of the century. Pulpit oratory, too, reached a high degree of excellence. The first years of the century had been, so to say, a fragrant ferment that most of the Jesuits, like François de Sales (1567–1622). He had, in 1602, preached the Lenten sermons before Henry IV at the Louvre, and ravished his hearers by the unction of his discourse, overflowing with a wealth of pleasing imagery. The religious revival was then universal; orders were founded or reformed. Among them the Oratorians, like the Jesuits, produced more than one remarkable and vigorous preacher. The Jansenists, in their turn, introduced into pulpit eloquence a sober style without any great wealth of fancy, without vivacity or brilliancy, but simple, grave, uniform. Thus, sacred eloquence, already flourishing before 1660, gradually took from this period—the trivialities, the tawdry refinements, the waste of profane learning. It was especially during the brilliant period extending from 1659 to 1688 that Christian eloquence reached its greatest power and perfection, when its two most illustrious representatives were Bossuet and Bourdaloue.

In 1659 Bossuet preached in Paris, at the Minims, his first course of Lenten sermons; during the next ten years his mighty voice was heard pouring forth eloquent sermons, panegyrics, and funeral orations. Animated, earnest, and familiar in his sermons, sublime in his funeral orations, simple and lucid in his logical expositions, he always carried out the principle, embodied in a celebrated definition, “of employing the word only for the thought, and the thought for truth and virtue.” Not only is he a magnificent orator, the greatest that ever occupied the pulpit in France, but he is also, perhaps, the writer who has had the most delicate appreciation of the French language. Furthermore, it must not be forgotten that Bossuet, in his “Discourse on Universal History” (1681), did the work of a historian. He is, indeed, the only historian of the seventeenth century. In the art of investigating historical causes, he is a master of exceptional power: he has always, when it attended on his conclusions by the most recent discoveries of historical science. He founded the philosophy of history, and Montesquieu, in the following century, had but little to add to his work. Bourdaloue, who ascended the pulpit last vacant by Bossuet (1669), is a very different man. In Bourdaloue, we do not find the abruptness and familiarity of Bossuet, but an unbroken evenness, a style always regular and symmetrical, above all a logician; he appeals to the reason, rather than to the imagination and the sensibilities.

From 1688 to 1715.—In the short space of eighteen years classical literature was in its glory. It resulted from the equilibrium between all the forces of society and all the faculties of the mind, an equilibrium not destined to last long. If, during the last years of the century, the great writers still lived preserve their powers unimpaired to the end, we feel, nevertheless, that the era of formation, 1688, the king, aged and absorbed by the cares of his foreign policy, ceased to take his former interest in literature. Discipline becomes relaxed. The salon, which for a while had been eclipsed by the Court, gradually regained its ascendency. Under its influence, preciosity, which had disappeared during the great period of classicism, began to revive. This becomes evident in a department in which it would seem the précieux would have but little interest, that of sacred eloquence. Fléchier marks an inordinate propensity to wit and frivolities of language. Massillon, who is Fléchier’s heir, lacks the fine equilibrium between thought and form which was found in Bossuet. He is a wonderful rhetorician who sacrifices too much to the adornments of style. Elsewhere, the conception of religious eloquence underwent a change. In the writers of the golden age the period was, perhaps, somewhat too long, but it was broad and spacious, effectively reproducing the movements of the thought; it was now replaced by a shorter phrase, more rapid and more decisive. This was the style of Racine (1639–1715) and of La Bruyère (1688). The appearance of the “Caractères” marks, furthermore, a still more important change in taste. La Bruyère, unlike the great classicists, does not oblige himself up to the general and abstract study of man; what he paints is not the man of all time, but the man of his own day, his looks, his vices, and his ridiculous traits. Picturesque details and outward peculiarities constitute the great attraction in the style of the “Caractères”; these, too, distinguish it from the works of the preceding period. The same artistic qualities are also found in Saint-Simon, who did not write his “Mémoires” until after 1722, the materials for which he had been collecting since his youth. A real writer, however, who from many points of view is connected with the seventeenth century. Saint-Simon not only gives a moral portrait of the person dealt with in his “Mémoires,” but by dint of violent colours, of contrasting touches, daring figures combined into a brutal, incorrect, passionate, and feverish style, he reproduces the physical man to the life. In dramatic literature comedy follows the same tendencies. After Molière, and after Regnard, who imitated him, the comedy of character comes to an end, and with Dancourt (1661–1725), the comedy of manners, which has its inspiration in the actual, replaces it. Lastly, Racine introduces into literature a spirit utterly foreign to the pure classics, so reverent of tradition—the spirit of novelty. Télémantoque (1699), a romance imitated from antiquity, records the views of the author on government, foreshadows the eighteenth century, and its mains for reform.

The Eighteenth Century.—To do justice to the writers of the eighteenth century, we must change our point of view. In truth, the eighteenth century’s conception of literature differed profoundly from that of the great writers of the time of Louis XIV. The eighteenth century, moreover, never rises above mediocrity, as long as it follows in the steps of the seventeenth, but is always interesting when it breaks loose from it. To follow its literary development, we must divide it, like the preceding century, into three periods: (1) 1715–50; (2) 1750–90; (3) 1789–1800.

From 1715 to 1750.—After the death of Louis XIV, the tendencies which already manifested themselves in the last period of the seventeenth century become more marked. The classical ideal becomes more and more distorted and weakened. Consequently, all the great branches of literature which flourished by following this ideal either decay or are radically modified. The tragic vein in particular is completely exhausted. After Racine, there are no longer any great writers of tragedy, but only imitators, of whom the most brilliant is Voltaire, whose versatility fits him for every kind of literature. Comedy shows more vitality than tragedy. With Dancourt it had taken the direction of the praiseworthy, of manly character, and the tendency betrays itself in Lesage (1668–1747). "Tuceart!", which places on the stage not a character, but a condition in life—that of the financier, is a piece of direct, profound, and merciless observation. Applying the same methods to romantic literature, Lesage wrote "Gil Blas", which first appeared in 1715,
and in which, in spite of a peculiar method of narration, borrowed from Spain, the manners and the society of the time are drawn to the life. Thus "Gil Blas" inaugurates in French literature the romance of manners. The most original of the writers of comedy in this period, however, is Marivaux, who, between 1722 and 1763, wrote a charming series of "La surnaturel de l'amour", "Le jeu de l'amour et du hasard", "Le Legs", "Les fausses confidences", etc. The utmost refinement in the analysis of love—a love that is timid and serpulous—propriety in the settings of his works, a subtle wit bearing the stamp of good society, grace and delicacy of feeling—these are the distinguishing characteristics of Marivaux.

But if the great classical types are exhausted or fall to pieces in giving birth to new forms, literature is compensated by the enlargement of its domain in some directions, absorbing new sources of inspiration. Writers turn away from the consideration of man as a moral unit; on the other hand, they devote themselves to the study of man regarded as a product of the changing conditions of the State, political, social and religious. In this, new direction of literary activity is favoured by the birth of what has been called "le philosophic spirit". After the death of Louis XIV, freedom against every form of tyranny and every spirit was at an end. Respect for authority and for the social hierarchy, submission to the dictates of religion—these were things never questioned by any of the eighteenth-century writers. From the earliest years of the eighteenth century, on the contrary, an aggressively anti-clerical and anti-authoritarian spirit, in literature, as in social life, becomes perceptible. This twofold disposition—curiosity about human idiosyncrasies as they vary with times, places, environments, and governments, and a spirit of unfettered criticism—is met with in Montesquieu, chronologically the first of the great writers of the century.

Montesquieu indeed, does not manifest any destructive inclination in regard to government and religion; nevertheless, in the "Lettres persanes" (1721), there is a tone of satire previously unknown. Montesquieu shows himself the disciple of La Bruyère, but does not hesitate to discuss subjects from which his master would have been obliged to refrain: social problems, the royal power, the papacy. The "Lettres persanes" is a pamphlet rather than the work of a moralist. They make an epoch in the history of French literature, marking the first appearance of the political satire.

But the truly great works of Montesquieu are the "Considérations sur la grandeur et la décadence des Romains" (1734), and the "Esprit des Lois" (1748). In the "Considérations", Montesquieu, by undertaking to explain the succession of events by the power of ideas, the character of the people, the action and reaction of cause and effect, inaugurated a historical method unknown to his predecessors—but certainly not to Bossuet, who was the most illustrious of them. From the "Considérations" the whole movement of modern historical study was to draw its inspiration later on. In the "Esprit des Lois", he studies how laws are evolved under the influences of government, climate, religion, and manners. On all these subjects, upon the works of certain errors of detail, he threw a light that was altogether new.

With Montesquieu, jurisprudence, politics, and sociology made their entrance into literature. With Buffon, science has its turn. Already Fontenelle, in his "Entretiens sur la pluralité des Mondes", had popularized the most difficult astronomical theories. Buffon, in his "Histoire naturelle", the first volumes of which appeared in 1749, set forth the ideas of his time on geology and biological species in a style that is brilliant and highly coloured, but somewhat studied in its mannerisms. No doubt his descriptions are written in a pompous, ambitious style ill suited to the severity of a scientific subject, and they are too often interlarded with commonplace. It is none the less true that in introducing natural history into literature he exercised a considerable influence; from Buffon, who set forth nature in its various aspects, a number of writers were to issue. The consequence of this broadening of literature was the loss of the purely speculative and charming quality which had played in the seventeenth century, when the sole aim of the writer had been production of a beautiful work and the inculsion of certain moral truths. The writers of the eighteenth century, on the contrary, wish to spread in society the philosophical and scientific theories they have adopted, and this diffusion is effected in the salons.

From 1750 to 1789—Voltaire is one of the first to mark the character of this period. Of the writers who flourished about the middle of the eighteenth century, the greatest glory surrounds Voltaire (1694-1778). The kind of intellectual sovereignty which he enjoyed, and which was obtained only in France,Between 1750 and 1778, is attributable to his great talent as a writer of prose as well as to his great versatility. There is no literary form—tragedy, comedy, epic poetry, tales in prose, history, criticism, or philosophy—in which he did not practise with more or less success. It has been said of him that he was the "first of the philosophes", and it is the "first of mediocrities". Though paradoxically expressed, these verdicts are partial truths. In no branch of literature was Voltaire an originator in the full sense of the word. A man of varied gifts, living at a time when thought extended its domain in every direction and took hold of every novelty, he is the most accomplished and most brilliant of popularizers. In the early part of his career, from 1717 until 1750, he confines himself almost entirely to purely literary work; but after 1750, his writings assume the militant character which henceforth distinguishes French literature. Much of his historical work is in the "Quinconces" (1751) and the "Essai sur les Mœurs" (1756), he becomes a controversialist, assailing in his narrative the Church, her institutions, and her influence on the course of events. Finally, the "Dictionnaire philosophique" (1764) and a number of treaties dealing both with philosophy and exegesis, which Voltaire gave to the world between 1769 and 1776, are wholly devoted to religious polemics. But, while Voltaire shows his hostility to religion, he attacks neither political authority nor the social hierarchy; he is conservative, not revolutionary, in this respect.

With Diderot and the Encyclopedists, however, literature becomes for a time destructive of the established order of things. Like Voltaire, Diderot is one of the most prolific writers of the eighteenth century, producing in turn romances, philosophical treatises, tending towards atheism, essays in art-criticism, dramas. But it is only in productiveness that Diderot can be compared with Voltaire; for he has none of Voltaire's admirable literary gifts. He is above all an improvisatore, and, with the exception of some pages that are remarkable for movement and colour, his work is confused and uneven. His principal production is the "Encyclopédie", to which the author devoted the greatest part of his life; the first two volumes appeared in 1751. The aim of this bulky publication was to give a summary of science, art, literature,
philosophy and politics, up to the middle of the eighteenth century. To bring this enterprise to a successful issue, Diderot, who reserved to himself the greatest part of the work, called to his assistance numerous collaborators, amongst whom were Voltaire, Buffon, Montesquieu, D'Alambert and Condillac. Jean-Jacques Rousseau was entrusted with the department of music. Despite the assistance of talents so diverse, the same spirit breathes throughout the work. In philosophy, the Encyclopédistes seek to subvert the principles on which the existing institutions and the authority of dogmas in religion were based. The Encyclopédia, therefore, which embodies all the opinions of that age, is a work of destruction. However that may be, its influence was considerable; it served as a rallying-point for the philosophers, and by acting on public opinion, as Diderot had intended, came to "change the common way of thinking".

The Encyclopédie roused the ruin of society, but proposed nothing to take its place; Jean-Jacques Rousseau dreamed of effecting its re-constitution on a new plan. On certain points, Rousseau breaks with the philosophes and the Encyclopédistes. Both of these believed in the sovereignty of reason, not, as was the case with the seventeenth-century writers, in reason subject to faith and controlled by it, but in reason absolute, universal, and refusing to admit what eludes its deductions—that is to say, the truths revealed by religion. They also believed in the omnipotence of science, in human progress and in civilization guided by reason and science. Rousseau, on the contrary, in his first notable work, "Discours sur les sciences et les arts" (1751), asserts reason and science, and in a certain sense denies progress. On the other hand, in maintaining the natural goodness of man he approaches the philosophes. In his opinion, society has perverted man, who is by nature good and virtuous, has replaced primitive liberty with despotism, and brought inequality amongst men. Society, therefore, is evil; being so, it must be abolished, and man must return to the state of nature, that happiness may reign among them. This return to the natural state Rousseau preaches in his romance, "La nouvelle Héloïse" (1760), in his work on education, "Emile" (1762), lastly in the "Contrat social" (1762) which was to become the gospel of the Revolution.

From the publication of his first work, Rousseau won a success that was immediate and startling. This was because he brought qualities entirely novel or which had long been forgotten. With him eloquence returns to literature. Leaving aside his influence on the movement of politics, we must give him credit for all that the French literature of the nineteenth century owes to him. Rousseau, by causing a reaction against the philosophy of his time, prepared the revival of religious sentiment. It was he who, by signalizing in his most beautiful pages the emotions awakened in him by certain landscapes, aroused in the popular imagination the feeling for nature. Rousseau, too, by his thoroughly plebeian manner of parading his personality and displaying his egotism, helped to develop that sentiment of individualism whence sprang the lyric poetry of the nineteenth century. He is also responsible for some of the most regrettable characteristics of nineteenth-century literature—for that melancholy and unrest which has been termed "the distemper of the age", and which was originally the distemper of the hypochondriac Jean-Jacques; for the revolt against society; for the belief that passion has rights of its own and dominates the lives of mortals as a fatal compulsion.

The close of the eighteenth century is from some points of view a time of regeneration, and forebodes a still more radical and complete transformation of literature in the immediate future. Some branches of literature that had been neglected in the course of the century receive new life and energy. Since Lesage's "Turcaret" and after Marivaux, comedy had hardly produced anything above the commonplace; it revives in the amusing "Barbier de Séville" (1775) of Beaumarchais, full of life and rapid movement. Beaumarchais owes much to his predecessors, to Molére, Regnard, and many others. His originality as a playwright consists in the political and social satire with which his comedies are filled. In this respect they are the children of the eighteenth century, essentially com-
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defends Christianity, towards which the intellects of the eighteenth century had been vaguely hostile—not only shows that Christianity is the greatest source of inspiration to letters and the arts—but also sets forth certain literary theories of his own. He asserts the necessity of breaking with classical tradition, which has had its day and is exhausted, and of opening a new way for art. This is one of the great ideas developed by this author, and henceforth all is over with Classicism. But Chateaubriand’s work and his influence were not limited to this; constantly calling attention to the interest offered by the study of the Middle Ages, he did in “Le Génie du Christianisme”, he engages both history and poetry in new directions. On another side, where he displays his own personal sufferings in “René” (1805), he develops the sentiment of the Epo, already affirmed by Rousseau, from which modern lyricism springs. Lastly, in the many beautiful pages of “Les Martyrs” or of his descriptions of travels, he furnishes models of a magnificent prose style, full of colour, rhythmical, well fitted to reproduce the most brilliant aspects of nature and to express the deepest emotions of the heart.

Side by side with Chateaubriand, another great figure dominates this first phase of the Romantic movement, and the one who most consciously imitated great writers who flourished during the century, are valueless; the sole author of note is Chénier (d. 1794). It is true that under the influence of events, a new literary genre arises, that of political eloquence. The isolated protestations of the States-General under the monarchy respecting the privilege of public speaking; it was in other modes, notably through the pulpit, that the eloquence for which a strictly appropriate platform was lacking must therefore manifest itself in that period. But the great Revolutionary assemblies favoured the development of remarkable oratorical gifts. The most famous among them and the one who expressed himself most was Mirabeau. The blemishes of his style—a congeries of violent contrasts—the incongruity of his figures and the discordance of his shades of meaning—all these defects vanished in the mighty onrush of his eloquence, swept away in an over-mastering current of oratorical inspiration.

The Nineteenth Century.—It is yet too early to attempt the task of determining the due place of the nineteenth century in the literary history of France; the men and the affairs of that century are still near to us, and in the study of literature a true perspective can only be obtained from a certain distance. A few general characteristics, however, may be taken as already fairly ascertained.

The nineteenth century was one of renaissance in literature: in it, following immediately upon great events, a great intellectual movement came into being, and at one definitely assignable moment there appeared a splendid efflorescence of genius; most of all, this movement was a renaissance because it riddled itself of those theories, adopted by the preceding century, which had been the death of that century’s impoverished literature. Imagination and feeling reappear in literature, and out of these qualities lyric poetry and the romance develop. At the same time the sciences, daily acquiring more importance, exercise a greater influence on thought, so that minds take a new mould.

We may distinguish three periods in the nineteenth century: the first, the period of preparation, is that of the First Empire; the second, that of intellectual effort, extends from 1820 to 1850; Lastly, the modern period, which seems to us in these days less brilliant because the works produced in it have not yet attained the prestige that comes with age.

From 1800 to 1820.—Chateaubriand is the great originator of nineteenth-century French literature, from his birth to the death of nearly the whole line of nineteenth-century writers. In 1802 appeared his “Génie du Christianisme”, in this work Chateaubriand not only
towards the period (1830-40) which we are now considering. There is no question of his having written such works as the "Au Théâtre" or the "H-zero"; but his influence is felt in them and his spirit governs them. It is true that he was not the only writer of that time who aimed at a new order for the stage, but he was the first and the most influential.

The plays of this period are characterized by their biting humor, their satirical spirit, and their social criticism. They are not mere novelties, but genuine contributions to the French stage. They are written in a style that is both vigorous and descriptive, and they are full of lively incidents and sharp contrasts. The characters are often sketched with great truth and precision, and the situations are vividly presented.

The influence of the "Au Théâtre" and the "H-zero" is evident in the works of many of the writers of this period. The "Au Théâtre" is a masterpiece, and its spirit is felt in the works of many of the writers of the period. The "H-zero" is a good example of this influence, and it is a work that has stood the test of time.

The plays of this period are not only entertaining, but they are also instructive. They are written in a spirit of truth and justice, and they are full of practical advice and good sense. The characters are often modeled on real life, and the situations are based on actual events.
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authentic costuming. Lastly, Shakespeare, Goethe, and Schiller are the masters to imitate, not Corneille and Racine. This resounding preface was followed by a succession of lectures in which the authors endeavored to apply its theories. There is "Henri III et ses Cours" (1829), by Alexandre Dumas, père, full of animation, but infantile in its psychology and written in a bad, melodramatic style; Alfred de Vigny contributes "Le Moire de Venise" (1829) and "La Marchèche d'Ancre" (1830); last comes Victor Hugo's own series of dramas in verse and prose, "Fernand" (1830), "Marion de Lorme" (1831), "Le roi s'amuse" (1832), "Ruy Blas" (1838), "Les Burgraves" (1843). These pieces are characterized by a wealth of extraordinary incident—by dark intrigues, duels, assassinations, poisonings, ambushes, abductions, their historical setting, at least for the latter. Solid form is there none; historical truth and logical action are utterly lacking. The dramas of Victor Hugo survive and still bear staging-only because the author has lavished upon them all the resources of his astounding lyricism.

In the court comedy, it was neglected by the Romantics—for Musset's delicious, and often profound, little pieces were not made to be acted. From 1820 to 1850 the comic stage was dominated by an author who was altogether outside of the Romantique movement, Serbie, a prolific writer of vaudevilles with no power of vital or emotional effect; he remains in great company for the most part.

The romance, which had been neglected by the great writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in this period takes a foremost place in literature. Here again we find the influence of Romanticism, though that influence clashes with other tendencies. In the history romance, imitated from Walter Scott, it is supreme. Alfred de Vigny's "Cinq Mards" (1826) and Victor Hugo's "Notre-Dame de Paris" (1831) are distinctly Romantique in the local colour which their authors employ and the violently dramatic character of their plots. The same characteristics appear in the innumerable romances of Alexandre Dumas, père, which, although by no means strong in literary quality, give pleasure by their fecundity of invention (Les Trois Mousquetaires, 1844). Again, the romances of George Sand, at least those written in her first manner, are of the Romantic school by virtue of their lyrical exaltation of the Ego, their effect of sentiment ("Lucile"), gerated to the degree of paroxysm ("Indiana", 1832). Her heroines are possessed by the restlessness, the unsatisfied longings, the anguish of soul which René suffered. George Sand, however, was to abandon Romanticism at a later period, in her romances of count, life ("Le Maire de Thèbes", "François le Champi", etc., from 1844 to 1850), idealized pictures of peasant life and true masterpieces of their class.

But if George Sand's career was half finished before she parted with Romanticism, other writers in this department altogether escaped its influence, abiding by the traditions of the eighteenth century. Benjamin Constant, in "Adolphe", carries on the line of romances of psychological analysis. Stendhal, too, who inherited his ideas and his precise, dry style from the philosophe of the eighteenth century, is a subtle psychologist, sometimes penetrating, often affected. Little appreciated in his own day, he will exert a great influence in the second half of the nineteenth century. Mérimée very much resembles Stendhal; he excels in the art of fitting into the frame of a short novel a finished picture of his scene of action with clean-cut, vigorous indications of his characters. And Balzac, the great master of the romance in this period, owes as much to Romanticism as to other romantic geniuses—the Shakespeares and Molieres—Balzac could set in motion, in his "Comédie Humaine", an imaginary world of beings as truly living as the flesh-and-blood beings who people the actual world. Certain of his characters, while animated with an intensely individual life, present, at the same time, so universal a portraiture as to constitute veritable types bearing witness to the great passions and sentiments of humanity.

Among the great branches of literature which were restored between 1820 and 1850 history and criticism must be reckoned. At the beginning of the nineteenth century history could hardly be said to exist. The philosophical tendencies which it had acquired from the eighteenth century were prejudicial to its exactitude, but what it lacked in a still more marked degree was the power of realizing the past—in other words, the power of imagination—combined with the critical spirit. Romanticism supplied it with the former of these requisites; the latter it borrowed from the sciences, which developed so rapidly in the first half of the nineteenth century and impressed the mind of that age with their vigorous methods. Of the historians of this period, some attach the greater importance to critical study and interpretation of facts, others devote themselves to reconstructing the features of the past, with all its colour and picturesque quality. To the former school belong Guizot, who traces the concatenation of facts, showing what causes—political, social, and religious—produced them, Thiers, who, in his "Le Consulat et l'Empire", lays bare Napoleon's policy and strategy with remarkable acuteness; Mignet, in "Histoire de l'invasion des armées de l'Empire en Europe" (1826) and "Histoire de Napoléon" (1835), produced the essential features of an epoch. Augustin Thierry and Michelet belong to the other school. Thierry possessed in a rare degree the sense of historical verity, and his "Récits des Temps Mérovingiens" (1838) is the first example in French literature of a picturesque history which is at the same time founded upon exact erudition. Lastly, with Michelet history becomes not only a great truth but a resurrection of the past. Powerfully imaginative, indeed a poet by instinct, Michelet rather conjures up history than relates it. His "Histoire de France" is a canvas upon which he has in marvellous fashion caused persons, feelings, and manners to live again.

Concurrently with history, and under the same influences, literary criticism puts on a new physiognomy. It is no longer theoretic; henceforth its principal concern is not to judge the merits of literary works, but to determine the conditions in which they have been produced. It passes from the literary (Nietzche, 1869), who traces a detailed biography and a careful portrait of each writer and, reconstructing his appearance and character in a thousand scrupulously verified particulars, seeks thus to explain his works.

Lastly, the religious renaissance which took place at the beginning of the century, after the literary frenzy, and which, in profane literature, gave Chateaubriand and Lamartine their inspiration, had the effect of giving back its force and its brilliance to sacred literature, so impoverished in the eighteenth century. Theological controversy reappeared with Lamennais, and a new and remarkable writer with a violent imagination emerged. Bérulle here is a style characterized by its strong reliefs ("Essai sur l'indifférence en matière de religion", 1817; "Paroles d'un croyant", 1834). At the same time Père Lacordaire lifted the multitude out of itself with his fierce discourses, and imported into pulpitude eloquence the burning lyricism of the Romantique ("La Légende Ecossaise", 1835), and from 1850 to the End of the Century. This period seems confused to our present view, which, with its necessarily short focus, can hardly distinguish all the dominant tendencies. Still, speaking very generally, it may be said that the period was marked by a reaction against the lyricism of the Romantique, a return to the study of reality. The latter school of Positivism, through the influence of Renan and Taine, two philosophers who acted powerfully upon most writers of their time.

In poetry these tendencies have expressed them-
selves in the theories and the works of the Parnassian poets, so called because the first collection of their verses appeared (in 1866) under the title "Parnasse contemporain". "The Parnassian poetry is characterised, in the first place, by great striving after impersonality, the Petrarch making it his object to avoid putting into his work anything of his own personal emotions; and next, anxious to be before all things an artist, the writer carries to an excess the effort to attain perfection of form. The chief of the Parnassian school was Leconte de l'îsa (1820-1894); he does not take himself as the theme of his "Poèmes antiques" (1853) or his "Poèmes barbares" (1862); his theme is the history of humanity. His work is at once learned, epical, and philosophical. Others belonging to the Parnassian school, though each with his own personality, are: J. M. de Hérédia (1842-1905), an immediate disciple of Leconte de l'îsa, who has managed to produce a complete picture of some epoch in each of the sonnets of his "Trophées" (1893); Sully-Prudhomme, both poet of the interior life and poet philosopher; François Coppée, whose true originality consists in being the poet of the common people and of their everyday life. In reaction against certain tendencies of the Parnassians there appeared in the last quarter of the nineteenth century the Symbolist poets, grouped around Paul Verlaine (1844-1896), who in some points of view recalls Villon, and Stéphane Mallarmé (1842-1898). It is as yet difficult to define the action and the degree of importance of these Symbolist poets, who, moreover, made a merit of being obscure. At present Parnassian and Symbolism seem to have been reconciled in the person of M. Henri de Régnier (b. 1864). We may mention, also, among the poets of to-day, M. Jean Richépin, a belated Romantic.

In the second half of the nineteenth century the romance developed to an extent more even considerable than in the first. It tends to engulf all the other literary forms and become itself the only department of literature. It is a convenient frame successively for historical pictures, studies of passion, pictures of manners, and moral theories. The same tendencies appear in it as we have already noted in the period from 1820 to 1850, with, however, this notable difference, that the realistic current becomes much stronger. This time the originator and master is Gustave Flaubert, author of one of the masterpieces of all romance, "Madame Bovary" (1857). The peculiar characteristic of Flaubert is his combination of the elements of Romanticism with those of Realism. For him the theme of Art—"le but de l'art"—firstly; his work is a special cult; on the other hand, by his conception of art, Flaubert is a Realist. In the first place he does not admit the propriety of a writer's putting himself into his work; the work must be objective, impersonal, impassive. In the second place he makes it his task to paint life as it is, or as he sees it, with whatever there may be in it of unloveliness and of vulgarity. This theory of the romance is in evidence in all his works, as much in a study of provincial bourgeois life, like "Madame Bovary", as in a picture of Paris life, like "L'Education sentimentale", or a reconstruction of a vanished civilization, like "Salammbo" (1862).

From Flaubert's example and from the misinterpretation of Positivist theories issued the Naturalistic school. This again was realist, but realism publishing far and wide its own scientific pretentions and seeking to assimilate the processes of literature to those of science. The leader, and the theorist, of Naturalism was Emile Zola (1840-1902), a writer whose gift was compounded of strength and triviality, and whose books ("Les Rougon-Macquart", a series of romances, from 1871 to 1893), are tainted with an unpardonable coarseness. To the Naturalistic school belong the Goncourt brothers, who have sought to express reality by the aid of a bizarre, tortured, and pedantic vocabulary, and Guy de Maupassant (1850-1893), whose powers of observation, his intensity of vision, and a robust style borrowed from the finest traditions place him among the best writers of this group. Alphonse Daudet (1840-97), another writer who aims to portray life as it is, nevertheless stands apart from Naturalism by virtue of his own peculiar qualities of sensibility, fancy, and irony. If he has painted Parisian life ("Le Nabab", 1879), he has none the less succeeded in describing the destiny of the lowly with a sympathetic tenderness.

In spite of the encroaching Realistic tendencies, the idealist and Romantic romance, in the manner of George Sand, survived with Octave Feuillet (1821-91), a dainty writer who embodies in a wonderful degree the type of the fashionable story-teller. However, after 1885, although Realism is still the inspiration of most French fiction, Naturalism, with its exaggerations, its deliberate determination to be coarse, its narrow and brutal esthetics, loses ground and soon falls into disrepute. The traditions of the romance of psychological analysis reappear with M. Paul Bourget, who, following the example of Octave Feuillet, chooses fashionable life as the setting of his stories. In recent years M. Bourget has broadened his manner and attacked the great moral and social problems of the hour ("L'Ete", 1902; "Un divorce", 1904; "L'Emigré", 1907). M. Edouard Rod, a Swiss by birth, has undertaken in his romances to deal with questions of conscience. On another side, by way of reaction against the coarse degradation of XIXth-century literature, certain number of writers, with a talent for playing upon fine shades of meaning and a very especial taste for crowding contrary ideas together, have taken a
delight in filling their romances with a subtle and penetrating irony. The master of this school is M. Anatole France. M. Maurice Barrès, who holds from Stendhal, was, in his earlier career, of the ironical school, but has more recently applied himself to denounce the distasteful events, new and native soil and tradition ("Les Déracinés", 1897). Another class of story writers has exerted itself to increase the field of romance, which, with the Naturalists, has well nigh been shut up within the limits of Parisian life. Some, like M. Pierre Loti, marvellous at evoking the impression of the distant lands, have made an exotic atmosphere; others have sought to reproduce with sympathetic fidelity the manners of their native provinces. This latter has been done for Anjou and the Vendée, with much elevation of thought and elegance of style, by M. Bazin (La Terre qui meurt).

The drama, which had produced nothing of any real value under the influence of Romanticism, passed through a period of great brilliancy after 1850. Most of the works produced since that date belong to the comedy of manners, often containing little of the comic, which derives its origin from the Romantic drama—to which it owes its ambition to reproduce "authentic" life and the atmosphere of the time. One essential characteristic of the work of Scribe is the care he brings to the contrivance of his scenes, the disposal of his action, and the preparation of his dénouement. This dexterity in managing a plot reappears in almost all the dramatic authors of the second half of the nineteenth century, and it is an important element of their art. Lastly, the influence of the drama makes itself felt; as the romance strives after exact portraiture of life and manners, so does the drama. To resume, the modern comedy of manners combines Scribe's theatrical technique with Balzac's observation.

The chief initiator of the dramatic movement of his time was Alexandre Dumas, fils (1824-96). An extremely penetrating observer, he had at the same time the mental idiosyncrasy of a quasi-mystical moralist. At first his gift of observation dominates; in "La Dame aux Camélias" (1853), "Question d'argent" (1857), and "Le père prodigue" (1859), he depicts Parisian society. Then, from 1867 on, the moralist runs away with him and he creates a new type, the "problem play" (pièce de thèse), in which, in an exuberantly spirited dialogue of dazzling wit, he studies life and social questions ("Les Trois Mousquetaires" and "Le comte de Monte Cristo", 1844 and 1845). One of the younger Dumas is often bizarre and irritating, that of Emile Augier (1820-90), who shares public favour with him, is more uniform. The dominant quality in Augier is good sense; he has devoted himself to painting bourgeois society, using methods almost identical with those of the Classics and, like them, creating general types. At the time when Naturalism was trying to obtain possession of the drama, as it had already taken possession of romance, Henri Beecque (1837-99), who produced little besides, was the principal dramatist of that school ("Les Corbeaux"), but the movement was short-lived; Naturalism in the drama soon ran to excesses which ruined its reputation. Dumas fils, however, is still the master from whom the contemporary dramatists hold, and Edouard Pailleron, Henri Lavedan, Maurice Donnay, and Paul Hervieu all owe him much. It is to be noted that in the last years of the nineteenth century the melodrama, with its romantic and the heroic comedy in M. Edmond Rostand's "Cyrano de Bergerac" (1897).

We have already spoken of Renan and Taine in connexion with the general tendencies of this period; these two names belong also to the literature of history. Renan (1823-92) has already opened the domain of literature to religious history, which before had belonged only to pure erudition. Apart from the wavering scepticism and dilettantism in his work, his influence has been felt by a great number of writers. Taine (1828-93) inaugurated in history the method of "little facts" borrowed from the sciences. He classifies and arranges a mass of unimpassioned facts, seeks for the natural laws, historical literature has risen to superb heights; among the most brilliant historians of our own day, it will suffice to mention MM. Albert Sorel, Albert Vandal, and Henry Houssaye.

Lastly, following Sainte-Beuve, some remarkable writers have raised criticism to the independent rank of a great department of literature. Here M. Bruneatère (1849-1906) introduced the idea of evolution, showing how literary forms are born, develop, flourish, and then become dissolved and resolved into other forms. No one has pleaded the cause of tradition with greater warmth, and even violence, than M. Guizot; and with as much justice and as much strength was the opposition defended by M. Jules Lemaitre, under the fluctuating forms of a clever and ingenious criticism, which has nothing of dilettantism but the appearance, and which has Naïve and Sentimental, in monographs remarkable for precise analysis and vigorous relief.

The question may be asked: What stage of its development has French literature now reached? and what character is it likely to assume in the course of the twentieth century? It would be vain to attempt a guess, but some of the influences which seem bound to affect it may be here indicated. First, science will increasingly impose on the writers of the future its vigorous discipline and methods. On the other hand, the fact of the study of Greek and Latin is losing ground in France cannot fail to have the most profound consequences in literature. Lastly, we seem, in these days, to be assisting at a social transformation, the shock of which will doubtless make itself felt in art and letters.

Belgian Literature in the French Language.—In the Middle Ages the literature in French which developed in the provinces of Hainault, Flanders, Brabant, and Liége had all the characteristics of the French literature of that time, except that it furnished neither the names nor names of the authors. Until the seventeenth century there was the same poverty of literary output. In the eighteenth century, under the universal influence of French literature, a grand seigneur, the Prince de Ligne (1738-1814), rivalled in easy grace of style the French writers of his time—"the only lepgenier" as Mme. de Stael says, "who has ever become a model in French literature, instead of being an imitator". But the true expansion of French Belgian literature—which, however, is never more than a reflection of French literature properly so called—dates from the formation of an independent Belgian kingdom. The reign of Charles de Coster (d. 1870), the earliest of the Belgian writers of the nineteenth century worthy of mention, brings out the true soul of Flanders in his legendary romance "Tiel Uylensingel", which in other respects reproduces the qualities and defects of the Romantics. From 1880, beginning with M. Camille Lamonier, Naturalist of the Romantic school, France is dethroned by Symbolism, about 1889. It may even be properly said that Symbolism developed in Belgium rather than in France; its principal representatives are M. Rodenbach, an exquisite poet who has depicted for us the fascination of Bruges (Le pêcheur du Silence, Bruges-la-Morte), M. Verhaeren ("Les Soirs", 1887), and M. Maeterlinck, who has essayed to create a Symbolistic drama.
Swiss Literature in the French Language.—Swiss-French literature has produced great writers, but has not kept them; they have deserted their original country to seek naturalization in France. This was the case with J. J. Rousseau, Mme de Staël, and Benjamin Constant. Though Swiss by origin, they are thoroughly French writers. In the nineteenth century Swiss-French literature, above all, boasts of critics like Alexandre Vinet (1797–1847) and Edmond Schérer (1815–89), both distinguished by their tendency to emphasize moral interests, both, moreover, treating chiefly of French literature. In romance, likewise, M. Victor de Dupont (1829–1900), who concealed in the knack of weaving into the plot of a story current questions of art, science, and philosophy, and M. Edouard Rod are very decidedly French writers. The only truly Swiss author is Topfer (1799–1816), who has left some little masterpieces of romance at once sentimental and humorous, such as his "Histoire de M. Pencil" and his "Voyages et aventures du docteur Fœsus" (1849).

NIBARD, Histoire de la littérature française (Brussels, 1879); BEUWIERKES, Manuel de l’histoire de la littérature française (Paris, 1897); ID., Histoire de la littérature française classique (Paris, only one volume has appeared); DOUMIC, Histoire de la littérature moderne et contemporaine (Paris, 1902); ID., Histoire de l’histoire de la littérature française; PARIS, La Littérature française au Moyen-Age; La poésie au Moyen-Age; PARIS, La Littérature française au Moyen-Age; SAINT-HEURC, Tableau de la littérature française au X VIe siècle; CAUSERIES DU LUNDI; NOUVEAUX LUNDI; VIGNAUD, Histoire de la littérature française (Paris, 1887—); ID., Histoire et littérature (Paris, 1884—88); ID., Questions de critique (Paris, 1889); ID., Nouvelles questions de critique (Paris, 1891); ID., Essais sur la littérature contemporaine (Paris, 1892); ID., Nouveaux essais de littérature contemporaine (Paris, 1895); ID., L’évolution de la poésie lyrique en France, Histoire des genres (Paris, 1880 —); ID., Les époques du théâtre français; BOUVET, Essai de psychologie contemporaine; ID., Essais de psychologie contemporaine; LEMAITRE, Les Contemporains; Impressions du théâtre; FAUGER, Études littéraires sur le X VIe siècle; Dix-septième siècle: Charles d’Aubigny; Charles d’Aubigny; Quinzième siècle: Politiques et moralités du X IXe siècle; DOUMIC, Études sur la littérature française; Écritures d’aujourd’hui (Paris, 1899—1900); ID., Portraits de quelques écrivains (Paris, 1895); BEAUMARCHAIS, HOMMES ET IDÉES DU X IXe SIÈCLE (Paris, 1904); ID., De Sade à Baudelaire (Paris, 1893); ID., Essais sur le théâtre contemporain (Paris, 1896).


RENE DOUMIC

FRANCESCHINI, MARC ANTONIO, Italian painter; b. at Bologna, 1648; d. there c. 1729; best known for the decorative works he carried out in Parma, Bologna, and Genoa, and for the designs executed for Clement XI’s mosaic in St. Peter’s. He is regarded as a member of the Eclectic School and a follower of the Carracci, and his chief works consist of the Ranuzzi ceiling in Bologna, two fine pictures in the Bologna Gallery (Annunciation and the Holy Family) and one in the Servite convent depicting the four sons of the order. Other less important chasubles in the same city are adorned with his works and there are five of his paintings at Vienna. He also decorated a church at Crema in 1716, and a few years later painted a fine picture of St. Thomas of Villanova giving alms to the poor, to be seen in the Augustinian church at that place. He is believed to have been led to adopt Catholicism by the example of Lorenzo de’ Pontiziani. Among her children we know of Battista, who married on the family name, Evangelista, a child of great gifts (d. 1411), and Agnes (d. 1413). Frances was remarkable for her charity to the poor, and for her zeal for souls. She won many Roman ladies from a life of frivolity, and united them in an association of oblates attached to the White Sacrament of St. Mary of Nova; later on they became the Benedictine Oblate Congregation of Tor di Specchi (25 March, 1433) which was approved by Eugene IV (4 July, 1433). Its members led the life of religious, but without strict cloister or formal vows, and gave themselves up to prayer and good works. With her husband's consent Frances practiced continence, and advanced the true Conception. Her visions often assumed the form of dramas enacted for her by heavenly personages. She had the gift of miracles and ecstasies, as well as the bodily vision of her guardian angel, had revelations concerning purgatory and hell, and foretold the ending of the Western Schism. She courageously exposed the sciences and detect plots of diabolical origin. She was remarkable for her humility and detachment, her
obedience and patience, exemplified on the occasion of her husband's banishment, the captivity of Battista, her son's death, and the loss of all her property; the last of her husband's suitors among her oblates at Tor di Specchi, seeking admission for charity's sake, and was made superior. On the occasion of a visit to her son, she fell ill and died on the day she had already foretold. Her canonization was preceded by three processes (1440, 1443, 1451) and Pius V declared her a saint on 9 May, 1568, assigning 9 March as the day of her festival. Before that, he revered the faithful were wont to venerate her body in the church of Santa Maria Nuova in the Roman Forum, now known as the church of Santa Francesca Romana.

Molinari, Vita di S. Francesca Romana, originally written in the Roman vernacular of the fifteenth century, with an appendix of three panegyrics in the same idiom, and edited by Ambrellini from a codex in the archives of the Holy See (Rome, 1882); Acta SS., March, II; Vita di S. Francesca Romana fondatrice (Rome, 1875); Pompeloni. Life of St. Francesca Romana (London, 1855); other lives by Pompeloni (Turin, 1874); Rabaty (Paris, 1884); Steller (Mainz, 1888); Rambuteau (Paris, 1900); Storia Storica Benedettina (1906), I, 9; Palace, Visione di S. Francesca Romana in Archivio della Societa Romana di storia patria (1901), 356 sqq. (1892), 251 sqq. On the interesting church of Santa Maria Nuova (near Santa Francesca Romana, in the Roman Forum) see Ambrellini, Le Chiese di Roma (Rome, 1891), 150-52; Chandelle, Philippa in Rome (London, a.d.); Hans, Walks in Rome (London, a.d.).

FRANCESCO PAOLO.

Franchi, AUSONIO, the pseudonym of CRISTOFORO BONAVINO, philosopher; b. 24 February, 1821, at Pegli, province of Genoa; d. 12 September, 1895, at Genoa. He entered the ecclesiastical state, and some time after his ordination to the priesthood, was appointed director of an institution for secondary education at Genoa, but before long, he became imbued with the doctrines of French positivism and German criticism. Doubts arose in his mind, followed by an internal struggle which he describes in his work on the philosophy of the Italian schools. At the same time, important political events were taking place in Italy, culminating in the revolution of 1848. Misled, as he later says of himself, by a political passion, and also by a kind of philosophical passion, Franchi abandoned the priest's habit and office in 1849, and assumed the name of Ausonio Franchi (i.e. free Italian), indicating thereby his break with his own past and his new allegiance to the forces which were countering the cause of intellectual and political liberty. The dogmatic authority of the Church and the despotic authority of the State are the objects of his incessant attacks. Combining Kant's phenomenalism and Comte's positivism, he falls into a sort of relativism and scepticism, in which truth and reason, Catholicism and freedom, are irreconcilable, and Franchi does not hesitate in his choice.

In 1854 he founded the "Ragione", a religious, political, and social weekly which was a means of propagating these ideas. Terenzio Mamiani, then Minister of Education, appointed Franchi professor of philosophy in the University of Pavia (1890), and remained there until 1888. No work was published by him between 1872 and 1889. A change was again taking place in his mind, not now due to passion, but to the professor's more mature reflection. It led to the publication in 1889 of L'Umanita nell' Etta dei moderni, in which he announced his return to the Church, criticizes his former works and arguments, and denounces the opinions and principles of his earlier writings. His works are: "Elementi di Grammatica generale applicati alle due lingue Italiana e latina" (Genoa, 1849-49), under the name of Cristoforo Bonavino. Under the name of Ausonio Franchi he wrote "La Filosofia delle scuole italiane" (Caponago, 1852; "Appendix", Genoa, 1853); "La religione del secolo XIX" (Lausanne, 1853); "Studi filosofici e religiosi: Del Sentimento" (Turin, 1854); "Il Razionalismo del Popolo" (Geneva, 1856); "Letture sulla Storia della Filosofia moderna: Bacone, Descartes, Spinoza, Malebranche" (Milan, 1863); "Sulla Chiesa del Giudaismo" (Milan, 1870); La Faculta del Principato ecclesiastico e la Restaurazione dell' Impero Germanico" (Milan, 1871); "Saggi di critica e polemica" (Milan, 1871-72). He also edited "Appendice alle Memorie politiche di Felice Orini" (Turin, 1858); "Epistolario di Giuseppe La Farina" (Milan, 1869); and a series of publics di Giuseppe Le Farina" (Milan, 1870).

C. A. DUBRAY.

Francisco (Francisco Raiholini), a famous Bolognese goldsmith, engraver, and artist; b. about 1450; l. in 1517. His family was one of the best in Bologna, and owned land at Zola Predosa. His father was a wood-carver, but Francesco entered the guild of goldsmiths (1482), and was elected its head in the following year. His master was one Duc, surnamed Francia, doubtless because of his native land, and Francesco adopted this surname, and his art, as he grew in age and maturity, more or probably as a valuable trade-mark. Like Pisanello, Verrocchio, Pollaiulo, and Ghirlandajo, he is an example of what Italian art owes to close association with the minor arts. A gradation of the fine arts, the idea of greater or lesser dignity and rank, did not then exist and was to spring up only later, in the school of Michelangelo. Thus the art is to all the aesthetic manifestations of the classic period that unity and perfection of detail and life which imagination and taste impress on all things. The relations between the goldsmith's art and painting were then particularly close. In this way painting was enabled to rise above the vulgar demands of a pipius image of the Giotto-type, and the dry and pedantic learning of Vincello and Andrea del Castagno. Art, ornament, and beauty, which threatened to disappear, were thus restored to painting. This is why the "industrial" side of Francia's art, exemplified in his remarkable medals and enamels, which is that of the jeweller, an armourer, and a type-caster, cannot be too strongly insisted on. He is known to have designed the italic type for the edition of Virgil published by Aldus Manutius (Venice, 1501). We know also that the invention of engraving is partly due to the art of Franchino and the like. In this department of arts are ascribed to Francia; in the art of engraving he was the first master of Marenzio Raimondo.

Circumstances, however, impelled Francia to become a painter. Very probably he received his first lessons from Francesco Cossa (d. at Bologna, 1465), but it was from the humanists of the time that he received his principal instruction. This artist, slightly younger than Francia, had recently won renown at Ferrara and returned in 1483 to Bologna, where he set up his studio in the house occupied by the goldsmith. More than one work (church of the Misericordia, Bentivoglio palace) resulted from their friendly collaboration. Certain peculiarities of Francia, his familiar scenic arrangements, the beautiful architecture, the carved thrones of his Madonna, the little angelic musicians seated on steps, are touches of Ferrarese taste which proclaim the influence of Cozza. In landscape Francia felt later the influence of Perugino (1446-1524), who, in 1497, was residing in Francia's native city of Monte. These influences, however, should be acknowledged with all the reserve imposed in the case of an already mature man, who had long been an artist of repute when he began to paint. The earlier }
tant works of Francia, e. g. the “Calvary” of the Archiginnasio of Bologna, the “Madonna” of Berlin, above all the remarkable “St. Stephen” of the Casino Borghese, are remarkable for their minute character of a new “dilettantism” (Burkhardt), for something so intentionally unique and original that one does not know with what to connect them in all the history of painting. We feel ourselves in the presence of a master who grasps with firmness his own ideas and is extremely personal in his techniques, one who takes up a new craft only because it enables him to apply highly individual theories or express his intimate tastes. The early attempts were followed by a series of great works dated as follows: the Felicini reredos (Bologna, 1494), that of the Bentivoglio (San Giacomo Maggiore, 1500), and many others, and the “Annunciation” (Pinacoteca of Bologna, 1500), and various others now in the museums of Berlin and St. Petersburg. It is always the same subject, so beloved throughout the fifteenth century, the Virgin surrounded by various saints; even when styled an “Annunciation,” the treatment remains the same. The composition is necessarily uniform, in deference to the law of symmetry. There is naturally no action, the painter’s object being to produce with these motionless figures an effect of harmony and recollection. It is a calm and tranquil beauty that he seeks to reproduce. But within these limits no one, not even Perugino, can be compared to the “Maddalena delle Scrovegni in Padua”, or the “San Zaccaria” dates from 1505, achieved so much. The orderly disposition of his figures and his well-balanced lines, heightened often by an architectural background or by landscapes, produces an impression of profound peace. So much happiness could have but one legitimate expression, i. e. music. In other words the angels playing on the harp or the lute, whom Francia loved to introduce, interpret naturally the emotions awakened by the harmony of form. Let it be added, and in this he differs from Perugino, that with him lyricism never becomes mere formula. The inspiration of Francia seems inexhaustible; hence his ability to vary indefinitely, and always with success, the same theme. Francia was always too conscientious to reproduce in a commonplace way works which were the outcome, on his part, of a deep emotional life. In this artist the conventional never prevails, just as Perugino during the last twenty-five years of his life.

The types of Francia, though extremely general in significance, are none the less markedly individual; his Sebastian has not the same features, the same piety, the same ecstasy as Bernard, nor is his figure of Augustine the same as that of Francia. In execution he was extremely meticulous, even his most careless figures are not negligent. The figures are irreproachably constructed, while the elegant ornamentation, the sculptures, embroidery, tiaras, and dalmatics betray the sharp and critical eye of the goldsmith and engraver. Of this we are reminded still more forcibly by his fondness for, and careful selection of, the best stones for his palette, and his taste for compact, thick, enamelled painting, of itself a pleasure to the eye. Each picture of Francia has its own sonorous harmony; throughout his work we seem to hear, as it were, an orchestration of colour. We have here the principles of an entirely new art, altogether different from the ultra-Intellectual preoccupations of the Florentine School. Horace had said that poetry was a kind of painting, ut pictura poesis; one might imagine that in turn Francia wished to prove that painting was a kind of music. It was the idea likely to arise in an ancient mind devoid of the featureless immorality which for its singers and its lute-players. Only in his later figures, however, e. g. the “Baptism of Christ” (Dres- den, 1509), the “Deposition” (Turin, 1515), the “Sacra Conversazione” of Parma, above all in that of London (about 1516), does Francia display the full measure of his genius. Several of his frescoes are known, e. g. the “Madonna del Terremoto” (Bologna, 1506) and two charming pages from the life of St. Cecilia, her marriage and her burial, at San Giacomo Maggiore (1507). He is also the author of beautiful portraits (Pitti Palace, also the Uffizi, in Florence). No doubt his modesty, his quiet and retired life, spent entirely at Bologna, his avoidance of historical and mythological subjects, a temperamental man, inspired by a love for his native city, that won him the name of Malvasia. In 1508 he was named director of the mint of Bologna, and in 1514, master of all the artist corporations of the city. He was handsome, says his contemporary Boccaccini, very eloquent, well-informed, and distinguished. His influence, nevertheless, was confined to Bologna. He lived apart from the pagan and rationalistic movement of the fifteenth century, was an isolated man of great and noble gifts, original and pure in his use of them, in a word the most eminent personality in Northern Italian art previous to Titian and Correggio. He had two sons, Giacomo and Giulio, b. in 1485 and 1487.

LOUIS GILLET.

Francis I, King of France; b. at Cognac, 12 September, 1494; d. at Rambouillet, 31 March, 1547. He was the son of Charles of Orléans, Count of Angoulême, and Louise of Savoy, and the husband of Claude of France, daughter of Louis XII. He succeeded to the throne 1 January, 1515, not as son-in-law, since the Salic Law did not permit succession through women, but as cousin of Louis XII, who had no male heir. His victory at Marignano (1515) over the Swiss who were defending Maximilian II at the moment established the young king’s reputation in Italy. He took advantage of this to the interview of Bologna to bring to a successful terminus the long war that began with Charles V and Louis XI, to impose on the kingdom of France the Concordat which governed the organization of the French Church from that time till the end of the old regime (see FRANCE). This marked the beginning of a series of measures destined to establish in France the preponderance of the royal power. Francia I sought to bestow personal privileges and honors in great measure among the nobles, both bishops and seigneurs (lords), the spirit of independence. The formula of royal edicts “car tel est notre bon plaisir” (because it is our good pleasure) dates from his reign. The death of Emperor Maximilian I (1519) led Francia I to dispute the imperial crown with Charles of Austria, who had recently inherited the crown of Spain. The latter became emperor as Charles V. Surrounded on the south, north-east, and east by the states of Charles V, Francis I, immediately after his interview of the Field of the Cloth of Gold with Henry VIII of England (1520), began the struggle with the House of Austria, which was to be prolonged, with occasional truces, until 1576. Four successive wars against Charles V filled the reign of King Francis. The first, famous for the exploits and death of Bayard, the “chevalier sans peur et sans reproche”, the treason of the Constable of Bourbon, the defeat of Francis I at Pavia (1525), and the capture of Francis I by the troops of the Emperor, led to the Treaty of Madrid (1526), by which he ceded Burgundy to Charles V. The second war, rendered necessary by the refusal of the deputies of Burgundy to become the subjects of the emperor, and marked by the alliance between Francis I
and the Italian princes, among them Pope Clement VII (League of Cognac, 1526), brought about the sack of Rome by the imperial troops under the command of the Constable of Bourbon (1527), and ended with the Peace of Cambrai (1529), in reality no more than a truce. After its conclusion Francis I, who had lost his wife, Claude of France, in 1524, wedded Eleanor of Austria, sister of Charles V. The third war, entered upon after he had reorganized a permanent national army, and at the time when Charles V had undertaken an expedition against Tunis, was marked by the entrance of the French troops into Savoy and the entrance of the troops of Charles V into Provence (1536); it was brought to an end, thanks to the Pope’s Peace of VI, by the treaty of Aigues-Mortes. The fourth war, resulting from the ambitious designs of Francis I on Milan, was marked by the alliance of Charles V with Henry VIII, by the French victory of Ceresole (1544), and was ended by the Treaties of Crespy and Arders (1544 and 1546).

The history of no other reign has been so profoundly studied in modern times as that of Francis I. A series of recent works has brought out the originality and novelty of his political maxims. The struggle against the House of Austria made Francis I the ally of the Holy See during the pontificate of Clement VII, whose niece, Catherine, had married Henry II, the future King of France (see Catherine de’ Medici), but he could not prevail upon Clement VII to yield a divorce to Henry VIII of England. Impelled by the desire to menace Charles V not only on the frontiers but even in the interior of his territory, Francis I sent his agents into Germany, who fostered political and religious anarchy and favoured the political ascendancy of the Protestant princes. His policy in this respect was opposed to Catholic interests and even opposed to the principles of Christianity. In 1523 and 1524 sent Antonio Rizonym to the King of Poland and the Voivode of Transylvania to urge them to threaten Charles V on the eastern frontier of the empire, Francis I thought of utilizing the Turks against the emperor. Before he had even thought of this alliance rumours spread throughout Germany that he would be responsible for the victories of the Musulmans at Belgrade and Rhodes. Francis I played the part of a Maccabean in the spread of the Renaissance in France. He invited from Italy the great artists Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Pontormo, Primaticcio, Benvenuto Cellini, and Andrea del Sarto. He began the present Louvre, built or decorated the châteaux of Fontainebleau and Chambord, and was patron of the poets Marot and du Bellay. His most valuable service to Humanism was the foundation of the Collège de France, which he intended for the teaching of Hebrew, Greek, and Latin. He was also the founder of the Imprimerie Royale. While he permitted the development in intellectual circles of certain Protestant ideas simultaneously with Humanism, he was on the other hand, after 1534, quite hostile to the propagation of Protestantism among the common people, as is shown by the famous ordinance of the Vaudois of Chabrères and Méridol. The poems of Francis I, though interesting as historical documents, are mediocri in work. His tomb and that of his wife, Claude of France, in St. Denis, were decorated by Philibert Delorme, and executed by Pierre Bon temps.

Contemporary Sources:
- Catalogue des actes de France (10 vols., Paris, 1857-1907), Ordonnances du règne de François Ier, 1515-1516 (Paris, 1902); CHAM-POLLION-FICÉAC, Captivité du Roi François Ier (Paris, 1847); Poésies de François Ier, ed. CHARLES-FICÉAC (Paris, 1847); Journal de Louise de Savoie, ed. GUICHENON (Paris, 1778); Journal de Jean Barillon, ed. VAISIÈRE (Paris, 1897-99); Journal d’un bourgeois de Paris sous le règne de François Ier, ed. LALANNE (Paris, 1854); Chronique du Roi François Ier, ed. GUYPY (Paris, 1864); Mémorials de Martin du Bellay, de Fleuryong, de Saule de Tav嫌疑人: Histoire du gentil seigneur de Bayard, ed. ROMAN (Paris, 1878); MONLUC, Commenaires, ed. RUBEL (Paris, 1864-1872).

Modern Works:
- PAULIN PARIS, Étude sur le règne de François Ier (2 vols., Paris, 1885); MADELEIÈVE, De Conventu Boronum (Paris, 1901); MIGHT, Rivalité de François Ier et de Charles-Quint (2 vols., Paris, 1878); ETUDE, Histoire de France à la Cour de Louis XIV, ed. RUBEL (Paris, 1893); V., VIRE, La monarchie, Histoire de France (Paris, 1903).

FRANCIS, ORDO DEI. See ORDO, CONFRATERNITIES OF.

Francis, Rule of Saint. As known, St. Francis founded three orders and gave each of them a special rule (see Francis of Assisi, Saint). Here only the rule of the first order is to be considered, i.e. that of the Friars Minor, under the following headings: I. Origin and Contents of the Rule; II. Interpretation and Observance of the Rule.

I. Origin and Contents of the Rule. (1) Origin. There is, as in so many other points in the life of St. Francis, not a small amount of doubt and controversy about the Rule of St. Francis. For most of the time St. Francis wrote several rules or one rule only, with several versions, whether he received it directly from heaven through revelation, or whether it was the fruit of long experience, whether he gave it the last touch or whether its definite form is due to the influence of others, all these
are questions which find different answers. However, in some cases, it is more a question of words than of fact. We may speak of three successive rules or of three different rules. The first is the case of St. Francis, the second of St. Benedict, and the third of St. Ignatius. The difference is slight, but the spirit in the three cases is the same. For clearness, we shall speak simply of the three rules, the first of which is the year 1209, the second of 1221, the third of 1223; expounding more especially the one of 1223, as this is properly the Rule of Francis, the object of this article.

(a) The Rule of 1209.—This is the rule St. Francis presented to Innocent III for approval in the year 1209; its real text is not known. If, however, we regard the statements of Thomas of Celano (I Cel., i, 9 and 15, ed. d’Alençon, Rome, 1900) and St. Bonaventure (Legenda major, c. iii), we are forced to conclude that the primitive rule was not very much different, since the spirit in the three cases is the same. For clearness, we shall speak simply of the three rules, the first of which is the year 1209, the second of 1221, the third of 1223; expounding more especially the one of 1223, as this is properly the Rule of Francis, the object of this article.

(b) The Rule of 1221.—If we give credit to Jacques de Vitry, in a letter written to Genoa, 1216 (Böhmer, loc. cit., 98), and to the traditional "Legend of the Three Companions" (c. xiv), the rule of 1209 was successively improved at the annual general chapter at Portiuncula by new statutes, the fruit of ever-growing experience. Jacques de Vitry, as St. Bonaventure (loc. cit.) declares, "The men of this Religion with great fruit assemble every year at a determined place, that they may rejoice in the Lord and take their meals, and by the counsel of good men make and promulgate holy statutes, which are confirmed by the Pope." Indeed Thomas of Celano records one such statute (I Cel., ii, 91): "He [St. Francis], for a general commemoration in a certain Chapter, caused these words to be written: 'Let the Friars take care not to appear gloomy and sad like hypocrites, but let them be jovial and merry, showing that they rejoice in the Lord, and becomingly courteous.'" This passage is literally found in the rule of 1221, c. vii. The traditional "Legend of the Three Companions" says (c. xiv): "At Whitsundie [every year] all the brethren assembled unto St. Mary and consulted how best they might observe the Rule. Moreover St. Francis gave unto them admonition, rebukes, and precepts, according as seemed good unto him by the counsel of God. And for he [St. Francis] made divers Rules, and essayed them, before he made that which at the last he left unto the brethren" (translation of Salter, London, 1902, p. 88, 60). During the years 1219-1220 in the absence of the holy founder in the East, some events happened which determined Francis to recast his rule, in order to prevent similar troubles in the future. The only author who informs us well on this point is Jordanus of Giano in his Chronicle (Analeda Francisca, i, iv sq.; ed. Böhmer, Paris, 1908, 9 sq.). The vicars left in charge of the brethren by St. Francis having made some innovations against the spirit of the rule, and St. Francis having heard of this, he immediately returned to Italy and with the help of Cardinal Ugolino pressed the disorders. Jordanus (ed. Böhmer, p. 15) goes on: "And thus the disturbers with the help of the Lord being kept down, he [St. Francis] recast the Order according to its statutes [alia in institutions, Instituta]." And the blessed Francis, teaching that brother Cassarius [of Spires] was learned in holy letters, he charged him to emboss with texts of the Gospel the Rule which he himself had written with simple words." The narrative of Jordanus, precious though it be, is incomplete. "Speculum perfectionis" (ed. Sabatier, Paris, 1859, c. Iviii), Angelo Clarino (Felicie Tocico, "Le due prime Tribolazioni dell’Ordine Francescano", Rome, 1908, p. 36; Dollinger, "Sekten-geschichte", II, 440 sq.; and "Expositio in Regulam"), Bartholomeow of Pisa (Liber Conformitatum fruct., XIII, para II, ed. Milan, 1510, f. oxvxy, v, a, Anal. frut., IV (1906), 50 sq.; and in the proc. of the chapter the ministers and custodes, alias the learned brethren, asked Cardinal Ugolino to use his friendship with St. Francis that he might introduce some organization into the order according to the Rules of St. Augustine, St. Benedict, and St. Bernard, and that they might receive some influence. St. Francis being questioned, answered that he was called to walk by the way of simplicity, and that he would always follow the folly of the Cross. The chapter at which this occurred was most likely the one of 1220.

The authority of the aforesaid sources may be contested, for a comparison of the other sources may be seen (F. II Cel., i, 114). At any rate, in a Bull of Honorius III, Viterbo, 22 Sept., 1220 (Bull. Franc., i, 6), addressed "to the Priors or Custodes of the Friars Minor", one year of novitiate is introduced, in conformity with "VI.-140"
called, the rule which the Friars Minor still observe. It is named by Franciscan authors "Regula bullata" or "Regula secunda". The question has been put whether St. Francis was quite free in drawing up the definitive text of his rule. From what has been already said, it may be supposed that St. Francis successively developed his rule, adapting it to the circumstances; hence if all the particulars of the former rules are not found in the last one that is no reason to say St. Francis omitted them against his own will. Those who believe in an influence exercised on St. Francis in recasting the third rule appeal to the following cited words of St. Francis (ed: Fracchi, p. 45).: "Egregere non bullata", for it was never solemnly confirmed by a papal Bull. It has been preserved in many manuscripts and has been often printed, but there are some noteworthy discrepancies of text in chaps. x and xii. The following remarks may be added to characterize it. The rule of 1221 consists of twenty-three chapters, some of which are composed almost entirely of Scriptural texts; in others many admonitions are found and towards the end even prayers. The introductory words "Brother Francis", pronounced by the solemn imperative voice of our "Lord Peace Innocent" (d. 1216) show clearly that the second rule is only an enlarged version of the primitive one. In chaps. iv and xviii appears an organization, which at the time the first rule was written (1209) could not have existed, since St. Francis had then only twelve companions. Chap. vii, on the other side, contains a prayer to St. Francis and the consideration of the necessity of his rule, the beginning of the primitive rule, for its prohibition "not to be chamberlains, nor cellars, nor overseers in the houses of those whom they serve", found scarcely, or only exceptionally, any application in 1221. The Life of Brother Giles (Analecta Francisc., iii, 74 sq., and the introduction of Robinson's "The Golden Letters" of the Blessed Brother Giles", Philadelphia, 1907) may be read as an illustration of this chapter. It may appear strange that neither Thomas of Celano nor St. Bonaventure mentions this second rule, which certainly marked an important stage in the Franciscan Order. The reason thereof may be because it was composed in connexion with troubles arisen within the order, on which they preferred to keep silent.

(c) The Rule of 1223.—St. Bonaventure (Leg. maj., c. iv) relates that when the order had greatly increased, St. Francis had a vision which determined him to reduce the rule to a more comprehensive form. (Strom. I, c. 150.) From St. Bonaventure (loc. cit.), "Speculum perfectionis" (c. i), and other sources we know that St. Francis, with Brother Leo and Brother Bonizo of Bologna (see, however, on the latter, Carmichael, "The two Companions" in Franciscan Monthly, ix (1904), n. 86, p. 94-97), went in 1223 to Fonte Colombo, a beautiful wood-covered hill near Rieti, where, fasting on bread and water, he caused the rule, the fruit of his prayers, to be written by the hand of Brother Leo, as the Holy Spirit dictated. Elias, to whom this rule was entrusted, after a few days declared that he had lost it, hence St. Francis had it all rewritten. Spiritual sources give other rather dramatic circumstances, under which the new rule was communicated to the provincials, headed by Brother Elias. As the primary authorities on the life of St. Francis say nothing on the point, it may be supposed that those records served only to justify the Robinson's "The addition to the rest of the Rule", the Bull of St. Francis (Leg. maj., c. iv) and many other early Franciscan writers. The Bull of the Highest Priest Jesus Christ, through the impression of the Stigmata, 1223, 1225, 1232.

The rule of 1223 is the Franciscan Rule properly so
from the feast of All Saints until the Nativity of the Lord", during Lent, and every Friday. The forty days' fast (obligatory in the rule of 1221), which begins from Epiphany, is left free to the good will of the brothers. Beautiful exhortations follow on the brothers' labours and prayers wherever they go through the world. They are forbidden to ride on horseback, unless compelled by manifest necessity or infirmity (c. iii). The next chapter "strictly enjoins on all the brothers that in no wise they receive coins or money, either themselves or through an interposed person". However, the minister can bestow them to the poorest of his subjects through spiritual friends, according to places and times and other circumstances, saving always that, as has been said, they shall not "receive coins or money" (c. iv). To banish idleness and to provide for their support, St. Francis insists on the duty of working for "those brothers to whom the Lord has given the grace of working". But they must work in such a way that "they do not extinguish the spirit of prayer and devotion, to which all temporal things must be subservient". As a reward of their labour they may receive things needed, with the exception of coins or money (c. v). Of the highest importance is the chapter containing the definitions of the most ideal poverty: "The brothers shall appropriate nothing to themselves, neither a house nor place nor anything. And as pilgrims and strangers in this world... let them go confidently in quest of alms." (c. vii) "This, my dearest brothers, is the height of the most sublime poverty, which has made you heirs and kings of the kingdom of heaven: poor in goods, but exalted in virtue..." Then follows an appeal for fraternal love and mutual confidence, "for if a mother nourishes and loves her carnal son, how much more earnestly ought one to love and nourish his spiritual brother!" (c. vi). The following chapter treats of penance to be inflicted on brothers who have sinned. In some cases they must recur to their ministers, who "should beware lest they be angry or troubled on account of the sins of others, because anger and trouble impede charity in themselves and in others" (c. vii). Chapter viii charges all the brothers "always to have one of the brothers of this religion (order) as Minister General and servant of the whole brotherhood". At his death the provincial ministers and custodes must elect a successor in the Whitenau chapter. The general chapter, at which the provincial ministers are always bound to convene, is to be held every three years, and according to the order of the general so wishes. After the Whitenau chapter, provincial chapters may be convoked by the ministers (c. viii). A special chapter on preachers follows next. The brothers are forbidden to preach in any diocese against the will of the bishop, and unless they are appointed by the minister general. The brothers must preach "for the utility and edification of the people, announcing to them virtues and virtues, punishment and glory..." (c. ix). Of the admonition and correction of the brothers is the title of chapter x. The ministers "shall visit and admonish their brothers, and shall adjust the faults of canonists and popular clergy, commanding them anything against their souls and our Rule. The brothers however who are subject must remember that, for God, they have renounced their own will." If any brother cannot observe the rule spiritually, he must recur to his minister, who is bound to correct him kindly (c. x). In chapter xi the brothers are forbidden to have suspicious intimacy with women, nor are they allowed to "enter monasteries of nuns, except those to whom special permission has been granted by the Apostolic See". Nor may they "be godfathers of men or women". They may stay on friars rapidly increasing, for they are receiving into the order who has not the pure intentions and the great seal of Francis, the rule...
gave rise to many controversies, and, as a consequence, to many declarations and expositions. The first exposition of the rule was given by St. Francis himself in his Testament (1226). He puts there his own and his first disciples' life as an example to the brothers. Moreover he foresees the difficulties arising from the Roman Curia, either for a church or for any other place, whether under pretext of preaching, or on account of their bodily persecution'. He enjoin also on all brothers "not to put glosses on the Rule", but as he had written it purely and simply, so ought they "to understand it simply and purely and with holy operation in the Church and never the less have a great number of expositions of the rule, and it cannot be said that they are, in their greatest part, against the will of St. Francis. He himself had in his lifetime been humble enough to submit in everything to the decisions of the Church, and so he desired his sons to do. Even the Spirituals, who exalted to the letter of the rule, as Olivi and Clarino, were not against reasonable expounding of the rule, and have written expositions thereof themselves. Besides, the decisions of the popes are not dispensations, but authentic interpretations of a rule, that binds only inasmuch as it is approved by the Church. To proceed with order, we shall firstly speak of the authentic interpretations, secondly of the private expositions.

(1) Authentic Interpretations.—These are the papal Constitutions on the rule. Doubts about the meaning and the observance of the rule having risen at the general chapter of Assisi (1239), a deputation of prominent men was sent to Gregory IX, to obtain a papal decision. On 28 September, 1230, the pope edited the Bull "Quo elongati" (Bull. Franc., I, 68), a document of capital importance for the future of the order. In this Bull the pope, claiming to know the intention of the holy founder, said that he had made an exposition of the rule, declares that for the tranquillity of conscience of the friars, the Testament of St. Francis has no binding power over them, as Francis, when making it, had no legislative power. Nor are the brothers bound to all the counsels of the Gospel, but only to those that are expressly mentioned in the rule, by way of precept or of prohibition. Dispositions are made with regard to money and property. The brothers may appoint a messenger (vintius), who may receive money from benefactors and in the latter's name either spend it for the present needs of the friars, or confide it to a spiritual friend. The latter is the principal of all the others, whose poverty is maintained for the individual friar and for the whole community; still the use of the necessary movable objects is granted them. These are some of the most striking dispositions of Gregory IX, whose principles of wise interpretation have remained fundamental. The order, however, in two general chapters, at Mets, 1249, and at Narbonne, 1260, declined to receive this privilege, inasmuch as it goes farther than the concession of Gregory IX. In the same Bull Innocent IV declares that all things in the use of the friars belong to the Apostolic See, unless the donor has reserved the ownership to himself. A necessary consequence of this disposition was the institution of a procurator by the same pope through the Bull "Quanto studiosius", 19 Aug., 1247 (Bull. Franc., I, 487). This procurator was to act in the name of the Apostolic See as a civil party in the administration of the goods in use of the friars. The benefits of this syndic, were much enlarged by Martin IV through the Bull "Exultantes in Domino", 18 January, 1283 (Bull. Franc., III, 501), especially in regard to lawsuits. The order received the disposition of Martin IV at the chapter of Milan, 1285, but warned at the same time against the multiplication of legal actions (see Ehrle, Archiv für Litteratur- und Kirchengeschichte, VI, 55).

The two constitutions of Clement V (1310) and of Viterbo, 14 Aug., 1279, treat the whole rule both theoretically and practically. Nicholas III, against the enemies of the order, states that complete expropriation, in common as well as in particular, is licit, holy, and meritorious, it being taught by Christ Himself, although He, for the sake of the weak, sometimes took money. The brothers have the moderate use of things according to their rule. The proprietorship goes to the Holy See, unless the donor retains it. The question of the money is treated with special care. The employment of the messenger and spiritual friend is confirmed in the Constitutions of the same pontiff. The brothers are not to be paid except over the money, nor can they call to account an unfaithful messenger. Lost number of papal decisions should produce confusion, the pope declares that all former Bulls on the subject are abolished, if they are against the present one. However, this Constitution ends by adding an exposition of the rule, and the more zealous brothers, called Spirituals. It was through their agitation at the papal court at Avignon (1309-1312) that Clement V gave the Constitution "Exivi", 6 May, 1312 (c. 1, Clem., lib. V., tit. xi). Whilst Angelo Clarino, the head of the Spirituals, expressed in a private letter his confidence in the opinion of the Bull "Exivi", which is another name like a flying eagle, approaching nearest to the intention of the Founder, (Archiv für Litteratur- und Kirchengeschichte, II, 139). Clement V declares that the Friars Minor are bound to poverty (usu pauor) in those points on which the rule insists. Characteristic of this Bull is the casuistic manner in which the prescriptions of the rule are treated. It declares that St. Francis wished to oblige his brothers under mortal sin in all those cases in which he uses commanding words or equivalent expressions, some of which cases are specified. The Constitutions "Exivi" and "Exivi" has remained the most important rule of the order, although they were in the most important point practically suppressed by John XXII, who in his Bull "Ad conditorem canonum", 5 Dec., 1322 (Bull. Franc., V, 233), renounced on behalf of the Apostolic See the proprietorship of the goods of which the order had the use, declaring (accurately of the Roman law) that in many things the use could not be distinguished from the property. Consequently he forbade the appointment of an Apostolic syndic. Martin V in "Amabiles fructus", 1 Nov., 1425 (Bull. Franc., VII, 712), restored the former state of things for the Observants.

(2) Private Expositions.—Only two have had influence, which had influence on the development of the order, can be mentioned here. The most important that of the Four Masters, edited at least six times in old collections of Franciscan texts, under the names of Monumenta, Spesulum, Firmamentum (Brescia, 1562; Salamanca, 1506, 1511; Rouen, 1509; Paris, 1512; Veneti, 1513). The chapter of the Franciscan Order at Lateran, 1541, had ordered that the solution of some doubts about the rule should be asked for from each province. We know of two expositions of the rule drawn up on this occasion. Eccleston (c. xii, alias xiii, Analecta Francisc., I, 244) speaks of the short but severe exposition which the Franciscan Prior of St. Anthony in Valletta of the Island of Malta brought before the Bishop of Malta, seeking his blessing by the blood of Jesus Christ to let the rule stand as it was given by St. Francis.
fortunately, the text of this declaration has not been handed down. We have, however, that of the province of Paris, issued on the same occasion by four masters of theology, Alexander of Hales, Jean de la Rochelle, Robert of Bastia, and Richard of Cornwall. This interesting exposition of the rule, and the most ancient, for it was written in the spring of 1242, is short and treats only some dubious points, in conformity with the Bull "Quo elongati" and two later decisions of Gregory IX (1240, 1241). Their method is very defective. The Convention proposes demands, and sometimes leave the questions to the superiors, or invoke a decision of the pope, although they speak twice (c. ii, ix) of the possible danger for the pure observance of the rule, if too many papal privileges are obtained. The work of the Four Masters has had the same effect on subsequent private expositions as the Bull "Quo elongati" had on all following pontifical declarations. The most prolific writer on the Rule of St. Francis was St. Bonaventure, who was compelled to answer fierce adversaries, such as Guillaume de Saint-Amour and others. His treatises are found in the Quaeracieli edition of his works, VII, 1088 (see Bonaventure, St. Bonaventure, ed., Contra opposit, concerning the observance of the Rule as explained by the papal declarations and with wise accommodation to circumstances. He himself exercised great influence on the decreal "Exuit" of Nicholas III.

About the same time as St. Bonaventure, Hugo of Harewood (1235) wrote several treatises on the rule. His exposition is found in the above-mentioned collections, for instance in the "Firmamentum" (Paris, 1512), IV, f. xxxv, v. (Venice, 1513), III, f. xxxvi, v. John of Wales (Guillainis) wrote before 1279 an exposition, edited in "Firmamentum" (Venice, 1513), III, f. xxxvi, v. In his treatise "De monasticorum regularium..." John of Pechham has a special chapter (c. x) on the Franciscan rule, often quoted as an exposition, "Firmamentum," ed. 1512, IV, f. xxiv, v, 1513, III, f. lxxii, r. David of Augsburg's sober exposition, written before the Bull "Exuit," is edited in great part by Lempp in "Zeitschrift für Kirchengeschichte," vol. XIX (Gottinga, 1898–99), 15–46, 340–360. Another expositor of the Franciscan rule towards the end of the thirteenth century, was Pierre Johannis Olivi, who, besides a methodical exposition ("Firmamentum, 1513, III, f. cvi, r.), wrote a great number of tracts relating especially to Franciscan poverty. These treatises, containing one of the Vatican library, are not yet printed in their entirety [see Ehrle, "Archiv für Litteratur- und Kirchengeschichte," III, 497, and Oliger, "Archivium Franciscanum Historicum" (1905), i, 617]. The theories of poverty taught by Olivi exercised great fascination over the Spirituals, especially under Angelo Cimberio (1237), whose exposition of the rule will shortly be published by the present writer. Of others who directly or indirectly exposed the rule, or particular points of it, we can only name the best known, according to the centuries in which they lived. Fourteenth century: Ubertino di Casale, Gundisalvus of Vallebona, Petrus Aureoli, Bonaventura of Pavia, and Petrus Paracletus, O.Carm. (a lawyer). Fifteenth century: St. Bernardine of Siena, St. John Capistran, Cristoforo di Varese (not published), Alessandro Arioesto (Serena Consciencia), Jean Perrin, Jean Philippin. Sixteenth century: Brendolinus, Gilbert Nicolai, Antonio de Cordova, Jerome de Francisci, John of Pechham's side, the great reformer. Seventeenth century: Peter Marchant, Pedro de Navarre, Matteo da De Gubernatis. Eighteenth century: Kerkhove, Kasenberger (several times reedited in nineteenth century), Castellani, Vittore Cocciale (O. Cap.), Gabriello Angelo a Vincentia. Nineteenth century: Benedict, O. M. Corthals, O. de la Roca de Prati Minor, Rome, 1807; Fano, 1841) Alberto a Bulsano (Knoll, O. Cap.), Winkel, Mann, Hilarius Parisiensis (O. Cap.), whose learned but extravagant work has been put on the Index of forbidden books. Finally, Bonaventura Dernoye (Medulla S. Evangelii per Christum dictata S. Franciscio in sua seraphica Regula, Antwerp, 1657) and Lladislas de Paris (O. Cap.), Meditatio sur la Règle des Fréres Minors (Paris, 1898) have written voluminous works on the rule for purposes of preaching and pious meditation.

The Rule of St. Francis is observed to-day by the Friars Minor and the Capuchins without dispensations. Besides the rule, both have their own general constitutions and observance of the rule "Iuxta Constitutiones Urbanæ" (1528), in which all former papal declarations are declared not to be binding on the conventuals, and in which their departure from the rule, especially with regard to poverty, is again sanctioned.

Text:—The original of the Bull "Solet annueus" is preserved as a relic in the sanctuary of St. Francis at Assisi. The text is also found in the registers of Honorius III, in the Vatican Archives. Fac-similes of both and also of "Exuit" and "Exuit" are published in "Seraphica Legationis Textus Originalis" (Rome, 1901). The text alone: "Seraphica Legationis Textus Originalis" (Quaracchi, 1897). Critical editions of the rule, with introductions on their origin: Opuscula S. P. Francisci (Quaracchi, 1894); Böhmer, Analekten zur Geschicthe der Franziskanern vor Asis (Leipzig, 1929); French and English translations of the second and third rule: Works of St. Francis of Assisi (London, 1882), 23–63; critical edition: J. M. Robinson, The Writings of St. Francis of Assisi (London, 1906), 25–74; de la Mare, The Writings of St. Francis of Assisi (London, 1907), 1–96.

LIVARIUS OLIGER.

Francis Borgia (Span. Francisco de Borja y Aragon), Saint, b. 28 October, 1510, was the son of Juan Borgia, third Duke of Gandia, and of Juana of Aragon; d. 30 September, 1572. The future saint was unhappy in his ancestry. His grandfather, Juan Borgia, the second son of Alexander VI, sixteenth pope, was executed in Rome on 14 June, 1497, by an unknown hand, which his family always believed to be that of Cesar Borgia. Rodrigo Borgia, elected pope in 1492 under the name of Alexander VI, had eight children. The eldest, Pedro Luis, had acquired in 1485 the hereditary Duchy of Gandia in the Kingdom of Valencia, which, at his death, passed to his brother Juan, who married Maria Enriques de Luna. Having been left a widow by the murder of her husband, Maria Enriques withdrew to her duchy and devoted herself piously to the education of her two children, Juan and Isabel. After the marriage of her son in 1509, she followed the example of her daughter and had entered the Order of Poor Clares in Gandia, and it was through these two women that sanctity entered the Borgia family, and in the House of Gandia was begun the work of reparation which Francis Borgia was to crown. Great-grandson of Alexander VI, on the paternal side, he was, on the death of his cousin Ferdinand of Aragon, the fourth of that name, in 1516. His marriage to Aragon. In 1516. This marriage Juan had three sons and four daughters.
By a second, contracted in 1523, he had five sons and five daughters. The eldest of all and heir to the dukedom was Francis. Piously reared in a court which felt the influence of the two Poor Clares, the mother and sister of the reigning duke, Francis lost his own mother when he was but ten. In 1521, a false alarm, set in by the populace, imperilled the child’s life, and the position of the nobility. When the disturbance was suppressed, Francis was sent to Saragossa to continue his education at the court of his uncle, the archbishop, an ostentatious prelate who had never been consecrated nor even ordained priest. Although in this court the Spanish faith retained its fervour, it imposed intolerable to the inconsistencies permitted by the times, and Francis could not disguise from himself the relation in which his grandmother stood to the dead archbishop, although he was much indebted to her for his early religious training. While at Saragossa Charles V, Francis cultivated his mind and attracted the attention of his relatives by his fervour. They being anxious of assuring the fortune of the heir of Gandia, sent him at the age of twelve to Tordesillas as page to the Infanta Catarina, the youngest child and companion in solitude of the unfortunate queen, Juana the Mad.

In 1525 the Infanta married King Juan III of Portugal, and Francis returned to Saragossa to complete his education. At last, in 1528, the court of Charles V was opened to him, and the most brilliant future awaited him. On the way to Valladolid, while passing, brilliantly escorted, through Alcalá de Henares, Francis encountered a poor man whom the servants of the Inquisition were leading to prison. It was Ignatius of Loyola. The young nobleman exchanged a glance of emotion with the prisoner, little dreaming that one day they should be united by the triple bond of emperor and empress. The emperor and empress welcomed Borgia less as a subject than as a kinsman. He was seventeen, endowed with every charm, accompanied by a magnificent train of followers, and, after the emperor, his presence was the most gallant and knightly at court. In 1529, at the desire of the empress, Charles V gave him in marriage the hand of Eleanor de Castro, at the same time making him Marquess of Lombay, master of the hounds, and equerry to the emperor, and appointing Eleanor Cámara Mayor. The newly-created Marquess of Lombay enjoyed a privileged station. Whenever the emperor was travelling or conducting a campaign, he confined to the young equerry the care of the empress, and on his return to Spain treated him as a confidant and friend. In 1535, Charles V led the expedition against Tunis unaccompanied by Borgia, but in the following year the favourite followed his sovereign on the unfortunate campaign in Provence. Besides the virtues which made him the model of the court and the personal attractions which made him its ornament, the Marquess of Lombay possessed a cultivated musical taste. He delighted above all in ecclesiastical compositions, and these display a remarkable contrapuntal style and bear witness to the skill of the composer, justifying indeed the assertion that, in the sixteenth century and prior to Palestrina, Borgia was one of the chief restorers of sacred music.

In 1538, at Toledo, an eighth child was born to the Marquess of Lombay, and on 1 May of the next year the Empress Isabella died. The equrry was commissioned to convey her remains to Granada, where they were interred on 17 May. The death of the empress caused the first break in the brilliant career of the Marquess and Marchioness of Lombay. It deserted them from the court and taught the nobleman the vanity of life and of its grandeur. Blessed John of Avila preached the funeral sermon, and Francis, having made known to him his desire of reforming his life, returned to Toledo resolved to become a perfect Christian. On 26 June, 1539, Charles V named him Viceroy of Catalonia, and the importance of the charge tested the sterling qualities of the courtier. Precise instructions determined his course of action. He was to reform the administration of justice, put the finances in order, fortify the city of Barcelona, and repress outlawry. On his arrival at the viceregal city, on 23 August, he at once proceeded, with an energy which no opposition could daunt, to build the ramparts, rid the country of the brigands who terrorized it, reform the monasteries, and develop learning. During his vice-regency he showed himself an inflexible justiciary, and above all an exemplary judge. The long and grievous trials were destined to develop in him the work of sanctification begun at Granada. In 1543 he became, by the death of his father, Duke of Gandia, and was named by the emperor master of the household of Prince Philip of Spain, who was betrothed to the Princess of Portugal. His appointment was to indicate Francis as the chief minister of the future reign, but by God’s permission the sovereigns of Portugal opposed the appointment. Francis then retired to his Duchy of Gandia, and for three years awaited the termination of the displeasure which barred him from court. He profited by this leisure to reorganize his dukedom, to found a university, and gain the degree of Doctor of Theology, and to attain to a still higher degree of virtue. In 1546 his wife died. The duke had invited the Jesuits to Gandia and become their protector and disciple, and even at that time their model. But he desired still more, and on 1 February, 1548, became one of them by the pronouncement of the solemn vows of religion, although authorized by the pope to remain in the world, until he should have fulfilled his obligations towards his children and his estates—his obligations as father and as ruler.

On 31 August, 1550, the Duke of Gandia left his estates to see them no more. On 23 October he arrived at Rome, threw himself at the feet of St. Ignatius, and edified by his rare humility those especially who recalled the ancient power of the Borgias. Quick to conceive great projects, he even then urged St. Ignatius to found the Roman College. On 4 February, 1551, he left Rome, without making known his intention of departure. On 4 April, he reached Aspeitia in Guipuscoa, and chose as his abode the hermitage of Santa Magdalena near Oñate. Charles V having permitted him to relinquish his possessions, he abdicated in favour of his eldest son, was ordained priest 25 May, and at once began to deliver a series of sermons in Guipuscoa, which revived the faith of the country. Nothing was talked of throughout Spain but this change of life, and Oñate became the object of incessant pilgrimage. The neophyte was obliged to bear himself from prayer in order to preach in the cities which called him, and which, his burning zeal, he fought to win, and he was scarcely more appearance, stirred profoundly. In 1553 he was invited to visit Portugal. The court received him as a messenger from God and vowed to him, thenceforth, a veneration which it has always preserved. On his return from this journey, Francis learned that, at the request of the emperor, he was to be made a cardinal. St. Ignatius prevailed upon the pope to reconsider this decision, but two
years later the project was renewed and Borgia anxiously inquired whether he might in conscience oppose a desire of the pope. St. Ignatius again relieved his embarrassment by requesting him to pronounce the solemn vows of profession, by which he engaged not to accept any dignities save at the formal command of the pope. Thenceforth the saint was reassured. Pius IV and Pius V loved him too well to impose upon him such an imprudence. Although much weakened by austerities, worn by attacks of gout and an affection of the stomach, the new general still possessed much strength, which, added to his abundant store of initiative, his daring in the conception and execution of vast designs, and the influence which he exercised over the Christian princes and at Rome, made him the oracle of the order and the providential head. In Spain he had had other cares in addition to those of government. Henceforth he was to be only the general. The preacher was silent. The director of souls ceased to exercise his activity, except through his correspondence, which, it is true, was immense and which carried throughout the entire world light and strength to kings, bishops and apostles, to nearly all who in his day served the Catholic cause. His chief anxiety being to strengthen and develop his order, he sent visitors to all the provinces of Europe, to Brazil, India, and Japan. The instructions, with which he was wont to model the missions, were simplicity, kindness, and breadth of mind. For the missionaries as well as for the fathers delegated by the pope to the Diet of Augsburg, for the confessors of princes and the professors of colleges he mapped out wide and secure paths. While too much a man of duty to permit relaxation or abuse, he attracted chiefly by his kindness and won souls to good by his example. The edition of the rules, at which he laboured incessantly, was completed in 1567. He published them at Rome, dispatched them (throughout the Society), and strongly urged their observance. The text of those now in force was edited after his death, in 1590, but it differs little from that issued by Borgia, to whom the Society owes the chief edition of its rules as well as that of the Spiritual Exercises, of which he had borne the expense in 1548. In order to ensure the spiritual and intellectual formation of the young religious and the apostolic character of the whole order, it became necessary to carry out two other measures. The first was the publication of the spiritual exercises, in Spanish, first at Rome, then in all the provinces, wisely regulated novitiates and flourishing houses of study, and to develop the cultivation of the interior life by establishing in all of these the custom of a daily hour of prayer.

He completed at Rome the house and church of St. Andrea in Quirinale, in 1567. Illustrious novices flocked thither, among them Stanislaus Kostka (d. 1568), and the future martyr Rudolph Aequaviva. Since his first journey to Rome, Borgia had been preoccupied with the idea of founding a Roman college, and while in Spain he had generously supported the project. In 1567, he built the church of the college, assured it even then an income of six thousand ducats, and at the same time drew up the rules of studies, which, in 1583, inspired the compilers of the Ratio Studiorum of the Society. Being a man of prayer as well as of action, the saintly general, despite overwhelming occupations, did not permit his soul to be distracted from continual contemplation. Strengthened by so vigilant and holy administration the Society could not but develop. Spain and Portugal numbered many foundations; in Italy Borgia created the Roman province, and founded several colleges in Piedmont. France and the northern province, however, were the chief field of his triumphs. His relations with the Cardinal de Lorraine and his influence with the French Court made it possible for him to put an end to numerous misunderstandings, to secure the revocation of several hostile edicts, and to found eight colleges in France. In Flanders
and Bohemia, in the Tyrol and in Germany, he maintained and multiplied important foundations. The palace and church of St. Peter was built, and St. Peter's, Rome, every thing transformed under his hands. He had built S. Andrea and the church of the Roman college. He assisted generously in the building of the Gesù, and although the official founder of that church was Cardinal Farnese, and the Roman College has taken the name of one of its greatest benefactors, in the legate XIII, Borgia contributed more than anyone towards these foundations. During the seven years of his government, Borgia had introduced so many reforms into his order as to deserve to be called its second founder. Three saints of this epoch laboured incessantly to further the work of St. Charles Borromeo. They were Francis Borgia, St. Placid V, and St. Charles Borromeo.

The pontificate of Pius V and the generalship of Borgia began within an interval of a few months and ended at almost the same time. The saintly pope had entire confidence in the saintly general, who conformed with intelligent devotion to every desire of the pontiff. It was he who inspired the pope with the idea of demanding from the Universities of Perugia and Bologna, and eventually from all the Catholic universities, a profession of the Catholic faith. It was also he who, in 1568, desired the pope to appoint a commission of cardinals charged with promoting the conversion of heretics, and he ordered the Society of Jesus to return to Bologna, of the Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith, established later by Gregory XV, in 1622. A pestilential fever invaded Rome in 1566, and Borgia organized methods of relief, established ambulances, and distributed forty of his religious to such purpose that the same fever having broken out two years later it was to Borgia that the pope at once confided the task of safeguarding the city.

Francis Borgia had always greatly loved the foreign missions. He reformed those of India and the Far East and created those of America. Within a few years, he had the glory of numbering among his sons sixty-six martyrs, the most illustrious of whom were the fifty-three missionaries of Brazil who with their superior, Ignacio Azevedo, were massacred by Huguenot corsairs. It remained for Francis to terminate his beautiful life with a splendid act of obedience to the pope and devotion to the Church.

On 17 June, Pius V invited him to accompany his nephew, Cardinal Bonelli, on an embassy to Spain and Portugal. Francis was then recovering from a severe illness; it was feared that he had not the strength to bear fatigue, and he himself felt that such a journey would cost him his life, but he gave it generously, and we believe hereafter, that the old distrust of Philip II was forgotten. Barcelona and Valencia hastened to meet their former vicaroy and saintly duke. The crowds in the streets cried: “Where is the saint?” They found him emaciated by penance. Wherever he went, he reconciled differences and restored discord. At Madrid, Philip II received him with open arms, the Inquisition approved and recommended his genuine works. The repossession was complete, and it seemed as though God wished by this journey to give Spain to understand for the last time this living sermon, the sight of a saint. Gandia ardently desired to behold his holy duke, but he would never consent to return thither. The embassy to Lisbon was no less consoling to Borgia. Among other happy results he prevailed upon the king, Don Sebastian, to ask in marriage the hand of Marguerite of Valois, the sister of Charles IX.

This was the desire of St. Pius V, but this project, being frustrated too late, was frustrated by the Queen of Navarre, who had meanwhile secured the hand of Marguerite for her son. An order from the pope expressed his wish that the embassy should also reach the French court. The winter promised to be severe and was destined to prove fatal to Borgia. Still more grievous to him was to be the spectacle of the devastation which heresy had caused in that country, and the word of warning prophesied by the marvel of the saint. At Blois, Charles IX and Catherine de' Medici accorded Borgia the reception due to a Spanish grandee, but to the cardinal legate as well as to him they gave only fair words in which there was little sincerity. On 25 February they left Blois. By the time they reached Lyons, Borgia's last days were already depicted. For these conditions the passage of Mt. Cenis over snow-covered roads was extremely painful. By exerting all his strength the invalid reached Turin. On the way the people came out of the villages crying: “We wish to see the saint!” Advised of his cousin's condition, the Duke of Fermaux, from Alexandria and had brought him to his city, where he remained from 19 April until 3 September. His recovery was despaired of and it was said that he would not survive the autumn. Wishing to die either at Loretto or at Rome, he departed in a litter on 3 September, spent eight days at Loretto, and then, despite the sufferings caused by the slightest joint, ordered his bearers to push forward with the utmost speed for Rome. It was expected that any instant might see the end of this agony. They reached the “Porta del Popolo” on 28 September. The dying man hailed his litter and thanked God that he had been able to accomplish this great work. The next day he died of pneumonia and was soon invaded by cardinals and prelates. For two days Francis Borgia, fully conscious, awaited death, receiving those who visited him and blessing through his younger brother, Thomas Borgia, all his children and grandchildren. Shortly after midnight on 30 September, his beautiful life came to a peaceful and painless close.

In the Catholic Church he had been one of the most striking examples of the conversion of souls after the Renaissance, and for the Society of Jesus he had been the protector chosen by Providence to whom, after St. Ignatius, it owes most.

In 1607 the Duke of Lerma, minister of Philip III and grandson of the holy religious, having seen his granddaughter miraculously cured through the intercession of Francis, caused the process for his canonization to be begun. The ordinary process, begun at once in several cities, was followed, in 1617, by the Apostolic process. In 1615 Madrid received the last of the saint's torments, and the court announced that his beatification and canonization might be proceeded with. The beatification was celebrated at Madrid with incomparable splendour. Urban VIII having decreed, in 1631, that a Blessed might not be canonized without a new procedure, a new process was begun, which was resolved in 1661 to sign the Bull of canonization of St. Francis Borgia, on 20 June, 1670. Spared from the decree of Joseph Bonaparte who, in 1809, ordered the consecration of all shrines and precious objects, the silver shrine containing the remains of the saint, after various vicissitudes, was removed, in 1901, to the church of the Society at Madrid, where it is honoured at the present time.

It is with good reason that Spain and the Church venerate in St. Francis Borgia a great man and a great saint. The highest nobles of Spain are proud of their descent from, or their connexion with him. By his penitent and apostolic life he repaired the sins of his family and rendered glorious a name, which for him, would have remained a source of humiliation for the Church. His feast is celebrated 10 October.

Sources: Archives de Osuna (Madrid), of Simancas, National Archives of Paris, Archives of the Society of Jesus: Reperto Dóinal de Loyos y de Borgia, etc. Literature: Monumentos de la Historia del Nuevo Mundo: J. S. de la Torre; Epistles de los Padres de la Iglesia de Borela: E. M. M. della Ci. Epistola Mixta: Quadrimestres: Epistola Patria Nodal, etc.; Los Pintores de la que se celebran en el Excelente y Divulgado de la Historia de la Iglesia de la españa Espia, etc.; A. de la R. de la Historia de la Compania de Jesús en la Disputa de España, F.
THE VIRGIN WITH ST. FRANCIS BORGIA AND ST. STANISLAUS KOSTKA
L. DEFERRARI, S. LORENZO, GENOA
Franciscan Order, a term commonly used to designate the members of the various foundations of religious, whether men or women, professing to observe the Rule of St. Francis of Assisi in its general or specific forms. The aim of the present article is to indicate briefly the origin and relationship of these different foundations. It is customary to say that St. Francis founded three orders, as we read in the Office for 4 Oct.:

"Triae ordines hic ordinat: primunquam Fratrum nominat Minorum; pauperumque fit Dominarum medius: sed Penitentium tertius sexum caput utrumque" (Brev. Rom. Serap., in Solem. S. P. Fran. ant. 3, ad Laudae). These three orders, viz. the Friars Minor, the Poor Ladies or Claras, and the Brothers and Sisters of Penance, are generally referred to as the First, Second, and Third Orders of St. Francis.

The Friars Minor, the first order properly dates from 1209, in which year St. Francis obtained from Innocent III an unwritten approbation of the simple rule he had composed for the guidance of his first companions. This rule has not come down to us in its original form; it was subsequently rewritten by the spirituals and the laicals, approved by Honorius III, 29 Nov., 1223 (Litt. "Solet Annuerre"). This second rule, as it is usually called, of the Friars Minor is the one at present professed throughout the whole First Order of St. Francis (see Francis, Rule of Saint).

The foundation of the Poor Ladies or second order may be said to have been laid in 1212. In that year St. Clare (q. v.), who had besought St. Francis to be allowed to embrace the new manner of life he had instituted, was established by him at St. Damian's near Assisi, together with several other pious maidens who had joined her. It is erroneous to suppose that St. Francis ever drew up a formal rule for these Poor Ladies, and no mention of such a document is found in any of the early authorities. The rule imposed upon the Poor Ladies at St. Damian's about 1219 by Cardinal Ugolino, afterwards Gregory IX, was rescinded by St. Clare towards the end of her life, with the assistance of Cardinal Einaldo, afterwards Alexander IV, and this revised form was approved by Innocent IV, 9 Aug., 1258 (Litt. "Solet Annuerre"). (See Poor Claras.)

Tradition assigns the year 1221 as the date of the foundation of the Brothers and Sisters of Penance, now known as tertiaries. This third order was devised by St. Francis as a sort of middle state between the cloister and the world for those who, wishing to follow in the saint's footsteps, were debared by marriage or other ties from entering either the first or second order. There has been some degree of opinion as to how far the saint composed a rule for these foundations, and generally it is believed that the rule approved by Nicholas IV, 18 Aug., 1299 (Litt. "Supra Montem") does not represent the original rule of the third order.

Some recent writers have tried to show that the third order, as we now call it, was really the starting-point of the whole Franciscan Order. They maintain that the Second and Third Orders of St. Francis were not added to the First, but that the three branches, the Friars Minor, Poor Ladies, and Brothers and Sisters of Penance, grew out of the lay confraternity of penance which was St. Francis's first and original intention, and were separated from it into different groups by a special rule for monks. This rule was approved by Leo X, 20 Jan., 1521 (Bull "Inter"), although this rule is greatly modified out importance for the early history of all three orders, but it is not yet sufficiently proven to preclude the more usual account given above, according to which the Franciscan Order developed into three distinct branches, namely, the first, second, and third orders, the process of addition and not of division, and this is still the view generally received.

Coming next to the present organization of the Franciscan Order, the Friars Minor, or first order, now comprises three separate bodies, namely: the Friars Minor properly so called, or parent stem, founded, as has been said, by St. Francis Minor Conventuals, and the Friars Minor Capuchins, which grew out of the parent stem, and were constituted independent orders in 1517 and 1619 respectively. All three orders profess the rule of the Friars Minor approved by Honorius III in 1223, but each one has its particular constitutions and its own minister general (see Capuchin Friars Minor; Conventuals, Order of Friars Minor). The various lesser foundations of Franciscan friars following the rule of the first order, which once enjoyed a separate or quasi-separate existence, are now either extinct, like the Clareni, Coletani, and Celestines, or have become amalgamated with the Friars Minor, as in the case of the Observants Formati, Recollects, Alcantarines, etc. (On all these lesser foundations, now extinct, see Friars Minor).

As regards the Second Order, of Poor Ladies, now commonly called Poor Claras, this order includes all the different monasteries of cloistered nuns professing the Rule of St. Clare approved by Innocent IV in 1223, whether they observe the same in all its original strictness or according to the dispensations granted by Urban IV, 18 Oct., 1263 (Litt. "Beata Clarus") or the constitutions drawn up by St. Colette (d. 1447) and approved by Pius II, 18 March, 1458 (Litt. "Eul."). (See Poor Claras.) The Sisters of the Annunciation and the Conceptionists are in some sense offshoots of the second order, but they now follow different rules from that of the Poor Ladies (see Annunciation, The Orders of the; I. Annunciation; Conceptionists).

In connexion with the Brothers and Sisters of Penance or Third Order of St. Francis, it is necessary to distinguish between the third order secular and the third order regular. The third order secular was founded, as we have seen, by St. Francis about 1221 and embraces devout persons of both sexes living in the world and following a rule of life approved by Nicholas IV in 1229, and modified by Leo XIII, 30 May, 1883 (Constit. "Misericors"). It includes not only members who form part of local fraternities, but also isolated tertiaries, hermits, pilgrims, etc. (See Third Order Secular.) The early history of the third order regular is uncertain and is susceptible of controversy. Some attribute its foundation to St. Elizabeth of Hungary (q. v.) in 1228, others to Blessed Angelina of Marsciano in 1395. The latter is said to have established at Foligno the first Franciscan monastery of enclosed tertiaries in nuns in Italy. It is certain that early in the fifteenth century tertiary foundations in both men and women were established in parts of Europe and that the Italian friars of the third order regular were recognized as a mendicant order by the Holy See. Since about 1458 the latter body has been governed by its own minister general and its members take solemn vows. (See Third Order Regular.)

In addition to this third order regular, properly so called, and quite independently of it, a very large number of Franciscan tertiary congregations, both of men and women, have been founded, more especially since the beginning of the nineteenth century. These new foundations have taken as a basis of their institute the Rule of 1223, and have drawn their inspiration from the life, teaching, and example of St. Francis, and are subject to his authority. They have been formed for the cure of souls, the assistance of the sick, and the service of the Church. They are now numerous in many parts of the world, and have spread from Italy to all parts of Europe.
by their particular constitutions which, for the rest, differ widely according to the end of each foundation. The Congregations of regular tertiaries are either autonomous or under episcopal jurisdiction, and for the most part they are Franciscan in name only, not a few of them having abandoned the habit and even the traditional cord of the order.

For the vexed question of the origin and evolution of the different Orders of the Minorites, see *Der Aufstieg des Minoritenordens und der Bistumsbruderschaften* (Freiburg, 1855), 33 sqq.; *Ehrle in Lex. J. & Theol., XI*, 743 sqq.; Mandouet, *Les ordres du clergé de l'Université de Paris et de l'Université de France et siècle in Opuscula of critique historique*, vol. I, fasc. IV (Paris, 1834); *Zutphen in Rom*, Quarracini, in XVI, 93 sqq.; *Van Orley in Anales Hollendae*, XVIII, 294 sqq.; *Van Hove in the Ordensgeschiedenis*, XXII, 97–107. All three of these orders are given in *Holl. Apfell, Manuale Historiae O.F.M. (Freiburg, 1896); Himbucher, Die Orden und Kongregationen (Paderborn, 1607), 307–533; also Pathe, Tableau synoptique de tout l'Ordre Sar- Fachische (Paris, 1879); and *Curbach, St. Francis and the Francisceans* (New York, 1887).

Pascal Robinson.

Francis Caracciolo, Saint, co-founder with John Augustine Adorno of the Congregation of the Minor Clerks Regular; b. in Villa Santa Maria, in the Abruzzi (Italy), 13 October, 1563; d. at Agnone, 4 June, 1635. He belonged to the Piazzuolo family and was the Caracciolo and received in baptism the name of Ascanio. From his infancy he was remarkable for his gentleness and uprightness. Having been cured of leprosy at the age of twenty-two he vowed himself to an ecclesiastical life, and distributing his goods to the poor, went to Naples in 1585 to study theology. In 1587 he was ordained priest and joined the confraternity of the *Banchi della Giustizia* (The white robes of Justice), whose object was to assist condemned criminals to die holy deaths. A letter from Giovanni Agostino Adorno to another Ascanio Caracciolo, begging him also to join the confraternity of a new religious institute, having been delivered by mistake to our saint, he saw in the circumstance an evidence of the Divine Will towards him (1588). He assisted in framing up the rules for the new congregation, which was approved by Sixtus V, 1 July, 1588, and confirmed by Gregory XIV, 18 February, 1591, and by Clement VIII, 1 June, 1592. The congregation is both contemplative and active, and to the three usual vows a fourth is added, namely, that its members must not aspire to ecclesiastical dignities outside the order nor seek them within it. Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament is kept up by rotation, and mortifications are continually practised. The name of the order, “Ad Maiorem Dei Regni gloriam” was chosen from the fact that Francis and Adorno made their profession at Naples on Low Sunday, 9 April, 1589. In spite of his refusal he was chosen general, 9 March, 1593, in the first house of the congregation in Naples, called St. Mary Major’s or Pietrasanta, given to them by Sixtus V. He made three journeys into Spain to establish foundations under the protection of Philip II and Philip III. He opened the house of the Holy Ghost at Madrid on 20 January, 1599, that of Our Lady of the Annunciation at Valladolid on 9 September, 1601, and that of St. Joseph at Alcala sometime in the following year. Rome he obtained possession of St. Leonard’s church, which he afterwards exchanged for that of St. Agnes in the Piazza Navona (18 September, 1598), and later he secured for the institute the church of San Lorenzo in Lucina (11 June, 1600), which was made by bull of Paul V (1603) by the bull “Suscipsum” of Pope Pius X (9 November, 1906).

St. Francis Caracciolo was the author of a valuable work, “Le sette stazioni sopra la Passione di N. S. Gesù Cristo”, which was printed in Rome in 1710. He loved the poor. Like St. Thomas Aquinas, a relative on his mother’s side, his purity was angelic. Pope Paul V desired to confer an important bishopric on him, but he steadfastly refused it. His frequent motto was “Zelus domus tuæ et operum ejus”. Induced by the Oratorians at Agnone in the Abruzzi to convert their house into a college for his congregation, he fell ill during the negotiations and died there on the vigil of Corpus Christi. He was beatified by Pope Clement XIV on 4 June, 1709, and canonized by Pope Pius VII on 24 May, 1807. In 1938 he was chosen as patron of the city of Naples, where his body lies. At first he was buried in St. Mary Major’s, but his remains were afterwards translated to the church of Montevergine, which was given in exchange to the Minor Clerks Regular (1823) after their suppression at the beginning of the French rule. Francis is no longer venerated there with the old fervour and devotion.

Candide-Gonsaga, Memorie della Famiglia nobili della provincia meridionale d'Italia (Naples, 1876), 111; *Memorie della Famiglia Caraccioli del Conte Francesco dei Principi Caracciolo* (Naples, 1803–97); which give the history of his family. *Lives of the saint by Vitale (Naples, 1654); Pizzelli (Roma, 1700); Cenecilla (Naples, 1768); Ferrante (Naples, 1872); Cusma- late, Terzo centenario di S. Francesco Caracciolo (Naples, 1876); for the history of the congregation of Jesus the suc- cession (Naples, 1884); Pizzelli, Notitia historiae della religione di PP. Chierici Regardi Minoriti (Rome, 1710).

Francesco保罗.

Francisco de Geronimo (Gholoma, Hieronymo), Saint, b. 17 December, 1642; d. 11 May, 1716. His birthplace was Grottaglie, a small town in Apulia, situated about five or six leagues from Taranto. At the age of sixteen he entered the college of Taranto, which was under the care of the Society of Jesus. He studied humanities and philosophy there; and was so successful that his bishop sent him to Naples to attend lectures in theology and canon law at the celebrated college of Gesù Vecchio, which at that time rivalled the greatest universities in Europe. He was ordained there, 18 March, 1666. After spending four years in charge of the pupils at the college of nobles in Naples, where the students surnamed him the holy prefect, il santo prefetto, he entered the novitiate of the Society of Jesus, 1 July, 1670. At the end of his first year’s probation he was sent with an experienced missionary to the forlorn parish of the Mercogliano, at a distance of several league from the town of Otranto. A new term of four years spent labouring in the towns and villages at missionary work revealed so clearly to his superiors his wonderful gift of preaching that, after allowing him to complete his theological studies, they determined to devote him to the work of the church, and reside at the Gesù Nuovo, the residence of the pro- fessed fathers at Naples. Francis would fain have gone and laboured, perhaps even laid down his life, as he often said, amidst the barbarous and idolatrous nations of the Far East. He wrote frequently to his superiors, begging them to grant him that great favour. Finally they told him to abandon the idea altogether, and to concentrate all his zeal and energy on the city and Kingdom of Naples. Francis understood this to be the will of God, and insisted no more. Naples thus became for forty years, from 1676 till his death, the centre of his apostolic labours.

He first devoted himself to stirring up the religious enthusiasm of a congregation of workmen, called the “Oratorio della Missione”, established at the profession house in Naples. The main object of this association was to provide the missionary father with devoted helpers amidst the thousand difficulties that would suddenly arise for him in the course of his work. With the enthusiastic sermons of the director, these good people became zealous co-operators. One remark- able feature of their work was the multitude of sinners they brought to the feet of Francis. In the notes which he sent his superiors concerning his favourite missionary work, the saint takes great
pleasure in speaking of the fervour that animated the members of his dear "Oratory". Nor did they devot their devoted director to overlook the material needs of those who assisted him in the good work. In the Oratory he succeeded in establishing a mont de piété. The capital was increased by the gifts of the associate. Thanks to this institute, they could have each day, in consequence, food and also in the state of a dollar); should death visit any of the members a respectable funeral was accorded them, costing the institute eighteen ducats; and they had the further privilege, which was much sought after, of being interred in the church of the Gesù Nuovo (see Brevi notizie, 128). He was an indefatigable preacher, and often spoke forty times in one day, choosing those streets which he knew to be the centre of some secret scandal. His short, energetic, and eloquent sermons touched the guilty consciences of his hearers and worked miraculous conversions. The rest of the week, not given over to labour in the city, was spent visiting the environs of Naples; on some occasions preaching; but more than all in his church, preached in the streets, the public squares, and the churches. The following Sunday he would have the consolation of seeing at the Sacred Table crowds of 11,000, 12,000 or even 13,000 persons; according to his biographers there were ordinarily 15,000 men present at the monthly General Communion. But his work par excellence was to give missions in the open air and in the low quarters of the city of Naples. His tall figure, ample brow, large dark eyes and aquiline nose, sunken cheeks, pallid countenance, and looks that spoke of his ascetic austerities produced a wonderful impression. The people crushed forward to hear him, and cried to him to give them his garments. When he exhorted sinners to repentance he seemed to acquire a power that was more than natural, and his feeble voice became resonant and awe-inspiring. "He is a lamb, when he talks", the people said, "but a lion when he preaches". Like the ideal popular preacher he was, when in presence of an audience as fickle and impressionable as the Neapolitans, Francis left nothing undone that could strike their imaginations. At one time he would bring a skull into the pulpit, and showing it to his hearers would drive home the lesson he wished to impart; at another time he would say: "If you were only by chance to fall into the hands of the inexorable judge, judge, I beg you, to reflect for a moment on the pain of hell and to cast off your sins; for you will suffer, as we all might suffer, with Christ in the crown of thorns". The effect was irresistible; young men of evil lives would rush forward and follow the example of the preacher, confessing their sins aloud; and abandoned women would cast themselves before the crucifix, and cut off their long hair, giving expression to their bitter sorrow and repentance. This apostolic labour in union with the cruel penance and the ardent spirit of prayer of the saint worked wonderful results amidst the slaves of vice and crime. Thus the two refugees in Naples contained in a short time over 250 penitents each; and in the Asylum of the Holy Ghost he sheltered for a while 190 children of these unfortunates, preserving them thereby from the danger of afterwards following the shameful trade of their mothers. He had the consolation of seeing twenty-two of them embrace the religious life. So also he changed the royal convict advanced him and was made a member of the venerable Congregation of Christian peace and resignation; and he tells us further that he brought many Turkish and Moorish slaves to the true faith, and made use of the pompous ceremonies at their baptism to strike the hearts of the imaginations of the spectators (Brevi notizie, 121-6). Whatever time was unoccupied by his town missions he devoted to giving country or village missions of four, eight, or ten days, but never more; here and there he gave a retreat to a religious community, but in order to save his time he would not hear their confessions [cf. Recueil de lettres per le Nozze Malvesi Hercolani (1876), p. 28]. To consolidate the good work, he tried to establish everywhere an association of St. Francis Xavier, his patron and model; or else a "Società dei Novizi". For fifteen years he preached her praises every Tuesday in the Neapolitan church, known by the name of St. Mary of Constantiopolis. Although engaged in such active exterior work, St. Francis had a mystical soul. He was often seen walking through the streets of Naples in the night, with a look of ecstasy and tears streaming down his face. His companion had constantly to call his attention to the people who saluted him, so that Francis finally decided to walk bare-headed in public. He had the reputation at Naples of being a great miracle worker; and his biographers, as those who testified during the process of his canonization, did not hesitate to attribute to him a host of wonders and cures of all kinds. His obsequies were, for the Neapolitans, the occasion of a triumphal procession; and it had not been for the intervention of the Swiss guard, the seal of his followers might have exposed the remains of his body to the vandals who defiled the sacred squares of Naples, in every part of the suburbs, in the smallest neighbouring hamlets, every one spoke of the holiness, zeal, eloquence, and inexhaustible charity of the deceased missionary. The ecclesiastical authorities soon recognized that his cause of beatification should be begun. On 2 May, 1758, Benedict XIV declared that Francis de organo had practised the theological and cardinal virtues in an heroic degree. He would have been beatified soon afterwards for the storm that assailed the Society of Jesus about this time and ended in its suppression. Pius VII could not proceed with the beatification till 2 May, 1817; and Gregory XVI canonized the saint solemnly on 26 May, 1839. St. Francis de Geromino wrote little. Some of his letters have been collected by his biographers and inserted in their works; for his writings, cf. Sommervogel, "Bibl. de la Comp. de Jesus", new ed., III, col. 1359. We must mention by itself the account that he wrote to his superiors of the fifteen most laborious years of his ministry, which has furnished the materials for the most striking details of this sketch. The work dates from October, 1893. The saint modestly calls it "Brevi notizie delle cose di gloria di Dio accadute in e intorno a me di sua grazia e misericordia", and Boero published it in "S. Francesco di Girolamo e le sue Missioni dentro e fuori di Napoli", p. 67-181 (Florence, 1882). The archives of the Society of Jesus contain a voluminous collection of his sermons, or rather discourses on his sermons. It would be well to recall this proof of the care he took in preparing himself for the ministry of the pulpit, for his biographers are wont to dwell on the fact that his eloquent discourses were extemporaneous. Among his chief biographers the following are worthy of particular mention: STRAMMOTTI, who lived twenty years with the saint in the professed house at Naples and had been his superior; he wrote his life in 1719, just three years after death of Francis. Six years later, in 1725, a new life appeared, written by a very remarkable Jesuit, BAGNATI. He lived with St. Francis for the last fifteen years of his life and was his ordinary confessor. The most popular biography is that written by DONIS, who composed his work at the time the process of canonization was beginning. In the first place, once again it is, also, the Summarium de virtutibus ven. P. Francisci de organo (1755). It is a short work, very researchful in point of the saint's cause, MUSZELINSKI, extracted from it a great number of important facts relating to the labours and activities of the saint, Raccolta documenti autenticali relative a vita del B. Francesco di Geromino" (Rome, 1896). Lastly, the Histoire de S. Francois de Geromino. (Paris, 1863), by FABER, is not the most accurate on the subject, but strives too much after the edification of the reader. C. CARLONI, Bibliographie historique de la Compagnie de Jesus, t. 1891-98 (Paris, 1864). F. VAN ORTHOY.
FRANCIS

Francis de Sales, SAINT, Bishop of Geneva, Doctor of the Universal Church; b. at Thorens, in the Duchy of Savoy, 21 August, 1567; d. at Lyons, 28 December, 1622. His father, François de Sales de Boisy, and his mother, Françoise de Sionnaz, belonged to old Savoyard aristocratic families. The future saint was the eldest of six children. He intended for the magistracy and sent him at an early age to the colleges of La Roche and Annecy. From 1583 till 1588 he studied rhetoric and humanities at the college of Clermont, Paris, under the care of the Jesuits. While there he began a course of theology. After the terrible and prolonged temptation to despair, caused by the discussions of the theologians of the day on the question of predestination, from which he was suddenly freed as he knelt before a miraculous image of Our Lady at St. Etienne-des-Grès, he made a vow of chastity and consecrated himself to the Blessed Virgin Mary. In 1588 he studied law at Padua, where the Jesuit Father Possiel was his spiritual director. He received his diploma of doctorate from the famous Pancrocola in 1592.

Having been admitted as a lawyer before the senate of Chambéry, he was about to be appointed senator. His father, having been elevated to one of the most illustrious hierarchies of Savoy to be the partner of his future life, but Francis declared his intention of embracing the ecclesiastical life. A sharp struggle ensued. His father would not consent to see his expectations thwarted. Then Claude de Granier, Bishop of Geneva, obtained for him, his old preparatory school and the position of vicar of the Chapter of Geneva, a post in the patronage of the pope. It was the highest office in the diocese. M. de Boisy yielded and Francis received Holy orders (1593).

From the time of the Reformation the seat of the Bishop of Geneva had been fixed at Annecy. The apostolic seal, the new provost devoted himself to preaching, hearing confessions, and the other work of his ministry. In the following year (1594) he volunteered to evangelize Le Chablais, where the Genevans had imposed the Reformed Faith, and which had just been restored to the Duchy of Savoy. He made his headquarters in the fortress of Allinges. Risking his life, he journeyed through the entire district, preaching constantly; by dint of zeal, learning, kindness, and holiness he at last obtained a hearing. He then settled in Thonon, the chief town. He confuted the preachers sent by Geneva to oppose him; he received several prominent Calvinists. At the request of the pope, Clement VIII, he went to Geneva to interview Theodore Beza, who was called the Patriarch of the Reformation. The latter received him kindly and seemed for a while shaken, but had not the courage to take the final steps. A large part of the inhabitants of Le Chablais returned to the true fold (1597 and 1598). Claude de Granier then chose Francis as his coadjutor, in spite of his refusal, and sent him to Rome (1599).

Pope Clement VIII ratified the choice; but he wished to examine the candidate personally; in presence of the Sacred College, and urged him to examine. It was a triumph for Francis. "Drink, my son," said the Pope to him. "from your cistern, and from your living wellspring; may your waters issue forth, and may they become public fountains where the world may quench its thirst." The prophecy was to be realized. On his return from Rome the religious affairs of the Gex, a dependency of France, necessitated his going to Paris. There the coadjutor formed an intimate friendship with Cardinal de Bérulle, Antoine Dehassey, secretary of Henry IV, and Henry IV himself, who wished "to make a third in the bosom of the Church," (a bon homme et accompli). The king made him preach the Lent at Court, and wished to keep him in France. He urged him to continue, by his sermons and writings, to teach those souls that had to live in the world how to have confidence in God, and how to be genuinely and truly pious—graces of which he saw the great necessity.

On the death of Claude de Granier, Francis was consecrated Bishop of Geneva (1602). His first step was to institute catechetical instructions for the faithful, both civil and those who were of respectable family. His food was plain, his dress and his household simple. He completely dispensed with superfluities and lived with the greatest economy, in order to be able to provide more abundantly for the wants of the needy. He heard confessions, gave advice, and preached incessantly. He wrote innumerable letters (mainly letters of direction) and found time to publish the numerous works mentioned below. Together with St. Jane Frances de Chantal, he founded (1607) the Institute of the Visitation of the Blessed Virgin, for young girls and widows who, feeling themselves called to God but not having suitable religious societies. His works were characterized by their clearness, and lack of inclination, for the corporal austerities of the great orders. His zeal extended beyond the limits of his own diocese. He delivered the Lent and Advent discourses which are still famous—those at Dijon (1604), where he first met the Baronne de Montespan; at the positions in Paris (1606, 1617, 1618), where he converted the Marché de Lesdiguières. During his last stay in Paris (November, 1618, to September, 1619) he had to go into the pulpit each day to satisfy the pious wishes of those who thronged to hear him. "Never," said they, "have we heard such profound and sacred sermons." He came into contact here with all the distinguished ecclesiastics of the day, and in particular with St. Vincent de Paul. His friends tried energetically to induce him to remain in France, offering him first the wealthy Abbey of St. Geneviève and then the coadjutor-bishopric of Paris, but he refused all to return to Annecy.

In 1622 he had to accompany the Court of Savoy into France. At Lyons he insisted on occupying a small, poorly furnished room in a house belonging to the gardener of the Visitation Convent. There, on 22 December, he was united to the Sacraments. He received the last sacraments and made his profession of faith, repeating constantly the words: "God's will be done! Jesus, my God and my all!") He died next day, in the fifty-sixth year of his age. Immense crowds flocked to visit his remains, which the people of Lyons were anxious to keep in their city. With much difficulty his body was brought back to Annecy, but his heart was left at Lyons. A great number of wonderful favours have been obtained at his tomb in the Visitation Convent of Annecy. His heart, at the time of the French Revolution, was carried by the Visitation nuns from Lyons to Paris, where it is preserved by St. Francis de Sales, beatified in 1661, and canonized by Alexander VII in 1665; he was proclaimed Doctor of the Universal Church by Pope Pius IX, in 1877.

The following is a list of the principal works of the holy Doctor: (1) "Controversies", leaflets which the zealous missioner scat as among the inhabitants of Le Chablais in the beginning, when these people did not venture to come and hear him preach. They form a complete proof of the Catholic Faith. In the first part, the author defends the authority of the Church, and in the second and third parts, the rules of Faith, which are daily prosecuted by the Church ministers. The primacy of St. Peter is amply vindicated. (2) "Defense of the Standard of the Cross", a demonstration of the virtue (a) of the True Cross;
(b), of the Crucifix; (c) of the Sign of the Cross; (d), an explanation of the Veneration of the Cross. (3) "An Introduction to the Devout Life", a work intended to lead "Philosophy", the soul living in the world, into the paths of devotion, that is to say, of true and solid piety. Every one should strive to become pious, and the more pious, in the fourth place, he is, the more he should be capable of suffering. (4) "Treating on the Love of God", an authoritative work which reflects perfectly the mind and heart of Francis of Sales as a great genius and a great saint. It contains twelve books. The first four give us a history, or rather explain the theory, of Divine love, its birth in the soul, its growth, its perfection, and its union to God. The last three resume what has preceded and teach how to apply practically the lessons taught therein. (5) "Spiritual Conferences": familiar conversations on religious virtues addressed to the sisters of the Visitations and collected by them. We find in them practical common sense and inspiration (2) by Father Bernard of Mount St. Mary, which were characteristic of the kind-hearted and energetic Saint. (6) "Sermons"—These are divided into two classes: those composed previously to his consecration as bishop, and which he himself wrote out in full; and the discourses he delivered when a bishop, of which, as a rule, only outlines and synopses have been preserved. Some of the latter, however, were taken down in extenso by his hearers. Pius IX., in his Bull proclaiming him Doctor of the Church, calls the Saint "The Master and Restorer of Sacred Eloquence". He is one of those who at the beginning of the Church formed the basis of the beautiful French language; he foreshadows and prepares the way for the great sacred orators about to appear. He speaks simply, naturally, and from his heart. To speak well we need only love well, was his maxim. His mind was imbued with the Holy Writings, which he comments, and explains, and applies practically, with no less accuracy than grace. (7) "Letters", mostly letters of direction, in which the minister of God effaces himself and teaches the soul to listen to God, the only true director. The advice given is suited to all the circumstances and necessities of life and of the soul. In the trying and the trying of God, he effaces his own personality in these letters, the same manner makes himself known to us and unconsciously discovers to us the treasures of his soul. (8) A large number of very precious treatises or opuscules.

Francis of Assisi, Saint, founder of the Franciscan Order, b. at Assisi in Umbria, in 1181 or 1182—the exact year is uncertain; d. there, 3 October, 1226. His father, Pietro Bernardone, was a wealthy Assisi cloth merchant. Of his mother, Pica, little is known but she is said to have belonged to a noble family of Provence. Francis was one of several children. The legend that he was born in a stable dates from the fifteenth century only, and appears to have originated in the desire of certain writers to make his life resemble that of Christ. At baptism he received the name of Giovanni, which his father afterwards altered to Francesco, through fondness it would seem for France, whither business had led him at the time of his son's birth. In any case, since the child was renamed in infancy, the change can hardly have had the force of a name that the young Francis ever bore, as some have thought. Francis received some elementary instruction from the priests of St. George's at Assisi, though he learned more perhaps in the school of the Troubadours, who were just then making for refinement in Italy. However this may be, he was not very studious, and his literary attainments incomplete. Although associated with his father in trade, he showed little liking for a merchant's career,
and his parents seem to have indulged his every whim. Thomas of Celano, his first biographer, speaks in very severe terms of Francis, who declares that Complete is it that the saint’s early life gave no presage of the golden years that were to come. No one loved pleasure more than Francis; he had a ready wit, sang merrily, delighted in fine clothes and showy display. Handsome, gay, gallant, add courteous, he soon became the prime favourite among the young nobles of Assisi, the most in every feat of arms, the leader of the civil rebels, the very king of frolic. But even at this time Francis showed an instinctive sympathy with the poor, and though he spent money lavishly, it still flowed in such channels as to attest a princely magnanimity of spirit. When about twenty, Francis went out with the townsmen of Assisi to the north, to the territory of the Perugines in skirmishes so frequent at that time between the rival cities. The Assisians were defeated on this occasion, and Francis, being among those taken prisoners, was held captive for more than a year in Perugia. A low fever which he there contracted appears to have turned his thoughts to the things of eternity; at least the emptiness of the life he had been leading came to him during that long illness. With returning health, however, Francis’s eagerness after glory reawakened and his fancy wandered in search of victories; at length he resolved to embrace a military career, and circumstances seemed to favour his aspirations. He knew that Assisi was about to join “the gentle count”, Walter of Brienne, who was then in arms in the Neapolitan States against the emperor, and Francis arranged to accompany him. His biographers tell us that the night before Francis set forth he had a strange dream, in which he saw a vast hall hung with armour and marked with the Cross. “These”, said a voice, “are for you and your soldiers”. “I know I shall be a great prince”, exclaimed Francis exultingly, as he started for Apulia. But a second illness arrested his course at Spoletto. There, we are told, Francis had another dream in which the same voice bade him turn back to Assisi. He did so at once. This was in 1205.

Although Francis still joined at times in the noisy revels of his former comrades, his changed demeanour plainly showed that his heart was no longer with them; a yearning for the life of the spirit had already possessed it. His companions twitted Francis on his absent-mindedness and asked if he were minded to be married. “Yes”, he replied, “I am about to take a wife of surpassing fairness.” She was none other than that Lady Poverty whom Dante and Giotto have wedded to his name, and whom even now he had begun to love. After a short period of contemplation he began to pray and endeavor the answer to his call; he had already given up his gay attire and wasteful ways. One day, while crossing the Umbrian plain on horseback, Francis unexpectedly drew near a poor leper. The sudden appearance of this repulsive object filled him with disgust and he instinctively retreated, but presently controlling his natural aversion he dismounted, embraced the unfortunate man, and gave him all the money he had. About the same time Francis made a pilgrimage to Rome. Pained at the misery offerings he saw at the tomb of St. Peter, he emptied his purse thereon. Then, as if to put his fastidious nature to the test, he exchanged clothes with a tattered mendicant and stood for the rest of the day fasting among the hordes of beggars at the door of the basilica. Not long after his return to Assisi, whilst Francis was praying before an ancient crucifix in the forsaken wayside chapel of St. Damian’s below the town, a voice said: “Go, Francis! repair my house, which you see is falling into ruin.” Taking this benedict literally, as referring to the ruined church wherein he knelt, Francis went to his father’s shop, impulsively bundled together a load of coloured drapery, and mounting his horse hastened to Foligno, then a metropolis of some importance, and there sold both horse and stuff to procure the money needful for the restoration of St. Damian’s. When, however, the poor priest was delighted there refused to receive it, Francis drove it on and thus gotten, Francis flung it from him disdainfully. The elder Bernardone, a most niggardly man, was incensed beyond measure at his son’s conduct, and Francis, to avert his father’s wrath, hid himself in a cave near St. Damian’s for a whole month. When he emerged, he found the gate of the town opened to him, and the people without, and Francis was followed by a hooting rabble, pelting with mud and stones, and otherwise mocked as a madman. Finally, he was dragged home by his father, beaten, bound, and locked in a dark closet. Freed by his mother during Benedetto’s absence, Francis took shelter at one of the petrified assis of St. Damian’s, where he found a shelter with the officiating priest, but he was soon after cited before the city council by his father. The latter, not content with having recovered the scattered gold from St. Damian’s, sought also to force his son to forego his inheritance. This Francis was only too eager to do; he declared, however, that since he had entered the service of God he was no longer under civil jurisdiction. Having therefore been taken before the bishop, Francis stripped himself of the very clothes he wore, and gave them to his father, saying: “Hitherto I have called you my father on earth; henceforth I shall call you my Father of Heaven.” Then and there, as Dante sings, were solemnized Francis’s nuptials with his beloved spouse, the Lady Poverty, under which name, in the mystical language afterwards so familiar to him, he comprehended the total surrender of all worldly goods, honours, and privileges. And now Francis wandered forth into the hills behind Assisi, improvising hymns of praise as he went. “I am the herald of the great King”, he declared in answer to some robbers, who therupon despoiled him of all he had and threw him scornfully in a snow drift. Naked and half frozen, Francis endowed to save himself turned to him the people and worked for a time as a scullion. At Gubbio, whither he went next, Francis obtained from a friend the cloak, girdle, and staff of a pilgrim as an alms. Returning to Assisi, he traversed the city begging stones for the restoration of St. Damian’s. These he carried to the old chapel, set in place himself, and so at length rebuilt it. In the same way Francis afterwards restored two other deserted chapels, St. Peter’s, some distance from the city, and St. Mary of the Angels, in the plain below it, at a spot called the Porziuncola. Meantime he redoubled his zeal in works of charity, more especially in nursing the sick.

On a certain morning in 1208, probably 24 February, Francis was hearing Mass in the chapel of St. Mary of the Angels, near which he had then built himself a hut; the Gospel of the day told how the disciples of Christ were to possess neither gold nor silver, nor scrip for their journey, nor shoes, nor coat, nor a staff, and that they were to exhort sinners to repentance and announce the Kingdom of God. Francis took these words as if spoken directly to himself, and so soon as Mass was over threw away the poor fragment left him of the world’s goods, his shoes, cloak, pilgrim staff, and empty wallet. At last he had found his vocation. Having obtained a coarse woolen tunic of “beast colour”, the dress then worn by the poorest Umbrian peasants, and tied it round him with a knotted rope, Francis went forth at once exhorting the people of the country-side to penance, brotherly love, and peace. The Assisiens had already ceased to respect Francis; “Go, Francis!” they would exclaim, and this example even drew others to him. Bernard of Quintavalle, a magistrate of the town, was the first to join Francis, and he was soon followed by Peter of Cattaneo, a well-known canon of the cathedral. In the true spirit of religious enthusiasm, Francis repaired to the church of St. Nicholas and sought to
learn God’s will in their regard by thrice opening at random the book of the Gospels on the altar. Each time it opened at passages where Christ told His disciples to love all thing and follow Him. “This shall be our rule of life”, exclaimed Francis, and led his companions to the public square, where they forthwith gave away all their belongings to the poor. After this they procured rough habits like that of Francis, and built themselves small huts near his at the Porziuncola. A few days later Giles, afterwards the great ecstast, and another “good words”, became the third follower of Francis. The little band divided and went about, two and two, making such an impression by their words and behaviour that before long several other disciples grouped themselves round Francis eager to share his poverty, among them being Sabatinius, vir bonus et justus, Morieux, who had belonged to the Crucigeri, John of Capella, who afterwards fell away, Philip “the Long”, and four others of whom we know only the names. When the number of his companions had increased to eleven, Francis found it expedient to draw up a rule for them. This first rule, as it is called, of the Friars Minor has not come down to us in its original form, but it appears to have been very short and simple, a mere informal adaptation of the Gospel precepts already selected by Francis for the guidance of his first companions, and which he desired to practise in all their perfection. When this rule was ready the Penitents of Assisi, as Francis and his followers styled themselves, set out for Rome to seek the approval of the Holy See, although as yet no such approbation was obligatory. There are differing accounts of Francis’s reception by Innocent III. It seems, however, that Guido, Bishop of Assisi, who was then in Rome, commended Francis to Cardinal John of St. Paul, and that at the instance of the latter, the pope recalled the saint whose first overtures he had, as it appears, somewhat rudely rejected. Moreover, in spite of the sinister predictions of others in the Sacred College, who regarded the mode of life proposed by Francis as unsafe and impracticable, Innocent, moved it is said by a dream in which he beheld the Poor Man of Assisi upholding the tottering Lateran, gave a verbal sanction to the rule submitted by Francis and granted the saint and his companions leave to preach repentance everywhere. Before leaving Rome they all received the ecclesiastical tonsure, Francis himself being ordained deacon later on.

After their return to Assisi, the Friars Minor, for thus Francis had named his brethren—either out of the monasteries, or lower classes, as some think, or as others believe, with reference to the Gospel (Matt. xxv, 40-45) and as a perpetual reminder of their humility—found shelter in a deserted hut at Rivo Torto in the plain below the city, but were forced to abandon this poor abode by a rough peasant who drove in his ass upon following Palm Sunday, and with two companions went to the Porziuncola, where the friars met her in procession, carrying lighted torches. Then Francis, having cut off her hair, clothed her in the Minorite habit and thus received her to a life of poverty, penance, and seclusion. Clare stayed provisionally with some Benedictine nuns near Assisi, until Francis could provide a suitable retreat for her, and for St. Agnes, her sister, and the other pious maidens who had joined her. He eventually established them at St. Damiani’s, in a dwelling adjoining the chapel he had rebuilt with his own hands, which was now given to the saint by the Benedictines as a domicile for his spiritual daughters, and which thus became the first monastery of the Second Franciscan Order of Poor Ladies, now known as Poor Clares (see CLARE OF ASSISI, SAINT; POOR CLARES).

In the autumn of the same year (1212) Francis’s burning desire for the conversion of the Saracens led him to embark for Syria, but having been shipwrecked on the coast of Slavonia, he had to return to Ancona. The following spring he devoted to evangelizing Central Italy. About this time (1213) Francis
received from Count Orlando of Chiusi the mountain of La Verna, an isolated peak among the Tuscan Apennines, rising some 4000 feet above the valley of the Casentino, as a retreat, especially favourable for contemplation, to which he might retire from time to time for prayer and rest. For Francis never, altogether separated the contemplative from the active life, as the several little hermitages associated with his memory, and the quaint regulations he wrote for those living in them bear witness. At one time, indeed, a strong desire to give himself wholly to a life of prayer, and he seems to have withdrawn the saint. During the next year (1214) Francis set out for Morocco, in another attempt to reach the infidels and, if needs be, to shed his blood for the Gospel, while yet in Spain was overtaken by so severe an illness that he was compelled to turn back to Italy once more.

Authentic details are unfortunately lacking of Francis’s journey to Spain and sojourn there. It probably took place in the winter of 1214-1215. After his return to Umbria he received several noble and learned men into the order, including his future biographer, Thomas of Celano. The next eighteen months saw a great increase in the number of the saint’s life. That he took part in the Lateran Council of 1215 may well be, but it is not certain; we know from Eccleston, however, that Francis was present at the death of Innocent III, which took place at Perugia, in July, 1216. Shortly afterwards, i.e. very early in the year of Honorius III, he placed the consecration of the famous Porziuncola Indulgence. It is related that once, while Francis was praying at the Porziuncola, Christ appeared to him and offered him whatever favour he might desire. The salvation of souls was ever the burden of Francis’s prayers, and wishing, moreover, to make his beloved Porziuncola a sanctuary where many might be saved, he begged a plenary Indulgence for all who, having confessed their sins, should visit the little chapel. Our Lord acceded to this request on condition that the pope should ratify the Indulgence. Francis thereupon set out for Perugia, with Brother Masso, to find Honorius III. The latter, notwithstanding some opposition from the Curia at such an unheard-of favour, granted the Indulgence, restricting it, however, to one day yearly. He subsequently fixed 2 August in perpetuity, as the day for gaining this Porziuncola Indulgence, commonly known in Italy as the feast of St. Francis. Such is it to this day. The fact that there is no record of this Indulgence in either the papal or diocesan archives and no allusion to it in the earliest biographies of Francis or other contemporary documents has led some writers to reject the whole story. This argumentum ex silentio has, however, been met by M. Patu Sabatier, who in his critical edition of the “Tractatus de Indulgentia” of Fra Bartholi (see Bartholi, Francesco della Rossa) has adduced all the really credible evidence in its favour. But even those who regard the granting of this Indulgence as traditionally believed to be an established fact of history, admit that its early history is shrouded in obscurity.

The first general chapter of the Friars Minor was held in May, 1217, at Porziuncola, the order being divided into provinces, and an apportionment made of the Christian world into so many Franciscan missions. Tuscany, Lombardy, Provence, Spain, and Germany were the first to be on the map of Franciscanism, for himself the saint reserved France, and he actually set out for that kingdom, but on arriving at Florence, was dissuaded from going further by Cardinal Ugolino, who had been made protector of the order in 1216. He therefore sent in his stead Brother Pacificus, who in the world had been known as a poet, together with Brother Agnellus, who later on established the Friars Minor in England. Although success came indeed to Francis and his friars, with it came also opposition, and it was with a view to allaying any prejudices the Curia might have imbibed against their methods that Francis, at the instance of Cardinal Ugolino, went to Rome, and preached before the pope and cardinals in the Lateran. This visit to the Eternal City, which took place 1217-18, was apparently the only occasion of Francis’s memorable meeting with St. Dominic. The year 1218 Francis devoted to missionary tours in Italy, which were a continual triumph for him. He usually preached out of doors, in the market-places, from church steps, from the walls of castle courtyards. Enraptured by the spell of his presence, adoring crowds, unused for the rest to anything like popular preaching in the vernacular, followed Francis from place to place hanging on his lips; church bells rang at his approach; processions of clergy and people advanced to meet him with music and singing; they brought the sick to him to bless and heal, and kissed the very ground on which he trod, and even sought to cut away pieces of his tunic. The extraordinary enthusiasm with which the saint was everywhere welcomed was equalled only by the immediate and visible result of his preaching. His exhortations were short, homely, affectionate, and pathetic, touched even the hardest and most frivolous, and Francis became in sooth a very conqueror of souls. Thus it happened, on one occasion, while the saint was preaching at Camara, a small village near Assisi, that the whole congregation were so moved by his words and spirit and "life and art" that they presented themselves to him in a body and begged to be admitted into his order. It was to accede, so far as might be, to like requests that Francis devised his Third Order, as it is now called, of the Brothers and Sisters of Penance, which he intended as a sort of middle state between the world and the cloister for those who could not leave their home or desert their wanted avocations in order to enter either the First Order of Friars Minor or the Second Order of Poor Ladies. That Francis prescribed particular duties for these tertiaries is beyond question. They were not to carry arms, or take oaths, or engage in lawsuits, etc. It is also said that he drew up a formal rule for them, but it is clear that the rule, confirmed by Nicholas IV in 1289, does not, at least in the form in which it has come down to us, represent the original rule of the Brothers and Sisters of Penance. In any event, it is customary to assign the date of its formal foundation to this third order, but the date is not certain.

At the second general chapter (May, 1219) Francis, bent on realizing his project of evangelizing the infidels, assigned a separate mission to each of his foremost disciples, himself selecting the seat of war between the crusaders and the Saracens. With eleven companions, including Brother Illuminato and Peter of Cattaneo, Francis set sail from Ancona on 21 June, for Saint-Jean d’Acre, and he was present at the siege and taking of Damietta. After preaching there to the assembled Christian forces, Francis fearlessly passed over to the infidel camp, where he reigned supreme and led before the sultan. According to the testimony of Jacques de Vitry, who was with the crusaders at Damietta, the sultan received Francis with courtesy, but beyond obtaining a promise from this ruler of more indulgent treatment for the Christian captives, the saint’s preaching seems to have effected little. Before returning to the Iberian coast, Francis returned to Irala, where he had visited Palestine and there obtained for the friars the foothold they still retain as guards of the holy places. What is certain is that Francis was compelled to hasten back to Italy because of various troubles that had arisen there during his absence. News had reached him in the East that the Montefeltro of Gregory of Naples, the two vicars-general whom he had left in charge of the order, had summoned a chapter which, among other innovations, sought to impose
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new fasts upon the friars, more severe than the rule required. Moreover, Cardinal Ugolino had conferred on the Poor Ladies a written rule which was practically that of the Benedictines, and Brother Philip, whom Francis had charged with their interests, had accepted it. To make matters worse, John of Capella, one of the saint’s first companions, had assembled a large number of lepers, both men and women, with a view to forming them into a new religious order, and had set out for Rome to seek approval for the rule he had drawn up. Finally a rumour had been spread abroad that Francis was dead, so that when the saint returned to Italy with Brother Elias—he appears to have arrived at Venice in July, 1220—a general feeling of unrest prevailed among the friars. Apart from these difficulties, the order was being shaken by the departure of the three youths who had given up their life of studious retirement. It had become evident that the simple, familiar, and unceremonious ways which had characterized movement at its beginning were gradually disappearing, and that the heroic poverty practised by Francis and his companions at the outset became less easy as the friars with amazing rapidity increased in number. And this Francis could not help seeing, for on his return, Cardinal Ugolino had already undertaken the task “of reconciling inspirations so unsteady and so free with an order of things they had outgrown”. This remarkable man, who afterwards ascended the papal throne as Gregory IX, was deeply attached to Francis, whom he venerated as a saint and also, some writers tell us, managed as an enthusiast. That Cardinal Ugolino had no small share in bringing Francis’s lofty ideals “within range and compass” seems beyond dispute, and it is not difficult to recognize his hand in the reform which the friars, and in particular Brother Elias, made of the organization of the order in the so-called Chapter of Mats. At this famous assembly, held at Porziuncola at Whitsun-tide, 1220 or 1221 (there is seemingly much room for doubt as to the exact date) and number of the friars assembled, about 500 is said to have been present, besides some 5000 applicants for admission to the order. Huts of wattle and mud afforded shelter for this multitude. Francis had purposely made no provision for them, but the charity of the neighbouring towns supplied them with food, while knights and nobles waited upon them gladly. It was on this occasion that Francis, no doubt and disheartened at the tendency betrayed by a large number of the friars to relax the rigours of the rule, according to the promptings of human prudence, and feeling, perhaps, unfitted for a place which now called largely for organizing abilities, relinquished his position as general of the order in favour of Peter of Cathanea. But the latter died in less than a year, being succeeded as vicar-general by the unhappy Brother Elias (see Elias of Cortona), who continued in that office until the death of Francis. The saint, meanwhile, during the few years that remained to him, sought to impress on the friars by the silent teaching of personal example of what sort he would have them to be. Already, while passing through Bologna on his return from the East, Francis had refused to enter the convent there because he had heard it called the “House of the Friars” and because a studium had been instituted there. He moreover bade all the friars, even those who were ill, quit it at once, and it was only some time after, when Cardinal Ugolino had publicly declared the house to be his own property, that Francis suffered his brethren to re-enter it. Yet strong and definite as the saint’s convictions were, and determinedly as his line was taken, he was never a slave to a theory in regard to the observance of poverty or anything else; about him, indeed, there was nothing narrow or fanatical. As for his attitude towards study, Francis had deliberately for his friars only such theological knowledge as was conformable to the mission of the order, which was before all else a mission of example. Hence he regarded the accumulation of books as being at variance with the poverty his friars professed, and he resisted the eager desires of men put to a testing so prevalent in his time, in so far as it struck at the roots of that simplicity which entered so largely into the essence of his life and ideal and threatened to stifle the spirit of prayer, which he accounted preferable to all else.

In 1221, so some writers tell us, Francis drew up a new rule for the Friars Minor. Others regard this so-called Rule of 1221 not as a new rule, but as the first one which the Council of Trent III had orally approved; not, indeed, its original form, which we do not possess, but with such additions and modifications as it had suffered during the course of twelve years. However this may be, the composition called by some the Rule of 1221 is very unlike any conventional rule ever made. It was too lengthy and unprecise to become a formal rule, and two years later Francis retired to Fonte Colombo, a hermitage near Rieti, and rewrote the rule in more compendious form. This revised draft he entrusted to Brother Elias, who, after declaring he had lost it through negligence, Francis thereupon returned to the solitude of Fonte Colombo, and recast the rule on the same lines as before, its twenty-three chapters being reduced to twelve and some of its precepts being modified in certain details at the instance of Cardinal Ugolino. In this form the rule was solemnly approved by Honorius III, 29 November, 1223 (Litt. “Solet annuere”). This Second Rule, as it is usually called, or Regula Bulgata of the Friars Minor, is the one ever since professed throughout the First Order of St. Francis (see Francis, Rule of Saint). It is based on the three vows of poverty, obedience, and chastity, with special stress however being laid on poverty, which Francis sought to make the special characteristic of his order, and which became the sign to be contradicted. This vow of absolute poverty in the first and second orders and the reconciliation of the religious with the secular state in the Third Order of Penitency, are the chief novelties introduced by Francis in monastic regulation.

It was during Christmastide of this year (1223) that the saint conceived the idea of celebrating the Nativity “in a new manner”, by reproducing in a church at Grecio the presepio of Bethlehem, and he has thus come to be regarded as having inaugurated the popular devotion of the Crib. Christmas appears indeed to have been the favourite feast of Francis, and he wished to persuade the emperor to make a special law that
men should then provide well for the birds and the beasts, as well as for the poor, so that all might have occasion to rejoice in the Lord.

Early in August, 1224, Francis retired with three companions to "that rugged rock 'twixt Tiber and Arno", as Dante called La Verna, there to keep a forty days fast in preparation for Michaelmas. During this period the wings of Christ became more than ever the burden of his meditations; into few souls, perhaps, had the full meaning of the Passion so deeply entered. It was on or about the feast of the Exaltation of the Cross (14 September) while praying on the mountainside that he beheld the marvellous vision of the ciborium, the sequel of which there appeared on his body the visible marks of the five wounds of the Crucified which, says an early writer, had long since been impressed upon his heart. Brother Leo, who was with St. Francis when he received the stigmata, has left us in his note to the saint's autograph blessing preserved at Assisi, a clear and simple account of the miracle, which for the rest is better attested than many another historical fact. The saint's right side is described as bearing an open wound which looked as if made by a lance, while through his hands and feet were black nails of flesh, the points of which were bent backward. After the reception of the stigmata, Francis suffered increasing pains throughout his frail body, already broken by continual mortification. For, condescending as the saint always was to the weaknesses of others, he was ever so unsparing towards himself that at the last he felt constrained to ask pardon of "Brother Ass" as he called his body, for having treated it so harshly. Worn out, moreover, as Francis now was by eighteen years of unremitting toil, his strength gave way completely, and at times his eyesight so far failed him that he was almost wholly blind. During an access of anguish, Francis paid a last visit to St. Clare at St. Damian's, and it was in a little hut of reeds, made for him in the garden there, that the saint composed that "Canticle of the Sun", in which his poetic genius expands itself so gloriously. This was in September, 1225. Not long afterwards Francis, at the urgent instance of Brother Elias, underwent an unsuccessful operation for the eyes, at Rieti. He seemed to have passed the winter 1225-26 at Siena, whither he had been taken for further medical treatment. In April, 1226, during an interval of improvement, Francis was moved to Cortona, and it is believed to have been while resting at the hermitage of the Celle there, that the saint dictated his testament, which he describes as a reminder, a warning, and an exhortation. In this touching sheet of Francis, writing from the fulness of his heart, urges anew with the simple eloquence, the few, but clearly defined, principles that were to guide his followers, implicit obedience to superiors as holding the place of God, literal observance of the "without gloss" especially as regards poverty, and the duty of manual labour, being solemnly enjoined on all the friars. Meanwhile alarming dropsical symptoms had developed, and it was in a dying condition that Francis set out for Assisi. A roundabout route was taken by the little caravan that escorted him; for it was feared to follow the direct road leading Perugians should attempt to carry Francis off by force so that he might die in their city, which would thus enter into possession of his coveted relics. It was therefore under a strong guard that Francis, in July, 1226, was finally borne in safety to the bishop's palace in the town, and in his room of the enthusiastic rejoicings of the entire populace. In the early autumn Francis, feeling the hand of death upon him, was carried to his beloved Porziuncola, that he might breathe his last sigh where his vocation had been revealed to him and whence his hand had struggled into sight. On the way thither he asked to be set down, and with painful effort he invoked a beautiful blessing on Assisi, which, however, his own eyes could no longer discern. The saint's last days were passed at the Porziuncola in a tiny cell near the chapel, that served as an infirmary. The arrival there about this time of the Lady Jacobs of Setteoli, who had come with her two sons and a great retinue to bid Francis farewell, caused some consternation, since women were forbidden to enter the friary. But Francis, in his tender gratitude to this Roman noblewoman, who had been such a special benefactor of his order, made an exception in her favour, and "Brother Jacoba", as Francis had named her on account of her fortitude, remained to the last. On the eve of his death, the saint, in imitation of his Divine Master, had bread brought to him and broken. This he distributed among those present, blessing Bernard of Quintavalle, his first companion, Elias, his viceroy, and all the others in order. I have done my part," he said next "may Christ teach you to do yours." Then wishing to give a last token of detachment and to show he had no longer anything in common with the world, Francis removed his poor habit and lay down on the bare ground, covered with a borrowed cloth, rejoicing that he was able to keep faith with his Lady Poverty to the end. After a while he asked to have read to him the Passion according to St. John, and then in faltering tones he himself intoned Psalm cxii. At the concluding verse, "Bring my soul out of prison", Francis was led away from earth by "Sister Death", in whose praise he had shortly before said a prayer to his "Canticle of the Sun". It was Saturday evening, 3 October, 1226, Francis being then in the forty-fifth
year of his age, and the twentieth from his perfect conversion to Christ.

The saint had, in his humility, it is said, expressed a wish to be buried on the Colle d’Inferno, a desolated hill without Assist, where criminals were executed. He died on the 4th of July, 1224, born in triumphant procession to the city, a half being made at St. Damiam’s, that St. Clare and her companions might venerate the sacred stigmata now visible to all, and it was placed provisionally in the church of St. George (now within the enclosure of the monastery of St. Clare), where a sermon was preached to the people who had learned to read and had first preached. Many miracles are recorded to have taken place at his tomb. Francis was solemnly canonized at St. George’s by Gregory IX, 16 July, 1228. On the day following the pope laid the first stone of the great double church of St. Francis, erected in honour of the new saint, and thither on 25 May, 1230, Francis’s remains were secretly transferred by Brother Elias and buried far down under the high altar in the lower church. Here, after lying hidden for six centuries, like that of St. Clare’s, Francis’s coffin was found, 12 December, 1818, as the result of a toilsome search lasting fifty-two nights. This discovery of the saint’s body is commemorated in the order by a special office on 12 December, and that of his translation by another on 25 May. His feast is kept throughout the Church on 4 October, and the impression of the stigmata on his body is celebrated on 17 September. It has been said with pardonable warmth that Francis entered into glory in his lifetime, and that he is the one saint whom all succeeding generations have agreed in canonizing. Certain it is that those also who care little about the order he founded, and who love not Christian charity to be Divine, find themselves, instinctively as it were, looking across the ages for guidance to the wonderful Umbrian Poverello, and invoking his name in grateful remembrance. This unique position Francis doubtless owes in no small measure to his singularly lovable and winsome personality. Few saints ever exhaled “the good odour of Christ” to such a degree as he. There was about Francis, moreover, a chivalry and a poetry which gave to his other-worldliness a quite romantic charm and beauty. Other saints have seemed entirely dead to the world around them but Francis was ever thoroughly in touch with the spirit of the age. He delighted in the songs of Provence, rejoiced in the new-born freedom of his native city, and cherished what Dante calls the pleasant sound of his dear land. And this exquisite human element in Francis’s character was the key to that far-reaching, all-embracing sympathy, which may be almost called his characteristic gift. In his heart, as an old chronicler puts it, the whole world found refuge, the poor, the sick and the fallen being the objects of his solicitude in a more special manner. Heeded as Francis ever was of the world’s judgments in his own regard, it was always his constant care to remember the feelings of all and to sound forth the voice of none. Wherefore he admonishes the friars to use only low and mean tables, so that “if a beggar were to come to sit down near them he might believe that he was but with his equals and need not blush on account of his poverty”. One night, we are told, the friary was severely punished by the feeling of the friars “not to sound in you”, exclaimed Francis arising, “and why are you dying?” “I am dying of hunger”, answered the voice of one who had been too prone to fasting. Whereupon Francis had a table laid out and sat down beside the famished friar, and lest the latter might be ashamed to eat alone ordered all the brethren to join in the repast. Francis’s devotedness in consoling the afflicted made him so condescending that he shrank not from abiding with the lepers in their loathly lasar-houses and from eating with them out of the same platter. But above all it is his dealings with the erring that reveal the truly Christian spirit of his charity. “Sainterlier than any of the saints”, writes Celano, “among sinners he was as one of themselves”. Writing to a certain minister in the order, Francis says: “Should there be a brother anywhere in the world who has sinned, no matter how great soever his fault may be, let him not go away after he has once been rebuked without showing pity towards him; and if he seek not mercy, ask him if he does not desire it. And by this I will know if you love God and me.”

Again, to medieval notions of justice the evil-doer was beyond the law and there was no need to keep faith with him. But according to Francis, not only was justice due even to evil-doers, but justice must be preceded by courtesy as by a herald. Courtesy, indeed, in the saint’s quixotic concept, was the younger sister of charity and one of the qualities of God Himself, Who of His courtesy, He declares, “gives His sun and His rain to the just and the unjust”. This habit of courtesy Francis ever sought to enjoin on his disciples. “Whoever may come to us”, he writes, “whether a friend or a foe, a thief or a robber, let him be kindly received”, and the feast which he spread for the starving brigands in the forest at Monte Cassale sufficed to show that “as he taught so he wrought”. The very animals found in Francis a tender friend and protector; thus we find him pleading with the people of Gubbio to feed the fierce wolf that had ravished their flocks, because through hunger “Brother Wolf” had done this wrong. And the early legends have left us many an idyllic picture of how beasts and birds alike susceptible to the charm of Francis’s gentle ways, entered into loving companionship with him; how the hunted leveret sought to attract his notice; how the half-frozen bees crawled towards him in winter to be fed; how the wild falcon fluttered around him; how the nightingale sang with him in sweetest content in the ilex grove at the Carco, and how his “little brethren the birds” listened so devoutly to his sermon by the roadside near Bevagna that Francis chided himself for not having thought of preaching to them before. Francis’s love of nature also stands out in bold relief in the world he moved in. He delighted to commune with the wild flowers, the crystal spring, and the friendly fire, and to greet the sun as it rose upon the fair Umbrian vale. In this respect, indeed, St. Francis’s “gift of sympathy” seems to have been wider even than St. Paul’s, for we find no
evidence in the great Apostle of a love for nature or for animals.

Hardly less engaging than his boundless sense of fellow-feeling was Francis's downright sincerity and ardent humanity. "Dearly beloved," he once began a sermon following upon a severe illness, "I have to confess to God and you that during this Lent I have eaten cakes made with lard." And when the guardian insisted for the sake of warmth upon Francis having a fox skin sewn under his worn-out tunic, the saint consented only upon condition that another skin of like material be worn next. For it was his singular study never to hide from men that which was known to God. "What a man is in the sight of God," he was wont to repeat, "so much he is and no more." A saying which passed into the "Imitation," and has been often quoted.

Another winning trait of Francis which inspires the deepest affection was his unsparing directness of purpose and unfaltering following after an ideal. "His dearest desire so long as he lived," Celano tells us, "was ever to seek among wise and simple, perfect and imperfect, the means to walk in the way of truth." To Francis love was the truest of all things; hence his deep sense of personal responsibility towards his fellows. The love of Christ and Him Crucified permeated the whole life and character of Francis, and he placed the chief hope of redemption and redress for a suffering humanity in the literal imitation of his Divine Master. The saint imitated the exactness of Christ, literally as it was in him to see; barefoot, and in absolute poverty, he proclaimed the reign of love. This heroic imitation of Christ's poverty was perhaps the distinctive mark of Francis's vocation, and he was undoubtedly, as Bossuet expresses it, the most ardent, enthusiastic, and desperate lover of poverty the world has yet seen. After money Francis must detest discord and divisions. Peace, therefore, became his watchword, and the pathetic reconciliation he effected in his last days between the Bishop and Potestà of Assisi is but one instance out of many of his power to quell the storms of passion and restore tranquillity to hearts torn asunder by civil strife. The duty of a servant of God, Francis declared, was to lift up the hearts of men and move them to spiritual gladness. Hence it was not "from monastic stalls or with the careful irresponsibility of the enclosed student" that the saint and his followers addressed the people: "they dwelt among them and groaned with every anguish of the soul..." They worked in return for their fare, doing for the lowest the most menial labour, and speaking to the poorest words of hope such as the world had not heard for many a day. In this wise Francis bridged the chasm between an aristocratic clergy and the common people, and though he taught no new doctrine, he so far repopularized the old one given on the Mount that the Gospel took on a new life and called forth a new love.

Such in briefest outline are some of the salient features which render the figure of Francis one of such supreme attraction that all manner of men feel themself and their own wishes towards him to be an attachment. Few, however, of those who feel the charm of Francis's personality may follow the saint to his lonely height of rapt communion with God. For, however engaging a "minstrel of the Lord," Francis was none the less a profound mystic in the truest sense of the word. The whole world was to him one luminous ladder, mounting upon the rungs of which he approached and beheld God. It is very misleading, however, to portray Francis as living "at a height where dogma ceases to exist," and still further from the truth to represent the trend of his teaching as one in which orthodox dogmatics was made subservient to "humanitarianism." A very cursory inquiry into Francis's religious belief suffices to show that it embraced the entire Catholic dogma, nothing more or less. If then the saint's sermons were on the whole moral rather than doctrinal, it was because he preached to meet the wants of his day, and those whom he addressed had not strayed from dogmatic truth; they were still "hearers," not "doers," of the Word. Nor, for that reason Francis set aside all questions more theoretical than practical, and returned to the Gospel. Again, to see in Francis only the loving friend of all God's creatures, the joyous singer of nature, is to overlook altogether that aspect of his work which is the explanation of all the rest—its supernatural side. Few lives have been more profoundly spiritual, more imbued with the spirit of the supernatural, as even Renan admits. Nowhere, perhaps, can there be found a keener insight into the innermost world of spirit, yet so closely were the supernatural and the natural blended in Francis, that his very asceticism was often clothed in the guise of romance, as witness his wooing the Lady Poverty, in a sense that almost ceased to be figurative. For Francis's singularly vivid imagination was impregnate with the imagery of the chansons de geste, and owing to his markedly dramatic tendency, he delighted in suitting his action to his thought. So, too, the saint's native turn for the sublime and picturesque is revealed in the flowers he found in all created things, however trivial, some reflection of the Divine perfection, and he loved to admire in them the beauty, power, wisdom, and goodness of their Creator. And so it came to pass that he saw sermons even in stones, and good in everything. Francis was not so much on the thought, that if all are from one Father then all are real kin. Hence his custom of claiming brotherhood with all manner of animate and inanimate objects. The personification, therefore, of the elements in the "Canticle of the Sun" is something more than a mere literary figure. Francis's love of creatures was not simply the offspring of a soft or sentimental disposition; it arose rather from that deep and abiding sense of the presence of God, which underlay all he said and did. Even so, Francis's habitual cheerfulness was not that of a careless nature, or of one untouched by sorrow. None witnessed Francis's hidden struggles, his long agonies of tears, or his secret wrestlings in prayer. And if we meet him making dumb-show of music, by playing a couple of sticks like a violin to give vent to his glee, we also find him heart-sore with foreboding at the dire dissensions in the order, which threatened to make shipwreck of his enterprise. Meanwhile, there was the ever-present malady of the soul wanting to the saint at any time. Francis's lightsomeness had its source in that entire surrender of everything present and passing in which he had found the interior liberty of the children of God; it drew its strength from his intimate union with Jesus in the Holy Communion. The mystery of the Holy Eucharist, being an extension of the Passion, held a preponderant place in the life of Francis, and he had nothing more at heart than all that concerned the cultus of the Blessed Sacrament. Hence we not only hear of Francis conjuring the clergy to show Beispiel and respect for everything connected with the sacredness of the Mass, but we also see him sweeping out poor churches, questing sacred vessels for them, and providing them with altar-breads made by himself. So great, indeed, was Francis's reverence for the priesthood, because of its relation to the Adorable Sacrament, that in his humility he never dared to aspire to that dignity. Humility was, no doubt, the saint's ruling virtue. The idol of an enthusiastic popular devotion, he ever truly believed himself less than the least. Equally admirable was Francis's prompt and doleful obedience to the voice of grace within him, even in the early days of his ill-defined ambition, when the spirit of intercession failed him. Later on, the saint, with dignity, asked a sense of his message as any prophet ever had, yielded ungrudging submission to what constituted ecclesiastical authority. No reformer, moreover, was ever
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less aggressive than Francis. His apostolate embodied the very noblest spirit of reform; he strove to Congress Christ's truths, and he set up an ideal. He stretched out his arms in yearning towards those who longed for the "better gifts". The others he left alone.

And thus, without strife or schism, God's Poor Little Man of Assisi became the means of renewing the youth of the Church and of initiating the most potent and popular religious movement since the beginnings of Christianity. No doubt this movement had its social as well as its religious side. That the Third Order of St. Francis went far towards re-Christianising medieval society is a matter of history. However, Francis's foremost aim was a religious one. To rekindle the love of God in the world and reanimate the life of the spirit in the hearts of men such was his mission. But because St. Francis sought first the Kingdom of God and His justice, many other things were added unto him. And his own exquisite Franciscan spirit, as it is called, passing out into the wide world, became an abiding source of inspiration. Perhaps it savours of exaggeration to say, as has been said, that "all the threads of civilization in the subsequent centuries seem to hark back to Francis"; and that since his death, "the character of the whole Roman Church is visibly Umbrian". It would be difficult, none the less, to overestimate the effect produced by Francis upon the mind of his time, or the quickening power he wielded on the generations which have succeeded him. To mention two aspects only of his all-pervading influence, Francis must surely be reckoned among those to whom the world of art and letters is deeply indebted. Prose, as Arnold observes, could not satisfy the saint's ardent soul, so he gave himself over to painting, and he was, indeed, too little versed in the laws of composition to advance far in that direction. But his was the first cry of a nascent poetry which found its highest expression in the "Divine Comedy"; wherefore Francis has been styled the precursor of Dante. What the saint did was to teach people "accustomed to the artificial versification of courtly Latin and Provençal poets, the use of their native tongue in simple spontaneous hymns, which became even more popular with the Laudi and Cantici of his poet-follower Jacopone of Todi". In so far, moreover, as Francis's reprehensio, a co lorubimba calls it, of the stable at Bethlehem is the first mystery-play we hear of in Italy, he is said to have borne a part in the revival of the drama. However this may be, if Francis's love of song called forth the beginnings of Italian verse, his life no less brought about the birth of Italian Art. His story, says Ruskin, became a passion to his fellow countrymen; his writings are paintings everywhere, with delight. Full of colour, dramatic possibilities, and human interest, the early Franciscan legend afforded the most popular material for painters since the life of Christ. No sooner, indeed, did Francis's figure make an appearance in art than it became a favourite subject, especially with the mystical Umbran School. So true is this that it has been said we might by following his familiar figures in art and literature follow a history of Christian art, from the predecessors of Cimabue down to Guido Reni, Rubens, and Van Dyck.

Probably the oldest likeness of Francis that has come down to us is that preserved in the Sacro Speco at Subiaco. It is said that it was painted by a Benedictine monk during the saint's visit there, which may have been in 1218. The absence of the stigmata, halo, and title of saint in this fresco form its chief claim to be considered a contemporary picture; it is not, however, a real portrait in the modern sense of the word, and we are dependent for the traditional presentation of Francis rather on artists' ideals, like the Della Robbia statue at the Ponsianola, which surely the saint's vera effigies, as no Byzantine so-called portrait can ever be, and the graphic description of Francis given by Celano (Vita Prima, c. lxxiii). Of less than middle height, we are told, and frail in form, Francis had a long yet cheerful face and soft but strong voice, small brilliant black eyes, dark brown hair, and a sparse beard. His person was in no way imposing, yet there was about the saint a delicacy, grace, and distinction which made him most attractive.

The literary materials for the history of St. Francis are more than usually copious and authentic. There are indeed few if any medieval lives more thoroughly documented. We have in the first place the saint's own writings. These are not voluminous and were written with a view to setting forth his ideas systematically, yet they bear the stamp of his personality and are marked by the same unforced fervency of his preaching. A few leading thoughts taken "from the words of the Lord" seemed to him all sufficient, and these he repeats again and again, adapting them to the needs of the different persons whom he addresses. Short, simple, and informal, Francis's writings breathe the untried love of the Gospel and enforce the same practical morality, while they abound in allegories and personification and reveal an intimate interweaving of Biblical phraseology. Not all the saint's writings have come down to us, and not a few of these formerly attributed to him are now with greater likelihood ascribed to others. The extant and authentic opuscula of Francis comprise, besides the rule of the Friars Minor and some fragments of the other Seraphic legislation, several letters, including one addressed "to all the Christians who dwell in the whole world"., a series of spiritual counsels addressed to his disciples, the "Laudes Creaturarum" or "Canticle of the Sun", and some lesser praises, an Office of the Passion compiled for his own use, and a few other orisons which show us Francis even as Celano saw him, "not so much a man's praying as prayer itself". In addition to the saint's writings the sources of the history of Francis include a
number of early papal Bulls and some other diplo-
matic documents, as they are called, bearing upon his
life and work. Then come the biographies properly so
called. They include the verses written 1229–1247 by
Thomas de Celano, one of Francis' followers; a nar-
rative of his life compiled by Leo, Rufinus, and
Angelus, intimate companions of the saint, in 1246;
and the celebrated legend of St. Bonaventure, which
appeared about 1263. Besides a somewhat more po-
lemic legend called the "Speculum Perfectionis", at-
tributed to Brother Leo, the date of which is a matter
of controversy. There are several important thirteenth-century chronicles of the order, like those
of Jordan, Eccleslon, and Bernard of Besse, and not a
few later works, such as the "Chronicon XXV. Gen-
eralum" and the "Libre de Conformatite", which are
important sources of information on him. It is upon these
works that all the later biographies of Francis' life are
Based.

Recent years have witnessed a truly remarkable
upgrowth of interest in the life and work of St. Fran-
cis, more especially among non-Catholics, and Assisi
has become in consequence the goal of a new race of
pilgrims. This interest, for the most part literary and
academic, is centered mainly in the study of the primi-
tive documents relating to the saint's history and the
beginnings of the Franciscan Order. Although inaugu-
rated some years earlier, this movement received its
greatest impulse from the publication in 1894 of Paul
Schnell's "Unbekannte Lebensstutzte von St. Francis",
a work which was almost simultaneously crowned by the French Academy and placed upon the Index. In spite of the
author's entire lack of sympathy with the saint's re-
ligious standpoint, his biography of Francis bespeaks
crude erudition, deep research, and rare critical insight,
and it has opened up a new era in the study of Fran-
ciscan sources. To further this study an International
Society of Franciscan Studies was founded at Assisi in
1902, the aim of which is to collect a complete library
of works on Franciscan history and to compile a cata-
ologue of scattered Franciscan manuscripts; several
periodicals, devoted to Franciscan documents and dis-
cussions exclusively, have moreover been established
in different countries. Although a large literature has
grown up around the figure of the Poverello within a
short time, nothing new of essential value has been
added to what was already known of the saint. The
energetic research work of recent years has been in
large measure inspired by early texts, and has called forth many really fine critical studies dealing
with the sources, but the most welcome feature of the modern interest in Franciscan origins has been the
careful re-editing and translating of Francis' own writ-
ings and of nearly all the contemporary manuscript
authorities bearing on his life. Not a few of the con-
trived and controversial questions connected therewith are of consider-
able import, even to those not especially students
of the Franciscan legend, but which could not be made
intelligible within the limits of the present article. It
must suffice, moreover, to indicate only some of the
chief points of current interest.

The writings of St. Francis have been published in
"Opuscula S. P. Francisci Assisiensis" (Quaracchi, 1904); Böhmer, "Analekten zur Geschichte des Fran-
ciscus von Assisi" (Tubingen, 1904); U. d'Alengon,
"Les Opuscules de S. Francisci d' Assise" (Paris, 1905).
Robinson, "The Writings of St. Francis of Assisi"
(Philadelphia, 1906).

The text of the different rules is given in Serapio Legisla-
tiae Textus originales (Quaracchi, 1907); see also CAMBRAI
and F. B. B armies of St. Francis of Assisi; vita et mirac-
ula, etc., auctore Fr. Thoma de Celano, ed. E. d'ALENGON
(Paris, 1877); the Lives of St. Francis and the Rules of the
Poor of the Third Order of St. Francis, translated by Thos. of Celano (London, 1898); Tracti Societatis S. Fran-
cisci Legenda, ed. FALCOL (Foligno, 1898); SALTER, The Legend
of St. Francis of Assisi According to the Three Compendia (London, 1897);
BONAVENTURE, Legenda Major de Vida S. Francisci (Quaracchi,
self to the study of theology, and devoted the remainder of his life to missionary labours in his native town and vicinity. As missionary Blessed Francis has become a shining example to the preachers of the Seraphic Order. He was a man of prayer and untiring study. In accordance with the words of the rule, "Ut per examinata et constata orum eloquia", he was deeply convinced that the friars must announce to the faithful only well-grounded and authentic doctrine, in unambiguous and carefully sifted language. Ever mindful of this principle, Francis logically took a further step which has signalised him as a far-sighted and truly progressive member of his order. As a consequence of the extensive proportions theological studies had assumed since the time of St. Francis, the humble collections of biblical and patristic works, which were found in the early Franciscan communities, no longer met the demands of the student and preacher. Hence, Francis, heedless of any disapproving voice, promptly purchased with his father's money a handsome library, the first on an extended scale established in the order. He loved to call it the "best workshop in the convent", and its catalogue, mentioned by Wadding, contains numerous works of the Fathers, the masters of theology, biblical commentators, philosophers, mathematicians, and preachers, which shows that Francis was indeed, in this respect, quite abreast of his time. No wonder, then, that all his biographers in accord with Mark of Lisbon, who styles him a "most learned man and renowned preacher". The writings of Francis Venimbeni little has published. His "Chronica Marchiae et Fabriani", his "De veritate et excellencia Illuminantis S. Mariae de Portiuncula", and the "Opusculum de serie et gestis Ministrorum Generalium", all three probably forming one extensive chronicle, have unfortunately disappeared, save a few precious fragments bearing on the most salient questions of early Franciscan history. Besides several treatises of a philosophic, ascetical, and didactic character, he wrote an "Ars Predicantium", numerous "Sermons", and a beautiful elegy on the death of St. Bonaventure. Despite his literary pursuits and manifold missionary occupations, he found ample time for ascetical practices and works of an all-embracing charity. God testified to the sanctity of His servant by many signs and miracles. His cult was approved by Pius VI in 1775.

The biography of Blessed Francis was written by his nephew, Dominico Passi, and other contemporary writers. Wadding has collected and utilised their accounts for his Annales. Fullgam, Miscell. Francisc., X, 59 sq., enumerates the more recent biographers of F., and recommends especially two books by Lutich Tasso: Discorso laudatorio del B. Francesco Venimbeni da Fabriano (Fabriano, 1851), and Vite del B. Francesco da Fabriano (Fabriano, 1853). The latter contains a brief treatise by Francis, and his elegy on St. Bonaventure. Extracts from his Chronicle have been edited by Pongali, 69-75. Cf. de Clare, L'Auodle Stragh., tr. Lives of the Saints and Blessed of the three Orders of St. Francis (Taunton, 1882—), II, 171-175; Wadding, Annales (Rome, 1731—), III, 244, 245, IV, 276-278, 406, VI, 377-395;
Francis founded several new monasteries in Calabria and Sicily. He also established convents of nuns, and was the founder of the premonstratensians, a religious order for people living in the world, after the example of St. Francis of Assisi.

He had an extraordinary gift of prophecy: thus he foretold the capture of Otranto by the Turks in 1480, and its subsequent recovery by the King of Naples. Also he was gifted with discernment of consciences. In 1420, at a meeting of the consistory of Carpentras, he exposed the wickedness of a certain prelate. He rebuked the King of Naples for his ill-doing and in consequence suffered much persecution. When Louis XI was in his last illness he sent an embassy to Calabria to beg the saint to visit him. Francis refused to come nor could he be prevailed upon until the pope ordered him to go. He then went to the king at Plessis-les-Tours, and was with him at his death. Charles VIII, Louis’ successor, much admired the saint and during his reign kept him near the court and frequently consulted him. This king built a monastery for Minims at Plessis and another at Rome on the Pincian Hill. The regard in which Charles VIII held the saint was shared by Louis XII, who succeeded to the throne in 1498. Francis was now anxious to return to Italy, but the king would not permit him, not wishing to lose his counsels and direction. The last three months of his life he spent in entire solitude, preparing for death. On Maundy Thursday he deposited his will in the hands of a trusted layman, exhorting them especially to have mutual charity amongst themselves and to maintain the rigour of their life and in particular perpetual abstinence. The next day, Good Friday, he again called them together and gave them his last instructions and appointed a very general. He then received the last sacraments and asked to have the Passion according to St. John read out to him, and whilst this was being read, his soul passed away. Leo X canonized him in 1519. In 1662 the Huguenots broke into his tomb and found his body incorrupt. They dragged it forth and burnt it, but some of the bones were preserved by the Catholics and enshrined in various churches of his order.

The Order of Minims does not seem at any time to have been very extensive, but they had houses in many countries. The definitive rule was approved in 1506 by Julius II, who also approved a rule for the nunneries. The feast of St. Francis of Paula is kept by the universal Church on 2 April, the day on which he died.

Acta SS., 2 April; Lives by ROLLAND (Paris, 1874); FERRANTE (Naples, 1881); FRANZEN (Paris, 1893); New Butler, Lives of the Saints, 4 April; GYNT, Vie des saints (Paris, 1885). v. c. 

FATHER CUTHBERT.

Francis of Vittoria, Spanish theologian; b. about 1490, at Vittoria, province of Avila, in Old Castile; d. 12 August, 1546. While still young, he moved with his parents from their native city to Burgos, at that time the ordinary sojourn of the sovereigns of Castile. He received his early education in the schools of that place, and, on the completion of his academic studies, entered the Order of St. Dominic. While he devoted his energies to the study of the sacred sciences, the manifold virtues which made him ornament of the Church, to his order, and to the universities of Spain, he was assiduous in the practice of piety. After his religious profession he was sent to the convent of St. James in Paris, then the chief house of studies of the order and affiliated with the University of Paris, where he made the best use of the advantages hence to him in the promotion of his philosophical and theological studies. In 1516, he was appointed to teach in this convent, and it was here, in all probability, that he had for his pupil Dominic de Soto. In 1522, he returned to Spain and taught theology in the Dominican College of St. Gregory at Valladolid till 1525. He obtained the professorial chair of theology in the University of Salamanca where he held till 1544. The influence which Francis exerted directly in the University of Salamanca and indirectly through the universities of Alcalá, Valladolid, and others, forms an interesting chapter in the history of the Church. Scholasticism had lost its former prestige, and was passing through the most critical period in its history. The times had changed and it required a master to adapt speculative thought to the new conditions. The revival of theological activity in the Catholic universities of this period, consequent upon the doctrines of the reformers, and the development of theological speculation inspired Francis to inaugurate for the first time an effort to systematise scholastic philosophy, and to give to theological science a purer diction and an improved literary form. With foresight and ability he devoted all his energies to the undertaking, and his success is attested by the many excellent theological works that were produced in Spain during the sixteenth century. Among his discipulæ were Melchor Cano, Bartholomew de Martin, Dominico de Soto, and Martin de Ledesma, by whose efforts and that of the great Carmelite teachers a new zest was given to the study of St. Thomas, and by whose aid Francis was able to extend his influence to the other universities of Spain. He is justly styled the father of the Spanish Scholasticism. The philosophy of the new Scholasticism, his style, simple and un rhetorical, is the more noteworthy for having attained its simplicity in the golden age of Humanism. He left a large number of valuable manuscripts, but his only published work is the "Relectiones XII Theologices," 1505. The most important of his unpublished works is his "Commentaria in universam Summam S. Thomae."


JOSEPH SCHROEDER.

Francis Regis Clet, Blessed a Lazarist missionary in China; b. 1748, martyred, 18 Feb., 1829. His father was a merchant of Grenoble, in France, his mother’s name was Claudine Bourguy. He was the tenth of fifteen children. The family was deeply religious, several members of it having consecrated themselves to God. Francis attended the Jesuit college at Grenoble and afterwards entered the diocesan seminary which was in charge of the famous letters in French and Latin show a cultivated mind. On 6 Mar., 1769, he entered the novitate of the Congregation of the Mission or Lazarists, at Lyons. There he made his vows in 1771 and was ordained priest in 1773. The same year he went as professor of moral theology to the diocesan seminary at Amneville. His zeal and learning produced excellent fruits. In the sixteenth year of his stay at Amneville he was sent to Paris for the election of a superior general of the congregation. He did not return, for the new superior general appointed him director of the internal seminary at the most famous house in Paris. Scurvyly he was taken when the sack of St. Lazare, on the eve of the taking of the Bastille, scattered his flock. Many of the young men returned to the dismantled house the next day and gathered around their director, but the fury of the revolution prevented their remaining. It was at this period that his asceticism, his advantages herein, his superiety yielded to his desires, and he was sent to China in 1791. The first post assigned him was in Kiang-Si, one of the most destitute Christian settlements in China. He had great difficulty in acquiring the language, which he never fully mastered. The next year he was sent to Kiang-Ning where he laboured for 27 years. Death soon deprived him of his two brother priests,
and for several years he ministered alone to a vast district. In spite of difficulties, he succeeded in keeping up the fervour of the Christians and bringing many pagans into the fold. In July, 1812, his church and school-house were destroyed, but he escaped. In 1818 the persecution broke out again with renewed fury. In the course of a year a great many of the clergy were arrested from the searching parties, he was betrayed by a Chinese Christian, for the 1500 dollars set on his head, and was taken, June 1819. He had to undergo the greatest cruelty for five weeks, but not a word of complaint escaped him. Being transferred to another prison, he was treated more severely, but for three weeks he remained at liberty. At the end of this time, he was sent by the Bishop Chen, a Chinese Lazaarist, from whom he could receive the sacraments. On 1 Jan., 1820, however, sentence of death was passed on him. The execution took place, Feb. 18, 1820. He was tied to a stake erected like a cross, and was strangled to death, the rope having been relaxed twice to give him a three-fold death agony. He was beheaded by Pope Leo XIII, 27 May, 1900, and his feast day is on 17 February. His remains rest in the chapel of the mother house of the Lazaarists, in Paris. His holy life and death were the inspiration of Blessed John Gabriel Perboyre, also a Lazaarist, who took part in this foundation in 1840, and who, with his companions, prepared the definitive foundation of the Society of Jesus. The order was approved verbally 3 September, and before the written approbation was secured, which was not until a year later, Xavier was appointed, at the earnest solicitation of John III, King of Portugal, to evangelize the people of the East Indies. He left Rome 16 March, 1540, and reached Lisbon about June. Here he remained nine months, giving many admirable examples of apostolic zeal.

On 7 April, 1541, he embarked in a sailing vessel for India, and after a tedious and dangerous voyage landed at Goa, 6 May, 1542. The first five months he spent in preaching and ministering to the sick in the hospitals. He would go through the streets ringing a little bell and inviting the children to hear the word of God. When he had gathered a number, he would take them to a certain church and would there explain the catechism to them. About October, 1542, he started for the pearl fisheries of the extreme southern coast of the peninsula, desirous of restoring Christianity which, although introduced years before, had almost disappeared on account of the lack of priests. He devoted almost three years to the work of preaching to the people of the Western India, converting whole villages in his journeys even the Island of Ceylon. Many were the difficulties and hardships which Xavier had to encounter at this time, sometimes on account of the cruel persecutions which some of the petty kings of the country carried on against the neophytes, and again because the Portuguese soldiers, who were responsible for the work of the saint, retarded it by their bad example and vicious habits.

In the spring of 1545 Xavier started for Malacca. He laboured there for the last three months of that year, and although he reaped an abundant spiritual harvest, he was not able to root out an important but pernicious evil and was conscious that many sinners had resisted his efforts to bring them back to God. About January, 1546, Xavier left Malacca and went to the Molucca Islands, where the Portuguese had some settlements, and for a year and a half he preached the Gospel to the inhabitants of Ambon, Ternate, Tidore, and other lesser islands which it was difficult to identify. It is claimed by some that during this expedition he landed on the Island of Mindanoa, and for this reason St. Francis Xavier has been called the first Apostle of the Philippines. But although this statement is made by some writers of the seventeenth century, and in the Bull of canonization issued in 1625, it is said that he preached the Gospel in Mindanoa, up to the present time it has not been proved absolutely
that St. Francis Xavier ever landed in the Philippines.

By July, 1547, he was again in Malacca. Here he met a Japanese called Anger (Han-Sir), from whom he obtained much information about Japan. His zeal was at once aroused by the idea of introducing Christ there, but for the time being the affairs of the Society demanded his presence at Goa, whither he went, taking Anger with him. During the six years that Xavier had been working among the infidels, other Jesuit missionaries had arrived at Goa, sent from Europe by St. Ignatius; moreover some who had been in that country had already been received by the Society. In 1548 Xavier sent these missionaries to the principal centres of India, where he had established missions, so that the work might be preserved and continued. He also established a novitiate and house of studies, and having received into the Society Father Cosme de Torres, a Spanish priest whom he had met in the Moluccas, he started with him and Brother Juan Fernández for Japan towards the end of June, 1549. The Japanese Anger, who had been baptized at Goa and given the name of Pablo de Santa Fé, accompanied them.

They landed at the city of Kagoshima in Japan, 15 Aug., 1549. The entire first year was devoted to learning the Japanese language and translating into Japanese, with the help of Pablo de Santa Fé, the principal articles of faith and short treatises which were to be employed in preaching and catechizing. When he was about to leave himself, Xavier began preaching, and made some converts, but these aroused the ill will of the bonzes, who had him banished from the city.

Leaving Kagoshima about August, 1550, he penetrated to the centre of Japan, and preached the Gospel in some of the cities of southern Japan. Towards the end of this year he reached Muso, then the principal city of Japan, but he was unable to make any headway here because of the dissensions then ruling the country. He retraced his steps to the centre of Japan, and during 1551 preached in some important cities, forming the nucleus of several Christian communities, which in time increased with extraordinary rapidity.

After working about two years and a half in Japan he left this mission in charge of Father Cosme de Torres and Brother Juan Fernández, and returned to Goa, arriving there at the beginning of 1552. Here domestic troubles awaited him. Certain disagreements between the superior, who had been in charge of the missions, and the rector of the college, had to be adjusted. This, however, being arranged, Xavier turned his thoughts to China, and began to plan an expedition there. During his stay in Japan he had heard much of the Celestial Empire, and though he probably had not formed a proper estimate of its extent, yet, he nevertheless understood how wide a field it afforded for the spread of the light of the Gospel.

With the help of friends he arranged a commission or embassy to the Sovereign of China, obtained from the Viceroy of India the appointment of ambassador, and in April, 1552, he left Goa. At Malacca the party encountered difficulties because the influential Portuguese disapproved of the expedition, but Xavier knew how to overcome this opposition, and in the autumn he arrived in a Portuguese vessel at the small island of Sancian near the coast of China. While planning the best means for reaching the mainland, he was taken ill, and as the movement of the vessel seemed to aggravate his condition, he was removed to the land, where a rude hut had been built to shelter him. In these wretched surroundings he breathed his last.

It is truly a matter of wonder that one man in the short space of ten years (6 May, 1542—2 Dec., 1552) could have visited so many countries, traversed so many seas, preached the Gospel to so many nations, and converted so many infidels. The incomparable apostolic zeal which animated him, and the stupendous miracles which God wrought through him, explain this marvel, which has no equal elsewhere. The list of the principal miracles may be found in the Bull of canonization. St. Francis Xavier is considered the greatest missionary since the time of the Apostles, and the zeal he displayed in his work, the success he achieved, the number of souls he brought to the light of the true Faith, entitle him to this distinction.

He was canonized with St. Ignatius in 1622, although on account of the death of Gregory XV, the Bull of canonization was not published until the following year.

The body of the saint is still enshrined at Goa in the church which formerly belonged to the Society. In 1614 by order of Claudius Acquaviva, General of the Society of Jesus, the right arm was severed at the elbow and conveyed to Rome, where the present altar was erected to receive it in the church of the Gesù.

Antonio Astúria.

Franck, Kaspar, theologian and controversialist; b. at Ortrand, Saxony, 2 Nov., 1543; d. at Ingolstadt, 25 Jan., 1598. He was educated in the monasteries of the Cistercian order, received early religious instruction filled him with enthusiasm for the new doctrine. His earnest desire for the conversion of his country led him to choose the ministry as his field of labour, and such was his zeal and success as a preacher that Count Ladislaus of Haag, who had but recently introduced the reformed faith into his province, invited him to his court. The premature death, however, of Ladislaus prevented Franck from carrying out the proposed plans of reform. Duke Albert, the successor of Ladislaus, resolved to restore the Catholic religion, and to that end called to his assistance the famous convert and preacher, Martin Eisengrein. His intercourse with Eisengrein soon led Franck to see the errors of the new creed. In 1566, he matriculated at the University of Ingolstadt, devoted himself to the study of the Fathers and the early Christian Church, and on 25 Jan., 1568, made a formal profession of the Catholic Faith. Albert, recognizing him as a man of great usefulness in reclaiming to the Faith many strayed souls, obtained from Pius V a dispensation to have him ordained a priest. Before beginning his missionary labours, he published a work setting forth the reasons and justification of his return to the ancient faith; "Clarif vnd Grintlichke vssel..." (Ingolstadt, 1568). His labours in Haag and Kralisburg were crowned with success. In 1572, he became a canon of Ingolstadt, pursuing his theological studies, and the following year he was appointed its rector, where he again held later for several consecutive terms. On the occasion of the General Jubilee in 1575, he set out for Rome, won at Siena the doctorate in theology, and shortly afterwards Gregory XIII confered upon him the title of Prothonotary. He died in the city of Constance, to which place he had retired, 5 Jan., 1598. His virtud, erudition, zeal, and power of penetration place him on the long list of learned men who directed the destiny of the University of Ingolstadt during the sixteenth century. His polemical writings manifest earnest and painstaking labour and an intimate familiarity with patristic literature. Most important works may be mentioned: "Brevis et Pia Institutio de puro verbo Dei et claris S. Evangelii luce" (Ingolstadt, 1571); "Tractatus de ordinaria..."
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, however, when Western Germany repeatedly became the scene of French invasions, Frank's business interests suffered severely. It was then that his attention was turned in a wholly new direction. At the shop of a business friend named Wirth he met an Englishman named James Hutton, who told him that he had bought a fragment of coloured glass for what seemed to Frank a large sum. On inquiry he found that the high price paid was due to the fact that the art of painting in glass which had been coloured while molten—an art which had produced so many of the magnificent church and palace windows during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance—had been entirely lost during the eighteenth century. Frank determined to recover the lost secret of this art. Unaided and untaught, he toiled for several years to accomplish his purpose; his savings fast disappeared, and his success seemed more and more doubtful. His friends expressed fears that he would become a financial and mental wreck, and urged him to give up his fruitless efforts. But Frank persevered, and in 1804 there came a turn in his fortunes. He had found at last the method of producing coloured glass which he had so long sought. His first commission was to paint the coat of arms of the Rhenish Count of his chapel at Frankfort, for his chapel at the Mainzer Dom. When this glass-painting was seen by the travelling agent of a London art house named Rauh, a Nuremberger like Frank himself, he recognized at once that Frank's work was practically the same as the ancient glass-painting, the secret of which had been lost. He hastened to Nuremberg, saw Frank, and made business arrangements with him. Frank now made several hundred pieces for the English market, some of which made their way to Philadelphia and Baltimore. But the disappearance of Rauh in 1807 put an end to Frank's prosperity and might have had serious consequences had not King Maximilian I of Bavaria become the artist's patron (1808). So favourable was the impression made on the king by Frank's execution of the royal Bavarian coat of arms that the monarch not only paid him generously, but turned over to him for factory purposes the building called the Zwinger, in Nuremberg. Henceforth Frank produced many things for King Maximilian, such as an Order of the Iron Cross, a Coronation, after Heinrich Goltzius; the "Nativity", after Bolswert; the "Passion", six parts after Lucas van Leyden; the "Magi", after Rubens; the "Judgment of Solomon", after Raphael; the "Magi", after Rubens. For King Louis I, also, Frank executed many things, especially the glass decorations of the cathedral of Ratibon.

In 1818 Maximilian appointed Frank painter in glass at the royal porcelain factory in Munich, with a salary of 800 florins annually. When, in 1827, Maximilian's successor established the royal institute for glass-painting, Frank was entrusted with all the arrangements and with the technical management, particularly with the preparation of the colours to be used and the manufacture of the coloured glass plates. He was also charged with instructing assistants in the secrets of his craft. Here he worked until 1840 when he retired with an annual pension of 1,200 florins.

He was the father of many children, of whom the most prominent is the well-known historical painter Julius Frank. Among his friends were the great physicist Fraunhofer and the Viennese glass-painter Mohn, who bore enthusiastic testimony to the excellence of Frank's colouring, especially his reds and his flesh colours immediate, and others.

Mitteilungen des Verbandes deutscher Glasmaler (Munich, 1907); von Schaden in his Skizzen (Munich, 1829).

FRANKENBURG, JOHANN HEINRICH, Graf von, Archbishop of Mechlin (Malines), Primate of Belgium, and cardinal; b. 18 September, 1726, at Gross-Cgogau,
Silesia; d. at Breda, 11 June, 1804. He belonged to an ancient family devotedly attached to the House of Hapsburg, and which remained so after the conquest of Silesia by Frederick II (1740). Although he was the sole male heir of his family and assured of the protection of the Empress Maria Theresa, he decided, when quite young, to become a priest. He attended the Jesuit college of his native city, went later to the University of Breslau, and thence to the German College at Rome, where he obtained the degrees of Doctor of Theology, and of Canon Law, and was ordained a priest 10 August, 1749. On his return to Austria, he was made coadjutor to the Bishop of Görz in Carnia (1754), dean of the collegiate church of All Saints at Prague (1754), later of that of Sts Cosmas and Damian at Alt-Bunzlau in Bohemia (1756), and finally Archbishop of Mechlin and primate of the Austrian Low Countries on 27 May, 1759. In this exalted post, as in those which he had previously occupied, his life was an example of every private and public virtue. It was not long before he was called on to defend the dignity and independence of his office against the Austrian Government, which, even under Maria Theresa, was foreshadowing the petty tyranny of Joseph II. Despite his great devotion to Maria Theresa, he could not tolerate the infamous exactions of her ministers, who wished him to grant Lenten dispensations according to their pleasure, and interfered in the most annoying manner in matters that pertained exclusively to ecclesiastical jurisdiction. He enjoyed, however, the personal favour of the Emperor, who sought to attach him also to the See of Vienna, and in 1778 exerted herself to the uttermost to obtain for him the cardinal’s hat. The situation changed with the accession of Joseph II, a disciple of the “philosophers” and imbued with the principles of an “enlightened despotism”. This emperor bore that politico-ecclesiastical system, known as Josephinism, which meant subordinating the absolute supremacy of the State. Each imperial encroachment on the inalienable rights of the Church was opposed by Frankenberg with commendable fortitude, and yet in a gentle manner and with such respect for the civil authority that the cardinal brought upon himself the bitter reproaches of such unflinching zealots as the ex-Jesuits, Feller and Deyoaray. His protests, however, were met by the Government in an ill-humoured and disingenuous way. It affected, indeed, to pay no attention to them. The most serious of the conflicts was that which broke out with the General Seminary in Vienna in 1786 by the emperor, and to which he ordered the bishops to send their students, closing at the same time their diocesan seminaries. The heretical teaching of the professors in this new institution, and the avowed purpose of using it as an instrument of ecclesiastical reform and a weapon against “ultramontanism”, soon provoked among the students an agitation that ended in a general dispersion. The irritated emperor, forthwith, summoned the cardinal to Vienna to intimidate him by means, as he wrote to Kaunitz, of those vigorous and unanswerable arguments of which you know so well how to make use”. Ill, bereft of his advisers, threatened with indefinite detention at a great distance from his diocese; reared, moreover, in those principles of respect for the sovereign power, which to us seem so exaggerated, the cardinal consented to sign a rather equivocal declamation, in which he stated that he was convinced of his obligation to conform to the imperial decrees “relative to the General Seminary”, but reserved to himself the right to appeal to the emperor in cases where the eternal salvation of souls appeared to him to be imperilled.

On his return to Belgium, Frankenberg regained his former energy. He felt himself upheld by the ardent Catholic spirit of the nation, and announced to the Government that his conscience would not permit him to concur in the establishment of the General Seminary. Despite all threats, he henceforth remained firm. The emperor called on him to express his opinion on the doctrines then taught at the General Seminary, whereupon the cardinal condemned them as denying the Dogma of the Immaculate Conception, which created a profound impression throughout Belgium. The country was already disturbed by insurrectionary movements, and the Government was obliged to close the General Seminary. It was too late, however, to repress the rebellious agitation. The Government sought, therefore, to make the cardinal personally responsible for the disorders that had taken place under his auspices. From his place of refuge, the cardinal protested against the accusation: “I take heaven and earth to witness”, said he, “that I have had no share or influence whatever in this insurrection. The entire Netherlands will bear witness to this fact and do me justice in this respect.” The Government, finding it necessary to abandon the criminal process it had begun against the cardinal, exhibited a conciliatory temper. In the meantime, however, the revolution broke out. The new administration found him friendly, and he was henceforth officially a member of that body, and of the Council of State; he was engaged in purely political discussions and confined himself to recommending political union. He received with submission and respect the re-establishment of the Austrian Government, to which he had always been attached. On the arrival of the French he had to do with a new regime. The Church, however, was not unprovided for, and the Government wished to grant him in compensation for the suppression of his revenue, declared his opposition to the oath exacted of the clergy, and was finally brutally expelled from Belgium (1797). He retired to Emmerich in Prussia, where, aged, sick, and poor, he lived on the charity of his flock, and continued to warm his countrymen against the “principle of separation”—the doctrine of the supremacy of the State. In deference to the pope’s request and to render possible the execution of the concordat, he resigned, 20 November, 1801, the Archbishopric of Mechlin. Driven from Emmerich by the invading Prussians at the instance of the French Government, which affected to regard him as a conspirator, he retired to Borken in the territory of Munster (1801), and, after the suppression of this principality, to Breda, where he died. His courage, self-abnegation, and saving of the patrimony of faith, founded on the inspiration of the apostle, made him one of the noblest figures of the Catholic episcopate during the eighteenth century.

Claud. Histoire des Archevêques de Malines (Louvain, 1891); Verhasselt, Le Cardinal de Frankenbourg, archeveque de Malines (Bruges, Lille, 1890).

Godfried Kurth.

Frankfort, Council of, convened in the summer of 794, "by the grace of God, authority of the pope, and command of Charlemagne" (can. 1), and attended by the bishops of the Frankish kingdom, Italy, and the province of Aquitania, and even by ecclesiastics from England. The council was summoned primarily for the condemnation of Adoptionism (c. 7). According to the testimony of contemporaries two papal legates were present, Theophylact and Stephen, representing Pope Adrian I. After an allocation by Charlemagne, the bishops drew up two memorials against the Adoptionists, one containing arguments from papal privilege, the other arguments from Scripture. The first was the "Libellus sacrorum disciplinarum", written by Paulinus, Patriarch of Aquileia, in the name of the Italian bishops; the second was the "Epistola Synodica", addressed to the bishops of Spain by those of Germany, Gaul, and Aquitania. In the first of its fifty-six canons the council condemned Adoptionism, and in the second repudiated the Sec-
Frankfort-on-the-Main, formerly the scene of the election and coronation of the German emperors, is situated in the administrative district of Wiesbaden, in the Prussian province of Hesse-Nassau; it lies on both sides of the Main, twenty-four miles above its confluence with the Rhine at Mainz. On 1 December, 1905, the city had a population of 334,979, of whom 105,814 were Catholics, and 23,475 Jews. Frankfort is partly under the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the Diocese of Limburg, and partly under that of Fulda. For the care of souls, the city is divided into six parishes; of these the city-parish proper is subdivided into six independent ecclesiastical districts, and one curacy; the Catholic soldiers have a military church of their own. Of the twenty-five Catholic churches and chapels in Frankfort, the most important is the cathedral of St. Bartholomew, in which the elections and coronations of the German emperors were held; it stands on the site formerly occupied by the church of the Saviour (Salvatorkirche), which was built by Louis the German (850-75), and rebuilt in 1239, in Gothic style, and the name changed to St. Bartholomew. Between 1315 and 1338 the choir was remodelled, and the transept in 1346; the famous tower (Pfarrturm) was added between 1415 and 1512. After the conflagration of 1867, the whole church was restored by Denzinger, the architect of the Ratisbon cathedral (1869-80), and the tower completed. (See "Der Kaiserpalast zu Frankfurt a. M.", Frankfurt, 1907.) Noteworthy also are the church of St. Leonard, a Gothic hall church (i.e. with aisles, but without clerestories), with five naves, erected between the thirteenth and the sixteenth century; the church of the Teutonic Knights (Deutschordenskirche), dedicated in 1309, rebuilt 1748-50, and restored 1883; and the Gothic church of Our Lady (Liebfrauenkirche), built 1235-1509. The care of souls is in charge of 31 secular priests. The religious orders and congregations represented in the city are: Capuchins (5 fathers and 3 brothers), Brothers of Mercy, Ursulines, Handmaids of Christ, and Sisters of the Poor of St. Francis from the mother-house at Aachen. The Catholic schools include 1 high school for boys, 2 high schools for girls, 1 institute for teachers, 8 elementary schools, 3 homes for children, 5 knitting- and sewing-schools. Of the 10 Catholic benevolent institutions and foundations, mention may be made of the almshouse (founded 1593), the Catholic home for girls, the working-women's home, and the children's home; among the hospitals under Catholic direction are that of the Brothers of Mercy, the hospice of the Brothers of Mercy, and the hospital of St. Elizabeth, under the Sisters of Mercy.

LEO A. KELLY.

Frankfort-on-the-Main (1415-1512)

Cathedral of St. Bartholomew, Frankfort-on-the-Main

Pfarrturm (1415-1512)

Frankfort received a powerful impetus; the Frankfort fair became one of the most important of Germany; the city gradually acquired control of the territory round about, and played an important role in the political struggles, particularly as a member of the Confederation of the Rhine. Louis the Bavarian (1014-47), whom Frankfort supported in the Holy See, notwithstanding a papal interdict, granted the city important prerogatives. The Golden Bull of Charles IV (1346-78) constituted Frankfort the legal electoral city of the German emperors; the city had already been the scene of the election of ten monarchs, between 1147 and 1306. After 1336 thirty-seven German emperors were elected at Frankfort,

Saalhof, Frankfort-on-the-Main
where, after Maximilian II, the coronation ceremony also took place, instead of at Aachen. A celebrated description of this ceremony is to be found in Goethe’s “Wahlverwandtschaft” (14 July, 1831). The unfortunate difficulties between Frankfurt and the electoral princes of the Palatinate and the nobles of the vicinity, in 1389, reduced the city to great straits, but could not shatter its power. Internal dissensions, like the insurrection of the guilds (1358–60) and the uprisings between 1405 and 1408, were finally brought to an end by the victory of the ruling families.

The Reformation found speedy acceptance among the majority of the city council and the middle classes, chiefly owing to the strained relations which the unjust distribution of taxes brought about between the clergy and people. In 1525 the document known as the “Kaufbrief” was formally issued in Frankfurt for the first time; in 1533, by command of the council, Catholic services were entirely suspended for some time; finally, after 1548, of the three Catholic chapters only that of St. Bartholomew, with the cathedral, remained in possession of the Catholics. On the defeat of the Smalkaldic League (1546), which Frankfurt had joined in 1536, the city was forced to surrender to an imperial army and pay 80,000 gold gulden. During the revolt of Maurice of Saxony (1552) against Charles V, Frankfurt supported the emperor and withstood a siege by his enemies. During the succeeding decades the city gained in prosperity and lost in prestige. A serious danger, however, menaced it in the revolt of the middle classes against the misrule of the patricians (1612–16), headed by the pastry-cook and gingerbread-baker, Vincenz Fettmilch. This shook the city government to its very foundations, and only ended with the decapitation of seven of the leaders, and the victory of the ruling families who retained their supremacy until the dissolution of the German Empire. During the Thirty Years War the citizens were decimated by famine and plague, particularly in 1635, and the city suffered severely from Louis XIV’s wars of conquest. Frankfurt was invested by the French (1795–62) during the Seven Years War, and likewise during the Revolutionary period (1792 and 1795). By the Imperial Delegates Enactment (1803) Frankfurt was declared a free neutral city of the empire, and at the same time all monasteries, with the exception of the property of the Teutonic Knights, were secularized. The secularization of the German Empire, the city was granted to Karl Dalberg, previously Elector of Mainz, and in 1810 was made the capital of the Grand Duchy of Frankfurt. Under Dalberg’s mild rule, Christians of all denominations were granted equal recognition, and the city was marked by municipal emancipation. The Jews. The Vienna Congress made Frankfurt a free imperial city of the new German Confederation and the seat of the Federal Diet, which meant for the city great political prestige and brilliant possibilities from a social point of view. Beginning in 1818 various conceptions were held at Frankfurt to make some arrangement with the Holy See for the ecclesiastical reorganization of the states represented; these were Baden, Württemberg, Hesse-Cassel, Hesse-Darmstadt, Nassau, Frankfurt, Hohenzollern-Hechingen, Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, and others. Negotiations covering several years finally resulted in the erection of the province of the Upper Rhine (Oberreinische Kirchenprovinz). The Frankfort Riot of 1833 presented some serious aspects for the city; the proceedings of the Federal Diet against the press and the whole system of unions and associations gave rise to a revolutionary movement, which the Diet undertook to suppress. As a result of the discussions in town, the city had to maintain, at its own expense, a Prusso-Austrian garrison from 1833 to 1842. In 1848–49 Frankfurt was the seat of the Vorparliament (a provisional assembly preparatory to the National Assembly) and the German National Assembly, and in 1863 of the German Fürstenblatt (Diet of Princes).

Frankfort having voted in the Federal Diet against the “Metternich Laws,” and the city was invested by the Prussians and condemned to pay a heavy fine, and on 8 October was annexed to the Prussian Monarchy. At Frankfort the peace between France and Germany was signed, 10 May, 1871. Under Prussian rule the city has attained a high commercial and industrial importance.

Ritter, Evangelisches Denkmal der Stadt Frankfurt am Main (Frankfort, 1790; Kirschner, Gesch. der Stadt Frankfurt (Frankfort, 1807–10); von Richard, Entstehung der Reichsstadt Frankfurt (Frankfort, 1819); Krämer, Frankfurter Bürgerweise und Zustände im M. A. (Frankfort, 1862); Index, von Frankfurt a. M. (Frankfort, 1872); Hefte Reichsrepräsentanten, 1789–1867, part III (Freiburg, 1863–75); Frankfurt und seine Bauten herausgegeben von Architektenverein, 1856–69; Veröffentlichungen von Frankfurt a. M. im 11. und 12. Jahrh. (Tübingen, 1888); Wanner und Dreieck, Zeitschr. f. Gesch. und Altertumskunde in Frankfurt a. M. (Frankfort, 1892); Horne, Geschichte von Frankfurt a. M., (Frankfort, 1862); Böckler-Lau, Codex diplomaticus Francofurtanus (vol. II, 1905); Archiv für Frankfurts Gesch. und Kunst (Frankfort); Mitteilungen des Vereins für Gesch. und Altertumskunde in Frankfurt a. M. (Frankfort, 1860–).

JOSEPH LINS.

**Franks.** The, were a confederation formed in Western Germany of a certain number of ancient barbarian tribes who occupied the right shore of the Rhine and formed their names, and from them, by Roman historians in connexion with a battle fought against this people about the year 241. In the third century some of them crossed the Rhine and settled in Belgic Gaul on the banks of the Meuse and the Scheldt, and the Romans had endeavoured to expel them from the territory. One such chief was Cherusus and his descendants continued the struggle, and, although Julian the Apostate inflicted a serious defeat on them in 359, he did not succeed in exterminating them, and eventually Rome was satisfied to make them her more or less faithful allies. After their overthrow by Julian the Apostate, the Franks of Belgium, becoming powerful settlers, appear to have given the empire no further trouble, satisfied with having found shelter and sustenance on Roman soil. They even espoused Rome’s cause during the great invasion of 466, but were overpowered by the ruthless hordes who devastated Belgium and overran Gaul and a part of Italy and Spain. They were not allowed to remain under the control of Rome and passed under the rule of the Franks.

When they first attracted attention in history the Franks were established in the northern part of Belgic Gaul, in the districts where their Germanic allies had been placed as a Christianization of the country, whose chief town was Disburgum, which is perhaps Tongres, and that they were under a family of kings distinguished by their long hair, which they allowed to flow over their shoulders, while the other Frankish warriors had the back of the head shaved. This family was known as the Merovingians, from the name of one of its members, to whom national tradition had ascribed a sea-god as ancestor. Clodion, the first king of this dynasty known to history, began his series of conquests in Northern Gaul about the year 430. He penetrated as far as Artois, but was driven back by Aetius, who seems to have succeeded in keeping Rome on friendly terms with Rome. In fact, it seems that his son Meroveus fought with the Romans against Attila on the Mauriac plains. Childeric, son of Meroveus, also served the empire under Count Agidius and subsequently under Count Paul, whom he assisted in repelling the Saxons from Angers. Childeric died at Tournai, his capital, and had been succeeded by his son Chlothar in 563 (Cochet, Le tombeau de Childéric, Paris, 1859). But Childeric did not transmit to his son Clovis, who succeeded him in 481, the entire inheritance left by Clodion. The latter seems to have reigned over all the
Ois-Rhenish Franks, and the monarchy was divided among his descendants, although the exact time of the division is not known. There were now two Frankish groups: the Ripuarians, who occupied the banks of the Rhine and whose kings resided at Cologne, and the Salians who had established themselves in the Low Countries. The Salians did not form a single kingdom; besides the Kingdom of Tournai there were kingdoms with centers at Cambrai and Tongres. Their sovereignty was challenged by the Ripuarian allies, who called themselves the Merovingian family and seem to have been descended from Clodion.

When Clovis began to reign in 481, he was, like his father, King of Tournai only, but at an early date he began his career of conquest. In 496 he overthrew the Visigoths, and in 501 he took possession of the Salian Kingdoms of Cambrai and Tongres. In 496 he triumphantly repelled an invasion of the Alamanni; in 500 he interposed in the war of the Burgundian king; in 506 he conquered Aquitaine; and at length he annexed the Ripaurian Kingdom of Cologne. Henceforth Gaul, from the Pyrenees to the Rhine, was subject to Clovis, with the exception of the territory in the south-east, i.e., the kingdom of the Burgundians and Provence. Established at Paris, Clovis governed this kingdom by virtue of an agreement concluded with the bishops of Gaul. The people of Gaul, whether natives or barbarians, were to be on terms of equality, and all cause of friction between the two races was removed when, in 496, the king was converted to Catholicism. The Frankish kingdom thenceforward took its place in history under more promising conditions than were to be found in any other state founded upon the ruins of the Roman Empire. All free men bore the title of Frank, had the same political status, and were eligible to the same offices. Besides, each individual observed the law of the people among whom he belonged; the Gallo-Roman lived according to the Roman code, the barbarian according to the Salian or Ripaurian law; in other words, the law was personal, not territorial. If there were any privileges they belonged to the Gallo-Romans, who, in the beginning were the only ones on whom the episcopal dignity was conferred. The king governed the provinces through his counts, and had a considerable voice in the selection of the emperor. The succession of the Salian Law (Les Saliques) which seems to date from the early part of the reign of Clovis, and the Council of Orleans, convoked by him and held in the last year of his reign, prove that the legislative activity of this king was not eclipsed by his military energy (see Clovis). Although founder of a kingdom destined to such a brilliant future, Clovis did not know how to shield it against a custom in vogue among the barbarians, i.e., the division of power among the sons of the king. This custom originated in the pagan idea that all kings were intended to reign because they were descended from the gods. Divine right to the throne means divine right to the land of the nation, therefore, being a king by birth, must have his share of the kingdom. This view, incompatible with the formation of a powerful, durable monarchy, had been vigorously rejected by Gereric the Vandal, who, to secure the indivisibility of his kingdom, had established in his family a certain order of succession. Either because he died suddenly or for some other reason, Clovis took no measures to abolish this custom, which continued among the Franks until the middle of the ninth century and, more than once, endangered their nationality.

After the death of Clovis, therefore, his four sons divided the kingdom, each reigning from a different centre: Thierry at Metz, Clodomir at Orleans, Childebert at Paris, and Childebert at Soissons. They continued the career of conquest inaugurated by their father and, in spite of the frequent discords that divided them, augmented the estates he had left them. The principal events of their reign were: (1) The destruction of the Kingdom of Thuringia by Thierry in 531, which extended Frankish power from the Rhine to the Elbe; the latter is now Germany; (2) the conquest of the Kingdom of the Burgundians by Childebert and Clotaire in 532, after their brother Clodomir had perished in a previous attempt to overthrow it in 524; (3) the cession of Provence to the Franks by the Ostrogoths in 536, on condition that they should be left alone; and (4) the war just declared against them by Emperor Justinian. But instead of helping the Ostrogoths, the Franks under Theudebert, son of Thierry, taking shameful advantage of this oppressed people, cruelly pillaged Italy until the bands under the command of Leuthar, led by Bouillardon, by Normandy, had repelled the Franks. The death of Theudebert, in 548, was soon followed by that of his son Theobald, in 555, and by the death of Childebert in 558, Clotaire I, the last of the four brothers, becoming sole heir to the estate of his father, Clovis. Clotaire reduced the Saxons and Bavarians to a state of vassalage, and died in 561 leaving four sons; once more the monarchy was divided, being partitioned in about the same way as on the death of Clovis in 511: Gontran reigned at Orleans, Charibert at Paris, Sigebert at Reims, and Chilpéric at Soissons. Charibert’s death in 567 and the division of his estate occasioned quarrels between Chilpéric and Sigebert, already at odds. Sigebert, in the account of things given by his bishop of Orleans, who had been satisfied to marry serving-women, Chilpéric had won the hand of the beautiful Brunehilde, daughter of Athanagild, King of the Visigoths. Chilpéric had followed Sigebert’s example by marrying Galewinda, Brunehilde’s sister, but at the instigation of his mistress, Fredegonda, he soon had Galewinda assassinated and placed Fredegonda upon the throne. Brunehilde’s determination to avenge the death of her sister involved in bitter strife not only the two women but their husbands. In 575 Sigebert, who was repeatedly provoked by Chilpéric, took the field, resolved to bring the quarrel to a conclusion. Chilpéric, already banished from his kingdom, had taken refuge behind the walls of Tournai, whence he had no hope of escape, when, just as Sigebert’s soldiers were about to raise him to the throne, he was felled by assassins sent by Fredegonda. Immediately the aspect of affairs changed: Brunehilde, humiliated and taken prisoner, was released only with the promise of the most thrilling adventures, while Fredegonda and Chilpéric exulted in their triumph. The rivalry between the two kingdoms, henceforth known respectively as Austrasia (Kingdom of the East) and Neustria (Kingdom of the West), only grew fiercer. Gontran’s kingdom continued to be called Burgundy. First the nobles of Austrasia and then Brunehilde, who had become regent, led the campaign against Chilpéric, who perished in 584 at the hand of an assassin. The murderer could not be ascertained. During this period of intestine strife, King Gontran was vainly endeavoring to wrest Sigebert’s son, Gontro, from his father, and as to defend himself against the pretender Gondowald, the natural son of Clotaire I, who, aided by the nobles, tried to seize part of the kingdom, but fell in the attempt. When Gontro died in 592, his inheritance passed to Childebert II, son of Sigebert and Brunehilde, and after this king’s death in 606 his states were divided between his sons: Childebert II taking Austrasia, and Thierry II Burgundy. In 600 and 604 the two brothers united their forces against Clotaire II, son of Chilpéric and Fredegonda, and reduced him to the condition of a petty king. Soon, however, jealousy sprang up between the two brothers, they waged war against each other, and each other, when defeated, was killed. The victorious Thierry was about to inflict a like fate on Clotaire II, but died in 613, being still young and undoubtedly the victim of the excesses that had shortened the careers of most of the
Merovingian princes. Brunehilde, who, throughout the reigns of her son and grandsons, had been very influential in affairs of the Frankish nobility, died in 613. Her grandson, Sigebert II, and the government of the two kingdoms. But the earlier struggle between monarchical absolutism and the independence of the Frankish nobility now broke out with tragic violence. It had long been latent, but the sight of a woman exercising actual power caused it to break forth with boundless fury. The Frankish nobles, eager to repeat the fate of the Thuringians, joined with Clotaire II, King of Neustria, who took possession of the kingdoms of Burgundy and Austrasia. The children of Thierry II were slain. Brunehilde, who fell into the hands of the victor, was tied to the tail of a wild horse and perished (613). She had succeeded in imposing a despotic government on a people who chafed under government of any kind. Her punishment was a frightful death and the cruel calumnies with which her conquerors blackened her memory.

The nobles had triumphed. They dictated to Clotaire II the terms of victory and he accepted them in the celebrated edict of 614, at least a partial capitulation of Frankish royalty to the nobility. The king promised to withdraw his counts from the provinces under his rule, i.e., he was virtually to abandon these parts to the nobles, who were also to have a voice in the selection of prime ministers and other officials, "major domiaces," as he was then called. He likewise promised to abolish the new taxes and to respect the immunity of the clergy, and not to interfere in the elections of bishops. He had also to continue Austrasia and Neustria as separate governments. Thus ended the conflict between the Frankish aristocracy and the monarchical power; with its close began a new period in the history of the Merovingian monarchy. As time went on royalty had to reckon more and more with the aristocracy. The Merovingian dynasty, traditionally accustomed to absolutism, and incapable of altering its point of view, was gradually deprived of all exercise of authority by the triumphant nobility. In the shadow of the throne the new power continued to grow rapidly, became the successful rival of the royal house, and finally supplanted it. The great power of the aristocracy was vested in the "major of the palace" (major domus), originally the chief of the royal household under the Merovingians, who in the ninth century acquired steadily greater importance until he came to share the royal prerogative, and eventually reached the exalted position of prime minister to the sovereign. The indifference of the latter, usually more absorbed in his pleasures than in public affairs, favoured the emergence of the "major," and this office finally became the hereditary right of one family, which was destined to replace the Merovingians and become the national dynasty of the Franks. Such then were the transformations which occurred in the political life of the Franks after the downfall of Brunehilde and during the reign of Clotaire II (614-29). While Brunehilde lived, Neustria was called in, as has been said, to give Austrasia a separate government; his son Dagobert becoming its king, with Arnulf of Muts as councillor and Pepin of Landen as mayor of the palace (623). These two men were the ancestors of the Carolingian family. Arnulf was Bishop of Muts, though resident at court, but in 627 he resigned his episcopal see and retired into monastic solitude at Remiremont, where he died in the odor of sanctity. Pepin, incorrectly called of Landen (since it was only in the twelfth century that the chronicles of Brabant began to associate him with that locality), was a great lord from Eastern Belgium. With Arnulf he had been at the head of the Austrasian opposition to Brunehilde.

On the death of Clotaire II, Dagobert I, his only heir, re-established the unity of the Frankish monarchy and took up his residence in Paris, as Clovis had done in the past. He too was soon forced to give Austrasia a separate government, which he confined to his cousin and successor, Sigebert, cousin of his predecessor. As Sigebert's councillor and Adalgis, son of Arnulf of Muts, was a son-in-law of Pepin, as mayor of the palace. Pepin, who had lost royal favour, was temporarily deprived of any voice in the government. The reign of Dagobert I was one of such great pomp and outward show, that contemporaries compared it to that of Solomon; however, it marked the end of the power of the Franks. They subdued, it is true, the small nations of the Bretons and Basques, but were themselves beaten by the Frankish merchant Samo, who had created a Slavonic kingdom on their eastern confines. Dagobert relieved the situation only by exterminating the Bulgars who had taken refuge in Bavaria. Like many of his race, Dagobert was subject to the females of his family. He died young and was buried in the celebrated Abbey of Saint-Denis which he had founded and which subsequently became the burial-place of the kings of France. After his death Austrasia and Neustria (the latter united with Burgundy) had the same destiny under their respective kings and mayors of the palace. In Neustria the young king, Clovis II, reigned under the guardianship of his mother, Nanthalde, with Aga, and later Erckinal, as mayor of the palace. Sigebert III reigned in Austrasia with Pepin of Landen and returned to Neustria, where he became mayor of the palace after the death of Dagobert. The history of Austrasia is better known to us as far as 657 because, at that time, it had a chronicler. On the death of Pepin of Landen in 639, Otto, mayor of the palace, took the reins of power, but was overthrown and replaced by Grimoald, son of Pepin. Grimoald went even further; when, in 658, Sigebert III died, he conceived the bold plan of seizing the crown for the benefit of his family. He banished young Dagobert II, son of Sigebert, to an Irish monastery. Not daring to ascend the throne himself, he followed the example of Odoacer and gave it to his son Childerich. But this attempt, as bold as it was premature, caused his downfall. He was delivered up to Clovis II by the Austrasian nobles and, so far as can be ascertained, seems to have perished in prison. Clovis II remained sole master of the entire Frankish monarchy, but died the following year, 657.

Clotaire II (617-70), son of Clovis, succeeded his father as head of the entire monarchy under the guardianship of his mother, Bathilde, with Erckinal as mayor of the palace. But like Clotaire II, in 614, Clovis was constrained in 660 to grant Austrasia a separate rule, and appointed his brother Childeric II as mayor with the title of "major of the palace." Austrasia was now overshadowed by Neustria owing to the strong personality of Ebroin, Erckinal's successor as mayor of the palace. Like Brunehilde, Ebroin sought to establish a strong government and, like her, drew upon himself the passionate opposition of the aristocracy. The latter, under the leadership of St. Louis (Ludgerius), began to threaten the crumbling of overthrown Ebroin. He and King Thierry III who, in 670, had succeeded his brother Clotaire III, were convinced of a convent, Childeric II, King of Austrasia, being summoned to replace him. Once again monarchical unity was re-established, but it was not destined to last long. Wulfald, mayor of Austrasia, was banished, also St. Léger. Childeric II was assassinated and for a short time general anarchy reigned. However, Wulfald, who managed to return, proclaimed King of Austrasia young Dagobert II, who had come back from exile in Ireland, while St. Léger, reinstated in Neustria, upheld King Thibald. But Ebroin, who meanwhile had been forgotten, escaped from prison. He invaded Neustria, defeated the mayor Ludecius, Erckinal's son, who, with the approval of St. Léger, was governing this kingdom, reasserted the power, and maltreated the Bishop of Autun, whom he
caused to be slain by hired assassins (678). He afterwards attacked Austrasia, banished Wulfoald, and had King Thierry III acknowledged. The opposition shown Ebroin by the Austrasian nobles under the leadership of Pepin II and Martin was broken at Laffaux (682), where Martin was slain, and Pepin disarmed for a while. Ebroin was then for some years real sovereign of the Frankish monarchy and exercised a degree of power that none save Clovis I and Clotaire I had possessed. There are few characters of whom it is as difficult to form a just estimate as of this powerful political genius; for, without any real authority, his power by dint of his indomitable will acquired supreme control of the Frankish monarchy and warded off for a time the reforms of the aristocracy. The friendship professed for Ebroin by Saint Ouen, the great Bishop of Rouen, seems to indicate that he was better than his reputation, which, like that of Brunehilde, was intentionally blackened by chronicles who sympathized with the Frankish nobles.

Ebroin’s disappearance afforded full scope to the power of the family which was now called on to give a new dynasty to the Franks. Forced to remain in obscurity for over twenty years, in consequence of Gisleram’s downfall, Pepin II at last appeared at the head of Austrasia under Pepin II, inappropriately called Pepin of Heristal. There flowed in the veins of Pepin II, son of Adalgisil and of St. Begga, daughter of Pepin I, the blood of the two illustrious men who, by the overthrow of Brunehilde, had established might and monarchy in Austrasia. Despite the defeat inflicted on him by Ebroin, Pepin retained the leader and the hope of the Austrasians, and, after the death of his dreaded adversary, vigorously resumed the struggle against Neustria, a kingdom which was then disturbed by the rivalry between Waratton, mayor of the palace, and his son Gislemar. From 681 to 686 the functions of the king were alternately discharged by Waratton and Gislemar, again by Waratton, and finally, at his death, by his son-in-law Berthar. Pepin, who seems to have had amicable relations with Waratton, would not acknowledge Berthar, whom he overthrew in the battle of Tlesti near Soissons (687); in this way Austrasia avenged the above-mentioned defeat at Laffaux. The death of Berthar, assassinated in 688, removed the last obstacle to the authority of Pepin in Neustria, who was then of such power that his name was the most respected in the three Frankish kingdoms. So vast was his power that from that date history mentions only the figure of the king whom he kept on the throne: Thierry III (d. 691), Clovis III (d. 695), Childebert III (d. 711), and Dagobert III (d. 715). Indeed, it is only through respect for a traditional fiction of history that Pepin II is not put down as the first sovereign of the Carolingian dynasty. The direction of the destinies of the Frankish monarchy was now passed from the hands of the Salian into those of the Ripuarian Franks. These constituted the Germanic element of the nation which took the place of the Roman party in the government. Their policy was better adapted to the spirit of the times inasmuch as it abolished the traditional Assyrian successor for him. It restored the Merovingian kingdom which the Carolingians had the merit and the satisfaction (for it was both of re-establishing unity in the Frankish monarchy which had been so frequently divided; from 697 to 843, that is, for over a century and a half, all the Franks were united under the same government. But Pepin II hid the confines of self-interest from Frankish imperialism; he extended the frontiers of the monarchy by subduing the Frisans, his neighbours on the north. These restless barbarians, who occupied a large portion of the present Kingdom of the Netherlands, were fanatical pagans; Ratabod, their duke, was a bitter enemy of Christianity. Pepin forced him to surrender Frisia, which nearly completely extended to the present provinces of South and North Hol-

land, and obliged him to keep the peace for the rest of his life.

Pepin could now consider the Kingdom of the Franks as an hereditary patrimony, and he conferred the mayoralty of Neustria on his son Grimoald. At the same time that he re-established the Carolingian dynasty, by making two sons Grimoald and Dagobert, he himself reigned as the entire monarchy, as a family heritage, to his grandson Theodoald, Grimoald’s son, still a minor. This act was a political blunder suggested to the clear-minded Pepin on his death-bed by his wife Plectrude. Pepin had a son Charles by a mistress named Alpaside, who was exposed at birth. The young boy, who was quite capable, as events showed, of vigorously defending the paternal inheritance. It cannot be said that the stigma of illegitimacy caused him to be put aside, for Theodoald was also a natural son, but the blood of the ambitious Plectrude coursed through the latter’s veins, and she reigned in his name. The people, however, would not now submit to the regency of a woman any more than in the time of Brunehilde. There was a universal uprising among the Neustrians, Aquitanians, and Frisians. Elsewhere may be found an account of these struggles. (See Charles Martel.) It suffices to say that after finally being banished and finally imprisoned, Charles Martel, whom she had thrown into prison, escaped and placed himself at the head of the national Austrasian party. Defeated at first, but soon victorious over all his enemies, Charles reduced nearly all the rebellious tribes to obedience, not only those in Neustria, but also the Bavarians and Alamanni. His greatest service to civilization was the complete victory over the Arabs between Tours and Poitiers (732), which earned him the name of Martel, the hammer. This conquest saved Christianity and preserved Europe from the power of the Musulmans. It was not, however, Charles’s last encounter with the Arabs; he banished them from Provence and in 739 defeated them again on the banks of the Bere near Narbonne. This sovereign, whose exclusively military career consisted in restoring, by dint of force, an empire that was crumbling away, could not escape the accusation of having abetted violence in others and resorted to it himself. He has especially been charged with secularizing many ecclesiastical estates, which he took from churches and abbey and gave in fief to his warriors as a recompense for their services. This land actually remained the property of the ecclesiastical establishments in question, but its hereditary usufruct was granted to the monarch. This was the task which Charles Martel took to collect an army and secure faithful followers. Another no less censurable practice was that of conferring the highest ecclesiastical dignities upon unworthy persons whom only right was that they were loyal soldiers of Charles Martel. However, it must be remembered that these measures enabled him to muster the forces with which he saved Christian civilization at Tours. He also aided efficaciously St. Boniface in his project of spreading the Christian Faith throughout Germany. Such were the popularity and prestige of Charles that when, in 737, King Thierry IV died, he saw no necessity of providing for his successor. The people of Neustria elected Charles of Quierzy-sur-Oise 21 October, 741, after having divested the provinces between his two sons: Carolingian received Austrasia with its Germanic dependencies at Pepin, Neustria, Burgundy, and Provence, v0; Grison, a natural son, was excluded from the suffrages as Charles himself had been.

Pepin and Charles were united together until 754, supporting each other in their various enterprises in combating the same enemies. During the first years of their administration they had to subdue the revolts of the Aquitanians, the Saxons, the Alamanni, as well as those of their brother Grison, and of Odilo, Duke of Nemours. They conquered all these rebels, but left Aquitaine and Bavaria their national dukes while they
abolished the Duchy of Alamannia. They also undertook the great work of reforming the Frankish Church, into which several generations of civil wars had introduced great disorders. National councils convoked, by Charlemagne in Austrasia (at Etzmunz, or Le Mans), and Neustria (at Soissons) the work of which was completed by a large council attended by the bishops of both countries, were largely instrumental in restoring order and discipline in the Church, in eliminating abuses and in rooting out superstition. St. Boniface, the soul of this great work, after having, to some extent, subdued the Church (at Esternburg and the monastery of Corpus Christi), died at Caen in 754, and Neustria, at age 63. The work of which he had been assured by this decision, Pepin hesitated no longer, and had himself proclaimed king at Soissons in 751. Childeric III was sent to end his days in a cloister. The nature of the authority with which Pepin was invested was emphasized for the first time among the Franks, by the action of the people. The king, however, had no idea of losing his religious nature to his power and impregnated upon him a sacred character. It has been said, but without proof, that St. Boniface attended the coronation. In this way, after having exercised the royal power almost uninterrupted for over a century, the descendants of Arnulf and Pepin finally assumed the title of sovereignty, and the Carolingian dynasty replaced that of the Merovingians on the Frankish throne.

**Gregory of Tours,** *Historia Francorum* (538–94); the seventh-century chronicle attributed to a certain Fredegarius, and its eighth-century continuation; these, with the *Liber Historiarum* and the lives of the Merovingian saints are included in the *Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Med. Hist.* Series 1. The text is often edited, e. g. H. R. and K. Korn, *Die Le Soissons* (London, 1878–91).


**Godfrey Kurth.**

**Franzlin, Johann Baptist, cardinal and theologian;** b. at Aldein, in the Tyrol, 15 April, 1816; d. at Rome, 11 Dec., 1886. Despite their poverty, his parents sent him to an early age to the neighbouring Franciscan college at Bolzano. In 1829 he joined the Society of Jesus at Graz, and after some years spent in higher studies and teaching in Austrian Poland, began in 1845 his course of theology in the Roman college of the Society, where he also acted as assistant in Hebrew, in which he was especially proficient. Driven from Rome by the Revolution of 1848, he went successively to England, Belgium, and France, where he was ordained in 1849. In 1850 he returned to the Roman college as assistant professor of dogma, and lecturer on Aramaic, Syriac, and Chaldean. In 1853 he became prefect of studies in the German college and in 1857 prefect of the college, a post he held until his death, where he remained for nineteen years, winning for himself by his lectures and publications a foremost place among the theologians of that time. During this period he acted as consultor to several Roman Congregations, and aided in the preliminaries of the Vatican Council, in which he afterwards served as chaplain of the theologian. In 1876, despite his sincere and strenuous protests, he was raised to the cardinalate by Pius IX. This dignity made almost no change in his scrupulously simple and laborious life. He continued his use of poor garments; occupied but two bare rooms in the Jesuit novitiate of Sant' Andrea; rose every morning at five and spent the remainder of the day in studious occupations, always hearing Mass after saying his own; fasted every Saturday, and toward the end of his days Fridays also, besides using other forms of corporal penance.

Though of delicate health, Franzelin had always been a constant and most laborious worker, never allowing himself any recreation during his long years of poor health, severe toil, and painful scruples, save the short recreation after dinner and supper. As a cardinal his sole departure from strict adherence to Jesuit rule was to omit this daily recreation. Moreover, though constantly engaged as the theologian and consultor of several other Congregations, he steadily refused the aid of a secretary. His entire income as a cardinal...
he distributed among the poor, the foreign missions, and convents whose property had been seized by the Italian Government. As a theologian Franzein takes high rank; his works were reprinted and a mine of rich material for the preacher no less than the professor; and for years he was accustomed to receive numerous letters from priests in all parts of the world, spontaneously acknowledging the great aid in preaching they had derived from his books. Of his works, which he gave through numerous editions of the time, "De Divina Traditione et Sacritura" (Rome, 1870) is considered classical. The others are "De SS. Eucharistia Sacramento et Sacrifício" (1868); "De Sacramentis in Generi" (1888); "De Deo Trino" (1869); "De Deo Uno" (1870); "De Verbo Incarnato" (1870); some smaller treatises, and the posthumous "De Ecclésia Christi" (1887).

BONAPARTE, Raccordo di Memoria Intorno alla vita dell'Em. Cardinale Giovanni Battista Franzein (Rome, 1887); WALSH, John Baptize Franzein, A Sketch and a Study (Dublin, 1886); Commentarius de Vita Emittentiumiis Aufodia in FRANZENIUS's posthumous work, De Ecclesia Christi (Rome, 1887); HUNTER, Nomenclator.

JOHN F. X. MURPHY.

**Frascati, Diocese of (Tusculana), one of the six suburbanian (i.e. neighbouring) dioceses from an immemorial date closely related to the Roman Church. The city of Frascati is about twelve miles from Rome on the northern slopes of the Alban Hills, pleasantly and healthfully situated. Its principal source of wealth is its vineyards, which yield an excellent wine. The history of the city (population, 10,000) is bound up with that of ancient Tusculum, which, according to the legend, was founded by Telegonus, the son of Ulysses and Circe. In the ingly period Tusculum was an ally of Rome, to which it later became subject. After the expulsion of Tarquinius Superbus, Octavius Manlius, the tyrant of Tusculum, and son-in-law of Tarquinius, roved the Latin communes against the Roman Republic (507 B.C.); they were routed, however, at the battle of Lake Regillus (496 B.C.). In 493 the Latin League with Rome was renewed. After the disastrous battles of Vesuvius and Trifanum (338 B.C.), Rome, in order to detach Tusculum and other towns from the Latin League, conferred on them the privilege of the highest citizenship (jus suffragii et honorum). While the other Latin towns waned steadily, Tusculum grew and became in the course of time the favourite pleasure resort of the rich Roman nobles, whose sumptuous villas were scattered over the slopes of the hill; many of them can even yet be identified among the mass of ruins. The Villa of Lucullus, now the Villa Torlonia, the most splendid of them all, was famous for its library. The Villa of Agrippina, the Villa of Claudius, and those of the Flavian emperors stood on the site of modern Frascati. That of Marcus Porcius Cato, the Censor, rose on the site now occupied by the village of Monte Porzio Catone, named therefrom. Tiberius, Julia, and Vespasian also had villas at Tusculum. The exact site of Cicero's villa, where he wrote the "Disputationes Tusculane" and other works, is a matter of dispute. In 1861 the first, his works were reprinted, and some occupied the present site of the monastery of Grottaferrata; others hold that it was near the modern Villa Rufinella. A more probable opinion is that it stood on the knoll above Grottaferrata. To adorn it Cicerone commissioned his friend Atticus to purchase statuary from the ruins of Athens, the cost of which was defrayed by two sums of money, one from Cicero and the other from the consul Gabinius, who habited his house on the hill. When he was imprisoned in 58 B.C., the villa was sacked, and the consul Gabinius carried off much booty to his own house. On the top of the hill near the western gate of the old town, there are to be seen even to-day the ruins of an immense villa, discovered by Canina, where the cost of a villa, it is certain, was carried out. It is known commonly as the Villa of Tiberius. The ancient town was built along the ridge of the hill, about 2000 feet above the sea-level. There remain the ruins of the Greek theatre, the fortress with megalithic walls, and an amphitheatre locally known as Scuola di Cicerone (Cicero's School); there are also rough roads paved with huge polygonal blocks of stone, and lined with tombs, grottoes, etc. Excavations were begun by the Jesuits in 1741, and were placed by Lucien Bonaparte under the direction of Biondi and Amati in 1819; later Maria Christina of Savoy had the work carried on by Canina, who wrote a description of the discoveries. Some of the most beautiful sculptures in the Vatican Museum and elsewhere at Rome were found at Tusculum.

Among the many inscriptions found at Frascati very few are Christian, and the excavations so far show no trace of early Christianity. The basilica of the monastery at Grottaferrata, and the chapel of San Cesario, close to the modern episcopal residence,

Cathedral of S. Pietro, Frascati
Designed by Girolamo Fontana

are the only Christian monuments that antedate the destruction of ancient Tusculum in 1191. Nevertheless from its very proximity to Rome, Tusculum must have received the Christian Faith at an early date. Perhaps the villa of the Aecili, a Christian family, on the site of which stands the monastery of Grottaferrata, was the cradle of Christianity for the people of Tusculum. The first known Bishop of Tusculum is Vitalianus in 680, whose subscription appears on Pope Agaudo's letter to the Sixth General Council. Being one of the suburbanian bishops, the Bishop of Tusculum from the seventh century was bound to take his turn in replacing the pope at the functions in the Lateran; but it is not till the time of Bishop Pietro (1050) that we find the title of cardinal given to the Bishop of Tusculum. From the tenth century onwards the Counts of Tusculum exercised a preponderant influence over the Government of Rome and the papacy itself. Theophylactus, Senator of the Romans and founder of the family, was the husband of Theodora, who under Sergius III was absolute mistress of Rome, and whose daughter Marozia married Alberic I, Margrave of Camerino and Duke of Spoleto, father of Alberic II, who from 932 to 954 ruled Rome under the
title of Patrician and Senator, and obtained from the Romans the assurance that after his death his son Octavian should be made pope (John XII). When John XII was deposed (963), the Counts of Tuscumul yielded the right to the Church, but the Romans, but the result was soon restored to them. From 1012 to 1044 three popes of the great Tusculan family succeeded one another: Benedict VIII, his brother John XIX, and their nephew Benedict IX. The Tusculan domination, it is well known, was far from creditable to the Romans. Benedict VIII alone has a claim to our respect (Kleinnmanns, "Papst Benedict VIII."); in "Der Katholik", 1887, II, 407, 480, 624). It was Count Gregory I, father of Benedict VIII, who gave to St. Nilus (1002) the monastery of Grottaferrata. In the conflict over Investitures between Paschal II and Henry V (1111), while Tolomeo, Count of Tuscumul, was on the emperor's side, Cardinal-Bishop Giovanni led the Roman opposition to Henry. Under Alexander III, however, Bishop Imao sided with Antipope Victor IV, though Tuscumul itself was in favour of Pope Alexander. The town also opposed the Roman Senate in its attempt to deprive the popes of their padel power. In 1182 the Romans made war on Tuscumul, whereupon Archbishop Christian of Mainz was called in by Pope Lucius III and defeated the Romans. In 1191, Henry VI recalled the German garrison from Tuscumul and, as a result, the town was soon destroyed by the Romans and never regained its former prosperity. Langari, L'origine di Frascati e la distruzione di Tivoli, Rome, 1891).

In time the people of Tuscumul gathered around the Castello di San Cesario, and the village thus begun was called Frascati, either because of the fresche (wattles) of which the first huts were built, or because the locality had already been known as Frascaria, which in Low Latin means a place covered with underbrush. From the fifteenth century Frascati once more became a favourite health resort of Roman cardinals and nobles. Foremost among the edifices that soon ornamented Frascati are the Villa Mondragone, built by Cardinal Marco Sittico d'Altemps, a nephew of Pius IV, a vast structure with a splendid portico, now used as a Jesuit college; Villa Taverna, now Borghesiana, founded in 1614; Villa Falconieri, the work of Borromini (1648), with paintings by Carlo Maratta (The Birth of Venus), Ciro Ferreri, and Pier Leone Ghezzi (earcaces and portraits of himself); in 1900 Bishop of Frascati was born by the Trappists and now belongs to the German Emperor; Villa Lancellotti with its glorious forest drives, where may be seen the little church of San Michele, over which is a small room in which Cardinal Baronius wrote his "Annales Ecclesiastici"; Villa Ruffinella, higher up the hill, a Jesuit college from 1740 to 1773, which later belonged to the House of Savoy, and is now united to the Villa Lancellotti; Villa Aldobrandini (or Belvedere), the most beautiful of the Frascati villas, built in 1603 by Pietro Cardinal Aldobrandini from designs by Giovanni Fontana, with paintings by Il Cavalieré d'Arpino and by Domenico Fetti of Apollo); and its numerous fountains; Villa Sora, built by Gregory XIII, now used as a Salesian boarding school. Among the important churches are: the cathedral, the work of Girolamo Fontana; the Gesù, with its imitation cupola painted by the Jesuit Oloate Foasso; San Rocco, formerly known as S. Maria in Vivario, the cathedral until 1700; Madonna di Capo Croce, and Madonna delle Scuole Pie.

Among the Tuscumul bishops of note are Egidius, sent by John XII to Poland in 964; the learned Jacques de Vitry (1228), who preached against the Albigenses; Pietro di Lisbona (1270), chief physician of Queen Constance; and the learned afterwards John XXI; Berengarius of Fréol (1300), who collaborated on the "Liber Sextus Decretalium" of Boniface VIII; Baldassare Cossa (1419), after his submission to Martin V; Giuliano Cesarini (1444); Bessarion (1449); Alessandro Farnese (1519), afterwards Paul III; Giovanni Pietro Caraffa (1550), afterwards Paul IV; Giovanni Antonio Serbelloni (1585); Lorenzo Corsini (1728), afterwards Cl. Henry Benedict, Duke of York (1761-1807), son of James III, the English Pretender (Cardinal York left his rare collection of books to the seminary library); Bartolomeo Paccia (1818); Francesco Xaverio Castiglione (1821), afterwards Pius VIII; Luigi Micara, the Capuchin (1837), Jean-Baptiste Pitra (1871) has a chair at the University of Rome (1904), for several years the first Apostolic Delegate at Washington, U. S. A. In the Diocese of Frascati is situated Monte Compatri, the ancient Labicum, whose cardinal-bishops are often mentioned in medieval history. The diocese has 8 parishes and 18,000 souls, 9 monasteries for men (among them the famous Abbey of Grottaferrata, and one Cannaloidoe monastery).

FRASCONI, CLAUDE, celebrated Scotist theologian and philosopher of the Order of Friars Minor: b. near Péronne, France, in 1620; d. at Paris, 26 February, 1711. He entered the Franciscan Order at Péronne in his seventeen years; and after the year of novitiate was sent to Paris, where he completed his studies and remained for thirty years as professor of philosophy and theology. In 1662 he was made doctor of the Sorbonne, and as definitor general, to which office he was elected in 1682, he took part in the general chapters of the order at Toledo and Rome. Outside of the order his counsel was sought not only by ecclesiastics but also by his secular charge. The spirit of Francis himself, in particular, holding him in high esteem. He died at the ripe old age of ninety-one years, seventy-four of which he had spent in religion. Of the writings of Frascati the best known is his "Scotus Academicus". This work is rightly considered one of the most important and scholarly presentations of the theology of Duns Scotus. Few, if any, of the numerous interpreters and commentators of Scotus have succeeded so well as Frascati in combining simplicity of style and clearness of method with that subtlety of thought which characterizes Scotistic theology as a whole. The value of the work is enhanced by frequent quotations from the Fathers, and by his treatment of controverted questions in scholastic theology. The first volume is prefaced with a chronological list and a brief historical and dogmatic account of the different heresies from the beginnings of Christianity to the fifteenth century. The latest edition of the "Scotus Academicus", published by the Friars Minor (Rome, 1900-02) in twelve volumes, was prepared from notes left by the author himself and preserved in the Bibliothèque Nationale of Paris. Earlier editions were those of Paris (1672-77), Rome (1721), and Venice (1744). Frascati is also the author of a "Cursus Philosophiae", published at Paris in 1695, and of "Disquisitiones in Sacrae Scripture", translated into Latin. In Paris (1682); vol. II: "Disquisitiones in Pentateuchum" (Rouen, 1705).

HURTER, Nomenclator. — STEPHEN M. DONOVAN.

Fraticelli (or Fraticellii), a name given to various heretical sects which appeared in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, principally in Italy. The word being frequently a misnomer, a definition is apposite. The Fraticelli were a group of pious theologians and theologians deriving from the Italian frate (plural frati). Frati was a designation of the members of the mendicant orders founded during the thirteenth century, principally the Franciscans or Friars Minor. The Latin Fraterculus
does not occur in the old records which concern the Fraticelli. Etymologically the name Friars Minor (Frati Minori) was adopted by the first branch of the Fraticelli. The ideal of the founder of the Friars Minor, St. Francis, was that his disciples by evangelical poverty, complete self-denial, and humility, should lead the world back to Christ. The Italian people designated as Fraticelli all the members of religious, particularly mendicant, orders, and especially solitary religious houses observed a definite rule or regulated their own lives.

In this article the name Fraticelli is confined to heretical sects which separated from the Franciscan Order on account of the disputes concerning poverty. The Apostolics (Pseudo-Apostles or Apostolic Brethren) are excluded from the category, because an order to the Order of St. Francis was expressly denied to their founder, Segarelli (see APOSTOLIC). They had no connexion with the Minorites, in fact desired rather to exterminate them. It is therefore necessary to differentiate the various groups of Fraticelli, although the one term may be applied to all.

The origin of the Fraticelli and the cause of their growth within and without the Franciscan Order must be sought in the history of the Spirituals. It must suffice here to note that in consequence of St. Francis's severe requirements concerning the practice of poverty (already divided, into the Zelanti, or Spirituals, and the Relazati, known later as the Conventuals. The popes of the thirteenth century intervened to bring about harmony between the two factions, and Gregory IX, Innocent IV, and Nicholas III gave in their Bulls authoritative explanations of the points at issue. But the differences were not fully adjusted nor was unity ever completely restored between the Spirituals and the main body of the order, the Community (Fratres de Communitate).

1. The group founded by Brother Angelo da Clarino (or da Cingoli) comes first in order of time. Angelo and several brethren from the March of Ancona had been condemned (c. 1278) to imprisonment for life, but were liberated by the general of the order, Raiento Gaufredi (1289-95) and sent to Armenia (1290), where they did good work as missionaries. Exiled from Armenia towards the end of 1293, they returned to Italy, where in 1294 Celestine V, who was now pope, entertained, but with scarcely six months, willingly permitted them to live as hermits in the strict observance of the Rule of St. Francis. After the abdication of Celestine V, his successor, Boniface VIII, revoked all Celestine's concessions, and they emigrated to Greece, where some of them retained their observance of the rule and the pope, through the Patriarch of Constantinople, caused active measures to be taken against them, they fled to Italy, where their leader, Fra Liberatus, attempted a vindication of their rights, first with Boniface VIII (d. 11 October, 1303), and then with Benedict XI, who also died prematurely (7 July, 1304). On his journey to Clement V (1305-14) at Lyons, Liberatus died (1307), and Angelo da Clarino succeeded to the leadership of the community. He remained in Central Italy until 1311, when he went to Avignon, where he was protected by his patrons Cardinals Giacomo Colonna and Napoléone Orsini. Early in 1317 John XXII, pursuant to a decree of Boniface VIII, declared Angelo excommunicated and placed him in custody. He defended himself ably in his "Epistola Excursoria", representing himself as a zealous Franciscan, but John XXII refused to admit his plea, Angelo being a Celestial hermit, and in the decree "Sancta Romanu et universi ecclesiae" (20 December, 1317) declared Angelo incompetent to authorize the congregation of which Angelo was head. Angelo submitted temporarily, but in 1318 fled to Central Italy, where, acting as general, he assumed charge of the congregation dissolved by the pope, appointed provincials, ministers, and custodians, established new monasteries, arrogated all authority, issued pastoral letters, and received novices; in a word, he created an independent Franciscan Church, the Fraticelli. His adherents professed themselves the original Friars Minor. They denied that John XXII was really pope, as he had abrogated the Rule of St. Francis, which, according to their doctrine, represented the Gospel pure and simple. They asserted that his decrees were invalid, all other religious and prelates were disregarded, and that the possession of mortal and sacramental dignity was inadmissable; as appears from the papal Bulls, the followers of Angelo established themselves in Central Italy, i.e., in the province of Rome, Umbria, and the March of Ancona, and also in Southern Italy (Camerina, Basilicata, and Naples). Fra Angelo enjoyed the protection of the Abbot of Subiaco, in spite of the fact that John XXII (21 Feb., 1334) commanded the guardian of the cloister at Ara Coeli to imprison Angelo, "the deformed heretic who styles himself general of the condemned sect of the Fraticelli". Equally unsuccessful had been a papal warrant issued for his arrest (12 November, 1333), and he fled to the mountains of Abruzzi, where he stayed until 1337. He died 15 July, 1337, and the congregation, deprived of its leader and hard pressed by the Inquisition, split into a number of groups each holding its own doctrines, though it is impossible to determine exactly their origin. It should be further noted that after the controversy regarding poverty broke out (1321-29), all the Fraticelli showed a stronger opposition to the papacy. It was only natural that men of their calibre and extreme tendencies should fall into excesses; but, schismatics and heretics as they were, the moral lapses of individuals are not to be imputed to the whole body, which after all was but loosely organized. Angelo da Clarino, despite the circumstances of his death, was venerated as a worker of miracles.

Keeping in view the earlier history of the sect, we shall have to seek traces of it in Central Italy, Umbria and the March of Ancona. Angelo was highly esteemed by the Augustinian Hermits, with whom he was on friendly terms, especially with Giacomo da Aprano and Simone da Cassia, an ascetic writer of great repute. He corresponded with both, and Simone bitterly laments in the death of Angelo the loss of a friend and spiritual adviser. We may, therefore, safely assume that the Fraticelli whom Simone addresses in his "De Imitatione Christi" were congregated in the civil courts at Florence (c. 1355), where he was then preaching, were adherents of Clarento. The same is probably true, also, of the Fraticelli in Tuscany who about the same time were attacked in the sensational, though neither learned nor skilful, letters of the hermit, Fra Giovanni dalle Celle. The letters were answered by the Fraticelli. Giovanni went even so far as to use Fra Angelo as a pawn against his adversaries. These, indeed, had separated themselves entirely from the Roman Church. They had attained such power in Florence that they invited the "theologians" to public debate. The "theologians", i.e. the official clergy, did not respond. On 13 October, 1378, the priors of Florence enacted a statute against the Fraticelli; on 8 July, 1381, the city council of Florence commanded them to leave the city in two days or face the tribunal of the Inquisition. They were respected so highly, however, that, when their expatriation was demanded by the city magistrates in the same year (13 December, 1381), one of the councillors took a bold stand against the proposal.

Nevertheless, Fra Michele Bertini, from Calci near Pisa, a member of the Ancona branch of Fraticelli, after preaching the Lenten course to his associates in
Florence, was arrested 20 April, 1389, as he was about to leave the city, and was condemned by the Franciscan Archbishop of Florence, Bartolomeo Oleari, to be burned at the stake. He died chanting the Te Deum, while his followers, unmolested by the authorities, exhorted him to remain steadfast (30 April, 1389). In his canonization proceedings, the Roman Spiritual, (23 May, 1457), became a heretic by his four decretals; that he and his successors had forfeited the papacy, and that no priest supporting them could absolve validly.

We have unmistakable evidence that several heretical followers of Clarenco were in the territory of Naples in those days. About Tuscanio, a nephew of the heretic, and a black jack of Naples, maintained a number of Fraticelli in a hospital adjoining his castle, Monte Sant' Angelo, and attended their services. These Fraticelli were divided into three sects: those acknowledging Tommaso da Bojano, former Bishop of Aquino; the followers of the pretended minister general, Bernard of Sicily; and those who claimed Angelo da Clarenco as their founder and acknowledged only his successor as their general. All three sects agreed in holding that the true papacy had ceased since the alleged heresy of John XXII, but the party of the minister general held it lawful to accept, in case of necessity, the ministrations of priests who might ordain to the clergy.

The "Poor Hermit" of Monte della Majella, near Sulmona, were also Fraticelli and adherents of Angelo da Clarenco, and at one time afforded protection to the famous tribune of the people, Cola di Rienzi (1349). Fanatical as they were on the subject of poverty, they were, in accordance with ancient custom, sheltered by the Celestine monks in the near-by abbey of Santo Spirito. The origin of the orthodox Clarenco, approved as true Franciscans by Sixtus IV in 1474, is unknown; nor is it clear whether they were followers of Angelo who kept aloof from heresy or, after falling into his error, were retracted.

II. The second main group of Fraticelli, chronologically considered, were the Spirituals who fled from Tuscan to Sicily, and were surnamed at first the Rebellious Brothers and Apostates, but later the Fraticelli de paupere via. It is an error to apply the name Beghards to them. When, in 1309, the differences between the Relaxati and the Spirituals had reached a critical point, Clement V cited representatives of both parties to appear before the Curia with a view to adjusting their disputes. The result of this conference was the Constitution "Exivi de Paradiso", enacted at the second Council of Vienne (6 May, 1312). This Constitution condemned an explanation of the Rule of St. Francis along stricter lines than those of the "Bull "Exiti qui seminat" of Nicholas III (14 August, 1279), and justified the Spirituals in various matters. This proceeding, however, only provoked the Relaxati to superior to take energetic measures against the Zelanti. Towards the end of 1312 a number of Tuscan Spirituals deserted their monasteries and took forcible possession of the monasteries of Carmignano (near Florence), Aresso, and Asciano, putting the Relaxati to flight. About fifty, fearing punishment, fled to Sicily. Clement V, hearing of the insurrection, commanded the Archbishop of Genoa and two other bishops to force them to return to obedience under penalty of excommunication. As nearly all disregarded this mandate, the prior of San Fidele at Siena, who had been commissioned to execute it, declared them excommunicated and placed them under interdict. When the Zelanti of Northern Italy and Southern France, King Frederick of Sicily, brother of King James II of Aragon, admitted them after they had submitted their statutes to his inspection. Fra Enrico da Ceo was now their leader. On 23 January, 1318, Pope John XXII excommunicated them in the Bull "Gloriosam ecclesiam", specifying five errors, to wit: (1) they designated the Roman Church as carnal and corrupt, and themselves as the only true Church; (2) they were the spiritual and temporal sovereigns; (3) they forgave penances; (4) they taught that priests in the state of sin could not confer the sacraments; and (5) they asserted that they alone were the true observers of the Gospel. At this time they had adopted a close fitting, short, and filthy dress, and a peculiar habit. John XXII (15 March, 1317) admonished King Frederick to take severe measures against them. In a letter of the same date addressed by the cardinals to Avignon to the entire hierarchy of Sicily, special stress was laid on the fact that the rebellious fugitives had elected a superior general, provincials, and guardians. Banished from Sicily, where, however, some remained till at least 1328, they established themselves securely in Naples. On 1 August, 1322, John XXII issued a general decree against them, and after sending King Robert (4 Feb., 1325) the Bulls specially directed against Ceo, on 10 May, 1325, demanded their imprisonment at the hands of King Robert and of the General of the Order. The pope had to repeat this admonition several times (1330, 1331); meanwhile he had ordered the Franciscan Provincial of Calabria (7 March, 1327) and the inquisitors there (1327, 1330, 1331) to proceed against the Fraticelli and had renewed (5 Dec., 1329) the injunctions laid down in the Bull "Gloriosam ecclesiam". From this time onward the adherents of Ceo are hardly to be distinguished from those of the following group; they joined the Michaelites and used the same methods of attack against the papacy. The statement that some professed Mohammedanism may be based on fact, considering their situation and the local circumstances.

III. The third group of the Fraticelli are called the Michaelites, deriving their name from Michael of Cesena, their chief representative and natural leader. It must be premised that this name was in vogue during the fifteenth century and that the party it designated exerted great influence in doctrinal matters on the other groups as early as 1329. It is to be noted also that shortly after this period it becomes difficult to differentiate these groups with anything like precision. The "theoretical" controversy about poverty carried on in the form of an Order, or rather, an "inquisition on against John XXII, was signalized by the formation of this group. It is called "theoretical" to distinguish it from the "practical" controversy waged by the Spirituals relative to the practice of Franciscan poverty which they wished to observe, whereas the leaders in the present conflict were former members of the Spirituals (1309–22).

In 1321 the Dominican Inquisitor at Narbonne, John of Belna, declared heretical the teaching of an imprisoned Beghard of that region, who asserted that Christ and the Apostles owned nothing either individually or in common. The Franciscan lector, Berenger Talon, defended the Beghard. As he refused to retract and was threatened with punishment by the inquisitor, Bérenger appealed to the pope. The matter soon developed into a general controversy between the Dominicans and Franciscans; among the latter, Relaxati and Zelanti alike. In 1332, King Charles III of Naples, in the Bull of Nicholas III, "Exiti qui seminat". In that Bull Nicholas III had defined the poverty of the Franciscans, both individually and collectively, as equivalent to that of the Apostles, and had therefore transferred to the Roman Church all their holdings in lands and houses Zelanti and Relaxati had already been excommunicated by Innocent IV (14 Nov., 1245). The prohibition of Nicholas III to discuss this point was revoked by John XXIII in
a new Bull, "Quia nonnullum quid" (26 March, 1322). On 6 March of the same year John XXII had submitted the matter to the pope. The order was vigorously defended by the Cardinals Vitalis of Four and Bertrand de Turre (de la Tour), Archbishop Arnaldo Royardi of Salerno, and various other bishops, all Franciscans; other cardinals opposed their views, and the pope leaned towards the opposition. He also rejected the claim of Urbanus as spiritual leader (1328), who, with a fine-spun distinction, declared (28 March, 1322) that Christ and the Apostles did possess property, inasmuch as they governed the Church, but not as individuals or as exemplars of Christian perfection. This distinction, more subtle than sound, satisfied the pope when the provocative measures taken by the chapter of the order destroyed all prospects of peace. Fra Michael of Cesena, General of the Franciscan Order (elected 1316), a Conventual, was attested by various measures enacted by him with the approval of John XXII, convened a general chapter for 1 June, 1322, at Perugia. Anticipating, on the advice of the Franciscan Cardinals Vitalis and Bertrand, the definitive decision of the pope, the chapter solemnly declared in favour of the "absolute poverty" of Christ (4 June, 1322). This pronunciamento was signed by the general, Michael of Cesena, the provincial ministers of Southern Germany, England, Normandy, Ocitanian, Northern France, and others, as well as by several noted scholars. On 11 June the chapter solemnly published its decrees to all Christendom. Indignant at these proceedings, John XXII, in the Bull "Ad conditorem canonum" (8 December, 1322), declared that the Roman Church renounced all its claims to the movable and immovable properties of the Franciscan Order and therewith returned them. Thus the pope revoked the Bull "Exit" of Nicholas III and did away with the poverty which formed the basis of the Franciscan Order. It is easy to understand the effect of this upon the Franciscans, particularly the Zelanti. In the name of the order Fra Boncortese (Bonagrazia) of Bergamo, a capable lawyer and up to that time a bitter enemy of the Zelanti, presented a daring protest against this Bull to the Consistory (14 January, 1323). Although the pope thereupon revised the Bull and reissued it in the original form, he incarcerated Bonagrazia and in the Bull "Cum inter nonnullus" (12 November, 1323) declared heretical the assertion that Christ and the Apostles possessed no property either separately or collectively.

The controversy between the pope and the order soon took on a political character. In the Minorities, including the Roman Curia, there appeared counsellors to Louis IV the Bavarian, King of Germany, who also was engaged in a conflict with the pope. After Louis IV (1314-1347) had defeated his rival Frederick, Duke of Austria, at the battle of Mühldorf (18 Sept., 1322), and had invaded Lombardy to further the cause of the Ghibelline Vitelli, he ordered the whole question of right to the German throne to be brought before the papal tribunal and, on 8 October, 1323, began canonical proceedings against Louis. In the Nuremberg Appeal (18 Dec., 1323) Louis, curiously enough, had accused the pope of unduly favouring the Minorities, though this document was never published. But the Sachsenhausen Appeal of the same King Louis (22 May, 1324) was full of invective against the "heretic who falsely designates himself Pope John XXII" for doing away with the poverty of Christ. This famous "Spiritualitatus excusatus" is closely connected with the Appeal of Bonagrazia, and with writings on the "Ascoli," and of Pietro di Giovanni Olivi. It is certain that it originated among the Franciscans who, under the protection of the king, aimed it at John XXII and his teaching, although Louis IV later denied all responsibility in the matter. The result was that Louis IV was excommunicated (11 July, 1324) and, in the decree "Quia quorundam" (10 Nov., 1324), John XXII forbade all contradiction and questioning of its constitution. "Cum inter nonnullus" and "Ad conditorem".

The general chapter of the order, assembled at Lyons (20 May, 1325) under the presidency of Michael of Cesena, forbade any disrespectful reference to the pope. On 8 June, 1327, Michael received instructions to present himself at Avignon, a command which he obeyed (2 Dec., 1327). As his act of submission, he released a secret prisoner, the Minorite Card. Bertrand de Turre (1322), who, in a secret protest (15 April and, fearing punishment, fled, despite the orders of the pope, to Aigues-Mortes (28 May) and thence to Pisa, together with Bonagrazia of Bergamo and William of Occitanian, to both of whom events of importance had occurred. Louis the Bavarian had entered Rome with a German army, to the great joy of the Ghibellines. Accompanying him were Ubertino di Casale, John of Jandun and Marsilius of Padus, the authors of the "Defensor paxis", which declared that the emperor and the Church at large were above the pope. Louis had himself solemnly crowned Emperor of Rome by Sciarra Colonna (17 Jan., 1328), and on 12 May he nominated and had consecrated as antipope Pietro Rainalducci of Corvara, a Franciscan, under the name of Nicholas V. The three fugitives from Avignon presented themselves to Louis and accompanied him to Brescia, where he died on the 27th of the month of their death. John XXII deposed Michael as general of the order (6 June, 1328) and (13 June) appointed the Minorite Cardinal Bertrand de Turre vicar-general of the order to preside at the chapter to be held in Paris (2 June, 1329), which Michael of Cesena vainly attempted to prevent, and brought about the election of Fra Gerardus Odonis of Châteauroux, of the province of Aquitaine. Obedient to John XXII, he induced the majority of the order to submit to the Apostolic See. Michael of Cesena and all his adherents, the Michaelites, were repudiated by the order. At the same time, by command of John XXII, papal proceedings were instituted against them everywhere. The Michaelites denied John's right to the papacy and denounced both him and his successors as heretics. This shows the dangerous character of the sect. In their numerous and passionate denunciations of the pope, especially of John XXII, they single out for refutation isolated statements of John in his Bulls. To the contention regarding poverty was added (1333) the question of the beatific vision of the saints, concerning which John XXII, contrary to general opinion, yet without intending to define the matter, had declared that it would begin only at the last judgment.

During this period the antipope, Nicholas V, had nominated six cardinals (15 May, 1328), among them an Augustinian and a Dominican, and between September, 1328, and December, 1329, three other cardinals; also among the bishops whom he consecrated were members of the two orders mentioned above. After Louis IV had returned to Bavaria, Nicholas V, deprived of all support, took refuge with the Count of Donoratico. Finally, in his distress, Nicholas appealed to John XXII, cast himself at his feet (Avignon, 4 Aug.), and submitted to honourable confinement at Avignon, where he remained till his death (10 October, 1333).

John, meanwhile, had taken steps against Michael and his followers. In accordance with his instructions (20 June, 1328) to Aycardo, Archbishop of Milan, the proceedings against Michael were published in various Bulle, 1328-1329. On 5 September, 1328, John ordered the imprisonment of Fra Ascolino, who was acting as Michael's vicar, and on 18 August, 1331, the arrest of another vicar, Fra Thedino, who represented Michael in the March of Ancona. Prominent among the followers of Michael were the more or less numerous Minorities in the monasteries of Todi and Amelia.
(against whom proceedings were instituted in 1329–30), of Ervin (1320), and of Pisa (1330), where, however, they appeared openly as late as 1364, and at Albignano, and Savona (1329–32).

On 21 Dec., 1328, John XXII; graciously pardoned Fra Minus, the Provincial of Tuscany, while on 2 Dec., he had ordered the trial of Fra Humilis, Custodian of Umbria. Papal decrees revealed the prevalence of Malvasia in Italy (1329), Genoa (1329), Portugal (1330), Sicily and Lombardy (1332), Sardinia, Armenia, and other places. John XXII and his immediate successors also issued numerous decrees against the Fraticelli in the March of Ancona, where the bishops and minor feuds, as the inquisitors had previously seen, were fully in spite of papal threats; also in Naples and Calabria, where King Robert and Queen Sansia exhibited special veneration for St. Francis and his humble followers. In the royal castle, where the chaplaincies were held by Franciscans, there resided Fra Philip of Majorca, a brother of the queen. This Philip had (1328) petitioned John XXII; for permission for himself and other Franciscans to observe literally the Rule of St. Francis, independently of the superiors of the order; the pope of course refused. In a letter dated 10 August, 1331, the pope was obliged to show some regard for the queen relating to the preservation of “holy poverty”, and the king had even composed a treatise favouring the views of the Chapter of Perugia (1322). The papal condemnation of the Fraticelli, therefore, had produced but slight results in the Kingdom of Naples. On 8 July, 1331, the pope admonished King Robert to withhold no longer the papal decrees against the Fraticelli, nor prevent their publication in his kingdom. Philip of Majorca, however, preached openly against the pope. It was due to the influence of the royal family that Fra Andrea of Galiano, a court chaplain at Naples, was acquitted in the process instituted against him at Avignon in 1338, as he still continued his intercourse with Michael of Cesena and with the fifty Michelleites who resided for some time under the king's protection in the castle of Lettere near Castellamare, but who later (1335) humbly submitted to their lawful superiors. In 1336 "short-robed" Fraticelli still occupied the monastery of Santa Chiara at Naples, founded by Queen Sansia, and were established in other parts of the kingdom; their expulsion was demanded (24 June, 1336) by Benedict XII (1334–42). In 1344 Clement VI (1342–52) found it necessary to reiterate the earlier decrees. Between 1363–1370 it at last became possible for Franciscan to travel and to take a active part in the Calabria and Sicily from which the Fraticelli had been expelled; but Gregory XI complained (12 Sept., 1372) that the "ashes and bones of Fraticelli were venerated as relics of saints in Sicily, and churches were even erected in their honour".

From the records of a process (1354) conducted in irregular form against the Fraticelli of the Francisca monastery at Tauris, who had been reported by Dominicans, we learn that they inveighed openly against John XXII; and upheld the views of Michael of Cesena, although in their apocalyptic manner they declared that the order of the Friars Minor was divided in three parts, and that only those would be saved who would journey to the East, i.e. themselves. It is uncertain whether these were identical with the Fraticelli in Armenia, Persia, and other oriental localities, where all bishops were commanded by Clement VI to prosecute them (25 May, 1344).

In the sect prevailed exceedingly in the Duchy of Spoleto on account of the continual political turmoil. In a process instituted against a particular Umbrian group of Fraticelli in 1360, we are informed that Fra Francesco Niccolò of Perugia was their founder. They pretended to observe the Rule of St. Augustine, but were fanatical on the question of poverty and regarded all prelates as guilty of simony. Salvation was in be found only in their own brotherhood, in perfect order. They imitated the Sicilian Fraticelli in their doctrines and methods of instruction. An interesting letter is still extant which the Fraticelli of the Campagna (1353–55) wrote to the magistrates of Narni when they heard that one of their number (Fra Stefano) had been cruelly imprisoned by the Inquisition. In this letter they petitioned the magistrates to liberate him according to the example of the cities of "Todi, Perugia, Assisi, and Pisa".

The Fraticelli enjoyed complete liberty in Perugia. They lived where it best suited them, principally in the country-house of the Conventuals at Spoleto. They seem to have been disposed to publicly insult the Minorites (Conventuals) in the monastery of San Francesco al Prato. It appears that these Fraticelli had elected their own pope, bishops and generals, and that they were split into various factions. The Conventuals, as their one means of defence, called in Fra Paoloucci of Trinci, the founder of the Observants, and ceded to him the small monastery on Monte Ripido near the city (1374). Fra Paoloucci was successful in his disputations with the Fraticelli, and when they had been clearly exposed as heretics, the people drove them from the city. This should be noted: the papal prelates and all the others of that period, were designated Fraticelli della opinione, perhaps on account of their opinion that the Roman papacy had ceased to exist with John XXII (1323) or Celestin V, and that they alone constituted the true Church. About this time Fra Vitale di Francia and Fra Pietro da Firenze exercised a sort of generalship over the entire group. They rendered protection and hospitality from rich and influential families in Apulia, around Rome, and in the March. One of their protectors was the knight Andreuccio de Palumbo, who sheltered them in his castle near Rieti, for which he was sharply called to account by Urban VI (4 May, 1352). On the same day the Benedictine Abbot of Farfa was reprimanded for a similar fault. On 14 November, 1394, Boniface IX empowered the Minorites of Terra di Lavoro to take possession of the monasteries deserted by the Fraticelli. Martin V conceded the same rights to the Franciscans of the Roman Province (14 November, 1418) and, on 7 April, 1426, transferred to them as a special grant the monastery of Palestrina, which had been a stronghold of the Fraticelli. In the same year Martin V nominated St. John Capistran (27 May) and St. James of the March (11 October) as inquisitors for the province of Rome. The other groups of promoters of order among the Franciscans fulfilled the duties of their office strictly and energetically and succeeded in striking at the very vitals of the sect. In 1415 the city of Florence had formally banished the Fraticelli of the poor life, the followers of Michelino of Cesena of infamous memory", and in Lucca five Fraticelli, on trial, had solemnly abjured their error (1411). Martin V also ordered the Bishops of Porto and Alba to take steps against all Fraticelli "in the Roman province, the March of Ancona, the Duchy of Spoleto and other localities" (7 June, 1427). On 27 January of the same year, Martin V had permitted the Observants of Ancona to occupy the monastery of the Fraticelli at Castro l'Eremita as a first step in the campaign against the Fraticelli of that neighbourhood. On 1 June, 1428, he commanded the Bishop of Ancona to enforce his rulings strictly in Maiolati, to put all suspects to the rack, destroy their village, separate the men from the women, and expel the entire population. A circular letter, which the Fraticelli addressed to all Christendom, proved ineffectual and their doom was sealed. John of Capistran and James of the March burned thirty-six of their establishments, or dispersed the members, and a number were burned at the stake at Florence and Fabriano, at the latter
place in the presence of the pope. St. James of March, commissioned by Nicholas V to proceed against them (1449), wrote the famous "Dialogus contra Fraticellios", which he first published in 1452, and which has added much to our information as to the character of the Fraticelli. In the main establishments of the Fraticelli were situated in the valley of Jesi, at Maiolati, Poggio Cupo, Massaccio, and Mergo. They had also constituted bishops in other districts where there was a sufficient number of adherents. They made frequent journeys for propagandistic purposes, especially in Tuscany. Some moved partly as Minorites, some as heretics, often disguising themselves for the sake of protection. Their doctrine was a résumé of their former sectarian errors: the whole Roman Church had deserted the true Faith since the time of John XXII (1323); they alone constituted the true Church and retained the sacra-
ments and the priesthood.

A form of Fraticelli was also represented by Philip of Berbegal, a fanatical and eccentric Observant of Spain (1433), who attempted to establish a strict society de Capuciola, but met vigorous opposition from John Cipistran, who issued a dissertation against him.

Only once again are measures known to have been taken against the Fraticelli, viz. in 1466, when a number of Fraticelli from Poli, near Palestrina, and Maiolati were captured at Assisi during the Portin-
ula celebration. They were imprisoned in the castle of Assisi, and the things instituted to them. Their protector at Poli, Count Stefano de' Conti, was imprisoned, but they also received the pro-
tection of the Colonna family of Palestrina. Tradition also mentions that the Fraticelli established many other colonies and that they had an important centre in Greece, whence they sent out emissaries and where they sought refuge from the aggressive measures of St. James of the March. They generally held their re-
unions at night in private houses and half of the in-
habittants of Poli are said to have been among their adherents. The allegation that their religious serv-
ices were defiled by immoral practices cannot be proved. According to their doctrine, as contained in the "Dialogus", immoral priests incurred the loss of the powers of order and jurisdiction. They had also their own bishop, Nicholas by name.

During this period numerous pamphlets were pub-
lished controverting the errors of the Fraticelli. While the document mentioned "Zurich" was directed against Rome in general, a pamphlet published at Munich in 1580 was concerned with a special event; the Fraticelli were proscribed and finally put to death in the course of the Thirty Years' War. The authority of the Church in the matter of contracts. It is of the essence of a contract that there should be an agreement of wills between the parties as to its subject-matter. Without such an agreement in all that is essential there can be no con-
tract. Hence, if by fraud one of the parties to a con-
tract has been led to mistake what belongs to its substance, the contract will be null and void. If a dealer in jewellery offers a piece of coloured glass to a customer as a valuable ruby, and induces him to pay a large sum of money for it, the contract is invalid for want of consent. The customer wished to buy a precious stone, and he was offered glass. If one of the parties to a contract is induced to agree to something which is merely accidental to the contract and which did not induce him to enter into it, the contract will be valid and there is no reason for setting it aside. If a higher price or more favourable terms were obtained by means of the fraud, there was, of course, wrong done thereby, and in the absence, more than the just value was given, there will be obligation to make restitution for the injustice. But there was no mistake about the substance of the contract, there was union of wills therein, and so, there is no reason why it should not stand. If, however, such a mistake, not indeed regarding the substance of the contract, but caused by it, had been made, the reason was why the contract was entered into; there are special reasons why such a contract should not be upheld.
Fraunhofer.

Fraunhofer, Joseph von, optician, b. at Straubing, Bavaria, 6 March, 1787; d. at Munich, 7 June, 1826. He was the tenth and last son of a poor glass-grinder who was unable to give his boy even the rudiments of knowledge. At the age of 13 he lost both parents and was apprenticed to a mirror-maker and lens-grinder for six years without pay. There he was not permitted to study or even to attend holiday school. The house where he worked collapsed in 1801, burying the boy under the ruins, but not injuring him fatally. This fortunate accident brought him to the notice of court-councillor von Utschneider, who gave him books on mathematics and optics, and also interested King Max Joseph in him, who made him a present of eighteen ducats. With this money Joseph acquired a grinding-machine and bought his release from his master, and then began the anxious and arduous work of digging at his trade and also as an engraver on metal. Finally, in 1806, he was called to the mathematical-technical institute of Reichenbach, Utschneider, and Liebher as an assistant. There he did such excellent work that he became a partner and manager of the optical institute of the firm at Benedictbeuren. In 1814 Utschneider gave him 10,000 florins and formed with him the new firm of Utschneider and Fraunhofer. The optical institute was moved to Munich in 1819 and Fraunhofer was appointed professor royal. The University of Erlangen gave him the degree of Ph.D., honoris causa, in 1822. The following year he was appointed conservator of the physical cabinet of the academy at Munich. Nobility, the order of merit, and the honorary citizenship of Munich were conferred upon him in 1824. The Imperial Leopoldina Academy, the Astronomical Society of London, and the Society for Natural Science and Medicine of the Adolphine Order of Bayern gave him the highest distinctions. Shortly before his death he was made a Knight of the Danish order of Dannebrog.

The work of this self-taught mathematical and practical optician was chiefly in developing improved methods of preparing optical glass, of grinding and polishing lenses, and of testing them. He improved England of its supremacy in the optical field. He invented the necessary machines, constructed a spherometer, and developed the moving and measuring devices used in astronomical telescopes, such as the screw micrometer and the heliometer. His fame, however, rests above all on his initiation of spectrum analysis. While studying the chromatic refraction of different glasses he discovered the bands of artificial lights and also the dark lines in the solar spectrum, called now the Fraunhofer lines. He also accomplished an important theoretical work on diffraction and established its laws; he placed the diffraction slit in front of the objective of a measuring telescope and later made and used diffraction gratings with up to 10,000 parallel lines to the inch, ruled by a specially constructed dividing engine. By means of these gratings he was able to measure the minute wave-lengths of the different colours of light. As a Christian, Fraunhofer met with no difficulties of conscience. The simple inscription on his tomb reads: *Approxi-

The important memoirs were first published in "Denkschriften" of the Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences, the one on refraction, spectra, and lines in 1817, and that on diffraction and its laws...
in 1821. They were soon translated into English and French. His collected works have been published by Lomell (Munich, 1888), and translated in part and edited by Ams (New York and London, 1898).

William Fox.

Fraysinus, Denis de 1765–1841, Bishop of Bernopolis in partibus infidelium, is celebrated chiefly for his work, Notre-Dame de Paris. He was one of the first orators and apostles who accomplished so much towards the restoration of the Faith in France after the Revolution. He was born at Curières in Rouergue, France, and died at St-Genies in the department of Aveyron. His earliest sermons were delivered at Paris, first in the church of the Carmelites, and later at St-Sulpice, where he continued them for seven years. He was compelled to interrupt his preaching at the order of Napoleon in 1809, but resumed in 1814, and continued, with the brief intermission of the Hundred Days, until 1822. Despite his severity towards the brother of Napoleon, the Abbé Fraysinus had made him a councillor of the university, of which he later became grand master. He was elected to membership in the French Academy, and in 1817 pronounced there a panegyric of St. Louis which is still famous. In 1817 he was named almoner to the court of Louis XVIII, and later consecrated Bishop of Bernopolis. He had been raised to the French peerage when, in 1824, he pronounced the funeral oration of Louis XVIII. It was at this time that the Society of Jesus, which had been re-established by Pius VII, wished to return to France. A number of former Jesuits, reunited under the name of the Faith, addressed themselves, in 1824, to Mgr de Fraysinus, the minister of public worship, and obtained his protection of their project.

His political career came to an end with the revolution of 1830. After acting as tutor to the Duke de Bordeaux until 1835, he went to live at St-Genies in Provence, where he died three years later. His conferences had been published some years before, and, under the title "Défense du Christianisme" (4 vols.), the chief work by which he is known. He published also, in 1818, his slightly Gallican work "Les vrais droits de l'Église gallicane". His conferences lack the vibrant warmth and the brilliancy of style which marked those of Lacordaire and his successors in the pulpit of Notre-Dame. But Mgr de Fraysinus possesses the distinction of having inaugurated a great movement of restoration and of having made the word of God acceptable to both the indifferent and the incredulous, owing to the clearness with which he explained dogmatic truths, his judgment in the choice of his proofs and his loyalty in discussion. He was the first of the nineteenth century to sow, in this manner, the apostolic seed, and he assured an abundant harvest to those who followed him.

Louis Lalande.

Fréchette, Louis-Honoré, b. at Notre-Dame de Lévis, P.Q., Canada, 16 November, 1839; d. 30 May, 1908. He attended the schools of his native town, and continued his studies at the Ecole normale, after which he chose the profession of law, and in 1864 was admitted to the Bar at Quebec. As clients did not come as quickly as he desired he decided to go to Chicago, where for seven years he worked as a journalist, and became corresponding secretary of the land department of the Illinois Central Railroad. In 1871 Fréchette was elected to the U.S. Congress, and in 1877 became a deputy in the House of Commons by the Liberal party. Defeated in the general elections of 1878 and 1882, he abandoned public life and returned to journalism, the products of his pen appearing in the "Journal de Québec", the "Journal de Lévis", the "Patrie" of Montreal, the "Opinion Publique", "The Forum", "Harper's Monthly", and "The Arena". Meanwhile his poetry won him so much admiration at home. The list of his poetic works is something lengthy. The following are given in their chronological order: "Mes Loisirs", 1863; "La Voix d'un Exilé", 1886—first part published at Chicago. Another complete edition appeared at Montreal in 1874. "Medecin Mélé; Fantaisies et souvenirs poétiques", 1877; "Les Fleurs Bordales, et Les Oiseaux de Neige, Poésies Canadiennes", a work crowned by the French Academy, 1879; "La Légende d’un Peuple—Poésies Canadiennes", 1887—1890; "Les Feuilles Volantes", 1891. Fréchette wrote also much in prose, notably: "Fidèle Poutre" (an historical drama), 1871; "Lettres à Baisé à propos des Causeries du Dimanche", 1872; "Le retour de l’Exilé" (a drama in five acts and eight tableaux), 1880; "Le drapeau fantôme" (historical episode), 1884; "Pèlerinage à l’insurrection Canadienne de 1837", 1885; "Originaux et Détraits", 1892; "Mémoires à l’abbé Baisé sur l’histoire du Canada", 1896; "Christmas in French Canada" (in English), 1900. He translated into French, Howell’s "Chance Acquaintance" and George W. Cable’s "Old Creole Days". Fréchette became a member of the Royal Society of Canada at its foundation in 1882; he was named Companion of the Order of St. Michael and St. George in 1897, on the occasion of the Jubilee of Queen Victoria. The University of Laval, McGill University, and Queen’s University conferred on him the degree of Doctor of Letters. From 1889 Fréchette occupied the position of clerk of the Council in the legislature of Quebec. In 1876 he married Emma Beaudry, second daughter of J.-B. Beaudry, a banker of Montreal, by whom he had two children. He has been called the "Lamartine of Canada". He certainly elevated the poetry of Canada, and his work will rank with that of Crémazie.

N. E. Dionne.

Fredegarius, the name used since the sixteenth century (for what reason is not known) to designate the supposed author of an anonymous historical compilation (Chronicon Fredegarii) of the seventh century, in which is related the history of the Franks from the earliest times until 658. The name appeared for the first time in the "Antiquités gauloises" of (Paris, 1599) of Claude Fauchet, who states that it is used "through ignorance of the real author". Modern research has resulted in the discovery that the work is really made up of three texts each of which belongs to a different author. The first author is a Burgundian whose work is an epitome of six books of the "Ecclesiastical History of the Franks", by Gregory of Tours, from the earliest times to the death of Chilperic I in 584. He also wrote the "Liber generationis" and made extracts from Idatius and St. Jerome which form, in the critical edition of Krusch. the first and second books of the "Chronicon". Including the epitome, or nearly the whole book, for written the largest portion of the work. This portion, it must be said, is also the least important, for it contains no original matter, and confines itself to the use of previous sources, and not without blunders and inaccuracies. It is true that the part of the ninth book which goes to 615 (Krusch.), or even to 616 (Schröner), has been attributed to the author. The latter remarks that the writer was in touch with Warnacharius the "mayor of the palace" and believes that he may be identified with Agrestius, a monk of Luxeuil. The second author, also a Burgundian, belonged to the south of France and had apparently spent some time at Paris. His written original work extending to the year 642 and containing
information which is valuable because not to be found elsewhere. He is an impartial and veracious author whose testimony deserves to be received in general with respect. The third author, who brings the "Chronicon" to a conclusion, is a partisan of Grimoald, the "mayor of the palace" and a great admirer of the Carolingian family. Chapters lxxxiv to lxxxviii and several interpolations are his. These rather important conclusions have been reached in recent times by the critical acumen of B. Kreusch. Some of these are quite precisely defined by G. Schnürer, and their opinions taken together may be considered definitive, although the last word on the subject has not been said.

Interest in the "Chronicon" of Fredegarius consists for us in the fact that it is the sole document which informs us in a continuous way concerning that period in the history of the Franks which goes from 591 (the year in which the "Ecclesiastical History" of Gregory of Tours comes to a close) to 658. Apart from this work we have almost no knowledge of the period of Frankish history covered by it. All three writers exhibit, it is true, much barbarism in diction and in thought; we are all the more indebted to them for the serious effort they made to preserve some memory of the events of their times. The "Chronicon" of Fredegarius was edited by B. Kreusch in "Scriptores Rer. Merovingicarum", II (Hanover, 1858). KRAUSCH, Die Chronicon des sogenannten Fredegarius in Neues Archiv, VII (1882); IDEM, preface to his aforesaid edition; BECHER, Die Vorlage der sogenannten Fredegarius-Chronica (Fribourg, Switzerland, 1900) in Collectanea Friburgoensis, IX; KURTH, L'histoire de Clovis d'apres Fredegarius in Revue des questions historiques, 1900, XLVII; IDEM, La reine Brunehaut (Hildesheim, 1891); WITTEBACH, Deutschlands Geschichtsquellen (7th ed., Stuttgart, Berlin, 1894), I, 114–118; 141–142.

GODEFROID KURTH.

Fredegis of Tours (FRIDUGISUS OF FREDEGISUS), a ninth-century monk, teacher, and writer. Fredegis was an Anglo-Saxon, b. in England towards the end of the eighth century; d. at Tours in 834. He was a pupil of Alcuin, first at York and afterwards at the court of Charles the Great. The proximate date of his birth is determined by a reference to him as "a boy" (puer) in a letter of Alcuin dated 798. He was a favourite pupil of Alcuin and was one of the group of distinguished scholars who formed the Schola palatina, in which he was known by the name Nathaniel. At that time he was a deacon. When, in 796, Alcuin became Abbot of Tours Fredegis seems to have remained at the court. According to some authorities he was Alcuin's successor as Master of the Palace School. This is, however, improbable. In 804 he succeeded his teacher as Abbot of Tours, retaining at the same time his relations with the emperor. Among his contemporaries he enjoyed a reputation for great learning. He composed several poems and a short treatise in epitaphe form, which deals with the nature of nothing and darkness, "De nilo et tenebris". The epistle was written probably during the author's retirement. It is addressed "to all the faithful and to those who dwell in the sacred Palace of the most serene prince Charles".

The occasion of the discussion of a problem which to the modern mind seems childish, namely, Are nothing and darkness real things? was doubtless the Biblical use of the words in the first chapter of Genesis. If the Bible uses the words nothing and darkness, it seemed in that naïvely realistic age that there must be things corresponding to those words. Fredegis accepts the realistic answer and defends it both by arguments from authority and by arguments from reason. That his solution, however, was not generally accepted is clear from the open letter of the treatise in which he refers to the long prevailing divergence of opinion in the matter. The importance of the treatise lies in the way it makes of the dialectical method which was afterwards developed into the scholastic method by Abelard, Alexander of Hales, and St. Thomas. De nihilo et tenebris in P. L., CV, 781 and in Mon. Germ. Hist., Ep., V, 615; AHNER, Fredegis von Tours (Leipzig, 1878); 16. Die Sosele von Neisse, op. cit.; ENDE, Deutsche Philosophie (Berlin, 1896), XIX; G. MOLLINGER, Geschichte der Philosophie (Boston, 1905), 244.

WILLIAM TURNER.

Frederick I, surnamed Barbarossa, German King and Roman Emperor, son of Frederick of Swabia (d. 1147) and Judith, daughter of Henry the Black; born c. 1123; died 10 June, 1190. Connected maternally with the Guelphs, he seemed destined to effect a reconciliation between them and the Ghibellines. In 1146 he had already roused public attention by a
the various parts of his realm and manfully exerted himself to establish internal peace. There was no reason why the princes of his empire should oppose the newly chosen king; his naturally conservative mind knew how to deal with existing forces. Of the princes, whose power was already approaching sovereignty, he demanded only respect for the existing order. He sought also to unite the interests of the German princes, especially those of the House of Guelph with his own. One of the most important of the Gregorian, hierarchical party in Germany was in a state of complete dissolution. From the bishops Frederick had no reason to fear radical opposition to his policy towards the Church, dissatisfaction with the papal administration in Germany being then widespread. He succeeded in recovering the influence formerly exercised by the German king in the selection of bishops. Many powerful men were at that time to be found among the German clergy, prominent among them being the provost of Hildesheim, Rainald von Dassel, consecrated Archbishop of Cologne in May, 1156, and made chancellor of the empire. For eleven years he was the most faithful counsellor of Frederick. Rainald was a formidable opponent of the papacy; in him the bishop almost wholly disappears in the statesman. Similar to Frederick in character, he vigorously supported the antihierarchical policy of the emperor. Another prelate, also a staunch supporter of the king, was Wichmann, Archbishop of Magdeburg, more of a soldier than a bishop, and uncanonically promoted from the See of Zeitz to the Archbishops of Magdeburg. Thus assisted by the various estates of the empire, Frederick sought to make the power of the crown as independent as possible. This he did by vigorously furthering the interests of his administrative house. The administrators of his family property, the ministeriales, were not only managers of great estates, but at the same time a well-disciplined body of warriors. The negotiations between the king and the pope concerning the appointment to the See of Magdeburg revealed for the first time a radical difference between the policies of the Church and the State. During these stormy controversies, forerunners of the approaching tempest, Frederick was strengthened in his views regarding the supremacy of the empire over the papal power, chiefly through intercourse with the leading jurists of the University of Bologna. The conception of the dignity of the Roman emperor placed before him by these men confirmed him in his claims to the supremacy of the German kings over the Church, which he based upon the rights exercised by them during the Carolingian period. The whole internal and external policy of Frederick was controlled by the idea of restoring the ancient imperium mundi. In Northern Italy, where many prosperous communes had acquired independence, the former imperial suzerainty had passed away. Frederick failed to see that in these cities a new political factor was developing, and underrated the powers of resistance of these free municipal republics. Concerned only with immediate advantages, he sought to recover the regalia (income from vacant sees and benefices), which the cities had gradually usurped, and to utilize them in pursuing his imperial policy. The conduct of Frederick in Northern Italy and the mistaken concept of the relations between the papacy and the State could not fail to bring about a conflict with the papacy. In this conflict for supremacy in Northern Italy, the pope was forced to prove that he was able to defend the position of equality with the king, which the papal see had acquired, and in this way to gain a complete victory over the emperor. The king, a deeply religious man, was induced to concede that religious and ecclesiastical powers should co-operate with each other, but he made it clear that even the pope should respect him the imperial lord. If Frederick became master of Italy, the pope would have to acknowledge this supremacy. In the beginning, it seemed probable that Frederick would triumph without the need for German help. Threatened by the Normans from without, he was not even secure in his own city, which governed itself through a senate elected by popular vote and tolerated the revolutionary Arnold of Brescia within its walls. It was in these circumstances that the Treaty of Constance was signed between the pope and the emperor (March, 1153). This treaty was aimed against the enemies of the pope both in Rome and Southern Italy. In return the pope promised to crown Frederick emperor and to help him against his enemies.

In October, 1154, Frederick began his march Romewards. Owing to the weakness of his army, the king did not succeed at this time in subjugating to his power Northern Italy and the rebellious city of Milan. In 1155 he went on with his army to Rome, where he met the newly elected Pope Adrian IV, who maintained himself in Rome with difficulty as he anxiously awaiting the arrival of the German king. Frederick could not establish permanent order in Rome. The Treaty of Constance, promising the pope help against the Romans and Normans, was therefore not carried out. On 18 June, 1155, after having delivered Arnold of Brescia into the pope's hands, Frederick was crowned as Roman emperor in spite of the opposition of the rebellious Romans. In Southern, as in Northern Italy Frederick made little progress during this Italian expedition. During the years 1155-1158, Frederick reached the height of his power, and energetically safeguarded the tranquility of his realm. The difficult Bavarian question, replete with imminent danger of war, was successfully settled; Henry Jasomirgott surrendered Bavaria to Henry the Lion and in return received Austria as an independent duchy, a step that was pregnant with consequences for the future of Germany. Frederick's policy was also successful along the eastern and western boundaries of his empire. His suzerainty in Burgundy was, in the main, re-established, after Frederick, with the consent of the Curia, had separated from Adela von Vohburg, and married Beatrice, the heiress of Burgundy. On his eastern frontier, he succeeded more and more in Germanizing and Christianizing the local tribes. In this respect, Henry the Lion was the chief pioneer of the future imperial policy. Frederick maintained amicable relations with Denmark, Poland, and Hungary. Impelled by his proud consciousness
of authority, which found expression at the Diet of Würzburg (1157). Frederick undertook a second Italian campaign in 1158. In the meantime, conditions had changed in Italy; the pope, from being an opponent of the Normans, had become their ally. The friendly relations between the pope and emperor had suffered a shock after the Diet of Brescian (1157). On that occasion the papal legate had called the imperial dignity a beneficium (beneficium) of the popes. The expression was ambiguous, since the Latin word beneficium might mean either a personal benefit or a feudal concession. There is no doubt, however, that the indignant German princes were right in understanding it to be an assertion of the superiority of the popes over the emperors. In sharp denial of this claim, Frederick

mated with the spirit of Gregory VII, refused to acknowledge the imperial supremacy. Around the pope gathered all the enemies of Frederick. The universal papal power was destined to triumph over the idea of a universal imperial power. The Western rulers were determined to resist every attempt to re-establish the imperial hegemony in the West. Frederick was again left to his own resources and, after a short sojourn in Germany, undertook a new expedition to Italy (1163). For a time the death of the anti-pope, Victor IV, gave rise to hopes of a reconciliation between Frederick and Alexander III, but soon the emperor recognized another antipope, Paschal III. At the same time an anti-empire alliance, the Lombard League, was formed by the cities of Verona, Cremona, and Padua; it was joined by Venice, Constantinople, and Sicily. Internal troubles caused by the schism prevented the emperor from coping successfully with the famous League. Some of the German clergy, moreover, had espoused the cause of Alexander III, and Frederick was unable to overcome their opposition. Nevertheless, he again left Germany (1166), marched through the disaffected cities of Northern Italy, and, accompanied by the antipope, entered Rome. There a deadly fever destroyed his army, and behind him the Lombard insurrection assumed more dangerous proportions. Lengthy negotiations followed, and the emperor again attempted to overthrow the coalition of the League and Pope Alexander (1174). The great battle of Legnano (29 May, 1176) destroyed the imperial hopes, and left Frederick willing to enter on negotiations for peace. The most important result of the ensuing treaty of Venice (1177) was the failure of the emperor to establish his supremacy over the pope; and in acknowledging the complete equality of Alexander, whom he now recognized as pope, Frederick confessed the defeat of the imperial pretensions.

While Frederick was fighting in Northern Italy, the head of the Guelphs, Henry the Lion, had refused to give him armed assistance. Now he openly rebelled against Frederick. The emperor overthrew Henry, and henceforth aimed at impeding the growth of his powerful vassals by dividing the dukedoms as much as possible. Bavaria, without Styrria however, was at that time granted to the Guelph house of Welf, celebrated, which act naturally revived the feud between the Houses of Guelph and Hohenstaufen. The Treaty of Constance (25 June, 1183) between Frederick and the Lombards deprived the pope of his important ally, the combined cities of Northern Italy. Shortly afterwards, Frederick's son, Henry, married Constance, the Norman princess of Sicily. The island was now threatened both from the north and the south. Friendly relations between the pope and the emperor were also endangered by complaints about the exercise of the Jus spoli and the collection of the tithe by laymen. The coronation of Frederick's son Henry as King of Italy (27 Jan., 1186) led to an open rupture. The political weakness of the papacy was offset to some extent by the fact that Philipp von Heinsberg, Archbishop of Cologne and a powerful prince, became the champion of the pope. By skilful management and with the aid of a majority of the German bishops Frederick evaded the threatening peril.

The death of Urban III and the election of Gregory VIII brought about a change in the dealings of the Curia with the empire, owing chiefly to the gloomy reports from the Holy Land.

At the Diet of Mains in 1188, Frederick took the cross, and on 11 May, 1189, started for Palestine. On 10 June, 1190, he met with a sudden death while crossing the River Salphe in Asia Minor.

Frederick II, German King and Roman Emperor, son of Henry VI and Constance of Sicily; b. 26 Dec., 1194; d. at Florentina, in Apulia, 13 Dec., 1250. He adopted his father's policy of making Italy the centre of his power, and was interested in Germany only because he was guaranteed to him his title to Upper and Central Italy. On the other hand, he could not arrest the dissolution of the empire hastened by the failure of his predecessor Otto IV. The possessions of the empire and those of his own Hohenstaufen family, by means of which Frederick I had sought to build up his power, were plundered. Frederick's sole desire was for peace in Germany, even if to secure this he had to make the greatest sacrifices; and for this reason, he granted to the ecclesiastical and temporal lords a series of privileges, which subsequently developed into the independent sovereignty of these princes. This emperor's policy was entirely dominated by the idea that without Sicily the possession of Italy would always be insecure, and that a king of Italy could not maintain himself without being at the same time emperor. This policy was naturally antagonistic to the papacy. The popes, isolated as they were in Central Italy, felt themselves compelled to prevent the union of Southern Italy with the empire. Frederick recognized this fact, and for several years strove to maintain peace by extreme concessions. Innocent III had chosen Frederick to be his instrument for the destruction of the Guelph, Otto IV. In return for Innocent's support, Frederick had been obliged to make promises to the pope at Eger (12 July, 1215), which would put an end to the undue influence of the civil power over the German bishops. The emancipation of the Church from the royal power dates from this time. The cause of Frederick's concessions to the Church lay not in his religious convictions but in his political aims.

Frederick had also been obliged to acknowledge the pope as his lord in Sicily, thus abandoning his father's cherished hopes of uniting Sicily with the imperial crown of Germany, though the attempts of the pope to entirely nullify this "personal union" were far from successful. The affairs continued to hang in the balance, and the papacy succeeded in turning the popular policy towards the emperor, for the popes in their efforts to sustain their traditional supremacy could not allow the emperor a controlling influence in Italy. The conflict between the two powers strangely influenced the Crusade. Frederick had been persuaded to take part in a new crusade, for which inadequate preparations had been made by the pope, and the Council of Lateran (1215) fixed 1 June, 1216, as the time for beginning the crusade.

The condition of Germany, however, did not permit the presence of the emperor. At Frankfort in April, 1220, the German diet disavowed Frederick's measures concerning the Roman expedition and the crusade. After Frederick's young son Henry had been chosen king, and Engelbert, the powerful Archbishop of Cologne, named vice-regent, Frederick set out for Italy. He was crowned emperor at Rome (22 Nov., 1220), and renewed his vow to take the cross, promising to begin the campaign in the following year. By a severe edict against heretics, he placed the secular power at the service of the Church, and thus appeared to have arrived at a complete understanding with the pope. Even when he failed to keep his promise to start the crusade in the following year, the friendly relations of pope and emperor remained unaltered. For this the peace-loving pope deserved the chief credit, though Frederick also strove to avoid a breach by his loyal policy towards the Holy See. Both pope and emperor, however, saw that this peace was maintained only by skillful diplomacy, and that it was constantly imperiled by their conflicting interests.

Frederick at this time was chiefly solicitous about Sicily, towards which he was drawn by his Norman parentage on the mother's side, while the character of his own German people did not attract his sympathies. He had grown up in Sicily where Norman, Greek and Mohammedan civilization had intermingled, at once strengthening and repelling one another. The king, endowed with great natural ability, had acquired a wonderful fund of learning which made him appear a prodigy to his contemporaries, but, although he was intimately acquainted with the greatest productions of eastern and western genius, his soaring spirit never lost itself in romantic dreams. He eagerly studied both the more and the less important interests of the political and economical life of Southern Italy. The founding of the University of Naples sufficiently attests his interest in education. He was an intelligent admirer of the beauties of nature, his love for which was intensified by his natural powers of observation. The unlimited resources of the physical world and its constantly multiplying problems increased the inclination of this sceptical spirit towards a thorough empiricism. In none of his contemporaries does intellectual subjectivism show itself so strongly and at the same time so one-sidedly. This desire to penetrate into the secrets of the universe, as well as his scandalous sensual indulgence, brought on Frederick the reputation of an atheist. In spite, however, of his sceptical tendencies, he was not an atheist. An epigrammatic utterance about "the three impostors, Moses, Christ and Mohammed" has been unjustly ascribed to him in later times, and he remained true to the Church. Perhaps his rationalistic mind took pleasure in the strictly logical character of Catholic dogma. He was not, however, a champion of rationalism, nor had he any sympathy with the mystico-heretical movements of the time; in fact he joined in suppressing them. It was not the Church of the Middle Ages that he antagonised, but its representatives. It is in his conflict with the pope that his colossal character becomes manifest. At the same time, it becomes apparent how he combined force and ability with cunning and the spirit of revenge. His most prominent characteristic was his self-conceit. In Germany this megalomania was kept in check, but not so in Sicily. Here he could build up
a modern state, the foundations of which it is true had already been laid by the great Norman kings.

The organization of his Sicilian hereditary states was completed by the "Constitutiones imperiales", published at Amalfi, 1231. In these laws, Frederick appears as sole possessor of every right and privilege, an absolute monarch, or rather an enlightened despot standing at the head of a well-ordered civil hierarchy. His subjects in this system had duties only, but they were well defined. After practically completing the reorganization of Sicily (1235), the emperor attempted, like his powerful grandfather, to re-establish the imperial power in Upper Italy, but with insufficient resources. The result was a new hostile league of the Italian cities. Through the mediation of the pope, however, peace was maintained. During this time Archbishop Engelbert of Cologne, supported by several princes of the empire who had been efficiently assisted by the royal power in their struggle with the cities, preserved the peace in Germany. After the archbishop's death, however, a new order set in—a time of savage feuds and widespread disorder followed by the first open quarrel between the papacy and the emperor. Frederick had completed extensive preparations for a crusade in 1227. Four years previously, he had espoused Isabella (or Iolanthe), heiress of Jerusalem, and now styled himself "Romorum imperator semper Augustus; Jerusalem et Sicilia rex". It was his serious intention to carry out his promise to begin his crusade in August, 1227 (under pain of excommunication), but a malignant fever destroyed a great part of his army and prostrated the king himself. Nevertheless Gregory IX declared Frederick excommunicated (29 Sept., 1227), showing by this step that he considered the time had come to break the illusive peace and to clear up the situation.

Although the radical antagonism between empire and papacy did not appear on the surface, it was at the root of the ensuing conflict between Church and State. At the beginning of this struggle the excommunicated emperor started his crusade against the express wish of the pope, wishing no doubt to justify his attitude by success. On 17 March, 1229, he crowned himself King of Jerusalem. On 10 June, 1229, he landed at Brindisi on his return. During the emperor's absence the curia had taken vigorous measures against him. Frederick, on his return forced the pope to recognize the emperor's success in the East and to release him from excommunication. The treaty of San Germano (20 July, 1230), in spite of many concessions made by the Emperor, was in reality an evidence of papal defeat. The pope had been unable to break the dangerous adversary. Frederick forthwith resumed his North Italian policy. Again his attempts were frustrated, on this occasion by the threatening attitude of his son Henry, who now appeared as independent ruler of Germany, thereby becoming his father's enemy and unfurling the banner of rebellion (1234). After a long absence, Frederick returned to Germany, and after he took prisoner his rebel son (1235). Henry died in 1242.

About this time Frederick married Elizabeth of England (at Worms), and in 1235 held a brilliant diet at Mainz, where he promulgated the famous Laws of the Empire, a landmark in the development of the empire and its constitution. New measures for the maintenance of peace were enacted, the right of private feuds was greatly restricted, and an imperial court with its own seal was constituted, thereby establishing a basis for the future national law. As soon as the emperor had established order in Germany, he again marched against the Lombards, which conflict he brought on another with the pope. The latter had several times mediated between the Lombards and the emperor, and now reasserted his right to arbitrate between the contending parties. In the numerous manifestos of the pope and the emperor the antagonism of Church and State became daily more evident. The pope claimed for himself the "imperium animarum" and the "principatus rerum et corporum in universo mundo". The emperor on the other hand wished to restore the "imperium mundi"; Rome was again to be the capital of the world and Frederick was to become the real emperor of the Romans. He published an energetic manifesto protesting against the worldwide empire of the pope. The emperor's successes, especially his victory over the Lombards at the battle of Cortenuova (1237), only embittered the opposition between Church and State. The pope, who had allied himself with Venice, again excommunicated the "self-confessed heretic", the "blasphemous beast of the Apocalypse" (20 March, 1239). Frederick now attempted to conquer the rest of Italy, i.e. the papal states. His son Enrico captured in a sea-fight all the prelates who by the command of Gregory were coming from Genoa to Rome to assist at a general council. Gregory's position was now desperate, and after his death (22 Aug., 1241), the Holy See remained vacant for almost two years save for the short reign of Celestine IV.

During this interval the bitterness existing between the rival parties seemed to moderate somewhat, and about this time the emperor was threatened by a new and dangerous movement in Germany. The German episcopate could ill bear the prospect of being henceforth at the mercy of the reckless tyrant of Italy. Frederick sought to weaken the hostile bishops by favouring the secular princes and granting privileges to the cities. The energetic Innocent IV ascended the papal throne on 25 June, 1243. To secure peace with the newly elected pontiff, the emperor was inclined to make concessions. The main issue at stake however was not settled, i.e., the jurisdiction of the emperor in North Italy. In order to nullify Frederick's military superiority in the future phases of the struggle, Innocent left Rome secretly and went by way of Genoa to Lyons. Here he summoned a general council (21 June, 1245) by which Frederick was again excommunicated. Immediately there appeared several pretenders in Germany, i.e., Henry Raspe of Thuringia and...
William of Holland. It was only with the greatest difficulty that Frederick's son Conrad could hold his own in Germany, since the greater part of the clergy supported the pope. Most of the lay lords, however, remained faithful to the emperor and exhibited an attitude of hostility to the clergy. A contemporary writer describes the situation in 1242: "Injustice reigned supreme. The people were without leaders and Rome was troubled. Clerical dignity was lost sight of and the laity were split into various factions. Some were loyal to the Church and took the cross, others adhered to Frederick and became the enemies of the religion."

For some time fortune alternately smiled and frowned on Frederick in Italy, but, after completing all his preparations for a decisive battle, he died at Fiorentim in Apulia, and was buried at Palermo. In German legend he continued to live as the emperor destined to return and reform both Church and State. In more recent times, however, he has had to yield his place in popular legend to Frederick Barbarossa, a figure more in harmony with German sentiment.

Freddoli, BERENGER, Cardinal-Bishop of Frascati, b. at Vérone, France, c. 1250; d. at Avignon, 11 June, 1323. He was canon and precentor of Béziers, secular Abbot of Saint-Aphrodise in the same city, canon and archdeacon of Corbières, and canon of Aix. He later held the chair of canon law at Bologna, and was appointed chaplain to Celestine V, who in 1294 consecrated him Bishop of Béziers. Freddoli was one of those entrusted by Boniface VIII with the compilation of the text of the Decretals, and afterwards known as the "Liber Sextus". He took a prominent part in the negotiations then in progress between the pope and Philip the Fair, and attended the council held in Bologna in 1305 Clement V. In 1306 Clement V appointed him cardinal, with the title of St. Nereus and Achilleus, appointed him major penitentiary, and in 1309 raised him to the Cardinal-Bishopric of Frascati. The same pontiff employed him in investigating the charges made against the Knights Templars, and also in the enquiry into the peculiar tenets entertained at that time by a section of the Franciscan Order. On the death of Clement V, Freddoli was proposed by the French cardinals for the vacant chair, but without success. He continued in favour with the new pope, John XXII, by whose order he deposed the Abbots of Gérard and Hugo, Bishop of Cahors, for conspiring against the pope's life. The works of Freddoli are chiefly concerned with canon law, and include "Oculus", a commentary on the "Summa" of the Cardinal of Ostia (Basle, 1573), "Inventarium juris canonici", and "Inventarium speculum judiciale", abridged from a work of Durand, Bishop of Mendes. The nameake and nephew of the preceding was Bishop of Béziers in 1305, and Cardinal-Bishop of Porto in 1317. He died in 1323.
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Freed Church of Scotland (known since 1900 as the United Freed Church), an ecclesiastical organization in Scotland which, in 1825 (1798) organized about 500,000 of the 1,200,000 inhabitants of that country professing adherence to Presbyterian principles. The existence of the Free Church as a separate ecclesiastical body dates from 1843, when a large number of members, both lay and clerical, of the Established Church of Scotland, severed their connexion with that body as a protest against the encroachment of the civil power on the independence of the Church, especially in the matter of taxation in the Free Church. According to the Free-Church view, the Church of Scotland, from the date of its inception in 1560, upon the overthrow of the old religion, had possessed the inherent right of exercising her spiritual jurisdiction through her elected assembly, absolutely free of any interference by the civil power. Such assertions had been asserted by her first leaders, Knox and Melville, and especially laid down and claimed in both her first and second books of discipline, issued in 1560 and 1581. The restoration of "prelacy" (the episcopal form of church government) in 1606 by James I, the revival of the self-governing powers of the Assembly in 1649, its subsequent suspension under Cromwell in 1653 and again after the Restoration, the Revolution settlement in 1690, and the Act of Queen Anne in 1712 re-establishing the system of private patronage in the Presbyterian Church, were the principal crises, now favourable, now the reverse, to the cherished principles of episcopacy. The Free Church was the one church into which the Church passed during the first century and a half of its existence. Throughout the eighteenth century a party within the Church continued to protest against civil interference with her rights, especially as regarded patronage; but at the same time there grew up the ecclesiastical party known as Moderates, who in this and other questions displayed an indifference towards state encroachments which more than neutralized the sentiments of the more fervent section. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, however, the latter was strengthened by the growing reputation of so-called "Evangelicalism", which was spreading over Scotland as well as England. The views of the two parties, the Evangelical and the Moderate, became more and more opposed, the final result being the "Ten Years' Conflict" between them, which ended in the triumph of the former, and in the passing by the General Assembly, in 1834, of the famous "Veto Act". This act asserted (or rather reasserted, for the principle had often been declared in previous Assemblies) that it was a fundamental law of the Church that no pastor should be intruded upon a congregation contrary to the popular will, and that any presbyter so elected should be rejected by the presbytery of the heads of families. This direct blow at the rights of private patrons was soon challenged in the civil courts, and was ultimately decided (in 1838), in the famous Auchterarder case, against the Church. The decision immediately elicited from the Assembly a still clearer and more outspoken declaration of the independence of the Church; and when it was finally confirmed by the House of Lords, in 1839, the Assembly resolved to transmit to the sovereign, through the Lord High Commissioner who presided over its proceedings, a "claim, declaration, and protest" complaining of the encroachment of the civil power, and praying for the abolition of patronage. An unfavourable answer was received, and in response to a petition submitted to the House of Commons, that body refused any redress of the grievances complained of. Accordingly, at the next meeting of the General Assembly, 396 members, afterwards increased to 474, withdrew in a body, and continued the faithful work in the new Free Church, under Dr. Thomas Chalmers as moderator. The ministers and professors adhering to the newly constituted body publicly renounced all claim to the benefits which they had held in the Established Church, thus surrendering an annual income of several thousands of £200,000.

A sustentation fund was at once inaugurated for the new organization, and nearly £400,000 was subscribed
for the erection of churches in the first year after the "Disruption", as it came to be called. Colleges for the training of the clergy were subsequently built at large cost in Edinburgh and Aberdeen; manses (residences for the ministers) were erected at a cost of a quarter of a million; and an annual or larger amount was expended on the building of congregational schools. After the passing of the Education Act of 1872 most of these schools were voluntarily transferred by the Free Church to the newly established school-boards.

The Church never professed to adopt any new article of faith, to inaugurate any new ritual, or originate any new principle of doctrine or discipline. She claimed to represent the Presbyterian Church of the country enjoying its full spiritual independence, and freed from the undue encroachment of the State; but it did not abandon the principle of establishment, or give up the view that Church and State ought to be in intimate alliance. This raised the difficulty in the way of its union with the United Presbyterians, the next most numerous and important body of seceders from the Establishment, and for many years rendered all negotiations for such union abortive. In 1876, however, the disaffected body, known as the Cameronsians, or Reformed Presbyterians, joined the Free Church, and, possibly under the stimulus of this achievement, negotiations were renewed for union with the U. P.'s, as they were familiarly called. These proved finally successful, and the union between the United and Free Church became an accomplished fact on 31 October, 1906. A small minority of Free Churchmen resisted the fusion of the two bodies, and these (the "Wes Free", as they were nicknamed) were successful in the Scottish Courts in claiming, as the original Free Church, nearly all the buildings erected by the body during the previous fifty-seven years. This anomaly, however, was rectified by a subsequent Act of Parliament (following on a Royal Commission) which permitted the "Wes Free" to retain only such churches and other edifices as were proportionate to the small number of their adherents.

The well-wishers of the new United Free Church are naturally looking forward to an enlarged field of influence and a wider scope of activity, both at home and in the mission-field. What must, however, fill with anxiety every friend of Scottish Christianity who studies the teaching of this body, both in its training colleges and in its pulpits, is the spirit of rationalism by which it is becoming pervaded. The generation has passed away since its most brilliant member, William Robertson Smith, was summarily removed from his professorial chair at Aberdeen on account of his latitudinarian views as expressed in his published articles. The "higher criticism" in the Free Church of to-day, largely based as it is on the rationalizing influence of German Protestant theology, goes far beyond the "heresies and errors" for which Smith was indicted thirty years ago. It is hardly too much to say that the modern Free Churchman is really not a Christian at all, in the Catholic sense of that word. The United Free Church, by the re-arrangements of its two constituent bodies (1906) twelve synods and twenty-four presbyteries. Its supreme court is the General Assembly, which meets every May in Edinburgh. According to the latest statistics, the total membership of the body is about 504,000, divided into 1623 congregations, 244,000 scarfs. The total by Sunday Schools, which number 2400. Some 300 agents from Scotland, and nearly 4000 native pastors and teachers, are employed in foreign mission work, and the whole income of the Church, at the close of the last financial year, was estimated at £1,029,000.
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Freeman, William, Venerable, priest and martyr, b. at Manthorpe near York, c. 1558; d. at Warwick, 13 Avril, 1595; and an annual or larger amount was expended on the building of congregational schools. After the passing of the Education Act of 1872 most of these schools were voluntarily transferred by the Free Church to the newly established school-boards.

Although the words "Free-thinker" and "Free-thought" first appeared in connexion with the English Deists (Collins, "Discourse of Free-thinking occasioned by the Rise and Growth of a Sect called Freethinkers" (1713)), the deistical tendency this name, "the phenomenon of free-thought has existed, in specific form, long before it could express itself in propagandist writings, or find any generic name save those of Atheism or Infidelity" (Robertson). Taken in the broad sense in which Robertson here uses it, the term would seem to include the reactionary movement against any traditional form of doctrine to which men were expected to assent. In this sense it is possible to speak of free-thinkers of Greece or Rome, or, indeed, of any considerable body that can impress its teaching upon the masses of the people, whether it be with a certain extent at any rate, in classical times those who either publicly scoffed at the authoritative myths of their country's religion or philosophically explained their meaning away. So—but this in a truer sense—in the Middle Ages there were to be found rationalists, or free-thinkers, among the philosophers of the school. The Fathers of the Church had met paganism with its own weapons and argued against its falsehoods with
the help of the natural reason. The early heretics were free-thinkers in their rejection of the regulating authority of the Church upon points connected with their heresies, which they elaborated frequently upon rationalistic lines; and the pantheists and others of the schools criticised and synodified revelation away in true free-thought style. Both were in consequence condemned; but the spirit of enquiry, criticism and the rebellion against the sufficiency of human reason are as typical of the free-thought of medieval times as of that of the twentieth century.

From the Deists onwards, free-thought has undoubtedly gained ground among the masses. Originally the intellectual excess of the learned and the student, and rarely leaving amongst the masses in a form in which it could be expected to be at all popular, it began with Annet and Chubb (see Deism) to become vulgarised and to penetrate the lower strata of society. Its open professors have apparently always been less numerous than its adherents. Some stop short in a negative position, claiming no more than an autonomy for the science or philosophy they represent. Others carry on a bitter and unscrupulous warfare against religion. It is apparent in the various branches of science and criticism, as well as in philosophy; and though it generally pretends to a scientific plan it makes use of a priori methods more than a posteriori ones. Dangerous propositions, which naturally end in pure religious scepticism, can be traced to the Kantian distinction between the noumenal and the phenomenal. But its main positive positions are the denial of prophecy, miracle and inspiration, its rejection of all external revelation (including obviously ecclesiastical authority), and its assertion of the right of free speculation in all rational matters. On this latter frequently follows the negation of, or suspension of judgment with regard to, the existence of God (atheism and agnosticism), the denial of the immortality of the soul or of its truth being susceptible of proof, and the rejection of the freedom of the will. Among the principal free-thinkers may be mentioned Voltaire, Thomas Paine (The Rights of Man), Renan, Ingersoll, Strauss (Leben Jesu), Haeckel, Clough, and Holyoke.
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Francis Aveling.

Free Will.—The question of free will, moral liberty, or the liberum arbitrium of the Schoolmen, ranks amongst the three or four most important philosophical problems of all time. It ramifies into ethics, theology, metaphysics, and psychology. The view adopted in this analysis is that of the free will, with regard to the most momentous issues that present themselves to the human mind. On the one hand, does man possess genuine moral freedom, power of real choice, true ability to determine the course of his thoughts and volitions, to decide which motives shall prevail within his mind, to modify and mould his own character? Or, on the other hand, are man's thoughts and volitions, his character and external actions, all merely the inevitable outcome of his circumstances? Are they all inexorably predetermined in every detail along rigid lines by events of the past, over which he himself has no control? This is the real import of the free-will problem.

Relation of the Question to Different Branches of Philosophy. (1) Ethically, the issue vitally affects the meaning of most of our fundamental moral terms and ideas. Responsibility, merit, duty, remorse, justice, and the like, will have a totally different significance for one who believes that all man's acts are in the last resort completely determined by agencies beyond his power, from that which these terms bear for the man who believes that each human being possessed of reason can by his own free will determine his deliberate volitions and so exercise a real command over his thoughts, his deeds, and the formation of his character. (2) The question studies the questions of the existence, nature, and attributes of the relations with man. The reconciliation of God's foreknowledge and universal providential government of the world with the contingency of human action, as well as the harmonising of the efficacy of supernatural grace with the free natural power of the creature, has been among the ablest labors of the philosophical student from the days of St. Augustine down to the present time. (3) Causality, change, movement, the beginning of existence, are notions which lie at the very heart of metaphysics. The conception of the human will as a free cause involves them all. (4) Again, the analysis of voluntary action and the investigation of its peculiar features are the special functions of psychology. Indeed, the nature of the process of volition and of all forms of appetitive or consensive activity is a topic that has absorbed a constantly increasing space in psychological literature during the last fifty years. (5) Finally, the rapid growth of some branches of modern science, which in their ultimate ends in pure religious scepticism, can be traced to the Kantian distinction between the noumenal and the phenomenal. But its main positive positions are the denial of prophecy, miracle and inspiration, its rejection of all external revelation (including obviously ecclesiastical authority), and its assertion of the right of free speculation in all rational matters. On this latter frequently follows the negation of, or suspension of judgment with regard to, the existence of God (atheism and agnosticism), the denial of the immortality of the soul or of its truth being susceptible of proof, and the rejection of the freedom of the will. Among the principal free-thinkers may be mentioned Voltaire, Thomas Paine (The Rights of Man), Renan, Ingersoll, Strauss (Leben Jesu), Haeckel, Clough, and Holyoke.
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Francis Aveling.

Free Will.—The question of free will does not seem to have presented itself very clearly to the early Greek philosophers. Some historians have held that the Pythagoreans must have allotted a certain degree of moral freedom to man, from their recognition of man's responsibility for sin with consequent retribution experienced in the course of the transmigration of souls. The Eleatics adhered to a pantheistic monism, in which they emphasized the immutability of one eternal unchangeable principle so as to leave no room for freedom. Democritus also taught that all events occur by necessity, and the Greek atomists generally, like their modern scientific successors, excluded freedom from the universe, which excluded all contingency. With Socrates, the moral aspect of all philosophical problems became prominent, yet his identification of all virtue with knowledge and his intense personal conviction that it is impossible deliberately to do what one clearly knows to be wrong, kept him from being identical with the true, imposes itself irresolutely on the will as on the intellect, when distinctly apprehended. Every man necessarily willed his greatest good, and his actions are merely means to this end. He who commits evil does so out of ignorance as to the right means to the true good. Plato held in the main the same view. Virtue is the determination of the will by the knowledge of the good; it is true freedom. The wicked man is ignorant and a slave. Sometimes, however, Plato seems to suppose that the soul possessed genuine free choice in a previous life, which there decided its future destiny. Aristotle disagrees with both Plato and Socrates, at least in part. He appeals to experience. Men can act against the knowledge of the true good; vice is voluntary. Man is responsible for his actions as the parent of them. Moreover his particular actions, as means to his end, are contingent, a matter of deliberation and subject to choice. The future is not all predictable. Scientific determinism is not possible. Aristotle was not troubled by the difficulty of predestination on the part of God. Still his physical theory of the universe, the action he attributes to the prime mover, and the irresistible influence exerted by the Prime Mover make the conception of genuine moral freedom in his system very obscure and difficult. The
Stoics adopted a form of materialist Pantheism. God and the world are one. All the world's movements are caused by the necessity of design, fatalistic government, prophecy and foreknowledge—all these factors exclude chance and the possibility of free will. Epicurus, oddly in contrast here with his modern hedonistic followers, advocates free will and modifies the strict determinism of the atomists, whose physics he accepts, by ascribing to the atoms' motion a result of random deviation from their movements. His openly proselyted object, however, in this point as in the rest of his philosophy, is to release men from the fears caused by belief in irresistible fate.

_Free Will and the Christian Religion._—The problem of free will has assumed quite a new character with the advent of the Christian religion. The doctrine that God has created man, has commanded him to obey the moral law, and has promised to reward or punish him for observance or violation of this law, made the reality of moral liberty an issue of transcendent importance. Unless man is really free, he cannot be justly held responsible for his actions, any more than for the date of his birth or the colour of his eyes. All alike are inexorably predetermined for him. Again, the difficulty of the question was augmented still further by the Christian dogma of the fall of man and his redemption by grace. St. Paul, especially in his Epistle to the Romans, is the great source of the Catholic theology of grace.

_Catholic Doctrine._—Among the early Fathers of the Church, St. Augustine stands pre-eminent in his handling of this subject. He clearly teaches the freedom of the will against the Manicheans, but insists against the Semipelagians on the necessity of grace, as a foundation of merit. He also emphasizes very strongly the absolute rule of God over men's wills by His omnipotence and omniscience—through the infinite store, as it were, of motives which He has had at His disposal from all eternity, and by the foreknowledge of those to which the will of each human being would freely consent. St. Augustine's teaching formed the basis of much of the later theology of the Church on these questions, though other writers have sought to soften the more rigorous portions of his doctrine. This they did especially in opposition to heretical authors, who exaggerated these features in the doctrine of predestination and attempted to deduce from his principles a form of rigid determinism little differing from fatalism. The teaching of St. Augustine is developed by St. Thomas Aquinas both in theology and philosophy. Will is rational appetite. Man necessarily desires beatitude, but he can freely choose between different forms of it. Free will is simply this elective power. Infinite Good is not visible to the intellect in this life. There are always some drawbacks and deficiencies in every good presented to us. None of them exhausts our intellectual capacity of conceiving the good. Consequently, in deliberate volition, not one of these objects entirely satisfies or irresistible sets the will. In this capability of the intellect for conceiving the universal lies the root of our freedom. But God possesses an infallible knowledge of man's future actions. How is this prevision possible, if man's future acts are not necessary? God does not exist in time. The future and the past are alike ever present to the eternal mind. As a man gazing down from a lofty mountain takes in at one momentary glance all the objects which can be apprehended only through a lengthy series of successive experiences by travellers along the winding road beneath, in somewhat similar fashion the intuitive vision of God apprehends simultaneous perception of both past and future. Further, God's omnipotent providence exercises a complete and perfect control over all events that happen, or will happen, in the universe. How is this secured without infringement of man's freedom? Here is the problem which two distinguished schools in the Church—both claiming to represent the teaching, or at any rate the logical development, of St. Thomas—attempt to solve in different ways. The heresies of Luther and Calvin brought the issue to a finer point than it had reached in the time of Aquinas, consequently he had not formally dealt with it in its ultimate shape, and each of the two schools can cite texts from the works of the Angelic Doctor in which he appears to incline towards their particular view.

_Thomist and Molinist Theories._—The Dominican or Thomist solution, as it is called, teaches in brief that God preemoves each man in all his acts to the line of conduct which he subsequently adopts. It holds that God preemoves the lower animals in harmony with their natures to adopt particular courses by necessity. Further, this preemotive decree is inevitable, though adapted to suit the free nature of man, provides a medium in which God foresees with certainty the future free choice of the human being. The preemotive decree is thus prior in order of thought to the Divine cognition of man's future actions. The Thomists, philosophers of the Jesuit School, frequently styled Molinists, though they do not accept the whole of Molina's teaching and generally prefer Suarez's exposition of the doctrine, deem the above solution unsatisfactory. It would, they readily admit, provide sufficiently for the infallibility of the Divine foreknowledge and also for God's providential control of the world's history; but, in their view, it fails to give at the same time an adequately intelligible account of the freedom of the human will. According to them, the relation of the Divine action to man's will should be conceived rather as of a concurrent than of a preemotive character; and they maintain that God's knowledge of what a free being would choose, if the necessary conditions were supplied, must be deemed logically prior to any decree of concurrence or preemption in respect to that act of choice. Briefly, they make a threefold distinction in the Divine knowledge of the objects of the human will: the knowledge of the objects known—the Divine knowledge being in itself of course absolutely simple. Objects or events viewed merely as possible, God is said to apprehend by simple intelligence (simplex intelligens). Events which will happen He knows by vision (scientia visio). Intermediate between these are contingently future events—things which would occur if certain conditions were fulfilled. God's knowledge of this class of contingencies they term scientia media. For instance Christ affirmed that, if certain miracles had been wrought in Tyre and Sidon, the inhabitants would have been converted. The condition was not realised, and the state of things as it has been has been contained in the sciences. About all such conditional contingencies propositions may be framed which are either true or false—and Infinite Intelligence must know all truth. The conditions in many cases will not be realised, so God must know them apart from any decrees determining their realisation. He knows them therefore, this school holds, as asserta, in several respects as conditionally future events. This knowledge is the scientia media, "middle knowledge", intermediate between vision of the actual future and simple understanding of the merely possible. Acting now in the light of this scientia media with respect to human volitions, God freely decides according to His own wisdom to accept or refuse the requisite conditions, including His co-operation in the action, or abstain from so doing, and thus render possible or prevent the realization of the event. In other words, the infinite intelligence of God sees clearly what
would happen in any conceivable circumstances. He thus knows what the free will of any creature would choose, if supplied with the power of volition or choice and placed in any given circumstances. He now creates a creature to the needed dimensions, His *conatus*, or to abstain from so doing. He thus holds complete dominion and control over our future free actions, as well as over those of a necessary character. The Molinist then claims to safeguard better man's freedom by substituting for the decree of an inflexible predestination a consistent system dependent on God's prior knowledge of what the free being would choose, if given the power to exert the choice. He argues that He exempts God more clearly from all responsibility for man's sins. The claim seems to the present writer well founded; at the same time it is only fair to record on the other side that the Thomist urges with considerable force that God's presence is not so understand-able in this, as in his theory. He maintains, too, that God's exercise of His absolute dominion over all man's acts and man's entire dependence on God's goodwill are more impressively and more worthily ex-hibited in the predestination hypothesis. The reader will find an extensive discussion of the treatment of this question in any of the Scholastic textbooks on the subject.

**Free Will and the Protestant Reformers.**—A leading feature in the teaching of the Reformers of the sixteenth century, especially in the case of Luther and Calvin, was the denial of free will. Picking out from the vast number of Protestant Leibnisian texts which emphasized the importance and efficacy of grace, the all-ruling providence of God, His decrees of election or predestination, and the feebleness of man, they drew the conclusion that the human will, instead of being master of its own acts, is rigidly pre-determined in all its choices throughout life. As a consequence, man is predestined before his birth to eternal punishment or reward in such fashion that he never can have had any real free-power over his own fate. In his controversy with Erasmus, who defended free will, Luther frankly stated that free will is a fiction, a name which covers no reality, for it is not in man's power to think well or ill, since all events occur by necessity. In reply to Erasmus's "De Libero Arbitrio", he published his own work, "De Servo Arbitrio", glorifying in emphasizing man's helplessness and slavery. The predestination of all future human acts by God is so interpreted as to shut out any possibility of man's free acts. This, in short, makes the determinism of the will an absolute necessity. Thus the human will wheresoever God preordains. With Cal- vin, God's preordination is, if possible, even more fatal to free will. Man can perform no sort of good act unless necessitated to it by God's grace, which it is impossible for him to resist. It is absurd to speak of the human will "co-operating" with God's grace, for this would imply that man could resist the grace of God. The will of God is the very necessity of things. It is objected that in this case God sometimes imposes impossible commands. Both Calvin and Luther reply that the commands of God show us not what we can do, but what it is our duty to do. In these views, the Council of Trent declared that the free will of man, moved and excited by God, can by its consent co-operate with God, Who excites and invites its action; and that it can thereby dispose and prepare itself to obtain the grace of justification. The will can resist grace if it chooses. It is not like a lifeless thing, which is the only possibility of weakness. Weakened as it is, it is overcome by the grace bestowed by Adam's fall, free will is yet not destroyed in the race (Sess. VI, cap. i and v).

**Free Will in Modern Philosophy.**—Although from Descartes onward, philosophy became more and more separated from theology, still the theological signifi-cance of the question concerning the free will was to be of the highest moment. Descartes himself at times clearly maintains the freedom of the will ( Meditation, III and IV). At times, however, he attenuates this view and leans towards a species of providential determinism, which is, indeed, the logical con-sequence of the doctrines of occasionalism and the inefficacy of secondary causes latent in his system. Malebranche developed this fatalistic teaching. Soul and body cannot really act on each other. The changes in the one are directly caused by God on the occasion of the corresponding change in the other. So-called secondary causes are not really efficacious. Only the First Cause truly acts. If this view is right, then a determinism which pos sesses no genuine causality, cannot be justly said to be free in its volitions. Still, as a Catholic theologian, Malebranche could not accept this fatalistic determinism. Accordingly he defended freedom as essential to religion and morality. Human liberty being denied, God should be deemed cruel and unjust, whilst duty and responsibility for man cease to exist. We must therefore be free. Spinoza was more logical. Starting from certain principles of Descartes, he deduced in mathematical fashion an iron-bound pantheistic fatalism which left no room for contingency in the universe and still less for free will. In Leibniz, the prominence of the all-ruling providence is no less manifest than in the monistic geometrical necessitarianism of Spinoza.

In England, the mechanical materialism of Hobbes was incompatible with moral liberty, and he accepted with cynical frankness all the logical consequences of his theory. Our actions either follow the first appetite that arises in the mind, or there is a series of alternate appetites and fears, which we call deliberation. The last appetite or fear, that which triumphs, we call will. The only intelligible freedom is the power to do what one desires. Here Hobbes is practically at one with Locke. God is the author of all causes and effects, but is not the author of sin, because an action ceases to be sin if God wills it to happen. Still God is the cause of sin. Praise and blame, rewards and punishments cannot be called useless, because they strengthen motives, which are the causes of action. This, however, does not meet the objection to the justice of such blame or praise, if the person has not the power to abstain from the act. In the explanation of such apparent necessity Hume reinforced the determinist attack on free will by his suggested psychological analysis of the notion of the necessary. The controversy, according to him, has been due to misconception of the meaning of words and the error that the alternative to free will is necessity. This necessity, he says, is erroneously ascribed to some kind of internal nexus supposed to bind all causes to their effects, whereas there is really nothing more in causality than constant succession. The imagined necessity is merely a product of custom or association of ideas. Not feeling in our acts of will any such necessity as this, nor even conscious of material agents, we mistakenly imagine that our volitions have no causes and so are free, whereas they are as strictly determined by the feelings or motives which have gone before, as any material ef-fects are determined by their material antecedents. In all our reasonings respecting other persons, we infer the future conduct of a person under particular motives with the same sort of certainty as in the case of physical causation.

The same line of argument was adopted by the Associationist School down to Bain and J. S. Mill. For the necessity of Hobbes or Spinoza is substituted by the "soft determinism", affirming solely the invariable succession of volition upon motive. J. S. Mill merely developed with greater clearness and fuller detail the
principles of Hume. In particular, he attacked the notion of "constraint" suggested in the words necessity and necessitarianism, whereas only sequence is affirmed. Given a perfect knowledge of character and motives, we could infallibly predict action. The alleged conscious

The true is that for the Sensationalist School, who believe the mind to be merely a series of mental states, free will is an absurdity. On the other side, Reid, and Stewart, and Hamilton, of the Scotch School, and Mansel, Martineau, W. J. Ward, and other Spiritualist thinkers of Great Britain, energetically defended free will against the disciples of Hume. They maintained that a more careful analysis of volition justified the argument from consciousness, that the universal conviction of mankind on such a fact may not be set aside as an illusion, that morality cannot be founded on an act of self-deception, that all languages contain terms involving the notion of free will and all laws assume its existence, and that the attempt to render necessitarianism less objectionable by calling it determinism does not diminish the fatalism involved in it.

The other determinism logically involves determinism is strikingly illustrated in Kant's treatment of the question. His well-known division of all reality into phenomena and noumena is his key to this problem also. The world as it appears to us, the world of phenomena, including our own actions and mental states, can be conceived as independent and subject to the category of causality, and therefore everything in the world of experience happens altogether according to the laws of nature; that is, all our actions are rigidly determined. But, on the other hand, freedom is a necessary postulate of morality: "We cannot, because thou oughtest." The solution of the antinomy is that the determinism concerns only the empirical or phenomenal world. There is no ground for denying liberty to the Ding an sich. We may believe in transcendent freedom, that we are noumenally free. Since, moreover, the belief that I am free and that I am a free cause, is the foundation stone of religion and morality, I must believe in this postulate. Kant thus gets over the antinomy by confining freedom to the world of noumena, which lie outside the form of time and the category of causality, whilst he affirms necessity of the sensible world, bound by the chain of causality. Apart from the general object of the system, as he puts forth the fact that all man's conduct—his whole moral life as it is revealed in actual experience either to others or himself—pertain in this view to the phenomenal world and so is rigidly determined.

Though much acute philosophical and psychological analysis has been brought to bear on the problem during the last century, it cannot be said that any great additional light has been shed over it. In Germany, Schopenhauer made will the noumenal basis of the world and adopted a pessimistic theory of the universe, denying free will to be justified by either ethics or psychology, for the other hand, perhaps the acutest thinker in Germany since Kant, was an energetic defender of moral liberty. Among recent psychologists in America Professors James and Ladd are both advocates of freedom, though laying more stress for positive proof on the ethical than on the psychological evidence.

The evidence. As the main features of the doctrine of free will have been sketched in the history of the problem, a very brief account of the argument for moral freedom will now suffice. Will viewed as a free power is defined by defenders of free will as the capacity of self-determination. By self is here understood not a mental state of mental states (Hume and Mill), but an abiding "rational being which is the subject and cause of these states. We should distinguish between (1) spontaneous acts, those proceeding from an internal principle (e. g. the growth of plants and impulsive movements of animals); (2) voluntary acts in a wide sense, those proceeding from an internal principle with apprehension of the form, but the act is not free, as determined by morally free acts. They may still be the necessary outcome of the nature of the agent as, e.g. the actions of lower animals, of the insane, of young children, and many impulsive acts of mature life. The essential feature in free volition is the element of choice—the act elective, as St. Thomas calls it. There is a concomitant interrogative awareness in the form of the query, "shall I acquiesce or shall I resist? Shall I do it or something else?", and the consequent acceptance or refusal, ratification or rejection, though either may be of varying degrees of completeness. It is this act of consent or approval, which converts a mere impulse or desire into an act of free will, which makes me accountable for it. A train of thought or volition deliberately initiated or acquiesced in, but afterward continued merely spontaneously without reflective ad

Proof.—The evidence usually adduced at the present day is of two kinds, ethical and psychological—though even the ethical argument is itself psychological.

(1) Ethical. Here is the argument of the fact that all man's conduct—his whole moral life as it is revealed in actual experience either to others or himself—pertain in this view to the phenomenal world and so is rigidly determined.

Further, these notions, as universally understood, imply that man is really master of some of his acts, that he is, at least at times, capable of self-determination, that all his volitions are not the inevitable outcome of his circumstances. When I say that I ought to obey, I have peace, in each case, and I cannot bear it. When I say that my duty to obey the law, I imply that I could have done so. The judgment of all men is the same on this point. When we say that a person is justly held responsible for a crime, or that he deserves praise or reward for an heroic act of self-sacrifice, we mean that he was author and cause of that act in such fashion that he had in his power not to perform the act. We exempt the insane or the child, because we believe them devoid of moral freedom and determined inevitably by the motives which happened to act on them. So true is this, that determinists have had to admit that the meaning of these terms with, according to them, to be supposed, as accidental: But the point is that their theory is in direct conflict with universal psychological facts. It thereby stands disproved.
Again, it may be urged that, if logically followed out, the determinist doctrine would annihilate human morality, consequently that such a theory cannot be true. (See Fatalism.)

(2) Psychological Argument.—Consciousness testifies to our moral freedom. We feel ourselves to be free when exercising certain acts. We judge afterwards that we acted freely in those acts. We are led to the natural conclusion, from the fact experienced, that we believe we were not free or responsible. The conviction is not confined to the ignorant; even the determinist psychologist is governed in practical life by this belief. Henry Sidgwick states the fact in the most moderate terms, when he says: "Certainly in the case of actions in which I have a distinct consciousness of choosing between alternatives of conduct, one of which I conceive as right or reasonable, I find it impossible not to think that I can now choose to do what I so conceive, however strong may be my inclination to act unreasonably, and however uniformly I may have yielded to such inclinations in the past." (Methods of Ethics.) The force of the evidence is best realised by carefully studying the various mental activities in which freedom is exercised. Amongst the chief of these are: voluntary attention, deliberation, choice, sustained resistance to temptation. The reader will find elucidated at length the author's attitude towards them at the end of this article; or, better still, he can think them out with concrete examples in his own inner experience.

Objections.—The main objection to this argument is stated in the assertion that we can be conscious only of what we actually do, not of our ability to do something else. The reply is that we can be conscious not only of what we do, but of how we do it; not only of the act but of the mode of the act. Observation reveals to us that we are subjects of different kinds of processes of thought and volition. Sometimes the line of conscious activity follows the direction of spontaneous impulse, sometimes it is determined by free motives and desire; at other times we intervene and exert personal causality. Consciousness testifies that we freely and actively strengthen one set of motives, resist the stronger inclination, and not only drift to one side but actively choose it. In fact, we are sure that we sometimes exert free volition, because at other times we are the subject of conscious activities that are not free, and we know the difference. Again, it is urged that experience shows that men are determined by motives, and that we always act on this assumption. The reply is that experience proves that men are moved by motives, but not that they are always inexorably determined by the strongest motive. It is alleged that we always decide in favour of the strongest motive. This is either untrue, or the barren statement that we always choose what we choose. A free volition is "a causeless volition". The mind itself is the cause. (For objections see Fatalism; Energy, the Law of the Conservation of, and the works referred to at the end of this article.)

Nature and Range of Moral Liberty.—Free will does not mean capability of willing in the absence of all motive, or of arbitrarily choosing anything whatsoever. The rational being is always attracted by what is apprehended as good. Pure evil, misery as such, man could not desire. However, the good presents itself in many forms and under many aspects—the pleasant, the prudent, the right, the noble, the beautiful—and in reflective or deliberate action we can choose among these. The clear vision of God would necessitate a will whatever the object, but in this world we never apprehend Infinite Good. Nor does the doctrine of free will imply that man is constantly exerting this power at every waking moment, any more than the statement that he is a "rational" animal implies that he is always reasoning. Much the larger part of man's ordinary life is administered by the machinery of reflex action, the automatic working of the organism, and acquired habits. In the series of customary acts which fill up our day, such as rising, meals, study, work, etc., probably the large majority are merely "spontaneous" and are proximately determined by their antecedents, according to the combined force of character and motive. There is nothing to arouse special volition, or call for interference with the stream of thought. The process flows smoothly along the channel of least resistance. For such series of acts we are responsible, as was before indicated, not because we exert deliberate volition at each step, but because they are free in cause, because we have either freely initiated them, or approved them from time to time when we adverted to their ethical quality, or because we freely acquired the habits which now accomplish these acts. It is especially when some act of a specially moral complexion is recognised as good or evil that the exertion of our freedom is brought into play. With reflective adherence to the moral quality comes the apprehension that we are called on to decide between right and wrong; then the consciousness that we are choosing freely, which carries with it the subsequent conviction that the act was in the strictest sense our own, and that we are responsible for it.

Consequences.—Our moral freedom, like other mental powers, is strengthened by exercise. The practice of yielding to impulse results in enfeebling self-control. The faculty of inhibiting pressing desires, of concentrating attention on more remote goods, of reinforcing the higher but less urgent motives, undergoes a kind of strophey by disuse. In proportion as a man habitually yields to impulses or some lower motive, his freedom diminishes and he does in a true sense sink into slavery. He continues responsible in causa for his subsequent conduct, though his ability to resist temptation at the time is lessened. On the other hand, the more frequently a man restrains mere impulse, the more firmly is the inclination to the pleasant, and the more self-denial in the face of temptation, and steadily aims at a virtuous life, the more does he increase in self-command and therefore in freedom. The whole doctrine of Christian asceticism thus makes for developing and fostering moral liberty, the noblest attribute of man. William James's sound maxim, "Keep the faculty of effort alive in you by a little gratuitous exercise every day," so that your will may be strong to stand the pressure of violent temptation when it comes, is the verdict of the most modem psychology in favour of the discipline of the Catholic Church.

fourteenth century gave many doges to the republic. Federigo was the son of Agostino Fregosi, governor of Genoa in 1438 for Ludovic More, and of Gentilla de Montefeltre, niece of Guidobaldo, Duke of Urbino. His brother, Ottaviano, was Doge of Genoa. Having spent a good deal of time in France, and had allied himself with such humanists as Bembo and Baldasare Castiglione. Every day he withdrew himself from his occupations in order to devote several hours to the study of the ancients. Nevertheless, circumstances were to make him a man of action.

In 1510, after the troubles in Genoa and the victory of the Adorni, Federigo was exiled and compelled to seek refuge at Rome. Three years later, the Fregosi returned to Genoa, Ottaviano was elected Doge, and Federigo, having become his chief counsellor, was placed at the head of the army, and defended the republic against internal dangers (revolt of the Adorni and a mild incautious tax law followed by Barbary piracy). Cortogoli, a corsair from Tunis,blockaded the coast with a squadron, and within a few days had captured eighteen merchantmen. Being given the command of the Genoese fleet in which Andrea Doria was serving, Federigo surprised Candia, and after a 12 days' siege, and a naval engagement off Djerba, defeated the Barbary corsairs. The Fregosi had recognized Francis I, King of France, as Lord of Genoa. In 1522, Charles V besieged the city. Federigo directed the defence and was wounded. The Spaniards having taken the city by assault, he was compelled to seek safety on a French vessel. Francis I accorded him a warm reception and gave him the Abbey of St. Benignus at Dijon. Here he devoted himself to the study of Greek and Hebrew, but he had quarrels with the monks, who could not endure his severity, and he returned to Italy. In 1529 he resigned the See of Salerno and was named titular Bishop of Gubbio. In 1539 Paul III made him a cardinal-priest, with the title of St. John and St. Paul. He died at Gubbio, in 1541, mourned by the people of his diocese, who had named him, "the father of the poor". He wrote several edifying works, and some of his letters are in the collections of Bembo and Baldassare Castiglione.

Louis Bourgeois.

Freiburg, city, archbishopric, and university in the Archduchy of Baden, Germany.

The Crier—Freiburg im Breisgau, the third largest city in Baden, is beautifully situated at the foot of the Schwarzwald mountains on both banks of the Dreisam. The census of 1 December, 1905, gave the number of its inhabitants as 75,256, of whom 53,133 were Catholics. The city in 1120 by Count Berthold I, a member of the Swabian House of Zähringen, which rules in Baden even to this day. According to the original city charter, which is still in existence, the city was from the beginning a market or commercial centre, and all the privileges then enjoyed by the citizens of Cologne were granted to the merchants and craftsmen of Freiburg, and during the flourishing town even during the lifetime of its founder. In 1146 Bernard of Clairvaux preached the crusades there. It appears that under Berthold IV (1112-1186), Conrad's successor, the erection of a Romanesque cathedral was begun. After the death of Berthold V (a grandson of preceding), Freiburg was in the hands of his brother-in-law, Count Egon I of Urach. The consort of Egon II (1218-38) induced the Dominican Fathers to settle in Freiburg, and founded at Adelhausen the Dominican monastery, renowned in the history of German mysticism. Among the famous Dominicans connected in some degree with Freiburg were Albert the Great and John of Freiburg, while Berthold the Black (died 1312) and Berthold the Black, the supposed inventor of gunpowder, was a member of the local Franciscan convent. The city took advantage of the pecuniary embarrassment of its lords to purchase important rights and liberties. Ludwig of Bayern, whom the city assisted in his war against Frederic the Fair, confirmed (1336) the city's privileges, and all the concessions and privileges of Freiburg and granted it an independent municipal court. A serious quarrel arose between the city and Count Egon IV (1388-68), but in 1388 the count gave up all his rights to Freiburg, and the city placed itself voluntarily under the suzerainty of Austria, and for more than five centuries it shared the fortunes of the House of Hapsburg.

As early as 1247, the municipal council calculated the inhabitants to number 4000, and at the end of the fourteenth century the town contained 1778 buildings, twenty of which were monasteries. In 1383 the town was composed of 15 nobles, 70 guild-masters, and 6 specially elected members of guilds. In 1415, Freiburg, which had given refuge to Pope John XXIII (April 10-16) after his flight from Constance, was made a free imperial city (freie Reichsstadt), but was reconquered by the Austrians in 1425. In 1456, Archduke Albert gave the city rights of the Hanseatic League (see below). The city was afterwards made the seat of government for Hither Austria and attained to a high degree of prosperity, especially during the reign of Maximilian I. Many Renaissance edifices were built, some of which still adorn the city; the famous minster (cathedral) was decorated with fine paintings by Hans Baldung, its choir being consecrated in 1515. The diet of the empire met here in 1498.

The great social and religious disturbances of the sixteenth century exerted a most detrimental influence on the prosperity of the city. In 1524, the rebellious peasants surprised the castle on the Schlossberg, captured the city, and forced the inhabitants to pay tribute. The city council and citizens in general had little sympathy with the Reformation, and, although the new doctrine found some adherents in the beginning, its propagation was effectually hindered by the Austrian Government, the city council, and the university (see Zabits, U.). In 1552 Freiburg became the residence of the cathedral chapter of Basle, driven from that city by the Reformation (see Basle-Lugano). In spite of repeated epidemics, the sixteenth century was considered on the whole a prosperous period for the city. The Thirty Years War brought with it much suffering. Freiburg was besieged five times, captured four times and lost about two-thirds of its population by contagious diseases. Hardly had the city recovered from these disasters, when Louis XIV began his predatory wars on Germany. In 1677, Freiburg was taken by the French and converted into a formidable fortress by Vauban. In the course of this transformation, 14 churches and 4 monasteries were demolished. The French supremacy lasted only a short time, and Freiburg was restored to Austria by the Peace of Ryswick in 1697. On two later occasions it was held by the French for a short time, in 1719-14 during the War of the Spanish Succession and in 1734-35 during the War of the Austrian Succession (1744-48). These two wars destroyed the prosperity of the city so completely that in 1754 the number of its inhabitants sank to 3655, of whom at least one third were in a state of beggary.

Hardly had Freiburg begun to flourish again under Maria Theresa, whose reform measures were executed partly in the Breisgau, when the French Revolution broke out. By the treaty of Campo
Formio (1787), Freiburg and all Breisgau was ceded to the Duke of Modena, but a little later, by the Treaty of Lunéville (1801), it reverted to the house of Zähringen. The city swore allegiance to the new Archduke of Baden on 30 Jan., 1806. The new government immediately abolished most of the monasteries and convents, or converted them into educational institutions. It abolished also the ancient representative system of the city, and the three social orders (clergy, nobles, bourgeois). In 1821, Freiburg became the metropolitan see of the newly-founded province of the Upper Rhine (see Baden), and in 1827 the first archbishop took possession of the see. In the revolution of 1848-49, Freiburg played an important part, becoming at its close the seat of the provisional revolutionary government. Since then the city has flourished wonderfully; the number of its inhabitants has increased from 25,000 in 1872 to nearly 80,000 at the present time (1909), and its university is attended by 2900 students.

Freiburg is the residence of an archbishop, metropolitan of the ecclesiastical province of the Upper Rhine, and is the seat of his ecclesiastical administration, and of one of the dioceses of the church. Including the recently incorporated suburbs, the city has now 7 Catholic parishes, one parochial curacy (Pfarrikuratie), 22 churches and chapels; 68 priests; 17 institutions of the Vincentian Sisters of Charity (212 members); 4 houses of the Franciscan Sisters of Charity (39 members); 5 convents of the Sisters of Charity of the Holy Cross (61 members); a theological faculty at the university, an archiepiscopal theological seminary; an archiepiscopal residential gymnasiun; a Catholic high school for girls, etc. The most prominent among the numerous charitable institutions conducted by Catholic sisterhoods are: St. Joseph’s Hospital; St. Charles’ Home (for pensioners); St. Ann’s Home, for women engaged in business; St. Mary’s Home, for servant girls, with employment bureau; St. Francis’ Home for the aged; St. Elizabeth’s Home (house-keeping and boarding school); Home for apprentices and journeymen, etc. Catholic sisters are also in charge of a number of institutions belonging to the municipality, for example the Hospital of the Holy Ghost, the Home for Beneficed Clergymen, the Kurhaus (poor-house), the People’s Kitchen, the orphan asylum in Günterstal, and the large clinical hospital connected with the university. They also conduct two kindergartens, four industrial schools, two house-keeping schools, and five schools for small children.

The minister, one of the few existing Gothic cathedrals, completed in the Middle Ages, ranks first among the city churches. Its oldest parts, the transept and the intersection of nave and transept, were constructed during the thirteenth century in Romanesque style. The new part (Early Gothic) was begun in 1250, when the corner-stone of the tower (380 feet) was laid, and was completed in the fourteenth century. In 1364, the choir (Late Gothic) was begun, but operations were suspended in 1370, and resumed only after a lapse of one hundred years. In 1513, the cathedral was practically finished. The minster is rich in art treasures, of which the most notable are: the painting over the main altar by Hans Baldung (1511-17); the choir-chapel with paintings by the elder Lucas Cranach and Hans Holbein (the Elder and the Younger); the artistic windows in the side-aisles, dating in part from the fourteenth century; lastly the decorations in the vestibule with an aggregate of over 200 figures, one of the most elaborate examples of medieval theological symbolism and popularly attributed to the Great. Among the other churches are: St. Martin’s (Gothic), erected for the Franciscans during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, decorated and ornamented with a tower 1876-93 (Hansjakob, St. Martin zu Freiburg im Breisgau als Kloster und Pfarrrei, Freiburg, 1890); the University church (1630-40), erected by the Jesuits (Baroque) and used by the Old Catholics 1875-94; the church of the Sacred Heart, erected 1892-97 (Later Romanesque and Rhenish Transition style); St. John’s (1894-99); St. Michael’s Chapel in the old cemetery (1744), the vestibule of which is decorated with a remarkable “Dance of Death”.

For a complete bibliography of the city of Freiburg see KIENITZ and WAGNER, Litteratur der Landes- und Volkskunde des Großherzogtums Baden (Karlsruhe, 1901), III, 309-349 and, further, Die Geschichte der Stadt Freiburg im Breisgaus in alter und neuer Zeit (Freiburg, 1902). Important works are: SCHREIBER, Urkundenbuch der Stadt Freiburg (1829-66); IBRIM, Gesch. der Stadt Freiburg mit seinen Umgabungen (3rd ed., 1840); BADER, Gesch. der Stadt Freiburg (1882-93); KIEFFER, Freiburg in Wort und Bild (1889); FÖRSTER and FLAMM, Geschichte der Ortsbeschreibung der Stadt Freiburg (1891 and 1904); SCHÄFER, Das alte Freiburg (1903); Freiburg im Breisgaus, die Stadt und ihre Bauern, publ. by the SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS of Baden (1899); BAUMGARTEN, Freiburg im Br. und Umgebung (Stuttgart, 1902). Valuable contributions are made in the following periodicals: Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft, etc., for the history, antiquities, and popular customs of Freiburg and vicinity (since 1867); Schaustand (since 1903); Jahresbericht des Oberrheins (since 1850); Freiburger Adress-Kalender (since 1871). For the minister, see GEIGER, Unserer Lieben Frauen Minster zu Freiburg, illustrated with an extra plate, Der Feierabend des Freiburger Münsters (1902); KEMP and SCHUSTER, Das Freiburger Münster (1906); BAUMGARTEN, Das Freiburger Münster (Stuttgart, 1906): Freiburger Münsterblätter (Freiburg, since 1905, half-yearly).

The Archdiocese.—Statistics.—It includes the Grand Duche of Baden (q. v.), the Hohenzollern possessions of the Prussian Crown, bounded by Baden and Württemberg, together with some few places in Württemberg. The Catholic population is 1,263,290, according to the census of 1911. The suffragan Bishops of Freiburg are the Bishops of Fulda, Limburg, Mainz, and Rottenburg. The archbishop is elected by the cathedral chapter, but the names of the candidates must be submitted to the sovereign, who has the right to cancel the names of candidates not acceptable to
him, provided that a sufficient number remain on the list to allow a choice. The cathedral chapter consists of the dean (at present 1909) the auxiliary bishop Dr. Fr. Justus Knecht, titular Bishop of Neob, 6 canons and 6 prebendaries. The ordinarie consists of the archbishop, the members of the chapter, of 2 other priests and 2 laymen. The ordinarie is the archiepiscopal metropolitan court; the archiepiscopal diocesan court is termed the officialate (6 members). The church property is administered, partly by the ordinarie and partly by the civil body known as the Catholic "Oberstiftungsrat" at Karlsruhe (see Baden). The pastoral work of the archdiocese is carried on by two incorporated parishes (the cathedral parish of Freiburg and the parish of Sankt Peter), and by 43 deaneries (4 in Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen) with 911 parishes and parochial curacies (Pfarrkuraturen), 116 chaplaincies and 266 other pastoral charges.

In January, 1909, the secular clergy of the archdiocese consisted of 904 rectors and curates, 281 chaplains and vicars, 106 other active priests (professors, teachers, editors, etc.), 107 priests retired or on leave of absence: a total of 1398, besides 80 regular priests. The diocesan institutions for the education of the clergy are: the seminary in the former Benedictine monastery of Sankt Peter; the theological seminary in Freiburg, whose students frequent the university; and the 5 archiepiscopal gymnasium of Freiburg, Constance, Rastatt, Tauberbischofsheim and Sigmaringen. In the university, eleven priests are professors of Catholic theology and their lectures were attended in the summer-semester of 1909 by 224 students. Male religious orders are excluded from Baden proper by civil law. In the Hohenzollern section of the archdiocese, there are three monasteries for men: the Benedictines at Beuron (61 priests, 9 clerics, and 89 lay brothers), the Franciscans at Gorheim (12 priests, 12 clerics, and 10 lay brothers), and the mission house of the White Fathers at Haigerloch (47 fathers and 6 lay brothers). The religious institutions for women are: the Ladies of the Holy Sepulchre with an academy in Baden-Baden (40 sisters); the Benedictine Sisters in Habsthal, Hohenzollern (26 sisters); the Dominican Sisters with an academy in Constance (63 sisters); the Cistercianes with an academy in Lichtenhal (54 sisters); the Choir Sisters of St. Augustine with an academy in Offenburg and one branch (43 sisters); the Ursulines with an academy in Villingen and in Breisach (40 sisters); the Vincentian Sisters of Charity, including the mother-house in Freiburg, 151 convents (all in Baden), with 900 sisters; the Franciscan Sisters of Charity with mother-house at Gengenbach, 154 houses (all in Baden) and 727 sisters; the Sisters of Charity of the Holy Cross from Ingenbohl (Switzerland), mother-house in Hegne near Constance, 154 houses and 728 sisters (3 convents, 20 sisters in Hohenzollern); the Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul (from Strasburg), 11 convents, 72 sisters (7 houses with 50 sisters in Hohenzollern); the Sisters of Charity of Our Blessed Saviour from the mother-house in Oberbronn (Alsace), 57 convents (all in Baden) and 410 sisters; the Sisters of Charity of St. Francis from the mother-house in Mallersdorf (Bavaria), 2 houses in Baden, 18 sisters; the Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph from St. Marx (Alsace), 18 convents in Baden and 52 sisters; the Sisters of Charity of St. Francis from the mother-house in Limpertsberg (Luxembourg), 16 convents in Baden and 64 sisters; the Sisters of Charity of St. Francis (mother-house in Oberzell near Wurz- burg), 1 convent in Baden and 2 sisters; the Sisters of Christian Love (mother-house in Paderborn), 1 convent in Hohenzollern and 7 sisters. These sisters conduct numerous charitable works: 428 institutions for outdoor nursing, 98 hospitals, 17 endowed homes (Pfriidenhauter), 13 poor-houses, 7 creches or infant asylums, 236 kindergarten schools, 56 orphanages, 4 business-girls' homes, 12 servant-girls' homes, 13 homes for working-women, 10 high-schools for girls, 12 schools of domestic economy, 121 industrial schools, 6 evening schools, 1 institution for the manufacture of church vestments, 7 peoples' kitchens, 4 apprentices' and journeymen's homes, 6 homes for girls, 19 homes for the care of the sick and aged.

General statistics relative to the Catholic associations of the archdiocese are lacking. The most notable among these societies are: St. Boniface Society (Boni- fatioverein), which had an income of over $130,000 in 1907, and ranks first (financially) among all diocesan societies; the Volkswerke Verein; the Catholic Gesellervereine; or journeymen's unions with branches in 56 different localities; the Catholic Workmen's Society with 154 branches; the Catholic Workwomen's Society, 8 branches; the Catholic Ap- prentices' and Young Men's Society, 38 branches; the Vincentian Society; Society of St. Charles Borromeo; Congregation of Mary, for boys and girls; the Infant Jesus Society; Society of the Holy Family, etc. The archdiocese has 30 Catholic newspapers and periodicals. The most important churches of the Grand Duchy have been mentioned in the article Baden; the most important churches in Hohenzollern are those of Haigerloch, Höchningen and Sigmaringen.

History.—The foundation and history of the archdiocese have been treated exhaustively under Baden; also, the relations between the Church and the State (II, 195-200). It only remains to add a few remarks concerning the Hohenzollern section of the archdiocese. The two principalities of Hohenzollern and Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, which formerly belonged to the Diocese of Constance, were joined to the Archdiocese of Freiburg, when the province of the Upper Rhine was created by the concordats of 18-27 Oct., and 14-21 Nov., 1821. Both princes had pledged themselves to carry out the Josephist principles which then prevailed in the other states of the Upper Rhine province, though they were the only Catholic sovereigns of the province and reigned over an almost exclusively Catholic population. Both governments consequently exercised all the rights which Febronianism and Josephinism claimed for the secular government as its inalienable jus cives sacrae, and restricted ecclesiastical authority as much as possible. The "Regium Placit", or civil control of papal and episcopal decrees, was rigorously enforced. Taxes and contributions for the pope and "foreign" ecclesiasti- cal superiors were prohibited; the archbishop's juris- dictory was held subordinate even to the civil authority: the cathedral chapter was placed in a position of administrative equality with the bishop, and even episcopal acts were subjected to the most scrutinizing supervision and arbitrary control of the civil power (just supreme inspections). The government, especially in Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, sought to secure a predominating influence in matters concerning divine worship, marriages (by introducing
the Josephist matrimonial legislation), the education and pastoral duties of the clergy, appointments to ecclesiastical benefices, and the administration and endowment of churches. Furthermore, it compelled the clergy, monasteries, and confraternities to contribute to the support of higher and elementary education and charitable institutions. The Hohen- ssohn princes, however, were well disposed towards the Church, hence these pretensions of the civil power were only met with vigorous opposition to the principalities that in the Baden section of the archdiocece and other parts of the ecclesiastical province of the Upper Rhine.

The innovations of Wessenberg (Vicar-General of the Diocese of Constance, and, until 1827, acknowledged as such by both Hohensohn and Baden governments, despite the protests of the pope) affected the liturgy, processions, pilgrimages, confraternities, the number of holidays of obligation, and included the introduction of the German language into the Mass and also the so-called liturgical confession and communion. To the credit of the Hohensohn princes, it must be admitted, though no violence was used to enforce these innovations, which are so alien from the true spirit of the Church. In various other ways, also, these princes were helpful to the interests of the Church. They assisted the ecclesiastical authorities to bring up a moral and zealous clergy, regulated by the observance of the thirty-nine canons constituting the Church to suppress immorality, made a strong stand against the pietistic movement which originated in the Hagerloch deanery, and opposed the spread of the rationalistic book entitled "Stunden der Andacht" (Hours of Devotion). They also bound the clergy to give catechetical instruction regularly in the schools. In general, however, though no violence was used to enforce the principles of Josephinism, the activity of the Church was in many ways restricted and paralyzed; her property rights, above all, were greatly interfered with. The wrongs committed in this respect were so great that the clergy, most of whom had been brought up in the principles of Pelemanianism and Josephinism, and many of whom favoured the abolition of the breviary and of celibacy, presented an unavailing petition to the government in 1831 for gentler treatment.

The situation became more favourable, when in 1846, the two principalities were by treaty annexed to Prussia under King Frederick William IV. Thanks to the king's friendly disposition towards the Church and the untiring efforts of Archbishop Hermann von Virci, the Catholics of Hohensohn soon secured the same liberties as those then allowed to the Prussian Catholics. The Church was permitted to erect monasteries, and to re-establish fraternities. Missions were again held, pilgrimages became more popular and a general revival of religious life took place. Unfortunately the Kulturkampf (q. v.), though originating in Prussia, was also felt in Hohensohn, now part of the Prussian Kingdom, although the so-called Mainland discipline, the regulations of the Magistrats- und Bischöflichegesetz (also called the consistory or regency), which usually comprised the preceding rector and three counsellors, of the four faculties at the "Albertina", the faculty of arts was the most important. The course usually lasted three years, and included logic, dialectics, metaphysics, mathematics, philosophy, medicine, law, poetry and oratory being added in 1471 and Greek in 1521. The most important lectures of this faculty during the first century of the university's existence were: Gregorius Reisch, a Carthusian, the teacher of Johann Eck and author of the "Margarita Philosophica", which treated of the totality of knowledge at the time; Jacob Locher, called Philomusus, who translated Brant's "Narrschiff" (Ship of Fools) into Latin; Philip Engelbrecht of Engen (Engentius), a poet and a secret follower of Luther; Henricus Lorti,
called Glareanus, the renowned Latinist, musician, and geographer; John Hartung, professor of Greek and Hebrew. In the theological faculty, which usually employed three lecturers in the sixteenth century, taught (at least for a short period) the following eminent scholars: Geiler of Kaisersberg, one of the university’s earliest students; Johann Eck; Thomas Murner; Erasmus of Rotterdam, who had however never studied there, etc. The faculty of law, to which six regular professors were assigned in the sixteenth century, was long famous throughout Europe, thanks to Ulrich Zasius, the founder of modern political science. At this period three professors constituted the medical faculty, whose statutes had been sketched by Hummel himself. As a rule the students lived with their professors in residences or boarding-houses true to the ancient faith, and through its influence the town became a bulwark of Catholicism. The university refused henceforth to study in Wittenberg or Leipzig, and after 1567 only those who declared on oath their acceptance of the Tridentine Confession of Faith were admitted. To secure a still more Catholic atmosphere, Archduke Ferdinand invited the Jesuits in 1577 to found a college in Freiburg, and to incorporate it in the university. This scheme, however, aroused much enmity, especially from Jodocus Loricluis, professor of theology and founder of the Collegium Pacis (Burse zum Frieden) that it had to be laid aside. On 5 November, 1620, shortly after the outbreak of the Thirty Years War, the Jesuits were introduced at the university on flat terms. Archduke Leopold in spite of the opposition of the senate, and entrusted with the whole faculty of arts and temporarily with two of the theological chairs. From the rectorship and questorship, however, they were excluded, although the cathedral pulpit was soon resigned into their hands. The most renowned of the Jesuit professors at Freiburg was the astronomer, Christopher Scheiner (q.v.), who left Freiburg finally in 1630. The frequent change of the fathers was indeed injurious to the university, at which too many remained but a very short time; thus, in the faculty of arts alone, no fewer than 123 different Jesuits were employed as lecturers during the 193 years preceding the suppression of the order.

The seventeenth century, especially the Thirty Years War and the predatory wars of Louis XIV, brought the university to the brink of ruin. Almost all its funded property was lost, as well as a great portion of its income from the parishes, now severely impoverished by pillage and fire. The professors were frequently compelled to wait years for their stipend, and in 1648 the number of students had fallen to 46. Emperor Leopold was the first to take steps to remove the financial difficulties, but, when the town was ceded to the French by the Peace of Nimwegen (1679), the majority of the professors and students migrated to Constance. The Jesuit fathers remained and opened in 1684 a studium gallicanum under the patronage of Louis XIV, but it was not until some years later that the old personnel of the university could initiate academic courses in Constance. After the Peace of Ryswick (1697), the professorate returned from Constance to Freiburg, when the old contentions, which had so often broken out between the university and the Society of Jesus, were settled by the so-called “Viennese Transaction” of forty articles. According to this agreement, the Jesuits were still excluded from the rectorate, and were refused the precedence which they had claimed; on the other hand they received the building of the “Alte Burse”, which they had previously occupied, as their private property, and in addition an increased annual stipend, as well as all arrears of salary.

At the beginning of the eighteenth century the outlook of the university was far from hopeful, and in 1713 the members were compelled to secede once more to Constance, returning in 1715. Emperor Charles VI later increased the revenue of the university, whose staff again included many illustrious professors—the jurista Stapf, Egermayer, Waissenegger, and Reinhard; the physicians Blau, Strobel, and Baader; the Jesuits Niclaus Grammatici and Steinmayr—but the university never reached the educational level of the halcyon days of the sixteenth century. After the suppression of the Jesuits in 1773, their college buildings together with their church (built 1694-1740) and Collegium Academia were seized in 1777 by Empress Maria Theresa to the university. The importance of the Albertina waxed greater with the increasing prosperity of the country. The new curriculum of studies, which Maria Theresa caused to be
drawn up for the higher educational institutions of her dominions, was introduced into Freiburg, in 1767, and at first met with much opposition. Although this action of the university led to the withdrawal of many of its ancient privileges (e.g. its governmental independence), it paved the way for more intimate connection between the university and the government, and from this period dates the adoption of a more reasonable attitude by both parties.

The transference of Further Austrian Breisgau to the House of Zähringen by the Peace of Pressburg (1805) seemed to menace greatly the position of Freiburg, and the municipal corporation of Freiburg already in Heidelberg an older and more famous university. Thanks to the zealous efforts of the professors and town of Freiburg, however, their university was retained, and in 1807 the elector himself accepted the office of rector. Since then, the sovereign has always been the "rector magnificensimus" of the university, and confirms the annual election by the ordinary professors of the pro-rector to exercise the office of rectorship in his name. In 1816 the university was again threatened with dissolution, but the danger was obviated principally through the influence of the emperor. The new university, however, was, however, seriously curtailed, and the curriculum reformed after the model of Heidelberg, for which purpose the revenue, which had fallen very low, was increased by an annual State grant amounting at first to 15,000 guilden. The attendance varied between 270 and 320 students. In 1818 the university sent one representative to the newly-created diet, at which von Rotteck, the historian, was its deputy for many years. In consequence of the opposition between the professors and the town, the university was closed in 1832 for a short period, of which the government took advantage to recognize the previous reprobations and install a permanent board of education. Retention or relinquishment of the university was also the subject of debate; indeed, for thirty years the danger of dissolution lay ever threatening. The Revolution occasioned a brief closing of the university in May, 1849. In 1857 the solemn celebration of its 400th anniversary was held in the presence of the sovereign. The efforts of the Catholic party to restore to the university its initial purely Catholic character by securing for the archbishop, not alone a deciding voice in the appointment of theological professors, but also a certain right of supervision over the other faculties, were realized through the resolution of the Diet of Baden in 1859. Since then the Catholic characteristics of the university both in its professors and in its students, who are recruited mainly from North Germany, have become gradually impaired. When, after the establishment of the German Empire, a new university was founded in Strasburg, a serious decay of Freiburg was anticipated. Fortunately these forebodings proved to be groundless, since, while the number of students in 1872 was only 272—a figure which does not exceed the attendance during the first century of the university's existence—it exceeded 1,000 in 1865, 1,500 in 1876, 2,000 in 1904, and 2,600 in 1908, thus placing Freiburg fifth in the list of German universities as regards attendance.

Of the many scholars, who shed a lustre on the name of Freiburg at the close of the eighteenth and during the nineteenth centuries, the following (excluding those who were born in Freiburg) are noteworthy: Engelbert Klopstock, Johann Leonhard Hug, Heinrich Schreiber, historian of the town and University of Freiburg, Alban Stolz, the renowned popular author, and Franz Xavier Kraus, who wrote on the history of the Church and of fine arts; the jurists Jodocus Riegger, Johann Caspar Rief, the statesman Joseph, Gustav Kinkel, who for many years represented the university in the first diet; the philologists and philosophers, Johann Georg Jacobi and Anton Baumstark; the physicians and scientists, Alexander Ecker, Adolf Kussmaul, Alfred Hegar, Anton de Bary.

The University of Freiburg at present contains four faculties: that of Catholic theology, that of law and political science, that of medicine, and that of philosophy, the last-mentioned being subdivided into philosophical—historical and mathematico-physical. At the beginning of 1909, the teaching staff consisted of 140 lecturers: 11 theologians, 16 jurists and political economists, 50 physicians, 43 in the first division of the philosophical faculty and 30 in the second. In its summer term of 1908 there were registered over 2,000 students, and in the winter term (1908-09) by 1966 matriculated (including 67 women) and 153 private students. Of the sixty institutions connected with the university the most important are the large medical infirmaries (surgical, gynecological, psychiatric, optical) and general clinical hospitals: the physical, geological, botanical, and zoological institutes; the academical reading-rooms. The university library contains 300,000 volumes, a large number of which belonged to the old cloister-libraries, and 700 manuscripts. The majority of the institutes possess excellent collections of books and scientific instruments, and the university contains partly of invested capital to the value of 1,300,000 marks (about 300,000 dollars), and partly of unremunerative capital (e.g. the university buildings, etc.) to the value of 2,800,000 or, allowing for certain outstanding liabilities, 2,380,000 marks. According to the budget of 1908-09, its income was 1,076,000 marks, of which 958,500 was paid by the state. The expenditure, which equalled the income, was as follows: 475,600 marks for salaries of regular professors and officials; 132,200 for the ordinary staff; 335,900 for the different institutions, and the remainder for sundry expenses.

A complete list of the officers of the university is contained in FERRANDEZ, and HORN, Bibliographie der deutschen universitäten II (Leipzig, 1905-09). The chief works are: RIEGER, Análisis académica Freiburgensis (Friburgo, 1774 and 1779); IDB. Imagines, Sigilla atque monumia Academiae Academiae (Freiburg, 1776); SCHIEBER, Geschichte der Albert-Ludwigs-Universität (3 vols., Freiburg, 1887-90); Die Universität Freiburg seit dem Kommerzienrat Grossherzog Friedrichs (Freiburg, 1881); FRIBG. Die finanziellen Verhältnisse der Universität Freiburg, 1815; FREIBURG. Die Universität Freiburg in der Hälfte des 19. Jahrhunderts (3 parts, Bonn, 1892-94); KÖNIG, Die Geschichte der Diöcesen und des Bistums Freiburg im Breisgau (Stuttgart, 1856); MAYER, Die Statistik der Universität Freiburg im Breisgau (Freiburg, 1840); BAUMGARTEN, Geschichte der Universität Freiburg im Breisgau (Freiburg in the Breisgau, 1883). (Berlin, 1897).

JÖSEPH LINS.

Freiburg (Switzerland), University of. See Freiburg, University of.

Freising. See Munich.

Fréjus (Forum Julia). Diocese of. suffragan of Aix, comprises the whole department of Var (France). It was suppressed by the Concordat of 1801, re-established by that of 1817, and definitively established in 1823. The arondissement of Grasse, which until 1860 belonged to the department of Var, when it was annexed to that of the Alpes-Maritimes, was, in 1886, separated from the Diocese of Fréjus and attached to that of Nice. A Brief of 1852 authorized the bishop to assume the title of Bishop of Fréjus and Toulon. The present diocese comprises the territory of the ancient Diocese of Fréjus as well as that of the ancient Diocese of Toulon. I. Fréjus.—Christianity would seem to have been introduced into Fréjus in the time of Emperor Constantine. History relates that in 374 a certain Accep- tus falsely declared himself guilty of some crimes in order to rid himself of the episcopal dignity, and that the benefice of Valencia was bestowed on the Church to name another in his stead. The following are named among the bishops of this see: St. Leonieus (419-433);
brother of St. Castor and friend of John Cassian, who dedicated to him his first ten "Collationes", and of St. Honoratus, founder of the monastery of Lérins; Theodore (433-455), Abbot of the Iles d’Hyères, to whom Cassian dedicated the last seven "Collationes"; St. Auxilius (c. 475), formerly a monk of Lérins, and later a martyr under Aurelius, Arian King of the Visigoths; Rieulus (973-1000), who restored the ruins made by the Saracens, and built the cathedral and the episcopal palace; Bertrand (1044-91), who founded the collegiate church of Barjols; Raymond Berengarius (1235-1248), who arranged the marriage of Beatrice, daughter of the Count of Provence, with Charles of Anjou; Jacques d’Euse (1300-1310), preceptor of St. Louis of Toulouse, and later pope under the name of John XXII; Cardinal Niccolò Fieschi (1495-1524), who at the time of his death was dean of the Sacred College; André-Hercule de Fleury (1698-1715).

II. TOULON.—The legend which states that a certain Cleon, who accompanied St. Lazarus to Gaul was the founder of the Church of Toulon, is based on an apocryphal document composed in the fourteenth century and ascribed to a sixth-century bishop named Didier. Honoratus and Gratianus, according to the "Gallia Christiana", were the first bishops of Toulon whose names are known to history, but Duchesne gives Augustalis as the first historical bishop. He assisted at councils in 441 and 442 and signed in 449 and 450 the letters addressed to Pope Leo I from the province of Arles. St. Cyprian, disciple and biographer of St. Cassius of Arles, is also mentioned as a Bishop of Toulon. His episcopate, begun in 524, had not come to an end in 541; he converted to Catholicism the Visigoth chiefs, Mandrier and Flavian, who became anchors and martyrs on the peninsula of Mandrier.

The Island of Lérins, well known as the site of the celebrated monastery founded there in 410 (see Lérins) was sold in 1859 by the Bishop of Fréjus to an English purchaser. A number of the saints of Lérins are especially honoured in the diocese. Among them are Sts. Honoratus, Cassarius, Hilary, and Virgilius, all of whom became archbishops of Arles; Quintidius, Bishop of Vaison; Valerius, Bishop of Nice; Maximus, Bishop of Riez; Veranus and Lambertus, Bishops of Vence; Vincent of Lérins, author of the "Communitorium", and his brother Lupus, Bishop of Troyes; Agricola, Bishop of Avignon; Agripus and Porcius, martyrs. St. Tropesius, martyr during the persecution of Nero; St. Louis (1274-1297), a native of Brignoles, Maristes, Salesians, and Sulpicians. An American congregation founded in 1838, for teaching and hospital work, was that of Notre-Dame de la Miséricorde, the mother-house of which was at Draguignan. Before the law of 1901 the religious congregations possessed in the diocese 2 foundling asylums, 36 day nurseries, a seaside hospital for sick children, 2
orphanages for boys, situated in the country, 9 orphanages for girls, 6 workhouses, 2 houses of rescue, 3 houses of charity for the assistance of the poor, 30 hospitals or hospices, 2 houses of retreat, 7 religious houses for the care of the sick in the homes.

Gallica Christiana, Nova (1716), I, 418–447, 739–752; Instrumenta, 82–85, 129–131; Albignac, Gallica Christiana novissima (1850); Downs, Norton, Антиросефалия, 208, 269–276; Espitalier, Les Hospices de Périgueux (1891–1898); Lafont, Histoire de Toulouse (Toulouse, 1892); Dugé, Annuaire Archéologique du Pèlerinage de France, d’après les manuscrits du Vaticano et de l’Athétophile; Fouqueret, Saint-Symphorien et moderne de la Très-Sainte Vierge dans les duchés de Périgord et de Toulouse (Toulouse, 1861); Chevalier, Topo-bbl., 1240, 3125.

GEORGES GOTAY.

French Catholics in the United States.—The first Bishop of Burlington, the Right Reverend Louis de Goesbriand, in a letter dated 11 May, 1869, and which appeared in “Le Protecteur Canadien”, a French newspaper then published at St. Albans, Vermont, made the following statement: “I am convinced from positive information, that when we say that there are 500,000 French Canadians in the United States, the figures are far below the truth.” The sources from which the late prelate drew his information are unknown to the writers of this article, but it is a fact that to-day the Diocese of Burlington has a Catholic population of 76,000 souls, of which 50,000 at least are of French Canadian birth or origin. It is also a fact that the French Canadian element has increased, both naturally and by immigration, to such an extent that it now numbers nearly 1,200,000 souls in the United States, that it has made its influence felt throughout the Eastern States, in all walks of life, and furthermore that, in point of numbers, it is the predominant element in several dioceses, and an important part of the population in many others. However, except in their own newspapers, or a few little-known books, scarcely anything had been said of the part taken by these immigrants in the civil and religious life of their own country, and as little of the work they took into their own hands the task of reviewing their history, of gathering statistics of their numbers, and of recording their achievements and the progress they have made in fifty years. The task is still far from complete, but enough has been done to demonstrate the progress of the French Canadians and their devotion to their Church and to their adopted country.

The immigration of French Canadians to the United States began before the War of American Independence (1775–83). French Canadians had then already immigrated to New England, but in large numbers in the area of Philadelphia. After the war the American Congress, in recognition of their services and to prevent their being prosecuted
In Canada on the charge of high treason, gave them land on the shores of Lake Champlain, where their descendants are still to be found. That concession of land, situated in the State of New York, has long been known as "the Refugees' Tract." In 1837, after the rebellion of the Lower Provinces of the Canadas, a new settlement was made to the Eastern States, to the State of Vermont, more particularly, where the "Patriots", vanquished in battle, sought refuge with their families. But the chief influx from France to Canada took place after the Civil War. Notwithstanding the fact that they lived at that time, in remote settlements, the French Canadians were here in sufficient numbers during the war to furnish 40,000 soldiers to the Union. The immigration at the close of the war, in all the Provinces of Quebec, has since numbered many causes, the most considerable of which are the unprecedented industrial prosperity that followed the Civil War and the inborn love of the French Canadian for travelling, together with the desire to earn the high wages and to share in the vast opportunities which the Republic offered to its citizens.

Some writers—and many of these in earnest—have given as the principal cause of this French Canadian immigration, that the whole number of the inhabitants of the United States between 1855 and 1890, the necessity in which the farmers of the Province of Quebec found themselves of seeking a new home after leading a life of luxury and dissipation. Undoubtedly this was true of some, but the general moral character of the hundreds of thousands who had crossed the border is of the best, and the true cause of this movement must be sought elsewhere. The Jesuit, Father Hamon, writing on this subject, does not hesitate to say: "The rapidity with which this immigration was accomplished, and the ease with which these Canadians transplanted to a foreign land, have immediately reconstructed the Catholic mould of the parish that made their strength in Canada; the energy shown by them in erecting churches and convents, in grouping themselves together, and in organizing flourishing congregations, supported within by all that nourishes Christian piety, protected without against pernicious influences by the strength of association, and a press generally well inspired; all these elements of Catholic life, organized within a quarter of a century in the very citadel of old Puritanism, seem to indicate a Providential action as well as a Providential mission, the importance of whose future alone, can be fully comprehended." Those who do not look higher than material considerations in studying the causes of national movements will not give much credence to this opinion of Father Hamon. Nevertheless it is to-day a fact recognized by noted economists, that the French Canadians, now better known in the Republic under the name of French Americans, are the most solid and reliable pillar of industry in New England. And New England has received with its borders, more than two-thirds of their total immigration. As Catholics, it is obvious that they have played a role no less important, as may easily be seen by the statistics of CatholicListComponent}

many of them to follow in their footsteps. As to the fluctuating immigration, only a mere mention is necessary. Always on the move, from one country to the other, from city to city, from mill to mill, those who formed this class led that kind of life which was, as so aptly put, "the roving herd". This roving herd is still less numerous than the temporary group, and it is to be found not only in all classes of newcomers, but in settled populations as well. The permanent immigration has been the most numerous, and, naturally, the most substantial. It has been, in these permanent French Americas, that have organized parishes and parochial schools, erected churches and convents, and now constitute the labouring power par excellence in all the industrial centres of New England. Most of them, if not all, came from the rural districts of Canada, especially from the Eastern townships, from the Dioceses of Trois Rivières and Rimouski, and from the Counties of Beaupre, Bellechasse, and others on the borders. Their farms had become insufficient to support large families; in the Eastern townships their titles to the land they occupied were disputed, and they were forced to give up the fruit of many years of labour; they were the victims of incendiarism and rapine by their Governments, both Provincial and Federal, towards colonization and the opening up of new farming districts. The increasing population was thus compelled by circumstances, to look elsewhere, for more land and greater opportunities. At the same time, the reports sent home by the French of the United States to the early emigrants, who had widely advertised throughout the whole Province of Quebec, the material advantages of the United States. This migration was called at the time "the desertion of the Fatherland". But those who spoke thus were forgetful of the historical fact, that the French of America have from the very beginning felt perfectly at home in the whole northern part of the continent, on the soil of which their missionaries, their coureurs des bois, explorers, and warriors have left their footsteps broadcast. In spite of all opposing efforts, hundreds of thousands of French Canadians, most of them farmers, between 1870 and 1890, left their rural occupation to adopt the most arduous life of the New England factories and the various industries of the Western States. This movement took place quietly, slowly, without creating any disturbance, and almost unnoticed. It was, in a certain sense, a repetition of that which was advocated by Horace Greeley, sent toward the Golden Gate so many young men of the East.

Doubltless, this depopulation on a large scale was a great loss to Canada, where the emigrants might have founded families of colonists. But the nature of this emigration was such that it could not be checked by any special legislation. The movement had set in, and it was too late to forestall an event prepared by many years of economic conditions misunderstood or wilfully ignored. The stream had found its way across the borders, where new industries, phenomenal opportunities, and advantages unheard of before, were waiting to absorb F/_Canadians and utilize this new and valuable power of production.

In order to present a strictly accurate idea of the importance of the French American element, both numerically and from a Catholic standpoint, the following sources of information have been used for this article: (1) the Twelfth Census of the United States (1900); (2) local enumerations made in New England since 1900, and as late as the present year (1908); and (3) the Catholic Directory of the United States.
The figures given for Louisiana are, of course, exclusive of all other inhabitants of French extraction; those relating to California are exclusive of the large population of immigrants from France established in that State, more especially in the city of San Francisco. There were also, 115 persons of French Canadian parentage in Alaska, and 4 in Hawaii, besides 502 persons of the same parentage in the military and naval service of the United States, stationed abroad and not credited to any State or Territory. Combining with these small figures the totals for the five divisions given in the last column of the table, we get the grand total of 810,105 persons of French Canadian parentage living under the United States flag. But these figures only represent the first and second generations, i.e., original immigrants still living, and their immediate descendants. In this connexion the director of the census says: "A small number of the persons reported as of foreign birth, are the natives of native parentage, so that, to a very small extent, the number of persons of foreign birth reported at each census is not included in its entirety in the number of persons reported as of foreign parentage. The figures are sufficiently comparable, however, to show the large body of population which must be added to the foreign born element in order to get, even approximately, the number of persons of foreign extraction at any of the census periods considered. Moreover, this is the best figure that can be given as expressing the element of our population which is of foreign extraction, as the census inquiry does not go beyond the immediate parents of each person enumerated, and it is impracticable, at least under present conditions, to endeavor to determine the origin of the people beyond a single generation."

It is obvious, that an inquiry which does not go beyond the immediate ancestors of each person enumerated cannot convey an exact idea of the number of those who may still be distinctly classified as French Americans, even though both of their parents may have been born in the United States. And when it is remembered that the French Canadians were early settlers in the northern part of the State of New York, that they were, practically, the first settlers of the State of Maine, and had found their way into Vermont as early as 1830; that French Canadians were the pioneers of the Western States, where they founded, or assisted in founding, great cities like Chicago, St. Louis, St. Paul, Dubuque, Milwaukee, and Detroit, it is not difficult to understand that in certain parts of the country at least three generations of French Americans have been recorded by the census of 1900 as native whites of native parentage. How far short of the actual number of French Americans are the figures of the National Census, may be estimated by considering the local enumerations taken in the New England States since 1900, with the following results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>91,507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>84,011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>58,217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>366,879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>76,775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>46,063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>723,532</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These figures, compared with the total (508,362) of those given in the Census of 1900 for the same six States, show an excess of the local over the national enumeration of 215,170 persons, or more than 42.3 per cent, for New England alone. This excess, explained in part by the fact that the census inquiry of 1900 was limited to only two generations, is also attributable to the continuous flow of immigration and in greater measure to the large birth-rate which is still maintained among the French Americans, it having been scientifically established that the French Canadians—at least in Canada—double their numbers by natural increase every twenty-six years. Taking into consideration the increase (42.3 per cent) shown by the enumerations in New England over the figures given by the National Census, and also bearing in mind the fact that the figures quoted above do not include the French from France (reported as being 265,441 by the census of 1900) and the French-speaking Belgians, scattered throughout other States than those of New England, we may conclude that the French Americans in the United States to-day number
more than 1,500,000, of whom nearly 1,200,000 can be classified as of French Canadian extraction. As this immigration of French Canadians was almost exclusively an immigration of Catholics, we are led to inquire what provisions were made for them in the different dioceses.

The French Canadians had left behind them in Canada a perfect Catholic organization, with parishes flourishing in all parts of the province, with episcopal sees in Quebec, Ontario, and the West—an organization comprising to-day many ecclesiastical provinces with archbishops, bishops, a numerous clergy, both secular and regular, as well as educational and charitarian institutions. All the provisions of the hierarchy of New England especially, to determine how these newcomers should be cared for spiritually. The question of language stood in the way from the very beginning. The French Canadians, though willing to become staunch Americans, did not know the English language, and even when they had learned it, they still preserved a strong attachment for their mother tongue. That this problem puzzled the bishops of New England, is shown by the time taken for its solution, and by the fact that in some instances they were reluctant, or often unable, to deal with the situation in the only proper way, which was, to give to these people priests of their own tongue and nationality. Even to-day this problem is not adequately solved. It was feared at the beginning, as it is feared now in some quarters, that to grant to the French Canadian immigrants priests of their own tongue and nationality would encourage them to form a sort of state within the state, thereby causing great harm to the nation as a whole. Time has shown the fallacy of that apprehension. The patriotism of the French American element is undisputed. They possess the sterling civic qualities desireable and necessary to promote the best interests of the republic. As a matter of fact, the French Canadian immigration has created no new state in the state; and the French Americans have willingly learned the English language while remaining as closely attached as ever to their mother tongue, in which they see the best safeguard of their faith.

The progress accomplished for God and country through the organization of French American parishes all over the United States is the concrete proof of their excellency from every standpoint. It proves at the same time, that further progress, religious and patriotic, can be accomplished by pursuing the same policy. At first, it was necessary to call priests from the Province of Quebec. That policy, inaugurated in the Diocese of Burlington in 1850, by the lamented Bishop de Goebrisand, has proved to be a blessing wherever it has been carried out. These early French Canadian missionaries, of whom many are still living, knew their people, understood their character and customs, had the same mentality as their flock, and easily succeeded in organizing flourishing parishes entirely devoted to the Church. As early as 1890 Father Hamon notes that these newcomers already possessed 120 churches and chapels, ministered to by Canadian priests, and 50 large schools, affording education to more than 30,000 children.

Let us recall a few dates which mark the beginning of this new impulse given to the Catholic Church in the United States.

The first French American parish in the United States, after the foundation of Detroit, Michigan, was that of St. Joseph, at Burlington, Vermont, founded 28th April, 1850, with the Rev. Joseph Quévillon as first pastor. In the same state, the parish of the Nativité de la Sainte-Vierge, at Swanton, was organized in 1856, and that of St-François-Xavier at Winookski, in 1868. In the Diocese of Springfield, Massachusetts, the parish of Notre-Dame du Bon Conseil, at Fitzfield, was organized in 1867. In all, 22 parishes were organized by French Americans from that date to 1890, besides 15 parishes of mixed population, wherein the French Catholics were associated with their English-speaking brethren. In the Diocese of Providence, R. I., the parish of St-Jacques, at Manville, was organized in 1872, that of the Precieux Sang, at Woonsocket, in 1873, and that of St-Charles, at Providence, in 1878. In the Diocese of Hartford, Conn., the parish of St-Laurent, at Meriden, was organized in 1880, and five other parishes between 1880 and 1889. In the Diocese of Boston, the parish of St-Joseph, at Lowell, was organized in 1869, and that of St-Anne, at Lawrence, in 1873. In the Diocese of Portland, Maine, the parish of St-François de Sales, at Waterville, was organized in 1869, that of St-Pierre, at Lewiston, in 1871, that of St-Joseph, at Biddeford, in 1872, and that of St-Augustin, at Augusta, in 1888. In the Diocese of Manchester, New Hampshire, the parishes of St-Augustin, at Manchester, and St-Louis, at Nashua, were organized in 1872. Similar results were accomplished in the Dioceses of Ogdensburg, Ticonderoga, and Syracuse, and in the Western States. The accompanying table shows the actual religious organization of the French-American Catholics in New England—their clergy, parishes, etc.

**Religious Organization in New England**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diocese</th>
<th>Parishes</th>
<th>Missions</th>
<th>Secular Priests</th>
<th>Regular Priests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartford</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall River</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To complete these figures for the United States would necessitate a study of all the dioceses, as there are French Americans in every state and territory of the Union; a few statistics, however, of the priests of French extraction in the principal dioceses will help to give a more definite idea of the organization as a whole: Baltimore has 21; Chicago, 62; Albany, 19; St. Paul, 14; San Francisco, 3; New York, 25; Oregon, 5; Philadelphia, 3; Dubuque, 7; Milwaukee, 9; New Orleans, 96; Syracuse, 5; and Ogdensburg, 63.

Of the distinguished clergymen whose names are associated with the work already described, the following have already been called to their reward: Norbert Blanchette, first Bishop and first Archbishop of Oregon City; J. B. Lamy, Archbishop of Santa Fé, New Mexico; Monsignor Magloire Blanchette, Pro-Cathedral Cathedral of Walla Walla, Washington; the Rev. P. M. Mignan, of Chambly, Quebec, who in the fifties was vicar-general of the Diocese of Boston, with the special mission of caring for the spiritual needs of his compatriots in the United States; the Rev. Joseph Quévillon, of Burlington, Vermont; Monsignor Brochu, of Southbridge, the Rev. J. B. Primeau, of Worcester, the Rev. L. F. Dion, of Springfield, and the Rev. J. B. Bédard, of Fall River, Massachusetts; the Rev. J. Roch Magnan, of Muskogee, Michigan. Mention should also be made of the Right Rev. Bishop Michaud, lately deceased, whose father was a French Acadian, and who had been for many years at the head of the Diocese of Burlington,
proving himself a worthy successor to Bishop de Goesbriand. Among the living there are scores of others who have been true pioneers of the Faith, and to whom is due great credit for having so well organized a new and loyal membership of the Church in the United States. Recently one of their number has been consecrated to the See of Manchester, New Hampshire, in the person of the Right Rev. George Albert Guertin, consecrated 19 March, 1907.

The religious orders of men and women have been worthy co-labourers with the priests in the building-up of parishes. To them have been entrusted the education of children and the care of the sick and orphans. This work has been especially well fulfilled in the French American parishes, where the convent of the sisters and the school of the brothers are the necessary complements of the church itself. One does not go without the other, and as a rule the school is built before the church and is used for a church also. The number of members in the different religious communities of women is given in the accompanying table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diocese</th>
<th>Total Schools</th>
<th>French Schools</th>
<th>Total Pupils</th>
<th>Pupils in French Schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>48,192</td>
<td>7,263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5,951</td>
<td>4,009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall River</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9,305</td>
<td>6,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartford</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30,275</td>
<td>2,803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12,800</td>
<td>8,833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9,138</td>
<td>6,073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>7,414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>22,750</td>
<td>11,712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals</strong></td>
<td><strong>327</strong></td>
<td><strong>133</strong></td>
<td><strong>54,436</strong></td>
<td><strong>54,983</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To these must be added the secondary (high-school and university academic courses) college established by the Pères de l'Assomption from France, at Worcester, Massachusetts, in 1804, and 14 small academies, commercial colleges, and boarding schools in which there are about 1000 pupils of both sexes. In connexion with the subject of higher education, it may be well to remark that about 3500 French American children attend annually the commercial and secondary colleges in different cities of Canada. Among the religious orders, both of women and men, also have charge of 2618 orphans in New England. French nuns have charge of 1865 sick and aged adults, wayward women, and working girls.

Besides their religious work, vast and praiseworthy as it is, the French Canadian immigrants have also displayed industry and activity in other walks of life, and in their closer relations with their fellow-citizens they have shown qualities and traits found only in the best of citizens. In other words they have stood well up to the standard in the body politic and in many ways have exercised over their surroundings an influence for the general good of the community such as to fully justify, at least so far as it refers to them, the statement made by Vice-President Fairbanks, that in the American Nation "flows the richest blood that courses in the veins of all the peoples in all quarters of the globe." In five years, they have built up a press that is not surpassed, from the Catholic point of view by that of any other group of immigrants in the United States. That press is composed to-day of seven dailies—"L'Indépendant", of Fall River, Mass.; "L'Opinion Publique", of Worcester, Mass.; "L'Étoile" of Lowell, Mass.; "La Tribune", of Woosocket, R. I.; "L'Avenir National", and "Le Reveil", of Manchester, N. H.; "L'Echo de la Presse", of New Bedford, Mass.; two papers issued every other day —"Le Messager", of Lewiston, Maine; "L'Impartial", of Nashua, N. H.; one semi-weekly—"Le Jean-Baptiste", of Pawtucket, R. I.; and the fifteen weeklies—"L'Union", of Woosocket, R. I., official organ of L'Union St-Jean-Baptiste d'Amérique; "Le Canado-Amerikan", of Manchester, N. H., official organ of L'Association Canado-Américaine; "La Justice", of Biddeford, Maine; "La Justice", of Central Falls, R. I.; "La Justice", of Holyoke, Mass.; "L'États-Civil", of Marlborough, Mass.; "Le Progrès", of Lawrence, Mass.; "Le Courrier", of Lawrence, Mass.; "Le Courrier de Salem", of Salem, Mass.; "L'Echo de l'Ouest", of Minneapolis, Minn.; "Le Courrier Franco-Américain", of Chicago, Ill.; "L'Indépendant" (weekly edition), of Fall River, Mass.; "L'Indépendant", of Fitchburg, Mass.; "Le Progrès", of Woosocket, R. I., and "Le Citoyen", of
Haverhill, Mass. These newspapers are thoroughly Catholic in spirit, as well as sincerely American. Their editors and publishers met in convention, at Woonsocket, R. I., on 25 September, 1906, and organized the Association des Journalistes Franco-Américains de la Nouvelle Angleterre. At that meeting the only those present abstained from taking their loyalty to the republic, and advising the French Americans to show themselves true and sincere American citizens, to promote naturalization, to preserve their mother tongue, to learn the English language, to maintain parochial schools, wherein both languages should be taught, to avoid bootlegging, and to ask for proof of their own nationality to be their pastors. The resolutions also requested the Holy See to appoint, when feasible and proper, bishops of their nationality, familiar with both the English and French languages, in all dioceses in which the French Americans constitute the majority of the Catholic population. The first French newspaper to appear in the United States was “Le Courier de Boston”, which was published weekly during a period of six months in 1789, the first number appearing on 23 April, and the last on 15 October. The editor and publisher was Paul Joseph Guérin de Montréal, later a bookseller and mayor of Boston, and instructor in French at Harvard University from 1787 to 1800. The next French American newspaper was published in 1825, at Detroit, under the title of “La Gazette Française”, which issued only four numbers. In 1817, the Detroit Gazette published during the summer of 1817, an issue of 100 copies and then abandoned the venture. The second French American newspaper in New England was “Le Patriote”, published at St. Albans, Vermont, in 1839. Since that time nearly 200 newspapers published in the French language have appeared and disappeared, but none is mentioned.

French American activity, while effectively applied to the enterprises of religion, education, and the press, has not neglected provident organizations. The first French institution of this kind was the Société de Jacques Cartier, founded in St. Albans, Vermont, in 1845, while the Société St-Jean-Baptiste of New York, organized in 1850, is still in existence. In 1868 they had 17 benevolent societies, and since then they have organized more than 400 others, of which about 142 are still in existence. Moreover, they have established federations, which have more than four hundred and fifty members. This organization aims first of all to form true sons of the Catholic Church and useful citizens of the American Republic. Piety, study, and action constitute its threefold motto. Its first congress, held at Worcester, Massachusetts, 23 and 24 August, 1908, was attended by delegates from circles formed in different New England localities.

Besides the admirable work they have accomplished by means of their parishes, press, and societies, and in order to render their efforts more effective, the French Americans have held at different times conventions called for various purposes. The first of these gatherings, destined to promote the interests of the mutual benefit of the French societies throughout the United States, the Union St-Jean-Baptiste d’Amérique was organized, with headquarters in Woonsocket, R. I., through the federation of a considerable number of the local societies. This move has proved to be a very wise one, as is shown by the rapid growth of the new society, which has enrolled over 19,500 members in eight years. The Association Canado-Américaine of Manchester, New Hampshire, established in 1896, has a membership of over 11,000 and is working along the same religious and patriotic lines. In 1906, a new society, the Ordre des Forestiers Franco-Américains, was organized by the secession of a few thousand of their loyal members from the Foresters of America, and it now comprises 40 courts. All the French American societies, with the exception of the Forestiers, give life insurance, and, without exception, they provide for sick benefits. Millions of dollars have been distributed by them to the widows and orphans of their members and to their sick fellow-members. The Société des Artistes Canadiens-Français, though a Canadian society, and the Société L’Artisanat, a society of French Canadians, are drawing the greatest part of its membership from the maritime provinces, also have members in the United States and are therefore included in the accompanying table, which shows the number of councils or courts and the membership of the four national societies in New England.

Membership of National Societies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Councils</th>
<th>Members or Courts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Union St-Jean-Baptiste d’Amérique</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association Canado-Américaine</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordre des Chevaliers de Jacques Cartier</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordre des Forestiers Franco-Américains</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artistes Canadiens-Français</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L’Assomption</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These societies are all Catholic, and in 1906 the Union St-Jean-Baptiste d’Amérique and L’Association Canado-Américaine were instrumental in organizing the Société Franco-Américaine du Denier de St-Pierre, whose sole object is to collect funds for the Holy See. The Société Historique Franco-Américaine, incorporated under the laws of the State of Massachusetts, was organized at Boston, in 1899, “for the purpose of encouraging the careful and systematic study of the history of the United States, and especially to bring forth in its true light the exact part taken by the French race in the evolution and formation of the American people”. With this end in view this society has met regularly twice a year since its organization. Noted American historians and writers, as well as several from France and Canada, have delivered before it addresses which have contributed in no slight measure to enrich the store of French American historical literature. Another organization which seems destined to play an important role, at least among the French Americans of to-morrow, is the Association Catholique de la Jeunesse Franco-Américaine, which was formed at Baltimore, Maryland, 4 January, 1908, by twenty-two young French Americans who were students in various universities of that city. This organization aims first of all to form true sons of the Catholic Church and useful citizens of the American Republic. Piety, study, and action constitute its threefold motto. Its first congress, held at Worcester, Massachusetts, 23 and 24 August, 1908, was attended by delegates from circles formed in different New England localities.
Rutland, Vermont; 1888, Nashua, N. H.; 1893, Chicago, Ill. In October, 1901, delegates (to the number of 742) of the various groups and societies of French Americans in New England and the State of New York met in a "Congress" at Springfield, Mass. The four great subjects of deliberation were naturalisation, benevolent societies, education, and the religious situation, and the spirit of the numerous and forcible addresses made on these heads is fittingly and admirably reflected in the resolutions. This congress, undoubtedly the most successful gathering of French Americans held up to that time, appointed a permanent commission consisting of the president of the congress and two delegates from each state represented, authorizing it to take all necessary measures for putting the resolutions of the congress into effect, and giving it the power to call another congress, local or general, according to its discretion.

Besides these general conventions, others have been held at different times and places for the purpose of considering a particular question or the interests of the French Americans of a particular state or diocese. For example, the French Americans of Connecticut have held eight such conventions in the last twenty-three years. Political organizations have also flourished among citizens of French Canadian origin, and naturalisation clubs can be found in every city, town, or village where they are sufficient in number to maintain such institutions. In June, 1906, there was organized in the State of Massachusetts the Club Républicain Franco-Américain, with headquarters at Boston, at the first banquet of which, in April, 1907, Hon. Charles J. Bonaparte, a member of the Roosevelt Cabinet, was the guest of honour. The French Americans, in 1890, had 13 representatives in the Legislatures of Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, and New Hampshire, besides numerous public servants in the city councils and the municipal administrations; in 1907 they elected senators in Maine, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island; their representatives in New England numbered, in 1907, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Representatives</th>
<th>Senators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

—a total of 5 Senators and 35 Representatives.

In many instances their candidates for high political honours have been successful at the polls. Such has been the case with the Hon. Pierre Broussard, Congressman from Louisiana; the Hon. Aram J. Pothier, of Woonsocket, R. I., elected governor of his state in November, 1908, after having been its lieutenant-governor and mayor of the city; the Hon. Adélaïde Archambault, also of Woonsocket, and who has likewise filled the offices of lieutenant-governor and mayor; Judge Joseph A. Breaux, of Louisiana; Pierre Bonnivoulir, of Holyoke, Mass., whose service as a state senator covered a period of fifteen consecutive years; Hugo A. Dubuque, of Fall River, Mass., ex-member of the Massachusetts Legislature, and city solicitor; Alex. L. Granger, of Kankakee, Ill., district attorney; Aimé E. Boisvert, of Manchester, N. H., district attorney; and Arthur S. Hogue, of Plattsburg, N. Y., also district attorney. Studying an earlier period, we find some of the names of Pierre Denard, first Lieutenant-Governor of Illinois; the Rev. Gabriel Richard, second Congressman from Michigan (the only Catholic priest who ever sat in Congress), and Louis Vital Bouygé, United States Senator from Wisconsin. At the present time, prominent among those who are prominent in the literary and social life of the French Americans: Arthur M. Beaupré (Illinois), Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Netherlands; Alphonse Gaulin (Rhode Island), Consul-General at Marseilles, France; Eugène L. Belisle (Massachusetts), Consul at Limoges, France; Pierre P. Demers (New Hampshire), Consul at Bahia, Brazil; Joseph M. Authier (Rhode Island), Consul at Guadeloupe, West Indies.

In civil life, belonging to the generation departed for a better world, though their names are still present to the memory of their fellow-citizens and compatriots, were Ferdinand Gagnon, of Worcester, Mass., the father of French American journalism; Dr. L. J. Marotel, of Lewiston, Maine, his worthy associate in the advancement of the French American element in the New England States; Major Edmond Mallet, of Washington, D. C., recognized as an authority upon the history of the North-West, and whose library (preserved intact by L'Union St-Jean-Baptiste d'Amérique) is the largest and most complete collection of documents relating to the French Americans ever gathered; Frédéric Houde and Antoine Moutteau, pioneer journalists; Judge Joseph LeBoeuf, of Cohoes, N. Y.; Pierre F. Pelquin, of Fall River, Mass., and a score of others who for years had been foremost among their compatriots as champions of their rights, both civil and religious.

To sum up, the record of the French Americans in their new country has been such that prominent men of native origin, writers and politicians of note, have sung their praise on more than one occasion. In this respect, one will readily remember the homage paid to a Frenchman upon different occasions by Massachusetts the Hon. Isadore Hoar, of Massachusetts, as well as the marks of high esteem shown them by governors and members of Congress. As recently as 20 March, 1908, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, of Massachusetts, speaking on "Immigration" before the Boston City Club, made the following statement: "Later than any of these (movements of immigration) was the immigration of French Canadians, but which has assumed large proportions, and has become a strong and most valuable element of our population. But the French of Canada scarcely come within the subject we are considering, because they are hardly to be classed as immigrants in the accepted sense. They represent one of the oldest settlements on this continent. They have been, in the broad sense, Americans for generations, and their coming to the United States, is merely a movement of Americans across an imaginary line, from one part of America to another. In truth, it is a movement of hostility and suspicion, which rebuked the French Americans at their arrival in the republic, has subsided before their splendid conduct and magnificent spirit, and is replaced to-day by that tribute of respect which mankind acknowledges as due, and never fails to grant, to men of talent, industry, generosity, and patriotism.

J. L. K. LAFPLAMME.
DAVID E. LAVIGNE.
J. ARTHUR FAVREAU.

French Indo-China. See Indo-China, French.

French Revolution. See France; Revolution.

Froppel, CHARLES-ÉMILE, b. at Ober-Ehrnheim, Alsace, 1 June, 1827; d. at Paris, 22 Dec., 1891. He was Bishop of Angers, France; and deputy from Finistère. He began his studies at a school in this little town; and at seventeen he had received his baccalaureate degree, and entered the seminary of Rennes, where he remained a pupil for a year at the hands of Mgr Roers in 1848, and was at once appointed to the chair of history. Subsequent to his ordination to the priesthood in 1849, he took a noteworthy part in the discussions of Bonnetty and Maret on the subject of traditionalism. He passed a brilliant examination which enabled him to be named for some time a doctor at the Sorbonne, and after a competitive examination he was named chaplain of the church of Ste-Geneviève at Paris. Here he delivered a course of
sermons on the “Divinity of Jesus Christ” which have since been published in book form. He conducted the Advent and Lenten exercises at the Madeleine and afterwards at the churches of St-Roch, Ste-Clotilde, St-Louis d’Antin, St-Nicolas-de-Lorette, and St-Germain l’Auxerrois. His early discourses were published in 1869, in two volumes. Having been appointed to the chair of sacred eloquence at the Sorbonne, he conducted a series of scholarly studies on the Apostolic Fathers and the Christian apologists. They fill ten volumes (4th ed., Paris, 1863). Napoleon III invited him to preach the Lenten sermons at the Tuileries, and these discourses have been published in a volume entitled “La Vie Chrétienne”.

It was about this time that Renan’s “Vie de Jésus” provoked such a storm of controversy. Mgr. Freppel published a reply to the work, his “Examen critique de la Vie de Jésus de M. Renan” (Paris, 1863), which was perhaps the best refutation of the theories expounded by the French free-thinkers. Pius IX, who was then making preparations for the Council of the Vatican, summoned the Abbé Freppel to Rome to assist in the work of drawing up the schema (drafts of decrees). The pope thus showed his appreciation of Freppel’s learning and accomplishments, and appointed him to the Bishopric of Angers, rendered vacant by the death of Mgr. Angebault. He received the episcopal consecration at Rome, 18 April, 1870. Later there was shown a disposition to elevate him to the metropolitan See of Chambéry; but he declined with the same modesty which, in 1885, caused him to implore those, who, with M. Jules Ferry, desired his elevation to the dignity of the cardinals, to discontinue their efforts on his behalf. Upon his return from Rome he proved himself, by his defence of his country, as good a patriot as at the council he had shown himself an able theologian.

In 1871, he accepted the candidature for one of the electoral divisions of Paris. He was defeated because of the ill will which the liberals had borne him since the council, at which, according to them, he had shown himself too ultramontane. In 1880, the electors of Finistère asked him to act as their representative; he was elected by a large majority to this position of trust. His first speech in the French Chamber was a vigorous protest against the expulsions of the Jesuits. For eleven years the bishop-deputy (évêque député) was the most attentively-heard orator in the Chamber, treating with equal authority the most diverse subjects, and such as would seem farthest removed from his ordinary studies. While he did not bring about the triumph of justice to the extent he desired, he defended it nobly though running violently counter to the prejudices of that assembly. He won even the esteem of his enemies, and M. Floquet was one day able to re-echo the plaudits not only of the Chamber but of the whole of France. His “Œuvres polémiques” and his “Œuvres oratoires” have been collected in seventeen volumes (Paris, 1869–88). Almost all the religious, political, and social questions which engaged men’s minds at that time are here treated. Amongst his numerous other writings should be mentioned his work on the French Revolution (Paris, 1889), and “Boisquet et l’éloquence sacrée au XVIIème siècle” (Paris, 1894).


**Frequent Communion.**—Without specifying how often the faithful should communicate, Christ simply bids us “Come hither and drink.” His Body and Blood warns us, if we do not do so, we shall not have life in us (John, vi, etc.). The fact, however, that His Body and Blood were to be received under the appearances of bread and wine, the ordinary daily food and drink of His hearers, would point to the frequent and even daily reception of the Sacrament. The manner, too, with which He compared “the bread which He would give”, was daily partaken of by the Israelites. Moreover, though the petition “give us this day our daily bread” does not primarily refer to the Eucharist, nevertheless it could not fail to lead men to believe that their souls, as well as their bodies, stand in need of daily nourishment. In this view, we shall deal with (I) the history of the frequency of Holy Communion, (II) the present practice as en joined by Pius X.

I. HISTORY.—In the early Church at Jerusalem the faithful received daily every day (Acts, ii, 40). Later on, however, we read that St. Paul remained at Troas for seven days, and it was only “on the first day of the week” that the faithful “assembled to break bread” (Acts, xx, 6–11; cf. I Cor., xvi, 2). According to the Didache the breaking of bread took place on the “Lord’s day” (κατὰ τὸ σάββατον, c. xiv). Flinn says that the Christians assembled “on a fixed day” (Ep. x); and St. Justin, “on the day called Sunday” (S. τοῦ τοῦ ἱδρύματος ἡμέρας, Apol., I, lvii, 3, 7). It is in Tertullian that we first read of the Liturgy being celebrated on any other day besides Sunday (De Orat., c. xix; De Corona, c. iii). Daily reception is mentioned by St. Cyprian (De Orat. Domini, c. xvii in P. L., IV, 531); St. Jerome (Ep. ad Damasum); St. John Chrysostom (Hom., iii in Eph.); St. Ambrose (in Ps. cxxviii, viii, 26, 28 in P. L., XV, 1461, 1462); and the author of the “De Sacramentis” (V, iv, 25; P. L., XVI, 459). It should be noted that in the early Church and in the patristic ages, the faithful communicated, or at any rate were expected to communicate, as often as the Holy Eucharist was celebrated (St. John Chryso stom, loc. cit.; Apostolic Canons, X; St. Gregory the Great, Dial. II, 23). They received even oftener, since it was the custom to carry away the Sacred Elements and communicate at home (St. Justin, loc. cit.; Tertullian, “Ad Uxorem”, II, v; Euseb., “Hist. Eccl.”, VI, xlvii). This was done especially by hermits, by dwellers in monasteries without priests, and by those who lived at a distance from any church. On the other hand, we find that practice fell far short of precept, and that various offerers were foredoomed by the Church to receiving the Holy Communion (see especially St. John Chrysostom, loc. cit.; and St. Ambrose, loc. cit.). St. Augustine sums up the matter thus: “Some receive the Body and Blood of the Lord every day; others on certain days; in some places there is no day on which the Sacrifice is not offered; in others on Saturday and Sunday only; in others on Sunday alone (Ep. liv in P. L., XXXIII, 200 sqq.)”. Whether it was advisable for the faithful, especially those living in matrimony, to receive daily was a question on which the Fathers were not agreed. St. Jerome is aware of this custom at Rome, but he says: “Of this I neither approve nor disapprove; let each man judge for himself. (Cf. Ep. cxviii in P. L., XXII, 505–6; Ep. lxxvi in P. L., XXII, 672). St. Augustine discusses the question at length, and comes to the conclusion, that there is much to be
said on both sides (Ep. liv in P. L., XXXIII, 200 seq.). Good Christians still communicated once a week, during the time of Charlemagne, but a breach of this custom came to an end. St. Bede bears witness to the Roman practice of communicating on Sundays and on the feasts of the Apostles and Martyrs, and laments the rarity of reception in England (Ep. ad Egb. in P. L., XCIV, 665).

Strange to say, it was in the Middle Ages, the Age of Faith, that Church Caen's most frequent than at any other period of the Church's history. The Fourth Lateran Council compelled the faithful, under pain of excommunication, to receive at least once a year (c. Omnis utrorum sexus). The Poor Clares, by rule, communicated six times a year; the Dominican friars, fifteen times; the Third Order of St. Dominic, four times. Even saints received rarely: St. Louis six times a year, St. Elizabeth only three times. The teaching of the great theologians, however, was all on the side of frequent, and to some extent daily, Communion (Peter Lombard, IV Sent., dist. xii, n. 8; St. Thomas, Summa Theol., III, Q. lxxx, a. 10; St. Bonaventure, In IV Sent., dist. xii, punct. ii, a. 2, q. 2; see Dalgarn, "The Holy Communion" (Dublin) part III, chap. i). Various reformers, Tauler, St. Catherine of Siena, St. Vincent Ferrer, and Savonarola, advocated, and in many instances established, the frequent reception. The Council of Trent expressed a wish "that at each Mass the faithful who are present, should communicate" (Sess. XXII, chap. vi). And the Catechism of the Council says: "Let not the faithful deem it enough to receive the Body of the Lord once a year only; but let them judge that Communion ought to be more frequent; but whether it be more expedient that it should be monthly, weekly, or daily, can be decided by no fixed universal rule" (pt. II, c. iv., n. 58). As might be expected, the disciples of St. Ignatius and St. Philip carried on the work of advocating frequent Communion. With the revival of this practice came the renewal of the discussion as to the advisability of daily Communion. While all in theory admitted that daily reception was good, they differed as to the conditions required.

The Congregation of the Council (1587) forbade any general restriction, and ordered that no one should be refused the Sacred Sacrament if he approached daily. In 1643, Arnauld's "Frequent Communion" appeared, in which he required, for worthy reception, severe penance for past sins and most pure love of God. The Congregation of the Council was once more appealed to, and decided (1679) that though universal daily Communion was advisable, it should be repelled, even if he approached daily; parish priests and confessors should decide how often, but they should take care that all scandal and irreverence should be avoided (see Denzinger, "Enchiridion", 10th ed., n. 11458). In 1890, Arnauld's conditions were condemned. In spite of these decisions, the reception of Communion with frequency and less frequent, owing to the spread of rigid Jansenistic opinions, and this rigour lasted almost into our own day. The elder and better tradition was, however, preserved by some writers and preachers, notably Fénelon and St. Alphonsus, and, with the spread of devotion to the Sacred Heart, it gradually became once more the rule. Difficulty, however, was raised regarding daily Communion. This practice, too, was warmly recommended by Pius IX and Leo XIII, and finally received official approval from Pius X.

II. PRACTICE.—(a) The rules for frequent and daily Communion, as laid down by the decree of the Congregation of the Council "Sacramentum Sacerdoti" (20 Dec., 1905). (1) "Frequent and daily Communion should be offered to all the faithful, of whatever rank and condition of life; so that no one who is in the state of grace, and who approaches the holy table with a right and devout intention, can be lawfully hindered therefrom." (2) "A right intention consists in this: that the person who approaches the Sacred Table do so, not out of routine, or vainglory, or human respect, but for the purpose of pleasing God, or being more closely united with Him by charity, and of seeking this Divine remedy for his weaknesses and defects." Rule 3 declares that "it is sufficient that they (the daily communicants) be free from mortal sin, with the purpose of never sinning in future," and Rule 4 enjoins that "care is to be taken that Holy Communion be preceded by serious preparation and followed by a suitable thanksgiving, according to each one's strength, circumstances, and duties." "Parish priests, confessors, and preachers are frequently and in great zeal to exhort the faithful to this devout and salutary practice" (Rule 6); two rules (7 and 8) refer to the daily Communion in religious communities and Catholic institutions of all kinds; and the last rule (9) forbids any further controversy on the subject.

(b) Acts and Decrees of Pius X on frequent and daily Communion.—For two years these decrees or pronouncements follow one another in the order indicated here.

30 May, 1905.—On the eve of the Eucharistic Congress in Rome, Pius X indulgenced the "Prayer for the diffusion of the pious custom of daily Communion," which was published and distributed on the last day of the Congress.

4 June, 1905.—The Holy Father, presiding at the closing of the Congress in Rome, said: "I beg and implore of you all to urge the faithful to approach that Divine Sacrament. And I speak especially to you, my dear sons in the priesthood, in order that Jesus, the treasure of all the treasures of Paradise, the greatest and most precious of all the possessions of our poor desolate humanity, may not be abandoned in a manner so insulting and so ungrateful."

The decree of 20 December, 1905, has already been summarized.

25 Feb., 1906.—To gain the plenary indulgence, granted to those who communicate five times weekly, it is not necessary to go to confession every week, every fortnight, or every month; even less frequent recurrence will do. No definite interval is given.

11 August, 1906.—The papal Brief "Romanorum Pontificum" grants indulgences and unusual privileges to the Sacramental League of the Eucharist, which has for its object the induction of the faithful to adopt the practice of daily or frequent Communion. By a singular favour, all confessors inscribed in this League are urged to exhort their penitents to receive daily, or almost daily, to obtain a plenary indulgence once a week.

15 Sept., 1906.—It was explained, on this date, that the decree of 20 Dec., 1905, applies not merely to adults and the youth of both sexes, but also to children so soon as they have received their first Communion in accordance with the rules of the Roman Catechism, that is to say, as soon as they manifest sufficient discretion.

7 Dec., 1906.—Sick persons bed-ridden for one month, without some hope of prompt recovery, may receive Holy Eucharist, even though they may have broken their fast after midnight, by drinking something, as, for instance, chocolate, tapiocas, semolina, or bread soup, which are drink in the sense of the decree. This may be repeated once or twice a week, if the Blessed Sacrament is kept in the house; otherwise, once or twice a month.

25 March, 1907.—The hierarchy are urged to secure that there be held each year, in the cathedral church, a special Triduum for the purpose of exhorting the people to practise frequent Communion. In parish churches one day will suffice. Indulgences are granted for these exercises.
FRESNEL

8 May, 1907.—A general permission is granted to give communion in private oratories to all who attend Mass, except as to Easter Communion and Viaticum.

14 July, 1907.—Brief again delegating Cardinal V. Vannutelli to the Eucharistic Congress at Metz, which was exclusively devoted to the consideration of the question of Holy Communion. The following is an extract from the Brief: "This [frequent Communion] in truth is the shortest way to secure the salvation of every individual man as well as that of society."


T. B. SCANNELL.

Fresnel, Augustin-Jean, physicist; b. at Broglie near Bernay, Normandy, 10 May, 1788; d. at Ville d'Avray, near Paris, 14 July, 1827.

His early progress in letters was slow, although he showed while still young an aptitude for physical science. In his seventeenth year he entered the Ecole Polytechnique in Paris where he attracted the attention of Legendre. After spending some time at the École des Ponts et Chaussées he was assigned to the engineering corps and served successively in the departments of Vendée, Drome, and Ille-et-Vilaine. He lost his appointment through politics on the return of Napoleon from Elba. In 1819 he was made a member of the Lighthouse Commission, becoming its secretary in 1824, and was an examiner at the Ecole Polytechnique from 1821 to 1824. Shortly afterward his health, which had never been robust, became so weakened that he was obliged to give up nearly all active work. He was unanimously elected a member of the Académie des Sciences in 1825, and in 1826 was made an associate of the London Royal Society, receiving its Rumford Medal on his death-bed.

Fresnel occupies a prominent place among the French physicists of the nineteenth century. His chosen field of research was optics, and in a series of brilliant memoirs he did much to place the wave theory upon a firm basis. He introduced with conspicuous success the conjecture of Hooke (1672) that the light vibrations are transverse. His first paper was on aberration, but it was never published. In connexion with his study of the theory and phenomena of diffraction and interference he devised his double mirrors and biprism, both of which are dependent on the properties of light and the nature of opaque obstacles. His article on diffraction won the prize of the Académie des Sciences in 1819. He extended the work of Huyghens and others on double refraction and devel-

opied the well-known theory which bears his name. With Arago he investigated the phenomena and formulated the laws of the interference of polarized light. He showed how to obtain and detect circularly polarized light by means of a thin prism. Among his more important contributions to optics may be found in Preston’s "Theory of Light" (New York, 1901), or Wood’s "Physical Optics" (New York, 1905). Fresnel gave a course of physics for some months at the Athènes in 1819, but otherwise had no academic connections apart from his association as examiner at the Ecole Polytechnique. Most of his researches were carried on in the leisure he could obtain from his professional duties. In applied optics mention should be made of his system of lenses developed during his connection with the lighthouse commission which has revolutionized lighthouse illumination throughout the world. Fresnel was a deeply religious man and remarkable for his keen sense of duty. A three-volume edition of his complete works was published in 1866.

Arago, Œuvres Complètes (Paris, 1854), i, 107-185; Verdet, Oeuvres Complètes d'Aug. Fresnel, introduction in vol. i (Paris, 1866); Hellier, Geschichte der Physik (Stuttgart, 1884), ii.

H. M. Brock.

Priar [from Lat. frater, through O. Fr. frère, frere, M. E. frie; It. frate (as prefix fra); Sp. fraile (as prefix fra)]; Port. frei; unlike the other Romance languages, French has but the one word frier for friar and brother, a member of one of the orders of the Holy Church. In the early Church it was usual for all Christians to address each other as frères, or brothers, all being children of the one Heavenly Father, through Christ. Later, with the rise and growth of the monastic orders, the appellation began gradually to have a more restricted meaning; for obviously the bonds of brotherhood were closer between those who lived under the rule and guidance of one spiritual father, their abbot.

The word occurs at an early date in English literature with the signification of brother, and from the end of the thirteenth century it is in frequent use referring to the members of the mendicant orders, e. g. c. 1297, "fære precers" (R. Glouc. 10105); c. 1325, "ferys of the Carme of and of Saint Austin" (Pol. Sangs, 331); c. 1400, "fere menouery" (Maund, xxxi, 139); c. 1400, "Sakked freres" (Rom. Rose). Shakespeare speaks of the "Friars of orders gray" (Tsm. Shr., iv, i, 148), and the word was applied by the English to both monastic and military orders, and at times to the convent of a particular order, and hence to the part of a town in which such a convent had been located.

The word friar is to be carefully distinguished in its application from the word monk. For the monk retirement and solitude are undisturbed by the public ministry, unless under exceptional circumstances. His vow of poverty binds him strictly as an individual, but in no way affects the right of tenure of his order. In the life of the friar, on the contrary, the exercise of the sacred ministry is an essential feature, for which the life of the cloister is considered as but an immediate preparation. His vow of poverty, too, not only binds him as an individual to the exercise of that virtue, but, originally at least, precluded also the right of tenure in common with his brethren. Thus originally the various orders of friars could possess no fixed revenues and lived upon the voluntary offerings of the faithful. Hence the distinction of the second feature, by which the friar's life differs so essentially from that of the monk, has become considerably modified since the Council of Trent. In Session XXV, ch. iii, "De Regular," all the mendicant orders—the Friars Minor and Capuchins alone excepted—were granted the liberty of corporate possession. The Discalced Carmelites and the Jesuits have availed themselves of this privilege with restrictions (cf. Weins, Jus Decretal., III, pt. II, 292, note). It may, however, be pertinently remarked here that the
Friars Minor, Order of. This subject may be conveniently considered under the following heads: I. General History of the Order; A. First Period (1209-1517); B. Second Period (1517-1609); II. The Reform Parties; A. First Period (1226-1607); B. Second Period (1517-1897); (1) The Discalced; (2) The Reformati; (3) The Recollects, including a survey of the history of Franciscans in the North, especially in Great Britain and Ireland (this is treated in a separate article); III. Statistics of the Order (1260-1909); IV. The Various Names of the Friars Minor; V. The Habit; VI. The Constitution of the Order; VII. General Sphere of the Order's Activity; VIII. The Teaching Activity of the Order; IX. Influence of the Order on the Liturgy and Religious Devotions; X. Franciscan Missions; XI. Cultivation of the Sciences; XII. Saints and Beati of the Order.

I. General History of the Order.—A. First Period (1209-1517).—Having gathered about twelve disciples around him, St. Francis of Assisi appeared before Innocent III, who, after some hesitation, gave verbal sanction to the Franciscan Rule. Thus was legally founded the Order of Friars Minor (Ordo Fratrum Minorum), the precise date being, according to an ancient tradition in the order, 16 April, 1229. His friars having rapidly increased in number and spread over various districts of Italy, St. Francis appointed, in 1217, provincial ministers (ministri provinciales), and sent his disciples farther afield. At the general chapter of 1219 these missions were renewed and other friars dispatched to the East, Hungary, to France, and to Spain. Francis himself visited Egypt and the East, but the innovations introduced during his absence by some of the friars caused his speedy return in 1220. In the same year he resigned the office of general of the order, which he entrusted first to Peter of Castaneo, on whose early death (10 March, 1224), he selected Elias of Cortona. Francis, however, retained a certain supreme direction of the order until his death on 3 October, 1226.

Elias of Cortona, as the vicar of Francis, summoned the regular Pentecost chapter for the following year, and on 29 May, 1227, Giovanni Parenti, a jurist, was chosen as first successor of St. Francis. Elias then minis ter-general. He has often been regarded as a native of Florence, but probably came from the neighbourhood of Rome. Gregory IX employed the new general on political missions at Florence and Rome, authorized the Minorites to lay out their own cemeteries (26 July, 1227), and charged them with supervision and maintenance of Franciscan and Poor Clares (1 December, 1227). In 1228 and the succeeding years, Elias of Cortona laboured zealously at the construction of a church to be dedicated to Francis Assisi, who was canonized by Gregory IX on 16 July, 1228. On the day following the pope himself laid the foundation stone of this church at Assisi, designed to receive the body of St. Francis, and he shortly afterwards
entrusted to Thomas of Celano the task of writing the biography of the saint, which he confirmed on 25 February, 1229. The translation of the saint’s body from the church of San Giorgio to the new basilica took place on 22 May, 1230, three days before the appointed time, and Elias of Cortona, publicly fearing the dangers which threatened his possession of the body, with the assistance of the civic authorities, and buried it in the church, where it was discovered in 1818. Elias was censured and punished for this action in the Bull of 16 June, 1230. The usual general chapter was held about the same date, and on 28 September, 1230, the Bull “Gaudete” Elias renewed his connexion with the monasticism of St. Francis and certain points in the Rule of 1223. Elias meanwhile devoted all his energy to the completion of the magnificent church (or rather double church) of S. Francesco, which stands on the slope of a hill in the western portion of Assisi, and of the adjacent monastery with its massive pillars and arcades. His election as general in 1232 gave him freer scope, and enabled him to realize the successful issue of his plans. As a politician, Elias certainly possessed genius. His character, however, was too ostentatious and worldly, and, though under his rule the order developed externally and its missions and studies were promoted, still in consequence of his absolutism, exercised now with haughty bearing and again through reckless visitors, there arose in the order an antagonism to his government, in which the Papal masters of theology and the German and English provincials had a large share. He had always been opposed to the order, and so the opposition, and the hitherto undefined rights and almost absolute authority of the general in matters of income and legislation for the order were considerably restricted. Elias was, however, now in his II (Hohenstaufen), was excommunicated in consequence, and died on 22 April, 1253. Albert of Pisa, who had previously been provincial of Germany and Hungary, was chosen at the chapter of 1239 to succeed Elias, but died shortly afterwards (23 January, 1240). On All Saints’ Day, 1240, the chapter again met and elected Haymo of Faversham, a learned and zealous English Franciscan, who had been sent by Gregory IX (1234) to Constantinople to promote the reunion of the Schismatic Greeks with the Apostolic See. Haymo, who, with Alexander of Hales had taken part in the mission against Elias, was zealous in the multiplication of the various houses of the order. He held the provincial Chapter of Saxonia at Aldenburg on 29 September, 1242, and, at the request of Gregory IX, revised the rubrics to the Roman Breviary and the Missal.

After Haymo’s death in 1244 the General Chapter of Genoa elected Crescenzio Grizzi of Jesi (1245–47) to succeed him. Crescenzio instituted an investigation of the life and miracles of St. Francis and other Minorites, and authorized Thomas of Celano to write the “Legenda secunda S. Francisici”, based on the information (Legenda trium Sociorum) supplied to the general by three companions of the saint (Thomas, Leo, Angelus, and Rufinus). From this period also dates the “Dialogus de Vitis Sanctorum Fratrum Minorum”. This general also opposed vigorously the separationist and particularistic tendencies of some seventy-two of the brothers. The town of Assisi asked for him as its bishop, but the request was not granted by Innocent IV, who, on 29 April, 1252, appointed him Bishop of Jesi, in the March of Ancona, his native town. John of Parma, who succeeded to the generalship (1247–57), belonged to the more rigorous party in the order. He was most diligent in visiting the various houses of the order. It was during this period that Thomas of Celano wrote his “Tractatus de Miraculis”. On 11 August, 1253, Clare of Assisi died, and was canonized by Alexander IV on 26 September, 1255. On 25 May, 1253, a month after the death of the excommunicated Elias, Innocent consecrated the upper church of S. Francesco. John of Parma unfortunately shared the apocalyptic views and fancies of the Joachimites, or followers of Joachim of Floria, who had many vortices in the order, and was consequently not a little compromised when Alexander IV (4 November, 1255) solemnly condemned the “Liber introductorius”, a collection of the writings of Joachim of Floria with an extravagant introduction, which had been published at Paris. This work has often been falsely ascribed to the general himself, being joined with that of the hermit Gerardo di Floria at S. Donnino, who thus furnished a very dangerous weapon against the order to the professors of the secular clergy, jealous of the success of the Minorites at the University of Paris. The chapter convened in the Ara Coeli monastery at Rome forced John of Parma to abdicate his office (1257), and, on his recommendation, chose as his successor St. Bonaventure from Bagnorea. John was then summoned to answer for his Joachimism before a court presided over by the new general and the cardinal-protector, and would have been condemned but for the letter of Cardinal Ottoboni, afterwards St. Bonaventure as the protector of the hermitage of Greccio, left it (1258) at the command of the pope to proceed to Greece, but died an aged, broken man at Camerino on 20 March, 1259.

St. Bonaventure (q. v.), a learned and zealous religious, devoted all his energy to the government of the order—being convinced that such a direction of the activities of the members of the order was essential to the Church and the cause of Christianity. The Spirituals accused Bonaventure of laxity; yet he laboured earnestly to secure the exact observance of the rule, and energetically denounced the abuses which had crept into the order, condemning them repeatedly in his encyclical letters. In accordance with the rule, he held a general chapter every three years: at Narbonne in 1260, at Pisa in 1263, at Paris in 1266, at Assisi in 1269, and at Lyons in 1274, on the occasion of the general council. He made most of the visitations to the different convents in person, and was a zealous preacher. Bonaventure (1260) promulgated the statutes of the order known as the “Constitutiones Narbonenses”, the letter and spirit of which exercised a deep and enduring influence on the Franciscan Order. Although the entire code did not remain long in force, many of the provisions were retained and served as a model for the later constitutions.

Even before the death of Bonaventure, during one of the sessions of the council (15 July, 1274), the Chapter of Lyons had chosen as his successor Jerome of Ascoli, who was expected by the council with the approval of the Spirituals, to make the Greek Church. He arrived, and the reunion of the churches was effected. Jerome was sent back by Innocent V as nuncio to Constantinople in May, 1276, but had only reached Ancona when the pope died (21 July, 1276). John XXII (1276–77) employed Jerome (October, 1276) and John of Vercelli, General of the Dominicans, as mediators in the war between Padua and Alfonso X of Castile. This embassy occupied both generals till March, 1279, although Jerome was preferred to the cardinalate on 12 March, 1278. When Jerome departed on the embassy to the Greeks, he had appointed Bonagrata of S. Giovanni in Persiceto to represent him at the General Chapter held at Padua in 1276. On 20 May, 1279, he convened the General Chapter of Assisi, at which Bonagrata was elected
general. Jerome later occupied the Chair of Peter as Nicholas IV (15 February, 1288—4 April, 1292). Bonapagis conducted a deputation from the chapter before Nicholas VIII, who was then staying at Avignon, and petitioned for a cardinal protector. The pope, who had himself been protector, appointed his nephew Matteo Orsini. The general also asked for a definition of the rule, which the pope, after personal consultation with cardinals and the theologians of the Curia, pronounced on 17 December, 1279. In this the order's complete renunciation of property in communi was again confirmed, and all property given to the brothers was vested in the Holy See, unless the donor wished to retain his title. All moneys were to be held in trust by the nunzi, or spiritual friends, for the friars, who could however receive it. The pope and the spiritual friends could take place only through procurators appointed by the pope, or by the cardinal-protector in his name.

The Bull of Martin IV "Ad fructuos uberae" (13 December, 1281) defined the relations of the mendicants to the secular clergy. The mendicant orders had long been exempt from the jurisdiction of the bishop, and enjoyed (as distinguished from the secular clergy) unrestricted freedom to preach and hear confessions in the churches connected with their monasteries. This had led to endless friction and open quarrels between the two divisions of the clergy, and, as the mendicants were strong in their Lanci de Paradisiac and de Paradisiac, the strife now broke out with increased violence, chiefly in France and in a particular manner at Paris. Boniface VIII adjusted their relations in the Bull "Super cathedram" of 18 February, 1300, granting the mendicants freedom to preach in their own churches and in public places, but not at the time when the prelate of the district was preaching. For the hearing of confessions, the mendicants were to submit suitable candidates to the bishop in office, and obtain his sanction. The faithful were left free in regard to funerals, but, should they take place in the church of a cloister, the priest of the cloister was to be given to the parish priest. Benedict XI abrogated this Bull, but Clement V reintroduced it (1312). Especially conspicuous among the later contentions over the privileges of the mendicants were those caused by John of Poliaco, a master of theology of Padua and the General Chapter of 1304, who was consecrated Bishop of Armagh (1349). In 1516 the Fifth Council of Lateran dealt with this question, which was definitively settled by the Council of Trent.

In the Bull "Exultantes" of 18 January, 1283, Martin IV instituted the syndici Apostolici. This was the name given to the men appointed by the masters and named in the constitutions to receive the alms given to the Franciscans, and to pay it out again at their request. The syndici consequently replaced the nunzi and procurators. All these regulations were necessary in consequence of the rule of poverty, the literal and unconditional observance of which was rendered impossible by the great expansion of the order, by its pursuit of learning, and the accumulated property of the large cloisters in the towns. The appointment of these trustees, however, was neither subserviae nor of an evasion of the rule, but rather the proper observance of its precepts under the altered conditions of the time. Under Bonapagis (1279—83) and his immediate successors Arlotto da Prato (1285—86), and Matthew of Acquaparta (1287—89), a learned theologian and philosopher who became cardinal in 1288 and rendered notable service to the Church, the Spiritual movement broke out in the Provins of Ancona, under the leadership of Pietro Giovanni Olivi, who, after the General Chapter of Trastabrug (1282), caused the order considerable trouble. The general, Raimondo Gaufredi (Geoffroy) of Provence (1289—93), favoured the Spirituals and denounced the lax interpretations of the Community, i.e. the majority of the order who opposed the minority, termed Spirituals or Zelanti. Raimonzo even ventured to revise the general constitutions at the General Chapter of 1292, when upon refusing the Bishopric of Padua offered him by Boniface VIII, he was compelled by the pope to resign his office. Giovanni Minio of Muravalle, in the March of Ancona, a master of theology, was elected general by the Chapter of Anagni (1294), and although created Cardinal-Bishop of Porto (Farnese) in 1300, he continued to govern the order until Gonsalvus of Valladolid (1304—13), Provincial of Santiago, Spain, was elected to succeed him by the Chapter of Assisi.

In his encyclical of 1302, Giovanni Minio had inculcated the rule of poverty, and forbidden both the accumulation of property and vested incomes. Gonsalvus followed the example of the friars of Paris, and the Chapter of Padua (1310) made the precept still more rigorous by enjoining the "simple use" (usu pauper) and withdrawing the right of voting at the chapter from convents which did not adopt it. The usu pauper had indeed been a source of contention from 1290, especially in Provence, where some denied that it was binding on the order. These discussions led to the Magna Disputatio at Avignon (1310—12), to which Clement V summoned the leaders of the Spirituals and of the Community or Relaxati. Clement laid the strife by his Bull and Decretal and the question was referred at the next session of the Council of Vienne, 5 May, 1312. The prescriptions contained in the Franciscan Rule were divided into those which bound under pain of mortal, and those which bound under pain of venial, sin. Those enjoining the renunciation of property and the adoption of poverty were retained: the Franciscans were entitled only to the usu (use) of the goods given to them, and wherever the rule prescribed it, only to the usu pauper or arca (simple use). All matters concerning the Franciscan habit, and the storehouses and cells allowed in cases of necessity, were referred to the discretion of the superiors of the order.

The Spirituals of Provence and Tuscany, however, were not yet placated. At the General Chapter of Barcelona (1313), a Parisian master of theology, Alexander of Alessandria (Lombardy), was chosen to succeed Gonsalvus, but died in October, 1314. The General Chapter of 1315 elected Michael of Cesena, a moderate Conventual. The commission appointed by this chapter altered the general statutes on several points (called the third revision), and Michael in an encyclical insisted upon the observance of the rule of poverty. The Spirituals immediately afterwards relinquished the property strife, but John XXII intimated and subsequently forbade all non-propositional customs by the Constitution "Quorumdam exiguit" (7 October, 1317), thus completely restoring the official unity of the order. In 1321, however, the so-called theoretical discussion on poverty broke out, the inquisitor, John of Bela, a Dominican, having taken exception to the statement that the Church and the Apostles possessed property neither in commun nor in special (i.e. neither in common nor individually). The ensuing strife degenerated into a fierce scholastic disputation between the Franciscans and the Dominicans, and, as the pope favoured the views of the latter, a very dangerous crisis seemed to threaten the Minorites. By the Constitution "Ad conditionem canonum" (8 December, 1322) John XXII renounced the title of the Church to all the possessions of the Friars Minor, and restored the ownership to the order. This action, contrary to the practice and expressed sentiments of his predecessors, placed the Minorites on exactly the same footing as the other orders, and was a harsh provision for an order which had laboured so untiringly in the interests of the Church. In many other ways, however, John fostered the order. It will thus be readily understood why the members inclined
to laxity joined the disaffected party, leaving but few advocates of John's regulations. To the dissenting party belonged Geradus Odonis (1329–42), the general, whose election at Ariccia in 1329 John had secured in the place of his powerful opponent Michael of Cesena. Odonis, however, was supported only by the minority of the order in his efforts to effect the abolition of the rule of poverty. The deposed general and his followers, the Michaelites (cf. FRATICELLI), were supported by the Generals of Chapter of Paris, and on the election of Godard Odonis to the Patriarchate of Antioch, Fortunato Vassalli was chosen general (1343–47).

Under Guillaume Farinier (1348–57) the Chapter of Marseilles resolved to revive the old statutes, a purpose which was realized in the general constitutions promulgated by the General Chapter of Assisi in 1354 ("Constitutiones Farineriae" or "Guilelimi"). This code was based on the "Constitutiones Narbonenses" (1260), and the Bulls "Exilt" and "Exivii", but the edicts of John XXII, being promulgated by the pope over the heads of the chapter, remained in force. The great majority of the friars accommodated themselves to these regulations and undertook the care and proprietorship of their goods, which they entrusted to "fratres procuratores" elected from among themselves. The protracted strife of the deposed general (Michael of Cesena) went on. The new pope, in which the general was supported with conspicuous learning by some of the leading members of the order and encouraged by the German Emperor Louis IV (the Bavarian), for reasons of secular and ecclesiastical policy, gave great and irresistible impulse to laxity in the order, and prejudiced the founder's ideal. It was John XXII who had introduced Conventualism in the later sense of the word, that is, community of goods, income and property as in other religious orders, in contradiction to Observantism or the strict observance of the rule, a movement now strong within the order, according to which the members were to hold no property in common in remission and remuneration of goods. The Bull "Ad conditorem", so significant in the history of the order, was only withdrawn 1 November, 1428, by Martin V.

Meanwhile the development of Conventualism had been fostered in many ways. In 1348 the Black Death devastated the towns and cloisters. The wealth of the order increased rapidly, and thousands of new brothers were admitted without sufficiently close examination into their eligibility. The liberality of the faithful was also, if not a source of danger for the Minorites, at least a constant incentive to depart to some extent from the rule of poverty. This liberality showed itself mainly in gifts of real property, for example in endowments for prayers for the dead, which were then usually founded with real estate. In the fourteenth century also began the land wars and feuds (e.g., the Hundred Years War in France), which relaxed every bond of discipline and good order. The current feelings of anarchic irresponsibility were also encouraged by the Great Western Schism, during which men quarrelled not only concerning obedience to the papacy, to which there were three claimants since the Council of Pisa, also concerning obedience to the general and the order, whose number tallied with the number of the popes.

GUILLAUME FARINIÉR was named cardinal in 1356, but continued to govern the order until the election of Jean Bouchier (de Buc) in 1357. John having died in 1358, Mark of Viterbo was chosen to succeed him (1359–66), it being deemed desirable to elect an Italian, the preceding four generals having been French. Mark was succeeded by the Fraticelli, who was unproven by the general and supported Clement VI during the schism. This action gave untrammled to Urban VI, his deputy to the papal Curia. His third successor, Enrico Alfieri (1367–73), took the title of cardinal and was therefore supported by the majority of the order. Indignant at this conduct, Gregory XII named Antonio da Cascia general (1410–15), a man of no great importance. With the election of Martin V (1417–23) as successor, unity was restored in the order, which was then in a state of the greatest confusion.

The Observance ("Regulari Observantia") had meanwhile prepared the ground for a regeneration of the order. At first no uniform movement, but varying in different lands, it was given a definite character by St. Bernardino of Siena (q.v.) and St. John Capistran (q.v.). In Italy as early as 1334, Giovanni de' Ville had begun at San Bartolomeo de Brugliano, near Fosocco, to live in exact accordance with the rule but without that exemption from the order, which was later forbidden by Clement VI in 1343. It is worthy of notice that Clement, in 1350, granted this exemption to the lay brother Gentile da Spoledo, a companion of Giovanni, but Gentile gathered together such a disorderly rabble, including some of the heretical Fraticelli, that the privilege was withdrawn (1354), he was expelled from the order (1355), and cast into the Marturan prison. Among the faithful and justly supported was Giovanni Vagnosi of Trinci, who was allowed by the general to return to Brugliano in 1368. As a protection against the snakes so numerous in the districts, wooden alporns (calepodia, soccoli) were worn by the brothers, and, as their use continued in the order, the Calepodio, or Calze, is worn over Europe, especially in the Tyrol and in Flanders. In 1373 Paoluccio's followers occupied ten small houses in Umbria, to which was soon added San Damiano at Assisi. They were supported by Gregory XI, and also, after some hesitation, by the superiors of the order. In 1388, Enrico Alfieri, the general, appointed Paoluccio commissary general of his followers, whom he allowed to be sent into all the districts of Italy as an incentive to the rest of the order. Paoluccio died on 17 September, 1390, and was succeeded by John of Stroncone (d. 1418). In 1414, this reform possessed thirty-four houses, to which the Forsimucia was added in 1514.

In the fourteenth century there were three Spanish provinces: that of Portugal (also called Santiago), that of Castile, and that of Aragon. Although houses of the reformers in which the rule was rigidly observed existed in each of these provinces about 1400, there is not apparent to have been a specific promotion of the reforms of each province—much less between these reforms and the Italian Observance—and consequently the part played by Peter of Villareces in Silos and Aguilera has been greatly exaggerated.

Independent also was the Reform or Observance in
France, which had its inception in 1358 (or more accurately in 1388) in the cloister at Mirabeau in the province of Touraine, and thence spread through Burgundy, Touraine. In 1407 Benedict XIII exempted them from all jurisdiction of the provincials, and on 13 May, 1408, gave them a vicar-general in the person of Thomas de Curte. In 1414 about two hundred of their number addressed a petition to the Council of Constance, which thereupon granted the three of the three vicars of the province a special provincial vicar in every province, and a vicar-general over all, Nicolas Rodolphe being the first to fill the last-mentioned office. Angelo Salvetti, general of the order (1421-24), viewed these changes with marked disfavour, but Martin V's protection prevented him from taking any steps to defeat their aims. In 1427 his successor, Antonio de Massa (1424-30), the ranks of the Observants increased rapidly in France and Spain in consequence of the exemption. The Italian branch, however, refused to avail themselves of any exemption from the usual superiors, the provincial and the general.

In Germany the Observance appeared about 1420 in the province of Cologne at the monastery of Goeda (1418), in the province of Saxon (1428); in the upper German province first at the Heidelberg monastery (1420). Cloisters of the Observants were founded in Bohemia, Slovakia, Hungary, and even in Tartary. In 1430 Martin V (1417-31) summoned the whole order, Observants and Conventuals, to the General Chapter of Assisi (1430), "in order that our desire for a general reform of the order may be fulfilled." William of Casale (1430-42) was elected general, but the intellectual leader of Assisi was St. John Capistran. The statutes promulgated by this chapter are called the "Constitutiones Martinianae" from the name of the pope. They cancelled the offices of general and provincial vicars of the Observants and introduced a scheme for the general reform of the order. All present at the chapter had bound themselves on oath to carry out its decisions, but six weeks later (27 July, 1430) the general was released from his oath and obtained from Martin V the Brief "Ad statum" (23 August, 1430), which allowed the Conventuals to hold property like all other religious houses - the modified Charter of the Conventuals, and henceforth any reform of the order on the lines of the rule was out of the question.

The strife between the Observants and the Conventuals now broke out with such increased fury that even St. John Capistran laboured for a division of the order, which was opposed by St. Bernardine of Siena. Additional bitterness was lent to the strife when in many instances princes and towns forcibly withdrew the ancient Franciscan monasteries from the Conventuals and turned them over to the Observants. In 1438 the general of the order named St. Bernardine of Siena, first Vicar-General of the Italian Observants, an office in which Bernardine was succeeded by St. John Capistran in 1441. At the General Chapter of Padua (1443), Albert Berdini of Sarteano (q.v.), an Observant, would have been chosen general in accordance with the papal wish had not his election been opposed by St. Bernardine. Antonio de Rusconibus (1443-50) was accordingly elected, and, until the separation in 1517, no Observant held the office of general. In 1443 Antonio appointed two vicars-general to direct the Observants — for the cismontane family (i.e. for Italy, the East, Austria-Hungary, and Poland) St. John Capistran, and for the ultramontane (all other countries, including afterwards America) Jean Pericoche of Maubert. By the so-called Separation Bull of Eugene IV, "Ut sacra ordinis minorum" (11 January, 1446), outlined by St. John Capistran, the office of the vicar-general of the Observants was declared permanent, and made practically independent of the minister general of the order, but the Observants might not hold a general chapter of their own, and the canonization in 1450 of Bernardine of Siena (d. 1444), the first saint of the Observants, John Capistran with the assistance of the zealous cardinal, Nicholas of Cusa (d. 1464), extended the Observance so greatly in Germany, that he could henceforth dispense with the attendance of the minister general of the order. At the Chapter of Barcelona, in 1451, the so-called "Statuta Barchinonensis" were promulgated. Though somewhat modified these continued in force for centuries in the ultramontane family.

The compromise essayed by St. James of the March in 1455 was inherently hopeless, although it granted to the vicars of the Observants active voting power on the general chapters. On this compromise was based the "Bulla concordis" of Callistus III (2 February, 1456), which Pius II withdrew (11 October, 1458). The Chapter of Perugia (1464) elected as general Francesco della Rovere (1464-69), who was elevated to the cardinalate in 1468, and in 1465 elected the pope under the title of Sixtus IV (1471-84). Sixtus granted various privileges to the Franciscans in his Bull "Mare magnum" (1474) and his "Bulla aures" (1479), but was rather more kindly disposed towards the Conventuals, to whom he had belonged. The generals Francesco da Bosco Nazari (1469-77) and Silvestro Sienese gave the sobriquet of Samson to signalize his victory in a disputation on the Immaculate Conception, and Egidio Delfini (1500-06) displayed a strong bias in favour of the reform of the Conventuals, Egidio using as his plea the so-called "Constitutiones Alexandrinae" sanctioned by Alexander VI in 1501. His zeal was far surpassed in Spain by that of the powerful Minorite, Francisco Ximenes de los Cisneros, who expelled from the cloisters all Conventuals opposed to the reform. At Paris, Delfini won the large house of studies to the side of the reformers. The Capitulum generalissimum at Rome in 1506 was expected to bring about the union of the various branches, but the proposed plan did not find acceptance, and the statutes, drawn up by the chapter and published in 1508 under the title "Statuta Iulii II", could not bridge the chasm separating the parties. After long deliberations the chapter under general Ottaviano Grasiano (1506-09), Philip of Bagnacavallo (1509-11), and Bernardino Prato da Chieri (1513-17), the last general of the united order, Leo X summoned on 11 July, 1516, a capitulum generalissimum to meet at Rome on the feast of Pentecost (31 May, 1517). This chapter first suppressed the observant family, took all the reforming regulations and annexed them to the Observants; declared the Observants an independent order, the true Order of St. Francis, and separated them completely from the Conventuals. The General of the Observants received the title of Minister Generalis totius ordinis Fratrum Minorum, with or without the addition regulares Observantes and was entrusted with the ancient seal of the order. His period of office was limited to six years, and he was to be chosen alternately from the familia cismontana and the familia ultramontana—a regulation which has not been observed. For the other family a Constitution generalis is always elected. In processes, etc., the Observants take precedence of the Conventuals.

B. Second Period (1513-1909).—Christoforo Numai of Friuli was elected first General of the Reformed Order of Franciscans (Ordo Fratrum Minorum), but was raised a month later to the cardinalate. Francesco Piccolomini (1518-20) was chosen as his successor. The Chapter of Lyons (1518), where the deliberations centred around the necessary rearrangement of the order in provinces and the promulgation of new general constitutions, which were based on the statutes of Barcelona (1451, cf. supra). Lichetto and his
successors—Paul of Siena (1520–23), who died in 1523, and Francisco de Angelis Quinones (1523–28), a Spaniard, diligently devoted themselves to establishing the Observance on a firm basis. Quinones was named minister in 1528, and later to Ippolito Pisotti (1529–33), unfortunately disregarding the ideal of his predecessors and failing entirely to grasp the significance of the reforms afoot at the time (for example that of the Capuchins), was deposed in 1533. In 1547 the General Chapter of Barcelona (1545), Clemente Dolera of Monegagia, the general in office, promulgated new statutes for the cismontane family. On the preferment of Clemente to the cathedrals in 1557, France, supported now by the emperor and the Catholic princes, they advanced to regain their old position and to found new cloisters, from which they could minister to their flocks. To bring into subjection the four rather lax French provinces which were known as the Provincie confederate and were therefore inclined to shelter themselves behind the government, the general, Bernardine of Sena (Portugal, 1625–33), obtained from Urban VIII the Bull of 1 October, 1625. The French, indeed, justified the pontiff's confidence and assiduously the general of the order was always chosen from Italy or from Spain. The privilege usurped by the Spanish kings of exerting a certain influence in the election of the general, indeed securing that the general should be alternately a Spaniard and an Italian (but one from the Crown lands of Spain), was in contradiction to all Francisian statutes and laws. The Spanish generals, furthermore, residing usually at Madrid, instead of at Rome, and of the higher officers of the order—Spaniards—an anomalous situation which aroused great resentment amongst the friars of other nations, especially France and in Italy, and continued until 1834. This introduction of national politics into the government of the order proved as noxious to the interests of the Friar Minor as the established churches of the eighteenth century did to the cause of Christianity.

Generals Juan Merinero of Madrid (1655–45), Giovanni Mazza of Naples (1645–48), and Pedro Manero (1653–51) tried without success to give definite statutes to the cismontane family, while the "Constitutiones Sambrenses"; drawn up by General Michele Buongiorno of Sambucus (1586–94) at the order of the general, did not receive the approval of the Council of Trent. Ippolito Salizanes (1564–70) and Francesco Maria Rhiini (1670–74) were both raised to the episcopate. José Ximenes Samaniego (1676–82) zealously eradicated abuses which had crept into the order, especially in Spain and France, and died as Bishop of Seville in Spain (1680); Ippolito Basima (1717–16) and José García (1717–23) were appointed by papal Briefs. The next general was the famous Lorenzo Cozza (1723–27) who, as Custos of the Holy Land, had obviated a schism of the Maronites. He was created cardinal by Benedict XIII. At the Chapter of Milan in 1727, and subsequently at the council of Brussels (1729–36), and during his period of office had the statutes of the order collected, rearranged, and then published in 1734. Raffaele de Rossi (1744–50) gave the province (otherwise known as the custody) of the Holy Land its definitive constitution. From 1700 to 1722 no general chapter could be held in consequence of the continuous state of union of the French and the other provinces, and other dissensions. These disputes made their appearance even in the order itself, and were fanned to a flame by the rivalry between the nations and between the different reform branches, the most heated contention being between the Observants and the Reformati. The domestic discipline of the order thus became very slack in certain districts, although the personnel of the Friars Minor was at this time unusually high. Benedict XIII vainly endeavoured in 1727 to cement a union between the various branches (Observants, Reformati, Recollects, and Discalced). The general chapter of 1730, at which Benedict XIV presided and warmly praised the order, elected Pedro Joannelto of Molina (1750–56)—the only Discalced who has been general. Clemente Guignoni of Palermo followed (1756–62), and then Joannelto was elected general for the second time (1762–68), this occurrence proving that the absolute union of the Observants and the Discalced, Paschale Froconzi (1768–91) of Milan tried in vain on several occasions to hold a general chapter. During his long period of office, the Spaniards endeavoured to break away from the order (1774), and the evil effects of Gallicanism and Febronianism were being already universally felt. Kings supported now and then the many of the cloisters or forbidding intercourse with Rome. In 1766 Louis XV established in France the Commission des Réguliers, which, presided over by Cardinal de Brienne and conducted with the greatest perfidy, brought about in 1771 a union between the Conventuals and the French Observants. Forming three provinces with eighty monasteries, while the latter had seven provinces and 287 monasteries. The French Observants, however, were always somewhat inclined towards laxity, particularly in regard to the rule of poverty, and had obtained in 1673 and 1746 a papal Brief, which allowed them to retain real estate and vested incomes. The French Revolution brought about the annihilation of the order in France.

In Bavaria (1769) and many other German principalities, spiritual and secular, the order was suppressed, but nowhere more thoroughly than in the Austrian and Belgian states of Joseph II and the King of the Two Sicilies (1788) then ruled by Ferdinand IV. On the death of Paschale (1791) Pius VI appointed as general a Spaniard, Joachim Comparsa (1792–1806). In 1804, the Spanish Franciscans, effecting with the
assistance of the King of Spain, their complete separation from the order, although the semblance of unity was still retained by the provision of Pius VII, that the general should be chosen alternately from the Spanish and the Austrian branches of the General Chapter. In the term of office, the other division of the order should be governed by an autonomous vicar-general. During 1793 and 1794 the order was extinct in France and Belgium; and from 1803 in most districts in Germany; from 1775 on, it was sadly reduced in Austria, and also in Italy; hence the general presidency of Austria, and consequently the devastation of the order and the confusion consequent on it were deplorable. The generals appointed by the pope, Ilario Cervelli (1806–14), Gaudenzio Patrignani (1814–17), Cirillo Almeda y Bres (1817–24), and Giovanni Tecca of Capistrano (1824–30), ruled over the fraction of the order, even though prospects were somewhat brighter about this period. In 1827, Tecca published the statutes which had been drawn up in 1768. Under the Spanish general, Luis Iglesias (1830–34), the formal separation of Spanish Franciscans from the main body of the order was completed (1832), but in 1833 most of their monasteries were destroyed in the provinces of Fuerta (Thuringia) and Cassel, and in the United States since 1875, was elected general. He also devoted himself to the complete establishment of the union, and prepared the way for the general reunion of the Spanish Franciscans with the order. At the General Chapter (or more correctly speaking, the congregation media) of Assisi in 1845, the order celebrated the seventh centenary of its glorious foundation.

At present (1909) the Order of Friars Minor includes among its members: (1) two cardinals: José Sebastião Neto, Patriarch of Lisbon; created in 1883 (resigned in 1907); Gregorio Aguirre y Garita, Archbishop of Burgos, created in 1907; (2) six archbishops, including Monsignor Diomede Falconio, Apostolic Delegate to the United States since 1907; (3) thirty-two bishops and one prelate nullius (of Santarem in Brazil); (4) three prefects Apostolic.

II. THE REFORM PARTIES.—A. First Period (1226–1517).—All Franciscan reforms outside of the Observants were ordered to be suppressed by papal decree in 1506, and again in 1517, but not with complete success. The Clareni are dealt with under ANGELO CLARINO DA CINGOLI; the Fraticelli and Spirituals under their respective headings. The Spirituali and their followers of Caesar of Speyer (q.v.) (c. 1230–37), never existed as a separate congregation. The Amadeans were founded by Pedro João Mendes (also called Amadeus), a Portuguese nobleman, who laboured in Lombardy. When he died, in 1482, his congregation had twenty-eight houses but was afterwards suppressed by Pius V. The Caporolani, founded also in Lombardy by the renowned preacher Pietro Capero I (q.v.), returned in 1480 to the ranks of the Observants. The Spiritual followers of Anthony of Castelgiovanni and Matthias of Tivoli flourished during the period 1470–1490; some of their ideas resembled those of the Spirituals in the provinces of France and England, and were immediately repressed by the authorities. Among the reforms in Spain were that of Pedro de Villalrecos (1420) and the sect called della Capucciosa of Felipe Berbegal (1430), suppressed in 1434. More important was the reform of Juan de la Puebla (1480), whose pupil Juan de Guadalupe increased the severity of the reform. His adherents were known as Guadalupeenses, Discaled, Capuciani, or Fratres de S. Evangelio, and to them belonged Juan Zumarraga, the first Bishop of Mexico (1530–48), and St. Peter of Aleintara (d. 1562, cf. below). The Neutrales were wavering Conventuals in Italy who accepted the Observance only in appearance. Founded in 1463, they were suppressed in 1467. This middle position between the Observants and Conventuals was also taken by the Martinianists, or Martinians, and the

Franciscan scholars, and other learned works. On the retirement of Bernardino in 1889, Luigi Canali of Parma was elected general (1889–97) and prepared the way for the union of the four regular branches of the order.
Reformati (Observants) sub ministerio de Communitate. These took as their basis the decrees of the Chapter of Assist (1430), but wished to live under provincial management. They settled mostly in the Low Countries, France, and in the latter country were called Coletani, for what reason it is not quite clear (cf. Colette, Saint). To this party belonged Boniface of Ceva, a sturdy opponent of the separation of the Conventuals from the Observants.

B. Second Period (1517-1587).—Even within the pale of the Regular Observants, which constituted from 1517 the main body of the order, there existed plenty of room for various interpretations without prejudicing the rule itself, although the debatable area had been considerably restricted by the definition of its fundamental requirements and prescriptions. The Franciscan Order as such has never evaded the main principles of the rule, has never had them abrogated or been dispensed from them by the pope. The reforms since 1517, therefore, have neither been in any sense a return to the rule, since the Order of Friars Minor has never deviated from it, nor have they been a protest against a universal lax interpretation of the rule on the part of the order, as was that of the Observants against the Conventuals. The later reforms may be more truly described as repeated attempts to draw nearer to the exalted ideal of St. Francis. Frequently, it is true, these reforms dealt only with externals—oversights of piety and a virtue in the daily life, etc., and these were in many cases gradually recast, mitigated, had even entirely disappeared, and by 1597 nothing was left but the name. The Capuchins are treated in a separate article; the other leading reforms within the Observance are the Discalced, the Reformed Conventuals. The Observants are designated by the simple addition of regularis observantiae, while these reformed branches add to the general title strictioris observantiae, that is, "of the stricter Observance".

1. The Discalced.—Juan de la Puebla has been incorrectly regarded as the founder of the Discalced Friars Minor, since the province of the Holy Angels (de los Angeles), composed of his followers, has ever remained a province of the Observants. The Discalced owe their origin rather to Juan de Guadalupe (cf. above). He belonged indeed to the reform of Juan de Puebla, but not for long, as he failed to obtain permission from Alexander VI, in 1496, to found a hermitage with six brothers in the district of Granada, to wear the Franciscan habit in its original form, and to preach wherever he wished. These privileges were renewed in 1499, but the Spanish kings, influenced by the Observants of the province, obtained their withdrawal and prohibited them from beginning, and papal Brief in 1503, annulled in 1507, while in 1515 these friars were able to establish the custody of Estremadura. The union of 1517 again put an end to their separate existence, but in 1520 the province of St. Gabriel was formed from this custody, and as early as 1523 the houses of the Discalced friars in Portugal constituted the province de la Pietade. The dogged pertinacity of Juan Pasqual, who belonged now to the Observants and now to the Conventuals, according to the facilities afforded him to pursue the ideas of the old Egyptian hermits, withstood every attempt at repression. After much difficulty he obtained a papal Brief in 1541, authorizing him to collect companions, upon he founded the custody of Sts. Simon and Jude, or custody of the Paschalites (abolished in 1583), and a custody of St. Joseph. The Paschalites won a strong champion in St. Peter of Aleatnara, the minister of the province of St. Gabriel, who in 1557 joined the Conventuals. As successor of Juan Pasqual and Commissary General of the Reformed Conventual Friars in Spain, Peter founded the poor and diminutive hermitage of Pedrosino in Spain, and in 1559 raised the custody of St. Joseph to the dignity of a province. He forbade even sandals to be worn on the feet, prescribed complete abstinence from meat, prohibited libraries, in all of which measures he far exceeded the provisions of St. Francis. Of the province derived from him is derived the name Aleatnara, which is often given to the Discalced Friars Minor. Peter died in October, 1562, at a house of the Observants, with whom all the Spanish reforms had entered into union in the preceding spring. The province of St. Joseph, however, did not rest until it had redeveloped all its old peculiarities. In 1572 the members were first called in papal documents Discalceati or Excalceati, and in 1578 they were named Fratres Capucini de Observantia. Soon other provinces followed their example, and in 1604 the Discalced friars petitioned for a vicar-general, a definitor general, and a general chapter of the Order as such, which had never evaded the main principles of the rule, has never had them abrogated or been dispensed from them by the pope. The reforms since 1517, therefore, have neither been in any sense a return to the rule, since the Order of Friars Minor has never deviated from it, nor have they been a protest against a universal lax interpretation of the rule on the part of the order, as was that of the Observants against the Conventuals. The later reforms may be more truly described as repeated attempts to draw nearer to the exalted ideal of St. Francis. Frequently, it is true, these reforms dealt only with externals—oversights of piety and a virtue in the daily life, etc., and these were in many cases gradually recast, mitigated, had even entirely disappeared, and by 1597 nothing was left but the name. The Capuchins are treated in a separate article; the other leading reforms within the Observance are the Discalced, the Reformed Conventuals. The Observants are designated by the simple addition of regularis observantiae, while these reformed branches add to the general title strictioris observantiae, that is, "of the stricter Observance".

2. The Reformed.—The proceedings of the general Picotti against the houses of the Italian Recollects led some of the friars of the Stricter Observants under the leadership of Francis of Jesi and Bernardine of Asti to approach Clement VII, who by the Bull "In suprema" (1532) authorized them to go completely barefoot and granted them a separate custody under the title of Conventuals. In 1535 the members joined the Capuchins in 1535. The Reformed were ecclesiastically regular, but in the week, secured themselves frequently, and recited daily, in addition to the universally prescribed choir-service, the Office of the Dead, the Office of the Blessed Virgin, the Seven Penitential Psalms, etc., which far exceeded the Rule of St. Francis, and could only be maintained in some houses. By the Bull of Gregory XIII in 1678 they were united with the Observants. In the same year (1759), however, the general, Gonzaga, obtained the suppression of the Order, and the new Constitutions promulgated by Bonaventure of Castiglione, general in 1595, ensured their union and the observance of the order. Although Clement VIII approved these constitutions in 1595, it did not deter him, in 1596, from reissuing Gregory XIII's Brief of 1579, and granting the Reformed their own procurator. In 1621, Gregory XV not only confirmed this concession, but gave the Reformation their own vicar-general, general chapter, and definitors general. Fortunately for the order, these concessions were revoked in 1624 by Urban VII, who, however, by his Bull "Innumeris", 1625, restored all the privileges of the Reformation in Italy and Poland to the dignity of provinces. In 1642 the Reformed drew up their own constitutions; these were naturally composed in Italian, since Italy was always the home of this branch of the Friars Minor. In 1620 Antonio Arrigoni a
Gallicia was sent by the Reformati into Bavaria, and, despite the opposition of the local Observants, succeeded in 1625 in uniting into one province of the Reformati the monasteries of the Archduchy of Bavaria, which belonged to the Upper German (Strasbourg) province, and those of the Lower, which belonged to the ciamontane family. Arrigoni also introduced in 1628 the reform into the province of St. Leopold in the Tyrol, into Austria in 1632, and into Bohemia in 1600, and succeeded in winning these countries entirely over to his branch, Carinthia following in 1638. After many years of work, the two Polish custodys were raised to the status of provinces of the Reformati in 1639. In the course of time, the proximity of houses of the Reformati and the Observants gave rise to unedifying contentions and rivalry, especially in Italy. Among the heroic figures of the Reformati, St. Paschius of San Severino calls for special mention. St. Benedict of San Filidefo cannot be reckoned among the Reformati, as he died in a retreat of the Recollects; nor should St. Leonhard of Port Maurice, who belonged rather to the so-called Riformata, introduced into the Roman Province in 1617, and Bonaventure of Pessac in 1633, be forgotten. The principal house of the Riformata was that of St. Bonaventura on the Palatine. St. Leonhard founded two similar monasteries in Tuscany, one of which was that of Incontro near Florence. These were to serve as places of religious recollection and spiritual refreshment for priests engaged in mission-work among the people. The Descalced, or Remnant Reformati ceased to have a separate existence in 1897.

(3) The Recollects (Recollecti).—(a) The foundation of "recolletion-houses" in France, where they were badly needed even by the Observants, was perhaps due to Spanish influence. After the bloody religious wars, which exercised an devastating effect on the life of the cloister, one house of this description was founded at Cluys in 1570, but was soon discontinued. The general of the order, Gonzaga, undertook the establishment of such houses, but it was Franz Dosiek, a former Capuchin, who first set them on a firm basis. He was the first custos of these houses, among which that of Rabastein was the most conspicuous. Italian Reformati had meanwhile been invited to Nevers, but had to retire owing to the antipathy of the population. In 1595 Bonaventure of Caltagirone, as general of the order, published special statutes for such houses. However, the interference of the Government, which favoured the reforming party, the houses obtained in 1601 the appointment of a special commissary Apostolic. The members were called the Recollects—since Riformato was the name given by the French to the Calvinists—and also the Cordeliers, the ancient name for both the Observants and the Conventuals. As regards the interpretation of the rule, there were rather important differences between the Cordelier-Observants and the Recollects, the interpretation of the latter being much stricter. From 1606 the Recollects had their own provinces, amongst them being that of St. Denis (Dionysius) which had been in residence in France since 1635. The mission work was divided between both branches. In 1642 they were sent to Canada in the missions in Canada and Mozambique. They were also the chaplains in the French army and won renown as preachers. The French kings, beginning with Henry IV, honoured and esteemed them, but kept them in too close dependence from the throne. Thus the notorious Confraternité des Réguliers (1771) was formed in 1771, to make the Recollects to remain in France without amalgamating with the Conventuals. At this period the Recollects had 11 provinces with 2534 cloisters, but all were suppressed by the Revolution (1791).

(b) Recollection-houses are, strictly speaking, those monasteries to which friars desirous of devoting themselves to prayer and penance can withdraw to consecrate their lives to spiritual recollection. From the very inception of the order the so-called hermitages for which St. Francis made special provision served for this object. These always existed in the order and were naturally the first cloisters of which reformers sought to obtain possession. This policy was followed by the Spanish Descalced, for example in the province of St. Antonio in Portugal (1590). The Recollects endeavoured (1581) to make themselves masters of the recollection-houses of the province of Tarragona, where their purpose was defeated by Angelo de Pas (1581), and of the province of Catalonia (1622). As Bouchier had in 1522 prescribed the institution of these houses in every province of the Observants, they were found everywhere, and from them issued the Capuchins, the Reformati, and the Recollects. The specific nature of these convents was opposed to their inclusion in any province, since even the care of souls tended to defeat their main object of seclusion and sequestration from the world. The general chapter of 1670 ordained the foundation of three or four such convents in every province—a prescription which was repeated in 1758. The ritiri, or a house in which one lives in retirement, introduced into the Roman Province of the Observants towards the end of the 18th century, were also of this class, and even to-day such houses are to be found among Franciscan monasteries.

(c) The Recollects of the so-called German-Belgian nation have nothing in common with any of the above-mentioned reforms. The province of St. Joseph in the Flanders was only one of the many scattered recollection-houses (1629). In 1517 the old Saxon province (Saxonia), embracing over 100 monasteries, was divided into the Saxon province of the Observants (Saxonia S. Crucis) and the Saxon province of the Conventuals (Saxonia S. Johannis Baptiste). The province of Cologne (Colonia) and the Upper German or Strasbourg (Argentina) province were also similarly divided between the Observants and the Conventuals. The proposed erection of a Thuringian province (Thuringia) had to be relinquished in consequence of the outbreak of the Reformation. The Saxon province was subsequently reduced to the single monastery of Halberstadt, which contained in 1628 but one priest. The province of Cologne then took over the Saxon province, whereupon both took on a rapid and vigorous growth, and the foundation of the Thuringian Province (Pulsa) became possible in 1635. In 1782 the last-named province was divided into the Upper and Lower Thuringian provinces. In 1621 the Cologne province had adopted the statutes of the recollection-houses for all its monasteries, although it was not until 1646 that the friars adopted the name Recollects. This example was followed by the other provinces of this "nation," and in 1682 this evolution in Germany, Belgium, Holland, England, and Ireland, of which belonged to this nation, was completed without any essential changes in the Franciscan rule of life. The Recollects preserved in general very strict discipline. The charge is often unjustly brought against them that they have produced no saints, but this is true only of canonised saints. That there have been numbers amongst the friars of this branch of the Franciscan Order is certain, although they have never been distinguished by canonisation—a fact due partly to the sceptical and fervourless character of the population amongst which they lived and partly to the strict discipline of the order, which forbade and repressed all that singles out for attention the individual friar.

The German-Belgian nation had a special commissary general, and from 1705 a general procurator at Rome, who represented also the Descalced. They also frequently maintained a special agent at Rome. When Benedict XIII sanctioned their national statutes in 1729, he demanded the relinquishment of the name of Recollects and certain minor peculiarities in their habit, but in 1731 the Recollects obtained from
Clement XII the withdrawal of these injunctions. In consequence of the effects of the French Revolution on Germany and the Imperial Delegates' Enactment (1803), the province of Cologne was completely suppressed and the Thurings (Fulda) reduced to two monasteries. The Bavarian and Saxon provinces afterwards developed rapidly, and their cloisters, in spite of the Kulturkampf, which drove most of the Prussian Franciscans to America, where rich harvests awaited their labours, bore such fruit that the Saxon province (whose cloisters are, however, mostly situated in Saxony and Westphalia), although it had founded three new provinces in North America and Brazil, and the custody of Silesia was separated from it in 1902, is still numerically the strongest province of the order, with 615 members. In 1894 the custody of Fulda was elevated to the rank of a province. The Belgian province was re-erected in 1844, after the Dutch had been already some time in existence. The separate existence of the Recollects also ceased in 1897.

Great Britain and Ireland.—The Franciscans came to England for the first time in 1224 under Blessed Francis of Paola, but numbers of Englishmen had already entered the order. By their strict and cheerful devotion to their rule, the first Franciscans became conspicuous figures in the religious life of the country, developed rapidly their order, and enjoyed the highest prestige at court, among the nobility, and among the people. Without relaxing in any way the same order of their province, the Franciscans devoted themselves zealously to study, especially at Oxford, where the renowned Robert Grossteoste displayed towards them a fatherly interest, and where they attained the highest reputation as teachers of philosophy and theology. Their establishments in London and Oxford date from 1224. As early as 1230 the Franciscan houses of Ireland were united into a separate province. In 1272, the English province had 7 custodies, the Irish 5. In 1282, the former (Provincia Angliae) had 58 convents, the latter (Provincia Hiberniae) 57. In 1316 the 7 English custodies still contained 58 convents, while in Ireland the custodies were reduced to 4 and the convents to 30. In 1340, the number of custodies and houses in Ireland were 5 and 32 respectively; about 1385, 5 and 31. In 1340 and 1385, there were still 7 custodies in England; in 1340 the number of monasteries had fallen to 52, but rose to 60 by 1385. Under Elias of Ochrid (1369-1389) Scotland (Scotia), was separated from England and raised to the dignity of a province, but in 1239 it was again annexed to the English province. When again separated in 1329, Scotland received with its six cloisters only the title of vicaria. At the request of James I of Scotland, the first Observants from the province of Cologne came to the country about 1447, under the leadership of Cornelius von Zirksee, and founded seven houses. About 1482 the Observants settled in England and founded their first convent at Greenwich. It was the Observants who opposed most courageously the Reformation in England, where they suffered the loss of all their provinces. The great number of their houses were situated on the Continent at Louvain, Rome, Prague, etc., where fearless missionaries and eminent scholars were trained and the province was re-established in spite of the inhuman oppression of the government of England. By the decision of the general chapter of 1635, the division of the friars was carried on from Douai, where the English Franciscans had a convent, but in 1629 it was entrusted to the general of the order. The first chapter assembled at Brussels on 1 December, 1630. John Gennings was chosen first provincial, but the then bruit sent proposal to re-establish the Scottish convents could not be realized. The new province in England, which, like the Irish, belonged to the Recollects, gave many glorious and intrepid martyrs to the order and the Church. In 1838, the English province contained only 9 friars, and on its dissolution in 1840, the Belgian Recollects began the foundation of new houses in England and one at Killarney in Ireland. On 15 August, 1807, the English houses were declared an independent custody on the foundation of the newly created province of the order. At the present day (1900) the English province comprises in England and Scotland 11 convents, with 145 friars, their 11 parishes containing some 40,000 Catholics; the Irish province comprises 15 convents with 139 brothers. (Cfr. H. II. Statutum Ordinis Fratrum Minorum [1538-1900].)

The Order of St. Francis spread with a rapidity unexpected as it was unprecedented. At the general chapter of 1221, where for the last time all members without distinction could appear, 3000 friars were present. The order still continued its rapid development, and Elias of Cortona (1222-29) divided it into 72 provinces. On the removal of Elias the number was fixed at 32; by 1274 it had risen to 34, and it remained stable during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. To this period belongs the institution of the vicaria, which, with the exception of that of Scotland, has survived to this day. It has been often stated that about 1300 the Franciscans numbered 200,000, but this is certainly an exaggeration. Although it is not possible to arrive at the exact figure, there can scarcely have been more than 60,000 to 90,000 friars at this period. In 1282 the cloisters were about 210 in number. By 1317 the 84 fraticolli were reckoned at 197 communities, 1400 convents; in 1340, 211 custodies and 1422 convents; in 1384, 254 custodies and 1639 convents. The Observants completely altered the form of the order. In 1455 they alone numbered over 20,000; in 1493, over 22,400 with more than 1200 convents. At the division of the order, in 1337, they formed the great majority of the friars, numbering 30,000 with some 1300 houses. In 1520 the Conventuals were reckoned at 20,000 to 25,000. The division brought about a complete alteration in the strength and the territories of the various provinces. In 1517 the Conventuals still retained the 34 provinces as before, but many of them were enfeebled and attenuated. The Observants, on the other hand, founded 26 new provinces in 1517, retaining in some cases the old names, in other cases dividing the old territory into several provinces.

The Reformation and the missionary activity of the Missionaries of the Most Holy Francis in the New World soon necessitated wide changes in the distribution, number, and extent, of the provinces. The confusion was soon increased by the inauguration of the three great reformed branches, the Discalced, the Reformati, and the Recollects, and, as these, while remaining under the one general, formed separate provinces, the number of provinces increased enormously. They were often situated in the same geographical or political districts, and were, except in the Northern lands, telescoped into one another in a most bewildering manner—a condition aggravated in the South (especially in Italy and Spain) by an insatiable desire to be all the province. The French Revolution (1789-95), with its ensuing wars and other disturbances, made great changes in the conformity of the order by the suppression of a number of provinces, and further changes were due to the secularization and suppression of monasteries which went on during the nineteenth century. The union of 1897 still further reduced the number of provinces, by amalgamating all the convents of the same district into one province.

The whole order is now divided into twelve circumscriptions, each of which embraces several provinces, districts, or countries. (1) The first circumscription includes Rome, Umbria, the March of Ancona, and Bologna, and contains 4 provinces of the order, 112 convents, and 1443 friars. (2) The second embraces...
Tuscany and Northern Italy and contains 8 provinces, 138 convents, and 2038 religious. (3) The third comprises Southern Italy and Naples (except Calabria), with 6 provinces, 145 convents, and 1063 religious. (4) The fourth includes Sicily, Calabria, and Malta, and has 7 provinces, 85 convents, and 1045 religious. (5) The fifth embraces the Tyrol, Carinthia, Dalmatia, Boemia, Albania, and the Holy Land, with 9 provinces, 282 convents, and 1792 religious. (6) The sixth comprises Vienna, Hungary, Transylvania, and Moldavia, with 7 provinces, 100 convents, and 1458 friars. (7) The seventh, which is numerically the strongest, includes Germany, Holland, and Belgium, with 7 provinces, 129 convents, and 2553 members. (8) The eighth comprises France, Corsica, Great Britain, and Canada, with 7 provinces, 65 convents, and 9 provinces, and 180 religious. (9) To this is joined the Portuguese and Northern Spanish with 5 provinces, 39 convents, and 1124 religious. (10) The tenth embraces Southern Spain and the Philippines, with 4 provinces, 48 houses, and 910 religious. (11) The eleventh includes Central and South America, with 12 provinces, 97 convents, and 1298 members. (12) The twelfth comprises Mexico and the United States, with 7 provinces (including the Polish commissariate at Pulaski, Wisconsin), 167 convents, and 1195 religious.

The total figures for the Order are consequently (4 October, 1968), 81 provinces, 1413 convents and 16,893 friars. In 1905 the total number of friars was 16,842 and their convents 1373. For the second last decade of the nineteenth century the lowest figures are recorded, the figures announced at the general chapter of 1888 being: Observants 6228, Reformati 5735, Recollects 1621, Discalced 858—that is a total of 14,440 Franciscans. Only the Recollects had increased since 1862 may be seen from the figures for that year: Observants 10,200, Reformati 9889, Recollects and Discalced together 1813—a total of 21,902 Minorites. The year 1705 gives the highest figures—about 77,000 in 167 provinces. In 1762, the Observants had 57 provinces, 2330 convents, and 39,900 members; the Reformati 19,000 members with 37 provinces and 800 convents; the Recollects 11,000 members, 490 convents, 22 provinces; the Discalced 7000 members, 430 convents, 20 provinces. Total, 76,900 Minorites, 4590 cloisters, 106 provinces. In 1700 the total was: 25,440 provinces, 38200 convents, and 146200, representing 60,000 Minorites, 3420 convents, and 151 provinces.

IV. The Various Names of the Friars Minor.—The official name, Fratres Minores (Ordo Fratrum Minorum) (O.F.M.), or Friars Minor, was variously translated into the popular speech of the Middle Ages. In the northern provinces, Minores Minoris were commonly known as "the Grey Friars" from the colour of their habit. This name corresponded to the Gråbrødre of Denmark and Scandinavia. In Germany they were usually known as the Baarfuesser (Baarfuessen, Barrozun, Bareoten, Barfussen, etc.), that is, "Barefooted" (wearing only sandals). In France they were simply called the Cordeliers from their rope-girdle (corde, cordelle) but were also known as the Frires Menours (from Fratres Minores). After the fifteenth century the term Cordeliers was applied to both the Conventuals and the Observants, but more seldom to the Recollects (Recollects). Their popular name in Italy was the Frati Minori, or simply the Frati. The Observants were long known in that country as the Zoccolanti, from their foot-wear.

V. The Habit.—The habit has been gradually changed in colour and certain other details. Its colour, which was at first grey or a medium brown, is now a dark brown. In 1507, in France, a short and sleeveless gown, is confined about the loins by a white cord, from which is hung, since the fifteenth century, the Saraphic rosary with its seven decades (see CAWN, FRANCISCAN). A long or short under-habit of the same or a different colour and trousers are also worn. Shoes are forbidden by the rule, and may be worn only in case of necessity; for these sandals are subordinated, and the feet are washed in Holy water over the shoulders hangs the cowl, quite separate from the habit, and under it is the shoulder-cap or molesetta, which is round in front and terminates in a point at the back. The Franciscans wear no head-dress, and have the great tomsure, so that only about three fingers breadth of hair remains, that rest of the scalp being shaved. In winter they wear about their necks between the cowl and the habit the round mantle which almost reaches the knees.

VI. The Constitution of the Order (see Francis, Rule of St.).—During the lifetime of St. Francis of Assisi, everything was directed and inward by his transcriptions. The constitution of offices was not defined, and consequently the constitution was at first juridically speaking, absolute. From 1239, that is after the experiences of the order under Elias of Cortona, the order gradually developed a monarchical constitution. The chapter of definers for the whole order (thirteenth century), the chapter of custodies in each province, the discrètus sent by the subordinate convents to the provincial chapter, etc. are institutions which have long ceased to exist. To the past also belongs the custody in the sense of a union of several convents within a province. To-day provincials, whose privileges are determined by the constitution of the province which has not yet been canonically erected.

The present constitution is as follows: The whole order is directed by the minister general, elected by the provincial ministers at the general chapter, which meets every twelve years. At first his term of office was indefinite, that is, it was for life; in 1517 it was fixed at six years; in 1571, at eight; in 1587, again at six; and finally the twelve-year period of office was settled on by Pius IX in 1862. The general resides at the Collegio S. Antonio, Via Merulana, Rome. The order is divided into provinces (that is, associations of the convents in one country or district) which prescribe and define the sphere of activity of the various friars within their sphere of jurisdiction. Several provinces together form a circumscription, of which there are twelve in the order. Each circumscription sends one definitor general, taken in turn from each province, to Rome as one of the councilors to the minister general. These definitors form a chapter for six years at the general chapter and at the congregatio intermedia (also called frequently, by an abuse of the term, a general chapter), summoned by the general six years after his election. The general chapter and the congregatio intermedia may be con-vened by the general, if the same number of the order are governed by the provincials (ministri provinciales), who are elected every three years at the Provincial chapter and constitute the general chapter. Their term of office, like that of the general, was at first undefined; from 1517 to 1547 it was three years; from 1547 to 1571, six years; from 1571 to 1587, four years; since 1587, three years. While in office, the provincial holds every year (or every year and a half) the intermediate chapter (capitulum intermedium), at which the heads of all the convents of the province are chosen for a year or a year and a half. The local superiors of houses (conventus) which contain at least six religious, are called guardians (earliers gardiens); otherwise they receive the title praeses or superior. The provincial has to visit his own province and watch over the observance of the rule; the general has to visit the whole order, either personally or by means of visitors specially appointed by him (visitatores provinciales). The infirm, the cross-bearers, the fathers of the exempt community (Padres), i.e., the regular priests, the clerics studying for the priesthood (fratres clericis) and the lay brothers engaged in the regular service of the house (fratres laici). Newly received candidates must first
make a year's novitiate in a convent specially intended for this end. Convents, which serve certain definite purposes are called colleges (collegia). These must either be connected with the Seraphic colleges, which are to be found in modern times in most of the provinces, and are devoted to the instruction of youthful candidates in the humanities, as a preparation for the novitiate, where the students first receive the habit of the order. No friar, convent, or even the order itself can possess any real property. (Cf. Francis, Rule of St.)

The duties of the individual fathers vary, according as they hold offices in the order, or are engaged as lectors (professors) of the different sciences, as preachers, in giving missions, or in other occupations within or, with the permission of the superiors, without the order. The cardinal-proctor, introduced in the order by St. Francis himself, exercises the office and rights of a protector at the Roman Curia, but has no power over the order itself.

VII. General Sphere of the Order's Activity.

As a religious order in the service of the Catholic Church, and under her care and protection, the Franciscans were, according to the express wish of their founder, not only to devote themselves to their own personal sanctification, but also to make their apostolate fruitful of salvation to the people in the world.

That the former of these objects has been fulfilled is clearly shown by the work of the friars. Numerous friars have been canonized and beatified, and their names are known to the world. They have laid down their lives for the Faith in Europe and elsewhere under the heathen and heretic.

Like all human institutions, the order at times fell below its first perfection. Such a multitude of men, with their human infirmities and ever-changing duties, could not perfectly translate into action the exalted ideals of St. Francis, as the more supernatural and sublime the idea, the ruder is their collision with reality and the more allowance must be made for the fallible man. That is an inspiration of the most fundamental glorious idea of their founder has ever distinguished the order is patent from the reforms ever arising in its midst, and especially from the history of the Observance, inaugurated and established in the face of such seemingly overwhelming odds. The order, established to be the band of the Lord's men and the Franciscans have in every age discharged the spiritual offices of confessor and preacher in the palaces of sovereigns and in the huts of the poor. Under popes, emperors, and kings they have served as ambassadors and mediators. One hundred have already been nominated to the Sacred College of Cardinals by the number of seventy-two, appointed patriarchs, archbishops, and bishops, is at least 3,000. The popes elected from the Observants are: Nicholas IV (1288–92); Alexander V (1409–10). Sixtus IV (1471–84) was a Conventual of the period before the division of the order. Sixtus V (1585–90) and Clement XIV (1770–74) were chosen from the Conventuals after the division. The popes have often employed the Minorites as legates and nuncios, e.g. to pave the way for and carry through the reunion of the Greeks, Tatars, Armenians, Maronites, and other schismatics of the East. Many Minorites have been appointed grand penitentiaries, that is, directors of the papal penitentiaries, and still serve in Rome as Apostolic penitentiaries and as confessors to the pope himself or in the principal basilicas of the city. Thus the Observants are in charge of the Lateran Basilica in Rome. As inquisitors against heresy, the Franciscans were in the immediate service of the Apostolic See.

Observing a mutual rule of poverty and renunciation of the world than all other orders, the Franciscans exercised during the Middle Ages a most salutary social influence over the enslaved and unprivileged classes of the population. The constant model of a practical poverty was at once consoling and elevating. The friars directed their exertions towards the maintenance of the very poor cannot be indicated in rows of figures, nor can their similar contributions of to-day. They also exerted a wide social influence through their third order (see Third Order). They tended the lepers, especially in Germany; the constantly recurring pests and epidemics found them ever at the forefront. Millions of people sacrificed their lives in the service of the plague-stricken populace. They erected infirmaries and foundling-hospitals. The Observants performed most meritorious social work especially in Italy by the institution of *montes pietatis* (monit de Pieta), in the fifteenth century. A curious in this work being Bl. Bernardino of Feltre (q.v.) the renowned preacher. In England they fought with Simon de Montfort for the liberty of the people and the ideal of universal brotherhood, which St. Francis had inculcated in sermon and verse, and to their influence may be partly attributed the spread of popular government in Italy and elsewhere in Europe.

VIII. The Preaching Activity of the Order.

St. Francis exercised great influence through his preaching, and his example has been zealously followed by his order throughout the centuries with conspicuous success, evident not only in popular applause but in the profound effects produced on the lives of the people. At first all the friars were allowed to deliver simple exhortations and, with the permission of St. Francis, dogmatic and penitential sermons. This privilege was restricted in 1221, and still further in 1225, after which year only specially trained and tested friars were allowed to preach. The Franciscans have always been eminently popular preachers, e.g. Berthold of Ratisbon (q.v.), a German, who died in 1272; St. Anthony of Padua (d. 1231); Gilbert of Tournai (d. about 1280); Eudeis Rigaud, Archbishop of Rouen (d. 1275); Leo Valvassori of Perego, afterwards Bishop of Como (d. 1272); John of Jesi (d. about 1270); Conrad of Saxony (or of Brunswick) (d. 1279); Louis, the so-called Greccius (c. 1300); Haymo of Faversham (d. 1244); Ralph of Ross (c. 1250). The acme of Franciscan preaching was reached by the Observants in the fifteenth century, especially in Italy and Germany. Of the many illustrious preachers, it will be sufficient to mention Bl. Bernardino of Siena (d. 1444); St. John Capistran (d. 1456); St. James of the March (d. 1476); Bl. Albert Berdin of Sarteano (d. 1450); Anthony of Rimiini (d. 1450); Michael of Carceno (Milan) (d. 1485); Bl. Paci- ficus of Ceredano (d. 1482); Bl. Bernardino of Feltre (d. 1494); Benedict of Fiesole who has the title of Carletti di Chiavasso (d. 1495); Andrew of Faenza (d. 1507). In Germany we find: John of Minden (d. 1413); Henry of Werl (d. 1463); John of Werden (d. 1437), author of the renowned collection of sermons "Dormi secure"; John Brugman (d. 1473); Dietrich Coelde of Münster (d. 1513); Johann Kannemeyn (d. about 1470), a preacher on the Passion; Johann Kannegieser, "the trumpet of Truth" (d. about 1500); Johann Gritsch (d. about 1410); Johann Mader; Johann Paufl (d. about 1530), whose work "Schimpf und Ernst" was long a favourite among the German people; Heinrich Kastner; Stephan Fridolin (d. 1498). In Hungary: a Piarist, who is next in Europe. In Poland: Bl. Simon of Lipnica (d. 1482); Bl. John of Dukla (d. 1484); Bl. Ladislaus of Gielnow (d. 1505) In France: Olivier Maillard (d. 1502); Michel Minor
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(d. about 1522); Thomas surnamed Illyricus (d. 1529); Jean Tisserand (d. 1494); Etienne Brulefer (d. about 1507). The following illustrious Spanish theologians and preachers of the sixteenth century were Friars Minor: Alphonse de Castro (d. 1585); Didacus de Estella (d. 1575); Luis de Carvajal (d. about 1560); Juan de la Visera (d. 1617); St. Peter of Alcantara (d. 1562). Renowned Italian Franciscans were: Francesco Panigarola (d. 1594); Bartholomew of Salutrich (d. about 1630); St. Leonard of Port Maurice (d. 1751); Bl. Leopold of Gaiches (d. 1815); Luigi Parmentieri of Casovia (d. 1885); Luigi Arrigoni (d. 1875), Archbishop of Lucca, etc. Other well-known Franciscans were: Gregorio Maria of Verona (seventeenth century), Zacharie Laselve etc.; and of the Germans mention may be made of Heinrich Sedulius (d. 1621), Fortunatus Hueber (d. 1706) and Franz Ampflerle (d. 1646). Even to-day the Friars Minor have amongst their number number many illustrious preachers, especially in Italy.

IX. INFLUENCE OF THE ORDER ON THE LITURGY AND RELIGIOUS DEVOTIONS.—St. Francis prescribed for his order the abridged Breviary then reserved for the Roman Curia. As this and the Missal were revised by the general, Haymo of Faveresham, at the command of Gregory IX, and these liturgical books have by degrees been altered, the influence of Nicholas III (1277-80), been universally prescribed or adopted, the order in this alone has exercised a great influence. The Breviary of General Quiniones (1523-28) enjoyed a much shorter vogue. To the Franciscan Order the Church is also indebted for the feasts of the Visitation of the B. V. M. (2 July), the Espousals of the B. V. M. (22 now 23 January), the Holy Name of Jesus, and to some extent for the feast of St. Joseph (19 March) and that of the Blessed Trinity. The activity of the Franciscans in promoting devotion to the Immaculate Conception, since Scotus (d. 1308) defended this doctrine, is well known. St. Francis himself laboured earnestly to promote the adoration of Our Lord in the Blessed Eucharist, and Cherubino of Spoleto founded a sodality to accompany the Blessed Sacrament to the houses of the sick. In 1697 Leo X111 declared Paschal Baylon (d. 1692) patron of Eucharistic Leagues. The Christmas crib was introduced and popularised by the order (see Crib) to which—especially to St. Leonadro of Port Maurice (d. 1751)—is also due the spreading of the devotion known as ‘the Stations of the Cross’. The ringing of the Angelus morning, noon, and evening, was also inaugurated by the Franciscans, especially by Bonaventure and Bl. Benedict of Assisi (d. about 1256).

X. FRANCISCAN MISSIONS.—St. Francis devoted himself to missionary labours from 1219 to 1221, and devoted in his rule a special chapter (xii) to missions. In every part of the world, the Franciscans have laboured with the greatest devotion, self-sacrifice, enthusiasm and success, even though, as the result of persecutions and wars, the result of their toil has not always been permanent. The four friars sent to Morocco in 1219 under Berard of Carbio (q. v.) were martyred in 1220. Electus soon shared their fate, and in 1227 Daniel with six companions was put to death at Ceuta. The bishops of Morocco were mostly Franciscans or Dominicans. In 1420 the Observants founded a convent at Ceuta, and here St. John of Prado died at the stake in 1632. This mission was entrusted to the province of S. Diego in 1641, and to the province of Santiago (Galicia, Spain) in 1890, after it had constituted a prefecture Apostolic in 1859. In Oman, Libya, Tunibar, and throughout Egypt, Franciscans have laboured since the thirteenth century, and signalised their exertions by a glorious array of martyrs in 1288, 1345, 1358, 1370, 1373, etc. This mission was under the jurisdiction of that in the Holy Land. In 1688 Upper Egypt was separated, and became in 1697 an independent prefecture Apostolic. Lower Egypt continued its connexion with the Holy Land until 1839, when both (with Aden, which was again separated in 1889) were formed into a vicariate Apostolic, in which state they still remain. In Lower Egypt there are now sixteen monasteries, controlling parishes and schools. In Upper Egypt, from which the Copts were separated in 1892, are eight monasteries with parishes connected.

In 1630 the Congregation of Propaganda sent Fathers Mark of Scalvo and Edward of Bergamo to Tripoli, and in 1643 appointed Paschal Canto, a Frenchman, Prefect Apostolic of Barbary—an office which still exists. The activity of this Order in these countries, is not so much directed to the conversion of Mohammedans as to the support and help of the Catholic settlers. Abyssinia (Ethiopia, Habech) was first visited by John of Montecorvino (c. 1280). Later, Bl. Thomas of Florence was sent thither by Albert of Sarteano, and Sixtus IV, after the other missions had failed, sent Girolamo Tornelli. Many missionaries were put to death, and in 1687 a special prefecture was instituted for the conversion of the Copts. This was re-established in 1815, and in 1835 a special hierarchy was erected for the same object. In 1700 Fathers Scarpaccia undertook the foundation of a new mission in Egypt, and in 1718 three missionaries were stoned to death.

The two Genoese ships which circumnavigated Africa in 1291 had two Minorites on board. Others accompanied Vaseo da Gama. In 1446 the Franciscans visited Cape Verde where Roget, a Frenchman, zealously preached the Gospel. In 1493 they reached Guinea, of which Alphonso of Bolano was named prefect Apostolic in 1472. They proceeded to the Congo, where they baptized a king. In 1500 they went to Mozambique under Alvarez of Coimbra. The French Recollects laboured here during the seventeenth century, but since 1808 the Portuguese Franciscans have had charge of the mission. At the beginning of the sixteenth century Friars Minor settled in Melinda and on the island of Socotra near Aden. In 1245 John of Plano Carpini (Plano di Carpino) was sent by Innocent IV to the Great Khan in Tatarsy, and penetrated thence into Mongolia. By order of Louis IX William of Rubruck (Rubruquis) proceeded thence through Armenia and Central Asia to Karakorum. The accounts of the travels of the last-mentioned two intrepid missionaries enjoy a well-earned historical and geographical renown. In 1279 Nicholas III sent five Franciscans to China, among them, the Venetian, Giovanni Marignola of Florence following them in 1342. In 1370 William of Prato was sent as archbishop to Peking with twenty minorite-friars. The appearance of the Ming dynasty in 1368 brought about the ruin of all the missions. On 21 June, 1579, Franciscans from the Philippines penetrated Japan moreover, but the founder of the new mission in China was Antonio de S. Maria (d. 1669), who was sent to China in 1633, and later laboured in Cochin-China and Korea. China was also visited in 1661 by Bonaventura Ibañez (d. 1691) with eight friars. Henceforward Franciscan missions to China were constant. In 1684 came the Italian fathers under the
A few words may here be devoted to those Friars Minor who stood forth as fearless defenders of the Faith in the Northern countries during the Reformation period. The Franciscans and Dominicans supplied the greatest number and the most illustrious champions of the Church, many of whom were martyred, persecuted to the utmost, or cast out into the deserts of God, and others so forcibly opposed to temptation or persecution and deserted their order and their Faith. As in the case of the scholars, artists, missionaries, and holy men of the order, only a few names can be mentioned here. Among the hundreds of names from Great Britain may be cited: John Huby, martyr at London, burned at the stake in 1538; Geoffrey Jones (d. 1508); Thomas Bullaker (d. 1642); Henry Heath (d. 1643); Arthur Bell (d. 1643); Walter Colman (d. 1645), whose heroism culminated in every case in death. Similarly in Ireland we find Patrick O'Hely (d. 1578); Cornelius O'Devany (d. 1612); Boetius Egan (d. 1650), etc. Among the most distinguished Danish defenders of the Faith is Nikolaus Herborn (Ferber), mockingly called "Stageyer" (d. 1536); in France, Christophe de Cheffontaines (d. 1595) and Francois Feuardent; in Germany Thomas Murner (d. 1537), Augustin von Alfeld (d. 1532), Johannes Ferus (Wild) (d. 1534), Konrad Kling (d. 1536), Johann von der Wolf von Hamma (d. 1549) founded d. 1540), Kaspar Schatzgery (d. 1527), Johann Las (d. 1590), etc. Between 1520 and 1650 more than 500 minorities laid down their lives for the Church.

On the Black and Caspian Seas the Franciscans instituted missions about 1270. The following Franciscans laboured in that part of the world: Marco Polo (d. 1310) of Venice; Peter Ofuriga in 1247; Thomas Ofentino in 1240. King Haiyo (Aoyo) II of Lesser Armenia, and Jean de Breienne, Emperor of Constantinople, both entered the Franciscan Order. Franciscans were in Persia about 1280, and again after 1469. About 60 Franciscans went through Asia and Russia to rouse popular sentiment against the Turks. The Franciscans were in Further India by 1500, and toiled among the natives, the St. Thomas Christians, and the Portuguese, who made over to them the mosque of Goa seized in 1510. The order had colleges and schools in India long before the arrival of the Jesuits, who first came under the Franciscan Archbishop of Goa, Joao Albuquerque (1537-53).

Since 1219 the Franciscans have maintained a mission in the Holy Land, where, after untold labours and turmoil and at the expense of hundreds of lives, we have, except for a short period, recovered the holy places dear to Christians. Here they built houses for the reception of pilgrims, to whom they gave protection and shelter. Friars from every country compose the so-called custody of the Holy Land, whose work in the past, interrupted by unceasing persecutions and massacres, constitutes a bloody but glorious page in the history of the order. In the territory of the Patriarchate of Jerusalem, re instituted in 1847, the Franciscans have 24 convents and 15 parishes; in Syria (the Prefecture Apostolic of Aleppo), to which also belong Phoenicia and Armonia, the Franciscans laboured most successfully in this district. In Prussia (now the Provinces of West and East Prussia), Livonia, and Courland (where the Minorite-Albert was Bishop of Marienwerder (1260-90) and founded the town of Reisenburg), as well as in Lapland, the inhabitants of which were still heathens, the Franciscans put an end to the labours of the Friars Minor. The special labours of the Friars in Denmark, Sweden, and Norway, which formed the province of Denmark (Dania, Dacia), and the provinces of England, Scotland, and to some extent those of Holland and Germany, were also overthrown. After the year 1530, the Franciscans could work in these lands only at the cost of many labours. In the same century they laboured there from the fifteenth to the eighteenth century and still continue to a certain extent.
tire the Franciscans worked earnestly to reconcile the schismatics with Rome. Nicholas IV, himself a Franciscan, sent missionaries of the order to Servia in 1298, and another mission (without Friar Bartholomew, Bishop of Trau (Tragori)) in 1389. Bajazet I destroyed almost all these missions, while those which were re-established in 1402 fell into the hands of the Turks, who definitely took possession of Servia in 1502. In 1464 the courageous Franciscan Angelus Zojedadovici, obtained from Mohammed II a charter of indulgence for all Catholics and also made by the Franciscan missions in Bulgaria, Wallachia, Moldavia, and Podolia. In Black Russia Nikolaus Melasz of Croana with twenty-five friars began a mission about 1370, Moldavia being visited about the same time by Anthony of Spatolo (and later by Fabian of Bachi and James of the March), but their work was interrupted in 1460 by the Turks, who in 1476 cast 40,000 Christians from these districts into prison. Boniface IX transferred the episcopal see to Baku, Benedict XIV to Smolny. At the beginning of the seventeenth century Bishop Bernardino Quirino of Amiata, the Prefect of Bohemia, and separated in 1897. The former now occupies seven convents, while the latter has seven churches and houses. In 1599, the convents of the Albanian mission were erected into a province, which, on 9 October, 1832, was divided into five prefectures Apostolicus (Epirus, Macedonia, Servia, Vlachia, and Kastoria), which are almost entirely worked by Franciscans, and were on 31 January, 1898, placed by the general, Aloisius Lauer, under a comissary general, with the authority of a provincial. In Bosnia and Herzegovina, which was separated from the Bosnian province in 1847 and elevated to the rank of a province in 1902, the Franciscans were the first missionaries and pastors, and these countries are still almost entirely under the spiritual guidance of the order, practically all the bishops having been Franciscans. When it was proposed in 1886 to erect a see at Antivari in Montenegro, Simon Milinković of the Franciscan Order was designated by the Archbishop of Antivari and Primate of Servia. In Montenegro the Friars Minor administer ten of the eleven parishes.

According to the statistics of 4 October, 1907, the present condition of the Franciscan missions, which are distributed over the five continents, is as follows: Total number of Friars Minor, 4,083, including 2,553 priests, 620 clerics, 1,306 lay brothers, and 138 novices. These are assisted in their work by 12,572 Franciscan sisters, chiefly members of the Third Order of St. Francis.

XI. CULTIVATION OF THE SCIENCES.—The order has always devoted itself diligently to the cultivation of sciences, and, although St. Francis is to be numbered rather amongst the divinely enlightened than among the academically trained, he was neither a declared enemy nor a despairer of learning. To qualify themselves for the tasks assigned in ever-increasing numbers to the rapidly spreading order—which was rapidly but rich and poor, was employed by popes and kings on missions of every description, and was to labour for the social betterment of every section of the community—the Franciscans were early compelled to take advantage of every possible source of scientific culture, and, within thirty or forty years after their establishment, had advanced in the sciences so far as the Dominicans the most prominent place in the revival of learning. This place has been retained for centuries with distinction and brilliancy, especially in the domain of theology and philosophy. A list of Franciscan scholars and their works would fill volumes, while many of their writings have exercised an abiding influence in the realm of modern thought on the religious life of the people, and on the whole human race. Mention may be made of only a few of the eminent dogmatic and moral theologians, philosophers, writers on ethics, historians, linguists, philologists, artists, poets, musicians, geographers, etc., whom the order has produced. Formerly Franciscans lectured in many universities, e.g. Paris, Salamanca, Bologna, Paris, Cologne, Toulouse, Alcalá, Salamanca, Erfurt, Vienna, Heidelberg, Fulda. We may here mention: Alexander of Hales (d. 1245); John of Rupeilla (La Rochelle) (d. 1245); Adam of Marsh (Marisco) (d. 1298); John Pecham, Archbishop of Canterbury (d. 1292); Cardinal Matthew of Aquasparta (d. 1302); Johannes Guallenus (John of Wales) (d. about 1300); Richard of Middleton (de Mediavilla) (d. about 1305); John Duns Scotus (d. 1308), the most subtle of all Scholastics; William of Occam (d. 1349); William Verrillon (Vorlongue) (d. 1464); Nicolas d’Orbellis (d. 1465); Benedictus (d. about 1418); Hugues de Montfort (d. about 140). The most influential exegete of the Middle Ages; David of Augsburg, mystic (d. 1272) Armanus of Asti (c. 1317), author of the famous “Summa Casuum”, called the “Artesana”; Nicholas of Osimo (d. about 1450); Franciscus of Cerezeno (d. 1492), author of the “Summa Pacis”; Benoît of Shiringen; author of the “Baptistiniani”, also called the “Rosella”; Angelo Carletti di Chivasso (d. 1485), author of the “Summa Angelica”; Dietrich (Theodore) Coelde (d. 1515), author of the “Christenspiegel”; Francesco Libetti (d. 1520); Francois Feuardent (d. 1612), controversialist and exegete; Lucas Wadding (d. 1658); Florence Conry (d. 1629); Anthony Hickey (Hyquesus) (d. 1641); Pierre Marchant (d. 1661); William Herinex (d. 1678); Friedrich Stummel (d. 1682); Patritius Sporer (d. 1683); Benjamin Ebelt (d. 1759); Anseletus Reiffenstuel (d. 1703); De Gubernatis (d. about 1689); Alva y Astorga (d. 1667); Jean Ponce (d. 1660); Bonaventure Dnoey (d. 1653); Jean de la Haye (d. 1661); Lorenzo Cozza (d. 1729); Amandus Hermann (d. 1700); Claude Fransen (d. 1711); Francois Assermet (d. 1730); Jerome of Montesortino (d. about 1740); Luca Ferrari (d. about 1750); Giovanni Antonio Biasi (d. 1752); Isidore del Pincherli (d. 1736); Benedetto Boccelli (d. 1772); Kiliyan Kaesinger (d. about 1729); Vigilius Greiderer (d. 1780); Polychronius Gasmann (d. about 1830); Herculus Oberrauch (d. 1808); Ireneo Affo (d. 1797); Sanctiano Cimaroreto (d. 1847); Adalbert Waelbel (d. 1852); Chiaro Vascott (d. 1860); Gabriele Tonini (d. about 1870); Antonio Maria di Vicenza (d. 1894); Melchior Stanislaus of Cerreta (d. 1871); Petrus von Holz (d. 1902 as Bishop of Augsburg); Bernard van Loo (d. 1885); Eidelis a Fanna (d. 1881); Ignatius Jelier (d. 1704); Marcello da Civessa (d. 1906).

The Franciscans did not, like other orders, confine themselves to any particular school system. They were more attached to the teachings of Duns Scotus, perhaps, than to the School of St. Bonaventure, but there was no official compulsion in the matter. Among the many naturalists, artists, and poets of the order may be mentioned: Thomas of Celano (d. about 1255), author of the “Dies Irae”; Giaocamino of Verona (c. 1300), a precursor of Dante; St. Bonaventure (d. 1274); Jacopone of Todi (d. 1306), author of the “Stabat Mater”; John Brugman (d. 1473); Gregor Marti (d. 1905), the Croatian poet. Among the musicians: Julian of Speyer (d. about 1255); Bonaventure of Bresegis (fifteenth century); Pietro Cavarz; Lucio Grosi of Venice (d. about 1275); Giovanni da Lodi (d. about 1791); David Moretti (d. 1842); Petrus Singer (d. 1882). Among the naturalists may be mentioned: Roger Bacon (d. 1294); the so-called
Schwarzer (Black) Berthold († 1300), the reputed discoverer of gunpowder; Luca Pacioli (d. about 1510); Eletkus Zwinger (d. 1690); Charles Plumier (d. 1704). For writers on the history of the order, the reader may be referred to the bibliography, since the vast majority of the books cited have been written by Franciscans. In recent times—to some extent since 1519, the year of the Bull of Martin V, which investigated the history of the Friars Minor, especially during the first centuries succeeding the foundation of the order, has aroused a keen and widespread interest in the leading civilizaded lands and among scholars of every religious denomination and belief.

2. OF THE ORDER. The number of Friars Minor who have been canonized or beatified, is—even if we exclude here as throughout this article, the members of the other orders of St. Francis (Conventuals, Poor Clares, Tertiaries, and Capuchins)—extraordinarily high. In this enumeration we further confine ourselves to those who are officially venerared throughout the Church, or at least throughout the whole order, with canonical sanction. These excessive one hundred in number, the names, dates of decease, and feasts of the best-known being as follows:

(1) Sainct. — Francis of Assisi, d. 3 Oct., 1226 (4 Oct.); Berard of Carjou and four companions, martyred 1220 (11 Dec.); Antoine of Piazzola, martyred at Nagaaki, Japan, 1597 (5 Feb.); John Joseph of the Cross, d. 1734 (5 March); Benedict of San Philidolpho, d. 1589 (3 April); Peter Regalada, d. 1446 (13 May); Paschal Baylon, d. 1592 (17 May); Bernardine of Siena, d. 1444 (20 May); Anthony of Padua, d. 1231 (13 June); Nicholas Pagan, d. 1721 (at Leyen); Daniel, and seven companions, martyred at Ceuta 1227 (13 Oct.); Peter of Alcantara, d. 1562 (19 Oct.); John Capistran, d. 1456 (23 Oct.); Didacus (Diego), d. 1463 (12 Nov.); Leonard of Port Maurice, d. 1751 (26 Nov.); James of the March (Monteprandone), d. 1476 (28 Nov.).

Beat. — Matthew of Gironiga, d. 1455 (28 Jan.); Andrea de' Conti di Signa, d. 1302 (1 Feb.); Odoeric of Pordenone, d. 1313 (3 Feb.); Anthony of Stroneca, d. 1481 (1 Feb.).

Egidius Maria of St. Joseph, d. 1812 (9 Feb.); Sebastian of Apparizio, d. 1600 (25 Feb.); John of Triors, martyred at Prino, d. 1676 (27 Feb.); Thomas of Coro, d. 1720 (28 Feb.); Peter de Treia, d. 1304 (14 March); Salvator of Orta, d. 1567 (18 March); John of Parma, d. 1280 (20 March); Benvenuto, Bishop of Osimo, d. 1282 (23 March); Rizzieri of Mucia, d. about 1240 (26 March); Peregrinus of Fallore, d. about 1245 (27 March); Marco Fantuzzi of Bessana, d. 1270 (31 March); Thomas Taliento, martyred in Further India, 1321 (6 April); Benivoglio de Bonis, d. about 1235 (2 April); Julian of San Augustino, d. 1606 (8 April); Archangelo of Calatalino, d. 1460 (9 April); Carlo de Sesce, d. 1670 (10 April); Angelo Carletti of Chivasso, d. 1465 (12 April); Andreas Hibernian, d. 1402 (18 April); Conrad of Acoel, d. 1290 (19 April); Leopold of Ghebe, d. 1815 (20 April);

Egidius of Assisi, d. 1262 (23 April); James of Bitetto, called Ilyricus, d. about 1490 (27 April); Agnellus of Perusa, d. 1236 (8 May); Francis of Fabriano, d. 1322 (14 May); Benvenuto of Recanati, d. 1289 (15 May); John of Montale, martyr at Caltagirone, d. 1538 (22 May); John of Prado, d. in Marissal, 1631 (29 May); Enrico de Plagiaro (Plagiale), d. 1451 (29 May); James Stopen, d. 1411 (1 June); Andrew of Spello, d. 1254 (3 June); Pacificus of Ceredano, d. 1482 (5 June); Stephen of Narbonne and Raymond of Carbones, murdered by the Albigensians, 1242 (7 June); Bartolomeo Fucei, d. 1530 (8 June); Guido of Cortona, d. about 1250 (12 June); Benvenuto of Gubbio, d. about 1232 (27 June); Simon of Liponica, d. 1482 (17 July); John of Dukla (like the preceding, a Pole), d. 1484 (19 July); John of Lavarna, d. about 1325 (9 Aug.); Peter of Molleano (Mogliano), d. 1490 (13 Aug.); Santec of Montesofarbi (Urbino), d. 1385 (14 Aug.); John of Perugia and Peter of Sassoferato, martyred at Bolonia, 1293 (19 Aug.); Francis of Calderola, d. 1407 (25 Oct.); Theophilius of Corte, d. 1740 (30 Oct.); Liberato de Lore (Lauro), d. about 1306 (30 Oct.); Thomas of Florence, d. 1447, Rainerius of Arezzo, d. 1304 (5 Nov.); Bernardine of Aquila (Fossa), d. 1503 (7 Nov.); Gabriele Ferretti, d. 1456 (14 Nov.); Humilius of Baisgiano, d. 1397 (6 Dec.); Conrad of Offida, d. 1308 (19 Dec.); Nicholas Factor, d. 1583 (23 Dec.). To these might be added long lists of Blessed, who enjoy a culto sanctioned by the Church, but whose cult is only local, i.e. limited to their native or burial-places or to the dioceses with which they were connected. If these be taken into consideration, the number of the blessed and beatified in all the orders of St. Francis exceeds 300.

At the present time (1909), the postulatura of the order at Rome, whose office is to collect evidence concerning the candidates for beatification and canonization, is urging the cause of about ninety members of the First, Second, and Third Orders of St. Francis. This list includes some names belonging to later and even recent times, and it will thus be seen that the Order of Friars Minor never ceases to produce members whose holiness entitles them to the highest ecclesiastical honour—that of the altar. That the spirit of Brother Francis lives in his followers, and is ever keenly to revive in the world and instilled into his institutions, still lives in his order to the glorification of the Divine Name, the great efficiency of the Friars Minor in our day is sufficient proof.

(1) GENERAL HISTORY OF THE ORDER (SOURCES, ETC.).

Note. — As elsewhere throughout this article, only relative completeness is here aimed at; all special monographs concerning a particular point, question, person, etc., are omitted, and notes but generally works, and of the following: — Chor. Fr. Jordani de Vano in Analea Franciscana (An. Fr. III (Quaracchi, 1885), 169-66; ed. by BOHMER (Paris, 1908) in Collection d'Etudes de Barbier: Dialogus de Vita Sanctorum Fratrum Minorum (Wars, 1826); C. LEMMING (Bonn, 1852); The Fama Fratrum Minorum in Anglia, ed. BURLE, Monumenta Franciscana I. (R. S. London, 1858); supplement in Monumenta Franciscana II. (London, 1859). For the modern abridgment in Mon. Germ. Hist. Script. (M. G. S.), XVIII, 590-6; BERNADE DE BEAVER, Le Liber de laudibus et Famae Sanctorum (Rome, 1828), ed. in An. Fr. III (Quaracchi, 1829), 690-92; ed. FELDER (Rome, 1897); Catalogus Generalium Ministeriorum O. M. Francisci, ed. in An. Fr. III (Quaracchi, 1840), 690-92. See also: HOLDER-EGERK in M. G. S., XXXII, 653-74; EHRLE in Zeitschrift für Katholische Theologie, VIII (Innsbruck, 1886), 322-25, 387-406; ADAM DE PARMA, ed. in Holder-Egerk in M. G. S., XXXII (1856-57): ANGELO COLLENZ, Chor. Franciscanorum Minor. (3, 1843), ed. EGBEL (Quaracchi, 1892); CHOR. XXIV Generalium Ministeriorum (Rome, 1875), ed. in An. Fr. III, 1 sqq.; BARTHOLOMEUS PRAETORIUS in De Conformitate Vitae S. Francii JESU (Rome, 1355), (Milan, 1510, 1512; Bologna, 1590, 1610), also in An. Fr. III (Quaracchi, 1834); CHOR. Franciscanorum Minorum Observatorum (c. 1480), ed. LEMMING (Rome, 1853); MARIAE DE FLORENTIA, Compendia Chronicon O. M. Francisci, ed. in Annua. et Histor. Franciscana (F. H. A. F.), I—III (Quaracchi, 1908—10); Speeulum V在上海 Franciscorum et Sociorum eius (Paris, d. Venice, 1564); Meta. 1560; Antwerp, 1520; Cologne, 1523; Paris, 1528, 1531; Venice, 1711; GLAUSER, CHOR. Minorum Ordinis Min. (Obsc. in An. Fr., II (Quaracchi, 1897), 1 sqq.; JOHN OF ROMERO (d. 1358), Tractatus Chronicae O. F. M., ed. GRAE-
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(0) FARKAS, Scriptores Ord. Min. Pron., Hungariae Reformatorum, vol. 3, Maria (Pressburg, 1870); DA CIVIZZA, Saggio di Bibliografia, etc., in Seminario Franciscano (Prato, 1927); ANT. MAG. VINCITII, Scriptores Provinciae Rbf., S. Antoni in An. Fr., 1-534, etc.; AL. DE PEDRALA, Scriptores Ord. Reform., vol. 3, cit. 458, etc.; LITTLE, The Grey Friars (London, 1892); DERIHI, Historia literaria... of the Freres Mineurs de l'Observance in Belgique et dans les Pays Bas (Antwerp, 1918); MOUSSET, L'Ordre Franciscain des Brères Mineurs de Trente (Trent, 1890); FELDNER, Gesch. der wissenschaftlichen Studien im Frank. Orden (Munich, 1904); FR. I. (Paris, 1908); ARXAM, Franc. Hist., 1 sqq.

(6) Hagiography.—C. DIAZ DE LA CARRA, CANTPAROMO, ARQUITECTURA... DE LA REFORMA (Mexico, 1904); SAGISMO DE LA VENDE, Biografía erudita... del padre Antonio (12 vols. Barcelo, 1872); LÉON DE CLARY, L'Anorelo... (Paris, 1882); tr. Lives of the Saints and Blessed of the three orders of St. Francis (4 vols. Toulon, 1866-1870); 11 tr. L'Anorelo y la... (Quaracchi, 1895-1900); SCHOUTENS, Martyrologium Minoricum-Belgicum (Hoechstätten, 1902); OTOLEO, DE... (Quaracchi, 1905).

MICHAEL BIHL.

FRIARS MINOR IN AMERICA.—The very discovery of America is due, under God, to the children of St. Francis, inasmuch as Christopher Columbus, the discoverer, who furnished the means, were members of the Third Order, and Father Juan Perez, the counsellor of both, was the superior of the Franciscan monastery of La Rábida in Andalusia. Father Juan Perez, with other Franciscan friars, moreover, accompanied his illustrious friend on the second voyage in 1493. A few months later, most probably on 8 December, he celebrated the first Mass in the New World in a chapel constructed of boughs. At the town of Isabella he erected the first convent. In 1496 the place was abandoned, and a monastery of stone was ordered built by Columbus at Nueva Isabella, afterwards replaced by Santo Domingo. It was finished in 1502. A second Franciscan convent arose in the interior at La Vega about the same time. In connection with both houses the first schools in America were opened, where Indian boys were taught reading, writing, and singing. While the secular clergy attended to the spiritual needs of the Spaniards, the Franciscans and a few Hieronymites devoted themselves to the conversion of the natives. Cardinal Ximenes, himself a Franciscan, sent thirteen of his brethren to Hispaniola in 1502. They took with them the first bells and the first organ. Before the landing of Columbus, the S. Clare Franciscan Minor had landed on the Isle of Hispaniola. About the year 1500 the Franciscans passed over to the island of Cuba, and founded the first monastery in honour of St. James (Santiago) for the conversion of the Indians. At the general chapter of the order held at Tours, France, in 1505, the convents of Hispaniola and Cuba were united in a province under the title of Santa Cruz. It was the first organization of its kind in the Western Hemisphere. At the request of the king, Pope Julius II, on 15 November, 1504, appointed the Franciscan Friar Garcia de Padilla first Bishop of Santo Domingo, the first diocese in the New World. The church was consecrated on 10 May, 1512, but died on 12 November, 1515, before reaching his see. In 1511 the king sent twenty-three Friars Minor to the island of San Juan or Porto Rico. Before the end of the same year the Indian missions of the Greater Antilles and most of the Lesser Antilles were in charge of the Franciscans. Their first martyrs fell victims to apostolic zeal among the cannibal Caribes in 1516, when Fathers Fernando Sacedo and Diego Botello, with an unknown lay brother, were captured, killed, and devoured by the savages.

The Franciscans were also the first religious on the mainland of America, as they landed on the Isthmus about the year 1512. When King Ferdinand heard of it, he named the Franciscan Father Juan de Quevedo Bishop of Santa María de la Antigua (Darien) and sent him with a band of his brethren to the newly erected diocese. Pope Leo X, on 28 August, 1513, approved the nomination. Quevedo reached the scene of his future activity on 12 April, 1514.

Fathers Juan de Aera and Juan de Techo entered Honduras with Cortés about 1519, and the diocese of Trenchon was erected there in 1526 or 1527. Father Toribio de Benavente (Motolinia) reached Guatemala about 1533. Thereafter missions and convents arose at various places, until in 1550 they were organized into a custody under the title of Núméro de Jesús. In 1565 the custody, called the Holy Franciscan friars, was made a province. During the years 1571-1573, 66 friars arrived from Spain, and in 1600 the province reported 22 convents. Father Motolinia is said to have visited Nicaragua before 1530. The first bishop of the country was the Franciscan Pedro de Sáñiga. The twelve convents of Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Talamancu were organized into the province of San Jorge (St. George) in 1576. Yucatan received the first Friars Minor in 1534. The custody of San José was established in 1550, and it became a province in 1565. In 1600 the report showed the existence of 6 regular monasteries and 16 minor houses. The first bishop of Yucatan, Juan de la Puerta, was a member of the Franciscan order.

In 1516 the King of Spain sent fourteen Friars Minor to the northern coast of South America, later called New Granada and now known as Colombia. In 1550 the convents of this district were united in a custody, which was erected in 1563, and the first Bishop of the province reported 25 convents and 44 Indian missions. In 1587, the general chapter of the order established at Santiagito in 1553, the Bishop of Santiago, Martín Robleda, of the Friars Minor, was the founder. A custody was organized in 1553, and in 1565 the twelve convents of the country were united into the province of Santisima Trinidad. A convent of tertiaries existed at the same time. The territory along the coast of South America and the Andes was the scene of Franciscan activity as early as 1538. The Franciscan Juan Barrott was appointed first Bishop of Rio de la Plata in 1554. In 1592 a custody was organized, and in 1612 it was raised to the rank of a province under the invocation of Nuestra Señora de la Asunción. Brazil is said to have been visited by Portuguese Franciscans as early as 1499 or 1501. Certain it is that three Friars Minor reached that country in April, 1584, and a custody was organized in the same year. In 1657 it became a province under the protection of San Antonio. In 1678 the province of the Immaculate Conception was established in the same territory. At present the order there is in a most flourishing condition. Bolivia was entered by the Friars Minor in 1606. A monastery was founded at Tarjia in
honour of St. Francis. A missionary college for the training of missionaries for the Indians was erected in the same city in 1755. Distant Patagonia saw the first Friars Minor in 1575. There are no reports extant.

The Franciscans first landed in the Philippines on 24 June, 1577. Nine years later they had erected six monasteries and reported fourteen missions among the natives. These houses were united in the province of San Gregorio in 1586.

Father Pedro Melgarejo appears to have been the first Franciscan to enter Mexico. He arrived during the siege of the capital in 1521, but returned to Spain in the next year to defend Cortés. The first missionary work among the Indians was done by the three Flemish Franciscans, Fathers Juan de Tecto and Juan de Aora and Brother Pedro de Gante, who arrived in 1523. Father Martín de Valencia, with eleven friars, came from Spain to the Mexican capital on 13 May, 1524. These are known as the Twelve Apostles of Mexico. The impression they made all over New Spain was so deep that the natives were accustomed to date occurrences from the arrival of these twelve friars, under the caption "the first Mexicas in the country." After landing, Father Martín, as Apostolic delegate, convoked the first ecclesiastical council in the New World. Five secular priests, seventeen Franciscans, six secular doctors of canon law, and Hernando Cortés himself took part in the deliberations which opened on 2 July, 1524. On the same occasion the first religious organized in America, the Holy Gospel, the first on the mainland, and the whole country divided into four missionary districts, which were Mexico, Tuxcoo, Huetzocingo, and Tlacas. To each of these Father Martin assigned four friars. These secular priests as usual confined themselves to the spiritual needs of the Spaniards. In connexion with the principal converts the Fathers conducted the first schools in Mexico for Indian boys. A part of the buildings was generally set apart for the boys who made their home with the friars. Sometimes as many as 600 and 800 children received instruction, food, and clothing from these religious.

The instruction, besides Christian doctrine, comprised reading, writing, singing, instrumental music, and mechanical arts. These institutions were the first free boarding and manual labour schools on the American continent. One of the Franciscan pupils, Father Alonso de Molina, O.F.M., who afterwards was Superior General, published the "Vocabulario Castellano-Mexicano." This work, containing 518 folio pages, is still regarded as a standard. Father de Gante himself translated hymns into the language of the Aztecs. The spiritual fruit was so abundant that Solórzano y Pérez, according to Father Harold, claims that every one of the original twelve friars baptized no fewer than 100,000 Indians. Down to the year 1631, according to a report sent to the general chapter at Toulouse, one million natives had been baptized. The first high school for Indian youths was erected by the Franciscans at the Indian town of Tlatelolco, now a part of the capital. In the course of the year 1524 the friars reported over Mexico that about the close of the sixteenth century the following fully organized provinces existed: Santo Evangelio of Mexico, established in 1534; San José de Yucatan, organized in 1559; San Pedro y San Pablo of Michoacán, formed in 1555; San Francisco de Zacatecas, organized in 1603; San Diego de México (Acapulco), established in 1606; and Santiago de Xalisco, organized in 1608. Fifty years later these provinces together reported two hundred monasteries and convents.

The peculiar character of the natives demanded missionaries specially trained. For this reason Apostolic visitations were made among the natives, and jurisdiction of the provinces but with the sanction of the Holy See. The first missionary college established and governed under rules approved by the pope was opened in the grand monastery of Santa Cruz at Querétaro, which for that purpose was set apart by the province of Michoacán in 1682. Another was founded at Guadalupe, Zacatecas, in 1707, by the indefatigable Antonio Marroquín, the Apostle of Guatemala, and a third at the monastery of San Fernando in the City of Mexico in 1734. These three colleges furnished the heroic men who Christianized the Indians of Texas, Arizona, Sonora, and California. Other missionary colleges were those of Orizaba, Puebla, Pachuca, Michoacán, Sonora, San Luis Potosí, and Cholula in the State of Puebla. At the present time, owing to the anti-Christian laws prevailing in Mexico, which forbid religious to live in community, the Franciscan provinces and colleges have dwindled so that the number of friars scarcely exceeds the number of convents in the days of religious freedom. Mexico enjoys the distinction of having possessed the first nuns in America. The first convent of Tertiary Sisters was founded at the capital as early as 1625 for the purpose of teaching Indian girls. The Poor Clares were brought over from Spain in 1530 by the wife of the governor of Vera Cruz. They occupied convents in the City of Mexico, Texcoco, and Huehuetoca. The Sisters conducted academies for the education of young girls, who in turn made themselves useful as teachers or Tertiary Sisters, or in taking care of altars in their native villages. The first Bishop of Mexico was the learned Juan de Zumárraga of the Franciscan Order, who had been consecrated at Toledo by Charles V on 12 December, 1527, and approved by Pope Clement VII. It was he who, late in 1537 or early in 1538, brought the first printing press to Mexico. The first book, a compendium of the Christian doctrine in both the Mexican and Spanish languages, was printed by his order in 1539. From that date to the close of the year 1600, 118 books were published in Mexico. Of this number the Franciscans alone brought out forty-one, comprising works on Christian doctrine, morals, history, and Indian-Spanish vocabularies or dictionaries. The remainder were published by Dominicans, Augustinians, secular priests, and others. Mexico also produced two Franciscan saints: St. Philip of Jesus, martyred in Japan, and Blessed Sebastian, whose remains are venerated at Puebla.

From the earliest days the numerous Friars Minor were engaged in literary work. The most noted Francis of the Franciscans was Toribio de Benavente, Michoacán (Molino), who published in 1556 the "Doms de los Nativos de México, Bernardino de Sahagún, and Gerónimo de Mendieta in the sixteenth century; Augustín de Vetancurt, Antonio Tello, Juan de Torquemada (the Livy of New Spain), Baltasar de Medina, and Pablo de Beaumont in the seventeenth century; Francisco de Ayeta, Iñaco Felix de Espinoza, José Artigas, Hernández de Villaplana, Juan Domingo Arcizivela, and Francisco Palou in the eighteenth century.

Father Juan Suárez (Juárez, Xúarez), one of the Twelve Apostles of Mexico, was the first Franciscan to set foot within the present territory of the United States. He had been named Bishop of Florida and Texas, but never took possession of the lands over Mexico, and on 14 April, 1626, landed on the northwestern coast of Florida with three companions, for the purpose of converting the Indians. The whole expedition, which consisted of six hundred men under Pánfilo de Narváez, was destroyed, and only four men are known to have escaped. The bishop-elect and his companions were most probably drowned in the gulf. In 1538 the Franciscan Juan de Torres, who had joined De Soto with eight secular priests, two Dominicans, and one Trinitarian, perished in the same territory like the others of that unhappy expedition. The Dominicans and Jesuits by turns made heroic efforts to convert the Indians, but after repeated massacres and injuries at the hands of the savages, they abandoned the task as hopeless. The Friars Minor, beginning
with the year 1673, made renewed attempts and laboured with such success that in 1610 the numerous missionary houses were united with those of Cuba in a custody, which two years later was elevated to the rank of province under the title Santa Helena de la Florida. It was the first organization of its kind in America. In 1613 Juan de Copila was chosen first provincial. In 1634 there were reported 35 friars in charge of 44 Indian missions and mission stations, around which gathered as many as 30,000 converted Indians. This result was not achieved without much hardship and loss of life. Five of the Fathers were killed at their post by the savages, and one was held as a slave by the Indians. In 1646 there were 106 friars scattered over Florida. In 1702 and 1704 Governor Moore of the English Protestant colony of Georgia fell upon the flourishing missions, destroyed the buildings, killed or scattered the converts, or carried them into slavery, and butchered seven of the devoted missionaries in such a horrible manner that the historian John Gilmary Shea exclaims: "The martyrdom of the Franciscans of Ayubale has no parallel in our annals, except in the deaths of Fathers Brébeuf, Lalemant, Daniel, and Garnier in the Huron country; but the butcheries perpetrated there were not enacted before the very eyes of the convert of the governor of the colony." In 1763 Spain ceded Florida to England to recover Havana. The destruction of the Indian missions, which "under the rule of the Franciscans had been the diadem of the Church in Florida," as Shea declares, and the subsequent cession of the territory to the hostile English, forced the Franciscans to leave the country along with most of the Spanish colonists. A few reappeared later, but no permanent settlement was again established. Their principal monastery in the city of St. Augustine had been confiscated, and is now a United States Government barracks. The last friar seems to have resided in Florida about the year 1797. The missions there were few historical notations. It is not known that one of their number, Francisco Pareja, in 1612 published a catechism in the language of the Timuquana Indians. A "Confesario" by him was printed in the next year; a grammar in the Indian tongue followed in 1614, and an abridgment of Christian doctrine in 1627; the first books printed in the language of North American Indians, with the exception of Fr. Zum Bradford's Compendium mentioned above.

In 1685 three French Franciscans and three Sulpicians accompanied Robert de la Salle into Texas as the first missionaries; the friars came exclusively for the Indians. With the exception of Father Anastasius Douay, the Rev. Cavalier, and a few of the men who escaped to Canada, all the members of this expedition were massacred, and the buildings destroyed. In 1689 the Spanish Franciscan Damian Mazanet arrived with a guard of soldiers. In the course of time a large number of missions were established on the Gulf coast, in the region of San Saba, and notably on the Río San Antonio, but the War of Mexican Independence put an end to these establishments. The most noted among the friars were Antonio Margil, declared Venerable by Pope Gregory XVI, in 1836, and Isidro Espinosa, the author of the "Crónica Seráfica y Apostólica," the standard work on the missions of Texas. Altogether about 160 Fathers and lay brothers toiled among the Texans under the most disheartening circumstances down to the beginning of the nineteenth century. Six of the friars were killed by the savages, and six are said to have perished in prairie fires. Since then the mission buildings have been deserted or turned to the use of parishes, and the Indian converts have disappeared.

Father Marcos de Niza, the same who founded the missions of Peru, discovered the territories of Arizona and New Mexico in the very heart of the continent in 1539, eighty-eight years before any English settlement was made on the sea-coast. One year later the same Father, in company with Fathers Juan de Padilla, Juan de la Cruz, and Brother Luis de Escalona, led Francisco Vásquez de Coronado to Zuñi and to the Río Grande del Norte near the present city of Santa Fé. When Coronado and his soldiers, disgusted at not finding the precious metal in quest of which they had come, abandoned the country in 1542, Padilla, La Cruz, and Escalona remained to preside over missions near Bernalillo and Pecos. Father Padilla after some success proceeded to the north-east and was killed by savages, possibly on the banks of the Platte River. Father Juan de la Cruz and Brother Escalona were murdered at the instigation of medicine men, who feared their influence. Twelve years later other friars of the same province of the Holy Gospel, Mexico, succeeded in restoring most of the destroyed missions, but not till six of their number had been martyred by the treacherous savages. In all thirty-eight of the friars were killed for the Faith in New Mexico and northern Arizona. Their efforts were lost and probably suffered the same fate. From 1539 to about 1840 upwards of three hundred Franciscans laboured among the Indians in that territory. In October, 1897, at the request of the Most Rev. Peter Bourgade, the Cincinnati province accepted mission work. The friars have been stationed among the Navaho Indians, among the Pueblos of Cochiti, Santo Domingo, San Felipe, and Jemez. In addition they have charge of parishes at Peña Blanca, Carlsbad, and Roswell. In southern Arizona the Fathers of the missionary college of Santa Cruz, Querétaro, took charge of the Indian missions after the expulsion of the Jesuits in 1767. In 1780 the famous Father Francisco Garces with three companions founded two missions near the mouth of the Gila River on the California side of the Rio Colorado; but all four were horribly butchered by the savages in July, 1781. In 1846 Father Burgos, continued the missions across the Papago below Tucson, and towards the close of the eighteenth century erected the beautiful church at Del Bae which still commands the admiration of travellers. When Mexico won independence, the leaders, who hated the religious and more particularly the Franciscans, instigated on the expulsion of the friars and church, and thus wrecked the missions, as nearly all the missionaries were Spaniards. The Franciscan province of St. Louis towards the close of 1895 agreed to the urgent appeal of the Right Rev. Peter Bourgade, Vicar Apostolic of Arizona, and accepted the parish in the city of Phoenix with all the surrounding missions among the Pima and other Arizona tribes. They conduct a large and flourishing school on a reservation near the Salt River.

California after the secularization (see CALIFORNIA MISSIONS) retained most of the Fathers until their death. The missions fell into ruins or later came into the hands of the secular clergy. In 1846 the Bishop of the two Californias was appointed in the person of the Franciscan Garcia Diego y Morena. In 1884 only the mission of Santa Bárbara was still in charge of the friars who conducted a college there. To prevent the community from dying out it was incorporated into the province of the Sacred Heart of St. Louis. Since then the houses and friars have multi-
plied so that on the Pacific Coast the commissariat, which was organised in 1898, comprises 3 monasteries, 8 residences, 1 classical college for aspirants to the order, 1 orphanage for boys, 50 Fathers, 15 professed clerics, 45 lay brothers, and 4 novices.

The bigotry of some of the English settlers prevented the Franciscans from securing a foothold in the Thirteen Colonies, though in the interval of rest, several friars came from England between the years 1672 and 1699. Persecutions at home made it impossible to train and supply successors. Individual friars found their way to New York, Pennsylvania, and Kentucky, but no permanent foundation was effected. It now has 4 monasteries, 10 residences. Bishop John Carroll, of Philadelphia, arrived from Ireland in 1803 and tried to establish a house, but failed for want of subjects. A convent of Poor Clares enjoyed a short life at Pittsburg early in the thirties. In the great North-West and West, Belgian Franciscans penetrated to Michigan, Minnesota, and Illinois, but they too disappeared after a time, except at Detroit, where they continued until the close of the eighteenth century, and where one became a martyr.

Not till near the middle of the nineteenth century did the sons of the seraphic saints find it practicable to branch out from Austria, Germany, and Italy into the States of the U.S. Some Italian friars, resolved to grant the petition of the Right Rev. J. B. Pirocell, Bishop of Cincinnati, and sent Father William Unterthiener. He was given charge of the newly organised German parish of St. John the Baptist. Many other Fathers and Brothers joined him, so that on the 26th of July, 1853, the first mass was celebrated, in charge of Father John St. Francis, and 5 parish schools attended by 2400 pupils. The most noted of these Fathers was the Father Pampilo da Magliano, the author of "St. Francis and the Franciscans". He also founded the Missionary Sisters of St. Francis, who follow the Rule of the Third Order of St. Francis. The Province of the Province of St. Francis, in Wisconsin is composed of 8 Fathers, 2 professed clerics, 20 lay brothers, and 3 novices, who occupy 1 monastery and 2 residences. The Fathers have charge of 3 parishes, 1 mission station, 1 college attended by 25 students, and 4 parish schools frequented by 650 children.

The Franciscans (Recollects) first appeared in Canada in June, 1615, when the French Fathers Joseph le Caron, Denis Janet, Jean d'Olbeau, and Brother Pacifique du Plessis arrived at Quebec. They were devoted themselves to mission work among the Algonkins and Wyandots or Hurons along the Great Lakes. For commercial reasons the French traders were opposed to the Christianization of the Indians and the Franciscans frequently became entangled in picketing parties of the Mohawks, and were delivered over to the French traders, who sold them back to the Indians. Some Franciscans in 1619 started a mission in Acadia or Nova Scotia. A few were still serving there in 1633, but nothing more is on record. Near the middle of the seventeenth century several French-Belgian Franciscans arrived in Canada, the last to arrive was Father Louis Hennepin, pastor of Niagara Falls in December, 1673, and it is said he was the first to describe them in his "Description de la Louisiana" (Paris) and "Nouvelle Découverte" (Amsterdam). Hennepin penetrated beyond the Mississippi and in 1680 discovered St. Anthony's Falls. Father Emanuel Crepel and others came to Canada in 1726. He passed Great Falls and travelled as far as Fox River in Wis-
Fribourg (Switzerland), University of.—From the sixteenth century, the foundation of a Catholic university in Switzerland had often been canvassed among the Catholic cantons. The need of such an institution was with the passage of time ever more keenly felt, as the fact that higher educational institutions existed only in the Protestant cantons excited the Protestant cantons to protest against the episcopal intervention and ascendancy. In spite of the pressing nature of the case, however, the want of the necessary means and the jealousy among the Catholic cantons combined to prevent any solution of the question being arrived at. From the very beginning, the inhabitants of Fribourg had laboured most zealously for the establishment of a university in their town. Out of their own resources, they founded in 1763 a school of law, which was continued till 1889 and then merged in the juristic faculty of the university. During the nineteenth century, the Catholic movement in Switzerland, making the Swiss "Plus-Verein" its rallying-centre, reinaugurated the project of a Catholic university. The Conservative Government of Fribourg finally took the matter in hand, and George Python, State Councillor for Fribourg and from 1886 Director of Public Education, who enjoyed the fullest confidence of the people, effected the foundation of the university. It was a bold step to undertake for a little state of only 119,000 (in 1909, 130,000) inhabitants, but the energy and political acumen of Python coupled with the unselfish liberality of the legislative council were a certain guarantee of success. The conversion of the public debt under favourable conditions in 1886 resulted in a saving of 2,500,000 francs (500,000 dollars), and on 24 December of the same year the supreme council resolved to set aside this sum as a foundation fund for the proposed university. On 4 October, 1889, a second resolution was passed, appropriating the interest on this capital to the foundation of the first faculties, which were opened in the following November in the extended school building, with nine professors and the philosophical (for philosophy, literature, and history) with eighteen.

The town of Fribourg, seat of the university, contributed half a million francs towards the funded capital of the university, and in the autumn of 1890 the theological faculty was instituted with seven professors. In accordance with an agreement between the Government of Fribourg and Father Larocca, General of the Dominicans, this faculty was with the sanction of Leo XIII entrusted to the Dominican Order, and placed directly under the care of the Holy See. Many secular priests, however, have held chairs in the theological faculty, which has received from Rome the privilege of granting academic degrees (baccalaureate, licentiate, doctorate) in theology. The other faculties confer only the degrees of licentiate and doctorate. By the appropriation to the university of the profit on the public supply of water and electricity, and of a fixed annual sum from the newly-formed state bank, the further development of these three faculties and the establishment of the faculty of mathematical physics were made possible. The new faculty was opened in 1895 with eleven professors, and, as the institution of infernaries has already been some years in progress, the establishment of the medical faculty—the only story now needed to crown the academic edifice—may be expected at an early date. Meanwhile, chairs of physiology and bacteriology have been instituted in connexion with the faculty of mathematical physics.

Despite many difficulties, including the crisis caused by the wanton dismissal of eight German professors in 1898, the development of the university of Fribourg has been steadily maintained. As a cantonal public institution, it stands on the same legal footing as the other universities of Switzerland. The supreme authority is vested in the Cantonal Department of Public Education (i.e. the State Council), practically all the expenses being borne by the canton. The general constitution of the university is regulated by the Charter of 1 December, 1899. Leo XIII viewed its foundation with a great satisfaction to which he gave personal expression in many letters to the authorities of the Canton, to the university itself, and to the Swiss republic. The main sources of revenue, according to the cantonal budget for 1909, are as follows: Interest on foundation fund, 125,000 francs; yearly contributions from state bank, 80,000 francs; profits arising from the electric and water works, 150,000 francs; less, 2,500 francs. To this sum of 357,500 francs must be added 7700 francs for the legal chair, and other in giving incomes (especially the "Gragei" and the "Westermaier"). Many funds have been established for the assistance of students, and the institution of prizes.

In accordance with the wishes of its founder, the university has always maintained an international character, which consists not alone in the appointment of a considerable number of professors from foreign countries, but also in the differences in the native lands, but also in the various nationalities of the students attracted to the university. The lectures are delivered in Latin, French, and German. In the winter term of 1908-9, the teaching staff consisted of 70 lecturers from ten different lands, 14 of them from Switzerland, 6 from Austria, 3 from France, 2 from England, 1 from Canada, 1 from Germany, 1 from Italy, 1 from Russia, 1 from Spain, 1 from Sweden, and 1 from Turkey. Their distribution among the faculties was as follows: Theology, 13 ordinary and 2 extraordinary professors; Law, 14 ordinary and 4 extraordinary professors; Philosophy, 19 ordinary and 3 extraordinary professors; Mathematical Physics, 10 ordinary and 3 extraordinary professors with 2 Privatdozenten. The total in attendance at the university may be judged from this table of matriculated students:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Winter Term</th>
<th>1890-1</th>
<th>1908-9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theology</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Physics</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Of the 565 students in the winter term of 1908-9, 181 were Swiss, 90 Germans, 86 Russians (Poles and Lithuanians), 32 Bulgarians, 31 Italians, 23 from the United States, 21 from Austria-Hungary, and the remainder from eleven other lands.

The university is governed by the rector, elected each year at the general meeting of the ordinary professors attended by the deans of the rector, pro-rector, and the deans and assistant deans of the separate faculties. At the head of each faculty stands the dean, who also holds office for a single year. The professors are appointed by the Council of State on the recommendation of the members of the faculty concerned, except that the appointment of professors of theology due attention is always paid to the requirements of ecclesiastical law and the terms of the agreement with the Dominican Order. Candidates are recognized as matriculated students on the production of a certificate which can be procured by following a certain course of academic studies in their native towns. Since 1905, women are allowed to matriculate, and, in addition to the regular students, permission may be given by the rector to other persons to attend particular lectures. As such persons numbered 119 in the winter term 1905-9, the total number of students who attended lectures during this period was 687. All the matriculated students are enrolled in a general association, called the "Akademia," and also contribute to an academic sick-fund. Many societies have been founded by the students of various lands for the promotion of social and intellectual intercourse. Thus the "Columbia" has been instituted by the students from the United States, and publishes its own bulletin "The Columbia." There are three colleges for theological students: the Albertinum, Saisalanum, and Canisianum. A special university society has been inaugurated to aid the study of the classics. The university library is associated with that of the canton (which contains 140,000 volumes, 16,000 brochures, 534 manuscripts, and 350 incunabula), a new building for the accommodation of both libraries having been opened in 1908. The library expends an annual sum of 16,500 frs. in the purchase of books and journals. There are separate libraries for the different academical courses and institutes, 7650 frs. being spent annually on those in connection with the theological, legal, and philosophical faculties, and 30,000 frs. for those of the faculty of mathematical physics. The university has its own scientific publica- tions such as "Fridericiana," for which only contributions from professors are accepted, and in which twenty-five works have already appeared in three series. The list of the publications of the university lecturers, which is appended to the rector's annual report, gives one a good idea of the activity of the professors in other directions.


J. P. KIRSCH.

FRIDOLIN, Good See Good Friday.

FRIDOLINI (properly FRIEDEL), XAVER EHNERT, Jesuit missionary and cartographer, b. at Lins, Aus- tria, 11 March, 1673; d. at Peking, 4 June, 1743. He entered the Society of Jesus in 1658 and in 1705 arrived in China. Fridelii was an important contribu- tor to the cartographical survey of the Chinese Em- pire, began in 1708 and completed in 1718 (according to others, 1715). Baron Richthofen says that this work is "the most comprehensive cartographical feat ever performed in so short a space of time" ("China," Berlin, 1877, I, 661, see 631 sq.). Together with Fathers Hélie, Jartoux, and others, he designed the maps of Chi-ki, the Amur districts, Kahlkhas (Mongolia), Sze- chwan, Yun-nan, Kwei-chou, and Hu-kwang (Hu-nan and Hu-pe), for which purpose they traversed the whole empire from south to north. At the time of his death Fridelii had been a rector for many years of the Southern or Portuguese church (Nan-t'ang), one of the four Jesuit churches at Peking.

In the letters in N. v. der Heide, Der Kampf der Kirche in China (1726, and Vienna, 1758), nos. 103, 106, 109, 148, 688, 674; MSS. report in the Vienna Jesuit library, no. 1117; Die Missionen der Deutschen in China (The Hague, 1766), I, præf.; HUENDER, Deutsche Jesuitenmissionen (Freiburg im Br., 1899), 87, 196.

A. Huender.

FRIDESWIDE (FRIDESWIDA, FREDOSWIDA, FF. FR. FRISIUS, Old Eng. Frius), SAINT, virgin, patroness of Oxford, lived from about 650 to 735. According to her legend, in its latest form, she was the child of King Winfrith and Safrida, and was born at Aliga. She refused the proffered hand of King Algar, a Mercian, and fled from him to Oxford. It was in vain that he pursued her; a mysterious blind- ness fell on him, and he left her in her cell. From this eventually developed the monastery, in which she died on 30 October (her principal feast), and was buried. The earliest written life now extant was not composed until four hundred years after her death, but it is generally admitted that the substance of the tradition has every appearance of verisimilitude. From the time of her translation in 1180 (commemorated 12 October from her original final resting-place in the church, her fame spread far and wide; for the university was now visited by students from all parts, who went twice a year in solemn procession to her shrine and kept her feasts with great solemnity. Cardinal Wolsey transformed her monastery into Christ Church College, King Henry made her church into Oxford cathedral, but her shrine was dismantled, and her relics, which seem to have been preserved, were rele- gated to some out-of-the-way corner. In the reign of Edward VI, Catherine Catholic was buried near the site of her shrine. She was a runaway nun, who had been through the form of marriage with Peter Martyr, the ex-friar. The Catholics, as was but natural, ejected her bones in the reign of Queen Mary. But after Elizabeth had reinstated Protestantism, James Calfhill, appointed Canon of Christ Church in 1561, dug up Catholic's bones once more, mixed them up (in dersion of the Catholics) with the alleged remains of the saint, and buried them both in the chancel of the plaudits of his Zwinglian friends in England and Germany, where two relations of his exploit, one in Latin and one in German, were published in 1562. The Latin relation, which is conveniently reprinted in the Bollandists, is followed in the original by a number of epitaphs on the theme "De faces religiosum superia- tione," but it does not seem that these words were inscribed on the tomb, though it is often said that they were. The episode strikingly illustrates the character of the continuity between the ancient faith and the reformed religion of England.


J. H. Pollen.

FRIDOLIN, SAINT, missionary, founder of the Monas- tery of Säckingen, Baden (sixth century). In accordance with a later tradition, St. Fridolin is venerated as the first Irish missionary who laboured among the Alamanni on the Upper Rhine, and the time of the Merov- ingians. The earliest documentary information we possess concerning him is the biography written by Balther, a Säckinger monk, at the beginning of the eleventh century (Mon. Germ. Hist.; Script. rer. Merov., III, 330-69). According to this life, Fridolin (or Frisoli) belonged to a noble family in Ireland (Scotia inferior), and at first laboured as a missionary in his
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nately decided. In 1175 he was in Italy, and again in
1186 in the suite of Henry VI. The year next present when Frederick I (Barbarossa) and Philip
Augustus met between Mouson and Yvois, and in 1188
he was at Worms in the company of Count Baldwin V
of Hennefau. He accompanied the Emperor Fre-
drick, by whom he was held in high esteem, on the
 crusade of 1189, and met his death at the battle of
 Philomelium, where he fell to the bound in the
firing the enemy. His popularity was great; the
whole army, we are told, mourned his death.

Friedrich von Hausen is one of the earliest of the
minnesingers who are known to have imitated French
models, with which he became acquainted on his
journey through Flanders. In the beautiful island of
Sâckingen, where in his youth he had been articled
for their cattle, mistook Fridolin for a cattle-
robber and expelled him. On his production of
Clovis’s deed of gift, he was allowed to return, and to
found a church and monastery on the island. He then
resumed his missionary labours, founded the Scottish
monastery in Constance, and extended his mission to
Augsburg. He died on 6 March, and was buried at
Sâckingen. The writer of this legend professed to
have derived his information from a biography, which
he discovered in the cloister of Helers on the Moselle,
also founded by Fridolin, and which, being unable to
be extant, he had learned by heart.

This statement sounds very suspicious, and makes
one conclude that Baithor was compelled to rely on
verbal tradition for the information recorded in his
work. Not a single ancient author mentions Fridolin,
the life has no proper historical chronological arrange-
ment, and the enumeration of so many wonders and
visions awakens distrust. Consequently, most mod-
ern historians justly reject the life as unauthentic, and
as having no historical foundation for the facts rec-
corded, while the older historians believed that it
came near the truth. In the early Middle Ages, there
was certainly some connection between Sâckingen
and Poitiers, from which the former monastery
received its relics, and this fact may have made the
author connect Fridolin with the veneration of St.
Hilarus of Poitiers, and the churches erected in his
honour. The only portion of the life that can be
recorded as historically tenable, is that Fridolin was
an Irish missionary, who preached the Christian reli-
gion in Gaul, and founded a monastery on the island
of Sâckingen in the Rhine. Concerning the date of
these occurrences, we have no exact information.

The monastery, however, was of great importance in
the earliest extent desire concerning, it states that on 10 February, 878, Charles the
Fat presented to his wife Richardia the Monasterys
of Sâckingen, of St. Felix and of Regula in Zurich.

Vid Fridolin, auctore Balbian monacho, in the following:
works: CULZAN, Acta Sacra, Haberm. (Leopoli, 1485), 1, 481
sq.; MONS, Quellenasammlung der badischen Landgeschichte
(Bonn, 1854), 1, 225 sq.; M. ZIMMER, Merowinger (Stutt-
gart, 1856), 315—319; Acta SS., March, I, 433—441.

FRIEDRICH, auctoritatis historiae medii aevi (Berlin, 1896), II,
1922—23; BIEHLER, Geschichte der badischen Landgeschichte
(Tübingen, 1878), I, 478; WATTENBACH, Deutschlands Geschichtsquellen, I (7th ed.,
Berlin, 1894), 155; HERMANN, Geschichte der Einführung der
Christenheit in Deutschland (Tübingen, 1868), 1, 277—581;
HOFMANN, Der Graf von Hausen (Tübingen, 1866), 434—452.

J. P. KIRSCH

Friedrich von Hausen (HUSEN), medieval German
poet, one of the earliest of the minnesingers: date
of birth unknown; d. 6 May, 1190. His name is men-
tioning in the earliest documents, for the first
mention is in one from Mainz dated 1171. He was born in middle
Rhenish territory, as is shown by his dialect, especially
by his rhymes, but several towns claim the honour of
being his birthplace, and the question cannot be defi-
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Friends, Society of (Quakers), the official designation
of an Anglo-American religious sect originally
styling themselves “Children of Truth” and “Children of
Light”, but “in scorn by the world called Quakers”. The
founder of the sect, George Fox, son of a well-to-
do farmer, was born at Paarl, near Amsterdam, in
Holland, July, 1624. His parents, upright people and strict adherents of the established religion, destined him for the Church; but since the boy, at an
eyard period, felt a strong aversion to a “hiring
ministry”, he was, after receiving the bare rudiments
of education, apprenticed to a shoemaker, to inculc
him how to manhood a pure and honest youth, free from the
vices of his age, and “ended”, says Sewel, “with
a gravity and stayedness of mind seldom seen in
children”. In his nineteenth year, while at a fair with
two friends, who were professors of religion, he was
so shocked by a proposal they made him to join them
in drinking hock, that he abandoned his company.

Returning home, he spent a sleepless night, in the
course of which he thought he heard a voice from
heaven crying out to him: “Thou seest how young
men go together into vanity, and old people into the
earth; thou must forsake all, young and old, keep out of all,
take a wife, or sing psalms, or make tobacco,
injunction literally, Fox left his father’s house, penna-
less and with Bible in hand to wander about the
country in search of light. His mental anguish at
times bordered on despair. He sought counsel from
renowned professors”; but their advice that he
should take a wife, or sing psalms, or make tobacco,
not calculated to solve the problems which per-
ished his soul. Finding no food or consolation in
the teachings of the Church of England or of the innumera-
ble dissenting sects which flooded the land, he was
thrown back upon himself and forced to accept his

Arthur F. J. Remt

Friends, Society of (Quakers), the official designation
of an Anglo-American religious sect originally
styling themselves “Children of Truth” and “Children of
Light”, but “in scorn by the world called Quakers”. The
founder of the sect, George Fox, son of a well-to-
do farmer, was born at Paarl, near Amsterdam, in
Holland, July, 1624. His parents, upright people and strict adherents of the established religion, destined him for the Church; but since the boy, at an
eyard period, felt a strong aversion to a “hiring
ministry”, he was, after receiving the bare rudiments
of education, apprenticed to a shoemaker, to inculc
him how to manhood a pure and honest youth, free from the
vices of his age, and “ended”, says Sewel, “with
a gravity and stayedness of mind seldom seen in
children”. In his nineteenth year, while at a fair with
two friends, who were professors of religion, he was
so shocked by a proposal they made him to join them
in drinking hock, that he abandoned his company.

Returning home, he spent a sleepless night, in the
course of which he thought he heard a voice from
heaven crying out to him: “Thou seest how young
men go together into vanity, and old people into the
earth; thou must forsake all, young and old, keep out of all,
take a wife, or sing psalms, or make tobacco,
injunction literally, Fox left his father’s house, penna-
less and with Bible in hand to wander about the
country in search of light. His mental anguish at
times bordered on despair. He sought counsel from
renowned professors”; but their advice that he
should take a wife, or sing psalms, or make tobacco,
not calculated to solve the problems which per-
ished his soul. Finding no food or consolation in
the teachings of the Church of England or of the innumera-
ble dissenting sects which flooded the land, he was
thrown back upon himself and forced to accept his
own imaginations as "revelations". "I fasted much," he tells us in his Journal, "walked abroad in solitary places, and often took my Bible and sat in hollow trees and lonesome places until night came on; and frequently in the night walked mournfully about by myself. For I was a man of sorrows in the first working of the Lord in me." This anguish of spirit continued, with intermissions, for some years; and it is not strange that such exercises and sacrifices as the Lord had enjoined on his people in Massachusetts, who spared no cruelty to rid the colony of this "cursed sect of heretics", and hanged four of them, three men and a woman, on Boston Common. What marked them out for persecution was not so much their theory of the inward light or their rejection of the outward forms, as their refusal to accept the oaths prescribed by law, or to have anything to do with the army; these offences being aggravated in the estimation of the magistrates by their obstinacy in refusing to uncover their head in court and "thouing and theeing" the judges. The suffering Friends found at last a protector in the person of their most illustrious convert, William Penn, who defended his coreligionists in tracts and public disputes, and, through his influence with the last two Stuart kings, was frequently successful in shielding them from the violence of the mob and the severity of the magistrates. Penn further secured for them a safe refuge in his great colony of Pennsylvania, the proprietorship of which he acquired from Charles II in liquidation of a loan advanced to the Crown by his father. With the accession to the throne of James II the persecution of the Friends practically ceased; and by successive Acts of Parliament and Proclamations the Friends' disabilities were removed; their scruples about paying tithes and supporting the army were respected; and their affirmation was accepted as equivalent to an oath.

Meanwhile, Fox, in the intervals between his frequent imprisonments, had laboured to impart the semblance of an organization to the society: whilst the excesses of some of his followers compelled him to enact a code of discipline. His efforts in both these directions encountered strong opposition from many who had been taught to regard the inward light as the all-sufficient guide. However, the majority, sacrificing consistency, acquiesced; and before the death of Fox, 13 Jan., 1691, Quakerism was established on the principles which it has since substantially preserved.

Although the Friends repudiate creeds as "external" and "human", yet they, at least the early Quakers and their orthodox successors, admit the fundamental dogmas of Christianity as contained in the Apostles' Creed. Rejecting as non-Scriptural the term Trinity, they confess the Godhead of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost; the doctrine of the Redemption and salvation through Christ; and the sanctification of souls through the Holy Spirit. Their spiritual apologists, as Robert Barclay, and William Penn, have not been able to explain satisfactorily in what respect the "inward light" differs from the light of the individual reason; neither have they reconciled the doctrine of the supreme authority of the "inner voice" with the "external" claims of Scripture and the historic creeds. These doctrinal weaknesses were fruitful germes of dimensions in later times.

Though one of the earliest of Fox's "testimonies" was in reprobation of "steeple-houses", that is, the stately edifices with which Catholic piety had covered the soil of England, nevertheless, as his adherents grew in numbers, he was forced to gather them into congregations for purposes of worship and business. These "particular meetings" assembled on the first day of the week. They worshipped without any form of liturgy and in silence until some man, woman, or child was moved by the Spirit to "give testimony", the value of which was gauged by the common sense of the congregation. The term of membership, that is, the form of church government came into being, which has been described as follows:

"The whole community of Friends is modelled somewhat on the Presbyterian system. Three gradations of meetings or synods—monthly, quarterly, and
yearly—administer the affairs of the Society, including in their supervision matters both of spiritual discipline and secular policy. The monthly meetings, composed of all the congregations within a definite circuit, judge of the fitness of new candidates for membership, supply certificates to such as move to other districts, choose fit persons to be elders, to watch over the ministry, attempt the reformation or pronounce the expulsion of all such as walk disorderly, and generally seek to stimulate the members to religious duty. They also make provision for the poor of the Society, and secure the education of their children. Overseers are also appointed to assist in the promotion of these objects. At monthly meetings, and such decisions are sanctioned previous to their solemnization at a meeting for worship. Several monthly meetings compose a quarterly meeting, to which they forward general reports of their condition, and at which appeals are heard from their decisions. The yearly meeting holds the same relative position to the quarterly meetings that the latter do to the monthly meetings, and has the general superintendence of the Society in a particular country." (See Rowntree, Quakerism, Past and Present, p. 60.) All the yearly meetings are supreme and independent, the only bond of union between them being the circular letters which pass between them. The annual letters of the London Yearly Meeting is particularly prized. With the passing away of its founders and the cessation of persecution, Quakerism lost its missionary spirit and hardened into a narrow and exclusive sect. Instead of attracting new converts, it developed a mania for enforcing "discipline," and "disowned" that is, expelled, multitudes of its members for trifling matters in which the ordinary conscience could discern no moral offence. In consequence, they dwindled away from year to year, being gradually absorbed by other more vigorous sects, and many drifting into Unitarianism.

In the United States, where, in the beginning of the last century, they had eight prosperous yearly meetings, their progress was arrested by two schisms, known as the Separation of 1828 and the Wilburite Controversy. The disturbance of 1828 was occasioned by the preaching of Elias Hicks (1748-1839), an eloquent and extremely popular speaker, who, in his later years, put forth unsound views concerning the Person and work of Christ. He was denounced as a Unitarian; and, although the charge seemed well founded, many adhered to him, not so much from partaking his theological heresies, as to protest against the power and influence as claimed by the preachers and overseers. After several years of wrangling, the Friends were split into two parties, the Orthodox and the Hicksite, each disowning the other, and claiming to be the original society. Ten years later the Orthodox body was again divided by the opposition of John Wilbur to the epistolary methods of an English missionary, Joseph John Gurney. As the main body of the Orthodox held with Gurney, the Wilburite faction set up a schismatic yearly meeting. These schisms endure to the present day. There is also a microcosmical sect known as "Primitive" Friends, mainly offshoots from the Wilburites who claim to have eliminated all the later additions to the faith and practice of the early founders of the society.

In the fields of education, charity, and philanthropy the Friends have occupied a place far out of proportion to their numbers. There exist in the United States many important colleges of their foundation. They are exemplary in the aid that they give to those who are weak and infirm. Long before the other denominations, they denounced slavery and would not permit any of their members to own slaves. They did not, however, advocate the abolition of slavery by violent measures. They have also been eminently solicitous for the welfare and fair treatment of the Indians.

According to Dr. H. K. Carroll, the acknowledged authority on the subject of religious statistics (The Christian Advocate, Jan., 1907), the standing of the various branches of Friends in the United States is as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ministers</th>
<th>Churches</th>
<th>Communicants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orthodox</td>
<td>1302</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>94,507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hicksite</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>19,545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilburite</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>4,488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primitive</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


JAMES F. LOUGHLIN.

Friends of God (Ger. GOTTESFREUNDE), an association of pious persons, both ecclesiastical and lay, having for its object the cultivation of holiness; its name is derived from the Hebraic "El Gadelus" (Deut. xxvii, 11). The word is derived from the Hebrew word meaning "to be exalted." The modern name for the association is "Freunde," and its object is the promotion of the mystic life and the study of the life of holy men. It is an organization of individuals who are united in their efforts to counteract the many evil influences of the time, by applying themselves zealously to the practices of the interior life, and working diligently for the conversion of sinners. From this group of ascetics, whose sole bond of union was their common desire for holiness, the great school of German mystics took its rise, and the mysticism of the coming saints, and at giving edification at Catholic devotion, not heterodox enthusiasm; at affective contemplation, not arid speculation. Their great leaders were two Dominicans, the eloquent preacher John Tauler (c. 1300-1361), and the contemplative writer Blessed Henry Suso (c. 1300-1365); to these must be added Henry of Nördlingen, Conrad of Kaiserheim, and the Dominicans John of Tambach (a celebrated theologian), John of Sternengassen, Dietrich of Colmar, and Nicholas of Strasburg. Among those whom they directed in the path of perfection were several communities of nuns, chiefly Dominican (c. in Unterlinden, Engtalh). Of these Dominicanesses, the most renowned for sanctity are the mystical writers Christina and Margaretha Ebner. Among their disciples living in the world, the following may be mentioned: Rulman Merswin, a wealthy merchant of Strasbourg (1382), Henry of Rheinfeld, and the knight of Landenberg. The sermons, treatises, and letters of the "Friends of God" are remarkable for beauty of style, those of Suso constituting the best prose of the fourteenth century, the correspondence of Henry of Nördlingen and Margaretha Ebner being the earliest examples of epistolary literature in the German language, and the sermons of Tauler being masterpieces of eloquence.

As long as the association remained under the guidance of men like Suso and Tauler, masters in the spiritual life, it was preserved from blemish. Suso was the founder of the Children of Mary, and, in an age that witnessed the decadence of scholasticism or scientific theology, both friends based all their mysticism on Catholic doctrine, particularly on the solid system of St. Thomas. As Suso's "Book of the Eternal Wisdom" was composed for spiritual reading, so was his "Book of Truth" written to refute the errors and fanatic excesses of the Boghards and the Brethren
of the Free Spirit. On his part, Tauler opposed the false mysticism of the Fraticelli and the scholasticism of the Bavarians. His "Gottesfreunde" soon came to an end. A lay member of the association, Rulman Merswin, through either ignorance or fraud, brought the whole group of German mystics into disrepute. The doctrine of his alleged guide and master in the spiritual life—the mystic, Basian laman of the Oberland (Herrenknecht, Kirschberg, Freiburg, 1894, II, 790 sqq.; Denyse in Zeitsschr. f. deut. Altertum, 1880—1881, 1887; Rulm. Merswin u. die deutschen Klosterrichter, Arm. d. deut. christl. Kirche, 1887; Emile in Musées from Marien-Leach (1881), XXI, 38, 522; Greth, Die deutsche Mystik im Frühgotischen (Freiburg, 1898); Geyser, Die deutsche Mystik vom 10. bis zum 14. Jahrh. v. R. Merswin (Leipzig, 1899); Juni, Les amis de Dieu au XIVe siècle (Paris, 1879); Rulm. Merswin u. die Laien von der Oberland (Paris, 1880); Beyan, Die drei Freunde von God: Records from the lives of John Tauler, Nicholas of Basle, and Henry of Suso (London, 1887); Böhminger, Die deutschen Mystiker, 2nd ed., Zurich, 1877; Tauler, Predigten (Leipzig, 1489, and Cologne, 1543); Schütz, Latin Paraphrase of same (Cologne, 1543); Die inquisition der deutschen und französischen Orden (strasbourg, 1867); Rulm. Merswin, in particular, see Strauss, Geschichte der Weihnachtsfeiern, and Merswin.}

FRINGENTO. See Avellino, Diocese of.

Fringolet, Abbey of.—The monastery of St. Michael was founded, about 960, at Frigolet, by Conrad the Pious, Count of Flanders. It was originally to lie between Tarascon and Avignon, France. Successively occupied by the Benedictines of Montmajour, the Augustinians, the Hieronymites, and finally by the Reformed Augustinians, it was, together with all the monasteries in France, suppressed and sold by the French Republic. From that time it changed hands frequently, and was acquired, at length, by Rev. Edmund Boulbon, who purchased it from Rev. T. DeLestrac. Edmund Boulbon, b. 14 January, 1817, entered the Abbey of Our Lady of La Trappe at Briquebec, in 1850. Of a robust faith, and burning with zeal for souls, he wished to lead a monastic life. Acting on the advice of his superiors, he left the Trappists and undertook the restoration, in France, of the Order of St. Norbert, the constitution of which seemed to be better adapted to his active disposition. On 6 June, feast of St. Norbert, he received the white habit from the hands of Mgr de Passigny, Bishop of Soissons. On 9 November, 1850, in the presence of the President of the local project in an audience which he granted to Father Edmund, 4 December, 1866. With the consent of Mgr de Chalandon, Archbishop of Aix, Father Edmund took possession of Frigolet, and, having admitted several novices, he commenced the community life there. In honour of Our Lady Conceived without Sin he erected a magnificent church, which was solemnly consecrated on 6 Oct., 1866. The Benedictine monastery was canonically erected as a priory on 28 August, 1868; and as an abbey in Sept., 1889, the Right Rev. Edmund Boulbon being its first abbot. On 8 Nov., 1880, the abbey of Frigolet was seised and the religious expelled. Eventually, however, they were permitted to return. At that time the abbey of Frigolet was a small priory of the Greek order of the second expansion, for he died 2 March, 1883.

His successor, Paulinus Boniface, named abbot on 10 June, 1883, undid by his bad administration the good work so nobly begun by Abbot Boulbon; but after a canonical visitation by Mgr Gouthe-Sould, the new bishop of Aix, he was deposed, and the direction of the abbey entrusted to the care of a prior of Madelaine, then prior of the Abbey of Montfaucon, Calvados, France, the distinguished author of "L'histoire de S. Norbert" and other books. Meanwhile the French Republic had framed new laws against all religious institutions, and in 4 April, 1903, the religious, expelled from their abbey, took refuge in Belgium. There, having bought what was left of the former Norbertine Abbey of Leffe near Dinant, they restored it; and continued in the conventual life, in the hope that some day the fathers might be permitted to return to France. The Abbey of Frigolet had founded the priories of Cornques and Etiole in France, and of Storrington and Bedworth in England. It has also sent missionaries to Madagascar.

REGINALD WALSH.

FRINGES (in Scripture).—This word is used to denote a special kind of trimming, consisting of loose threads of wool, silk, etc., or of the material, along the edge of a piece of cloth. The English Bible uses it to designate a particular appendage of the Jewish costume. In the Mosaic legislation, which is embodied in the Pentateuch, mention is made of a peculiar ordinance. The Lord also said to Moses: "Give the children of Israel these charges, that after their habit they make to themselves fringes in the corners of their garments, putting in them ribbons of blue: that when they shall see them, they may remember all the commandments of the Lord" (Num., xvi, 30-39).

"Thou shalt make strings [A. V., and R. V. : fringes] in the hem at the four corners of thy cloak" (Deut., xxii, 12). The description contained in these two passages is anything but clear, at least in the English Bibles; but it may be supplemented by a close reading of the original text, a knowledge of Eastern customs, and the details to be found in the rabbinical literature.

The word "fringes" is here an inaccurate rendering of the Hebrew; "strings" is slightly more exact. The Hebrew word gadolin means literally "twisted cords"; pikketh would be best translated by "tassel". It is indeed an ornament of this description, fastened to the four corners of the upper garment, which is the object of the above regulation. This upper garment of the Hebrews was a large square piece of cloth, resembling the 'abab of the modern bedouin, and worn like the pallium or lathanon of the Greeks, the four corners sometimes hanging in front (παλίλαθος), and sometimes one of the corners cast over the left shoulder (παλίλαθος). It was very
likely the tassel of the corner thus thrown over Our Lord's shoulder that the woman with the issue of blood touched ("behind him"), in the circumstance recorded in Matt., ix. 20, and Luke, viii. 44. We should perhaps go back to a very ancient custom, the significance of which was last sighted to, to account for the wearing of these ornaments. At any rate, a new meaning was attached to them by the lawyer of Israel.

Of these "fringes", or tassels, nothing more is said in the O. T., than that they should contain "ribbons of blue," more exactly, a "thread of blue," or thread of "purple". But the rabbinical literature contains most minute prescriptions with regard to these ornaments. Owing to the difficulty of procuring the purple dye, the custom prevailed of using only white threads of wool. They should be four in number, one being considerably longer than the others, spun expressly for the purpose, passed through an eyelet at the corner of the cloak, twisted a certain number of times, and tied by five knots. According to Deut., the p’shith were intended to remind the people of the commandments of the Law. We may easily understand, therefore, why they were also called "enlarged fringes" (Matt., xxiii. 5). This connection led people to attach to the p’shith and its various parts mystic significations, and to the statement that the wearing of it is the most important precept of the Law; nay more, is of equal merit with the observance of the whole Law.

The practice of wearing the p’shith is still scrupulously followed by the Jews. The tassels are a part of the large t’lichoth, or prayer-shawl, used universally during religious services: this garment is worn in such a way that the p’shith are visible in front. Pious Jews, moreover, devise, since the Dispersion, an article of clothing, the small square p’tlichoth, that would enable them to observe the Law at all times. This t’lichoth is similar in shape to a large scapular, with the tassels fastened to the four corners, and is worn as an undergarment.

Men only are to wear the t’lichoth and the p’shith.

*talmud* of Jerusalem, Tract. P’shith (Venice, 1522–1523; French transl. by Schwab, Paris, 1871–1890); MAIMONIDES, Yad Ha-hanukkah (1st ed. without place or date; 2d ed., Constantinople, 1509); BUKOVR, Lexicon Talmudicum, s. v. P’shith (Basle, 1639; Leipzig, 1869–1875); IDEM, Synagoga Judaica, 160–197 (Basle, 1860); HILLER, Dissertatio de sanctis introitus Ecclesiae, in Thesaurus Antiquitatis Sacrorum, XXI (Venice, 1744–1760).

CHARLES L. SOUVAY.

FRIELANS, CONVERSION OF THE. — See WILLIBRORD, SAINT.

Froissart, Jean, French historian and poet, b. at Valenciennes, about 1337. d. at Chimay early in the fifteenth century. The exact dates of his birth and death are unknown, as well as the family from which he sprang. In 1361, after receiving ecclesiastical tonsure, he went to England to present to Queen Philippa of Hainault an account in verse of the battle of Poitiers. This marked the beginning of the wandering life which led him through the whole of Europe and made him the guest of the chief personages of the end of the fourteenth century. His travels lasted till 1367. Queen Philippa received him well and inspired him with the idea of writing his chronicles. He travelled through England and visited Scotland where he met David Bruce. In 1367 he accompanied the Black Prince to Bordeaux, returned to London, and in 1368 accompanied the Duke of Clarence to Milan where the duke was to wed the daughter of Galeazzo Visconti. From Italy Froissart returned to Valenciennes where he learned of the death of Queen Philippa in 1369. He was then successively under the protection of Duke Wenceslaus of Brabant (1369–1381), and of Guy de Duras and Jeanne de Beaumont, who bestowed on him the parish of Leusines-au-Mont and a canonicate at Chimay (1384). Froissart accompanied Count Guy into Flanders and to Blois. Then, to secure information concerning the Spanish wars, he visited the court of Gaston Fébus, Comte de Foix, and quitted it in 1389 in the company of Jeanne de Bouligne, the affianced bride of the Duke of Berry. In 1390 and 1391 he wrote his history at Valenciennes. He was at Paris in 1392, whence he went again to London, where he offered his poems to Richard II. Having quarrelled with Guy de Blois he found a new protector in Philip the Bold, Duke of Burgundy. In the latter years, which were possibly passed at Chimay. Froissart composed many poems of love and adventure, such as "l’Epinetre Amoureuse", in which
he relates the story of his own life, and "Méliador". a poem in imitation of the Round Table cycle, etc. His chief work is the "Chroniques de France, d'Angleterre, d'Écosse, de Bretagne, de Gascogne, de Flandre et Liege", an account of European wars from 1328 till 1400. In the numerous manuscripts of the "Chronicles" three recensions of the first book are recognisable. The first, written between 1369 and 1379 brings the narrative to 1378 (the beginning is borrowed from the "Chronicle" of Jean le Bel, a canon of Nantes). One of this recension is favourable to the English. The second recension, represented by the Amiens and Valenciennes MSS., was written under the inspiration of Guy de Blois and is favourable to the French. The third recension (Vatican MS.), written after 1400, is frankly hostile to England, but the MS. stops with the year 1340. The second, third, and fourth books of the "Chronicles" were written between 1387 and 1400. The "Chronicles" contain many errors and are very partial, but despite these faults no work conveys so lively an impression of the men and things of the fourteenth century as this history of Froissart. His graceful and naive style and the picturesque turn which he gives to his recollections make him the king of chroniclers. The "Chronicles" were much copied; one of the most beautiful manuscripts of Froissart is at Breslau, copied in 1469 by Aubert de Hesdin, and admirably illustrated with miniatures (S. Reinach, Gazette des Beaux Arts, May, 1905). Among the modern editions are those of: Buchon, "Panthéon littéraire", 3 vols. (Paris, 1835 and 1846), defective in the first book; Keménove, 50 vols. (Brussels, 1867-1877), gives the various recensions of each chapter; Siméon Luce began to publish in 1869 the edition of the Société de l'Histoire de France, 8 vols. (Paris, 1869-1888); G. Raymond, commissioned to continue this undertaking, published volumes IX to XI, which contain part of Book II (Paris, 1897-1898). The poem "Méliador" was edited by A. Longnon for the Société des Anciens Textes Français (Paris, 1895).  

LOUIS BÉHIER.

Fromentin, Étienne, French writer and artist; b. at Le Rochelle, 24 October, 1820; d. at Saint-Maurice, near Le Rochelle, 26 August, 1876. His father, a distinguished physician and art connoisseur, intended him for the bar. After a brilliant course of studies, the young man came to Paris, in November, 1839, to follow the lectures in law. In 1843 he became associated with Maître Demormand, an attorney-at-law. But his literary and artistic inclinations gradually rendered his profession insupportable. Marihat's exhibition of 1844 definitely decided him to devote himself to painting. He became a pupil of Cabat, who was, with Flers, Hue, Corot, and Rousseau, one of the restorers of modern landscape painting. A short journey to Algeria, in 1846, showed him more clearly the line he was to follow. In 1847 and 1852 he again visited that country, to gather material for his work. He exhibited at the Salon in 1847. In 1850 he sent in eleven paintings, and was awarded a second-class medal. The only other notable events in his life were a voyage to Egypt, in the autumn of 1869, in the company of Napoleon III, at the time of the opening of the Suez Canal; and a short stay in Holland, in July, 1875, where he obtained matter for his book, "Les Maîtres d'autrefois". He was made chevalier of the Legion of Honour in 1859, and officer in 1869. He married in 1861. 

In his lifetime, it was as a painter rather than as writer that he became renowned. Orientalism was then in vogue. It suited the romantic writer, the artist, the student of the arts. It satisfied the general curiosity for exotic customs. Great painters like Decamps, Delacroix, and Marilhat, had already made a specialty of it. Moreover, all thought was now turned towards Algeria, a new, mysterious country, only half-conquered, which had just been the scene of a long colonial war. The public were never weary of hearing about it. Since the land has become so well known, this interest has ceased; and it must be admitted that Fromentin's reputation has suffered in consequence. Such is the penalty of a success partly based on the informative and teaching qualities of the painter's art. The actuality has ceased to interest us; and the glory of the artist has disappeared, or necessarily fade. But Fromentin is far from deserving the obscurity into which he is now relegated. His work, as a painter, is that of a charming artist, the work of a landscapist and a painter of customs, who had the secret ambition of becoming an historical painter, and who, wisely enough, selected in the modern world subjects and plan best accommodated to his ambition and his ability. Fromentin's art, either by the nature of his paintings or the dimensions, rarely surpasses the "genre" properly so called; and yet there is something naturally impressive in the beauty of the Arab life and manners, in that nomadic, feudal, warlike existence, the majestic simplicity of the deserts and open country, the immutable tranquillity of the Orient. Finally, one cannot fail to recognize the distinctive mark of Fromentin's art. He is not a faultless painter, but he is one of exquisite delicacy. After 1860, especially, under the influence of Corot, he becomes one of the cleverest modern "harmonistes". His blue slate and coloured Algerian pictures, with their remarkable greyish tints, have not been excelled. As a painter of the Arab horse, in the "Curé" of the Louvre, he has no rival. Sometimes he is eloquent, as in the "Sicmoun", the "Soffi", or the famous "Rue d'El Aghouat". But the works that show his art at its best are those that depict both customs and things, as in the "Petit Gue" (New York), the "Chasse au Faucon" (Chantilly): in these he is a kind of modern Wouverman, more elegant and poetic than the former. And one
may anticipate the day when, Africa in its turn having been subjected to civilization, industry, and uniformity, these pictures will be the sole witness of its ancient customs, and will then assume their historic significance.

As, however, as a writer that Fromentin is rising more and more to fame. His work is very varied. As a result of his travels, he published, under the titles of: "Un été dans le Sahara" (Paris, 1856); and "Une année dans le Sahel" (Paris, 1858), the souvenirs of his two last sojourns in Algeria. In these he inaugurates a new method of description, much less "literary" that that of Gattier's, a method which, in French tradition, marks the transition from Bernardin de Saint-Pierre to Lott. "Dominique" appeared later (Paris, 1862). This autobiography and transparent history of a pure youthful love is, together with "Adolphe" and the "Princesse de Clèves", one of the masterpieces of the French "roman d'analyse". But the work that will transmit Fromentin's name to posterity is his "Mémoires d'autrefois" (Paris, 1870). This book is composed from the notes made during a journey through Belgium and Holland to study the old painters; or rather, the early phases of the work. For the author, in connexion with the paintings he saw, discusses, in passing, the questions of aesthetic moment which he raises. It may be said that this book really originated artistic criticism. As a critic Diderot is purely literary, Hegel metaphysical, Ruskin religious, moral, or apocalyptic, Taine historical, or philosophical; but Fromentin made criticism strictly "artistic", that is to say, he seeks the secret of the significance, value, and beauty of a picture solely in an examination of the work, its style, and its methods of execution. It is through the painting thus understood and examined that he succeeds in determining the personality and the moral characteristics of the artist. Here Fromentin is a great creator and a great writer, who really invents everything: methods, systems, and terminology. Some of his descriptions of paintings are the last word in the art of writing. Certain of his analyses, such as those of Rubens and Rembrandt, are definitive, and fix, forever, both the rules of the style or class, and the portraits of these great men. If to understand is to equal, it is by such pages that this distinguished writer, who has won a place among the first prose-writers of the last century, has really added something to the art of painting—that is to say, by expressing it by writing.

SAINT-BRÉVE, Fromentin in Nouveaux bouquins, VII (Paris); GONSAUX, Eugène Fromentin (Paris, 1881), with letters and important excerpts; Louis de Fromentin, Épitaphies (London, 1877, folio); BLANCHARD, Lettres de Jeunesse de Fromentin (Paris, 1892); BENNETT, Varia Libraria (Paris, 1894, d.); CHLÉLAT, Eugène Fromentin et Dominique in Revue de Paris (1 Aug. 1905).

LOUIS GILLET.

Frontal. See Altar, sub-title Altar-Frontal.

Frontenac, COUNT LOUIS DE BUDE, a governor of New France, b. at Paris, 1822; d. at Quebec, 28 Nov., 1898. His father was captain of the royal castle of St-Germain-en-Laye; his mother née Phelippeaux, was the daughter of the king's secretary of state; Louis XIII was his godfather. By his valour and skill he won the rank of marshall of the king's camps and armies. He served in Holland, France, Italy, and Germany, and also in Canada where Turrenne had served and a contingent against the Turks. A brilliant military reputation, therefore, preceded him to Canada. During his first administration (1672-1882) he built a fort at Tatareacou (now Kingston) to awe the Iroquois and facilitate communications with the West. To explore the course of the Mississippi, preoccupied by a sent of the Jesuits, he sent the Cavaliere de la Salle, who named the country watered by that river Louisianas, in honour of Louis XIV. Although intelligent and magnanimous, brave and unfinchning in peril, he was proud, imperious, and ready to sacrifice all to personal animosity. He quarreled with most of the officials of the colony over petty questions: with his counsellors, with the intendant (Duchenneau), with the Governor of Montreal (Perrot), and with Mgr de Laval, whose prohibition of the liquor traffic with the Indians he judged harmful to commercial interests. The king, after vainly trying to curb his haughtiness, recalled him in 1682.

In 1689, when the uprising of the Iroquois and the Lachine massacre, in retaliation of Governor Denonville's treacherous dealing, threatened to destroy the existence of the colony, Frontenac was sent to the rescue and was hailed as a deliverer. He had to fight the allied Iroquois and English; but his bravery and ability were equal to the task. After d'Iberville's brilliant exploits in Hudson Bay, Frontenac divided his forces into three corps, which captured Corlar (Scheneeclad), Salmon Falls (N. H.) and Casco (Me.). When, to avenge these disasters, Boston sent a fleet against Quebec (1690), Frontenac's response to the summons of Phipps's envoy was: "Go tell your master that we shall answer him by the mouths of our guns"—a threat which was made good by the enemy's defeat. In 1696 Frontenac wisely disregarded the instructions of France to evacuate the upper country, which would have ruined the colony, and merely observed a defensive attitude. He dealt the Iroquois power a severe blow, burned the villages of the Ommontagues and Onanautous, and devastated their country. By his orders d'Iberville razed Fort Penquid in Acadia, captured St John's, Newfoundland, and nearly the entire island, and took possession of all Hudson Bay Territory. Frontenac died sincerely regretted by the whole colony which he had saved from ruin. His character was a mixture of good and bad qualities. The latter were less evident during his second administration and his talents rendered eminent services. He found Canada weakened and attacked on all sides; he left it in peace, enlarged, and respected. He has been justly called "savior of the country". In spite of his Jansenist education and prejudices against the bishop, the Jesuits, and even the Suplicians, he possessed a rich fund of faith and piety. He was a faithful friend of the Recollets, and was buried in their church.

HOPKINS, Canada, An Encyclopaedia of the Country (Toronto, 1898); GARNER, History du Canada (Montreal, 1889); FERLAND, Cours d'histoire du Canada (Quebec, 1882); ROCHE-MONTEIX, Les Jeunesse et la Nouvelle-France (Paris, 1890); CHARTIER, Jean Talon et la Nouvelle-France (Quebec, 1904); CHARTIER, Histoire du Canada (Quebec, 1876).

LIONEL LINDSEY.

Frowin, Blessed, Benedictine abbot. d. 11 March, 1178. Of the early life of Frowin nothing is known, but it is certain that he is the Master of the community by the historians of the two great Benedictine abbies of Einsiedeln in Switzerland and St. Blasius in Baden. The first authentic fact in his career is his election as...
bbot, about the year 1142, to succeed St. Adelhelm in the newly established monastery of Engelberg (q.v.) in the Canton of Unterwalden, Switzerland. As bbot Frowin was conspicuous for sanctity, learning, and sound administrative ability. Through his efforts the abbey was greatly increased, while its renown as a centre of learning, art, and piety spread far and wide. Himself a man of great intellectual endowments, thoroughly versed in all the science, sacred and profane, of his time, he established a famous school in his monastery where he taught philosophy and theology. The idealist, the Platonist, and the Aristotelian schools were alike taught. The library which he collected possessed, for those days, vast numbers of manuscripts. According to a list of the manuscripts, about 2700, which he had left us, it contained Homer, Cicero, Plato, Ovid and other authors of antiquity. This collection, which became the nucleus of the famous library of the abbey, was destroyed by fire. Blessed Frowin not only copied books for his library, but composed several. Two of these, a commentary on the Lord's Prayer, and a treatise in seven books, "De Laudo Liberi Arbitrii" ("In Praise of Free Will"), but in reality a discussion of the chief theological questions of his day, directed against the errors of Abelard) are still extant. He has been canonized as a saint and is venerated in the Church. The name "Blessed" is granted to the clerics (see Acta SS., March, X, 683). Pétin ("Dictionnaire Hagiographique", III) gives 7 March as his feast day, and credits him with many miracles.

P. L. CXXIX, 1861; GOTTWALD in Kirchenlex., s. v.; KURTEN, Nomenclator.

JOHN F. X. MURPHY.

Fructuosus of Braga, Saint, Archbishop, d. 464. He was the son of a Gothic general, and was a hermit in Galicia. Numerous relics gathered around him, and thus originated the monastery of Complutum, over which he himself at first presided; later, he appointed an abbot. At the time he founded nine other monasteries, also one of 80 Virgins under the saintly abbess Benedicta. In 64, Fructuosus was called to the Bishopric of Dumbroidum, and on 1 December, 665, to the Archdiocese of Braga. The life of this greatest of Spanish monastic sickles was not without its adventures and accounts of his pupils. In 1102, his relics were transferred to Compostela. The feast day is 16 April. Fructuosus is depicted with a stag, which was his emblem. He is invoked, because he had been saved by Fructuosus from the hunters. There are still extant two monastic rules written by Fructuosus. The first (25 chapters) is for the monastery of Complutum; it has an appendix (called pactum), containing the form of consignment of the vows. The second, called the "common" rule, which consists of 20 chapters and refers to a union of monasteries, governed by an abbot-bishop, is addressed chiefly to superiors of monasteries.


GABRIEL MEIER.

Fructuosus of Tarragona, Saint, Bishop and martyr; d. 21 Jan., 259. During the night of 16 Jan., he gathered with deacons Augurius and Eulogius, two deacons, and bishop and martyr, in a house, not as many as 10. He confessed that he was a Christian and a bishop, whereupon all three were sentenced to be rnt alive. They underwent the ordeal courageously, and, praying and with outstretched hands, gave up the ghost. In this position they are also depicted. St. Augustine mentions them in one of his sermons (cxxxiii), and the Spanish poet Prudentius has celebrated them in a hymn (Parastosophon, hymn 6).


GABRIEL MEIER.

Frumentius, Saint. See EDESUS AND FRUMENTIUS.

Fuchs, Johann Nepomuk von, chemist and mineralogist; b. at Mattenzell, near BREMEN, Lower Bavaria, 15 May, 1774; d. at Munich, 5 March, 1856. He was born in a family of patrician origin. For the year 1801 devoted himself to chemistry and mineralogy. Following the custom of his country, he pursued his studies at various universities: Heidelberg, Berlin, Freiburg, and Paris. In 1805 he taught chemistry and mineralogy at the University of Landshut, and at Munich in 1826. In 1823 he was nominated a member of the Academy of Sciences, and in 1834 conservator of the Museum of Minology of Munich; two years before his death, the honour of nobility was conferred upon him by the King of Bavaria. He received many other honours. His memoirs, which are numerous, and play an important part in the development of the sciences of mineralogy and chemistry, are given in the collections of the Munich Academy, in Kastner's "Archives", Poggendorf's "Annalen", Dingler's "Journal", and other publications.

He wrote several books, among others one "On the Present Influence of Chemistry and Mineralogy" (Munich, 1824); one on the "Theories of the Earth" (Munich, 1824); "Natural History of the Mineral Kingdom" (Kempen, 1842); and a work on the preparation, properties, and uses of soluble glass (Munich, 1857). His name is to this day associated with soluble glass, an alkaline silicate used in a special kind of fresco painting, called stercoroscopy, so much so that sometimes it is called Fuchs' soluble glass. To-day soluble glass is also used in the application of bandages in surgery. His discovery of water glass was published in 1823. He pursued his researches in other departments of technical knowledge, his work on cement being particularly valuable. He retired from active life in 1852.

His collected works, produced by the committee of the central administration of the polytechnic union in the Kingdom of Bavaria, were edited, with his necrology, by Kaiser (Munich, 1856). His work included investigations on the nature of gold and the composition of chemical group by another in minerals: the discovery of the amorphous state of several bodies; the artificial production of ultramarine and improvements in the dyeing industry, in the manufacture of beet-root sugar, and in brewing. A variety of muscovite, containing nearly four per cent of chromium (chromous mica), is named "Fuchsite" after him. Fuchs, who owed his early education to Fruenzell and the suppressed Jesuits at Ratisbon, was throughout his life a practical and earnest Catholic.

KESSLER, Das Christentum u. die Verbreitung der neueren Naturwissenschaft, 244-244; RUDABERG, Memorial oration on Johann Nepomuk von Fuchs, read in the public meeting of the Royal Academy of Sciences, 29 March, 1856 (Munich, 1856); Catalogue of Scientific Papers of the Royal Society (London, 1866).

T. O'CONOR SLOANE.

Führich, Joseph, b. 1800; d. 1876, was a Catholic in his art as in his life. He was fond of avowing his principles on art with great emphasis; he declares that religion, art, and nature are harmoniously combined in his mind, that he does not admit that ecclesiastical art is the end, but that its end is to be serviceable in God's decoration, but a means of instruction, in order to manifest to the heart as far as possible by means of the senses the life of faith. As a painter his works, like Overbeck's, were inspired
by piety, while in his conceptions and their expression he resembles Cornelius. As the son of a poor painter in the Bohemian town of Kratzau, he learned the elements of his trade; hands, after his workshop and became a painter. Two of them were actually bought, and several art patrons procured for him the funds necessary to attend the academy. The reading of Romantic poets soon made a Romanticist of him. Cornelius's illustrations of "Faust" and Overbeck's sketch of Tasso confirmed this tendency. On his journeys to Dresden and Vienna he became fond of Dürer's creations. He illustrated the Lord's Prayer in nine etchings and Tieck's "Genoveva" in fifteen. To the recommendation of some Romanticists he was indebted for the means for a journey to Rome, which he began towards the end of 1826. In Italy he studied the works of different periods of art, above all acquired the historical style, studied the representation of the great Christian mysteries, and modified his method by the study of the works of Raphael and Michelangelo. Of course he did not fail to become acquainted with Fra Angelico, a spirit who, to his own opinion, he emulated, joined the Nazarene School, learned monumental technique, and completed the Tasso cycle in the Villa Massimi by adding three frescoes: "Armida and Rinaldo", "Armida in the Enchanted Forest", and "The Crusaders at the Holy Sepulchre." The year 1829 saw him again in Prague, but in 1834 he went to Vienna, where he lived till his death.

It is noteworthy that two of his early pictures, painted shortly after his return, viz. "Jacob and Rachel" and "Mary's Journey over the Mountains", sold for five times the original price, even during his lifetime. In 1841 he became professor in the academy of Vienna and was raised to the order of knighthood in 1854, and was henceforth commonly called Ritter von Führich. Executed with the same care as the paintings just mentioned, are "Booz and Ruth", "St. Gudula", "Christ in Limbo", "Christ on His Way to the Garden". He painted religious pictures almost exclusively. New Testament subjects we may multiply. "God writes the Commandments upon the Tables of Stone", "Joseph and the Destruction of Jericho", "The Borrowing Jews", of New Testament pictures: "Joseph's Dream", "Joseph and Mary on their Way to Jerusalem", "The Birth of Christ", "The Storm on the Sea", "The Miraculous Draught of Fishes", etc. These pictures prove the grandeur and loftiness of religious themes and testify to the moral and mystical conception of the artist. Purity in form and energy in expression, a simple beauty in movement and dress, without pretension and affectation, are his unimpeachable excellences. The artist's desire to apply the monumental fresco-technic in his native country was fulfilled twice. In 1844-46 he painted the Stations of the Cross in the church of St. John Nepomucene in Vienna. The work was appreciated on all sides, and copies of it have reached America and the most distant missions.

In 1854-61 he painted, together with others, the church of Altlerchenfeld in Vienna. The artist himself has explained to us the plan of this Christian epoch. Christ's activity as the Saviour before, during, and after his earthly life, is presented here to the eye of the faithful as in a great picture Bible; in the vestibule, what conceives the creation of man; on the walls of the entrance and in the aisles, the prototypes of the Old Testament; in the nave, scenes from the New Testament; the pictures in the transept represent the proximate preparation for the redemption; over the main altar, the Crucifixion, and in the choir, Christ's life in His Church. The plan, as well as the composition, is magnificent; in the execution he was aided by less prominent hands, as is the case in most of the works of the Nazarenes. But Führich acquired his greatest fame as a draughtsman. Though we may miss at times individuality, characters drawn from life, and dramatic movement, a fact which will not astonish us, considering the ideal character of his subjects, still he meets the essential requirements of his theme, as such are set by his piety and piety, by his noble lines and thoughtful invention. His cyclical pictures have become the joy of the Christian people. The master here achieves his ideal of the artist's work. The artist must be a man of meditation and a man of enthusiasm, who can translate the element of instruction from the purely intellectual sphere into that of the imagination, turn mere inspection into contemplation. The Christmas cycle or "The Way to Bethlehem" in its twelve numbers contains the most beautiful pictorial idylls. Full of charm and touching is the symbolical figure of the human soul, whose attention is first called by the personification of Christian art to the mystery of the Incarnation and which then follows the events with the light of meditation and the inspiration of art. The fifteen pictures of the Easter cycle, "He Is Risen", surprise us by the fertility of ideas, by the astonishing freedom and lightness of the figures he employs. His earnestness and deep truth. Equally inimitable works of art are the eleven drawings and etchings entitled "Christ's Triumph." In "Thomas a Kempis" (to the text of Guido Góre), Führich found an opportunity to throw the principal tene of our religion into poetical form, and at the same time to reveal the breadth of his Christian heart.

To these works must be added "The Life of Mary", "The Legend of St. Wendelin", "The Peater", "Poor Henry", and "Memorials for Our Time". Most of these drawings were made for woodcuts, "The Prodigal Son" and "Ruth" for copperplate engravings. Führich's Catholic principles of aesthetics are laid down in his beautiful booklet "Von der Kunst", also in "Kunst und ihre Formen". Moreover, we have from his pen "Briefe aus Italien" and an autobiography; a new edition of the latter, prepared by friends and enriched with additions, appeared in 1875 in Vienna.

Lukas Führich, the son of the artist, in the Histor.-polit. Blätter, vol. XIII, 825 seqq., wrote an account of the master's chief works in Vienna and of his life. See also: Idee, a biography in Graphische Künstler, VIII (Vienna, 1895), I-3; VALENTEI IN DOMINE, Kunst und Künstler (Leipzig, 1885); BRUNNER in Frankfurter Bräutmönch (1887).

G. GIEHMANN.

Fulbert of Chartres, bishop, b. between 952 and 962; d. 10 April, 1028 or 1029. Mabillon and others think that he was born in Italy, probably at Rome; but Pfister, his latest biographer, designates as his birthplace the Diocese of Laudun in the present department of Gard in France. He was of humble parentage and received his education at the school of Reims, where he had as teacher the famous Gerbert who in 999 ascended the papal throne as Sylvester II. In 990 Fulbert opened a school at Chartres which soon became the most famous seat of learning in France and drew scholars not only from the remotest parts of France, but also from Italy, Germany, and England. Three years later, 997, Fulbert was also chancellor of the church of Chartres and treasurer of St. Hilary's at Poitiers. So highly was he esteemed as a scholar that his pupils were wont to style him "venerable Socrates". He was a strong opponent of the rationalistic tendencies which had infected some dialecticians of his times, and often warned his pupils against such as extol their dialectics above the teachings of the Church and the testimony of the Bible. Still it was one of Fulbert's pupils, Berengarius of Tours, who went farthest in subverting...
In 1007 Fulbert succeeded the deceased Rudesl as Bishop of Chartres and was consecrated at Meaux, Archbishop of Paris, before September 7. He owed the episcopal dignity chiefly to the influence of King Robert of France, who had been his ablest student at Reims. As bishop he continued to teach in his school and also retained the treasurership of St. Hilary. When, about 1020, the cathedral of Chartres burned down, Fulbert at once began to rebuild it in greater splendour. In this undertaking he was financially assisted by King Canute of England, Duke William of Aquitaine, and other European sovereigns. Though Fulbert was neither abbot nor monk, as has been wrongly asserted by some historians, still he stood in friendly relation with Odilo of Cluny, Bishop of St. Vannes, Abbe of Vannes, and other monastic celebrities of his times. He advocated a reform of the clergy, severely rebuked those bishops who spent much of their time in warlike expeditions, and inveighed against the practice of granting ecclesiastical benefices to laymen.

Fulbert’s works include 140 epistles, treatises, 27 hymns, and parts of the ecclesiastical fisc. His epistles are of great historical value, especially on account of the light they throw on the liturgical discipline of the Church in the eleventh century. They are two treatises in the form of homilies. The first has as its subject: “Missa Hierodez rex manus et lignis condiconge sacrum” (Acta, xii. 1); the second is entitled “Tractatus contra Judaeos” and owes the prophecy of Jacob, “Non aeternum epterum de Judá” (Gen., xlix, 10), had been fulfilled in Christ. Five of his nine extant sermons are addressed to the Blessed Virgin Mary, towards whom he had a deep devotion. The life of St. Aubert, Bishop of Avranches (d. 667), which is sometimes ascribed to Fulbert, was probably not written by him. Fulbert’s writings were first edited by Papire le Masson (Paris, 1853). His complete works were edited by Charles de Tillyers (Paris, 1893), then inserted in “Bibl. magna camarum” (Cologne, 1618), XI, in “Bibl. maxima Patr.” (Yona, 1677), XVIII, and with additions, in Migne, L., CXLII, 189-368.

Fulcran, Saint, Bishop of Lodève; d. 13 February, 868. According to the biography which Bernard Gui, Bishop of Lodève (d. 1209), wrote of the saint, Fulcran came of a distinguished family, consecrated himself at an early age to the service of the Church, became a priest, and from his youth led a pure and holy life. When in 949 Theobich, Bishop of Lodève, died, Fulcran, notwithstanding his unwillingness, was chosen as his successor and consecrated by the Archbishop of Narbonne on February of the same year. He was uniriting in his charity to conserve the moral life within his diocese, especially among the clergy and the religious orders; rebuilt many churches and convents, among them the cathedral dedicated to St. Genesius, and the church of the Holy Redeemer with the Benedictine monastery attached to it. The poor and the sick were the objects of special care; for their support he founded hospitals and endowed others already existing. The foundation of his diocese is worth of mention. A sop of Gaul had fallen away from the faith and accepted Jewish teachings. When the news reached Fulcran, he exclaimed in an excess of zeal: “His bishop should be burned!” Shortly afterwards a renegade prelate was actually seized by his incensed judge and delivered up to death by fire. Fulcran was filled with remorse that by his utterance he had been the cause of the apostate’s death, and, after doing severe penance, he made a pilgrimage to Rome, there to receive absolution for his supposed guilt. After his death he was buried in the cathedral of Lodève and honoured as a saint. His body, which had been preserved intact, was burned by the Huguenots in 1572, and only a few particles of his remains were saved. He is the second patron of the Diocese of Lodève, and his feast falls on 13 February.

Fulda, Diocese of (Fuldensis).—This diocese of the German Empire takes its name from the ancient Benedictine abbey of Fulda. To systematize the work of evangelizing Germany, St. Boniface organized a hierarchy on the usual ecclesiastical basis; in Bavaria the Dioceses of Salzburg, Freising, Ratzeburg, and Passau; in Franconia and Thuringia, Würzburg, Echstätt, Burghausen near Fritzdorf, and Erfurt. To facilitate missionary work farther north, especially among the Saxons, he sought a suitable spot for the erection of a monastery for the instruction of St. Sturmius, who, after journeying far and wide, found an appropriate place in the great forest of Buchonia, in the district of Grabfeld on the Fulda. Boniface sanctioned this choice of a location, and petitioned Carlemann, to whom the country round about belonged, to grant him the site for a monastery. Carlemann yielded to the saint’s request, and also induced the Frankish nobles who had estates in the vicinity to bestow a part of them on the Church. On 12 March, 744, St. Sturmius took solemn possession of the land, and raised the cross. The wilderness was soon cleared, and the erection of the monastery and church, the latter dedicated to the Most Holy Redeemer, begun under the personal direction of St. Boniface. He appointed St. Sturmius first abbot of the new abbey, which he intended to surpass in greatness all existing monasteries of Germany, and to be a nursery for new bishops. The rule was modelled on that of the Abbey of Monte Cassino, as St. Sturmius himself had gone to Italy (748) for the express purpose of becoming familiar with it. To secure absolute autonomy for the new abbey, Boniface obtained from Pope Zachary a privilege, dated 4 November, 751, placing it immediately under the Holy See, and removing it from all episcopal jurisdiction. The authenticity of this document has frequently been called into question, but on the whole it is considered as well established. (For further details see Tandl in “Mit- teilungen des Instituts für österreichische Geschichtsforschung”, 1899; and B. Sepp, “Die Fulder Privilegienfrage”, Ratibon, 1893). After the death of Pepin, the royal sanction to this exemption from episcopal jurisdiction. Boniface showed his love for Fulda when he charged that his remains should be laid to rest there. Under the prudent administration of St. Sturmius (d. 779), the monastery soon rose to greater splendour; from an early period the tomb of St. Boniface made it a national sanctuary for Christian Germany. Great success crowned the agricultural work of the monks, and small colonies which were established in different places gradually became the centres of villages and civil communities. Soon Fulda was the mother-house of a number of smaller monasteries, which were later administered by the monks of Fulda under the superiorship of the abbot. The gifts of German princes, nobles, and private individuals increased the landed possessions of the abbey so rapidly that they soon extended over distant parts of Germany; there were estates in Thuringia, Saxony, Hesse, Bavaria, Lorraine, Swabia; possessions along the Rhine, in
East Friæa, and even at Rome (the church of Sant' Andrea). Even in artistic and literary lines Fulda rose to great importance. On the site of the first church, which had been artistically decorated by Sturmus, there rose under Abbots Baugulf (779–802), Ratgar (802–17), Eigil (815–29), and Rabanus Maurus (822–42) a magnificent edifice which roused the admiration of contemporaries, and even of posterity, and exerted a lasting influence on architectural and artistic activity in distant places. In addition to architecture, sculpture and painting were zealously cultivated. The monastic school established by Sturmus began to attract the learned of the time of Sturmus and Alcuin, and, under Rabanus Maurus, particularly, was the chief nursery of civilization and learning in Germany, and became celebrated throughout Europe. It was open not only to theological students, but also to young men desiring to embrace secular careers. The curriculum embraced the subjects usually taught during the Middle Ages: the seven liberal arts (grammar, rhetoric, dialectics, arithmetic, geometry, physics, and astronomy), the different branches of theology, and the German language. Among the most renowned pupils of this school were: Rabanus Maurus, Willigis of Liéden, Ludwig of Salmberg, Rudolfus Fuldensis, William, Probus, and Meginhard; among the laity: Einhard, Bernhard, King of Italy, and Ulrich von Hutten. Rabanus also founded a library to familiarize the Germans with religious and classical literature, and the zeal of the monks produced rich treasures of valuable manuscripts. Unfortunately the greater part of this library disappeared during the looting of the abbey by the Hessians in 1631, and has not since been discovered.

Gradually the monastery rose to a commanding position in the German Empire. From 968 the abbots were granted all the benefits of German and Gaul; from the time of Otto I, archchancellor of the empress, whom he crowned jointly with the Elector of Mainz; from the twelfth century he was a prince of the empire; from 1184 had the privilege of sitting at the left of the emperor; and from 1350 the imperial banner was borne before him by a knight. This glory, however, was not wholly without shadows. The monastic discipline was relaxed to such a degree that Abbot Marquard (1150–65) undertook to carry out a reform by introducing the regulations in force at Hirsau (Conventuines Hirsau). The importance of the monastery as a centre of learning also declined. The great wealth of the abbey in landed possessions, tithes, revenues, and regalia drew an increasing number of nobles to the monastery. By the twelfth century the monks of noble birth had monopolized the seats of the chapter, and, in the course of time, practically all the important offices of the abbey itself, as well as the provostships of the dependent houses, were held by members of the German nobility. The difficulty of administering the vast landed possessions caused the abbots to grant certain sections in fief, which eventually resulted in great losses to the abbey; for the feudatories frequently turned their positions to their own personal interests, and sought to convert the fiefs into private property. One of the most notable illustrations of the greed of these monastic stewards is shown by the action of Count Johann von Ziegenhain in the fourteenth century, who, in an insurrection of the burgesses of Fulda against the abbot, took possession of the abbey and its possessions and thus caused a separation of the abbeys and the conventual tables, which was put into effect in 1300 under Abbot Heinrich V von Weilnau (1288–1313) (cf. Rubsam, “Heinrich V. von Weilnau, Fürstabt von Fulda”, Fulda, 1879). Imperial capitulations, of which there are records as early as the time of Heinrich VII von Kranlucken (1533–72), especially those of Johann von Merlau (1526–46) and Rabanus Maurus (1592–95), restricted to a considerable degree the authority of the abbots over the convent, and raised correspondingly the independent status of that institution. In the mother-house the dean eventually replaced the abbots for all practical purposes. For centuries the chapter preserved this independence, which involved the complete extinction of the abbots from the ecclesiastical organization of his monastery.

At a comparatively early date the teachings of the Reformers found access to the chapter of Fulda, with which, in 1513, the Abbey of Hersfeld had been united; and Abbot Johannes III von Henneberg (1521–41) was forced to consent to a decree of reform favouring the spread of the new doctrines. The zealous Abbot Balthasar von Dernbach (1570–1606) proved an earnest restorer of discipline in the chapter, vigorously inaugurating the work of the Counter-Reformation. Banished by the members of the chapter and the city council, he was restored and allowed to remain in possession of the abbey until 1602, great progress having been made meanwhile by the imperial administrators in restoring the Catholic Faith. The foundation of a Jesuit college in 1571 was the signal for the reflorescence of the school, which had sunk to comparative insignificance. In addition to a Jesuit gymnasium, Gregory XIII founded (1584) a papal seminary, which he endowed under the direction of the Jesuits. Both of these institutions have contributed largely to the maintenance and spread of the Catholic Faith in Germany. A similar zeal for reform was displayed by Balthasar’s second successor, Johann Bernhard Schenk von Hessen (1625–75), who was received with the several papal visitors, particularly Pietro Luigi Caraffa (1627), restored to the abbey a certain measure of his proper authority, over against that of the chapter and the professors of noble birth. The decrees of reform issued by Caraffa, against which the provosts rebelled after the municii’s departure, were repeatedly confirmed by the Holy See. The capitulars and provosts of noble birth still retained the privilege of admitting into the chapter only such as could show a certain number of noble ancestors, and this prerogative received papal confirmation in 1641. During the Thirty Years War the chapter was again menaced; in 1631, Landgrave Wilhelm V of Hesse, by virtue of a treaty with Gustavus Adolphus, received the abbey in fief to Sweden, and sought gradually to make Protestantism predominant. After the battle of Nördlingen, however, he no longer had power over Fulda. When the turmoil of the war had ceased, the abbey experienced a period of peace and prosperity. In 1732 the Jesuit and Benedictine schools were united, enlarged, and converted into a university. Benedict XIV raised the abbey to the rank of a bishopric (5 Oct., 1752), with the retention of its monastic organization. The last prince-bishop, Adalbert III von Hasse (1727–56), the collegiate chapter of one dean and fourteen capitulars being now the cathedral chapter.

By the Imperial Delegates’ Enactment (Reichsdirenktionsbeschluss) of 1802 the abbey was secularized, and bestowed on the Prince of Oranien as a sect, or pensioned to whose estates, to 90 sq. miles, with a population of 100,000. Under Napoleon, in 1809, it was ceded to the Grand Duchy of Frankfort: in 1815, to Hassl-Kassel, with which, in 1866, it passed to Prussia. The university was closed under the law of secularisation, and the papal seminary was converted by Pope Pius VII into an episcopal seminary. The last prince-bishop, Adalbert III von Harstall (1788–1802), died in 1814.
In accordance with the Bulls "Provida solerisque" of 1821 and "Ad dominici gregis custodiam" of 1827, the Diocese of Fulda was re-established in 1829, and made suffragan to the ecclesiastical province of the Upper Rhine, the first bishop being Johann Adam Rieger (1829–31). In 1871 the boundaries of the new diocese were so altered as to define the territory now embraced within it. It was seriously affected by the Kulturkampf, the see being vacant from 1873 to 1881, and the seminary closed between 1873 and 1886; some of the religious communities suppressed at that time have not been re-established. The present bishop (1909) is Joseph Damian Schmidt, consecrated in 1907.

**Statistics.** — The Diocese of Fulda embraces the Prussian administrative district of Kassel of the province of Hesse-Nassau, Bockenheim (a section of the civic circle of Frankfort-on-the-Main in the administrative district of Wiesbaden), the Grand Duchy of Saxo-Weimar, and one parish of the Grand Duchy of Hesse; Catholic population in 1900 was 167,306, in 1900 about 200,000. It comprises the exempt civic district of Fulda, with 3 parishes and 14 deaneries; for the care of souls, 150 parishes and curacies; 40 chaplaincies and posts as assistants; 53 administrative and administrative offices. The bishop is the cathedral chapter, which consists of a dean, 4 canons and 4 prebends. The clergy employed in the care of souls in 1900 number 226 secular and 26 regular priests, giving a total of 252 active clergy, including pastors, curates, chaplains, and assistant priests, as well as priests engaged in the work of teaching and administrative offices. The following orders and congregations are represented in the diocese: Franciscans, at Fulda and Salzmitlach, with (1907) 35 fathers, and 40 brothers; Oblates of Mary Immaculate, at Ilsefeld, with 28 fathers, and 29 brothers; Brothers of Mercy, at Fulda, with 6 brothers. Communities of women are: 1 abbey of Benedictine nuns at Fulda, with 35 sisters; 1 monastery of the English Ladies at Fulda, with 36 sisters; Ursulines at Fritzlar, 32 sisters; Sisters of Mercy of St. Vincent de Paul, 44 communities, with 363 sisters; Poor Servants of Christ, at Frankfort-Bockenheim, 18 sisters; Grey Nuns of St. Elizabeth, at Eisenach, 6 sisters; Geminians at Kassel, 27 sisters; School Sisters of Divine Mercy at Kassel, 26 sisters.

The diocesan institutions are: the episcopal seminary at Fulda, with eight professors of theology; the episcopal gymnasia or preparatory seminary at Fulda for Latin schoolboys; the public school for boys at Geiss, Hunfeld, and Orp; the school for orphaned boys at Sanner; a similar institution for girls at Mammesel, near Fulda; the reform school for young women at Horas near Fulda; St. Joseph's House for Orphans and First Communicants at Hunfeld; the Liebke Hospital for tuberculars at Fulda and the asylum for imbeciles at Fulda. The most important church of the diocese is the cathedral at Fulda, in the style of the Renaissance, erected by Prince-Abbot Adalbert von Schleifar (1704–12) on the site of the church built by Abbot Baulgul and his successors. It contains precious altars, a rich treasury, and, as its most important shrine, the tomb of St. Boniface, at which the bishops of Prussia, Baden, and Württemberg gather once a year (cf. Pfaff, "Der Dom zu Fulda", 2nd ed., Fulda, 1855). Mention should also be made of the church of St. Michael at Fulda, dating from Carolingian times; the church on the Petersberg near the cemetery of Fulda, Bishop of Trier in the thirteenth century; and the Protestant church of St. Elizabeth at Marburg, a noble specimen of the thirteenth century Gothic. The most popular place of pilgrimage in the diocese is the tomb of St. Boniface.

**Brouwer.** Fuldensis antiquitates libri IV (Antwerp, 1612); Schramm. Corpus traditionum Fuldensianum (Leipzig, 1721).

**Fuldenth.** Fuldensis Lehn-buch (Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1729); Toem, Vinclinae quarundam archivum Fuldensis diplomata (Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1728); Brokner, Tradiciones et antiquitates Fuldensianae (Kassel, 1850; index, 1862); Arndt, Geschichte des heiligen Fulda (Frankfort, 1850); Fuldas im Karolingerzeitalter (2 vols., 1871, 1873); Römer, Die zweite Schule Fuldaus und das päpstliche Seminar (Fulda, 1877); Toem, Die Kirchen, L., u. K. Hessenland. XII (1888); Hildesheimer, Das östliche Fuldaer Cartular (Leipzig, 1896); Richter, Die ersten Anfänge der Dunkel und Kunsthistorie des Fuldaer Cartularey, etc. (Fulda, 1893); Quellen und Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der Abtei und der Diözese Fulda, i–xii (Fulda, 1902–19); Steep, Der Klause Fulda (Fulda, 1904; new ed., 1909); Festgabe zum Bonifatiusjubiläum, 1905 (Fulda, 1905); a collection of original documents relating to Fulda is in the course of preparation.

**Joseph Lins.**

**Fuldensis Codex.** See MSS. of the Bible.

**Fulgentius, Saint.** Bishop of Ecija (Astigi), in Spain, at the beginning of the seventh century. Like his brothers Leander and Isidore, two holy Archbishops of Seville, of whom the first was older and the second younger than Fulgentius, he consecrated himself to the service of the Church. A sister of the three was St. Florentina (q.v.). Their father Severianus lived at first in Cartagena; he was a Roman, and, according to Isidore (Etym. XIV, 1), the king of Astigii elected him bishop of Ecija, and appointed him his chaplain. Exact data regarding the life of Fulgentius are wanting, as he is mentioned only occasionally in contemporary sources. Leander, in his "Libellus" on the religious life written for his sister Florentina, states that he has sent Fulgentius back to his native town of Cartagena, which he now regrets as he fears that harm may befall him, and he requests Florentina to pray for him. What the danger was to which Fulgentius was exposed we have no means of knowing. Probably through the influence of Leander, who was made Archbishop of Seville in the year 584 and who played an important part in the affairs of the Visigothic kingdom, Fulgentius became Bishop of Astigi (Ecija), in the ecclesiastical province of Seville. As Leander died in 600 and Pegasus is shown to have still been Bishop of Ecija in 590, we may safely assume that Fulgentius was chosen bishop between 590 and 600; at all events, he already occupied the see in 610. Isidore, who succeeded to the Archdiocese of Seville upon the death of his brother Leander, dedicated to Fulgentius, "his lord, the servant of God", his work on the offices of the Church, "De ecclesiasticis officiis". In fact it was at the solicitation of Fulgentius that he wrote this account of the origin and authors of the Church services, i.e., of the Lusoricæ, Iunicæ, Geiss, Hunfeld, and Orb; the school for orphaned boys at Sanner; a similar institution for girls at Mammesel, near Fulda; the reform school for young women at Horas near Fulda; St. Joseph's House for Orphans and First Communicants at Hunfeld; the Liebke Hospital for tuberculars at Fulda and the asylum for imbeciles at Fulda. The most important church of the diocese is the cathedral at Fulda, in the style of the Renaissance, erected by Prince-Abbot Adalbert von Schleifar (1704–12) on the site of the church built by Abbot Baulgul and his successors. It contains precious altars, a rich treasury, and, as its most important shrine, the tomb of St. Boniface, at which the bishops of Prussia, Baden, and Württemberg gather once a year (cf. Pfaff, "Der Dom zu Fulda", 2nd ed., Fulda, 1855). Mention should also be made of the church of St. Michael at Fulda, dating from Carolingian times; the church on the Petersberg near the cemetery of Fulda, Bishop of Trier in the thirteenth century; and the Protestant church of St. Elizabeth at Marburg, a noble specimen of the thirteenth century Gothic. The most popular place of pilgrimage in the diocese is the tomb of St. Boniface.

**Brouwer.** Fuldensis antiquitates libri IV (Antwerp, 1612); Schramma. Corpus traditionum Fuldensianum (Leipzig, 1721).
Fulgentius, Fabius Claudii Gordianus, Saint, b. 468; d. 533; Bishop of Ruspe in the province of Byzacena in Africa. Eminent among the Fathers of the Church for saintly life, eloquence and theological learning. His grandfather, Gordianus, a senator of Carthage, was deposed by his possessors by the invasion of the Vandals and forced to Italy. His two sons returned after his death, and, though their house in Carthage had been made over to Arian priests, they recovered some property in Byzacena. Fulgentius was born at Telepte in that province. His father, Claudius, soon died, and he was brought up by his mother, Mariana. He studied Greek letters before Latin and facilius posset, victorius inter Aistros, locutionem Graecam, servatis aspirationibus, tamquam ibi nutritus exprimere. We learn from these words of his biographer that the Greek aspirates were hard for a Latin to pronounce. We are told that Fulgentius at an early age committed all Homer to memory, and throughout his life his pronunciation of Greek was excellent. He was also well trained in Latin literature. As he grew older, he governed his house wisely in subjection to his mother. He was favoured by the provincial authorities, and made procurator of the fiscus. But a desire of all the world to serve him overcame him: he spent privately in the world for a time, until he was moved by the "Enarrationes" of St. Augustine on Psalm xxxvi to betake himself to a monastery which had been founded by a bishop named Faustinus near his episcopal city, from which like other Catholic bishops he had been exiled by the Vandal king, Hunneric. The frequent appeal of the youth won his admission from Faustinus, to whom he was already well known. His mother clamoured with tears at the door of the monastery to see her son; but he gave no sign of his presence there. He became ill from excessive abstinence, but recovered without renouncing it. His worldly goods he made over to his mother, leaving his younger brother dependent on her.

But Faustinus was obliged to fly from renewed persecution, and by his advice Fulgentius sought a small monastery not far off, whose abbot, Felix, had been his friend in the world. Felix insisted upon resigning his office to Fulgentius, in the assurance that he would not carry on the monastery. The view that the humble ambition of the holy bishop was not the only characteristic of his vocation. Fulgentius then had a vision, and he was told that the king of the Vandals was about to make a journey to Carthage. His appearance at the court was not the only cause of rejoicing to the king, who desired to establish a monastery in his city. When Felix arrived at Syracuse, he was welcomed by the bishop of that city, Eulalius, and told him, "The lands to which you wish to travel are separated from the communion of Peter by an heretical quarrel." Fulgentius therefore stopped a few months with Eulalius, and then sought further advice from an exiled bishop of his own province, who was living as a monk on a tiny island off the coast of Sicily. He was recommended to return to his own monastery, but "not to forget the Apostles." In consequence, he made a pilgrimage to Rome, where he was present at a speech made by Theodoric before the senate, and had an opportunity of seeing all the magnificence of the court of the Gothic king could show. His return was hailed with joy in Africa, and a nobleman of Byzacene gave him fertile land on which he established a new monastery. But Fulgentius retired from his position as superior in order to live a more hidden life in a large and strict abbey which flourished on a rocky island. Here he worked, read, and contemplated. He was an accomplished scribe, and his manuscripts are famous.

At this time the Arian King Thrasimund (496–523), though not yet converted, sent a request to his bishop. Eutychianus, that he might receive him into the Arian Church. The bishop refused, and the king, in retaliation, exiled the bishop. Thrasimund then demanded of Fulgentius that he should accept the Arian faith, but he refused, and was exiled. Thrasimund then sent an envoy to the bishop, asking him to come to a common place of meeting where they might discuss the matter. The bishop refused, and the king then offered to send a portion of the clergy to him; but he refused again, and the king then ordered the consistory to be dissolved, and the bishop was exiled.

It was perhaps about the year 515 that Thrasimund issued a series of ten questions as a challenge to the Catholic bishops. The first was, "What is the nature of the Holy Trinity?" The second was, "What is the nature of the Holy Spirit?" The third was, "What is the nature of the body of Christ?" The fourth was, "What is the nature of the soul of Christ?" The fifth was, "What is the nature of the soul of the Virgin Mary?" The sixth was, "What is the nature of the soul of the Virgin Mary?" The seventh was, "What is the nature of the soul of the Virgin Mary?" The eighth was, "What is the nature of the soul of the Virgin Mary?" The ninth was, "What is the nature of the soul of the Virgin Mary?" The tenth was, "What is the nature of the soul of the Virgin Mary?"

The king then proposed further questions, but was anxious to avoid a second reply as effective as the former one. He took the unfair and tyrannical course of having the new questions, which were expressed at great length, read aloud once to Fulgentius, who was not allowed to have a copy of them, but was expected to give direct answers; though the public would not know whether he had really replied to the point or not. When the bishop pointed out that he could not even recollect the questions after hearing them but once, the king demanded that he should explain all the magnificence of the Gothic king could show. Fulgentius was therefore obliged to write a larger work, "De Trasimundum regem Vandalorum libri tres," which is a very fine specimen of careful and orthodox theological argument.
Thrasimund seems to have been pleased with this reply. An Arian bishop named Pinta produced an answer which, with Fulgentius's refutation of it, is lost to us. The work now entitled "Advenus Pintam" is spurious. The king wished to keep Fulgentius at Carthage, but the bishop said: "O Lord, the memory of the influence and his power of converting, and therefore obtained his exile. He was put on board ship at night, that the people of Carthage might not know of his departure. But contrary winds obliged the vessel to remain several days in port, and nearly all the city was at first among the bishops of the provine, and select a Holy Communion from his hand. To a religious man who was weeping he privately prophesied his speedy return and the liberty of the African Church.

Fulgentius was accompanied to Sardinia by many of his monastic brethren. Instead, therefore, of proceeding to his former abode, he obtained permission from the Bishop of Calariss to build an abbey hard by the Basilica of St. Saturninus, and there he ruled over forty monks, who observed the strictest renunciation of private property, while the abbots saw to all their wants with great charity and discretion; but if any monk asked for anything, he refused him at once, saying: "I should be like David, who was full and yet he did not say: 'Blessed is the man who has not sinned.'" Fulgentius, who was always the last to be forgiven, and that true religious have renounced their own will, "parati nihil velle et nolle." This severity in a particular point was no doubt tempered by the saint's sweetness of disposition and charm of manner, with which it was associated a peculiarly winning and moving effect. He wrote much during his second exile. The Scythian monks, led by John Maxentius at Constantinople, had been trying to get their formula approved at Rome: "One of the Trinity was crucified." At the same time they were attacking the traces of Semipelagianism in the works of Faustus of Ries. On the latter point they had full sympathy from the Saint. Fulgentius, who was also well acquainted with St. Augustine, has written a work with which he was in harmony: "Gaudent Maiorum," in seven books, which is now lost. It was just completed when, in 523, Thrasimund died, and his successor, Hilderic, restored liberty to the Church of Africa.

The exiles returned, and new consecrations took place for all the vacant seats. When the bishops landed at Carthage, Fulgentius had an enthusiastic reception, and his journey to Ruspe was a triumphal progress. He returned to his beloved monastery, but insisted on his abbot, St. Gregorius; and he was received first among all the bishops of the province, asked leave in the monastery for the least things from the abbot Felix. He delivered in writing to the abbey a deed by which it was perpetually exempted from the jurisdiction of the bishops of Ruspe. This document was read in the Council of Carthage of 529. It was in fact the custom in Africa that monasteries should not of necessity be subject to the local bishop, but might choose any bishop at a distance as their ecclesiastical superior. Fulgentius now gave himself to the care of his diocese. He was careful that his clergy should not wear fine clothes, nor devote themselves to secular occupations. They were to have houses near the church, to cultivate their gardens with their own hands, and to be particular about correct pronunciation and sweetness in singing the psalms. He corrected some with words, others with scourging. He ordered fasting on Wednesdays and Fridays for all clergy and widows, and for those of the clergy who could bear it. In the last period of his life he published some sermons, and ten books against the Arian Fabianus, of which only fragments remain. A year before his death he was moved to great compunction of heart; he suddenly quitted all his work, and even his monastery, and sailed with a few companions of the faith, who gave himself to reading, prayer, and fasting in a monastery which he had previously caused to be constructed on a small rock. There he mortified his members and wept in the presence of God alone, as though he anticipated a speedy death. But complaints were made of his absence, and he returned to his labours. He shortly fell into a grievous sickness. In his sufferings he said to his attendants: "O Lord, be merciful to me, and forgive me the sins I have committed hereafter." He refused, as too luxurious, the warm bath which the physicians recommended. He summoned his clergy and in the presence of the monks asked pardon for any want of sympathy or any undue severity he might have shown. He was sick for several days, continued to pray, beg, and do penance for the sins of the last. His possessions he gave to the poor, and to those of his clergy who were in need. He died on 1 January, 533, in the sixty-fifth year of his life and the twenty-fifth of his episcopate.

Besides the works already mentioned, we still possess of St. Fulgentius some fine treatises, sermons, and letters. The best known is the book "De Fide," a description of the true Faith, written for a certain Peter, who was going on a pilgrimage to the schismatic East. The three books "Ad Monimentum," written in Sardinia, are addressed to a friend who understood St. Augustine to teach that God predestinates evil. St. Fulgentius is estimated with wise and devout argumentation, and way of thinking, and he defends him from the charge of making God predestinate evil. He himself makes it a matter of faith that unbaptized infants are punished with eternal fire for original sin. No one can by any means be saved outside the Church; all pagans and heathens are infallibly damned. "It is to this unworthiness of grace, to suppose that it is given to all men," since not only not all have faith, but there are still some nations which the preaching of the Faith has not yet reached. These harsh doctrines seem to have suited the African temperament. His last work against Semipelagianism was written at Ruspe and sent to the monks of St. Augustine, who were then led by St. Germanus and Venerius: "De veritate predestinationis et gratiae Dei," in three books. To these we may add the two books, "De remissione peccatorum." He wrote much on the Holy Trinity and the Incarnation: "Liber contra Arianos," "Liber ad Victorem," "Liber ad Scarclem de incarnatione." To St. Augustine's doctrine of the Trinity, Fulgentius adds a thorough grasp of the doctrine of the Person of Christ as defined against Neostorianism and Eutychianism. His thought is always logical and his exposition clear, and he is the principal theologian of the sixth century, if we do not include the letters and treatises on local interest, but are theological treatises on chastity, virginity, penance, etc. His sermons are eloquent and full of fervour, but are few in number.

The chief authority for the life of St. Fulgentius is the biography by a disciple, almost certainly Ferraundo, the canonist; it is prefixed to his works, and is also in Acta SS., i Jan. See REYNOLDS in Diet. of Christ. Biog., who refers also to SCHNEIDER, Kirchengeschichte, xvi, 1191; KLOSTERMANN, Augustinianismus und Pelagianismus, ii; there is an excellent summary of his works in FEILDENER/JOMANNI, Patrologia, iii; WINTER, Zur Dogmengeschichte des Semipelagianismus, HHM (Münster, 1900); FICHEP, Zur Würdigung der Vita Fulgentii (Zeltbähr, ii, Kirchengeschichte, vii, 1945); FULGENTIUS IDENTIFIZIERT, Fabius Furius Fulpetinus Plancatenses (Rhein. Mus. Philol., 1897, 177; Philologus, 1897, 253; see TROCHUT-SCHMEND, Gesch. der röm. Lit., 5th ed., p. 1236 [1880]). On the subject of the 80 sermons appended to St. Fulgentius's works (first published by Raynaud, G. Louis), several of them are MS., des domand. du Pseudo-Fulgence (in Revue Blanche, April 1899). The best edition of St. Fulgentius is that of DEPRES (1854), reprinted in LXV, 16. BARDENBERGER, Patrologie (tr., St. Louis, 1898).

JOHN CHAPMAN.

Fulgentius Ferrandus, a canonist and theologian of the African Church in the first half of the sixth century. He was a deacon of Carthage and probably accompanied his master and patron, Fulgentius of Ruspe, to exile in Sardinia, when the bishops of the African Church were banished by the Arian King of the Vandals, Thrasamund. After the death of Thrasamund and the accession of Hilderic, in
523, the exiles were permitted to return, and Fulgentius, although only a deacon, soon gained a position of great importance in the African Church. He was frequently consulted in regard to the complex theological problems of the time and was known as one of the most resolute champions of orthodoxy in Western Christendom. His works are mostly of a doctrinal character. He defended the Trinitarian doctrines against the Arians and dealt besides with the question of the two natures in Christ, with baptism, and with the Eucharist. He drew up a "Brevisco Canonum Ecclesiasticorum" in which he summarized in two hundred and thirty-two canons the teaching of the orthodox Church, Rome, Sardica, Carthage, concerning the manner of life of bishops, priests, deacons and other ecclesiastics, and of the conduct to be observed towards Jews, heathens and heretics. He also wrote at the request of the Comes Reginus (who was probably military governor of North Africa) a treatise on the Christian rule of life for soldiers, in which he laid down seven rules which he explained and inculcated, and in which he gave evidence of his piety and practical wisdom. Through no desire of his own, he was forced to take an active part in the controversy brought about through the condemnation of the "Donatist" by the Emperor Justinian. The request of Pope Vigilius the Roman deacons Pelagius and Anatolius submitted the questions involved in the emperor's censure of the works of Theodore of Mopseustia, Theodoret of Cyrus, and Ibas of Edessa, to their Cathaginian confreire, requesting him at the same time to lay the matter before the African bishops. Ferrandus at once declared himself in the most emphatic manner against yielding to the schemes of the emperor (Ep. vi, ad Pelagium et Anatolium discos). His decision met with the approval of Rusticus, Archbishop of Carthage, and was subsequently ratified by the council of African bishops over which Rusticus presided and in which it was agreed to hold all relations with Pope Vigilius. Ferrandus died shortly after this event and before the Council of Constantinople was convened. [For his works see P. L., LXVII.

AUGOLLET, Cartage Romaine (Paris, 1901), 555 sqq.; MAERTEN, Gesch. d. Quellen und L. des kanon. Rechts (Graz, 1870); 2, 799-802; BADENHUEVER, Pathologie, tr. SHAHAN (Freiburg im Br.; St. Louis, 1908), 816.

P. J. HEALY.

Fullerton, Lady Georgiana Charlotte, novelist, b. 23 September, 1812, in Staffordshire; d. 19 January, 1892. She was the youngest daughter of Lord Granville Leveson Gower (afterwards first Earl Granville) and Lady Harriet Elizabeth Cavendish, second daughter of the first Duke of Devonshire. She was chiefly brought up in Paris, her father having been appointed English ambassador there when she was twelve years old. Her mother, a member of the Anglican Church, was a woman of deep religious feeling and Lady Georgiana was trained to devotion. In 1833 she married in Paris an attaché of the embassy, Alexander George Fullerton, who was of good Irish birth and had previously been in the Guards. In 1841, when Lord Granville retired from the embassy, Lady Georgiana and her husband travelled for some time in France, Germany, and Italy. Two years later, Mr. Fullerton was received into the Church, after long and thoughtful study of the religious questions involved in this step. In 1844 his wife published her first book, "Ellen Middleton," a tragic novel, of some power and showing markedly "High Anglican" religious views, so that Lord Brougham pronounced it "rank Popery." It was well received, and was criticized by Mr. Gladstone in "The English Review." Two years after, in 1846, the author placed herself under the instruction of Father Brownhill, S. J., and was received by him into the Church on Passion Sunday. In 1847 she published her second book, "Granite Manor," which is largely a study of character, and is usually considered an advance, from a literary point of view, upon the first. There was then a pause in her published work, which was continued, in 1852, with the story of "Lady Bird." In 1855 her only son died, a loss she never quite recovered from, and henceforth she devoted herself to works of charity. In 1863 she joined the Order of the Grey of St. Francis. She and her husband eventually settled in London and her literary work became a large part of her life. She not only wrote novels, but a good deal of biography, some poetry, and made translations from French and Italian. All her books have distinction and charm. Some of her chief works are: "Ellen Middleton" (London, 1854); "Granite Manor" (London, 1854); "Lady Bird" (London, 1865); "Les Comtesse de Bonneval," written in French (Paris, 1857); the same translated into English (London, 1858); "Laurentia," a tale of Japan (London, 1904); "Constance Sherwood" (Edinburgh and London, 1908); "Seven Stories" (London, 1896).


KATE M. WARREN.

Fullo (The Fuller). See Peter Fullo.

Fumo, Bartolommeo, theologian, b. at Villon near Piacenza; d. 1545. By an early age he entered the Dominican Order and made great progress in all the theological sciences. He was distinguished as an inquisitor at Piacenza, but is best known for his work, "Summa casuum conscientiae, aurea armilla dicta." This work, which was dedicated to Bishop Catelan of Piacenza, went through many editions, the two most important and best known being those of Antwerp (1591) and Lyons (1594). It is held in high esteem by bibliographers because it exists in the manuscript of the time, especially because it contained, in brief and copious form, a digest of all similar explanations since the thirteenth century. In one or two places, by a series of clear and clean cut sentences, he refutes all the errors of probabilism. The authorship of the work has been disputed by one or two, but without reason. He is also the author of "Expositio compendiosa in epistolas Pauli et canonicals," and a book entitled, "Poemata quaedam." His first work, "Philosothia, opus immortalis animi dignitatem continens," was dedicated to Catalan before he became bishop.

QUIET ET ECHARD, Script. O. P., II, 123; SCHERRER in Kirchenlex., s. v.

H. J. SMITH.

Funchal, Diocese of (Funchalensis), in the Madeira Islands. Both in neo-Latin and in Portuguese the name of the town signifies "fennel" (Lat. famicus). Madeira, the Purpura of the Romans, situated in the extreme west of the ancient world, about 440 miles from the coast of Morocco, was discovered in 1414 by the famous Bristol lovers (Amanas de Bristol), Anna Dorset and Robert O'Machin; later it was abandoned. In 1419 Joan Gonçalves and Tristan Vas took possession of the island. In 1446 were first planted the vines (brought from Crete) that have since rendered Madeira so famous. The Christian inhabitants were subject at first to the Bishop of Tangier, until Leo X (16 June, 1514) made Funchal an episcopal see. In the interest of the vast territories in Africa and Asia then subject to Portugal, Clement VII (8 July, 1530) raised Funchal to an archiepiscopal see and gave it for suffragans Angra, Cabo Verde, Goa, and Santo Thome. In 1551, however, it was reduced to simple episcopal rank, and in 1670 was made a suffragan of Lisbon, which it is to the present.

Funchal is delightfully situated on the south side of the Madeira Islands, and was therefore the first halting place for Portuguese and Spanish ships on their way to
the New World. Owing to this natural advantage the island soon became a great centre of wealth and for- ever afterwards known to the Portuguese as the capital of the Gospel whose missionaries found the islands con- venient as a resting-place going and coming. Funchal was once to the Portuguese what Gibraltar, St. Heleas, and Malta now are to the English. Therefore they garrisoned the city, though naturally defended by its rugged cliffs, and built there four impregnable for- tresses. These five or more do not ex- hibit their former architectural splendour, though, as late as the beginning of the nineteenth century, the lintels and jambs of the windows in many houses were of massive silver, and the church vessels of solid gold (chalices, pyxes, monstrances) were thickly studded with precious stones and pearls, according to the wealth of the owners. Funchal has long been a favourite resort of invalids, especially those suffering from diseases of the lungs. Its white villas and edifices, embowered in rich tropical vegetation, charm the traveller as he approaches from the sea. The roads and streets are quite steep and the usual means of transportation is by ox-eled. The population of the city is (1909) about 20,000. According to the “Annuaire Pontifical” for 1906, the diocese contains about 150,000 Catholics, with 50 par- ish churches, 80 public and two conventual chapels, all ministered to by 93 priests.

Funchal Catálogo dos Bispos da Igreja de Funchal (1721); Game, Series episcopalis ecclesiae Catholicae (Ratisbon, 1873), 471; Gerarchia Catholica (Rome, 1908); Riddle, The Latin Church of the Canaries (Philadelphia, 1901); Brown, Modern and the Canaries Islands (London, 1901).

F. Fitte.

Fundamental Articles.—This term was employed by Protestant theologians to distinguish the essential parts of the Christian faith from those non-essential doctrines, which, as they believed, individual churches might accept or reject without forfeiting their claim to rank as parts of the Church universal. During the seventeenth century, the view that doctrines might be thus distinguished into two classes was widely current in the various reformed bodies; and several well- known divines endeavoured to determine the principle of the division. In some cases their aim was mainly practical. They hoped in this way to find a dogmatic basis for union between the separated churches. Moreover, the system was used controver- tially to defend the position of the Protestant bodies against the arguments of Catholics.

The first to advance the theory seems to have been George Casander (1513–60), a Catholic by religion, but apparently little versed in theology. In his work “De officio pii ac publice tranquillitatis vere amantis viri in his rebus religionis dissidio” (1551), he maintained that in the articles of the Apostles’ Creed we have the true foundations of the Faith; and that those who accept these doctrines, and have no desire to sever themselves from the rest of Christendom are part of the true Church. He believed that thus it might be possible to hold a means of transtion from Rome to the Church of England, and Protestants. But the proposal met with no favour on either side. The Louvain professors, Hesse- lius and Ravesteyn, showed that the theory was irreconcilable with Catholic theology; and Calvin no less vehemently repudiated a system so little hostile to Rome. Among Protestants, however, the view soon spread that there were articles of the Faith on which it was impossible to accept any other doctrines than their own. These were the articles of the Apostles’ Creed and the Confessions of the Reformed churches. In the end, therefore, the division of the Church was complete, and the division of the Christian world was almost as complete as it was in the days of the Reformation. The division of the Christian world was complete, and the division of the Christian world was almost as complete as it was in the days of the Reformation.
as the rule and Law of Christians” (Système, p. 53). Yet among the various portions of the Church we must, he tells us, distinguish four classes: (1) the sects which have retained all the truths taught in the Scrip-
tures; (2) those which, while retaining the most important truths, have mingled with them superstitions and errors; (3) those which have retained the fundamental truths, but have added doctrines which are incompatible with them; and (4) those which have set the fundamental verities altogether aside. This last class are dead members of the mystical body (ibid., p. 53). Those who have retained the central articles of the faith are, one and all, living parts of the Church. When he comes to define precisely which doctrines are, and which are not, fundamental, Jurieu bids us fall back on the rule of Vincent of Lérins: \textit{Quod semper, quod ubique, quod ab omnibus.} Where-
ever all bodies of Christians still existing, and possessing some importance in the world, agree in accepting a dogma, we have, in that agreement, a criterion which may be considered infallible. Among truths so guar-
teed are, e. g., the doctrine of the Trinity, of the Divinity of Jesus Christ, of the Redemption, the satis-
faction, original sin, eternal generation, the immortality of the soul, the eternity of punishment (ibid., 236–237). This work was followed, in 1688, by another entitled “Traité de l’unité de l’Église et des articles fondamentaux”, written in reply to Nicole’s criticisms. In the same year appeared Bossuet’s famous “Histoire des Variations des Églises protestantes”: The Bishop of Meaux showed how all the difficulties of the different theory of the Church advanced by Protestant theologians to defend their position. The first reformers had accepted the Scriptural doctrine of an indefecti-
ble visible Church. When it was demonstrated that this doctrine was totally incompatible with their do-
nouncements of pre-reformation Christianity, their suc-
cessors took refuge in the theory of an invisible Church. It had been made patent that this was con-
trary to the express words of Scripture; and their con-
troversialists had, in consequence, been compelled to look for a new position. This Jurieu had provided in his theory of a Church founded upon fundamental articles. Bossuet’s polemic was the death-blow of the new theory. Jurieu, it is true, replied; but only in-
volved himself in yet further difficulties. He argued against the main thesis of the “Variations” by con-
tending that changes of dogma had been characteristic of the Christian Church from its earliest days. Bossuet, in his “Avertissement aux Protestants commen-
tes lettre de M. Jurieu”, was not slow in pointing out that if this were true, then the principle, \textit{Quod semper, quod ubique, quod ab omnibus}—according to Jurieu the criterion of a fundamental article—had ceased to pos-
sess the smallest value. (Avertissement, I, n. 22.)

In regard to the relation of the fundamental doc-
trines to salvation, Jurieu is in agreement with the English divines already quoted. “By fundamental points”, he says, “we understand certain general principles of the Christian religion, a distinct faith and be-
lief in which are necessary to salvation” (Traité, p. 49, note 43). Only the same words occur in his “Reasonableness of Christianity”. After enumerating what he regards as the fundamental ar-
ticles of faith, he says: “An explicit belief of these is absolutely required of all those to whom the Gospel of Jesus Christ is preached, and salvation through his name is promised” (Works, ed. 1740, I, 623). Walter

law’s doctrine of Fundamentals should perhaps be mentioned, since it is the only work by an Anglican

divine explicitly devoted to this subject. Its professed aim is to determine a basis for intercommunica-
tion among various Christian bodies. But the whole treatment is quite academic. It had become patent that the basis for the task of determining which articles were fundamental. No one could decide what should be the principle of selection. Waterland enumerates no less than ten different views on this point, which he rejects as inadequate. “We have”, he says, “almost as many different rules for determining fundamentals as there are different sects or par-
ties.” Yet he concludes, his own principle having as little

to-day that still think that while the differences be-
tween the various bodies of Christians are unessential, there is a residuum of fundamental truth common to all the principal groups of believers. From time to time, this view has taken effect in efforts after partial reunion among certain of the sects. These events, however, fall outside our scope: for they stand in no historic connexion with that doctrine of fundamental articles, which in the seventeenth century filled so important a place in Protestant theology.

It remains briefly to notice the manner in which the theory conflicts with the modern idea of a Church. As the difficulties are many, it is the revealed word of God. The conscious rejec-
tion of a single article of this deposit is sufficient to render a man guilty of heresy. The question is not as to the relative importance of the article in question, but solely as to whether it has been revealed by God to man. This is clearly put by St. Thomas Aquinas in the “Summa Thol.”, I-II, Q. v, a. 3: “In a heretic who rejects a single article of the faith, there remains not the virtue of faith whether as united with charity \textit{formata}, or as severed from charity \textit{infor
disce}... The formal object of faith is the Supreme Truth in so far as revealed in the Holy Scriptures and in that doc-
true of the Church which proceeds from the Supreme Truth. Hence if anyone does not hold to the doc-
ture of the Church as to an infallible and divine rule, ... he does not possess the virtue of faith.” The

Church does not deny that certain truths are of more moment to man than others, but the moment which it is important that all the faithful should pos-
sess explicit knowledge. In regard to others explicit knowledge is not necessary. But it denies emphat-
ically that any Christian may reject or call in question any truth, small or great, revealed by God. On the

other hand, the system of Fundamental Articles, in each and all of its forms, involves that while some truths are of such importance that they must of neces-
sity be held, there are others of less importance which an individual Christian or body of Christians may freely deny without forfeiture of grace. (2) No less complete is the disagreement as to what is requisite in the ac-
ceptance of a Church. The Church must be the true Church of Christ. In the system under review it is maintained that all the sects which accept the funda-
mental articles of the faith are partakers in this privilege. The Catholic Church knows of one and

only one test to determine this question of membership in Christ’s body: this test does not rest on the

acceptance of this or that particular doctrine, but in

conjunction with the Apostolic hierarchy. Such is the unanimous teaching of the Fathers from the earliest times. By way of illustration the words of Saint Irenæus may here be cited: “They who

are in the Church”, he writes, “must yield obe-

dience to the succession from the Apostles, and who with the succession of the episcopate have received ... the sure gift of truth.
Let them hold in suspicion those who sever themselves from the succession. These have all of them fallen from the truth" (Adv. Haer., IV, xxvi, 2). The theory which finds the one requisite in the acceptance of a series of fundamental articles is a novelty without warrant in Christian antiquity. (3) It is manifest that the theory is destructive of that unity in faith and in corporate communion, which Christ Himself declared should for ever be the guarantee of the Divine origin of the Church (John, xvii, 21), and which the Catholic Church has ever exemplified as truth and may be now. It is manifest, that on his theory the separate sects might be in a position of mutual excommunication, and yet remain members of the Church.

To sum up: the system of fundamental articles is repugnant to the religion of Christ. It is a stage in the disintegration of religion, consequent on the admission of the principle of private judgment in matters of faith; and it is a stage which is necessarily destined to lead on to the complete rejection of revealed truth.

KNORR. Mercy and Truth, or Charity maintained (St-Omer, 1634), Ineditly Unmasked (Ghent, 1624); CHILDEWORTH. The Religion of Protestants a Safe Way to Salvation (Oxford, 1635); SAVIGNY. Tractatus de Fundamentis Ecclesiae (Helmstedt, 1650); VELTHUIZEN. Tractatus de Fundamentis in Opera (Rotterdam, 1680), I, 692-825; PURSH. Pleading for the Church, or Vindication of the Church's Rights as a Constitutional Body (New York, 1833); TAURENTHIN. Discourse concerning Fundamentals (tr., London, 1703); TURRETTINI. Discourse concerning Fundamentals (tr., London, 1720); WATERLAND. Discourse of Fundamentals (1730) in Works, V (Oxford, 1843).

G. H. JOYCE.

Funeral. See Burial.

Funeral Dues, the canonical perquisites of a parish priest receivable on the occasion of the funeral of any of his parishioners. This right of the parish priest is twofold: first, the right to an offering when a parishioner is buried within the limits of the parish to which he belonged; second, the right to a fourth (quarta funeraria) of the dues when a parishioner is buried outside the limits of the parish. (The ancient episcopal quarta funeraria has fallen into desuetude.) The right to the quarta funeraria is founded on the obligations of a parish priest to his parishioners during life, and the correlative duties of those to whose care he ministers; since the labourer is worthy of his hire, it is but just that should the parishioner elect to be buried in a parish other than that to which he canonically belongs, the parish priest should not altogether be deprived of the emoluments for his past services. The Council of Trent (see XV, xxv, c. xxi) grants the rights of the deceased. The "fourth portion" is the name of "quarta funeraria"; but other designations were common in earlier times, e.g. "portio canonica" (canonical portion), "quarta portio" (fourth share), "justitia" (justice) since it was considered a just reward for the work of a parish priest in his care of souls. That these funeral dues are not of recent origin is clear from ancient ecclesiastical enactments (Cap. Cum Quis, II, De sepulchris, in VI°). Leo III (Nos instituta) refers to this ancient discipline of the Church: "Do not break away from the old rules which our forefathers have laid down for us. In 680, in the first council, we find that there were four payments which the Church could legally claim; and among them was the payment called "soul-shot". This payment was the mortuary charge ordered to be fixed for the dead, while the grave was yet open, or to be reserved for the church by which the deceased belonged, if his body was buried in any place out of his "shriftshires", i.e. his proper parish (Lingard, "Antiquities of the Anglo-Saxon Church", I, iv).

As a price for burial, the parish priest can demand nothing without incurring the suspicion of simony. Burial is a spiritual right belonging to the faithful; and the parish priest has no right to perform this duty for his parishioners. Nevertheless, if there is a legitimate custom which allows offerings to be made, or if the bishop should have established a fixed scale of offerings, the parish priest may demand such fees provided he in no way incurs suspicion of extortion. Also, in case of funerals with more than the ordinary burial service, a demand for payment for extra labour or to cover expenses for payment with canon law. The Roman Ritual (tit. vi, De exequiis, n. 6) lays down that the amount to be charged for funeral services is to be fixed by the bishop; but it also insists that in all cases of the poor who die with little or no property the parish priest is bound to bury them without charge (ibid. n. 7). This burden may be relieved by the immemorial affection of the Church for the poor (Tert., "Apol.", xxxix; Ambrose, "De Off.", II, exilii; Schultze, "De Christ. veter. rebus sepulchris.", Gotth., 1879, 24). Emperor Constantine created at Constantinople a special association for the burial of the poor (Lec. "Begräbnisrecht", 208). The medieval Church granted indulgences for the burial of the poor, and her synods and bishops frequently inculcated the same as a work of mercy. While the parish priest is not bound to offer Mass on that occasion, he is warmly recommended to do so by Benedict XIV (Instr. 36) and other ecclesiastical authorities (Lec. op. cit., 208-11).

The Council of Trent (Sess. XXII, c. xxvii) laid down the rule that funerals were to be associated with the mass of the dead person, and that the bishop was to have the right to impose such expenses as his discretion might seem to require. If the parishioner is buried outside his parish, the parish priest, as has already been said, is entitled to a fourth of the burial fees. This fourth has to be paid by the church of the parish in which the burial takes place, and it includes that proportion of all the emoluments that come to the church by reason of the funeral up to the thirtieth day after the funeral. In the case of the funeral of a canon, the "quarta funeraria" is due, not to the parish priest of the cathedral, but to the parish priest of the deceased canon's domicile. As a matter of practice at the present day there are many churches exempt from the payment of the quarta funeraria, such exemption having been obtained either by papal privilege or by prescription. Many monasteries, and indeed whole orders, have been exempted by pontifical privilege (St. Pius V, Etsi Mendicantium, 16 May, 1567; Paul V, Decret. Romana, 20 Aug., 1605). Benedict XIII, in 1725, annulled all exemptions, so far as Italy and the adjacent islands were concerned. By custom or prescription the obligation of paying the quarta funeraria has been done away with in most places, although it still exists, for instance, in the Diocese of Paris (France). With regard to the fees for burial in our own time, there is no customary uniform fee, and the fees charged vary very much. Although the fees are not very definite on the matter. Generally speaking, if a church has a cemetery attached a scale of fees is drawn up and approved by the bishop for that church, the charges varying according to the degree of solemnity with which the funeral is carried out. In cemeteries not attached to a church, and which are wholly Catholic, the administrator may fix a fee for each funeral, or more commonly a yearly stipend to the cemetery chaplain. Where the cemetery is controlled by secular authority, the funeral fees are arranged for and paid by the local authority; but the amount of the fee varies according to the locality.

Teston. The Laws of Divorce (Paris, 1904); Ferrand, Bibliae praecepta, n. 4, Sepulcrum; Mamy, De Locis Sacris (Paris, 1904); Bouill, De paroeha; Vachette, Institutiones canonicae; Alberti, De Sepulcrarum eccles. (1205), Hydrop.
his services in defending the Church against the Paturini, which was permitted by Clement III to wear the pallium and to have the cross borne before him, a custom which led to many difficulties with the Archbishops of Gran, but was nevertheless confirmed by Benedict XIV (1754); Wilhelm (1360-1374), during whose episcopate the cathedral school was raised to the rank of a university (1367), which flourished for a time, but which ceased to exist after the defeat in battle of Louis II by Solymon I in 1526; Anton Vranckes (1553-1557) and Georg Draskovich (1557-1683) who worked zealously for the reform of the religious life and were elevated to the cardinalate. After the conquest of the city by the Turks in 1543, the cathedral was transformed into a mosque, and it was only

in 1667, after the expulsion of the Turks, that it was again opened for Christian worship. Under Bishops Franz Nesselrode (1703-1732) and Georg Girk (1553-1586), diocesan synods were held. Bishop Ignatius von Szepessy (1828-1869) founded a lyceum with a faculty of theology and law. A restoration of the cathedral in approved style was made by Ferdinand Dulanovsky. The cathedral chapter numbers ten canons, six honorary canons and two prebendaries. The diocese is divided into two archidiaconates and twenty-two vice-dioceses; it embraces 175 parishes, with 258 dependent churches and stations, and six curacies. Of the parishes 33 are German, 54 Magyar and the rest composed of mixed nationalities. The number of Catholics in the diocese amounted in 1906 to 503,981. In the same year, there were 306 secular priests and 40 religious. The following orders of men exist in the diocese: Cistercians (1 monastery, with a college); Franciscans (7 monasteries); Brothers of Mercy (1 convent); Orders and congregations of women: Canonesses of Our Lady (1 convent); Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul (11 convents); Sisters of Providence, of the Holy Redeemer, of the Holy Cross (1 convent each). The territory of the diocese embraces the counties of Baranya and Tolna, and part of the counties of Somogy and Verőce.

FUNK, Franz Xaver von, church historian, b. in the small market-town of Aßgäumünd in Württemberg, 12 October, 1840; d. at Tübingen, 24 February, 1907. The son of an inn-keeper, Franz first attended the gymnasium at Ellwangen, and, on finishing his course of secondary studies, proceeded in 1859 to the University of Tübingen. Residing at the theological house of studies called Wilthemstift he studied philosophy and theology, and also found time to attend courses on classical philology and political economy with such profit that in 1858 he gained the prize offered by the
fakultät of political science for the best essay on the theme: "Was verstand man im 18. Jahrhundert unter Polizei?" (What signification had the word police in the eighteenth century?) ed. F. X. von Kugelgen, his research treated subjects connected with political economy.

Having received his doctorate of philosophy in 1863, he devoted a year in the ecclesiastical seminary to moral theology and preparation for the priesthood.

He was ordained at Rottenburg, 10 August, 1864, and his first work was in the care of souls; he felt, however, that the whole bent of his mind lay in the direction of intellectual labour.

In October, 1865, he obtained permission to proceed to Paris to pursue further the study of political economy; the journey through France and his residence at Paris acted as a great master to his scientific career.

He was appointed tutor at the Wilhemstifft, where his duty was to direct the personal studies and preparation for examinations of the theological students. When Hefele, then professor of church history at Tübingen, was called to Rome in 1868 as consultant during the preparation for the Vatican Council, Funk acted as substitute.

Hefele did not return to his chair, being appointed Bishop of Rottenburg on 17 June, 1869, and Funk was appointed his successor.

In 1870 Funk was named extraordinary, and in 1875 ordinary professor of church history, patrology, and Christian archaeology, an office which he filled till his death.

His life was devoted entirely to his studies, to his professional duties and historical researches, especially to the various branches of the history of the early Church.

His first important publications belong to the sphere of political science and the history of economics, and include the two treatises, "Zins und Wucher, eine moraltheologische Abhandlung" (Tübingen, 1868), and "Geschichte des kirchlichen Zinsverbotes" (Tübingen, 1878).

Other articles on the same subject written by him either during this or a later period are: "Klemens von Alexandrien über Familie und Eigentum" (Theolog. Quartalschrift, 1871, 427-449; reprinted in "Kirchengeschichtliche Abhandlungen und Untersuchungen", II, 45 sqq.); "Handel und Gewerbe im christlichen Altertum" (Theolog. Quartalschrift, 1876; reprinted in "Kirchengesch. Abhand. u. Untersuch.", II, 60 sqq.); "Über Reichtum und Handel im christlichen Altertum" (Ibid., III, 150 sqq.); and "Das politische System des Kaiserreiches der Römer" (Ibid., IV, 42 sqq.).

Funk's professorial duties and his early study of classical philology soon led him into the province of early Christian literature and church history, and in this department he accomplished his most important work as a scholar. In the former department his task was the conviction of the then novel effort to prepare new editions of texts, prepared in accordance with the rules of historical and textual criticism.

His predecessor Hefele had issued a scholarly edition of the works of the Apostolic Fathers, "Opera patrum apostolorum", but the last edition was that of 1855, and the discovery of important manuscripts rendered a new edition necessary.

Funk undertook the task, and the "Opera patrum apostolorum" appeared in two volumes (Tübingen, 1878-1881), the first containing the authentie and the second the apocryphal writings. After the discovery of the Didache, a new edition of the first volume was issued in 1887; a fresh edition (the second) of the whole work appeared in 1901.

The "Sammlung von Quellenschriften" (Tübingen, 1901; 2nd ed., 1906) contains a synopsis with the text of the authentic writings. Funk also published separately the Didache and certain of the early writings connected with this work ("Docetica XII apostolorum", "Catholicum, religio de duabus vis expositiones vetere", Tübingen, 1887). His studies of the "Apostolic Constitutions" led Funk to the conviction that the existing editions of the "Constitutiones apostolorum" and of the Syrian "Didascalia apostolorum" were unsatisfactory.

He devoted many years to the preparation of a new edition, which was given to the public in 1865 ("Didascalia et Constitutiones Apostolorum", ed. F. X. von Kugelgen, published by the Didascalia, the Apostolic Constitutions, the "Canaones Hippolyti", the Egyptian Church Order, and the "Testamentum Domini nostri Jesu Christi" discovered by Rahmani. In opposition to the somewhat different views of other investigators, Funk sought to establish the connection between these writings, and from the date of their origin. The two works, which Funk devoted to this object, are: "Die Apostolischen Konstitutionen" (Tübingen, 1891), and "Das Testament unseres Herrn und die verwandten Schriften" (Mainz, 1901). Similar investigations in the field of literary history and numerous questions touching the history, discipline and life of early Christianity formed the subject of the numerous articles which Funk contributed to various periodicals during the many years of his academic activity. Most of these articles were published in the "Tübingen theologische Quartalschrift", the "Historisch Jahrbuch der dörflichen Geschichte", the "Historisch-politische Blätter" or in the "Revue d'histoire ecclésiastique".

Funk's best-known works are "Abhandlungen" (II, 108 sqq., 236 sqq., 359 sqq., III, 64 sqq., 216 sqq., 275 sqq., 350 sqq., 362 sqq., 381 sqq.); the early Christian penitential discipline and the catechumenate (Ibid., I, 155 sqq., 182 sqq., 351 sqq., III, 42 sqq.), "Bischöfe der Klasse in den großen Ordens" (Ibid., I, 121 sqq.) the Agape and the Eucharistic Sacrifice (Ibid., I, 278, 293 sqq., III, 1 sqq., 65 sqq., 134 sqq.).

One subject to which he often returned and which involved him in a long controversy with other scholars, especially with Father Knealer, was the so-called "ordo ecclesiae". Funk returned to the subject again in the "Zeitschrift für katholische Theologie" (1900), 75-99.

Of the various contributions to later Church history, which flowed from Funk's industrious pen, may be mentioned the "Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der altbrittenischen Kirche" (Abhand., I, 421 sqq.), "Gerson und Gerson" (Ibid., II, 473 sqq.), "Der Verfasser der Nachfolge Christi" (Ibid., II, 408 sqq.), "Zur Gallei-Frage" (Ibid., II, 434 sqq.). Funk was an industrious contributor to the second edition of Herder's "Kirchenlexikon", in which are found no less than 136 articles, some of considerable length, from his pen. For Kraus's "Real-Encylopädie der christlichen Altertumer" he also wrote several articles.

The excellence of his "Lehrbuch der Kirchengeschichte", as a general church history, is universally recognized, the first edition appeared in 1865, and the 1907 edition before his death, the tireless worker being suddenly cut down in the midst of his labours by an apoplectic stroke. The Tübingen "Theologische Quartalschrift" for 1907 (p. 236 sqq.) contained a posthumous article of Funk's on the reputed writings of St. Hippolytus.
Furness, John, a well-known children’s missioner, b. near Sheffield, England, 19 June, 1809; d. at Clap-ham, London, 16 Sept., 1865. His father was a wealthy master-cutter. He was educated at Sedgley Park, Oscott, and Ushaw College, where he became a priest in 1834. He was resident priest at Doncaster for five years, but his health having given way, he travelled during eight years through Europe and the East, rather as a pilgrim than a tourist. After his return home, 1847, he spent some time at Islington, London, working for the welfare of the waifs and strays, for “Suffer little children to come to me” was his motto then as in after years. He became a professed member of the Congregation of the Most Holy Redeemer at St. Trond, Belgium, 1851, and afterwards gave missions in England and Ireland; but from 1855 until his death he devoted himself wholly to giving missions to children. He was the founder of children’s missions and “the children’s Mass”, and by his writings systematized the philosophy of religious training. These missions lasted sometimes three weeks, and were given not only to school-children, but to working boys and girls. His maximal was that “nothing so disgusted children as monotony”, and therefore he had the praise of Mass and the Rosary sung to simple airs, and his sermons seldom lasted more than twenty minutes. He entered fully into the mode of thought of the child-mind, and, speaking quietly but with great dramatic power from a platform, he always riveted their attention. He was a wonderful story-teller, seldom moving to laughter but often to tears. He spent his spare time writing books for children which, though written with the utmost simplicity of language, are models of good English. His chief works are “The Sunday-School Teacher” and “God and His creatures”, which has been published in French. He wrote a series of answers in an attack on his works by the “Saturday Review”, which was then the great organ of unbelief in England. His writings were assailed as “infamous publications” by the rationalist historian Lecky in his “History of European Morals”, chiefy on account of the somewhat lurid eschatology of the children’s books. More than four millions of his books have been sold throughout English-speaking countries. [Liy, Father Furness and His Work for Children (London, 1861); Bampoe, Bishops and Paragons (London, 1900); Durville, Le Moinnart des enfants (Tournai, 1846).] ALBERT BARRY.

Fursey, Saint, Abbot of Lagny, near Paris, d. 16 Jan., about 660. He was the son of Finan, son of Finloga, prince of South Munster, and Gelgisa, daugh-
letter of Aedhfin, prince of Hy-Bruin in Connaught. He was born probably amongst the Hy-Bruin, and was baptised by St. Brendan the Traveller, his father's uncle, who then ruled a monastery in the island of Ochruin, by miracles born in Luichborg Corrib. He was educated by St. Brendan's monks, and when of proper age he embraced the religious life in the same monastery under the Abbot St. Meldan, his "soul-friend" (anam-chara). His great sanctity was early discerned, and there is a legend here, that through his prayers, twin children of a Church-bell were restored to life after they had been raised from the dead. After some years he founded a monastery at Rathmat on the shore of Lough Corrib which Colgan identifies as Kilkurre, in the deanery of Annadown. Aspirants came in numbers to place themselves under his rule, but he wished to secure also some of his own relatives for the new monastery. For this purpose he set out with some monks for Munster, but on coming near his father's home he was seized with an apparently mortal illness. He fell into a trance from the ninth hour of the day to cook-crow, and while in this state he was favoured with the first of the ecstatic visions which had distinguished his progenitor. In this vision he was revealed to the state of man in sin, the remedies for sin, the beauty of virtue. He heard the angelic choirs singing "The saints shall go from virtue to virtue, the God of Gods will appear in Sion." An injunction was laid on him by the two angels who revealed to him the import of the more solemn labours of the harvest of the Lord. On the third night following, the ecstasy was renewed. He was rapt aloft by three angels who contended six times with demons for his soul. He saw the fires of hell, the strife of demons, and then heard the angel hosts sing in four choirs "Holy, holy, holy Lord God of hosts! Among the spirits of the just made perfect he recognised Sta. Meldan and Becon. They entertained him with much spiritual instruction concerning the duties of ecclesiastics and monks, the dreadful effects of pride and disobedience, the heinousness of spiritual and internal sins. They also predicted famine and pestilence. As he returned through the fire the demon hurled a tortured sinner at him, burning him, and the angel of the Lord said to him: "because thou didst receive the mantle of this man when dying in his sin the fire consuming him hast scarred thy body also." The body of Fursey bore the mark even in this life; for thirty days Fursey joined the community at Rathmat, but Fursey seemed to have renounced the administration of that monastery and to have devoted himself to preaching throughout the land, frequently exorcising evil spirits. Exacty twelve months afterwards he was favoured with a third vision. The angel remained with him a whole day, instructed him for his preaching, and prepared him for twelve years of apostolic labour. This he faithfully fulfilled in Ireland, and then stripping himself of all earthly goods he retired for a time to a small island in the ocean. Then he went with his brothers and other monks, bringing with him the relics of Sts. Meldan and Becon, through Britain to East Anglia where he was honourably received by King Siegbert in 633. The latter gave him a tract of land at Cnotheresburg on which he built a monastery within the enclosure of a Roman fort—Burgh Castle in Suffolk—surrounded by woods and overlooking the sea. Here he laboured for some years converting the Picts and Saxons. He also received King Siegbert into the religious state. Three miracles are recorded of his life in this monastery. Again he retired for one year to live with Ullan the life of an anchorite. When war threatened East Anglia, Fursey, disbanding his monks until a quiet time should come, sailed with thirteen brothers and six other monks to Ireland. He arrived in Normandy in 648. Passing through Ponthieu, in a village near Meserelles he found grief and lamentation on all sides, for the only son of Duke Haymon, the lord of that country, lay dead. At the prayer of Fursey the boy was restored. Pursuing his journey to Neustria he cured many infirmities on the way. He worked miracles by blessing the women who attacked the monks in the wood near Corbie, and also the inhospitable worldling Ermelinda, who had refused to harbour the weary travellers. His fame preceded him to Paris, where he was joyfully received by Erkinoald, the Mayor of the Palace to Clovis II, who was then a minor. He baptised the son of Erkinoald, and through his prayers obtained the reprieve of six criminals. He was offered any site in the king's dominions for a monastery. He selected Latiniacum (Lagny), close to Chelles and about six miles from Paris, a spot beside the Marne, covered with shady woods and abounding in fruitful vineyards. Here he built his monastery and three chapels, one dedicated to the Saviour, one to St. Peter, and the third, an unpretending structure, afterwards dedicated to St. Fursey himself. Many of his countrymen were attracted to his rule at Lagny, among them Emilian, Eloiquis, Mombulus, Adalgisius, Etto, BerTuria, and other siegels, laetantiae in poenis. In this region the visions were revealed to him the state of man in sin, the remedies for sin, the beauty of virtue. He heard the angelic choir singing "The saints shall go from virtue to virtue, the God of Gods will appear in Sion." An injunction was laid on him by the two angels who revealed to him the import of the more solemn labours of the harvest of the Lord. On the third night following, the ecstasy was renewed. He was rapt aloft by three angels who contended six times with demons for his soul. He saw the fires of hell, the strife of demons, and then heard the angel hosts sing in four choirs "Holy, holy, holy Lord God of hosts! Among the spirits of the just made perfect he recognised Sta. Meldan and Becon. They entertained him with much spiritual instruction concerning the duties of ecclesiastics and monks, the dreadful effects of pride and disobedience, the heinousness of spiritual and internal sins. They also predicted famine and pestilence. As he returned through the fire the demon hurled a tortured sinner at him, burning him, and the angel of the Lord said to him: "because thou didst receive the mantle of this man when dying in his sin the fire consuming him hast scarred thy body also." The body of Fursey bore the mark even in this life; for thirty days Fursey joined the community at Rathmat, but Fursey seemed to have renounced the administration of that monastery and to have devoted himself to preaching throughout the land, frequently exorcising evil spirits. Exacty twelve months afterwards he was favoured with a third vision. The angel remained with him a whole day, instructed him for his preaching, and prepared him for twelve years of apostolic labour. This he faithfully fulfilled in Ireland, and then stripping himself of all earthly goods he retired for a time to a small island in the ocean. Then he went with his brothers and other monks, bringing with him the relics of Sts. Meldan and Becon, through Britain to East Anglia where he was honourably received by King Siegbert in 633. The latter gave him a tract of land at Cnotheresburg on which he built a monastery within the enclosure of a Roman fort—Burgh Castle in Suffolk—surrounded by woods and overlooking the sea. Here he laboured for some years converting the Picts and Saxons. He also received King Siegbert into the religious state. Three miracles are recorded of his life in this monastery. Again he retired for one year to live with Ullan the life of an anchorite. When war threatened East Anglia, Fursey, disbanding his monks until a quiet time should come, sailed with thirteen brothers and six other monks to Ireland. He arrived in Normandy in 648. Passing through Ponthieu, in a village near Meserelles he found grief and
and through his influence warded off many a calamity from the city and principality of Münster.

After the death of Clemens August, Elector of Cologne, Prince-Bishop of Münster, on 6 February 1761, it was chiefly through the influence of Fürstenberg that Maximilian Friedrich von Königseck-Rothfels, who had succeeded Clemens August at Cologne (6 April, 1761), was also elected Prince-Bishop of Münster in September, 1762. In recognition for these services the new prince-bishop of Münster which had suffered severely during the Seven Years War. Everybody was deep in debt and all trade and commerce was at a standstill. To restore prosperity to the people he improved agricultural conditions by dividing the land into marks, draining marshes and reclaiming much soil which hitherto had lain idle or in pastureage. He ameliorated the condition of the serfs and gave an impulse to the entire abolition of serfdom. In order to liquidate the public debt he placed a duty on such imported goods as could be easily dispensed with, and for a space of six years levied a moderate capital tax from which the privileged were exempt. He improved the military and the sanitary system, the former by founding a military academy in Münster and by introducing the "Landwehr," the latter by founding a college of medicine (1773) and inducing its director, the learned Christopher Ludwig Hoffmann, to draw up a code of medicinal regulations which was justly admired throughout Germany as a model of its kind.

The greatest achievement of Fürstenberg was his reform of the educational system. During the latter half of the eighteenth century the higher educational institutions of Germany had become veritable hotbeds of rationalism and irreligion, and not infrequently pronounced freethinkers were engaged to instruct the candidates for the priesthood. These conditions were not only permitted but often directly favoured by a few unworthy but influential prelates, among whom must be numbered Fürstenberg's superior, Max Friedrich, the Elector of Cologne and Prince-Bishop of Münster. In order to react this state of affairs, Fürstenberg planned a reform of the educational institutions in the Diocese of Münster. Luckily he was not hampered in this by his superior, the prince-bishop. He began his reform with the gymnasium, as the basis of the education of the future Catholic priest, whom he considered the best and teacher of the people. After consulting with acknowledged educators, especially the Jesuits who then directed the gymnasia of Münster, he drew up a tentative plan for the gymnasium in 1770, which, after a few changes, was enforced by his famous school ordinance of 1776. According to the new plan great stress was laid on a thorough training in the moral and practical Christianity, and a study in Catholic philosophy was added to the curriculum. In the same year he turned the recently suppressed convent of Ueberwasser at Münster into a seminary where the hitherto neglected candidates for the priesthood could receive the requisite moral training. Fürstenberg then directed his attention towards the completion of the new University of Münster (approved in 1773) where, as an effectual safeguard against rationalistic tendencies, he appointed to professorial duties only men who had been educated at the schools of his diocese and whom he knew to be firmly grounded in their Faith. To the most talented he offered every opportunity to prepare for professorial positions and even gave them the means to pursue special courses at foreign universities. Fürstenberg's political activity came to a close in 1780, when Maximilian Franz, the brother of Emperor Joseph II of Austria, was elected condottier to Maximilian Friedrich as Archbishop of Cologne and Prince Bishop of Münster. Fürstenberg himself had applied to this position and undoubtedly would have been elected if it had not been for the great influence of the Court of Vienna which favoured the election of Maximilian Franz. Fürstenberg was obliged to resign the ministry but was allowed to retain the office of vicar-general and curator of the cathedral. He now turned his entire attention towards the remodelling of elementary education. Through his ordinances for elementary schools in 1782, 1788, and 1801, he freed the system of elementary education of at least the most striking abuses. In order to obtain zealous and competent teachers he founded a normal school in 1783, which he put in charge of the famous educator, Bernard Overberg. After Prussia had taken possession of Münster in 1803, Fürstenberg's influence over the educational system began to decline, and when in 1805 he protested against the appointment of a professor of Protestant theology at the Catholic University of Münster, he was consequently expelled as a profane from the city and deprived of education on the plea of age. In 1807 he also resigned the position of vicar-general. Fürstenberg's renown as an educator had drawn some of the greatest minds of Europe to Münster, among them the Princess Amelia von Galliain, in whose return to the Catholic Faith he himself had become a convert. In her youth, be was greatly interested in the Eises, Franz von Fürstenberg (Münster, 1842); Esch, Franz von Fürstenberg in Bibliothek der kath. Pädagogik (Freiburg in 1889), IV, 50-51; Gallia, LXXXIII, LXXXV, LXXXVI; Nordhoff in Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie s. v.; Enkol, Das Tätigwerden des Ministers Franz Friedrich von Fürstenberg auf dem Gebiete der unruh Politik des Fürstaumtes Münster 1763-1780 (Münster, 1905).

M. Ott.

Fuschi, Michael. See Michael of Chernia.

Fusola, a titular see in Numidia. It was a fortified town, inhabited for the most part by Donatists and situated forty miles from Hippo. St. Augustine appointed as its first Catholic bishop, about 416, a young man named Antonius, who afterwards caused him much anxiety (Ceilier, Historia Generalis des Gracies et ecclésias, I, 247 sqq.). A certain Melior is known to have been bishop in 484 (Gams, 465, col. 3), and the see still existed in the seventh century (Byzantische Zeit- schrift, 11, 25). The fortress of Fossula completed the defences of Hippo.

S. Vainh.

Fust (or Fauser), John, a partner of Gutenberg in promoting the art of printing, d. at Paris about 1488. He belonged to a wealthy family of Mains, but very little is known of his early life. In 1450 he became a partner of Gutenberg in the establishment of a printing plant at Mains, Fust furnishing the capital and taking a mortgage on the tools and materials as security. The partners carried on the business for several years, but the partnership was dissolved in 1455, when Fust brought suit against Gutenberg for the money that he had advanced and obtained possession of the printing apparatus. The business was then continued by Fust with his son-in-law, Peter Schoffer, of Germersheim, as partner. In 1462, when Mains was secured, Fust's workmen were scattered, and they carried with them to various countries the printing process which had been guarded as a secret in Mains. Fust continued the business, however, until about 1466, when he is thought to have gone to Paris and to have died there of the plague. Among the books that were issued from the press of Fust and Gutenberg the best known is the magnificent Latin "Bible of forty-two lines" (see illustration s. v. EDITIONS OF THE BIBLE), so called because it was printed forty-two lines to the page. It is known also as the Masarim Bible, because the first
known copy of it was discovered in Cardinal Mazarin's library at Paris. It is a fine specimen of the early printer's art. They also printed an indulgence granted by Pope Nicholas V to the King of Cyprus (1454–5). In partnership with Schöffer Fust published a Psalter (1457), the first printed book with a complete date; the "Rationale Divinorum Officiorum" of Durandus (1459); and Cicero's "De Officiis" (1465), the first printed edition of a classical author. Several other books that were printed by Fust and his partners are still extant, some of them very beautiful in their execution.

De Vitræ, The Invention of Printing (New York, 1878); Von der Linde, Gesch. der Erfindung der Buchdruckerkunst (Berlin, 1880), I.

EDMUND BURKE.

Fytch, William Benedict, an English Franciscan friar of the Capuchin Reform, whose family name was Filch; b. at Canfield, Essex, in 1583; d. 1610. His parents were of the Puritan party, and he himself professed Calvinism until he was sent to study in London, where he embraced the Catholic faith. He went over to Paris and entered the Capuchin Order. In 1599 he was at his own request sent to England; he had hardly landed when he was seized and cast into Wiscasset prison. Here he remained for three years, and whilst there held conferences with the heretics concerning the true Faith. He was at length released through the intervention of the French Ambassador and sent back to France, where he was appointed master of novices. He was held in great reverence at the French Court, and amongst the people on account of his gift of miracles and spirit of prophecy. He wrote several ascetical works, the most famous being his treatise "The Will of God", which was written in English, but speedily translated into various European languages. In 1625 this treatise was translated into Latin by order of the Minister General of the Order.


FATHER CUTHBERT.
Gabala, a titular see of Syria Prima. Ten bishops of this city are known between 325 and 653, the most famous being St. Hilary, writer and martyr (fourth century), and Severian, first the friend but later the enemy of St. John Chrysostom (see Echoes d'Orient, IV, 15–17; IX, 220). Since the sixth century Gabala has been an exempt archdiocese directly dependent on the Patriarch of Antioch. The diocese is again noticed in the tenth century (Echoes d’Orient, X, 97 and 140). When the Arabs took possession of the city in 639, they found there a Byzantine fortress, beside which the Caliph Moaviah erected a second. According to the Arabian geographer Yaqout, the Greeks recovered the city from the Mussulmans in 969, who recaptured it in 1081. The crusaders entered Gabala in 1109, and it was henceforth the seat of a Latin diocese. For the Latin titulars see Le Quien, III, 1169; Ducange, “Les familles d’outre-mer”, 795–796, and especially Eubel, I, 267; II, 173. Saladin took the city in 1187, and in 1517 it fell into the hands of the Sultan Selim. Gabala, at present called Djebeleh, is a caza of the vilayet of Beirut, and numbers 3000 inhabitants, all of whom are Mussulmans. There are to be seen here a small harbour, numerous ruins, sepulchral chambers, and ancient Christian chapels hewn in the rock, a Roman theatre, baths and mosques, one of which, formerly the cathedral, contains the tomb of the Sultan Ibrahim-Eddem, who died in 778.

COINEY, Syrie, Liban et Palestine, 165-166; BARDEKER, Palestine et Syrie, 386.

S. VAILHÉ.

Gabatha (Aramaic גָּבָתָה) is the Aramaic appellation of a place in Jerusalem, designated also under the Greek name of Lithostrotos. It occurs only in John, xix, 13, where the Evangelist states that Pontius Pilate "brought Jesus forth, and sat down in the judgment seat, in the place that is called Lithostrotos, and in Hebrew Gabatha." The name "Gabatha" is certainly an Aramaic word, for by "Hebrew" St. John, like other New Testament writers, denotes the Aramaic language which was spoken commonly at the time in Judea. It is not a mere translation of "Lithostrotos", which properly means the tessellated or mosaic pavement whereon stood the judgment-seat, but which was extended to the place itself in front of Pilate's prætorium, where that pavement was laid. This is proved by the practice of St. John, who elsewhere gives Aramaic names as distinctly belonging to places, not as mere translations of the Greek. This is proved also by the fact that "Gabatha" is derived from a root (גָּבָתָה "back", "elevation"), which refers, not to the kind of pavement, but to the "elevation" of the place in question. It thus appears that the two names "Lithostrotos" and "Gabatha" were due to different characteristics of the spot where Pilate delivered Our Lord to death. The Aramaic name was derived from the configuration of that spot, the Greek name from the nature of its pavement. Efforts have been made by commentators to identify "Gabatha" either with the outer court of the Temple, which is known to have been paved, or with the meeting-place of the Great Sanhedrin, which was half within, half without the Temple's outer court, or again with the ridge at the back of the House of the Lord; but these efforts can not be considered as successful. The only thing that can be gathered with certainty from St. John's statement (xix, 13) is that "Gabatha" designates the local place in Jerusalem, where Pilate had his judicial seat, and whither he caused Jesus to be brought forth, that he might deliver in His hearing, and in that of the Jewish multitude, his formal and final sentence of condemnation.

FRANCIS E. GIGOT.

Gaboon (Gabun), Vicariate Apostolic of, formerly called the Vicariate Apostolic of the Two Guineas.—The name Gaboon (Gbabao) was originally given by the Portuguese to the estuary on which stands the town of Libreville, and to a narrow strip of territory on either bank of this arm of the sea. In the days of the slave trade it was merely a trading station on the Coast of Guinea which at that time extended from the Senegal to the mouth of the Congo River. At the present time the name of Guinea for this territory and the ecclesiastical title "The Two Guineas" have gone out of use both in the civil and the religious sense, and Gaboon designates the northern portion of French Congo, south of the Equator and lying between the Atlantic ocean and longitude 12 east of Paris. It is coextensive with the basin of the Ogowai River, to which should be added several small subsidiary streams as the Muni, the Kome, and the Rembo-Nkomi. Its surface though broken and uneven is at no point of great elevation, and is covered by a great dense, tropical forest interrupted only by some rocky plains in the south. The only roads are the tracks used by the natives, along which caravans travel on foot. The rivers are often blocked by rapids, so that navigation is both uncertain and hazardous. The climate is sultry, humid, and subject to storms, but the temperature remains almost stationary; the rainy season lasts from September to May. On the whole it is a healthy climate for men of temperate lives, and the mortality there is one of the lowest on the West-African coast. The population of Gaboon is very mixed, Gaboon being the geographical terminus of the migration drawn from the interior by trade. No doubt many of the races become broken up on the way, but those that reach the coast are slowly absorbed among the earlier settlers there. Indeed many of these tribes are semi-nomadic by habit, and change the sites of their villages as soon as the lands in their vicinity have become exhausted by crop-growing. It thus comes to pass every four or five years a new ethnographical map of the country is necessary. However it is possible to divide the peoples into several groups. Under the first group may be included the old slave-trading races that have been established a long time on the Coast. Of these the most important people are the Mpungwe, dwelling along the Gaboon estuary; they are mentioned in the eighteenth century by Dutch navigators. As a race they are intelligent and keen and enjoy an undoubted ascendency over the other black races. They are, moreover, gentle and hospitable, too hospitable perhaps. They easily fall victims to European vices.
and immorality and alcohol have almost wiped them out. Not more than a few hundred of them remain, many of whom go as traders far into the interior. The point of the Gaboon peninsula is occupied by the Bengas; the creeks or inlets of the Manda and the Muni by the Baseki, usually known as the Boulous (Bulu); both tribes live by fishing and are dying out from want. Their language is different from that of the Mpongwe. However the three tribes settled towards the South in the delta of the Ogowai, the Orongous (Orongu), the Galous, and the Nkomis use a slightly modified form of Mpongwe, follow the same customs, have the same female slave of the same kind, and engage in the rubber trade as well as in fishing. The second group is made up of one single tribe, the Fans or Pahouins (Pawin) who inhabit all the northern portion of Gaboon as far as the Ivindo, and in places are to be found along the left bank of the Ogowai. They are true barbarians and are an invading race, whose progress towards the coast goes on unceasingly. They do not deserve all that former travellers have said as to their ferocity, but they are very fierce-looking, muscular, warlike, and above all vindictive. They are not, however, slave-dealers, nor do they, properly speaking, own slaves; their wives are really their own personal property. Polygamy is more beastial among them than elsewhere. Nevertheless they are not victims to the grosser forms of immorality, in the same measure as other tribes are, but along the great rivers and at the coast alcoholism works terrible havoc among them. Those of them who dwell in the interior still practise cannibalism on their prisoners of war.

A third group of peoples is to be found in the southern part of the country; in this territory live tribes given over to slavery. Thus, for instance, the Esteiras and the Balkalis, who act as middlemen in trading with the tribes living on the coast, the Bayakas, Bapunus, Ndjavis, Ishogos, Mboteas, Shakés, Adumas, who in exchange for articles of commerce sell their children as slaves. These slaves are brought secretly to the coast, but are no longer shipped to the Antilles or Brazil, instead they are bought by the Mpongwe and Nkomis who are thus enabled to lead lives of idleness. All these groups of tribes are fetichism. They believe in a God who made the world, in an immortal soul and in retribution for evil; they worship spirits and ghosts, and are under the sway of sorcerers and secret societies, to which even the authoritie of their chiefs must yield.

The Catholic mission of the country by Capuchins from Italy left no permanent traces. About 1840 an American priest, Monsignor Barron, was the first to answer the appeal made for a priest of the Catholics among the freed negroes that the United States Government had shipped back to the coast of Africa. Monsignor Barron gave up an important post which he held under the Archbishop of Philadelphia and made two voyages to the Guinea Coast between 1840 and 1843. The Venerable Père Liber mann had just at this date founded at Amiens his new congregation of the Sacred Heart of Mary, which later was united with that of the Holy Ghost; he furnished the first missionaries to Monsignor Barron. In the first year six out of seven of the missionaries died as much of starvation as of sickness; the seventh, after incecidatable adventures, succeeded in reaching Cape Palms on the Gaboon. This was Père Bessieux and in September, 1843, Père Le Berre had set up a small fort there intended as a lookout for vessels engaged in the slave trade, and consequently Père Bessieux was able to erect the first station at this spot. The following year brought him many helpers, and among them Père Le Berre. In 1848 a slave dhow was captured by the French and forty-nine slaves were located near the mission station on a little plateau which was thereupon called Libreville (Freetown). Père Le Berre was given the official title of "Professor of Morals" and began instructing them. The next year the first nuns arrived, the French Sisters of the Immaculate Conception. In 1849 Père Bessieux was recalled to Europe, consecrated bishop, and sent back to Gaboon as Vicar Apostolic of the Free Indies. Guines, with full jurisdiction over a coastline 2000 leagues long, where to-day there are twenty-five ecclesiastical divisions.

About this time the Libreville mission made many attempts to set up stations elsewhere; only one was a success, that among the Bengus of Cape Esteiras, and was known as Mission Delta. They were near 4000, and nearly all of this small tribe are Catholics. While the Libreville mission was in process of organization, building a suitable church, enlarging its schools, and clearing its grounds, the little government station about a mile away was gradually becoming a small town. In 1860 it became necessary to erect a parish there, and thus was founded the mission of Saint-Pierre, having for special object the conversion of the Mpongwe. The work of the sisters was transferred to this place as well as the school for girls and a native hospital; later the colony built a church and at present the parish contains about 3000 faithful. Monsignor Bessieux died in January, 1876 after having served the Church for 35 years, succeeded by his early companion, Monsignor Le Berre. Under the new bishop new stations were rapidly founded, and the Congregation of the Holy Ghost continued to supply the necessary missionaries. In 1879 a mission to the Pahouins of the Congo was attempted for the first time, and the Station of Saint-Paul de Donghilu was opened; after great hardships it now a flourishing mission counting more than 1000 Catholics. Soon afterwards the missionaries began to move inwards from the coast and the estuary and in 1883 the mission of Saint-François-Xavier was founded on the Ogowai, the mission of Saint-Pierre-Claver among the Adumas, which was afterwards moved to Franceville near the source of that river. In 1886 at Fernando Vaz in the Nkomi country the mission of Sainte-Anne was organized. These three places are now great mission centres and are thoroughly equipped. It would be only fitting to add to this list Monsignor Le Berre's new town in the Kamerun and in Spanish Guinea; but they now form part of new ecclesiastical divisions. In 1891, after 45 years of missionary life, the Holy bishop died. His works had increased tenfold and his memory is revered. He was succeeded by Monsignor Le Roy. During the three years which the new bishop spent at Gaboon three new stations were created. One arose on the banks of the Rio Muni, first at Kogo, then at Butikis, at the present frontier of Spanish Guinea, among the Fans of the north. Another was established below the first rapids of the Ogowai, also in the Fans country. This mission was Saint-Michel of Ndopole. The third station, Sainte-Croix, is surrounded by the Esteiras peoples of the south-west. At the same time a fresh impulse was given to the evangelising movement, for this was the period of the principal labour on the languages, of translations, of relations, of very useful journeys of exploration, of ordinances favouring the work of the catechists, of agreements with the tribes concerning the reform of their family customs, etc.

The active direction of Monsignor Le Roy ceased in 1896 when he was elected Superior General of the Congregation of the Holy Ghost. The Bishop of Gaboon by Monsignor Adam, the present bishop, who has established three new stations: Notre-Dame-des-Trois-Épis, at Samba on the Ngume, a tributary of the left bank of the Ogowai, and Saint-Martin, a little further up the same river, both of them in the midst of the mixed populations of the south. The third post, of quite recent foundation, is Okano near
Gabriel, 534, "Fortitudo Dei", one of the three archangels mentioned in the Bible. Only four appearances of Gabriel are recorded: (a) In Dan. viii, he explains the vision of the horned ram as portending the destruction of the Persian Empire by the Macedonian Alexander the Great, after whose death the figure Tau on the foreheads of the elect (Ezech., 4). In later Jewish literature the names of angels were considered to have a peculiar efficacy, and the British Museum possesses some magic bowls inscribed with Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac incantations in which the names of Michael, Raphael, and Gabriel occur. The taken from the house at Hilla, the site of Babylon, and constitute an interesting relic of the Jewish captivity. In apocryphal Christian literature the same names occur, cf. Enoch, ix, and the Apocalypse of the Blessed Virgin.

As remarked above, Gabriel is mentioned only twice in the New Testament, but it is not unreasonable to suppose with Christian tradition that it is he who appeared to St. Joseph and to the shepherds, and also that it was he who "strengthened" Our Lord in the garden (cf. the Hymn for Lauds on 24 March). Gabriel is generally termed only an archangel, but the expression used by St. Raphael, "I am the archangel Raphael, one of the seven, who stand before the Lord" (Tob., xii, 15) and St. Gabriel's own words, "I am Gabriel, who stand before God" (Luke, i, 19), have led some to think that these angels must belong to the highest rank; but this is generally explained as referring to their rank as the highest of God's messengers, and not as placing them among the Seraphim and Cherubim (cf. St. Thomas, I, Q. cxii, a. 3; III, Q. xxx, a. 2, ad 4am).

In addition to the literature under ANGEL and in the bibliographies, see Pouyat, The Prophet Gabriel, (Edinburgh, 1880; London and New York, 1890). Appendix XIII; H. Cadoux, Michael and Gabriel in Homiletic Review (1890), 19, 160 et seq.; R. Bardaghi, Maria-Vorkundigung in Bib. Studien, X, 496 sqq.

Gabriel, Brothers of Saint.—The Congregation of the Brothers of Christian Instruction of St. Gabriel was originally founded by Blessed Louis Grignon de Montfort in 1705, but it did not spread much till it was amalgamated with one founded in 1835 by Monsignor Deshayes, Vicar-General of Remiremont. It took the anomalous title of the Brothers of St. Gabriel, because the first chapel of the congregation was dedicated to St. Gabriel; this was at Boulogne. The object of the congregation is the Christian education of the young and also of the blind, the deaf, dumb, and the care and education of orphans. The members take no vows, but after making a novitiate of three years they promise to obey the superior and to devote themselves to the works of their institute; they are generally men of sufficient means to support themselves. They are governed by a superior elected by the votes of the whole community for three years: he is assisted by four councilors. The congregation in 1851 had as many as ninety-six houses mostly in France and in the Diocese of Frankfort in Germany. Later it had 122 schools in France besides two for the blind and eight for deaf-mutes. The French mother-house was at St. Laurent-sur-Sevre in Vendée; in 1880 it had 700 members. Recent statistics give the congregation 170 schools and colleges, eight asylums for the deaf and dumb, three for the blind, and several homes for orphans. The novitiate for Canada is at Saint-Au-Recollet near Montreal. The brothers have a college at Montreal and four schools in the archdiocese, besides three schools in the Diocese of Three Rivers and one at St. Curs in the Diocese of St. Hyacinth.

Hoffmarcher in Kirchenle.; Swellm, Monastery of Great Britain; Catholic Directory; Canada Ecclesiasticana.

Gabriel Bell. See BEILA.

Gabriel Biel. See BIEL.

Gabriel Possenti, Blessed, Passionist student, renowned for sanctity and miracles; b. at Amiel, 1 March, 1835; d. 27 February, 1847, at Legnago di San Cassino, Province of Abruzzo, Italy; son of Sant

---

Giovanni Barbieri (Guercino), Palazzo Colonna, Rome

The Archangel Gabriel

the kingdom will be divided up among his generals, from one of whom will spring Antiochus Epiphanes.

(b) In chapter ix, after Daniel had prayed for Israel, we read that "the man Gabriel . . . flying swiftly touched me" and he communicated to him the mysterious prophecy of the "seventy weeks" of years which should elapse before the coming of Christ. In chapter x, it is not clear whether the angel is Gabriel or not, but at any rate we may apply to him the marvellous description in verses 5 and 6. (c) In N. T. he foretells to Zachary the birth of the Precursor, and (d) to Mary that of the Saviour. Thus he is throughout the angel of the Incarnation and of Consolation, and in Christian tradition Gabriel is ever the angel of mercy while Michael is rather the angel of judgment. At the same time, even in the Bible, Gabriel is, in accordance with his name, the angel of the Power of God, and it is worth while noting the frequency with which such words as "great", "mighty", "power", and "strength" occur in the passages referred to above. The Jews indeed seem to have dwelt particularly upon this feature in Gabriel's character, and he is regarded by them as the angel of judgment, while Michael is called the angel of mercy. Thus they attribute to Gabriel the destruction of Sodom and of the host of Sennacherib, though they also regard him as the angel who buried Moses, and as the man deputed to mark
The two Maronites were Gabriel Sionita and John Hesronita. Gabriel, however, was by far the more prominent of the two. They received an annual stipend of 600 livres, and Gabriel was appointed to the chair of Semitic languages at the Sorbonne. Unfortunately both de Thou and his associate died within four years, and serious financial difficulties arose. In 1619, it is true, the assembly of French clergy at Blois voted 8000 livres to support the undertaking; but through some malversation of funds, this money was never actually paid; at least such is the accusation brought by Gabriel in his Preface to the Syrian Psalter which he published. The Maronites seem to have become involved in pecuniary embarrassments, which led to unseemly feuds with the leaders of the undertaking. In 1619, however, by royal diploma, Gabriel's stipend had been raised to 1200 livres; the following year he received the doctor's degree and two years later the priesthood. Evidently all had been done to honour and support these Eastern scholars; and the blame probably lies largely with Gabriel, who can hardly be excused from idleness and thriftlessness.

In 1626, as Gabriel held no classes owing to lack of students, his stipend was curtailed. After some time, however, he was paid again in full; and in 1629, his salary was increased to 2000 livres. In 1630, he recommenced work on the polyglot; but, as he did not apply himself industriously, and was even accused, apparently with some show of reason, of carelessness in the work, he again found himself in difficulties. In the quarter which followed that of 1629, he practised all the virtues in an heroic degree; and he was beatified and raised to the honours of the altar, by special privilege of the supreme pontiff before he was fifty years dead.

His solemn beatification took place on 31 May, 1635, in the presence of the cardinals then in Rome, of the Patriarchs' fathers resident in Rome, and of representatives from all the provinces of the congregation. Among those present were many who had known the beatified during his life, including one of his brothers, Father Norbert, C.P., his old spiritual director and confessor and Signor Domenico Tiberi, who had been miraculously cured through his intercession.

The Mass and Office in honour of Blessed Gabriel are allowed to the whole Passionist congregation, and his feast day is celebrated on 31 May. It is the express wish of Leo XIII and Pius X that he should be recognised as the patron of all students and especially of young religious, both men and women, and in all that concerns their interior life.

Bonacchi, Memorie storiche sopra il vescovo e le vescovi del giovane Franciscus Poussin, (1880, 1888) and 1894, Raccolta delle lettere ed altri scritti, in Vescovo di Dio, (Rome, 1900). A life of Blessed Gabriel, written by Eusebius Haux, C.P., was published in America in 1891 and re-published later in Dublin. The latest and most important of all the biographies is that published at the time of his beatification: Vita et Miracula dei Fratelli di S. Stanislaus Kostka; Bianchini, in The Tablet (London, June, 1868).

Arthur Devine.

Gabriels, Henry. See Odensburg, Diocese of.

Gabriel Sionita, a learned Maronite, famous for his share in the publication of the Parisian polyglot of the Bible; b. 1577, at Eddon on the Lebanon; d. 1648, at Paris. Though he came to Rome at the age of seven, he always looked upon Arabia as his mother tongue. At Rome he learnt Latin, Syriac, and acquired a slight knowledge of Hebrew; he studied theology, but did not receive the priesthood till much later, in Paris, at the advanced age of 45. Savary de Brêves, once French ambassador to Turkey and interested in Oriental studies, when recalled from Rome, took Sionita with him to Paris to assist in the publication of the polyglot under the auspices of de Thou, the royal librarian, and Cardinal Duperron.

Gabriel, however, was by far the more prominent of the two. They received an annual stipend of 600 livres, and Gabriel was appointed to the chair of Semitic languages at the Sorbonne. Unfortunately both de Thou and his associate died within four years, and serious financial difficulties arose. In 1619, it is true, the assembly of French clergy at Blois voted 8000 livres to support the undertaking; but through some malversation of funds, this money was never actually paid; at least such is the accusation brought by Gabriel in his Preface to the Syrian Psalter which he published. The Maronites seem to have become involved in pecuniary embarrassments, which led to unseemly feuds with the leaders of the undertaking. In 1619, however, by royal diploma, Gabriel's stipend had been raised to 1200 livres; the following year he received the doctor's degree and two years later the priesthood. Evidently all had been done to honour and support these Eastern scholars; and the blame probably lies largely with Gabriel, who can hardly be excused from idleness and thriftlessness.

In 1626, as Gabriel held no classes owing to lack of students, his stipend was curtailed. After some time, however, he was paid again in full; and in 1629, his salary was increased to 2000 livres. In 1630, he recommenced work on the polyglot; but, as he did not apply himself industriously, and was even accused, apparently with some show of reason, of carelessness in the work, he again found himself in difficulties. In the quarter which followed that of 1629, he practised all the virtues in an heroic degree; and he was beatified and raised to the honours of the altar, by special privilege of the supreme pontiff before he was fifty years dead.

His solemn beatification took place on 31 May, 1635, in the presence of the cardinals then in Rome, of the Patriarchs’ fathers resident in Rome, and of representatives from all the provinces of the congregation. Among those present were many who had known the beatified during his life, including one of his brothers, Father Norbert, C.P., his old spiritual director and confessor and Signor Domenico Tiberi, who had been miraculously cured through his intercession.

The Mass and Office in honour of Blessed Gabriel are allowed to the whole Passionist congregation, and his feast day is celebrated on 31 May. It is the express wish of Leo XIII and Pius X that he should be recognised as the patron of all students and especially of young religious, both men and women, and in all that concerns their interior lives.

Bonacchi, Memorie storiche sopra il vescovo e le vescovi del giovane Franciscus Poussin, (1880, 1888) and 1894, Raccolta delle lettere ed altri scritti, in Vescovo di Dio, (Rome, 1900). A life of Blessed Gabriel, written by Eusebius Haux, C.P., was published in America in 1891 and re-published later in Dublin. The latest and most important of all the biographies is that published at the time of his beatification: Vita et Miracula dei Fratelli di S. Stanislaus Kostka; Bianchini, in The Tablet (London, June, 1868).

Arthur Devine.


J. P. Arendzen.

Gad (גד, fortune, luck).—A proper name which designates in the Bible, (I), a patriarch; (II), a tribe of Israel; (III), a prophet; (IV), a pagan deity.

I. Gad, a patriarch, to wit, the seventh son of Jacob, and the first by Zelpha, Liah’s handmaid. He was born to Jacob in Mesopotamia of Syria (Aram), like his full brother, Aser (Gen., xxxix, 25). On his birth Liah exclaimed: Happily (יהוד) and therefore called his name Gad (Gen., xxx, 11). The exclamation and the
name given therupon bespeak a real relation between the name of this son of Jacob, and that of the pagan deity which was also called "Gad"; although the exact nature of the relationship between the two cannot be given with perfect exactness. On the west, the portion of Gad abutted on the Jordan, and ran up the Arabah or Jordan valley, in a narrow strip, from the northern end of the Dead Sea to the southern extremity of the lake of Genesareth; but on the other three sides, its boundaries cannot be described with equal certainty. Thus, on the east, the Bible assigns to Gad no distinct limit. On the north, it gives, in one place (Deut., iii, 16), the river Jeboe as the extreme limit of that tribe, while, in two other places (Jos., xiii, 26, 30), it treats as such the locality of Manaim (Heb. Mahanaim) which was to the north of the Jeboe. In like manner, on the south, the sacred text represents in Jos., xiii, 15 sqq., as the boundary between Gad and Ruben, a straight line drawn eastwards from the Jordan and passing exactly northward of Hesebon, a town which it ascribes to Ruben; whereas, it assigns elsewhere (Num., xxxii, 34, xxiv, 37), to Ruben several towns north of Hesebon, and to Gad, the very town of Hesebon. From these apparently conflicting biblical data it is natural to infer that the extent of the tribe of Gad varied at different times in Hebrew history, and to consider as simply conventional the definite limits ascribed to Gad on the ordinary maps of Palestine divided among the twelve tribes of Israel. The following are the principal towns mentioned in Jos., xiii, 25 sqq. and Num., xxxii, 34-36, as belonging to the descendants of Gad: Jazer, Ramoth, Maaphe, Betonim, Manaim, Betharan, Bethhemmur, Socoeth, Saphon, Jeggusa, Elroth, Sophan. During the journey through the wilderness, the tribe of Gad counted upwards of 40,000 men and marched with Ruben and Simeon on the south side of Israel. Allowed by Moses to settle on the east side of the Jordan, on condition of aiding in the conquest of western Palestine, the Gadites complied with that condition, took possession of the territory ascribed to them, and devoted all their pursuits, and formed for centuries the most important Israelite tribe beyond Jordan. They were a warlike race whose valour is highly praised in the parting blessing of Moses (Deut., xxxii, 20, 21) and in the prophecy of Jacob (Gen. xlix, 19), and were able to hold their own in the struggle against the enemies of Israel, who were the Ammonites and the Moabites (Gen. xxxii, 3). Upon the disruption of Solomon's empire, they formed a part of the northern kingdom, and shared with varying success in the subsequent wars against northern Israel. Their name appears on the Moabite stone (line 10). They were carried into captivity at the same time as the other tribes beyond Jordan by Tiglathphalasar (734 B.C.), and in the time of the prophet Jeremiah their cities were inhabited by the Ammonites. Their territory comprised the land of Galaad, the fertility and beauty of which are still praised by western travellers.

III. Gad, a Hebrew prophet, contemporary with King David. He came to that prince when the latter was hiding in the cave of Obeddolam (I Kings [Samuel], xxii, 5), and was probably one of the Gadites who joined David there (I Par. [Chronicles], xii, 8). He then began under God's guidance his career of counselor, which eventually won him the name of the seer of God. His son, Gad II, par. xxii, 9), is represented in the Bible as announcing to the king the divine punishment for numbering the people, and advised him to erect an altar to God on Ornans's threshing-floor (II Kings, xxiv, 11 sqq.; I Par., xxxi, 9 sqq.). He is referred to as the author of a book narrating part of David's reign (I Par., xxix, 5) and as having assisted that king in arranging the musical services of the House of the Lord (II Par., xxxvii, 7, 15). He is estimated to have lived at the present day. The patriarch Gad begot seven sons (Gen., xlii, 16). Nothing more is said in Holy Writ concerning him personally.

IV. Gad, a pagan deity explicitly mentioned in Isa., lxv, 11, where the Hebrew name גָּד, "Gad," is rightly rendered "Fortune" in the Vulgate. As far as is known in the present day, Gad is a word of Cha- maanite origin, which, long before the passage of Ismael just referred to was written, had, from a mere appellative, become the proper name of a deity. Biblical testimony to the ancient worship of Gad in Chanaan is certainly found in the names of such places as Baal- gad (Jos., xi, 17; xii, 7; xiii, 5), and Magdalgal "tower of Gad" (Jos., xv, 37). A trace of Gad's worship in Syria may perhaps be found in Lxx's explanation γὰς μέγας of the birth of her first son whom she also called "Gad" (Gen., xxx, 11): this was admitted of old by St. Augustine (Questiones in Heptateuchum, in P., XXXIV, col. 571), and at a much more recent date by Dom Calmet, in his Commentary on Genesis.

FRANCIS E. GHOT.

Gadara, a titular see of Palestine Prima; there were two sees of this name, one in Palestine Prima, the other in Palestine Secunda; it is therefore difficult to ascertain to which of the two cities the known bishops belonged (Le Quien, III, 597). Gadara in Palestine Secunda is to-day known as Oum-Keis, beyond the Jordan, while Gadara in Palestine Prima, the subject of this article, has not been identified. There was a Gader (Jos., xii, 13) whose king was defeated by Josue, a place which is also mentioned in I Par., ii, 51; Jos., xv, 55. It is to-day called Djeder, half-way between Bethelim and Hebron. A Genebra (Greek Πατράς) is mentioned as being in the plain of Bethsaphelah (Jos., xvi, 36; I Par., iv, 23) and is to-day called Khirkhet-Djedireh, south-west of Amwas, or rather Qatrak, a village of the plain of Sephelah. Perhaps neither of these cities is our Gadara, and it can hardly be identified, as is often done, with Gazer or Gaser, a well-known Scriptural city, now Tell-Djeser, near Amwas.

S. VAILLÉ.

Gaddi, Agnolo, Giovanni, and Taddeo, Florentine artists, Taddeo being the father of Agnolo and Giovanni. The dates of their birth are very uncertain. Taddeo was probably the pupil of Giotto; Agnolo and Giovanni after 1333. The father died in 1368, Giovanni in 1383, Agnolo in 1396, and all three are buried in Santa Croce in Florence. Taddeo was the godson of Giotto, lived with him twenty-four years, and became the most eminent of his numerous school. The fact that he "shared the same house, the same table, the same bed, and the same colour", and, in some of his works, "even in expression", two paintings signed by him are in existence—one in Berlin, dated 1333, and another in the church of Megognano, dated 1355. The best of his extant frescoes are those in the Giugn Chapel, formerly belonging to the Baroncelli family, in the church of Santa Croce, but his most extensive works, in the churches of San Spirito and the Serviti, have all disappeared. Many of his frescoes and several of his most celebrated altar-pieces have entirely disappeared. His principal work was in Florence, but he also executed several examples in Arezzo and in the Casentino. Perhaps he is best known for the fact that he was a distinguished architect, and designed the present Ponte Vecchio in Florence, and also lower down the river a still finer bridge (Ponte Trinita), which was destroyed in the sixteenth century. He was very successful, and amassed great wealth.

His son Agnolo (I Par., xxi, 4) entered the studio of Giovanni da Milano and Jacopo del Casentino; his best work is in the cathedral at Prato, where there are thirteen frescoes illustrating the story of the Holy Girdle, and in the church of Santa Croce at Florence, where there are
PONTE VECCHIO, FLORENCE
DESIGNED BY TADEO GADDI (C. 1345)
eight panels by him, commemorating the legend of the Cross. His earliest work, according to Vasari, illustrated the story of Christ raising Lazarus, and was regarded as the most wonderful painting of a dead body that had ever been seen. He was the master of

an even more celebrated man, Cennino Cennini, the author of an important treatise on painting in fresco, distemper, and other media, which is the chief source of our information respecting the technique of the early Florentine artists, and also of a book, the importance of which, especially with regard to tempera painting and the application of gold, can hardly be over-estimated. Giovanni Gaddi, the brother and pupil of Agnolo, was a man of much less importance, and hardly any works now remain which can be attributed to him with certainty, as in the rebuilding of San Spirito at Florence most of his work was destroyed.

George Charles Williamson.

Gaeta, Archdiocese of (Caetetana), in the province of Caserta in Campania (Southern Italy). It is the ancient Caesa, situated on the slopes of the Torre di Orlando, a promontory overlooking the Mediterranean. Gaeta was an ancient Ionian colony of the Samians according to Strabo; legend, however, derives its foundation from Caieta, the nurse of Aeneas or Ascanius. Among the ancients it was famous for its lovely and temperate climate. Its port was of great importance in trade and in war, and was restored under Antoninus Pius. Among its antiquities is the mausoleum of Lucia Munatius Planus. As Byzantine influence declined in Southern Italy the town began to grow. In the ninth century (840) the inhabitants of the neighbouring Formia fled to Gaeta through fear of the Saracens. Though under the suzerainty of Byzantium, Gaeta had then, like Naples and Amalfi, a republican form of government under a “dux” or lord. It was a strong bulwark against Saracen invasion, and in 847 aided Leo IV in the naval fight at Ostia. Later, however, looking rather to local safety, its dux, Docibilis, entered into treaties with the Saracens. From the end of the ninth century the principality of Capua claimed it, as a title for the younger son of the prince. In 1039, with Amalfi and Naples, acknowledged the rule of Guaimario, Duke of Salerno; about forty years later with the whole duchy of Salerno it became part of Robert Guiscard’s new Norman territory.

In the many wars for possession of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, Gaeta, owing to its important strategic position, was attacked as often and as bravely as it was defended. In 1194 the Pisans, allies of Henry VI in the conquest of the kingdom, took possession of the town and held it as their own. In 1228 it rebelled against Frederick II and surrendered to the pope, but after the peace of San Germano (1230) it was given back to the Sicilian kingdom. In 1289 Don Jaime of Sicily tried to gain possession of it, but failed. In 1435 Alfonso V of Aragon (Alfonso I of Naples) besieged it, and displayed great generosity, to his own disadvantage, by succouring those unable to bear arms who had been driven out from the besieged town. After a disastrous naval battle he captured it, and gained control of the kingdom. In 1501 Gaeta was retaken by the French, who, after the defeat of Garigliano (3 Jan., 1504), abandoned it to Gonsalvo de Cordova, Ferdinand the Catholic’s general. In the War of the Spanish Succession it was captured (1707) by the Austrian general Daun, after a stubborn resistance made by the Spanish viceroy. In 1806 Masséna took it; finally it became the last refuge of Francis II of Naples. After an heroic defence it capitulated 13 Feb., 1861, thus sealing the annexation of the Kingdom of Naples to the Kingdom of Italy. Caldini, the Piedmontese general, received the title of Duke of Gaeta.

This city has often been the refuge of illustrious personages: among others, of Gelasius II, who was born there: of Margaret, Queen of Naples (1387); of Gregory XII (1410) after the capture of Rome by Alexander V; finally, of Pius IX (1848), during the Roman revolution. The cathedral contains the relics of St. Erasmus, transferred from Formia, and is a handsome building dating from the twelfth century: the campanile, in Norman style, dates from 1279. The church of St. Francis, built by Frederick II, is in

very fine Gothic-Italian style, and contains paintings and sculpture by many of the most famous Neapolitan artists. The Chapel of the Crucifix is a curiosity. It is built on a huge mass of rock that hangs like a wedge between two adjoining walls of rock. Legend tells how the rock was thus split at the moment of our Saviour’s death. The episcopal see dates from 846, when Constantine, Bishop of Formia, fled thither and
Gagarin, Ivan Sergeevitch, of the princely Russian family which traces its origin to the ancient rulers of Starodub, b. at Moscow, 1 Aug., 1814; d. at Paris, 19 July, 1882. Ivan (Johannes) was the son of the Russian state-councillor, Prince Sergius Gagarin, and Barbara Pushkin. He entered the service of the state at an early age, and was first named attached to his uncle, Prince Gregory Gagarin, at Munich, on which to Vienna, he acted as secretary to the Russian legation at Vienna. He was afterwards transferred to the Russian embassy at Paris, where his services were requisitioned in a similar capacity. He frequented the salon of his near relation, Madame Sophie Switchine, and was on terms of familiar intercourse with Ravignan, Lacordaire's successor in the pulpit of Notre-Dame. Probably this dual influence assisted in bringing about his conversion to Catholicism, in 1842. On 19 April of that year Gagarin made his profession of faith, and was received into the Church by Ravignan, thereby, according to Russian law, putting an end to his diplomatic career, and forever all rights to his inheritance. In the latter half of 1843 he entered the Society of Jesus, and passed his novitiate at Saint-Achel. He was afterwards employed in professorial work at Bruges, where he taught church history and philosophy, at the College of Vaugirard, and the College of Daunouville, and at Bordeaux. He spent some time in Versailles, and, in 1855, was back at Paris, from which date onward his pen was ever actively employed in the interests of religion and learning. Gagarin's literary output was considerable; many of his articles which appeared in current reviews and periodicals were afterwards collected and published in book form.

As a polemist Gagarin was thorough, and his work as a religious propagandist was of great importance. His grand object was to extinguish dissension and schism among the Slavonic peoples and win over Russia to the Church Universal. In conjunction with Fr. Daniel Fradet (1850) the editor of the "Études de théologie, de philosophie et d'histoire" (merged into "Études religieuses, historiques et littéraires", 1886); he re-established the "Œuvre de Prop. des Sts. Cyrille et Méthode" (1858), to promote corporate union amongst the Churches; and contributed to the "Contemporain" and "Univers". "Ami de la Religion", "Précis historiques", "Correspondant", "Revue des questions historiques", etc. The "Polybiblion" (Paris, 1882), another review in which articles appeared from the pen of Gagarin, exhibits (XXXV, 186-188) a long list of his writings. These include: "De l'Eglise orientale et l'Eglise russe" (1856); "Un document inédit sur l'expulsion des Jésuites de Moscou" (1857); "Les Staroërèves, l'Eglise russe et le Pape" (1857); "De la Réunion de l'Eglise orientale avec l'Eglise romaine" (1858); "Réponse d'un Russe à un Russe" (1860); "Tendances catholiques et schismatiques en Russie" (1860); "L'avenir de l'Eglise grecque unie" (1862); "La primauté de Saint-Pierre et les livres liturgiques de l'Eglise russe" (1863). Gagarin also spent several years in Constantinople, where he founded the Society of St. Dionysius the Areopagite, which aims at reuniting the Greek and Latin Churches. With this object too, he published "L'Eglise romaine", etc. (1865); "Constitution et situation présente de toutes les Eglises de l'Orient" (Paris, 1865); "Les Eglises orientales unies" (1867), scholarly and comprehensive studies on the Oriental Churches. Amongst works of his on his own native land, were "Les Russes d'Europe et l'Eglise russe" (1868); and the very interesting and discursive "Le Clergé Russe" (new ed. Brussels, 1871; tr. London, 1872). The latter is a collection, in book form, of a series of articles published in the "Études religieuses" under the title "La réforme du clergé russe", an indictment of the encroachments of civil and military influence upon the clergy. The "Théologie d'Archetti" (Paris, Brussels, 1872—"Les Jésuites de Russie" (1738-1875)); and "Religion et Mœurs des Russes", edited by Gagarin (Paris, 1879), are further proofs of his great activity. Almost all the above were published at Paris. A portion of his works were reissued by Brugès, in a series of studies on "Theologie et Geschichte" (Münster, 1857); and by Hulttler, in "Katholische Studien" (Augsburg, 1865). When the religious orders were expelled from France, Gagarin went to Switzerland, but soon returned to Paris, where he died.

Revues en la Kirchenzeit., a. v.; Vaperre, Dict. des Contemp., 6th ed. (Paris, 1883), a. v. Gagarins; Romanteli, Geschichts- und Kunstdenkmäler, III, II, 194, seqq.; See also, for indication as to sources, author's preface to various works.

P. J. Macaulay.

Gagliardi, Achille, ascetic writer and spiritual director; b. at Padua, Italy, in 1537; d. at Modena, 6 July, 1607. After a brilliant career at the University of Padua he entered the Society of Jesus in 1559 with two brothers younger than himself. He taught philosophy at the Roman College, theology at Padua and Milan, and succeeded in raising several houses of his order in Northern Italy. He displayed indefatigable zeal in preaching, giving retreats and directing congregations, and was held in great esteem as a theological and spiritual guide by the Archbishop of Milan, St. Charles Borromeo, whom he accompanied on his pastoral visitations, and in which he wrote his popular handbook of religion, "Catechismo della fede cattolica" (Milan, 1584). He is the author of various works on asceticism and mysticism, some of them still unedited. Others were printed; shortly after his death, appeared the "Breve compendio intorno alla perfesione cristiana" (Brescia, 1611), which has been translated into five languages, and more recently the valuable "Commentarii in Exercitia spiritualis S. P. Igisiasi di Loyola" (Bruges, 1682), in which he explains very lucidly the author's suggestions for distinguishing between the good and evil external influences or internal motives which inspire or control human conduct.


Paul Deubuchy.
parochial clergy at the time being insufficient, he was asked by Archbishop Lincoln, and was permitted by his brother to take up the work of a curate in St. Paul's Parish. After three years in this capacity he returned to his convent in St. John's Street, where, in the leisure intervals of an ever-active missionary life, he composed the well-known "Sermons and Moral Discourses", on which his literary reputation chiefly rests.

These "Sermons" have gone through several editions (7th ed., Dublin, 1873); they are characterized not so much by exceptional eloquence as by solid learning and genuine piety. Dr. Gahan held the office of prior from 1776 to 1778, and also from 1803 until his death in the following year. In 1783 he made himself of the order, and office which he continued to hold for some years. In 1786-7 he travelled through England, France, and Italy. About 1783 he made the acquaintance of Dr. John Butler, Bishop of Cork, who afterwards turned Protestant on his succession to the title and estates of Dunboyne. A frequent and friendly correspondence took place between these two, and the grief which Dr. Gahan felt for the fall of his friend (1787) was turned into joy when he attended Lord Dunboyne on his deathbed, and received him back into the Church (1800). For this, however, he was to suffer. In spite of Dr. Gahan's advice and the latter's influence with the Archbishop, Lord Dunboyne insisted on willing his County Meath estate to the trustees of Maynooth College, recently founded (1795) by the Irish Parliament. But as the will was disputed, and the issue of its validity, according to the law then in force, depended on whether or not the testator had died "a relapsed Papist", Dr. Gahan was compelled to appear as a witness, and was asked to reveal the nature of his misinterpretations to the noblemen. He refused, of course, to do so, and after undergoing six painful examinations in the Chancery office in Dublin, he was committed to jail at the Tram asmsses, 24 Aug., 1802, to which the case had been referred for final judgment, his persistent refusal to testify as to the religion in which Dunboyne had died being ruled by the presiding judge, Lord Kilwarden, to constitute contempt of court. This imprisonment, however, lasted only a couple of days, and the remainder of Dr. Gahan's useful life was passed in peace in his convent in Dublin, where he died holding the office of prior. As there were no Catholic cemeteries at the time, his remains were laid to rest in the graveyard attached to St. James's Protestant Church.

Besides the "Sermons" already spoken of, Dr. Gahan published the following works: "A History of the Christian Church"; "The Christian's Guide in Heaven; or, a Complete Manual of Catholic Piety"; "A Short and Plain Exposition of the Catechism"; "Catholic Devotion"; "A Short and Easy Method to Discern the True Religion from all the Sects which Undeservingly assume that name"; "Youth Instructed in the Grounds of the Christian Religion"; "The Devout Communicant" (a revision of Father Baker's original); "The Spiritual Retreat, translated from the French of Bourdoule"; "An Abrigment of the History of the Old and New Testament", i.e., of Reeve's translation from the French of Royamount.


Galatians. See MONOPHYSITES.

Galliard, Claude-Ferdinand, a French engraver and painter; b. at Paris, 7 Jan., 1834; d. there, 27 Jan., 1857. His early studies were probably with Hopwood and Leclercurier; but his chief master was Cogniet, with whom he began engraving in 1850. In this year, he entered the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. At first he had to engrave fashion-plates to make enough to support himself, but his determination and enthusiasm brought him the Prix de Rome for engraving, in 1856. At his first public showing in 1856, his prints were called laboured, soft, and flaccid, more like deep-point etchings than burin work, and he was advised to adhere to the established rules of his art. Galliard had already created a new method, and his work was a shock because not done according to the formulae that trammeled engravers of that day. He was such an innovator that in 1853 he was among the "refuses", but in their exhibition his portrait of Bellini was hailed by Burty as the work of a master, "who engraved with religious care and showed a high classical talent". Galliard's method—"the new manner"—was to engrave with soft, delicate lines, drawn closely together but not crossing, and to render with vapid delicacy every fold, wrinkle, or mark on the skin with Van Eyck-like care. Henceforth Galliard was represented by engravings and paintings at every Salon. He is best known by his "L'Homme à l'Œillet", which brought him only $100. This masterpiece was completed in eight days—the face in one.

His admirable portraits of Pius IX and Leo XIII, broad in general effect although worked with microscopic zeal and realism, raised "the insubordinate term" to the realm of art. Lord Dunboyne insisted on willing his County Meath estate to the trustees of Maynooth College, recently founded (1795) by the Irish Parliament. But as the will was disputed, and the issue of its validity, according to the law then in force, depended on whether or not the testator had died "a relapsed Papist", Dr. Gahan was compelled to appear as a witness, and was asked to reveal the nature of his misinterpretations to the noblemen. He refused, of course, to do so, and after undergoing six painful examinations in the Chancery office in Dublin, he was committed to jail at the Tram assailstes, 24 Aug., 1802, to which the case had been referred for final judgment, his persistent refusal to testify as to the religion in which Dunboyne had died being ruled by the presiding judge, Lord Kilwarden, to constitute contempt of court. This imprisonment, however, lasted only a couple of days, and the remainder of Dr. Gahan's useful life was passed in peace in his convent in Dublin, where he died holding the office of prior. As there were no Catholic cemeteries at the time, his remains were laid to rest in the graveyard attached to St. James's Protestant Church.

Besides the "Sermons" already spoken of, Dr. Gahan published the following works: "A History of the Christian Church"; "The Christian's Guide in Heaven; or, a Complete Manual of Catholic Piety"; "A Short and Plain Exposition of the Catechism"; "Catholic Devotion"; "A Short and Easy Method to Discern the True Religion from all the Sects which Undeservingly assume that name"; "Youth Instructed in the Grounds of the Christian Religion"; "The Devout Communicant" (a revision of Father Baker's original); "The Spiritual Retreat, translated from the French of Bourdoule"; "An Abrigment of the History of the Old and New Testament", i.e., of Reeve's translation from the French of Royamount.


Galilaeus. See MONOPHYSITES.

Galilaeus, Pope. See CAIUS and SOTER.

Gal, Saint.—Of the ninety-eight bishops who have occupied the see of Clermont-Ferrand (Auvergne) the sixteenth and the twenty-third bore the name of Gal, and both are numbered among the twenty-nine bishops of this church who are honoured as saints. The first and most illustrious was bishop from 527 to 551, the second, from 640 to 650. Born of a senatorial family of Auvergne, the first St. Gal early embraced the monastic life, and then became councillor to St. Quintianus, whom he was to succeed in the see of Clermont. Thiry i, King of Austrasia, having invaded Auvergne, took Gal prisoner and attached him to the oratory of his palace. He regained his liberty some years later and returned to Clermont. Quintianus having died, Gal was chosen as his successor in 527. As bishop he was the intrepid defender of the rights of the Church against Savignac, the governor appointed by Thiry, and after Savignac's death, protector of his children from the prince's wrath. The chief event of his episcopate was the Council of Clermont in 538. Fifteen prelates of the kingdom of Austrasia assisted at it under the presidency of Honoratus, Bishop of Bourges. They drew up seventeen canons.

P. J. TONER.
of which the first sixteen are contained in the Decretum of Gratian, and have become laws of the universal Church. The following is a summary of the most remarkable: bishops are prohibited from submitting to the deliberations of councils any private or temporal affairs, before having dealt with matters regarding discipline; clerics are forbidden to appeal to seculars in temporal matters with bishops. The communication is pronounced against bishops who solicit the protection of princes in order to obtain the episcopacy, or who cause forged decrees of election to be signed. The council also declares itself forcibly against the marriages of Christians with Jews; marriages between relatives, and the misconduct of the clergy. In 541 Gal- tus, the fourth Council, promulgated energetic decrees for the abolition of slavery, and in 549 the fifth, which condemned the errors of Eutyches and Nestorius. His feast is celebrated on 3 July.

The second St. Gal succeeded St. Cesaris; he was a man of great sanctity, and was one of the most eminent bishops in Gaul. Little, however, is known of his life. His feast is kept 1 November.


A. FOURNERT.

Galatians, Epistle to the.—Galatia.—In the course of centuries, Galatian tribes, related to those that invaded Italy and sacked Rome, wandered east through Illyricum and Pannonia. At length they penetrated through Macedonia (279 b.c.), and assembled in great numbers under a prince entitled Brennus, for the purpose of invading Greece and plundering the rich temple of Delphi. The leaders disagreed and the host soon divided, one portion, under Brennus, marching south on Delphi; the other division, under Leonorius and Luterius, turned eastward and overran Thrace, the country round Byzantium. Shortly after wards they were joined by the small remnant of the army of Brennus, who was repulsed by the Greeks, and killed himself in despair. In 278 b.c., 20,000 Gauls, under Leonorius, Luterius, and fifteen other chief tetrarchs, crossed over to Asia Minor, in two divisions. On reuniting they assisted Nicomedes I, King of Bithynia, to defeat those people who were Gauls (and not Germans as has sometimes been suggested) is proved by the testimony of Greek and Latin writers, by their retention of the Gallic language till the fifth century, and by their personal and place names. A tribe in the west of Gaul in the time of Cesar (Bell. Gall., VI, xxiv) was called Tectosages. In Tolistoibo we have the root of the word Toulouse, and in Boii the well known Gallic tribe. Brennus probably meant prince; and Strabo says he was called Prausus, which in Celtic means terrible. Lutetius is the same as the Celtic Lucterius, and there was a British town called Leonorius. Other names of chief tetrarchs are of undoubted Gallic origin, e.g. Belgiius, Achiorhios, Cesarato-Dia tus, Brogoris (same root as Brogitarus, Allobroges), Bitovitius, Eposognatus (compare Cesar’s Bodognatus, etc.), Combolomarus (Cesar has Virdomarus, Indutiamus), Adiorix, Albiorix, Ateporix (like Caesar’s Dumnonaris, Ambiorix, Vercingetorix), Brogi- tarus, Deiotarus, etc. Place names are of a similar character, e.g. Drynemeton, the “temple of the oak” or The Temple, from nemed, “temple” (compare Augustonemetum in Auvergne, and Verneuton, “the great temple”, near Bordeaux), Eoccubris, Roso logiacum, Teutobodiacum, etc. (For a detailed discussion of the question see Lightfoot’s Galatians, dissertation 1, 4th ed., London, 1870, p. 233.) As soon as these Gauls, or Galatians, had gained a firm footing in the country assigned to them, they began to send out marauding expeditions in all directions. They became the terror of their neighbours, and levied contributions on the whole of Asia Minor west of the Tauros. They fought with varying success against Antiochus, King of Syria, who named Soter from his having saved his country from them. At length Attalus I, King of Pergamum, a friend of the Romans, drove them back and confined them to Galatia about 235-232 b.c. After this many of them became mercenary soldiers; and in the great battle of Magnesia, 180 b.c., a body of such Galatian troops fought against the Romans, on the side of Antiochus the Great, King of Syria. He was utterly defeated by the Romans, under Scipio Asiacicus, and lost 50,000 of his men. Next year the Consul Manlius entered Galata, and defeated the Galatians in two battles graphically described by Livy (XXIX, 11, 33-41), and other events are referred to in I Mach., viii. On account of ill-treatment received at the hands of Mithradates I, King of Pontus, the Galatians took the side of Pompey in the Mithridatic wars (64 b.c.). As a reward for their services, Deiotarus, their chief tetrarch, received the title of king, and his dominions were greatly extended. Henceforward the Galatians were under the protection of the Romans, and were involved in all the troubles of the civil war that followed. They supported Pompey against Julius Caesar at the battle of Pharsalia (48 b.c.). Amyntas, their last king, was set up by Mark Antony, 39 b.c. His kingdom finally included not only Galatia Proper but also the great plains to the south, together with parts of Lyco nia, Pamphylia, Pisidia, and Phrygia, i.e. the country containing the towns Antioch, Iconium, Lystra and Derbe. Amyntas went to Actium, 31 b.c., to support Mark Antony; but like many others he went over, at the critical moment of the battle on the side of the victorious Augustus. Augustus confirmed him in his kingdom, which he retained until he was slain in ambush, 25 b.c. After the death of Amyntas, Augustus made this kingdom into the Roman province of Galatia, so that this province had been in existence more than 75 years when St. Paul wrote to the Galatian church.

The North and the South Galatian Theories.—St. Paul addresses his letter to the churches of Galatia (Gal., i, 2), and calls them Galatians (Gal., iii, 1); and in I Cor., xvi, 1, he speaks of the collections which he ordered to be made in the churches of Gal a tia. But there are two theories as to the meaning of these terms. It is the opinion of Lipsius, Lightfoot, Davidson, Chase, Findlay, etc., that the Epistle was addressed to the people of Galatia Proper, situated in the centre of Asia Minor towards the north (North Galatian Theory). Others, such as Renan, Ferret, Weitzacker, Hauserh, Zahn, Pfeiderer, Gifford, Rendall, Holtzmian, Clemen, Ransay, Cornely, Page, Knowling, etc., hold that it was addressed to the southern portion of the Roman province of Galatia, containing Pisdian Antioch, Iconium, Lystra, and Derbe, which were visited by Saints Paul and Barnabas during the mission on which they joined St. Paul (South Galatian Theory). Lightfoot was the chief upholder of the North-Galatian theory; but a great deal has become known about the geography of Asia Minor since he wrote, more than fifty years ago, and the South-Galatian Theory has proportionately gained ground. A German Catholic professor, Steinmahn (Der Lese-
GAELIANS, has, however, recently (1908) given Lightfoot his strong support, though it must be admitted that he has done little more than emphasize and extend the arguments of Chase. The great ex-

ponent of the South-Gaelian theory is Prof. Sir W. M. Ramsay. The following is a brief summary of the principal arguments on both sides. (1) The fact that the Gaels were being changed so soon to another gospel is taken by Light-

foot as evidence of the characteristic fickleness of the Gauls. Books on matters of religion has ever been characteristic of the Celts. Be-

sides, it is precarious to argue from the political mobi-

lity of the Gauls, in the time of Caesar, to the religious inconsistency of Gaels, whose ancestors left the West four hundred years before. The Gaels re-

ceived St. Paul as an angel from heaven (Gal., iv. 14). Lightfoot sees in this enthusiastic reception proof of Celtic fickleness of character. In the same way it may be proved that the 6000 converted by St. Peter at Jerusalem, and, in fact, that nearly all the converts of St. Paul, were Celts. Acts (xxi.-xxiv) gives sufficient indication of fickleness in St. Peter's time, but one instance: at Lystra the multitude could scarcely be restrained from sacrificing to St. Paul; shortly afterwards they stoned him and left him for dead.

(2) St. Paul warns the Gaels not to abuse their liberty from the obligations of the Law of Moses, by following the flesh. His Galatian catalogue of vices. From this Lightfoot selects two (μυθα, κηδεμον) as evidence pointing to Celtic fallings. Against this may be urged that St. Paul, writing to the Romans (xiv. 13), exhorts them to avoid these two very vices. St. Paul, in giving such an enumeration here and elsewhere, evidently does not intend to paint the peculiar failings of any race, but simply to repro-

bate the works of the flesh, of the carnal or lower man; "they who do such things shall not obtain the king-

dom of God" (Gal., v, 21).

(3) Witchcraft is also mentioned in this list. The extravagant devotion of Deiotarus, says Lightfoot, "fully bears out the character ascribed to the parent race".

But the Emperor Tiberius and many officials in the empire were ardent devotees of augury. Sor-

cery is coupled by St. Paul with idolatry, and it was its habitual ally not only amongst the Gauls but the pagan world-wide.

(4) Lightfoot says that the Gaels were drawn to Jewish observances; and he takes this as evidence of the innate Celtic propensity to external ceremonial, "appealing rather to the senses and passions than the heart and mind". This so-called racial character-

istic may be questioned, and it is a well-known fact that the whole of the aboriginal inhabitants of Asia Minor were given over heart and soul to gross pagan ceremonial. We do not gather from the Epistle that the Gaels were naturally attracted to Jewish ceremonies. They were only puzzled or rather dazed (iii. 1) by the specious arguments of the Judaizers, who were so insistent that they made of St. Paul an ideal Christian as if they adopted circumcision and the Law of Moses.

(5) On the South-Gaelian theory it is supposed that the Epistle was written soon after St. Paul's second visit to Derbe, Lystra, Iconium, etc. (Acts, xvi.) Lightfoot makes use of a strong argument against this early date. He shows, by a detailed ex-

amination, that the Epistle bears a close resemblance, both in argument and language, to parts of the Ep. to the Romans. This he thinks can be accounted for only on the supposition that both were written about the same time, and, therefore, several years later than the date on which the South-Gaelian theory (Rendall (Expositor's Greek Test., London, 1903, p. 144) replies that the coincidence is not due to any similarity in the circumstances of the two communi-

ties. "Still less can the identity of language be fairly urged to prove an approximation of the two epistles. For these fundamental truths formed without doubt the staple of the teaching of the one and the other; years of continuous transition from Jewish to Christian doctrine, and his language in regard to them could not fail to become in some measure stereotyped."

(6) The controversy has raged most fiercely round the two verses in Acts, xvi, 6, and xviii, 23, the only places where there is any reference to Galatia in Acts: (a) In Acts (xvi, 6) comes the phrase "[ἡς τοῦ πρυγίαν καὶ Γαλατίας χώρας]; (b) he departed, and went through the Galatian region and Phrygia; [or 'Phrygian'] [τὴν Γαλατίας χώραν καὶ Φρυ-

γιαν]. Lightfoot held that Galatia Proper was meant in the first passage, and Galatia Proper and Phrygia in the second. Other supporters of the North-Gaelian theory think that the countries of North Galatia and Phrygia are meant in both cases. Their opponents, relying on the expressions of contemporary writers, maintain that South Galatia was intended in both places. The former also interpret the second part of xvi, 6 (Gr. text), meaning that the apostle passed through Phrygia and Galatia after they had passed through South Galatia, because they were forbidden to preach in Asia. Ramsay, on the other hand, main-

tains that after they had passed through the portion of Phrygia which had been added to the southern part of the province of Galatia (and which could be called independently Galatia or the Galatian region), they then went north because they were forbidden to preach in Asia. He holds that the order of the verb in the passage is in the order of time, and he gives examples of similar use of the sorit participle (St. Paul The Traveller, London, 1900, pp. ix, 211, 212). The arguments on both sides are too technical to be given in a short article. The reader may be referred to the following: North-Gaelian: Chase, "Expositor", Dec., 1893, p. 401, May, 1894, p. 331; Steinmann, "Der Leserkreis des Galaterbriefes" (Münster, 1908), p. 191. On the South-Gaelian side: Ramsay, "Expositor", Jan., 1894, p. 42, Feb., p. 137, Apr., p. 288, "St. Paul The Traveller", etc.; Knowling, "Acts of the Apostles", Additional Note to ch. xviii (Expositor's Greek Test., London, 1900, p. 399); Gifford, "Expositor", July, 1894, p. 1.

(7) The Galatian churches were evidently important ones. On the North-Gaelian theory, St. Luke char-

acterized their conversion in a passage (Acts, xvi, 6). "They went through the Phrygian and Galatian region". This is strange, as his plan throughout is to give an account of the establishment of Christiani-

ty by St. Paul in each new region. Lightfoot fully admits the force of this, but tries to evade it by sug-

gesting the question: "Can it be that the historian gladly drew a veil over the infancy of a church which swerved so soon and so widely from the purity of the Gospel?" But the subsequent failings of the Corinthians did not prevent St. Luke from giving an account of their con-

version. Besides, the Galatians had not swerved so far from the belief of the Gospel as the Corinthians. Many of the Judaizers made some of them waver, but they had not accepted circumcision; and this Epistle con-

firmed them in the Faith, so that a few years later St. Paul writes of them to the Corinthians (I Cor., xvi, 1): "Now concerning the collections that are made for the saints, as I have said in order to the churches of Galatia, so do ye also." It was long after the time that St. Paul could thus confidently command the Galatians that Acts was written.

(8) St. Paul makes no mention of this collection in our Epistle. According to the North-Gaelian theory, the Epistle was written after the instructions were given for the collection (Acts, xx, 4). On the South-Gaelian theory it is quite natural, because the Epistle was written several years before the collection was made. In Acts, xx, 4.
etc., a list is given of those who carried the collections to Jerusalem. There are representatives from South Galatia, Achaia, Macedonia, and Asia; but there is no deputy from North Galatia—from the towns of Ancyra, Pessinus, Tavium. The following went to Jerusalem on this occasion, the majority probably meeting at Corinth, St. Paul, St. Luke, and Sopater of Berea (probably representing Phrygia and Achaia; see II Cor. i, 25; 18—22); Aristarchus and Secundus of Macedonia; Gaius of Derbe, and Timothy of Lystra (S. Galatia); and Tychicus and Trophimus of Asia. There is not a word about anybody from North Galatia, the most probable reason being that St. Paul had never been there (see Rendall, Expositor, 1893, vol. iv, p. 47). (d) St. Paul, the Roman citizen, invariably employs the names of the Roman provinces, such as Achaia, Macedonia, Asia; and it is not probable that he departed from this practice in his use of “Galatia.” The people of South Galatia could with propriety be styled Galatians. Two of the towns, Antioch and Lystra, were Roman colonies; and the other two boasted of the Roman names, Claudius-Ionicum, and Claudia-Derbe. “Galatians” was an honourable title when applied to them; but they would be insulted if they were called Phrygians or Lycaonians. All admit that the name of the Roman provinces were written “to the elect strangers dispersed through Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia” (I Pet., i, 1). (10) The manner in which St. Paul mentions St. Barnabas in the Epistle indicates that the latter was known to those for whom the Epistle was primarily intended. St. Barnabas had visited South Galatia with St. Paul (Acts, xiii, xiv), but he was unknown in North Galatia. (11) St. Paul states (ii, 5) that the reason for his course of action at Jerusalem was “that the truth of the gospel might continue with” the Galatians. The text appears to imply that they were already converted. He had visited the southern part of the Galatian province before the council, but not the northern. The view favoured above receives confirmation from a consideration, as appended, of the persons addressed. The Kind of People Addressed.—The country of South Galatia answers the conditions of the Epistle admirably; but this cannot be said of North Galatia. From the Epistle we gather that the majority were Gentile converts, that many were probably Jewish proselytes from their acquaintance with the Old Testament, that Jews who persecuted them from the first were among among them; that St. Paul had visited them twice, and that the few Jews appeared amongst them only after his last visit. We know from Acts, xiii, xiv (and early history), that Jews were settled in South Galatia. During the first missionary journey unbelieving Jews made their presence felt everywhere. As soon as Paul and Barnabas returned to Syrian Antioch, some Jewish converts came from Judea and taught that circumcision was necessary for salvation (Acts, xv, 1). Paul and Barnabas opposed them, and went up to the council, where it was decreed that circumcision and the Law of Moses were not necessary for the Gentiles; but nothing was determined as to the attitude of Jewish converts regarding these things. In Judea they continued to observe them, following the example of St. James, though it was implied in the decree that they were matters of indifference. This was shown, soon after, by St. Peter’s eating with the Gentiles. On his withdrawing from them and when we come, for example, St. Paul publicly vindicated the equality of the Gentile Christians. The majority agreed; but there must have been “false brethren” amongst them (Gal., ii, 4) who were Christians only in name, and who hated St. Paul. Some of these, in all probability, followed him to South Galatia, soon after his second visit. But they could no longer teach the necessity of circumcision, as the apostles, who had been delivered there by St. Paul (Acts, xiii, 1), These decrees are not mentioned in the Epistle because they did not settle the point now insisted on by the Judeans, viz. the advisability of the Galatians accepting circumcision and the Law of Moses, for their greater perfection. On the other hand, there is no evidence that Jews from any other Galatian towns visited North Galatia (see Ramsay, St. Paul The Traveller). It was not the kind of country to attract them. The Gauls were a dominant class, living in castles, and leading a half pastoral, half nomadic life, and speaking their own Gallic language. The country was very thinly populated by the subjugated Gaulish inhabitants. During the long winter the ground was covered with snow; in summer the heat was intense and the ground parched; and one might travel many miles without meeting a human being. There were some fertile tracts; but the greater part was either poor pasture land, or barren undulating hilly ground. The bulk of the inhabitants in the few towns were not Gauls. Trade was small, and that mainly in wool. A decree of Augustus in favour of Jews was supposed to be framed for those at Ancyra, in Galatia. It is now known that it was addressed to quite a different region than Galatia. Why Written.—The Epistle was written to counteract the influence of a few Judeans who had come amongst the Galatians, and were endeavouring to persuade them that in order to be perfect Christians it was necessary to be circumcised and observe the Law of Moses. Their arguments were sufficiently serious to puzzle the Galatians, and their object was likely to gain the approval of unbelieving Jews. They said that what St. Paul taught was good as far as it went; but that he had not taught the full perfection of Christianity. And this was not surprising, as he was one of the great Apostles who had been taught by Christ Himself, and received their commission from Him. Whatever St. Paul knew he learned from others, and he had received his commission to preach not from Christ, but from men at Antioch (Acts, xiii). Circumcision and the Law, it is true, were not necessary to salvation; but they were essential to the full perfection of Christians. This was proved by the example of St. James, of the other Apostles, and of the first disciples, at Jerusalem. On this very point this Paul, the Apostle, placed himself in direct opposition to Cephas, the Prince of the Apostles, at Antioch. His own action in circumcising Timothy showed what was consistent with his character. He was probably teaching the good of circumcision in other places. These statements puzzled the Galatians, and made them wander. They felt aggrieved that he had left them, as they thought, in an inferior position; they began to observe Jewish festivals, but they had not yet accepted circumcision. The Apostle refutes these arguments so effectively that the question never again arose. Henceforth his enemies confined themselves to personal attacks (see II Cor.). Contents of the Epistle.—The six chapters naturally fall into three divisions, consisting of two chapters each. (1) In the first two chapters, after the general introduction, he shows that he is an Apostle not from men, nor through the teaching of any man, but from Christ; and the gospel he taught is in harmony with the teaching of the great Apostles, who gave him the right hand of fellowship. (2) He next (iii, iv) shows the inefficacy of circumcision and the Law, and that others follow the teaching of Christ. He appeals to the experience of the Galatian converts, and brings forward proofs from Scripture. (3) He exHORTS them (v, vi) not to abuse their freedom from the Law to indulge in crimes, “for they who do such things shall not obtain the kingdom of God.” It is not for love of them, he admonishes, that the Judeans.
zero wish the Galatians to be circumcised. If there is virtue in the mere cutting of the flesh, the inference from the argument is that the Judaizers could become still more perfect by making themselves eunuchs—mutilating themselves like the priests of Cybele. He wants nothing with his own hand.

Importance of the Epistle.—As it is admitted on all hands that St. Paul wrote the Epistle, and as its authenticity has never been seriously called in question, it is important, not only for its biographical data and direct teaching, but also for the teaching implied in it; being known as the apostolic teaching, we indirectly, to have worked miracles amongst the Galatians, and that they received the Holy Ghost (iii, 5), almost in the words of St. Luke as to the events at Iconium (Acts, xiv, 3). It is the Catholic doctrine that faith is a gratuitous gift of God; but it is the teaching of the Church, as it is of St. Paul, that the faith that is is of no avail is "faith that worketh by charity" (Gal., v, 6); and he states most emphatically that a good life is necessary for salvation; for, after enumerating the works of the flesh, he writes (v, 21), "Of the which I foretell you, as I have foretold to you, that they who do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God." In vi, 8, he writes: "For what things a man shall sow, those also shall he reap. For that sowing in his flesh, of the flesh also shall reap corruption. But he that soweth in the spirit, of the spirit also shall reap everlasting." The same teaching is found in others of his Epistles, and it is in perfect agreement with St. James: "For even as the body without the spirit is dead; so also faith without works is dead" (James, ii, 26). The Epistle implies that the Galatians were well acquainted with the doctrines of the Trinity, the Divinity of Christ, Incarnation, Redemption, Baptism, Grace, etc. As he had never to defend his teaching on these points against Judaizers, and as the Epistle is so early, it is clear that his teaching was identical with that of the Twelve, and did not, even in appearance, lend itself to attack.

Date of the Epistle.—(1) Marcion asserted that it was the first of St. Paul's Epistles. Prof. Sir W. Ramsay (Expositor, Aug., 1889, etc.) and a Catholic professor, Dr. Valentin Weber (see below), maintain that it was written from Antioch, before the council (a. d. 49-50). Weber's arguments are very plausible, but not quite convincing. There is a good summary of them in a review by Gayford, "Journal of Theological Studies," July, 1906. Galatia and Galatia are the double journey to Derbe and back. This solution is offered to obviate apparent discrepancies between Gal., ii, and Acts, xv. (2) Cornelv and the majority of the upholders of the South-Galatian theory suppose, with much greater probability, that it was written about A. d. 53 when Paul and the Galatians theory place it as late as A. d. 57 or 58.

Difficulties of Gal., ii and i.—(a) "I went up ... and communicated to them the gospel ... lest perhaps I should run, or had run in vain." This does not seem to be a pardon of his teaching, but rather an explanation of it, then, and he wanted to neutralize the opposition of the Judaizers by proving he was at one with the others. (b) The following have the appearance of being ironical:—"I communicated ... to them who seemed to be some thing" (ii, 2); "But of them who seemed to be something ... for to me they that seemed to be something added nothing" (ii, 6). But attention is called to the fact that James and Cephas and John, who seemed to be pillars. Here we have three expressions τοις δοκιμοις in verse 2; τοις δοκιμοις είλα τι, and δοκιμοις τοις δοκιμοις in verse 6; τοις δοκιμοις είλα τι, and δοκιμοις δοκιμοις in verse 9. Non-Catholic scholars agree with St. John Chrysostom that the words are elsewhere used in a technical sense, and the verbs are in the present tense, the translations should be: "those who are in repute," "who are (rightly) regarded as pillars." It is better to understand, with Rendall, that two classes of persons are meant: first, the leading men at Jerusalem; secondly, the three Apostles. St. Paul's argument was to show that his teaching had the approval of the great men. St. James is mentioned first because the Judaizers made the greatest use of his name and example. "But of them who are in repute (what they were some time, it is nothing to me. God accepteth not the person of man") verse 6. St. Augustine is almost alone in his interpretation that it made no matter to St. Paul that the Apostles were those great men. Others hold that St. Paul was referring to the privilege of being personal disciples of our Lord. He said that that did not alter the fact of his Apostolate, as God does not regard the person of men. Most probably this verse does not refer to the Apostles at all; and Cornely supposes that St. Paul is speaking of the elevated position held by the presbyters at the council, and insists that it did not derogate from his Apostolate.

(c) "I withstood Cephas."—But when Cephas was come to Antioch, I withstood him to the face, because he was blamed (busywrwpov, perf. part.—not, "to blame") on account of things done from James, he did eat with the Gentiles; but when they were come, he withdrew and separated himself, fearing them who were of the circumcision. And to his dissimulation the rest of the Jews consented, so that Barnabas also was led by them into that dissimulation. But when I saw that they walk not uprightly, according to the truth of the gospel, I said to Cephas before them all: If thou, being a Jew, livest after the manner of the Gentiles, and not as the Jews do, how dost thou compel the Gentiles to live as do the Jews?" (ii, 11-14). Here St. Peter was found fault with, probably by the Greek converts. He did not withdraw on account of bodily fear, says St. John Chrysostom; but as his special mission was at this time to the Jews, he was afraid of shocking them who were still weak in the faith. His usual manner of acting, to which he was led by his vision many years previously, shows that his exceptional withdrawal was not due to any error of doctrine. He had motives like those which induced St. Paul to circumcise Timothy, etc.; and there is no proof that in acting upon them he committed the slightest sin. Those who came from James probably came for no evil purpose; nor does it follow they were sent by him. The Apostles in their first Epistle, and in Galatians, do not say anything about the quarrel. "You have heard, that some going out from us have troubled you ... to whom we gave no commandment." We need not suppose that St. Peter foresaw the effect of his example. The whole thing must have taken some time. St. Paul did not at first object. It was only when he saw the result that he spoke. The silence of St. Peter shows that he must have agreed with St. Paul; and, indeed, the argument to the Galatians required that this was the case. St. Peter's exalted position is indicated by the manner in which St. Paul says (i, 18) that he went to behold Peter, as people go to royal persons. He makes some remark of great importance, that in the midst of the preaching of St. Paul and Barnabas for a long time at Antioch, his mere withdrawal was sufficient to draw all after him, and in a manner compel the Gentiles to be circumcised. In the expression "when I saw that they walked not uprightly," they do not necessarily include St. Peter. The incident is not mentioned in the text. Since the discourse of St. Eusebius (Hist. Eccl., I, xii) that St. Clement of Alexandria, in the fifth book of the "Pseudo-Clementine (Outlines)", asserts that this Cephas was not the Apostle, but one of the seventy disciples. Clement here has few followers.

A very spirited controversy was carried on between St. Jerome and St. Augustine about the interpretation of this passage. In his "Commentary on the Galatians", St. Jerome, following earlier writers
such as Origen and St. Chrysostom, supposed that the matter was arranged beforehand between St. Peter and St. Paul. They agreed that St. Peter should withdraw and that St. Paul should publicly reprove him, for the instruction of all. Hence St. Paul says that he withstood him in appearance (Acts vii. 58) and, with that face could St. Paul, who became all things to all men, who became a Jew that he might gain the Jews, who circumcised Timothy, who shaved his head, and was ready to offer sacrifices at Jerusalem, blame St. Peter for acting in a similar manner? St. Augustine, laying stress on the words “with a face” (kerypseis), says that they walked not up right, etc., maintained that such an interpretation would be subversive of the truth of Holy Scripture. But against this it may be said that it is not so very clear that St. Peter was included in this sentence. The whole controversy can be read in the first vol. of the Venetian edition of St. Jerome’s works, Epp., Ivi, lvii, civ, cv, cxii, cxxv, cxxvi.

(d) Apparent Discrepancies between the Epistle and Acts.—(1) St. Paul says that three years after his conversion (after having visited Arabia and returned to Damascus) he went up to Jerusalem (1, 17, 18). Acts states that after his baptism “he was with the disciples that he was John” (Acts, i, 19), and immediately began to preach in the synagogue (ix, 20). He increased more in strength, and confounded the Jews (ix, 22). “And when many days were passed, the Jews consulted together to kill him” (ix, 23); he then escaped and went to Jerusalem. These accounts are not contradictory, as has been sometimes objected; but were written from different points of view and for different purposes. The time for the visit to Arabia may be placed between Acts, ix, 22 and 23; or between “some days” and “many days”. St. Luke’s “many days” (πολλάς ημέρας) may mean as much as three years. (See III. 11.) St. Paul, on the other hand, “went up to Jerusalem” (Gal., i, 19) to censure the first Christians, to confirm the catechumens, to settle the question of the Gentiles, and to receive the eucharistic instruction from the apostles. Peter, “other of the apostles I saw none, saving James the brother of the Lord”. Those who find a contradiction here are not satisfied. St. Luke employs the word Apostles sometimes in a broader, sometimes in a narrower sense. Here it meant the Apostles who happened to be at Jerusalem (Peter and James), or the assembly over which they presided. The objection can be pressed with any force only against those who deny that St. James was an Apostle in any of the senses used by St. Luke (see BRETHREN OF THE LORD).

Of the best critical commentaries on Galatians is Con- nely, Commentarius in S. Pauli Epistolam ad Galatas in the Curzeri Scriptura Sacra (Paris, 1862). Other useful Catholic commentaries are the well known works of a Lapidus, Esquirol, Birmin, Palmieri, MacEvilly.

CONCLUSION: There are commentaries on the Epistle by Auberbach, St. Augustine, St. Chrysostom, St. Jerome, Gomme, Philotheus, Primarius, Tholuck, Thau, Theophylact, (all in Migne), and by St. Thomas Aquinas (many editions of St. Paul’s Epistles).

Editorial Emendation in English: LIGHTFOOT, Galatians (4th ed., London, 1874); RAMSTAD, Historical Commentary on Galatians (London, 1900); RENDALL, Galatians in Expositor’s Greek Testament, volume VII. CHETHAM in Classical Review, vol. III (London, 1894); SCHMIDEL, Galatia in Encyc. Bibl.; BESER, Die Geschichtsbedeutung des heiligen Paulus (Freiburg, 1898); STEEN-
Galien, JOSEPH, Dominican, professor of philosophy
and theology at the University of Avignon, meteorologist,
physicist, and writer on aeronautics; b. 1699, at
Saint-Paulien, near Le Puy, in Southern France; d.
1752 in the Dominican monastery at Le Puy—or,
according to other accounts, at Avignon. He entered
the order at Le Puy. He studied theology and
philosophy at the Dominican institution in Avignon
with such success that he was sent to Bordeaux as
professor of philosophy as early as 1726. From
the year 1746 on he held the chair of theology at
Avignon, and from 1747 the chair of philosophy.
He seems to have resigned his professorship in 1751
to devote his energies entirely to the study of meteorology
and physics. He published: "Les études thérologiques
touchant l'état de pure nature, la distinction du naturel
du sur-naturel, et les autres matières qui en
résultent" (Avignon, 1745); also the
"Explication des voyages disputée avec les savans de
Avignon, (Avignon, 1747). But Galien's most important
contribution was a booklet that he issued anonymously
in 1755 at Avignon under the title: "Mémoire tou-
chant la nature et la formation de la grêle et des
autres météores qui y ont rapport, avec une consé-
quence ultérieure de la possibilité de naviger [sic] dans
l'air à la hauteur de la région de la grêle. Amusant
physique et géométrique". The second edition of
this booklet, this time with the name of its author,
appeared as early as 1757. The change in its
rendered it easy to discern what made the monograph
so interesting. It was entitled "L'art de naviguer
dans les airs, amusement physique et géométrique,
predicté d'un mémoire sur la formation de la grêle." After
propounding his theory regarding hail storms,
Galien calculates how large an air-ship would have to
be in order to transport an entire army with its equip-
ment to Africa. His scheme was to construct a gigan-
tic cubic-shaped vessel of good, strong canvas of
double thickness plastered with wax and tar, covered
with leather and reinforced in places with ropes and
rigging; its edge was to be 1000 loises (roughly 6,500
feet), and each surface 1,000,000 sq. loises (approx.
45,250,000 sq. feet) in area. In both length and
breadth it would be larger than the mountains,
and would resemble a fair-sized mountain. This vessel
would have to float in the atmospheric strata of the
hail belt, as the atmosphere there is a thousand times lighter
than water, while in the strata above this, into which
the top of the cube would extend, the air is two thou-
sand times lighter than water. For he scientific
principles of his proposal Galien relied on Lana, S.J.,
perhaps also on Schott, S.J. His chief claim to
importance lies in the fact that the Montgolfier brothers
were acquainted with him, or at least his booklet.
His birthplace was very near to theirs, and like Galien the
Montgolfiers began with meteorological observations;
moreover, the elder of the brothers made a first ascen-
sion at Avignon in 1782. In aeronautical works
Galen is, for the most part, unfairly treated; as the
writers assume that his scheme was meant seriously,
contrary to his statement given on the title page.

G. B. WILHELM.
time. The simple term Gaal (Galilee) occurs first in Jos., xx, 7 (cf. Jos., xxxi, 32; and I Par., vi, 76), where it denotes that portion of Nephtali lying to the north-east of Lake Merom, in which lay Cedes, one of the six cities of Nephtali. In III Kings, x, 11, the expression "land of Galilee" is used to designate the northern part of Palestine, that embraced the twenty cities given by Solomon to Hiram, King of Tyre. Isaías (ix, 1) gives to "the land of Zabulon, and the land of Nephtali, the name "Galilee of the Nations" (D. Y. Galilee of the Gentiles) on the boundary of a very large and considerable part of the great Gentile population in that region. As early as the Machabean period, the limits of Galilee had extended to Samaria (I Mach., x, 30), without however including the plain of Jezreel and the territory of Poelmas (I Mach., xii, 47, 49). The New Testament frequently divided the province of Samaria and Judea, all of Western Palestine. Josephus and, more accurately, the Talmudists (cf. Neubauer, "La Géographie du Talmud," Paris, 1888) give its boundaries at this period, as Phoenicia and Coele-Syria on the north; the Jordan valley on the east; the sea of Galilee (modern Jénine) on its frontier, on the south; the Mediterranean and Phoenicia on the west. The territory thus described is naturally divided by a high ridge, at the eastern extremity of which was Caphar Hanan (Kefr 'Andn), into Upper Galilee, embracing ancient Nephtali and the northern part of Aser, and Lower Galilee, embracing Zabulon and the eastern part of Aser and of the "Gentiles" at the Machabean period. Although mountain ranges extend throughout the territory, rising to a height of 4000 feet in Upper, and to 1800 feet in Lower Galilee, the land is very productive, especially in the southern division where the valleys and plains are greater, and is capable of sustaining a very large population.

Josue (xii, 10-39) names 69 important Canaanite towns and cities, existing in the conquered territory allotted to the Hebrew tribes of Nephtali, Zabulon, Aser, and Issachar. Josephus ("Vita," 45) counted 204 prosperous villages and 15 fortified cities in the Galilee of his time. Now its population is small, and for the most part scattered among miserable villages and mud huts. Saffed, one of the four sacred cities of Palestine revered by Jews, which has a population of about 15,000, of whom 9000 are Jews, is the principal city in the north. Nazareth, a Christian city (about 10,000 inhabitants), is in the south. The distribution of Jews by Tsiglathphalasar (Tiglath-Pileser), 734 B.C., gave an overwhelming predominance to the Gentile elements noted in the population by Isaías. Although the Jews multiplied rapidly in Galilee after the Babylonian exile, they were oppressed by the heathen as late as the Machabean period (I Mach., v, 45-54), and did not prevail until the first century before Christ. As results of their long intercourse with the conquered Canaanites, and Phenicians, Syrian, and Greek immigrants, and their separation from their brethren in Judea by interlaying Samaria, they spoke a dialect and had peculiarities in business, fashion, and customs that brought upon them the contempt of the inhabitants of Jerusalem. Under the Roman Empire both Christianity and Judaism flourished there, as is evidenced by the ruins of numerous synagogues, churches, and monasteries belonging to that period that were destroyed by the Moesems. There are also notable ruins of churches and monasteries erected by the Crusaders, who restored Christianity in Palestine in the twelfth century, and were not finally overcome until 1291, when Acre in Galilee, their last stronghold, was taken by the Moesems. The territory is now a Turkish possession belonging to the vilayat of Beirut. The people are divided in their religious beliefs. Catholics of the Latin, Greek, and Maronite Rites, Orthodox Greeks, and Druses live side by side with Moesems. Near Saffed there are several modern Jewish colonies.

A. L. McMAHON.

Galilei, ALEKSANDRO, an eminent Florentine architect, b. 1691; d. 1737. Having attained some distinction, he was invited by several nations to send architects to them in England, where he resided seven years. Afterwards he returned to Tuscany and was appointed state architect by the Grand Dukes Cosimo III and Giovanni Gastone. He does not seem to have erected anything remarkable either in England or Tuscany. His abilities, however, were acknowledged by his appointment at Rome, to which place he had been invited by Clement XII. He designed the façade of S. Giovanni de' Fiorentini (1734), and the great façade of S. Giovanni in Laterano. The latter was the result of a competition set on foot by Clement XII. Of twenty-one designs sent in, that of Galilei was accepted and carried out. He also designed the Corsini chapel in the same edifice. Galilei has been much criticised on the ground that his arrangement of the orders was not correct, but his treatment of the ornamental parts is considered admirable. He was well versed in mathematics and possessed many other valuable acquirements.


THOMAS H. POOLE.

Galilei, GALILEO, generally called Galileo, b. at Pisa, 18 February, 1564; d. 8 January, 1642. His father, Vincenzo Galilei, belonged to a noble family of Straited men, and had gained some distinction as a musician and mathematician. The boy at an early age manifested his aptitude for mathematical and mechanical pursuits, but his parents, wishing to turn him aside from studies which promised no substantial return, destined him for the medical profession. But all was in vain, and at an early age the youth had to be left to follow the bent of his native genius, which speedily placed him in the very first rank of natural philosophers.

It is the great merit of Galileo that, happily combining experiment with calculation, he opposed the prevailing system according to which, instead of going directly to nature for investigation of her laws and processes, it was held that these were best learned by authority, especially by that of Aristotle, who was supposed to have spoken the last word upon all such matters, and upon whom many erroneous conclusions had been fathered in the course of time. Against such a superstition Galileo resolutely and vehemently set himself, with the result that he not only soon discredited many beliefs which had hitherto been accepted as indisputable, but aroused a storm of opposition and indignation amongst those whose opinions he discredited; the more so, as he was a fierce controversialist, who, not content with refusing adversaries, was bent upon confounding them. Moreover, he wielded an exceedingly able pen, and unsparingly ridiculed and exasperated his opponents. Undoubtedly he thus did much to bring upon himself his downfall, which even he is now chiefly remembered. As Sir David Brewster (Martyrs of Science) says, "The boldness, may we not say the recklessness, with which Galileo insisted on making proselytes of his enemies, served but to alienate them from the truth."

Although in the popular mind Galileo is remembered chiefly as an astronomer, it was not in this characteristic that he made really substantial contributions to human knowledge, as is testifyed by such authorities as Lagrange, Arago, and Delambre, but rather in the field of mechanics, and especially of dynamics, which
science may be said to owe its existence to him. Before he was twenty, observation of the oscillations of a swinging lamp in the cathedral of Pisa led him to the discovery of the isochronism of the pendulum, which theory he utilized fifty years later in the construction of an astronomical clock. In 1588, a treatise on the centre of gravity of solids obtained for him the title of the Archimedes of his time, and secured him a lectureship in the University of Pisa. During the years immediately following, taking advantage of the celebrated leaning tower, he laid the foundation experimentally of the theory of falling bodies and demonstrated the falsity of the peripatetic maxim, hitherto accepted without question, that their rate of descent is proportional to their weight. This at once raised a storm on the part of the Aristotelians, who would not accept even facts in contradiction of their master's dicta.

Galileo, in consequence of this and other troubles, found it prudent to quit Pisa and betake himself to Florence, the original home of his family. By the influence of friends with the Venetian Senate he was nominated in 1592 to the chair of mathematics in the University of Padua, which he occupied for eighteen years, with ever-increasing renown. He afterwards took himself to Florence, being appointed philosopher and mathematician extraordinary to the Grand Duke of Tuscany. During the whole of this period, and to the close of his life, his investigation of Nature, in all her fields, was unceasing. Following up his experiments at Pisa with others upon inclined planes, Galileo established the laws of falling bodies as they are still formulated. He likewise demonstrated the laws of projectiles, and largely anticipated the laws of motion as finally established by Newton. He studied the properties of the cycloid and attempted the problem of its quadrature; while in the "infinitiesimals" which he was one of the first to introduce into geometrical demonstrations, was contained the germ of the calculus. In statics, he gave the first direct and entirely satisfactory demonstration of the laws of equilibrium and the principle of virtual velocities. He proved a true principle of flotation. He invented a thermometer, though a defective one, but he did not, as is sometimes claimed for him, invent the microscope.

Though, as has been said, it is by his astronomical discoveries that he is most widely remembered, it is not these alone that constitute his most substantial title to fame. In this connection, his greatest achievement was undoubtedly his virtual invention of the telescope. Hearing early in 1609 that a Dutch optician, named Lipperhey, had produced an instrument by which the apparent size of remote objects was magnified, Galileo at once realized the principle by which such a result could alone be attained, and, after a single night devoted to consideration of the laws of refraction, he succeeded in constructing a telescope which magnified three times, its magnifying power being soon increased to thirty-two. This instrument being provided and turned towards the heavens, the discoveries, which have made Galileo famous, were made at once to follow, though undoubtedly he was quick to grasp their full significance. The moon was shown not to be, as the old astronomy taught, a smooth and perfect sphere, of different nature to the earth, but to possess hills and valleys and other features resembling those of our own globe. The planet Jupiter was found to have satellites, thus displaying a solar system in miniature, and supporting the doctrine of Copernicus that these planets were transparent and the sun's rays passed through them. But with his telescope Galileo found that Venus did actually exhibit the desired phases, and the objection was thus turned into an argument for Copernicus. Finally, the spots on the sun, which Galileo soon perceived, served to prove the rotation of that luminous sphere, and that it was not incorruptible as had been assumed.

Prior to these discoveries, Galileo had already abandoned the old Ptolemaic astronomy for the Copernican system, but, as his letter to Kepler in 1597, he had refrained from making himself its advocate, lest like Copernicus himself he should be overwhelmed with ridicule. His telescopic discoveries, the significance of which he immediately perceived, induced him at once to lay aside all reserve and come forward as the avowed and strenuous champion of Copernicus, and, appealing as these discoveries did to the evidence of sensible phenomena, they not only did more than anything else to recommend the new system to general acceptance, but invested Galileo himself with the credit of being the greatest astronomer of his age, if not the greatest who ever lived. They were also the cause of his laboured controversies with ecclesiastical authority, which raises questions of graver import than any others connected with his name. It is necessary, therefore, to understand clearly his exact position in this regard.

The direct services which Galileo rendered to astronomy are virtually summed up in his telescopic discoveries, which, brilliant and important as they were, contributed little or nothing to the theoretical perfection of the science, and were sure to be made by any careful observer provided with a telescope. Again, he wholly neglected discoveries far more fundamental than his own, made by his great contemporary Kepler, the value of which he either did not perceive or entirely ignored. Since the first and second of his famous laws were already published by Kepler in 1609 and the third, ten years later, it is truly inconceivable, as Delambre says, that Galileo should not have made any mention of these discoveries, far more difficult than his own, which finally led Newton to determine the general principle which forms the very soul of the celestial mechanism thus established. It is, moreover, undeniable, that the proofs which Galileo adduced in support of the heliocentric system of Copernicus, as against the geocentric of Ptolemy and the ancients, were far from conclusive, and failed to com-
vinced such men as Tycho Brahe (who, however, did not live to see the telescope) and Lord Bacon, who to the end remained an unbeliever. Milton also, who visited Galileo in his old age (1638), appears to have suspended his judgment, for there are passages in his great poem which seem to favour both systems. The proof from the phenomenon of the tides, to which Galileo appealed to establish the rotation of the earth on its axis, is now universally recognized as a grave error, and he treated with scorn Kepler's suggestion, foreshadowing Newton's establishment of the true doctrine, that a certain occult influence of the moon was in some way responsible. In regard to comets, again, he maintained no less erroneously that they were atmospheric phenomena, like meteors, though Tycho had demonstrated the falsity of such a view, which was recommended only as the solution of an anti-Copernican difficulty.

In spite of all deficiency in his arguments, Galileo, profoundly assured of the truth of his cause, set himself with his habitual vehemence to convince others, and contributed in no small degree to create the troubles which greatly embittered the latter part of his life. In regard to their history, as in so many other main points to be considered. It is in the first place constantly assumed, especially at the present day, that the opposition which Copernicanism encountered at the hands of ecclesiastical authority was prompted by hatred of science and a desire to keep the minds of men in the darkness of ignorance. To suppose that men could deliberately adopt such a course is ridiculous, especially a body which, with whatever defects of method, had for so long been the only one which concerned itself with science at all. It is likewise contradicted by the history of the very controversy with which we are now concerned. According to a popular notion the point, upon which beyond all others churchmen were determined to insist, was the geocentric system of astronomy. Nevertheless it was a churchman, Nicholas Copernicus (q. v.), who first advanced the contrary doctrine that the sun and not the earth is the centre of our system, round which our planet revolves, rotating on its own axis as do the stars. His great work, "De Revolutionibus orbium caelestium," was published at the earnest solicitation of two distinguished churchmen, Cardinal Schönberg and Tiedemann Giese, Bishop of Culm. It was dedicated by permission to Pope Paul III in order, as Copernicus explained, that it might be thus protected from the attacks which it was sure to encounter on the part of the "mathematicians" (i.e. philosophers) for its apparent contradiction of the evidence of our senses, and even of common sense. He added that he made no account of objections which might be brought by ignorant wiseacres on Scriptural grounds. Indeed, for nearly three quarters of a century no such difficulties were raised on the Catholic side, although Luther and Medanchthon condemned the work of Copernicus in unmeasured terms. Neither Paul III, nor any of the nine popes who followed him, nor the Roman Congregations raised any alarm, and, as has been seen, Galileo himself in 1597, speaking of the risks he might run by an advocacy of Copernicanism, mentioned ridicule only and said not a word of punishment. Even after he had made his famous discoveries, no change occurred in this respect. On the contrary, coming to Rome in 1611, he was received in triumph; all the world, clerical and lay, flocked to see him, and, setting up his telescope in the Quirinal Garden belonging to Cardinal Borghini, he exhibited to the sun-spots and other objects to an admiring throng.

It was not till four years later that trouble arose, the ecclesiastical authorities taking alarm at the persistence with which Galileo proclaimed the truth of the Copernican doctrine. That their opposition was grounded, is as constantly assumed, upon a few select men should be enlightened by the diffusion of scientific truth, it is obviously absurd to maintain. On the contrary, they were firmly convinced, with Bacon and others, that the new teaching was radically false and unscientific, while it is now truly admitted that Galileo himself had no clear intention of enthusiastically advocating, and Professor Huxley after examining the case avowed his opinion that the opponents of Galileo "had rather the best of it". But what, more than all, raised alarm was anxiety for the credit of Holy Scripture, the letter of which was then universally believed to be the supreme authority in matters of science, as it was in all others. All there were spoke of the sun staying his course at the prayer of Juse, or the earth as being ever immovable, it was assumed that the doctrine of Copernicus and Galileo was anti-Scriptural, and therefore heretical. It is evident that, since the days of Copernicus himself, the Reformers contended against the new doctrine, which was startling even for the learned, amongst the masses who were incapable of forming any sound judgment concerning it. There was at the time an active sceptical party in Italy, which aimed at the overthrow of all religion, and, as Sir David Brewster acknowledged (Martyrs of Science), there is no doubt that this party lent Galileo all its support.

In these circumstances, Galileo, hearing that some had denounced his doctrine as anti-Scriptural, presented himself at Rome in December, 1615, and was courteously received. He was presently interrogated before the Inquisition, which after consultation decided that the system must be universally condemned as false and anti-Scriptural or heretical, and that he must renounce it. This he obediently did, promising to teach it no more. Then followed a decree of the Congregation of the Index dated 5 March, 1616, prohibiting various heretical works to which were added any advocating the Copernican system. In this decree no mention is made of Galileo, or of any of his works, neither is the name of the pope introduced, though there is no doubt that he fully approved the decision, having presided at the session of the Inquisition, wherein the matter was discussed and decided. In thus acting, it is undeniable that the ecclesiastical authorities committed a grave and deplorable error, and sanctioned an altogether false principle as to the proper use of Scripture. Galileo and Foscarini rightly urged that Holy Writ is intended to teach men to go to...
heaven, not how the heavens go. At the same time, it must not be forgotten that, while as yet no sufficient proof of the Copernican system, no objection was made to it on this ground. It was taught as a hypothesis, which explained all phenomena in a simpler manner than the Ptolemaic, and might for all practical purposes be adopted by astronomers. What was objected to was the assertion that Copernicanism was in fact true, "which appears to contradict Scripture." It is clear, moreover, that the authors of the judgment of the Holy Office themselves did not consider it to be absolutely final and irreversible, for Cardinal Bellarmin, the most influential member of the Sacred College, writing to Foscarini, after urging that he and Galileo should be content to show that their system explains all celestial phenomena—an exceptional proposition, and one sufficient for all practical purposes—but should not categorically assert what seemed to contradict the Bible, thus continued: "I say that if a real proof be found that the sun is fixed and does not revolve round the earth, but the earth round the sun, then it will be necessary, very carefully, to proceed to the explanation of the passages of Scripture which appear to be contrary, and we should rather say that we have misunderstood these than pronounce that to be false which is demonstrated."

By this decree the work of Copernicus was for the first time prohibited, as well as the "Epitome of Keplar"—but in each instance only "donec corrigatur," the corrections prescribed being such as were necessary to exhibit the Copernican system as an hypothesis, not as an established fact. We learn further that with permission these works might be read in their entirety, by "the learned and skilful in the science" (Remus to Kepler). Galileo seems, says von Gebler, to have treated the decree of the Inquisition pretty coolly, speaking with satisfaction of the trifling changes prescribed in the work of Copernicus. He left Rome, however, with the evident intention of violating the promise extracted from him, and, while he pursued unmolested his researches in other branches of science, he lost no opportunity of manifesting his contempt for the astronomical system which he had promised to embrace. Nevertheless, when in 1624 he again visited Rome, he met with what is rightly described as "a noble and generous reception". The pope now reigning, Urban VIII, had, as Cardinal Barberini, been his friend and had opposed his condemnation in 1616. He conferred on his visitor a pension, to which as a foreigner in Rome Galileo had no claim, and which, says Brewer, must be regarded as an endowment of Science itself. But to Galileo's disappointment Urban would not annul the former judgment of the Inquisition. On his return to Florence, Galileo set himself to compose the work which revived and aggravated all former animosities, namely a dialogue in which a Ptolemaist is utterly routed and confounded by two Copernicans. This was published in 1632, and, being plainly inconsistent with his former promise, was taken by the Roman authorities as a direct challenge. He was therefore again cited before the Inquisition, and again failed to display the courage of his opinions, declaring that since his former trial in 1616 he had never held the Copernican theory. Such a declaration, naturally, was not taken very seriously, and in spite of it he was condemned as "vehemently suspected of heresy" to incarceration at the pleasure of the tribunal and to recite the Seven Penitential Psalms once a week for three years.

Under the sentence of imprisonment Galileo remained till his death in 1642. It is, however, untrue to speak of him as in any proper sense a "prisoner". As his Protestant biographer, Weber, tells us: "One glance at the truest historical source for the famous trial, would convince any one that Galileo spent altogether twenty-two days in the buildings of the Holy Office (i.e. the Inquisition), and even then not in a prison cell with barred windows, but in the handsome and commodious apartment of an official of the Inquisition." For the rest, he was allowed to use as his places of confinement the houses of friends, always comfortable and usually luxurious. It is wholly untrue that he was—as is constantly stated—either tortured or blinded by his persecutors—though in 1637, five years before his death, he became totally blind—or that he was refused burial in consecrated ground. On the contrary, although the pope (Urban VIII) did not allow a monument to be erected over his tomb, he sent his special blessing to the dying man, who was interred not only in consecrated ground, but within the church of Santa Croce at Florence. Finally, the famous "E pur si muove", supposed to have been uttered by Galileo, as he rose from his knees after renouncing the motion of the earth, is an acknowledged fiction, of which no mention can be found till more than a century after his death, which took place 3 January, 1642, the year in which Newton was born.

Such in brief is the history of this famous conflict between ecclesiastical authority and science, to which special theological importance has been attached in connexion with the question of papal infallibility. Can it be said that either Paul V or Urban VIII so committed himself to the doctrine of geocentricism as to impose it upon the Church as an article of faith, and so to teach as pope what is now acknowledged to be untrue? That both these pontiffs were convinced anti-Copernicans cannot be doubted, nor that they believed the Copernican system to be unscriptural and desired its suppression. The question is, however, whether either of them condemned the doctrine ex cathedra. This, it is clear, they never did. As to the decree of 1616, we have seen that it was issued by the Congregation of the Index, which can raise no difficulty in regard of infallibility, this tribunal being absolutely incompetent to make a dogmatic decree. Nor is the case altered by the fact that the pope approved the Congregation's decision in forma communi, that is to say, to the extent needful for the purpose intended, namely, to prohibit the circulation of writings.
which were judged harmful. The pope and his ass- 
essors may have been wrong in such a judgment, but this does not alter the character of the pronounce- 
ment, or convert it into a decree ex cathedra.

This trial in 1733 was on the doctrine of Galileo and his manifest breach of contract in not ab- 
staining from the active propaganda of Copernican doctrines. The sentence, passed upon him in conse- 
quence, clearly implied a condemnation of Copernican- 
ism, not only in general, but also, for the sublunary 
world, failed to receive the pope's signature. Nor is this only an 
opinion of theologians; it is corroborated by 
writers whom none will accuse of any bias in favour of 
the papacy. Thus Professor Augustus De Morgan (Budget of Paradoxes) declares "It is clear that the 
absurdity was the act of the Italian Inquisition, for the 
private and personal pleasure of the pope—who knew 
that the course he took could not convict him as pope—
and not of the body which calls itself the Church." 
And von Geber ("Galileo Galilei"): "The Church never 
condemned it (the Copernican system) at all, for the 
Qualifiers of the Holy Office never mean the Church". 
In 1665 John Locke, in the interest of other-continent 
figures of Galileo, were permitted, after 1616, to 
declare that no anti-Copernican definition had issued from 
the supreme pontiff.

More vital at the present day is the question with 
which we commenced: "Does not the condemnation 
of Galileo prove the impossibly opposition between 
the Church to scientific progress and enlightenment?" It 
may be replied with Cardinal Newman that this 
instance serves to prove the opposite, namely that 
the Church has not interfered with physical science, for 
Galileo's case is "the one stock argument" (Apologia, 
11. v.). So too Professor De Morgan acknowledges 
("Motion of the Earth" in "English Cyclopaedia":) 
"The Papal power must upon the whole have been 
moderately used in matters of philosophy, if we may 
judge by the great stress laid on this one case of Gal-
leio. It is the standing proof that an authority which 
had lasted a thousand years was all the time occupied 
in checking the progress of thought."—So Dr. Whewell 
speaking of this same case says (History of the Induc-
"lating Sciences): "I would not be understood to assert 
the condemnation of new doctrines to be a general or 
characteristic practice of the Romish Church. Cer-
tainly the intelligent and cultivated minds of Italy, 
directly or indirectly, the most eminent of her ecclesiastics 
among them, have been the foremost in promoting and 
welcoming the progress of science, and there were 
found among the Italian ecclesiastics of Galileo's time 
the earliest and most enlightened adherents 
of the Copernican system.

The influence of Galileo is abundant. In particular 
may be mentioned: De Morgan, Motion of the Earth in 
English Cyclopaedia; Cours in Compendium to the British Almanach, 1865; 
Ibán, 'Budge of Paradoxes' (London, 1872); Wechell, History of the 
Inductive Sciences (3 ed., London, 1857); Bremo, Master of 
Science (London, 1877); von Geber, Galileo Galilei 
and die römische Curie (St., London, 1879); Bihlar, Galilei 
studien (Ratslin, 1882); Choupin, "Valor des Décisions 
Décisives" (Paris, 1890); Jacquet, "Le Cours 
de Galilei" (Paris, 1888); L. E. Jonina, "La question de Galilei 
(Paris, 1879); Vachandam, "Le pays du Galilei en Revue du cagre 
Humain" (Paris, 1882); Wöhrmann, "Rechen 
Monti, Venice, April 1771; The History of Galileo in The Month, Sept., 1887; 
Gall, The second trial in 1633. Ibrn, Galilei Galilei 
and the kopernikanische 
Wissenschaft in Stimm aus Maria-Looch, suppl. 101.

John Gerard.

Galizin, Elizabeth, Princess, religious of the 
Sacred Heart; b. at St. Petersburg, 22 February, 
1797; d. in Louisiana, 8 December, 1843. Her father 
was Prince Alexiev Andreivitch, her mother Countess 
Protaseva, the friend and "second conscience" of 
Ma- 

deia. She was a devoted and loyal member of the 
Russian "Orthodox" Church and embrac- 
ed the Catholic faith (a step to which the penalty 
of exile or death was still adhered by Russian law), 

Princess Elizabeth was roused to bitter hatred of the 
Catholic Church, and bound herself by oath never to 
change her religion. But after four years, the influ-
ence of her mother's consistency of life and the con-
version of others, she decided to examine the question, 
and finally she too made her submission. Her vocation followed soon after her 
conversion, and she left it to Father Rosaven to find 
her "an austere order devoted to education". 
His choice was the Society of the Sacred Heart. Eliza-
abeth Galizin received the habit at Meta, in 1833, her 
first vows were taken in Rome at the Trinité dei 
Monti, 1828, and her profession took place in Paris, 
1832. In 1834, she was named secretary general to 
the foundress, Blessed Madeleine Sophie Barat, and, in 
1839, was elected assistant general and named visitor 
of the convents of the Sacred Heart in the United 
States.

Mother Galizin carried out her duties of assistant 
general and visitor in a characteristic spirit. Though 
burning with ardour to attain the best in all reli-
gious perfection, her strict ideas of government, and 
the tendency to dissimulation, which autocratic na-
ture sometimes presented, in the end, prevented her from achieving fully the spirit of the 
constitutions of her order. She made grave mistakes, 
but the Blessed foundress, always willing to make 
allowances for others, excused them and ever recog-
nised that Mother Galizin's heart was true to the 
spirit of the Constitutions. 

Gallatin, Victor d'une Religion du Sacré Cour (Paris, 1869); 
Cloquet, "Life of Blessed Madeleine Sophie Barat" (Rocham- 
pton, 1909).

Janet Stuart.

Gall, Saint (Gallicus; in the most ancient manu-
script he is called Gallo, Gallonis, Gallicus, and 
sometimes also Callo, Chellis, Gallus, etc.). An Irishman by birth, he was one of the twelve disci-

ples who accompanied St. Columbaus to Gaul, and 
established themselves with him at Luxueil. Gall 
again followed his master, in 610, on his voyage on 
the River Bregens but his life on the island, when Columbaus left for Italy; and he remained in 
Swabia, where, with several companions, he led the 
life of a hermit, in a desert to the west of Bregens, near 
the source of the river Steinhach. There, after his 
death, was erected an "eclesia Sancti Galli" gov-

ted by a "prieur et pasteur". Before the middle 
of the eighth century this church became a real monas-
tery, the first abbott of which was St. Otnaar. The 
monastery was the property of the Dioecese of 
Constance, and it was only in 818 that it obtained from 
the Emperor Louis the Piou the right to be number-

ed among the royal monasteries, and to enjoy the privilege 
of immunity. At last, in 824, it had the privilege of a 
obligation whatever towards the See of Constance, 
and henceforth was attached only by ties of canonical 
dependence. Called "Abbaye of St. Gall", not from 
the name of its founder and first abbott, but of 
the saint who had lived in this place and whose relics 
were honoured there, the monastery played an illustrious 
part in history for more than a thousand years.

Apart from this authentic history, there exists an-
other version or tradition furnished by the Lives of St. 
Gall, the most ancient of which does not antedate 
the end of the eighth century. A portion of the incidents 
related in these Lives is perhaps true; but another 
part is certainly legendary, and in formal contradiction 
to the most ancient charters of the abbey itself. Ac-


cording to these biographies, Gall was ordained a 
priest in Ireland before his departure for the Continent,
therefore before 590. Having reached Bregenz with Columbanus, he laboured in the country as a missionary, and actively combated the pagan superstitions. However, from following Columbanus to Italy, he was placed under interdict by the displeased Columbanus, and in consequence could not celebrate Mass until several years later, after the death of his old master. Gall delivered from the demon by which she was possessed Fridiburga, the daughter of Cunso and the betrothed of Siegbert, King of the Franks; the latter, moved by this miracle, offered the hermit his estate near Arbon, which belonged to the royal treasury, that he might find a monastery there. Naturally the monastery was exempt from all dependence on the Bishop of Constance; moreover, Gall twice refused the episcopal see of that city, which was offered to him, and hence he lived in seclusion after his election of a secular clerical, the deacon John, the latter and his successors placed themselves in every way at the service of the abbey. Gall also declined the abbatial dignity of Luxeuil, which was offered him by the monks of the monastery after the death of St. Etienne, and it was afterwards offered him, at the age of ninety-five, at Arbon during a visit; his body was brought back to the monastery, and God revealed the sanctity of his servant by numerous miracles. His feast is celebrated on 16 October, the day ascribed to him in some very ancient martyrologies, while Adon, it is not known for what reason, makes it occur on 20 February. Gall is venerated in a number of churches in the bear; for a legend, recorded in the Lives, relates that one night, at the command of the saint, one of these animals brought wood to feed the fire which Gall and his companions had kindled in the desert.

The most ancient Life, of which only fragments have been discovered till the present day, but otherwise very important, has been remodeled and put in the better style of the ninth century by two monks of Reichenau: in 816-24 by the celebrated Wettinmus, and about 833-34 by Walafrid Strabo, who also revised a book of the miracles of the saint, written somewhat earlier by Gosbert the Younger, monk of St. Gall. In 850 an anonymous monk of the same abbey wrote, in verse, a Life which he published under the name of Walafrid; and others after him further celebrated the holy patron in prose and verse.


ALBERT PONCELOT.

GALL, ABBEY OF SAINT, in Switzerland, Canton St. Gall, 30 miles S. E. of Constance; for many centuries one of the most prominent monasteries in Germany. It was founded about 613, and named after Gallus, an Irishman, the disciple and companion of St. Columbanus in his exile from Luxeuil. When his master went on to Italy, Gallus remained in Switzerland, where he died about 640. A chapel was erected on the spot occupied by his cell, and a priest named Othmar was placed there. The Church of St. Gallen was founded in 788, under the rule of Ethelwold, Bishop of Exeter. Under his direction a monastery was built, many privileges and benefactions being bestowed upon it by Charles Martel and his son Pepin, who with Othmar as first abbot, are reckoned its principal founders. By Pepin's persuasion Othmar substituted the Church of St. Gallen for that of St. Gall and also founded the famous schools of St. Gall, and under him and his successors the arts, letters, and sciences were assiduously cultivated. The work of copying manuscripts was undertaken at a very early date, and the nucleus of the famous library gathered together. The abbey gave hospitality to numerous Anglo-Saxon and Irish monks who came to copy manuscripts for their own monasteries. Two distinguished guests of the abbey were Peter and Romanus, chanters from Rome, sent by Pope Adrian I at Charlemagne's request to propagate the use of the Gregorian chant. Peter went on to Metz, where he established an important chant-school, but Romanus, having fallen sick at St. Gall, stayed there, and Gallican chant was sent. To the copies of the Roman chant that he brought with him, he added the "Romanian signs," the interpretation of which has since become a matter of controversy, and the school he started at St. Gall, rivaling that of Metz, became one of the most frequented in Europe.

The chief MSS. produced by it, still extant, are the "Antiphonale Missarum" (no. 339), the "Antiphonarium Sti. Gregorii" (no. 350), and Hartker's "Antiphonarium" (nos. 390-391), the first and third of which have been reproduced in facsimile by the "American fathers in the field of graphic art." The other schools of the abbey—-for the younger monks and for lay scholars attracted thither by the fame of the monastic professors—were founded as early as the ninth century, for the well-known, but unrealized plan of 820 provides separate accommodation for both schools. The domestic history of the abbey community during those centuries of congenial life was not altogether free from troubles. Even during the lifetime of Othmar, the monks had to defend themselves against the bishops of Constance, who, having already secured jurisdiction over the neighbouring Abbey of Reichenau, refused to recognize the exemption and other privileges of St. Gall. For many years the monks had to fight for their independence, but it was not until the time of Louis the Pious that their efforts were crowned with success and their rights confirmed. From that time up to the end of the tenth century was the golden age of the abbey, during which flourished many celebrated scholars—the three Notker, Eckhart, Hartker and others. The decrees of the Council of Aachen (817) for the furtherance of discipline and the religious spirit were loyally carried into effect by Abbot Gotzbert (815-837), under whom the monks built a new and magnificent church and by whom also the library was greatly enlarged. He published many fresh MSS. and made a beginning of compiling copies of them. His successor Grimmel (841-872) carried on the work, and a catalogue drawn up in his time, still extant, shows the wide range of subjects represented. Of four hundred of the MSS. mentioned in that catalogue are still at St. Gall during the abbacy of Engelbert II (924-933) an incursion of the Huns threatened the abbey, and most of the valuable books and MSS. were removed to Reichenau for safety, some never being returned. In 937 a disastrous fire almost entirely destroyed the monastery, but the library fortunately escaped. The abbey remained in peace and tranquility throughout the eleventh and twelfth centuries, and Gall maintained its place in the front rank of monastic establishments. With the thirteenth century, however, came a period of decline. Various causes contributed to this, one of them being the fact that the neighbouring feudal lords took to quartering themselves and their retainers in the abbey, which was often than was good for monastic discipline. The abbeys also were frequently called upon to settle their quarrels, and a spirit of worldliness thus crept into the cloister. About the same time the abbey and town became an independent principality, over which the archbishops ruled as territorial lords for the Prince of the Empire. Ulrich VI (1204-1220) was the first to hold that dignity. Records as to the library during this period are scanty. In the four-
teenth century Humanists were allowed to take away some of the rarest of the classical MSS. and in the sixteenth the abbey was raided by the Calvinists, who scattered many of the most valuable books. In 1530 Abbot Diethelm inaugurated a restoration with such success that he has been called the third founder of St. Gall. The library of his chief caucasian, and his successors zealously followed his good example. Through their efforts the monastic spirit, the schools and the studies all revived and attained to something of their former greatness. In 1602, when the Swiss congregation of the Order of St. Benedict was formed, the Abbey of St. Gall took precedence as the first house of the congregation, and many of its abbeys subsequently held the office of president.

A printing-press was started under Pius I (1630-1674), which soon became one of the most important in Switzerland. In 1712 a great change came over the fortunes of the monastery. It was pillaged by the Swiss, who spared nothing. Most of the books and MSS. were carried off to Zurich, Berne and other places, and only a portion of them were afterwards restored to St. Gall. The abbots of the time, Leodogar by name, was obliged for security to place his monastery under the protection of the townsmen whose ancestors had been of the abbey, but who, since the Reformation, thrown off the yoke of subjection. When these disturbances were over, a final attempt was made to revive the glories of the abbey. The monastery was rebuilt for the last time under Abbots Celestine II and Bede, but the resuscitation was slight. In 1709 the Swiss directorate of the abbey was under the spirituals of the congregation, and the ecclesiastical principality and secularized the abbey, and in 1805 its revenues were sequestrated. The monks took refuge in other houses of the congregation, the last abbots, Pancras Forster, dying in 1829 at Muri. When the Diocese of Constance was suppressed in 1821, that portion of it in which St. Gall was situated, it was united to the Diocese of Basel. In 1846 a rearrangement made St. Gall a separate see, with the abbey church as its cathedral and a portion of the monastic buildings being assigned for the bishop's residence. The church, rebuilt 1755-65 in the rococo style, contains some finely-carved choir-stalls and a beautiful wrought iron screen. The conventual buildings, besides the bishop's palace, now accommodate also the cantonal offices and what remains of the library—about thirty thousand volumes and MSS. The town of St. Gall has a population of over 30,000 and is one of the principal manufacturing centers in Switzerland, muslin and cotton being its chief industries.

MARILION, Annales O.S.B. (Paris, 1703-39); IDDEM, Acta SS. O.S.B. (Venice, 1783); II; STE-MARTHE, Gallia Christiana (Paris, 1784); IV; DELABEU, V., Lit. L.S.B. (Augsburg, 1754); FERT, Mon. Germ. Hist., Scriptorea (Hanover, 1833); I; YEPHS, Cordisca General, O.S.B. (Valladolid, 1809-21); II;

GALLA, SAINTE, a Roman widow of the sixth century; feast, 5 October. According to St. Gregory the Great (Dial. IV, ch. xiii) she was the daughter of the young Symmachus, a learned and virtuous patrician of Rome, whom theodoric had unjustly condemned to death (522). Being a widow she lived for the first year of her married life, and, still very young, founded a convent and hospital near St. Peter's, there spent the remainder of her days in austerities and works of mercy, and ended her life with an edifying death. The letter of St. Fulgentius of Rupia, de statu vitatum, is supposed to have been addressed to her. Her church in Rome, near the Piazza Montanara, once held a picture of Our Lady, which according to tradition represents a vision vouchsafed to St. Gall. It is considered miraculous and was carried in procession in times of pestilence. It is now over the high altar of Santa Maria in Campitelli.

GALLA, VICARIATE APOTOLIC OF, embraces the territory of the Gall or Oromo tribes in Abyssinia. In its widest extent the vicariate lies between 34° and 44° long. E. of Greenwich, and 4° and 10° N. lat. The Oromo or Galla, doubtless slightly European in descent, are the original inhabitants, lying between the junction of the two Niles and the River Bar. Eventually, about the fourteenth century, they began to invade Abyssinia, where they soon became so powerful that they shared the power with the Negus of Ethiopia. The Galla are divided into two principal branches, the Borana or Western Galla, and the Barentouma or Eastern Galla, both of them subdivided into numerous tribes. There exist among the Galla other important tribes, also genuine negro tribes and tribes of Musulman origin. The vicariate dates from 4 May, 1846. The Capuchin, Right Rev. Guglielmo Masaia, was the first vicar Apostolic. He was born at Plovà, province of Ancona, in 1809, and had been a member of the aforesaid order twenty-one years when he was consecrated Bishop of Cassia, 24 May, 1846, and sent to the Galla tribes. It was then very difficult to gain access into the interior of Africa; only after five years of incessantly renewed attempts and at the cost of great hardships and many perils he was able to reach the region of Galla Assandabo, 20 November, 1852. Having evangelized the districts of Goudrou, Lagamara, Limmou, Nonna, and Guera, this valiant apostle entered, 4 Oct., 1859, the Kingdom of Kaffa, where conversions were abundant. With apostolic foresight he provided the converted tribes with priests, so that when persecution obliged him to flee, Christianity did not disappear. In 1868 he was at Choa, where he laboured with success until 1879, and enjoyed the confidence of King Menelik, who made him his confidential councillor and paid him great respect. In the interval the missions of Kaffa and Guera were administered by his coadjutor Bishop Felicissimo Coceno, who died 26 February, 1878. In 1879 Negue John of Abyssinia compelled his vassal Menelik to order Bishop Masaia to return to Europe. The venerable Prelate, who had already been banished seven times, and was now more than ever hated by labour and suffering, died over the government of the vicariate to his coadjutor Bishop Taurin Cahague, since 14 Feb., 1875, titular Bishop of Adramittium. Bishop Masaia was created cardinal by Leo XIII, 10 Nov., 1894; he died 6 Aug., 1889. He left valuable memoirs (see below), the publication of which was rewarded by the Italian government with the nomination to a high civil order, not accepted, however, by the missionary veneration. The mission of Harar was founded by Bishop Taurin, who from 1880 to 1889 sustained a glorious combat in this hot-bed of Islam and opened the way to the present quite prosperous mission. He has written a catechism and valuable works of Christian instruction in the Galla language. His name is held in veneration throughout these regions. The vicariate now includes the three great districts of Choa, Kaffa and Harar. There are 15 principal stations and an equal number of secondary ones. The Christians number more than 18,000. The mission possesses a seminary for priests and a preparatory seminary. It maintains 3 principal and 12 secondary schools, 3 dispensaries, 1 leper-hospital, 1 printing house, and important cultural works. The vicar Apostolic has under his jurisdiction 125 European Capuchin missionaries from the province of Toulouse, France. There are also 8
five priests, 10 catechists, 35 seminarians, 17 Franciscan Sisters (Calais), and 12 Frères Gabriélistes I. Louis-Marie Grignon de Montfort.

GALLAIN, J. M. trentaquinque anni di missione nell' Alta Oasi Murgh in e fra i Galli (Florence, 1860); DE SALVATI, Leo Galli ut, 1901; Missiones Catholicae (Rome, 1907); GENTILE, Gli Stati della Galli (Asti, 1907); Analecta Ord. Coemptorum SS., V, 291.

ANDRÉAS JACOBSENB.:

Gallagher, John. See GOULBURN, DIOCESE OF.

Gallagher, Nicholas A. See GALVESTON, DIOCESE OF.

Gallait, Louis, Flemish painter; born at Tournai, May, 1810; died in Brussels, 20 Nov., 1887. He excelled melodramatic and sentimental pictures, very rich on the lines of those of Ary Scheffer, with a lean toward the pathetic and emotional side. Gallait was, however, a more accomplished painter than his father, with whom his works have frequently been compared. His colouring was superior, and his drawing more accurate, but the two men were possessed of similar devotional fervour, and poetic emotion of a sentimental type. Gallait was a youthful prodigy, and produced his first picture when ten years old, on which occasion he was awarded the principal local prize for it. One of his best performances was purchased by the municipal authorities of Tournai and presented to the Cathedral, if it was owing to the generosity of his own townspeople that he was enabled in 1855 to go to Paris and study under Hennequin. He became a member of the Institute of France, and honorary foreign Royal Academicians. Several of his pictures were exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1872, and at the Royal Academy in 1872, when he was residing at 51 Bedford Square, painted in water-colours as well as in oil, and was de an honorary member of the Royal Institute.

See also Art Journal, April, 1866.

CHARLES GEORGE WILSON.

Galland, Antoine, French Orientalist and numismatist, b. at Rollet, near Montdidier, in Picardy, 6, d. at Paris, 1715. When he was four years old his father died leaving him in poverty, but through diligence and industry he won protection which bled him to pursue his studies at Noyon and later at Paris. He was already known as a scholar at the age of twenty-four, when de Nointel, the French ambassador to Constantinople, invited him to the East to study the faith of the Greeks, several articles of which he wrote in a controversy between Arnaud and Protestant minister Claude. In 1675 Galland accompanied Nointel to Jerusalem, and in 1679 he was appointed by Colbert, and, after his death by Louis XIV, with scientific researches in the Levant, with the object of Egypt's antiquity. He profited from these journeys to become familiar with modern Greek, and to study the Turkish, Persian, and Arabic. In 1701 he was made a member of the Academy of Inscriptions and Arts, and in 1709 he was appointed to the chair of Arabic at College de France, and honorably appointed to him for his services. He observed letters, notes, observations and remarks on coins and inscriptions of Greek, Latin, and Arabic, many of which have been inserted in Banduri's "Bibliotheque nummara". He collaborated in Hert's "Bibliotheque Orientale", which he brought out after the death of its author. He was very famous for his translation of the eastern tales, "Arabian Nights" (Paris, 1704-08). This successful and inaccurate translation, the first which had appeared in Europe until that time, brought great fame to its author. At his death he left many manuscripts, a number of which have been published, e.g. "History of the princes of the line of Tamerlane", dated from the work of the Persian historian Abd-el-reader; "Ottoman History", translated from the Turkish of Naim Effendi; "History of Ghengis Khan", from the Persian history of Nur-khoud; "Numismatic Dictionary", etc.

GALLAUDET, Biographie universelle de l' Ecole de l'Académie royale des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, depuis son établissement, avec les dix ans des Académiciens morts depuis son dernier Séminaire (Paris, 1740); MARTIN, De l'ancienne école des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres (Paris, 1802).

A. FOURNET.

Gallandi, Andrea, Oratorian and patriotic scholar, b. at Venice, 7 December, 1709; d. there 12 January, 1779, or 1789. Gallandi was descended from an ancient Venetian family. He procured himself by theological and historical studies under such excellent teachers as the two Dominicans, Daniello Concina, a renowned moralist, and Bernardo de Rossi (de Rubis), a noted historical scholar and theologian. With both of these instructors he kept up a warm friendship after he had joined the Oratory of St. Philip Neri. He established his reputation as a scholar by compiling the still valuable work of reference: "Bibliotheca veterum patrum antiquorumque scriptorum ecclesiasticorum Graeco-Latina" (Venice, 1765-81, 14 vols.; 2nd ed., 1788). The work was dedicated to the Venetian Senate, but Gallandi did not live to see its completion. It is a collection of 380 ecclesiastical works of the first three centuries; its special merit is that instead of compiling important works already accessible in print, Gallandi gathered together the smaller and less known writings. Greek originals were printed in good type with Latin translations, and copious notes relative to the author and their works were added. He also published a collection of the treatises of famous canonists (Consent of St. Maur, the Ballerini, etc.) on the origin and development of canon law, which was entitled, "De vetustissim canonum collectiom dissertationum sylloge" (Venice, 1778, 1 vol. folio; Mainz, 1790, 2 vols.). At his death Gallandi left the following work which has never been published: "Thesaurus antiquitatis ecclesiasticorum historio-apoloptico-criticorum complectens SS. patrum gentis et scripta doctissimorum virorum dissertationibus asserta et illustratae ac jurta seriis XII sec. digesta".

HONOR. LONGINIUS, a. v.; Nouvelles biographies generales (Paris, 1852), XIX, 291.

PATRICK SCHLAGER.

Galle, DIOCESE OF (GALLINSENS), in Ceylon, created by Leo XIII 23 Aug., 1893, by detaching two civil provinces, the Southern (2146 sq. miles) and Sabaragamuwa (1901 sq. miles), from the Archdiocese of Colombo. The total population is about 900,000, of whom 10,160 are (1900) Catholics. Besides a few Europeans and burghers of mixed descent, the population includes Singalese, Moors, and Tamils. There is a still greater religious diversity: Sivites, Parsees, Mohammedans, Protestants of various denominations, mostly, however, Buddhists of the Southern type. For these reasons the conversion of the non-Catholic population is difficult; the racial and religious differences have been seriously the instruction of the faith scattered over a large area. Leo XIII entrusted the new diocese to the Belgian Jesuits, and appointed as first bishop the Very Rev. Joseph Van Reeth, rector of the novitiate at Tronchiennes (Belgium). The bishop-elect (b. 6 Aug., 1843) was consecrated on 19 March, 1895 in Antwerp, his native town, and accompanied by three priests and one lay brother, he took possession of his see 9 Nov., 1895, since when progress has been slow but steady. The clergy comprises 22 Jesuits and 5 secular priests (4 natives and 1 European), residing in eleven centres, each having its church, mission-house, and school. The Catholic population has doubled; the number of professionists has risen from 6381 (1897) to 27,956 (1908), and that of Communionists from 7196 to 48,000. In 1897 only
GALLEGO

335 boys and 376 girls attended the 14 Catholic schools, of which 9 had been opened that year; there are now (1909) some 2140 boys and 1000 girls in 39 schools. In 1901 it was opened St. Aloysius's College, under the Jesuit Fathers, with 300 pupils. Belgian Sisters of Charity of Jesus and Mary render beneficial work. They have a convent in Gallego (1890) and one in Matara. The latter was established by Dominicans. The Gallego convent is attached to a house for making work from which won a gold medal at the St. Louis Exhibition (U.S.A.) in 1904. A similar institution has been started at Matara.

Coq, Jo. Compagno de Jesus (monthly, Brussel); Misiones Catholico (Rome, Propaganda, 1907).

GALLEGO, JUAN NICARIBI, priest and poet; b. at Zamora, Spain, 14 Dec., 1777; d. at Madrid, 9 Jan., 1853; received his training at Salamanca; entering into Holy orders, he soon went to Madrid, where he was given a post in the royal palace, being made director of the royal pages. His feelings as a patriot and his love for pseudo-classicism very naturally led him to associate himself with the coterie about the poet Quintana. Imitating the latter's metres, he surpassed him in perfection of form, but remains somewhat his inferior in respect of inspiration. It is by virtue of only seven odes and elegies that Gallego attained the rank which he certainly occupies among Spanish poets. Of these the first was the "La defensa de Buenaventura" (1807), directed against the English, who, taking advantage of Spain's naval weakness, and the uneasiness in the colonies, had seized for the moment the capital of the Argentine region. With intensified liberal tendencies, Gallego presented himself for election, and was returned a deputy to the Cortes. He had consistently opposed the French invaders of the Spanish soil, with both pen and voice, yet the despot Ferdinand VII, after his return in 1814, imprisoned him because of his liberalism. During the second constitutional period, now free again, he was appointed Archbishop of Valencia. The Royal Spanish Academy took him into its membership, and made him its perpetual secretary. The most famous of the few compositions left by Gallego is the elegy "El Doo de Mayo", which commemorates the events of May 2, 1808, when the hero and devoted opposition presented to the French troops by the valiant citizens, Daños and Valdivia, led to the rising of the whole land against the Napoleonic usurper. The effect of Gallego's stirring strains upon his countrymen, urging them to resist unto the death, can hardly be exaggerated. Excellence of form characterizes this poem, as it does his elegy on the death of the Duchess of Frias. His poems are in the Biblioteca de autores espanoles, LXXVII. Blanco Garcia, Historia de la literatura espanola en el siglo XIX.

J. D. M. FORD.

GALILEE, See CIVITÀ CASTELLANA, ORTE, AND GALILEE, Dioceze OF.

GALILETTI, PIETRO LUIGI, Benedictine, historian and archæologist; b. at Rome in 1724; d. there, 13 December, 1790. He was educated in Rome where he entered the Order of St. Benedict. While a monk in the Abbey of St. Paul Without the Walls, he made a collection of the numerous ancient inscriptions used in the pavement of the floor of the famous basilica or scattered among the cloister buildings and in the surrounding vineyards. These became soon the nucleus of the Studiologia Museum of Christian antiquities. Later on he became keeper of the archives and librarian of the Benedictines in Florence. Plus vii bestowed various benefits on him and made him titular Bishop of Cyrene.

As a historian Galiletti displayed great erudition and diligence. Some of his writings are still authoritative, notably his collection of inscriptions and his works on the higher papal officials of the old Lateran Palace. His literary activities were directed to widely divergent periods and spheres of historical and archæological research. On Roman antiquity he wrote: "Capena, municipio dei Romani" (Rome, 1786), and "Gabbio, antica città di Sabina, scoperta ove era Roma" (Rome, 1788. This last was dedicated to the senario della romana chieza" (Rome, 1758), and "Del Principio della S. Sede Apostolica e di altri Ufiziali Maggiori del Sacro Palazzo Lateranense" (Rome, 1776) deal with the early history of the Roman Curia. The latter work is especially thorough and important. Among his contributions to the history of the religious orders the following may be quoted: "Lettera intorno alla vera e sicura origine del ven. ordine di S. Girolamo" (Rome, 1755), and "Ragionamento dell'origine e de' primi tempi dell'abbadia Florentina" (Rome, 1773). He was the author of a biography of the bishops of Viterbo: "Lettera a Giannantonio Bertetta sopra alcuni vescovi di Viterbo" (Rome, 1759), and of Cardinal Passione: "Memorie per servire alla storia della vita del card. Domenico Passione" (Rome, 1762). His work on the early churches of Rieti is of value for Christian archæology: "Memoria di tre antiche chiese di Rieti, S. Michele Arcangelo, S. Agata, e S. Croce" (Rome, 1757). He wrote also about Galletti that is due the first great collection of medieval inscriptions, treated as a source of historical information. His "Inscriptiones Venetiae invii av Rome exstantes" (Rome, 1757) was followed in the same series by the inscriptions found in Rome concerning Bologna, Rome itself (5 vols.), the March of Ancona, and Piedmont, in all seven volumes (1757-66).

HURTER, Nomenclator, s. v.; Biographie universelle, s. v.; Frenk, Le notiure espantatii a Mona. F. Luigi Gailettii (Rome, 1793). J. P. KIRCH.

GALLIA CHRISTIANA, a documentary catalogue or list, with brief historical notices, of all the dioceses and abbeys of France from the earliest times, also of their occupants. In 1621 Jean Chenu, an avocat at the Parlement of Paris, published a book entitled "Archiepiscoporum et episcoporum Galliae chronologia hist". Nearly a third of the churches and metropolitans of France were added by Claude Robert, a priest of Lagnes, published with the approbation of Baronius a "Gallia Christiana", in which he even entered a large number of churches outside of Gaul, and gave a short history of the metropolitans and the abbots. Two brothers de Sainte-Marte, Sevole (1571-1650) and Louis (1571-1656), appointed royal historiographers of France in 1620, had assisted Chenu and Robert. At the Assembly of the Clergy in 1646 a number of prelates commissioned these brothers to compile a more definitive work. They died before the completion of their work, and it was issued in 1658 by the three sons of Sevole de Sainte-Marte, Pierre (1618-90), himself historiographer of France, Abel (1620-71), theologian, and later general of the Oratory, and Nicolas-Charles (1623-82), prior of Cluny. On 13 September, 1658, the Sainte-Marthe brothers were presented to the Assembly of the French Clergy, who had accepted the dedication of the work on condition that a passage suspected of Jansenism be suppressed. The work formed four volumes in folio, the first for the archidioceses, the second and third for the dioceses, and the fourth for the abbies, all in alphabetical order. The title was "Gallia Christiana, seu series omnium archiepiscoporum, episcoporum et abbatiatum Franciae vicinarum et dintonum ab origine ecclesiarum ad notam aetatem per quatuor saeculaudes et aetatem Franciae vicinarum et dintonum ab origine ecclesiarum ad notam aetatem per quatuor saeculaudes et hodie掂etur, et probatur ex antiquis fidei manuscriptis Vaticani, regum, principum, tabularium omnium Gallicae cathedraliae et abbatiariarum". Such as it was,
the work possessed considerable value at the time, especially for the fullness of its lists and for the reproduction of a large number of valuable manuscripts. The Agricultural Inhabitants to form a very important part of the work of Gallienus, as the brothers and their successors are often called.

The edition promised by the Sainte-Marthe brothers did not appear. In 1710 the Assembly of the French Clergy offered four thousand livres to Denys de Sainte-Marthe (1650–1725), a Benedictine of Saint-Maur renowned for his polemics against the Abbé de Rancé. In the middle of his campaign to this end, he decided to request his successors to publish a new edition of the "Gallia Christiana," that he should bring the revision of the "Gallia Christiana" to a successful conclusion, so that the first volume should appear at the end of four years, and that his congregation should continue the undertaking after his death. In 1715 through his efforts the first volume appeared, devoted to the ecclesiastical provinces of Albi, Aix, Arles, Avignon, and Auch. In 1720 he produced the second volume, dealing with the provinces of Bourges and Bordeaux, and in 1725 the third, which treated of Cambrai, Cologne, and Embrun. After his death the Benedictines issued the fourth volume (1728) on Lorraine, volume "Ultramontane" of Mâcot, Mainz. Between 1731 and 1740 on account of the Bull "Unigenitus" Dom Félix Hodin and Dom Etienne Briot, who were preparing the last volumes of the "Gallia Christiana," were expelled from the Abbey of Saint-Germain-des-Prés. They returned to Paris in 1739 and issued the sixth volume, dealing with Narbonne, also (1744) the seventh and eighth volumes on Paris and its suffragan sees. Père Duplessis united his efforts with theirs and the ninth and tenth volumes, both on the province of Reims, appeared in 1761. The eleventh volume (1759) dealing with the province of Rouen was issued by Père Pierre Henri and Dom Jacques Taschereau. In 1770 the twelfth volume on the provinces of Sens and Tarentaise appeared, and in 1785 the thirteenth on the provinces of Toulouse and Trier. At the outbreak of the Revolution four volumes were lacking, Tours, Besançon, Utrecht, and Vienne. Barthélemy Hocquard (1756–1808), bishop of the province of Toulouse, Besançon, and Vienne, respectively, and according to the Benedictine method, the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth volumes of the "Gallia Christiana." The province of Utrecht alone has no place in this great collection, but this defect has been remedied by the Benedictines in a "suffrage," edited by Gisbert Brom and extending from the earliest times to 1378 (The Hague, 1891–96). The new "Gallia Christiana," of which Volumes I to V and XI and XIII were reprinted by Dom Piolín between 1870 and 1877, and Volumes VI to IX and XII by the publishers H. Weltzer after each metropolitan sees its suffragan sees, and after each sees the abbey belonging to it. The documents, instead of encumbering the body of the articles, are inserted at the foot of each column under the title "Instrumenta." This colossal work does great justice to the Benedictines and to the Sainte-Marthe family. "The name of Sainte-Marthe," wrote Voltaire, "is one of those of which the country has most reason to be proud."

In 1774 the Abbé Hugues du Temps, vicar-general of Bordeaux, undertook in seven volumes an abridgment of the "Gallia," under the title "Le clergé de France," of which only four volumes appeared. About the year 1790 the "Foncier" in the "Historien of an episcopal history of France (La France Pontificale)," in which for the early period he should utilize the "Gallia," at the same time bringing the history of each diocese down to modern times. Twenty-two volumes appeared and then the work ceased. Some years ago Canon Albanès projected a complete revision of the "Gallia Christiana," each ecclesiastical province to form a very important part of the work of Gallienus, as the brothers and their successors are often called.

The edition promised by the Sainte-Marthe brothers did not appear. In 1710 the Assembly of the French Clergy offered four thousand livres to Denys de Sainte-Marthe (1650–1725), a Benedictine of Saint-Maur renowned for his polemics against the Abbé de Rancé. In the middle of his campaign to this end, he decided to request his successors to publish a new edition of the "Gallia Christiana," that he should bring the revision of the "Gallia Christiana" to a successful conclusion, so that the first volume should appear at the end of four years, and that his congregation should continue the undertaking after his death. In 1715 through his efforts the first volume appeared, devoted to the ecclesiastical provinces of Albi, Aix, Arles, Avignon, and Auch. In 1720 he produced the second volume, dealing with the provinces of Bourges and Bordeaux, and in 1725 the third, which treated of Cambrai, Cologne, and Embrun. After his death the Benedictines issued the fourth volume (1728) on Lorraine, volume "Ultramontane" of Mâcot, Mainz. Between 1731 and 1740 on account of the Bull "Unigenitus" Dom Félix Hodin and Dom Etienne Briot, who were preparing the last volumes of the "Gallia Christiana," were expelled from the Abbey of Saint-Germain-des-Prés. They returned to Paris in 1739 and issued the sixth volume, dealing with Narbonne, also (1744) the seventh and eighth volumes on Paris and its suffragan sees. Père Duplessis united his efforts with theirs and the ninth and tenth volumes, both on the province of Reims, appeared in 1761. The eleventh volume (1759) dealing with the province of Rouen was issued by Père Pierre Henri and Dom Jacques Taschereau. In 1770 the twelfth volume on the provinces of Sens and Tarentaise appeared, and in 1785 the thirteenth on the provinces of Toulouse and Trier. At the outbreak of the Revolution four volumes were lacking, Tours, Besançon, Utrecht, and Vienne. Barthélemy Hocquard (1756–1808), bishop of the province of Toulouse, Besançon, and Vienne, respectively, and according to the Benedictine method, the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth volumes of the "Gallia Christiana." The province of Utrecht alone has no place in this great collection, but this defect has been remedied by the Benedictines in a "suffrage," edited by Gisbert Brom and extending from the earliest times to 1378 (The Hague, 1891–96). The new "Gallia Christiana," of which Volumes I to V and XI and XIII were reprinted by Dom Piolín between 1870 and 1877, and Volumes VI to IX and XII by the publishers H. Weltzer after each metropolitan sees its suffragan sees, and after each sees the abbey belonging to it. The documents, instead of encumbering the body of the articles, are inserted at the foot of each column under the title "Instrumenta." This colossal work does great justice to the Benedictines and to the Sainte-Marthe family. "The name of Sainte-Marthe," wrote Voltaire, "is one of those of which the country has most reason to be proud."

In 1774 the Abbé Hugues du Temps, vicar-general of Bordeaux, undertook in seven volumes an abridgment of the "Gallia," under the title "Le clergé de France," of which only four volumes appeared. About the year 1790 the "Foncier" in the "Historien of an episcopal history of France (La France Pontificale)," in which for the early period he should utilize the "Gallia," at the same time bringing the history of each diocese down to modern times.
sance] must also be regulated in accordance with the canons made by the Spirit of God and consecrated by the respect of the whole world. The rules, customs, and constitutions received within the kingdom and the Gallican Church must have their force and their efficacy; and the usages of our fathers remain inviolable, since the dignity of the Apostolic See itself demands that the laws and customs established by consent of that august see and of the Churches be constantly maintained.

(4) Although the pope have the chief part in questions of faith, and his decrees apply to all the Churches, and to each church in particular, yet his jurisdiction is not irremovable, at least pending the consent of the Church.

According to the Gallican theory, then, the papal primacy was limited, first, by the temporal power of princes, which, by the Divine will, was inviolable; secondly by the authority of the general council and in that of the bishops, who alone could, by their consent, give to his decrees that infallible authority which, of themselves, they lacked; lastly, by the canons and customs of particular Churches, which the pope was bound to take into account when he exercised his authority.

But Gallicanism was more than pure speculation. It reacted from the domain of theory into that of facts. The bishops and magistrates of France used it, the former as warrant for increased power in the government of dioceses, the latter to extend their jurisdiction as to revenue matters. Moreover, there was an episcopal and political Gallicanism, and a parliamentary or judicial Gallicanism. The former lessened the doctrinal authority of the pope in favour of that of the bishops, to the degree marked by the Declaration of 1682; the latter, affecting the rights of the temporal and spiritual powers, tended to augment the rights of the State more and more, to the prejudice of those of the Church, on the grounds of what they called “the Liberties of the Gallican Church” (Libertés de l'Église Gallicane).

These Liberties, which are enumerated in a collection, or corpus, drawn up by the jurisconsults Guy Coquille and Pierre Pithou, were, according to the latter, eighty-three in number. Besides the four articles cited above, which were incorporated, the following may be noted as among the more important: The Kings of France had the right to assemble counsils in their dominions, and to make laws and regulations ecclesiastical, the Cardinals legates could not be sent into France, or exercise their power within that kingdom, except at the king’s request or with his consent. Bishops, even when commanded by the pope, could not go out of the kingdom without the king’s consent. The royal council could not be communicated for any act performed in the discharge of their official duties. The pope could not authorize the alienation of any landed estate of the Churches, or the diminishing of any foundations. His Bulls and Letters might not be executed without the Paréxis of the king or his officers. He could not issue decretals to the prejudice of the laudable customs and statutes of the cathedral Churches. It was lawful to appeal from him to a future council, or to have recourse to the “appeal as from an abuse” (appel comme d’abus) against acts of the ecclesiastical power.

Parliamentary Gallicanism, therefore, was of much wider scope than episcopal; indeed, it was often disavowed by the bishops of France, and about twenty of them condemned Pierre Pithou’s book when a new edition of it was published, in 1638, by the brothers Dupuy.

Origin and History.—The Declaration of 1682 and the work of Pithou codified the principles of Gallicanism, but did not create them. We have to inquire, then, how there came to be formed in the bosom of the Church of France a body of doctrines and practices which tended to isolate it, and to impress upon it a physiognomy somewhat exceptional in the Catholic body. Gallicans have held that the reason of this phenomenon is to be found in the very origin and history of Gallicanism.

For the more moderate among them, Gallican ideas and liberties were simply privileges concessions made by the popes, who had been quite willing to divest themselves of a part of their authority in favour of the bishops or kings or France. It was thus that the latter could lawfully stretch their powers in ecclesiastical matters, and even in temporal ones. The latter made its appearance as early as the reign of Philip the Fair, in some of the protests of that monarch against the policy of Boniface VIII. In the view of some partisans of the theory, the popes had always thought fit to show especial consideration for the ancient customs of the Gallican Church, which in every age had distinguished itself by its exactitude in the preservation of the Faith and the maintenance of ecclesiastical discipline. Others, again, assigned a more precise date to the granting of these concessions, referring their origin to the period of the earliest Carlovingians, and explaining them thus. It is said that the popes had found it impossible to recall to their allegiance and to due respect for ecclesiastical discipline the Frankish lords who had possessed themselves of episcopal sees; that these lords, in spite of censures and anathemas, rude and untaught, recognized only authority in secular affairs. The popes accordingly granted to the latter, that of former Gallican lords, and thus it happened that the popes had, therefore, granted to Carolman, Pepin, and Charles the Great a spiritual authority which they were to exercise only under papal control. It was this authority that the Kings of France, successors of these princes, had inherited. This theory comes into conflict with difficulty in its normal form, and it has caused its rejection as well by the majority of Gallicans as by their Ultramontane adversaries. The former by no means admitted that the Liberties were privileges, since a privilege can be revoked by him who has granted it; and, as they regarded the matter, these Liberties could not be touched by any pope. Moreover, they added, the Kings of France have at times received from the popes certain clearly defined privileges; these privileges have never been confounded with the Gallican Liberties. As a matter of fact, historians could have told them, the privileges accorded by popes to the Kings of France in the course of the Middle Ages are known. From this it is plain that no authentic collection could be compiled, and there is nothing in them resembling the Liberties in question. Again, why should not these Gallican Liberties have been transmitted to the German Emperors as well, since they, too, were the heirs of Pepin and Charles? Besides, the Ultramontanes pointed out, there are some privileges which the pope himself could not grant. Is it conceivable that a pope should allow any group of bishops the privilege of calling his infallibility in question, putting his doctrinal decisions upon trial, to be accepted or rejected?—or grant any kings the privilege of placing his primacy under tutelege by suppressing or curtailing his liberty of communication with the faithful in a certain territory?

Most of its partisans regarded Gallicanism rather as a revival of the most ancient traditions of Christianity, a persistence of the common law, which law, according to some (Pithou, Quesnes), was made up of the conciliar decrees of the earliest centuries or, according to others (Marca, Bossuet), of canons of the general and local councils, and the decretals, ancient and modern, which were received in France or conformable to their usage. “Of all Christian countries”, says Pleury, “France has been the most free, the most liberal liberty of her Church and oppose the novelties introduced by Ultramontane canons.” The Liberties were so called, because the innovations constituted
conditions of servitude with which the popes had burdened the Church, and their legality resulted from the fact that the extension given by the popes to their own primacy was founded not upon Divine institution, but upon the false Decretals. If we are to credit these authors, what the Gallicans maintained in 1692, namely, that the body of beliefs as old as the Church, the discipline of the first centuries. The Church of France had upheld and practised them at all times; the Church Universal had believed and practised them of old, until about the tenth century; St. Louis had supported, but not created, them by the Pragmatic Sanction of Constance; the Councils had taught them with the pope's approbation. Gallican ideas, then, must have had no other origin than that of Christian dogma and ecclesiastical discipline. It is for history to tell us what these assertions of the Gallican theorists were worth.

To the similarity of the historical vicesistutes through which they passed, their common political allegiance, and the early appearance of a national sentiment, the Churches of France owed it that they very soon formed an individual, compact, and homogeneous body. From the end of the fourth century the Church in France recognized as the "Gallican" bishops of Pope Damasus I. as M. Babut seems to have demonstrated recently—that is the most ancient decretal which has been preserved to our times. Two centuries later, St. Gregory the Great pointed out the Gallican Church to his envoy Augustine, the Apostle of England, as one of those whose customs he might accept as of equal stability with those of the Roman Church or of any other whatsoever. But already—if we are to believe the young historian just mentioned—a Council of Turin, at which bishops of the Gauls assisted, had given in the first manipulation of Gallic sentiment. Unfortunately for M. Babut's thesis, all the significance which he attaches to this council depends upon the date, 417, ascribed to it by him, on the mere strength of a personal conjecture, in opposition to the most competent historians. Besides, it is not at all plain how a council of the Province of Milan is to be taken as representing the ideas of the Gallican Church.

In truth, that Church, during the Merovingian period, testifies the same deference to the Holy See as do all the others. Ordinary questions of discipline are in the ordinary course settled in councils, of which the papal signature is in all cases—whether at the Councils of Epagne (517), of Vaison (529), of Valence (530), of Orleans (538), of Tours (567)—the bishops do not fail to declare that they are acting under the impulse of the Holy See, or defer to its admonitions; they take pride in the approbation of the pope; they cause his name to be read aloud in the churches, just as is done in Italy and in Africa; they cite his decreets as a source of ecclesiastical law; they show indignation at the mere idea that anyone should fail in consideration for them. Bishops condemned in councils—like Salonius of Emburon, Sigibert and his Contemplant of Baiers—have no difficulty in appealing to the pope, who, after examination, either confirms or rectifies the sentence pronounced against them.

The accession of the Carolingian dynasty is marked by a splendid act of homage paid in France to the pope, and by the sanctification of Pepin the Short as king. Pepin makes a point of securing the assent of Pope Zachary. Without wishing to exaggerate the significance of this act, the bearing of which the Gallicans have done every thing to minimize, one may be permitted to see in it the evidence that, even before Gregory VII, France was not only a portion of the ancient canons and the privileges of the Churches; that his decreets must not be placed upon the same footing as the canons of the councils. But it appears that we should see here the expression of passing feelings, inspired by the particular circumstances, much higher than a deliberate opinion intentionally conceived and conscious of its own meaning. The proof of this is in the fact that Hincmar himself, when his claims to the metropolitan dignity are not in question, condemns very sharply, though at the risk of self-contradiction, the opinion of those who think that the king is subject only to God, and he makes it his boast to "follow the Roman Church, whose teachings," he says, quoting the famous words of Innocent I, "are imposed upon all men". His attitude, at any rate, stands out as an isolated accident; the Council of Troyes (867) proclaims that no bishop can be deposed without reference to the Holy See, and the Council of Orleans (871), although held under the influence of Hincmar, condemns the Bishop of Laon only under reserve of the rights of the pope.

With the first Capets the secular relations between the pope and the Gallican Church aspeared to be momentarily strained. At the Councils of Saint-Basile de Verzy (991) and of Chelles (993), in the discourses of Arnoul, Bishop of Orleans, in the letters of Gerbert, afterwards Pope Sylvester II, sentiments of violent hostility to the Holy See are manifested, and an evident determination to elude the authority in matters of discipline which had until then been recognized as belonging to it. But the nostrum of that period, given over to the tyranny of Crescentius and other local barons, was undergoing a melancholy obsequation. When it regained its independence, its old authority in France came back to it; the work of the Councils of Saint-Basile and of Chelles was undone; princes like Hugh Capet, bishops like Gerbert, held no attitude but that of submission. It has been said that during the early Capetian period the pope was more powerful in France than he had ever been. Under Gregory VII the pope's legates traversed France from north to south, they convoked and presided over numerous councils, and by a variety of sporadic and incoherent acts of resistance, they deposed bishops and excommunicated princes just as in Germany and Spain.

In the following two centuries Gallicanism is even yet unborn; the pontifical power attains its apex in France as elsewhere; St. Bernard, then the standard-bearer of the University of Paris, and St. Thomas outlines the theory of that power, and their opinion is that of the school in accepting the attitude of Gregory VII and his successors in regard to delinquent princes, St. Louis, of whom it has been sought to make a patron of the Gallican system, is still ignorant of it— for the fact is now established that the Pragmatic Sanction, long attributed to him, was a wholesale fabrication put together (about 1445) in the purloins of the Royal Chancellery of Charles VII to lend countenance to the Pragmatic Sanction of Bourges.

At the opening of the fourteenth century, however, the conflict between France and Rome becomes more acute—Gregory XII. VIII brings out the first glimmerings of the Gallican ideas. That king does not confine himself to maintaining that, as sovereign, he is sole and independent master of his temporalities; he haughtily proclaims that, in virtue of the concession made by the pope, with the assent of a general council, to Charlemagne and his successors, he has the power of vacating ecclesiastical benefices. With the consent of the nobility, the Third Estate, and a great part of VI.—23
the clergy, he appeals in the matter from Boniface VII to a future general council—the implication being that the council is superior to the pope. The same idea and others still more hostile to the Holy See occur in the treatises of patristic authors and of Bavaresian and John XXII; they are expressed by the pens of William Occam, of John of Jandun, and of Marsilius of Padua, professors in the University of Paris. Among other things, they deny the Divine origin of the papal primacy, and subject the exercise of it to the good pleasure of the temporal ruler. Following the pope, the University of Paris condemned these views; but for all that they did not entirely disappear from the memory, or from the disputations, of the schools, for the principal work of Marsilius, "Defensor Pacis," was translated into French in 1375, probably by a professor of the University of Paris. The Great Schism reawakened them suddenly. The idea of a council naturally suggested itself as a means of terminating that melancholy rending asunder of Christendom. Upon that idea was soon grafted the "conciliary theory," which sets the council above the pope, making it the sole representative of the Church, and the only authority with which a man must come to terms. Two professors of the University of Paris, Conrad of Gelhausen and Henry of Langenstein, this theory was completed and noisily interpreted to the public by Pierre d'Ailly and Gerson. At the same time the clergy of France, disgruntled with Benedict XIII, took upon itself to draw from its own resources the assembly which voted on this measure (1398) that for the first time there was any question of bringing back the Church of France to its ancient liberties and customs—of giving its prelates once more the right of conferring and disposing of benefices. The same idea comes into the foreground in the claims put forward in 1406 by another assembly of the French clergy; to win the votes of the assembly, certain orators cited the example of what was happening in England. M. Haller has concluded from this that these so-called Ancient Liberties were of English origin, that the Gallican Church really borrowed them from its neighbour, only imagining them to be a revival of its own past. This opinion does not seem well founded. The precedents cited by M. Haller go back to the parliament held at Carlisle in 1307, at which date the tendencies of reaction against papal reservations had already made themselves felt. Assisted by Philip the Fair in 1302 and 1303. The most that we can admit is, that the same ideas received parallel development from both sides of the channel.

Together with the restoration of the "Ancient Liberties" the assembly of the clergy in 1406 intended to maintain the supremacy of the French council over the bishopric of Rome, and the fallibility of the latter. However widely they may have been accepted at the time, these were only individual opinions or opinions of a school, when the Council of Constance came to give them the sanction of its high authority. In its fourth and fifth sessions it dealt with the council of the Church; it decreed that every person, no matter of what dignity, even the pope, was bound to obey it in what concerned the extermination of the schism and the reform of the Church; that even the pope, if he resisted obstinately, might be constrained by process of law to obey it in the above-mentioned points. This was the birth of, or we may prefer to call it so, the legitimation of Gallicanism. So far we had encountered in the history of the Gallican Church recriminations of malcontent bishops, or a violent gesture of some prince discomforted in his aversive designs; but these were only fits of resentment or ill-accidents with very transient consequences; this time the provisions made against exercise of the pontifical authority took to themselves a body and found a fulcrum. Gallicanism has implanted itself in the minds of men as a national doctrine and it only remains to apply it in practice. This is to be the work of the Pragmatic Sanction of Bourges. In that instrument the clergy of France inserted the articles of Constance repeated at Basle, and upon that point a warrant assumed authority over the collection of benefices and the temporal administration of the Churches on the sole basis of the common law, under the king's patronage, and independently of the pope's action. From Eugene IV to Leo X the popes did not cease to protest against the Pragmatic Sanction, until it was replaced by the Concordat of 1516. But, if its provisions disappeared from the charters of France, the principles it embodied for a time none the less continued to inspire the schools of theology and parliamentary jurisprudence. Those principles even appeared at the Council of Trent, where the ambassadors, theologians, and bishops of France repeatedly championed them, notably when the questions for decision were as to whether episcopal jurisdiction comes immediately from God or through the pope, whether or not the council ought to ask confirmation of its decrees from the sovereign pontiff, etc. Then again, it was in the name of the Liberties of the Gallican Church that in 1548 the council of the French nobility and orateurs opposed the publication of that same council; and the crown decided to detach from it and publish what seemed good, in the form of ordinances emanating from the royal authority.

Nevertheless, towards the end of the sixteenth century, the reaction against the Protestant denial of all authority to the pope and, above all, the triumph of the League had enfeebled Gallican convictions in the minds of the clergy, if not of the parliament. But the assassination of Henry IV, which was exploited to move public opinion against Ultramontanism and the restrictions that was imposed by the Sorbonne, brought about, at the beginning of the seventeenth century, a strong revival of Gallicanism, which was thenceforward to continue gaining in strength from day to day. In 1663 the Sorbonne solemnly declared that it admitted no authority of the pope over the king's temporal dominion, nor his superiority to a general council, nor infallibility apart from the Church's consent. In 1682 matters were much worse. Louis XIV having decided to extend to all the Churches of his kingdom the régale, or right of receiving the revenue of vacant sees, and of conferring temporal jurisdiction, Pope Innocent XI strongly opposed the king's designs. Irritated by this resistance, the king assembled the clergy of France and, on 19 March, 1682, the thirty-six prelates and thirty-four deputies of the second order who constituted that assembly adopted the four articles recited above and transmitted them to all the other bishops and archbishops of France. Three days later the king commanded the registration of the articles in all the schools and faculties of theology; no one could even be admitted to degrees in theology without having maintained this doctrine in one of his theses, and it was forbidden by Edmond Richer, synod of the Sorbonne, brought about, at the beginning of the seventeenth century, a strong revival of Gallicanism, which was thenceforward to continue gaining in strength from day to day. In 1663 the Sorbonne solemnly declared that it admitted no authority of the pope over the king's temporal dominion, nor his superiority to a general council, nor infallibility apart from the Church's consent. In 1682 matters were much worse. Louis XIV having decided to extend to all the Churches of his kingdom the régale, or right of receiving the revenue of vacant sees, and of conferring temporal jurisdiction, Pope Innocent XI strongly opposed the king's designs. Irritated by this resistance, the king assembled the clergy of France and, on 19 March, 1682, the thirty-six prelates and thirty-four deputies of the second order who constituted that assembly adopted the four articles recited above and transmitted them to all the other bishops and archbishops of France. Three days later the king commanded the registration of the articles in all the schools and faculties of theology; no one could even be admitted to degrees in theology without having maintained this doctrine in one of his theses, and it was forbidden by Edmond Richer, synod of the Sorbonne, brought about, at the beginning of the seventeenth century, a strong revival of Gallicanism, which was thenceforward to continue gaining in strength from day to day. In 1663 the Sorbonne solemnly declared that it admitted no authority of the pope over the king's temporal dominion, nor his superiority to a general council, nor infallibility apart from the Church's consent. In 1682 matters were much worse. Louis XIV having decided to extend to all the Churches of his kingdom the régale, or right of receiving the revenue of vacant sees, and of conferring temporal jurisdiction, Pope Innocent XI strongly opposed the king's designs. Irritated by this resistance, the king assembled the clergy of France and, on 19 March, 1682, the thirty-six prelates and thirty-four deputies of the second order who constituted that assembly adopted the four articles recited above and transmitted them to all the other bishops and archbishops of France. Three days later the king commanded the registration of the articles in all the schools and faculties of theology; no one could even be admitted to degrees in theology without having maintained this doctrine in one of his theses, and it was forbidden by Edmond Richer, synod of the Sorbonne, brought about, at the beginning of the seventeenth century, a strong revival of Gallicanism, which was thenceforward to continue gaining in strength from day to day. In 1663 the Sorbonne solemnly declared that it admitted no authority of the pope over the king's temporal dominion, nor his superiority to a general council, nor infallibility apart from the Church's consent. In 1682 matters were much worse. Louis XIV having decided to extend to all the Churches of his kingdom the régale, or right of receiving the revenue of vacant sees, and of conferring temporal jurisdiction, Pope Innocent XI strongly opposed the king's designs. Irritated by this resistance, the king assembled the clergy of France and, on 19 March, 1682, the thirty-six prelates and thirty-four deputies of the second order who constituted that assembly adopted the four articles recited above and transmitted them to all the other bishops and archbishops of France. Three days later the king commanded the registration of the articles in all the schools and faculties of theology; no one could even be admitted to degrees in theology without having maintained this doctrine in one of his theses, and it was forbidden by Edmond Richer, synod of the Sorbonne, brought about, at the beginning of the seventeenth century, a strong revival of Gallicanism, which was thenceforward to continue gaining in strength from day to day. In 1663 the Sorbonne solemnly declared that it admitted no authority of the pope over the king's temporal dominion, nor his superior
been decreed in that assembly in regard to the ecclesiastical power and the pontifical authority. The king himself wrote to the pope (14 September, 1693) to announce that a royal order had been issued against the execution of the edict of 23 March, 1682. In spite of these disavowals, the Declaration of 1682 remained thereafter the lifting emblem of Gallicanism possessed by the great majority of the French clergy, obligated by the faculties of theology, schools, and seminaries, guarded from the lukewarmness of French theologians and the attacks of foreigners by the inquisitorial vigilance of the French parliaments never failed to condemn to suppression every work that seemed hostile to the principles of the Declaration.

From France Gallicanism spread, about the middle of the eighteenth century, into the Low Countries, thanks to the works of the jurist consult Van-Espen. Under the pseudonym of Febronius, Honthem introduced it into Germany, where it took the forms of Febronianism and Josephism. The Council of Pistoia (1786) even tried to acclimatize it in Italy. But its diffusion was sharply arrested by the Revolution, which took away its chief support by overturning the throne of kings against which that doctrine had clashed. Then the royalists wrecked their sees, nothing was left to the bishops of France but to link themselves closely with the Holy See. After the Concordat of 1801—itself the most dazzling manifestation of the pope's supreme power—French Governments made some pretense of reviving, in the Organic Articles, the "Ancient Gallican Liberties" and the obligation of teaching the articles of 1682, but ecclesiastical Gallicanism was never again resuscitated except in the form of a vague mistrust of Rome. On the fall of Napoleon and the Bourbons, the work of Lamennais, of "L'Avenir" and other publications devoted to Roman ideas, the "Defensio del Doctrina" of Don Diego of religious teaching ever increasingly deprived it of its partisans. When the Vatican Council opened, in 1869, it had in France only timid defenders. When that council declared that the pope has in the Church the plenitude of jurisdiction in matters of faith, morals, discipline, and administration, that his decisions ex cathedra are of themselves, and without the assent of the Church, infallible and irrefutable, it dealt Gallicanism a mortal blow. Three of the four articles were directly condemned. As to the remaining one, the first, the council made no specific declaration; but an important indication of the Catholic doctrine was given in the declaration fulfilled by Pius IX against the 24th proposition of the Syllabus, in which it was asserted that the Church cannot have recourse to force and is without any temporal authority, direct or indirect. Leo XIII shed more direct light upon the question in his Encyclical "Immaculata Dei" (12 November, 1885), where we read: "God has apportioned the government of the human race between two powers, the ecclesiastical and the civil, the former set over things divine, the latter over things human. Each is restricted within limits which are perfectly determined and defined in conformity with its own nature and special aim. There is therefore, as it were, a circumscribed sphere in which each exercises its functions "jure proprio". And in the Encyclical "Sapiantia Christianæ" (10 January, 1890), the same pontiff adds: "The Church and the State have each its own power, and neither of the two powers is subject to the other."

Stricken to death, as a free opinion, by the Council of the Vatican, Gallicanism could survive only as a heresy; the Old Catholics have endeavored to keep it alive under this form. Judging by the paucity of the adherents whom they have recruited—daily becoming fewer in Germany and Switzerland, it seems very evident that the historical evolution of these ideas has reached its completion.

Critical Examination. — The principal force of Gallicanism always was that which it drew from the external circumstances in which it arose and grew up: the difficulties of the Church, torn by schism; the encroachments of the civil authorities; political turmoil; the interested support of the kings of France. But the less does it excuse Gallicanism's paralyzing influence to exist, and to legitimize its attitude towards the theories of the schools. There is no denying that it has had in its service a long succession of theologians and jurists who did much to assure its success. At the beginning, its first advocates were Pierre d'Ailly and Passerat, whose mandate was to strengthen the then prevalent disorder of ideas, to secure its triumph in the Council of Constance. In the sixteenth century Almain and Major make but a poor figure in contrast with Torquemada and Cajetan, the leading theorists of pontifical primacy. But in the seventeenth century the Gallican doctrine takes its revenge with Richer and Launoy, who throw as much passion as science into their efforts to shake the work of Bellarmine, the most solid edifice ever raised in defence of the Church's constitution and the papal supremacy. Pithou, Dupuy, and Marcæ edited texts or disinterred from archives the judicial movements best calculated to support parliamentary Gallicanism. After 1662 the attack and defence of Gallicanism were concentrated almost entirely upon the four Articles. Whilst Charles, in his anonymous treatise on the Liberties of the Catholic Church, d'Aguire, in his "Auctoritas infallibilis et summa sancti Petri", Rocaert, in his treatise "De omnibus pontificum auctoritate", Sfondrato, in his "Gallia vindicata", dealt severe blows at the doctrine of the Declaration, Alexander Natalie and Ellies Dupin searched ecclesiastical history for titles on which to support it. Bossuet carried on the defence at once on the ground of theology and of history. Lalande, in "Defensio du Doctrina", and then Dupin, in the light of day until 1730, he discharged his task with equal scientific power and moderation. Again, Gallicanism was ably combatted in the works of Mazzarelli, Bianchi, and Ballerini, and upheld in those of Durand de Maillane, La Luzerne, Marett, and Dillenger. But the strife is prolonged beyond its interest; except for the bearing of some few arguments on either side, nothing that is altogether new. After all, so adduced for or against, and it may be said that with Bossuet's work Gallicanism had reached its full development, sustained its sharpest assaults, and exhibited its most efficient means of defence.

These means are well known. The absolute independence of the civil power, affirmed in the first Article, Gallicans drew their argument from the proposition that the theory of indirect power, accepted by Bellarmine, is easily reducible to that of direct power, which he did not accept. That theory was a novelty introduced into the Church by Gregory VII; until his time the Christian peoples and the popes had suffered injustice from princes without asserting for themselves the right to revolt or to excommunicate. As for the superiority of councils over popes, as based upon the decrees of the Council of Constance, the Gallicans essayed to defend it chiefly by appealing to the testimony of history which, according to them, shows that general councils have never been dependent on the popes, but had been considered the highest authority for the settlement of doctrinal disputes or the establishment of disciplinary regulations. Supported by the decrees of councils or the edicts of the popes, a third Article was based upon the declarations or upon the declarations of the popes. It is true that that Article made respect for the canons a matter rather of high propriety than of obligation for the Holy See. Besides, the canons alleged were among those that had been established with the consent of the pope and of the Churches, the plentitude of the pontifical jurisdiction was therefore safeguarded, and Bossuet pointed out that this article had called
forth hardly any protests from the adversaries of Gallicanism. It was not so with the fourth Article, which implied a negation of papal infallibility. Resting chiefly on history, the whole Gallican argument reduced to the position that the Doctors of the Church—St. Cyprian, St. Augustine, St. Basil, St. Thomas, and the rest—had not known pontifical infallibility; that pronouncements made by them had been submitted to examination by councils; that popes—Liberus, Honorius, Zosimus, and others—had promulgated erroneous dogmatic decisions. Only the line of popes, the Apostolic See, was infallible; but each pope, taken individually, was liable to error.

This is not the place to discuss the line of decision, or set forth the replies which it elicited; such an enquiry will more appropriately form part of the article devoted to the primacy of the Roman See. Without involving ourselves in technical developments, however, we may call attention to the weakness of the Scriptural scaffolding upon which Gallicanism supported its fabric. Not only was it opposed by the luminous clearness of Christ's words—"Thou art Peter, and upon this rock will I build My Church"; "I have prayed for thee, Peter, that thy faith fail not . . . confirm thy brethren"—but it finds nothing in Scripture which could warrant the doctrine of the divine council or pastoral institution in the church. The line of popes and the individuals—the Sedes and the Sedens. Supposing there were any doubt of Christ's having promised infallibility to Peter, it is perfectly certain that He did not promise it to the council, or to the See of Rome, neither of which is named in the Gospel.

The pretension implied in Gallicanism—that only the schools and the churches of France possessed the truth as to the pope's authority, that they had been better able than any others to defend themselves against the encroachesments of Rome—was insulting to the sovereign pontiff and invidious to the other churches. It does not belong to one part of the Church to decide what council is eccumenical, and what is not. By what right was this honour refused in France to the Councils of Florence (1439) and the Lateran (1513), and accorded to that of Constance? Why, above all, should we attribute to the decisions of the latter Church the power which was only intended to escape from a deadlock, the force of a general principle, a dogmatic decree? And moreover, at the time when these decisions were taken, the council presented neither the character, nor the conditions, nor the authority of a general synod; it is not clear that the majority of its members thought they possessed any intention of formulating a dogmatic definition, nor is it proved that the approbation given by Martin V to some of the decrees extended to these. Another characteristic which is apt to diminish one's respect for Gallican ideas is their appearance of having been too much influenced by the spirit of the age and evolutionally by interested motives. Suggested by theologians who were under bonds to the emperors, accepted as an expedient to restore the unity of the Church, they had never been more loudly proclaimed than in the course of the conflicts which arose between popes and kings, and then always for the advantage of the latter. In truth they savoured too much of a courtly bias.

"The Gallican Liberties", Joseph de Maistre has said, "are but a fatal compact signed by the Church of France, in virtue of which she submitted to the outrages of the Parliament on condition of being allowed to pass them on to the sovereign pontiff". The history of the Gallican liberties should be written in the light of this severe judgment. It was a Gallican—no other than Baille—who wrote: "The bishops who served Philip the Fair were upright in heart and seemed to be actuated by a genuine, if somewhat too vehement, zeal for the rights of the Crown; whereas among those whose advice Louis XIV followed there were some who, under pretext of the public welfare, only sought to avenge themselves, by oblique and devious methods, on those whom they regarded as the censers of their conduct and their sentiments."

Even apart from every other consideration, the practical consequences to which Gallicanism led, and the way in which the State turned it to account should suffice to warn Catholics from it. The whole Gallican philosophy was Gallicanism which allowed the Jansenists condemned by popes to elude their sentences on the plea that these had not received the assent of the whole episcopate. It was in the name of Gallicanism that the kings of France impeded the publication of the Holy Scriptures, and by force of this pretension of the councils to write against Jansenism—or, at any rate, to publish charges without endorsement of the chancellor. Bossuet himself, prevented from publishing a charge against Richard Simon, was forced to complain that they wished to put all the bishops under the yoke in the essential matter of their ministry, which is the Faith. Alleging the Liberties of the Gallican Church, the French Parliaments admitted appelles comme d'abus against bishops who were guilty of condemning Jansenism, or of admitting into their Breviaries the Office of St. Gregory, sanctioned by Rome; and on the same general principle they could be suspended and placed by the common executioner, or condemned to imprisonment or exile priests whose only crime was that of refusing the sacraments and Christian burial to Jansenists in revolt against the most solemn pronouncements of the Holy See. Thanks to these "Liberties", the juridical and the disciplinary power of the Church is almost entirely in the hands of the civil power, and Fénélon gave a fair idea of them when he wrote in one of his letters: "In practice the king is more our head than the pope, in France—Liberties against the pope, servitude in relation to the king—The king's authority over the Church devolves upon the lay judges; The daily dominate the bishops." And Fénélon had not seen the Constituent Assembly of 1790 assume, from Gallican principles, authority to demolish completely the Constitution of the Church of France. For there is not one article of that melancholy Constitution that did not find its inspiration in the writings of Gallican fathers and theology experts. The task of here entering into any lengthy proof of this; indeed the responsibility which Gallicanism has to bear in the sight of history and of Catholic doctrine is already too heavy.
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Gallican Rite, The.—This subject will be treated
under the following six heads: I. History and Origin; II. MSS. and Other Sources; III. The Liturgical
Year; IV. The Divine Office; V. The Mass; VI. The
Occasional Services.

I. History and Origin.—The name Gallican Rite
is given to the rite which prevailed in Gaul from the
earliest times of which we have any information until
the middle or end of the eighth century. There
is no information before the fifth century and very
little then; and throughout the whole period there was,
to judge by existing documents and descriptions, so
much falsity and uncertainty. If the Mass in the
rite were of the same pattern, the name must not
be taken to imply more than a very moderate amount
of homogeneity. The Rite of Spain, fairly widely
used from the fifth century to the end of the eleventh,
and still lingering on as an archæological survival in
chapels at Toledo and Salamanca, was so nearly allied
to the Gallican Rite that the term Hispano Gallican
is often applied to the two. But this Spanish Mosar-
able Rite has, like the allied Celtic, enough of an
independent history to require separate treatment, so that
though it will be necessary to allude to both by way of
illustration, the article will be chiefly devoted to
the rite once used in what is now France. Of the
origin of the Gallican Rite there are three principal
theories, between two of which the controversy is not
yet settled. These may be termed (1) the Ephe-

(2) the Ambrosian, and (3) the Roman theories.

The first has been almost universally under
Ambrosian Rite and Celtic Rite. This theory, which was first put forward by Sir W. Palmer in his
"Origines Liturgiae", was once very popular among
Anglicans. According to it the Gallican Rite was re-
ferred to an original brought to Lyons from Ephesus by St. Pothinus and St. Laurence, who had received it
through St. Polycarp from St. John the Divine. The
idea originated partly in a statement in the eighth-
century tract in Cott. MS. Nero A. II in the British
Museum, which refers the Gallican Divine Office (Cur
sus Gallorum) to such an origin, and partly in a state-
ment of Colman at the Synod of Whitby (664) respect-
ing the Johannine origin of the Celtic Easter. The
Cottonian tract is of little or no historical value;
Colman's notion was disproved at the time by St.
Willfrid; and the Ephesine theory has now been given
up by all serious liturgiologists. Mgr Duchesne, in his
"Origines du culte chrétien", has finally dismissed the
whole idea. He fixes (1) the completion of the
liturgy of the Rite, as it is found in the Gallican,
Ambrosian, or Roman, a very large proportion
of the priest's part varies according to the day.
(2) The second theory is that which Duchesne
puts forward in the place of the Ephesine. He holds
that Milan, not Lyons, was the principal centre
of Gallican development. He lays great stress on the
incontestable importance of Milan and the Church of
Milan in the late fourth century, and conjectures that
a liturgy of Oriental origin, introduced perhaps by
the Cappadociad Aunctentius, Bishop of Milan from 355 to
374, spread from that centre to Gaul, Spain, and
Britain. He points out that the Gallican Liturgy, in
the features which distinguish it from the Roman,
betray all the characteristics of the Eastern liturgies,
and that "some of its formularies are to be found
word for word in the Greek texts which were in use
in the churches of the Syro-Byzantine Rite either in
the fourth century or somewhat later", and infers from
this that the Gallican Liturgy is an Oriental liturgy,
introduced into the West towards the middle of the
fourth century". He does not, however, note that
in certain other important peculiarities the Gallican
Liturgy agrees with the Roman where the latter
differs from the Oriental. Controverting the third or
Eastern theory of origin, he lays some stress on the
fact that Pius St. Innocent I (416) in his letter to
Decentius of Gubbio spoke of usages which Mgr
Duchesne recognizes as Gallican (e. g. the position of
the Diptyche and the Pax), as "foreign importations"
and did not recognize in them the ancient usage of
his own Church, and he thinks it hard to explain why
the African Church should have accepted the Roman
reforms, while St. Ambrose, himself a Roman, refused
them. He assumes that the Ambrosian Rite is not
essentially Roman, but Gallican, and that it was fostered
in a later period, and that the Gubbio variations of which
St. Innocent complained were borrowed from Milan.

(3) The third theory is perhaps rather complicated
to state without danger of misrepresentation, and
has not been so definitely stated as the other two by
Contemporary writers. It is that much of the Roman
rite, as preserved by such Fathers and Doctors as
Lucas, the Milanese liturgiologists, and many others
whose opinion is of weight. In order to state it clearly
it will be necessary to point out first certain details
in which all the Latin or Western rites agree with one
another in differing from the Eastern, and in this we
speak only of the Mass, which is of far more import-
ance than either the Divine Office or the occasional
services in determining origins. The Eastern Euca-
ristic offices of whatever rite are marked by the in-
variance of the priest's part. There are, it is true,
alternative anaphoras which are used either ad hoc, or
the Rite, or used the Syro-Jerusalem Rite, or on the
in Byzantine and East Syrian, but they are complete
in themselves and do not contain passages appro-
priate to the day. The lections of course vary with
the day in all rites, and varying antiphons, troparia,
etc., are sung by the choir; but the priest's part re-
mains fixed. In the Western rites, whether Latin,
Gallican, Ambrosian, or Roman, a very large propor-
tion of the priest's part varies according to the day,
and, as will be seen by the analysis of its Mass in this
article, these variations are so numerous in the Galli-
can Rite that the fixed part even of the Prayer of
Consecration is still very limited. Certain of the varying prayers of the Hispano-Gallican Rite have a tendency
to fall into couples, a Bidding Prayer, or invitation to
pray, sometimes of considerable length and often
partaking of the nature of a homily, addressed to the
congregation, and a collect embodying the suggestions
of the Bidding Prayer, addressed to God. These
Bidding Prayers have survived in the Roman Rite of
today in the Good Friday intercessory prayers, and
they occur in a form borrowed later from the Gallican,
in the ordination services, but in general the invitation
to prayer is reduced to its lowest terms in the word
Oratio. Another Western peculiarity is in the form
of the Instituion as the Institution as the Galli-
can liturgies follow St. Paul's words in I Cor., xi, 23-
25, and date the Institution by the betrayal, ἐν τῇ πρωτερίᾳ, ἐν ταξιδίῳ (in the night in which He was
betrayed), and of the less important anaphoras, most
either use the same expression or paraphrase it. The
Western liturgies date from the Fathers, Qui pridie et
quam pateret, for which, though of course the fact is
found there, there is no verbal Scriptural warrant.
The Mozarabic of to-day uses the Pauline words, and
no Gallican Recital of the Institution remains in full;
but in both the prayer that follows is called (with
alternative name-calls) in the Gallican, St.
Pridie and the catchwords "Qui pridie" come at the
end of the Post-Sanctus in the Gallican Masses, so
that it is clear that this form existed in both. These
variations from the Eastern usages are of an early
date, and it is inferred from them, and from other
considerations more historical than liturgical, that a
liturgy with these peculiarities was the common pro-
erty of Gaul, Spain, and Italy. Whether, as is most
likely, it originated in Rome and spread thence to the
countries under direct Roman influence, or whether
it originated elsewhere and was adopted by Rome,
there is no means of knowing. The adoption must
have happened when the Empire was in a state of
chaos. The Gallicans may have carried to an extreme
the changes begun at Rome, and may have retained
some archaic features (now often mistaken for Orientalism) which had been later dropped by Rome. At some period in the fourth century—it has been conjectured that it was in the pontificate of St. Damasus (366–84)—reforms were made at Rome, the position of the Great Intercession and of the Pax were altered, the latter, perhaps because the form of the dismissal of the catechumens was disused, and the distinction between the missa catechumenorum and the missa flderum necessitates neither. The want was felt of a position with some meaning to it for the sign of Christian unity, and the long and diffuse prayers were made into the short and crisp collect of the Roman type. It was perhaps then that the variable Post-Sanctus and Post-Friodie were altered into a fixed Canon, similar to the Collect for the day, though perhaps this Canon began with the clause which now reads "Quam oblationem", but according to the pseudo-Ambrosian tract "De Sacramentis" once read "Fac nobis hane oblationem". This may have been introduced by a short variable Post-Sanctus. This reform, possibly through the influence of St. Ambrose, was adopted in the West, and Spain. At a still later period changes were again made at Rome. They have been principally attributed to St. Leo (440–81), St. Gelasius (492–96), and St. Gregory (590–604), but the share these popes had in the reforms is not definitely known, though they were certainly more important than their respective names. These later reforms were not adopted at Milan, which retained the books of the first reform, which are now known as Ambrosian.

Hence it may be seen that, roughly speaking, the Western or Latin Liturgy went through three phases, which may be called for want of better names the Gallican, the Ambrosian, and the Roman stages. The holders of the theory do not recognize quite clearly that the line of demarcation between these stages is rather a vague one, and that the alterations were in many respects gradual. Of the three theories of origin the Ephesine may be dismissed as practically disproved. To both of the other two the same objection may be urged, that they are largely founded on conjecture and on the critical examination of documents of a much later date than the periods to which the conjectures relate. But at present there is little else to go upon. It may be well to mention also a thought suggested by Mr. W. C. Bishop in the "Quarterly" for July, 1908, to the effect that the Gallican Liturgy was not introduced into Gaul from anywhere, but was the original liturgy of that country, apparently invented and developed there. He speaks of an original independence of Rome (of course liturgically only) followed by later borrowings. This does not seem to exclude the idea that Rome and the West may have had the germ of the Western Rite in common. Again the theory is conjectural and is only very slightly stated in the article.

The later history of the Gallican Rite until the time of its adoption as a separate Rite is obscure. In Spain there was a definite centre in Toledo, whose influence was felt over the whole peninsula, even after the coming of the Moors. Hence it was that the Spanish Rite was much more regulated than the Gallican, and Toledo at times, though not very successfully, tried to give liturgical laws even to Gaul, though probably only to the Visigothic part of it. In the greater part of France there was liturgical anarchy. There was no capital to give laws to the whole country, and the rite developed there variously in various places, so that among the scanty fragments of the service-books that remain there is a marked absence of uniformity, though one main outline of the services are of the same type. Several councils attempted to regulate matters a little, but only for certain provinces. Among these were the Councils of Vannes (463), Agde (506), Vaison (529), Tours (567), Auxerre (578), and the two Councils of Mâcon (581, 623). But all along there went on a certain process of Romanizing, due to the constant applications to the Holy See for the adoption of the Rite of St. Denis. The confusion and the complication in the probable introduction during the seventh century, through the Columbanian missionaries, of elements of Irish origin. The changes towards the Roman Rite happened rather gradually during the course of the late seventh and eighth century, and seem concurrent with the rise of the Abbaye de la Défense, and their development into kings of France. Nearly all the Gallican books of the later Merovingian period, which are all that are left, contain many Roman elements. In some cases there is reason to suppose that the Roman Canon was first introduced into an otherwise Gallican Missal, and the primitive Gallican Sacramentary, the principal MS. of which is in the library of the Abbey of St.-Denis and to the early eighth century, is an avowedly Roman book, though containing Gallican additions and adaptations. And the same may be said of what is left of the undoubtedly Frankish book known as the "Missale Francorum" of the same date. Mgr. Duchesne attributes a great deal of this eighth-century Romanizing tendency to St. Boniface, though he shows that it had begun before his day. The Roman Liturgy was adopted at Metz in the time of St. Chrodegang (742–86). The Roman chant was introduced about 789, and by a decree of Primate, quoted to be Charlemagne in Charles the Bald's "Caurils" in 789, the Gallican chant was abolished in its favour. Pope Adrian I between 784 and 791 sent to Charlemagne at his own request a copy of what was considered to be the Sacramentary of St. Gregory, but which certainly represented the Roman use of the end of the eighth century. This book, which was far from complete, was edited and supplemented by the addition of a large amount of matter derived from the Gallican books and from the Roman book known as the Gallican Sacramentary, which had been gradually supplanted the Gallican. It is probable that the editor was Charlemagne's principal liturgical adviser, the Englishman Alcuin. Copies were distributed throughout Charlemagne's empire, and this "composite liturgy", as Mgr. Duchesne says, "from its source in the Imperial chapel spread throughout all the churches of the Frankish Empire and at length, finding its way to Rome gradually supplanted there the ancient use" in the eleventh century. When Charles the Bald wished to see what the ancient Gallican Rite had been like, it was necessary to import Spanish priests to celebrate it in his presence. It should be noted that the name Gallican has also been applied to two other uses: (1) a French use introduced by the Normans into Aquitaine, and (2) the Rhineland. This was only a variant of the Roman Rite. (2) The reformed Breviaries of the French dioceses in the seventeenth to mid-nineteenth centuries. These have nothing to do with the ancient Gallican Rite.

II. MSS. AND OTHER SOURCES.—There are no MSS. of the Gallican Rite earlier than the seventh century, though the descriptions in the letters of St. Germanus of Paris (555–76) take one back another century. The MSS. are:

(1) The Reichenau Fragments (Carlsruhe, 283), described (no. 8) in Delisle's "Mémoire sur d'anciens Sacrémentaires." These were discovered by Mon. Moreau in 1850 in a palimpsest MS. of the Abbey of Reichenau in the library of Carlsruhe. The MS., which is late seventh century, had belonged to John II, Bishop of Constance (760–81). It contains eleven Masses of purely Gallican type, one of which is in honour of St. Germanus of Auxerre, but the others do not specify the place of celebration, though all are written in Latin, which is in prose, is entirely in hexameter verse. Mone published them with a facsimile in his "Lateinishe und Griechische Messe aus dem selben us sechsten Jahrhundert" (Frankfort, 1850). They were
reprinted in Migne’s “Patrologia Latina” (Vol. CXXXVIII), and by Neale and Forbes in “The Ancient Liturgy of the Gallican Church” (Burns-land, 1855-67).

From, Mai, and Bunsen Fragments.—Of these disjointed palimpsest leaves, those of Mai and Peyron were found in the Ambrosian Library at Milan, and those of Bunsen at St. Gall. Peyron’s were printed in his “M. T. Ciceronis Orationum Fragmenta inedita” (Stuttgart, 1824), Mai’s in his “Scriptores Veterrimae Galliae Liturgiae et Bunsen’s in his “Analecta Ante-Nicene.” All these were reprinted by C. E. Hammond: Peyron’s and Bunsen’s in his “Ancient Liturgy of Antioc” (Oxford, 1879), and Mai’s in his “Ancient Liturgies” (Oxford, 1878). The last are also in Migne’s “Patrologia Latina” with Mone’s Reichenspurg fragments. The Peyron fragment contains part of what looks like a Lenten Contestatio (Preface) with other prayers of Gallican type. The Bunsen fragment contains part of a Mass for the Dead (Post-Sancus, Post-Pridie) and several pairs of Bidding Prayers and collects, the former having the title “Exhortatio” or “Exhortatio Matutina.” The May fragment also contains with the insertions of Bidding Prayers and contain a fragment of a Contestatio, with that title, and fragments of other prayers, two of which have the title “Post Nomina,” and two others which seem to be prayers “Ad Pacem.”

(3) The Missale Gothicum (Vatican, Queen Christina, described by Walcha, Nov. 5. 3. The MS. of the end of the seventh century, which once belonged to the Petu Library. The name is due to a fifteenth-century note at the beginning of the book, and hence it has been attributed to Tomas and Mabillon to Darbonne, which was in the Visigothic Kingdom. Mgr. Duchesne, judging by the inclusion of Masses for the feast of St. Symphorian and St. Léger (d. 680), attributes it to Autun. The Masses are numbered: the MS. beginning with Christmas Eve, which is numbered “III.” Probably there were once two Advent Masses, as in the “Missale Gallicanum.” There are eighty-one numbered sections, of which the last is the first prayer of “Missa Romaeus corditiana,” with which the MS. breaks off. The details of the Masses in this section are given in the section of the present article on the liturgical year. The Masses are all Gallican as to order, but many of the actual prayers are Roman. The “Missale Gothicum” has been published (Codex 36, Amsterdam, 1860), Mabillon (De Liturgia Gallicanæ, Paris, 1865), Muratori (Liturgia Romana Vetus, Venice, 1748), Neale and Forbes (op. cit.), and in Migne’s “Patrologia Latina” (Vol. LXXII).

(4) Missale Gallicanum Vetus (Vatican, Palat. 493).—Described by Walcha, Nov. 5. 5. The MS., which is of the end of the seventh, or the early part of the eighth, century is only a fragment. It begins with a Mass for the feast of St. Germanus of Auxerre (9 Oct.), after which come prayers for the Blessing of Virgins and Wives, two Advent Masses, the Christmas Eve Mass, and the Missae Etiam et Tres Symbols, and other ceremonies preparatory to Baptisms; the Maundy Thursday, Good Friday and Easter Sunday ceremonies and the baptismal service, Masses for the Sundays after Easter up to the Rogation Mass, where the MS. breaks off. The Masses, as in the “Gothicum,” are Gallican in order with many Roman prayers. The Gallican prayers are, as usual, verbatim a facsimile of exactly those of the Roman Missal. The MS. has been published by Tommasi, Mabillon, Muratori, and Neale and Forbes (op. cit.), and in Vol. LXXXII of Migne’s “Patrologia Latina.”

(5) The Luxeuil Lectorium (Paris, Bibl. Nat., 947).—One of the coarsest of the seventh century was discovered by Mabillon in the Abbey of Luxeuil, but from its containing among its very few saints days the feast of St. Genevieve, Dom Morin (Revue Bénédictine, 1883) attributes it to Paris. It contains the Prophetical Lessons, Epistles, and Gospels for the year from Christmas Eve onwards (for the details of which see the section of this article on the liturgical year). At the end are the Masses, for the burial of a bishop, for the dedication of a church, when a bishop preaches, “et plebs decimas reddat,” when a deacon is ordained, when a priest is blessed, “in professione initeris,” and “lectiones cotidiana.” This Lectorium is purely Gallican with no apparent Roman influence. The MS. has not been reprinted in its entirety, but Mabillon in “De Liturgia Gallicanæ” gives the references to all the lessons and the beginnings and endings of the text.

(6) The Letters of St. Germanus of Paris.—These were printed by Marténe (De Antiquis Ecclesie Ritibus, Bassano, 1788) from a MS. at Autun, and are given also in Vol. LXXII of Migne’s “Patrologia Latina.” There appears to be no reason to doubt that they are genuine. They contain mystical interpretations of the ceremonies of the Mass and of other services. Mgr. Duchesne says of the descriptions, on which the interpretations are based, that “We may believe that we have the Gallican Mass” (De Liturgie Gallicana). (See section of this article on the Mass.)

Much side light is thrown on the Gallican Rite by the Celtic books (see Celtic Rite), especially by the Stowe and Bobbio Missals. The latter has been called Gallican and attributed to the Province of Osanpon, but it is now said to be Irish in a much Romanized form, though of Continental provenance, being quite probably from the originally Irish monastery of Bobbio, where Mabillon found it. A comparison with the Ambrosian books (see Ambrosian Liturgy and Rite) may also be of service, while most lacunae in our knowledge of the Gallican Rite may reasonably be conjecturally filled up from the Mosan- natic books, which even in their present form are those of substantially the same rite. There are also liturgical allusions in certain early writers: St. Hilary of Poitiers, St. Sulpicius Severus (d. about 400), St. Cesarins of Arles (d. about 542), and especially St. Gregory of Tours (d. 595), and some information may be gathered from the decrees of the Gallic councils above mentioned.

The above are all that exist as directly Gallican sources, but much information may also be gleaned from the books of the transition period, which, though substantially Roman, were much Gallicanized and contained a large amount which was of a Gallican rather than a Roman type. The principal of these are:

(1) The Gelasian Sacramentary, of which three MSS. exist, one in the Vatican (Queen Christina MS. 316), one at Zurich (Rh. Main 301), and one at St. Gall (MS. 348). The MSS. are of the early eighth century. The groundwork is Roman, with Gallican additions and modifications. Evidence for the Gallican rites of Ordination and some other matters is derived from this book. The Vatican MS. was published by Tommasi and Muratori, and a complete edition from all these MSS. was edited by H. A. Wilson (Oxford, 1894).

(2) The Missale Francorum (Vatican, Q. Christina MS. 257, Delisle No. 4).—A fragment of a Sacramentary of a similar type to the Gelasian, though not identical with it. Printed by Tommasi, Mabillon, and Muratori.

(3) The Gregorian Sacramentary.—Of this there are many MSS. It represents the Sacramentary sent by Pope Adrian I to Charlemagne, after it had been rearranged and supplemented by Galesan and Gallican additions in France. One MS. of it was published by Muratori. In this, as in many others, the additions form a supplement, but in some (e.g. the Anglo-Gaul Sacramentary) Bibl. Nat. Lat. 816) the Galician additions are interpolated throughout.
III. THE LITURGICAL YEAR.—The Luxueil Lectionary, the Gallician Missals, and the Gallican adaptations of the Hieronymian Martyrology are the chief authorities for the liturgical calendar of the Gallican Church. The text that follows may be used as a basis for the liturgical calendar of the Gallican Church, with some adaptations to fit the liturgical calendar of the Roman Church.

The principal feast days of the Gallican Church are observed on the same day as in the Roman Church, except for the following:

- Simultaneously with the third Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of John the Baptist, who is commemorated on the Saturday before Christmas. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the first Sunday of Lent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Annunciation of the Virgin Mary. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the fifth Sunday of Lent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Nativity of the Virgin Mary. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the seventh Sunday of Lent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Ascension of the Lord. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the eleventh Sunday of Lent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Pentecost. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.

These feast days are observed in the Gallican Church in accordance with the liturgical calendar of the Roman Church, with some adaptations to fit the specific traditions of the Gallican Church. The Gallican Church observes the feast days of the liturgical calendar of the Roman Church, with some adaptations to fit the specific traditions of the Gallican Church. The principal feast days of the Gallican Church are observed on the same day as in the Roman Church, except for the following:

- On the Sunday after the first Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint Andrew. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the second Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint John the Baptist. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the third Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint John the Evangelist. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the fourth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint Matthew. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the fifth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint Mark. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the sixth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint Luke. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the seventh Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint Peter. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the eighth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint Paul. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the ninth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Annunciation of the Virgin Mary. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the tenth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Nativity of the Virgin Mary. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the eleventh Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Epiphany. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the twelfth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Baptism of the Lord. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the thirteenth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Transfiguration of the Lord. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the fourteenth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint Peter. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the fifteenth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint Paul. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the sixteenth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Annunciation of the Virgin Mary. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the seventeenth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Nativity of the Virgin Mary. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the eighteenth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Epiphany. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the nineteenth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Baptism of the Lord. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the twentieth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Transfiguration of the Lord. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the twenty-first Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint Peter. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the twenty-second Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint Paul. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the twenty-third Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Annunciation of the Virgin Mary. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the twenty-fourth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Nativity of the Virgin Mary. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the twenty-fifth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Epiphany. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the twenty-sixth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Baptism of the Lord. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the twenty-seventh Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Transfiguration of the Lord. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the twenty-eighth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint Peter. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the twenty-ninth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint Paul. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the thirtieth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Annunciation of the Virgin Mary. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the thirty-first Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Nativity of the Virgin Mary. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the thirty-second Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Epiphany. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the thirty-third Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Baptism of the Lord. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the thirty-fourth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Transfiguration of the Lord. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the thirty-fifth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint Peter. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the thirty-sixth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint Paul. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the thirty-seventh Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Annunciation of the Virgin Mary. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the thirty-eighth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Nativity of the Virgin Mary. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the thirty-ninth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Epiphany. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the fortieth Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Baptism of the Lord. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the forti-first Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of the Transfiguration of the Lord. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the forti-second Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint Peter. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
- On the Sunday after the forti-third Sunday of Advent, the Gallican Church observes the feast of Saint Paul. This is similar to the Roman Church, which commemorates the same saint on the same day.
what, without any intention of levity, one may call "lighting-up time". The Ambrosian and Mosarabic Vespers are constructed on this principle, and so is the Byzantine "Begovosius."

A great blessing being given by the bishop at the end of Lucernarium, "cumque expleto Lucernario benedictionem populo dedisset"; and the following is an order of the Council of Agde (canon 30): "Et quia convenit ordinem ecclesiae ab omnibus aquarilis custodiri studendum est ut ubique fit et post antiphonas collectio; potest, ut ad Sanctos sacrificii dicatur et hymni matutini vel vesperae diebus omnibus decantetur et in conclusione matutinarum vel vesperinarum missarum post hymno capitella de psalmis decantur et plebs collecta oratione ad vesperam et Episcopo cum benedictione dimitatur". The rules of Cassarius and Aurelian both speak of two nocturns with lessons, which include on the feasts of martyrs lessons from their passions. They order also Magnificat to be sung at Lauds, and during the Paschal days; and on Sundays and greater festivals Gloria in Excelsis. There is a short passage which throws a little light upon the liberal use of the office of the fifth tone by the Council of the Council of Lyons in 499, quoted by Mabillon. The council assembled by King Gundobad of Burgundy began on the feast of St. Just. The vigil was kept at his tomb. This began with a lesson from the Pentateuch ("a Mosé"), in which occurred the words "Sed ego indurabo cor ejus", etc. (Ex. xvi, 25). The Epistle ("ex Apostolo") which contained the words "An divitiae bonitatis ejus", etc. (Rom. ii, 4). St. Agobard in the ninth century mentions that at Lyons there were no canticles except from the Psalms, no hymns written by poets, and no lessons except from Scripture. Mabillon says that though in his day Lyons agreed with Rome in many things, especially in the distribution of the Psalter, and admitted lessons from the Acts of Saints, there were still no hymns except at Compline, and he mentions a similar rule as to hymns at Vienne. But canon 23 of the Council of Tours (767) allowed the use of the Ambrosian hymns. Though the Psalter of the second recension of St. Jerome was in all the offices of the Rite except the Vatican Basilica, it is called the "Gallican", while the older, a revision of the "Vetus Italica", used now in St. Peter's at Rome only, is known as the "Roman", it does not seem that the Gallican Psalter was used even in Gaul until a comparatively later date, though it spread thence over nearly all the West. At present the Mosarabic and Ambrosian Psalters are variants of the "Roman", with peculiarities of their own. Probably the decadence of the Gallican Divine Office was very gradual. In the eighth century tract in Cott. MS. Nero A. II. the "Cursus Orientalis" distinguished from the "Cursus Romanus", the "Cursus Scotorum" and the Ambrosian, all of which would seem to have been going on then. The unknown writer, though his opinion is of no value on the origin of the "Cursus", may well have known about some of these of his own knowledge; but through the seventh century there are indications of a transmission from the Roman to the Gallican Rite" instead of the Gallican, or to mix them up, a tendency which was resisted at times by provincial councils.

V. THE MASS.—The chief authorities for the Gallican Mass are the Letters of St. Germanus of Paris (553) and a synod of these with the Roman and the Mosarabic Sacramentaries, not only of Gaul but of the Celtic Rite, with the Irish tracts on the Mass, with the books of the still existing Mosarabic Rite, and with the descriptions of the Spanish Mass given by St. Isidore, one may arrive at a fairly clear general idea of the service, though there exists no Gallican Ordinary of the Mass and no Antiphoner. Mgr. Duchesne, in his "Origines du rite chrétien", has given a very full account constructed on this basis, though some will differ from him in his supplying certain details from Ambrosian books, and in his claiming the Bobbio Sacramentary as Mosarabic rather than Celtic.

The Order of this Mass is as follows:

1. The Entrance.—There are an Antiphon (Introit) was sung. Nothing is said of any Preparatio Sacerdotis (see Celt. Rites); and the Irish tracts describe a preliminary preparation of the Chalice, as does also the Mosarabic Missal. As no Antiphoner exists, we have no specimen of a Gallican Officium, or Introit. Duchesne gives a Mosarabic one, which has something of the form of a Roman Responsory. The Antiphon was followed by a proclamation of silence by the deacon, and the salutation Dominus sit semper vobiscum by the priest. This is still the Mosarabic form of Dominus vobiscum.

2. The Canticles.—These, according to St. Germanus, were: (i) The Ajus (Ὑσσος) which may be the Greek Trisagion (Ἁγιος Ἡσυς, κ.λ.) or the Greek of the Sanctus, probably the latter, which is still used elsewhere in the Mosarabic, and seems to be referred to in the Ajus, ajus, ajus of the Life of St. Céry of Cambrai in the Sanctus, psalm of the Mass at Vaison (529). In the Bobbio there is a prayer Post Ajus.

3. The Kyrie Eleison, sung by three boys. This has disappeared from the Mosarabic. It is mentioned by the Council of Vaison (529). (iii) The Canticle of Zacharias (Benedictus). This is called Prophetria and there are collect post Prophetiam in the Reichenau fragments, the Gothicum, and the Bobbio. The Mosarabic and Celtic books have Gloria in Excelsis here, but in the former the "Benedictus" is used instead on the Sunday before the Nativity of St. John Baptist, called Dominica pro adventu S. Johannis. A different Canticle, Sanctorum Deus Archangeli, was used, according to St. Germanus, in Lent.

4. The Lessons.—These were the Lectio Prophetica from the Old Testament, and the Lectio Apostolica or Epistle. In Paschal time the Apostolicae took the place of the Lectio Prophetica, and a lesson from the Acts of the Apostles that of the Epistle. In Lent the Acts of the Martyrs and Acts of the Church were read, the Prophetic Lesson, and on Saints' Days the Acts of the Saints. This agrees with the present Mosarabic, except in the Acts of the Saints, and with the Luxeuil Lectionary, and the Bobbio. The Acts of Saints were used as Mass Lessons in the Ambrosian Rite as late as the twelfth century. According to St. Germanus the second lesson followed immediately on the first, but in the Mosarabic the Benedictus and a Psallendo (Responsory) come between them. In the Gallician the Benedictus and a Responsorium followed the Epistle. The Bobbio has a fixed collect, Post Prophetiam, which is that which follows Benedictus (Daniii, iii) on Ember Saturdays in the Roman Missal.

5. The Gospel.—This was preceded by a procession in tribunal analogi, i.e. to the ambo. The word ανάβησις is still the Byzantine term for the desk from which the Gospel is read. A clerk again sang the "Ajus", and several readers carried the ciborium. The clerks cried out Gratia tibi, Domine. Sanctus was sung as they returned. Nothing is said about Alleluia preceding the Gospel, nor is there any in the Mosarabic. The Celtic Rite, as shown by the Stowe Missal, included an Alleluia at that point, as do most other_rites of these with the Roman and Tottum Sacramentaries.

6. The Prex.—The passage of St. Germanus is
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James of Edessa it had got into the Syrian Liturgy, but the Roman did not adopt it till much later (see Credo, Liturgical Use of). The Mosarabic puts it after the Consecr. St. Germanus mentions three veils, the "palla litostima" [litostima is defined by St. Isidore (Orig., 19, 22) as a material woven of flax and wool] "corporalis palla" of pure linen, "super quam oblatio positur", and a veil of silk adorned with gold and gems with which the oblation was covered. Probably the "litostima" covered the chalice, like the modern pall.

(9) The prayer that follows is not mentioned by St. Germanus, but is given in the Gallican books. It is preceded by a Bidding Prayer. The titles of the two are Praeclatio Missae and Collectio (the usual expression "Collectione" is omitted). The prayer begins thus, and is found in the Gothic, Gelasian, Ambrosian, Bologna, and some of the Reichenaus fragments. St. Isidore mentions them as the first two of the prayers of the Mass. In the Mosarabic the Bidding Prayer is called Missa, and is followed by "Agios, agios, agios, Domine Deus Rex eterno tibi laudes et gratias", sung by the choir, and an invitantio to the people. The variable prayer which follows is called Alia Oration.

(10) The Diptych.—St. Germanus says "Nomina defunctorum ideo hor illa recitatur quia pallium tollitur". The Gallican books and the Bobbio have variable prayers Post Nomina, and the Reichenaus fragments have also prayers Ante Nomina, which are sometimes Bidding Prayers, as are sometimes the prayers Post Nomina in the Gothic. The form of the Intercession is given in the Stowe, but moved to its Roman positions in the Gelasian Canon. The Mosarabic retains the old position, and has a prayer Post Nomina, which St. Isidore calls the third prayer. The position of the Great Intercession at this point exactly is peculiar to the Hispano-Gallican rite, but it comes very near to the Alexandrian position, which is in the middle of the Preface, where a rather awkward break is made for it. The West Syrian and Byzantine Liturgies place the Great Intercession after the Epiklesis, the East Syrian before the Epiklesis, and the Ethiopic did the same at least as early as the letter of St. Innocent I (416) to Decentius of Gubbio. The Ambrosian now follows the Roman, as did the Celtic Rite when the Stowe Missal was written; but the Bobbio retained the collect Ad Pacem in its original place, though it was probably not used with the Gelasian Canon.

(11) The Pax.—St. Germanus mentions that the Kiss of Peace came next, as it does now in the Mosarabic. St. Isidore associates it with the fourth prayer, which in the Gallican and Mosarabic books is called Ad Pacem. The Roman Rite, which has completely obliterated all distinction between the Missae Catechumenorum and the Missae Fidelium, associates this sign of unity, not with the beginning of the latter, but with the Communion, and this inversion is described in the letter of St. Innocent I (416) to Decentius of Gubbio. The Ambrosian now follows the Roman, as did the Celtic Rite when the Stowe Missal was written; but the Bobbio retained the collect Ad Pacem in its original place, though it was probably not used with the Gelasian Canon.

(12) The Anaphora.—St. Germanus merely mentions the Susurrum Corda, and says nothing about what follows it. The dialogue was probably in the usual form, though the curious variation in the present Mosarabic Rite makes that somewhat uncertain. Then follows the Contestatio or Immolatio, called by the Mosarabic books Ilatio, which is in the Roman Rite the Praefatio. St. Isidore calls it the fifth prayer and uses the word Ilatio for it. The Gallican books, the Bobbio, and the Mosarabic Missal give a variable one for every Mass, and the Gallican books often give
two. The general form is the same as the Roman, perhaps more diffuse in its expressions. Usually the words Per quem alone at the end of the proper section indicate the conclusion. The Mozarabic Ilations end in varying ways, always of course leading up to the Sanctus.

(13) The Sanctus.—The Gallican wording is not found, but there is no reason to suspect any variations unless the Mozarabic "gloria majestatis tuæ" was also Gallican.

(14) The Post-Sanctus.—This takes up the idea of the Sanctus and amplifies it, leading on to the Recital of the Institution. It generally, but not always, begins with "Vere Sanctus, vere Benedictus". There is a variable Post-Sanctus for every Mass. In the Gallican books this passage ends with some expression, generally simply "per Christum Dominum nostrum", which serves as the antecedent to "Qui pridie", etc. In the Mozarabic the usual ending is "Ipse Dominus ac Redemptor eternus", which also seems to anticipate "Qui pridie"; but, owing to the interpolated prayer "Adesto, adesto Jesus", etc., the Recital of the Institution begins a fresh sentence with no relative. All Liturgies except the Roman have some form of Post-Sanctus. The Commissio of the Mass, the Easter Eve, and the Celtic Stowe Missal seems to use one with or without the Roman Canon. The Bobbio, completely Romanized from the Preface onwards, does not include one among its variables. In one Mass in the Gothicum (Easter Eve) the Post-Sanctus (a little better than the Chacob) and the Bobbio contains the definite Epilepsis, but the prayer which follows is called ad factionem panis, so it may be really a Post-Pridie.

(15) The Recital of the Institution.—"Qui pridie quas pro nostris omnium salute pateretur" is all that exists of the Gallican form, as stare voro soro speak. This is not that "et" comes there before "omnium", is the Ambrosian. The Stowe and Bobbio have the Roman "Qui pridie quam pateretur", etc., but the corrector of the Stowe has added the Ambrosian ending "passionem meam predictaebat", etc. The Mozarabic, though Post-Pridie is the name of the prayer which follows, has (after an invocatory prayer to our Lord) "D. N. J. C. in quæ nocte tradebat", etc., following St. Paul's words in I Cor., xi, in which it agrees with the principal Eastern Liturgies. This is probably a late alteration.

(16) The Post-Pridie, called also Post Mystrium and Post Missae, these two being the most usual Gallican names, while Post-Pridie is the universal Mozarabic name. This is a variable prayer, usually addressed to Christ or to the Father, but occasionally in the Mozarabic in the form of a Bidding Prayer. The petitions often include something of an oblation, like in Unde et memores, and often a more or less definite Epilepsis. Of the eleven Masses in the Reichenau fragment four contain a definite Epilepsis in this prayer, one has a Post-Pridie with no Epilepsis, one is unfinished, but has no Epilepsis as far as it goes, and in the rest this prayer is wanting. In the Gothicum there is generally no Epilepsis, but nine of the Masses, all of one sort, are more or less vague. In the Mozarabic this prayer is usually only the oblation, though rarely there is an Epilepsis. It is followed there by a fixed prayer resembling the clause Per quem haec omnia in the Roman Canon.

(17) The Fraction.—Of this St. Germanus says only that the people, and as stare voro soro speak, the only rite which now retains this antiphon always is the Ambrosian, where it is called Confractorium. The Mozarabic has substituted for it the recitation of the Creed," preter in locis in quibus erat antiphona propria ad conjunctionem panis", which is chiefly due to the influence of the Masses, there is a long responsory, apparently not variable. No Gallican Confractorium remains. The fraction is not described, but in the Celtic Rite (q. v.) there was a very complicated fraction, and in the Mozarabic the Sacred Host is divided into nine particles, seven of which are arranged in the form of a cross. The Council of Tours (567) directs that the particles shall be arranged "non in imagine vel in signo vel titulo", so that it is probable that the Gallican fraction was similarly elaborate. The Stowe Gaelic tract speaks of two fractions, the first into two halves with a re-uniting and a commixture, the second into a number of particles varying with the rank of the day. The "Leabhar Breac" only mentions the first fraction. Dom L. Gougau ("Les rites de la Consécration et de la Fraction dans la Liturgie Celtique") in "Report of the 19th Eucharistic Congress" (p. 359) conjectures that the first was the Host of the celebrant, the second for the communicants.

(18) The Pater Noster.—This was preceded by a variable introduction after the plan of Præceptor salutaris monitis and was followed by a variable Embolism. These are entitled in the Gallican books Ante Orationem Dominicam and Post Orationem Dominacam. In the Mozarabic the introduction Ad orationem Dominac is variable, the Embolism is not. The Commixion of the Mass, the Mass, the Mass, the Mass of the evening of Easter Eve, and the Celtic Stowe Missal seem to use one with or without the Roman Canon. The Bobbio, completely Romanized from the Preface onwards, does not include one among its variables. In one Mass in the Gothicum (Easter Eve) the Post-Sanctus (a little better than the Chacob) and the Bobbio contains the definite Epilepsis, but the prayer which follows is called ad factionem panis, so it may be really a Post-Pridie.

(19) The Recital of the Institution.—"Qui pridie quas pro nostris omnium salute pateretur" is all that exists of the Gallican form, as stare voro soro speak. This is not that "et" comes there before "omnium", is the Ambrosian. The Stowe and Bobbio have the Roman "Qui pridie quam pateretur", etc., but the corrector of the Stowe has added the Ambrosian ending "passionem meam predictaebat", etc. The Mozarabic, though Post-Pridie is the name of the prayer which follows, has (after an invocatory prayer to our Lord) "D. N. J. C. in quæ nocte tradebat", etc., following St. Paul's words in I Cor., xi, in which it agrees with the principal Eastern Liturgies. This is probably a late alteration.

(20) The Benediction.—This when pronounced by a bishop was a variable formula, sometimes of considerable length. St. Germanus gives a form which was said by priests "Fax, fides et caritas et communicatio corporis et sanguinis Domini sit semper vobiscum." There is a very similar form in the Stowe Missal and in the Ambrosian, but in both these it is connected with the Pax which comes at this point, as in the Roman Rite. In the Mozarabic, the deacon proclaims "Humiliate vos benedictionem". This is alluded to by St. Cassarius of Arles, and is very like τοσομά παραπά της ευλογίας εις της Βυζαντινής Rite. Then follows a long variable Benediction of four clauses, pronounced by the priest, the people responding "Amen". None of these Benedictions were of the same type. The practice of a Benediction before Communion continued in France long after the extinction of the Gallican Rite, and survives to this day at Lyons. It was also the practice of the Anglo-Saxon Church. Dom Cabrol ("Benediction Episcopale" in "Report of the 19th Eucharistic Congress") considers that the Anglo-Saxon Benedictions were not survivals of Gallican (Celtic) usage, but were derived from the ancient practice of Rome itself, and that the rite was a general one which traces are found nearly everywhere.

(21) The Communio.—St. Germanus gives no details of this, but mentions the singing of the Vivitarum. His description of this is not very clear. "Sic enim prima in secundæ, secunda in tertìa, et rurum tertia in secundâ rotatur in primâ." But he takes the threelfold chant as an emblem of the Trinity. The Mozarabic on most days has a fixed anthem, Fa- smaria, a variable formula, sometimes of considerable length. The Mozarabic on most days has a fixed anthem, Fasmaria, a variable formula, sometimes of considerable length. The Mozarabic on most days has a fixed anthem, Fasmaria, a variable formula, sometimes of considerable length. The Mozarabic on most days has a fixed anthem, Fasmaria, a variable formula, sometimes of considerable length.
in the form of a cross with a triple insufflation, and an exorcism, which here is in an unusual place.

The Baptismal formula “Baptizò te in nomine, . . . in remissionem peccatorum, ut habēas vitam aeternam”.

The Chrismation. The formula “Perungi te christisma sanctitatis” seems to have been mixed up with a form for the bestowal of the white garment, for it goes on “tunicam immortalitatis, quam D.N.I.C. traditam a Patre primus acceptit ut eam integram et inlibatam preferas ante tribunal Christi et vivas in saeculum . . .”. Probably the omission is “ . . . in Nomine”, etc., in the Missale Romanum: and “Accipe vestem candidam”, or possibly “Accipe” alone, in the other. Mgr. Duchesne’s suggestion of “a special symbolism, according to which the chrism would be considered as a garment” does not commend itself, for want of a verb to govern “tunicam”. Still there is another formula for the white garment farther on.

The Feet-washing. The form here is similar to that in the Gallicanum, the Bobbio, and the Stowe: “Ego te lavo pedes. Sicut D.N.I.C. fecit discipulis suis, tu facias hospitibus et peregrinis ut habes vitam aeternam.” This ceremony is only found in Gaul, Spain, and Ireland, and seems to have become more or less fixed through a sort of priestly custom. An order was made that it should be performed by clerks and not by priests. This limitation, of which the wording is quite clear, has been unaccountably interpreted to mean that it was then forbidden altogether.

The Vesting with the white garment. This has a form similar to the Roman and Celtic, but not quite the same.

Two final Bidding Prayers with no collect. The Gallicanum has a much fuller form, with the Traditio and Expositio Symboli, etc. It is—

1. “Ad fæcilium Post-Precem. (18) Confractorium I (19) Ante Oratom Dominicum. (20) Post Oratiorum Dominicum. (21) Benedictio. (22) Trecanum H (23) Communio H (24) Post Communio. (25) Collectio or Consummatio Missæ. Of these nos. 2, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 24, 25 belong to the priest’s part and are therefore found in Sacramentaries; 1, 5, 6, 8, 9, as well as 18, 22, and 23, if these last were variable, belong to the part of the choir, and would be found in Antiphonaries, if any such existed; and 3, 4, 6 are found in the Lectionary. No. 12 is only found among the Reichenaus fragments, but it is found there in every Missale Gallicanum, and it is not found at that time in the service. Therefore the fixed parts of the service would only be: (a) The three Canticles. (b) The Ayus and Sanctor. (c) the Gospel. (d) The Pref. (e) The Dismissal. (f) The priest’s prayers at the Offertory. (g) The Great Intercession. (h) The Puz formula. (i) The Sanctor. (j) The Recital of the Institution. (k) The Pater Noster, and possibly the Confractorium, Trecanum and Communio, with probably the priest’s devotions at Communion. Most of these are very short, and the only really important passage wanting is the one fixed passage in the Prayer of Consecration, the Recital of the Institution.

VI. THE OCCASIONAL SERVICES.—A. The Baptismal Service.—The authorities for the Gallican Baptismal Service are the Gothicum and the Gallicanum, both of which are incomplete, and a few details in the second Letter of St. Germanus of Paris. The forms given in the Gallicanus and Bobbio are too much the same to illustrate the Gallican Rite very much. The form given in the Gothicum is the least complete. It consists of—

1. “Ad Christianum facendum.” A Bidding Prayer and collect, with the form of signing on eyes, ears, nose, mouth.

2. The Blessing of the Font. A Bidding Prayer, a collect, a Contestatio (Preface), the infusion of chrism
trine veritas una manente substantia Deum esse perfectum? R. Credo."

10. The Baptismal formula: "Baptizo te credenterim in Nomine, etc., ut habeas vitam aeternam in saecula saeculorum." In the modern rite, this is sometimes altered.

11. The Chrismation. The formula is the same as in the modern Roman.

12. The Feet-washing. The words are slightly different in the Gothischum, Boppio, and Stowe, but to the same effect.

I. The Feast of the Baptism. A single prayer (without Bidding Prayer) beginning "Deus ad quem robur sibi hominum in fonte depositas." It will be seen that there is no giving of the white robe in the Gallicanum, and that the signing of the hand, found in the Celtic Rite (q.v.), is absent from both it and the Gothi.

The Holy Week ceremonies which are mixed with the Baptismal service in the two books are not very characteristic. The couplets of invitational and collect which occur in the Roman Good Friday service are given with verbal variations in the Gallicanum, but not in the Gothi; in both, however, there are other forms of similar type for some of the Hours of Good Friday and Easter Eve. The Blessing of the Paschal Candle consists of a Bidding Prayer and collect (in the Gothi only), the "Exulter" and its Preface nearly exactly as in the Roman, a Collect post benedictionem cerei, and "Collectio post benedictionem cerei." There is no ceremony of the New Fire in either.

B. The Ordination services of the Gallican Rite do not occur in any of the avowedly Gallican books, but they are found in the Galasian Sacramentary and the Missale Francorum, that is to say, a mixed form which does not agree with the more or less contemporary Roman form in the Leonine and Gregorian Sacramentaries, though it contains some Roman prayers, is found in these two books, and it may reasonably be inferred that the differences are of Gallican origin. Moreover, extracts relating to ceremonial are given with them from the Statuta Ecclesiae Antiqua, formerly attributed to the Fourth Council of Carthage, but now known to be a Gallican decree "promulgated in the province of Arles towards the end of the fifth century" (Duchesne). The ceremonial therein contained agrees with that described in De Officiis Ecclesiasticis by St. Ilaire of Seville. The forms for minor orders, including episcopal ordination, are very short, and consist simply of the delivery of the instruments: keys to porters, books to lectors and exorcists, cruets to acolytes, chalice, paten, basin, ewer and towel to subdeacons, with appropriate words, followed by a Bidding Prayer and collect of the usual Gallican type, the whole being preceded by addresses. These forms, with considerable additions in the case of subdeacons, occur, Bidding Prayers and all, in the Roman Pontifical of to-day. In the ordination of deacons there is a form which is found in the Byzantine Rite, but has not been adopted in the Roman, the recognition by the newly ordained of an address of the type of "Let him cast!". This is used for priests and bishops alike (cf. "Ages", in the Byzantine ordinances). The Bidding Prayer and collect which follow are both in the present Roman Pontifical, though separated by much additional matter. The ordination of priests was of the same type as that of deacons, with the addition of the anointing of the hands. The address, with a varied end, and the collect (but not the Bidding Prayer), and the anointing of the hands with its form are in the modern Pontifical, but with very large additions. The consecration of bishops began, after an election, with a presentation and recognition, neither of which is found in the Roman Rite. Then followed the Bidding Prayer, also not adopted in the Roman Rite, and the Consoling Prayer Deum omnium honorum, part of which is embodied in the Preface in the Leonine and Gregorian Sacramentaries, and in the present Pontifical. During this prayer two bishops held the Book of the Gospels over the candidate, and all the bishops laid their hands on his head. Then followed the anointing of the hands, but apparently not of the head as in the modern rite, with a formula which is not in the Roman books.

C. The Consecration of a Church does not occur in the recognized Gallican books, and the order of it has to be inferred from later books and from prayers in the Gregorian Sacramentary and Missale Francorum. It would seem, as Msgr. Duchesne has in his outline analysis of both rites (Origines du culte christien), that at a time when the Roman Rite of Consecration was exclusively funerary and contained less else but the deposition of the relics, as is shown in the Ordines in the St. Amand MS. (Bibl. Nat. Lat. 974), the Gallican Rite resembled more closely that of the modern Pontifical, which may be presumed to have borrowed from it. The commentary of Remigius of Auxerre (late ninth century), published by Martene, and the Sacramentary of Angoulême (Bibl. Nat. Lat. 816, about 800) which is mixed Galasian and Gregorian, and the Sacramentary of Gellone (Bibl. Nat. Lat. 12048) are the other authorities from which Duchesne derives his details. The order of the Celtic Consecration given in the Leabhar Breac is very similar (see CELTIC RITE). The order is:

1. The Entrance of the bishop, with "Tollite portas, principes, vestrae," etc., which exhibits the outward form of the present rite. (2) The line of the present. (3) The Exorcism, Blessing and mixing of water, salt, ashes and wine. (4) The Lustration of the altar and of the inside of the church. (5) The Consecration Prayers. These are the Prayers "Deus, qui loca nominis tuo" and "Deus sanctificationum, omnipotentis dominator." which occur at the same point at present. The latter prayer in the Gallican Rite is worked into a Preface (in the Roman sense of the word). (6) The anointing of the altar with chrism, with the five crosses as at present. The Celtic Rite had seven, (7) The anointing of the church with chrism. Nothing is said about crosses on the walls. (8) The Consecration of the altar, with the burning of a cross of incense thereon, and a Bidding Prayer and collect. (9) The Blessing of linen, vessels, etc. (10) The Translation of the relics which have been kept in a separate place and a night watch kept over them. This service, which is clearly the modern elaborate consecration in germ, has an almost parallel in the "Ενασκλαβία του Βυζαντίου Ναού in the Byzantine Euchologion, which is still simpler. The three are evidently three stages of the same service.

MASSILLON, De Librario Gallicano (Paris, 1685); MURATORI, Liturgia Romana et Italica (Venice, 1748); MARTENS, De Antiquitate Ecclesiae Ritusd (Bassano, 1778); NADEL AND FORSTER, Ancient Liturgy of the Gallican Church (Burntisland, 1855-67); H. A. WILSON, The Galasian Sacramentary (Oxford, 1894); FELIX, Sacramentarium Leoninum (Cambridge, 1896); DUCHESNE, Origines du culte chrétien (Paris, 1902); TRARON, Monumenta veterum Liturgiae Alemannicae (St. Blaise, 1777); J. L. F. DURAND, Die abendländischen Liturgien der Franken (Jena, 1808); JÄNNER, Liturgische Überlieferung des tiefchristlichen Jahrhunderts (Münster, 1898); LUCAS, The Early Gallican Liturgy in Dublin Review (July, 1898); LUCAS, The Gallican Liturgy in Dublin Review (July, 1904); MALLET, Le Libraire liturgique (Paris, 1904); E. BISHOP, Liturgical Typology in KUPPERS, The Prayerbook of Switzerland (Cambridge, 1902); IEREMIJA, The Earliest Roman Missal-book in Dublin Review (Oct., 1894); IEREMIJA, Spasij Symboula (in Galasian, Irish, and Roman Service books, in Journal of Theological Studies, Oct., 1904); LUXEMBURG, Les Livres liturgiques (Paris, 1904); W. C. BISHOP, The Holy Eucharist in Church Quarterly (July, 1906); BAYERMANN, Geschichten der Druckerei (Freiburg, 1896); GALLET, Les Livres latins (Paris, 1903); LUCAS, Liturgia Gallica (London, 1879); HAMMOND, Ancient Liturgy of Antioch (Oxford, 1879); IEREMIJA, Ancient Liturgy of Antioch (Oxford, 1878).

HENRY JENNER.

Gallicanum, Saints.—The following saints of this name are commemorated on 25 June:—
(1) Gallicanus, Saint, Roman Martyr in Egypt, 382-383, under Julian. According to his Acts (in "Acts SS.", June, VII, 31), which are not very reliable, he was a distinguished general in the war against Julian. His remains were once with Symmuthius, 538 (perhaps also once before with Bassus, 517). After his conversion to Christianity he retired to Ostia, founded a hospital and endowed a church built by Constantine. Under Julian he was banished to Egypt, and lived with the hermits in the desert. A small church was built in his honour in the "Treasury of Rome". His relics are at Rome in the church of Sant' Andrea della Valle. The legend of his conversion was dramatized by Roswitha.


(2) Gallicanus I, Saint, seventh Bishop of Embrun, was represented at the Fourth Council of Arles in 524, assisted in person at that of Carpentras in 527; perhaps also at the Second Council of Orange in 529, and at the Third Council of Vaison in the same year.

(3) Gallicanus II, Saint, ninth Bishop of Embrun, assisted at the Fourth Council of Orleans, 541, and was represented by Probus at the fifth of Orleans. In 549 he consecrated the church of the Spanish martyr Vincent, Orontius, and Victor, built at Embrun by Palladius. It is probable, however, that Palladius never existed (he is not known except from some hagiographical documents of little value), and that Gallicanus governed the diocese from 518 to 549 inclusive, possibly at 554.


Francis Mershman.

Gallicius, Publius Licinius Egnatius, Roman emperor; b. about 218; d. at Milan, 4 March, 268; appointed regent by his father Valerian when the Germans threatened the boundaries of the empire on the Rhine and the Danube. Gallicius took the western half of the empire and his father the eastern portion, in 255. Gallicius was by nature indolent and fond of pleasure. He was cruel to the vanquished, and was unable to repel the attacks of the Frankish invaders of Gaul, but bribed their chieftains to undertake the wardenship of the Rhenish borderline. When the Rhine burst through the times Rheingau or Rheanian barrier, and invaded Upper Italy, the senate armed the Roman burgesses for the first time in thirty years and raised a force of troops on its own responsibility. Gallicius defeated the enemy at Milan, but made an alliance with one of the chiefs of the Marcomanni, and gave him Upper Pannonia. He forbade the senators to enter the military service, to have anything to do with the army, and excluded them from the administration of the provinces. In consequence of this decree, the former distinction between imperial and senatorial provinces disappeared. During the wars against the Germans many distinguished Roman officers were proclaimed emperors in the various provinces. The most successful of these was Aurelian, who later became sole emperor. In consequence of the withdrawal of the troops from the eastern boundaries, the countries near the Boeotianus and the Black Sea were laid open to pillage at the hands of the Goths. Simultaneously the Persians under Sapor I swooped down on Asia Minor. Valerian led an army against them, but was betrayed and captured. His servitude lasted until his death in 260.

Gallicius thereupon became sole ruler. A bloody persecution of the Christians broke out in 257-258, instigated by imperial edicts; they were accused of failure to take up arms in defence of the empire from its invaders. Whoever refused to take part in the Roman pagan rites was first exiled, then slain. One of the first victims was St. Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage, who was executed 14 September, 258; at Rome Sixtus II and his deacon St. Lawrence suffered martyrdom. After the death of his father, Gallicius granted liberty of worship to the Christians. He recognized as his son-in-law the Western Emperor, Jovianus, the commercial city of Palmyra and energetic conqueror of Sapor I, King of Persia. Afterwards he made him emperor. In the course of the wars against the enemies of the empire, the soldiers at various times proclaimed eighteen of their generals provincial emperors. At the Battle of Magnesia, the "Tyrrant", among them were Postumus in Gaul, and Ingenuus in Pannonia, over whom Gallicius won a partial victory, with the help of Aurelius the commander-in-chief of the imperial armies. When the troops in Italy acclaimed Aurelius "imperator", he sent a message to make himself known to Gallicius in Rome, but was defeated by Gallicius on the Adda and shut up in Milan. Gallicius was assassinated by his officers while this siege was going on.

Claxton, Faith Romans (Oxford), II; Schiller, Rom., Kaiserreich, Besitz, Entwurf einer Ubersicht, Teil 1; Livius, M. H. B. Befreiung des Christentums durch den römischen Staat (1903), 186 sq.; Alland, Hist. des Persécutions; Healy, The Valentinian Persecution (New York, s. d.).

Carl Hoepner.

Gallicia, Joseph de, b. near Aix, France, 2 May, 1663; d. at Lyons, 1 Sept., 1749. He entered the Society of Jesus at the age of fifteen, and on taking up his studies came under the direction of Father de la Colombière, the confessor of Bl. Margaret Mary Alacoque. It is not surprising that from such a director he should acquire that love of the Sacred Heart which he cultivated with so much fervour as to merit the title of the Apostle of the devotion to the Sacred Heart. While on a mission of charity during his third year of probation at Lyons, he caught a fever which brought him to death's door. So distressed were his brethren at the fear of losing him that a certain father made a vow in his name that, if he were spared, Father de Gallicia would spend his life in the cause of the Sacred Heart. From that time he began to recover. He ratified the vow, and never slackened in his efforts to fulfil it. His superior realized his fitness for government, advanced him to three successive rectories—at Vesoul, at Lyons, and at Grenoble. The last-named appointment was followed by the provincialship of the Province of Lyons. In 1723, he was chosen assistant for France, an office which brought him to Rome. Here he found in his power to work more effectually for the Sacred Heart devotion that was dearest to his heart. Returning from Rome in 1732, he again became rector at Lyons, where he passed his declining years, a model of meekness, humility, and charity. He wrote an admirable book on the Blessed Virgin, and one on the chief virtues of the Christian religion; his greatest work, "De Cultu Sacramenti Cordis Dei ac Domini Nostri Jesu Christi", appeared in 1726. The main purpose of this book met with much opposition at first, and its well-supported plea for the establishment of a feast of the Sacred Heart was not crowned with victory till 1765. The zealous apostle had in the meantime gone to his reward, though he lived to see the establishment of over 700 confraternities of the Sacred Heart.

De Gallif. The Adorable Heart of Jesus (New York, 1890); Sommervogel, B. b. de la C. de J., 111, 1124-31; de Gentile, Histoire de la C. de J. à l'Asie de l'Occident de France, II; Cultus S.S., Cordis Jesu (Freiburg, 1891).

Joseph H. Smith.

Gallipoli, Diocese of (Gallipoliensia), in the province of Lecce (Southern Italy). The city is built on a high rock in the Gulf of Taranto and joined to the mainland by a bridge over the Goath. It is surrounded by a bastioned wall and crowned by a castle; has also an important trade in wine, oil and fish. Drinking-water is brought to the town from the mainland by means of an aqueduct. The harbour is...
natural one, and not particularly safe. It is thought that the place owes its origin to the inhabitants of Gallipoli in Sicily. In 450, it was laid waste by the Vandals; in the days of St. Gregory the Great (590–604) Gallipoli belonged to the Roman Church. During the Norman invasion it resisted stubbornly. Roger I gave it to his brother Bohemund, who had been made Count of Tarentum, the city shared the lot of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies.

Charles of Anjou besieged it in 1284 and destroyed it, driving the inhabitants from their homes; in 1327 Robert the Good gave them permission to return, within a short time the town again became prosperous. In 1429, the Turks dismembered it. In 1484, the Venetians, under the leadership of Scipione de' Conti, drew his troops from the pontifical states, blockaded the port with a fleet of 60 vessels. Despite the death of their leader, Giacomo Morello, they overcame the stubborn resistance of the citizens, and sacked the town ruthlessly. It was quickly restored; but in 1496, the Venetians, in revenge for the assistance given to Ferdinand II by the town, took possession of Gallipoli; even the French blockade in 1501 did not succeed in driving them out. In 1509 Gallipoli was given back to the Kingdom of Naples, at that time under Spanish rule. A very remarkable feat of arms occurred in 1698. 600 Gallipoli picked men fought against 4000 French infantry and 300 cavalry. The last blockade occurred in 1809 when the English attacked the place and were repulsed.

Among its famous citizens are: the painters Giovanni Andrea Coppola, Giovanni Domenico Catalano, Giuseppe Ribera (Spagnoletto); the sculptor Venanzio Genuino; the poets Giovanni Coppola, Bishop of Muro, and Onofrio Orlandini; the juristsconsulats Tommaso Briganti (1762) and Filippo Briganti (1804); the physicanaturalist Giovanni Presta (1797). The earliest bishop we know of is one Benedict, who lived in the days of St. Gregory the Great. The Greek Rite, which was introduced probably in the tenth century, remained in use until the year 1513. Among other bishops are: Melchisedech, present at the Second Council of Nicaea (787); Alessio Caleconio (1493), one of the Bessariano's disciples; Alfonso Herrera (1576), a generous and charitable man; Vincento Capponi (1516), a man of extreme holiness; Antonio Perez de la Lasca (1679), philosopher and theologian. The cathedral, built in 1629, has a famous façade; it is the work of Francesco Bisicentini, and Scipione Lachibari. The frescoes of the cupola (made by the silvan ambassador) and on the walls are the work of Carlo Malinconico. The see is a suffragan of Otranto; it has 3 parishes and 20,100 souls, a convent of Carmelites nuns, and a foundling hospital.

CAPPELLARI, Le Chiese d'Italia (1870), XXI, 327–341; RAVONAL, Memorie storiche de Gallipoli (Naples, 1838); LENORMANT, La Grande Grèce (Paris, —).—

U. BENIGNI.

Galliztin, Demetrius Augustine, prince, priest, and missionary, b. at The Hague, Holland, 22 December, 1770; d. at Loveno, near Varese, Italy, 8 July, 1840. He was a scion of one of the oldest, wealthiest, and most illustrious families of Russia. His father, Prince Demetrius Galliztin (d. 16 March, 1803), Russian ambassador to Holland at the time of his son's birth, had been previously for fourteen years at the French Court, and he provided for the acquaintance of Diderot, Voltaire, d'Alembert, and other rationalists of the day. Though nominally an Orthodox Russian, he accepted and openly professed the principles of an infidel philosophy. On 28 August, 1778, he married in Aachen the Countess Amalie, only daughter of the then count of Westphalia, Hesper von Schmettau. Her mother, Baroness von Ruffett, being a Catholic, Amalie was baptized in the Catholic Church, but her religious education was neglected, and it was not until 1786 that she became a fervent Catholic, which she remained until her death, 27 April, 1806.

Little attention was paid to the religious education of Demetrius, who was born and baptized in the Greek Orthodox Church. In youth his most constant companion was Frederick William, son of William V, then reigning Stadtholder of the Netherlands. This friendship continued even after Frederick William became crown prince of Prussia and Duke of Brunswick, as Frederick William, as William I. Almost from his infancy the young prince was subjected to rigid discipline, and his intellectual faculties, trained by the best masters of the age, reached their fullest development. When about seventeen he became a sincere Catholic, and to please his mother, whose birth (1748), marriage (1768), and
First Holy Communion (1786) occurred on 28 August, the feast of St. Augustine, assumed at confirmation that name, and thereafter wrote his name Demetrius Augustin. After finishing his education he was appointed aide-de-camp to the Austrian General von Lillien, but as there was no opportunity for him to continue a military career his parents resolved that he should spend two years in travelling through America, the West Indies, and other foreign lands. Provided with letters of introduction to Bishop Carroll of Baltimore, and accompanied by his tutor, Father Brosius, afterwards a prominent missionary in the United States, he embarked at Rotterdam, Holland, 18 August, 1792, and landed in Baltimore, 28 October. To avoid the inconvenience and expense of travelling as a Russian prince, he assumed the name of Schmet, or Smith, and for many years was known in the United States as Augustine Smith. Soon after arriving at Baltimore, he was deeply impressed with the needs of the Church in America. He resolved to devote his fortune and life to the salvation of souls in the country of his adoption. Despite the objections of his relatives and friends in Europe, he, with the approval of Bishop Carroll, entered St. Mary’s Seminary, Baltimore, as one of its first students, it having been founded the previous year (1791) by Bulpinian priests, refugees from France. On 18 March, 1795, he was ordained priest, being the first to receive in the limits of the original thirteen of the United States all the orders from tonsure to priesthood.

In 1788 Captain Michael McGuire, an officer in the Revolutionary army, purchased about 1200 acres of land near the summit of the Alleghenies, in what is now Cambria County, Pennsylvania, and was the first white man to establish a residence within the limits of that county. He brought his family from Maryland and built his log-cabin in the valley below the site of the present town of Loretto, in the midst of a dense forest which covered all that portion of the State. His nearest neighbours were fully twenty miles distant. Soon relatives and friends followed from Maryland, established themselves in the vicinity, and formed what came to be known far and wide as McGuire’s Settlement, later called Clearfield, the lands lying on the headwaters of Clearfield Creek. Some years after his arrival Father Gallitzin named it Loretto, after the city of Loreto in Italy; but it was not until 1816 that he laid out the town and caused the plan of lots to be recorded in the county archives. Captain McGuire died in 1793, bequeathing to Bishop Carroll four hundred acres of his land in trust for the benefit of the resident clergy who, he hoped, would be appointed to provide for the spiritual wants of his growing colony. He was the first to be buried in the portion of this land set aside for a cemetery, which Father Brosius consecrated on one of his early visits to the settlement.

Father Gallitzin first exercised his ministry at Baltimore and in the scattered missions of southern Pennsylvania and northern Maryland and Virginia. In 1796, while stationed at Conewago, Pennsylvania, he received a sick-call to administer to Mrs. John Burgoo, a Protestant, who lived at McGuire’s Settlement, about one hundred and fifty miles distant, and who ardently desired to become a Catholic before her death. Father Gallitzin immediately started on the long journey, instructed Mrs. Burgoo, and received her into the Church. During this visit to the Alleghenies he conceived the idea of forming there a Catholic settlement. In preparation therefor, he invested his means (considerable at that time) in the purchase of land adjoining the four hundred acres donated to the Church, and at the urgent request of the little mountain colony obtained from Bishop Carroll permission to fix his permanent residence there with jurisdiction extending over a territory with a radius of over one hundred miles. In the summer of 1799 he commenced his career as pioneer priest of the Alleghenies. His first care was to erect a church and house of logs, hewn from the immense pine trees of the surrounding forest. In a letter to Bishop Carroll, dated 9 February, 1800, he writes: “Our church, which was only begun in harvest, got finished fit for service the night before Christmas. It is about 44 feet long by 25, built of white pine logs with a very good shingle roof. I kept service in it at Christmas for the first time. There is also a house built for me, 16 feet by 14, besides a little kitchen and a stable.” While the church and house were being constructed, he said Mass for the few Catholics of the settlement in the log-house, erected two years previously by Luke McGuire, the elder son of the captain. That house is still standing (1909) and serves as a residence for the descendants, in direct male line, of the founder of McGuire’s Settlement. To accommodate the increasing influx of Catholic colonists, Father Gallitzin in 1808 enlarged the log church to almost double its former capacity, and as the population continued to increase, he took down the log building in 1817, and on the same site erected a frame church, forty by thirty feet, which served as the parish church until 1853.

Chapel and Home of Father Gallitzin
Loretto, Pennsylvania

Father Heyden, one of Father Gallitzin’s biographers, writes (1908): “In three years Gallitzin was the apostle of Pittsburg, Erie, and a large part of the Harrisburg new ecclesiastical see, was then the missionary field of a single priest, Rev. Prince Gallitzin. If we except the station at Youngstown, Westmoreland County, where the Rev. Mr. Bowers had settled a few years before, there was not, from Conewago in Adams County to Lake Erie—from the Susquehannas to the Potomac—a solitary priest, church, or religious estab-
lishment of any kind, when he closed his missionary career. From this statement we may conceive some idea of the incredible privations and toils which he had to encounter in visiting the various widely remote points where some few Catholics happened to reside."

As early as 1800, and frequently thereafter, he wrote to Bishop Carroll, begging that one or more priests be sent to share his burdens. And so for more than twenty years he was obliged to labor in a desolate work which would have proved onerous for several.

He was not only the good shepherd of his multiplying flock; he was also in a particular manner their worldly benefactor. Following out his idea of establishing a Catholic colony at the place which he named Loretto, and which has become the center of Catholicity in Western Pennsylvania, he, by means of remittances from Germany and loans contracted on the strength of his expectations, purchased large portions of land adjoining the settlement, which he sold in small tracts to the incoming colonists at a very low rate and on easy terms. For much of this land he was never repaid. Moreover, he built, at his own expense, saw-mills, grist-mills, and tanneries, and established other industries for the material benefit of his flock. In accomplishing all this he necessarily burdened himself with a heavy personal debt; not imprudently, however, for he had received solemn assurance from his father's estate that the bulk of his wealth would, as his share of his father's bequest. The Russian Government, nevertheless, disinherited him for becoming a Catholic and a priest, and the German prince who had married his sister squandered both his and her inheritance. In these circumstances, he was compelled, in 1827, to appeal to the charitable public; the appeal was endorsed by Charles Carroll of Carrollton, who headed the list with a subscription of one hundred dollars; on the list stands the name of Cardinal Cappellari, afterwards Pope Gregory XVI, who subscribed two hundred dollars. Yet it was not until the close of his life that the burden of debt was finally lifted. During the forty-one years of his pastorate in the Alleghenies, he never received a cent of salary; he maintained himself, his household, and the many orphans whom he sheltered, and abundantly supplied the wants of the needy among his flock out of the produce of his farm, which by his intelligent management of business and management of business was carefully managed. It is estimated that he expended $150,000 of his inheritance, a small portion of the amount that should rightfully come to him, but an immense sum for the times in which he lived, in the establishment of his Catholic colony on the Alleghenies. For some years (1803–1808) he was rewarded for his exertions; his actions were misconstrued, his words and writings misinterpreted, his character vilified, his honour attacked, and even violent hands were laid on his person, and all this by members of his own flock. But, with the encouragement of his bishop and the aid of the civil courts, he brought his enemies to justice, and in some degree their guilt, for which they voluntarily and publicly made full reparation before their fellow Catholics in the Loretto church.

For fourteen years after his ordination Father Gallitzin was known to the general public as Augustine Smith. This was the name which he subscribed to all his legal papers and to his entries in the parish register of baptisms and marriages. But, fearing serious difficulties in the future, at his request, on 16 Dec., 1809, the Pennsylvania legislature validated the acts and purchases made under that assumed name, and legalized the resumption of his real name. Notwithstanding these legal labors, Father Gallitzin found time to publish several valuable tracts in favor of the Catholic cause. He was the first in the United States to enter the lists of controversy in defense of the Church; he was provoked thereto by a sermon delivered on Thanksgiving Day, 1814, in Huntington, Pennsylvania.

GALLOWAY, Diocese of (Gallowdiana), situated in the south-west of Scotland. It comprises the Counties of Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, and Wigtown, with about four-fifths of the County of Ayr, thus embracing a territory of 3347 square miles and a general population of 373,670, of which Catholics form only a small fraction. From an historical point of view, a singular interest is attached to this diocese since it is certain that the most ancient ecclesiastical foundation in Scotland, its founder and first bishop, St. Ninian, being “the first authentic personage that meets us in the succession of Scottish missionaries” (Bellesheim). This illustrious saint, a Briton, born on the Solway shore, educated at Ravenna and consecrated bishop by St. Siricius, founded his episcopal see at Whithorn and dedicated his cathedral to St. Martin of Tours, in 397; and, having evangelized the country as far north as the Grampian mountains, died about 432. The dates here given are on the authority of the majority of Scottish writers.

The original title of the see was “Whithern” (Quhitherne), latinized “Witerna” and (more frequently) “Candida Casa”, signifying the White House, so called, St. Bede tells us, from the structure and appearance of the church erected by St. Ninian “in a style unusual among the Britons”. At what precise date the name “Galloway” came into use is not quite clear. It is obviously improbable that the area of the diocese was at all defined in St. Ninian’s time, but from the eighth till the end of the sixteenth century it was limited to the district of Galloway, i.e., the two Counties of Kirkcudbright and Wigtown. The succession of bishops in this see was three times interrupted in the course of its history, for periods averaging three hundred years’ duration each. The last Catholic bishop in the sixteenth century, Andrew Durie, died in 1558, and the see was vacant three hundred and twenty years.

It was restored, for the third time, by Leo XIII in 1878, and the Right Rev. John McLauchlan, D.D., Vicar-General of the Western Vicariate of Scotland, was appointed the first bishop. From the extent of territory it would be perhaps more accurately described as a new diocese, for it was formed out of two outlying portions of the former eastern and western vicariates and has more than double the area it had at either previous restoration. The Catholic population, small in number and thinly dispersed over the whole territory, belonged chiefly to the poorer labouring class and, excepting the larger burghs, such as Ayr, Dumfries, and Kilmarnock, was very poorly provided for in respect of ordinary religious and educational needs. But the new bishop was a man of great energy and zeal, with a wide missionary and administrative experience, and in a comparatively short time he not only thoroughly organized the diocese but also furnished it abundantly with churches, schools, presbyteries, and an efficient clergy. He engaged in this great work he received generous encouragement and support from many of the wealthier members of his flock, e.g., the third Marquess of Bute; Rev. Sir David Oswald Hunter-Blair, Baronet; Captain R. D. Barre Cunninghame, and others. Bishop McLauchlan died 16 Jan., 1893, and was succeeded by the Right Rev. William Turner, the present bishop; b. at Aberdeen, 12 Dec., 1844; cons. 25 July, 1893. The diocesan statistics for 1908 show a Catholic population of 17,625 souls, 21 missions, 41 churches or chapels, 30 priests in active work, 28 elementary schools, 10 religious communities (all since 1879), and various educational and charitable institutions. The diocese was a suffragan of York (England) previous to 1472; from that date until 1492 it was subject to St. Andrews; and from then until the extinction of the ancient hierarchy it was transferred to Glasgow. It is now a suffragan of the new Archbishopric of St. Andrews and Edinburgh.

GALLWEY, Peter; b. at Killarney, 13 Nov., 1820; d. in London, 23 Sept., 1906; one of the best-known

GALLWEY, Peter, Hst. of Cisth. Church in Scotland (Edinburgh, 1890); FORMER, Lives of St. Ninian and St. Kentigern (Edinburgh, 1874); KEITH, Catalogue of Scottish Bishops (Edinburgh, 1870); WALCOTT, Ancient Churches of Scotland, 2 vols. (Edinburgh, 1877, 1887); MAXWELL, Dumfries and Galloway (Edinburgh, 1892); STEIN, Celtic Scotland (Edinburgh, 1887); MAXWELL, Dumfries and Galloway (Edinburgh, 1892); YOUNG, Missionary and Pioneer in Galloway (Falaise, 1906); The Catholic Directory of Scotland for 1878 and 1898: The Catholic Church of Scotland, Statistics (Glasgow, 1878).

WILLIAM TURNER.

Galluppi, Pasquale, philosopher, b. at Tropes, in Calabria, 2 April, 1770; d. at Naples, 13 Dec. 1846, where from 1831 he was a professor in the university. His principal works are “Saggio filosofico sulla critica della conoscenza umana”, 4 vols.; “Lettere sulla scienza della filosofia da Cartesio a Kant”; “Elementi di Filosofia”; “Lezioni di Logica e Metafisica”; “Filosofia, della volonta”; “Considerazioni filosofiche sull’ idealismo trascendentale”. Of his “Storia della Filosofia” he completed only the first volume. His philosophy is a mixture of assimil to and dissent from Descartes, the French and English sensists, Kant, and the Scottish school of Reid. Cartesianism tempered by the modifications introduced into it by Leibniz, Wolf, and Gassendi, and a substratum of which Galluppi’s mind was trained. The problem of human knowledge was his chief preoccupation. He maintained the objective reality of our knowledge, which he based on the testimony of consciousness, making us aware not only of our internal experience, but also of the external causes to which it is due. His object was aimed at Kant, though Galluppi agreed with him that space and time are a priori forms in the mind. Against the sensists, he denied that the mind was merely passive or receptive, and held that like a builder it arranged and ordered the materials supplied it, deducing therefrom truths which sensation alone could never reach. He threw no light, however, on the difference between sensory and intellectual knowledge. This was the great weakness of his argument against the Scottish school, that the soul perceives not only its own affections or the qualities of bodies, but also its own substance and that of things outside itself. It was also natural that Galluppi should be foremost in attacking the theories of Rosmini concerning the idea of God as the first object of our knowledge: and it was this polemic (quiet enough in itself) which drew public attention to the Roveretan philosopher.

The morality of our actions, according to Galluppi, depends on the notion of duty which springs from the very nature of man. He never made use of the phrase “categoric imperative”, but everything goes to show that on that point he did not completely escape Kant’s influence: and although he asserted as the only great moral commandments “Be just” and “Be efficient”, he none the less approved of Kant’s moral principle. Hence we do not find in him any hint as to the connexion between the moral law and God, beyond the statement that God must reward virtue and punish vice. Against the Scottish school, on the other hand, he maintained that morality is found on the earth. His theodicy is well within the limits of that of Leibniz, and therefore admits not only the possibility of revelation, but also the divinity of Christianity. The care and clearness of his style made his works very popular; but when the Hegelianism of the Neapolitan school became the fashion in non-Catholic circles of thought, and Scholasticism regained its hold among Catholics, Galluppi’s philosophy quickly lost ground. He always kept aloof from political questions; and his works were planned and written in his own home, amidst the noise and bustle of a large and happy family.

WEINER, Kant in Italien, 1880 (Naples, 1897).

U. BENIGNI.
London priests in his time. He was educated at Stonyhurst, joined the Society of Jesus at Hodder, 7 Sept., 1836, was ordained priest in 1852, and professed of four vows in 1854. As prefect of studies at Stonyhurst, 1855-57, he made important improvements in the methods of study. In 1857 he was sent to the Jesuit church in London, where—except for an interval of eight years during which he held the presidency of the Pari là and other offices—he spent the remainder of his life. He was a man of deep spirituality, much venerated as a preacher, spiritual director, and giver of retreats; he was also noted for his love of the poor and his earnest advocacy of almsdeeds. So great were his energy and enterprise that he set his stamp on all he touched. Several London parishes and Catholic institutions owe largely to his zeal and encouragement both their first foundation and their successful subsequent development. His writings comprise among others: "Salvage from the Wreck," sermons preached at the funerals of some notable Catholics (1860); "Watches of the Passion" (1868); a series of meditations on the Passion, embodying the substance of his retreats; a number of sermons, tracts, and other small publications, mostly of a topical kind. No life of Father Gallwey has so far been written, except a sketch by JEREMY FRYER (London, 1860).

SYDNEY F. SMITH.

Galtelli-Nuoro, Diocese of (Galtelliensis-Nuorenensis), in the province of Sassari (Sardinia), on a hill at the foot of the village of Cagliari. In the neighbourhood there are quarries of red jasper. The ancient cathedral contains some good paintings. Nuoro, the Nora of the ancients, is a sub-prefecture of the same province, and stands about 2000 feet above sea-level. Near it are seen large quarries of granite and argenticiferous lead, and a curious irregular ruin, apparently of early Roman origin. In the vicinity are twenty-four of the so-called Nuraghi (known locally as the Gia Gia Tomba), huge stone buildings in the shape of truncated cones. These belong to the neolithic age, and were a source of wonder even to the ancients. Here also are the Virgenes or Domos de Janas, communicating rooms which were excavated out of the granite rock. Galtelli was an episcopal see in 1138, when Innocent II made it a suffragan of Pisa; later, it was directly subject to the Holy See. In 1495, it was suppressed by Alexander VI, and its territory united to Cagliari. In 1767, at the request of King Victor Emmanuel III, it was re-established, but the bishop continued to live at Nuoro. Among its bishops of note was Fra Arnolfo de Bassalis (1366), renowned for his learning and eloquence. In the diocese are 25 parishes, 56,900 Catholics, 1 Franciscan monastery, 2 nunneries, 1 boys' boarding-school, and 3 girls' schools.


GALVANI, BERNHARD, Prince-Bishop of Brixen; b. 21 August, 1764, at Herbolzheim, Breisgau; d. 17 May, 1856. After he had completed his classical studies in his native town he entered the convent of the Friars Minor at Altebrissach, but because of its suppression by Emperor Joseph II, his stay here was of short duration. In 1783 he entered the seminary of Freiburg where, after a brilliant course in the ecclesiastical sciences, he was honoured with the doctorate of theology. He was ordained priest in 1788 in the seminary of Vienna, which he had gone to following a course of practical theology. In the same year he returned to the seminary of Freiburg, and after acting as prefect of studies for two years he took up parochial work, first at Alteoberndorf and later in the cathedral of Freiburg. Recognizing in him a man of learning and sound judgment, Emperor Francis appointed him in 1805 spiritual referee at Günsburg, but owing to political changes he lost his position here, and ten years later was assigned to the same duty at Innsbruck. In 1819 he became Vicar-General of Vorarlberg. On 30 January, 1820, he was consecrated auxiliary bishop of Brixen, and nine years later took formal possession of the chair of St. Cassian as Bishop of Brixen.

Like his distinguished predecessors, Galvani directed all his efforts towards safeguarding the unity of the Faith in his diocese. By the establishment of missions and educational institutions and by the introduction of religious orders, especially the Jesuits (who had been banished from there) and the Sisters of Mercy (in 1838), he succeeded in restoring much of what the secular power had destroyed during the administration of his predecessor. He was highly respected by the civil authorities, and his deeply religious spirit, his charity towards the poor, and his administrative abilities have made him an ornament to his church and country. Besides numerous ascetical, homiletical, and catechetical works, he wrote also: (1) "Christ Katholische Religion" (5 vols., Augsburg, 1796-1800); (2) "Neue Theologie des Christenthums" (Augsburg, 1800-1805); (3) "Lehrbuch der Christlichen Wohlgemogenheit" (Augsburg, 1841).


JOSEPH SCHRÖDER.

Galvani, Luigi, physician, b. at Bologna, Italy, 9 September, 1737; d. there, 4 December, 1798. It was his original intention to study theology and to enter a monastic order. His family, however, persuaded him to abandon that idea. He took up the study of the natural sciences from the point of view of the anatomist and physiologist. After maintaining his thesis on the nature and formation of the bones, he was appointed public lecturer at the University of Bologna and at the age of twenty-five taught anatomy at the Institute of Sciences.

He became especially noted as a surgeon and accoucheur. In 1790, after thirty years of wedded life, he lost his wife Lucia, the daughter of Dr. Galeazzi, one of his teachers. He kept his chair at the university until 20 April, 1798, when he resigned because he would not take the civil oath demanded by the Cisalpine Republic, it being contrary to his political and religious convictions. As a result he had to take refuge with his brother Giacomo and broke down completely through poverty and discouragement. Soon after this his friends obtained his exemption from the oath and his appointment, on account of his scientific fame, as professor emeritus. He died before the decree went into effect.

Galvani's work in comparative anatomy and physiology initiated study of the kidneys of birds and of their sense of hearing. He is famous more especially on account of his experiments concerning "the electrical forces in muscular movements" leading up to his theory of animal electricity. This began with the accidental observation, in 1780, of the twitching of the legs of a dissected frog when the bare crural nerve
was touched with the steel scalpel, while sparks were passing from an electric machine nearby. He worked diligently along these lines, but waited for eleven years before he published the results and his ingenious and simple theory. This theory of a nervous electric fluid, secreted by the brain, conducted by the nerves, and stored in the muscles, has been abandoned by scientists on account of later discoveries, but Galvani was led to it in a very logical manner and defended it by clever experiments, which soon bore fruit. Thus he discovered that the muscle, when two similar metals in contact with each other, a contraction of the muscle takes place; this led ultimately to his discussions with Volta and to the discovery of the Voltaic pile. The name Galvanism is given to the manifestations of current electricity.

It was by nature courageous and religious. It is reported by Albert that he never ended his lessons "without exhorting his hearers and leading them back to the idea of that eternal Providence, which develops, conserves, and circulates life among so many diverse beings". His works (Opere di Luigi Galvani) were collected and published by the Academy of Sciences of the city of Bologna (1842), and are some of the titles, with the original dates of publication in the "Antichi Commentarii" of the Bologna Institute: "Thesis: De Ossibus" (1762); "De Renibus atque Uteribus Volatilium" (1767); "De Volatilium Aure" (1768-70); "De Viribus Electricitatis in motu musculari" (1775), and "De Arantii" (1776). He dined with a note and dissertation by Gino Alldini; translated by Mayer into German (Prague, 1783), and again published as a volume of Ostwald's "Klassiker" (Leipzig 1884); "Dell' uso e dell' attività dell' arco conduttore nelle contrazioni de' muscoli" (1779); "Memorie sulla elettricità animale" (1797). Popular Science Monthly, July, 1892. WALKER IN: Catholic World (June, 1904); ALBERT, Éloges Historiques (Paris, 1806); VENTURIOLI, Elagio (Bologna, 1802).

William Fox.

Galveston, Diocese of (Galveston-Houston).—It was established in 1847 and comprises that part of the State of Texas, U. S. A., between the Sabine River on the east, the Colorado River on the west, the Gulf of Mexico on the south, and the northern line of the counties of Limestone, Coryell, McLennan, Limestone, Freestone, Anderson, Cherokee, Navogoches, and Smith, north, an area of 16,000 square miles. The French Recollects with La Salle attempted in 1685 to found the first missions among the Indians in Texas, and they were followed by Spanish Franciscans from Mexico sent in 1689 to build a barrier to French occupation. These efforts met with reverses, but early in the eighteenth century the missionary zeal of the Franciscans re-established many of the old missions and extended them in numerous new directions. They remained in a flourishing state until 1812 when they were suppressed by the Spanish Government. The colonisation of Texas from the United States and the declaration of its independence as a republic in 1836 checked any further efforts to reopen the mission. After a period of several years, and then the Rev. John Timon, afterwards Bishop of Buffalo (q. v.), and the Rev. John M. Odin, two Lazarists from the community in Missouri, visited the state and aroused the long-neglected religious sentiments of the people. Measures were taken for the promotion of Catholic immigration, and that only public officials of the new republic gave every encouragement to their work. In 1841 Father Odin was named Coadjutor Bishop of Detroit, but refused the bull. Texas was then made a vicariate Apostolic and Father Odin was consecrated titular Bishop of Claudipolis, 6 March, 1844. There were then only four priests in Texas. Bishop Odin set to work vigorously to build up his charge. The Texan Congress returned several of the ancient churches to their original uses, schools were opened, and the Ursuline nuns, the first religious community in Texas, were introduced to care for them. In 1847 the pope erected the state into a bishopric with Galveston as its episcopal see, and Bishop Odin was consecrated and transferred to its chair. In addition to the Ursulines he secured the services of communities of the Sisters of the Incarnate Word, the Brothers of Mary, and the Oblates, to the latter of whom he gave charge, in November, 1854, of the College of the Immaculate Conception. He visited Europe twice to secure priestly material help for his diocese. On the death of Archbishop Blaine of New Orleans, Bishop Odin was promoted, 15 Feb., 1861, to be his successor. During his incumbency of the See of Galveston he increased the number of priests to forty-two and the churches to fifty, and left the diocese with a college, four academies for girls and five schools for boys. He was born at Amherst, France, 25 Feb., 1801, and died there, 25 May, 1870.

Claude Mary Dubuis, C.S.C., an indefatigable missionary, who had served long and unselfishly for the Church in Texas, was his successor. He was born 10 March, 1817, at Coutouvre, Loire, France, and ordained priest at Jut. The following are some of the dates: 1842, he was also consecrated bishop, 23 November, 1862. After years of hardships in Texas he resigned, 12 July, 1881, but kept the title of Bishop of Galveston, and retired to France. Here he lived at Vennain in the Diocese of Lyons, receiving in 1884 promotion to the titular Archdiocese of Ariccia. He died in Naples, 18 December, 1884. He was educated in the seminary of the Des Irlandais in Lyons in episcopal work until his death, which took place 22 May, 1895. Peter Dufal, C.S.C., had been named coadjutor to Bishop Dubuis with the right of succession on 14 May, 1878. He was then Vicar Apostolic of Eastern Bengal and titular Bishop of Deleus, having been consecrated at Le Mans, France, 25 November, 1880. He was born 8 Nov., 1822, at Lomme, Puy-de-Dôme, France, and ordained priest in the Diocese of Blois, 8 Sept., 1852. On translation to Galveston he retained his titular see; he resigned the Texas diocese on account of ill health, 18 April, 1880, and retired to the house of his Congregation of the Holy Cross at Neully, near Paris, France, where he died in 1889. Nicholas Aloysius Gallagher, fourth bishop, was appointed administrator of Galveston in the absence of Bishop Dufal, having been consecrated at Galveston, 30 April, 1882, titular of Canopus. In 1894 he succeeded to the title of Galveston. He also acted as administrice of Diocese and had an area of 45,000 square miles, for the care of Bishop Rosecrans in 1878. Born 19 Feb., 1846, at Temperanceville, Belmont County, Ohio, he was ordained priest, 25 Dec., 1868, at Columbus, Ohio.

The religious communities of men represented in the diocese are: the Jesuits who have charge of St. Mary's University, Galveston; the Basilians (from Canada) managing St. Thomas's College, Houston, St. Mary's Seminary, La Porte, and St. Basil's College, Waco; the Fathers of the Congregation of the Holy Cross at Austin; the Paulist Fathers at Austin.

The religious communities of women are: Sisters of Charity of the Incarnate Word; Sisters of Charity of the Incaltzamburg; Sisters of St.分布, Sisters of the Holy Cross; Sisters of St. Mary; Sisters of Divine Providence; Ursuline Sisters; Sisters of the Holy Family. Statistics (1909): Priests 82 (53 seculars, 29 religious); churches 82 (missions with churches 35); stations 35; chapels 16; brothers 6; women religious 375; ecclesiastical students 12; colleges for boys 4; students 375; academies for girls 9; parochial schools 32; pupils in academies and parish schools 5000; hospitals 7; Catholic population 56,000.

SHERA, History of Catholic Church in the United States (New York, 1894); IDUNA, Hist Cath. Missions (New York, 1895); HALE, Biog. Cyc. (2 vols. 1842, 1851). The following are the books:嚴 (1888); Catholic Directory, 1906; Freeman's Journal (New York), Morning Star (New Orleans, June, 1870), etc.

Thomas F. Mehan.
Galway and Kilmacduagh, Diocese of (Galvensi
e et Ducontinuous), in Ireland; an amalgamation of two distinct ancient sees; excepting the parish of Shrule (County Mayo) entirely in County Galway. Kilmacduagh, covering 137,630 acres, includes the whole Borough of Killarney, and part of Dunkellin and Lougheen. Galway diocese includes the barony of Galway and part of Moycullen and Clare. Its extent is less than Kilmacduagh, the united dioceses covering about 250,000 acres. Kilmacduagh coincides with the ancient territory of Hy Fisochadh Aithne. On Póilénic's map the district was called the district of the Gangan, later occupied by the Firbóg, and in the sixth century by the descendant of Flachrach, brother of Niall of the Nine Hostages and uncle of Dathi. The time of its conversion to Christianity is uncertain. Probably it was Christian before the end of the sixth century, and it is certain that St. Colman was the first bishop. A near relative of King Guaire of Connaught, and a native of Kiltartan, he was born after the middle of the sixth century and educated at Arran, after which he lived for years a hermit's life in the Burren mountains.

Drawn from his retreat by the persuasions of his friend, he founded a monastery at Kilmacduagh (610), becoming its abbot, and subsequently bishop of the whole Hy Fisochadh territory. He died in 632, and was buried at Kilmacduagh. In the five centuries following, the annals make mention of only three bishops of Kilmacduagh. At the Synod of Kells, the diocese was made a suffragan of Tuam. Among the subsequent bishops we find men with the distinctively Irish names of O'Ruan, O'Shaughnessy, O'Murray, O'Felán, O'Bríon, and O'Moloney. In the reign of Henry VIII the bishop was Christopher Bodkin, a time-server who earned the goodwill of Henry and of Elizabeth, and who through royal favour was permitted to the See of Tuam. Persecution had to be faced by his successors. One of these, Hugh De Burgo, was a prominent figure in the Confederation of Kilkenny (1642-50), and a prominent opponent of the Nuncio Rinuccini; when the war ended in the triumph of Cromwell, exile was his fate, imprisonment or death the fate of the priests, and confiscation that of the Catholic landholders. After 1653 the See of Kilmacduagh was ruled by vicars, but after 1720 the episcopal succession was regularly maintained. In 1750 Kilmacduagh was united with the smaller Diocese of Kilfenora, the latter situated entirely in County Clare, and corresponding in extent with the Bishopric of Derry, Clare, and Limerick. At first the Bishop of Kilmacduagh was Apostolic Administrator of Kilfenora, his successor Bishop of Kilfenora and Apostolic Administrator of Kilmacduagh, and so on alternately.

Contemporary with the monastery of Kilmacduagh was that of Annaghdown, on Lough Corrib, founded in the second half of the sixth century by St. Brendan. In process of time, Annaghdown became an episcopal see extending over the territory ruled by the O'Flaherty's. In this district was the town of Galway. Placed where the waters of the Corrib mingle with the sea, it is a port but a fishing village. In the ninth century it was destroyed by the Danes; subsequently it was rebuilt and protected by a strong castle; in the twelfth century again destroyed by the King of Munster; and towards the end of that century wrested from the O'Flaherty's by the powerful Anglo-Norman family of De Burgo. Other Anglo-Norman families also settled there; these three peoples are occasionally the Tribes of Galway. Loyal to England and despising the old Irish, whom they drove out, the settlers made progress, and Galway in the first half of the seventeenth century, with its guilds of merchants, its mayor, sheriff, and free burgesses, was in trade, commerce, and wealth little inferior to Dublin itself. The Diocese of Annaghdown was joined to Tuam in 1324, and Galway town became in consequence part of the latter diocese. But the Galway men, regarding the surrounding people as little better than savages, were reluctant to be associated with them, and in 1484 obtained from the Archbishop of Tuam exemption from his jurisdiction; his demand, sanctioned by a Bull of Innocent VIII, was to have the church of St. Nicholas, at Galway, a collegiate church, governed by a warden and eight vicars; these having jurisdiction over the whole town, as well as over a few parishes in the neighbourhood. And warden and vicars were to be presented and solely elected by the inhabitants of the town. It was a peculiar arrangement. The warden exercised episcopal jurisdiction, appointed to parishes, visited the religious institutions, but did not, of course, confer orders. The eight vicars resembled somewhat the canons of a cathedral church. In 1486 Galway obtained a new royal charter subjecting the town to a mayor, bailiffs, and corporation. In 1551 the warden and vicars were dispossessed of their church and lands, which were given to a lay warden and vicars, all Protestants. Just a century later the Catholics were driven from the town by the Cromwells. Gradually they came back, and having been tolerated during the reign of Charles II and favoured under his successor, James II, had again to face persecution during the penal times. In 1731 the town contained about 5000 inhabitants. In 1747 the Protestant governor complained of the insolence of the Catholics, and of the number of priests coming there from abroad; in 1762 out of its 14,000 inhabitants all were Catholics except 350.

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries there were frequent disputes between the warden and the Archbishop of Tuam as to the latter's rights in Galway. There were troubles also attending the election of the warden and vicars. Driven from the corporation, the Catholics had no legally existing free burgesses, and had been compelled to meet by stealth, and constitute a mayor and corporation, so as to have the necessary electoral body. But the Galway Tribes insisted on keeping the wardenship in their own hands. When the repeal of the penal laws allowed a Catholic corporation to come into existence, in 1824 the inhabitants insisted on exercising their right to vote, and conflicts with the Tribes arose. These disputes were finally ended in 1831 by the extinction of the wardenship and the erection of Galway into an episcopal see. In 1866 the Bishop of Kilmacduagh being unable to discharge his duties, the Bishop of Galway was appointed Apostolic Administrator of Kilmacduagh and Kilfenora, "durante beneplacito Sancte Sedis". In 1888 the union of the three dioceses was made permanent by papal Bull. Since that date the bishop is "Bishop of Galway and Kilmacduagh and Apostolic Administrator of Kilfenora". Among those connected with the diocese several have acquired fame.
St. Cellassagh, who died about 550, is still venerated in Kilchrie, St. Sourney in Ballindereen, St. Foila in Clarebridge, St. Colga in Kileoglan. In the ninth century lived Flan MacLoney, chief poet of Ireland. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries lived John Lowry of Liskeard, author of "O’Fiaich’s History of the "Oggys"; Dr. Kirwan, Bishop of Killala; MacFirbis, the annalist; Dr. Fahy, whose history has become a standard work; Dr. O’Dea, Bishop of Clonfert, and others.

Statistics (1869): parish priests, 29; administrator, 1; curates, 20; churches, 253; houses of regulars, 4; convents, 10; college, 1; monasteries, 3; Catholic population in 1901, 70,674; non-Catholic, 1951.

Handman, History of Galway (Dublin, 1838); Fahy, History and Antiquities of the Diocese of Galway (Dublin, 1850); O’Fiaich, Description of Far Connacht (Dublin, 1846); Braude, Episcopal Succession (Rome, 1878); Irish Catholic Directory for 1869.

E. A. D’Altzon.

Gama, Vasco da, the discoverer of the sea route to the East Indies; b. at Sines, Province of Alemtejo, Portugal, about 1469; d. at Cochin, India, 24 Dec., 1524. His father, Estevão da Gama, was Alcâide Mór of Madeira and commanded the Portuguese fleet important at court under Alfonso V. After the return of Bartolomeu Dias, Estevão was chosen by João II to command the next expedition of discovery, but, as both died before the project could be carried into execution, the commission was given to Emanuel I. Vasco da Gama had already distinguished himself at the beginning of the year 1490 by defending the Portuguese colonies on the coast of Guinea against French encroachments. Bartolomeu Dias had proceeded as far as the Great Fish River (Rio do Infante), and had in addition established the fact that the coast of Africa on the other side of the Cape extended to the northeast. Pedro de Covilho on his way from India had descended the east coast of Africa as far as the twentieth degree of south latitude, and had become cognizant of the old Arabic-Indian commercial association. The nautical problem, therefore, to be solved by Vasco da Gama was clearly outlined, and the course for the sea route to the East Indies designated. In January, 1497, the command of the expedition was solemnly conferred upon Vasco da Gama, and on 8 July, 1497, the fleet sailed from Lisbon under the leadership of Vasco, his brother Paulo, and Nicolão Coelho, with a crew of about one hundred and fifty men. At the beginning of May, they entered St. Helena Bay and, on the 25th of the same month, in Mossel Bay. On 16 December, the fleet arrived at the furthest landing-point of Dias, gave its present name to the coast of Natal on Christmas Day, and reached by the end of January, 1498, the mouth of the Zambesi, which was in the territory controlled by the Arabic maritime commercial association. Menaced by the Arabs in Mozambique (2 March) and Mombasa (7 April), who feared for their commerce, and, on the contrary, received in a friendly manner at Melinda, East Africa (14 April), they reached under the guidance of a pilot on 20 May, their journey’s end, the harbour of Calicut, India, which, from the fourteenth century, had been the principal market for trade in spices, precious stones, and pearls. Here also, as elsewhere, Gama skillfully surmounted the difficulties placed in his way by the Arabs, in league with the Indian rulers, and won for his country the respect needful for the founding of a new colony.

On 5 October, 1498, the fleet began its homeward voyage. Coelho arrived in Portugal on 10 July, 1499; Paulo da Gama died at Angra; Vasco reached Lisbon in September, where a brilliant reception awaited him. He was appointed to the newly created post of Admiral of the India Ocean, which carried with it a high salary and a number of other rights and privileges as well as the rank of Knight of the Order of Christ. In 1502 Gama was again sent out, with his uncle Vicente Sodré and his nephew Estêvão, and a new fleet of twenty ships, to safeguard the interests of the commercial enterprises established in the meantime in India by Cabral, and of the Portuguese who had settled there. On the outward voyage he visited Sofala (East Africa), exacted the payment of tribute from the Sheik, and bought a quantity of ivory, which he carried to Europe. He proceeded to Malacca, using with unscrupulous might, and even indeed with great cruelty, against the Arabian merchant ships and the Samudran (or Zamarim) of Calicut. He laid siege to the city, annihilated a fleet of twenty-nine warships, and concluded favourable treaties and alliances with the native princes. His commercial success was especially brilliant, the value of the merchandise which he brought with him amounting to more than a million in gold. Again high honours fell to his share, and in the year 1519 he received instead of Sines, which was transferred to the Order of Santiago, the cities of Vidiageira and Villa dos Frades, resigned by the Duke Dom Jayme of Braganza, with jurisdiction and the title of count. Once again, in 1524, he was sent to India by the Crown, under João III, to supersede the Viceroy Eduard de Menezes, who was no longer master of the situation. He re-established order, but at the end of the year he was caught in a storm, and died in 1524. In 1593, his remains, which up to that time had lain in the Franciscan church there, were brought to Portugal and interred at Vidiageira. To commemorate the first voyage to India, the celebrated conven of the Hieronymites in Belem was erected. A large part of the Lustosa of Camões deals with the voyages and discoveries of Vasco da Gama.

The oldest and most reliable sources of the history of the voyage of discovery, whose authors were participants in it, are the Centro da viagem, of a monograph by Gago Coutinho, 2nd ed., revised by Herculano and da Paiva (Lisbon, 1861); also a navaria primaria, servita per gentilum litorum, of A. Pires, in Rarissimi, Delic. Navigantium, . . . (Lisbon, 1840), 1, 119 sqq. Among the earliest are Castanheda, de Barros, Gene, Oncin, and others. Castanheda was the first to give positive information regarding the third voyage only.


Otto Hargitz.

Gamlid (Gamaidia, Greek form of the Hebrew גמלל, "reward of God").—The name designates in the New Testament and in the Talmud a Jewish doctor of the Law. Gamlid is represented in Acts, xxii, 34 sq., as advising his fellow-members of the Sanhedrin not to put to death St. Peter and the Apostles, who, notwithstanding the prohibition of the Jewish authorities, had continued to preach to the people. His advice, however unwelcome, was acted upon, so great was his respect for his contemporaries. We learn from Acts, xxii, 3, that he was the teacher of St. Paul; but we are not told either the nature or the extent of the influence which he exercised upon the future apostle of the Gentiles. Gamlid is rightly identified with an illustrious Jewish doctor of the Law, who bore the same name and who flourished towards the end of the destruction of Jerusalem. In the Talmud, this Gamlid bears, like his grandfather Hillel, the surname of "the Elder", and is the first to whom the title "Rabban", "our master", was given. He appears therein, as in the book of the Acts, as a prominent member of the highest tribunal of the Jews. He is also treated as the originator of many legal ordinances; as the father of a son, whom he called Simeon, after his father’s name, and of a daughter who married the priest Simon ben Nathanel. The Jewish accounts make him die a Pharisee, and state that: "When he died, the honour of the Torah (the law) ceased, and purity and piety went out of the earth to an extinct fire." At the same time this tradition has supposed that Gamlid embraced the Christian Faith, and remained a convert of the Sanhedrin
for the purpose of helping secretly his fellow-Christians (cf. Recognitions of Clement, I, ix, iv). According to Photius, he was baptized by St. Peter and St. John, together with his son and with Nicodemus. His body, miraculously preserved and discovered in the 15th century, is said to be preserved at Pisa, in Italy.


FRANCIS E. GIGOT.

GAMANS, JEAN, b. 8 July, 1606, at Ahrvaller (according to other sources at Neuenahr, about two miles from Ahrviller; there does not appear to exist any documentary evidence to show that he was born at the little town of Eupen, as stated in the "Bibliothèque des écrivains de la Compagnie de Jésus"); d. at the College of Aschaffenburg near Frankfurt, 23 Nov., 1684. He entered the Society of Jesus at Trier on 24 April, 1623, having studied the humanities for five years and philosophy for two years at Cologne, where he had received the degree of Master of Arts. After making his novitiate, he devoted several months to a revision of astronomical and mathematical studies, and subsequently, from 1626, spent five years teaching in the College of Würzburg, conducting his pupils through the five classes which comprised the complete course in humanities. He then studied theology for a year at Mains (1631), after which, the houses of his province of Middle Germany being thereby established during the troubles with Sweden, he continued his theological studies for three years at Douai, where he was ordained priest on 26 March, 1634. These studies having come to an end in 1634, and being followed doubtless by the third year of probation, he discharged for several years the duties of chaplain to the land and naval troops in Belgium and Germany. We find him mentioned under this title (Castrensis) in the catalogue of the Flandro-Belgian province for 1641 as being attached to the professed house at Antwerp, where he made his profession of the four vows on 26 December of the same year. He lived here with the first two Bollandists, Jean Bolland and Godfried Henschen, became inflamed with zeal for their work and was henceforth their assiduous collaborator, whithersoever his duty called him, but especially at Baden-Baden, where he resided for some time in order to direct the studies of the young princes of the House of Baden. He was named prior in 1641 and at the end of this latter year he resided in a missionary capacity at Ettlingen near Karlsruhe. Here we lose all sight of him until 1681, when he was attached to the College of Aschaffenburg near Frankfurt, where he died 25 November, 1684.

For more than thirty years, it is stated in the death notice inserted in the Annual letters of the College of Aschaffenburg for that year, he was so immersed in the hagiographical researches which he had undertaken in behalf of his associates at Antwerp that he devoted to them even the hours of the night, taking only a short rest on the floor or a strip of matting; insomuch that he was the "Ary" of the household, at the head of documents transcribed by his hand, and even of commentaries written entirely by him (cf. "Bibl. des écriv. de la C. de J.", s. v. "Gamans"). A large number of papers of this description is to be found in the vast manuscript collection of the early Bollandists preserved at the Royal Library of Brussels, and in the modern Bollandist library, although the largest part of his papers, dispatched to the Bollandists after his death, were engulfed in the war, the vessel bearing the precious freight having unfortunately sunk. Gamans had also collected a mass of material for a "Metropolis Moguntina", which he had almost finished and of the "Metropolis Salisburgensis" published by Hund in 1682, and also for a history of the grand ducal House of Baden. As many as eight manuscripts of the latter work are known to exist, but no portion of it or of the "Metropolis Moguntina" has been printed.

Calendrier annuel et Civil de la Province du Haut-Rhin, conservés dans les archives de la Compagnie de Jésus, F (1877), p. 209; Der Geschichtsforcher J. Gamans in Kobolz, new vol. XI, 300 seqq. (Mainz, 1879); Bibl. des écrivains de la C. de J.

CH. DE SMEDT.

GAMBLING. Gambling, or Gaming, is the staking of money or other thing of value on the issue of a game of chance. It thus belongs to the class of allier contracts in which the gain or loss of the parties depends on an uncertain event. It is not gambling, in the strict sense, if a bet is laid on the issue of a game of skill like billiards or football. The issue must depend on chance, as in dice, or partly on chance, partly on skill, as in whist. Moreover, in ordinary parlance, a person who plays for small stakes to give zest to the game is not said to gamble; gambling connotes playing for high stakes. In its moral aspect, although gambling usually has a bad meaning, yet we may apply to it what was said about betting (see BETTING). On the other hand, there is nothing immoral in the act itself; it is not sinful to stake money on the issue of a game of chance unless any more than it is sinful to insure one's property against risk, or deal in futures on the produce market. As I may make a free gift of my own property to another if I choose, so I may agree with another to hand over to him a sum only if the result of a game of cards is other than I expect, while he agrees to do the same in my favour in the contrary event. Theologians commonly require four conditions so that gambling may not be illicit. What is staked must belong to the gambler and must be at his free disposal. It is wrong, therefore, for the lawyer to stake the money of his client, or for anyone to gamble with what is necessary for the maintenance of his wife and children. The gambler must act freely, without unjust compulsion. There must be no fraud in the transaction, although the usual ruses of the game may be allowed. It is unlawful, accordingly, to mark the cards, but it is permissible to conceal carefully from an opponent the number of trump cards one holds. Finally, there must be some sort of equality between the parties to make the contract equitable; it would be unfair for a combination of two expert whist players to take the money of a couple of mere novices at the table. If any of these conditions is not fulfilled, gambling becomes more or less wrong; and, besides, there is generally an element of danger in it which is quite sufficient to account for the bad name which it has. It is a common occupation and is a serious waste of time, and usually of money; to an idle and useless life spent in the midst of bad company and unwholesome surroundings; and to scandal which is a source of sin and ruin to others. It pander to the craving for excitement and in many countries it has become so prevalent that it rivals drunkenness in its destructive influence on the lives of the "Ary". As to the moral aspect of the question, it is not essentially different if for a game of chance is substituted a horse-race, a football or cricket match, or the price of stock or produce at some future date. Although the issue in these cases seldom depends upon chance, still the moral aspect of betting upon it is the same, so far as the issue is unknown or uncertain to the parties who make the contract. Time bargains, difference transactions, options, and other speculative dealings on the exchanges, which are so common nowadays, add to the melée of gambling special evils of their own. They lead to the disturbance of the natural prices of commodities and securities, and to the increase of dealers and consumers of those commodities, and are frequently attended by such unlawful methods of in-
fluencing prices as the dissemination of false reports, cornering, and the fierce contests of "bulls" and "bears" i.e. of the dealers who wish respectively to raise or lower prices.

It has not been prescinded from positive law in our treatment of the question of gambling. It is, however, a matter on which both the civil and the canon law have much to say. In the United States the subject lies outside the province of the Federal Government, but many of the States make gambling a penal offense when the bet is upon an election, a horse-race, or a game of chance. Betting contracts and securities given upon a bet are often made void. In England the Gaming Act, 1845, voids contracts made by way of gaming and wagering; and the Gaming Act, 1892, renders null and void any promise, express or implied, to pay any person any sum of money under, or in respect of, any contract or agreement rendered null and void by the Gaming Act, 1845, or to pay any sum of money by way of commission, fee, reward, or otherwise, in respect of any such contract or agreement, or of any services in relation thereto or in connexion therewith. From very early times gam- bing by the canon law was one of much a scandal. Two of the canons (41, 42) among the so-called canons of the Apostles forbade games of chance under pain of excommunication to clergy and laity alike. The 79th canon of the Council of Elvira (306) decreed that one of the faithful who had been guilty of gambling might be, on amendment, re-admitted to communion. A homily to St. Cyprian, but by modern scholars variously attributed to Popes Victor I, Callistus I, and Melchades, and which undoubtedly is a very early and interesting monument of Christian antiquity, is a vigorous denunciation of gaming. The Fourth Lateran Council (1215), by a decree subsequently inserted in the "Corpus Juris", forbade clerics to play or to be present at games of chance. Some authorities, such as Aubespine, have attempted to explain the severity of the ancient canons against gambling by supposing that idolatry was often connected with it in practice. The pieces that were played with were small-sized idols, or images of the gods, which were invoked by the players for good luck. However, as Benedict XIV remarks, this can hardly be true, as in that case the penalties would have been still more severe. Profane writers of antiquity are almost as severe in condemnation of gambling as the councils of the Christian Church. Tacitus and Ammianus Marcellinus tell us that by gambling men are led into fraud, cheating, lying, perjury, theft, and other enormities; while Peter of Blois says that dice is the mother of perjury, theft, and sacrilege. The old canons, and those of today, remark that those who play at chance play for nothing. The canons generally mention only dice by name, yet under this appellation must be understood all games of chance; and even those that require skill, if they are played for money.

The Council of Trent contented itself with ordering all canons on the subject to be observed, and in general prescribed that the clergy were to abstain from unlawful games. As Benedict XIV remarks, it was left to the judgment of the bishops to decide what games should be held to be unlawful according to the different circumstances of person, place, and time. St. Charles Borromeo, in the first Synod of Milan 1571, drew up a list of games which were forbidden to the clergy, and another list of those that were allowed. Among those which he forbade were not only dice in various forms, but also games something like our croquet and football. Other particular councils declared that dice were not to be played at all, and forbidden to clerics, and in general they forbade all games which were unbecoming to the clerical state. Thus, a council held at Bordeaux in 1683 decreed that the clergy were to abstain altogether from playing in public or in private at dice, cards, or any other forbidden and unbecoming game. The council held at Aix in 1685 forbade them to play at cards, dice, or any other games of the like kind, and even to look on at the playing of such games. Another, held at Nantes in 1699, decreed that clerics were not to play at dice, cards, or other unlawful and unbecoming games, especially in public. There was some doubt as to whether chess was to be considered an unbecoming, and therefore an unlawful, game for clerics. In the opinion of St. Peter Damian it was certainly unlawful, and if some occasion he caught the Bishop of Florence playing chess, he would immediately order the bishop to leave the game. He advanced this argument by himself saying that chess was not dice. The saint, however, refused to admit the distinction, especially as the bishop was playing in public. Scripture, he said, does not make express mention of chess, but it is comprised under the term dice. And Baronius defends the saint's doctrine. Some scholiasts, he remarks, may say that St. Peter Damian was under a delusion in classing chess under dice, since chess is not a game of chance but calls for the exercise of the mind. In the first place, he says, the bishop proceeds; priests must at any rate be guided in their conduct by the words of St. Paul, who declared that what is not expedient, what is not edifying, is not allowed. Modern ecclesiastical law is less exacting in this matter. The penal Council of Paris (1763) is content with prescribing that clerics must abstain from unlawful games. The Plenary Synod of May- nooth, held in 1900, says that since not a little time is occasionally lost, and idleness is fostered by playing cards, the priest should be on his guard against such games, especially where money is staked, lest he incur the reproach of being a gambler. He is also exhorted to deter the laity by word and example from betting at horse-races, especially when the stakes are high. The Second Plenary Council of Baltimore made a distinction between games which may not suitably be indulged in by a cleric, even when played in private, and games like cards which may be played for the sake of innocent recreation. It repeated the prohibition of the First Plenary Council of Baltimore that clerics are not to indulge in unlawful games, and only in moderation are to use those that are lawful, so as not to cause scandal. Nowadays, it is commonly held that positive ecclesiastical forbidding of a game is even given even to the clergy, when in themselves or for some extrinsic reason, such as loss of time or scandal, they are forbidden by the natural law.


T. SLATER.

GAMES, PIUS BONIFACIUS, ecclesiastical historian, b. at Mittelbach, Württemberg, 20 January, 1816; d. at Munich, 11 May, 1892. His classical studies were made at Biberach and Rottweil (1826–1834), he studied philosophy and theology at Tubingen (1834–38), entered the seminary of Rottenburg in 1838, and was ordained priest on 11 September, 1839. He filled various posts as tutor, vicar, parish priest, and professor, until 1 May, 1847, when for twenty-one years he occupied the chairs of philosophy and general history by the theological faculty of Hildesheim. Finally he entered the Abbey of St. Boniface at Munich, which belonged to the Bavarian congregation of the Order of St. Benedict, and pronounced the monastic vows, 5 October, 1868, by which he submitted to that of Boniface. Games filled several monastic offices, being successively master of novices, sub-prior, and prior. He is best known for his Kirchengeschichte von Spanien, 3
vols. (Ratibon, 1862–1879), and his "Series episcoporum Ecclesiae catholicæ quotquot innotuerunt a beato Petro apostolo" etc. (Ratibon, 1873–86, with two supplementes). The "Kirchengeschichte von Spanien" is a consecutively written episcopal history, also, to a certain extent, in dealing with the earliest period of Spanish ecclesiastical history, though the author rarely abandons the aid which unreliable sources seem to furnish. The "Series episcoporum" has rendered useful service and is yet very helpful. It is a collection of the knowledge of all ancient and modern times known to the author. Gaps are frequent in the lists of ancient sees, especially those of the Eastern Church. It was, of course, impossible to draw up a critical list (names and dates) for such remote times, and larger information must be sought in extensive documentary works, e. g. "Italia Sacra" and the like; as a rule, however, the author has ignored a number of scattered dissertations which would have rectified, on a multitude of points, his uncertain chronology. In 1850 Gams founded with his colleague Alsog, F. W. Koch, Matthias, and G. J. Müller a "Theologische Monatschrift", which lasted two years (1851), and in which he published a number of essays.

Works:—"Geschichte der Kirche Jesu Christi im neunzehnten Jahrhunderte mit besonderer Rücksicht auf Deutschland", 3 vols. (Innsbruck, 1854–1858); "Johannes der Taucher im Gefängnisse" (Tübingen, 1857); "Paulus der Apostel. Der heiligen Bonifacius", etc. (Mainz, 1858); "Die Kirchengeschichte von Spanien", 3 vols., in five parts (Ratibon, 1862–79); "Spanische Briefe" in "Historisch-politische Blätter", LVI, 134 sq., 203 sq., 311 sq., 415 sq.; "Wetterleuchten auf der pyrenäischen Halbinsel", ibid., LVI, 67 sq.; "Series episcoporum Ecclesiae catholici quotquot innotuerunt a beato Petro apostolo" (Ratibon, 1873); Supp. I: "Hierarchia catholica Pio IX Pontifici Romano" (Munich, 1879); Supp. II: "Series episcoporum Ecclesiae quæ series quæ apparuit 1783 completur et continuatur ab anno circa 1870 ad 20 Febr. 1886" (Ratibon, 1886); "Das Jahre des Martyrtodes der Apostel Petrus und Paulus" (Ratibon, 1887).


H. LECLERCQ.

Gand, Dioecese op. See GHENT, Dioecese op.

Gandolphi (or Gandolph), Peter, Jesuit preacher; b. in London, 26 July, 1779; d. at East Sheen, Surrey, 7 July, 1821; son of John Vincent Gandolphi of East Sheen, and grandson of Count Pietro Gandolphi, of the ancient nobility of Genoa. Father Gandolphi's brother, John Vincent, married Teresa, eldest daughter of Thomas Hornby, of Blackmore and Hanley. His only son succeeded to the Blackmore and Hanley estates and assumed the name of Royal by Royal License in 1809. Gandolphi was an ancient Catholic family in Worcestershire, and Blackmore Park (recently pulled down) was a fine example of an old English manor house, with numerous priests' hiding places. The present representative of the family, Alfonso Otto Gandolphi Hornby, bears the title of Duke Gandolphi (a papal creation of 1899) as well as the old Genoese titles.

Father Gandolphi was educated in the Jesuit College at Liége, and also at Stonyhurst, where he was appointed as teacher of humanities in 1801. He was ordained priest about 1804, and his first charge was at Stonyhurst. He was then transferred to the Spanish chapel at Manchester Square, London (now known as St. James's, Spanish Place), where he soon attained great fame as a preacher; and as a worker among Protestants he made many converts.

His methods, however, were somewhat infelicitous, and speedily incurred the censure of his ordinary, Bishop Poynter. It appears that he wrote too rapidly to be theologically exact, but there were certainly no heretical principles in his writings. As a Jesuit, it seems strange to read of a Catholic manual entitled the "Book of Common Prayer . . . for the use of all Christians in the United Kingdom" which he brought out in 1812. On account of this, and of his "Sermones in defence of the Ancient Faith", Bishop Poynter felt it his duty to suspend him and to depose the offending monk. Gandolphi went to Rome in person to defend himself, and in 1816 he obtained official approbation of the two censured works from S. P. Damiani, master of theology and Apostolic penitentiary at St. Peter's, and F. J. O'Finnan, prior of the Dominican convent of St. Sixtus and St. Clement. The Congregation of Propaganda, being anxious for a peaceable settlement of this unfortunate affair, required (1 March, 1817) that Gandolphi should be restored on his apologising to Bishop Poynter for any unintentional disrespect which might have occurred in his address to the public, of which address also the bishop had complained. On 15 April Gandolphi accordingly wrote an apology, but the bishop in a pastoral letter on 24 April stated that the apology was inadequate, so that on 8 July, Gandolphi made an unreserved apology; but this long drawn out public humiliation was too much for him. He resigned his appointment to his benefice in the parish of East Sheen, where he died in a year or two. His principal works were: "A Defence of the Ancient Faith" (London, 1813–14); "Liturgy, or A Book of Common Prayer, and Administration of Sacraments, with other Rites and Ceremonies of the Church. For the use of all Christians in the United Kingdom" (London, 1812; Birmingham, 1815); "Lessons of Morality and Piety, extracted from the Sapiential Books" (London, 1822); and a number of controversial letters and sermons.


C. F. WEMYS BROWN.

Ganganelli, Lorenzo. See CLEMENT XIV, Pope.  

GANG-DAYS. See ROGATION DAYS.

Gangra, a titular see in the province of Paphlagonia; in the native tongue the word signifies goat, and even now large numbers of goats are seen in this region. It belonged originally to Galatia, and was then the capital of King Dionysus, who founded his city, and the seat of Mithridates, and the friend of the Romans. Later the city became the metropolis of Paphlagonia. It never had more than five suffragan sees. Le Quien (I, 549–554) mentions twenty-two of its archbishops from the fourth to the twelfth century, none of whom is especially noteworthy. The metropolitan see must have been suppressed in the fourteenth century after the conquest of the country by the Turks. Captured by Tamerlane, in 1402, it was recaptured, in 1423, by Sultan Murad II; since that time it has always been Turkish. The most memorable event of its Christian history is the council held there, probably in 343, to condemn Eustathius of Armenia and his exaggerated asceticism. More than twenty canons of this council defend the legitimacy of Christian marriage against the disobeditions of Eustathius and especially of his disciples (Hefele-Leclercq, Histoire des conciles, Paris, 1907, I, (2), 1029–45). It is now well known that Tchiang, "is a sandjak of the Ottoman Empire, situated at the foot of Mt. Ölgassus and numbers 16,000 inhabitants, 800 of whom are Greeks and 500 Armenians, all schismatical. The ancient cathedral of St. Demetrius has been converted into a mosque.

VACHER, Asie-Mineure, 827; COUJOT, La Turquie d'Asie, IV, 558 sq.
the first prelates to recognize the supernatural voca-
tion of Joan of Arc; Giulio de’ Medici (1510–11), later
pope under the name of Clement VII; Cardinal Fran-
çois de Tournon (1517–26), employed on diplomatic
missions by Francis I, and founder of the Collège de
Tournon; Cardinal de Tencin (1724–40), who in Sep-
tember, 1727, caused the condemnation by the Council
of the Archbishop of Aix, the bishop of the diocese of
Senez. St. Vincent Ferrer preached several
missions against the Vaudois in the Diocese of
Embrun. Besides the bishops named the following are
honoured as saints in the present Diocese of Gap: Vin-
cent, Orontius, and Victor, martyrs in Spain in the
fourth century; the anchorite Veranus (sixth century),
afterwards Bishop of Cavaillon, and the anchorite St.
Donatus (sixth century).

The Diocese of Gap possesses two noted places of
pilgrimage, Notre-Dame d’Embrun at Embrun, where
Charlemagne erected a basilica, visited by Pope Leo
III and Kings Henry II and Louis XVIII. Louis XVI
was wont to wear in his cap a leaden image of Notre-
Dame d’Embrun. The other is that of Notre-Dame du
Laus, where during fifty-four years (1664–1718) the
blessed Virgin appeared “an innumerable number of
times” to a shepherdess, Venerable Benoîte Rencurel.
Three orders of women had their origin in the diocese.
The Sisters of Providence, a teaching and nursing
order, established in 1823 from the Sisters of Portieux
(Vosges) and after 1837 an independent congregation;
the Sisters of Saint Joseph, founded in 1837 for
teaching and nursing; the Sisters of the Sacred Heart
of Mary, founded in 1835 for teaching. The Diocese
of Gap, numbering 109,550 inhabitants (1911), was
at the cessation of the Concordat, 26 parishes, 218
missions, and 15 curacies, paid by the state. During
the Middle Ages there were in the mountainous region
which forms the present diocese more than seventy
hospitals, maladreries, lazarettos, or houses of refuge,
administered by two congregations of the virgin,
the Brothers of La Madeleine and the Brothers of Holy
Penitence. About half of these asylums disappeared
during the religious wars of the sixteenth century.
The others with the exception of half a score were
suppressed by royal command about 1080, and their goods
given to the large hospitals of Gap, Embrun, and Bri-
ançon. In 1900, before the Law of Associations was
enforced, there were in the Diocese of Gap five ma-
ternity hospitals, a school for deaf mutes, one orphan-
age for boys and two for girls, seven hospitals or asy-
lums, two institutions for the care of the sick in their
homes, all under the direction of religious orders.

GALLIA CHRISTIANA (NOMA, 1715), I. 452–473, INSTRUMENTA, 86–
899. (NOMA, 1725), III, 1051–1107; INSTRUMENTA, 177–198, 265–
8. ALBANER, GALIA CHRISTIANA NOVAE (Montébhière, 1800).
1. DIFFERET, HISTOIRE ANTHROPOLOGIQUE DU DIÓÈSE DE GAP (GAP, 1852).
FISSET, FRANCE PONTIFICA (Paris, 1888). GAULLE, HISTOIRE DE
NOIRE DAME D’EMBRUN (GAP, 1882); ROMAN, SPIRITUALITÉ DU
DIÓÈSE DE GAP (Grenoble, 1870); IDEM, Tableau historique du
département des Hautes-Alpes (Paris, 1890–91); CHEVALLIER, TO-
po-bibli., pp. 985, 1296.

GEORGES GOTAY.

GARCIA, ANNE, better known as Venerable Anne of
St. Bartholomew, Discalced Carmelite nun, companion of
St. Teresa; b. at Almedral, Old Castile, Oct.,
1526, d. at Antwerp, 7 June, 1626. She was of humble
origin and spent her youth in solitude and prayer
tending the flocks. When she first went to Avila to
enter the Carmelite convent, she was refused, being too
young; for several years after, she suffered much at the
hands of her brothers. Finally, overcoming all obsta-
cles, she entered the convent at Teguise on the Cana-
rian islands and professed her vows on 15 August, 1572.
For the next ten years she filled the post of infirmarian; her spirit of prayer and
humility endeared her to St. Teresa, whose almost
inseparable companion and secretary she now became.
St. Teresa died in her arms at Alba de Tormes in
1582. Anne afterwards returned to Avila, took part in the
foundation of a convent at Ocaña (1592), and was one

PORCH AND NORTH Portal, CATHEDRAL OF EMBRUN.
of the seven nuns selected for the introduction of the order into France (October, 1604). The French superiors, desirous of sending her as prioress to Pontoise, obliged her to pass from the state of lay sister to that of choir sister. So unusual a step met with the disapproval of her companions, but as St. Teresa had foretold it many years previously Anne offered no resistance and at the same time she felt that the same step would cause her great sufferings, and indeed her priorship at Pontoise (January to September, 1605), Paris (October, 1605, to April, 1608), Tours May, 1608, to 1611) brought her heavy trials, not the least of which were differences with her superiors. At the expiration of that term she returned to Paris, but warned by a vision, she proceeded to Belgium (October, 1611), where she founded and became prioress of a convent at Antwerp (27 Oct., 1612), which she governed to the end of her life. Twice she was instrumental in delivering the town from the hands of the enemy. In 1735, Anne of St. Bartholomew was declared Venerable; her process of beatification is not yet completed. Her writings include a number of letters still preserved, an autobiography now at Antwerp, edited by M. Bouix (Paris, 1869-72), and several treatises on spiritual matters, which appeared at Paris in 1646.

**B. ZIMMERMAN.**

_Garcia, Gonzalo, Saint_; b. of a Portuguese father and a Canarese mother in Bassein, East India, about the year 1556 or 1557; d. 5 Feb., 1597. His early training was entrusted to the Jesuits, who brought him up in their college in Bassein Fort. At the age of twenty-four or twenty-five he went to Japan in the company of some Jesuit fathers who were ordered, in 1580, toleave Bantam, and join the mission in the former country. He quickly acquired a knowledge of the language; and as he was of an amiable disposition he won the hearts of the people and did great service as a catechist for eight years. He then left this kind of work and betook himself to Alacao for trading purposes. His business soon flourished and branches were opened in different places. During his frequent visits to Manila he made the acquaintance of the Franciscans, and being drawn more and more towards them he finally joined the Seraphic Order as a lay brother. He sailed from the Philippines Islands with other companions in religion under Petrus Beply, b. 1519, d. 1592, on an embassy from the Governor to the Emperor of Japan. After working zealously for the glory of God for more than four years, the Emperor Taiko-Sama, suspecting the missionaries were aiming at the overthrow of his throne, ordered St. Garcia and his companions to be guarded in their Convent at Matsunaga. On 8 December, 1596. A few days afterwards, when they were singing vespers, they were apprehended and with their hands tied behind their backs were taken to prison. On 3 January, 1597, the extremities of the left ears of twenty-six confessors, St. Garcia amongst the number, were cut off; but were with great respect collected by the Christians. On 5 February of the same year, the day of the martyrdom, St. Garcia was the first to be extended on, and nailed to, the cross, which was then erected in the middle of those of his companions. Two lances piercing the body from one side to the other passed through the heart, while the wounds they had put an end to his sufferings and won for Garcia the martyr's crown. In 1627 these twenty-six servants of God were declared venerable by Urban VIII; their feast occurs on 5 February, the anniversary of their sufferings; and in 1629 their veneration was permitted throughout the Universal Church. The people of Bassein practised devotion towards the saint; after the severe persecution to which Christianity was subjected in that region, from about 1730 he was gradually entirely forgotten until a well-known writer recently undertook to write the history of the place, and drew the attention of the public to St. Garcia Gonzalo. Owing to the praiseworthy endeavours of a secular priest, and the great interest evinced by the present Bishop of Damaum in the promotion of the devotion towards the saint, the feast of St. Garcia is now annually celebrated with great solemnity; and pilgrims from all parts of Bassein, Salsette, and Bombay flock to the place on that occasion.

The Bull of Canonisation; Bibliotheca Historica Filipina; Supplement to Ritombreria, History of the Eastern Archipelago; Guerin, Lives of the Saints; Fernandez, Life of Saint Gonzalo Garcia; Da Monte Alverne, Paseo de St. Gonzalo Garcia; Bombay Catholic Examiner for 1903, 1904; O Anglo Luiziano for 1903, 1904.

**MANOEL D’SA.**

_Garcia Diego, Francisco_. See DIEGO Y MORENO, FRANCISCO.

_Garcia Moreno, Gabriel, Ecuadorian patriot and statesman_; b. at Guayaquil, 24 December, 1821; assassinated at Quito, 6 August, 1875. His father, Gabriel Garcia Gomez, a native of Villaverde, in Old Castle, had been engaged in commerce at Callao before removing to Guayaquil, where he married Dolia Mercedes Moreno, the mother of the future Ecuadoran martyr president. Gabriel Garcia Gomez died while his son was still young, and the boy’s education was left to the care of his mother, who appears to have been a woman of unusual ability for her task; she was, moreover, fortunate in securing as her son’s tutor Fray Jose Betancourt, the famous Mercedarian, under whose tuition young Garcia Moreno made rapid progress. A great part of his father’s fortune having been lost, it was not without some considerable sacrifices that the youth was able to attend the university course at Quito. These material obstacles once overcome, he passed brilliantly through the schools, distilling all his contemporaries, and on 26 October, 1844, received his degree in the faculty of law (Doctor en Jurisprudencia) from the University of Quito.

In less than a year after his graduation young Garcia Moreno had begun to take an active part in Ecuadorian politics, joining in the revolutionary movement which eventually replaced the Flores administration by that of Roca (1846). He soon distinguished himself as a political satirist by contributions to “El Zurriago,” but what more truly pressed the achievements of his riper life was his good and useful work as a member of the municipal council of Quito. At the same time he was studying legal practice, and on 30 March, 1848, was admitted advocate. Immediately after this the deposed Flores, supported by the Spanish government, made an attempt to regain the presidency of Ecuador; Garcia Moreno unhesitatingly came forward in support of the Roca administration, and when that administration fell, in 1849, he entered upon his first period of exile. After some months
spent in Europe he returned to his native republic in the employ of a mercantile concern, and it was then that he took the first decisive step which marked him completely for the party of the anti-Catholics, as they preferred to call themselves, the Liberals. At Panama he had fallen in with a party of Jesuits who had been expelled from the Republic of New Granada and wished to find an asylum in Ecuador. García Moreno constituted himself the protector of these refugees, and for the defense of the town of Guayaquil, but on the same vessel that carried the Jesuits and their champion, an envoy from New Granada also took passage for the express purpose of bringing diplomatic influence to bear with the dictator, Diego Noboa, to secure their exclusion from Ecuadorian territory. No sooner had the vessel reached the port of Guaya-
quil than García Moreno, slipping into a shore boat, succeeded in landing some time before the New Granada
envoy; the necessary permission was acquired from the Ecuadorian government, and the Jesuits obtained a foothold in that country. How soon the report of this exploit spread among the anti-Catholics of South America was evidenced by the fact that within a year Jacobo Sánchez, a New Granadan, had attacked García Moreno in the pamphlet "Don Félix Frias en París y los Jesuitas en el Ecuador"; to which García Moreno's reply was an able "Defensa de los Jesuitas".

1853 he began to publish "La Nación", a periodical which, according to its prospectus, was intended to combat the then existing tendency of the government to exploit the masses for the material benefit of those who happened to be in power. At the same time García Moreno's programme aimed distinctly and professedly to defend the rights of the people. He was already known as a friend of the Jesuits; he now assumed the rôle of friend of the common people, to which he adhered sincerely and consistently to the day of his death. The Urbina faction, then in power, were quick to recognize the importance of "La Nación", which was suppressed before the appearance of its third number, and its proprietor was exiled, for the second time. Having been, meanwhile, elected senator by his native province of Guayaquil, he was prevented from taking his seat, on the ground that he had returned to Quito without a passport. After a sojourn at Pata, García Moreno once more visited the capital. He had, in the three years of his exile, and his experience of political life in Ecuador had deeply convinced him of his people's need of enlightenment. It was undoubtedly with this conviction as his guide and incentive that he spent a year or more in Paris, foregoing every form of pleasure, a severe, indefatigable student not only of political science, but also of the higher mathematics, of chemistry, and of the French public-school system. On his return home, under a general amnesty in 1856, he became rector of the central University of Quito, a position of which he availed himself to commence lectures of his own in physical science. Next year he was elected to a sensible vitality of the ambitious, which he considered the necessity of the Church and of the State in the education of the public at large. García Moreno was on principle an advocate of orderly processes of government, and that his aversion for the Masonic party, which had gained control of the government, while at the same time he persistently and forcibly, though unsuccessfully, struggled for the passage of a law establishing a system of public education modeled on that of France. In 1858 he once more established a paper, "La Unión Nacional", which became obnoxious to the government by its fearless exposure of corruption and its opposition to the arbitrary employment of authority; and once more a political crisis ensued.
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ista party at home with the provisions of that instrument gave Mosquera an excellent pretext for encroaching upon his neighbour's rights. The Regalistas were, without knowing it, a kind of Eristas, who claimed the appointment to ecclesiastical benefices as an inalienable right of the President of the Republic, and when Ecuadur was charged with "casting Colombia, manacled, at the feet of Rome"; Urbina issued "manifestos" from Peru in the sense of "South America for the South Americans"; while the proclamation of President Mosquera recited, with others which seem to have been introduced merely for the sake of appearances, his three really significant grounds of complaint against Garcia Moreno: that the latter had ratified the concordat; that he maintained a representative of the Holy See at Quito; that he had brought Jesuits into Ecuador. It may be remarked here, in passing, that if Mosquera had added to this catalogue of offences those of insisting upon free primary education for the masses, upon strict auditing of the public accounts, and a considerable bona fide outlay upon roads and other public utilities, his proclamation might have served adequately as the indictment upon which Gar-
cia Moreno was condemned and eventually put to death by those whom Pius IX ironically called "the valiant sectaries".

Mosquera was determined to have war, and all the efforts of the Ecuadorean government were of no avail to prevent it. At the battle of Guasipud all but two battalions of the troops of Ecuador fled ignominiously. It is a matter for wonder, considering the grounds upon which he had declared war, that Mosquera, in the Peace of Pinaquiri, which followed this victory, should have left the Concordat of 1852, the delegate Apostolic, and the Jesuits just as they were. In March, 1863, Garcia Moreno tendered his resignation to the National Assembly, who insisted upon his remaining in office until the expiration of his term. Nevertheless he had to face, during the next two years, repeated seditions and filibustering raids. After sparing the lives of the leaders in one of these movements, though they had by all law and custom incurred the penalty of death, he was severely criticised for ordering the execution of another such when it had become evident that an example was necessary for the peace of the republic. In a naval battle at Jambeli (27 June, 1865) at which Garcia Moreno was personally present, the defeat of the Urbina forces was complete, and tranquillity returned. The constitutional term expired on the 27th of the following August.

In the following year began what may be considered as a connected series of attempts which terminated, nine years later, in the assassination of Garcia Moreno. The dispute between Spain and Peru over the Chinchas islands had been resolved in 1864, which, following Garcia Moreno's advice, his successor Jerónimo Carrión had cast in the lot of Ecuador with that of the sister republic and its then ally, Chile. The ex-pre-
sident was sent as minister plenipotentiary to Chile, with a commission to transact business with Presi-
dent Vidal on his way. On his arrival in Lima an attempt was made to assassinate him, but it ended in the death of his assailant. His diplo-
matic mission resulted excellently for the friendly relations between Ecuador and its neighbours; the so-
journ at Santiago also inspired Garcia Moreno with a high admiration for Chile, and he even made up his mind to attempt a change of the Ecuadorean constitution so as to make it more like that of Chile, a project which he carried into effect in the National Convention of 1869. On his return to Ecuador he found himself a second time in the unconfessional position of leader of a revolution, this time the plot which the Lima papers led by one of Urbina's relations, were known to be form ing, the conservatives of Ecuador had risen, de-
carried Carrión deposed, and made Garcia Moreno head of the provisional government. The justice of the

grounds on which this extreme action was taken was established by the attempt of Veintemillas, at Guaya-
quill, only two months later, in March, 1869.

Having been duly confirmed as president ad interim by the National Convention of May, 1869, Garcia Mo-
reno resumed his work for the enlightenment and religious well-being of his people. It was in these last years of his life that he did so much for the teaching of physical sciences in the university by introducing there the German Fathers of the Society of Jesus. The medical schools and hospitals of the capital benefited vastly by his intelligent and zealous efforts. In September, 1870, the troops of Victor Emmanuel occupied Rome; and on 18 January, 1871, Garcia Moreno, alone of all the rulers of the world, addressed a protest to the King of Italy on the apostilation of the Holy See. The pope marked his appreciation of this outburst of loyalty by conferring on the President of Ecuador the decoration of the First Class of the Order of Pius IX, with a Brief of commendation dated 27 March, 1871. It was, on the other hand, notorious that certain lodges had formally decreed the death of Garcia Moreno, who, in a letter to the pope, used about this time the following almost prophetic words: "What riches for me, Most Holy Father, to have lived and am

luminated for my love for our Divine Redeemer! What happiness if your benediction should obtain for me from Heaven the grace of shedding my blood for Him, who being God, was willing to shed His blood for us upon the Cross! The object of numberless plots against his life, Garcia Moreno pursued his way with unruffled confidence in the future—his own and his country's. "The enemies of God and the Church can kill me", he once said, "but God does not die" (Dios no muere).

He had been re-elected president, and would soon have entered upon another term of office, when, towards the end of July, 1875, the police of Quito were apprised that a party of assassins had begun to dog Garcia Moreno's footsteps. When, however, the chief of police warned the intended victim, the latter so discouraged all attempts to hedge him about with precautions, as to almost excuse the carelessness of his official guardians. It came out in evidence that within the fortnight preceding the finally successful attempt, the same assassins had at least twice been foiled by the president's failing to appear on occasions when he had been expected. Finally, on the evening of 6 August, the assassins formed a ring at the door of the house where the government was held in the palace, demanding entrance, and, being refused, attacked the house with a machete, inflicting six or seven wounds, while the other three assisted in the work with their revolvers.

On hearing of the death of Garcia Moreno, Pope Pius IX ordered a solemn Mass of Requiem to be cele-
brated in the Church of Santa Maria in Trastevere. The same sovereign pontiff erected to his memory, in the Collegio Pio-Latino, at Rome, a monument on which Garcia Moreno is designated:

Religionis integerrimum custos
Auctor studiorum optimos protegit
Obequentissimus in Petri sedem
Justitiae cultor; seclorum vindex.

The materials for this article have been derived from a biog- raphy, now extremely rare, written by a personal friend and personal associate of Garcia Moreno, HARRER. See also la Vida de Garcia Moreno. See also: BEETNER, Garcia Moreno (Paris); Las Contemporáneas (Paris, s. d.); MACKERSON, Garcia Moreno. Robertson, ed., in St. Nicholas Series (London and New York, 1906).

E. MACHERSON.

Garcilasso de la Vega, Spanish lyric poet; b. at Toledo, 6 Feb., 1503; d. at Nice, 14 Oct., 1536. A noble and a soldier, he spent much time in Italy during the campaigns of Charles V, whose entire con-
GARDILASSO
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GARDELLINI

Early history of the Incas, he finished in 1604, and published at Lisbon in 1606. In 1612, he finished the second part, dealing with the conquest of Peru by the Spaniards, and published it at Cordova in 1616. As a historian of Peru and the Incas, he made use of sources that were not available to his contemporaries. His works included detailed accounts of the Incas and their civilization, and he was the first to call attention to the importance of the Incas in the history of South America.

V. Fuentes.

Gardar. See America, Pre-Columbian; Green.

Gar
dellini, Aloisio, b. at Rome, 4 Aug., 1750; d. there, 8 Oct., 1829. He is famous chiefly for his collection of the decrees of the Congregatio de Rites. Until 1857, the celebration of the Sacrament of the Mass and the administration of the sacraments had been subject to regulations made by various popes. Nece-
sarily, in the course of time, these regulations became somewhat confused by reason of overlapping, amplification, and abolition. In the year mentioned above, Sixtus V, in the Constitution "Immensae eterni Deli" called into being a body of cardinals, bishops, and clerics, whose work was to guard and guide the de-
corous celebration of the church offices. A collection of papal regulations and congregational decrees was published in 1730 by John Baptist Pithoni, a Vene-
tian priest, the title of his book being "Constitutiones pontificiae et Romanorum Congregatum decisiones ad sacros Ritus spectantes". This work had somewhat imperfect, and it was not until 1857 that Gardel-
lini published the first two volumes of his well-known collection of the decrees of the Congregation of Rites, to which was prefixed "Sacrorum rituum studiorum monimentum". Gardellini was a very profound student, especially of the liturgy and kindred subjects, and in diligence, piety, and learning, was unparalleled.

His collection of decrees gives evidence of most pains-taking labour, and comprises all the decrees from 1602. Three further volumes were published in 1816, and a sixth volume was brought out in 1819. This volume contained more recent decrees down to the date of publication, and also suggested to the Clementine Inquisition regarding the devotion of the Forty Hours. There were a few slight errors in the complete work, and the exacting love of perfection, so characteristic of Gardellini, would not allow him to leave these errors uncorrected. Accordingly, a new and corrected edition was published in 1857, and in this edition he included certain answered questions given between the years 1558 and 1599. In recognition of his great services, Gardellini was appointed assessor of the Congregatio de Rites. Other editions of the decrees have been issued subsequently, but the collection of Gardellini is the foundation of them all; the latest of

David Dunford.
Gardiner, Stephen, Bishop of Winchester; b. at Bury St. Edmund's between 1483 and 1490; d. at Whitehall, London, 12 Nov., 1555. His father is believed to have been John Gardiner, a clothworker. It is a story attributed to his parentage that Lionel Wolsey was being a later invention. He was educated at Trinity Hall, Cambridge, and became doctor of civil law in 1520, and of canon law in 1521. He was also elected fellow of his college. In 1524, he became one of Sir Robert Rede's lecturers in the University, and the Duke of Norfolk chose him as the head of his legal studies; it was through the duke that he was introduced to the notice of Cardinal Wolsey, who, immediately appreciating his talents and scholarship, made him his own private secretary. In 1525, he was elected master of Trinity Hall, and held that office till 1549. In 1527 he accompanied Wolsey to France, where he made the acquaintance of Erasmus. He was selected in the following year as ambassador to the pope with instructions to pursue the action of the divorce. He delighted the king by his success in inducing the pope to appoint a second commission, and from this time he becomes a figure of mark at court. He was rewarded with the Archdeaconry of Norwich on 4 March, 1529, and immediately afterwards was sent again to Rome, but on this occasion he was unsuccessful. He became secretary to the king on 28 July, 1529, and soon gained great influence, especially after the fall of Wolsey, his former master, to whom he was now able to be of service, especially in the preservation of his foundation of Christ's College, Oxford.

His new power brought quick advancement. In 1531 he was made archdeacon of Leicester, while Oxford University conferred the doctorate of laws upon him, and later in the year he was elected Bishop of Winchester. He was consecrated on 27 Nov., and from this time began to show more independence of action, though he still remained high in the royal favour. Shortly after his consecration he spent two months in France as ambassador, but on his return he began to preach in his diocese and to administer the see with more personal interest than had been expected from a courtier-prelate. That he was now less at court was thought to be due to the fact that he had formed definite opinions against the king on the divorce question. Pope Clement certainly believed this ("De Sacro, Patris, et Hen. VIII", V, 561), but notwithstanding such reports Gardiner acted as assessor in the Court which declared the marriage of Henry and Catherine null and void, and he also took an active part in the coronation of Anne Boleyn.

By 1534, in which year he resigned the post of secretary to the king, he was in a difficult position. He was antagonistic to Cromwell and Cranmer, both of whom were then high in the royal counsels, and he strongly disapproved of the attack on the religious orders which was already contemplated. But his attachment to the king prevented him from taking up the firm attitude which Fisher and More had adopted, so that early in 1535 he not only accepted the royal supremacy, but he wrote his treatise "De vera obediencia", in which he argued that the pope had no legitimate power over other churches, and that kings are entitled to supremacy in their respective churches. The book was received with delight by the Protestant party, while Catholics succeeded in having it banned. The book was reprinted in 1535 under compulsion and fear of death. Dr. S. R. Maitland ("Essays on Subjects connected with the Reformation", London, 1849) shows some ground for doubting the authenticity of this work as we have it, and in particular he makes a strong case against the genuineness of the scandalous preface attributed to Cranmer. However, it is one of the most important pieces of evidence in the confidence of the king, and he was again appointed ambassador to France (1538), but, owing to the machinations of Cromwell, he was recalled in 1538.

In the following year he was sent on an embassy to Germany, and on his return he published Six Articles of the whip with six monographs, which are thought to have been his work—was issued by the king. Their tendency was so opposed to the policy of Cromwell, that a struggle for life between these two men became inevitable. Cromwell succeeded in obtaining the dismissal of Gardiner from the Privy Council, but his own position was at an end, and in 1541, he left Gardiner in possession of supreme political influence. This position he retained until the death of Henry, and, though he was actually in schism, he remained the chief support of the old religion and was looked on by the reformers as their most dangerous enemy. During this period his own nephew, Blessed German Gardiner, underwent martyrdom rather than take the oath of royal supremacy. At the funeral of Henry VIII in 1547, Gardiner took the chief place and was celebrated at the Mass, but his name had been omitted from the royal roll, and he was excluded from the new Council of State. He immediately opposed both the protector and the archbishop in their attempts at religious changes, whereupon he was committed a prisoner to the Fleet, where he remained till Christmas. On his release he returned to his see, only to be recalled in May, 1548, to deliver a public sermon, so as to satisfy the Council. He preached at Paul's Cross on 29 June, maintaining the doctrine of the Real Presence, and was promptly sent to the Tower. Here he was kept for over three years in spite of his repeated protests against the illegality of his detention. At length, in December, 1551, he was brought to trial, and, on 18 April following, he was deprived of his bishopric, into which he had been elected in 1541.

From this time till the accession of Queen Mary he remained a close prisoner in the Tower. She not only restored him to liberty, but raised him to the highest honours, and on 23 Aug., 1553, he was made Lord High Chancellor, and, being restored to his diocese, he crowned the Queen on 1 Oct. He tried vainly to save both Cranmer and Northumberland; and other Protestants, such as Peter Martyr and Roger Ascham, experienced his kindness. He now made amends for his previous fall by taking a leading part in restoring England to communion with the Holy See. Another task entrusted to him was the rehabilitation of the English finances, and it is believed that his integrity were successful. On the important subject of the queen's marriage, Gardiner boldly opposed any foreign alliance, though by doing so he courted the enmity of both the Spanish and French ambassadors besides losing to some extent the confidence of the queen herself. His policy was not followed, and, in 1554, he himself blessed the marriage of Mary and Philip in his own cathedral at Winchester. The unpopularity of the marriage in London led to riotous scenes and much religious controversy, to meet which the statute "De hæretico comburendo" was re-enacted in December, 1554. About the same time Gardiner obtained from the pope a Bull confirming in their possessions all who hold Church property seized during the reign of Henry VIII and Edward VI, it being felt that the surrender of this property would be
Garesché, Julius Peter, soldier; b. 26 April, 1821, near Havana, Cuba; killed at the battle of Stone River, Tennessee, U. S. A., 31 December, 1862. He was sent to Georgetown College, Washington, in 1838, and remained there four years. He then was apponted to the U. S. Military Academy, at West Point, and graduated with the class of 1841, receiving his commission as a second-lieutenant in the Fourth Artillery. The five subsequent years were spent on the frontier and in garrison duty. During the Mexican War he was a 1st lieutenant, and in 1847 was appointed assistant adjutant-general, with the rank of captain in 1855. Wherever he was stationed, Garesché always took an active part in the affairs of the Church. In Washington he organized the first local conference of the St. Vincent de Paul Society, and during his residence in the capital acted as its president. He contributed frequently to Catholic periodicals and newspapers, and answered polemical questions, to the New York "Freeman's Journal" and "Brownson's Quarterly Review", and in September, 1851, in recognition of his services to the Church, received from Pius IX the decoration of a Knight of St. Sylvester. When the Civil War broke out, he declined a commission as brigadier-general of volunteers, and was made chief of staff, with the rank of lieutenant-colonel in the regular army, to General William S. Rosecrans. In this capacity he participated in the operations of the Army of the Cumberland. At the battle of Stone River, he was killed by a cannon-ball, while leading a column in a gallant attempt to regain a lost day.

Louis Garesché, Biography of Lieut.-Col. Julius P. Garesché (Philadelphia, 1887); Sheil, History of Georgetown College (New York, 1891); Cyclopedia of American Biog. s. v.

Thomas F. Meekan.

Garet, Jean, Benedictine of the Congregation of Saint-Maur, b. at Havre about 1627; d. at Jumièges, 24 September, 1694. He was professed in 1647 when he was twenty years old, and lived in the Abbey of Saint-Ouen at Rouen. While there he prepared an edition of Cassiodorus which was published at Rouen in 1679. Monmics's criticism on his edition of the "Varia", which was included in the above work, is very severe: "A work without either skill or learning, Garet took Fournier's text (Paris, 1579) as a basis, and inserted alterations of his own rather than corrections." (Mon. Germ. Hist.: Auct. antiqu., XII, cvi.) As a preface to his edition Garet wrote a dissertation in which he tried to prove that Cassiodorus was a Benedictine. Migne followed the Garet edition in P.L., LIX-LXX, and it remains the most complete and modern edition. Nevertheless contain the "Complexions" discovered later by Maffei.

Le Chev. de la Vévéille, Bibliothèque historique et critique des auteurs de la confrérie de Saint-Maur (The Hague, 1725), 142.

Paul Lejay.

Gargara, a titular see in the province of Asia, suffragan of Ephesus. The city appears to have been situated on Mt. Gargaron, the highest peak (1690 feet) of Mt. Ida, celebrated in Grecian mythology and the Homeric epic. It was at first inhabited by a colony from Assos, who were followed by people from Miletus. The grammarians Diodorus and Timaeus conducted a festival here which was still observed by the uncultivated inhabitants of Gargara. Three of the ancient bishops of Gargara were John, 518; Theodore, 553; and Ephrem, 878. Mt. Gargara is now known as Dikeli-Dagh, forming part of Kas-Dagh, the ancient Ida. It has been thought that the city itself was discovered in the ruins of Akrili in the casa of Aivadjik and the sanjik of Bigha. Gargara must not be confused with the Jacobite bishopric of Gargar or Birta of Gargar, to-day Gerger, situated in the mountains west of the Euphrates and south of Malatia.


S. Valire.

Garin. See Ezerzer, Diocese of.

Garin, André, an Oblate missionary and parish priest, b. 7 May, 1822, at Côte-Saint-André, Ière, France; d. at Lowell, Massachusetts, 16 February, 1895. He received his education at the lesser seminary of his native town, and entered the Order of the Oblates of Mary immaculate, 1 November, 1842; as he was still a young man he was admitted to the priesthood he was sent to Canada, where he was ordained 25 April, 1845, by Bishop Bourget of Montreal. During a period of twelve years he devoted himself to the Indian missions of Eastern Canada, after which he occupied the post of superior successively at Plattsburg and at Buffalo. Though his labors were peculiarly valuable in his early years of labour as he had mastered both the Montagnais and the English languages, yet an able man being needed to organize parish and mission work among the French Canadians at Lowell, Father Garin was ordered thither and in a short time his remarkable good sense, courteous manner, and kind-heartedness won for him a wonderful influence over his people. During a pastorate of some twenty-five years he built costly churches and commodious school edifices; he also established several religious confraternities among...
Garland, John, an English poet and grammarian, who lived in the middle of the thirteenth century. He was born in England and studied at Oxford with John of London, one of Roger Bacon's masters. He went on to add that he was "fostered" in France and cherished that land above the land of his birth. The greater portion of his life was spent there. At one time he studied at the University of Paris, and then taught grammar and belles-lettres at Toulouse, and later at Paris. He went to Toulouse at the close of the Albigensian war. Hence it was about 1229 that he composed the "Epithalamium Beatae Virginis Mariæ", dedicated to Cardinal Romano Bonaventura, Cardinal-Deacon of Sant' Angelo, who, as legate, was trying to win back the Male of Languedoc to the orthodox Faith. The "De triumphis Ecclesiae" belongs to this period also. It is an epic poem in diatess, celebrating the victories of the crusades, the crushing of heresy, and the glories of the Faith. In 1234 he was back in Paris and wrote his "Accentarium", a poem in 1420 hexameter verses on the laws of accent. A little later, at Paris also, he composed his "Carmen de Ecclesia", a poem on the liturgy, dedicated to Fulk, Bishop of London (1244–59). In it the poet laments the recent death of his fellow-countryman, Alexander of Hales, who died on 21 August, 1245. After the manner of the schoolmasters of his day, he wrote a daish to this poem. For his own use as a tutor he wrote a "Disquisition" or "Cornutus" in forty-two hexameter verses, grouped in pairs, to assist in remembering unusual Latin words or Latinized Greek words; a "Dictionarium cum commento", or glossary; a compendium of grammar, in verse; and an "Equivocorum" or list of homonyms, also in verse; a treatise on rhetoric with the odd title "Moral Examples" (Exempla honeste vitae); a "Commentarius curialium", intended to explain to the children of nobles the meaning of such Latin words as might interest them; a "Poetria", or collection of examples in every style of versification.

In the "Exempla" he tells us he got his name from the Rue Garlande (now the Rue Galande), a main thoroughfare in the neighbourhood of the university where he taught. It was for his pupils in Paris that he composed the "Miroir de la Gauderie", wherein he tells us that he worked at it in the library of Ste-Geneviève, which goes to prove that it was open to the public. It is the earliest reference to this library. Other works are attributed to John Garland, some of them erroneously, as the various poems called "Facetus", "Facetus II", "Falcetus", "Cornutus", "Cornutus novus": a treatise on chemistry; a treatise on interest. Many of the above have never been edited. John Garland's verses are very faulty, being merely bad prose versified. The style is designedly obscure and absurdly pedantic. The sarrasms of Erasmus with reference to the pedagogical methods of medieval teachers are often supported by quotations from Garland's writings. For men of the Renaissance, he was held up as a type of the scholastic turning to literature.

Garlick, Nicholas, Venerable, priest and martyr, b. at Dinting, Derbyshire, c. 1555; d. at Derby, 24 July, 1588. He studied at Gloucester Hall, now Worcester College, Oxford, matriculating in 1575, but did not take a degree, perhaps because of the Oath of Supremacy thereto attached. Next year, in 1576, he left the high school at Tideswell in the Peak, where he exercised such a holy influence over his pupils that three of them eventually went with him to Reims and one at least, Christopher Burton (q. v.), became a martyr. He went to Reims in June, 1581, was or-
dained, and returned to England in January, 1583. After a year of labour, probably in the Midlands, he was arrested, and in 1585 sent into exile, with the knowledge that he would find no mercy if he returned. Nevertheless he was soon back at work in the same neighbourhood. He was arrested by the infamous Topcliffe at Padley, the home of John Fitsherbert, a member of a family still surviving and still Catholic, the arrest being made through the treachery of a son of the house. Topcliffe obtained the house and lived there till he died in 1604. With Garlick was arrested another priest, Robert Ludlam, or Ludham, who had, like Garlick, been at Oxford and had absconded in 1568. His case could be heard at the same time, and the two were committed to the gaol at Derby. In the summer of 1581, he was sent to Oxford, and here, with the assistance of two of his friends, the Jesuit O'Sullivan and the Dominican Fr. Fagan, he was permitted to write. He was accused of being a Jesuit, and was committed to Oxford gaol. Some say he was arrested in 1578.


Garneau, François-Xavier, a French Canadian historian, b. at Quebec, 15 June, 1809, of François-Xavier Garneau and Gertrude Amiot; d. 2 February, 1866. After a short elementary course, he studied law, having succeeded by private effort in supplying the lack of classical instruction. He held the office of city clerk from 1844 till his death. In 1845 appeared the first volume of his "Histoire du Canada," an heroic venture, considering the restoration to France after the Conquest of nearly all the civil and military archives. When, through Dr. O'Callaghan, the United States Government had secured copies of the correspondence of the French colonial governors, Garneau went to Albany to study these documents and gather materials for his future volumes, which appeared successively in 1846 and 1848, the third volume recording events to 1792. The work was favourably received by both English and French. A second edition includes the period from 1792 to the Union (1840). A third edition, 1859, had an English translation, which, however, is not reliable.

Garneau's history must be judged according to the spirit of his time. Its first pages were written shortly after the troubles of 1837 and 1838, at the dawn of the Union of the Canadas, which was the outcome and penalty of the Rebellion. The prospect was gloomy for Lower Canada, and a patriot like Garneau, however imperially, could not easily repress his feelings. More reprehensible are his opinions on certain points of the Constitution and his unjust criticism of church activity and influence. These may be explained by the nature of the books he had studied without proper guidance and the antidote of a sound philosophical training. These blemishes are not found in the last edition, revised at his request by a competent ecclesiastic. In fact, Garneau was ever a practical Catholic and died a most edifying death. The title of "national historian" rightly belongs to this pioneer in the field of Canadian history, who spent twenty-five years of patient research and patriotic devotion on a work destined to draw the attention of Europe and the United States to the glories of his country.

Morgan, Bibliotheca Canadensis (Ottawa, 1867); Carabine, Œuvres complètes (Quebec, 1873); Chalouir, Notice biographique de F.-X. Géroux (Montreal, 1883); Géroux, Essai de bibliographie Canadienne (Quebec, 1885), 189-99. Lionel Lindsay.

Garrett (GARNETT), Henry, English martyr, b. 1553; d. 1606, son of Brian Garrett, Master of Nottingham School. Henry was elected on 24 Aug., 1587, to a scholarship at Winchester School, then noted for its Catholic tendencies. He was, however, presumably a conformist until his twentieth year, when he courageously broke with all ties, retired abroad, and became a Jesuit in Rome 11 Sept., 1575. Here he enjoyed the company of Persons, Weston, Southwell, and many others, with whom in future he was to be so closely allied, and made a brilliant university course under the celebrated professors of those days—Bellarmine, Suarez, Scaliger, Planck, Gravina, etc. He subsequently taught for some time Hebrew and mathematics; a treatise on physis in his hand is still preserved at Stonyhurst, and he had with the honour, whilst Clavijus was sick, of filling his chair. He was then summoned to England, where Father Weston was the only Jesuit out of prison, and he left Rome, 8 May, 1586, in company with Robert Southwell. Next year Weston himself was arrested, whereupon Garnet became superior and remained in office till his death.

As an indication of his prudent management it may be mentioned, that under his care the Jesuits on the English mission increased from one to forty, and that not a single letter of complaint, it is said, was sent to headquarters against him. Though he generally lived in London, the hotbed of persecution, neither he nor any of his subordinates, who often came to see him, were captured in his lodgings, though perilous adventures were numerous. He was a prolific correspondent, and his extant letters show him to have been in sympathy with the patriotic touch with Catholics all over the country. He was also a generous distributor of alms, and sent to Rome relics and curiosities, amongst others the letters of Henry VIII to Anne Boleyn, now in the Vatican Library; he wrote a "Treatise of Christian Renunciation," and he translated, or caused to be translated, Cassianus's "Catechism," to which he added interesting appendices on "Pilgrimages," "Indulgences," etc. These books, now extremely rare, were perhaps secretly printed under his care in London. "A Treatise of Equivocation," believed to have been composed by Garnet, was edited by D. Jardine in 1851. In 1596 and 1598, Garnet became involved in unpleasant clerical troubles. Some thirty-three English Catholics, almost all priests, had been shut up in Wisbech Castle. Of this number, eighteen, besides two Jesuits, Father Weston and Brother Pounde, desired in the winter of 1594-5 to separate themselves from the rest and adopt a regular collegiate life. But it was impossible to do this without appearing at least to reflect unfavourably on those who did not care for the change. Furthermore, the number of the latter was considerable, and the prison was so small that any division of chambers and tables was out of the question. The minority certainly had a right to protest, but they did so in such a rough, unruly way, that they seemed to justify the separation, which was in fact
carried out with Father Garnet's approval in February, 1395. An earnest attempt to settle the differences that ensued was made in October, and, though it was not immediately successful, the division was given up in November, and a reconciliation effected so far as to permit that, henceforth, no further scandalous quarrel on a different matter, the "Wisbech Stirs" might have been chiefly remembered as a felix culpa. The letters to and from Garnet over the happy settlement do him the greatest credit (Dodd-Tierney, Church History of England, III, App. pp. civ-cxxvii).

The stormy ship of state, however, was not to have a smooth voyage. A new and more serious difficulty had come to light, which was soon to become an embroilment in which Garnet's name was prominently involved. It took the form of the "Appellant Priests" of 1598-1602. To understand it one must remember that Elizabeth's government had rendered the presence of a bishop in England impossible. Cardinal Allen (see Allen, William, Cardinal) had governned the mission of the priests first from Douai, then from Rome, but after his death in 1594, a new form of government had to be essayed. As usual in missionary countries the first beginning was made with a sacerdotal hierarchy. Prefects of the Mission were appointed for the clergy in Belgium, in Spain, and in Rome, while those in England were put under an archbishop, no less, but at the presence of a Catholic Queen, Henrietta Maria, allowed of a bishop being sent to England without seriously endangering the flock (see Bishop, William). But George Blackwell, the man selected for the post of archbishop, proved a failure, and had eventually to be deposed. After his qualifications seemed, excellent; in practice his successes were few, his mistakes many. Difficulties arose with his clergy, over whose missionary faculties he exercised a somewhat brusque control. Hence anger, sharp letters on both sides, and two appeals to Rome. In the end his authority was maintained and even strengthened, but his manner of government was reprehended. Part of the censure for this should perhaps fall on Garnet, with whom Blackwell sometimes took counsel. As to this serious misunderstanding needs correction. It has been alleged that the archbishop received "secret orders to follow the advice of the Superior of the Jesuits in the affairs of the clergy on all points of special importance." (The italicized words, which are erroneous or misleading, will be found in Dodd-Tierney, III, 51; Lingard (1883), VI, 640; or Taunton, "Black Monks", (London, 1901), I, 250.) One of the appellant clergymen wrote in still stronger terms, which merit quotation as an instance of the extremes to which they sometimes carried: "All Catholics must hereafter depend upon Blackwell, and he upon Garnet, and Garnet upon persons, and Persons on the Devil, who is the author of all rebellions, treasons, murders, disobedience and all such designments as this wicked Jesuit hath hitherto contemned." (Dodd-Tierney, ibid.) The son in Law's "Jesuits and Seculums", London, 1889, p. lxxv). All that Cardinal Cajetan's "Instruction" really said was, "The archbishop will take care to learn the opinion and advice of the Jesuit superiors in matters of greater importance." One of the difficulties of finding advisers of any sort in that time of paralyzing persecution, the obvious meaning of the words is surely perfectly honourable, and becoming both to the cardinal and to the archbishop. After they had been objected to, however, they were withdrawn by a papal brief, which added that "the Jesuits themselves thought this was unnecessary" under the changed circumstances.

The conclusion of Garnet's life is closely connected with the Gunpowder Plot, under which heading will be found an account of his having heard from Catesby in general terms that trouble was intended, and from Fassher Greenway, with Catesby's consent, the full details of the plot. But if the plot were otherwise discovered, he was to be at liberty to disclose the whole truth. After the plot had been discovered, and Garnet had been arrested, he thought it best in his peculiar circumstances to confess the whole truth about his knowledge, and for this he was tried and executed at the west end of old St. Paul's, 3 May, 1606.

Garnet is thus described in the proclamation issued for his arrest—"Henry Garnet, alias Walley, alias Darcy, alias Farmer, of a middling stature, full faced, fat of body, of complexion fair, his forehead high on each side, with a little thin hair coming down upon the midst of the for part of his head; the hair of his head and beard grissled. Of age between fifty and three score. His beard on his cheeks cut close, and his chin very thinne and somewhat short. His gait upright, and comely for a feeble man."

The execution was watched so closely that very few relics of the martyrdom were secured by Catholics, but a head of straw stained with his blood fell into the hands of a young Catholic, John Wilkinson. Some months later he showed it to a Catholic gentleman, who noticed that the blood had congealed upon one of the husks in the form of a minute face, resembling, as they thought Garnet's own portrait. The matter was much talked of, and the Protestant Archbishop of Canterbury personally conducted an examination of several witnesses, who had seen the strange phenomenon. Their evidence abundantly proves the reality of the lineaments which might be discerned in the husk. But to what extent the imaginations of the onlookers (which were undoubtedly excited) contributed to the recognition of Garnet's features in particular, can hardly be decided now, for the straw, though carefully preserved by the English Jesuits at Liége, was lost during the troubles. Indeed the truth is discussed in an unfriendly spirit by non-Catholic writers (e.g. Jardine and Gardiner). On the other hand, the great Catholic theologians, who opposed King James in the matter of the Oath of Allegiance have spoken in Garnet's defence (especially Bellarmine "Apologia" XII, xiii, 186, and Suarez "Defensio Fidei Catholici", VI, xi, §6)—a matter of good omen, considering the theological intricacies that beset his case. It is a matter of regret that we have as yet nothing like an authoritative pronouncement from Rome on the subject of Garnet's martyrdom. His name was indeed proposed with that of the other English Martyrs and Confessors in 1874, and his cause then based upon the testimonies of Bellarmine and the older Catholic writers, was the correct plea for the proof of Fama Martyrii, then to be demonstrated (see Beatification and Canonization). But these ancient authors were not acquainted with Garnet's actual confessions, which were not known or published in their time. The consequence was that, as the discussion proceeded, their evidence was found to be inconclusive, and an open verdict was returned.
thus his martyrdom was held to be neither proved nor disproved. This of course led to his case being "put off" (dissuasi) for further inquiry, which involves in Rome a delay of many years.

Gerard, Contributions to a life of Fr. H. Garnet (London, 1866). Also see also June and July, English and Welsh (1874), IV, I. London, Nova et Aevi, 1865. A formal contemporary defense was a Cremer Jesuit, Euclidenon-Il-Jeannin, Apropos de R. P. H. Garnet (1610), and much will be found as well in the Jesuit historian, Bartoli, More, etc. in Life of Father John Gerard (London, 1861). See also Gillow, Dict. Enc. Cath., II, 5921; Stanton, The Trip (London, 1892). See also literature under Gunpowder Plot.

J. H. Pollien.

Garnet, Thomas, Venerable, protomartyr of St. Omer and therefore of Stonyhurst College; b. at Southwark, c. 1575; executed at Tyburn, 23 June, 1608. Richard Garnet, Thomas's father, was at Balliol College, Oxford, at the time when greater severity began to be used against Catholics in 1569, and by his constancy gave great edification to the generation of Oxford men which was to produce Campion, Persons and so many other champions of Catholicism. Thomas attended the Horsham grammar school and was afterwards a page to one of the half-brothers of the Ven. Philip Howard, Earl of Arundel, who were, however, conformists. At the opening of St. Omer's College in 1580, he was sent there. By 1595 he was considered fit for the new English theological seminary at Valladolid, and started in January, with five others, John Copley, William Worthington, John Iverson, James Thomson, and Henry Monopossom, from Calais. They were lucky in finding, as a travelling companion, a Jesuit Father, William Baldwin, who was going to Spain in disguise under the name Ottavio Fuiseinelli, but misfortunes soon began. After severe weather in the Channel, they found themselves obliged to run for shelter to the Downs, where their vessel was searched by some of Queen Elizabeth's ships, and they were discovered hiding in the hold. They were immediately made prisoners and treated very roughly. They were sent round the Nore up to London, and were examined by Charles, second Lord Howard of Effingham, the lord admiral. After this Father Baldwin was sent to Bridewell prison, where he helped the confessor James Atkinson (q. v.) to obtain his crown. Meantime his younger companions had been handed over to Whitgift, the Archbishop of Canterbury, who, having found that they encouraged one another, sent them one by one to different Protestant preachers or doctors. Only the youngest, Monpesson, conformed; the rest eventually escaped and returned to their colleges beyond seas after many perils. We are not told where befell young Garnet, but it seems likely that he was the youth confined to the house of Dr. Richard Edes (Dict. Nat. Biog., XVI, 364). He fell ill and was sent home under bond to return to custody at Oxford by a certain day. But his jailer not appearing in time, the boy escaped, and to avoid trouble had then to keep away even from his own father. At last he reached St. Omer again, and thence went to Valladolid, 7 March, 1596, having started on that journey no less than ten times.

After ordination in 1599, "returning to England I wandered," he says, "from place to place, to reduce souls which went astray and were in error as to the knowledge of the true Catholic Church." During the excitement caused by the Gunpowder Plot in 1605 he was arrested near Warwick, going under the name Thomas Rokewood, which he had no doubt assumed from Ambrose Rokewood of Coldham Hall, whose chivalry and nature already a century before impelled him to implicate in the plot. Father Garnet was now imprisoned first in the Gatehouse, then in the Tower, where he was very severely handled in order to make him give evidence against Henry Garnet, his uncle, superior of the English Jesuits, who had lateley admitted him into the Society. Though no connexion with the conspiracy could be proved, he was kept in the Tower for seven months, at the end of which time he was suddenly put on board ship with forty-six other priests, and a royal proclamation dated 1606, which was read to them, threatening death if they returned. They were then carried across the Channel and set ashore in Flanders.

Father Garnet went now to his old school at St. Omer, thence to Brussels to see the superior of the Jesuits, Father Baldwin, his brother, and in the adventures of 1595, who sent him to the English Jesuit novitiate, St. John's, Louvain, in which he was the first novice received. In September, 1607, he was sent back to England, but was arrested six weeks later by an apostate priest called Rousse. This was the time of King James's controversy with Bellarmine about the Oath of Allegiance. Garnet was offered his life if he would take it, but steadfastly refused, and was executed at Tyburn, protesting that he was "the happiest man this day alive." His relics, which were preserved at St. Omer, were lost during the French Revolution.

J. H. Pollien.

Garnet, Charles, a Jesuit Missionary, b. at Paris, 1600, of Jean G. and Anne de Garass; d. 7 December, 1649. He studied classics, philosophy, and theology at the Jesuit college of Clermont, joining the order in 1624. He begged to be sent to the Canadian mission, and sailed in 1636 on the same fleet as Governor Montmagny. He was sent forthwith to the Huron country, where he was to spend the fourteen years of his heroic apostolate without once returning to Quebec. In six months he mastered the difficult language, and began a career of unceasing charity which was to be crowned by martyrdom. His zeal for the conversion of infidels brooked no hindrances nor delay. Neither distance nor weather, nor danger of death could prevent him from hastening to the stake to baptize and exhort captives of war. Filth, vermin, fever and loathsome disease could not deter him from tending and redeeming dying sinners. His frail frame miraculously reposed the intense strain of these endless trials won him the title of "lamb" of the mission, whereof Brébeuf was styled the "lion." Several times—first in 1637, then in 1639 with Jougis, and later with Pijar—he strove to convert the Tobacco nation. His constancy finally overcame their King. They asked for the blood of his brother, and Garnet went to dwell with them until death. After the martyrdom of Fathers Daniel (1648), Brébeuf, and Lalemant (March 1649), he calmly awaited his turn. After decimating the Hurons, the Iroquois attacked the Tobacco nation. During the massacre of St. John's village, Garnet went about exhorting his neophytes to be faithful. Mortally wounded he dragged himself towards a dying Indian to absolve him, and received the final blow in the very act of charity (1649) on the eve of the Immaculate Conception, a dogma he had vowed to defend. His letters to his brother, a Carmelite, reveal his sanctity. Rigaud's painting testifies to his heroic spirit of sacrifice. Parkman compares his life to that of St. Peter Claver among the blacks and styles it a voluntary martyrdom.

Jesus at the age of sixteen, and, after a distinguished course of study, taught at first the humanities, then philosophy, at Clermont-Ferrand (1643-1653), and theology at Bourges (1653-1651). In 1651, he was sent to Rome, on business of his order, fell ill on the way, and died at Bologna. Garnier was considered one of the most learned Jesuits of his day, was well versed in Christian antiquity, and much consulted in difficult cases of conscience. In 1648, he published for the first time the "Libellus fidei," sent to the Holy See during the Pelagian controversy by Julianus, Bishop of Eclaneatum in Apulia. Garnier's work on this subject, fell heir to the commentary. The Libellus also found a place in Garnier's later work on Mercator.

In 1655, he wrote "Regulae fidelis catholicae de gratia Dei per Jesum Christum," and published the work at Bourges. In 1673, he edited at Paris all the works of Marius Mercator (d. at Constantinople after 451). The edition contains two parts. The first gives the writings of Mercator against the Pelagians, and to these Garnier adds seven dissertations: (1) "De primis auctoribus et principiis defensoribus heresies quae a Pelagio nomen acceptam"; (2) "De syndosis habitus in causa Pelagianorum"; (3) "De constitutionibus imperatorum in eadem causa 418-430"; (4) "De subscriptio in causa Pelagianorum"; (5) "De libellis fidei scriptis ab auctoribus et principiis defensoribus heresies Pelagianae"; (6) "De ine quae scripta sunt a defensoribus fidei catholicae adversus heresiem Pelagianorum et qui sunt in anti-christianos"; (7) "De etiam in ordine Pontificum". Cardinal Noris (op. 3, 1176) considered these dissertations of great value, and says that, if he had seen them in time, he would have put aside his own writings on the subject. In the second part, Garnier gives a good historical sketch of Nestoriusianism from 428 to 432, then of the writings of Mercator on this heresy, and adds two treatises on the heresy and writings of Nestorius, and on the synods held in the matter between 429 and 433. Much praise is bestowed on Garnier by later learned writers for the great amount of historical knowledge displayed in his dissertations, but he is also severely blamed for his arbitrary arrangement of the writings of Mercator and for his criticism of the original (Tillemont, "Memoires ecclési." XV, 142; Cotetille, "Monum. eccl. graec." III, 602).

Garnier edited in 1675 at Paris the "Brevarium causae Nestoriorum et Eutychianorum" (composed by Garnier) and an almanac of Calendar, correcting many mistakes and adding notes and a dissertation on the Fifth General Council. In 1678 he wrote "Systema bibliothecae collegii Parisiensis S. J." a work considered very valuable for those arranging the books in a library. In 1689, he edited the "Liber diurnarius Romanorum," from an authentic manuscript, and added three essays: (1) "De indiculo ab ecumenico epistolare"; (2) "De ordinatione summi pontificis"; (3) "De usu pallii" (see Liber Diurnarius). In the second essay he treat the case of Pope Honorius, whom he considers free of guilt. In 1692, Sirmonde, in his "Thesaurus hagiographicus," mentions the Theodoret, Bishop of Cyrus (d. 455); Garnier added an "Auctarium," which, however, was not published until 1684. It consists of five essays: (1) "De ejus vate"; (2) "De libris Theodoreti"; (3) "De fide Theodoreti"; (4) "De quinta synodo generali"; (5) "De Theodoreti et orientali causa." In these he is rather severe on Theodoret and condemns him underhandedly. Another posthumous work of Garnier's, "Tractatus de officiiis confessarii erga singula pontificium generas," was published at Paris in 1685.

Garofalo. See Tiso.

Garigan, Philip Joseph. See Sioux City, Diocese of.

Garuccio, Raffaele, historian of Christian art, b. at Naples, 23 January, 1812; d. at Rome, 5 May, 1885. He belonged to a wealthy family, entered the Society of Jesus at the age of fifteen, and was professed on 19 March, 1833. He devoted himself to the study of the Christian Fathers, also to profane and Christian antiquities; and, the celebrated De Rossi became the principal disciples of Father Marchi. On his many journeys through Italy, France, Germany, and Spain, he collected much valuable material for his archaeological publications. In 1854 he wrote for Father Cahier's "Mélanges d'Archéologie" a study on Phrygian syncretism. Soon after he edited the notes of Jean L'Heureux on the Roman catacombs (in manuscript since 1605); later an essay on the gilded glassed of the catacombs (1858), and another on the Jewish cemetery at the Villa Randanini. In 1872 he began the publication of a monumental history of early Christian antiquities, entitled "Storia dell' arte cristiana." It is destined to be a history of sculpture, painting, and the minor and industrial arts, during the first eight centuries of the Christian Era. It is, in fact, a general history of early Christian art, and contains five hundred finely engraved plates and ex-
plenary text. Five of the six volumes contain, respectively, the catacomb-frescoes—and paintings from other quarters—gilded glasses, mosaics, sarcophagi, and non-sepulchral sculptures. The first volume is devoted to the catacombs of St. Mark, i.e. to a history of Christian art properly so called.

In this vast collection Garrucci re-edited to some extent materials taken from earlier works. For hitherto unedited materials he used photographs or reproductions of some other kind. His engravings are not always very accurate, and the conceptions and methods are inferior to those obtained by more modern processes. His reproductions of catacomb-frescoes, in particular, have lost much of their value since the publication of the accurate work of Mgr. Wilpert (Pitture delle catacombe romane, Rome, 1903). On the whole, however, it must be said that the “Storia dell’arte cristiana” is yet far from being superseded by any similar work. Father Garrucci had more erudition than critical judgment; in this respect his fellow-student De Rossi was far superior to him. Hence the text of Garrucci’s publications is now of doubtful authority.

The list of his publications covers 118 numbers. Among these is “Bibliotheca de la compagnie de Jésus” (Brussels, 1902).III. Among them are the aforementioned “Storia dell’ arte cristiana nei primi secoli della cristianità” (6 vols., Prato, 1870–81); “Dissertazioni archeologiche di vario argomento” (2 vols., Rome, 1864–65); “Le monete dell’ Italia antica, dalla conquista romana” (Rome, 1864). After his ordination (31 July, 1908), he obtained a canonry at St. Mark’s, and soon instituted with Gae- tano Bonani a nocturnal oratory. He assisted Francesco Albertini in founding the Archiconfraternity of the Most Precious Blood, and worked with great zeal in the poorer districts of Rome, preaching frequently in the market-places. In 1910 he succeeded General Miollis to swear allegiance to Napoleon. But neither threats nor promises could induce him to do so, because Pius VII had forbidden it. The words with which he announced his final decision have become famous: “Non posso, non debo, non voglio” (I cannot; I ought not; I will not). In consequence he suffered banishment, and later on imprisonment in the jail dungeons of Imola and Rocca (1810–1814). After Napoleon’s fall he returned to Rome, intending to enter the re-established Jesuit Order. But obeying his spiritual adviser, Albertini, he founded a congregation of secular priests to give missions and spread devotion to the Most Precious Blood. Through Cardinal Cristaldi he obtained the pope’s sanction and, as a mother-house, the former convent of San Felice in Giano. Of this he took solemn possession, 11 August, 1815. The Bull of beatification says, through Cardinal Spera, Emilia, Pi. Crispin, San Samnium, in short all the provinces of Middle Italy, he wandered, giving missions”. The very titles acceded to him by his contemporaries speak volumes: “Il Santo”, “Apostle of Rome”, “Il martello dei Carbonari” (Hammer of Italian Freemasonry).

How arduous some of his missions were may be gleaned from the fact that he frequently preached five times a day, sometimes even oftener. At Sameverino fifty priests were not sufficient to hear confessions after his sermons. Though idolised by the people, he was not without enemies. His activity in converting the “briganti”, who came in crowds and laid their guns at his feet after he had preached to them in their mountain hiding-places, excited the ire of the officials who profited from brigandage through bribes and in other ways. These enemies almost induced Leo XII to suspend del Bufalo. But after a personal conference, the pope dismissed him, remarking to his courtiers, “Del Bufalo is an angel”. His enemies next tried to remove him from his post by procuring his promotion as “internuncio to Brazil”. In vain, however, for his humility triumphed. A last attempt under Pius VIII (1830) met with temporary success. Del Bufalo was deprived of his official rank and his congregation threatened with extinction. But his wonderful humility again manifested itself, and, though himself misjudged and his life-work menaced by the very authority that should have supported him, he showed no signs of resentment.

GARVEY, EUGENE A. See ALTOONA, DIOCESE OF.

GARZON, DIOCESE OF (GARZONENSIS), suffragan of Popayán in the Republic of Colombia. It comprises the provinces of Neiva and Sur, and lies east of Popayán. It is about 140 miles in length, and its breadth varies from 40 to 100 miles. It extends from 13° to 15° north latitude, and lies between the 75° and 77° west longitude. The episcopal see is at Neiva, a town of 11,500 inhabitants situated 150 miles S.W. of Bogotá, at a height of 1500 feet above sea-level, on the river Magdalena. Its fortress is on one side. The diocese originally formed part of that of Tolima, which lay in the midst of the Cordilleras. As the territory was so extensive, the population very numerous, and the taxation too great, the bishop petitioned the Holy See to divide the diocese. This was done by a decree of Leo XIII, 20 June, 1900. The northern half was erected into a new diocese—Ibagué, suffragan of Bogotá—and the southern half formed the Diocese of Garzón. Mgr. Esteban Rojas, born at Hato in the Diocese of Popayán, 15 January, 1859, had been raised to the See of Tolima, 18 March, 1895. He was transferred to Neiva as first Bishop of Garzón. The cathedral is dedicated to the immaculate conception of Our Lady. The population, of which a large part is of mixed origin, is almost entirely Catholic. Till recent years the public authorities neglected education and threw the whole burden on the clergy, but of late government schools are being established. (See COLOMBIA, REPUBLIC OF.)

GASCOIGNE, THOMAS. See POPISH PLOT.

GASPAR DEL BUFALO, BLESSED, founder of the Missionaries of the Most Precious Blood (C.P.P.S.); b. at Rome on the feast of the Epiphany, 1786; d. 28 December, 1837. His parents were Antonio del Bufalo, chief cook of the princely family of Altieri, and his wife Annunziata Quartieroni. Because of his delicate health, his pious mother had him confirmed at the tender age of one and a half years (1787). As he was suffering from an uff of the stomach, which threatened to leave him blind, prayers were offered to St. Francis Xavier for his recovery. In 1787, he was miraculously cured, wherefore he cherished in later life a special devotion to the great Apostle of India, and selected him as the special patron of the mission which he founded. From his earliest years he had a great horror of even venial sins, and showed deep piety, a spirit of mortification, remarkable control over his evil inclinations (especially his innate irascibility and strong self-will), and also heroic love for the poor and the miserable. Having read the Collection of Lives which he founded, he received in 1800 first tonsure, and one year later the four minor orders. As a catechist he was able to save others, his zeal won for him the name “The Little Apostle of Rome”, and when but nineteen years old, he was appointed president of the newly instituted catechetical school of Santa Maria del Pianto. After his ordination (31 July, 1808), he obtained a canonry at St. Mark’s, and soon instituted with Gaetano Bonani a nocturnal oratory. He assisted Francesco Albertini in founding the Archiconfraternity of the Most Precious Blood, and worked with great zeal in the poorer districts of Rome, preaching frequently in the market-places. In 1910 he succeeded General Miollis to swear allegiance to Napoleon. But neither threats nor promises could induce him to do so, because Pius VII had forbidden it. The words with which he announced his final decision have become famous: “Non posso, non debo, non voglio” (I cannot; I ought not; I will not). In consequence he suffered banishment, and later on imprisonment in the jail dungeons of Imola and Rocca (1810–1814). After Napoleon’s fall he returned to Rome, intending to enter the re-established Jesuit Order. But obeying his spiritual adviser, Albertini, he founded a congregation of secular priests to give missions and spread devotion to the Most Precious Blood. Through Cardinal Cristaldi he obtained the pope’s sanction and, as a mother-house, the former convent of San Felice in Giano. Of this he took solemn possession, 11 August, 1815. The Bull of beatification says, through Cardinal Spera, Emilia, Pi. Crispin, San Samnium, in short all the provinces of Middle Italy, he wandered, giving missions”. The very titles acceded to him by his contemporaries speak volumes: “Il Santo”, “Apostle of Rome”, “Il martello dei Carbonari” (Hammer of Italian Freemasonry).
forgave his enemies, and excused his unmerited condemnation. The storm soon passed, Gaspare was restored to honour, and resumed his work with renewed energy. He was sent to Genoa, and though his strength was almost exhausted, he laboured on. He was then in the midst of his labours on 28 Dec., 1837. He was beati ed by Pius X on 29 Aug., 1867.

KONRADI AND JUNSEL, Lebens des sel. Kaspare del Bufalo; SARDI, Notizie intorno alla vita del celeste Kaspare del Bufalo.

ULRICH F. MUELLER.

Gaspé, Philippe-Aubert de, a French Canadian writer, b. at Quebec, 30 Oct., 1876, of a family ennobled by Louis XIV in 1693; d. 29 Jan., 1871. His grandfather fought under Montcalm at Carillon (Ticonderoga). He studied at Quebec Seminary, and after a brief practice of the law, was appointed sheriff.

Forced by misfortune to retire to his ancestral home at Saint-Jean-Port-Joli, on the St. Lawrence, he there spent thirty years in study. At the ripe age of seventy-five, he produced a work, "Les Anciens Canadiens" (Quebec, 1861), which is a household word through all Canada. This historical novel, almost entirely based on fact, illustrates Canadian manners, tradition, character, and manners. The author has interwoven the events of his own chequered life with the tragic tale of the struggles and fall of New France, and of the change of regime, the eyewitnesses of which he had personally known. In 1866, Gaspé published his "Tableau concordant et amplifié" of the "Mémoires". As an excellent specimen of anecdotal history. The author's standing and experience, the latter embracing directly or indirectly the space of a century, from the Conquest, constitute him an authentic chronicler of an obscure yet eventful period of history. MORGAN, Bibl. Can. (Ottawa, 1887); CABRAN, Gérits complets (Ottawa, 1873). LIONEL LINDSAY.

Gassendi (GASSENDY, GASSEND), Pierre, French philosopher and scientist; b. at Champtercier, a country near Digne in Provence, 22 January, 1592 (or 1591) (two old cal. Feb.). He was educated at Paris, 24 October, 1655. He studied Latin and rhetoric at Digne, and philosophy at Aix, whence his father, Antoine, called him back to take charge of his sons' property. He was appointed to succeed his former teacher of rhetoric and logic. He taught at Aix at the age of 16, and his teacher of philosophy at Aix at the age of 19. His friends and patrons at Aix, Prior Gautier and Councillor Peyrenc, recognized his character and talents from his first publication and helped him to enter the ecclesiastical state. He became doctor of theology at Aix and attained proficiency in Greek and Hebrew literature. To allow him leisure for his studies, he was appointed a canon (c. 1622) and provost (c. 1625) at the cathedral of Digne. Until 1645, his studies were interrupted only by a journey to the Netherlands in 1628—his only trip outside of France. In 1645, on the recommendation of Cardinal Richelieu, he was appointed by the king to a professorship of mathematics at the College Royal of France, which he reluctantly accepted, being granted the rare privilege of returning to his native soil whenever his health required it. On 23 November, he delivered his inaugural address in presence of the cardinal. His lectures before a numerous and learned audience were astronomical rather than mathematical, and resulted, two years later, in the publication of his "Institutio Astronomiae". Meanwhile an inflammation of the lungs had obliged him to return to Provence. In 1653, he went back to Paris and was received in a friendly manner at the Château de Montmort, where a year later he fell seriously ill with intermittent fever. He was bled nine times, and, although he declared himself too weak for another bleeding, he submitted to the decision of the best doctors in Paris. He underwent the same operation five times more, after which his speech became mere whispering, and he expired quietly at the age of 63.

Gassendi, "the Bacon of France", is specially noteworthy for his opposition to the Aristotelian philosophy, and for his revival of the Epicurean system. He wished the aprioristic methods then prevailing in the schools replaced by experimental proofs. His cosmology, psychology, and ethics are epicurean, except that he maintains the doctrine of the Creator and of Providence, and the spirituality and immortality of the soul. He thus attempts to build up a Christian philosophy upon Epicurus—an inconsistency, which is attacked by non-Christian, as well as Christian, philosophers. His views on the constitution of matter and his merits in regard to modern kinetic atomism are explained by Lasswitz. That Gassendi was neither "the father of materialism" nor a sceptic in the proper sense is shown by Kieff (see Baldwin, op. cit. below). He corresponded with Hobbes, Mersenne, Christina of Sweden, and engaged in controversy with Fludd, Herbert, and Descartes.

That as an amateur astronomer, Gassendi was a persevering, attentive, and intelligent observer, is evident from his notebook carefully kept from 1618 until 1652 and filling over 400 pages. With a Galilean telescope he observed the transit of Mercury in 1631, predicted by Kepler, by projecting the sun's image on a screen of paper. His instrument was not strong enough, however, to disclose the occultations and transits of Jupiter's satellites, or the true shape of Saturn's ring. The results of his astronomical work are analyzed in Delambre's "Histoire de l'Astronomie Moderne" (Paris, 1821, II). Other works of minor importance refer to biographies, physics, and anatomy. Gassendi was in correspondence with Cassini, Galilei, Hevel, Kepler, Kircher, Scheiner, Vallis, and other scientists. As to the Copernican system, he maintained that it rested on probabilities, but was not able "to demonstrate" it as a necessary consequence of his theory. To those whose conscience forbade them to accept Copernicanism, he said that the Tychonian system recommended itself as the most probable of all (Op. V, De Rebus Coelestibus, V).

In character, Gassendi was retiring and unpretentious. With friends, he would give way to a humorous and ironical vein; in controversy, he observed the Socratic method. On Sundays and feast days he never omitted celebrating Mass; and when in Paris, he went to the church of his friend, Père Mersenne. In his last illness he asked for the Vaticum three times, and for extreme unction, and his aspirations were found in the Psalms. Gassendi was esteemed by all, and loved by the poor, for whom he provided in lifetime and in his last will. He founded two anniversaries for himself, one to be said in the
cathedral of Digne, and one in the chapel of his friend, Monmort, at St-Nicolas-des-Champs, Paris, where he was buried. The accompanying picture represents his marble bust in that mausoleum. The assertion that he was a Minorite is without foundation.


J. G. HAGEN.

Gasser von Valhorn, Joseph, an Austrian sculptor, b. 22 Nov., 1816, at Prag, Tyrol; d. 28 Oct., 1900. He was first instructed by his father, a wood-carver, and later studied at the Academy, Vienna. In 1846 he went to Rome, where a government stipend enabled him to remain several years. On his return he settled in Vienna (1852), and executed five heroic figures for the portal of the cathedral at Speyer: Our Lady, St. Michael, St. John, and the Baptist, St. Stephen, and St. Bernard of Clairvaux, completed in 1856. Also in Speyer he carved seven reliefs for the Kaiserhalle. The marble statue of Rudolph IV on the Elizabeth bridge over the Danube Canal, Vienna, is by him. Other works are the statues of Maximilian I, for the Imperial Palace, and of the Emperor Franz, for the Museum of the Arsenal; the marble statues of the Seven Liberal Arts in the staircase of the Opera House; twenty-four figures for the Cathedral of St. Stephen; the relief of Duke Rudolph the Founder for the New Townhall; the "Prometheus" and the "Genie" for the Court Theatre; a number of statues for the Altherrenpfalz Church; busts of Herodotus and Aristarchus for the university; and portraits of Maximilian of Mexico and of his wife the Empress Charlotte. He also made a bust of the Emperor Francis Joseph for the Hôtel de Ville, Paris, and sculptures for the new cathedral, Lins. Most important among his works are the subjects for the Votive Church, Vienna, modelled around the year 1873: the Coronation of Mary, the group of the Trinity, a figure of Christ the Redeemer, statues for the high and side altars, nine angels, and the tympan relief for the three main portals. Gasser was professor at the Academy from 1865 to 1873, and was inscribed among the nobility in 1879. In spite of his long life, and much good work, he had but small influence on the development of modern sculpture in Austria.

M. L. HANDLEY.

Gasser, Johann Joseph, a celebrated orator, b. 22 Aug., 1727, at Brix, Vorarlberg, Austria; d. 4 April, 1779, at Pondorf, on the Danube (Diocese of Ratisbon); studied at Prague and Innsbruck; ordained priest, 1751; after serving various missions, canonized priest and dean of Pondorf May, 1779. A few years after his appointment to Klosterle in the Diocese of Chur, Switzerland (1758), his health began to fail, so that he was scarcely able to fulfill the duties of his ministry; he consulted various physicians in vain; suddenly he conceived the idea that his infirmities might be due to the influence of the evil spirit, and might be cured by spiritual means. His experiment was successful. He applied this method also to others, and soon thousands came to him to be healed. The fame of these cures spread far and wide; he was invited to the Diocese of Constance, to Ellwangen, Ratisbon, and other places; everywhere he had the same success.

He was convinced that the evil spirit could harm the body as well as the soul; and hence that some infirmities were not the result of natural agencies, but were caused by the Devil. Only cases of the latter kind were taken up; he applied the exorcisms of the Church, and commanded the evil one to depart from the afflicted, in the name of the Lord Jesus. To find out whether the disease was caused naturally or not, he applied the "probativum exercise," i. e. he commanded the spirit to indicate by some sign his presence in the body. And only then he made use of the "expulsive exercise." His proceedings were not secret; he sometimes gave public demonstrations before heretics and the Jews were admitted. People of all classes, nobles, ecclesiastics, physicians, and others often gathered around him to see the miracles they had heard of. Official records were made; competent witnesses testified to the extraordinary happenings. The character of the work made many enemies for him, but also many staunch friends and supporters. One of his bitterest opponents was the rationalistic professor Johannes Semler of Halle. Also the physician Mesmer pretended that the cures were performed by the animal magnetism of his invention, but he was afraid of confronting Gasser. Among his friends were the Calvinistic minister, Lava- ter of Zurich, and especially Count Fugger, the Prince-Bishop of Ratisbon.

Official investigations were made by the ecclesiastical authorities; and all were favourable to Gasser, except that they recommended more privacy and decorum. The University of Ingolstadt appointed a commission to investigate the matter, and when the report was ready, they ended with the approval of Gasser's procedure. In fact, he never departed from the Church's teaching or instructions concerning exorcism, and always dis- claimed the name of wonder-worker. He was an exemplary priest, full of faith and zeal, and altogether unfish in his works of mercy.

ZIMMERMANN, Johann Joseph Gasser, der berühmte Exorzist (Kempten, 1878); MAST in Kirchenlex., s. v.

FRANCIS J. SCHAEFER.

Gaston, William, jurist; b. at Newbern, North Carolina, U. S. A., 19 Sept., 1778; d. at Raleigh, North Carolina, 23 January, 1844. His father, Dr. Alexander Gaston, a Presbyterian native of Ireland, formerly a surgeon in the British Navy, was killed at Newbern by British soldiers during the Revolution, and his education devolved on his mother Margaret Sharpe, a Catholic Englishwoman. She sent him to Georgetown College in 1791, his name being the first inscribed on the roll of the students of that institution. After staying there four years, he entered Amherst College, New Jersey, where he graduated with first honours in 1796. He then studied law, and was admitted to the bar in 1798. In August, 1800, Gaston was elected to the Senate of his native state, although its constitution at the time contained a clause excluding Catholics from office. Elected to Congress in 1813 and 1815, his career in Washington was active and brilliant, as one of the influential leaders of the Federal party. Resuming the practice of law, he was elevated in 1833 to the bench of the Supreme Court of North Carolina, an office which he held for the remainder of his life. He was the inventor of the ornamental iron-work which was so generally instrumental in securing the repeal of the article of the North Carolina State Constitution that practically disfranchised Catholics. He was one of the most intimate friends of Bishop England, and his splendid gifts of intellect were always devoted to the promotion of the Faith and the welfare of his fellow- Catholics.

SHUR, History of Georgetown University (Washington, 1911); FINOTTI, Bibliografia Catolica Americana (New York, 1872); METROPOLITAN (Baltimore), No. 7, 1868; MURRAY, Catholic Pioneers of America (New York, 1882).

THOMAS F. MEEHAN.

Gatianus, Saint, founder and first Bishop of Tours; b. probably at Rome; d. at Tours, 20 December, 301. He came to Gaul during the consulate of Decius and
Gratus (250 or 251), devoted half a century to the evangelization of the third Lyonnaise province amid innumerable difficulties, which the pagans raised against him. But he overcame all obstacles, and at his death the Church of Tours was securely established. The "traditional school," relying on legends that have hitherto not been traced back beyond the twelfth century, have claimed that St. Galienus was one of the seventy-two disciples of Christ, and was sent into Gaul during the first century by St. Peter himself. This assertion, which has been refuted by learned and devout writers, is untenable in the face of the testimony of Gregorius of Tours. To this great writer, who lived in the sixth century, we are indebted for the only details we possess concerning his holy predecessor.

C. CHVALIER. Origines de l'Église de Tours and SEBASTIEN DE SAINT-CLAUDE. Saint Gaufin, premier évêque de Tours in Mém. de la Soc. archéol. de Touraine (Tours, 1871), XVI: d'ÉPIZAP. La controverse sur l'origine de la mission de Saint-Galin dans les Gaulois in Mém. de la Soc. d'agric., sciences et arts d'Angers (Angers, 1873), 376-444.

LEON CLUGNET.

GAU, FRANZ CHRISTIAN, architect and archaeologist, b. at Cologne, 15 June, 1790; d. at Paris, January, 1854. In 1809 he entered the Académie des Beaux-Arts, Paris, and in 1815 visited Italy and Sicily. In 1817 he went to Nubia, and while there he made drawings and measurements of all the more important monuments of that country, his ambition being to produce a work which should supplement the great work of the French expedition in Egypt. The result of his labours appeared in a folio volume (Stuttgart and Paris, 1822), entitled "Antiquités de la Nubie, ou monuments incivilisés des trois siècles suivant la première et la seconde cataracte, dressins et mesurez en 1819." It consists of sixty-eight plates, of plans, sections, and views, and has been received as an authority. His next publication was the completion of Mazois's work on the ruins of Pompeii. In 1826 Gaullier was made a French citizen, and later became architect to the city of Paris. He directed the restoration of the churches of Saint-Julien-le-Pauvre, and Saint-Sévérin, and built the great prison of La Roquette. With his name, also; is associated the revival of Gothic architecture in Paris, he having commenced in 1846, the erection of the church of Saint-Clotilde, the first modern church erected in the capital in that style. Illness compelled him to relinquish the care of supervising the work, and he died before its completion.


H. POOLE.

GAUBIL, ANTOINE, a French Jesuit and missionary to China, b. at Gaillac (Aveyron), 14 July, 1869; d. at Peking, 24 July, 1759. He entered the Society of Jesus 13 Sept., 1704, was sent to China, where he arrived 28 June, 1722, and thenceforth resided continuously at Peking until his death. His Chinese name was Sung Kiu-yung. He had taken Parennin's place as head of the school in which Manchus were taught Latin, to act as interpreters in Russian affairs. Gaubil, the Latinizer and historian of the Jesuits in China during the eighteenth century, carried on an extensive correspondence with the savants of his day, among them Fréret and Delisle. His works are numerous and are even yet highly prized. Among them is "Traité de l'Astronomie Chinoise," in the "Observations mathématiques," published by Père Soisson (Paris, 1729-1732). From Chinese sources Gaubil translated the history of Jenghis Khan (Histoire de Genghis Chouan, Paris, 1739) and part of the annals of the T'ang Dynasty (in "Mémoires concernant les Chinois," vols. XV and XVI); he also wrote a treatise on Chinese chronology (Traité de la Chronologie Chinoise, Paris, 1814) and executed a good translation of the second of the Chinese classics, the "Book of History" (Shoo-king), edited by De Guignes (Paris, 1770).

Gaubil left a great number of manuscripts now kept in the Observatory and the Naval Depot (Paris), and in the British Museum (London). From three manuscripts volumes kept formerly at the École Sainte-Geneviève (Paris) the present text of Paremout, written by Gaubil in 1794, "Holin en Tartarie" (T'oung Pao, March, 1893), and "Situation du Japon et de la Corée" (T'oung Pao, May, 1898). Abel Rémusat, in " Nouveaux Mélanges Asiatiques," (II, p. 289), wrote of Gaubil: "More productive than Paremout and Gerbillon, less systematic than Prémare and Fauquet, more like Amiot, less light-headed and enthusiastic than Cibot, he treated thoroughly, scientifically, and critically, every question he handled." His style is rather fatiguing, as Gaubil, in studying the Chinese and Manchus languages, had forgotten much of his native tongue.

HENRI CORBIER.

GAUDENTIUS, SAINT, Bishop of Brescia from about 387 until about 410; he was the successor of the writer on heresies, St. Philastrius. At the time of that saint's death Gaudentius was making a pilgrimage to Jerusalem. The people of Brescia bound themselves by an oath that they would not receive another bishop than Gaudentius; and St. Ambrose and other neighbouring prelates, in consequence, obliged him to return, though against his will. The Eastern bishops also threatened to refuse him Communion if he did not obey. We possess the discourse which he made before St. Ambrose and other bishops on the occasion of his consecration, in which he excuses, on the plea of obedience, his youth and his presumption in speaking. He had brought back with him from the East many precious relics of St. John Baptist and of the Apostles, and especially of the Four Martyrs of Sebaste, relics of which he had received at Cesarea in Cappadocia from some pieces of St. Basil. These and other relics from Milan and elsewhere he deposited in a basilica which he named Concilium Sanctorum. His sermon on its dedication is extant. From a letter of St. Chrysostom (Ep. clxxxiv) to Gaudentius it may be gathered that the two saints had met at Antioch. When St. Chrysostom had been condemned to exile and had appealed to Pope Innocent and the West in 405, Gaudentius warmly took his part. An embassy to the Eastern Emperor Arcadius from his brother Honorius and from the pope, bearing letters from both and an Italian bishop, who was appointed both Gaudentius and two other bishops. The envoys were seized at Athens and sent to Constantinople, being three days on a ship without food. They were not admitted into the city, but were shut up in a fortress called Athyra, on the coast of Thrace. Their credentials were seized by force, so that the thumb of one of the bishops was broken, and they were offered a large sum of money if they would communicate with Atticus, who had supplanted St. Chrysostom. They were consoleyed by God, and St. Paul appeared to a deacon amongst them. They were eventually put on board an unseaworthy vessel, and it was said that the captain had orders to throw the three into the sea. However, they arrived safe at Lampseucus, where they took ship for Italy, and arrived in twenty days at Otranto. Their own account of their four months' adventures has been preserved to us by Palladius (Dialogues, 4). St. Chrysostom wrote them several grateful letters.

Gaudenius possesses twenty genuine sermons by Gaudentius. The first ten are a series of Easter sermons, written down after delivery at the request of Benivolus, the chief of the Brescian nobility, who had been prevented by ill health from hearing them delivered. In the preface Gaudentius takes occasion to disown all unauthorized copies of his sermons published by shorthand writers. These pirated editions seem to have been known to Rufinus, who, in the dedication to
St. Gaudensius of his translation of the pseudo-Clementine "Recognitions", praises the intellectual gifts of the Bishop of Brescia, saying that even his extemporaneous speaking is worthy of publication and of preservation by posterity. The style of Gaudensius is simple, and his language, forbidden to his bishop in the Church of St. John Baptist, on the site of the Concilium Sanctorum. His figure is frequently seen in the altar-pieces of the great Brescian painters, Montori, Moreto, Suvolfo, and Romanino. The best edition of his works is by Galeardi (Padua, 1720, and in P. L., XCV.). His book "De sanctis" is also imitated by Romagnolani, who is quoted by Minor: Boscari., Acta SS., 25 Oct.; Tillemont, Memoriae, X. C. Cellier, Hist. des auteurs eccl. (Paris, 1838-69), X, xii. eq.; Hirsch, Lehrb. der Patrolog., II.

John Chapman.

Gaudensius of Brescia (Gaudenzius Bruxelensis or Brusseius), theologian of the Order of Friars Minor Capuchins: b. at Brescia in 1612; d. at Orano, 25 March, 1672; descended from the noble Brescian family of Bontempi; having entered the Capuchin Order, was assigned to the duties of lector of theology. In this capacity he visited the several convents of his own province of Brescia, as well as other houses of the different Capuchin provinces of Italy. He was taken suddenly ill at Orano, and died there while engaged in preaching a course of Lenten sermons. His remains were later removed to the Capuchin church at Verola, where they now rest. His fame as a theologian rests mainly on his "Palladium Theologicum" in which he subtitled a reflection ab intesta- mon mentem d. Bonaventura Seraph. Doc. cujus eximie doctrinae raptae restituturn, sentientem impugnate propugnatur," a work in which elegance of style, depth of thought, and soundness of doctrine are admirably combined, and which ranks the author among the foremost exponents of the Franciscan school. Gaudensius's pupil and countryman, Gian-francesco Duranti, undertook the publication of the work after the death of the author; and under the patronage of Louis XIV of France, who subjected the manuscript to the examination of a special commission of doctors of the Sorbonne, it was published at Lyons, in seven folio volumes, in 1676.


Stephen M. Donovan.

Gaudete Sunday, the third Sunday of Advent, so called from the first word of the Introit at Mass (Gaudete, i.e. Rejoice). The season of Advent originated as a fast of forty days in preparation for Christmas, commencing on the day after the feast of St. Martin (12 November), whence it was often called "St. Martin's Lent"—a name by which it was known as early as the fifth century. The introduction of the Advent fast cannot be placed much earlier, because there is no evidence of Christmas being kept on 25 December before the third or fourth century. "Odesseos du culte chrétien", Paris, 1889), and the preparation for the feast could not have been of earlier date than the feast itself. In the ninth century, the duration of Advent was reduced to four weeks, the first allusion to the shortened season being in a letter of St. Nicholas I (658-657) to the Bulgarians, and by the tenth century it is the usual season for the observance of the fast. St. Gregory the Great was the first to draw up an office for the Advent season, and the Gregorian Sacramentary is the earliest to provide masses for the Sundays of Advent. In both Office and Mass provision is made for five Sundays, but by the tenth century four of these, with the usual three churches of France observed five as late as the thirteenth century. Notwithstanding all these modifications, however, Advent still preserved most of the characteristics of a penitential season, which made it a kind of counterpart to Lent, the middle (or third) Sunday corresponding with Letare or Mid-Lent Sunday. On it, as on Letare Sunday, the organ and other organs, forbidden in the rest of Advent, were permitted to be used; rose-coloured vestments were allowed instead of purple (or black, as formerly); the deacon and subdeacon resumed the dalmatic and tunicle at the chief Mass, and cardinals wore rose-colour instead of purple. All these distinguishing marks have continued, and are still part of the present discipline of the Latin Church. Gaudete Sunday, therefore, makes a break, like Letare Sunday, about midway through a season which is otherwise of a penitential character, and signifies the nearness of the Lord's coming. Of the "stations" kept in Rome on the four Sundays of Advent, that at the Vatican basilica is assigned to Gaudete, as being the most important and imposing of the four. In both Office and Mass throughout Advent, continual reference is made to our Lord's second coming, and this is emphasized on the third Sunday by the additional signs of gladness permitted on that day. Gaudete Sunday is further marked by the new Invitatory, "Adveniunt..."; and the antiphons at Vespers rehearse the same prophetic promises. The joy of expectation is emphasized by the constant Alleluias, which occur in both Office and Mass throughout the entire season. In the Mass, the Introit "Gaudete in Domino semper" strikes the same note, and gives its name to the day. The Epistle again incites us to rejoicing, and bids us prepare to meet the coming Saviour with prayers and supplication and thanksgiving, whilst the Gospel, in the words of St. John Baptist, warns us that the Lamb of God is even now in our midst, though we appear to know Him not. The spirit of the Office and Liturgy all through Advent is one of expectation and preparation for the Christmas feast as well as for the second coming of Christ, and the penitential exercises suitable to that spirit are thus on Gaudete Sunday suspended, as it were, for a while in order to symbolize that joy and gladness in the promised Redemption which should never be absent from the hearts of the faithful.

Georges Labbé, L'Année Liturgique (Dublin, 1867); BATTIFOL, Hist. du Rerum Romain (Paris, 1893); MARTIN, De Antiqua Ecclesiae Rubricis (Rouen, 1700); Dufour, Raccolte Edit. (Rome, 1688); LAROCHE, Hist. et Symbolisme de la Liturgie (Paris, 1889).

G. Cyriac Altton.

Gaudier, Antoine Le, writer on ascetic theology; b. at Château-Thierry, France, 7 January, 1572; d. at Paris, 14 April, 1622. About the age of twenty he entered the Society of Jesus at Tournay. Later on he was rector at Liége, professor of Holy Scripture at Pont-à-Mousson, and of moral theology at La Flèche. In these two last-named posts he did also change with the spiritual direction of his brethren, and showed such an aptitude for this branch of the ministry that he was named master of novices and tertians. His appointment to these offices shows that Gaudier, since he died at the age of fifty, must have evinced an early intellectual maturity and an exceptional talent for the guidance of others. In the various functions to which he was replaced by his superiors, he found an opportunity of developing before a domestic audience the principal matter of asceticism, which he elaborated little by little into a complete treatise. The eagerness shown to possess his spiritual writings led him at last to publish them. The treatise then appeared, though in a form "inmississimo Christi Jesu amore opusculum" (Pont-à-Mousson, 1619), translated into English by G. Tickell,
GAUDIOSUS

Saint of the Church of Gaul. The Church of Gaul first appeared in history in connexion with the persecution at Lyons under Marcus Aurelius (177). The pagan inhabitants rose up against the Christians, and forty-eight martyrs suffered death under various tortures. Among these was Saint Gregory, a layman, who was later canonized at the Church of Gaul. The Church of Gaul was represented by Saint Blended, Ponticus, a youth of fifteen. Every rank of life had members among the first martyrs of the Church of Gaul: the aristocracy were represented by Vettius Epagathus; the professional class by Attalus of Pergamus, a physician; a neophyte, Maturus, died beside Pothinus, Bishop of Lyons, and Sanctus, deacon of Vienne. The Christians of Lyons and Vienne in a letter to their brethren of Smyrna give an account of this persecution, and the letter, preserved by Eusebius (Hist. Eccl., V, i-iv), is one of the gems of Christian literature. In this document the death of Blended and Ponticus seems to have been organized at the time in Gaul. That of Vienne appears to have been dependent on it and, to judge from similar cases, was probably administered by a deacon. How or where Christianity first gained a foothold in Gaul is purely a matter of conjecture. Most likely the first missionaries came by sea, touched at Marseilles, and progressed up the Rhone till they reached the religious city of Lyons, the metropolis and centre of communication for the whole country. The firm establishment of Christianity in Gaul was undoubtedly due to missionaries from Asia. Pothinus was a disciple of St. Polycarp, Bishop of Smyrna, as was also his successor, Irenaeus. In the time of Irenaeus Lyons was still the centre of the Church in Gaul. Irenaeus speaks of letters of St. Peter to the Church of Gaul of which Irenaeus is bishop (Hist. Eccl., V, xxiii). These letters were written on the occasion of the second event which brought the Church of Gaul into prominence. Easter was not celebrated on the same day in all Christian communities; towards the end of the second century Pope Anicetus received the Roman usage and communicated the Churches of Asia. Irenaeus intervened to restore peace. About the same time, in a mystical inscription found at Autun, a certain Pectorius celebrated in Greek verse the Ilethus os fish, symbol of the Eucharist. A third argument in which the bishop of Autun took part was the Novatian controversy. Faustinus, Bishop of Lyons, and other colleagues in Gaul are mentioned in 254 by St. Cyprian (Ep. lxviii) as opposed to Novatian, whereas Marcianus of Arles was favourable to him.

No other positive information concerning the Church of Gaul is available until the fourth century. In two works of narrative, however, we gain glimpses of the life of the Church of Gaul. On the one hand a series of local legends trace back the foundation of the principal sees to the Apostles. Early in the sixth century we find St. Cæsarius, Bishop of Arles, crediting these stories; regardless of the anachronism, he makes the first Bishop of Vaison, Daphnis, whose signature appears at the Council of Arles (314), a disciple of the Apostles (Lejay, Le rôle théologique de Cæsare d'Arles, p. 5). One hundred years earlier one of his predecessors, Patrocles, based various claims of his Church on the fact that St. Trophimus, founder of the Church of Arles, was a disciple of the Apostles. Such claims were no doubt flattering to local vanity; during the Middle Ages and in more recent times many legends grew up in support of them. The evangelization of Gaul has often been attributed to missionaries sent from Rome by St. Clement—a theory, which has inspired a whole series of fallacious narratives and histories, with which his historical faith can be placed in a statement of Gregory of Tours in his "Historia Francorum" (I, xxvii), on which was based the second group of narratives concerning the evangelization of Gaul. According to him, in the year 250 Rome sent seven bishops, who founded as many dioceses in Gaul: Ouenus the Bishop of Tours, Trophimous that of Arles, Paul that of Narbonne, Saturninus that of Toulouse, Denis that of Paris, Stremonius (Astroemus) that of Auvergne (Clermont), and Martialis that of Limoges. Gregory's statement has been accepted with more or less reservation by serious historians. Nevertheless even the existence of a Council of Narbonne is to some extent a matter which have had access to information on the beginnings of his church, it must not be forgotten that an interval of three hundred years separates him from the events he chronicles; moreover, this statement of his involves some serious chronological difficulties, of which he was himself aware, e. g. in the case of the bishops of Paris. The most we can say for him is that he echoes a contemporary tradition, which represents the general point of view of the sixth century rather than the actual facts. It is impossible to say how much legend is mingled with the reality. By the middle of the third century, as St. Cyprian bears witness, there were several churches organized in Gaul. They suffered little from the great persecution. Constantius Chlorus, the father of Constantine, was not hostile to Christianity, and soon after the cessation
of persecution the bishops of the Latin world assembled at Arles (314). Their signatures, which are still extant, prove that the following sees were then in existence: Vienne, Arles, Orange, Vaison, Nimes, Lyon, Autun, Cologne, Trier, Reims, Rouen, Bordeaux, Gabala, and Eauze. We must also admit the existence of the Sees of Toulouse, Narbonne, Clermont, Bourges, and Paris. This date marks the beginning of a new era in the history of the Church of Gaul. The town had been33 too early won over to the new faith; the work of evangelization was now extended and continued during the fourth and fifth centuries. The cultured classes, however, long remained faithful to the old traditions. Ausonius was a Christian, but gives so little evidence of it that the fact has been questioned. Teacher and humanist, he lived in the memories of the Church of Gaull the religious life, at which, however, the world of letters was deeply scandalized; so much so, indeed, that Paulinus had to write to Ausonius to justify himself. At the same period there were pagan rhetoricians who celebrated in the schools, as at Autun, the virtues and deeds of the Christian emperors. By the close of the fifth century, however, the majority of scholars in Gaul were Christians. Generation by generation the change came about. Salvianus, the fiery apologist (died c. 492), was the son of pagan parents. Hilary of Poitiers, Sulpicius Severus (the historian), Paulinus of Nola, and St. Ambrose, Apollinaris strove to reconcile the Church and the world of letters. Sidonius himself is not altogether free from suggestions of paganism handed down by tradition. In Gaul as elsewhere the question arose as to whether the Gospel could really adapt itself to literary culture. With the intruders of the barbarians the discussion came to an end.

It is none the less true that throughout the Empire the progress of Christianity had been made chiefly in the cities. The country-places were yet strongholds of idolatry, which in Gaul was upheld by a twofold tradition. The old Gallic religion, and Graeco-Roman paganism, still had ardent supporters. More than that, among the Gallo-Roman population the use of spells and charms for the cure of sickness, or on the occasion of a death, was much in vogue; the people worshipped springs and trees, believed in fairies, on certain days clothed themselves in skins of animals, and sought health and beauty in magic. Some of these customs were survivals of very ancient traditions; they had come down through the Celtic and the Roman period, and had no doubt at times received the imprint of the Gallic and Graeco-Roman beliefs. Their real origin must, of course, be sought further back in the same obscurity in which the beginnings of folk-lore are shrouded. This mass of popular beliefs, fancies, and superstitions still lives. It was the principal obstacle encountered by the missionaries in the rural places. St. Martin, a native of Pannonia, Bishop of Tours, and founder of monasteries, undertook especially in central Gaul a crusade against this rural idolatry. On one occasion, when he was felling a sacred tree in the neighbourhood of Autun, a peasant attacked him, and he had an almost miraculous escape. Besides St. Martin other popular preachers traversed the rural districts, e.g. Vetricius, Bishop of Rouen, another converted soldier, also Martin’s disciples, especially St. Martin of Brives. But their scattered and intermittent efforts made no lasting effect on the minds of the peasants. About 359 a Gallic rhetorician depicts a scene in which peasants discuss the mortality among their flocks. One of them boasts the virtue of the sign of the cross, “the sign of the true God ... which is held in the large cities” (Riese, Anthologia Latina, no. 893, v. 105). This expression, however, is too strong, for at that very period a single church sufficed for the Christian population of Trier. Nevertheless the rural parts continued the more refractory.

At the beginning of the fifth century, there took place in the neighbourhood of Autun the procession of Cybele’s chariot to bless the harvest. In the sixth century, in the first half of the period, one of the regions where Christianity had gained its earliest and strongest hold, Bishop Cassius was still struggling against popular superstitions, and some of his sermons are yet among our important sources of information on folklore.

The Christianization of the lower classes of the people was greatly aided by the newly established monasteries. In Gaul as elsewhere the first Christian ascetics lived in the world and kept their personal freedom. The practice of religious life in common was introduced by St. Martin (died c. 397) and Cassian (died c. 435). Martin established near Tours the "grand monastere," i.e. to outline the small life, which thus lived in separate groves or wooden huts. A little later Cassian founded two monasteries at Marseilles (415). He had previously visited the monks of the East, and especially Egypt, and had brought back their methods, which he adapted to the circumstances of Gallo-Roman life. Through the influence of Eremitici or "hermiti," and the "Collationes XXIV," he became the doctor of Gallic asceticism. About the same time Honoratus founded a famous monastery on the little isle of Lérins (Lerinum) near Marseilles, destined to become a centre of Christian life and ecclesiastical influence. Episcopi of Nola was an object of competition and greed, and were rapidly becoming the property of certain aristocratic families, all of whose representatives in the episcopate were not as wise and upright as Germanus of Auxerre or Sidonius Apollinaris. Lérins took up the work of reforming the episcopate, and placed many of its own sons at the head of places: Honoratus, Hilary, and Cassian at Eucreius at Lyons, and his sons Saloni and Veranius at Geneva and Vence respectively; Lupus at Troyes; Maximus and Faustus at Riez. Lérins too became a school of mysticism and theology and spread its religious ideas far and wide by useful works on dogma, polemics, and hagiography. Other monasteries were founded in Gaul, e.g. Grigny near Vienna, Ile Barbe at Lyons, Réome (later known as Moutier-Saint-Jean), Morvan, Saint-Claude in the Jura, Chinon, Loches, etc. It is possible, however, that some of these foundations failed to receive the bounties due to the succeeding period. The monks had not yet begun to resort to a fixed and codified rule. For such written constitutions we must await the time of Cassarius of Arles.

Monasticism was not established without opposition. Rutilius Namatianus, a pagan, denounced the monks of Lérins as a brood of night-owls; even the efforts of God to make Christian virtues of them met with much resistance, and the adversaries of Priscillianism in particular were imbued with this hostility to a certain degree. It was also one of the objections raised by Vigilantius of Calagurris, the Spanish priest whom St. Jerome denounced so vigorously. Vigilantius had spent much time in Gaul and surely knew what had happened there. The law of ecclesiastical celibacy was less stringent, less generally enforced than in Italy, especially Rome. The series of Gallic councils before the Merovingian epoch bear witness at once to the undecided state of discipline at the time, and also to the continual striving after some fixed disciplinary code.

The Church of Gaul passed through three dogmatic crises. Its bishops seem to have been greatly occupied with Ariasism; as a rule they clung to the teaching of Nicea, in spite of a few temporary or partial defections. Those who adhered to Trier (336-38), exerted a powerful influence on the episcopate of Gaul; one of the great champions of orthodoxy in the West was Hilary of Poitiers, who also suffered exile for his constancy. Priscillianism had a greater hold on the masses of the faithful.
GAULI

It was above all a method, an ideal of Christian life, which appealed to all, even to women. It was conducted by the bishops of Bordeaux and Agen were present; none the less it spread rapidly in Central Gaul, Eauze in particular being a stronghold. When in 385 the usurper Maximus put Priscillian and his friends to death, St. Martin was in doubt how to act, but repudiated with horror the community with which he had concluded the treaties, the unfortunate. Priscillianism, indeed, was more or less bound up with the cause of asceticism in general. Finally the bishops and monks of Gaul were long divided over Pelagianism. Proculus, Bishop of Marseilles, had obliged Leporius, a disciple of Pelagius, to leave Gaul, but it was not long before Leporius, Lascaris, Vincius, and Faustus, became hotbeds of a teaching opposed to St. Augustine's and known as Semipelagianism. Prosper of Aquitaine wrote against it, and was obliged to take refuge at Rome. It was not until the beginning of the sixth century that the teaching of Augustine triumphed, when a monk of Lérins, Cassarius of Arles, an almost servile disciple of Augustine, caused it to be adopted by the Council of Orange (529).

In the final struggle Rome interfered. We do not know much concerning the earlier relations between the bishops of Gaul and the pope. The position of Imperial Council shows a considerable degree of independence; yet Irenaeus proclaimed the primacy of the See of Rome. About the middle of the third century the pope was appealed to for the purpose of settling difficulties in the Church of Gaul and to remove an erring bishop (Cyprian, Epist. lvii). At the Council of Arles (314) the bishops of Gaul were present with those of Brittany, Spain, Africa, even Italy; Pope Sylvester sent delegates to represent him. It was in way a Council of the West. During all that century, however, the episcopate of Gaul had no head, and the bishops grouped themselves according to the ties of friendship or locality. Metropolitan did not exist as yet, and when advice was needed Milan was consulted. "The traditional authority," says Duchene, "in all matters of discipline remained always the ancient Church of Rome; in practice, however, the Council of Milan decided in case of conflict."

The pope then took the situation in hand, and in 476 Pope Leo I wrote a letter to Ariovaric or delegate in Gaul, and provided that all disputes should be referred to him. Moreover, no Gallic ecclesiastical could have access to the pope without testimonial letters from the Bishop of Arles. This primacy of Arles waxed and waned under the succeeding bishops, who played a considerable part in the life of Gaul, but after his time it conferred on the occupant merely an honorary title. In consequence, however, of the extensive authority of Arles in the fifth and sixth centuries, canonical discipline was more rapidly developed there, and the "Libri canones" which were a work in various in Southern Gaul were modelled on those of the Church of Arles.

Towards the end of this period Cassarius assisted at a series of councils, thus obtaining a certain recognition as legat of the Merovingian Church.

The barbarians, however, were on the march. The great invasion of 407 made the Goths masters of all the country to the south of the Loire, with the exception of Bourges and Clermont, which did not fall into their hands until 475; Arles succumbed in 480. Then the Visigothic kingdom was organized, Arian in religion, and at first hostile to Catholicism. Gradually the necessity of maintaining a certain degree of uniformity made the Council of Agde, really a national council of Visigothic Gaul (506), and in which Cassarius was dominant, is an evidence of the new temper on both sides. The Acte of this council follow very closely the principles laid down in the "Breviarium Alaricorum"—a summary of the Theodician Code drawn up by Alaric II, the Visigothic king, for his Gallo-Roman subjects—and met with the approval of the Catholic bishops of his kingdom. But at Inzwel the bishops of Bourgogne had settled near Mains; in 475 they had come farther south along the Rhone, and about this time became Arians. The Franks, soon to be masters of all Gaul, left the neighbourhood of Tournai, defeated Syagrius in 486, and established their power as far as the Loire, defeated the Bishop of Tours, and took the Kingdom, and in 534 that of the Burgundians; in 536 by the conquest of Arles they succeeded to the remnants of the great state created by the genius of King Theuderic; with them began a new era (see FRANKS).

The transition from one regime to another was made possible by the bishops of Gaul. The bishops had frequently played a beneficent rôle as intermediaries with the Roman authorities. Before the barbarian invasions they were the true champions of the people. Indeed it was long believed that they had been invested with special powers and the official title of "archontes civilium," a kind of sacerdotal dignity. While this title was never officially borne by them, the popular error was only formal and superficial. Bishops like Sidonius Apolinarius, Avitus, Germanus of Auxerre, Cassarius of Arles, were truly the defenders of their fatherland. While the old civic institutions were tottering to their fall, they upheld the national fabric. Through their efforts the barbarians became amalgamated with the native population, introducing into it the germs of a new and vigorous life. Lastly the bishops were the guardians of the classical traditions of Latin literature and Roman culture, and long before the appearance of monasticism had begun the mediacy of learning. Throughout the sixth and seventh centuries manuscripts of the Bible and the Fathers were copied to meet the needs of public worship, ecclesiastical teaching, and Catholic life. The only contemporary buildings that exhibit traces of classical or Byzantine styles are religious edifices. For all this, and for much more, the bishops of Gaul deserve the title of "Makers of France".

After the writings of EUGÈNIE DE CAMARA, Sulpitius Severus, PAULINUS OF NOLA, SALVIANUS, Gregory of Tours, etc., our principal source of information is the "Apostolite" (3rd ed.) which with its "Histoire étoilée" published by LE BLANT. Inscriptions chrétiennes de la Gaule antérieures à l'AGNUS DEI siècle (1897, 1898); IDRÉM. Les sarcophages chrétiens de la Gaule (Paris, 1890); SIROMON AND LALANDE. Concilia antica Gallice (4 vols., 1829-66); also the calendars giving information for many dioceses and edited by Delisle in Histoire littéraire de la France, XXIII.

General works devoted to the history and study of Christianity have chapters on the Church in Gaul. Special reference works: DUCHENNE. Païens épiscopaux de l'ancienne Gaule, I (1907); II; IV, 2nd ed. (1917); IV, 3rd ed. (1890). All published in 1905-9; IDRÉM. Histoire littéraire de la France avant la XIIe siècle, I and II (Paris, 1893); RODER. L'enseignement des lettres classiques en Gaule d'A la fin du XIVe siècle (Paris, 1886); BARRIGON. Les anciennes églises de France au XVe siècle (Paris, 1901); ANACHET. Bollandiana, LIX, 354; MORIN. Saint Lazare et saint Martin in Mémoires de la société des antiquaires de France, LX (Paris, 1898); AUBRÉ IN Histoire littéraire, VII (1878), 152-62; HAVET. Les origines de saint Denis in Bibliothèque de l'École des Chartes (Paris, 1890), p. 25; DUFOUR. La christianisation des foules dans l'Empire romain in Revue d'histoire et de littérature religieuses, IV (Paris, 1899), 539. IDRÉM. Histoire littéraire de la France avant la XIIe siècle, I and II (Paris, 1893); RODER. L'enseignement des lettres classiques en Gaule d'A la fin du XIVe siècle (Paris, 1886); IDRÉM. Les anciennes églises de France au XVe siècle (Paris, 1900); BUET. Priscillien et le réveil de l'épiscopat (Paris, 1903), E. A. LE COTERIEUX. "Les études de l'Empire romain en Gaule" in Revue d'histoire et de littérature religieuses, 1893, 297-300. IDRÉM. Littérature religieuse de la Gaule au XIIe siècle in "Les études de l'Empire romain en Gaule" in Revue d'histoire et de littérature religieuses, 1893, 297-300; IDRÉM. "La Défense Civile" in Nouvelle revue historique du droit (Paris, 1902); IDRÉM. "La Défense Civile" in Nouvelle revue historique du droit (Paris, 1902).
him in design and colouring. Early in life he went to Rome and became a pupil of Bernini and Mario Nuzzi da Fori, whose assistance and recommendation later brought him fame and reputation. A considerable part of his life was given over to portrait painting. He is said to have executed paintings of seven pontiffs—from Alexandria VII to Clement X—and of all the cardinals of his time. His paintings of children show much grace and vivacity. His greatest merit, however, lies in his historical compositions, which show good arrangement, agreeable colouring, and a spirited touch. Sometimes his work was incorrect and heavy, and his draperies too stiff. He understood the art of foreshortening his figures in a marked degree, as shown by his work in the angles of the dome of S. Agnese, in the Palazzo Nuovo. His chief work is the painting of the "Assumption of St. Francis Xavier", in the vault of the church of the Gesù, Rome. This picture is celebrated for the boldness and truth of the foreshortening, and the brilliancy of the colouring. Another celebrated work is the "Virgin and Child, surrounded by angels, with St. Anne kneeling in front"; it is in the church of S. Francesco a Ripa; and in the church of Sant' Andrea there is an altarpiece by Gaudioli of the "Death of St. Francis Xavier". Gaudioli's facility of composition, rapidity of hand, and clear bright style rendered his pictures very attractive to his contemporaries, but these works are now considered as belonging to an essentially superior style of art. He is one of the painters called by his countrymen Macchinisti. His works are obscure in his easel pictures, and his manner more varied.


Gaultier, Aloisius-Edouard-Camille, priest and schoolmaster; b. at Asti, Piedmont, about 1745, of French parentage; d. at Paris, 18 Sept., 1815; began his studies in France, and completed them in Rome, where he was ordained; upon his return to France (1780) he devoted himself to the work of education and in 1786 opened a school in Paris, wherein he applied his principle of instructing children while amusing them. The French Revolution obliged him to seek refuge in England, and finding at his disposal his former pupils of the French nobility, he opened a course for the education of French refugees. His principles were greatly admired and his methods commended by the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. He came back to France in 1801, and continued to teach his English and French, and in 1803, another journey to London was undertaken for the purpose of studying the monitory system of teaching, practised by Bell and Lancaster, a system which he wanted to introduce into the French schools. During the Hundred Days, Carnot appointed him a member of the commission for the reorganization of public instruction, and later Gaultier was one of the founders of the "Société pour l'enseignement élémentaire".

To give a complete list of Gaultier's works is impossible here. They include text-books for every branch of primary instruction, reading, writing, arithmetic, geometry, geography, history, logical and grammatical analysis, composition, politeness, etc., and they apply his method of instructive plays, that is, a system of questions and answers in which, according to the correctness or incorrectness of the answers, a scheme of loss and gain in credits constantly stimulates the interest of the pupils. While, from the point of view of modern pedagogy, this method has many defects, especially that of being too mechanical and of insisting too much on mere memory, it was nevertheless an advance on methods previously used, and it acknowledged, though carrying it to excess, the great importance of the principle of interest in education.

It must be supplemented by the application of the psychological principles of adaptation, reflection, and assimilation.

Nouvelles biographies générales (Paris, 1858), XIX, 676; Dictionnaire de la biographie (Paris, 1897), I, 1, 1146.

C. A. DUMRAY.

Gauze, Jean-Joseph, French theologian and author, b. at Fuentes (Franche-Comté) in 1802; d. in 1876. While attached to the Université de Nevers, he was successively professor of theology, rector of the petit séminaire, canon, and vicar-general of the diocese, and had already published several works, when he left for Rome in 1841. Gregory XVI made him a knight of the Reformed Order of St. Sylvester. A doctor of the Université de Paris, a member of several societies of scholars, among them vicar-general of several dioceses, he received from Pius IX in 1854 the title of prothonotary apostolic. Abbé Gauze is the author of numerous books treating of theology, history, education. Some of these are still esteemed; those of the second have fallen into oblivion, and those of the third have led to the famous question of the classics. These last writings are all inspired by one and the same thought; vividly struck by the religious and moral deterioration of his age, the author seeks its remote causes, and believes it finds it in the Renaissance, which was for society a resurrection of the paganism of antiquity, prepared the way for the Revolution, and was, in fine, the primal source of all the evil. Such is the dominating idea of the works "La Révolution" (8 vols., 1856) and "Histoire de la société domestique" (12 vols., 1857). It is again met with in "Les Trois Rome" (1857). But to cure the ills of society it was necessary to devise a new method of moulding childhood and youth; this was to consist in catechetical instruction and the exclusion of pagan authors from classical studies. In support of this method he composed his "Catechisme de l'Épiscopat, ou Exposé de la Religion depuis l'origine du monde jusqu'à nos jours" (8 vols., 1854); "La Religion et l'Éternité" (1859); "Traité de l'Esprit Saint" (1864). To this series of works belong his "Manuel du Confesseur" (1854) and "L'Hortie de la Passion" (1857), which he translated from St. Alphonse Liguori.

The word "Renaissance" is the REVOLUTION in the word is his—which he deemed necessary in classic instruction he indicated as early as 1835 in his book "Le Catholicisme dans l'éducation", without arousing much comment. He returned to the subject in 1851 in a work entitled "Le Ver rongeur des sociétés modernes et l'Eglise" (Paks. "L'Universalisme de la société moderne", a work of the author, still more the patronage of two influential prelates—Mgr. Gousset, Archbishop of Reims, and Mgr. Paris, Bishop of Arras—and above all the articles of Louis Veuillot in "L'Univers", which supported Abbé Gauze from the first, gained for his views a hearing which they had previously failed to secure, and provoked a lively controversy among Catholics. After having shown that the intellectual formation of youth during the first centuries of the Church and throughout the Middle Ages was accomplished through the study of Christian authors (ch. i-ix), Gauze proceeds to prove that the Renaissance of the sixteenth century perverted education throughout Europe by the substitution of pagan writers for Christian authors. In support of his thesis, he brings forward the testimony of men (vii-ix) and of facts (x-xxi), indicating the influence of classical paganism on literature, speech, the arts, philosophy, religion, the family, and society. The method of this last work was the exaggeration of his thesis was evident. It was the condemnation of the method held in honour in the Church for three centuries; Benedictines, Jesuits, Oratorians, the secular clergy themselves had, with-out opposition from the Holy See, made the pagan
authors the basis of the curriculum in their colleges. Gaume did not go so far as to exclude the pagan texts; he allowed them some place in the three highest classes (the course comprised eight), but banished them from the first five years.

The second year of his petit séminaire as to the course to pursue, the Bishop of Orléans, Mgr. Dupanloup, addressed them a letter on classical teaching, in which he boldly declared himself in favour of the existing regulations and methods, thus preserving for the ancient authors the rank they had hitherto held, but at the same time assigning an important place to Holy Scripture, the Fathers, and modern authors. Sharply attacked by Veuillot in "L'Univers", the bishop retorted by issuing a pastoral on the classics and especially on the interference of lay journalism in episcopal administration, and concluded by enjoining on the professors of his petits séminaires to receive no longer "L'Univers". Then the question became even more burning; newspaper articles, brochures, pamphlets, even books succeeded one another on this question which created a general commotion among educationists. Gaume published in 1840 the thesis for his doctorate on "L'Éducation dans l'éducation". For a time it seemed as though the diocese were on the point of division. At this juncture Mgr. Dupanloup drew up a declaration which was signed by forty-six prelates. It contained four articles, two of which dealt with journalism in its relation to episcopal authority, and two with the use of the classics. It was therein stated: (1) that the employment of the ancient classics in secondary schools, when properly chosen, carefully expurgated, and explained from a Christian point of view, was neither evil nor dangerous; (2) that, however, the use of these ancient classics should not be exclusive, but that it was useful to join to it in becoming measure as is generally done in all houses directed by the clergy, the study and explanation of Christian authors. Abbé Gaume and his partisans lost no time in reducing their claims to the three following points: (1) the more comprehensive expurgation of pagan writers; (2) the more extensive introduction of Christian authors; (3) the Christian teaching of pagan authors. Nevertheless it required instructions from Rome to put an end to this controversy. The Abbé Gaume published further: "Bibliothèque des classiques chrétiens, latins et grecs" (30 vols., 1852-55); "Poesies et Prochains poèmes dans la collection des Prébendaires" (3 vols., 1853-54); "L'Univers; Vie de Mgr. Dupanloup, II; vii; E. Veuillot; Vie de Louis Veuillot, II, xvii; L. Veuillot, Mélanges, Series I, vol. II; Series II, vol. I; Le Correspondant (1852) articles.

A. FOURNET.

Gautama. See BUDDHISM.

Gauthier, Charles HUGH. See KINGSTON, ARCH.

DIOCESE OF.

Gavantus (GAVANTO), BARTOLOMEO, liturgist, a member of the Barnabite Order; b. at Monza, 1569; d. at Milan, 14 August, 1638. Gavantus devoted himself early to liturgical studies, and with such success that his fame spread far beyond Rome, where he was recognized as having a most accurate knowledge of the sacred rites. His chief work is entitled "Thesaurus sacrorum rituum seu commentaria in rubricas Missalis et Breviarii Romani" (Milan, 1628; revised ed. by Merati, Rome, 1736-38). In this work the author traces the historical origin of the sacred rites themselves, treats of their mystical significance, gives rules as to the observance and obligation of the rubrics, and adds decrees and brief explanations bearing on the subject-matter of the work. The book was examined and approved by Cardinals Millino, Muto, and Cajetan, and was dedicated to Pope Urban VIII. Gavantus was governor of his order, and in recognition of his great services, was named perpetual consultor to the Congregation of Rites by Pope Urban VIII 1623-1644.

DANIEL DUNFORD.

GAZATÉ, CHARLES ETIENNE ARTHUR, American historian and writer of fiction, grandson of Etienne de Boré, the first successful sugar-planter of Louisiana; b. in New Orleans, January, 1805; d. 11 February, 1855. Pére Antoine (Antonio de Sedella), famed in Louisiana history, baptized the cathedral, where also, ninety years later, the funeral rites were performed over his remains. Having received his early education in his native city, he went to Philadelphia in 1826 to study law, was admitted to the Pennsylvania Bar in 1829, and to that of Louisiana in 1829. Entering the political arena he was elected to the State legislature in the same year, and subsequently, in 1835, was sent to the Senate of the United States. However, ill-health prevented him from ever performing his duties as senator, and the dictate of his physician kept him in France for eight years. The natural bent of his mind, the historical environment of his youth (Louisiana having just emerged from her colonial existence into American statehood), and personal acquaintance with many of the men who were chief actors on the historical stage, all combined to determine the character of his life-work, which later proved to be "Histoire de la Louisiane". Having obtained material from public and private archives in France, he published (1846-47) the result of his researches in "Histoire de la Louisiane"—a work which, based as it is on original documents, cannot but be of great value to the student of history. The "Histoire de la Louisiane" has been followed by a more comprehensive "Histoire de Louisiana", which is the great work of his life (4th ed., 4 vols, New Orleans, 1903).

In the "History of Louisiana" the author includes an earlier work, "Poetry and Romance of the History of Louisiana", in which, he explicitly states, he intends to weave "legendary, the romantic, the traditional, and historical elements" into one narrative, and which contains such flights of imagination as to leave it devoid of critical value. The other parts of the work are more strictly historical in scope and value; yet the vivid style coupled with much personal observation precludes the analytical, dispassionate method, which the modern writer is wont to apply to the treatment of historical subjects. However, inasmuch as Gayarre's book represents an intelligent and systematic compilation of documentary evidence, it is a remarkable achievement for his time, and is even today indispensable for an understanding of the history of Louisiana. Other works of his are: "Fernando de Lemos" (1872); "Aubert Dubayet, or the Two Sister Republics" (1882), a historical romance; both works are of local interest. He also contributed a number of historical articles to various magazines.


ANTHONY F. IBNEERG.

GAZ (Heb. 'Azrâ, the strong), a titular see of Palestine Prima, in the Patriarchate of Jerusalem. Gaza is one of the oldest cities in the world. Its first inhabitants were the Hevites (Deut. ii, 23). The Rehphaim and the Enamim, expelled later by Josue, inhabited the surrounding mountains (Josue xi, 22). The Hevites were driven forth by the Philistines who came from Caphtor (I. V, Cappadocia; Deut. ii, 20). Gideon, a son of Amos, ix, 7; Jer., xlvi, 4). Little else is known as to the origin of this warlike people, who occupied the whole Mediterranean coast between Phoenicia and Egypt, and whom the Hebrews could never wholly subdue. It is agreed, however, that they came from Caphtor, the island of Kephal. Amos (ix, 7; Jer., xlix, 4) speaks of the island of Caphtor, the island of Cappadocia in D. V. According to Stephen of Byzantium ("De Urbibus", s. v. Gaza,
Minoa) the city of Gaza was a colony from Crete (cf. Soph., ii, 5). This statement is in accordance with the "Romana", which tells of reprisals made by the "Cerethi" (Cretans), a Philistine tribe. 

Philistines were established in the vicinity of Gaza as early as the time of Abraham; their leader, Abimelech, who bore the title of king, resided at Gerar (Gen., xxii, 33; xxvi, 1). Some critics, however, hold that the title of "king of the Philistines" was given to Abimelech, not because he was himself a Philistine, but because he dwelt in the country afterwards inhabited by that people. In any case the Philistines certainly possessed Gaza when Moses and the Hebrews arrived in the Holy Land. Though it was assigned to the tribe of Judah, the city could never be conquered by Joshua, according to its high wall (Gen., xi, 18; Josh. xv, 47; Amos, i, 7). The tribe of Judah possessed the city by right but not in fact.

Gaza appears to have been the metropolis of the five satrapies which formed the territory of the Philistines; and like the four other cities, Ascalon, Accaron, Azotus, and Geth, it had a king whose power extended to all the cities and villages of the region. Samson, to escape from the hands of the Philistines, bore the gates of the city away on his shoulders during the night to the neighboring mountain (Judges xvi, 3); it was at Gaza that, blind and a prisoner of the Philistines, he met the woman who became his wife and his enemies (Judges xvi, 21-30). Dagon was not the special deity of Gaza. He is to be met with also at Ascalon, Azotus, and the other Philistine cities to which the term "Beth-dagon" is applied. To a certain extent the Philistines had transformed into a national deity this god of Assyrian origin, a monster having in part the shape of a fish, in part also the form of a man. The Israelites, who had captured Gaza shortly before the time of Samson (Judges i, 18), were still in possession of it in the time of Solomon (I Kings, iv, 24). It is probable, however, that at this later date the city merely paid tribute, retaining its autonomy.

The people of Gaza continued to manifest their hatred for the Jews, and carried on a brisk commerce in Jewish slaves (Amos, i, 6), which drew upon them the terrible maledictions of the prophets of Israel (Amos, i, 6-7; Zach., ix, 5; Jer., xxx, 26; xxxvii, 6). The king of Gaza, in common with most of those of Assyria or Chaldea engaged in their long and eventful struggle for the domination of Asia and world-supremacy. Being on the great highway of the conquering armies, Gaza was destined to special suffering. About 734 B.C., Thelathaphallas III, king of Assyria, annihilated only one city, the city of Gaza, who had joined Rasin and Pachee, Kings of Syria and Israel, in revolt against the Assyrian monarch. On the approach of the Assyrian army Hanon fled to Egypt and the city was taken and sacked. But the victors had scarcely departed when Hanon returned to Gaza; and in 720 we find him on the battlefield of Raphia, among the allies of Pharaoh Shabaka, where he was defeated and taken prisoner. Shortly after this the Philistines of Gaza were defeated by Eschinas, King of Judah (IV Kings, xviii, 8), and were forced to revolt with him against the Assyrians; the latter, however, returned and again compelled the Philistines to submit. Asarhaddon and Asurbanipal numbered among their tributaries Telibel, King of Gaza. When the Assyrian empire had been destroyed Egypt sought to enrich itself from the spoils, and Pharao Nehbo II captured Gaza (Jer., xlvii, 1; Jerobodus II, clx) on his way towards Carchemish, where he was defeated by the Babylonians, and was driven from the island of Nabuchodonosor (Nebuchadnezzar), took the offensive and recaptured Gaza. The city was especially ill-treated, and had afterwards to pay tribute to King Nabonides for the building of the great temple of Sin at Haran. Later the Babylonians gave way to the Persians. Cambyses, on the occasion of his expedition to Egypt in 525, besieged Gaza, which alone of its cities submitted, nevertheless, and under the Persian domination, according to Herodotus (III, xv), who compares it to Sardis, one of the most beautiful cities of Asia, it enjoyed great prosperity. The people of Gaza, who seem to have been very courageous and very loyal to their masters, were permitted to open the gates of the army of Alexander the Great (332). He was forced to begin a regular siege, which lasted two months and cost him many men. After storming the city, Alexander laid waste to Gaza, put the men to the sword, and sold the women and children into slavery. He afterwards allowed the place to be re-populated; but the new settlers were a drab stock from the old inhabitants. The Philistine stronghold made way for an Hellenic city (Diodorus Siculus, XVII, xlviii, 7; Arrian, II, xxxvi; Quintus Curtius, IV, xxxiii). Henceforth there is little peace for Gaza. For several centuries it was the battlefield for Egyptian, Syrian, and Jewish armies. It was taken three times by Ptolemy I, King of Egypt (320, 312, and 302 B.C.), and twice by Antigonus (315 and 306). Finally it fell to the Lagidae, who retained it for almost a century. In 219 Antiochus of Syria took possession of it, and organized there the invasion of Judea; but he was forced to flee by Roman intervention, and was compelled to abandon his conquest to the Egyptians. In 198 he again took Gaza, routed the Egyptians in the following year, and this time was able to retain his conquest. Jonathan Machabees appeared with his army before Gaza, which refused to open its gates; so the suburbs were burnt, and the inhabitants compelled to give hostages, 145-146 B.C. (i Mach., xi, 60-62).

Alexander Janneus besieged the city for a whole year (98) and finally captured it through treachery, sacked it and slew a large number of the inhabitants (Josephus, "Ant. Jud.", XIII, xiii, 5; "Bel. Jud.", I, iv, 2). It was rebuilt later by Pompey and by Gabinius (Josephus, "Ant. Jud.", XIV, iv, 4; Appian, "Syria.", 51). Anthony ceded to Cleopatra the whole of the Mediterranean coast between Egypt and Phenicia, and Augustus gave Gaza to Herod the Great (30 B.C.). At Herod's death it became subject to the governor of Syria. In A.D. 60 the province of the island of Gaza, which was of course soon recaptured by the Romans (Josephus, "Bel. Jud.", II, xviii, 1). The era of Gaza, found on its coins and on numerous pagan and Christian inscriptions, dates from a journey of Pompey through Palestine, 28 October, 61 B.C. Gaza is mentioned in the Book of Judges, as the capital of the tribe of Dan (Judges xiv, viii, 26), in connexion with the route followed by the eunuch of Queen Candace. The Hellenistic city had transformed its Oriental deities into Graeco-Roman gods, and was long hostile to Christianity, which as late as the first quarter of the fourth century had scarcely secured a foothold there. It is true that Philemon, to whom St. Paul addressed an epistle, is spoken of as its first bishop; but this is merely an unreliable tradition. St. Sylvanus, its first bishop, martyred (310) at the mines of Pheno, is called "bishop of the churches about Gaza" (Eusebius, "Hist. Eccl.", VIII, xiii, "De Mart. Pal.", xiii, iv); Asclepas, his successor, is also called "bishop of the churches about Gaza". He assisted at the Council of Nicea in 325, and was one of the Catholic bishops most feared by the Arians. He is always found among those who suffered the most severely in the Arian conflict, with men like St. Athanasius, Marcellus of Ancyra, and others. For example, in 217, and others.

Constantine the Great forcibly introduced Christianity into Gaza, but such was the hostility of the pagan population that Bishop Asclepas deemed it prudent to build the church outside the city. Near the church, but likewise without the walls, arose later
the oratory of the martyr St. Timothy; in the same place were relics of the martyrs St. Major and St. Thea. Christianity, however, spread especially in the port of Gaza, between two and three miles from the city and owing dependence to it. The citizens of the port obtained from Constantine the privilege of municipal independence for their city, under the name of Constancia, with the right to have its own bishops. When, later, Julian the Apostate withdrew its civil rights from its inhabitants, the most famous of whom were Peter the Iberian, a Monophysite ascetic, and St. Cosmas, foster brother and friend of St. John Damascene. In the neighbouring cities, e.g. Anthedon, Bethelia, and Menoil, Christianity was also introduced with difficulty by Eusebius, Nestabos, and Zeno, were put to death at Gaza by the populace. St. Hilarion, born in the neighbouring Thabatha, a small village, was compelled to flee to Sicily to escape persecution by the pagans (Soros., Hist. Eccl., V, ix; Greg. Naz., "Invent. I in Jul.", 66-67). The first church built in Gaza itself was the work of St. Irenon (d. 393) whose feast is 16 December. He was succeeded by Eneas, and later by St. Porphyry (395-420), the true restorer of Christianity in Gaza. This holy bishop first sent Marcus, his deacon and historian, to Constantinople to obtain a charter to close the pagan temples. He then intensely numbered 200 in Gaza; though the rest of the empire was gradually abandoning its idols, Gaza was stubborn in its opposition to Christianity. The decree was granted by the emperor, and the temples closed, with the exception of the Maeronian, the temple sacred to Zeus Marmas, which had replaced that of Dagon. There was no great change, however, in the sentiments of the people; so St. Porphyry decided to strike a decisive blow. He went himself to Constantinople during the winter of 401-402 and obtained from Arcadius a decree for the destruction of the pagan temples, which Cynegius, a special imperial envoy, executed in May, 402. Eight temples, those of Aphrodite, Hecate, the Sun, Apollo, Core, Fortune, the Herocion, and even the Maeronian, were either pulled down or burnt. Simultaneously soldiers visited every house, seizing and burning the idols and books of magic. On the ruins of the Maeronian, he ordered the enormous large church called the Eudoxiana in her honour, and dedicated 14 April, 407. Paganism had thus ceased to exist officially.

Gaza, now a Christian city, became rich and prosperous; and during the fifth and sixth centuries was the seat of a famous school of Christian rhetoricians. His Excellency of the Copts recognizes as sainte many religious of Gaza, e.g. Dorotheus, Dosithes, Baranap sustaining, and John the Prophet; the Monophysite monks were also, for a time, actively engaged in its environs. At the Arab invasion, about 637, the city fell before General Amr. The Eudoxiana was converted into a mosque, and the Roman garrison, consisting of sixty soldiers under the command of Caliniclus, having refused to apostatize, was slain at the Euphrates, and Jerusalem ("Analecta Bollandiana", XXIII, 280-307; "Echos de Orient", VIII, 1905, 40-43). The Arabs venerate the city as the burial-place of Hachem, the grandfather of Mahomet. When the Crusaders came, Gaza was almost in ruins; owing, however, to its situation on the way from Egypt to Syria, it soon regained prosperity. Baldwin III built a fortress there (1149) and confided it to the Templars. Saladin pillaged the city in 1170, but the fort remained until 1187. Richard the Lionhearted held it for a brief time. In 1244 the combined forces of Christians and Saracens were defeated by the Khazarians. The Turks finally took Gaza in 1516; and in 1799 Bonaparte held it for a few days. It is now known as Ghazzeh, and is a kaimakamat in the sandjak of Jerusalem. It numbers over 40,000 inhabitants, nearly all Musulmans. There are 1,500 Greek schools, 150 Moslem and 150 Catholics. The latter have a Catholic pastor under the Patriarch of Jerusalem. The Greek Church contains the tomb of St. Porphyry. Mosques are very numerous, among the most remarkable being Djamia-el-Kebr, the ancient cathedral of the crusaders, dedicated to St. John the Baptist; also Noemin Moskam, in the town itself. It is the tomb of the great father of Mahomet. The city is unclean, and its streets narrow and crooked. But seen from a distance, amid its surrounding vegetation, it appears magnificent. The entire district is well irrigated and cultivated; the soil is extremely rich, and the trade of the city rather prosperous. "Commentaria in Epistolae S. Pauli" (Leipzig, 1895); Sibbe, "De Gaza Palatinis oppido ejusque episcopio" (Leipzig, 1715); La Quenin, "Græcia Christiana", II, 410-422; Scharf, "Gaza und die philistinische Küste" (Jena, 1855); Seiffert, "Die Schule von Gaza" (Heidelberg, 1892); Roussea, "Travaux de Gaza" (Paris, 1893); Schille, "Der Kalender und die Aera von Gaza" (Berlin, 1896); Gatt in Via., Dict. de la Bible, s. v.

Gebhard, See Gellians.

GEBHARD

(III) of Constance, bishop of that city, and strenuous defender of papal rights against imperial encroachments during the Investitures conflict; b. about 1040; d. 12 November 1100. He was a son of Duke Bertold I and a brother of Bertold II, of Zähringen. For some time he was prostrate at Xanten, then entered the Benedictine monastery at Hirschau and on 22 December, 1084, was consecrated Bishop of Constance by the cardinal-legate, Otto of Ostia, the future Urban II. The see of Constance was then occupied by the imperial anti-Bishop Otto I, who, though excommunicated and deposed by Gregory VII in 1080, retained his see by force of arms. At an imperial synod held at Mainz, in April, 1085, Gebhard and fourteen other German bishops who remained faithful to Gregory were excommunicated. Otto I was deposed, and the lawful Bishop of Constance. Luckily, Otto I died in the beginning of 1086, and Gebhard was able to take possession of his see. One of his first acts as bishop was the reform of the Benedictine monastery of Petershausen near Constance, which he recruited with monks from Hirschau. In 1089 he consecrated the new cathedral of Constance, to replace the old one which had fallen into ruins in 1052.

On 18 April, 1089, Pope Urban II appointed him and Bishop Altmann of Passau, Apostolic vicars for Germany. Arnold, a monk of St. Gall, whom Henry IV had appointed anti-Bishop of Constance on 29 March, 1089, was deposed and Gebhard from the direction of Constance. The latter had powerful friends in his brother Bertold II, Duke Welf IV, the monks of Hirschau and Petershausen, and the citizens of Constance. In 1094 Gebhard held a synod of reform at Constance, and in 1095 he attended the Synod of Piacenza. Soon, however, the influence of Henry IV began to increase in Germany. In 1103 Gebhard was driven from his see, and the imperial anti-bishop, Arnold, usurped the bishopric. With the assistance of Henry V, Gebhard regained his see in 1105, freed the king from the ban by order of Paschal II, and accompanied him on his journey to Saxony. Gebhard attended the Synod of Nordhausen on 27 May, 1105, the diet at Mainz on Christmas, 1105, was sent as imperial legate to Rome in the spring of 1106, and was present at the Council of Guastalla in October of the same year. In the fresh dispute that arose between Paschal II and Henry V, Gebhard seemed to stand with the emperor, but, after being severely reprimanded by the pope, withdrew from public life and devoted his whole attention to the welfare of his diocese.

HENKING, Gebhard III, Bischof von Constance (Stuttgart, 1897), Gebhard von Zähringen in Freiburger Diktionen (Freiburg im Br., 1895), I. 305-404; MEYER VON KNOXLE IN SCHRIHNUNGEN FUR DIE GESCHICHTE DES BODENSEES (Lindau, 1898), XV, 18 sqq. bozm. in Allg. Deutsche u. Neugart, Episcopatus Constantiensis (St. Blasien, 1803), I, 467-502.

MICHAEL OTT.

GEBHARD, EMILE, a French professor and writer, b. 19 July, 1839, at Nancy; d. 22 April, 1908, in Paris. He was the grand-nephew of General Drouet, one of the heroes of the French revolution, and the first to have the honor of the title of 'Colonel' bestowed upon him. HAVING finished his studies in the Lycée of Nancy, he was admitted to the Ecole Francaise of Athens, where he imbibed the Hellenic spirit and gathered a rich harvest of facts and anecdotes for his future works. When he returned to France he was sent to the Lycée of Nancy and soon after appointed professor of modern letters at the University of Nancy. He was so successful that a chair of Southern European literatures was instituted specially for him at the Sorbonne, in 1880. For the twenty-six years during which he held that position, he was the most popular professor in the Sorbonne, his course of lectures being always attended by both students of men and women of the world. In 1895 he was elected to the Academy of Moral and Political Sciences, and in 1905 to the French Academy. He was fond of travelling, and every summer, for twenty-five years, he spent three months in Italy, visiting Rome, Milan, Florence, Venice, seeking rare and antique books in libraries, staying in monasteries and talking with the monks, and gathering information concerning popular legends from the common people on the streets and in the cottages of the poor. All the materials so collected were afterwards used in his books. His favourite subjects were Greek antiquity and the Italian Renaissance, in which he explored the monasteries and talked with monks in a masterly manner, showing a thorough but unpretentious knowledge. His style is clear, slightly sarcastic at times, but extremely agreeable. His principal works are: "Praxitèle" (1864), "La Renaissance et la Réforme" (1877), "Les Origines de la Renaissance en Italie" (1879), "L'Italie mystique" (1880), "Le secours des Cloches, contes et légendes" (1888), "Mémoires et Papiers" (1896), "Autour d'une table" (1894), "Cloches de Noël et de Pâques" (1900), "Comtes et contes du moyen-âge" (1901), "Jules II" (1904), "Florence" (1906). The last days of his life were dimmed by sadness. As he had always been fond of mysticism, which he held to be all classical in his faith, and as he disliked the rationalistic doctrines of the time, the attacks of the Radicals on his religious and patriotic ideals wounded him deeply.

Louis N. Delamarre.

Gedeon [GIDEON (Heb. גִּדֵּה, "hewer")], also called Jerobaal ( Judges, vi, 32; vii, 1; etc.), and Jerobebeth (II Kings, xi, 21, in the Hebrew text), was one of the judges of Israel. He belonged to the tribe of Manasses, and to the family of Abinadab (Judges, vi, 34). Gedeon's father was Joas, and lived in Ephra ( Judges, vi, 11). The following is in substance the account of Gedeon's judgship as related in Judges vii-viii: Israel, having forsaken Yahweh's worship, had been for seven years exceedingly humbled by the inroads of the Midianites and other Eastern tribes. At length, they turned to God who sent them a deliverer in the person of Gedeon. In a first theophany, granted him by day while he was threshing wheat, Gedeon received the difficult mission of freeing his people; whereupon he built an altar to the Lord ( Judges, vi, 24). In a second theophany during the following night, he was directed to destroy the village-altar to Baal, and to erect one to Yahweh. This he did with the result that the people clamoured for his death to avenge his insult to their false god. Joas, however, saved his son's life by the witty taunt, which secured for the latter the name of Jerobaal: "Let Baal revenge himself!" (vi, 25-32). Thus divinely commissioned, Gedeon naturally took the lead against Midian, and Amalek, and other Eastern tribes who had crossed the Jordan, and encamped in the valley of Jericho. Comported by the famous signs of the fleece wet by dew but dry by heat, and the shaking ears of grain at Joha, Gedeon dismissed his officers of war, Aser, Zabulon, and Naphtali, he took up his position not far from the enemy. But it was God's intention to show that it was His power which delivered Israel, and hence He reduced Gedeon's army from 32,000 to 300 (vii, 1-8). According to a divine direction, the Hebrew commander paid a night visit to the enemy's camp and overheard the telling of a dream which prompted him to act at once, certain of victory (vii, 9-15). He then supplied his men with trumpets and with torches enclosed in jars, which, after his example, they broke, crying out: "The sword of Yahweh and not of Gedeon." Panic seized the sudden appearance of his foes, and Israel's enemies turned their arms against one another, and broke up in flight towards the fords of the Jordan (vii, 16-23). But, summoned by Gedeon, the Ephraimites cut off the Midianites at the fords, and
captured and slew two of their princes, Oreb and Zeb, whose heads they sent to the Hebrew leader, rebuking him at the same time for not having called earlier upon their assistance. Gedeon appeased them by an Eastern proverb, and pursued the enemy beyond the Jordan. Pursued by the men of Zaccoth and Phanuel on his way, and finally put to death Zeeb and Salmana (viii. 10-21). Grateful for this glorious deliverance, Gedeon's countrymen offered him the dignity of an hereditary king, which he declined with these noble words: "I will not rule over you, neither shall my son rule over you, but Yahweh shall rule over you" (viii. 22-23). He nevertheless asked and obtained from his soldiers the golden rings and other ornaments which they had taken from the enemy; and out of this spoil he made what seems to have soon become an object of idolatrous worship in Israel. Gedeon's peaceful judgeship lasted forty years. He died of natural causes in his old age, and was buried in the sepulchre of his father in Ephraim (viii. 24-32). His victory is alluded to in Isaiah, x. 26, and in Ps., lxxxi, 12 (Heb. lxxxiii, 11), where the whole number mentioned in Judges, vii, viii, are distinctly named—a fact which shows that, at the time when this psalm was composed, the narrative of Gedeon's exploits was commonly known in its present form. The various literary features exhibited by the text of Judges, vi-viii., have been minutely examined and differently appreciated by recent scholars. Several commentators look upon these features—such for instance as the two names, Gedeon and Jeroabael; the two theophanies bearing on Gedeon's call; the apparently twofold narrative of Gedeon's pursuit of the routed enemies, etc.—as proving conclusively the composite origin of the sacred record of Gedeon's judgeship. Others, on the contrary, see their way to reconcile all such features of the text with the literary unity of Judges, vi-viii. However this may be, one thing remains perfectly sure, to wit, that whatever may be the documents which have been utilized in framing the narrative of Gedeon's exploits, they agree substantially in their description of the words and deeds of this Master Judge of Israel.

Catholic commentators from the 16th century by Claire (Paris, 1880); von Hümmler (Paris, 1888); Labouze (Paris, 1865); von Maculay (New York, 1885); Moullonde (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1897); Nowack (Göttingen, 1900).

Francis E. Gigot.

Gédoy, Nicolas, a French translator and literary critic; b. at Orleans, 17 June, 1667; d. 10 August, 1744, at Port-Pertuis, near Beaupré. After studying in the College of the Jesuits, he entered their novitiate in 1684, becoming later professor of rhetoric at Blois. Ill-health, afterwards, obliged him to resign this position, and leave the Society of Jesus, for which, however, retaining his affection. A connected with the Sainte-Chapelle (Paris) and two abbeys gave him the means of devoting himself to educational works. In 1711, he was elected to membership in the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, and in 1718 his free translation and adaptation of Quintilian, containing many allusions to contemporaries, was the occasion of his election to the Académie. He also translated Pauwensia (1731), and wrote "Réflexions sur le goût", published by d' Olivet in "Recueil d'opuscules littéraires" (Amsterdam, 1677). Several other memoirs and essays were collected under the title of "Œuvres diverses de M. Gédoy" (Paris, 1758), in which he maintained a life of Epaminondas, an apology for translations, essays on the education of children, Roman urbanity, the ancients and the moderns, etc. In education, Gédoy is an advocate of progress, and deplores the routine and the tradition which make parents and educators conform blindly to received methods and usages without realizing that circumstances change and that methods of education should be adapted and modified in consequence. By Socinians, he opposed education: knowledge, virtue and good manners; the constant endeavour of the master should be to develop these in his pupils. Since money spent by parents for the education of their children is an invested capital of the greatest importance, great care should be taken in the selection of tutors to complete education: knowledge, virtue and good manners. C. A. Dubray.

Gegenbauer, Josef Anton von, an accomplished German historical and portrait painter, b. 6 March, 1800, at Wangen, Württemberg; d. 31 January, 1876, at Rome. He studied first at the Royal Academy in Munich under Robert von Langer, remaining in that city from 1815 to 1823. Among his productions there were two idyllic works which were much admired, a "Madonna and Child" and a "Madonna and Child" altar-piece for his native town. In 1823 the painter went to Rome, where he remained until 1826, studying especially the works of Raphael. He became notably successful as a fresco painter, and, on his return to Württemberg, the king made him court painter and commissioned him to decorate the Erzählfassung of Rosenstein. In 1829 Gegenbauer went again to Rome and worked on frescoes. During his later residence at Stuttgart he was employed from 1836 to 1854 in decorating the Royal Palace with sixteen scenes in fresco from the history of Württemberg. These include incidents in the life of Count Eberhard of Württemberg. In the same building, he painted his oil paintings, among them being "Two Shepherds", "Adam and Eve after their Expulsion from Eden", and "Moses Striking the Rock". In the Stuttgart Gallery is also his "Hercules and Omphale". His other paintings in oil, ranging in date from 1829 to 1860 include many on mythological subjects: "Sleeping Venus and Two Satyrs", "Leda and the Swan", "Apollo and the Muses", "Bacchus and Ariadne", "Venus and Cupid", "Ceres and Jason", "Æolus and Eolus", "Pluto and Proserpine", "Neptune and Theis", several Genii and Amorettes, and some portraits. Among Gegenbauer's frescoes, in addition to those already mentioned, are "Jupiter giving Immortality to Psyche", "The Marriage of Cupid and Psyche", four scenes from the life of Psyche, "The Four Seasons", an "Aurora"—all at the Villa Rosenstein. In addition to these works, we may mention, as well as various Madonnas, "The Ascension of the Virgin", "The Crucifixion", the "Hercules and Omphale", the last in the Thorwaldsen Museum at Copenhagen.

Chaplain and Perkins, Cyclopedia of Painters and Paintings (New York, 1880); Bean, Dictionary of Painters and Engravers. Augustus van Cleef.

Gehenna. See Hell.

Geller von Kaysersberg, Johann, a celebrated German pulpit orator, b. at Schaffhausen, Switzerland, 16 March, 1445; d. at Strasburg, 10 March, 1510. Until a scientific presentation of the history of the development of the Catholic sermon appears, an appreciation of even the most important aspects of this, although based on careful investigation, can only be a preliminary labour, for the picture, however elaborate, will lack the proper background. This is true in the case of the celebrated medieval preacher to the common people, Berthold of Ratisbon, and it applies no less to the greatest pulpit orator of the 15th century, Geller von Kaysersberg. More fortunate is the treatment of the subject in its relations to purely literary history, for the importance of Geller in literature can
be exactly determined. According to this history he was closely connected with those humanists of Strasburg of whom the leader was the well-known Jacob Wimpeling (1450–1528), called "the educator of Germany". Like Wimpeling, Geiler was a secular priest; both fought the ecclesiastical abuses of the age, but not in the spirit of Luther and his adherents. They looked, instead, for salvation and preservation only in the restoration of Christian morals in Church and State through the faithful maintenance of the doctrines of the Church. The scene of Wimpeling’s fruitful labours was the school, that of Geiler’s the pulpit.

The surname "von Katnersberg", given to Geiler by his contemporaries, was taken from the name of the place where his grandfather, Johann Geiler von Katnersberg, lived. The father was killed by a hunting-accident when Geiler was three years old; and the excellent grandfather, who lived in Katnersberg, took charge of the education of the child, sending him to school at Ammersweiler, near Kayserberg in Alsace, when he was eight years old. When the talented boy was fifteen years old he went to the University of Freiburg in the Breisgau, which had just been opened; two years later he received the baccalaureate, and after two more years was made master of arts. He now gave lectures on various writings of Aristotle in the next semester, and in the following half-year filled the office of dean of the philosophical faculty for a brief period. In May, 1471, he went to the University of Basle, founded but a short time before, in order to study theology, and obtained the doctorate in 1475. At Basle he became acquainted with Sebastian Brant, with whom he formed a lasting friendship. While at Basle, Geiler preached his first sermons in the cathedral and greatly enjoyed his public labours; the latter, however, caused him many difficulties of conscience. Basle, nevertheless, was not to be the place where his powers were to find their permanent employment.

At the entreaty of the students of Freiburg, the magistracy and citizens of that city obtained his appointment to the Freiburg University, of which he was elected rector the next year. But lecturing to students was not congenial to him; his inclinations was always for preaching, and in this latter office his talents found a life-work suited to them. For a time he preached in the cathedral of Würzburg, in which city he thought of making his permanent home, but a fortunate accident changed his plans. Peter Schott, senator of Strasburg, an important and influential citizen who had charge of the property of the cathedral, urged strongly upon Geiler, now a well-known preacher, that his first duty was to the people of Alsace; accordingly Geiler resolved, notwithstanding the entreaties of the citizens of Würzburg, to settle in Strasburg, and pursuant to this decision he remained there the rest of his life.

Before this date the mendicant orders had supplied the pulpit of the cathedral of Strasburg. On account, however, of the frequent change of preachers and, above all, owing to some friction between the mendicants and the parish priests, the cathedral chapter, together with the bishop and the city authorities, desired to have a secular priest appointed to fill the vacancy permanently. Consequently a special position as preacher was made for Geiler, and he filled this appointment with apostolic courage and intense zeal for souls for over thirty years. He not only preached, as required, every Sunday and feast day in the cathedral, and even daily during fasts, but also, on special occasions, in the monasteries of the city and often outside of the city. His daily life, passed in this simple round of duties, was only broken by occasional short journeys for which he apparently used his monthly holiday. Thus he frequently visited Frederick of Zollern, Bishop of Augsburg, who was very friendly to him; once he was called to Füssen on the River Lech by his special patron the Emperor Maximilian, who desired his advice. He seems to have taken his short intervals of rest, when possible, for making pious pilgrimages, generally in the vicinity of his home, sometimes to distant spots. At Einsiedeln in Switzerland he met the Blessed Nikolaus of Flue, who was even then well known; another time he journeyed to Sainte-Baume, near Marseilles, in order to pray in the grotto of St. Mary Magdalene. At home he lived very plainly, even austerely. It was only natural that a life of such incessant labour, in which his energies were constantly exerted to the utmost and none of the comforts of ease were enjoyed, should soon wear out the bodily frame. A kidney trouble developed, to relieve which he was obliged to visit annually the hot springs of Baden; droopy finally appeared, and he passed away on Lactare Sunday of the year above mentioned. The next day, in the presence of an immense multitude of people, he was buried at the foot of the pulpit which had been especially built for him, and of which he had been for so many years the greatest ornament.

The numerous volumes of Geiler’s sermons and writings which have been published do not give a complete picture of the characteristic qualities of the preacher. God’s grace had made Geiler an orator, and the aim Geiler sought, without regard to other considerations, was to produce the most powerful effect on his hearers. He prepared himself with great care for the pulpit, and in no case was his preparation slighter than in his practical hand, as his contemporary Beatus Rhenanus reports; these preparatory compositions, however, were drawn up, not in German, but in Latin. Only a very small part of the sermons that have been issued under his name are directly his. At a very early date his addresses were taken over by other preachers. The best critic of Geiler’s works, the well-known writer on literary history, Prof. E. Martin of Strasburg, has made the attempt, in the "Allgemeine deutsche Biographie", to give a summary of Geiler’s genuine writings; according to him the authenticated writings number thirty-five. Notwithstanding this rich material, a proper appreciation of the extraordinary preacher is very difficult, because it is not certain that any of the extant works give exactly what Geiler said. One thing, however, is evident from them, that the Strasburg preacher was a widely read man not only in theology, but also in the secular literature of the day. This is shown by the sermons having Sebastian Brant’s “Ship of Fools”, which appeared in 1494, for their theme; these sermons attained the greatest popularity. Geiler displayed, also, exceptional facility in using public events to attract and hold the attention of his hearers. In originality of speech Geiler is in form, as in time, between Berthold of Ratibor and Abraham a Sancta Clara, and perhaps the shortest and best characterization of the greatest preacher of the early Reformation period is indicated by this intermediate position; Berthold’s homeliness of address showed only occasional lapses from the proprieties of
speech, Geisel yielded oftener to the coarseness of his age, Abraham exceeded his contemporaries in unfortunate errors as to form and content.

According to the testimony of contemporaries, the effect of Geisel’s forcible and unusual sermons was at times very marked; but the decay of morals was by now too great for them to have a permanent effect. Geisel was more religiously inclined, but his absence from public affairs was more pernicious.

One of the foremost German bishops of the nineteenth century. His services in behalf of the Catholic Church in Prussia and throughout Germany are of permanent value. Discretion and a sense of justice on the part of the government of Frederick William IV made it possible for the cardinal to regulate and ameliorate the conditions of the archdiocese in harmony with the necessities of the State. He ended the religious persecutions created by the Hermesian school by suspending the refractory Hermesian professors Braun and Achtterfeld of Bonn; and he reorganized the theological faculty of that university by calling in as professors Dieringer and Martin, men of unsuspected orthodoxy. He led the way to the revival of Catholicism in Prussia and established two seminaries for boys at Neusse and Münsterfelde. To instill new zeal into the spiritual life of his people he encouraged popular missions, introduced religious orders and congregations into the archdiocese, instituted the Perpetual Adoration, and stimulated devotion to the Blessed Virgin by celebrating with unusual splendour the declaration of the dogma of the Immaculate Conception. Of still greater importance for the Church in Germany was his convocation of the German episcopate to a meeting at Würzburg, 1848. The result of this meeting of the hierarchy was a number of decrees for the future prosperity of the Church. In 1860 he held a provincial council at Cologne. Another matter which the cardinal had at heart during his life, was the completion of Cologne cathedral, the preparations for which had commenced in 1842. Geisel lived long enough to see the edifice completed and dedicated in October, 1863.

In the years preceding his elevation to the episcopal dignity, Geisel also displayed notable literary activity. During the first two decades of its existence (1821–37) he contributed numerous anonymous essays of either serious or humorously-satirical character on questions and occurrences of the day to the "Katholik" and became one of the foremost contributors to that periodical. His unusual poetical talent is shown by a number of poems, mostly of a religious character, and published partly in that periodical, partly issued singly, as the occasion offered. After his death there appeared a special edition of his "Festgesicht auf die Grundsteinlegung zum Fortbau des Kölner Doms" (Cologne, 1865), his best most marked effort as a writer is his historical work, "Der Käiser—Dom zu Speyer. Eine topographisch-historische Monographie" (3 vols., Mainz, 1828); 2nd ed. in one volume, as von V of his "Sehnsucht der Kölner" He was called the "Kaiserdom zu Speyer." Other historical writings of less significance are: "Der Kirchensprengel des alten Bisthum Speyer" (Speyer, 1832); "Die Schlußlamt am Hasenbüdl und das Königsreiter zu Gölheim" (Speyer, 1835). Of other separate writings are to be mentioned "Sammlung aller Gesetze und Verordnungen über das Kirchen- und Schulwesen im bayerischen Rheinkreise vom Jahre 1796–1830" (Speyer, 1830); "Die religiöse Erziehung der Kinder aus gemischten Ehen. Eine geschichtlichen-rechtliche Erörterung" (Speyer, 1837); first published in the "Katholik," vols. LXIII, LXIV (1837). His pastoral letters, memoirs and addresses, composed by him during his episcopacy, show a great mind and heart. They have been collected with other dispersed and minor writings of earlier days, and various poems, in "Schriften und Reden von Johannes Cardinal von Geisel, Erzbischof von Köln, herausgegeben von Karl Theodor Dumont" (Vols. I–III, Cologne, 1869–70). The last mentioned, added, "Der Kaiserdom zu Speyer," 2nd ed. (1876).

REBLING, Cardinal von Geisel, Bischof zu Speyer and Erzbischof zu Köln, im Leben und Wirken (Speyer, 1873); BAUER, Der Erzbischof von Köln, Johannes Cardinal von Geisel (Colonne, 1881); PETERS, Cardinal von Geisel, Aus seinem handeislichen und Nachlass geschriebene (Munich, 1896); DUMONT, Diplomatique Correspondance über die Berufung des Bischofes Johannes von Geisel von Speyer zum Coedjutor des Erzbischofes Clemens August Freiherr von Droste zu Vischerking.
GELASIUS

FRIEDRICH LAUCHERT.

GELASIUS I, SAINT, POPE; d. at Rome, 19 Nov., 496. Gelasius, as he himself states in his letter to the Emperor Anastasius (Ep. xi, n. 1), was Romanus natus. The assertion of the Liber Pontificalis that he was natione Afer, consequently taken by many to mean that he was of African origin, though Roman born. Others, however, interpreting natione Afer as "African by birth," explain Romanus natus as "born a Roman citizen." Before his election as pope, 1 March, 492, Gelasius had been much employed by his predecessor, Felix II (111), especially in drafting ecclesiastical documents, which has led some scholars to confuse the writings of the two pontiffs.

On his election to the papacy, Gelasius at once showed his strength of character and his lofty conception of his position by his firmness in dealing with the adherents of Acacius (see Acacius, Patriarch of Constantinople). Despite the efforts of the otherwise orthodox patriarch, Euphemius of Constantinople (q. v.), and the threats and wiles by which the Emperor Anastasius tried to obtain recognition from the Apostolic See, Gelasius, though hard-pressed by difficulties at home, would make no peace that compromised or impaired the rights and privileges of the Chair of Peter. The constancy with which he combated the pretensions, lay and ecclesiastical, of the New Rome; the resolution with which he refused to allow the civil or temporal pre-eminence of a city to determine its ecclesiastical rank; the unfailing courage with which he defended the rights of the "second" and the "third" sees, Alexandria and Antioch, are some of the most striking features of his pontificate.

It has been well said that nowhere at this period can be found stronger arguments for the primacy of Peter's See than in the works and writings of Gelasius. He is never tired of repeating that Rome owes its ecclesiastical præcedent not to an ocumenical synod nor to any temporal importance it may have possessed, but to the Divine institution of Christ Himself, Who conferred the primacy over the whole Church upon Peter and his successors. (Cf. especially his letters to Eastern bishops, in the Syriac and Armenian manuscripts.) In his dealing with the emperor he is at one with the great medieval pontiffs. "There are two powers by which chiefly this world is ruled: the sacred authority of the priesthood and the authority of kings. And of these the authority of the priest is so much the weightier, as they must render before the tribunal of God an account even for the kings of men." Gelasius's pontificate was too short to effect the complete submission and reconciliation of the ambitious Church of Byzantium. Not until Hormisdas (514–23) did the contest end in the return of the East to its old allegiance. Troubles increased with the only occasional efforts to draw the energy and strength of Gelasius. The Lupercalia, a superstitious and somewhat licentious vestige of paganism at Rome, was finally abolished by the pope after a long contest. Gelasius's letter to Andromachus, the senator, covers the main lines of the controversy.

If, adhering to the old traditions, Gelasius nevertheless knew when to make exceptions or modifications, such as his decree obliging the reception of the Holy Eucharist under both kinds. This was done as the only effective way of detecting the Manichæans, who, though present in Rome in large numbers, sought to divert attention from their hidden prophecies by feigning Catholicism. As they held wine to be impure and essentially sinful, they would refuse the chalice and thus be recognized. Later, with the change of conditions, the old normal method of receiving Holy Communion under the form of bread alone reappeared in vogue. To Gelasius we owe the ordinance on the ember days (Ep. xiv), as well as the enforcement of the fourfold division of all ecclesiastical revenues, whether income from estates or voluntary donations of the faithful, one portion for the poor, another for the support of the churches and the splendid Divine service, a third for the bishop, and the fourth for the minor orders. Some have ascribed the origin of this division of church funds to Gelasius, still the pontiff speaks of it (Ep. xiv, n. 27) as dudum rationabiliter decreatum, having been for some time in force. Indeed, Pope Simplicius (475, Ep. i, n. 2) imposed the obligation of restitution to the poor and the Church upon a certain bishop who had failed in this duty; whether this had been already regarded as at least a custom of the Church. Not content with one enunciation of this charitable obligation, Gelasius frequently inculcates it in his writings to bishops. For a long time the fixing of the Canon of the Scriptures was attributed to Gelasius, but it seems now more probably the work of Damasus (367–85). As Gelasius, however, in a Roman synod (494), published his celebrated catalogue of the authentic writings of the Fathers, together with a list of apocryphal and interpolated works, as well as the proscribed books of the heretics (Ep. xiii), it was but natural to prefix to this catalogue the list of the Scriptures as determined by the earlier pontiff, and thus in the course of time the Canon itself came to be ascribed to Gelasius. In his zeal for the beauty and majesty of Divine service, Gelasius composed many hymns, psalms, and canons, and arranged a standard Missal-book, though the Missal that has commonly gone by his name, the "Sacramentarium Gelasiianum," belongs properly to the next century. How much of it is the work of Gelasius is still a moot question. Though pope but for four years and a half, he exerted a deep influence on the development of church polity, of the liturgy and ecclesiastical discipline. A large number of his decrees have been incorporated into the Canon Law.

In his private life Gelasius was above all conspicuous for his spirit of prayer, penance, and study. He took great delight in the company of monks, and was a true father to the poor, dying quietly, as the result of a lavish charity. Dionysius Exiguus in a letter to his friend, the priest Julian (P. L., LXVII, 231), gives a glowing account of Gelasius as he appeared to his contemporaries.

As a writer Gelasius takes high rank for his period. His style is vigorous and elegant, though occasionally obscure. Comparatively little of his letters has come down to us, though he is said to have been the most prolific writer of all the pontiffs of the first five centuries. There are extant forty-two letters and fragments of forty-nine others, besides six treatises, of which three are concerned with the Acacian schism, one with the heresy of the Pelagians, another with the errors of Nestorius and Eutyches, while the sixth is directed against the senator Andromachus and the advocates of the Lupercalia. The best edition is that of Thiel.

The feast of St. Gelasius is kept on 21 Nov., the anniversary of his interment, though many writers give this as the day of his death.


JOHN F. X. MURPHY.
Gelasius II, Pope, b. at Gaeta, year unknown; elected 24 Jan., 1118; d. at Cluny, 29 Jan., 1119. No sooner had Paschal II ended his stormy pontificate, than the cardinals, knowing that the emperor, Henry V, had concerted measures with a faction of the Roman populace to force the election of a planeta, a man of his own choosing, met secretly in a Benedictine monastery on the Palatine. Having dispatched a messenger to Monte Cassino, to summon the aged chancellor, Cardinal John of Gaeta, they turned a deaf ear to his entreaties and unanimously declared him pope. He took leave fast enough from the Gaetani. Early in life he entered the monastery of Monte Cassino, where he made such progress in learning and became so proficient in Latin, that, under successive pontiffs, he held the office of chancellor of the Holy See. He was the trusted adviser of Paschal II; shared his captivity and shielded him against the zeal of those who charged the pope with heresy for having, under dire compulsion, signed the "Privilegium," which constituted the emperor lord and master of papal and episcopal elections (see Paschal II and Investitures). When the news spread that the cardinals had elected without his knowledge, and while the imperialist party broke down the doors of the monastery; and their leader, Cenzo Frangipani, seized the new pontiff by the throat, cast him to the ground, stamped on him with spurred feet, dragged him by the hair to his neighbouring castle, and threw him, loaded with chains, into a dungeon. Indignant at this brutal deed, the Romans rose in their might; and, surrounding the robber's den, demanded the instant liberation of the pontiff. Frangipani, intimidated, released the pope, threw himself at his feet, and begged and obtained absolution. A procession was formed, and amidst shouts of joy, Gelasius II (so he termed himself) was conducted to the Lateran and enthroned.

The triumph was of short duration; for, 2 March, the formidable figure of Henry V was seen in St. Peter's. As soon as he had heard of the proceedings at Rome, he left his army in Lombardy and hastened to the capital. Gelasius immediately determined upon flight. On a stormy night, the pope and his court proceeded in two galleys down the Tiber, pelted by the imperialists with stones and arrows. After several mishaps Gelasius at length reached Gaeta, where he was received by the Normans with open arms. Being once more in safety, he received suffrage of the ordination and episcopal consecration. Meanwhile, the emperor, ignoring the action of the cardinals, placed on the throne of St. Peter a senile creature of the royal power, Maurice Burdinus, Archbishop of Braga in Portugal, who had the audacity to take the venerated name of Gregory (see Gregory VIII, 1104–1118). Gelasius pronounced a solemn excommunication against both of them; and as soon as the emperor, frustrated of his prey, left Rome, he returned secretly; but soon took the resolution of taking refuge in France. He went by way of Pisa, where he consacrated its splendid marble cathedral, and Genoa. He was received with the utmost reverence. The powerful minister of Louis VI, the Abbot Suger, conducted him to the monastery of Cluny. Gelasius was perfecting plans for the convocation of a great council at Reims, when he succumbed to pleurisy, leaving the consummation of the fifty years' war for freedom to his successor, Callistus II.

Baronius and Reumont agree in pronouncing that no historical personage ever compassed so many misfortunes into the short space of a year and five days. There seems to be no reason why the Benedictine Order should not take up his case for canonisation. Benedict XIV tells us ("De Ecc. et Canon.‖, I, xli, n. 30) that the mistreatment was expected for one reason or another, it was overlooked. The life of Gelasius was written by his intimate friend, Pandulph of Pisa, an eye-witness to what he narrates; it is in Muratori, "Rer. Ital. Scrit.‖, III, 1 sqq.

Liber Pontificalis, ed. Duchesne, II, 311–312, 376; Water-
nich, Pontifical Romanum, II, 481-484; Guli-
arius, Ann. Eccl. ad annum, 1118, 1119; Gardiani, Vita del pontefice Gelasio II (Rome, 1682, 1681); histories of medieval Rome by Gregorovius; von Reumont.

JAMES F. LOUGHLIN.

Gelasius of Cyprus, ecclesiastical writer. He was the son of a priest of Cyprus, and wrote in Bithynia, about 475, to prove against the Euchthians, that the Nicene Fathers did not teach the planeta; a teaching imparted to them by the Syriac church. These details he gives us in his preface (Labbe, II, 117). Beyond that nothing is known about his personality. His "Syntagma" or collection of Acts of the Nicene Council, has hitherto been looked upon as the work of a sorry compiler; recent investigations, however, point to its being of some importance. It is divided into three books (Labbe, II, 117–296); bk. I treats of the Life of Constantine down to 323; bk. II of History of the Council in thirty-six chapters; of bk. III only fragments have been published. The whole of book III was discovered by Cardinal Mai in the Palatine Library, and is the same that is des-

dcribed by Oehler. The serious study of the sources of Gelasius may be said to have begun with Turner's identification of the long passages taken from Rufinus (X, 1–5) in bk. II. A complete analysis of the sources (the Hist. Eccl. of Eusebius, Rufinus (in the Greek version of Gelasius of Cesarea, d. 350), Socrates, Theodoret, "John," and Dalmatius), will be found in Löschcke, whose efforts it would appear, have restored to Gelasius a place among serious Church historians, of which he has been wrongly deprived, and have also lent weight to the hitherto generally rejected idea that there was an official record of the Acts of the Council of Nicæa; and further that it was from this record that Dalmatius derived the opening discourse of Constantine, the confession of Hosius, the dialogue with Phædo, and the nine dogmatic constitutions, which Hefele had pronounced "most certainly spurious". The "John" to whom Gelasius refers as a forerunner of Theodoret, is still unidentified; from him were de-


dived the published portions of bk. III, the letters of Constantine to Arius, to the Church of Nicomedia, and to Theodotus, all of which Löschcke contends are authentic. He also proves that a comparison of Con-

stantine's letter to the Synod of Tyre (338), as given by Gelasius and Athanasius (Apologet. n. 86), shows Gelasius to give the original, Athanasius an abbreviated version.

Text of Gelasius in Labbe-Comte, Conc., II, 117–296; Orzechowicz, in Zeitschr. f. Ethnologie, 1905, 5 vols.; Casavant, "Gelasius" (1824, IV, 432); Turner, On Gelasius of Cyprus in Journal of Theological Studies (1899), I, 126-7; Löschcke, Das Syntagma des Gelasius fromus (Bonn, 1894); Joly de la Rive, "Dictionnaire d'Histoire et de Lit-


EDWARD MYERS.

Gellée, Claude. See Lorrain, Claude.

Gemara. See Talmud.

Gembloirs (Gemblois, Gemblicum), a suppressed Benedictine monastery about nine miles north-west of Namur on the river Orneau in Belgium, founded c. 945 by St. Guibert (Wibert) and dedicated to St. Peter the Apostle and the holy martyr Exuperius. St. Guibert was assisted in the erection of the monastery and the selection of the abbot by Emperor Otto II. Guibert resigned a canony to become a monk. Some of Guibert's relatives impugned the legality of the monastic foundation on the plea that the monastery was built on fiscal land which had been given in fief to Guibert's ancestors and could not be alienated without the imperial authority. Emperor Otto II summoned Guibert and Erluin to his court, but was so favourably impressed with the manner in which they defended their pious undertaking that on 20 September, 946, he
issued an imperial diploma approving the foundation of Gemblours and granting it various privileges. Guibert appointed his friend Erluin first Abbot of Gemblours, while he himself became a monk at the monastery of Gorce near Mâcon. Twice he returned to the abbey once in 956 when the Hungarians threatened to pillage the monastery, on which occasion he not only preserved it from injury, but also converted some Hungarians to the true Faith; and a second time in 957, when his brother-in-law Heribrand of Mawolt had seized the revenues of the monastery. He persuaded Heribrand to leave the monastery and to reside elsewhere in the future. On 23 May, 962, St. Guibert died at Gorze and his remains were brought to Gemblours. When monastic discipline was well established at Gemblours, Erluin attempted, at the suggestion of Count Regnier of Hainaut, to reform the monastery of Lobbes in 965. But on the night of 20 October, 965, three of the monks of Lobbes, who hated reform, assaulted Erluin in his cell, dragged him outside of the monastery, and inflicted on him serious bodily injuries. Erluin died at Gemblours on 10 August, 966, after Pope Benedict VII had granted his monastery exemption and papal protection.

The first abbot of Gemblours, successor Heribert (987–990), the monks voluntarily relinquished their right of exemption in favour of Bishop Notger of Liège, who was friendly disposed towards the monastery. Heribert succeeded by Erluin II (990–1012), under whose weak administration monastic discipline greatly relaxed. His successor Erlebert (1012–1048), a pious and learned abbot, restored discipline, built a new abbey church in 1022, organized a rich library, and by encouraging sacred and profane learning gave the first impulse to the subsequent flourishing condition of Gemblours. During the period of its greatest spiritual and cultural activity Gemblours was ruled over by Myssach (1048–1071); Thietmar (1071–1092); Liehard (1092–1115); and Anselm (1115–1136). Under Thietmar flourished the famous chronicler Sigebert (1030–1112), who in a neat Latin style wrote a chronicle of the world from 381–1111, a history of the Abbots of Gemblours, and other historical works of great value. His chronicle was continued by Abbot Anselm till 1136, and his history of the Abbots of Gemblours by the monk Gottschalk, a disciple of Sigebert. The learned Prior Guerin, who was a famous teacher at the school of Gemblours, was a contemporary of Sigebert. In 1136, after the monastery was destroyed by fire, and, though rebuilt, it began from this period to decline in importance. In 1505, under Abbot Arnold II of Solbreg (1501–1511), it became affiliated with the Bursfeld Union (see BURSFELD, ABBEY OF).

It was pillaged by the Calvinists in 1598, and was partly destroyed by fire in 1676 and again in 1712. It was just beginning to recover from these heavy misfortunes when in 1793 the Government suppressed it. The buildings are now used for a state agricultural college.

**Gemistos.** See PLETHERON.

**Genealogy (in the Bible).**—The word genealogy occurs only twice in the New Testament: I Tim., i, 1, and Tit., iii, 9. In these passages commentators explain the word as referring to the Gentile theogonies, or to the Essene generation of angels, or to the emanation of spirits and souls as conceived by the Gnostics, or to the genealogies of Jesus Christ, or finally to the genealogies of the Old Testament construed as a source of an occult doctrine. Some even appeal to Philo in order to refer St. Paul's expression to the various stories and fables told about Moses and the Patriarchs. In the Old Testament the phrase genealogia occurs only in a few manuscripts of the Septuagint, in I Par., iv, 33; v, 7, 17; ix, 22; I Esd., viii, 1, where the commonly received text reads καταλογυσμος or καταλογισμος. In the Vulgate article, therefore, we shall not dwell upon the term genealogy, but consider the parts, usually genealogical lists, introduced by the phrase "these are the generations" or "this is the book of the generation"; we shall investigate the meaning of the introductory phrase, enumerate the principal genealogical lists, indicate their sources, draw attention to their interconnections, and discuss their deficiencies. Special genealogical lists, for instance those of Christ, found in the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Luke, must be studied separately.

I. Introductory Phrase.—The introductory formula, "these are the generations" or "this is the book of the generation", is the heading to the ten parts of the Book of Genesis. It occurs also in Num., iii, 1; Ruth, iv, 18; I Par., i, 29. Similar expressions are found frequently, especially in the Books of Paralipomenon. What is their meaning? They do not denote any genealogy or genealogical table in our sense of these words. The phrase can be translated either by the word σημειωσις in Gen., ii, 4: "these are the generations of the heaven and the earth," as τοιαυτα, the Hebrew equivalent of "generations", seems to imply. In Gen., vi, 9, the introductory formula is followed by the history of the Flood; hence it cannot point forward to a genealogical table. If we keep in mind, on the other hand, that primitive history was only genealogy adorned with various anecdotes and stories of incidents, we begin to realize that the genealogical portions of the Book of Genesis are abbreviated and rudimentary biographies. The proper meaning of our introductory formula is, therefore, simply, "this is the history".

II. Genealogical Lists.—The peculiar character of primitive history accounts for the numerous genealogical lists found in the books of the Old Testament. We shall enumerate only the principal ones: Gen., v, 1–31, gives the Patriarchs from Adam to Noah; Gen., x, 1–32, the ethnography of the sons of Noah; Gen., xi, 10–26, the Patriarchs from Sem to Abraham; Gen., xi, 27–32, the posterity of Thare; Gen., xxi, 20–24, the posterity of Nachor; Gen., xxv, 1–4, the descendants of Abraham by Keturah; Gen., xxv, 12–18, the posterity of Isaac; Gen., xxv, 23–29, the sons of Jacob; Gen., xxvi, 35, the genealogy of the princes of Edom; Gen., xlvi, 8–27, the family of Jacob going into Egypt; Num., iii, 14–39, the list of the Levites; Num., xxxvi, 1–51, the heads of the tribes; Ruth, iv, 18–22, the genealogy of David; I Esd., vii, 1–5, the genealogy of Ezechas; II Esd., xi–xii, the genealogy of a number of persons. I Par., i–ix, is replete with genealogical lists which either repeat, or are abreviate, or again develop the foregoing genealogies, adding at times other documents of an unknown origin. For instance, there is a brief genealogy of Benjamin in I Par., vii, 6–12, a longer one in I Par., viii, 1–40; similarly a brief genealogy of Judah in I Par., iv, 1–23, a more complete in I Par., ii, 3; iii, 2–24. The inspired historian makes no effort to harmonize these striking differences, but seems only to careful to reproduce his sources.

In order to appreciate the foregoing lists properly, four of their peculiarities must be kept in mind: (1) In the primitive language developed out of the primitive, the proper names often underwent a similar change, so as to assume a Semitic, and at times even a Hebrew, colouring. This does not destroy the historical character, or of the known names under these changed appellations; the martyr St. Adaeuctus does not become a mere fiction simply because his real name is unknown. Leonormant has left
Before the introduction of writing, two devices were employed to aid the memory; either history was verified, or the facts were reduced to certain standard numbers. This second form was in use among the Scriptural nations. There were ten antediluvian Patriarchs, ten postdiluvian; seventy descendants of Jacob are named on the occasion of Israel's going into Egypt, though some of them were dead when others had not yet been born; of Genesis enumerates seventy nations, though it gives some names of little importance and omits others of great importance; I Par., ii, 3–55, gives seventy descendants of Juda; I Par., vii, 1–28, seventy descendants of Benjamin. A further difficulty is also against arbitrary insertion or omission of any name, though it did not fully exclude the substitution of one name for another. A possible exception against such an arrangement will be considered in the last section.

IV. Importance of the Genealogies.—The Hebrews shared the predilection for genealogies which prevailed among all the Semitic races. Among the Arabs, for instance, no biography is complete without a long list of the hero's ancestors. They register even the lineage of their horses, esteeming their nobility according to their extraction (Cf. "Revue des deux mondes" 15 May, 1845, pp. 1776–78). Causse writes: "Essai sur l'histoire arabe, l'Arabe et l'Islamisme," Paris, 1844–48. Among the Hebrews such genealogical lists were of still higher importance for the following reasons: (1) According to the Mosaic enactments, the Palestinian soil was given over to definite tribes and families. In order to recover, in the year of the jubilee, these family possessions, the claimant had to prove his legal descent. (2) The nearest kinship conferred among the Hebrews the rights of the so-called Geel. Lev., xxxv, 25, and Ruth, iv, 1–6, show some of the advantages implied in this right. The term Geel is rendered in the Latin Vulgate progenitus or progenies; in the English version it is translated "kinsman." (3) Again, the priests and Levites had to prove their legal descent in order to fulfil the authoritative and remunerative functions of their respective offices. On returning from the Babylonian Captivity several were excluded from the priestly class because they could not prove their Levitical pedigree (1 Esd., ii, 62; II Esd., vii, 64). Josephus, Vit., 1 appeals to the priestly registers and is proud of the royal descent of his mother; he shows that even the priests residing in Egypt had their sons registered authentically in Jerusalem, so as to safeguard their priestly prerogatives. (Cf. Apion, I, 270). (4) Finally, we learn from Josephus that the Messiah was to be born of the tribe of Juda and the house of David rendered the genealogy of this family most important. Eusebius (Hist. Eccl., III, xix, 20) relates on the authority of Hegesippus that Domitian (A. D., 81–96) put to death all the descendants of David, excepting the relatives of Christ on account of their loyal condition.

V. Deficiencies of the Genealogies.—It cannot be denied that some of the genealogical links are omitted in the Biblical lists; even St. Matthew had to employ this device in order to arrange the ancestors of Christ in three series of fourteen each. At the sight such omissions may seem to be at variance with Biblical inerrancy, because the single members of the genealogical lists are connected by the noun son or the verb beget. But neither of these links creates a real difficulty: (1) The wide meaning of the noun son in the genealogies is shown in Matt., i, 1: "Jesus Christ, the son of David, the son of Abraham." This prepares the reader for the view that the noun son may connect a person with any one of his ancestors, however remote. (2) As to the verb beget, some writers maintain that the Hiphil form of its Hebrew equivalent refers to the immediate offspring, while its Qal form may denote a more remote generation. But this contention does not rest on any solid foundation. It is
true that the Hiphil form occurs in Gen., v, and xi; it is also true that the successive links of the genealogies in these two chapters appear to exclude any intermediate generation. But this is only apparent. Until it be certain from other sources that the Hebrew word in question signifies the begetting of an immediate offspring, Gen., v, 15, for instance, may just as well mean that Malaleel at the age of sixty-five beget the grand-father of Jared as that he beget Jared immediately. The composer holds true of the other Patriarchs mentioned in the above two chapters. Nor can it be urged that such an interpretation would destroy the chronology of the Patriarchs; for the inspired writer did not intend to transmit a chronology.

Fra in Dict. de la Bible: KRAMBAHLER IN HAGEN, Lexicon Bibliorum, 1805; FABER, Genealogia biblica cum monumentis Egyptiorum et Chaldaeorum collata (Lille, 1886); Briand, La Chronique des Grandes Dates de l'Humanite dans La Controverses, 15 March, 15 May, 1886, pp. 375–93, 3–27, von HUMMELHAUER, Comment. in Gen. (Freiburg, 1895), 572; IDEM, Das vorhistorische Freistatten in Israel (Freiburg, 1895).

A. J. MAAS.

Genealogy of Christ.—It is granted on all sides that the Biblical genealogy of Christ implies a number of undemonstrated facts; but rationalists have no solid reason for refusing to admit any of the attempted solutions, nor can we agree with those recent writers who have given up all hope of harmonizing the genealogies of Christ found in the First and Third Gospels. The true state of the question will become plain by studying the Biblical genealogies of Christ first separately, then in juxtaposition, and finally in their relation to certain exceptions to their harmony.

1) St. Matthew's Genealogy of Christ.—The genealogy of Christ according to the First Evangelist descends from Abraham through three series of fourteen members each; the first fourteen belong to the patriarchal order, the second to the royal, and the third to that of private citizens. Matt., i, 17, shows that this arrangement was intended; for the writer expressly states: "So all the generations, from Abraham to David, are fourteen generations. And from David to the transmigration of Babylon, are fourteen generations; and from the transmigration of Babylon to Christ are fourteen generations."

The list of the First Evangelist omits certain members in Christ's genealogy: (1) The writer gives only three names for the time of the Egyptian exile (Ezron, Aram, and Aminadab), though the period lasted 215 or 430 years; this agrees with Gen., xx, 16, where God promises to lead Israel back in the fourth generation. But according to Gen., xv, 13, the stranger shall afflict Israel for four hundred years. (2) The three names Booz, Obad, and Jesse cover a period of 366 years. Omitting a number of other less probable exceptions, the difficulty is solved mostly by the admission of a lacuna between Obad and Jesse. (3) According to I Par., iii, 11–12, Ochosias, Joas, and Amsias intervene between Joram and Azarias (the Ozias of St. Matthew); these three names cannot have been unknown to the Evangelist, nor can it be supposed that they were omitted by transcribers, for this conjecture would destroy the Evangelist's computation of fourteen kings. (4) According to I Par., iii, 15, Joakim intervenes between Jonas and Jeconias. We may waive the question whether St. Matthew speaks of only one Jeconias or of two persons bearing that name; nor need we state here all the doubts and difficulties connected with either answer. (5) St. Matthew places only nine links between Zorobabel and St. Joseph for a period covering some 550 years; so that each generation must have lasted more than 50 years. The genealogy as given in St. Luke enumerates eighteen generations for the same period, a number which harmonizes better with the ordinary course of events. As to the omission of members in genealogical lists see Genealogy.

2) St. Luke's Genealogy of Christ.—The genealogy in Luke, iii, 23–38, ascends from Joseph to Adam or rather to God; this is the first striking difference between the genealogies as presented in the First and Third Gospel. Another difference is found in their collocation: St. Matthew places his list at the beginning of his Gospel; St. Luke, at the beginning of the public life of Christ. The artificial character of St. Luke's genealogy may be seen in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Series</th>
<th>Second Series</th>
<th>Third Series</th>
<th>Fourth Series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The artificial structure of this list may be inferred from the following peculiarities: it contains eleven septenaries of names; three septenaries bring us from Jesus to the Captivity; three, from the captivity to the time of David; two, from David to Abraham; three, from the time of Abraham to the race of man. St. Luke does not explicitly draw attention to the artificial construction of his list, but this silence does not prove that its recurring number of names was not intended, at least in the Evangelist's source. In St. Luke's genealogy, too, the names Jesse, Obed, Booz, cover a period of 366 years; Aminadab, Aram, Ezron fill a gap of 430 (or 215) years, so that here several names must have been omitted. In the fourth series, which gives the names of the antediluvian and postdiluvian patriarchs, Caiman has been inserted according to the Septuagint reading; the Hebrew text does not contain last name.

3) Harmony between St. Matthew's and St. Luke's Genealogy of Christ.—The fourth series of St. Luke's list covers the period between Abraham and the creation of man; St. Matthew does not touch upon this time, so that there can be no question of any harmony. The third series of St. Luke agrees name for name with that of St. Matthew; only the order of names is inverted. In this section the genealogies are rather identical than merely harmonious. In the first and second series, St. Luke gives David's descendants through his son Nathan, while St. Matthew enumerates in his second and third series David's descendants.
through Solomon. It is true that the First Gospel gives only twenty-eight names for this period, against the forty-two names of the Third Gospel; but it cannot be expected that two different lines of descendants should exhibit the same number of links for the period of a thousand years. Abstraction from the inspired character of the sources, one is disposed to regard the number of the Third Evangelist as not being in harmony with the length of time than the number of the First Gospel; but we have pointed out that St. Matthew consciously omitted a number of names in his genealogical list, in order to reduce them to the required multiple of seven.

(4) The Concealments and Insertions in the Two Gospels.—Three main difficulties are advanced against the foregoing harmony of the genealogies: First, how can they converge in St. Joseph, if they give different lines from David downward? Secondly, how can we account for their convergence in Salathiel and Zoroabel? Thirdly, what do we know about the genealogy of the Blessed Virgin?

(1) The convergence of the two distinct genealogical lines in the person of St. Joseph, has been explained in two ways: (a) St. Matthew's genealogy is that of St. Joseph; St. Luke's, that of the Blessed Virgin. This contention implies that St. Luke's genealogy only internally includes the name of Joseph. It is based on the Greek text, εν ουδε έτων τινς ἠγνωστος Ἰωάννης, "being the son (as it was supposed, of Joseph, but really) of Helio". This parenthesis really eliminates the name of Joseph from St. Luke's genealogy, and makes Christ, by means of the Blessed Virgin, directly a son of Helio. This view is supported by a tradition which names the father of the Blessed Virgin "Joseph", a variant form of Eliacim or its abbreviation Eli, a variant of Helio, which latter is the form found in the Third Evangelist's genealogy. But these two considerations, viz. the received text and the traditional name of the father of Mary, do not favor the view that St. Luke gives the genealogy of the Blessed Virgin, are offset by two similar considerations, which make St. Luke's list terminate with the name of Joseph. First, the Greek text preferred by the textual critics reads, εν ουδε έτων τινς ἀγνωστος Ἰωάννης, "being the son, as it was supposed, of Joseph, son of Helio", so that the above parenthesis is rendered less probable. Secondly, according to Patriarch, the view that St. Luke gives the genealogy of Mary began to be advocated only towards the end of the fifteenth century by Annius of Viterbo, and acquired adherents in the sixteenth. St. Hilary mentions it as adopted as many, but he himself rejects it (Mai. "Nov. Bibli. Patr.", t. I, 477). It may be safely said that patristic tradition does not regard St. Luke's list as representing the genealogy of the Blessed Virgin.

(b) Both St. Matthew and St. Luke give the genealogy of St. Joseph, the one through the lineage of Solomon, the other through that of Nathan. But how can the lines converge in St. Joseph? St. Augustine suggested that Joseph, the son of Jacob and the descendant of David through Solomon, might have been adopted by Helio, thus becoming the adoptive descendant of David through Nathan. But Augustine was the first to abandon this theory after learning the explanation offered by Julius Africanus. According to the latter, Estha married Mathan, a descendant of David through Solomon, and became the mother of Jacob; after Mathan's death she took for her husband, a descendant of David through Nathan, and by him became the mother of Helio. Jacob and Helio were, therefore, uterine brothers. Helio married, but died without offspring; his widow, therefore, became the levirate wife of Jacob, and gave birth to Joseph, who was the natural son of Jacob, but the legal son of Helio, thus combining in his person two lineages of David's de-

ascendants. The explanation will appear clearer in the following diagram:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mathat</th>
<th>2nd husband of Estha</th>
<th>widow of Mathat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heli</td>
<td>left a childless widow</td>
<td>later levirate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wife of Joseph (levirate son)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joseph</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) The second difficulty urged against the harmony between the two genealogies is based on the occurrence of the two names Zorobabel and Salathiel in both lists; here again the two distinct lineages of David's descendants appear to converge. And again, two answers are possible: (a) It is more commonly admitted that the names in St. Matthew's list are identical with the two in St. Luke's list; for they must have lived about the same time, and the names are so rare, that it would be strange to find them occurring at the same time, in the same order, in two different genealogical series. But two levirate marriages will explain the difficulty. Melchi, David's descendant through Nathan, may have been begotten Neri by a widow of the father of Jechnias; this made Neri and Jechnias uterine brothers. Jechnias may then have contracted a levirate marriage with the widow of the childless Neri, and begotten Salathiel, who was therefore the leviatical son of Neri. Salathiel's son Zorobabel begat Abiud; but he also may have been obliged to take a levirate marriage with the widow of a childless legal relative belonging to David's descendants through Nathan, thus begetting Reza, who legally continued Nathan's lineage. (b) A more simple solution of the difficulty is obtained, if we do not admit that the Salathiel and Zorobabel occurring in St. Matthew's genealogy are identical with those in St. Luke's. The above proofs for their identity are not cogent. If Salathiel and Zorobabel distinguished themselves at all among the descendants of Solomon, it is not astonishing that about the same time two members of Nathan's descendants should be called after them. The reader will observe that we suggest only possible answers to the difficulty; as long as such possibilities can be pointed out, our opponents have no right to deny that the genealogies which are found in the First and Third Gospel can be harmonized.

(3) How can Jesus Christ be called "son of David", if the Blessed Virgin is not a daughter of David? (a) If by virtue of Joseph's marriage with Mary, Jesus could be called the son of Joseph, he can for the same reason be called "son of David" (Aug., De cons. evang., II, i, 2). (b) The tradition calls Jesus a descendant of David. According to Num., xxxvi, 6-12, an only daughter had to marry within her own family so as to secure the right of inheritance. After St. Justin (Adv. Tryph. C.) and St. Ignatius (Eph. XVIII), the Fathers generally agree in maintaining Mary's Davidic descent, whether they knew this from an oral tradition or from the House of David in Scripture, e.g. Rom., i, 3; II Tim., ii, 8. St. John Damascene (De fide orth., IV, 14) states that Mary's great-grandfather, Panther, was a brother of Mathat; her grandfather, Barpanther, was Heli's cousin; and her father, Joachim, was a cousin of Joseph, Helio's levirate son. Here Mathat has been substituted for Melchi, since the text used by St. John Damascene, Julius Africanus, St. Irenæus, St. Ambrose, and St. Gregory of Nazianzus omitted the two generations separating Heli from Melchi. At any rate, tradition presents the Blessed Virgin as descending from David through Nathan.

Knaabauer in Haagen, Lexicon Biblicum (Paris, 1907). II, 389 sq.; Pathe in Dictionnaire de la Bible (Paris, 1903). III, 160 sq. The question is also considered in the Dictionnaire de la Bible by Fouard, Didon, Grimm, etc. The reader will find the subject treated also in the commentaries on the Gospel of St. Matthew or St. Luke, e.g. KNAABAUER, SCHNEID, FISDON.
MacEvlly, etc. DAWK. Historia revolutionis divinae Novi Testamenti (Vienna, 1807), 180–192; gives all the principal publications on the question up to 1865.

A. J. MAAS.

Génébrard, GILBERT, a learned Benedictine exegete and Orientalist, b. 12 December, 1535, at Riom, in the department of Puy-de-Dôme; d. 16 Feb., 1597, at Semur, in the department of Côte-d'Or. In his early youth he entered the Cluniac monastery of Mauzac near Riom, later commencing studies at the monastery of Saint-Allyre in Clermont, and completed them at the Collège de Navarre in Paris, where he obtained the doctorate in theology in 1562. A year later he was appointed professor of Hebrew and exegesis at the Collège Royal and at the same time held the office of Privy Chamberlain of St.-Denis de la Chartreuse in Paris. He was one of the most learned professors at the university, and through his numerous and erudite exegetical works became famous throughout Europe. Among his scholars at the Collège Royal was St. Francis de Sales, who in his later life considered it an honour to have had Génébrard as professor (Traité de l'Amour de Dieu, XI, 11). About 1578 he went to Rome, where he was honourably received by Sixtus V and stood in close relation to Allen, Baronius, Bosio, and other ecclesiastical celebrities. Upon his return, in 1588, he became one of the chief supporters of the Holy See in France. On 3 May, 1591, he was appointed Archbishop of Aix by Gregory XIII, but accepted this dignity only after the express command of the pope. He was consecrated by Archbishop Beaton of Glasgow on 10 April, 1592. As archbishop he remained a zealous leaguer, even after Henry IV became reconciled with the Church in July, 1593. The new king, however, became daily more federalist, and gained over to his side most of the Catholics. Génébrard saw that further opposition would be useless and, on 15 Nov., 1593, sent his submission to the king ("Revue des questions historiques", Paris, 1866, I, 416). This, however, did not prevent the Provençal Parliament from banishing him on 26 Sept., 1596. For a short time he stayed at Avignon, but, being allowed by the king to return, he retired to the priory of Semur, which he held in commendam. Génébrard translated many rabbinic writings into Latin; he was one of the best commentators on the Paris "Pardes", 1589–1594; editor of a Davids, calendar hebrewo, syro, graeco, latino, hymnus, argumentis, et commentariis, etc. instituit" (Paris, 1577); is the author of "De Sancta Trinitate" (Paris, 1569); "Joel Propheta cum chaldaica paraphrasi et commentariis", etc. (Paris, 1569); "Chronographie libri IV" (Paris, 1566); "De historiis et annis Celestii". He also edited the works of Origen (Paris, 1574).


MICHAEL OTT.

General Chapter (Lat. capitulum, a chapter).—The daily assembling of a community for purposes of discipline and administration of monastic affairs has always included the reading of a chapter of the rule, and thus the assembly itself came to be called the chapter and the place of meeting the chapter-house. The qualifying word conventual, provincial, or general, explains the nature of the meeting, and a general chapter, therefore, is one composed of representatives of the whole order, congregation or other group of monasteries. Historically, general chapters were general, from which they developed, can be traced back to St. Benedict of Aniane in the beginning of the ninth century. Although his scheme of congregation did not outlive its originator, the idea was revived a century later at Cluny. The example of Cluny produced imitators, and abbeys like Fleury, Dijon, Marmoutier, St.-Denis, Cluse, Fulda, and Hirsaui (or Hirsau), became centres of groups of monasteries in which a more or less embryonic system of general chapters was introduced. Later, on, Clites, Camaldoli, Monte Vergine, Savigny, and other reforms, elaborated the idea, which resulted eventually in the congregational system inaugurated by the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215, and since that date it has been the almost invariable custom of every order or congregation. The constitutions, times of meeting, and powers of a general chapter, however, vary so much in the different religious orders that it is impossible to generalize on these points. At Clites, for instance, the chapter met at the mother-house every year, and was, in theory, attended by all the abbots of the order. In other orders the meeting of chapters was held every three or four years, and this has remained the more general usage till the present day. In those that are divided into provinces, the provincial superiors, and sometimes some other officials as well, presided over by the general, if there be one, form the chapter; in others, the superiors of all the houses. Amongst Benedictines, each congregation has its own separate chapter, which is composed usually of the abbot and an elected delegate from each monastery, with the president of the congregation at their head. A general chapter (Synod) elects the general of the order or congregation, sometimes appoints the various superiors and other officials, settles matters of business and discipline, hears appeals from its subjects, and in some cases also has the right to draw up or sanction changes in its constitutions. Subject of course to the Holy See, it represents the highest authority in its own particular order or federation. For more detailed descriptions as to the composition and powers of general chapters, the separate articles on the various religious orders must be consulted.

G. CYPRIAN ALSTON.

Generation (Lat. Vulgate, generatio).—This word, of very varied meaning, corresponds to the two Hebrew terms: dōr, tōleleōth. As a rendering of the latter, the Vulgate plural form, generationes, is treated in the article GENEALOGY. As a rendering of the former, the word generation is used in the following principal senses: (1) It denotes a definite time, either hebreo, syro, graeco, latino, hymnus, argumentis, et commentariis, etc. instituit" (Paris, 1577); is the author of "De Sancta Trinitate" (Paris, 1569); "Joel Propheta cum chaldaica paraphrasi et commentariis", etc. (Paris, 1569); "Chronographie libri IV" (Paris, 1566); "De historiis et annis Celestii". He also edited the works of Origen (Paris, 1574).
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G. CYPRIAN ALSTON.

Generation (Lat. Vulgate, generatio).—This word, of very varied meaning, corresponds to the two Hebrew terms: dōr, tōleleōth. As a rendering of the latter, the Vulgate plural form, generationes, is treated in the article GENEALOGY. As a rendering of the former, the word generation is used in the following principal senses: (1) It denotes a definite time, either
GENEVIEVE

(4) GENESIUS, Count of Clermont, d. 725. Feast, 5 June. According to the lessons of the Breviary of the Chapter of Camaleria (Acta SS., June, I, 497), he was of noble birth; his father's name is given as Audastrius, and his mother's as Tranquilla. Even in his youth he is said to have wrought miracles—have given sight to the blind and cured the lame. He built and richly endowed several churches and railway stations. He was a friend of St. Bonitus, Bishop of Clermont, and of St. Meneleus, Abbob of Milan. He was buried at Combronde by St. Savinian, successor of Meneleus.

(5) GENESIUS (or GENESTUS), thirty-seventh Archbishop of Lyons, d. 679. Feast, 1 November. He was a native of France, not of Arabia or Armenia as is sometimes stated, and became a religious and abbob (not of Fontenelle, but) attached to the court and camp of Clovis II, where he acted as chief almoner to the queen, St. Bathildis. He succeeded St. Chamond (Annemundus) in the See of Lyons, and was consecrated in 657 or 658. His name is found for the first time as bishop in a signature of 6 Sept., 664, attached to a charter drawn up by Bertfred, Bishop of Amiens, for the Abbey of Corbie. On 26 June, 667, he subscribed another charter framed by Drausius, Bishop of Soissons, for a convent of the Blessed Virgin founded by Ebrouin, mayor of the palace, and his wife Leutride. In the conflict between Ebrouin and St. Leger (Leodegarius), Bishop of Autun, Genesius (675-76) took the part of the bishop and was in consequence attacked by an armed band sent by Ebrouin to expel him from Lyons; but Genesius collected a force and successfully defended his city. In September, 677, he assisted at an assembly held at Mailay. He was succeeded at Lyons by Landebertus. His body remained in the church of St. Nicetius till the beginning of the fourteenth century, when it was transferred to Chelles.

GUILLAUME. Christ., IV, 47; DUCHEZNE, Festes épiscopales, II, 170; and for each of the saints, SMITH AND WACK, Dict. of Christ. Biog. (London, 1880), II, 627-28.

FRANCIS MERSHAM.

GENEVA. See LAUSANNE AND GENEVA, DIocese of.

GENEVIEVE, SAINT, patroness of Paris, b. at Nante

terre, c. 410 or 422; d. at Paris, 512. Her feast is kept on 3 January. She was the daughter of Severus and Gerontia; popular tradition represents her parents as poor peasants, though it seems more likely that they were wealthy and respectable township people. In 429 St. Germain of Auxerre and St. Lupus of Troyes were sent across from Gaul to Britain to combat Pelagianism. On their way they stopped at Nant

terre, a small village about eight miles from Paris. The inhabitants flocked out to welcome them, and St. Germain preached there. It is said that the pious demeanour and thoughtfulness of a young girl among his hearers attracted his attention. After the sermon he caused the child to be brought to him, spoke to her with interest, and encouraged her to persevere in the path of virtue. Learning that she was anxious to devote herself to the service of God, he interviewed her parents, and fore

told them that their child would lead a life of sanctity and by her example and instruction bring many virgins to consecrate themselves to God. Before parting next morning he saw her again, and on her renewing her consecration he blessed her and gave her a medal embossed with a cross, telling her that by the

FRANCIS E. GIOOT.

GENERATIONISM. See TRADUCISM.

GENESARATH (Terra Sancta).—This is the name given to the Lake of Tiberias in Luke, v. 1; called Terræ Sanctæ in 1 Mach., xi, 67. (See TIBERIAS, LAKE OF.)

GENESIS, the name of the first book of the Penta
tech (q.v.).

GENESIUS, (1) a comedian at Rome, martyred under Diocletian in 286 or 303. Feast, 25 August. He is invoked against epidemxy, and is honoured as patron of theatrical performers and of musicians. The legend (Acta SS., Aug., V, 119) relates: Genesius, the leader of a theatrical troupe in Rome, performing one day before the Emperor Diocletian, and wishing to expose Christian rites to the ridicule of his audience, pretended to receive the Sacrament of Baptism. When the holy oil was poured upon him he proclaimed himself a Christian. Diocletian at first enjoyed the realistic play, but, finding Genesius to be in earnest, ordered him to be tortured and then beheaded. He was buried on the Via Tiburtina. His relics are said to be partly in San Giovanni della Pigna, partly in S. Susanna di Pinti and in the chapel of St. Lancers. The legend was dramatized in the fifteenth century; embodied in later years in the oratorio "Polus Atella" of Loe (d. 1689), and still more recently in a work by Weingartner (Berlin, 1892). The historic value of the Acta, dating from the seventh century, is very doubtful, though defended by Tillmont (Memoires, IV, §v, Genesius). The very existence of Genesius is called into question, and he is said to be a Roman counterpart of St. Galarius (or Galenus) of Hierapolis (d. 297). He was venerated, however, at Rome in the fourth century; a church was built in his honour very early, and was repaired and beautified by Gregory III in 741.

LCLCROQ, Les Martyrs., II, 428; Anal. Bulland., XVIII, 188.

(2) GENESIUS OF ALES, a notary martyred under Maximinianus in 303 or 308. Feast, 25 August. He is honoured as patron of notaries, and invoked against chills and scurvy. The Acta (Acta SS., Aug., V, 102 and Rautul, 550), attributed to St. Paolus of Nola, state: Genesius, native of Ales, at first a soldier, became known for his proficiency in writing, and was made secretary to the magisterate of Ales. While performing the duties of his office the decree of persecution against the Christians was read in his presence. Outraged in his ideas of justice, the young catechumen cast his tablets at the feet of the magistrate and fled. He was captured and executed, and thus received baptism in his own blood. His veneration must be very old, as his name is found in the ancient martyrlogy ascribed to St. Jerome. A church and altar dedicated to him remain to this day in the cathedral.

(3) GENESIUS, twenty-first Bishop of Clermont, d. 682. Feast, 3 June. The legend, which is of a rather late date (Acta SS., June, I, 315), says that he was descended from a senatorial family of Auvergne. Having received a liberal education he renounced his worldly pro
decessor for the service of God, and went to Rome in the year of a pilgrim. The bereaved flock sent a deputation to the Holy See. Genesius was found and induced to return. He then built a con

vent at Chantoin. He was buried in the church which he had built at Clermont in honour of St. Symphorian, and which later took his own name. In the life of St. Prix (Prebretius), Genesius is mentioned as one of the protectors of his childhood.

DUCHEZNE, Festes épiscopales (Paris, 1907), II, 37; Gallia Cat., II, 245.

primitive meaning of "circuit", "period", conveyed by the Hebrew term תִּתְנָה, dór.

GENESIUS, Theodorus (Leipzig, 1820); FOSTER, Hebrew and Chaldean Lexicon (Leipzig, 1867); BROWN, Driver and Briggs, Hebrew and English Lexicon (New York, 1869).

FRANCIS E. GIOOT.
instead of her pearls and golden ornaments. There seem to have been no convents near her village; and Genevieve, like so many others who wished to practise religious virtue, remained at home, leading an innocent, praise-filled life. It is uncertain when she formally received the religious veil. Some writers assert that it was on the occasion of St. Gregory’s return from his mission to Britain; others say she received it about her sixteenth year, along with two companions, from the hands of the Bishop of Paris. On the death of her parents she went to Paris and lived with her godmother. She devoted herself to works of charity and practiced severe corporal austerities, abstaining completely from flesh meat and breaking her fast only twice in the week. These mortifications continued for over thirty years, till her ecclesiastical superiors thought it their duty to make her diminish her austerities.

Many of her neighbours, filled with jealousy and envy, accused Genevieve of being an impostor and a hypocrite. Like Blessed Joan of Arc, in later times, she had frequent communion with the other world, but her visions and prophecies were treated as frauds and deceptions. Her enemies conspired to drown her; but, through the intervention of Germain of Auxerre, their animosity was finally overcome. The bishop of the city appointed her to look after the welfare of the virgins dedicated to God, and by her instruction and example she led them to a high degree of sanctity. In 591 Attila and his Huns were sweeping over Gaul; and the inhabitants of Paris prepared to flee. Genevieve encouraged them to hope and trust in God; she urged them to do works of penance, and added that if they did so the town would be spared. Her exhortations prevailed; the citizens recovered their calm, and Attila’s horde turned north to Orkla, leaving Paris untouched. Some years later Merowig (Mérovée) took Paris; during the siege Genevieve distinguished herself by her charity and self-sacrifice. Through her influence Merowig and his successors, Childeric and Clovis, displayed unwonted charity to the citizens. It was she, too, who first formed the plan of erecting a church in Paris in honour of Saint Peter and Paul. It was begun by Clovis at Mont-lès-Paris, shortly before his death in 511. Genevieve died the following year, and when the church was completed her body was interred within it. This fact, and the numerous miracles wrought at her tomb, caused the name of Sainte-Geneviève to be given to it. Kings, princes, and people enriched it with their gifts. In 847 it was plundered by the Normans and was partially rebuilt, but was completed only in 1177. This church having fallen into decay once more, Louis XV began the construction of a new church in 1764. The Revolution broke out before it was dedicated, and it was taken over in 1791, under the name of the Panthéon, by the Constituent Assembly, to be a burial place for distinguished Frenchmen. It was restored to Catholic purposes in 1821 and 1852, having been secularized as a national mausoleum in 1831 and, finally, in 1885. St. Genevieve’s relics were preserved in her church, with great devotion, for centuries, and Paris received striking proofs of the saint’s intercession. She saved the city from complete inundation in 834. In 1129 a violent plague, known as the mal des ardents, carried off over 14,000 victims, but it ceased suddenly during a procession in her honour. Innocent II, who had come to Paris to implore the king’s help against the Lollards in 1130, examined personally into the miracle and was so convinced of its authenticity that he ordered a feast to be kept annually in honour of the event on 26 November. A small church, called Sainte-Geneviève des Ardents, commemorated the miracle till 1747, when it was pulled down to make room for the Foundling Hospital. The saint’s relics were carried in procession yearly to the cathedral, and Mme de Sévigné gave a description of the pageant in one of her letters.

The revolutionaries of 1793 destroyed most of the relics preserved in St. Genevieve’s church, and the rest were swept away by the mob in 1871. Fortunately, however, a large relic had been kept at Verneuil, Oise, in the eighteenth century, and is still extant. The church built by Clovis was entrusted to the Benedictines. In the ninth century they were replaced by secular canons. In 1148, under Eugene III and Louis VII, canons from St. Victor’s Abbey at Senlis were introduced. About 1619 Louis XIII named Cardinal François de La Rochefoucauld Abbot of St. Genevieve’s. The canons had been lax and the cardinal selected Charles Faure to reform them. This holy man was born in 1594, and entered the canons regular at Senlis. He was remarkable for his piety, and, when ordained, succeeded after a hard struggle in reforming the abbey. Many of the houses of the canons regular adopted his reform. He and a dozen companions took charge of Sainte-Geneviève-du-Mont, at Paris, in 1634. This became the mother-house of a new congregation, the Canons de la Bégue, of St. Genevieve, which spread widely over France. Another institute called after the saint was the Daughters of St. Genevieve, founded at Paris, in 1636, by Françoise de Blosset, with the object of nursing the sick and teaching young girls. A somewhat similar institute, popularly known as the Miramiones, had been founded under the invocation of the Holy Trinity, in 1611, by Marie Bonneux de Rubes Béharnaux de Miramion. These two institutes were united in 1665, and the associates called the Canonesses of St. Genevieve. The members took no vows, but merely promised obedience to the rule, and long continued to reside in the institute. Suppressed during the Revolution, it was revived in 1808 by Jeanne-Claude Jacquot under the name of the Sisters of the Holy Family. They now have charge of over 150 schools and orphanages.

*St. Genevieve at Prayer*  
Puvis de Chavannes, the Panthéon, Paris
GENEVE, DAUGHTERS OF SAINT. See Holy Family, Religious Congregations of.

GENESARETH, LAND OF.—By this name is designated in Mark, vi, 53, a district of Palestine bordering on the Sea of Galilee, and which in the parallel passage of Matthew (xiv, 34) is called "the country of Genezareth." The two forms of the name are obviously cognate, but their origin and signification are disputed points among Biblical scholars, nor is there unanimity of opinion as to whether the name was given first to the land and afterwards to the lake or vice versa. The traditional signification: "Garden of the Princes" (as if the land were originally a coastland or a plain), as contrasted with the "Sea," or "Lake," Jerome and the Talmud. Several modern scholars, however, prefer the derivation of the name from the Hebrew word קֶנֶרֶת, kinnereth; or from the plural form kinneroth, cognate with kinner, signifying a harp or siren. This name, according to them, would have belonged to the region of the lake on account of the supposed harp-like shape of its contour; but it seems more probable that the name was first used to designate the district, and was derived from the ancient fortified city within the borders of Nephtali, mentioned in the Book of Josue as Ceneroth in xi, 2, and as Ceneroth in ix, 35. According to the Gospel narrative (cf. Matt. xiv, 13-36; Mark, vi, 31-56; Luke, ix, 10-17), it is confirmed by the description found in Josephus (Bel. Jud., III, x), the land of Genezareth lay to the west, and partly to the north, of the lake of the same name, and bordered thereon. These sources do not determine the exact boundaries of the district, but it is probable from other incidental indications that it comprised the entire west coast of the lake, extending westward as far as the boundary separating Nephtali and Zabulon from Aser, and northward probably as far as the plain of Huleh and the mountains of Safed. Physically the district resembles somewhat a section of a large, semi-alpine plateau, and it is bounded on the south and more abruptly on the west, toward the low basin of the lake, and terminating in the plain now called Ghueir.

From the historical and religious standpoint the land of Genezareth is one of the most interesting localities in all Palestine, chiefly because of its connection with the public ministry of Our Lord. Within its boundaries were located Cafarnaum, Korazin, Arbel, Magdala, and Tiberias, as well as the more ancient Cenereth. Of these once famous towns nothing remains at present except a few ruins, and the two wells mentioned by Josephus: Ophiath and of Magdala. According to the descriptions found in the Talmud, this region was a marvel of richness and fertility, a veritable paradise; and the same is affirmed by Josephus (loc. cit.), who describes it as "wonderful in fertility as well as in beauty." He adds, "Its soil is so fruitful that all sorts of trees can grow upon it... for the air is so well tempered that it agrees with all sorts. Thus the palm-tree, which requires a warm atmosphere, flourishes equally well with the walnut, which thrives best in a cold climate... One may say that this place accomplishes a marvel of nature, for those plants which in many countries are the business of one another to agree together." It was noted for its delicious fruits of all varieties, and the climate was such that they flourished in nearly all the seasons of the year. Centuries of neglect have completely obliterated all this richness and luxuriance; and at present, except a few scattered palms and wild fig-trees, the slopes of the land of Genezareth are barren and lifeless as are most of the other regions of Palestine.

The land of Genezareth was also the home of the four Evangelists, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Saint Peter and Saint Andrew, the sons of the Commercial, were from Tiberias. Saint John was born at Capernaum, where, according to tradition, he resided until his arrest by Herod. The place is mentioned in the Gospels of Saint Matthew and Saint John as the residence of Saint Peter, and in the Gospels of Saint John and Saint Luke as the residence of Saint Andrew. The name of Saint Peter is given to a town situated on the western shore of the Sea of Galilee, about a mile from Capernaum. It is probable that the town was built upon the site of the ancient city of Capernaum. The name of Saint Andrew is given to a town situated on the eastern shore of the Sea of Galilee, about a mile from Tiberias. It is probable that the town was built upon the site of the ancient city of Tiberias. The name of Saint John is given to a town situated on the western shore of the Sea of Galilee, about a mile from Capernaum. It is probable that the town was built upon the site of the ancient city of Capernaum. The name of Saint John is given to a town situated on the eastern shore of the Sea of Galilee, about a mile from Tiberias. It is probable that the town was built upon the site of the ancient city of Tiberias. The name of Saint John is given to a town situated on the western shore of the Sea of Galilee, about a mile from Capernaum. It is probable that the town was built upon the site of the ancient city of Capernaum. The name of Saint John is given to a town situated on the eastern shore of the Sea of Galilee, about a mile from Tiberias. It is probable that the town was built upon the site of the ancient city of Tiberias.

GEORGES, GIROLAMO, painter, born at Urbino in 1478; died at the same place, 1551. This talented craftsman was apprenticed in his fifteenth year to Luca Signorelli, whom he assisted in many of his works, especially at Orvieto. He then attached himself to Perugino, in whose school he was for three years, becoming the intimate friend of Raphael. After a residence in Florence and Siena, he returned to Urbino to carry out some work for the duke, Guidobaldo II. Later on he resided at Rome, where he painted an altar-piece for the church of St. Catherine of Siena, but, in 1512, returned to Urbino at the request of the then duke, Francesco Maria, with whom eventually he went into banishment at Cassino, and for whose benefit he painted there a chief altar-piece, "God the Father, the Virgin, and Four Fathers of the Church", now in the Brera at Milan. He was not only a painter and sculptor, but a modeller in wax, clay, and terra-cotta, and some of the drinking-cups he executed in wax were used as models for innumerable works of goldsmiths and jewellers. His taste for ornament, his love of invention, and his conception of the ideal, are seen in all his pictures; nowhere are figures more richly clothed, or more varied, or more thoughtfully arranged. His engraving of the Resurrection is a notable example of his work. His frescoes at Gubbio are masterpieces of his art. He is also well known for his engravings of the Resurrection and the Assumption, both in the Galeries des Arts, Paris, and in the British Museum, London. A. A. MacEwan.

GENIOT, Géneral, moral theologian, b. at Antwerp, Belgium, 18 June, 1856; d. at Louvain, 21 February, 1900. After making a brilliant course of studies at the Jesuit college in his native city, he entered the Society of Jesus, 27 September, 1872. He was successively professor of humanities and of rhetoric at Ghent and Antwerp, and after being ordained priest and sustaining a public defence in all theology, taught first canon law and then moral theology at the Jesuit college in Louvain from 1889 until his comparatively early and unexpected death. Father Génicot was a professor well liked by all his classes because of the solidity and clearness of his teaching. In 1895 he published his "Theologie Morale Institutiones," in which the sixth edition, in harmony with recent decrees of the Holy See, appeared in 1909 (Brussels). Father Génicot drew his inspiration chiefly from the large work of Ballerini-Palmieri. His own work is characterized by a great clearness of exposition, firm and straightforward judgment, avoidance of subtleties, and rejection of defective arguments; also by marked intellectual honesty that dares to follow principles to their utmost conclusions and set down the conduct confessors may legitimately follow in the confessional. Confessors have no reason to fear the broadness of his conclusions, if they do not actually pass beyond the limits prescribed by the author. Another work, "Casus Conscientiae," was published after the author's death. The third edition (1906) appeared with additions and corrections in 1909 (Louvain). These Casus, gathered in large part from actual experience, are remarkable for their presentation of real life and are something more than a mere repetition of theory. J. SALEMS.
GENNADIUS I, Saint, Patriarch of Constantinople (458–471), has left scarcely any writings. Facundus (Defensaio, I, iv) states that he wrote against St. Cyril of Alexandria, probably in 431–2, and quotes a passage to show that his style was very much like that of Ibas. If St. Cyril's letter of 434 (Ep. Ivi) is to the same Gennadius, they were friends in that year. Gennadius succeeded Anatolius as Bishop of Constantinople in 458. On 17 June, 460, St. Leo wrote to him (Ep. clxx) warning him against Timothy of Eulurus, the man who had made himself Patriarch of Alexandria. Not later, it seems, than 459 St. Gennadius celebrated a great council of eighty-one bishops, many of whom were from the East and even from Egypt, including those who had been dispossessed of their sees by Eulurus. The letter of this council against simony is still preserved (Mansi, VII, 912). About the same time St. Daniel the Stylite began to live on a column near Constantinople, apparently without the patriarch's leave, and certainly without the permission of Gelasius, the owner of the property where the pillar stood, who strongly objected to this strange invasion of his land. The Emperor Leo protected the saint, and some time later sent that St. Gennadius should ordain him priest, which is said to have been done standing at the foot of the column, since St. Daniel objected to being ordained, and refused to let the bishop mount the ladder. At the end of the rite, however, the patriarch ascended to give Holy Communion to the stylite, and the latter, when he received it from the hands of the hierarch, imposed his hands on him is not said. Possibly he considered it sufficient to extend them from below towards the saint. According to Theodorus Lector, Gennadius would allow no one to become a cleric unless he had learned the Psalter by heart. He made St. Marcus (arcum of the Church of Constantinople, 464–471.)

St. Gennadius is said by Joannes Moschus to have been very mild and of great purity. We are told by Gennadius of Marseilles that he was lingua mitutis et ingenio acer, and so rich in knowledge of the ancients that he composed a commentary on the whole Book of Daniel. The continuation of St. Jerome's Chronicle by Marcellinus Comes tells us (according to some manuscripts) that Gennadius commented on all St. Paul's Epistles. Some fragments are collected in Migne, P. G., LXXVII, chiefly from the two catena of Cramer on Romans; a few passages are found in the catena of Athenagoras, and some in the Venerable Bede (cfr. Beda, Hist. Eccles., I, 166 (46). Some fragments in the catena of Nicephorus show that Gennadius also commented on Genesis. He is seen to have been a learned writer, who followed the Antiochene school of literal exegesis. He is celebrated in the Greek Menia on 25 Aug. and 17 Nov.; and on the former day in the Roman Martyrology.


JOHN CHAPMAN.

GENNADIUS II, Patriarch of Constantinople (1454–1456).—His original name was George Scholarius (Geórgios Kουρτθος Σχολάρας). He was born about 1400. He was a teacher of philosophy and then judge in the civil courts under the Emperor John VIII (1425–1448). In this capacity he accompanied his master to the Council of Ferrara-Florence (1438–1449) and was at that time in favour of the union. He made four speeches at the council, all exceedingly conciliatory, and wrote a refutation of the first eighteen of Marcus Eugenius's sylvicritic chapters against the Latins. But when he came back to Constantinople, like most of his countrymen, he changed his mind. Marcus Eugenius converted him on this point to anti-Latin Orthodoxy, and from this time till his death he was known (with Marcus) as the most uncompromising enemy of the union. He then wrote many works to defend his new convictions, which differ so much from the earlier conciliatory ones that Allatius thought there must be two people of the same name ("Diatribe de Georgius" in Fabricius-Herz, Bibliotheca Graeca, X, 700–786); to whom Gibbon, "Renaudot was warned not to trust to S. Gennadius." Before the fall of the city he was already well known as a bitter opponent of the union. He and Marcus Eugenius were the leaders of the anti-Latin party. In 1447, Marcus on his death-bed praised Gennadius's irreconcilable attitude towards the Latins and the union (P. G., CLXXV, 529). He was canonized by Gennadius II (1450). On 1 June, 1453, the new patriarch's procession passed through the streets that were still reeking with blood; Mohammed received Gennadius graciously and himself invested him with the signs of his office—the crozier (θεοφάνως) and mantle. This degrading ceremony has continued ever since, except that now (since the Turks hanged Parthenius III in 1657) the sultan thinks it beneath his dignity, so that it is performed by the grand vizier (Патракис, "L'Eglise Orientale", Rome, 1855, III, 83). Mohammed also ordained with Gennadius the condition of Orthodox Christians (the so-called "Roman nation") in the Turkish Empire, made the patriarch their acknowledged civil head before the sultans, and granted them a share in the sultan's rights and duties. This is still given to every patriarch before his consecration (or enthronement). Gennadius, who was not in Holy Orders, was then ordained to each grade. Although he so disliked Latins, he seems to have kept good relations with the sultan. One of the symbolic books of the Orthodox Church is the Confession (Οπαλομυ), made by him to Mohammed, by which he is said to have secured a certain measure of tolerance for his people (see below). As the Sultan's wedding was made into a week, he was used as his patriarchal church, first of the Apostles (where the emperors were buried), then of the All-Blessed (της Παναγίας Ανεγερτης). But after two years, in 1456 (Gedeon in his Πατραχουμ Πολεμή, Constantinople, 1890; others say it was in 1459), he resigned. It is difficult to give the full reason for this step. It is commonly attributed to his disappointment at the sultan's treatment of Christians. On the other hand, Mohammed seems to have kept the fairly tolerant conditions he had allowed them; various writers hint darkly at other motives (see Michalceuce, op. cit. infra, 13). Gennadius then, like so many of his successors, ended his days as an ex-patriarch and a monk. He lived in the monastery of St. John Baptist at Seres in Macedonia (north-east of Saloniki), and wrote books to his death in 1468 (Papageorgiu in the "Byzantische Zeitschrift", III, 315). Gennadius Scholarius fills an important place in Byzantine history. He was the
last of the old school of polemical writers and one of the greatest. Unlike most of his fellows he had an intimate acquaintance with Latin controversial literature, especially with St. Thomas Aquinas and the Schoolmen. He was as skillful an opponent of Catholic theology as Marcus Eugenius, and a more learned one. He knew the ancient writers of Western philosophy but of controversy with Jews and Mohammedans, of the great Hesychast question (he attacked Barlaam and defended the monks; naturally, the Barlaamsites were λατεινοφόροι), in short, of all the questions that were important in his time. He was another kind of importance as the first Patriarch of Constantinople, consecrated in the Turk. From this point of view he stands at the head of a new period in the history of his Church; the principles that still regulate the condition of Orthodox Christians in the Turkish Empire are the result of Mohammed II's arrangement with him.

WORKS.—Gennadius was a prolific writer during all the periods of his life. He is said to have left from 100 to 120 works (Michaelsee, op. cit. infra, 13). Of these a great number are still unedited. P. G., CLX, 320–773, contains the chief collection of what has been published. To this must be added the works in Simonides, loc. cit., the other in P. G., CLX, 665; also a number of letters addressed to various friends, bishops, and statesmen, mostly unedited. An "Apology for five chapters of the Council of Florence", edited first (in Latin) at Rome in 1577, and again in 1628, is doubtful (in P. G., CLX, 665 sqq.), also a number of books addressed to various friends, bishops, and statesmen, mostly unedited. A "Dialogue between two Turks about the divinity of Christ", and a work about the "Adoration of God", Jahn (Anecdota greca) has published a "Dialogue between a Christian and a Jew", and a collection of "Prophecies about Christ" gathered from the Old Testament. A treatise on the Church in three, against Athanasii and Polytheists" (P. G., CLX, 567 sqq.), is chiefly directed against the theory that the world may have been formed by chance. Five books, "About the Foreknowledge and Providence of God", and a "Treatise on the manhood of Christ", are in P. G., CLX, 567 sqq., all written by Gennadius, most of which exist only in manuscript at Athens ("Cod. Athous", Paris, 1289–1298). A critical edition of Gennadius' collected works is badly needed.

Gennadius of Marseilles (Gennadius Scholasticus), a priest whose chief title to fame is his continuation of St. Jerome's catalogue "De Viris illustribus". Nothing is known of his life, save what he tells himself in the last (xxvii) of the biographies in question: "I, Gennadius, presbyter of Massilia, wrote eight books against all heretics; five books against Nestorius, ten books against Eutyches, three books against Pelagius, a treatise on the thousand years of the Apocalypse of John, this work, and a letter about my faith sent to blessed Gelasius, bishop of the city of Rome" (ed. Bernardii, 95). This fixes his period more or less; Gelasius reigned from 492–496, so Gennadius must have lived at the end of the fifth century.

Internal evidence shows that he was a Semipelagian, as indeed the name of his city would make one suspect. Of all the works to which he refers, only the "De Viris illustribus"—"this work"—is certainly extant. He tells us further that he translated and restored to their authentic form Evagrius Ponticus' works (xi, 65), and those of Timothy Eligius (lxixii, 86). These translations are also lost. He twice mentions a "catalogue of heretics" that he means to write (xxvii, 74, and liii, 79). Presumably this is the work "against all heresies" referred to above. There is an Augustinian treatise, "De ecclesiasticis dogmatibus".
Gennings, Edmund and John, the first, a martyr for the Catholic Faith, and the second, the restorer of the English province of Franciscan friars, were brothers and converts to the Church. Edmund Gennings was born at Lichfield in 1567; died in London, 13 Oct., 1591. John was b. about 1570; d. at Douai, 12 Nov., 1660.

Edmund, even in his boyhood, exhibited an unusual gravity of manner and a mystical turn of mind; when about sixteen years of age, he was converted to the Catholic Faith, and immediately afterwards entered the English College at Reims. He was ordained priest in 1586, being then only twenty-three years of age, and at once returned to England under the assumed name of Ironmonger. But his missionary career was of short duration, for he was seized whilst saying Mass in London on 7 Nov., 1591, and executed at Gray's Inn Fields on 10 Dec. His martyrdom was the occasion of several remarkable incidents, chief of which was the conversion of his younger brother John. On his return to England, Edmund Gennings had at once gone to Lichfield to seek out his kindred in the hope of bringing them to the true faith, but he found that all his relatives were dead except this one brother, who had, however, retained his native position in the city of London. Thither Edmund proceeded and for a whole month searched the city, visiting every place where he thought his brother might be found. Eventually, when he was about to give up the search, he achieved his purpose, but the younger brother, far from being won over to Edmund's faith, only sought to have him go away, lest he himself should become suspect; and when after awhile Edmund was seized and condemned John "rejoiced rather than bewailed the untimely and bloody end of his nearest kinman, hoping thereby to be rid of all persuasions which he possessed". He was then sent to prison and thence to his death.

Undoubtedly at this time John Gennings was bent on pleasure, but one must make allowances for the spirit of remorse with which he looked back on those days in after years, and not accept his own estimate of his youth too readily. However, about ten days after his brother's execution, a change came over him. He began one night to think of his brother's death and contempt of the world, and to compare his own life with that of the martyr. He was struck with remorse and wept bitterly, and next prayed for light. Instantly he felt an exceeding great reverence for the saints and, above all, our Blessed Lady, and it seemed to him that he saw his brother in glory. He thereupon made a vow to forsake friends and country and seek a true knowledge of his brother's faith. Being received
into the Church, he entered Douai College, was ordained priest in 1607, and the following year was sent upon the English mission. Here he conceived a desire for the restoration of the English province of Fransiccaeus, and sought out Father William Staney, the commissary of the English friars, and from him received the habit, either in 1610 or 1614 (the date is uncertain). After this, he went for a time to a convent of the order at Ypres, in Flanders, where he was joined by several English companions, amongst whom was Christopher Davenport, known in religion as Franciscus Sancta Clara, afterwards a famous controvertist. Thus was the foundation of a new English province of friars, and Father William Staney, recognizing the zeal of John Gennings, now gave into his hands the seal of the old province of the English Observants.

Gennings next proceeded to procure a house for the English friars at Gravelines, but in 1618 he obtained leave from the minister general to establish a settlement at Douai. As a matter of fact, most of the friars who had joined Gennings were alumni of Douai College, and in transferring their residence to that town he hoped to obtain a continuous supply of recruits. The work of restoring the English province was not easily confided to him, and he was granted imports in 1617, and he was nominated "Vice of England". To assist him in the work of restoration, the commisary general of the Belgian nation was empowered to gather together all the English and Scotch friars from any province in the order. A decree of the same general chapter placed the English Poor Clares of Gravelines under the jurisdiction of the English friars. In 1625, the number of English friars having greatly increased, Gennings sent Father Franciscaeus & Sancta Clara to Rome to plead that the English province be canonically established. The request was granted with the simple restriction that the superior of the province should not assume the title of prior, local, but that of custos; but, in 1629, this restriction was taken away and Friar John Gennings was appointed minister provincial. The first chapter of the new province was held at Brussels in Advent of the same year, in the convent of the English sisters of the third order, which Gennings had himself founded in 1610. This community of tertiary sisters has continued to the present time, and is now established at Taunton, in England, with a branch house at Woodchester. Father John Gennings was re-elected provincial in 1634, and again in 1643.

FATHER CUTHBERT.

GENOA, ARCHDIOCESE OF (JANUENSIS), in Liguria, Northern Italy. The city is situated on the gulf of the same name, extends along the lowest ridges of the Ligurian Apennines, which sweep around the gulf, between the mouths of the Pocevera and the Bisagno, and is protected from the inroads of these waters by the Punta della Lanterna and the Punta del Carignano. The town forms a natural harbour protected against storms by the headland of Portofino, which acts as a breakwater. Two piers (the smaller one begun in 1133) were necessary to break the force of the tide during storms. Its favourable position has made Genoa the largest trade centre on the Mediterranean. It is a naval fortress with a chain of defences about ten miles in length.

In 205 B.C., Mago the Carthaginian landed there with a large army, and sacked the town for its sympathy with Rome, the rest of Liguria supporting the Carthaginians. From the end of the Second Punic War, Genoa belonged to Rome. After the Lombard invasion, it remained under Byzas and the Genoese, as the maritime towns of Italy. In A.D. 641 King Rotari, in his expedition along the coast of Liguria, sacked Genoa, and carried off immense booty. It was later incorporated in the Lombard kingdom, probably under Charlemagne, becoming part of the March of Obertenga. In 935, it was surprised and sacked by the Saracens, but the Genoese fleet followed up the enemy and defeated them in 935. In 996, the Saracens came for the third time. meanwhile the trade and enterprise of Genoa had steadily increased, and now rivaled that of Pisa, in those early times its friendly neighbour. In 1016, they drove the Arab chief Magdalin from Sardinia. In 1052, the town organized itself into a commune, and was governed by consuls and aldermen. In 1248, however, the control was divided between the podestà and a "captain of the people", a condition which lasted till 1310. From 1339 to 1797, except when the rule was in the hands of foreigners, the city was governed by doges chosen from the principal families, at first for life, but after 1528 for periods of two years.

In 1087, the Genoese and Pisans captured Almadia and Subelia in Africa. In the First Crusade their fleet transported the crusading armies to the Holy Land, secured many ports in Syria and Palestine for the Christians, and, in return for their services, they were granted general jurisdiction over the Christian principalities of the East. Together with the Pisans they aided Innocent II to put down the schism of Anacletus, and, as a reward, the pope divided between the two municipalities the islands of Sardinia and Corsica, retaining, however, his own overlordship. In 1147, they took Almeria and Tertossa, in Spain, from the Moors. The threatening attitude of Genoa forced Frederick Barbarossa to recognize all its liberties and possessions; hence, until the reign of Frederick II, it remained friendly to the imperial cause, and even assisted in the attack on Sicily. In 1240, however, the Genoese refused to do homage to FrederickII, and, in 1242, they sent the northern prelates to Gregory IX, but were pursued and defeated between the islands of II Giglio and Monte Cristo by the Pisans, the allies of the emperor. In 1244, Innocent IV took refuge in Genoa. The commercial favour shown by the Latin Empire of Constantinople (1204-60) towards the Venetians enabled the latter to defeat the Genoese at St-Jean d'Acre and on the high seas, in 1257 and 1258 respectively. In 1261, the Genoese took their revenge by assisting Michael Palaeologus to reconquer Constantinople, and obtained from him Apulia and Pera, and the island of Cyprus, in the Black Sea. They developed markets rapidly on the shores of this sea, the principal one being Caffa, and carried on a brisk trade, exporting mainly wine, oil, woolens, and silks, and importing skins, furs, corn, Persian stuffs, etc. For the government of these colo
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Naples. A little later, Robert of Anjou (1318-1335) was called in by the Guelphs in opposition to the Visconti of Milan, favoured by the Ghibellines. When the Venetians, together with the Greeks and Catalonians, wished, in 1342, to occupy the island of Scio as an outpost against the Turks, the Genoese, profiting by a quarrel among the allies, forestalled them. This, amongst other causes, led to a fresh outbreak of war in 1350. In the Bosphorus (1352), a fierce but indecisive battle was fought; while at Alghero in Sardinia (1353) the Genoese were defeated by the Venetians and their allies. Genoa then chose Giovanni Visconti, Archbishop of Milan, as its ruler or “Signore”. In 1354, year following Andrea succeeded in ridding himself of his French allies. The “Signoria” was offered him, but he prudently refused the title, though in reality he exercised its powers. This brought about the Fieschi Plot (1456), which proved abortive owing to the death of its leader. Noteworthy events in the subsequent history of Genoa are the attempts of the French to take off Genoese authority (1553; 1737, King Theodore), its annexation by France in 1768, and the two conspiracies for the annexation of Genoa by Savoy (Vachero, 1628; Della Torre, 1672). In 1684, Louis XIV, without any just cause, had the town bombarded. A hundred years later (1797) the French set up there a democratic republic. In 1800, Masséna sustained a famous siege and blockade on the part of the Austrians and English. In 1805, the duchy was annexed to France, but in 1814 was provisionally, and in 1815 definitely, annexed to the Kingdom of Sardinia.

Genoa owes to the magnificence of its architecture its title of “La Superba” (the Proud). Among its best-known churches are: San Lorenzo, rebuilt in the twelfth century, the lower part of the façade dating from 1100, the remainder from 1523. The spandrils over the door are decorated with bas-reliefs of various periods. The cupola dates from 1567. The altarpieces by Barocci, Ferrari, Cambiaso, and sculptures by Montorsoli, Sansovino, Guglielmo della Porta and others. Near by is the little church of St. John the Baptist, formerly the baptistery of the city. The church of Saints Andrew and Ambrose (600) has paintings by Guido Reni and Rubens. Santissima Annunziata has beautiful Composizioni, and the Last Supper by Procaccino. In the church of St. Catherine of Genoa (with the saint’s room adjoining) may be seen her body preserved in a silver urn. The church of Saints Cosmas and Damian antedates the year 1000; that of St. Donatus, consecrated in 1188, is built of old Roman materials. St. Philip Neri was born in Genoa from 1604; the Jesuit Maria from 1487. The latter has paintings by Paggi, Cambiaso, and Salimbeni. St. George’s has two bronze doors, a part of the booty of Almeria (1418). The altar of St. John’s was erected after the victory at Pola. On the façade of St. Mark’s (1173) is a marble lion captured from the Venetians at Pola.

Other churches are: Santa Maria in Castello (columns of oriental granite); Santa Maria del Carmine (rich tabernacle); San Siro (the cathedral till 995); San Stefano, which existed in 493, and has a painting by Giulio Romano. San Matteo, containing the war trophies of the Dorias, was founded in 1125 by Doria, and restored by Andrea Doria from plans by Fra Giovanni Angelo Montorsoli; on the façade is the sarcophagus of Lamba Doria, the victor at Curzola; under the high altar is the tomb of Andrea Doria by Montorsoli, and several inscriptions recall the triumphs of this noble family of seamen and rulers. Santa Maria in Carignano (sixteenth century), one of the handsomest churches in the world, is, in the form of a Greek cross; its cupola is the work of Galeazzo Alessi (q. v.) of Perugia. The Campo Santo, or public cemetery, is also greatly admired for its beautiful statuary. Among Genoa’s public edifices are the Albergo dei Poveri, or home for the poor (1655), with a church attached; the Loggia dei Banchi, or exchange, built by Galeazzo Alessi. The Palazzo Ducale (1291) is crowned with a row of stucco statues of the various princes and kings defeated by the Genoese; its spacious halls were adorned by famous artists. The Palazzo Nuovo (1397), restored in 1529, is the residence of the doges of the fifteen century. Worthy of notice also are the university, founded in 1471 by Bartolomeo Bianco, the Palazzo Reale, and the Municipio or Town Hall. Genoa has many famous private palaces, e.g. the Adorno, with paintings by Rubens, Guido Reni, Titian, and Giulio Romano; the Palazzo Doria, with a representation of St. George and the Dragon over the doorway. Besides the university, there is a
merchant-marine school, a Catholic high school, an academy of fine arts and other institutions of a similar nature.

The line of bishops is usually dated from St. Solomon or Solomonus, said to have been martyred in 269. Other bishops are mentioned in the third and fourth centuries, the first known with any certainty being Diogenes, a member of the Council of Aquileia in 381. Blessed Jacobus a Veragine, author of the Legenda Aurea (Golden Legend) and Bishop of Genoa (1292–1298), tells us that till the tenth century he found no mention of a Bishop of Genoa, thus proving that in his time nothing was known of the legendary martyred bishops. The St. Syrus I assigned to the beginning of the fourth century may therefore be a double of St. Syrus II (1139–1163). When the Lombards captured Milan (568), its bishop, Laurentius, and many of his clergy took refuge in Genoa; five other Milanese bishops took up their residence there. It was this same Laurentius who dedicated the church of St.

Gentile da Fabriano, Italian painter; b. probably about 1378 in the District of the Marches; d. probably 1427. The history of this artist has for a long time been involved in mystery, and even Vasari’s statements concerning him have to be accepted with caution. Of his early life we still know nothing, but thanks to the investigations of Milanesi, Amico Ricci, and later on of Venturi and Corrado Ricci, we have a few definite facts concerning him. The earliest mention of him is concerned with the decoration of the large council hall in the doges’ palace at Venice, which, it seems clear, must have been carried out between 1411 and 1414, probably in the former year, as the theory set up by Wickhoff, placing the work at a much later date, has now been proved to be untenable. In 1408, however, Gentile is known to have painted a large altar-piece in Venice for Francesco Amadi, and this date implies that he must have been resident in the city for some years previously, because it was not possible for an artist, who had not been

Ambrose built for the Milanese refugees. About 617, Bishop Appellinus became involved in the schism of Agrestius. In 634, Bishop Asterius ordained St. Byrsinus, who was to be one of the apostles of Northumbria.

Councils were held at Genoa in 773 (?), 1216, and 1292. Innocent IV and Adrian V were natives of the city. It was originally a suffragan of Milan, but, in 1133, Innocent II made it a metropolitan see. Its first archbishop was the St. Syrus mentioned above. Its suffragan sees are Albenga, Bobbio, Brugnate and Luni-Saranza, Chiavari, Savona and Noli, Tortona, Ventimiglia. It has 200 parishes and 470,000 souls (161,000 in the city); there are 33 religious houses for men in the city, and 19 throughout the diocese; also 62 convents for women in the city, and 82 throughout the diocese. The archdiocese supports 2 Catholic daily newspapers, 3 weekly papers, and 13 other periodicals."

M. MAGDALEN, ST. NICHOLAS, JOHN THE BAPTIST, AND ST. GEORGE

Gentile da Fabriano, San Nicolò, Florence

born in Venice, to be accepted as a member of its school or guild, unless resident in the city for some considerable time before he made his application. Between April, 1414, and September, 1419, we know that he was painting in Brescia, decorating a chapel for Pandolfo Malatesta, and it was on the occasion of the visit which Pope Martin V made to Malatesta, when he was received at Chiari, that the pope invited Gentile to pay him a visit in Rome. We have evidence of the date on which he set out, because on the 15 September, 1419, he applied for a safe-conduct. There were serious difficulties, however, connected with the early days of the pontificate of Martin V, and Gentile only got as far as Florence, and could not proceed to Rome.

Of Gentile’s residence in Florence we have evidence from the two applications he made, dated 23 March, and 6 April, 1420, that he might be relieved from the payment of tribute, inasmuch as he was only temporarily sojourning in Florence, and was on his way to his native city; but he could not have remained very long in Fabriano, because on 21 November, 1422, he figures in the deeds of matriculation connected with the doctors and painters of Florence,
and in the following year he signs and dates his picture executed to the order of Palla Strozzi for the church of Santa Trinita in that city. The evidence that he continued in Florence in 1423 is found in some deeds relating to a curious quarrel which took place between one of Gentile's pupils and a certain Bernardo, who threw some stones into the courtyard of the house where Gentile was, breaking some small pieces of sculpture, and the latter was punished by the medici of the picture. It is dated 22 July, and at the end of August of the same year Gentile was in Orvieto, painting in the Duomo, as the archives of the cathedral prove. That work completed, he was at length able to leave for Rome, and in 1427 was at work in the church of San Giovanni in Laterano, and the records of his engagement and stipend have been printed. By 22 November, 1428, he was dead, because on that day, according to the evidence of the commune of Fabriano, his niece Maddalena took possession of the property of her uncle, who was declared to have died in Rome intestate. Further evidence of this date is found later dated to a day in October, 1427, in which the master is spoken of as deceased, and these documents prove the inaccuracy of the statements of Vasari both as regards the date of Gentile's decease and the place where Vasari says he died, Città di Castello. Amico Ricci and Milanese were in error in stating that Gentile died after 1450, as they were misled by a phrase "autore requisito" which occurs in a document representing the visit of Roger von der Weyden to Rome, when he visited San Giovanni in Laterano, and saw the paintings of Gentile. He expressed the greatest admiration for the work, and, according to Ricci and Milanese called the author of the paintings before him. Inasmuch as the visit took place in 1450, these two authors placed Gentile's decease after that date, but the phrase refers to the author having died, and this is proved by the two documents just cited.

These facts practically embrace all that we definitely know respecting this artist. He is said to have learned his art under Allegretto Nuzzi. His family name is by some writers given as Maso or Massi, and his burial is said to have taken place in Santa Francesca Romana in the Campo Vaccino, but all these statements are for the present matters of conjecture. He was probably born at Fabriano in the March of Ancona, according to the evidence of his name, but Nuzzi is believed to have died when Gentile was fifteen years old, and therefore he could have derived very little instruction from Nuzzi. Two of his pictures are dated, the "Adoration of the Kings" in the Academy at Florence, 1425; and the group of saints in San Nicolo in the same city, 1425. His best work in Rome and Venice has perished, but he is well represented in the Brera Gallery in Milan, the galleries of Perugia, Paris, and Berlin; and important pictures in the Heugel collection in Paris and the Stroganoff collection in St. Petersburg are now accepted as being from his hand. Of his work in Rome there is a representation of the miracle of St. Nicholas to be seen in the Vatican Gallery, and part of his work in Orvieto still remains. A picture in the royal collection at Buckingham Palace is attributed to him, with considerable favor: it is also to be seen at Settignano, in the municipal gallery at Pisa, and in the Jæves collection at Newhaven in the United States, but his most important work is the large picture in the Academy in Florence, a painting of remarkable excellence and extraordinary beauty. In his birthplace there is one picture representing St. Francis, which is probably a genuine work. His paintings are distinguished by great magnificence of colour and mass and most of his works are in relief in gesso work, and by the remarkable use he made of small portions of the most brilliant colour, applied in conjunction with masses of gold. He may be accepted as one of the greatest masters of his period, and as a man exceedingly skilful in composition, and full of grand ideas as regards colour and effect, for in the combination of rich colour with gold he has seldom if ever been equalled amongst decorative painters.

Gentiles (Heb. גלטים; Gr. ἔγινον, ἔγινον, ἔγινον, "ἔγινον; Vulg. Gentes, Gentiles, Graci), a word of Latin origin and usually employed in the plural. In the English versions of both Testaments it collectively designates the nations distinct from the Jewish people. The conception of this term varies. In the time of Abraham, the Jews considered themselves, and were in fact, before the coming of Christ, the chosen people of God. As the non-Jewish nations did not worship the true God and generally indulged in immoral practices, the term גלטים "Gentiles" has oftentimes in the Sacred Writings, in the Theod. etc., a disparaging meaning. Since the spread of Christianity, the word Gentiles designates, in theological parlance, those who are neither Jews nor Christians. In the United States, the Mormons use it of persons not belonging to their sect. See PROSELYTES.

[In the text above, there are marked with an asterisk.) Squacroni, History of the Jewish People, second division, vol. 1 (New York, 1891); Sbildt in Hist. Dict. of the Bible, s. v.; Le- beth in Vig., Dict. de la Bible, s. v. Gentiel; Hirsch in Jew- ish Encycl., s. v. (New York, 1903); Brown, Briggs, and Driver, Hebrew and English Lexicon, s. v. 10 (New York, 1900); Dillingham, The Gentile and the Jew (tr. London, 1909).

FRANCIS E. GIOOT.

Gentili, Aloisius, b. 14 July, 1801, at Rome; d. 26 September, 1848, at Dublin. He was proficient in poetry, displayed considerable musical aptitude, had a taste for mechanical and electrical science, and was devoted to the cultivation of modern languages, the study of the dead languages, anatomy, and the language of English. His early life was that of a brilliant young man of the world, full of ambition of a noble kind, a pet of society, and an evident favourite of fortune. He sought admission into the Society of Jesus, and would have been accepted, but his health seemed broken, and the Society did not venture to receive him. He became more and more impressed with the conviction that God called him to the priesthood and to labour for the conversion of England. He made the acquaintance of Father Rosmini, who, at his earnest entreaty, accepted him as a postulant of the newly-founded Institute of Charity. He remained in Rome, attending theological lectures, whilst residing at the Irish College, in order, at the same time, to improve his English, and after his ordination to the priesthood, in 1830, proceeded to Dom o'Dossola to make his novitiate.

Whilst Gentili was living at the Irish College, a young English gentleman, who had been converted whilst a student at Cambridge, arrived in Rome. This was Mr. Ambrose Philips de Lisle (q. v.). This zealous convert applied to the rector of the Irish College, to obtain for him a priest to preach the Catholic Faith in the neighbourhood of his ancestral home. The rector suggested the Abate Gentili as in every way
suited to the purpose. This led to a great friendship between the young priest and Mr. de Lisle, the submis-
sion of the whole project to Rosmini, and eventually to the coming of Gentilli and other fathers to England in 1835. It was not merely the invitation of Mr. Philip-
des de Lisle that brought the Rosminians to England. In the meantime, one of the vicars Apostolic, Bishop Baines, who then ruled over the Western District, had been sent to obtain the services of the fathers for his college of Prior Park. Though Rosmini gave his consent as early as 1831, the period of preparation for the English Mission was a long one; for the little band did not sail from Civitá Vecchia till 22 May, 1835. They set forth with a more powerful and missionary mind than the Holy Land had given even St. Augustine and his companions received from St. Gregory the Great; for Pope Gregory XVI actually came on board the vessel and blessed the three "Italian missioners" just before they sailed, probably a unique event in missionary history. Gentilli and his companions arrived in London on 15 June, and no time was lost in getting to work. A few days later Gentilli preached his first sermon in England, at Trelawney House, in Cornwall, whether they had been invited by Sir Henry Trelawney, Bart., a zealous con-
vert. He took for his text, "Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church and my church will make a remarkable impression on the many Prote-
stants who came to hear it. Soon after, the mission-
aries were settled at Prior Park, where early in the following year (1836) Gentilli gave a retreat to the whole college; and this was one of the first, if not the first public retreat according to the method of St. Ignatius ever given in a secular college in England. For this reason it excited among some no little criticism and opposition as a "novelty".

For two years Gentilli was made president of Prior Park; but Bishop Baines' plan of combining secular and regular professors on his staff was an ill-advised one, and it was only when both, the Society and the College, were almost completely reunited that the entire withdrawal of the fathers from Prior Park College. This step left them free to devote their energies and their increasing numbers to the real work for which they came—preaching the Faith to the English people. In 1840 was opened the missionary settle-
ment at Bath, and the seat of Father Mr. Phillips de Lisle, from which as a centre they evangelized much of the surrounding country, the total population of which region was reckoned at 6000, of whom only twenty-seven were Catholics. Notwithstanding the unpro-
mising surroundings, the bitter hostility of the neigh-
bouring Anglicans, and the general absence of incident, his ceaseless labours were rewarded in a space of some two years, by the reception of sixty-one adult converts, the baptism of sixty-six children under seven years of age and of twenty other children condition-
ally, and the conversion of an Anglican clergyman, Rev. Francis Weare. These converting souls were secured by incessant toil, daily instructions, vis-
tis, and religious services of every kind, sometimes in inns or hired rooms, sometimes in a poor cottage, or even in the open air. In the meantime the numbers of the Fathers had much grown. Among the Italians are now to be mentioned Fathers Pagani, Ringu, and a Signini; whilst some Englishmen and Irishmen had joined their ranks, notably the afterwards celebrated Fathers Furlong and Hutton. In 1842 Gentilli visited Oxford, where it is probable, but not certain, that he met Newman. At any rate the visit had important consequences, for Gentilli did not make one of Newman's chief and best-beloved followers. William Lockhart, the young Scotch graduate. The result was that during August of the following year, "Mr. lockhart, feeling it impossible to resist his conviction that the Anglican Church had fallen into fatal schism in separating from the Holy See, came to visit Father Gentilli at Lough-
borough. After making a few days retreat under him in the chapel house at Loughborough, he was received into the Catholic Church, and a little later entered as a postulant of the Order." This conversion was the very first-fruit of the Oxford Movement, preceding the reception of Newman himself by no less than two years.

The first public mission was given at Loughborough by Fathers Gentilli and Furlong, and had an extraordi-
nary success. Sixty-three converts were instructed and received at it. From this time forward, the work of the fathers takes a new and far wider development. Great public missions all over the country alternate with innumerable spiritual retreats to colleges and communities for the next five years. It was a stirring of the whole of the mission to the Catholic Church of England, and a gathering into the net of converts from Protestantism, on a scale which astonishes us as we read of it at this distance of time. Some idea may be given of the labours and zeal of the fathers from what has been recorded of various great public missions. They usually gave four or five discourses daily, at fixed intervals, taking the sermons alternately, treating both dogmatic and moral Gospel doctrines, especially the great truths, the mystery of the Redemption, the Divine precepts, the Life of Christ. And the whole of the time intervening between the discourses was devoted to the exercise of piety and meditation. So great usually was the concourse of penitents, that the fathers were kept occupied for eight or ten hours a day. Sometimes they even remained in church all night long, hearing confessions, and had absolutely no time either to say Mass, or recite the Divine Office, much less take any sleep, or any nourishment, except in a hasty manner. Such wearisome labours were not interrupted, but only varied, for weeks and even months together. They had to prepare children for their First Communion, instruct converts, restore peace in families, see to the restitution of ill-gotten goods. They also introduced processions, evening Benedictions, and other solemn functions at the close of missions.

The years 1844 to 1848 were fully occupied with an incredible number of popular missions and retreats all over England. At Newcastle 250 adult Protestants were received into the Church; at Manchester mis-
sions in three of the principal churches produced no less than 378 converts. It was in 1848 that Gentilli gave his great mission in Dublin, where, in spite of the political excitement of that year, the confessionalists were so few, that the Fathers often sat there without a break from the last instruction at night till the first Mass of the following morning. But a sudden and altogether unexpected blow brought to a sudden end the labours of this great mission. Father Gentilli, the pioneer missioner, was suddenly seized with a fatal fever, and died after only a few days' illness. His mortal remains still repose in Glasnevin Cemetery.

Gentilli, Charles Joseph. See Agra, Archdio-
ce of.

Genuflexion.—To genuflect [L. genu flexere, geniculare (post-classic), to bend the knee; Gr. γυνή 
kleistos or klystos] expresses (1) an attitude (2) a ges-
ture; involving, like prostration, a profession of de-
dedication or subjection, and the most solemn act of adoration adopted for praying and for worship in general. "The knee is made flexible by which the offence of the Lord is mitigated, wrath appeased, grace called forth" (St. Ambrose, Hexem., VI, ix). "By such posture of the body we show forth our humbleness of heart" (Alcuin, De Parasece). The bending of the knee is an expres-
of penitence and sorrow for sins committed” (Rabanus Maurus, De Lusit. Cler., II, xii).

I. An Attitude or Posture at Prayer.—To kneel while praying is now usual among Christians. Under the Old Law the practice was otherwise. In the Jewish Church it was the rule to pray standing, except in time of mourning (Scudder, Notit. Eucharist., 182). Of the Christians who pray standing a passage to Heli: “I am that woman who stood before thee praying to the Lord!” (I Kings, i, 26; see also II Esd., ix, 3–5). Of both the Pharisees and the publican it is stated in the parable that they stood to pray, the attitude being emphasized in the case of the former (Luke, xi, 3). Christian statues that stand would be the ordinary posture in prayer of those whom He addressed: “And when you shall stand to pray”, etc. (Mark, xvi, 25). “And when ye pray, you shall not be as the hypocrites, that love to stand and pray in the synagogues”, etc. (Matt., vi, 5). But when the occasion was one of special solemnity, or the petition very urgent, or the prayer made with exceptional fervour, the Jewish suppliant knelt. Besides the many pictorial representations of kneeling prisoners, and the like, left us by ancient art, Gen., xvi, 43 and Esth., iii, 2 may be quoted to show how universally in the East kneeling was accepted as the proper attitude of suppliants in prayer. Thus Ps. 51:2: “Have mercy on me, O God, for I have sinned against you!” (LXX, ekteles). Esdras too: “I fell upon my knees, and spread out my hands to the Lord my God” (I Esd., ix, 5); and Daniel: “opening the windows in his upper chamber towards Jerusalem, he knelt down three times a day, and adored, and gave thanks before his God, as he had been accustomed to do before” (Dan., vi, 10), illustrate this practice. Of Christ’s great prayer for His disciples and for His Church we are only told that “lifiting up his eyes to heaven, he said”, etc. (John, xviii, 1). The same of His Agony in the Garden of Gethsemani: “kneeling down, he prayed” (Luke, xxii, 41). The lepers, beseeching the Saviour to have mercy on them, kneel (Mark, i, 40; cf. x, 17).

Coming to the first Christians, of St. Stephen we read: “And falling on his knees, he cried with a loud voice, saying”, etc. (Acts, vii, 59); of the Prince of the Apostles: “Peter kneeling down prayed” (Acts, ix, 40); of St. Paul: “kneeling down, he prayed with them all” (Acts, xx, 36; cf. xxi, 5). It would seem that the kneeling posture for prayer speedily became habitual among the faithful. Of St. James, the brother of our Lord, there is no doubt that from his time regular kneeling was in use. Votive offerings of the faithful to the temple (Euseb., Hist. Eccl., II, xxiii; Brev. Rom., 1 May). For St. Paul the expressions “to pray” and “to bow the knee” to God are complementary (cf. Phil., ii, 10; Eph., iii, 14, etc.). Tertullian (Ad Scap., iv) treats kneeling and praying as practically synonomous. And when forgiveness of offences has to be sought, Origen (De Orat., 31) goes so far as to maintain that a kneeling posture is necessary.

It is remarkable that the “orantes” (praying figures) of early Christian art are in the catacomb frescoes invariably depicted as standing with arms extended. Some remarks of Leclercq (Manuel d’Archéologie chrétienne, I, 153 sqq.) suggest that a probable explanation may be found in the view that these “orantes” are merely conventional representations of prayer and of suppliants in the abstract. They are symbols, not pictures of the actual. Now, conventions of this kind, which originate in the signs of detail, not so much by manners and customs prevalent at the date of their execution, as by an ideal conserved by tradition and at the place and time accepted as fitting. Ancient art has left us examples of pagan as well as of Christian “orantes”. The attitude (standing with arms extended or upraised) is substantially the same in all. This, then, is the attitude symbolical, among the ancients, of prayer. In reality, however, suppliants have, as a matter of course, very generally knelt. Hence such classical phrases as: “Genu ponere aliqui” (Curtilis); “Inflecto genu adorare” (Seneca); “Nixi genuis” (Livy); “Genibus minor” (Horace). On the other hand, examples are not wanting of Christian art which regards kneeling as merely the maniera, carnis, expansae manibus orabit”, which the Church has adopted as her memory of the holy martyr, St. Agatha, is an illustration. And as late as the end of the sixth century, St. Gregory the Great describes St. Benedict as uttering his dying benediction upon the altar (CSEL 58, p. 211, c. xxvii). Nor is it likely that since standing has always been a posture recognized, and even enjoined, in public and liturgical prayer, it may have survived well into the Middle Ages as one suitable, at least in some circumstances, for even private devotion. Yet, from the fourth century onwards, to kneel has certainly been the rule for private prayer. Eusebius ( Vita Constant., IV, xxii) declares kneeling to have been the customary posture of the Emperor Constantine when at his devotions in his oratory. At the end of the century, St. Augustine tells us: “They who pray do with the members of their body that which belts support, and the legs hold; they fix their eyes in one point or even prostrate themselves on the ground” (De curâ pro mortuis, v). Even for the ante-Nicene period, the conclusion arrived at by Warren is probably substantially correct:—“The recognized attitude for prayer, liturgically speaking, was standing, but kneeling was early introduced for penitential and private prayer, not as a matter of standing in the ordinary ferial seasons, and was frequently, though not necessarily, adopted in private prayer” (Liturgy of the ante-Nicene Church, 145).

It is noteworthy that, early in the sixth century, St. Benedict (Reg., c. 1) enjoins upon his monks that when the Mass is being celebrated they are to pray with their backs to the Divine Office as a private prayer, they should not stand as when in choir, but kneel throughout. That, in our time, the Church accepts kneeling as the more fitting attitude for private prayer is evinced by such rules as the Missal rubric directing that, save for a momentary rising while the Gospel is being read, all present kneel from the beginning to the end of a Low Mass; and by the recent decrees requiring that the celebrant recite kneeling the prayers (though they include collects which, liturgically, postulate a standing posture) prescribed by Leo XIII to be said after Mass. It is well, however, to bear in mind that there is no liturgical obligation that from this time onwards kneeling, unless conditioned on that particular posture being taken, the indulgence attached to a prayer is gained, whether, while reciting it, one kneel or not (S. Cong. of the Index, 18 Sept., 1862, n. 398). The “Sacro-sanctae”, recited by the clergy after saying the Divine Office, is one of those prayers where it must be said kneeling, except when illness makes the doing so physically impossible. Turning now to the liturgical prayer of the Christian Church, it is very evident that standing, not kneeling, is the correct posture for those taking part in it. A glance at the attitude of a priest officiating at Mass or Vespers, or using the Roman Ritual, will be sufficient proof. The clergy in attendance also, and even the laity assisting, are, by the rubrics, assumed to be standing. The Canon of the Mass designates them as “cunctantes”. The practice of kneeling during the Consecration was introduced during the Middle Ages, and is in relation with the Elevations. It is a rule in the Roman Ritual that while directing that while the celebrant and his ministers recite the Psalm “Judica”, and make the Confession, those present who are not prelates should kneel, is a mere reminiscence of the fact that these introductory devotions were originally private prayers of preparation, and therefore outside the liturgy properly so
called. It must not, in this connexion, escape attention that, in proportion as the faithful have ceased to follow the liturgy, replacing its formulæ by private devotions, the standing attitude has fallen more and more from favor among the laity of the Church. In many places it is quite usual for the congregation at a high Mass to stand for the Gospel and Creed; and, at all other times either to remain seated (when this is permitted) or to kneel. There are, nevertheless, certain liturgical prayers to kneel during which is obligatory, the reason being that it is the proper attitude of those especially prietic to the supplications of penitents, and is a characteristic attitude of humble entreaty in general. Hence, litanies are chanted, kneeling, unless (which in ancient times was deemed even more fitting) they can be gone through by a procession of mourners. So, too, public penitents kneeling during such portions of the liturgy as they were allowed to assist at. The modern practice of an Solemn Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament for public adoration has naturally led to more frequent and more continuous kneeling in church than formerly. Thus, at a Benediction service it is obligatory to kneel from beginning to end of the function, except during the chanting of the Te Deum and the hymns of the Epistle.

It has been remarked that penitents kneel during public prayer, the rest of the faithful standing. A corollary easily drawn from this was that in Lent and other penitential seasons, when all Christians without distinction professed themselves to be “penitents,” the whole Church would far more likely be found in kneeling in the invocation of the Divine Mysteries and during other liturgical prayers. This has given occasion to the Missal rubric, requiring the clergy and by implication the laity, to kneel in Lent, on vigils, ember-days, etc., while the celebrant recites the collect and post-communions of the Mass, and during the whole of the Canon, that is, from the Sanctus to the Agnus Dei. In early times an attempt was made to insist yet more emphatically on the character of penitents as that most befitting ordinary Christians. A practice crept in of posing in church as penitents, that is, of kneeling, on all days alike. It was a principle akin to that which deemed it a great virtue to fast even on Sundays and feast days. In both cases the exaggeration was condemned and severely repressed. In the twentieth canon of the Council of Nicaea (a.d. 325) the fathers lay down (the canon, though passed over by Rufinus, is well known as having been among the evidence of the Church in Alexandria (can. xxv): with others. For post-Nicene times, see St. Hilary (Prolog. in Psalm.); St. Jerome (Dialog. contra Lucif., c. iv); St. Epiphanius (Expos. Fidei, 22 and 24); St. Basil (De Spir. Sacet., can. xxvii); St. Maximus (Hom. iii, De Pentec.; etc.; Note, however, with Hefele (Councils, II, ii, sect. 42) that St. Paul is expressly stated to have prayed kneeling, during paschal time (Acts, xx, 36; xxi, 5). Moreover St. Augustine, more than fifty years after the Council of Nicaea, writes: “Ut autem stantes in illis diebus et omnibus dominicio oremus utrumque ubique vestrum servet noctis” (Ps. 119, 8a); but I do not know whether there is still observed everywhere the custom of standing after the prayers, on those days and on all Sundays). Ep. eexx ad Januar. By canon law (II Decretal., bk. IX, ch. II) the prohibition to kneel is extended to all principal festivals, but it is limited to public prayer, “ nisi alius ex devotione illud facere velit in secreto,” i.e. (unless anyone, from devotion, should wish to do that in private). In any case, to have the right to stand during public prayers, one must be noted as a sort of privilege—an “immunitas” (Tertull., loc. cit.)

On the other hand, to be degraded into the class of the “genulectentes,” or “prostrati,” who (Fourth Council of Carthage, can. lxxvii) were obliged to kneel during public services even on Sundays and in paschal time, was deemed a severe punishment. It was only when kneeling the lesser penance (μηδένια μεγάλην) as opposed to prostration, the greater penance (μεδόνια μεγάλην). Standing, on the contrary, was the attitude of praise and thanksgiving. St. Augustine (loc. cit.) considers it to signify joy, and therefore to be the fitting posture for the weekly commemoration by Christians of the Lord’s Resurrection, on the first day of the week (see also Cassian, Coll., XXI). Hence, on all days alike, the faithful stood during the chanting of psalms, hymnus, and canticles, and more particularly during the solemn Eucharistic or Thanksgiving prayer (our Preface) preliminary to the consecration in the Divine Mysteries. But the standing posture (2 Macc. ix. 25) was Aramaic (Arab. Uhrū; Armen. urchi) is frequent at this point of the liturgy. Nor have we any grounds for believing, against the tradition of the Roman Church, that during the Canon of the Mass the faithful knelt on weekdays, and stood only on Sundays and in paschal time. The standing posture was, however, used in Lent and other seasons of penance. What precisely were the prayers which the Fathers of Nicaea had in view when insisting on the distinction of days is not at once evident. In our time the decree is observed to the letter in regard to the Salve Regina or other antiphon to Our Lady with which the Divine Office is concluded, and also in the recitation of the Angelus. But both these devotions are of comparatively recent origin. The term prayer (έξαρτι) used at Nicaea, has in this connection always been taken in its strict signification as meaning supplication (Probst, Drei ersten Jahrhund., 1, art. 2, ch. xlix). The dioscan litany, general in the East, in which all conditions of men are prayed for, preparatory to the offering of the Holy Sacrament, comes under this head. And in fact in the Clementine Liturgy (Brightman, 9; Funk, Didascalia, 488) there is a rubric enjoining that the deacon, before proceeding to the altar, should kneel and turn to all who kneel with him, and terminate by bidding all to rise up again however unexplained why the exception for Sundays and paschal time is not expressly recalled. In the Western or Roman Rite, traces of a distinction of days still exist. For instance at the end of the Complin of Holy Saturday there is the rubric: “Et non flectuntur genua tota tempore Paschali,” which is the Nicene rule to the letter. The decree has likewise (though slightly varied in wording) been incorporated into the canon law of the Church (Dist. iii, De consecrat., c. x). It may be added that, both in the East and in the West, certain extensions of the exemption from the necessity of kneeling appear to have been gradually insisted upon. “The 29th Arabic Canon of Nicaea extends the rule of not kneeling, but only bending forward, to all great festivals of Our Lord” (Bright, Canons of Nicaea, 86). Consult Mansi, xiv, 89, for a similar modification made by the Third Council of Toledo, a.d. 581. See also the c. Quoniam (II Decretal., bk. 9, c. 2) cited above.

To fix with some precision the import of the Nicene canon, as it was understood and reduced to practice by the ancients, the supplications, to which the name “bidding prayers” has sometimes been given, merit careful notice. They are the Western analogues of the Eastern diocesan liturgical great frequency in the old Gallican and Mozarabic uses. In their full form they seem peculiar to the Roman Rite. The officiating bishop or priest invites the faithful
present, who are supposed to be standing, to pray for some intention which he specifies. Thereupon, the deacon in attendance subjoins: "Flectamus genuum, et levem praelium, in pace omnium sermone, silent prayer, ensued. This ended at a sign given by the celebrant, or for him by some inferior minister, who, turning to the people with the word "levate", bade them stand up again. They having done so, the celebrant summed up, as it were, or collected the silent petition just passed, and then said a collect.

"Cum is qui orationem collecturus est e terra surrexerit, omnes pariter surgant" (Cassian, Inst., II, vii). The stress put in the early Church upon the due performance of this ceremonial explains why, before receiving baptism, a catechumen was required to recite it publicly. It was standing before the bishop who addresses him: "Ora, electe, flecte genua, et dic Pater noster". This is the "Oremus, flectamus genua" of the liturgy. The direction to say the Lord's Prayer in preference to any other, or at least previously to any other, is very natural. A glance at the Roman liturgical books will show what other pieces were usually added—Kyrie eleison (repeated several times) and certain Psalm verses concluding, as a rule, with "Domine exaudi orationem meam. Et clamor meus ad te veniat" (Ps., cx, 1). Then the catechumen is told: "Leva, comple orationem tuam, et dic Amen". The celebrant prayer in Oremus will collect his supplications and those of the rest of the faithful are omitted, as it is only the catechumen's part in the common prayer which is being dealt with. The catechumen rises and says "Amen". This is gone through three times and the catechumen having shown that he has learned how to comport himself during the "oratio fidelium" of the liturgy in which he will henceforth take part, the baptismal ceremony is proceeded with (See Roman Ritual, De Baptismo Adultorum; and Van der Stappen, IV, Q. cxvii).

Of silent kneeling prayer the characteristic example is the group of prayers for all conditions of men in our Good Friday liturgy. They have retained the name "Oraciones solemnes" (usual prayers) because, in primitive ages, gone through in every public Mass. They are the Latin "Oratio Fidelium", and their place in the daily liturgy is still marked by the "Oremus" invitation at the Offertory (Duchesne, Origins du chant liturgique, VI, art. 2). The same prayer obtains at ordinations and in some few other rites. But it has long since been shorn of its most striking feature. The faithful are indeed bidden to kneel down; but straightway follows the order to stand up again, the impressive pause being suppressed. And the object, the object of the prayer, is no longer announced. The single word "Oremus" uttered by the celebrant is followed immediately by "Flectamus genua", with its momentary genuflexion, "Levate", and the collect (see, in the Roman Missal, the Ember-day Masses, etc.). The learned Bishop Van der Stappen (Sacra Liturg., II, Q. lxv) is of opinion that anciently on all days alike, there was a pause for silent prayer after every "Oremus" introducing a collect; and that on Sundays and other non-pentential days this same silent prayer was made by all standing and with hands raised to Heaven. The invitation "Flectamus genua" merely reminded the faithful that the day was one of those on which, by the custom of the Church, they had to pray kneeling. The rubrics for the Pentecost ember-days which occur in paschal time, and that prefixed to the last collect in the blessing of candles on the feast of the Puriﬁcation, strengthen this view. Another instance of kneeling prayer is repeated: (as Sundays and in paschal time) is that of the benedicions or short collects which, in early ages, it was usual to add after the recitation of each psalm, in public, and often in private, worship. The short prayers called "absolutions" in the Office of Matins are a survival of this discipline. (For a complete set of these prayers see Mozarab Breiviary in F.L., LXXXV). These collects were said when a pause of a few minutes long, spent by each one in private and silent prayer, ensued. This ended at a sign given by the celebrant, or for him by some inferior minister, who, turning to the people with the word "levate", bade them stand up again. They having done so, the celebrant summed up, as it were, or collected the silent petition just passed, and then said a collect.

The kneeling collect is that at which the priest engaged for the receiving of the sacraments, or at least henceforward, called a collect.

"Cum is qui orationem collecturus est e terra surrexerit, omnes pariter surgant" (Cassian, Inst., II, vii). The stress put in the early Church upon the due performance of this ceremonial explains why, before receiving baptism, a catechumen was required to recite it publicly. It was standing before the bishop who addresses him: "Ora, electe, flecte genua, et dic Pater noster". This is the "Oremus, flectamus genua" of the liturgy. The direction to say the Lord's Prayer in preference to any other, or at least previously to any other, is very natural. A glance at the Roman liturgical books will show what other pieces were usually added—Kyrie eleison (repeated several times) and certain Psalm verses concluding, as a rule, with "Domine exaudi orationem meam. Et clamor meus ad te veniat" (Ps., cx, 1). Then the catechumen is told: "Leva, comple orationem tuam, et dic Amen". The celebrant prayer in Oremus will collect his supplications and those of the rest of the faithful are omitted, as it is only the catechumen's part in the common prayer which is being dealt with. The catechumen rises and says "Amen". This is gone through three times and the catechumen having shown that he has learned how to comport himself during the "oratio fidelium" of the liturgy in which he will henceforth take part, the baptismal ceremony is proceeded with (See Roman Ritual, De Baptismo Adultorum; and Van der Stappen, IV, Q. cxvii).

Of silent kneeling prayer the characteristic example is the group of prayers for all conditions of men in our Good Friday liturgy. They have retained the name "Oraciones solemnes" (usual prayers) because, in primitive ages, gone through in every public Mass. They are the Latin "Oratio Fidelium", and their place in the daily liturgy is still marked by the "Oremus" invitation at the Offertory (Duchesne, Origins du chant liturgique, VI, art. 2). The same prayer obtains at ordinations and in some few other rites. But it has long since been shorn of its most striking feature. The faithful are indeed bidden to kneel down; but straightway follows the order to stand up again, the impressive pause being suppressed. And the object, the object of the prayer, is no longer announced. The single word "Oremus" uttered by the celebrant is followed immediately by "Flectamus genua", with its momentary genuflexion, "Levate", and the collect (see, in the Roman Missal, the Ember-day Masses, etc.). The learned Bishop Van der Stappen (Sacra Liturg., II, Q. lxv) is of opinion that anciently on all days alike, there was a pause for silent prayer after every "Oremus" introducing a collect; and that on Sundays and other non-pentential days this same silent prayer was made by all standing and with hands raised to Heaven. The invitation "Flectamus genua" merely reminded the faithful that the day was one of those on which, by the custom of the Church, they had to pray kneeling. The rubrics for the Pentecost ember-days which occur in paschal time, and that prefixed to the last collect in the blessing of candles on the feast of the Puriﬁcation, strengthen this view. Another instance of kneeling prayer is repeated: (as Sundays and in paschal time) is that of the benedicions or short collects which, in early ages, it was usual to add after the recitation of each psalm, in public, and often in private, worship. The short prayers called...
of comparatively recent introduction, though in some cases they replace a proscription that was usual, in ancient times, when the same sacred words were solemnly uttered (see, for instance, in regard to the "Et incarnatus"). The curious passage in the work of Hesychius of 1448 he too, who is particularly noted for his colloquy concerning the errors of Gilbert de la Porée. In 1169 he was made abbot of the monastery of Igny in the Diocese of Reims, and in 1162 he became the fourth Abbot of Clairvaux. Owing to difficulties with the monks, he was forced to resign in 1165; but in 1170 he was appointed to the abbey of Fossanova in the Diocese of Terracina, Italy, and in 1176 to that of Haute Combe, Savoy. In the political events of the time he had only a small share; thus, in 1167 and 1168, he took part in the negotiations tending towards the reconciliation of Alexander III (1159-81) with the Emperor Frederic Barbarossa (1152-90) and King Henry II of England (1154-89).

Most of the literary activity of Geoffrey has reference to the life and work of St. Bernard. Thus, while still notarius of the saint, he collected the letters of his abbot, variously estimated at 243 or 310 (P. L., CLXXXII, 67 sqq.). He was the chief author of a new edition of the letters of St. Bernard; this was published in 1191, and the new editor, he says, "accepto vercasque se, deinde procumbens" (Suet., Vit., ii. The liturgical rules for genuflection are now very definite. (1) All genuflect (bending both knees) when adorning the Blessed Sacrament unveiled, as at Expositions. (2) All genuflect (bending the right knee only) when adorning the Blessed Sacrament enclosed in the Tabernacle, or lying upon the corporal during the Mass. Mass-servers are not to genuflect, save when the Blessed Sacrament is at the altar where Mass is being said (cf. Wapelhorst, Infra). The same honour is paid to a relic of the True Cross when exposed for public veneration. (3) The clergy in liturgical functions genuflect on one knee to the cross over the high altar, and likewise in passing before the bishop of the diocese when he presides at a ceremony. From these genuflections, however, an officiating priest, as also all prelates, canons, etc., are dispensed, bowing of the head and shoulders being substituted for the genuflection. (4) On Good Friday, after the ceremony of the Adoration of the Cross, and until Holy Saturday, all, clergy and laity alike, genuflect in passing before the unveiled cross upon the high altar.

Geoffrey of Clairvaux, a disciple of St. Bernard, was b. between the years 1115 and 1120, at Auxerre; d. some time after 1188, probably at the abbey of Haute Combe, Savoy. At an early age he entered the ranks of the clergy, and followed for some time the course of lectures given by Abelard. In 1140 St. Bernard of Clairvaux came to Paris, and before the assembled scholars preached a sermon "De conversione ad clericos" (P. L., CLXXXII, 835 sqq.), in which he dwelt on the vanities of a life in the world, on the necessity of a sincere conversion, and on the peace to be found in the monastic profession. Geoffrey was so struck by this forcible discourse that, with several others, he followed St. Bernard and joined the monastic community of Clairvaux. Soon he won the special confidence of the saintly abbot, became his chaplain, or secretary, and his permanent companion. In 1145 he accompanied him to Toulouse and other cities of Southern France, where the saint preached against

the Manichean or Albignian heresy of a certain Henry and his partisans. During the years 1146-47 he travelled with St. Bernard through France and Germany, where the saint aroused the people for a crusade to the Holy Land. At the council held at Reims in 1148 he took an active part in the discussions concerning the errors of Gilbert de la Porée. In 1159 he was made abbot of the monastery of Igny in the Diocese of Reims, and in 1162 he became the fourth Abbot of Clairvaux. Owing to difficulties with the monks, he was forced to resign in 1165; but in 1170 he was appointed to the abbey of Fossanova in the Diocese of Terracina, Italy, and in 1176 to that of Haute Combe, Savoy. In the political events of the time he had only a small share; thus, in 1167 and 1168, he took part in the negotiations tending towards the reconciliation of Alexander III (1159-81) with the Emperor Frederic Barbarossa (1152-90) and King Henry II of England (1154-89).

Most of the literary activity of Geoffrey has reference to the life and work of St. Bernard. Thus, while still notarius of the saint, he collected the letters of his abbot, variously estimated at 243 or 310 (P. L., CLXXXII, 67 sqq.). He was the chief author of a new edition of the letters of St. Bernard; this was published in 1191, and the new editor, he says, "accepto vercasque se, deinde procumbens" (Suet., Vit., ii. The liturgical rules for genuflection are now very definite. (1) All genuflect (bending both knees) when adorning the Blessed Sacrament unveiled, as at Expositions. (2) All genuflect (bending the right knee only) when adorning the Blessed Sacrament enclosed in the Tabernacle, or lying upon the corporal during the Mass. Mass-servers are not to genuflect, save when the Blessed Sacrament is at the altar where Mass is being said (cf. Wapelhorst, Infra). The same honour is paid to a relic of the True Cross when exposed for public veneration. (3) The clergy in liturgical functions genuflect on one knee to the cross over the high altar, and likewise in passing before the bishop of the diocese when he presides at a ceremony. From these genuflections, however, an officiating priest, as also all prelates, canons, etc., are dispensed, bowing of the head and shoulders being substituted for the genuflection. (4) On Good Friday, after the ceremony of the Adoration of the Cross, and until Holy Saturday, all, clergy and laity alike, genuflect in passing before the unveiled cross upon the high altar.

Geoffrey of Dunstable, also known as Geoffrey of Gorham, Abbot of St. Alban's, d. at St. Alban's, 26 Feb., 1146. He was a scholar from the province of Maine, then annexed to the Dukedom of Normandy, who was invited by Richard, Abbot of St. Alban's, to become master of the abbey school. On his arrival, he found that owing to his long delay another had been appointed, whereupon he opened a school at Dunstable. Having borrowed some copies from St. Alban's Abbey for a miracle play to be acted by his scholars, he had the misfortune to lose his house and all its contents by fire on the evening after the performance. To make up to God and the saint for the loss of the copies, he promised to the monk of St. Alban's Abbey. Here he rose to be prior, and finally was elected abbot on the death of Richard, in 1119. He ruled firmly for twenty years, and the abbey prospered under his wise admini-
Geoffrey of Monmouth (Gafridus Arturus, Galfridus Monemutensis, Galfray or Grautud an Arthure), Bishop of St. Asaph and chronicler; b. at Monmouth about 1100; d. at Llandaff, 1154. He was the son of Arthur, a priest, and was educated by his uncle Uchtred, afterwards Bishop of Llandaff. It has been surmised that he became a Benedictine monk, but this is uncertain. At Oxford he met Walter the Archdeacon, who suggested the idea of his great work, "Historia Regum Britanniae". About 1140 he accompanied Uchtred to Llandaff, where he became archdeacon of St. Teilo's, and opened schools in which many clerics and chieftains were educated. The "Historia" had appeared before 1139, but Geoffrey continued it, and in 1152 completed it in its final form. In 1151-2 he was elected Bishop of St. Asaph and was consecrated at Lambeth by Theobald, Archbishop of Canterbury, on 24 Feb., having been ordained priest a week before; but he died without having entered his diocese. Geoffrey's "History" has been one of the great influences in English literature, making itself especially felt in the national romance from Layamon to Tennyson. Shakespeare, Milton, Dryden, Pope, and Wordsworth have all used his legends, while many of the earlier chroniclers followed him as an historian. But the twelve books of his "History", recounting how Brut, great-grandson of Aeneas, founded the kingdom, and narrating the adventures of subsequent kings, are in truth not history at all but the beginning of English story-telling. Among his legends is that of King Arthur, which became the most famous of the great cycles of romance so popular in the Middle Ages. Geoffrey's legend has received a new form from Sir Thomas Malory in the fifteenth century has again been given fresh life by Tennyson in the "Idylls of the King". Geoffrey claimed that his work was founded on a "most ancient book"—probably a collection of British legends no longer extant. Geoffrey also wrote a Latin version of the "Cymric Prophesies of Merlin" and a life of Merlin is attributed to him. His stories exercised a wide influence in Germany, France, and Italy, while in England they contributed to the unification of the English people by spreading belief in a common origin of Briton, Saxon, and Norman. The "Historia Britonum" was first printed at Paris, 1508; the best editions being those of Giles (London, 1844) and Schulz (Halle, 1854).

Geoffrey of Vendôme, (Goffridus Abbas Vindocinensis), cardinal, b. in the second half of the eleventh century of a noble family, at Angers, France; d. there, 26 March, 1132. At an early age he entered the Benedictine community of the Blessed Trinity at Vendôme in the diocese of Chartres; and in 1193, while still very young and only a deacon, was chosen abbot of the community. During all his lifetime he showed a great attachment to the Holy See. Thus, in 1194, he went to Rome in order to obtain a dispensation for himself in Bedfordshire, for his friend and counsellor, Christina the recluse. He also opened a leper hospital near St. Alban's. Finally, he succeeded in saving the abbey when it was threatened with destruction during the Civil War in the reign of Stephen.
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Geography, Biblical.—With the exception of the didactic literature, there is no book in the Bible which, to greater or less extent, does not contain, or allusions to, the geography and topography of the Holy Land. In early times, when the perusal of the Sacred Books was confined within the limits of the country in which they had come to light, there was little need of any special attention to geographical details. Palestine has a small area, and every one of its inhabitants was acquainted with almost every boulder and nook in it. Not so, however, the outside reader—the Jew of the Diaspora, for instance. But little did he care, in many cases, for such trifles as topographical niceties; God's message was all he was looking for in Holy Writ. But those who longed for a fuller knowledge of the land of their forefathers, an occasional pilgrim thither, at a time when local traditions were still alive, afforded ample opportunities. After a.D. 70, Jewish pilgrims ceased to flock to Palestine; on the other hand, zealous Christians, whilst at times casting a glance towards the land whence the light of the Gospel had come, would rather "point forth themselves to the things that are before", and direct their conquering steps to new shores. It thus happened that when the Church obtained her long-delayed freedom from the thrones of persecution, and her scholars turned their minds to a searching study of
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NOTE: THE PORTION WEST OF THE RIVER JORDAN IS TAKEN FROM THE SURVEYS OF THE PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND
the Bible, they realized that much of the book would remain sealed to them unless they were acquainted with the Holy Land. To this deeply felt need Biblical geography, or to the study of the geographical and historical sense of the Scriptures. The study of Biblical geography is pursued more than ever in our time, and it may not be amiss to mention here the principal sources and means at its disposal.

First of all, of course, stands the Bible, some parts of which, however, must be singled out, owing to their importance in the presentation of Biblical ethnographical list in Gen. xx, is a valuable contribution to the knowledge of the old general geography of the East, and its importance can scarcely be overestimated. The catalogues of stations of the Hebrew people in their journeys from Egypt to the bank of the Jordan supply us with ample information concerning the topography of the Sinaitic Peninsula, its southern and eastern borders of the Dead Sea. In the Book of Josue is to be found a well-nigh complete survey of Palestine (especially of Southern Palestine) and the territory allotted to Juda in particular. Later books add little to the wealth of topographical details given in Josue but the given data have become engraven upon early maps and plans of Palestine, and have been used by cartographers and geographers in surveys of the Holy Land. The centuries following the Exile were for the adventurous Israelites a period of expansion. Colonies of thrifty merchants multiplied wonderfully East and West, above all throughout the Greek and Roman worlds, and the Greek and Roman lands had to train their ears to many new, “barbarous” names of places where their kinsmen had settled. The Church at Jerusalem, therefore, was well prepared to listen with interest to the accounts of Barnabas’s and Paul’s missionary abroad (Acts, xv, 12; xxi, 19).

While the authors of the English Authorized Version (A. V.) have made efforts to preserve proper names in their old Hebrew mould, our Douay Version (D. V.) adheres, as a rule, to the Latin transliteration. This imperfection is, however, by no means to be compared with that which arises from the omission or translation of the Greek text in the Revised Version. The Greek textus receptus was printed. To cite at random a few instances, Bahurim has become Baalham; Debbaeth, Heb. Dabbatheh, Dabatha; Eglon, 'Oklom or Admah; Gethemmon, Gelath, etc., not to speak of the frequent confusion of the sounds of s and r or of the proper names wrongly translated, as ’En Shemesh by ِهِ شِمْش ِتُوِ دَلُوُ، etc. Thanks to a systematic correction of the whole text, such divergences are not to be found in the Codex Alexandrinus. Biblical information is in a good many instances paralleled, and not unfrequently supplemented, by the indications gathered from the documents of the subsequent age. No fewer than 119 towns of Palestine are mentioned in the lists of Thothmes III (about 1600 B.C.); the names of some 70 Canaanite cities occur in the famous Tell-el-Amarna letters (about 1450 B.C.); on the walls of Karnak the boastful records of the conquests of Sheshonk I (Sessu) exhibit a list of 156 names of places, all in Central and Southern Palestine (935 B.C.); the inscriptions of the Assyrian kings Tukulti Napir-Sarse III (Teghaphalsar, 745–72), Sarru-kinu (Sargon, 722–05), and Sin-akhi-erba (Sennacherib, 705–681) add a few new names. From the comparison of all these lists, it appears that some hundreds of the Palestinian cities mentioned in the Bible have also been identified.

“*The immovable East*” still preserves under the present Arabic garb a goodly proportion (three-fourths, according to Col. C. R. Conder) of the old geographical vocables of the Bible; in most instances the name still clings either to the modern city which has supplanted the old one (e.g. Bet-Lakhm for Bethlehem, or the site it occupied (e.g. Tell Jeser for Jazer; Tell Ta'anun for Taanaah); sometimes it has shifted to the neighboring village, spring, well, or hill (as Wady Yabis). The history of the Palestinian cities and of the changes which some local names have undergone in the intervening centuries, as well as the many old names which were in use, are known to a certain extent from the records preserved in the Arab custom, and helped, by the information supplied by geographers, historians, and travelers. In this regard, parts of the works of classical geographers, such as Strabo and Ptolemy, are consulted with profit; but they cannot compete with Buseblius’s “Onomasticon,” the work of which was already recognized by St. Jerome, and more than the Ptolemy Table, however useful, can rival the Madaba Mosaic Map (dating probably from Justinian’s time) discovered in the autumn of 1897. The “Peregrinatio Silvia” (whatever the true name of the author), the description of the Bordeaux pilgrim, the accounts of those whom the piegy of the Middle Ages brought to the Holy Land, the histories of the Crusades and of the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, and, lastly, the Arab geographers afford valuable material to the student of Biblical geography.

The topography, as well as the history, of Palestine is a favourite study of the present day. Governments and universities have given to the question of the history of the district the importance of a great subject, masters of archæology; schools have been founded at Jerusalem and elsewhere to enable Biblical students, as St. Jerome recommended (in lib. Paralip., Pref.), to acquire a personal acquaintance with the sites and the natural conditions of the country; and all—diplomats, scholars, masters, and students—encourage the land, survey it, search its innermost recesses, copy inscriptions, make excavations, sift on the spot the evidences furnished by the Bible and all available authorities. The results of their labours are published in periodicals founded for that particular purpose (such as the “Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly Statement,” the “Zeitschrift,” and the “Mittheilungen und Nachrichten des deutschen Palästina-Vereins,” the “Palästinajahrbuch”) or appear as important contributions in reviews of a wider scope (like the “Revue Biblique,” the “Mélanges d’Archéologie orientale” or the “American Journal of Archæology”). In the bibliography given at the end of this article there is a list of the works of scholars who, especially in the last fifty years, have earned fame in the field of Biblical geography, and a right to the gratitude of all students of Sacred Scripture.

The name Palestine, first used to designate the territory of the Philistines, was, after the Roman period, gradually extended to the whole southern portion of Syria. It applies to the country stretching from the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon to the Sinaic Desert, and from the Mediterranean to the Arabian Desert. Politically, the limits varied in the course of Biblical times. The boundaries of the territory which David and Solomon possessed were incomparably small: it included the region west of the Jordan between a line running from the foot of the Hermon Range to Sidon, and another line from the southern end of the Dead Sea to Gaza. David’s and Solomon’s possessions were considerably larger; they probably extended north-eastward into the Syrian, and eastward to the Arabian Desert. Two other expansions occur frequently in the Bible to designate the whole length of the land in historical times: “from the entrance of Emath [i.e., probably, the Merj Ayyan] to the river of Egypt [Wady el-Arish],” or “to the sea of the Wilderness [Dead Sea]” and “from Dan to Beersheba.” This last phrase, used by the Chronicler, and by St. Jerome, about 160 Roman miles (141 Engl. m.). As to the breadth of the country, the same Father declared himself ashamed to state it, lest heathens might take occasion from his assertions to blaspheme (Ep.
ad Dardan, (120). According to the measurements of the English surveyors, the area of the Holy Land is about 9700 square miles, a trifle over that of the State of Vermont. These figures are humble indeed compared to those found in the Taimud, where (Talm. Babyl., "Sotah," 49) Palestine is given an area of 2,250,000 Roman square miles—more than half the area of the United States.

The land was a "land of hills and plains" (Deut., xi, 11). To the north, two great ranges of mountains, the Lebanon and the Anti-Lebanon, or Hermon, separated by the deep valley of Celesyria (El-Beq'a), raise their summits to a height of 9000 or 10,000 feet. The Lebanon was never within the borders of the Zor, as this did not include the territory of the Libanians and of their Syrian successors; but the Hebrews liked to speak about its majestic grandeur, its slopes covered with oaks, firs, and cedars, its peaks capped with nearly perennial snow. Glistening closer on the northern frontier, Mt. Hermon—Sirion of the Sidonians, Semir of the Amorrites, Jebel esh-Sherok—was perhaps more familiar. On both sides of the Jordan the mountains of Palestine prolong these two ranges. West of the upper course of the river, the mountains of Galilee gradually decrease towards the plain of Esdrelon which alone divides the highland. Only a few of the peaks which stretch across it remain higher than the level of the Jordan. "Mounts of Seir" and "Mounts of Seir," the heights of Gelboe (A.V. Gilboa; J. Fuqu'da), bordering the plain to the east, connect the lesser ranges of Galilee with the mountains of Ephraim. The country then rises steadily, studded with rounded hills—among them Ebal and Gerizim (A.V. Gerizim)—riven east and west by torrents, and is continued in the "Mountains of Juda" (3000 ft.), to decrease farther south (Bersabee, 700 ft.) and be connected through the "Mountains of Seir" (Jebel Madera, J. Moqara, J. Aradif) and the J. et-Tu, with the first approaches of Sinai. The mountains of Ephraim and those of Juda descend gradually towards the Mediterranean Sea, the last western hillocks bordering on the rich plain of Saron (A.V. Sharon), south of Mount Carmel, and on the Sephelah (A.V. Shephelah). As the Jordan Valley sinks while the plateau rises, the eastern ravines are the deeper (the Cedron falls 4000 ft. between Jerusalem and the Dead Sea), and west of the Dead Sea, the wilderness of Juda becomes a labyrinth of rugged and precipitous gorges, the favourite haunt of outlaws at all times (cf. I Sam., D.V. I Kings, xxii, xxxii, xxxiv), the last stronghold of Jewish independence (Masada, April, a.d. 73), and the time-honoured retreat of the early Christians. The Dead Sea, 1225 feet below the level of the Mediterranean, is much narrower than its celebrity might lead one to suppose. A few miles below Lake Huleh, its width is only 75 feet; about twenty miles, as the crow flies, north of the Dead Sea, it measures some 115 feet; but as it goes down towards the Sea, the river broadens to 225 feet. Before the Roman period no bridges existed over the Jordan; communications were active, nevertheless, between both banks, thanks to the shallowness of the water, which is fordable in five or six places (Jos., ii, 7; Judges, iii, 23; vii, 24; xii, 5, 6, etc.). Early in the spring, however, this is utterly impossible, for the river, swollen by the melting snow of Mount Hermon, overflows its banks and spreads over the whole area of the Zor (Jos., iii, 15; I Par., xii, 15; Eclesius, xxiv, 36). The Jordan is formed by the union of three springs, respectively known as Nahr el-Hasbani, N. el-Leddah, and N. Banlyas, which meet nine miles north of Lake Huleh. The river, over 300 miles long, has many tributaries, very few of which are explicitly mentioned in Scripture. We may mention, on the west side, the N. el-Bireh, which comes down from Mount Thabor, the N. el-Jalud, bringing down from Nehel Dahli the waters of Ain Jalud, possibly the site of the trial of Gideon's companions (Judges, vii, 4, 6), the Wady Farah, which originates near Mount...
belong to Western Palestine. Going from north to south, and leaving aside those in the neighbourhood of cities to which they gave their names (Engannim, En-Adar, etc.), we meet with the "fountain of Daphnis" (Num., xxxiv, 11, in the Vulgate only: other texts have merely: "the fountain") identified by Robinson with 'Ain el-'Asy, the main spring of the Orontes in Cilicia; the "fountain which is in Jerusal" (I Kings, xxix, 1) generally recognized in the 'Ain Jalud, near the Greek wall of Jerusalem, the name of which recalls that of the city of Jabaal-Galaad (I Kings, xi; xxxi, 11-13), the Jaboc (N.ez-Zerqa), the Nimrin (cf. Bethemra, Num., xxxii, 36; Jos., xiii, 27), and, a few miles from the Dead Sea, the united waters of the W. Kefren and W. Heshban (cf. Hesebon, A.V. Hesebon, Num., xxx, 26; Jos., xxii, 6; etc.), very likely the "torment of the willows" of Is., xv, 7.

In the Mediterranean watershed, from the extreme north of Phoenicia, the most famous rivers are the Eloutherus (I Mach., xi, 7; xii, 30.—Nahr el-Kebr, the N. el Qasimye (Leontes of the Greeks), the N. el-Mugattâ (Cason; A.V. Kishon), the N. es-Zerqa, very likely the "Ifmuns Crocodile" of Pliny (Hist. Nat., V. xvii) and the Sichor Labannah of the Bible (Jos., xix, 26.—A.V. Shihor-libnath), the N. el-Falej, possibly the Nahal Qana (D.V. "valley of reeds"; A.V. Kanah) of Jos., xvi, 8 and xvii, 9, the N. Rabbin, one of the confluents of which, the W. es-Sarraf, runs through the famous "valley of Sore (A. V. Sorek.—Judges, xvi, 4, etc.), the N. Sukreir, into which opens the "valley of the terebinth" (A.V. "valley of Elah")—I Kings, xvii, 2, 19; xxxi, 9—probably the W. es-Sun), the W. el-Haey, the main branch of which passes at the foot of Lachis (Tell el-Haey), which inundates nearly every year at the site of Siceleg (A.V. Ziklag.—Jos., xv, 31, etc.); the W. Ghasseh, into which flows the W. es-Sheer, possibly the "torment Besor" (I Kings, xxx, 9, etc.), and the W. es-Beersa, which recalls to mind the city of Beserab (Beer-Sheba), both being the names of townlets among all the many that are mentioned in the Negeb; finally, the W. el-Arsel, or "torment of Egypt"), Shihor of the Hebrews and Rhinoceros of the Greeks, which drains all the northern and north-eastern portions of the Sinaitic Peninsula. The Scriptures mention likewise a few inland rivers, particularly two in the territory of Damascus: the Abana (N. Barak), which, after watering the city of Damascus, loses itself some twenty miles east in the Bahr el-'Ateibeh, and the Pharpar, which feeds the Bahr el-Hijaneh.

Besides the two lakes just mentioned, which are on the side of Palestine proper, and the lakes Huleh and Tibersias, in the course of the Jordan, the Holy Land possesses no other lakes of any extent except the Birket er-Ram (the Lake Phiala of Josephus—Bell. Jud., III, x, 7) to the south of Banyas; but ponds and marshes are numerous in certain parts of the land. Marshes near the lower Jordan, at a short distance from the Dead Sea, are mentioned in I Mach., ix, 46.

Deut., viii, 7, describes Palestine as "a land of brooks and of waters and of fountains." Many springs are mentioned in Scripture, and nearly all its rains generally fall after the beginning of November; the "latter rain", in the month of April. Plenty or famine depend particularly on the April rains. On clear nights, all the year round, there falls a copious dew; but in summer time there will be no dew if no westerly breeze, bringing moisture from the sea, springs up towards the evening. Snowfalls are only occasional during the winter, and usually they are light, and the snow soon melts; not seldom does the whole winter pass without snow (as an average, one winter in three). Owing to the neighbourhood of the dead sea, the country of Upper Galilee enjoys a more temperate climate; but in the lowlands the mean temperature is much higher. Along the coast, however, it is relieved almost every evening by the breeze from the sea. In the Ghôr, the
climate is tropical; harvesting, indeed, begins there in the first days of April. During the winter months, the temperature is warm in the daytime, and may fall at night to 40°; in summer the thermometer may rise in the day to 120° or 140°, and little relief may be expected from the night. "The valley concentrates the full radiance of an eastern sun rarely mitigated by any cloud, though chilled at times by the icy north wind. From the plateaus herded Lebanon and Hermom are parched by the south wind from the deserts of the South, yet sheltered from the moist sea breezes from the West that elsewhere so greatly temper the climate of the Holy Land" (Aids to the Bible Student). The flora and fauna of the lowest postions are accordingly similar to those of India and Ceylon. The hills of the Dead Sea, sunken deeper than the Ghôr, has a deadly equatorial climate, perhaps the hottest in the world.

These orographic, hydrographic and climatic conditions of the Holy Land explain the variety—wonderful, if we consider the size of the country—of its fauna and flora. It is "a good land... A land of wheat, and barley, and vineyards, wherein fig trees, and pomegranates, and oliveyards grow: a land of oil and honey. Where without any want thou shalt eat thy bread, and enjoy abundance of all things" (Deut., vii., 7—9). Palestine, indeed, even now, but much more in Biblical times, may be said to be the repository of the labour of its inhabitants. The north, on both sides of the Jordan, is a most fertile region; the plains of Esdrelon and of Saron (A.V. Sharon, except in Acts, ix., 35), the Sephelah and the Ghôr were at all times considered the granaries of the country. Even the land of Judah contains Lebanon's pleasant dales, an ideal home for gardens, olive-groves, vineyards, and fig trees; and the high country, with the exception of the sun-baked and wind-parched desert, affords goodly pastures. (See ANIMALS IN THE BIBLE; PLANTS IN THE BIBLE.)

Palestine seems to have been inhabited about the fourth millennium b.c. by a population which may be called, without insisting upon the meaning of the word, aboriginal. This population is designated in the Bible by the general name of Nephilim, a word which, for the Hebrews, conveyed the idea of dreadful, monstrous giants (Num., xiii., 33, 34). We hear occasionally of them also as Rephaim, Enacim, Emin, Zusim, Zamzummim, and Horites, these last, whose name means "cave-dwellers," being confined to the deserts of Idumea. But what were the ethnological relations of these various peoples, we are not able to state. At any rate, the land must have been inhabited for a very long time, and the inhabitants for early times for about 3000 B.C. it was styled by the Egyptians "an empty land". Towards the third millennium B.C., a first Semitic Canaanite element invaded Palestine, followed, about the twenty-fifth century, by a great Semitic migration of peoples coming from the marshes of the Persian Gulf, and which were to constitute the bulk of the population of Canaan before the occupation of the land by the Hebrews. From the twentieth century B.C. onwards, Aram continued to pour on the land some of its peoples. Palestine had thus, at the time of Abraham, become thickly inhabited; its many cities, united by no bond of political cohesion, were then moving in the wake of the rulers of Babylon and Assur, although the influence of Egypt, fostered by active commercial communications, is manifest in the Canaanite civilization of that period. As a result of the battle of Megiddo, the land of Canaan was lost to Babylon and added to the possessions of Egypt; but this change had no general effects on the internal conditions of the country: administrative reports continued to be written, and business transacted, in the Cananeo-Assyrian dialect, as is shown from the Tell el-Amarna and the Taannak discoveries. About the same epoch the Hethites came in from the North and some of their settlements were established as far south as the borders of Judah, while the Amorrites were taking hold of the trans-Jordanic highlands. Some time later, when the Hebrews appeared on the banks of the Jordan and the Philistines on the Mediterranean shore (c. 1200 B.C.), the Amalecites held the Negeb, the Amorrites the highlands east of the river, the Canaanites dwelt in the valleys and plains of the west, and the Hittites were resident in Asia Minor. Phoenicians, the aborigines. The Philistines drove the Canaanites from the coast and occupied the Sephora, whereas the Zakallosa settled on the coast near Mount Carmel. We know in detail from the Bible the progress of the Hebrew conquest of the rest of the land: the remnant of the former settlers were absorbed little by little into the new race.

Needless to tell here how the different tribes, at first without any other bond of unity than that of a common origin and faith, gradually were led by circumstances to join under a common head. This political unity, however, was ephemeral and split into two rival kingdoms—that of Israel in the north, and that of Judah in the south. The vicissitudes of these two tiny kingdoms fill several books of the Old Testament. But they were doomed to be merged into the mighty empires of the Egyptians and to share their fate. A Babylonian proverb, "As a Persian satrapy after Cyrus's victories, Palestine became for a time part of Alexander's vast dominion. At the division of his empire the land of Israel was allotted to Seleucus, but for fifteen years was a bone of contention between Syria and Egypt, the latter finally annexing it, until, in 186 b.c., it passed by right of conquest to King Antiochus III of Syria. A short period of independence followed the rebellion of the Machabees, but finally Rome assumed over Palestine a protectorate which in time became more and more effectual and intrusive. Josephus narrates how Palestine was divided at the death of Herod; St. Luke (iii, 1) likewise describes the political divisions of the country at the beginning of Christ's public life. West of the Jordan and the Dead Sea, Palestine included Galilee, Samaria, Judea, and Idumea (Edom); east of that river, Gaulanitis corresponded to the modern Jolan; Auranitis was the administrative name of the plateau of Jebel-Hauran; north-west of it, the Lejah formed the main part of Trachonitis; Itrura must have been the country south-east of Hermom; north of Itrura, on the banks of the upper Barada, at the foot of the Anti-Lebanon, was situated the small, but rich, tetrarchy of Abilene; south of Itrura, between Gaulanitis and Auranitis, was extended Batanaea; finally, under the name of Perea was designated the land across the Jordan from Pella to Moab, and westwards to the limits of Arabia, determined by the cities of Gerasa (Jerash), Philadelphia (Amman), and Hesebon.

It is very difficult to form an estimate of the population of Palestine, so extensive are the indications supplied by the Bible. We are told in II Kings, xxiv, 9, that in the census undertaken at David's command, there were found 1,300,000 fighting men. These figures, which may represent a total population of from 4,000,000 to 5,000,000, undoubtedly overshoot the mark. From what may be gathered in various places of Holy Writ, the figures given in II Kings might fairly represent the whole population at the best epochs.

In the foregoing portions of this article Palestine alone has been spoken of and described. However, as has been intimated above, Genesis, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, in the Old Testament, the Acts, the Epistles, and the first chapters of the Apocalypse, in the New, contain geographical indications of a much wider range. To attempt a description of all the countries mentioned would be to engage in the whole geography of the Assyrian, Babylonian, Egyptian, and Persian empires, a task which the allusions made—with the
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exception of the detailed description of the Israelites' journey from Egypt to the Jordan—would hardly justify. On the other hand, it is certain that Palestine is the range of geographical knowledge possessed by the Biblical writers, and acquired by them, either from personal experience or by hearsay.

Geographical Names in Holy Scripture.—Many of the more important places mentioned below are subjects of special articles in the Catholic Encyclopedia, and the title of such an article is identical with the local name given in the list, the reader will be referred to that article simply by the letters "q. v." (quod vide); where the special article is headed with a different name or a modified form of the same name, the cross-reference gives that name in CAPITALS and SMALL CAPITALS. Cross-references to other titles in the list itself are given in the ordinary type.

Abana: river of Damascus. See Lebanon.

Abarim (q. v.): mountains in N. Moab.

Abdon (Jos., xxii, 30, etc.): Khirbet 'Abdeh, N. of the Wady el-Karn.

Abel (type-genet: I Kings, vi, 18) is a common name, "stone", as the D.V. suggests in the parenthesis.—Abel (Judges, vi, 33; Heb. 'Abel Keremmin), —Abela (IV Kings, xx, 14) — Aboldomum Maacha (III Kings, xv, 20; IV Kings, xv, 29) — Abelmakim (II Par., vii, 4) — Abelmehula (Judges, vii, 23, etc.) — Abeselenim (Num., xxxiii, 49), where the Israelites were enticed into the impure worship of Beelphegor; in the Ghôr, E. of the Jordan, at a short distance from the Dead Sea.

Aben-Boen (Jos., xviii, 18), also "the stone of Boen" (Jos., xv, 6) is a conspicuous rock marking the limit of Juda and Benjamin between Beth Haiga and the Ascent of Adommin.

Abes (Jos., xix, 20; Issachar): prob. Kh. eb-Beidâ, in the plain of Es'dron, between Nazareth and the plain of Carmel.

Abila (not mentioned in the Bible), after which Abil was named: Sîk Wady Barâda, S. of Anti-Lebanon.

Abiran (Jos., xix, 28; Aser): perhaps a mistake for Abdon. Unknown.

Accad (Achad; Akkad). See BABYLONIA.

Acacon (Jos., xxv, 57): mtn. of Juda, Kh. Yaqlin.

Accon (q. v.).

Accho. See Acre.

Achazib, 1 (Jos., xix, 21; Aser): Ez-Zib, betw. Accho and Tyre.—2 (Jos., xv, 44; Mich., i, 14; W. Juda): 'Ain el-Kesheb.


Achzib. See Achazib 2.

Acabatone: 1. Toparchy of Judea, including region betw. Neapolis (Napûlis) and Jericho.—2 (I Mach., vi, 3), region of the Ascent of Acrabim.


Acrôn (Jos., xix, 43). See ACCARON.

Adada (Jos., xxv, 22; S. limit of Juda): 'Adada, E. of Jerusalem.

Adammon (Zach., xii, 11): in the plain of Es'dron; in later times, Maximianopolis (St. Jerome): Rômânâneh, S. of Lejân.

Adama (Deut., xxiii, 23): city of the Pentapolis.

Adami (Jos., xiv, 35): also Adam: Damleb, S.W. of the L. of Tiberias. The Jordan may be forded there.

Adar (Num., xxxv, 4; Jos., xv, 3), also Addor and Adder: S. limit of Juda, N.W. of Cades. There is in that region a Jebel Hadhâreim.

Adar (Mach., xvi, 40), also Adaer (I Mach., vii, 45): Kh. 'Aqseb, N. of Jerusalem and E. of El-Jib.

Adiada (I Mach., xii, 38), also Addus, in the Sephela: Hadîch, E. of Lydda.

Adibham (Jos., xv, 36)—text perhaps corrupt; as it stands, designates a place, hitherto unidentified, in the neighbourhood of Galilee possessioned by the Biblical writers, and acquired by them, either from personal experience or by hearsay.

Adom (Jos., iii, 16): Tell-Damleb, a little S. of the confluence of the Jâboc and the Jordan.

Adommin: (Ascent of): Jos., xv, 7; xviii, 18), limit of Benjamin and Juda; seems to correspond to Tal'sût-ed-Dûmm, on the road from Jerusalem to Jericho, a place notorious for the thieves who lurked round about (Luke, x, 30–35).

Adon (I Esd., ii, 59), also Addon (II Esd., vii, 61): a city of Chaldea, the same as Eden in Is., xxvii, 12; Ezech., xxviii, 23.

Adrumetum (Acts, xxvii, 2): city and seaport in Mycia, over against the island of Lesbos; mod. Adra-miti or Edremid, also Ydremid.

Adullam (q. v.).


Adon (q. v.).

Ager's Well (Gen., xvi, 14), "between Cades and Barad": Bîr Mâyîn.

Ahalab (Judges, i, 31; Aser): pos. the same as Mehebel (Jos., xix, 20; D.V. "from the portions"), the Makkhilîba of the third campaign of Sennacherib, Unknown.

Ahava: stream, or perhaps canal, in Babylonia, possibly not far W. of Babylon.

Ahion (III Kings, xv, 20, etc.), also Aion (IV Kings, xv, 29): the name seems to be preserved in Merj 'Ayun, between the valley of the Leontes and that of the Upper Jordan. The site was possibly Tell-Dibbôn, or Khâm, a near-by place.


Ai: D.V. for Hai.

Aïdah (Is., x, 28): the same as Hai.

Aila, Ailath: the same as Elath.

Aim (Jos., xix, 7; Juda), also called En-Rimonon: Kh. 'Umûn er-Rûmûnnûm, N. of Bersabea, on the road to Beit-Jibrîn.

Alexandria (q. v.).


Alinath (I Par., vi, 60; Heb. 45) also Almon (Jos., xxi, 18), in Benjamin: Kh. 'Almîth, N.E. of Jerusalem, between Jebâ and 'Anâôt.


Amanad (Jos., xii, 26; Aser): Kh. el-'Amud, N. of Aye, or 'Umm el-'Amed, W. of Bethlehem of Zabulôn.

Amam (Jos., xv, 26; S. Juda). Unidentified.

Amanon (Cant., iv, 8): poss. the same as Mt. Hor of the N.

Amma (Jos., xii, 30; Aser): Perhaps 'Alma esh-Shâ'b, W. of the Scala Territorum (Râs en-Nagûra).

Amanô (Ezech., xxxii, 6): if we should see in it the name of a town, might stand for Legio-Mageddo, mod. el-Lejân.

Amos (Jos., xviii, 26; Benjamin): either Kolonieh (so Talmud), or Beit-Mizzech, N. of Kolonieh.

Amphipolis (Acts, xviii, 1): in Macedonia, 30 m. from Philippi; mod. Kenikei.

Amthar (Jos., xix, 13; Zabulôn): prob. not a proper name, seems to mean "turns towards".

Ana: a town in Babylonia, on the Euphrates, possibly 'Anah.

Anab (Jos., xi, 21): mount. of Juda, once belonging to the Enaim: Kh. 'Anâb, S. of Beit-Jibrîn.
Geography

Anaharath (Jos., xix, 19; Issachar); Egypt.: Anu hepatā: En-Na'a's, N.E. of Zerārān.

Anathoth (Jos., vii, 32; Benjamin): Beit-Jananna, N. of Jerusalem.

Anathoth (q. v.).

Anem (I Par., vi, 73, Heb., 58; Issachar), perhaps a contraction for Engannim, which stands in the same place, Jos., xix, 21. However, possess. Anem, S. of Lejim. Aner (I Par., vii, 70; Heb. 55; W. Manasseh), perhaps a corruption for Thannach of Jos., xvi, 25; poss. also 'Ellar, N.W. of Sebasteiyeh.

Ange (Judith, ii, 12), a mount. in Cappadocia: Erjia's.

Anim (Jos., xv, 50; mount. of Juda): Kh. Ghuwein.

Antioch: 1. Of Pisidia.—2. Of Syria (q. v.).

Antioch (q. v.), Apadno (Dam., vi, 45): doubtful as a proper name.

Apamea (Judith, iii, 14), country and city of Syria: Qal 'at el-Madhiyyah.

Aphraemā (1 Mach., xi, 34; not in the Vulg.), one of the toparchies of Juda: see Ephraim.

Aphra (Jos., xviii, 25; Benjamin), commonly identified with Tell el-Farāb, S.E. of Beith.

Aphec 1 (Jos., xii, 18; N.W. Juda): poss. Merj, Fikke (Conder).—2 (Jos., xii, 30, etc.; Aser). Unknown.—3 (1 Kings, iv, 1; Benjamin): perhaps Qustul.—4 (1 Kings, xxiv, 1; Issachar): El-'Aftiheh, N.W. of Zerārān.—5 (1 Kings, xxiv, 26, etc.) Assyry: Apgūr: prob. El-Farāb, S.E. of Tiberias.


Apollonia (Acts, xvii, 1), in Mygdonia, a prov. of Macedonia: mod. Pollinā.

Aquiforum (Acts, xviii, 15), 43 m. S.E. of Rome, on the Appian Way, on the edge of the Pontine Marshes.

Ar, Ar Moab (Num., xvi, 15), etc.) N. of Moab, and S. of the river Arnon; some suggest Rabba; others Ùmm ar-Refāsah, others Māṭāt el-Hajj.

Arab (Jos., xv, 52; mount. of Juda), also Arī (II Kings, xxv, 23): Kh. er-Rabīyyeh, W. of Ziph.

Arach (Gen., x, 10), cuneif. Arktē, a town in Babylonia. Warka, on the left bank of the Euphrates, 125 m. S.E. of Babylon.—2. See Archi.

Arad (q. v.), Arad, a station of the Israelites in their journey between Sinait and Cades. Unknown.


Ararat. See Ark.

Arbatas (1 Mach., v, 23): doubtful whether it is a district or a city. Unknown.

Arbee. See Hebron.

Arbellas (1 Mach., ix, 2), according to Josephus, in Galilee, in the neighbourhood of Sepphoris; prob. Kh. 'Irbid, W. of the L. of Tiberias.

Archā, seems rather a gentile name, derived from Arneh, Erekh, or Erechh, 'Ayn Arīk, between Beith and Beith Ur.

Arēba (Jos., xv, 60; mount of Juda): Kh. Rebbā, S.W. of Jerusalem, near Beit Nētilf (q.

Areecon (Jos., xix, 46; Dan): Tell er-Raqqa't, N. of Jaffa.

Arōpolis, Greek name of Ar Moab.

Arīel (Jos., xxix, 1, 2), symbolical name of Jerusalem: "city of God".

Arimathe: See Rama.

Arōn, river of Moab: Wādē el-Mūjāb.

Arōro, 1 (Deut., ii, 36, etc.; Moab, s., l, 26): 'Arā'ir, N. of the Arōn river.—2 (Judges, xi, 33), "over against Rabba", i.e. E. Ùmm Aminān. Unknown.—3 (2 Kings, xxv, 23; Judah), Egypt.: Hur-horah: ‘Arārāh, E.S.E. of Bersabah.

Arpad (A V. for Arphad.

Arphad (I Kings, xviii, 34, etc.), Assyry: Arpadah: Tell 'Erfa'īd, 12 m. N. of Aleppo.

Aruboth (III Kings, iv, 10), poss. Wady 'Arrā'b, near Bersabee.
**Geography**

**Baalath** (Par., iv, 33), probably identical with Baalah Beer Ramath (Jos., xix, 8; Simeon), poss. Bât Mâyên, or Tell el-Lekîleh, N. of Bersabe.

**Baalâ, I (Jos., xv, 9, etc.; Judah) old name of Carshuhim (Gen. xix, 20, 24).** Also Bala, perhaps Kh. 'Umm-Baghale, N.E. of Bersabe.

**Balaâm** (I Par., vi, 70; Heb. 55; W. Manasses), also Balaam; possibly Jebraam (Jos., xvii, 11): Bir Bel-ameh, S. of Jenfn.

**Balah** (Jos., xix, 44; N. Dan), also Balaath (II Par., viii, 6), prob. Beit Kain, N.W. of Beit Ur.

**Baalath Beer Ramath.** See Bâlaam.

**Baalâq** (q.v.).

**Baalgalad** (Jos., xi, 17, etc.), at the foot of Mt. Hermon: Banîlyas.

**Baal Hamon (Cant., viii, 11; D.V. "that which hath people")** with Balamon (Judith, viii, 3), perh. Kh. Bel'meh, S. of Jenfn.

**Baalathᾱ (II Kings, xii, 23), poss. Tell 'Asîr, N.E. of Beîthn.**

**Baal Hermon (Judges, iii, 3, etc.).** Whether it is a city or a mountain is doubtful; supposed to be the same as Baalath. 'Ammari (Jos., xvi, 17, etc.), also Baalmaa, Beer- naemon, Bethmaon: Tell Mâtn, S.W. of Madâba.

**Baal Peor, A.V. for Beelphogor.**

**Baal Phar'âsh (II Kings, v, 20), in the neighborhood of the Valley of Raphaim, S. of Jerusalem.**

**Baal Salsîs (IV Kings, iv, 42): prob. Kh. Sarsît, 15 m. N.E. of Lydda.**

**Baalthamars (Judges, xx, 33; Benjamin), N.W. of Gabaa, about Kh. 'A'dase.**

**Babylon.** See Babylonia.

**Bakurim (II Kings, vii, 16, etc.), on the slope of Mt. Olivet, poss. Kh. ez-Zambi, or Kh. Bâqel'dan.**

**Baal (I Gen., xvi, 20; II Sam. vii, 17), 2. See Baals.**

**Baalâm, S.W. of Madâba.**

**Baalat.** See Baalath. **Baloôl (Jos., xv, 24; S. Juda), poss. identical with Baalath Beer Ramath. Otherwise unknown.**

**Bamôth (Num., xxii, 19; Moab). Site unknown, between Dîbân and Ma'mân.**

**Bamothba'al (Jos., xii, 17), prob. the same.**

**Bane (Jos., xiv, 45; Dan), also Bane Barach; Assyr.: Banaabârga; prob. 'Ibn-Tôràk, E. of Jaffî.**

**Banias.** See Casarea Philippi.

**Barach.** See Bane.

**Barâzon (Gen., xvi, 20), Ûm'm el-Bàred, S.E. of Cades.**

**Baraza (I Mach., v, 26): Bògàr, in the Hauran.**

**Basan (Deut., ii, 4), a region S. of the Plain of Damascus; at first the Kingdom of Og, then given to the tribe of Manasseh.**

**Basãçama (I Mach., xii, 23), perh. Tell-Bâstûk, in Jolan.**

**Basáçam (Jos., xvii, 23), plain of Juda, somewhere around Lachish. Unknown.**

**Bashân, A.V. for Basan.**

**Bathuel (I Par., iv, 30; Simeon). See Bethul.**

**Bâzishtôa (Jos., xv, 28; S. Judah), an unidentified city in the neighborhood of Bersabe—unless the text is corrupt.**

**Beer (Jos., xix, 20, 24; D.V. "the well")** in the Wady Themed, S.E. of Madâba.

**Beer Shim (Jos., xv, 8; D.V.: "the well of Elim"); the same as Beer.**

**Belmon.** See Baal Hamon.

**Belma.** See Baal Hamon.

**Belmen (Judith, iv, 4, omit. in Vulg.), between Bethoron and Jericho.**

**Benejascon (Num., xxxiii, 31), Bleurin, north of Cades.**

**Benemnon (II Par., xvi, 3), valley S. of Jerusalem.**

**Bor (Num., xxxii, 3). See Baalmeen.**

*Bera (Judges, ix, 21), prob. El-Birneh, N. of Jerusalem.

*Berdan (Gen., xxi, 32; D.V.: "well of oath") Tell el-Qady, W.S.W. of Bersabe.

*Berâ'â (I Mach., ix, 4), commonly identified with El-Bireh.***

*Berea (q.v.).

*Beromî (II Kings, xxi, 31), the same as Bahurim.

*Berôth (q.v.).

*Berôthâ (II Kings, viii, 8), Beerétân, S. of Baalbek Bersabe (q.v.).

*Besacat (IV Kings, xxi, 1). See Bascath.

*Besor, a river S.W. of Gaza, prob. Wady esh-Sherfa.**

*Bessor (Jos., xv, 58). See Bethur.

*Betane (Judith, i, 9; omit. in Vulg.), a name poss. misspelled, points to a place S. of Jerusalem.

*Bile (II Kings, viii, 8; I Par., xvii, 8, has Thebath), possibly Taybe, on the road from Hamath to Aleppo; or more prob. Tâyibeh, S. of Baalbek.

*Betân (Jos., xix, 25; Aser): El-Bânêh, E. of Acre.**

*Bethabbara. See Bethany Beyond the Jordan.

*Bethacchat (IV Kings, xix, 12; D.V.: "shepherd's cubin") more prob. a proper name: Beit Qâd, betw. Mt. Gelboe and Jenfn.

*Bethaccharem (Jer., vi, 1; II Esd., iii, 14; Juda), also Bethacharam. Unknown; supposed to be some place on the Jubel el-Foreidis, S.E. of Bethlehem.

*Bethàn (III Kings, iv, 9; Benjamin), perhaps Beit 'Anân, W. of Nebi Samwil.

*Bethanath (Jos., xix, 38; Nephtali), prob. 'Aînta, near Cades of Nephtali.

*Bethany (q.v.).

*Bethannath (Jos., xv, 59; mount of Juda), Kh. Beit-'Antûn, N.E. of Hebron.

*Betharobâ (Jos., xv, 6, etc.; E. of Juda), unknown; must have been in the neighborhood of Jericho.

*Betharom (Jos., xii, 27). See Betharam.

*Betharon (q.v.).

*Beth Arbâl (Osee, x, 14; D.V.: "the house of him that judgeth Baal"), prob. the same place as Arbeela.

*Bethaven (Gen., xii, 8): poss. Kh. Hâlyân, also called El-Jir, E. of Beîthn.—I Kings, xiii, 5; Bethoron should probably be read instead of Bethaven.

*Bethazmôth (I Esd., ii, 24). See Azmaveth.

*Beth Baal Mean (Moabite Stone, line 30). See Baalmeen.

*Bethbera (Judges, vii, 24, a ford of the Jordan, either N. of the confluence of the W. Jalûd, or in the neighborhood of Jericho.

*Bethberá (I Par., iv, 31; Simeon), poss. Birlein, betw. Cades and Khalkasa.

*Bethbëssen (I Mach., ix, 62), prob. the same place as Beth Hagla.

*Bethbchar (I Kings, xvii, 11), an unknown place in the neighborhood of Maspha of Benjamin.

*Bethdagon (q.v.).

*Beth Deblathaim (Jer., xvi, 22; D.V.: "the house of Deblathaim") Moabite Stone, line 30. See Baalmeen.

*Beth Edom (Amos, i, 5; Lebanon). Some: Jôshieh el-Kadimeh; others: Beït el-Jaune, between Banîlyas and Damascus.

*Bethel, see s.n.—2 (Jos., xii, 16; Simeon) another name for Bethul.

*Bethemec (Jos., xix, 27; Aser), prob. 'Amqâ, N.E. of Acre.

*Bethera (Cant., ii, 17: mount, of Juda), Kh. Bettrir, S.W. of Jerusalem, the last stronghold of the Jewish rebels in the second century.

*Beth Ela (Mich., i, 11: D.V.: "the house adjoining") perhaps the same place as Asal (Zach., xiv, 5); some place it E. of Mt. Olivet; some others S. of Jerusalem; some, finally, in the Sephela.

*Bethgader (I Par., ii, 31). See Geder.

*Bethgâmol (Jer., xvi, 23; Moab), Kh. Jemâel, N.E. of Dîbân.

*Beth-Hoggar (IV Kings, ix, 27; D.V.: "garden-house") prob. the same as Engelannim, i.e. Jenfn.
Bophorus (Abd., 20). So Vulg. and the versions thereof, for Sepharad.
Bubastus (Ezech., xxx., 17), Egypt.: Pi-Beset, Tell el-Basta, N.E. of Cairo.

Cabul (Jos., xix., 27; Aser): Kabûl, S.E. of Acre.
Cademoth (Deut., ii., 26, etc.), also Cedemoth. Seems to have been N. of the Arnon; poss. Umâ Râsâs.
Cades (q.v.).
Cademum (Judges, v., 21), perhaps not a proper name; possibly also a corrupt of the text for Cades: "torrent of Cades" (of Nephtali), another name for the Cisnon.
Caeraea. See CAESAREA PALESTINE; C. PHILIPPI.
Calano (Gen., x., 10; Is., x., 9; Amos, vi., 2), in S. Babylonia, perhaps mod. Zerghîl.
Caleb Ephraim (II Par., ii., 24). So Heb.; most probably Sept. and Vulg. are right in translating: "Caleb went to Ephraim".
Camon (Judges, x., 5), a town E. of the Jordan, in the neighbourhood of Pella: Qimeim or Tabekat-Fakl.
Cana (q.v.).
Canath (Num., xxxi., 42). See CANATHA.
Caphara-Jos. (Jos., ix., 17, etc.; benjamin), also Caphira.
Cephira: Kh. Kelrâh, W. of Nebi Samwil.
Cipharathon (Matt., iv., 13, etc.), on the L. of Tiberias; identified by some with Tell Âsn, on the W. shore; by others with Minieh, S.W. of Tell Âsn.
Ciphasalma (I Mach., viii., 31) was likely near Jerusalem. Unknown.
Carea (Jos., xv., 3; S. Juda); W. of Cades. Unknown.
Carehim (I Par., xii., 6) is not, as would seem at first sight, a place-name, but a gentile name.
Carem (q.v.).
Cariath (Jos., xviii., 28; Benjamin), prob. for Cariahthir.
Cariathaim, 1 (Gen., xiv., 5, etc.): Qereyât, 10 m. S.W. of Madaba.—2 (I Par., vi., 76; Nephtali). Unknow.
Cariathaim, 32, has Carthan, instead of Cariahaim.
Cariatharba. See HEBRON.
Cariathbaal. See Cariathiarim.
Cariath Chuzoth (Num., xxi., 39), a place between the Arnon and Bamatbaal. Unidentified.
Cariathiarim (N.W. Juda), also called Cariathbaal, Cariath: Qaryet el-Enâb, or Abd-Gosh, W. of Jerusalem.
Cariathittim. (Jos., xv., 49). See Dabir 1.
Carioth, 1 (Jos., xv., 25; S. Juda), rather Carioth Hebron, the birthplace of Judas, "the man of Carioth": Kh. el-Qeritein, S. of Hebron.—2 (Amos, ii., 2; Jer., xiv., 24, 41; Moabite Stone, i., 13; Moab): prob. Er-Rabûb.
Carnaim (I Mach., v., 26, etc.; Transjord.), the same, according to some, as Astarothcharnain; others identify it with Sheikh-Sâ'id, near Astarothcharnain.
Carnion (I Mach., xii., 21, 26). Many identify it with Carnaim; some with Qreiyn, in the Ledjah.
Cartha (Jos., xxxi., 34; Zabulon), poss. Kh. Qareh.
Carthan (Jos., xxxi., 26), perhaps another name for Cariathaim 2.
Cedesoloth (Jos., xii., 8; Issachar), most probably the same as the Ceseleth-Thabor.
Cesalon (I Mach., v., 36), very likely identical with Caspin (I Mach., vii., 13): Khiafn, N. of the Yarmûk, and E. of the L. of Tiberias.
Caspin. See Casbon.
Casphor (I Mach., v., 26), the same as Ceson.
Chene (Ezech., xxvii, 23). The Heb. has Kalneh. See Calano.

Chereb (I Esd., ii, 59; II Eзд., vii, 61); the complete name was Chereb Addon-Immer. Unknown.

Chelolon (Jos., xv, 10; N.W. Judah). Keslā.

Chobar, a river in "the land of the Chaldeans," commonly identified with the mod. Chabur; but the names have roots absolutely different, and the position seems unsatisfactory. Perhaps we should see here one of the canals with which Babylonia was joined, poss. the Nahal Malecha, or King's Canal, of Nabuchodonosor. See JERUSALEM.

Chorazin, A.V. for Corazain.

Chub (Ezech., xxx, 5). Great divergences exist as to its identification. Some suggest Cobe, near the Indian Ocean; others Chobat, in Mauretania, or Cbozin, in Mauretica; both of these opinions are most unlikely. It has also been proposed to correct the text and read Lub (Libya); not probable. One Heb. MS. has Kend (Egypt, Keneb, i.e. S. Egypt). Nothing can be said with certainty.

Chun (I Par., xviii, 8). In the parallel text of II Kings, viii, 8, instead of Chun, we find Berothai. If Chun was a distinct city, it might be recognised as Dān, S.W. of Baalbek.

Chus (Judith, vii, 8; omitt. in Vulg.): poss. Qazā, 5 m. S. of Naplōs.

Cisanim (Jos., xxii, 22; Ephraim), perhaps the same as Jeemma (I Par., vi, 68). Tell el-Qabans, near Bethel, has also been suggested, but the identification is very doubtful.

Cina (Jos., xv, 22; S. Judah). Unknown.

Cines (Gen., xv, 19,Jer. 9, 19), a clan closely allied to Israel, perhaps also to the Medes. Its home seems to have been in S. of Judah; however, we see no evidence of the Cinaean dwelt in the plain of Edreelon.

Cldada (A.V.).

Corton (q.v.).


Cos (I Mach., xv, 23; Acts, xxi, 1), an island in the Aegean Sea: mod. Stanko.


Cyprus (q.v.).

Cyrene (q.v.).

Dobeth (Jos., xix, 21, etc.; Zabulon), Debúrēyn, W., and at the foot of Mt. Thabor.

Dobir, 1 (Jos., xi, 22, etc.; S. Judah) the same as Cariathaim and Cariathsepher; most prob. Darahyeh, S.W. of Hebron.—2 (Jos., xv, 7; N. Judah): poss. Toghet ed-Debr.

Damasnuma (Mark, viii, 10): perhaps El-Damlamleh, S. of the L. of Tiberias, on the left bank of the Jordan.

Damazos (q.v.).

Danger (Jos., xxi, 35; Zabulon); in the parallel passage, I Par., vi, 77, Heb. 62, Remmono). The true name is doubtful; poss. Rūmmāneh, N. of Nazareth.

Dar (q.v.).

Danma (Jos., xv, 49; mount. of Judah). Unknown.

Dapho (Num., xxxiii, 12, 13), station of the Israelites on their journey from the Red Sea to Sinai; poss. Tabbaa, near the Wady Lebew.

Daphne (II Mach., iv, 33), a sacred grove and shrine near Antioch of Syria.

Dathmna (I Mach., v, 9; Transjord.), either Er-Remeth, or El-Hosn, S.W. of the Yarmūk.
Debath (Jos., xix, 11; Zabulon). Some: Jebäta, S.W. of Nazareth; others: Kh. ed-Dabseleh, or Zebabdale. (Debath means, 'house of God,' but the name is not given in the Bible.)

Debath (Ezech., vi, 14), in the land of Emath; prob. the same as Rebathla (Jer., xxxix, 5, 6).

Deblathaim (Jer., xlvi, 22; D.V.: 'house of Deb'lahaim'; Moabit Stone, l. 30: Diblational): Ed-Dieleet el-Gharbiyyeh (Musul), doubtful.

Decapolis (q.v.).

Delean (Jos., xv, 38; Plain of Judah). Unknown.

Delos (I Mach., xv, 23), an island in the Ægean Sea.

Denaba (Gen., xxxvi, 32; I Par., i, 43; Edom). Unidentified.

Derr (Acts, xiv, 6, etc.), a town in Lycaonia; not identified.


Dibon (q.v.).

Dimona (Jos., xv, 22; S. Judah; the same is called, prob. by a copyist's mistake, Dibon, in II Esd., xi, 25): Kh. ed-Tebeh.

Diospolis, Greek name of Lod. See Sebaste, Dioecese of.

Dizahab (Deut., i, 1; D.V.: 'where there is very much gold'). The name of a station of the Israelites: poss. Ed-Djehebeh.


Domnæum (q.v.).

Dor (Jos., xi, 2, etc.; Aser); Assy., Dûrâ; Tanfârûn, on the Mediterranean shore, S. of Mt. Carmel.

Dora (I Mach., xv, 11). See Dor.

Dothain, Dothan (Gen., xxxvii, 17, etc.), Tell Dohân, betw. Sebastiyeh and Jenin.


Dura (Dan., iii, 1), plain S.E. of Babylon; the name is preserved in the Tellul (hills) of Nahr Dûrâ. See Dura.


Edema (Deut., ix, 23; Nephthal), prob. Kh. 'Admah, on the right bank of the Jordan, below the confluence of the Yarmûk. Some, however, identify it with Damlyeh, W. of the L. of Tiberias.

Eder (Jos., xv, 21; S. Judah), either Eh. el-'Adar, or Kh. Ümm el-Adheh. See Edom.

Edom, See IDUMEA.


Eglon (Jos., x, 3, etc.; plain of Judah): Kh. 'Alian, W. of Beith-Birin.

Ekron, A.V. for Accaron. See Elamon.

Elam (q.v.).

Elath (Deut., ii, 8, etc.), seaport on the 'Aqaba Gulf: mod. 'Aqaba.

Elæis, or rather Elæob, birthplace of the prophet Nahum. Some deem it to be El-Kauze, in Nephthal; others, Qesleyeh, S.E. of Beit-Jibrin, in the Sepheria.


Eleph (Jos., xviii, 18; Benjamin). Unknown.

Eleutheropolis (q.v.), Greek name of Beit-Jibrin.

Eleutherus, river dividing Syria from Phoenicia: Nahr el-Kebir.

Elm (Ex., xvi, 1, etc.), station of the Israelites on their journey from the Red Sea to Sinai: somewhere about the Wady Gharrandeh.


Elmalech (Jos., xix, 26; Aser): Egypt. Retemaraka probably in the neighbourhood of Wady el-Mâlek, a tributary of the Cison (A.V. Kishon).

Elmon (Jos., xix, 43; Dan): either Beit-Ello, or more probably, Elmon.

Edbon, Elimon (Jos., xv, 59; mount. of Judah), Thecæ, birthplace of Amos, according to St. Jerome (little prob.). See Edbon.

Eltho (Jos., xix, 44, etc.; Dan); also Elthecos: Assy., Altapûn, in the neighbourhood of Accaron. Not identified.

Eltholad (Jos., xv, 30; S.W. Juda). Unknown.

Eltho (I Mach., ix, 2), not a town, but the prov. Elmena is meant; although a city, poss. Susa, is alluded to in the context.


Emath Suba (II Par., viii, 3), possibly the country of Emath 1.

Emer. See Cherub.

Emassa (q.v.).


Emnosa (Jos., xviii, 24; Benjamin), poss. Kh. Kefr Anâ, N. of Beitin.

Emnus (Gen., xxxviii, 14, etc.; plain of Judah), near Odollam; but unknown.

Enan, rather Hasar Enan, "the village of Enan" (D.V., Num., xxxiv, 9, etc.). Some: Qiryatein, on the road from Damascus to Palmyra; others, and more prob.: Hazdreh, near Banias.

Endor (I Kings, xxviii, 7; Issachar): 'Endor, S. of Mt. Thabor.

Engaddi (q.v.), W. shore of the Dead Sea, towards the middle: Ain Jidl.

Engelîm (Ezech., xlvii, 10); poss. 'Ain el-Feshkhâh, N.W. shore of the Dead Sea; or 'Ain Hajîlah.


Eron (Valley of). See JERUSALEM.

Ennon. See ZEON.

Ennon. See EAN.

Enosem (Jos., xv, 7; xviii, 7), generally recognized in 'Ain el-Hâd, or "Apostles' Spring" of the Christians on the road from Jericho to Jerusalem.

Epsa (Isa., lx, 6), a branch of the Madianites, prob. settled in N. Arabia.

Epheus Damnim (I Kings, xvii, 1). See Phedostummim.

Epheus (q.v.).

Epheus, 1 (Judges, vi, 11, etc.; W. Manassees), birthplace of Gideon: perhaps El-Taybebeh, between Mt. Thabor and Besan—2 (Jos., xviii, 23; I Kings, xii, 17; etc.); prob. El-Taybebeh, N.E. of Beitin.

Ephrata (Gen., xxxv, 16, etc.), surname of Bethlehem, poss. the name of the surrounding region.

Ephrem. See Ephra 2.

Ephron, 1 (Jos., xv, 9). A mountain district on the N. border of Judah, between the spring of Nephias and Caristhiahim.—2 (II Par., xiii, 19). See Ephra 2—3. (I Mach., v, 46; II Mach., xii, 27; Transjord), a city probably identical with Geprhus of Polby. (V. Ixx, 12). The city is unknown, but was likely in the Wady el-Abar, or the streams of the Schari'at el-Mand-hûr.

Erech. See Archi.

Erezen (Jos., xv, 22; mount. of Judah). The text is corrupt and should be read Samma, as I Par., ii, 43: Es-Samijyeh seems to be intended.

Escol. A valley with vineyards and pomegranates near Hebron, prob. the Wady Beis Iskall, N.W. of the city.

Edcrodon: large plain in the watershed of the Cison (A.V. Kishon).

Es-em. See ASEM.

Essam (Jos., xv, 43; plain of Judah): 'Iddnah, between Beit-Jibrin and Hebron.

Esora (Judith, iv, 4, omit. in Vulg.) seems to be identical with Hasar of Nephthal.
GEOGRAHY

Estoa. See Esthoal.
Eutham (1 Kings, xxvi, 28, etc.; mount. of Juda), also Jetham (Jas. Semâ'as, S. of Hebron.
Etam, 1 (Jos., xx, 60, etc.; mount. of Juda): prob. near 'Ain 'Etân, S.W. of Bethlehem, perhaps Kh. el-Khökli. — 2 Cave of Etam (Judges, xx, 5), very likely in the neighbourhood of Jerah, poss. the cave of Marmita, near Deir Aban. — 3 (1 Par., iv, 32; Simeon), Kh. 'Aïtn, S. of Beit-Jibrin.
Ethem (Ex., xiii, 20; Num., xxxiiii, 6), station of the Israelites on their journey from Egypt to Sinai: somewhere E. of El-Garr.
Ezra (Numb., xxxiii, 35; Transjord.), prob. in the neighbourhood of Jebel 'Attarâs, S. of the W. Zerqā Mâ'n, in Moab.
Euphrates. See PEREZ.
Ese (1 Kings, xx, 19). An unknown conspicuous rock; perhaps the text is corrupt.
Fair Havens, A. V. for Good-havens.
Ga'aa (Jos., ii, 9; Ephraim), a mountain N. of which was Josue’s tomb: Jebel el-Ghassânah.
Gabaa, also Gaba, Gabe, Gaba, Gaba, Geva, 1 (Jos., xvii, 24, etc.; Benjamin): Jeba, N.E. of Jerusalem.—2 (Jos., xv, 57, etc.; mount. Jebba, S.W. of Bethlehem.—3 (Judges, xix, 20, etc.; Benjamin): poss. Tell el-Föl, or Kh. es-Sikkeh.—4 (Judith, iii, 14; Samarria): perh. Jebba, S. of Tell Dothan.
Gabba of Benjamin. Gabaa 3.
Gabba of Saul. Gabaa 3.
Gabe, the Sichem (Jos., xxiv, 33; Ephraim), burial place of Eleasar, Aaron’s son: perh. Jib’â, N.W. of Jîbeh.
Gabba (Jos., xxi, 17). See Gaba 3.
Gabaon (Jos., ix, 3, etc.; Benjamin): El-Jib, N.N.W. of Jerusalem.
Gabaon (Jos., xxi. 23, etc.; Dan), also Gobhethon: poss. Qibbâtay, E. of Lydda.
G的情形 (Jos., xvii, 24; 1 Par., vi., 60). See Gabaa 3.
Gabin (Is., x, 31), wrongly interpreted as a proper name: seems to mean houses scattered in the country, outside of villages.
Gad (q.v.).
Gader (Jos., xii, 13; S. Palestine), identical with Bethgadher, 1 Par., ii, 51; also identified by some with Gedor; by others with Gederah. Otherwise unknown.
Gaderoth (Jos., xiv. 41; 1 Par., xvi, 18; plain of Juda), poss. Qârâth, S.E. of Yebna (doubtful).
Gadgad (Num., xxxiii, 24; D.V.: Mount Gadgad), is not a mountain; the Wâdy Ghâdâhâghy, S. of Qur‘eyyah, on the road from ‘Ain Kedies to the Aqâbâ Gulf, has been proposed, and the identification does not lack probability.
Gador (Jos., xxv, 58; mount. of Juda): Jedûr.
Galaad, 1. Country on the E. of the Jordan.—2 (Judges, xii, 7) should probably be composed, according to several Gr. MSS: Maspha of Galaad.
Galgal, Galgal, Place of the encampment of the Israelites in the Ghôr, commonly recognized in Tell Jalîlya, E., S. and W. (1 Kings, xxii, 23; 1 Mach, ix., 2), a Canaanite royal city: Jalîlya, N.E. of Jaffa, or Qalîlya, a little to the N.—3 (IV Kings, ii, 1, etc.) Jalîlya, between Beitin and Naplûs.
Galilee (q.v.).
Galîm (1 Jos., xv, 59; omitt. in Heb. and Vulg.) El Qamâ, over Beitâr and Bethlehem.—2 (1 K., xxv, 44; Is., x, 30; Benjamin) Kh. el-Adasî, or Beit Léjâ, N. of Jerusalem.—3 (Is., xxv, 8; Mos.H) Unknown; located by the Onomasticon S. of Aræopolis.
Gamos (I Par., xxviii, 18): Jinjû, S.E. of Lydda.
Gareb (Jer., xxxi, 39), a hill in or near Jerusalem. From the text it would seem the Jebel Nebî Davûd is intended; many, however, identify it with J. Abû Tôr. Garseim, mountain in the neighbourhood of Sichem: J. el-Tûr, S. of Naplûs.
Gaulon (Jos., xx, 8, etc.; E. Manasses), also Golan: probably Sâhêm el-Jolân, N. of the Wady el-Elheir.
Gaza (q.v.).
Gazara (I Mach., vii, 45, etc.), later name for Gazer I. Gazër, 1 Tell Jezer, S. of Lydda.—2 See Jazer.
Gebal. See BYBLOS.
Gebbûr (I Esd., ii, 20), for Gabaon.
Gebethon. See Gebathôn.
Gederâ (Jos., xv, 36; Sephela): poss. Kh. Jedir, S.E. of Lydda, or Qârâ, S.E. of Jâbneh.
Gederôkahim (Jos., xv, 36), poss. another reading for Gederâ.
Gedor, 1 (Jos., xv, 58; mount. of Juda) Kh. Jedôr, between Bethlehem and Hebron.—2 (1 Par., xii, 7) Perhaps Gedor—1—3 (1 Par., iv, 39) Unknown. Some think Gerara is intended.—4 (1 Mach., xv, 39). See Cedron 1.
Genesr. See GENESARETH.
Genesareth (q.v.).
Gerara (Gen., x, 19, etc.). A city on the S.W. border of Palestine, commonly identified with Kh. Úmm Jerêr, S. of Gaza.
Gerasa, 1 (Transjord.), Jerash. See Gerasa.—2 A city supposed by Matt., viii, 28, etc. (original text somewhat doubtful): poss. Kûren Jeráfeî, N. of the Wâdy Flk, E. of the L. of Tiberias.
Gerêsim, A.V. for Gerazim.
Gesson. Region in Lower Egypt, between the Pelusian arm of the Nile and the wilderness.
Gessur (1 Kings, xxvii, 8, etc.), a region the location of which is much disputed. Some think it to have been in the S. of Palestine (Cheyne); others locate it in the N. Jîlân, even in the Ledjâh.
Gethaim (1 Kings, iv, 3; 11 Esd., xi, 33; in or near Benjamin), identified by some with Ramleh.
Gethheker (Jos., xii, 13, etc.; Zalulon): El-Meshhbad, N.E. of Nazareth.
Gethremmon, 1 (Jos., xii, 45, etc.; Dan) possibly identical with Gethaim.—2 (Jos., xxi, 25; W. Manasses): —1 Par., vi., 70, Heb. 55, Ballam). If the text of Jos., be preferred, Gethremmon might possibly be Keîf Râmâm, N.W. of Sebaistîyeh.
Gethsemânî (q.v.).
Gazer, Gezeron. See Gazer.
Gibeon, A.V. for Gabaon.
Gideroth. See Guderôth.
Gihon, See JERUSALEM.
Gilo (Jos., xv, 51; mount. of Juda), birthplace of Achitophel; unlikely supposed by some to be Kh. Jélâ, or Beit Jálâ, near Bethlehem; really unknown.
Gnûdus (1 Mach., xv, 23; Acts, xxvii, 7), a city in Caria.
Gob (II Kings, xxi, 18, 19). Unknown. Perhaps the text is corrupt.
Golon. See Gaulon.
Golgotha. See JERUSALEM.
Gomorrha (Gen., xiv, 2, etc.), a city of the Pentapolis. Site unknown.
Good-havens (Acts, xxvii, 8), Kalo Limniones, E. of C. Malata, on the S. coast of Crete.
Gortyne (1 Mach., xv, 23), a city in Crete.
Gosen (Jos., xv, 51; mount. of Juda). Unknown.
Gullath (Judges, i, 15; D.V. “the Upper and the Nether watery ground”); proper names, poss. referring to Sel el-Dibeh.
Gurbâa (II Par., xxi, 7): Tell el-Ghûr, N. of Bersabe.
Habor (q.v.).

Haceldama. See Jerusalem.

Hachila (I Kings, xxiii, 19, etc.), a hill on the S. of the wilderness of Ziph (Judg.) to be the city of Rahel (Ko"eh), although the identification is by no means certain.

Hadassa (Josh., xv, 37; plain of Juda), perhaps 'Eddis, or 'Eddis, of Eschalon.

Hadid (I Esd., ii, 33), identical with Adiaida.

Hadrach (Zach., xi, 1; Asyr.: šatarika, šataraka), a town in Syria, unknown.


Halha (IV Kings, xvii, 6; xviii, 11), a place of exile of the Israelites in Assyria; Asyr.: Ḥalḥā, prob. Gla or Khalab, near the source of the Khabur.

Halhah (Jos., xix, 23; xxvi, 31; Jerkâ, N.E. of Acre. Halhul (Jos., xv, 58; mount of Juda); Halḥâl, N. of Hebron, near Beit Sûr.

Halicianus (q.v.).

Hammon Dor (Jos., xxii, 32). See Hamon 1.

Hamon, 1 (I Par., vi, 76, Heb. 61; Nephthal), El-Hammâm, on the W. shore of the L. of Tiberias.—2 (Jos., xix, 28; Asyr), poss. Kh. el-Awâmīd, S. of Tyre.

Hanathôn (Jos., xiv, 14; N. Zabulon) prob. Kerfânân.

Hanes (Is., xxx, 4), Egypt. Hînînâša; Asyr.: hinîša, a city in the Delta of the Nile, prob. Heracleopolis Parva of the classics; Aminâ el-Meligha, Egypt, Hapârâma; Kh. el-Fârîyêbeh, between Mt. Carmel and Lejôn.

Haran. A town in Mesopotamia; Asyr.: Harraanâ, on the river Balikh, a confluent of the Euphrates.

Hare (Judges, i, 35). The exact name is doubtful; moreover Hare is equivalent to Shamesh (Sun), hence Har Hare, on the E. of Shamesh, and Beth Shamesh might be three forms of one name. After all, the name might not indicate a hill, but a village: 'Ain Shemas.

Harra. See Harma 1.

Haroseth (Judges, iv, 2). El-Harîîtîyeh, on the right bank of the Kison, between Haifa and Nazareth.

Hasarap (Jos., xv, 28; S. Juda). Unknown.

Hasarum (Jos., xix, 5; S. Simeon); might be Sûsh or Beit Sûsh, on the road from Gaza to Egypt.

Hasir (Deut., ii, 23), a common name meaning "the villages"; Arab. Dwar.

Hasroth (Num., xi, 35), a station of the Israelite in the desert from Mt. Sinai to Cades: 'Ain Ḥâdâ, about eighteen hours N.E. of Mt. Sinai.


Hebron (q.v.).

Hebron (Num., xxxiii, 34), a station of the Israelite on their journey from Egypt to the Holy Land: near Asiongaber.

Hebron (II Kings, x, 16, 17), an unknown Ammonite city.

Helba (Judges, i, 31). See Ahlabah.

Helbon (Essekh, xxvii, 18), a town in Syria renowned for its wine; Helbûn, on the E. slope of Anti-Lebanon, 12 m. N.W. of Damascus.

Helca. See Halcah.

Heleph (Jos., xix, 33; Nephthal), poss. Beit Lîf, halfway between L. Hûleh and the sea.

Helipolis, See Baalbek.

Helmondhalsbakim. See Debaltimah.

Heli (I Par., vi, 58, Heb. 43, Gr. 57). See Hâlî, xix, 31; Hâleph (I Par., vii, 39, Heb. 54), for Ailamon.—3 (Jer., xlvii, 21; Ruben). Unknown.

Hemath (I Par., xviii, 3, 9). See Emath.

Hemach (Gen., iv, 17), the first city built by Cain and called after his first-born son; of course, entirely unknown.

Herma. See Hora 1.

Hermon. Mountain range on the N. border of Israel: Jebel el-Sheikh, or J. el-Telj. Hesebon (Num., xxii, 31; Moab), Hephan. Hezer (III Kings, ix, 15), the same as Asor 1.

Heshbon, A.V. for Hesebon.

Hemôna (Num., xxxii, 29; xxxiv, 4), station of the Israelites on their way from Cades to Asiongaber, in the neighbourhood of ‘Ain Kûshem.

Hebron, 1 (Jos., xvi, 3; S. Juda), prob. some Hasar. Unidentified.—2 (Jos., xv, 25). See Asor 3.

Hethon (Esszech, xvii, 15; xviii, 1), either Heitla, N. of Tripoli of Syria; or more prob. Adîwân, N. of the Leontes, on the road from Tyre to Sidon.

Hethites (q.v.).

Hever. One of the petty clans of Canaanites possessed by Israel and the Philistines. The Gabaonites were Hevites. Hevelâh, Hevelâth. Country watered by the Phion.

Unknown.

Hierapolis (q.v.).

Hieromon, Greek name of the Sherif el-Menadhir, or Yarmûk.

Hirames. See Bethames.

Hoba (Gen., xiv, 15), N. of Damascus; the identifications proposed are very unsatisfactory.

Hodîn (II Kings, xxiv, 6), probably a cottage's mistake for Cades.

Holom (Jos., xv, 51; xxi, 15; mount of Juda). Unknown.

Hor, 1. A mountain by which Israel had their encampment in the desert, and the place of Aaron's death; commonly identified with Jebel Nebî Harâm, S.W. of Petra, a most unlikely location; must be looked for in the neighbourhood of Cades, possibly Jebel Meleîch, N.W. of Cades.—2. According to common interpretation, another mountain at the N. limit of the Promised Land, and variously identified, although the Jebel esh-Shuqîq seems to be the most suitable location; perhaps not a proper name, but an expression to be translated: "the rising up of the mountain", i.e. S. Lebanon.

Horâh (q.v.).

Horam (Jos., xix, 38; Naphthal), Kh. el-Hûrâth, W. of L. Hûleh.

Horma, 1 (Num., xiv, 45 etc.), formerly called Saphath; prob. Shaiteh, N.E. of Cades.—2 (Jos., xix, 29; Asyr) Râmîh, S.E. of Tyre.

Hosa (Jos., xix, 29; Asyr. text doubtful), poss. Ez'îyâv, S. of Tyre.

Huc. See Hâlcah.

Hucqua (Jos., xiv, 34; Nephthal), Yaquq, W. of Capharnaum, S.S.W. of Sâsêdi.

Huis (Job, i, 1; Jer., xxi, 20; Lam., iv, 21; perhaps different regions are intended). From what may be gathered concerning the "land of Huis" in Job, it was in Arabia, N. of Saba, W. of Chaldea, N. of Edom. See Jos.

Icônia (q.v.), in Lycaonia; Konieh.

Idumea (q.v.).

Ijebarim (Num., xxi, 11; xxxiii, 44), station of the Israelites in Moab: Kh. ’Ai, S.E. of Kerak.

India, I. (Esth., 1, 1) the region on the right bank of the Indus.—2. The text (I Mach., viii, 8) seems to be at fault, and should perhaps be read Ionia.

Ilands, refers to the islands and coasts of the Mediterranean Sea.

Itoura (Luke, iii, 1), originally the country of Jetur (I Par., i, 51; v, 19), on the E. slope of Anti-Lebanon, N. of Damascus.

Jabes (II Par., ii, 55; Juda). Unknown.

Jabes Galaad (I Kings, xi, 1 etc.), poss. Ed-Deir near which there is a Wâdi Yûbâl.

Jabnia (II Par., xxvi, 6). See Jannia.

Jabok: Nahr es-Zarqûq, between the regions called Belqâ and ’Ajûn, E. of the Jordan.
Jaacan. See Benejaacan.

Jachanan (Jos., xii, 22), an unknown place about Mt. Carmel.

Jehum (Jos., xv, 21; S. Juda). Unknown.

Jamnia (I. Mach., xiv, 15, etc.), a town of the Sephela: Yebnā.

Janoe (Jos., xv, 6; xvi, 7; Ephraim): Yānûn, S. E. of Naplōs.—2 (IV Kings, xv, 29; Nephtali): Yānth, E. of Tyre, according to some; more probably Ḥūndān, S. of the Merj Aiyān. Janām (Jos., xv, 63; mount of Juda), poss. Beni Naim, E. of Hebron.

Japhis (Jos., xix, 12; Zabulon): Yaffā, S. W. of Nazareth.

Jaramoth (Jos. xxi, 29; Issachar), called Ramoth in 1 Par., vi, 73, Heb. 58. Unidentified.

Jareb (Jos., xvii., 27; Benjamin): Raphāṭ, N. of El-Ījib.

Jasa (Num., xxxi, 23; Jer., xlvi, 21; Moab, S., 1, 19); Onomasticon: “between Madaba and Dibon”: ʻUmm el-Weld (Tell Musil).

Jazer (Jos., xxxi, 36). See Jasa.—2. See Jazer.

Jaza’ (Jos., xxxi, 36). See Jaza.

Jazer (Num., xxxi, 1, etc.; Transjord.), prob. Kh. Sār, W. of Ammān.


Jebned. See Jamnia.

Jeboc: the same as Jaboc.

Jebus. See JERUSALEM.

Jecama (1 Par., vi, 68, Heb. 53), also Jecamān (III Kings, iv, 12). In the parallel list of Jos., xxxi, 22, Cēbdāim is to be found. Text doubtful.


Jecnam (Jos., xix, 11). See Jecnam.

Jeezehel (IV Kings, xiv, 7), name given to Petra by Amazia, King of Juda. See Petra.

Jechel (Jos., xv, 38; Sephela). Unknown.


Jegua (Judges, viii, 11; Transjord.). Aṣebēh, E. of Es-Salt.

Jehoshaphat, A. V. for Josaphat.

Jemnaa. See Jamnia.

Jephthah (Jos., xv, 43; plain of Juda). An unidentified place, S.E. of Beisp Jrībīn.

Jericho (q.v.).

Jerimoth (Jos., x, 23, 35; Sephela): Kh. Yāmūk, 6 m. N.E. of Beisp Jrībīn.

Jerimith (II Esd., x, 29). See Jerimoth.

Jerom (Jos., xix, 38; Nephtali): Yārnā, W. of L. Hūleb.

Jerusalem (q.v.).

Jerusaim (III Kings, xv, 17): ‘Ain Sinīyā, N. of Beispīn. Perhaps should be read also instead of Sen, I Kings, vii, 12.

Jesimon, 1 (Num., xxxi, 20; xxiii, 28; Moab) desert N. of the Dead Sea, and E. of the lower Jordan.—2 (I Kings, xxii, 15 etc.) country between the deserts of Ziph and of Maon, and Engaddi.

Jesse (Judith, i, 9), for Gessen.

Jesu (II Esd., x, 26; S. Juda): Kh. Sā’weh, E. of Bersabeab.

Jeta (Jos., xxi, 10; Juda-Simeon): Yūṭṭā, S. of Hebron.

Jethba (IV Kings, xxi, 19), birthplace of Messalemah, Manasseh’s wife, poss. in Juda, but unknown.

Jethbahat (Q. E. S., x, 7), section of the Israelites between Cades and Asingaberg. Unknown.

Jethela (Jos., xix, 42; Dan): Beit Tōl, S.E. of Yābūl.

Jeth (Jos., xvii, 48; mount of Juda): ‘Attār, between Hebron and Bersabeab.


Jethnum (Jos., xxxi, 36). So Vulg., prob. by mistake; in other texts, Cademoth.

Jizer. See Jazer.

Jezreel (Jos., xvi, 16, etc.; Issachar): Zerā’an, S.W. of Jebel Nebh Dahl (Little Hermon).—2 (Jos., xvi, 66; I Kings, xxvii, 7; Juda), in the neighbourhood of Carmel and Ziph. Unknown.


Job. See JAFFA.

Jordan (q.v.).

Joseph (Jos., iii, 2, 12), prob. an allegorical name: “the valley wherein Yahweh shall judge”.

Jota (Jos., xv, 55). See Jeta.

Jucad (Jos., xv, 55; mount of Juda): apparently S.E. of Hebron. Unidentified.

Jud (Jos., xix, 45; Dan): El-Yehūdīyeh, N. of Lydda.

Juda (q.v.).

Judea (q.v.).

Laban (Deut., i, 1), station of the Israelites in their journey from Sinai to Cades. Unknown.

Labanath (Jos., xix, 26), is separated in Vulg. from preceding word, to which it should be joined: Sihor Labanath. See Sihor.

Leuedemon (II Mach., v, 9). See SPARTA.

Lahela (1 Par., v, 26), a mistake for “to Hala”, a region of Assyria.

Laheem (1 Par., iv, 22; the text is not clear). Unknown.

Leai. See DAN.


Lampasacus (I Mach., xv, 23), a city of Mysia, on the Hellespont, possibly a mistake for Sampsamze: Samson, a little seaport between Sinope and Trebizond, on the Black Sea.

Laodicca (Col., ii, 1, etc.; q.v.).

Leboath (Jos., xv, 32). See Beth Leba‘oth.

Lebna, 1 (Num., xxxiii, 20) a station of the Israelites in their journey from Sinai to Cades. Unknown.—2 (Jos., x, 31; Sephela): poss. Kh. el-Benwāy, 10 m. S.E. of Lachis.

Lebōn (Judges, xxi, 19): El-Lōbḥān, S. of Naplōs. Lehi (Jos., xv, 17; D.V. “jawbone”): Kh. ‘Ain el-Leḥt has been proposed, but is very doubtful; the above Arab. name seems to be rather ‘Ain Allek.

Lecum (Jos., xxxii, 33; Nephtali): site unknown, probably in the neighbourhood of L. Hūleb.

Lechem (Jos., xv, 40; plain of Juda), Kh. el-Lāhūm, S. of Beit Jrībin.


Lesem (Jos., xix, 47). See DAN.

Lobna (Jos., xxi, 13), the same as Lebna 2.

Loth (I Par., vii, 12, etc.): El-Lūd. See SEBASTE.

Loubar (II Kings, ix, 4, etc.; Transjord.). Greek has Doibon: text unsettled.

Luith (Is., xv, 5; Jer., xlviii, 5; Moab): Kh. Ḫāz (Moab); ‘Nūchtin (de Saulcy); hardly identified.

Luza, 1 (Gen., xxviii, 19, etc.), an old name for Beisel.—2 (Judges, 2, 29), city of the Hethites, perh. Lūqayyēth, N.W. of Tell el-Qādr.

Lyda (I Mach., xvi, 54), Lydda (Acts, ix, 32, etc.). Lod.

Lystra, 1 (Acts, xiv, 8, etc.), a city of Lycaonia: Khālīn Sera’it.—2 (Acts, xxvii, 5), in some MSS., a mistake for Myra in Lycia.

Maara of the Sidonians (Jos., xiii, 4): possibly the “cave” of Jezzin, about 9 m. E. of Sidon; but the text seems corrupt and should perhaps be read: “from Gāza to Sidon”.

Maccæ (III Kings, iv, 9; Dan). Unknown.

Maceda (Jos., x, 10, etc.), poss. El-Maghār, in the neighbourhood of Accaron.

GEOGRAPHY

Machbena (II Par., ii, 49), prob. the same as Chebbon.

Machmas (I Kings, xxii, 2, etc.; Benjamin): Mikhmáš N. of Jerusalem.

Machmethath (Jos., xvi, 7, etc., limit of Ephraim and W. Manasses); perhaps not a city, but a region, prob. the Plat. of El-Makhmákh (Guthrie).

Machtesh (Sopher, i, 11; D.V. "the Mortar"); a place near Jerusalem, "the Valley of Siloe" (St. Jerome).

Medmena (I Par., ii, 49). See Medmena.

Medon (Jos., xi, 1, etc.) perh. should be read Maron: poss. Kh. Madín, W. of Tiberias, or Meiron, N.W. of Safed.

Magala (I Kings, xvii, 20; xxvi, 57), wrongly interpreted by Vulg. as a proper name; means a fenced encampment.

Magdal (I Ex., xxv, 2), etc.; perh. See Saphehum.-2 (Jer., xxiv, 1, etc.) perh. the same; poss. Tell es-Semût, near Pelusium.

Magdala (Matt., xv, 39; Mark, vii, 10; text not certain): El-Mejdel; on the W. shore of the L. of Tiberias.

Magdalèl (Jos., xiii, 38; Nephtali): poss. El-Mejdel; according to the Onomasticon, Athlit.

Magdäla (Jos., xv, 37; Sephele), Assy., Magdâl: either El-Mejdel, near Ascalon, or El-Mejleh, S. of Beit Jibrin.

Magedan (Matt., xv, 39). See Magdala, Dalmanutha.

Magdella, Magdedom. See Mageodo.

Mageth (I Mach., v, 26; 36; Transjord.): prob. Kh. el-Mukattïyeh, W. of the confines of the Rûqqâd and the Yarmûk.

Magron, I (I Kings, xiv, 2); prob. a common name indicating the top of the hill on the slope of which Jebus is built.—2 (1s., x, 28): poss. Makrûn, N.W. of Ma'ân.


Mahane Dan (Judges, xii, 25; xviii, 12), a place W. of Cariathiarim.

Mallos (I Mach., iv, 30), a city of Cilicia.

Malba (q.v.).

Mambre. See Hebron.

Manaim (Jos., xii, 26, etc.). See Mahanaïm.

Manasses (q.v.).

Mam, 1 (Jos., xv, 55; S. Juda): Kh. Ma'tm.—2 (Judges, x, 12), perhaps Ma'ân, E. of Petra; text corrupt.

Mar (Ex., xxv, 23), station of the Israelites between Egypt and Mt. Sinai, perh.'Ain Hawâra, or Wady Mereira.

Maresa, a city in the Sephele; the name is preserved in Kh. Maresh, near Beit Jibrin; the site was prob. in Tell Sandahanna, a little S.E. of Kh. Maresh.

Mareth (Jos., xv, 59; mount. of Judá), poss. Beit Úmmár, S.S.W. of Bethlehem.

Maroth (Mich., i, 12). Unknown, although some deem it to be identical with Mareth.


Masoel (I Mach., ii, 2), a common name meaning "the steps"—i.e. the steps of the caves of Arbella.

Masëphë (Jos., xv, 38; Sephele): Tell es-Safâyeh, 7 m. N.W. of Beit Jibrin.

Masserethoth (Jos., xi, 8; xiii, 6). Unknown. Perh. Ain Mâcheri, on the Meditarranean shore, S. of Ras en-Naqûn.

Maspha, Masphath, 1. Of Benjamin: site much disputed; Shâfat. Nebi Samwil, El-Btreh, and Tell Nazbeh, all N. of Jerusalem, have been proposed with more or less probability.—2. Of Galaad: see Ramoth Galaad.—3. Of Judá: prob. Tell es-Safâyeh.—4. Of Moab (I Kings, xxxii, 3, 4). Unknown.

Maspe. See Maspha of Galaad.

Masee (Gen., xxxvi, 36; I Par., i, 47), N. of Idumea.

Mathana. Station of the Israelites in their journey through Moab; possibly Mechatta.

Meddin (Jos., xv, 61), wilderness of Juda. Unknown.

Medemena, 1 (Jos., xv, 31; S. Juda). Unknown.—2 (Is., x, 31; Benjamin): Kh. el-Qâramî, N. of Jerusalem.

Megiddo. See Mageddo.

Megjaron (Jos., xiv, 46; Dan), poss. the Nahar el-'Aujeh, betw. Joppê and Acreon.

Melita, A.V. for Malta (q.v.).

Melothi (Judith, ii, 3, Vulg. only), perhaps Melitine of Cappadocia.

Memphis (q.v.).

Mennith (Judges, xi, 33). Onomasticon: at a short distance from Hesebon; poss. Umm el-Qanâfîd.

Meophath (Jos., xiii, 18): Nefâ, S.S.E. of Ammân.

Mera (Jos., xi, 19, Zabulon): poss. Ma'lûl, S.W. of Nazareth.

Merom (Water of). Lake Hûleb.

Meroz (Judges, v, 23); poss. El-Mahrûneh, between Dothân and Kûbâtîyeh; or El-Mâragas, near Beisan.

Merrha (Bar., iii, 23). Unknown. Perhaps we should read Madian.

Mesopotamia (q.v.).

Mesphe (Jos., xviii, 26), for Maspha of Benjamin.

Messa (Gen., x, 30), in Arabia. Unknown.

Messaal (Jos., xiv, 26). See Masal.

Methca (Num., xxxii, 28), station of the Israelites in the journey from Sinai to Cades. Unknown.

Miletus (q.v.).

Misor (Jos., xxxi, 36), not found in the Hebr.; poss. a mistake.

Mitylene (Acts, xx, 14), in the island of Lesbos: Metelin.

Mochama (II Esd., x, 28; Juda): Kh. el-Mqâenâ.

Mohân, the birthplace of the Machabees; generally admitted to be El-Medîeh, E. of Lydda.

Molada (Jos., xv, 26; S. Juda), perh. Tell el-Mîh, between Bersabea and the Dead Sea.

Moresheeth Gath (Mich., i, 1, etc.), birthplace of Michaeas, E. of Eleutheropolis. Unidentified.

Mortar (Sopher, i, 11). See Machtesh.

Mosel (Ezech., xvii, 19). As such, not a proper name; should be understood: "from Uzal".

Mosera (Deut., x, 6). See Moseroth.

Moseroth (Num., xxxii, 30), station of the Israelites in the journey from Cades to Asiagouber. Unidentified.

Myundas (I Mach., xxv, 23), a city in Caria, between Miletus and Halicarnassus.

Myra (Acts, xxvii, 5), not in the Vulg., but should be read instead of Lystra.

Naalol (Jos., xix, 15, etc.; Zabulon), poss. Ma'lîl, E. of Nazareth.

Naama, 1 (Jos., xix, 41; Sephele): perh. Na'âmeh, S. of Lydda and E. of Jabneh.—2 (Job, ii, 11); there was prob. a city of that name in Nabathaea. Unknown.

Naarath (Jos., xvi, 7; E. Ephraim), poss. Tell Tahání, N. of Jericho.

Naas (I Par., iv, 12, Juda), perh. Deir Nâhâs, N.E. of Beit Jibrin.

Naasson (Tob., i, 1), poss. Assur 2.

Nahaliel (Num., xxi, 19), station of the Israelites in the Dead Sea, near the Arnon. Wady Enkeile (?) Robinson.


Naïoth (I Kings, xix, 18, etc.), "in Ramatha". Otherwise unknown.

Nazareth (q.v.).

Neapolis (Acts, xvi, 11; xx, 6), a city in Macedonia: Kavalla.

Nebb, 1 Mountain N. of Moab: Jebel Nebá.—2 (Num., xxxii, 3; Moabite Stone, i, 14), a town about the Jebel Nebb. Nebó (Jos., xv, 62; desert of Judah, near the Dead Sea). Unknown.

Nebo (Jos., xix, 33, in the Vulg.; Nephthal). See Adami.

Nehelehal. See Escol.


Nemára (Num., xxxii, 3). See Bethnemra.

Nemér (Is., xv, 6; Jer., xlvii, 34): Wády Nemeira, S.E. of the Dead Sea; there is a Kh. Nemeira.

Nepheath Dor. See Dor.

Nephyal (q.v.).

Nephthas (Jos., xv, 9; Juda-Benjamin): Lifá, N.W. of Jerusalem.

Nésib (Jos., xv, 43; Sephela): Beit Násib, E. of Eleutheropolis.

Netophath (II Esd., xii, 28). See Netupha.


Nicothas (Titius, iii, 12), a city in Epirus: Paleoppréva.

Nineveh, A.V. for Nineive.

Ninevah (q.v.).

Nó, No Amon (Nahum, iii, 8; Ezech., xxx, 14): not the Nahum of Egypt, but Thebes in the Delta (Dioscurus): Tell Balmám.

Noa (Jos., xix, 23; Zabulon). Unknown.

Nob (II Esd., xi, 32; Benjamin): Beit Nóbá, between Anatu and Jerusalem.

Nobe (I Judges, viii, 11; Transjord.). Unknown.—2 (I Kings, xxii, 1, etc.). See Nob.—3 (Num., xxiii, 42). See Canath.

Noph (Num., xxi, 30; Moab): text doubtful.

Nopheth (Jos., xvi, 11), a town, according to Vulg.; the clause should be rendered: "three villages".

Noran. See Naarath.

Oboth (Num., xxxii, 43). Station of the Israelites in the journey from Asiongaber to the frontiers of Moab; prob. Wády Weibeh, N. of Penán.

Odollam. prob. Kh. Aid el-Mleeh; the cave is near the summit of the S. hill. See ADDULLAM.

Oddilam. See ADDULLAM.

Olan (Josh., xvi, 51). See Holon.

On. See BAALEEB.

* Ono (I Par., viii, 12; Dan; Egypt.; Amoua; Kefr 'Aná, between Lydda and Jaffa.

Ophiel (II Par., xxvii, 3), a part of Jerusalem.

Opher (IV Kings, xiv, 25). See Gezetherph.

Ophel (Jos., xvi, 23). See Epgth.

Ophi (Jos., xxiv, 24); Benjamin: perhaps Jífneh, N.W. of Beithin.

Oreb (Judges, vii, 25, etc.); poss. Os'h el-Ghúbrá, between the Jebel Qaranit and the Jordan.

Oromin (Is., xv, 5; Jer., xlvii, 3, etc.; Moabite Stone, l. 33): Wády Ghóweir (Conder) would seem rather S. of the Arnon.

Orontes, great river of Syria: Nahar el-'Ast.

Orthokias (q.v.—I Mach., xv, 37).

Oxensara (I Par., vii, 24): perhaps Beit Sfrá, W.S.W. of Lower Bethoron.

Palmrya (q.v.).

Paphos (q.v.—Acts, xiii, 6, etc.), in Cyprus: Baffo.

Paros. I Par., xxi, 2; Esth., i, 6, speak of "marble of Paros"; but this is not to be found in the original; only "white stone".

Patoán (Neá, xxi, 3), a city in Lycia: Jleemiah.

Patmos. One of the Sporades, S. of Samos, W. of Mileitus: Patino.

Pelusium (Ezech., xxx, 15, 16); Copt.: Peremín, Pélisir, a city N.E. of the Delta of the Nile, on the branch called, after the name of the city, Pelusiac: Sä el-Haggár.


Persia (q.v.).

Persepolis. Whether it is spoken of in II Mach., xix, 2, is doubtful.

Petra (q.v.).

Philisi. See Bethpasha.

Phanuel (Gen., xxxii, 30, etc.; Transjord.), Egypt.: Penitable, on the banks of the Jaboc. Site uncertain.

Phara (I Mach., ix, 60): the text seems uncertain; perhaps the same as Pharaton.

Pharah. General term to designate the wilderness between Sinai and Palestine.

Pharaton (Judges, xii, 23, etc.): birthplace of Abdon, one of the Judges of Israel. Prob. Feráta, 7 m. S.W. of Naplús.

Pharpar, river of Damascus: Nahr el-'Awaì.

Phezelis (I Mach., xv, 23): a city of Asia Minor on the borders of Lycia and Pamphilia.

Phasa. Whether this is a common or a proper name is doubtful. At any rate, it indicates a place connected with Mt. Nebb, prob. Ras Sílághwá, and at a very short distance of the Jebel Nebb.

Phatthes (Is., xi, 11; Jer., xlv, 1, etc.): Egypt.: Pátarí. Upper Egypt.

Phau (Gen., xxxvi, 59; I Par., i, 50): Phu’áhrás has been proposed.

Phaëthommin (I Kings, xvii, 11; I Par., xi, 13): poss. Dímím, on the road from Jerusalem to Beit Jibrín, N. of Shóweikh.

Philhárioth (Ex., xiv, 29; Num., xxxii, 7); Egypt.: Píchezech. A station of the Israelites in their flight from Egypt. Unidentified.

Philadelphia (q.v.).

Philippi (q.v.).

Phnon. See Phunon.

Phthom, a town in Lower Egypt: Tell el-Máshkhitá, W. of Lake Tímas.

Phenicia (q.v.).

Phogor. 1 Mountain N. of the Abarim range; variously identified: El-Mareiqáth, Tell-Mántákah, El-Ábtáh.—2 See Béthphogor.—3 (Jos., xv, 60, Greek): one of the 11 cities added in the Greek to the list of the Hebrew: Kh. Beit Fóghehr, S.W. of Bethlehem.

Phygia. See Asia Minor.

Phunon (Num., xxxii, 42), a station of the Israelites on the journey from Asiongaber to Moab: Kh. Penán, on the edge of the 'Araba.

Pisidia (q.v.).

Pontus, territory N.E. of Asia Minor, on the shore of the Black Sea.

Polemeais (I Mach., xii, 48, etc.): Greek name of Acre.

Puteoli (Acts, xxviii, 13), a seaport near Naples: Pozzuoli.

Qibroth Hathaváh (Num., xi, 3; D.V.: "graves of lust"), station of the Israelites on their journey from Sain to Cade: possibly in Wády Khbebeh.

Qir Moab (Is., xv, 1; D.V.: "the wall of Moab"), a proper name: Kérak.

Qir Heres (Is., xvi, 7, etc.; D.V.: "brick walls"; Moabite Stone, i, 3). See Qir Moab.


Rabbath Moab. See AÔ.

Rabbath (Jos., xix, 20; Issachar): Rábá, 7 m. S.E. of Jenín.

Rachal (I Kings, xxx, 29; Septuag.: "in Carmel"), A city in S. Judá; the text, however, is doubtful, and several commentator: prefer the Greek reading.

Rogau (Judith, i, 5, 15): a prov. in Media.
Rages (Tob., i, 14, etc.): principal city in Raguia; Ragi, S.E. of Tekheran.
Ramah, birthplace of Samuel. See Rama 5.
Ramah of Samoim. See Rama 5.
Ramesses (Gen., xlvi, 11; Lower Egypt). The site has not yet been identified; some see it in Sân, the Tanais of the ancient On in Es-Sallîheh.
Rameth. See Jaromoth.
Ramoth, 1. Of Galada, usually called in the Bible Ramoth Galsad: perhaps Reimûn (Conder); more probably Es-Salt.—2 See Jaramoth.
Ramoth Masphel. See Ramoth of Galsad.
Raphaim. (Num. 11) Generic term designating the early population of Palestine: the Emim, Enamim, Horam, Zizim, were Raphahim.—(2 Valley of). A valley which seems to have been S. of Jerusalem, perhaps the plain El-Bûge'a. Raphidim (Ex., xvii, 8, etc.). A station of the Israelites in their journey from the Red Sea to Sinai; corresponds to Wady 'Erphihid.
Raqâ (1 Par., iv, 37; Transjord.): poss. Es-Râfe, E. of the Jerb el-Hiâji.
Reba, 1 (Num., xxxiv, 11): N. boundary of Israel; its site is much disputed: 'Arbin, N.E. of Damascus; Rebêleh, between Basibek and Boms; Halibna or Zor Ramleh being proposed, the latter with perhaps more probability. —2 Also called Reiblah (IV Kings, xxx, 6, etc.): Rebêleh, in the Bgev'â.
Reccath (Jos., xix, 35; Nephtali): an old name of Tiberias, according to the Talmud.
Recom (Jos., xviii, 27; Benjamin). Unidentified.
Rechab (1 Par., iv, 12). Unknown.
Rechoboth (Gen., xxxvi, 37), a well near Bersabee: Naqb er-Rûbâi (?).
Remmon, 1 (Jos., xv, 32; etc.): S. Judah: prob. Kh. Umm er-Rûmmâmin, N. of Bersabee.—2 (Jos., xix, 13; Zabulon): Rûmmâneh, N. of Nazareth.
Remmon or Reimûn (Jer., vi, 77, Herod.): see Remmon 2.
Remmonophares (Num., xxxiii, 19), station of the Israelites on their journey from Sinai to Cades. Unknown.
Raphidim, A.V. for Raphidim.
Resen (Gen., x, 12), one of the four cities which must be given by his son. See Saa.
Reseph (IV Kings, xix, 12; Assyria): Assyr.: Rasappa: identified with Rusafà, between Palmyra and the Euphrates.
Resoa (Num., xxxiii, 21), station of the Israelites, between Sinai and Cades: Wâdy Süweiqâ (?).
Rhesim (Num., xxxiii, 18), another station in the same neighbourhood. Unknown.
Rhodes (q.v.—1 Mach., xv, 23; Acts, xxii, 1).
Rogetim (1 Kings, xvii, 27, etc.): Galsad). Unknown.
Rohoboth. See Rechoboth.
Rome (q.v.).
Ruben (q.v.).
Erez (Jos., x, 52; should be Duma; S. Judah): Ed-Dôme, S. E. of Eleutheropolis.—2 (IV Kings, xxxiii, 36). Unknown.
Suartim (Jos., xv, 36; S. Simeon): poss. identical with Sarothen.
Sabâma (Jos., xiii, 19; Ruben): poss. Shânâb, N.W. of Heebân.
Sabon. See Sabama.
Sabririm, 1 (Jos., vii, 5; D.V.: "quarries"), on the descent from Hai towards the Ghôr. Unknown. —2 (Ezech., xlvi, 16), a town in Syria: "between the border of Damascus and the border of Emath."
Sabee (Jos., xix, 2; Simeon); text not certain.
Salelim (Jos., xix, 42, etc.): Dan: Kh. Selbit, N.W. of Yâlod.
Salecha (Deut., iii, 10, etc.; E. limit of Basan): Sallkhâd, S. of Jebel Hauran.
Samem, 1 (Gen., xvi, 18), commonly identified with Jerusalem; this identification, however, is far from certain.—2 (Gen., xxxiii, 18), perhaps not a proper name; if one, Salim, E. of Naplós.
Salim (John, iii, 23). See ΑΣΩΝ.
Salmona (Num., xxxiii, 41), station of the Israelites in the journey from Asiongaber to Moab; must be between the Gulf of Aqaba and Kh. Petên. Unidentified.
Salmone (Acts, xxvii, 7), a promontory at the N.E. end of Crete: C. Sidero.
Sama (Jos., xix, 2; S. Judah): perhaps Saba should be read; might be Tell es-Sabah, E. of Bersabee.
Samaraim (Jos., xvii, 22; Benjamin): prob. Kh. es-Sümârâ, 5 m. N. of Jericho.
Samaria (q.v.).
Samir, 1 (Jos., xv, 48; mount, of Juda): poss. Kh. Sómerâli, S.W. of Hebron.—2 (Judges, x, 1, 2), the home and burial place of Tola: Sanûr (?), between Samaria and Engannim.
Samos (q.v.).
Samothracia, an island in the Ægean Sea, S. of the Coast of Thracia, N.W. of Tros.
Samar (Jos., xv, 37; Sephela): perhaps the same city as indicated in Mich., i, 11 (D.V.: "pass away"); Sûmâ.
Samir. Name given to Mt. Hermon by the Amorheans.
Saroa (Jos., xv, 33, etc.; Dan): Šûr'âh, W. of Jerusalem.
Saraim (Jos., xv, 36; plain of Juda): Kh. Salâre, N.E. of Zanû'a.
Saratbasar (Jos., xiii, 19; Ruben): Šârêh, a little S. of the Zerqâ.
Sara (Apoc., iii, 1), principal city of Lycia. e Euseb. See Sarea.
Sare. See Sarid.
Saredatha. See Sarthan.
Sarephtha, Sarepta (III Kings, xvii, 9, etc.): Şarsîf, about 8 m. S. of Sidon.
Sarid (Jos., xix, 10; Zabulon): poss. Tell Shîhid. S.W. of Nazareth.
Sarion. Name given by the Sidonians to Mt. Hermon.
Saron, 1 Maritime plain between Jaffa and Mt. Carmel.—2 Country between Mt. Tabor and the L. of Tiberias.—3 (I Par., v, 16): either some region E. of the Jordan, or 1.
Scythopolis (II Mach., xii, 30): Beisân. See BEMIS.
Secherna (Jos., xv, 11; N. Juda): Kh. Sūkērei? (7).
Sedada (Num., xxxiv, 8): prob. Kh. Şerēdā, E. of the Merj Aiyūn.
Seidah (xxv, 10), generally identified with Es-Safieh, in the Għor of the same name, S.of the Dead Sea.
Seheima (Jos., xix, 22; Issachar), prob. E. of Mt. Thabor. Unknown.
Selir, 1 (Gen., xxxvi, 8, etc.), practically synonymous with Edom: the mountainous region between the S. end of the Dead Sea, the Wādy el-Emās and the Wādy Arāsh. —2 (Jos., xv, 10), a point defining the limit of Juda, S.W. of Cariathiarim.
Seira (IV Kings, viii, 21; Edom), poss. Ez-Zāwēreh, W. of the S. end of the Dead Sea.
Seirath (Judges, iii, 26), likely in the hill-country of Ephraim, and not far from Gālgala. Site unknown.
Selecha. See Salecha.
Selebim. See Seilebim.
Seleucia (q.v.—Mach., xi, 8; Acts, xiii, 4).
Selim (Jos., xv, 32; S. Juda), prob. the same as Sarohen.
Selmon, 1 (Judges, ix, 48): prob. Shelkh Selman, S.W. of Mt. Garizim.—2 (Ps. lixiv, 14): the text is not altogether certain; perhaps the Asalmanas of Ptolemy: Jebel Hauran.
Sennacherib (2 Kings, xix, 15, etc.; Zabulon): perh. Semūnye, 5 m. W. of Nazareth; or Es-Seemīreth, 3 m. N. of Acre.—2 (II Par., xiii, 4): a hill S. of Beithin.
Sennae. Unknown.
Sene (I Kings, iv, 4), one of two conspicuous rocks on the way from the Wādy Sūweint, which seems to have retained the name, to Machmash.
Senna. See Sin 2.
Sennaar: prob. Upper and Lower Baby lonia.
Sennam. See Saanamim.
Sensannah (I Par., iv, 31); Jos., xix, 5, has Hasara- suam, prob. identical.
Seom (Jos., xix, 19; Issachar): ‘Ayūn esh-Shā’in (7), N.W. of Mt. Thabor.
Septapho (Judges, i, 17; S. Juda): prob. Sabaite.
Sepahama (Num., xxxiv, 10, 11), N. limit of the Holy Land; prob. Ofānī, S.E. of Banlyas.
Sephamoth (I Kings, xxx, 28; S. Juda), near Aror. Unknown.
Sephar (Gen., x, 30), limit of the country of the sons of Jocan, commonly identified with Ṣaphar, in S. Arabia.
Sepharad (Abd., 20; D.V.: "Boophorus"): some prov. in the Persian empire.
Sepharvaim (IV Kings, xviii, 24, etc.): poss. Sippar, in Babylonia: moğ. Abū Habba; more prob. a city in Syria, poss. Sabarim 2.
Sephele: maritime plain from Jaffa to the "torrent of Egypt".
Sepher (Num., xxxiii, 23), a station of the Israelites in their journey between Sinai and Cades: prob. the defiles of the Jebel Arāfīf.
Sephet (Tob., i, 1; Aser): poss. Ṣafed, in Upper Galilee.
Seer (Jos., xix, 35; Nephthal). Unknown.
Senach (Jcr., xxv, 26; Ll, 41), cryptographic name of Babylon, according to the system called the Athbash (i.e.: Aleph=Tau; Beth=Shin; etc.).
Sēsim, Sētīsim. See Abel.
Sēsim, Sētīsim (Jer., xxv, 10; Ose, S. Simeon): prob. Kh. Zābēltā, N. of the Wādy es-Sherfa.
Sēthkar (John, iv, 5), very prob. Sahel Ṭaskar, E. of Naplōs.
Sēthım (q.v.).
Sēyom (I Mach., xv, 23), a town N.W. of Corinth, on the Gulf of Corinth.
Sūdiyy (Gen., xvi, 3, etc.; D.V.: "Woodland Vale"): plain of the Pentapolis, believed to be about the Dead Sea, perhaps towards the S. end.
Sūdeh (1 Mach., xv, 23), a city on the coast of Pamphlia: Eski Adalia.
Sidon (q.v.).
Sīlo (Jos., xvii, 1, etc. Ephraim). A famous place of worship of the Israelites in early times; the Ark of the Covenant was kept there until the last days of Hell. Sīlo was situated "on the N. of the city of Bethel, and on the E. side of the way that goeth from Bethel to Sichem, and on the S. of the city of Lebona" (Judges, xxi, 19); See Ark.
Sīlō. See Sīlō; JERUSALEM.
Sīnāi (q.v.).
Sīōm, 1. See JERUSALEM.—2. Another name for Mt. Hermon.
Sīr (Jos., xv, 44; mount of Juda): Šāṭir, N.N.E. of Hebron.
Sīs (II Par., xx, 16), a steepy passage from Engaddi up to the desert above: prob. Wādy Ḥāṣāšā.
Smūnna (q.v.).
Sobā, Assyr.: Šūbi’ti: a region in Syria, possibly S. of Damascius, in the neighbourhood of the Jebel Hauran.
Sobol (Judith, iii, i, 14; Ps. lix, 2), for Soba.
Socchoth, 1. (Ex., xii, 3, etc.): first station of the Israelites on leaving Ramesses, poss. about Ismailiya or El-Gisr.—2 (Gen., xxxix, 17, etc.; Gad): prob. Tell Darāla, N. of the Nahār ez-Zerqā.
Socchot, Socchoth. See Socchoth 2.
Sor (q.v.).
Sorēa (Judges, xvi, 4, etc.): a valley famous in the story of Samson; prob. the Wādy es-Sarār; the name has been preserved in the neighbouring Kh. Shārāq.
Sparta (q.v.).
Suada (I Kings, xiii, 17), a place which seems to have been in the N. of Benjamin.
Saba. See Soba.
Sūna, Sūnem (Jos., xix, 18, etc.; Issachar): Sūn, at the foot of Jebel Dāby, 4 m. N. of Zerā’in.
Sur, 1. Desert E. of Egypt, also called Desert of Etham, perhaps around Tahur, which the Egyptians considered their E. frontier.—2 (Judges, ii, 28), perhaps another form of the name Tyre (Hebr. _CALR_).
Susa, Susan. See Sasa.
Syene (q.v.).
Syracuse (q.v.).
Syria (q.v.).
Taberah (A.V.). See Qibbroth Hattawah.
Tana, a city in the Delta of the Nile: Zoan.
Taphna, a town in Lower Egypt, in the neighbourhood of Tanis and Pelusium: Tell Defneen.
Taphna, 1 (Jos., xv, 34; Sephera). Unknown.—2 (Jos., xii, 17): "between Bethel and Epherr".
Unidentified.—3 (Jos., xvii, 8, etc.), on the borders of Ephraim and Manasses, perh. the same as Taphna 2.
Tarce (q.v.).
Tebbah (Judges, vii, 22), a city in the Ghor, near Abelmelehu. Unidentified.
Telaim (I Kings, xxv, 4; D.V.: "as lambs"): prob. Telem.
Telem (Jos., xv, 24; S. Juda), S. of Tell el-Milh, there is a tribe of Arabs whose name, Dhałām, bears analogy with the present Biblical name; moreover, all the district of Moladā is called Ṭūlām (Schwartz), possibly also a relic of the old name.
Temptation (Ex., xvii, etc.). See Raphidim.
Terebinth (Valley of): I Kings, xvi, 2, etc.): between Socho and Aza, most prob. Wādy es-Sanā. 
Thabor. 1. Mountain (q.v.).—2 (Jos., xix, 22; Judges, viii, 18; Issachar). Unknown.—3 (I Par., vi, 77; Zabulon); in Jos., xxi, 28, instead of Thabor, we read Daberath: Debúryeh. Thacasas (Jos., xix, 13; Zabulon): possibly Corozain. Thaïmlor. See CAMLOR.

Thammar (Num., xxiii, 20), given as a station of the Israelites in their journey from Sinai to Cades; poss. a gloss added to the text. Thallas (Acts, xvii, 8), a city in Crete, near Good-havens.

Thallasar (Is., xxxvii, 12), a region in W. Mesopotamia; poss. prob. along the Euphrates, between Balis and Birejik.

Thale (Jos., xix, 19, 7, Septuagint, for Ether.

Thamar (Ezech., xlvi, 19; xlviii, 28): poss. Thamaras of the classics, and Thamaro of the Peutinger Table, on the road from Hebron to Elath.

Thamos, 1 (Judges, xiv, 1, 25; Benjamin) Kh. Tibneh, W. of 'Ain Shems.—2 (Gen., xxxviii, 12—14; Jos., xvi, 67; N. Juda); Asyr.: Tammun; perh. Tibeon, N.W. of Jeb's; more prob. Tibrné, S.E. of Deir Aban. Thannata (1 Mach, ix, 50), between Bethel and Pharanos; poss. El-Tayyebat, or Tamann, in the Wady Fara's Thannathsera, Thannathasre, burialplace of Josue: prob. Kh. el-Fakhkhdir, in Ephraim.

Thanae, Thonah (Jos., xxii, 35, etc.): Tell Ta'annak, S.W. of Lejün.

Thanathselo (Jos., xvi, 6; N. Ephraim): Ta'anas, S.E. of Napliss.

Thapso, 1 (III Kings, iv, 24), N. limit of Solomon's kingdom: Thapsosse, on the Euphrates, above the confluence of the Belik. Kala'at Dibese.—2 (IV Kings, xv, 6), city taken by Manahem, after he had overthrown Sennach: prob. a mistake for Thersa.

Thath (Num., xix, 27), supposed to be a station of the Israelites on the journey from Sinai to Cades; poss. a gloss.

Tharela (Jos., xviii, 7; Benjamin). Unknown.

Tharsis, 1. A maritime country far to the W. of Palestine, and on the location of which there is much variance of opinions, some deeming it to be Spain (Tartessos); others Carthagena, in Spain (Tarsetion); others, the Tyrrhenians (Tiras of Gen., x, 12), or Etruscans.—2 (Judges, ii, 13), poss. Tarsus of Cilicia.

Thebuth (1 Par., xvii, 8), city of Egypt.

Thebes (Judges, ix, 50; II Kings, xi, 21; Samaria): Tafs, S. of Napliss.

Theoua, Theooe (Amos, i, 1), birthplace of Amos: Kh. Teq'ata, S. of Bethlehem.

Thelassar. See Thallasar.


Themar (Jcr., xlix, 7, etc.): poss. Chobak, in the Wady Qharandol, S. of the Dead Sea.

Themmel. See Thelmala.

Themna. See Thannu.

Thene. See Tanne.

These (Jos., xxii, 24, etc.; Samaria), the capital of Jeroboam's kingdom: poss. Tullizah, N. of Mt. Hebal, or El-Treh, near Mt. Garism.

Thesbe, birthplace of Elias; whether Thesbe of Galilee (see below), or Thesbon of Galad (Kh. el-Iiltib, near the Wady Aljun, 10 m. N. of the Jaboe), is not absolutely certain, although the Greek favours the latter opinion.

Theesalónica (q.v.).

Thiste (Tob., i, 2), birthplace of Tobias, S. of Cedea of Nephtali.

Thochen. See Ether.

Thophon (Gen., x, 3, etc.): Phrygia, according to Josephus and Targum; others generally identify it with Armenia, and especially W. Armenia. Cf. Assyr.: Tûl-Garmînû.

Tholad. See Eltholah.

Thophel (Deut., i, 1): poss. Tefelah, S.E. of the Dead Sea.

Thopo (1 Mach., ix, 50; Judea), perh. identical with Taphus.

Thoum (Acts, xxviii, 15), a place likely near the road. Catena on the Appian Way.

Thautiria (Apoc., ii, 20), a city in Lydia: Ak-Hissar. Tibersias. See GALILEE.

Tichon (Ezech., xlvii, 16; D.V. : "the house of Tichon"): possibly El-Hadir, E.N.E. of Binlyas, on the Nahr Mughantzeh.

Tieh. A country E. of the Jordan; Geographers are at variance as to its location: some place it S.W. of Soba; others, S. of Gadara; others E. of the bridge called Jisr Benât Yákûb.

Tipheth. See JERUSALEM.

Tiridot (q.v.).

Tissa (Acts, xvi, 6—8), a seaport in Mysia: Eski Stambûl.

Trogylitis (Acts, xx, 15, accord. to MS.D;omit. in the principal other MS.S), a promontory in Asia Minor, over against the E. end of Samos: C. Mycale. Tůbin (1 Mach., v, 13). See Tob.

Tyre (q.v.).

Ur (Gen., xi, 28, etc.); Assyr.: Ūrâ: el-Mughâhir, on the right bank of the Lower Euphrates. Vale Casus (Jos., xviii, 21), a place in the Ghôr, in the neighborhood of Jaffa.

Yadan (Ezech., xxvii, 19), poss. Egypt.: Uthên, a city E. of Egypt; the text is not clear.

Zabulon (q.v.).

Zanoo, Zanoé, 1 (Jos., xv, 34, etc.; Sephelae): Zana.—2 (Jos., xv, 50, etc.; mount. of Juda): Kh. Zannâtah.


Zïzhad, A.V. for Siceleg.


Zoèleth (III Kings, i, 9), a rocky place near Jerusalem; the name seems preserved in the mod. Ez-Zâwehleibeh.

The bibliography of Biblical Geography is very extensive. In the Bibliotheca Geographica Palestinae (Berlin, 1880), Rücik ers attempted a classification of the whole literature of the subject, from 353 to 1878. Torles had already paved the way by a similar work, some twenty-five years before. A systematic enumeration has been undertaken by Prof. Thrommen, of the German Palestinian Institute. We must limit ourselves here to a selection of: I. Serials and periodicals; II. Studies on old sources; III. General works; IV. Special subjects.

First and foremost, the publications of the Palestine Exploration Fund, since 1885. Besides the maps of E. and W. Palestine (1 inch to the mile), seven volumes of Memoirs on W. Palestine, Moáb, Jerusalem, special papers, name-laws, three volumes of studies on natural history, botany, geology, have been issued, and others are forthcoming. The Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly Statement announces the progress of the work accomplished by the society. Germany has likewise her Palestine Association, issuing the Zeitschrift des Deutschen Palästina-Vereins (abbreviated ZDPV), the Mittheilungen und Nachrichten des DPF. The Imperial Palestinian Institute began in 1903 the publication of a Palästinazahr. The Etablissement d'études Bibliques of the French Dominicans at Jerusalem started in 1883 the excellent Revue Biblique; the Faculté Orientale of the St. Joseph University at Beirut has been issuing yearly since 1906 a stout volume of Mélanges; while the members of the American School of Oriental Research in Palestine publish their contributions mostly in the Biblical World and The American Journal of Archaeology. Valuable articles on Biblical geography are likewise to be found in Clairmont-Gannau, Mélanges d'Archéologie Orientale, also in the Oriens Christianus, and the Revue de l'Orient Latin.
our planet in relation to cosmic and physical phenomena. For the fulfilment of its first and more important task, the accumulation of geographic information, the prerequisites were at hand even in the days. It needed only intrepid men to penetrate from known areas into uncharted ones, and the powerful incentive of a purely scientific interest was still lacking. The motives that led to geographical progress at that time were greed and lust of conquest, as well as a far nobler motive than these—the spread of Christianity. To this mission the most intelligent, the most upright, and the most persevering of all explorers devoted themselves. Consequently, it was they who achieved the greatest success in the field of discovery during the Middle Ages and far into later days, right up to the time when modern scientific research became its successor. The second purpose, geographical theory, commonly called universal geography, could only be profitably attempted after adequate progress had been made in the auxiliary sciences of astronomy, mathematics, and physics. But herein, too, medieval clerical scholars were the first to show their clear-sightedness. For them there was no more attractive field for the contemplation of the attributes of the Creator in all the marvellous harmony of the universe. How, then, was it possible that the laws governing this globe of ours could escape their search for truth? Of course, they could only have a presentiment of these laws, but frequently enough these ideas came very close to those of many of the great modern scientists, equipped with the best of modern instruments. Again, one of the greatest of them all was a theologian—Copericus.

Under these circumstances it was inevitable that the part contributed by the Church to this branch of human knowledge should be of great importance, as the most distinguished geographical bearers witnessed. We may therefore rightfully present a coherent picture there. To this end we have divided the subject according to the following aspects: I. The Influence of the Activity of the Church on the Discoveries of New Lands and Races during the Middle Ages; II. The Views and Statements of Medieval Theologians; III. The Opening up of Foreign Lands by Missionaries from the Age of Discovery down to the Present Day, and the Part Borne by Catholic Scholars in Modern Geographic Research.

I. —The confines of the world as known to geography at the beginning of the Christian Era are shown in the famous geography of the Alexandrian, Claudius Ptolemaeus (150 a. d.). Southwards they extended to the White Nile and the northern boundary of the Sudan; in the west they included the Canary Isles and the British Isles; to the north they reached as far as the German Seas and thence over the Low Countries of Russia and the Aral Sea to the sources of the Indus and the Ganges. In the Orient they took in Arabia and the coasts of India and Indo-China as far as the Archipelago. Their certain knowledge, however, did not extend beyond the boundaries of the Roman Empire when it was at its height, and at any time when this empire was falling to pieces, it was overrun by the peaceful missionaries of the new spiritual power, Christianity. Even in the first few hundred years they found their way to the Far East. According to tradition, the Apostle Thomas himself reached Meliapur. In any case Christianity had been spread in Malabar, on the coast of Coromandel, in Scocotra and Ceylon as early as the fourth century, as Cosmas Indicopleustes informs us in his "Christian Topography", a very important work from a geographic standpoint. Even in Abyssinia and in Southern Arabia the Faith found a foothold, and simultaneously the frontier lands on the Rhine and the Danube were opened up. The subsequent centuries were spent in exploring the North. To this end a centre of operations was established which, for the pur-
pose of the scientific discoverer, could not have been more wisely selected in the conditions then prevalent. Then followed the foundation of monasteries in the British Isles. To secure the direction of the monks, well equipped with learning and well fitted to become the pioneers of culture. To these missionaries we owe the earliest geographical accounts of the northern countries and of the customs, religions, and languages of their inhabitants. They had to define the boundaries of the newly established dioceses of the Church. Their notes, therefore, contained the most valuable information, though the form was somewhat crude, and Ritter very justly traces the source and beginning of modern geography in these regions back to the "Acta Sanctorum." The world is indebted to them for the first faith that Scandinavia existed. They also gave the first description of Scandinavia. The material in them was employed later on by Adam of Bremen in his celebrated work "De situ Daniæ." The accounts of these countries that Archbishop Axel of Lund (d. 1201), the founder of Copenhagen, furnished to the historian Saxo Grammaticus were also of great value. Reports brought in by monks enabled Alfred the Great (901) to compile the first description of Slavic lands. Then followed the Chronicle of Regino of Prüm (907–968)—a work equally important for the historian and the geographer, as it contains the reports of St. Adalbert, and especially more substantial, and far superior in value. Of similar merit are the historical works of the monk Nestor of Kiev (d. 1100) and the country pastor Helmod (d. 1170). Bishops Thietmar of Merseburg (d. 1019) and Vincent Radulbeck of Cracow (1206–18) bring us the earliest information regarding the geography of Poland, while the letters of Bishop Otto of Bamberg contain the earliest description of Pomerania. In like manner the geography of Prussia, Finland, Lapland, and Lithuania begins with the evangelization of these countries. And even if it be difficult to-day to estimate at their proper value the discoveries of these regions, now so familiar to us, the first voyages of civilized Europeans on the high seas, which started from Ireland, will always challenge our admiration. Groping from island to island, the Irish monks reached the Faroe Isles in the seventh century and Iceland in the eighth. They thus showed the Northmen the regions which were destined to bring about the communication between Europe and America, and finally set foot on Greenland (1112). The earliest accounts of these settlements, with which, owing to unpropitious political and physical conditions, permanent intercourse could not be maintained, owe to Canon Adam of Bremen, to the reports sent by the bishops of Coppenhagen and Drontheim (Trondhjem), and to the Vatican archives.

Meanwhile, communication with the East had never ceased. Palestine was an object of interest to all Christians, to the eyes of the West had been turned ever since the days of the Apostle. Thousands and thousands of pilgrims flocked thither in bands. Not a few of them possessed sufficient ability to describe intelligently their experiences and impressions. Thus the so-called "Itineraries," or guide-books, by no means confined themselves to a description of the Sacred Places. Besides giving exact directions for the route, they embraced a great deal of information about the neighbouring countries and peoples, about Asia Minor, Egypt, Arabia, Persia, and even India. These works were very popular reading and undoubtedly infused an entirely new element into the study of geography in those days. A still greater stimulus was given by the Crusades. The Church undertook expeditions which, inspired and supported by the Church, brought huge masses of people into contact with the Orient. They made a knowledge of the lands they sought to conquer, a commonplace in Europe. They were the means of spreading the geographic theories and methods of Arab scholarship, at that time quite advanced, thereby placing the research of Western scholars on entirely new bases, and putting before them new aims and objects. Finally, in the efforts to secure the new alliance for the liberation of the Holy Land, they brought about intercourse with the rulers of Central Asia. This intercourse was of the utmost importance in the history of medieval discoveries.

Stray communities of Christians were scattered throughout the interior of Asia, even in the early centuries, thanks to the zeal of the Nestorians. It is true that they were separated from Rome and were suppressed by rigorous persecutions in China as early as the eighth century. But even during the Crusades some Mongolian tribes showed such familiarity with the new faith that St. Regnemar 867 personally investigated their alliance with these nations. The general council held at Lyons in 1245 under Innocent IV decided to send out legates. Men duly qualified for these missions were found among the newly established Orders of St. Francis and St. Dominic. The Dominican Ascelinus in 1245 reached the court of the Khan of Persia on the eastern shore of the Black Sea after a voyage of fifty-nine days, but his errand was fruitless. His companion, Simon of St-Quentin, wrote an account of the voyage, as did also his great contemporary, Vincent of Beauvais. The enterprises of the Franciscans were financially more successful, and for a time excited great scientific interest. Under the leadership of John de Plano Carpini of Perugia, they travelled through Germany, Bohemia, Poland, and Southern Russia as far as the Volga, and thence to the Court of the Grand Khan at Karakorum (1246). Their reports embrace the political conditions, ethnography, history, and geography of the Tartar lands. They were excellently supplemented by Friar Benedict of Poland of the same order in regard to the Slav countries. Both these works, however, are surpassed by the Franciscan William Rubruck (Rubraquis) of Brabant, whose reportwelcomed pronounces it to be "the greatest piece of master-piece of the Middle Ages." He was the first to settle the controversy between medieval geographers as to the Caspian Sea. He ascertained that it was an inland lake and had not, as was supposed for a long while, an outlet into the Arctic Ocean. He was the first to bring about a geographical error concerning the position of China and its inhabitants. He knew the ethnographic relations of the Hungarians, Bashkirs, and Huns. He knew of the remains of the Gothic tongue on the Tauric Chersonese, and recognized the differences between the characteristics of the different Mongolian tribes. Among the pictures he drew of the wealth of Asia first attracted the attention of the seafaring Venetians and Genoese to the East. Merchants followed in the path he had pointed out, among them Marco Polo, the most renowned traveller of all times. His book describing his journeys was for centuries the sole source of knowledge for the geographical and cartographical representations of Asia. Side by side with Marco Polo, friars and monks pursued untiringly the work of discovery. Among them was Hayton, Prince of Annanias (Armenia), afterwards Abbot of Poitiers, who in 1307 made the first attempt at a systematic geography of Asia in his "Historia orientalis." Also the Franciscans stationed in India who followed the more convenient sea route to China at the end of the thirteenth century. Special credit is due to John of Monte Corvino (1291–1328), Odoric of Pordenone (1317–31), whose work was widely circulated in the western world. Of India, also, the missionaries gave fuller information. Menenillius was the first to prove the peninsular shape of the country and, in contradiction to Ptolemy, described the Indian Ocean as a body of water open to the South. The Dominican Jordanus Catalani (1228) records his observations on the physical peculiarities
and natural history of India. At the same time more frequent visits were made to Northern Africa and Abyssinia; and towards the middle of the fourteenth century settlements were made in the Canary Isles.

However, the immense tracts of land in the interior of Asia were soon closed again to scientific investigation and the mission of St. John of Damascus, who had been favourably disposed to Christians, China became forbidden ground to Europeans. But the East remained the goal of Western trade, to which the missions had shown the way. The rich lands on the Indian Ocean remained open, and henceforth they were the object of all the expeditions, undertaken by the sea-loving Portuguese, which culminated in the discovery of America by Columbus. It is well known how much these undertakings were furthered by the all-pervading idea of spreading Christianity. The main object of Henry the Navigator in equipping his fleet with the revenues of the Order of Christ was the conversion of the heathen. He was working to the same purpose on the continent of Africa, where he sought to establish communications with the Christian ruler of Abyssinia. His efforts led to the circumnavigation of Africa by his successors, the Cabrillo Orbis terrarum, and the highland states of East Africa begun by Portuguese missionaries in the sixteenth century. Columbus, too, was regarded in his time as pre-eminently the envoy of the Church. Furthermore, the strange results expected from his expedition and his own projects were not lost on all the Christian methods of discovery of Christendom, which contemplated a way to the Kings of Cathay (China) whose disposition to embrace Christianity had been repeatedly emphasized by Toscanelli, as well as the discovery of the Earthly Paradise, which Columbus placed somewhere near the gulf of Paria, the recovery of the Holy Sepulchre by means of the treasures he expected to find, and, finally, the extension of the Kingdom of God over the entire earth before the approaching end of the world.

II.—Philosophical speculation also had a share in the magnificent success that crowned the practical work of the Middle Ages. Although geography as a science for its own sake was no more the chief purpose of this speculation than exploration for its own sake was that of the missionaries, it had arrived at truths that are admitted to-day, even when tested by the light of modern research—truths that must be recognized as results perhaps a little more remote in time from the centuries of the Church men strove above all things to reconcile deductions from the observation of the facts of nature with the beliefs that were then supposed to be taught in Holy Scripture. The earliest Christian literature was so predominantly exegetical that the teachings of the ancients were always tested in order to see whether they were in harmony with Holy Writ. Hence it was that several of the Fathers pronounced in favour of the theory of the flatness of the earth's surface which had been put forward in later Roman cosmographies. Among the advocates of this error were Theon of Alexandria, Sabin Chrysostom, Severian of Gabala, Ptolemy of Aegypt, and others. Cosmas Indicopleustes advanced an especially grotesque elaboration of this doctrine. In his exaggerated narrow interpretation of the phraseology of Holy Writ he claimed that the world was constructed in the shape of the Tabernacle of the Covenant in the Old Testament. But long before his day there were men who believed in the sphericity of the earth. It was recognized by Clement and Origen; Ambrose and Basil also upheld it. Gregory of Nyssa even sought to explain the origin of the earth by means of a physical experiment, and advanced hypotheses that, according to modern ideas, would have been fantastic. Augustine declared that the doctrine of the sphericity of the earth in no way conflicted with Holy Writ, and later authors, especially the Venerable Bede, also attempted to prove it on scientific grounds. For a considerable period the question of the Antipodes was beset with controversy. It was absolutely denied by Lactantius and several others, principally on religious grounds, as the people of the Antipodes could not have been saved. The learned Irishman, Bishop Virgilius, who expressed the opinion that there were men living beyond the ocean. Individual physiographical phenomena also began to come under the observation of the learned, such as the influence of the moon on the tides, the erosive action of the sea, the circulation of water, the origin of canals and vales, the division of land and water, the position of the sun at different latitudes. The learning and opinions of the first few hundred years were comprehensively set forth in the tremendous work of Isidore of Seville (d. 638), the "Etymologiae" or "Origines," which for a long time enjoyed unlimited authority. During the next few centuries, which were comparatively barren of literary achievements, the only men to attain any celebrity, besides Bede and Virgilius of Salzburg, were the anonymous geographer of Ravenna (c. 670), the Irish monk Dieul, author of the well-known "Liber de Origo Mundi," and the Englishman Sylvestre (999-1003), otherwise known as Gerbert of Aurillac, the most illustrious astronomer of his century. The oldest cartographic documents which we have also date from the same period. They rely for their information on the earth's surface substantially on the conjectural methods of observation. The world as known to the Romans can now be reconstructed only by means of the medieval Mappa mundi; consequently, they exhibit all the deficiencies of the model they followed; they are circular in plan and drawn are not on projection nor according to any other system, the boundaries being marked by straight lines. The central point was in the Aegean Sea; at the time of the Crusades it was transferred to Jerusalem, the East being at the top of the maps. In addition to adhering to the Roman form, these maps have preserved for us also the contents of the Roman maps and therein lies the principal value of these interesting documents. They were often drafted with the greatest and most artistic care. Special importance attaches to the map of the world made by the Spanish monk Beatus. Numerous copies of this show the entire area of the globe as known in his time; modelled in the cathedral at Hereford and the nunnery at Ebodaro have survived. Both of them are of the latter half of the thirteenth century and are representative of the ancient type of map. Small atlases were largely circulated in cosmographical codices. These are known as Macrobius atlases, Zenon atlases, Ranulph atlases, and so forth. Special maps have also come down to us: two of them, showing south-eastern Europe with Western Asia and Palestine are even attributed to St. Jerome. There is a representation of Palestine in mosaic in the church at Madaba; this dates from the middle of the sixth century. The English monk, who drew the Paris, drawn in the thirteenth century which were quite free from the influence of Ptolemy and the Arabians. But geographical problems made great and unexpected progress when they received a more scientific basis. This basis was provided by the scholastics when they made the Aristotelian system the starting-point of all their philosophical researches. Their thorough logical training and their strict critical method gave to the work of these commentators on Aristotle the value of original research, which strove to comprehend the entire contemporary science of nature. As at the same time of great importance was brought to light again by the prebendar, Gerard of Cremona (1114-87), there was not a single problem of modern physical and mathematical geography the
solution of which was not thus attempted. The fact that the writings of Aristotle and Ptolemy, on which they founded their investigations, had already passed through the hands of Arabian scholars, who, however, probably received them at some time from Syrian priests, proved of advantage to the consequent geo-

graphical advance. The most prominent representative of physical studies was Albertus Magnus; of mathematics, Roger Bacon. Their precursor, William of Conches, had already given evidence of independent conception of the facts of nature in his "Philosophia Mundi". Also Alexander Neckham (1150 to about 1227), Abbot of Cirencester, whose "De natura rerum" contains the earliest record of the use of the mariner's compass in navigation and a list of remarkable springs, rivers, and lakes. Blessed Albertus Magnus (1193–1280), a master with whom in the universality of his knowledge only Alexander von Humboldt is comparable, opened up to his contemporaries the entire field of physiography, by means of his admirable exposition of Aristotle, laid the foundations of climatology, botanical geography, and, in a certain sense, even of comparative geography. His work "De excolre et mundo" treats of the earth as a whole; his Moria monstrorum includes meteorology, hydrography, and seismology. In the "De natura locorum" he enlarges upon the system of the zones and the relations between man and the earth. He furnished proofs of the sphericity of our planet that are still popularly repeated to-day; he calculated accurately the duration of the day and the seasons in the different quarters of the globe. Ebb and flow, volcanology, the formation of mountain ranges and continents—all these subjects furnish him material for clever deductions. He carefully recorded the shifting of coastlines, which men at that time already associated with the secular upheaving and subsiding of the earth. He noticed the frequency of earthquakes in the neighbourhood of the ocean. He closely observed fossilized animals. He knew that the direction of the axes of mountain ranges influenced the climate of Europe, and, on the authority of Arabian writers, he was the first to refute the old error that the intertropical surface of the earth must necessarily be quite parched. His fellow-friar, Vincent of Beauvais (d. 1264), also proved himself to be a very keen observer of nature. A great mass of geographical material is stored up in his "Speculum naturale". Among other things he recognized that mountainous regions are the centres of the climate of and are, and that in high altitudes the temperature falls because of the decrease in atmospheric density. Finally, we must mention the original views of St. Thomas Aquinas on geography, as well as those of the laymen Ristoro of Arezzo, Brunetto Latini (1210–94), his great disciple Dante (1265–1321), and, lastly the "Book of Nature" by Conrad of Megescberg, canon of Ratisbon (1300–1378). For all of these Albertus Magnus had opened the door to the rich treasure-house of Greek and Arabian learning. Still more far-reaching in their results were the investigations of the scholars themselves principally to mathematical geography. At the head of them all stands Roger Bacon, the "Doctor Mirabilis" of the Order of St. Francis (1214–94). Columbus was emboldened to carry out his great project on the strength of Bacon's assertion that India could be reached by a westerly voyage—a claim based on mathematical computation. Even before Ptolemys "Geography" had been rediscovered, Bacon attempted to sketch a map, determining mathematically the positions of places, and using Ptolemy's Almagest, the descriptions of Alfraganus, and the Al-

phabeticgeography. The Benedictine Andreas Walpole (1448) made a map of the world in the medieval style. That of the Camaldolese Fra Mauro (1457) is the most celebrated of all monuments of medieval cartography. It was already enriched by data furnished in Ptolemy's work. The map of Germany designed by Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa (1401–64), a pupil of Toscanelli (1387–1492), was printed in 1491. This prelate was the teacher of Peuerbach (1432–61), who in turn was the master of Regiomontanus (1436–67), the most illustrious astronomer since Ptolemy. His passion for observation enabled Regiomontanus to study Greek, and Ptolemy, and after his death, in 1474, reformed the calendar under the direction of the Emperor to him. We must also mention the Eneas Sylvius (afterwards Pope Pius II) and the papal secretaries Poggio and Flavio Biondo, who made several valuable contributions to the science of geography, and Cardinal Berno and the Carthusian Hiesch (1467–1525).

III.—In order to set forth properly the achievements in discovery and research in modern times by Catholic scholars, we adopt Peschel's arrangement. He divides this period of the development of geography into two main epochs: (1) That of discovery, up to the middle of the seven-teenth century; (2) That of geographical measurement, from 1650 down to the present periods. Their chief usefulness lay in their contributions to the general knowledge of various countries and races. But they also made contributions of the greatest value to the theoretical development of our science. They were the first and foremost promoters of many studies auxiliary to geography that sprang up in the course of time, such as ethnology, meteorology, volcanology, and so forth.

Even on their earliest voyages the great discoverers took with them learned priests. These men wrote glowing accounts of the wonders they saw in the newly discovered lands to their brethren at home, so that they might spread the information broadcast. In a short time monastic settlements sprang up in the great colonial possessions of Spain and Portugal. The Dominicans were the first missionaries to America, and Franciscans are heard of in India as early as 1500, while the Augustinians accompanied Magellan to the Philippines in 1521. They were equipped with the best available aids and assistants. Among the Jesu-

ites especially these received thorough and systematic training. The Jesuits established missions on the Congo, in 1547, in Brazil, in 1549, in Abyssinia, 1555, in South Africa, 1559, in Peru, 1568, in Mexico, 1572, in Paraguay, 1686, and in Chile, 1691. They even penetrated into the old heathen civilizations of Japan (1549) and China (1653).

Soon after the discovery of the West Indies, the Hieronymite Fray Roman wrote a valuable study of the mythology of their inhabitants, which Ferdinand Columbus incorporated in his "Vida del Almirante". It became the corner-stone of American ethnology. In the Dominicans this was followed by Antonio de la Madre de Dios of Massaya in Nicaragua, in 1538, which Oviedo also visited and described later. The much-admired work "De rebus oceanici et novo orbe" was written by

Bacon's works. It is to him and Cardinal Filaster that Western civilization owes the first Latin translation of Ptolemy's "Geography", which Jacobus Angelus finished and dedicated to Pope Alexander V (1409–10). The circulation of this book created a tremendous revolution, which was particularly beneficial to the development of navigation. The first new chart made after, as early as 1427 the Danile Claudius Clavus added to Filaster's priceless manuscript of Ptolemy's work his map of Northern Europe, the oldest map of the North which we possess. Domnus Nicolaus Germanus, a Benedictine (of Reichenbach) (1486), was the first to publish Ptolemy's work by means of new maps and made him generally accessible. The Benedictine Andreas Walpole (1448) made a map of the world in the medieval style. That of the Camaldolese Fra Mauro (1457) is the most celebrated of all monuments of medieval cartography. It was already enriched by data furnished in Ptolemy's work. The map of Germany designed by Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa (1401–64), a pupil of Toscanelli (1387–1492), was printed in 1491. This prelate was the teacher of Peuerbach (1432–61), who in turn was the master of Regiomontanus (1436–67), the most illustrious astronomer since Ptolemy. His passion for observation enabled Regiomontanus to study Greek, and Ptolemy, and after his death, in 1474, reformed the calendar under the direction of the Emperor to him. We must also mention the Eneas Sylvius (afterwards Pope Pius II) and the papal secretaries Poggio and Flavio Biondo, who made several valuable contributions to the science of geography, and Cardinal Berno and the Carthusian Hiesch (1467–1525).

III.—In order to set forth properly the achievements in discovery and research in modern times by Catholic scholars, we adopt Peschel's arrangement. He divides this period of the development of geography into two main epochs: (1) That of discovery, up to the middle of the seventeenth century; (2) That of geographical measurement, from 1650 down to the present periods. We cannot set down all the names of priests and missionaries which we find in both these periods. Their chief usefulness lay in their contributions to the general knowledge of various countries and races. But they also made contributions of the greatest value to the theoretical development of our science. They were the first and foremost promoters of many studies auxiliary to geography that sprang up in the course of time, such as ethnology, meteorology, volcanology, and so forth.

Even on their earliest voyages the great discoverers took with them learned priests. These men wrote glowing accounts of the wonders they saw in the newly discovered lands to their brethren at home, so that they might spread the information broadcast. In a short time monastic settlements sprang up in the great colonial possessions of Spain and Portugal. The Dominicans were the first missionaries to America, and Franciscans are heard of in India as early as 1500, while the Augustinians accompanied Magellan to the Philippines in 1521. They were equipped with the best available aids and assistants. Among the Jesuits especially these received thorough and systematic training. The Jesuits established missions on the Congo, in 1547, in Brazil, in 1549, in Abyssinia, 1555, in South Africa, 1559, in Peru, 1568, in Mexico, 1572, in Paraguay, 1686, and in Chile, 1691. They even penetrated into the old heathen civilizations of Japan (1549) and China (1653).

Soon after the discovery of the West Indies, the Hieronymite Fray Roman wrote a valuable study of the mythology of their inhabitants, which Ferdinand Columbus incorporated in his "Vida del Almirante". It became the corner-stone of American ethnology. In the Dominicans this was followed by Antonio de la Madre de Dios of Massaya in Nicaragua, in 1538, which Oviedo also visited and described later. The much-admired work "De rebus oceanici et novo orbe" was written by
FRA MAURO'S MAP OF THE WORLD (1459)
ORIGINAL IN THE BIBLIOTECA MARCIANA, VENICE

IN THIS REPRODUCTION THE ORIENTATION OF THE ORIGINAL IS REVERSED; THE CONTOURS ARE REPRODUCED WITH EXACTNESS, BUT THE MOUNTAIN-RANGES ONLY APPROXIMATELY; CITIES ARE DENOTED BY NAME AND NOT BY BIRD'S-EYE VIEW AS IN THE ORIGINAL.
Peter Martyr d’Anghiera (1475–1558), prior of Granada, and a friend of Columbus. It is especially noteworthy for its intelligent observations on ocean currents and volcanoes, which its author doubtless derived from missionaries. A most signal contribution was the "Historia natural y moral de las Indias" (1588), by the Jesuit José d’Acosta (1539–1600), who lived in Peru from 1557 to 1569 and proved himself one of the best brilliant writers on the natural history of the New World and the customs of the Indians. The first thorough exploration of Brazil was made by Jesuit missionaries, under Father Ferre (1599–1632) and others. Starting from Quito, Francisci visited the region around the source of the Amazon in 1562. Father Juan de la Cruz was a Jesuit missioned as far as the River Napo in 1647, and in 1650 made a journey by boat as far as the Pará River.

To missionaries, also, we owe important information concerning the interior of Africa during the sixteenth, and at the beginning of the seventeenth century. The Portuguese priest S. Alvarez and Bermudes accompanied the embassy of King Emanuel to King David III of Abyssinia. They sent home valuable reports regarding the country. They were followed by the Jesuit, A. Ternández, crossed Southern Abyssinia, as far as Melinde, in 1615, and set foot in Portuguese territory, being the first European to enter the Abyssinias. Father Paez (1603) and Father Lobo (1623) were the first to reach the source of the Blue Nile. As early as the middle of the seventeenth century the Jesuits drew a map of Abyssinia on the information supplied by these two men and by Fathers Almeida, Móndes, and Téolis. It was the best map of Abyssinia until the time of Abbadie (1810–97). At the request of Bishop Migliore of S. Marco, the Portuguese Duarte Lôpes (1591) wrote an important description of the Congo territory. The "Étiope Oriental" (1609) by the Dominican Jesus dos Santos was an authority on the lake country and eastern Central Africa until Livingstone's transcontinental expedition. The Jesuit missionaries Machado, Affonso, and Paiva in 1630 even thought of establishing communication between Abyssinia and the Congo territory. The Arabian Leo Africanus, whom Pope Leo X had edified, who was the first to publish a map of ancient Asia, who wrote a book describing the Sudan. It was published by Ramusio in 1552 and was considered the only reliable authority on this country till the nineteenth century. More careful research led to the sending of missionaries to Central Asia. The Augustinian Gonzales de Mateo, who was the first to make a map of China in 1586, and Father Benedict Goes opened the land route thither, after a perilous journey from India, in 1602. Thereupon the Jesuit Ricci and Schall, both learned mathematicians and astronomers, prepared the cartographic survey of the country. Ricci (1553–1610), as the "geographer of China", is justly compared to Marco Polo, the "discoverer of China". Using his notes, Father Trigault issued an historical and geographical treatise on China in 1615. Father Andrades visited Tibet in 1624, and published, in 1628, a book describing it which was afterwards translated into five languages. Borus and Rhodes published reports on Parthia.

The science of cartography now made a quite unexpected advance, due to the frequent and repeatedly enlarged editions of Ptolemy's work that were issued by the Benedictine Ruych (1508), by Bernardus Sylvanus in 1513, and by the English Antony in 1558. The Canon Martin Waldseemüller's map of the world (St-Dié, 1507) was his most distinguished achievement. It was the first to give to the New World the name of America. Bishop Olaus Magnus, one of the most illustrious geographers of the Renaissance, made a map of Norway in 1539. He went on a long journey in the North in 1518–19 and was the first man to propound the idea of a north-east passage. The great map-makers Mercator and Ortelius also received direct help and encouragement in the completion of their work. Map-making was a step in the direction of the heliocentric system by Copernicus, canon of Königsberg (1473–1543). Cielo Calegarni (1479–1541) had prepared the way for this theory. In spite of the fact that his hypothesis was wrong, he made contributions to the hitherto accepted interpretations of Holy Writ, such high dignitaries of the Church as Schomberg, Giese, Dantiscus, and others encouraged Copernicus to make public his discovery. Moreover Pope Paul III graciously accepted the dedication of the work "De revolutionibus orbium coelestium" of Copernicus dated in 1543. Among the foremost astronomers was the Jesuit Scheiner (1575–1650). He and his assistant Cysatus were the first to notice the spots on the sun (1612), and founded the science of heliographic physics, of which Galileo had not even thought. The Capuchin monk Scheydl (Scheydrus) de Rheita built a terrestrial telescope in 1645 and drew a chart of the moon. Nor did isolated physical phenomena pass unnoticed; attempts had already been made to classify them systematically. Giovanni Botero (1500–1617), secretary to St. Charles Borromeo, ranked with Peter Martyr as a real scientist and was interested in astronomy, and is considered to be the founder of statistical science. His "Relazione del mare" (1599) is the earliest known monograph on the subject of the ocean. He was followed by the Jesuit Fournier, whose significant "Hydrographie" (1641) treated encyclopaedically of oceanic science. At Ingolstadt (Eck and Scheiner) and Vienna (Celtès, Stabius, Tannstätter) geography was treated with especial care. The first professor of geography at Wittenberg was Barthel Stein, who entered a monastery at Breslau in 1511 and completed a description of Poland in 1512–13. Cochleus (1473–1556), humanist and theologian, sought to make the scientific study of ancient authors (Meteorology of Aristotle, Geography of Mela) a part of higher education. He instilled a knowledge of geography into his pupils which at that time was without equal. Johann Eck, Luther's opponent, wrote a treatise in which he praised the physical geography of mountains and rivers for his lectures at Freiburg. The Jesuit Borus was the forerunner of Halley the astronomer. He drew up a chart showing the magnetic variations of the compass in 1620.

(2) About the middle of the seventeenth century it was left almost an altogether new field of work for such men as Sir William_
Kino (1644–1711), Sedlmayer (1703–1779), and Baerg (1717–1777). We find that between 1752 and 1768—eighty years before Meyer, the celebrated circumnavigator of the globe—the Jesuit Wolfgang Mayer reached Lake Titicaca. Father Manuel Ramon sailed up the Casiquaire from the Rio Negro to the Orinoco in 1744 and anticipated La Condamine, who did the same thing in 1745. Father Lebreton also created a map of these streams. Father Samuel Frits, from 1684 on, recognized the importance of the Marañon as the main river and source of the Amazon. He drew the first reliable map of the entire course of the stream. The Jesuits Techo (1673), Harques (1687), and St. Marie (1687) wrote about Paraguay, and d'Ovaggio (1646) about Chile. Abyssinia, the most interesting country in Africa, was suddenly closed to missionaries about 1630. It was not until 1699 that the Jesuit Father Brévedent, with the physician Ponsett, once more ventured up the Nile and into the interior of the country; but in so doing he lost his life. The Capuchins Cavazzi (1654), Carli (1660), Merolla (1662), and Zuechelli (1698) accomplished remarkable results in the Congo region. Even as late as the year 1862 the geographer Petermann made use of their writings to construct a map of that region.

But the greatest scientific triumphs extended the work of the missionaries in Asia. Especially remarkable were the successful attempts to penetrate into Tibet, a feat which Europeans did not repeat until our times. After Andrada, whom we have already mentioned, followed Fathers Grueder and d'Orville, who reached Lhasa from Pekin in 1661 and went down into India through the Himalaya passes. The Jesuit Desideri (1716–29) and the Capuchins Della Penna (1719–1746) and Beligatti (1738) spent considerable time in this country.

To these travels must be added the splendid achievements in cartography and astronomy of the Jesuits, which, about 1700, caused a complete revolution in the development of geography. It was due chiefly to them that one of the most powerful States of that time, France, lent its support to this science, thus offering an example that resulted in a series of governmental subventions giving the development of geography here its full power and impetus. In the Jesuit Martin Martini (1614–61) landed in China. During his sojourn he acquired a personal knowledge of most of the provinces of that immense empire and collected his observations in a complete work, that appeared in 1651, entitled “Atlas Sinensis”. In Richthofen's opinion it contains the fullest geographical description of China that we have”. Moreover, it contains the first collection of local maps of that country. Athanasius Kircher further drew the attention of scholars the world over to the Celestial Empire in his “China monumentis illustrata” (1667). He, too, had at his disposal information received by missionaries. And finally, the Belgian Jesuit Verbiest succeeded in arousing the interest of Louis XIV by the advices he sent home to Europe. At his request, six of the most learned Jesuits went to China in 1687; they were Fathers Bouvet, Fontaney, Gerbillon, Le Comte, and Viselieu. They bore the title of “royal mathematicians” and at the expense of the French Crown were equipped with the finest instruments. From 1691 to 1698 Gerbillon, court astronomer to the emperor, made several excursions to the hitherto unknown region on the northern boundary of China. He prepared the map of China (1628–29) and in 1734, who then ordered the survey of the Great Wall, which was completed by Fathers Bouvet, Régis, and Jartoux. This achievement was followed in the succeeding years by the mapping of the entire empire. Fathers Jartoux, Friderici, Cardoso, Bonjour, and Fehrmeier, de M. Hinderer, and Régis undertook the work. By 1718 the map was finished. In addition to China proper it embraced Manchuria and Mongolia, as far as the Russian frontier. Simultaneously, a delineation of Tibet as far as the sources of the Ganges was begun. The map ranks as a masterpiec e even to-day. It appeared in China itself in 120 sheets and since that time has formed the basis of all the native maps of the country. Fathers Espinosa and Hallerstein extended the survey to Tibet. The Jesuit in 1730 went up to Yarkhoto and worked on the map with him by his brethren and published them in 1736 in his “Description geographique, historique, chronologique, politique et physique de l'empire de la Chine et de la Tartarie chinoise” (4 vols.). The material for the maps in this work was prepared by d'Anville, the Jesuit in 1709. His maps and descriptions of Indian maps can be traced back to his “Atlas de la Chine”. Still later, there were published in fifteen volumes the “Memoires concernant l'histoire... des Chinois, par les missionnaires de Pekin” (Paris, 1776–91).

Many of the missionaries belonged to the learned societies of Paris, London, and St. Petersburg. They exchanged letters on scientific topics with such renowned scholars as Leibniz, Linnæus, John Ray, Duperon, Delille, Marinoni, Simonelli, and others. The influence of widely read periodical publications is also noteworthy. Among them were the “Lettres édificantes et curieuses contenant diverses missions et voyages dans diverses parties de l'Asie, et contenant de nombreuses volumes et répétées éditions de la Chine”, which were published in the eighteenth century. They contained a mass of geographical material. The science of geography profited by this intercourse between the Jesuits and the European scientists. The greatest need at that time was the definite determination of astronomical positions in order to construct a really faultless map of the world. Thanks to the sound training in astronomy of the Jesuit missionaries before they went abroad, their missionary stations soon gathered many excellent determinations of latitude and longitude. As early as the middle of the seventeenth century, and especially in the eighteenth, there was a great mass of new raw data from China. Between 1684 and 1686 they determined the exact position of the Cape of Good Hope, of Goa and Louvau (Siam). This enabled them to make a correct map of Asia, which had until then shown an error of nearly 25 degrees of longitude towards the east. By order of the Pope, Father Louis Feuillé, the learned Franciscan, and pupil of Cassini, revised uncertain positions in Europe and America. He made surveys in Crete, Salonica, Asia Minor, and Tripoli, in 1701–02, in the Antilles and Panama, 1703–05, in South America, 1705–12, and in the Canary Islands, 1718–21. Thus Desor, of the Jesuit order, who was the first to introduce the method of map-making, built up their work on the scaffolding furnished them by the Jesuits. In the attempts to determine the length of a degree of longitude made in the seventeenth century, the Jesuits took a very prominent part. As early as 1643 Fathers Riccioli and Grimaldi tried to determine the length of a degree on the meridian. Similar work was done in 1702 by Father Thoma in China; in 1755, by Fathers Bosovich and Maire in the Papal States; in 1762, by Father Liesgang in Austria, and in the same year by Father Christian Mayer, in the Palatinate, also by Father Bertarizia and Canavesio in northern Italy (1774).

Besides the Jesuits engaged in geodetic work in Abyssinia, South America, and China, we meet with Father Velarde (1696–1753), who published the first approximately accurate map of the Philippines about 1734. G. Matthias Vischer, parish priest of Leonstein, near Graz, also played an important part in the field of cartography. In 1699 that was republished as recently as 1806. Father Liesgang, in conjunction with Fathers von Marburg and Guesmann, designed maps of Galicia and Poland. Father Christian Mayer drew a map of the Rhine from Basle to Mainz, and Father Andrian, a chart of Carinthia. Father Gramatica furnished his readers with maps of Bohemia, and Dechales, and Weinhard must also be mentioned.

In view of the lively intercourse between the mis-
sionaries and the members of their orders in Europe it is not surprising that the latter also compiled voluminous geographical summaries. Such are the works of the Jesuit Riccioli (1596-1671), the "Almagestum Novum" and "Geographia et Hydrographia reformata" (1661). Riccioli was a worthy contemporary of the great Varenius, and was really entitled to rank as a rival to that great cartographer in cartography. Ignatius Kircher (1602-90) among other things devoted himself to physics. His most original observations are set down in his "Magnes, sive de arte magnetica" (1641) and his "Mundus subterraneus" (1644). He made the ascent of Vesuvius, Etna, and Stromboli, at the request of Pope Urban VIII, to measure their height. On the basis of his observations he advanced a theory concerning the interior of the earth which was accepted by Leibniz and, after him, by an entire school of geologists, the Neptunists. He also was the author of the first attempt at a physical map, to wit, the chart of ocean currents (1665).

The Jesuit Father Heinrich Scherer (1628-1704), professor at Dillingen, devoted his entire life to geographical study. He incorporated in his works all that was then known of the earth. His "Geographia hierarchiae" contains the earliest mission atlas. The science of mapping owes much to him. His "Geographia universalis" contains the first geographical and hydrographical synoptic charts. His "Geographia artificialis" recommends a system of chartographic projection which the geographer Bonne, in 1725, accepted and carried out as one of the best. Alongside of these mighty works, which, in imitation of the great encyclopedic works of the Middle Ages, attempt to give a survey of the whole geographical knowledge of a period, we now meet in increasing numbers the equally important treatises on special subjects which resemble the works of our modern scientists. The name of the Dane Nicholas Steno is one of the foremost in the history of geology. He was tutor to the sons of Duke Cosmo III and later vicar-general of the Northern Missions (1638-87). In the opinion of Zittel he was far in advance of his time. He was the first scientist to attempt the solution of geological problems by induction. He was also the first scholar who clearly conceived the idea that the history of the earth could be inferred from its structure and its component parts. His little monograph "De solido intra solidum naturaliter contento" (1669) was the foundation of crystallography and stratigraphy, or the science of the earth's strata. One of the most painless and picturesque of the eighteenth century was Abbatte Lazzaro Spallanzani (1729-99). With him rank Fathers de la Torre (Storia e fenomeni del Vesuvio, 1755), Fortis (1741-1803), Palassou (La minéralogie des Monts Pyrénées, 1782), Torrubia (1754, in America and the Philippines), Canon Recupero, at Cadiz (d. 1787), and many others.

The history of meteorology tells the same story as that of mathematical geography. This science also depended on widely scattered observations which could only be obtained from the monasteries scattered over Europe. Raineri, a pupil of Galileo, made the first records of the fluctuations of the thermometer. The first meteorological society, the "Societas Meteorologica Palatina" (1780-95), accomplished splendid results. Its founder was the former Jesuit and court chaplain Johann Jacob Hemmer. Almost all of its correspondents belonged to the various religious orders of Geography and Cosmography, in the last years of the century. From that time the rapid growth of ethnography and linguistics was rendered possible solely by the vast accumulation of materials made by the missionaries in the course of the centuries. There was hardly a writer of travels who did not to some extent contribute to them. While making an enumeration of the science, we mention here only the "pioneers of comparative ethnography", Fathers Dohrnz huger (1718-91), in Paraguay, and Lafitau in Canada; the noted Sanskrit scholars Fathers Hanxleden (1681-1722), Coeurdeux (1767), and Paulinus a Santo Bartholomeo (1776-89, in India), and, finally, the able Father Hervais (1733-1809). The latter's chief work, the "Catalogo de las lenguas" (1800-03), was published in Rome, where all the members of the suppressed Jesuit Order met. Father Hervais.

Since the beginning of the nineteenth century the progress of geographical science, as was to be expected, is due chiefly to laymen, who, without religious aims, have continued the work on the foundations already provided. The co-operation of the clergy was of secondary importance. The entire scientific and, true to its great traditions, it has won a place of honour even amid the stupendous achievements of modern research. By way of proof, we close with the names of the theologian Moigno (1804-84), the founder and publisher of the natural science periodicals "Le Cosmos" (1852-65) and "Les Mondes" (1863-65); of the astronomer Seechi (1818-78), who, among other things, invented the meteorograph in 1858; also of the Lazarist Fathers Hue (1839-90), Gabet, and Armand David (d. 1900). The last-named made themselves famous by their explorations in China, Manchuria, and Tibet. Finally, we should remember the astro-nautical, meteorological, and physical observatories established by the Society of Jesus all over the world (Rome, Stonyhurst, Kaloosa, Granada, Tortosa, Georgetown near Washington, Manils, Belen in Cuba, Ambobehimona in Madagascar, Calcutta, Zi-ka-wei, Boroma, and Bulawayo on the Zambezi, etc.) and their contribution to the science.
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GEORGE, Saint, martyr, patron of England, suffered at or near Lydd, also known as Diospolis, in Palestine, probably before the time of Constantine. According to the very careful investigation of the whole question recently instituted by Father Delehaye, the date of the martyrdom of George is not known with any certainty. The greatest part of the evidence which tends to the contrary is based on an attempt to determine the correct date of the Christian "Acts" which was most likely to preserve traces of a primitive and authentic record. Delehaye rightly
points out that the earliest narrative known to us, even though fragments of it may be read in a palimpsest of the fifth century, is full beyond belief of extravagances and of quite incredible marvels. Three times is George put to death—chopped into small pieces, buried deep in the earth and consumed by fire—but each time he is resuscitated by the power of God. But still it is obvious that the dead men were brought to life to be baptized, wholesale conversions, including that of "the Empress Alexandra," armies and idols destroyed instantaneously, beams of timber suddenly bursting into leaf, and finally milk flowing instead of blood from the martyr's severed head. There is, it is true, a narrative of the same type in the case of St. Procopius as detailed in Delehaye, "Legends", ch. v) we are fairly safe in assuming that the Acts of St. George, though ancient in date and preserved to us (with endless variations) in many different languages, afford absolutely no indication at all for arriving at the saint's authentic history. This, however, by no means implies that the martyr St. George never existed. An ancient cultus, going back to a very early epoch and connected with a definite locality, in itself constitutes a strong historical argument. Such we have in the case of St. George. The narratives of the early legends, according to Dr. Arthur, Antiochus, and Arcan, from the sixth to the eighth century, all speak of Lydda or Diospolis as the seat of the veneration of St. George, and as the resting-place of his remains (Geyer, "Itineraria Hierosol.", 139, 176, 288). The early date of the dedications to the saint is attested by existing inscriptions of ruined churches in Syria, Mesopotamia, and Egypt, and the church of St. George at Thessalonica is also considered by some authorities to belong to the fourth century. Further, the famous decree "De Libris recipiens", attributed to Pope Gelasius in 496, attests that certain apocryphal Acts of St. George, newly in existence among those saints "whose names are justly reverenced amongst men, but whose actions are only known to God". There seems, therefore, no ground for doubting the historical existence of St. George, even though he is not commemorated in the Syrian, or in the primitive Hieronymian Martyrology, but no faith can be placed in the attempts that have been made to fill up any of the details of his history. For example, it is now generally admitted that St. George cannot safely be identified with the nameless martyr spoken of by Eusebius (Hist. Eccles., VIII, v), who tells the Christian's edict of persecution at Nicomedia. The version of the legend in which Diocletian appears as persecutor is not primitive. Diocletian is also a rationalized form of the name Dadianus. Moreover, the connexion of the saint's name with Nicomedia is inconsistent with the early cultus at Diospolis. Still less is St. George to be considered, as suggested by Gibbon, a model Castor, or a disreputable bishop, George of Cappadocia, the Arian opponent of St. Athanasius. "This odious stranger," says Gibbon, in a famous passage, "disguising every circumstance of time and place, assumed the mask of a martyr, a saint, and a Christian hero, and the infamous George of Cappadocia has been transformed into the renowned St. George of England, the patron of arms, of chivalry, and of the Garter." "But this theory", says Professor Bury, Gibbon's latest editor, "has nothing to be said for it..." The cultus of St. George is too ancient to allow of such an identification, though it is not improbable that the apocryphal Acts have borrowed some incidents from the story of the Arian bishop. Again, as Bury points out, "the connexion of St. George with the dragon-slaying legend does not delege him to the region of the army of the Eastern Empire, but the fabulous Christian dragon-slayer Theodore of the Bithynian Hercules, we can set Agapetus of Symmada and Arsacius, who, though celebrated as dragon-slayers, were historical persons..." This episode of the dragon is in fact a very late development, which cannot be traced further back than the sixteenth century. It is found in the Golden Legend (Historia Lombardica) of James de Voragine and to this circumstance it probably owes its wide diffusion. It may have been derived from an allegorisation of the tyrant Diocletian or Dadianus, who is sometimes called a dragon (dißiber básaros) in the older text, but despite the researches of Vetter (Reinbot von Durme, pp. lxxxv-cix) the origin of the dragon story remains very obscure. In any case the late occurrence of this development refutes the attempt made to derive it from pagan sources. Hence it is certainly not true, as stated, for example, in George's "Church has converted and baptized the pagan hero Perseus" (The Legend of Perseus, iii, 38). In the East, St. George (Δ Μ εγάλημπρον), has from the beginning been classed among the greatest of the martyrs. In the West also his cultus is very early. Apart from the ancient origin of St. George in Velauro at Rome, Clovis (c. 512) built a monastery at Baralle in his honour (Kurth, Clovis, II, 177). Aeculphus and Adamnan probably made him well known in Britain early in the eighth century. His Acts were translated into Anglo-Saxon, and English churches were dedicated to St. George, and in Georgia, "the Church has converted and baptized the pagan hero Perseus" (The Legend of Perseus, iii, 38). The crusades no doubt added to his popularity. William of Malmsbury tells us that Saints George and Demetrius, "the martyr knights", were seen assisting the Franks at the battle of Antioch, 1098 (Gesta Regum, II, 420). It is conjectured, but not proved, that the "arms of St. George" (argent, a cross gules) were introduced about the time of Richard Coeur de Lion. What is certain is that in 1284 in the official seal of Lyme Regis a ship is represented with a plain flag bearing a cross. The large red St. George's cross on a white ground remains still the white ensign of the British Navy and it is the emblem of the order of the Knights of the Thistle which go to make up the Union Jack. Anyway, in the fourteenth century, "St. George's arms" became a sort of uniform for English soldiers and sailors. We find, for example, in the wardrobe accounts of 1345-49, at the time of the battle of Crécy, that a charge is made for 96 penancells of the arms of St. George intended for the king's ship, and for 800 others for the men-at-arms (Archeologia, XXXI, 119). A little later, in the Ordinances of Richard II to the English army invading Scotland, every man is ordered to wear "a signe of the arms of St. George" both before and behind, while the death of the death is threatened against any of the enemy's soldiers who "do bear the same cross or token of Saint George, even if they be prisoners". Somewhat earlier than this Edward III had founded (c. 1347) the Order of the Garter, an order of knighthood of which St. George was the principal patron. The chapel dedicated to St. George in Windsor Castle was an official chapel of the order, and a badge or jewel of St. George slaying the dragon was adopted as part of the insignia. In this way the cross of St. George has in a manner become identified with the idea of knighthood, and even in Elizabeth's days, Spenser, at the beginning of his Faerie Queene, tells us in his poem that:—

But on his breast a bloody Cross he bore,
The dear remembrance of his dying Lord,
For whose sweet sake that glorious badge he wore
And dead (as living) ever him adored.
We are told also that the hero thought continually of
wreaking vengeance:—

Upon his foe, a dragon horrible and stern.

Ecclesiastically speaking, St. George’s day, 23 April,
was ordered to be kept as a lesser holiday as early as
1222, in the national synod of Oxford. In 1415, the
Constitution of Archbishop Chichele raised St. George’s
day to the rank of one of the greatest feasts and or-
dered it to be observed like Christmas day. During
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries St. George’s
day remained a holiday of obligation for English
Catholics. Since 1778, however, it has been kept,
like many of these older holidays, as a simple feast of
devotion, though it ranks liturgically as a double of
the first class with an octave.

SAINT GEORGE AND THE DRAGON.—The best-
known form of the legend of St. George and the Dragon
is that made popular by the “Legenda Aurea,” and
translated into English by Caxton. According to this,
a terrible dragon had ravaged all the country
round a city of Libya, called Selena, making its lair
in a marshy swamp. Its breath caused pestilence
whenever it approached the town, so the people gave
the monster two sheep every day to satisfy its hunger,
but, when the sheep failed, a human victim was neces-
sary and lots were drawn to determine the victim. On
one occasion the lot fell to the king’s little daughter.
The king offered all his wealth to purchase a sub-
titute, but the people had pledged themselves that
no substitutes should be allowed, and so the maiden,
dressed as a bride, was led to the marsh. There St.
George chanced to ride by, and asked the maiden what
she did, but she bade him leave her lest he also might
perish. The good knight stayed, however, and, when
the dragon appeared, St. George, making the sign of
the cross, bravely attacked it and transfixed it with
his lance. Then asking the maiden for her girdle (an
incident in the story which may possibly have some-
thing to do with St. George’s selection as patron of
the Order of the Garter), he bound it round the neck of
the monster, and thereupon the princess was able to lead
it like a lamb. They then returned to the city, where
St. George bade the people have no fear but only be
baptized, after which he cut off the dragon’s head and
the townfolk were all converted. The king would
have given George half his kingdom, but the saint re-
plied that he must ride on, bidding the king mean-
time take good care of God’s churches, honour the
clergy, and have pity on the poor. The earliest refer-
ence to any such episode in art is probably to be found
in an old Roman tombstone at Conisborough in York-
shire, considered to belong to the first half of the
twelfth century. Here the princess is depicted as
already in the dragon’s clutches, while an abbot
stands by and blesses the resurer.
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St. George and the Dragon
Carpaccio, Hospitai del San Giorgio de' Schiavoni, Venice
George of Trebizond, a Greek scholar of the early Italian Renaissance: b. in Crete (a Venetian possession from 1206-1699), 1395; d. in Rome, 1486. He assumed the name "of Trebizond" because his family came from there. He was one of the foremost of the Greeks to arrive in Italy (c. 1420) before the fall of Constantinople. Vittorino da Feltre (1378-1446) taught him Latin, and in return he taught Greek in the famous school at Mantua. After teaching for a time at Venice and Florence, he came as "the Symeonts" of Toltusy and the "Preparatio Evangelica" of Eusebius. His incompetence, arrogance, and quarrelsomeness led to difficulties with Bessarion, Theodore Gaza, Perrotti and Poggio, and he was obliged to leave Rome, and take refuge with Alfonso, King of Naples. Under the pontificate of his former pupil, Paul II (1464-1471), he returned to Rome and was appointed a papal abbe, but became involved in fresh quarrels; in 1463 he visited Crete and Byzantium, and then returned to Rome, where he wrote the account of the martyrdom of Bl. Andrew of Chios (in his Commentaries on the Holy Fathers (1535-1450)). His onslaught on Plato lost him the friendship of Bessarion and led to the latter writing (1464) his great work, "In calumniatorum Platonica", in the fifth book of which he points out 259 mistakes in Trebizond's translation of the "Laws" of Plato. His numerous translations included the "Rhetoric" and "Problems" of Aristotle, and St. Cyril's "Commentary on St. John", but, as Pastor notes, they are almost worthless (II, 198, note). A list of some forty-six works will be found in Migne, P. G., CLXI, 745-908.
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EDWARD MYERS.

George of Pisaides (of the Pisdian), a Byzantine poet, lived in the first half of the seventh century. From his poems we learn he was a Pisidian by birth, and a friend of the Patriarch Sergius and the Emperor Heraclius, who reigned from 610 to 641. He is said to have been a deacon at St. Sophia's, Constantinople, where he filled the posts of archivist, guardian of the sacred vessels, and reader of the psalms. He evidently accompanied Heraclius in the war against the Persians (622), in which campaign the true Cross, which the enemy had captured some years before at Jerusalem, was recovered. His works have been published in the original Greek with a Latin version and are to be found in P. G., XVII, 1167-1208.

About five thousand verses of his poetry, mostly in imitative metres, have come down to us. Some of the poems treat of theology and morals, others being a chronicle of the wars of his day. They are: (1) "De expeditione Heretici imperatoris contra Persas, libri tres"—an account of the Persian war, which shows him to have been an eyewitness of it; (2) "De morte Avaricum" descriptive of the defeat of the Avars—a Turkish horde, that attacked Constantinople in 628,
George and were defeated, during the absence of the emperor and his army; (3) "Herselius" or "De extremo Chosroes Persarum regis excidio"—written after the death of Chosroes, who was assassinated by his mutinous soldiery at Ctesiphon, in 628; this poem treats mostly of the deeds of the emperor and contains but little concerning Chosroes; it is valued not so much for any literary merit, as for being the brother's final source for the history of the reign of Herselius; (4) "In sanctam Jesu Christi, Dei nostri resurrectionem," in which the poet exults Flavius Constantinus to follow in the footsteps of his father, Herselius; (5) "Hexameron," or "Opus sex dierum seu Mundi opificium," this is his most elaborate and elaborate effort, and is dedicated to Sergius; (6) "De vanitate vitæ"; (7) "contra im- pium Severum Antiochius," written against the Mono- phyrite heresy; (8) "In templum Deiparae Constantinopoli, in Blachernissimum"; and finally (9) one piece in prose, "Encomium in S. Anastasium martyrum". From references in Theophanes, Suidas, and Isaac Tzetzes, we know he wrote other works which have not reached us. George's verse is considered correct and elegant, but he is sometimes dull and frigid. He was greatly admired by his countrymen in succeeding ages and preferred even to Euripides. But later critics are not so laudatory. Finlay in his History of Greece says: "Theusius law court was evidently one of the noblest in the whole range of literature to point to poetry which conveys less information on the subject which he pretends to treat than that of George the Pisidian. In taste and poetical inspiration he is as deficient as in judgment and he displays no trace of any national characteristics. But to be just we must remember that he was a courtier and wrote with the intention of winning the favour of the emperor and the patriarch. Literature, if we except the production of religious controversy, was practically extinct in Europe and George stands forth as its sole exponent, the only poet of his kind.


A. A. MacEyre.

George Scholarius. See Gennadius II.

George the Bearded, also called the Rich, Duke of Saxony, b. at Dresden, 27 August, 1471; d. in the same city, 17 April, 1539. His father was Albert the Brave of Saxony, founder of the Albertine line of the ancient Saxon dynasty. His mother was Sidonia, daughter of George of Podiebrad, King of Bohemia. Elector Frederick the Wise, a member of the Ernestine branch of the same family, known for his protection of Luther, was a cousin of Duke George. Albert the Brave had a large family and George, a younger son, was originally intended for the Church; consequently he received an excellent training in theology and other branches of learning, and was thus much better educated than most of the princes of his day. The death of his elder brother opened to George the way to the ducal power. As early as 1488, when his father was in Flanders fighting on behalf of the emperor, George was regent of the ducal possessions, which included the Margravates of Meissen with the cities of Dresden and Leipzig. George was married at Dresden, 21 November, 1496, to Barbara of Poland, daughter of King Casimir IV of that country. George and his wife had a large family of children, all of whom, with the exception of their father. In 1498, the emperor granted Albert the Brave the hereditary governorship of Friesland. At Maastricht, 14 February, 1499, Albert settled the succession to his possessions, and endeavoured by this arrangement to prevent further partition of his domain. He died 12 September, 1500, and was suc- ceeded in his German territories by George as the head of the Albertine line, while George's brother Heinrich became hereditary governor of Friesland. The Saxon occupation of Friesland, however, was by no means secure and was the source of constant revolts in that province. Consequently Heinrich, who was of a rather inert disposition, relinquished his claims to the governorship, and in 1505 an agreement was made between the Saxon and the Friesland nobility, by which the duchy was divided between Heinrich and George, with George receiving the larger share. In 1507, however, he developed decided ability as a ruler; on entering upon his inheritance he divided the duchy into governmental districts, took measures to suppress the robber-knights, and regulated the judicial system by defining and readjusting the jurisdiction of the lower courts. In this way he introduced order, security, and the amelioration of the condition of the people, he sometimes ventured to infringe even on the rights of the cities. His court was better regulated than that of any other German prince, and he bestowed a paternal care on the University of Leipzig, where a number of reforms were introduced, and Humanism, as opposed to Scholasticism, was encouraged.

From the beginning of the Reformation in 1517, Duke George directed his energies chiefly to ecclesiastical affairs. Hardly one of the secular German princes held the Church as firmly as he did, and his rights and vigorously condemned every innovation except those which were countenanced by the highest ecclesiastical authorities. At first he was not opposed to Luther, but as time went on and Luther's aim became clear to him, he turned more and more from the Reformer, and was finally in 1525, by his change of attitude, drawn in by a Jacobin correspondence in which Luther, without any justification, shamefully reviled the duke. The duke was not blind to the undeniable abuses existing at that time in the Church. In 1519, despite the opposition of the theological faculty of the university, he originated the Di- tation of Leipzig, with the idea of finding a way forward the cause of truth, and was present at all the discussions. In 1521, at the Diet of Worms, when the German princes handed in a paper containing a list of "grievances" concerning the condition of the Church, George added for himself twelve specific complaints referring mainly to the abuse of mediaeval art and the arts and letters. In 1525 he combined with his Lutheran son-in-law, the Landgrave Philip of Hesse, and his cousin, the Elector Frederick the Wise, to suppress the revolt of the peasants, who were defeated near Frankenhausen in Thu- ringia. Some years later, he wrote a forcible preface to a translation of the New Testament, and was presented with the manuscript of his private secretary, Hieronymus Emser, as an offset to Luther's version. Lutheran books were confiscated by his order, wherever found, though he refused the cost of the books. He proved himself in every way a vigorous opponent of the Lutharians, de- creeding that Christianity should be removed from the schools, and recreant ecclesiastics were to be delivered to the bishop of Merseburg. For these, however, who merely held anti-Catholic opinions, the punishment was only expulsion from the duchy. The duke deeply regretted the constant postponement of the arduously desired council, from the action of which so much was expected. While awaiting its convocation, he thought
to remove the more serious defects by a reform of the monasteries, which had become exceedingly worldly in spirit and from which many of the inmates were departing. He vainly sought to obtain from the Curia the right, which was sometimes granted by Rome, to make official visitations to the conventual institutions of his realm. His reforms were confined mainly to uniting the monasteries more closely to the see, and to making the control of the economic management, the control of the property being entrusted in most cases to the secular authorities. In 1525, Duke George formed, with some other German rulers, the League of Dessau, for the protection of Catholic interests. In the same year he was the author of the 'Dekret' of the League of Halle, formed in 1533, from which sprang in 1538 the Holy League of Nuremberg for the maintenance of the Religious Peace of Nuremberg.

The vigorous activity displayed by the duke in so many directions was not attended with much success. Most of his political measures, indeed, stood the test of experience, but in ecclesiastico-political matters he witnessed with sorrow the gradual decline of Catholicism and the spread of Lutheranism within his dominions, in spite of his earnest efforts and forcible prohibition of the new doctrine. Furthermore, during George's lifetime, his heir released some of his sons-in-law, Philip of Hesse, and his brother Heinrich, joined the Reformers. He spent the last years of his reign in endeavours to secure a Catholic successor, thinking by this step to check the dissemination of Lutheran opinions. The only one of George's sons then living was the weak-minded and unmarried Frederick. The intention of his father was that Frederick should rule with the aid of a council. Early in 1539, Frederick was married to Elizabeth of Mansfeld, but he died shortly afterwards, leaving no prospect of an heir. According to the act of settlement of 1499, George's Protestant brother Heinrich was now heir prospective; but George, considering his father's will, sought to dissolve his brother and to bequeath the duchy to Ferdinand, brother of Charles V. His sudden death prevented the carrying out of this intention.

George was an excellent and industrious ruler, self-sacrificing, high-minded, and unwearying in the furtherance of the highest interests of his land and people. As a man he was upright, vigorous and energetic, if somewhat irascible. A far-seeing and faithful adherent of the emperor and empire, he accomplished much for his domain by economy, love of order, and wise direction of activities of his state officials. The grief of his people on the death of his great monarch was considerable. The family of the old faith. Of a strictly religious, although not narrow, disposition, he sought at any cost to keep his subjects from falling away from the Church, but his methods of attaining his object were not always free from reproach.

H. A. CREUTZBERG.

Georgetown University, Washington, District of Columbia, "is the oldest Catholic literary establishment in the United States. It was founded immediately after the Revolutionary War, by the incorporated Catholic Clergy of Maryland, who selected from their Body Trustees, and invested them with full power to choose his assistants and appanage Professors. Since the year 1805, it has been under the direction of the Society of Jesus" (The Laity's Directory, 1822).

Origin—Founder.—In treating of the origin of Georgetown University, its chroniclers and historians are wont to refer to earlier schools in Maryland, projected or carried on by the Jesuits. It is true that Father Ferdinand Poulton, a few years after the settlement of St. Mary's, wrote to the general of the society about the prospects of founding a college in the infant colony; and the general answered, in 1640: "The hope held out of a college I am happy to entertain; and, when it shall have matured, I will not be backward in extending my approval." But the times were not yet favourable to the negotiations of Catholic educators and educators were so stringent during the greater part of the Maryland colonial period that it was only at intervals, for brief spaces of time, and by stealth, that the Jesuits, always solicitous for the education of youth, were able to conduct a school. Such a school was at St. Mary's College, founded in 1544, among its scholars John Carroll, the founder of Georgetown College. He is the link, moral and personal, between Georgetown and earlier schools; and with his name the history of Georgetown College is indissolubly connected. He had a large share in its foundation and upbuilding, and the sons of Georgetown, to honour his memory, have formally instituted the observance of "Founder's Day", in January of each year. His life and character are detailed elsewhere (see Carroll, John). Even before he became the first bishop of the United States, he saw and impressed upon the Jesuits the urgent need of a Catholic college. Having secured their co-operation, he drew up the plan of the institution and issued a prospectus appealing to his friends in England for financial assistance. It was he who selected the site; and, although unable to give personal supervision to the undertaking, he engaged as he was with the solicitude of all the churches, he watched with paternal interest over the early growth of the college. Georgetown still possesses his portrait, by Gilbert Stuart, relics from his birthplace at Upper Marlborough, the manuscript of his course in theology, the Missal which he used when a rural missionary at Arbutus Creek, the alms which he left at the hospital, a bishop at Lulworth Castle, the circular which he issued detailing the plan and scope of the college, and many letters, original or copied, relating to its standing and prospects.

In 1889 the college celebrated with befitting pomp the hundredth anniversary of its foundation. Georgetown, in 1789, was the chief borough of Montgomery County, Maryland. Father Carroll selected it for the site of the academy, influenced, no doubt, by a knowledge of the locality acquired during his missionary excursions. In speaking of the present site, he described it as "one of the most lovely in Cecil County. It is the imagination can frame". The first prospectus says: "In the choice of Situation, Salubrity of Air, Convenience of Communication, and Cheapness of Living have been principally consulted, and Georgetown offers these united advantages". In regard to the salubrity of Air, it is interesting to note that the college records show the first death among the students to have occurred in 1845. In 1784, Father Carroll was appointed prefect-Apostolici, or superior, of the Church in the United States. In 1788 he wrote to his friend, Father Charles Flouden, in England: "The object nearest my heart now, and the only one that can give consistency to our religious views in this country, is the establishment of a school, and afterwards of a Seminary for young clergymen." At a meeting of the clergy, held at White Marsh, in 1786, he presented a detailed plan of the school, and recommended the site which he had inasmuch so favourably. The clergy thereupon appointed the prefect and appanage Professors. Since the year 1805, it has been under the direction of the Society of Jesus" (The Laity's Directory, 1822).
GEORGETOWN

proceeded slowly, from want of funds, and 1789 is considered to be the year of the foundation of the college, as the deed of the original piece of ground was dated 23 January of that year. The land—one and a half acres—was acquired by purchase, for the sum of £75 current money. The “Old Building,” as it was called, was not ready for occupancy until 1791; it was removed to the way for the new Hall.

In its material growth the college has expanded from the solitary academic structure of early days into the clustering pile that crowns the ancient site, consisting of nine distinct constructions, known in order of erection as the North Building (begun 1791, completed 1798), the Information (1818-1848), the McAdows Building (1831), the Observatory (1843), the Magnolia Building (1854), the Healy, or Main, Building (1879), the Dahlgren Chapel (1863), the Ida M. Ryan Hall (1905), and the Ryan Gymnasium (1908). To the original classical academy have been added, as opportunity arose or expediency prompted, the astronomical observatory, in 1843; the medical school, in 1851; the law school, in 1870; the university hospital, in 1898; the dental school, in 1901; the training school for nurses, in 1903.

Since 1805, when the Society of Jesus was restored in Maryland, Georgetown has been a Jesuit College, with the associated institutions and methods of instruction which the name implies. Until 1860 the Superior of the Mission and Provincial of Maryland generally resided at the college; the novitiate was there for some years; and it was the provincial house of higher studies for philosophy and theology, during the greater part of the period preceding the opening of Woodstock Scholasticate, in 1869. Naturally, under such conditions, the college exercised considerable influence upon the religious development of the country and Catholic progress in the early days. The first three Archbishops of Baltimore had intimate relations with it. Carroll, as founder, Neale, as president; and Marvich, as professor. Bishop Dubourg of New Orleans was president; the saintly Bishop Flaget of Bardstown, was professor; as also Bishop Van develde of Chicago. Bishops Carrell of Covington and O'Hara of Scranton were students. Bishop Benedict J. Fenwick, of Boston, one of the first students at Georgetown, went back to Rome as professor, and founded the College of the Holy Cross, at Worcester, Mass., a direct offshoot of Georgetown. The Rev. Enoch Fenwick, S. J., president, had a large share in building the cathedral of Baltimore. Bishop Neale founded the Visitatin Order in America. Fathers James, Bernard A. McGinley, presidents, were distinguished pulpit orators. Father Anthony Kohlmann, president, was a profound theologian, and his work, “Unitarianism Refuted,” is a learned contribution to controversial literature. Father Camillus Mazzella, afterwards Cardinal, is famous as a dogmatic theologian. Father John J. Heneghan, in a modest way, promoted astronomical science; the renowned Father Secchi was for a time connected with the observatory, as was also Father John Hagen, now Director of the Vatican Observatory. Georgetown has exerted its influence on education and morals indirectly through various other colleges that have sprung from it, and directly by the host of its own alumni, nearly five thousand in number, many of them distinguished in every walk of life.

Upon the opening of the college, in 1791, the first name upon the Register is that of William Gaston of North Carolina, who, despite the constitutional disabilities imposed by the State, was admitted to Congress, and rose to its Supreme Bench. The number of students enrolled in 1792 was 66; on the opening day of 1793, 47 new students entered. This was a promising beginning, but growth was slow, and for several years following there was even a falling off. In 1813 the boarders numbered 42; the average for the proceeding ten years had been 25. The century mark (101) was reached for the first time in 1818; the highest number (317) in 1859. The majority of the students at that period were from the Southern States, and the breaking out of the Civil War caused a rapid exodus of young men from class-room to camp. There were only 120 registered in 1862.

The printed prospectus here issued by Rev. Wm. Dubourg (president, 1796-99), furnishes details of the studies pursued at that date, and holds forth promise of an enlarged course. This promise was fulfilled under his immediate successor, Bishop Leonard Neale (president, 1799-1806). In 1801, there were seven members of a senior class studying logic, mathematics, and ethics. Father John Granoff, president, (1812-17) infused new life into the administration of the college: he promoted the study of mathematics and secured the necessary apparatus for teaching the natural sciences. During his term of office, the power to grant degrees was conferred by Act of Congress, March 1, 1816, the bill being introduced by Georgetown's protean alumnus, a member from North Carolina. This power was first exercised in 1817. The formal incorporation of the institution was effected by Act of Congress in 1844, under the name and title of "The President and Directors of Georgetown College". By this Act the power to confer degrees and the time of courses were vested in the board of directors, which thus empowered the college, in 1833, to confer in its name degrees in philosophy and theology. Degrees have been conferred, from 1817 to 1908 inclusive, as follows: Doctors—D.D., 27; LL.D., 101; Ph.D., 42; M.D., 950; D.D.S., 59; Phar.D., 3; Mus.D., 7; total 1,189. Licensiates, Ph.L., 9. Masters—L.L.M. 743; A.M., 432; M.S., 2; total, 1,177. Bachelors—LL.B., 1,708; A.B., 872; Ph.B., 13; Phar.B., 6; B.S., 14; Mus.B., 1; total, 2,614.—Grand total of degrees conferred, 4989.

The Rev. Robert Plunket was chosen to be the first president. The corporation delayed the expenses of his passage from England to America. He entered upon his duties in 1791, served for two years, and was succeeded by Father Robert Molyneux, who became the first superior of the restored society in Maryland, and held the presidency of the college for a second term at the time of his death, in 1808. The school began with very elementary classes, but the original plan contemplated a rounded academic course, and gradually the standard of classes was raised, and their number increased. Some of the assistant teachers were aspirants to Holy orders, and a class in theology was formed. In 1808, four of this class were elevated to the priesthood, Benedict Fenwick, Enoch Fenwick, Edward Edelen, and John Spink, the first members of the Society of Jesus to be ordained in the United States.

Present Status.—Georgetown University consists of the college, the school of medicine, the school of dental surgery, and the school of law. The number of students at present (1906) is: college, 1,153; medical school, 82; dental department, 54; hospital training school, 17; law school, 495. Total, 749. The faculties, including officials, professors, special lecturers, assistants and associates, are distributed as follows: college, 25; medical school, 65; dental school, 27; law school, 24. Clinical instruction is given in the University Hospital; the amphitheatre accommodates over 180 students. The hospital is in charge of the Sisters of St. Francis, and has a training school for nurses attached. The hospital staff numbers 8 physicians in chief, with 9 associates and 18 assistants. Post-graduate courses of study are carried on in the law and medical schools, and are offered in the State, or classical high school, attached to the college and in 1909 had 97 students. The college grounds comprise 78 acres, a large part of which is occupied by "The Walks," famous for their woodland scenery. The hospital is in close proximity to the college; the law and medical schools are in the heart...
of the city. The Riggs Memorial Library contains more than 95,000 volumes, among which are many rare and curious works, early imprints, and ancient MSS. Among the special libraries incorporated in the Riggs is that of the historian, Dr. J. Gilmary Shea, who was long an assistant to the Hirst Library. It is for the use of the students of the undergraduate school; it contains about 5000 volumes. There are also special libraries for the post-graduate course, for the junior students, and for Maryland colonial research. The Coleman Museum is a large hall with light and display of various collections of three thousand specimens which make the museum one of the most interesting institutions of its kind. The College Archives are deposited in a spacious fire-proof vault, well lighted and ventilated. Connected with the archives, there is a hall for the exhibition of Missals, chalices, vestments, bells, and other memorials of the early Jesuit missions of Maryland. Gaston Hall, where commencement and other exercises are held, overlooks the Susquehanna and has a view to the locality of the Alumni Association. The Philodemic Debating Society Room is decorated with portraits of distinguished graduates and college worthies. The College Journal and the literary and scientific societies furnish opportunity for mental improvement; the Society of the Blessed Virgin, which is the oldest in the United States, helps to piety. The Athletic Association encourages sport and promotes physical training by means of the gymnasium, ball clubs, boat clubs, etc. The spirit of loyalty towards Alma Mater is fostered by the National Society of Alumni and by the various societies of New York, Philadelphia, Northeastern Pennsylvania, the Pacific Coast, Wilmington, and the Georgetown University Club of New England. The Triennial Graduate List gives in alphabetical order the names of all those who have received degrees from the university, together with information concerning the present occupation and residence of living graduates. The General Catalogue, and the Circular of Information, Georgetown University publications issued annually, furnish detailed information in regard to courses of studies, requirements for admission and graduation, fees, expenses, etc., in all departments.

Georgia.—Statistics.—The area of Georgia is 59,475 sq. m., and it is the largest of the original thirteen United States; bounded on the north by Tennessee and North Carolina, on the east by the Savannah River and the Atlantic Ocean, on the south by Florida, and on the west by Mississippi. The population in 1790, 82,548; in 1820, 516,823; in 1870, 1,184,109; and in 1900, 2,216,331, including 1,034,813 negroes, 204 Chinese, 1 Japanese, and 19 Indians. The population of Savannah, the largest city, was, in 1900, 54,244. The present Constitution was adopted in 1877. The State is divided into 10 congressional districts, 44 senatorial districts, and 137 counties. No State in the American Union has such a variety of agricultural products. Cotton is the chief. Before the Civil War one-sixth of the total cotton crop of the United States was raised in Georgia. In 1883, 824,250 bales were produced; in 1907, 1,920,000. Georgia now ranks as the second cotton-producing State. Manufacturing industries, Georgia produced in 1907, 5,010,000 bushels of oats, 57,538,000 bushels of corn, and 2,073,000 bushels of wheat. Georgia is likewise remarkable for the extent and variety of its woodland, its pine being world-famous. It possesses coal, iron, and gold mines, as well as silver, copper, and lead. In 1905 the value of its products of manufactures was $151,040,000, the capital employed being $155,211,551. Its favorable location, extensive railroads, and numerous navigable streams give Georgia excellent commercial advantages. Situated between the North and the South-West, the West and the Atlantic, trade between these sections passes through the State. Atlanta and Savannah are important commercial centres. The value of foreign commerce is estimated at $30,000,000. There is no Southern State equal to Georgia in the number of its railroad enterprises. Atlanta, Columbus, Macon, Savannah, and Augusta are the principal railroad centres. The mileage of railroads in 1907 was 6786.33.

Georgia.—Education.—The Constitution provides for a "thorough system of common schools", maintained by taxation "or otherwise", and free for "white and colored races". The State school commissioner is appointed by the governor for a term of two years. Every county has a board of education and a superintendent, and is provided with free schools. Atlanta, Savannah, Augusta, Macon, and Columbus are separately organized under local laws. The State university, at Athens, founded in 1785, is non-sectarian and in 1908 had 199 instructors and 3375 students. Connected with it are agricultural colleges, a law school, and a medical school in various parts of the State. The other prominent institutions of learning are Atlanta University at Atlanta, founded in 1869, non-sectarian, with 20 instructors and 340 students; Clark University at Atlanta, founded in 1870, Methodist Episcopal, with 25 instructors and 532 students; Morris Brown College at Oxford, founded in 1836, Methodist Episcopal, with 14 instructors and 265 students; Morris Brown College at Atlanta, founded in 1881, Methodist, with 28 instructors and 940 students; Shorter College at Rome, founded in 1877, Baptist, with 30 instructors and 250 students; and Wesleyan Female College at Macon, the first institution of learning for women in America, founded in 1836, Methodist Episcopal, with 33 instructors and 474 students. In the common schools of Georgia there were enrolled in 1907 499,103 pupils and 10,360 teachers.

Civil History.—The swamps and pine lands of Georgia, the last colonized of the original thirteen colonies of America, were all occupied by the feet of white men before the eighteenth century. Tradition has it that De Soto, in his ill-starred march to his
grave in the Mississippi, camped for a while in 1540 near the present city of Augusta; a more unreliable tradition asserts that Sir Walter Raleigh, on his initial voyage, "landed at the mouth of Savannah River, and planted a board of trust on which they laid claim to the Atlantic seaboard; by the settlement of St. Augustine, in 1565, Spain established its authority over the southern coast. The vastness of the new world deferred the inevitable clash of these overlapping claims until the settlement of South Carolina in 1670, when Spain, alarmed at this territorial encroachment of the Protestant English colonies, began, by intrigues with Indians and negro slaves, to harass the safety of the latter colony. At the beginning of the eighteenth century Parliament began to feel that a military colony on the southern frontier was imperative, and this conclusion was felicitously complemented by the belief that the mulberry and the vine could be successfully cultivated on the southern hills and savannas; while a third great philanthropic consideration contributed to the final adoption of the scheme. James Oglethorpe, who had followed up a brilliant military career as aide-de-camp to the Prince Eugene, who had never been broken in heart, had conceived the plan of settling a colony in the New World with worthy, though unfortunate and economically unproductive, inmates of the wretched English prisons. With this threefold purpose in view, a petition was presented and accepted by the Privy Council and the Board of Trade, and the charter of the Colony of Georgia, named after the king and embracing the territory lying between the Savannah and the Altamaha Rivers, received the great seal of England on 9 June, 1732. This charter created a board of trustees for twenty-one years, who were to possess entire rights in the governing and the financing of the project, but who were not to profit, either directly or indirectly, by the venture. The board thus created, composed of many leading noblemen, clergymen, and members of Parliament of the day, met forthwith and drew up one of the most remarkable governmental documents in English colonial history. A board of trustees was appointed. Transportation, food, and land were given settlers for the feudal returns of labour and military service; but tenure of land was to descend only along the line of direct male issue. Other salient limitations in these by-laws were the prohibition of liquor, as well as of negro slaves, and freedom of worship was to be granted to all prospective colonists "except papists". With this document and 126 passengers, carefully selected for the most part from the more worthy inmates of English prisons, Oglethorpe himself, who had been appointed "general" of the new colony, embarked on the "Anne" on 12 November, 1732, and arrived at St. Augustine on 2 January, and in the spring of that year founded Savannah, which took its name from that of the river above which the little cabins of the settlers were first reared.

During the twenty-one years of its proprietary government, Georgia struggled along, rather in spite of the remote designs and impractical restrictions of its trustees than because of their indefatigable labour, sterilizing integrity, and single-minded philanthropy. As a frontier settlement against the Catholic colonies of Spain, Georgia speedily justified its existence. War between the rival countries was declared in 1739. Oglethorpe invaded Florida in 1740, and with an insufficient force unsuccessfully besieged St. Augustine. Two years later Spain retaliated, attempting by land and sea the complete annihilation of the English colony. By a splendid bit of strategy on Oglethorpe's part the invasion was repulsed, and the last blow had been struck by Spain against the English colonies in the New World. Less successful was the attempt of the board of trustees to plant a Portuguese vignoire and the vine in the new colony. The warfare with Spain, the lack of adequate skilled labour, and the general thriftlessness of the colonists made the cultivation of such products practically impossible. The vine, which was to have supplied all the plantations, and to cultivate the mulberry and the vineyard, resulted in only a few gallons and was then abandoned. The hemp and flax, which were to have sustained the linen manufactures of Great Britain and to have thrown the balance of trade with Russia into England's favour, never came to a single ship-load; and the cultivation of the mulberry seems to have expired with its crowning achievement when, on the occasion of His Majesty's birthday in 1735, Queen Caroline appeared at the levee in a complete court dress of Georgia silk. Least successful of all was the philanthropic attempt to colonize Georgia with non-productive inmates from English prisons. It was this class that early began to cry for reformed slavery; and had it not been for the settlement of Ebenezer, in 1734, with industrious Salzburgers, expelled from Germany by reason of their religious beliefs; that of Port Argyle, in 1735, with a colony of Swiss and Moravian immigrants; and that of New Inverness, in 1736, with a band of thirty Jedidahs, the philanthropic plans of Oglethorpe would have been speedily wrecked. As it was, the energies of the general were mainly directed towards placing Savannah upon an economically self-sufficient basis.

One of the restrictions that acted most forcibly against labour and thrift, the tenure of land along the line of male descent, was repealed in 1739. Another, the prohibition of slavery, a restriction which served to make restless and impermanent an unskilled and thriftless population settled so close to the slave-holding settlements of South Carolina, was removed in 1747. Even the attempt to rouse up spiritual energy in Savannah proved too great a task for the Wesleys, although in 1738 the eloquent Whitfield seems to have won at least a hearing for his strenuous moral code. But neither an energetic general governor, a concessive board of trustees, nor the zealous bearers of a fresh and fierce spiritual code governmental or philanthropic or commercial success of the proprietary colony of Georgia. Mutiny was widespread. Oglethorpe's life was threatened and actually attempted. The trustees were disheartened. Letters of dissent and charges against Oglethorpe, written under the pseudonym of "The Plain Dealer", reached London. In 1743 Oglethorpe returned to England to face a general court martial on nineteen charges. He was entirely exonerated from charges, which were pronounced "false, malicious and without foundation". But he had done with the colony and never returned to Savannah; while the board of trustees, in June, 1744, at the expiration of their charter, more or less surrend ered their right of government to the Lords of the Council, and Georgia became a royal province.

In the generation before the Revolution Georgia steadily increased in population under royal governors. The cultivation of rice by slaves made the colony economically self-supporting. A better class of colonists were induced to immigrate to its woodlands and rice fields from England and the Carolinas. On 11 January, 1758, the Assembly passed an Act "for constituting the several Divisions and Districts of this Province into Parishes, and for establishing Vehicular, Rites, and Ceremonies of the Church of England". This was designed not to interfere with other classes of worshippers, but to provide by law for supplying the settlements with
the ministrations of religion, by which Act a salary of £25 per annum was allowed every clergyman of the Established Church. The law excluding Roman Catholics resulted in a series of decrees and regulations by which the Roman Catholic Church was forced to close many of its parishes, and the Protestant Episcopal Church was left almost in control of religious affairs. The religious differences resulted in a series of laws and regulations which put to the test the loyalty of a Georgian Tory governor when four hundred Acadian refugees sought shelter at Savannah, bringing letters from the governor of Nova Scotia to the effect: "That, for the better security of that province, and in consequence of a resolution of his Council, he had sent these people to Georgia." Governor Reynolds distributed them about the colony for the succeeding winter and maintained them at the public expense. But in the spring, "by leave of the Governor, they built themselves a number of rude boats, and in March most of them left for Nova Scotia." The doctrine of the South was "going off at one time, indulging the hope that they might thus work their way along to their native and beloved Acadie." No other form of civic or religious exclusiveness, however, hampered the steady growth of the colony. Aside from spasmodic Indian incursions, incited by the French, Georgia developed the arts of peace, immigrants continued to flock in, and between 1763 and 1773 the exports of the colony increased from £27,000 to £121,000.

The preponderating Tory element in the colony at the outbreak of the Revolution, made up for the most part of a generation of wealthy landowners and their 14,000 slaves, who spelt commercial ruin in revolution and who persuaded a second generation of parasitic idlers to share their views, allowed the British Parliament to boast throughout the Revolution that Georgia was a royalist province. The distance of the colony from the centre of operations, the blundering inaptitude of such provincial generals as Howe, the early capture and long retention by the British of both Savannah and Atlanta, and the hostility of the Indians to the colonial cause gave some historical warrant to such a point of view. But if the fervour of the revolutionary spirit was not restricted to but a few, it gained, in consequence, in expressive momentum. In spite of British military successes along the coast; in spite of the disheartening and devastating guerilla incursions of Indians and Florida Rangers to the south and west; in spite of Washington's enforced neglect of the frontier colony's safety; the spirit of the Georgia American Americans ebbed freely under an intense repression, bursting forth in sporadic flames of personal heroism and stoical fortitude. Nancy Hart is as heroic a heroine, if a coarser one, as Molly Pitcher, and Savannah is hallowed by the life-blood of Pulaski. Georgia served by waiting, and when her turn came she went to the army of the South, the recapture of Savannah followed closely upon that of Atlanta, and the last British post had been abandoned in the colony before the surrender at Yorktown.

In the meantime, in 1777, Georgia had passed its first State Constitution. A second was adopted in 1789 and a third in 1798, which, several times amended, endured up to the time of the passage of the present Constitution. The fifty-sixth article of the first Constitution established religious toleration. The second Constitution closed the membership of both houses against clergymen, but the test of Protestantism, in respect to office-holding, required by the first Constitution, was dispensed with, and the elective franchise was extended to all male tax-paying freemen. On 2 June, 1788, the National Constitution was ratified, and Georgia was the fourth State to enter the Union. In the War of 1812 Georgia was embroiled in difficulties with the Indians, following the Yassoo land scandals and the treaty of 1802, by which Georgia ceded all its claims to lands westward of its present limits, and the Creeks ceded to the United States a tract afterwards assigned to Georgia and now forming the southern western counties of the State. Triangular difficulties between a State jealous of its rights, a government jealous of its federal power, and Indians jealous of their tribal possessions, continued until all but the extermination of the Creeks by General Floyd's Georgian troops in the War of 1812. Indeed these difficulties were not finally settled until the removal of the Cherokees by the Union to a Western reservation in 1838, by which Georgia came into possession of the full quota of land she now holds.

The relation between State and Government in these Indian affairs during the first three decades of the century induced in Georgia, in particular, that spirited endeavours to safeguard the rights of local government which later characterized the State's policy towards the South before the outbreak of the Civil War; and upon the election of Lincoln to the presidency of the nation, the politicians of Georgia took active measures towards accomplishing the secession of their State from the Union. The delegates to the Confederate convention at Montgomery, Alabama, were conspicuously energetic, and a Georgian, Alexander H. Stephens, was made Vice-President of the Confederacy. In the war that followed the State reaped a rich harvest of havoc and devastation, the culmination of its suffering being Sherman's March to the Sea, through its territory, in 1864. After the termination of hostilities the Georgia Reconstruction Act by refusing to allow negroes, upon election, a seat in the Legislature; but the Supreme Court of the State decided that negroes were entitled to hold office; a new election was held; both houses were duly reorganized; the requirements of Congress were acceded to, and by Act of 13 July, 1869, Georgia was readmitted to the Union. Since the close of the war the material development of Georgia has been remarkable, principally along the lines of manufactured industries. At present its cotton mills are among the largest in the world. The Cotton Exposition in 1881 and The Cotton States and International Exposition in 1895, both held in Atlanta, were eloquent of the fact that Georgia has been the first of the seceding States to recognize the spirit of the new commercial life of the South.

RELIGION.—Church History.—The Diocese of Savannah, which comprises the State of Georgia, was established in 1850. As late as the period of the American Revolution there was scarcely a Catholic to be found in the colony or State of Georgia, nor was there a priest in the State for many years thereafter. Bishop England states that there were not twenty-five priests in all the colonies at that time. About 1793 a French priest, Abbe Brems, came to Savannah and settled in the vicinity where the church of Locust Grove was subsequently built. Previous to their removal these earliest Georgian Catholics had applied for a clergyman to accompany them, but were unable to obtain their request. Shortly after the French Revolution Catholic Emigrés from the French colony of Santo Domingo, then enduring the horrors of a negro revolution, settled at Augusta and Savannah. One of their priests began to discharge the duties of his ministry at Maryland, a little colony fifty miles above Augusta, a fact which is recorded as 'the commencement of the Church in Georgia.' In a few years this settlement was abandoned; Savannah became the fixed residence of a priest; the congregation was incorporated by the Legislature of the State; the city council gave a grant of land, and a wooden edifice with a small steeple was erected. In the year 1810 the congregation incorporated its church by the appointment of an Augustinian friar, Rev. Robert Browne, became pastor, and the brick church of the Holy Trinity, fifty feet in length and twenty-five wide, was erected from funds raised by subscription. In 1820 Georgia and the Carolinas were separated from the See of Baltimore, the Rev. Doctor England being appointed
to the newly formed see. At that time there were about five hundred Catholics in Savannah, with fewer still in Augusta. In 1839 Bishop England announced that there were but eleven priests in the State.

The most salient feature of the work of the Church in Georgia has been the present time. The evangelical direction towards the conversion of the negroes, a task which is being undertaken by the Society of the African Missions. The population of the State is about equally divided between white and coloured, and of the million negroes not above five hundred are Catholic; but there is no mission with church and school and two resident priests in Savannah, with about four hundred Catholic people. In the school 110 children are taught by Franciscan Sisters. In Augusta a new mission has been established with a church and a school with twenty pupils. Among the 30,000 coloured in the city of Augusta, there are not above twenty Catholics.

Church Statistics.—In the Diocese of Savannah there are, according to the census of 1908, 23,000 Catholics, 18 secular priests, 41 priests of religious orders, 13 churches with resident priests, 18 missions with churches, 81 stations, and 14 chapels.

Charity Education.—In Georgia there are three Catholic colleges in the State: the College of Mariav Fathers at Atlanta, the College of the Sacred Heart at Augusta, and the Stanislaus of the Society of Jesus at Macon. There are ten academies, one seminary for small boys, while twelve parishes in the diocese possess parochial schools in charge of Sisters and Brothers. The State furnishes these schools no financial support.

Church Charitable Institutions.—There are in Georgia 2 Catholic hospitals owned by and in charge of the Sisters of Charity, one of which secures aid from the county for the care of the poor—a per capita assignment. There are 170 orphans cared for at St. Joseph's Orphanage, Washington, in charge of 6 Sisters of St. Joseph; St. Mary's Home for Female Orphans, Savannah, in charge of 7 Sisters of Mercy; and 2 coloured orphanages. In addition to these there is a Home for the Aged, at Savannah, in charge of 10 Little Sisters of the Poor, with 94 inmates.

Religious Polity.—Under the Constitution of the United States, as well as under the State Constitution, full liberty of conscience in matters of religious opinion and worship is granted in Georgia; but it has been held that such is not to legalize wicked school and school, or stand in the way of legislative enactment for the punishment of such acts. It is unlawful to conduct any secular business, not of an imperative nature, on Sunday. There are no specific requirements for the administration of oaths; such may be administered by using the Bible to swear upon, by the uplifted hand, or by affirmation, the form being: "You do solemnly swear in the presence of the ever living God" or "You do sincerely and truly affirm, etc." The sessions of the Legislature are opened with prayer, those of the courts are not. Georgia recognizes State holidays 1 January and 25 December; no church Holy Days, and special, are recognized as holidays. The law allows the same privileges to communications made to a priest under the seal of confession as it does to confidential communications made by a client to his counsel, or by a patient to his physician. The statutes contain no provisions making any exception between the just cause of the corporation, the property of the Church in the diocese is held by the bishop and his successors in office.

Excise and Wills.—Georgia from the very beginning seems to have steadily pursued a restrictive policy in the granting of excise privileges. The initial steps in legislation on this subject are:-The chronic, called by its author, "Extract of Chronography" ('Εκτίθη χρονογραφία), contains the history of the world from the Creation to the death of Diocletian (316). It is arranged strictly in order of

BIBLIOGRAPHY:

JARVIS KEELEY.

Georgius Synelus (Gr. Γεώργιος Συνελύς); d. after 810; the author of one of the more important treatises on Byzantine law. He lived many years in Palestine as a monk; under the Patriarch Tarasius (784-806) he came to Constantinople to fill the important post of synkellos. The synkellos is the patriarch's private secretary, generally a bishop, always the most important ecclesiastical person in the capital after the patriarch himself, often of great political importance. George did not succeed Tarasius. Instead, when his patron died he retired to a monastery and there wrote his chronicle. The only date we know at the end of his life is 810 (6302 an. muni.), which he mentions (Dindorf's edition, 389, 20, see below) as the current year.
GERACE, Diocease of (Hieracienae), in the province of Reggio in Calabria (Southern Italy), on a lofty site overlooking the Ionian Sea, not far from Cape Spartivento. The city probably owes its origin, or at least its importance, to the ruin of the town of Locri Epizephyri, one of the earliest Greek colonies in Lower Italy, founded by the Ossolian Locrians (684-680), who were allowed to maintain laws by the Greeks. Through its advanced civilization and its trade, Locri Epizephyri was brought into prominence. It suffered much during the wars of Dionysius the Younger and of Pyrrhus, and in the Second Punic War, when it passed into the hands of the Romans, remaining, however, the ancient constitution of Zaleucus. Its desolate dates from this period. Before its total ruin, Locri Epizephyri had a bishop of its own; but in 709, under Bishop Gregory, the see was transferred to Gerace.

The name Gerace is probably derived from Saint Cuculma, whose church was destroyed by the Saracens in 915. They captured the town in 986, but in 1059 it fell into the hands of the Normans. Until 1467 the Greek Rite was in use at Gerace, and such had probably been the custom from the beginning. As early as the thirteenth century efforts were made to introduce the Latin Rite, which accounts for the schism between Latins and Greeks about the Emperor Alexius. At the Lateran Council XII, apropos of the union of the two Churches, Barlama at one time had opposed the idea, but later recognized his error, and Clement VI bestowed on him the See of Gerace. He taught Greek to Petrarch, Boccaccio, and others, and was thus one of the first of the Italian humanists. Bishop Ottaviano Pasqua (1574) wrote a history of the diocese. Another bishop, Giovanni Maria Belletti (1625), wrote "Disquisitiones Clericales"; Giuseppe Maria Pellicano (1815) rebuilt the cathedral, destroyed by the earthquake of 1823. The diocese of Gerace is a suffragan of Reggio; it has 69 parishes, and 132,300 souls; 1 religious house for men, and 3 for women.

CAPPETELLI, Le Chiese d'Italia (1870), XXI, 165-71.

U. BENIGNI.

Gerald, Saint, Bishop of Mayo, an English monk, date of birth unknown; d. 13 March, 731; followed St. Colman, after the Synod of Whithby (684), to Ireland, and settled at Innisbofin, in 688. Dissensions arose, after a time, between the Irish and the English monks, and St. Colman decided to found a separate monastery for the thirty English brethren. Thus arose the Abbey of Mayo (Magh Eo, the yew plain), known as "Mayo of the Saxons," with St. Gerald as first abbot, in 670. St. Bede writes: "This monastery is to this day (731) occupied by English monks... and contains an exemplary body who are gathered there from England, and live by the labour of their own hands (after the manner of the early Fathers), under a rule and a canonical abbot, leading chaste and single lives." Although St. Gerald was a comparatively young man, he proved a wise ruler, and governed Mayo until 697, when, it is said, he resigned in favour of St. Adamnan. Some authors hold that St. Adamnan celebrated the Roman Easter at Mayo, in 703, and then went to Skreen, in Hy Fiachnach, and that after his departure the monks prevailed on St. Gerald to resume the abbacy. The English saint continued in the abbacy of Mayo till his death. His feast is celebrated on 13 March. Mayo, though merged in Tuam for a time, remained a separate see until 1579.


W. H. GRATTAN-FLOOD.

Geraldton, Diocease of (Geraldtonensis), in Australia, established in 1898, comprises the territory lying between the southern boundary of the Kimberley district and a line running eastward from the Indian Ocean along the 30th parallel of south latitude until it reaches the 120th degree of longitude, whence it follows the 29th degree of latitude to the south Australian border. It is a suffragan of Adelaide. There are 28 churches in the diocease, attended by 10 regular and 4 regular priests; 5 boarding and 12 primary schools with 747 pupils in charge of 51 sisters. The Presentation nuns, who made a foundation from Ireland in 1890, have 28 sisters in 6 communities; Dominican nuns from Dunedin, New Zealand, arrived in 1899, and have 4 communities with 24 sisters.

The first bishop of the diocese, Bishop Bernard Kelly, was consecrated 14 August, 1898. The Bishop of Geraldton also has jurisdiction over the Vicariate of Kimberley.

Australian Catholic Directory (Sydney, 1909); The Sover (Geraldton, 1908).

THOMAS F. MEEHAN.

Géramb, Baron Ferdinand de, in religion, Brother Mary Joseph, Abbot and procurator-general of La Trappe, came of a noble and ancient family in Huns- terberg, in Lyons (1739). He was born 14 Jan., 1772; and entered the monastery of La Trappe, 12 Aug., 1784. Some historians wrongly call in question both the place and date of his birth, as also his noble
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descend. Being of a fiery and chivalrous disposition, he took an active part in the struggles of the struggles in Europe against the French Revolution, and rose to the rank of lieutenant-general. In 1808 he fell into the hands of Napoleon, who imprisoned him in the fortress of Vincennes until 1814, the time when the allied powers entered Paris. After bidding farewell to the Tsar and Emperor, he resolved to leave the world. It was at this time that he providentially met the Rev. Father Eugene, Abbé of Notre Dame du Port du Salut, near Lavil (France), of whom he begged to be admitted as a novice in the community. He pronounced his vows in 1817. After having rendered great services to that monastery, he was sent, in 1821, by the Abbot, to the Court of Rome. During the Revolution of 1830 de Gérand displayed great courage in the face of a troop of insurgents that had come to pillage the monastery; though the religious had been dispersed, the abbey was at least, by his heroic action, spared the horrors of pillage. It was at this time that Brother Mary Joseph made his pilgrimage to Jerusalem. On his return in 1833, he went to Rome, where he held the office of procurator-general of La Trappe. He soon gained the esteem and affection of Gregory XVI, who, though he was not a priest, named him titular abbé with the insignia of the ring and pastoral cross, a privilege without any precedent. Abbé de Gérand is the author of many works, the principal of which are: "Letters to Eugene on the Eucharist:"; "Eternity is approaching:"; "Pilgrimage to Jerusalem:"; "A Journey from La Trappe to Rome," besides many others of less importance and of an exclusively ascetical character. They were often reprinted and translated. His style is easy and without affectation. The customs, manners, incidents of the journey which he describes, are all vividly and attractively given, and the topographical descriptions are of an irreproachable accuracy. Even under the most favorable circumstances, the cheaper classes could occasionally be seen distributing in alms considerable sums of money which he had received from his family to defray his expenses. In 1796, Baron de Gérand married his cousin Theresa de Adda, who died, in 1808, at Palermo. Six children were born to his marriage, of whom number three died in youth. On his entrance into La Trappe he confided the surviving children to the care of his brother, Léopold de Gérand, after having put them under the protection of the Tsar and the Emperor of Austria.

Archives de la Monastery of N. D. du Port du Salut: ROUS, Trappistin Abaté Odégen (Freiburg, 1868); GÉRARD, De la Trappe à Rome (Paris, 1858); IDEM, Voyage à Jérusalem (Paris, 1851); IDEM, Lettres à Eugène sur l'Eucharistie (Paris, 1820); HIGGINS in Kirchenlex., s. v.; MICHAUD, Biog. Univ. (Paris, 1880).

EDMONT M. ORBECHT.

Gérando, Joseph-Marie De, a French statesman and writer; b. at Lyons, 2 February, 1772; d. at Paris, 10 November, 1842. After completing his studies with the Oratorians at Lyons, he took part in the defence of the city against the besieging armies of the French Convention. Wounded and taken prisoner, he barely escaped being put to death, and later took refuge in Switzerland and at Naples. He enlisted again in the army and was at Colmar when the French Institute announced the offer of a prize for the best essay on "The influence of signs on the formation of ideas". Gérando sent a paper, which was awarded the first honours. This was a turning-point in his life; for, having come to Paris, he was appointed to secretarial functions, administrative, political, administrative, and educational. In 1815, he was one of the founders of the Société pour l'instruction élémentaire, which introduced into France the monitory system, established in England by Lancaster, and thus made education possible for the poor classes. He was a member of the state-council under Napoleon and under Louis XVIII, a member of the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, and of the Académie des Sciences morales et politiques, and officer of the Légion of Honour. In 1819, he opened a course in the faculty of law in Paris; and, in 1837, became a member of the Chambre des Pairs. He consecrated his talent to the causes of education and charity, taking part in the foundation and administration of hospitals, and charitable institutions of all kinds. His works are very numerous; among the most important must be mentioned the following: Philosophical: "Des signes et de l'art de penser considérés dans leurs rapports naturels" (Paris, 1800), a development of his prize-essay in which the author follows Condillac, but not entirely without influence from him on his "Histoire comparée des systèmes de philosophie considérés relativement aux principes des connaissances humaines" (Berlin, 1802), awarded a prize by the Academy of Sciences of Berlin; "Histoire comparée des systèmes de philosophie considérés relativement aux principes des connaissances humaines" (Paris, 1803). Educational: "Du perfectionnement moral, ou de l'éducation de soi-même" (Paris, 1824); "Cours normal des instituteurs primaires" (Paris, 1832); "De l'éducation des sourds-muets de naissance" (Paris, 1832); "Instituts du droit administratif français" (Paris, 1830). Charitable: "Le visiteur du pauvre" (Paris, 1820); "De la bien-\n
C. A. DUBRAY.

Gérard, Saint, Abbé de Brogne, b. at Stavves in the county of Namur, towards the end of the ninth century; d. at Brogne or St-Gérard, 3 Oct., 959. The son of Stance, of the family of the dukes of Lower Austria, and of Plectude, sister of Stephen, Bishop of Liége, the young Gérard, like most men of his rank, followed at first the career of arms. His piety, however, was admirable amid the distractions of camp. He transformed into a large church a modest chapel situated on the estate of Brogne which belonged to his family. About 917, the Count of Namur charged him with a mission to Robert, younger brother of Eudes, King of France. He permitted his followers to reside with him, but himself went with the monks to St-Denis, where he was so struck by the edifying lives of the monks that, at the conclusion of his embassy, with the consent of the Count of Namur and Bishop Stephen, his maternal uncle, he returned to St-Denis, took the religious habit, and after eleven years was ordained priest. He then requested to be allowed to return to Brogne, where he replaced the lax clerics with monks animated by a true religious spirit. Thereupon he himself retired to a cell near the monastery for more austere mortification. From this retreat he was summoned by the Archbishop of Cambrai who appointed him to the see of Chauny in Hainault. Here also he established monasteries instead of the canons, whose conduct had ceased to be exemplary, and he enforced the strictest monastic discipline. Gradually he became superior of eighteen other abbeys situated in the region between the Meuse, the Somme, and the sea, and through his efforts the Order of St. Peter was completely restored throughout this region. Weighed down by age and infirmities, he placed vicars or abbots in his stead, in the various abbeys with which he was charged, and retired to that of Brogne. He still had courage to take a journey to Rome in order to obtain a Bull confirming the privileges of that abbey. On his return he paid a final visit to all the communities which he had reorganized, and then awaited death at Brogne. His body is still preserved at Brogne, now commonly called St-Gérard.

Servais, Essai sur la vie de St. Gérard, abbé de Brogne (Namur,
1853); TOUBAIN, Hist. de St. Gérard fondateur de l'abbaye de Bryne (Namur, 1854); ANNA. Coll. (Brussels, 1888), 285-288.

LÉON CLIGNET.

Gerard, Saint, Bishop of Toul, b. at Cologne, 935; d. at Toul, 23 April, 994. Belonging to a wealthy and noble family, he received an excellent education in the cathedral school of his native city, and throughout his youth was a model of obedience and piety. He was eventually ordained to the priesthood, in which office his virtues were a source of edification to the city of Cologne. At the death of Gauzelin, Bishop of Toul (963), he was appointed to succeed him by the Archbishop of Cologne, was received by the bishop and people of Toul, and bore the burdens of his episcopal office without any of its comforts. Although he avoided paying long visits to the court of the Emperor Otto II., who was desirous of keeping Gerard near him, he nevertheless obtained from the emperor the confirmation of the privilege of virtue of which Toul, although united to the empire about 925, formed an independent state of which the Emperor Henry the Fowler reserved to himself only the protectorate, abandoning to Gerard's predecessor, Gauzelin, the suzerainty of the city and the county. Gerard is therefore rightly considered as the true founder of the temporal power of the bishops of Toul. He was not genet in his opposition to powerful personages who were inimical to his authority, and governed his county wisely, promulgating administrative measures, traces of which subsisted to the time of the French Revolution. He died at the age of fifty-nine, and was buried with pomp in the choir of his cathedral. Leo IX., one of his successors in the See of Toul, canonized him in 1050.

BENOÎT, La Vie de St. Gérard, évêque de Toul (Toul, 1700); BAILLET, Histoire des saints (Paris, 1791). VII. 3 Oct.; DU RINNE, Mémo. de la Soc. des Antiq. de France (Paris, 1840), 81-89.

LÉON CLIGNET.

Gerard, Archbishop of York, date of birth unknown; d. at Southwell, 21 May, 1108. He was a nephew of Walkelin, Bishop of Winchester, of Simon, Abbot of Ely, and connected with the royal family. Originally a precentor in Rouen cathedral, he became clerk in the chapel of William Rufus, who employed him in 1095 on a diplomatic mission to the pope. His success was rewarded with the Bishopric of Hereford, and was consecrated by St. Anselm 8 June, 1096, having been ordained deacon and priest on the previous day. On the accession of Henry I., in 1100, he was named bishop of York, and he set out to protest with St. Anselm, in which he claimed equal primacy with Canterbury and refused to make his profession of canonical obedience before him. When he journeyed to Rome for the pallium, he was entrusted with the mission of representing the king against Anselm in the controversy about investitures. The pope's decision was against the king, but Gerard professed to have received private assurances that the decrees would not be enforced. This was denied by the monks who represented St. Anselm; and the pope, when appealed to, repudiated the statement and communicated Gerard till he confessed his error and made satisfaction.

Eventually he professed obedience to St. Anselm, but continued to assert the independence of York. When Anselm refused to consecrate three bishops, two of whom had received investiture from the king, Gerard attempted to do so, but the refusal of consentation at his hands. The pope reprimanded him for his opposition to the primate, and finally the two prelates were reconciled. Gerard carried out many reforms in York, though by his action against St. Anselm he incurred great unpopularity, and the writers of the time charge him with immorality, avarice, and the practice of magic. He died suddenly on the way to London to attend a council, and his death without the sacraments was regarded as a Divine judgment. The canons refused to bury him within the cathedral, and the people pelled the hearse with stones. Some Latin verses by him are preserved in the British Museum (Tutus, D. XXXIV. 3).

ST. ANSELM, Epistola in P. B. GERARD. Histoire de l'Abbaye de Fécamp, Hist. Normandy in R. S., 1848; SYMONS of DURHAM, Opera in R. S. (1882-83); WILLIAM of MALMESBURY, De gestis Pontificum in R. S. 1870; HOPKINS, Translations from the History of Reform in Religious Orders in RAINES, Historians of the Church of York, II (Rolls Series 1886); VENABLES, in Dict. Nat. Biog., s. v.; ROLLS, Life and Times of St. Anselm (London, 1880); there are references to all original authorities.

EDWIN BURTON.

Gerard, John, Jesuit; b. 4 Oct., 1564; d. 27 July, 1637. He is well known through his autobiography, a fascinating record of dangers and adventures, of captures and escapes, of trials and consolations. The narrative is all the more valuable because it sets before us the kind of life led by priests, wherever the peculiar features of the English persecution occurred. John was the second son of Sir Thomas Gerard of Brym, for a time a valiant confessor of the Faith, who, however, in 1589, tarnished his honour by giving evidence against the Ven. Philip Howard, Earl of Arundel (q. v.). Different opinions are held (by Morris and Gillow) as to the permanence of his inconstancy. John left his father's house at Newbury and went first to Douai seminary; matriculated at Oxford (1579), and thence proceeded to the Jesuits' College at Paris (1581). Having come to England for his health's sake, he was arrested on 5 March, 1584, and suffered two years' imprisonment in the Marshalsea. He was bailed out in 1586, and, with the consent of his sureties, once more made his way to the Continent, and was received at the English College, Rome, 5 August, 1586. At first he paid for himself, but in April, 1587, he became a scholar of the pope. Next year, 15 August, 1588, he entered the Jesuit novitiate; but so great was the dearth of missionaries in England that he was dispatched thither in the ensuing September.

His romantic adventures began on landing, for he was set ashore alone on the Norfolk coast at a moment when the country was in a turmoil of excitement after the defeat of the Armada, and when feeling against Catholics ran so high that fifteen priests had been butchered in two days in London, and twelve others sent to the provinces for the same purpose, though half of these eventually escaped death. Gerard, being an accomplished sportsman and rider, succeeded in making his way about the country, now as a horseman and again as a huntsman; and once his hawk had strayed. Ere long he had won the steadfast friendship of many Catholic families, with whose chief he was able to make frequent conversions, to give retreats and preach, and to send over many nuns and youths to the convents, seminaries, and religious houses on the Continent. Dr. Jessopp, a Protestant, writes:

"The extent of Gerard's influence was nothing less than marvellous. Country gentlemen meet him in the street and forthwith invite him to their houses; high-born ladies put themselves under his direction almost as unreservedly in temporal as in spiritual things. Scholars and courtiers run serious risks to hold interviews with him, the number of his converts of all ranks is legion; the very gogols and turnkeys obey him; and in a state of society where treachery and venality were pervading all classes, he finds servants and agents who are ready to live and die for him. A man of gentle blood and gentle manners, of commanding stature, great address, and a strong voice, his power of organisation and of conducting a religious movement was never better seen.

His powers of endurance of fatigue and pain were
almost superhuman; he could remain in hiding days and nights in a hole in which he could not stand upright, and never sleep, and hardly change his position: he could jounce on the gyves that were ulcerating his legs. He seems never to have forgotten a face or a name or an incident. Writing his autobiography twenty years after the circumstances he records, there is scarcely a name or a place which he has not proved to be absolutely correct. As a literary effort merely, the Life is marvellous.” (“Academy”, 9 July, 1881.)

In those times of danger, no prudence could always effectually ensure a priest against capture. Gerard was arrested on 17 July, 1594, by his own servant, whose secret treachery was not suspected. He passed two years in smaller prisons, and was then sent to the Tower, where he was cruelly tortured, being hung up by his hands, of which torment he has left a very vivid description. His courage and firmness, however, were such, that his examination out of hope of extracting secrets from him, and he was relegated to the Salt Tower, where he cleverly contrived to say Mass. In 1597, he managed to escape by means of a string thrown one night by a friend from Tower Wharf into the Cradle Tower. By this string a rope was drawn across the moat, and with its assistance he managed eventually to reach it, but with great difficulty, as his hands were still helplessly from the torture.

Until the discovery of the Gunpowder Plot (q. v.), at the end of 1605, he continued his adventurous life as a missioner in England, but he was then obliged to slip away disguised as a footman in the train of the Spanish Ambassador. The rest of his life was spent in the English colleges on the Continent. He wrote, in 1607, “A Narrative of the Gunpowder Plot”, and afterwards his autobiography, “Narratio P. Joannis Gerardi de Rebus a se in Anglia gestis”. He strongly befriended Mary Ward (q. v.) in her attempt to found an amino religious order for women, and passed the last ten years of his life as spiritual director of the English College at Rome.


J. H. POLLEN.

Gerard, Miles, Venerable, martyr; b. about 1550 at Wigan; executed at Rochester 13 (30) April, 1590. Sprung perhaps from the Gerards of Ince, he was, about 1576, tutor to the children of Squire Edward Tyldesley at Morleys, Lancashire. Thence in 1579 he went to the seminaries of Douai and Reims, where he was ordained 7 April, 1583, and was made professor until 31 August, 1588 (O. S.), when he started for England with five companions. At Dunkirk the sailors refused to take more than two passengers; so the missionaries tossed for precedence, and Gerard and Francis Dicconson, the eldest (it seems) and youngest of the party, won. Though bound for London, they were driven out of their course into Dover harbour, where they were examined and arrested on suspicion (24 Nov., N. S.). A contemporary news-letter says that they were wrecked, and escaped the sea only to fall into the hands of persecutors on shore, but this is not consistent with the official records. These show that the prisoners at first gave feigned names and ambiguous answers, but soon thought it better to confess all. After many tortures in the worst London prisons under the infamous Topcliffe, they were condemned as traitors, and “taken to Rochester, where they were hanged and quartered”, says Father J. S. J., and afterwards, “and gave a splendid testimony to the Catholic Faith”.

POLLEN, Acts of English Martyrs (1891), 314; CHALLONER, Graciously an event of a name with recent research; SPANISH CALENDAR, 1587-1603, under 5 March (May 7) 1590; KNOX, Doway Diaries, pp. 160 sqq.

J. H. PolLEN.

Gerard Majella, Saint, b. in Muro, about fifty miles south of Naples, in April, 1626; d. 16 Oct., 1675; beatified by Leo XIII, 29 January, 1893, and canonised by Pius XI, 11 December, 1904. His only ambition was to be like Jesus Christ in His sufferings and humiliations. His father, Domico Majella, died while Gerard was a child. His pious mother, owing to poverty, was obliged to apprentice him to a tailor. His
master loved him, but the foreman treated him cruelly. His reverence for the priesthood and his love of suffering led him to take service in the house of a prelate, who was very hard to please. On the latter's death Gerard returned to his trade, working first as a journeyman, and to do this he earned his living by teaching singing. He divided his time between his mother and the poor, and in offerings for the souls in purgatory. After futile attempts to become a Franciscan and then a hermit, he entered the Congregation of the Most Holy Redeemer in 1749. Two years later he made his profession, and so he bound himself to do always that which seemed to him more perfect. St. Alphonsus considered him a miracle of obedience. He not only obeyed the orders of superiors when present, but also when absent knew and obeyed their desires. Although weak in body, he did the work of three, and his great charity earned for him the title of Father of the Poor. He was a model of every virtue, and so drawn to Our Lord in the tabernacle that he had to do violence to himself to keep away. An angel in purity, he was accused of a shameful crime; but he bore the calumny with such patience that St. Alphonsus said: "Brother Gerard is a saint. Father, there was no graver sin committed in the highest order, exorcism, prophecy, discernment of spirits, and penetration of hearts, bilocation, and with what seemed an unlimited power over nature, sickness, and the devils. When he accompanied the Fathers on missions, or was sent out on business, he could overcome all their obstacles by his missions. He predicted the day and hour of his death. A wonder-worker during life, he has continued to be the same since his death.

Vita del Beato Gerardo Majella (Rome, 1893); Varia, Life of St. Gerad Mutila (London, 1903); Saint-Imier, Life, Virtues, and Miracles of St. Gerardo Majella (Boston, 1907).

J. MAGNIER.

Gerard of Cremona, a twelfth-century student of Arabic science and translator from Arabic into Latin; b. at Cremona, in 1114; d. in 1187. The place and date of Gerard's birth are not given in any document prior to the fourteenth century. Tiraboschi, in his "Storia della letteratura Italiana", is at pains to refute the contention of some Spanish writers that Gerard was born, not at Cremona in Italy, but at Carmona in Spain. While conceding that Gerard spent a good many years at Toledo, Tiraboschi shows that Cremona and not Carmona is his birthplace. In fact, the MSS. of the "Chronicle" of the Dominicano Francisco Pipino, who flourished about the year 1300, we learn, besides the place and date of his birth and death, that he was an adherent of the rule of poverty. These regulations were confirmed, 28 November, 1336, by Benedict XII (1334-42); consequently Gerard was able to be at the chapter held at Cahors, 7 June, 1337, to obtain, in spite of the opposition of the able and powerful monks, the "Constitutiones Benedictine". Nevertheless, he was in danger of being removed from his position, nor did the statutes remain in force longer than the lifetime of Benedict XII and the period during which Gerard was general. The general chapter of Assisi abrogated, 1 June, 1345, the "Constitutiones Benedictine" and the since the time additions, the constitutiones of Narbonne (1260).

There is some truth in the assertion made as to Gerardus Odonis that he both resembled and imitated Brother Elias, the lax minister general second in succession from St. Francis of Assisi; indeed, he was often called the "Little Father of the Laterite". But this credit is, in union with the pope, zealously promoted Franciscan missions, constantly sending fresh
missionaries to Persia, Georgia, Armenia (1320); Malabar (1330), China and Tartary (1331); Bosnia (1340). In 1329 John XXII sent him to King Charles Robert of Hungary and to Ban Stephen of Bosnia for the purpose of bringing about the extermination of the heretics, largely Fatimaeans, in those countries. On 5 Sept., 1333, and 16 April 1334, Sancho, Archdeacon of Castille (Arnaldu de S. Michael) was appointed papal legate to make peace between the Kings of England and Scotland. The procurator of the Scotch king in Paris having reported, however, that his mission was not to be found in Scotland, John recalled the commission of the legates, 31 Oct., 1333. Gerardus Odonotius was also one of the commission of the university, on 18 Dec., 1333, the opinion of John XXII concerning the Visio beatifica, namely, that the saints do not enjoy the complete Beatice Vision until after the Last Judgment. The University of Paris was greatly agitated by the controversy, and the next day, 19 Dec., Philip VI called together twenty-nine professors at Vincennes to discuss the question. This assembly dissented from the opinion of the pope, as did also a second assembly which met 2 Jan., 1334. As is known, John XXII withdrew his opinion, 3 Dec., 1334. Gerardus Odonotius was also one of the commission of the master of theology which met by command of Benedict XIII from 4 July to 4 Sept., 1334, at Pont-Sorgues near Avignon, to discuss, under the pope's presidency, the question of the Visio beatifica. On 27 Nov., 1342, Benedict XIV appointed him Patriarch of Antioch and at the same time administrator of the Diocese of Catania, Sicily.

Apart from the "Constitutiones Benedictine," and the "Officium de stigmatibus S. Francisceci," still recited in the Franciscan Order and commonly attributed to Gerardus, the best known of his writings is his "Commentarius [Expositio] in Aristoteles Ethica." (P. V. Ramb, 1290). This brought him the honour later of being called Doctor Moralise. He also wrote on logic and a treatise entitled "Philosophia Naturalis," in which he is said to have apparently taught Atomism; another work was a "Commentarius in IV libros Sententiarum." Among his exegetical works are: "De figuris Biblicorum," and treatises on the Psalter, the First Epistle to the Corinthians, and the Epistle to the Galatians, besides "Sermones." In addition to taking severe measures against the adherents of the deposed Michael of Cesena, Gerardus addressed to the latter the writing "Quid nitida," to which, however, Cesena soon made a "Rebatement." He also wrote: "De theologis," in the monastery of St-Denis, near Paris, 29 March, 1711; educated by the Oratorians at Vendôme; became a Benedictine in the monastery of St-Méline, at Rennes, 11 Dec., 1649; studied theology in the monastery of Mont-S-Michel; ordained priest in 1665; and taught theology in the monasteries of Bourgeuil, St-Denis, and St-Beaujol-sur-Loire until 1663. His departure from the Scholastic method of teaching theology, and his leaning towards Jansenism, influenced his superiors to relieve him of his professional duties. In 1663 he was sent to the monastery of La Couture, near Le Mans, and three years later, to St-Germain-des-Prés, where he devoted six years (1666-1672) to the care of souls and to literary pursuits. In 1672 he was sent to the monastery of Argenteuil, and in 1675 he was appointed subprior of the monastery of Corbie. Here he openly opposed the encroachments of sixteen ecclesiastical and monastic affairs, and when it was known that he was the author of the second volume of "L'Abbé commendataire" (Cologne, 1674), a work which severely condemned the abuse of setting commendatory abbots over monasteries, the king condemned his arrest. (1675). He was tried in the hands of the law by fleeing to Brussels, thence to Holland, where he lived a few years under the assumed name of Augustin Kergre. In 1690 he returned to Brussels, and, in union with Quezel and other Jansenists, wrote numerous pamphlets in favour of Jansenism. On 30 May, 1703, he was arrested at the command of the Archbishop of Mechlin, who intended to speak of several notable persons of the place. Coins and a number of inscriptions prove that it was sometimes called Antioch on the Chrysorrhoea, the little river by which it is watered. In the Gospel (Matt., viii, 28; Mark, v, i; Luke, viii, 26, 37) there is question of the country of the Gerasans, but if this name is to be read instead, the four distinguishers or Gerasians on the reference is to another locality, near the lake of Tiberias. The prosperity of Gerasa, once considerable, dates from the first centuries of our era, its buildings date from the emperors of the second and third centuries. Its destruction was brought about by earthquakes and the Arab invasions. We know three Greek Bishops of Gerasa: Exarchius, Evagrius, Plancus, 451; Eneas, who built the church of St. Theodore in the sixth century. In 1121 Baldwin II attempted in vain to conquer it, and at the beginning of the thirteenth century the geographer Yakut informs us that it was no longer inhabited. In modern times, several thousand Tcherkeses have established themselves amid its ruins and have unfortunately destroyed most of the Greco-Roman monuments which time had spared. Until recently Djerash was the best preserved city of Roman antiquity and the one which afforded us the most exact idea of Roman civilisation. Its ramparts, with a partial preservation, are still to be seen; also a magnificent triumphal arch with three openings about 82 feet wide by 29 high, a "naumachia," or circus for naval combat; two theatres; the forum with fifty-five columns still standing; the great colonnade which crosses the city from north to south, and which still retains from 100 to 150 of its columns; several aqueducts; some propylae; a temple of the Sun, the columns of which are about 40 feet high, and several other temples, baths, etc. Greek and Latin inscriptions are very numerous among the ruins. The ramparts of the city cover a distance of about three miles.

Gerberon, Gabriel, a Benedictine of the Maurist Congregation; b. at St-Calais, Department of Sarthe, France, 12 Aug., 1628; d. in the monastery of St-Denis, near Paris, 29 March, 1711; educated by the Oratorians at Vendôme; became a Benedictine in the monastery of St-Méline, at Rennes, 11 Dec., 1649; studied theology in the monastery of Mont-St-Michel; ordained priest in 1665; and taught theology in the monasteries of Bourgeuil, St-Denis, and St-Beaujol-sur-Loire until 1663. His departure from the Scholastic method of teaching theology, and his leaning towards Jansenism, influenced his superiors to relieve him of his professional duties. In 1663 he was sent to the monastery of La Couture, near Le Mans, and three years later, to St-Germain-des-Prés, where he devoted six years (1666-1672) to the care of souls and to literary pursuits. In 1672 he was sent to the monastery of Argenteuil, and in 1675 he was appointed subprior of the monastery of Corbie. Here he openly opposed the encroachments of sixteen ecclesiastical and monastic affairs, and when it was known that he was the author of the second volume of "L'Abbé commendataire" (Cologne, 1674), a work which severely condemned the abuse of setting commendatory abbots over monasteries, the king condemned his arrest. (1675). He was tried in the hands of the law by fleeing to Brussels, thence to Holland, where he lived a few years under the assumed name of Augustin Kergre. In 1690 he returned to Brussels, and, in union with Quezel and other Jansenists, wrote numerous pamphlets in favour of Jansenism. On 30 May, 1703, he was arrested at the command of the Archbishop of Mechlin, who intended to speak of several notable persons of the place. Coins and a number of inscriptions prove that it was sometimes called Antioch on the Chrysorrhoea, the little river by which it is watered. In the Gospel (Matt., viii, 28; Mark, v, i; Luke, viii, 26, 37) there is question of the country of the Gerasans, but if this name is to be read instead, the four distinguishers or Gerasians on the reference is to another locality, near the lake of Tiberias. The prosperity of Gerasa, once considerable, dates from the first centuries of our era, its buildings date from the emperors of the second and third centuries. Its destruction was brought about by earthquakes and the Arab invasions. We know three Greek Bishops of Gerasa: Exarchius, Evagrius, Plancus, 451; Eneas, who built the church of St. Theodore in the sixth century. In 1121 Baldwin II attempted in vain to conquer it, and at the beginning of the thirteenth century the geographer Yakut informs us that it was no longer inhabited. In modern times, several thousand Tcherkeses have established themselves amid its ruins and have unfortunately destroyed most of the Greco-Roman monuments which time had spared. Until recently Djerash was the best preserved city of Roman antiquity and the one which afforded us the most exact idea of Roman civilisation. Its ramparts, with a partial preservation, are still to be seen; also a magnificent triumphal arch with three openings about 82 feet wide by 29 high, a "naumachia," or circus for naval combat; two theatres; the forum with fifty-five columns still standing; the great colonnade which crosses the city from north to south, and which still retains from 100 to 150 of its columns; several aqueducts; some propylae; a temple of the Sun, the columns of which are about 40 feet high, and several other temples, baths, etc. Greek and Latin inscriptions are very numerous among the ruins. The ramparts of the city cover a distance of about three miles.

Jesus Durand, Exploration épigraphique de Gerasa in Revue biblique, 1905, 374-400; Nouvelle exploration épigraphique de Gerasa in Revue biblique, 1904, 5, 39; and 1906, 66-67; see also Perrot in Revue Biblique, 1900, 429-443; and the various guidebooks to Palestine and Syria.

S. VAILHÉ.
give him over to his monastic superiors. Louis XIV, however, imprisoned him at Amiens (1703–1707) and at Vincennes (1707–1710). After retracing all his Jansenistic errors, Gerberon was set free, and returned to the monastery of St-Germain-des-Prés, 25 April, 1711. He died at the age of 79. He was the regent of the church, and died a repentant son of the Catholic Church.

Gerberon was one of the most prolific writers of the Maurist Congregation. Tassin (loc. cit. below) ascribes one hundred and eleven works to him, many of which, however, are spurious. Of the sixty-one works ascribed to him by de Latins (loc. cit. below), the following are the most important: "Apologia pro Ruperto Abbate Tuitensi" (Paris, 1699), in which he proves against Salmusius and other Protestants that Abbott Rupert of Deutz held the Catholic doctrine of the Real Presence; "Histoire générale du Jansénisme" (Amsterdam, 1700), 3 vols.; "Acta Marci Mercatoris" (Brussels, 1673); "Histoire de la Robe sans couture de N. S. Jésus-Christ, qui est révérée dans l'église des Bénédictins d'Argenteuil" (Paris, 1678). His chief Jansenistic work is entitled "Le Miroir de la Piété chrétienne" (Brussels, 1676). He also edited the works of St. Anselm and St. Anselmi opera omnia, neeom Eadmeri et Hugonis Cantuarii Historia Novorum et alia opera" (Paris, 1675).

MICHAIL OTT.

Gerbert, Martin, Prince-Abbot of Saint-Blaise, liturgist and musical writer; b. at Horb-on-the-Neckar, in the Black Forest, 12 August, 1720, by birth being entitled Baron von Hornau; d. in his monastery of Saint-Blaise, 13 May, 1793. He studied the humanities successively at Ebingen, Suabia, at Freiburg-im-Breisgau and at Klingenaug, and philosophy and theology at the Abbey of Saint-Blaise, whose prince-abbot marked his talents and undertook the direction of his studies, having in mind to make him his successor. Having entered at Saint-Blaise in 1730, he was ordained priest in 1744, and was almost immediately appointed professor of philosophy and theology. Besides, he fulfilled the duties of librarian. His first researches in liturgy and music date from this time. In the course of a sojourn in France and Italy, he made the acquaintance at Bologna of Martini, who was collecting materials for his "Histoire générale de la musique" and to whom he made known his own discoveries. Gerbert states that he was much surprised to learn of the existence of so extensive a literature on a special subject, but that his own studies led to the knowledge of many other works which he made known to Martini, with whom he kept up a correspondence.

In 1762 Gerbert announced through a prospectus his intention of writing a history of church music, and he laboured unceasingly at this task, despite the cares imposed on him by the absence of the Abbot of Saint-Blaise, of which he was named prince-abbot in 1764. The first volume was completed and the second much advanced when a fire destroyed the church, the library and a part of the manuscripts of Saint-Blaise (1768). Gerbert set to work once more, and the work appeared in 1774. The researches made necessary by the preparation had brought about the discovery of a number of manuscripts of the Middle Ages. Gerbert published more than forty of them in his "Scriptores de musica" (1784). Between whiles he published various writings, some of which are still of real importance, such as the "Lex Alemannicum", --in which, like Mabillon, Montfaucon, and many others, he shares with us the treasures he has discovered in the libraries of Germany, France, and Italy—and useful works on Rudolph I and the house of Hapsburg, on the history of Sweden, and the ancient liturgy of Germany.

List of works: "Martini Gerberti et Remigii Klee- sae XXIV Offertoriae Solemnia in festis Domini, B. V. M. et SS. operum" (in fol. Augsburg, 1747); Apparatus ad eruditionem theologiam (Saint-Blaise, 1754); "Iter Alemannicum, accedit Italicum et Gallicum (8th, Saint-Blaise, 1766); "Piaegeteae principum Austriae" (1768); "Codex epistolae Rudolphi I Romanorum regis" (Saint-Blaise, 1772); "De Cantu et Musica Saec. et imperii primum et usque ad presentem tempus" (2 vols. 4th, Saint-Blaise, 1774); "Taphographia principum Austriae, monumentorum domus Austriae comitum IV et ultimus" (2 vols. in fol., 1772); "Ve- tus liturgia Alemannica, dispositionibus previs, notis et observationibus illustrata" (2 vols. 4th, Saint-Blaise, 1776); "Monumenta veteris liturgiae Alemannici ex antiquis manuscriptis codicibus" (2 vols. 4th, Saint-Blaise, 1777-79); "Historia Silve Nigrae" (3 vols. 4th, 1783); "Scriptores ecclesiasticorum de musica sacrarum" (3 vols. 4th, Saint-Blaise, 1784); "De Rudolpho suevico comite de Rhinfelden, duce, rege, dux, ejus ejus familii" (4th, Saint-Blaise, 1785); "Observationes in Bertoldi seu Bernoldi, Constantiniensi presbyteri opuscula" (in the "Mon. res Aleman. illust." of Uffermann, 2 vols., 1792); "De sublimi in evangelio Christi junta divinam Verbi incarnarii ecclesiasticum" (8th, 1783).

MICHAEL OTT.

Gerbert, Olympe-Philippe, a French bishop and writer; b. at Poligny (Jura), 1798; d. at Perpignan (Pyrénées Orientales), 1864. He studied at the Académie and the Grand Séminaire of Besançon, also at St-Sulpice and the Sorbonne. Ordained priest in 1822, he joined Lemmenan at "La Chesnais" (1825) after a few years spent with Salinis at the Lyceum Henri IV. Although an enthusiastic admirer of Lemmenan he nevertheless accepted the papal Encyclcal "Mirari vos" of 15 Aug., 1832, and the "Singulari nos" of 13 July, 1834, which condemned the traditionalism of Lemmenan; and, after fruitless efforts to convert the master, he withdrew to the Collège de Juilly (1836). The years 1839-49 he spent in Rome, gathering data for his "Esquisse de Rome Chrétienne". Recalled by Monsieur Sibour, he became successively professor of sacred eloquence at the Sorbonne, Vicar-General of Amiens, and Bishop of Perpignan (1854). His episcopate was marked by the holding of a synod (1865), the reorganization of clerical studies, various religious foundations, and, above all, by the famous pastoral instruction of 1860 sur diverses erreurs du temps présent, which served as a model for the Syllabus of Pius IX.

Gerbert has been called the Fénelon of the nineteenth century. Besides, many articles in "Le Mémorial catholique", "L'Avenir", "L'Université catholique", and some philosophical writings ("Des doctrines
philosophiques sur la certitude”, Paris, 1826; “Sommaire des connaissances humaines”, Paris, 1829; “Coup d’oeil sur la controverse chrétienne”, Paris, 1831; “Précis de l’histoire de la philosophie”, Paris, 1834: under the names of Salinas and Soorbiac, all more or less tinted with Lamasism’s errors; he wrote the following: “Considérations sur le dogme générateur de la piété chrétienne” (Paris, 1829); “Vues sur la Pénitence” (Paris, 1836)—these two works are often published together; “Esquisse de Rome Chrétienne” (Paris, 1843), previously mentioned. In the two former books Gerbet was driven to the culmination of the Eucharist and Penance as admirably fitted to develop the affections—nourrir le coeur de sentiments—just as he uses the réalités visibles of Rome as symbols of her essence spirituelle. Saint-Beuve (Causeries de lundi, VI, 316) says that certain passages of Gerbet’s writings “are among the most beautiful and suave pages that ever honoured religious literature.” Gerbet’s “Mandements et instructions pastorales” were published at Paris in 1876.

De la Douceur, Gerbet, sa vie, ses œuvres et l’Ecole menaissienne (1870); L’Ecole menaissienne (Paris, 1881); Bremémond, Gerbet (Paris, 1897); Longhatte, Gerbet en Études littéraires (Paris, 1900). See also MarieChéral, Essai d’un système de la doctrine catholique par Léammart, (Paris, 1900); and Craven, Récit d’une sauv.

J. P. Sollier.

Gerbillon, Jean-François, French missionary; b. at Verdun, 4 June, 1654; d. at Peking, China, 27 March, 1707. He entered the Society of Jesus 5 Oct., 1670, and after completing the usual course of study at Louvain and the humanities for seven years his long-cherished desire to labour in the missions of the East was gratified in 1685, when he joined the band of Jesuits who had been chosen to found the French mission in China. Upon their arrival in Peking they were received by the Emperor for their services, and he was impressed by the reports of the returned Gerbillon and Bouvet at the Court. This famous monarch realized the value of the services which the fathers could render to him owing to their scientific attainments, and they on their part were glad in this way to win his favour and gain prestige in order to further the interests of the infant mission. As soon as they had learned the language of the country, Gerbillon with Pereyre, one of his companions, sent as interpreter to Nipchou with the ambassadors commissioned to treat with the Russians regarding the boundaries of the two empires. This was but the beginning of his travels, during which he was attached to the suite of the emperor. He made eight different journeys into Tartary. On one of these he was an eyewitness of the campaign in which Kang-Hi defeated the Eleuthes. On his last journey he accompanied the three commissioners who regulated public affairs and established new laws among the Tatar-Kalkas, who had yielded allegiance to the emperor. He availed himself of this opportunity to determine the latitude and longitude of a number of places in Tartary. Gerbillon was for a time in charge of the French college in Peking, and afterwards became superior-general of the mission. He enjoyed the special friendship and esteem of the emperor, who had a high opinion of his ability and frequently availed himself of his scientific and diplomatic services. He was withal a zealous missionary, and in 1692 obtained an edict granting the free exercise of the Christian religion. After the emperor’s recovery from a severe illness which he was supposed to have contracted while in Peking, he showed his gratitude by bestowing on them a site for a chapel and residence. Gerbillon was a skilled linguist. He was the author of several works on mathematics, and wrote an account of his travels in Tartary. These relations are valuable for the knowledge of the country, the customs of the people, and also for the details of the life of the missionaries at the Court. Among his works are “Éléments de Géométrie” (1689), “Géométrie pratique et théorique” (1690), “Éléments de philosophie”, “Relations de huit Voyages dans la Grande Tartarie”. A work entitled “Elementa Lingue Tartaricae” is also attributed to him.

Sommevogel, Bibliothe. de la C. de J., III; Etains in Biograph. Universelle, s. v.

Henry M. Brock.

Gerdi, Hyacinthe Sigimond, cardinal and theologian; b. at Samoëns in Savoy, 20 June, 1718; d. at Rome, 12 August, 1802. When fifteen years old, he joined the Barnabites at Annecy, and was sent to Rome to pursue his studies in the theologia moralis. He devoted his mind to the various branches of knowledge with great success, and attracted the attention of Archbishop Lambertini of that city, later Pope Benedict XIV. After his studies, he taught philosophy at Macerata, philosophy and moral theology at Turin, and became provincial of his order. At the suggestion of Benedict XIV, he was chosen preceptor of the Prince of Piedmont, afterwards Charles Emmanuel IV. Designated cardinal in pelle, in 1773, by Clement XIV, he was promoted to that dignity by Pius VI, in 1777, who called him to Rome and named him Bishop of Stibbert, consultant of the Congregation of the oriental books, and prefect of the Propaganda. After the invasion of Rome in 1798, he left the city and returned to his Abbey Della Chiusa. On the death of Pius VI he would probably have been elected pope at the consistory of Venice, in 1800, had not his election been vetoed by Cardinal Harsan in the name of the Emperor of Germany. He accompanied the new pope (Pius VII) to Rome, where he died in 1802.

His numerous works written in Latin, Italian, and French on divers subjects—dogmatic and moral theology, canon law, philosophy, pedagogy, history, physical and natural sciences, etc.; form twenty volumes in quarto (ed. Rome, 1806—1821). Among the most important may be mentioned: “L’Immortalité de l’âme démontrée contre Locke et défense du P. Malebranche contre ce philosophe” (Turin, 1747-48), 2 vols.; “Réflexions sur la théorie et la pratique de l’éducation contre les principes de J.-J. Rousseau” (Turin, 1765), reprinted in a new edition under the title “Histoire de l’Emile”; “Exposition des caractères de la vraie religion”, written in Italian (translated into French, Paris, 1770), etc. His works were written especially for the defence of spiritual philosophy against materialism, of supernatural religion against Deism, and of the supreme authority of the Pope against the inquisition and the Synod of Pistoia. A scholar of very extensive knowledge, a deep thinker, though some of his philosophical opinions, especially those concerning our knowledge of God, are not those generally accepted, a theologian of firm principles, he was also known as a man of great moderation in his counsels and of great charity in controversy.

Flauntz, Viai del Card. G. S. Gerdi ed analisi delle sue opere (Rome, 1831); Herrscher in Kircheneb., s. v.; Felber, Lexikon, Dictionnaire historique ou Biographie Univer.elle, s. v.

G. M. Sauvage.

Gereon, Saint. See Theban Legion.

Gerhard of Zülpchen (Zerbolt of Zülpchen); b. at Zülpchen, 1367; d. at Windesheim, 1398; a mystical writer and one of the first of the Brothers of the Common Life, founded by Gerhard Groote and Florentius Radewyns at Deventer, in the Netherlands. In that community of “plain living and high thinking” Gerhard was remarkable for his absorption in the sacred sciences and his utter oblivion of all matters of merely earthly interest. He held the office of librarian, and his deep learning in moral theology and canon law did the brethren of the order no small service in enabling them to meet the prejudice and opposition which their manner of life at first aroused. His best known works are
entitled "Homo quidam" and "Beatus vir"; the two are almost identical (De la Bigne, Bibliotheca Patrum, XXVI). Two other treatises on prayer in the mother-tongue and on reading the Scripture in the mother-tongue are attributed to him (Ullmann, Reformatoren vor der Reformation; and Hirsch in Herzog's Realencyklopädie, etc., gen. ed.). Ullmann and other Universalists have used Gerhard of Zutphen's zeal for propagating the vernacular Scriptures as proof to connect the Brothers of the Common Life with the German Reformers; but an examination of Gerhard's arguments, as quoted by them, reveals with how little foundation.


VINCENT SCULLY.

Gerhoh of Reichenberg, provost of that place and Austin canon, one of the most distinguished theologians of Germany in the twelfth century, b. at Polling, Bavaria, 1097; d. at Reichenberg, 27 June, 1169. His father held the office of Bishop of Moabburg and Hildeshamn. In 1119, Bishop Hermann of Augsburg called him as "scholasticus" to the cathedral school of that city; shortly afterwards, though still a deacon, he made him a canon of the cathedral. Gradually Gerhoh adopted a stricter ecclesiastical attitude, and eventually withdrew (1121) from the Simonian Bishop Hermann, and took refuge in the monastery of Raitenbuch in the Diocese of Freising. After the Concordat of Worms (1122) Bishop Hermann was reconciled with the legitimate pope, Callistus II, whereupon Gerhoh accompanied the bishop to the Lateran Council of 1123. On his return to Gerhoh fled to Germany to defend his cause, and with his father and two half-brothers joined the Austin canons at Raitenbuch (1124).

Bishop Kuno of Ratibon ordained him a priest in 1126, and gave him the parish of Cham, which he later resigned under threats from Hohenstaufen followers whom he had offended at the Synod of Würzburg in 1127. He returned to Ratibon, and in 1132 Archbishop Conrad I of Salzburg appointed him provost of Reichenberg, to the spiritual and material advantage of that monastery. Archbishop Conrad sent him several times on special missions to Rome; in 1143 he also accompanied the Archbishop to Rome. Gerhoh was a student of Arnold of Brescia, Conrad Guido of Santa Maria in Porticu on his embassy to Bohemia and Moravia. Eugene III (1145-53) held Gerhoh in high esteem; his relations with the successors of that pope were pleasant. On the occasion of the disputed papal election in 1159 (Alexander III and Victor IV) Gerhoh sided with Alexander III, but only after long hesitation; for this action the imperial party looked on him with hatred. For refusing to support the antipope, Archbishop Conrad was condemned to banishment in 1166, and the monastery of Reichenberg repeatedly attacked; Gerhoh himself was forced to take refuge in flight, and died soon after his return to Reichenberg. Gerhoh was a reformer in the spirit of the Gregorian ideas. He aimed particularly, perhaps with excessive zeal, at the reform of the clergy; it seemed to him that this object could not be attained unless the community life were generally adopted.

But reformatory views, and his ecclesiastical policy are set forth in the following works: "De edificio Dei seu de studio et cura disciplinae ecclesiasticae" (P. L., CXCIV, 1187-1336; Sackur, 136-202); "Tractatus adversus Simoniacos" (P. L., 1335-1372; Sackur, 239-272; see also Jashar in Mittheilungen der Insti- tution Gottfried von Reichenberg, Geschichtsologisch, 1885, 254-69); "Liber epistolaris ad Innocentium Pont. Max. de eo quid distet inter clericos seceu- lares et regulares" (P. L., CXCIV, 1375-1420; Sackur, 202-239); "De novitatisbus hujus seculi ad Adrianum IV Papam" (selections in Griaar and in Sackur, 288-304); furthermore, the important work written in 1162, "De investigazione Anti-Christi" libri III (selections in P. L., CXCIV, 443-460; see also Stülm in Archiv für österreichische Geschichte, XXII (1865), 127-188; selections in Selections from Fathers and Books, 1 (1889), complete in Sackur, 304-395); "De schismatico ad cardinale" [Mühlbacher in Archiv für österreichische Geschichte, XLVII (1871), 355-382; Sackur, 399-411]; his last work is the "De quarta vigilia noctis" [Österreichische Vierteljahresschrift für kath. Kirchengeschichte, X (1872), 563-600]. His principal work he left unfinished, "Commentarius in Psalmos" (P. L., CXXIII, 619-1814; CXCIV, 1-1066); it offers much interesting material for contemporaneous history. This is particularly true of his commentary on Ps. iv, that appeared separately as "Liber de corrupto Ecclesiae statu ad Eugenium III Papam" (P. L., CXCIV, 9-120; Sackur, 439-92). We are indebted to him also for a number of polemical works and letters against the Christological errors of Abelard, Gilbert de la Porre, and Bishop Eberhard of Bamberg; others deal with the errors of Folmar, the renunciation of Trifrenstein, on the subject of the Holy Eucharist.

The genuineness of the "Vita beatorum abbatum Formbacensium Berengeri et Wirtonis, O.S.B.", generally ascribed to Gerhoh, is denied by Wattenbach. The Migne edition of Gerhoh's works is faulty and incomplete. The literal and historical importance of these works is of importance for the study of the history of that period were edited by Sackur in the "Monumenta Germaniae Historica: Libellii de litterae imperatorum et pontificum", III (Hanover, 1897), 131-525, and also by Seebeliger, "Gerhohi Opera adicue inedita" (Linz, 1875). Scully, Historical Studies, p. 145, "Die Werke des Propstes Gerhoh I. von Reichenberg in Denkschriften der kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien, 1 (1849); Bacher, Propst Gerhoh I. von Reichenberg, ein deutscher Reformator des XII Jahrhunderts in Österreichische Vierteljahresschrift für kath. Theologie, IV (1885), 10-113; Dilio, De Gerhohi proposito Reichenbergensi (Berlin, 1867); Noll, Gerhoh von Reichenberg (Leipzig, 1881); Wettkamp in Kirchengeschichte, a. w.; Wetter, Deutschlandische Geschichtsquellen im Mittelalter, 4th ed., II (Berlin, 1894), 308-314; and in Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, XIII, 788 sqq.; Vildhau, Handbuch der Quellen- quellen zur deutschen Geschichte (Amsterdam, 1886); Fottkamp, Bibliotheca historica multa, 2nd ed., I (Berlin, 1890), 503 sqq.; Hunter, The Writings of Arnold of Brescia, Cambridge, (1893); porch, Geschichtsquellen des Mittelalters, 1155 sqq. Details are treated in Bacher, Geschichte der deutschen National-, Provinzial und vorsorglich in Deutschland, Reuss, Braino von Ramberg in Trifrenstein, 1183-1188, 532-552; Ruber, Gerhoh von Reichenberg and his ideas over the Verhältnisse zwischen Orient und Kirche in Forschungen zür deutschen Geschichte, XXIV (Gottingen, 1889), 1-80; also see XXV (1885), 566-561; Geiser, Die Inventar- sachen nach angebrachten Schriften Gerhoh's von Reichenberg in Zeitschrift für kath. Theologie, IX (1885), 536-533.

FRIEDRICH LAUCHERT.

Gerlach. See Petersen, Gerlac.

Gerlandus. See Garland, John.

Germain, Saint, Bishop of Auxerre, b. at Auxerre c. 380; d. at Ravenna, 31 July, 448. He was the son of Rusticus and Germanilla, and his family was one of the noblest in Gaul in the latter portion of the fourth century. He received the very best education provided by the distinguished schools of Arles and Lyons, and then went to Rome, where he studied eloquence and civil law. He was in the tribunal of the prefect for some years with great success. His high birth and brilliant talents brought him into contact with the court, and he married Eustachia, a lady highly esteemed in imperial circles. The emperor sent him back to Gaul, appointing him as bishop of Auxerre, where he lived in peace and quiet in the Gallic provinces. He resided at Auxerre and gave himself up to all the enjoyments that naturally
fall to his lot. At length he incurred the displeasure of the bishop, St. Amator. It appears that Germain was accustomed to hang the trophies of the chase on a certain tree, which in earlier times had been the scene of pagan worship. Amator remonstrated with him in vain. One day when the duke was absent, the bishop went to the tree, cut down the tree, and brought the trophies home. Fearing the anger of the duke, who wished to kill him, he fled and appealed to the prefect Julius for permission to confer the tonsure on Germain. This being granted, Amator, who felt that his own life was drawing to a close, returned. When the duke came to the house, Amator caused the doors to be barred and gave him the tonsure against his will, telling him to live as one destined to be his successor, and forthwith made him a deacon.

A wonderful change was instantly wrought in Germain, and he accepted everything that had happened as the Divine will. He gave himself up to prayer, study, and works of charity, and, when in a short time Amator died, Germain was unanimously chosen to fill the vacant see, being consecrated 7 July, 418. His splendid education now served him in good stead in the government of the diocese, which he administered with wisdom and piety. He distributed his goods among the poor, and practised great austerities. He built a large monastery dedicated to Sts. Cosmas and Damasin on the banks of the Yonne, where he was wont to retire in his spare moments. In 429 the bishops of Britain sent an appeal to the continent for help against the Pelagian heretics who were corrupting the faith of the island. St. Prosper, who was in Rome in 431, tells us in his Chronicle that Pope Celestine commissioned the Church in Gaul to send help, and Germain and Lupus of Troyes were deputed to cross over to Britain. On his way Germain stopped at Nanterre, where he met a young child, Genevieve, destined to become his nun. He laboured to preserve the early faiths. St. Patrick, Apostle of Ireland, tells us that he formed one of St. Germain’s suite on this occasion. Tradition tells us that the main discussion with the representatives of Pelagianism took place at St. Alban’s, and resulted in the complete discomfiture of the heretics. Germain remained in Britain for some time preaching, and established several schools for the training of the clergy. On his return he went to Arles to visit the prefect, and obtained the remission of certain taxes that were oppressing the people of Auxerre. He constructed a church in honour of St. Alban about this time in the Roman city.

In 447 he was invited to revisit Britain, and went with Severus, Bishop of Trèves. It would seem that he did much for the Church there, if one can judge from the traditions handed down in Wales. On one occasion he is said to have aided the Britons to gain a great victory (called him the battle-decisive, Allobrigae the Alleluia victory) over a marauding body of Saxons and Picts. On his return to Gaul, he proceeded to Armoric (Brittany) to intercede for the Armoricians who had been in rebellion. Their punishment was deferred at his entreaty, till he should have laid their case before the emperor. He set out for Italy, and reached Milan on 17 June, 448. Then he journeyed to Ravenna, where he interviewed the empress-mother, Galla Placidia, on their behalf. The empress and the bishop of the city, St. Peter Chrysologus, gave him a royal welcome, and the pardon he sought was granted. While there he died on 31 July, 450. His body was brought to Paris. One of the later bishops of Auxerre and interred in the Oratory of St. Maurice, which he had built. Later the oratory was replaced by a large church, which became a celebrated Benedictine abbey known as St. Germain’s. This tribute to the memory of the saint was the gift of Queen Clothilda, widow of Clovis. One of the later bishops of the Bald had the shrine opened, and the body was found intact. It was embalmed and wrapped in precious cloths, and placed in a more prominent position in the church. There it was preserved till 1567, when Auxerre was taken by the Huguenots, who desecrated the shrine and cast out the relics. It has been said that the relics were afterwards picked up and placed in the Abbey of St. Marion on the banks of the Loire, but the authority of the tradition is uncertain. The church has never been canonically recognized. St. Germain was honoured in Cornwall and at St. Albans’s in England’s pre-Reformation days, and has always been the patron of Auxerre.

GERMAIN
Saint, Bishop of Paris; b. near Autun, Saône-et-Loire, c. 496; d. at Paris, 29 May, 576. He was the son of Eleuthерius and Eusebia. He studied at Avallon and also at Luzy under the guidance of his cousin Scapillon, a priest. At the age of thirty-four he was ordained by St. Agathon of Auxerre, and became Abbot of Saint-Symphorien near that town. His characteristic virtue, love for the poor, manifested itself so strongly in his alms-giving, that his monks, fearing he would give away everything, rebelled. As he happened to be in Paris, in 555, when Bishop Eusebius died, Childebert kept him, and with the unanimous consent of the clergy and people he was consecrated to the vacant see. Under his influence the king, who had been very worldly was reformed and led a Christian life. In his new state the bishop continued to practise the virtues and austerities of his monastic life. Of his labours against the evils caused by the incessant wars and the licence of the nobles. He attended the Third and Fourth Councils of Paris (557, 573) and also the Second Council of Tours (566). He persuaded the king to stamp out the pagan practices still existing in Gaul and to forbid the excess that accompanied the celebration of most Christian festivals. Shortly after 540 Childebert making war in Spain, besieged Saragossa. The inhabitants had placed themselves under the protection of St. Vincent, martyr. Childebert learning this, spared the city and in return the bishop presented him with the saint’s stole. When he came back to Paris, the king caused a church to be erected in the suburbs in honour of the martyr to receive the relic. Childebert fell dangerously ill about this time, at his palace of Celles, but was miraculously healed by Germain, as is attested in the king’s letters-patent bestowing the lands of Celles on the church of Paris, in return for the favour he had received. In 588 St. Vincent’s church was completed and dedicated by Germain, 23 December, the very day Childebert died. Close by the church a monastery was erected. Its abbots had both spiritual and temporal jurisdiction over the suburbs of St. Germain till about the year 1670. The church was frequently plundered and set on fire by the Normans in the ninth century. It was rebuilt in 1014 and dedicated in 1103 by Pope Alexander III.

Childebert was succeeded by Clotaire, whose reign was short. At his death (561) the monarchy was divided among his four sons, Charibert becoming King of Paris, Clothilde of Troyes, Sigebert of Soissons and Childebert of Angoulême. At this time Germain was forced to excommunicate him in 568 for his immorality. Charibert died in 570. As his brothers quarrelled over his possessions the bishop encountered great difficulties. He laboured to establish peace, but with little success. Sigebert and Childebert, instigated by their sisters, Michaela and Ado, infamous murderers of Fredegonde, went to war, and Chilperic being defeated, Paris fell into Sigebert’s
Germaine. Germain wrote to Bruneau (his letter is preserved) asking her to use her influence to prevent further war. Siegbert was obdurate. Despite Germain's warning he set out to attack Chilperic at Tours, wither he had fled, but Fredegunde caused him to retreat. After the death of Vital in 575, Germain himself died the following year before peace was restored. His remains were interred in St. Symphore's chapel in the vestibule of St. Vincent's church, but in 754 his relics were solemnly removed into the body of the church, in the presence of Pepin and his son Charles, then a child of seven. From that time the church became known as that of St. Germain-des-Prés. In addition to the letter mentioned above we have a treatise on the ancient Gallican Liturgy, attributed to Germain, which has been published by Martinei in his "Thesaurus Novus Anecdotorum". St. Germain's feast is kept on 29 May.


A. A. MacEwan.

Germaine Cousin, Saint, b. in 1579 of humble parents at Pibrac, a village about ten miles from Toulouse; d. in her native place in 1601. From her birth she seemed marked out for suffering; she came into the world with a deformed hand and the disease of scrofula and was yet an infant when she was opened with a knife. From that time the church became known as that of St. Germain-des-Prés. In addition to the letter mentioned above we have a treatise on the ancient Gallican Liturgy, attributed to Germain, which has been published by Martinei in his "Thesaurus Novus Anecdotorum". St. Germain's feast is kept on 29 May.

She was gifted with a marvellous sense of the presence of God and of spiritual things, so that her lonely life became a source of light and blessing. To poverty, bodily infirmity, the rigours of the seasons, the lack of affection from those in her own home, she added voluntary mortifications and austerities, making bread and water her daily food. Her love for Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament and for His Virgin Mother was the secret of her strength. She practised the Holy Sacrifice; when the bell rang, she fixed her sheep-hook or distaff in the ground, and left her flocks to the care of Providence while she heard Mass. Although the pasture was on the border of a forest infested with wolves, no harm ever came to her flocks.

She is said to have practised many austerities as a reparation for the sacrileges perpetrated by heretics in the neighbouring churches. She frequented the Sacraments of Penance and the Holy Eucharist, and it was observed that her piety increased on the approach of every feast of Our Lady. The Rosary was her only book, and her devotion to the Angelus was so great that she would fall on her knees at the sound of the bell, even though she heard it when crossing a stream. Whenever she could do so, she assembled the children of the village around her and taught them to instil into their minds the love of Jesus and Mary. The villagers were inclined at first to treat her piety with merriment, but she never divulged her secrets. Her signal favours made her an object of reverence and awe. In repairing to the village church she had to cross a stream. The ford in winter, after heavy rains or the melting of snow, was at times impassable. On several occasions the swollen waters were seen to open and afford her a passage without wetting her garments. Notwithstanding her poverty she found means to help the poor by sharing with them her allowance of bread. Her father at last came to a sense of his duty, forbade her stepmother henceforth to treat her harshly, and wished to give her a place in the home with the other children, but she begged to be allowed to remain in the humble position. At this point, when men were beginning to realize the beauty of her life, God called her to Himself. On the first Sunday of October in 1601, her father finding that she had not risen at the normal hour went to call her; he found her dead on her pallet of vine-twigs. She was then twenty-two years of age.

Her remains were buried in the parish church of Pibrac in front of the pulpit. In 1644, when the church was removed on account of its repairs, the body of Germaine was discovered fresh and incorrupt, apparently preserved, and miraculously raised almost to the level of the floor of the church. It was exposed for public view near the pulpit, until a noble lady, the wife of François de Beauregard, presented a thanks-offering a casket of lead to hold the remains. She had been cured of a malignant and incurable ulcer in the breast, and her infant son whose life was despaired of was restored to health on her seeking the intercession of Germaine. This was the first of a long series of wonderful cures wrought at her relics. The leaden casket was placed in the sacristy, and in 1661 and 1700 the remains were viewed and blessed by the vicars-general of Toulouse, who have left testamentary dispositions of the fact. Expert medical evidence deposied that the body had not been embalmed, and experimental tests showed that the preservation was not due to any property inherent in the soil. In 1784, however, a movement to get her mother's relics removed was made, with the intention of transporting them to the church of Germaine, but it fell through owing to accidental causes. In 1793 the casket was desecrated by a revolutionary tinsmith, named Toulou, who, with three accomplices took out the remains and buried them in the sacristy, throwing quicklime and water on them. After the Revolution, her body was found to be still intact save where the quick-lime had done its work.

The private veneration of Germaine had continued from the original finding of the body in 1644, supported and encouraged by numerous cures and miracles. The cause of beatification was resumed in 1850. The documents attested more than 400 miracles or extraordinary graces, and thirty postulatary letters from archbishops and bishops in France besought the beatification from the Holy See. The miracles attested were cures of every kind (of blindness, congenital and resulting from disease, of hip and spinal trouble), assisted daily by the distressed community of the Good Shepherd at Bourges in 1845. On 7 May, 1854, Pius IX proclaimed her beatification, and on 29 June, 1867, placed her on the canon of virgin saints. Her feast is kept in the Diocese of Toulouse on 15 June. She is represented in art with a shepherd's crook or with a distaff; with a watchdog, or a sheep; or with flowers in her apron.


C. Mollett.

German Gardiner, Blessed, last martyr under Henry VIII; date of birth unknown; d. at Tyburn, 7 March, 1544; son of Stephen Gardiner, and an able defender of the old Faith, as his tract against John Frith (dated 1 August, 1538) shows. During the years of fiery trial, which followed, we hear no more of him than that "he was stirred up to courage" by the examples of the martyrs, and especially by More, a layman like himself. His witness was given eight years later, under remarkable circumstances. Henry VIII was becoming more severe upon the fast-multiplying heretics. Cranmer fell under suspicion, and Gardiner was (or was thought to have been) employed in drawing up a list of the heresies of the Faith. Then the religion of the religious depot changed again, and the Catholic was sacrificed in the heretic's place. Still he was the last victim, and Henry afterwards became even more
hostile to Protestantism. Gardiner’s indictment states plainly that he was executed for endeavouring “to deprive the King of his dignity, title, and name of Supreme Head of the English and Irish Church”, and his constancy is further proved by this circumstance, that Thomas Haywood, who had been condemned with him, was afterwards pardoned on recanting his opinions. His other companions at the bar were Blessed John Larka, priest, whom Blessed Thomas More had presented to the rectory of Chelsea (when he himself lived in that parish), and also the Ven. John Ireland, who had once been More’s chaplain. They suffered the death of traitors at Tyburn.

**Germania**, a titular see in the province of Ephraemensis and the patriarchate of Antioch; incorrectly called Germanicia and located in Byasaene, Africa. An official document of the Propaganda, the “Catalogo dei vescovati titolari” for 1884 (no. 228, 10) expressly states that the see is Germanica in Ephraemensis. Lequien (Oriens christ., Paris, 1740, II, 939) names five Greek bishops of this city, among them the Arian Eudoxius, future Bishop of Antioch and Constantinople. In the same year (11, 1469) four Jacobite bishops, and at least eighteen others are known from the eighth to the thirteenth century (Revue de l’Orient Chrétien, 1901, 200), if Germanica be considered identical with Maraš, which has not been ascertained. It is customary to consider these two cities as identical, but the texts collected by Müller, in his edition of the “Geographia” (667-967), are so contradictory that it is difficult to arrive at any conclusion. Müller prefers to locate Germanica in the neighbouring ruins of Altum-Tash-Kalé. If Germanica and Maraš are one, this industrial city, whose climate is very healthy, is situated in a sanjak of the vilayet of Aleppo. It numbers 32,000 inhabitants, about 15,000 of whom are Catholics, comprising Melchites, Armenians, Chaldeans and Latins; 22,000 are Musulmans. The remainder are either schismatic Christians or Jews.

**Germanicopolis**, a titular see in the province of Isauria, suffragan of Seleucia. The city took its name from Germanicus, grandson of Augustus. Four of its bishops during the Byzantine government: Tyrannus, 451; Eustathius, 787; Basil, 878 (Lequien, Or. christ., II, 1027); and Bisulas in the sixth century (Brooks, Sixth Book of the Letters of Severus, 13, 26, 80). The crusaders sustained a great defeat near the city in 1098. It then passed into the power of the Armenian dynasty of the Rupiensians, who called it Germanicopolis, whence is derived the present name of Ermenek. The Turks took possession of it in 1228. It is situated at a height of 1362 feet, in a caza of the vilayet of Adana, and numbers 6500 inhabitants. The ruins of many Roman monuments and a stronghold are still to be seen on the mountain.

**Germania** is the beginning of German-American history. These early immigrants founded Germantown, Pennsylvania, where they soon built themselves a church and established a school, taught by Pastorius, who wrote for it, and published, a primer, the first original school-book printed in Pennsylvania. To this place came the German settlers directly after their landing; from it went out the settlers to Montgomery, Lancaster, and Berks Counties, among them, the so-called Rosicrucians (settled near Germantown), a colony of German Friends, Quaker converts made by William Ames and visited by Penn (founded Cresheim, from Kreisheim near Worms), and the Dunkers (Conestoga, Ephrata). From these early Pennsylvania settlers and their descendants many Americans of note have sprung, as Bayard Taylor, James Lick, Charles Vezes, John Fritz, John Wanamaker, Charles M. Schwab, and Henry C. Frick.

In 1707, a small band of Lutherans, from the Palatinate, embarked for America. They landed at Philadelphia and settled in what is now known as Morris County. In the spring of the following year, another company of fifty-two Palatines, joined by three Holsteiners, went to England and appealed to Queen Anne, praying for transportation to America. The majority of these men were farmers and one was a Hugenot clergymen; among them were Colonies in the winter of 1709, they were settled in the district then known as Quoемaick Creek and Thankskamir (part of the territory of the present Newburgh). Another, and far more extensive, migration took place in the same year and the following; about three thousand Palatines landed in America, by way of England. The severity of the winter of 1708–09 seem to have been the chief cause of this exodus. One company, under Christopher de Graffenried and Lewis Michell, settled at the junction of the Neuse River and the Trent (North Carolina) and in the neighbouring country. This colony included a considerable number of Swedes, and to their first settlement they gave the name, New Bern, in memory of the native city of the two Swiss partners, de Graffenried and Michell. Another company of Germans was settled about the same time, by Governor Spotwood, at Germanna in Virginia, whither, a little later, many of those who had established themselves in North Carolina are said to have removed. Some ten or fifteen years after Spotwood’s retirement to Germanna, a company of Germans came into Virginia from Pennsylvania, doubtless Palatines from Berks County. They settled in the lower Shenandoah Valley and purchased the town of Strasburg, just over the mountain from Germanna.

By far the largest expedition of Palatines left the shores of England towards the end of January, 1710. They were settled on the Hudson (Rhinebeck, Germantown, Newburgh, West Camp, Saugerties, etc.), those many afterwards removed to the Schoharie Valley (Blenheim, Obersweiser Dorp, Brunsdorf, Dorp, etc.); the Government, however, refused to recognize their title to the Schoharie lands, and some of them at last migrated in disgust to the Mohawk Valley, where their increase and the stream of German immigration that followed made the Mohawk for thirty miles, a German river (Manheim, Oppenheim, Newkirk, German Flats, Herkimer, etc.). But the greater portion removed from Schoharie in 1723 to Pennsylvania, where Governor Keith, on hearing of their afflictions and unrest, offered them an asylum from all persecution. Previously to this migration from New York to Pennsylvania, the Germans had sailed directly to the latter territory, and so large was the Palatine element in these and the following immigrations that the natives of all other German States, coming with them, were called by the same name. Between 1720 and 1730 the German immigration to Pennsylvania became so large as to be looked
upon by the other settlers with serious misgivings; Logan, Penn's secretary, suggested the danger of the province becoming a German colony, as the Germans "settled together, and formed a distinct people from His Majesty's subjects". As early as 1739, a German newspaper was published at Germantown, and another appeared at Philadelphia in 1743. The Germans maintained an important and active life in Pennsylvania, usually uniting with the Quakers, and forming with them a conservative peace party. In 1734, the Schwenkfelders, followers of Casper Schofield, came to Pennsylvania and settled along the Perkiomen, in Montgomery County. About the same time, another group of Germans established themselves near Frederick, Maryland, and between South Mountain and the Conococheague.

The first German settlement in South Carolina was in 1731, at Parris Island on the Savannah. In 1734 Lutherans from Salsburg founded Ebenezer, the first settlement in Georgia. Seven years later, there were about 1200 Germans in Georgia. By the middle of the eighteenth century the mountain counties of North Carolina had numerous German settlements. Meantime, the Moravians, who in 1738 had settled in Georgia, had left that colony and secured a tract of land in Pennsylvania, to which they gave the name of Pennsylvania. At the same time, the Zinzendorfs and their followers established themselves along the Delaware.

The "German Creoles" of Louisiana are descendants of these early colonists.

During the war of the Revolution, thirty thousand German soldiers fought under the British flag. They had been sold to England by the petty princes of Germany, those "brokers of men and sellers of souls", as one of these soldiers rightly styled them. As Hessians furnished more than any other German State (twelve thousand) all these soldiers were called Hessians. Over one third of the thirty thousand never returned to Europe; some had died; many had deserted to Washington's army, "coming over in shoals", as Gates wrote in 1777; many thousands settled in the newly created States.

On the eve of the Revolution there were fully a hundred thousand Germans in Pennsylvania. Their number was increased during the next fifty years, since the great immigration period did not begin until about the year 1840. Among those who came to the United States before 1830 was Franz Lieber, accompanied by his two friends, Professors Carl Beck and Carl Follen. For nearly half a century Lieber was one of the chief figures in the German public questions. The year 1848 brought to our shores those thousands of political fugitives who belonged to the most educated of the German nation.

To mention several, merely as typical of the rest, among these "Forty-Eighters" were Carl Schurz, Friedrich Hecker, Franz Sigel, Oswald Gottendorfer, Friedrich Kapp, Wilhelm Rapp, Gustav von Struve, and Lorenzo Brentano. Soon the number of German immigrants grew enormously, averaging over 800,000 for each of the six succeeding decades. They did not, however, settle in the Eastern States only, but the majority proceeded to the Middle West, whither many of the Germans, who had already been very numerous on the frontiers, had removed as soon as the new country was opened to colonization. Owing to prosperity in the Fatherland, German immigration began to decline in the early nineties. During the period subsequent to 1848 the Germans settled chiefly in the South; New York, Pennsylvania (especially the western parts), Maryland, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri, Minnesota, California, Louisiana, Texas, North Dakota. They were never attracted to the New England States until about the middle of the nineteenth century. Even now New Hampshire, Vermont, and Maine have practically no German population; in Massachusetts there are very few except around Boston. According to the twelfth census, taken in 1900, there was in that year, a German-born population of 2,663,418 in the United States (about three millions from Germany and German Austria). Since 1900 about 250,000 more have come over. To these the descendant of the settlements in the earliest periods down to our time, and the large number of people of German descent who can now hardly be recognized as Germans, owing to the fact that they have assumed English names, it is safe to say that there are at present (1906) fully twelve million persons of German birth or descent in the United States.

The early German settlers were mostly farmers in their old country, and it was but natural that, after their arrival in the United States, they should have chosen the same occupation. There is no need of pointing out the merits of the German farmers, since those merits have been generally admitted in Pennsylvania, the Mohawk Valley, and, later, the Middle West. In trade, industry, and commerce the Germans in the United States are second to none. Men like Spreckels, Havemeyer, A. Busch, Fred. Pabst, Henry Miller, and Henry C. Frick, stand among the pillars of American industry. Rockefeller is proud of being a German, and the German emanates from Alzey, the Astors from Walldorf near Heidelberg, the Iselins from Switzerland. The largest lumber-yard in the world, is owned by Fritz Weyerhaeuser, a native of Hesse. The Roeblings are still prominent in their line of industry. Prominent as bankers are those bearing German names.

But more important, though less known, is the army of skilled mechanics in all different branches, designers, lithographers, etc., who, in their sphere, have made the German name honoured and respected. The Germans are known to be a hardworking, thrifty people, and, as a result, they are generally prosperous and pacified. Americans have learned that wherever the Germans settle, prosperity and culture are pretty sure to follow.—What the Germans do, they do well", has become a common saying among their neighbours. Puritanism never gained a foothold among the Germans. Although they cannot be said to have a public aversion, they are fond of the quiet joys and amusements of social life, witness their many societies, which combine beneficial objects with recreation and amusement. Their fondness for children and family life is well known; as a rule they have large families. The industry and carefulness of the German are proverbial.

While there have not been any great political leaders among the Germans, with the exception, perhaps, of Carl Schurz, it cannot be denied that their influence on the political development of the country has been on the whole a very wholesome one. As adherents of healthy and vigorous conservatism in politics, they are universally respected. Though anxious to preserve their language and customs, they have given ample proof of their loyalty to the land of their choice. The share taken by the Germans in the war of the United States, was by no means limited to the war of the Revolution and the Civil War of 1861-65. From the very beginning of their settlement in this country, they always stood ready to take up arms in its defence. The early Germans of Pennsylvania and New York, responded freely to the summons to defend their new country against the French and their allies, the Indians. They were freely disposed to make the sacrifice of life in the cause of liberty in the War of the Revolution. The names of Generals de Kalb, F. W. A. Steuben, F. W. de Woedke, J. P. G. Muehlnberg, and George Weedon will always be mentioned with honour, among those who established the liberties of the country. Unquestionably the ablest of them was General Steuben, the impetuous warrior who took a
mob and hammered it into an army”. Nor should we forget to cite the name of Herkimer, than whom no braver man fought in the War for Independence. He was the son of a Palatine immigrant, and in the battle of Oriskany “of all the battles of the Revolution, the most obstinate and murderous”—those whom Herkimer led were largely Palatines. To them and their leader belongs largely the credit of the possible the victory of Saratoga, by which the struggle for the Hudson was ended, and the vital union of the northern Colonies secured.

The Germans also did their duty in full in the War of 1812 and in the Mexican War. What they did to keep the Confederacy together can be seen in an article by General Franz Sigel, which was published at St. Louis after his death. The General calls attention to the historical fact, that, three days after the surrender of Fort Sumter, when the City of Washington was in imminent peril of falling into the hands of the Confederates, this catastrophe was prevented by the arrival of a detachment of infantry and cavalry from Pennsylvania, the five companies of which were chiefly composed of Germans, both from the older and from the more recent immigrant stock. Again, when St. Louis was in extreme danger of falling into the hands of the Confederates it was four regiments of voluntary German volunteers under command of Sigel that surrounded the camp of the Confederates and made them prisoners. There were, during that war, not fewer than 176,767 Germans in the United States Army. Of the more than 5,000 officers of the German contingent, the following may here be mentioned: the exiled popular leader Friedrich Hecker, who was one of the first to form a volunteer regiment, Gustav von Struve, General Blanken, General Osterhaus, Jos. Fickler, Nepomuk Katzienmayer, General Alexander von Schmippelningen, General Max Weber, General Sigel, and Captain Albert Sigel, a brother of the General, August Willis, the commander of a regiment from Indiana, and especially General Carl Schurz, who commanded the eleventh corps at the battle of Gettysburg. It is deserving of mention that among the Germans, the advocates of the abolition of slavery were always prominent. The first German settlers in this country, were the signers of the first anti-slavery petition in America (1838).

Although the first German colonists themselves, for the most part, had no higher education than what was to be acquired in the German village schools of that time, they considered it their duty to establish schools for their children. They hired teachers over with them. School attendance was always looked upon as a serious matter, almost as serious as the teaching of religion, which was combined with elementary instruction, so that German colonies thus paved the way for compulsory education. Men like Muehlenberg and Schlatter did much in the way of improving the schools. The development of German literature in America, including thousands of publications, went hand in hand with this progress. The first German Bible published in the New World appeared in 1743, forty years before an English Bible was printed in America. The “Public Academy of the City of Philadelphia”, now the University of Pennsylvania, is the first American school into which German was introduced. Gradually the language was introduced into the public schools of cities with a large German population, and numerous German private schools were established in their midst of the country. And after educated Americans had become acquainted with German educational methods, German literature, and German science, either directly by attending German schools of learning, or indirectly from France through England, they enthusiastically advocated educational reform based upon the German models. It is no exaggeration to speak of a gradual “Germanization” of most of the greater American colleges. “Although Great Britain is generally regarded as the mother of the United States, Germany has, from an intellectual standpoint, become more and more the second mother of the American Republic. More than any other country, Germany has made the universities and colleges of America what they are today—a powerful force in the development of American Civilization” (Andrew D. White).

B. THE GERMAN CATHOLICS IN AMERICA. A certain proportion of the Palatines who went to England were of the Catholic Faith, but they were not allowed to proceed to the American colonies, neither was the English government willing to let them remain in residence in England. They were therefore returned under government passports to the Palatinate. But of those who came later and directly to America, undoubtedly, a considerable number were Catholics. In 1741 the German Province of the Society of Jesus, sent out two priests to minister to the German Catholics in Pennsylvania. These were Father William Wappeler (born 22 January, 1711, in the Diocese of Mainz), co-founder of the mission of Conewago, and Father Theodore Schneider, a Palatine (born at Geinsheim, Diocese of Speyer, 7 April, 1703), who took up his residence at Goschenhoppen, in Berks County. Other German Jesuits being denied permission by them Fathers James Frambach (died 1795 at Conewago), Luke Geissler (died at Lancaster, in 1786), Lawrence Grassell, who was appointed coadjutor to Bishop Carroll, but died in Philadelphia, of yellow fever, before consecration, James Pellents, one of Bishop Carroll’s vicars-general (died at Conewago in 1800), Matthias Sittenpapeter (changed his name to Mannern), Ferdinand Steinmayr (Farmer), who, according to Bishop Carroll, founded the first Catholic congregation in New York (died in Philadelphia, 17 August, 1787, in the odour of sanctity), Father Farmer was a member of the famous Philosophical Society of Philadelphia, and was a member of the Board of Trustees of the University of Philadelphia, when that institution was chartered in 1779. To these early missionaries may be added Father John Baptist de Ritter, who was a German, though a member of the Belgian Province. He died at Goschenhoppen, 3 February, 1787. Father Schneider was the pastor of the parish at Goschenhoppen for twenty-three years, ministering to the Catholics there and in the region for fifty miles around. Before he died, in 1764, he had the satisfaction of seeing the Church firmly established in Pennsylvania. His companion, Father Wappeler, founded the mission of the Sacred Heart at Conewago. Of him, Bishop Carroll wrote that “he was a man of much learning and unbounded zeal”. Having remained about eight years in America, and converted or reclaimed many to the Faith of Christ, he was forced by bad health to return to Europe. His successor, Father Pellents, built the church of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, the first in the country under that title. It is not probable that there was any large, or indeed appreciable, number of German Catholics in any other colony at that time, with the exception of Louisiana, whose French inhabitants shared and honoured their religion, whereas most of the English colonies had severe laws against the “Papists”. But gradually all were opened to Catholics.

From a letter by the Rev. Dr. Carroll to the Rev. C. Plowden, in 1785, we learn that in that year he visited Philadelphia, New York, and the different parts of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, “where our worthy German brethren have formed congregations”. Although we do not know of any German settlement in the Far West during the seventeenth or eighteenth centuries, we find during that period German priests labouring among the Indian tribes on the coast of the Pacific, and in the south-western States. The first
German priest on the Pacific coast was the Jesuit Father Eusebio Francisco Kino. His real name was Eusebius Franz Kuehn. He was a native of Trent, and entered the Society of Jesus in Bavaria, where for some time he was professor at Ingolstadt. He came from Germany in 1680 or 1681, and to Lower California the following year he was ordained as bishop of Sonora, where he laboured until his death, in 1710, meanwhile making missionary and exploring trips to the Rio Gila in Sonora. Other German Jesuits in Lower California from 1719 to 1767, were Joseph Baezgert, the author of the "Nachrichten von der Katholisch-Deutschen Kolonie im Heiligen Land", Bishop, Franz Benno Durece, Joseph Gesteger, Eberhard Hellen, Lambert Hostell, Wenzsealas Link, Karl Neumayr, Georg Retz, Ignatz Tuerch, Franz X. Wagner. Arizona saw the indefatigable Father Eusebius Kuehn, towards the latter part of the seventeenth century, as far up as the Gila River at its junction with the Colorado. In 1731, Philip V, at the suggestion of Benedict Crespo, Bishop of Durango, ordered three central missions to be established in Arizona, at the royal expense. To the joy of the bishop, three German Jesuit Fathers were sent, Father Ignatius Keller, Father Johann Baptist Grashofer, and Father Philip Section. Of these three, two died, and the other was prostrated by sickness, but Father Ignatius Keller became the leader of the new missions in that district, taking possession of Santa Maria Soamces, 20 April, 1732. About the year 1750, we find Father Ignatius Pfefferkorn, a native of Mannheim, Germany, at Guevavi; and at the same time, Father Sedelmayr, at the instance of the Spanish Government, was evangelizing the tribes on the Gila, erecting seven or eight churches in the villages of the Papagos, among whom Father Bernard Middendorf also laboured, and Father Keller was endeavouring to reach the Mohaves, who were willing to receive missions of any kind but Franciscans. Other prominent Jesuits from the Fatherland were Fathers Caspar Steiger, Heinrich Kürte, and Michael Gerstner. By the summary act of the King of Spain, in 1763, every church in Arizona was closed and the Christian Indians were deprived of their jealous German priests.

In 1808, the Diocese of Baltimore, which had, up to this time, embraced the entire United States, was divided, and the four new sees of Philadelphia, New York, Boston, and Bardstown erected. There were, at that time, under the jurisdiction of the first Bishop of Bardstown, Holy Trinity, Rev. William Elling and Father Adam Brit, the latter of whom issued a new edition of the German catechism; St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum, erected in 1806, was the first institution of its kind established by Catholics in the United States. The Rev. Louis de Barth attended at Lancaster and Conewago. He was the son of Joseph de Barth, Count de Walbach, and his wife, Maria Louisa de Rohme, and was born at Münster, 1 November, 1764. When the See of Philadelphia became vacant by the death of Bishop Egan, Father de Barth became administrator of the dioece. He died 13 October, 1838. The Rev. Paul Ernste had begun, in 1793, his quakerish marturian passtime at Goschenhopp. Father Peter Herbrun, O. Min. Cap., had reared a log chapel in Westmoreland County. After years of devoted service, he went to Philadelphia, but died at Carlisle on his homeward journey. The Rev. Demetrius A. Gallotan was labournng in the district of the Mohaves, who were willing to receive missions of any kind but Franciscans. He was consecrated a priest in America in 1792, with a lessor and pious priest, the Rev. F. K. Broesius, who had offered his services to Dr. Carroll. He travelled under the name of Schmet, a contraction of his mother's name, but this in America soon became Smith, by which he was known for many years to the letters to Bishop Carroll, and when he was introduced to the presbytery of Arentstulpe, delighted with their life and work. His father had marked out a brilliant career for him in the military or diplomatic service in Europe, but the peace and simplicity which reigned in America contrasted so forcibly with the seething maelstrom of European revolution that, penetrated with the vanity of worldly grandeur, young Gallatian resolved to renounce all ambitions of position and wealth. He had to leave the old country in 1806, together with two other priests of his order. The German Catholics in New York had gradually increased, so that they organised a little congregation by themselves. Their first pastor seems to have been the Rev. John Raffener, of whom Archbishop Hughes said: "Bishops, priests, and people have reason to remember Father Raffener for many years to come". He visited his countrymen far and near, always ready to hasten to any point to give them the consolations of religion. For a time the Germans in New York assembled under his care in a disused Baptist place of worship at the corner of Delancey and St. Mark's street. After the lease expired, in St. Mary's church; but on 20 April, 1833, the corner-stone of a church to be dedicated to St. Nicholas, on Second Street, was laid. By the sacrifices and exertions of Father Raffener the church was completed and dedicated on Easter Sunday, 1836. Father Raffener directed the church forever and became vicar-general for the Germans in the diocese. By the year 1836, the German Catholic element in the Boston diocese required Bishop Fenwick's care, the largest body of them being in and near Roxbury. Having no priest in his diocese who could speak German, the bishop consecrated Rev. John Raffener to his fellow-bishop in New York, and at the close of May, 1835, the Very Rev. John Raffener, apostle of his countrymen in the East, arrived. On the last day of May, that zealous priest gathered three hundred in the chapel of St. Aloysius and addressed them with so much power and unction, that he spent the whole evening in the confessional. Quickened by his seal, they resolved to collect means to support a priest, and in August, 1836, they obtained the Rev. Father Hoffmann as their pastor, with Father Freygang as assistant; but, led by designing men, they would not continue supported by them. He was forced to minister to them. Fathers Hoffmann and Freygang were both forced to retire, and an ex-Benedictine, named Smolnikar, became their choice. In a short time, however, the bishop discovered in this priest unmistakable signs of insanity and, unable to obtain another clergyman, became himself the chaplain of the German congregation. In 1837, persuaded by their bishop, they purchased a lot on Suffolk Street, and prepared to erect a church, laying the corner-stone on 28 June; he had already secured a zealous priest, Rev. F. Roloff, for this congregation. The German Catholic body in New York City, was now increasing so rapidly that a new church was needed. In the same year, when the corner-stone of St. John Baptist's was laid by the Very Rev. Dr. Power, to be dedicated on 13 September, by the Rt. Rev. Dr. Hughes.

About 1820 Ohio was already the home of many Catholic families of German speech. It was for this reason that Bishop Fenwick, of Bardstown, Louisville, urged that a see should be erected at Cincinnati, and for its first bishop recommended the Rev. Demetrius A. Gallatian, educated in Germany, and familiar with the language and ideas of the people; but the good priest, learning of the project, peremptorily refused. In 1823, two Gallican German priests began to make a list of their Catholic brethren in the state of Ohio. They found them everywhere—at Cincin-
nati, Somerset, Lancaster—and by their untiring zeal awoke religion in the hearts of many who for years neglected to practise it. One of these itinerant priests was the Rev. John Martin Henni, a name to be known in time as that of the founder of the first German Catholic paper, first Bishop of Wisconsin, first Bishop of Milwaukee. In 1832, on the death of Bishop Fenwick of Cincinnati, the administration of the diocese devolved on the zealous missionary priest, Father Edward Reese, who had laboured so earnestly among his countrymen in the diocese and been instrumental in the establishment of the "Leo-politikum Stiftung," an association for the instruction of youth at Vienna, whose aims have fostered so many missions and helped substantially towards developing the Catholic school system, particularly in the Diocese of Cincinnati, and the dioceses formed from it. Dr. Reese was born at Vianenzburg, near Hildesheim, in 1791, like Pio Nono, had been a cavalry officer before he embraced the priesthood. He was the founder of the Athenaeum in Cincinnati, which later was transferred to the Jesuits, and changed into the present St. Xavier College. Holy Trinity, erected in 1834, was the first German church west of the Alleghenies, and at home, resolved to John M. Herbeck, with whom we have already mentioned, displayed untiring energy in founding and organizing schools in Cincinnati and was actively interested in the development of Catholic educational work throughout the States; he also formed the German Catholic Orphan Society of St. Aloysius, to whose aid we are constantly referred. At this time, log churches arose at Glandorf, Bethlehem, and New Riegel in northern Ohio, sufficient to gather the faithful together, and afforded a place for the instruction of the young. Meanwhile, the Catholic population of the State increased steadily, and the churches and institutions were very inadequate. St. Mary's church at Marion was dedicated in July, 1842; another German church was erected about the same time, at Zanesville, by Rev. H. D. Juncker. As early as 1836, a German congregation was organized at Louisville, Kentucky, by the Rev. Jos. Stahlhelm; they soon erected St. Boniface's church, which was dedicated on the feast of All Saints, 1838. This church was attended for a time from Indiana and Ohio by the Rev. Jos. Fennedige and Rev. John M. Henni. In 1842, on 30 October, Bishop Chabrat dedicated St. Mary's church, Covington, Kentucky, a fine brick structure, erected by the German Catholic priests of his order; in 1844, the Rt. Rev. Frederick Reese became Bishop of Detroit, there were labouring in his diocese, among other German priests, the Redemptorist Fathers Sanderli and Hatcher. In the following year the German church of the Holy Trinity was established. At that time Vincennes was erected into a diocese. Three years later, we find a German congregation in Jasper County, Illinois. The German Catholics around Quincy, Illinois, had erected a house for a priest, and as a temporary chapel till their church was built. Father Charles Meyer's ministrations in the little log church of St. Andrew, at Belleville, Ill., was his first step to a future bishopric. In 1841 a German Catholic church was erected at West Point, Iowa, in the present Diocese of Dubuque. At Pittsburgh the German Catholics attended St. Patrick's until their increasing numbers made it expedient for them to form a separate congregation. They then worshipped in a building previously used by others, and in 1855 as a result of this increase, a community of Redemptorists then in Ohio, came and took charge of this mission, and the factory was soon transformed into the church of St. Philomena, with a Redemptorist convent attached—the first house of that congregation in the United States. Hence the Rev. John N. Neumann, who had the habit and began his noviciate, to become first Bishop of Philadelphia, and die in the odour of sanctity. When, on 3 December, 1843, the first Bishop of Pittsburgh reached that city, he found in his district a Catholic population estimated at forty-five thousand, 12,000 being of German origin.

An attempt at Catholic colonization was made about this time at St. Mary's, Elk County, where Messrs. Mathias Benziger and J. Eshbach, of Baltimore, purchased a large tract. Settlers soon gathered from Germany, who, from the first, were attended by the Redemptorist Fathers, but, though well managed, and encouraged by the hearty approval of the bishop, the town never attained any considerable size. Immigrants and wide-reaching interests in the result not only for the Diocese of Pittsburgh, but for the Catholic Church in the United States, was the arrival at Pittsburgh, 30 September, 1845, of the Benedictine monk, Dom Boniface Wimmer. The Rev. Peter Lemecke, a German priest, had been labouring for several years in the mission of Pennsylvania. His life had been a strange and varied one. Born in Mecklenburg, of Lutheran parents, he grew up attached to their sect, trained piously by those who still clung to the great doctrines of Christianity. Drafted into the army, he fought under Blücher at Waterloo, and afterwards returning to his native land, it became a Lutheran priest. To his astonishment and dismay, he found the professors to be men who, in their classes, ridiculed every religious belief which he had been taught to prize. He was led to study, and a thorough mastery of the works of Luther convinced him that Almighty God never could have chosen such men to be His Church. He went to Bavaria, where he began to study Catholic doctrines, and was received into the Church by Bishop Sailer. Having resolved to become a priest, he went through a course of study and was ordained. Coming to America in 1834, he was sent, in time, as assistant to Father Gallatin, and laboured in the missions of Western Pennsylvania. As early as 1835, he appealed, in the Catholic papers of Germany, to the Benedictines to come to the United States. He returned to Europe in 1844, mainly to obtain German priests for the missions of the Diocese of Pittsburgh. At Munich he met Dom Boniface Wimmer, a Benedictine monk of the ancient Abbey of Metten, in Bavaria, a religious whose thoughts had already turned to the American mission. Father Lemecke offered him a farm of 400 acres which he owned at Carrolltown, Maryland. Correspondence with Bishop O'Conner followed. Dom Boniface could not secure the necessary means, but obtained instead of the Benedictines, four young clerics and fourteen lay brothers. Their project was liberally aided by the Ludwig-Verein, the Prince-Bishop of Munich, the Bishop of Linz, and others. After conducting his colony to Carrolltown, Father Wimmer paid his respects to Bishop O'Conner. That prelate urged him to accept the estate at St. Vincent's which Father Brouwers had left to the Church in the preceding century, rather than establish his monastery at Carrolltown. Visiting St. Vincent's with the bishop, Dom Boniface found there a brick church with a two-story brick house which, though built for a pastoral residence, had been an academy of Sisters of Mercy. He decided in favour of this building, and on 19 October, 1846, the first community of Benedictine monks was organized in the schoolhouse at St. Vincent's. Father Wimmer took charge of the neighbouring congregation, and was soon attending several stations. His students were graduallly ordained, and in a few years St. Vincent's was declared by the Holy See as an independent priory, and incorporated 10 May, 1853. Prior Wimmer showed great ability and zeal, and from the outset confined his labours as much as possible to German congregations. Already before, 1850, the Rev. John E. Paulhuber and other Jesuit Fathers from Georgetown had been in charge of St. Mary's church at Richmond, Virginia, and erected for Germans, of whom there were seven or
eight hundred in the city. In the Diocese of Wheeling, erected in 1856, there was a log chapel near the German settlement of Kingwood. About that time, German settlers were gathering in Preston, Doddridge, and Marshall Counties. Soon after, the Rev. F. Mosbleeh began to plan the erection of a church for the Catholics of Rushville. In 1843, Bishop Huguenin, his countrymen, in New York State, of Fathers Schneider at Albany, Schwenniger at Utica, Inama at Salina, the Redemptorists and Franciscans of St. Peter's church at Rochester, and announced that peace prevailed in the long distracted congregation of St. Louis, Buffalo. In New York City, St. Alphon- sus, the second church of the Redemptorists for the Germans, was erected in 1848. The German Catho- lics of Albany, though struggling with difficulties, were soon nearing a neat Gothic church on Hamilton and Philip Streets. Addressing the Leopold Society, in January, 1850, to acknowledge their generous aid, Bishop McCloskey estimated the Catholic population of his diocese at 70,000, including 10,000 Germans. He had sixty-two churches, eleven of them for Ger- mans. At about the same time, Bishop Timon, of Buffalo, estimated his flock at 40,000 souls, half of whom were Germans, attended by five secular priests and five Redemptorists. The Diocese of Cincinnati received, in 1845, a valuable accession, a colony of seven priests of the Congregation of the Most Precious Blood (Sanguinists), led by the Rev. Francis de Sales Brunner. The difficult mission of Peru was assigned to them by the bishop, with the charge of Norwalk and several settlements in the neighboring counties. The labours of the Sanguinist priests were signalized, and the healthy growth of the Church in that part of Ohio must be ascribed mainly to these excellent mis- sioners. In December, 1844, Father Brunner established a convenant of his congregation at New Riegel, another, next year, at Thompson, and, in 1845, one at Glandorf. Each of these became the centre of religious influence for a large district. Father Brunner was born at Munster, Switzerland, 10 January, 1798, entered the Congregation of the Precious Blood in 1835, and, after taking part in the establishment of a community in Switzerland, formed the project of a mission in America.

In April, 1845, Bishop Purcell, with a large gathering of the clergy, societies, ecclesiastics, and pupils of the schools, laid the cornerstone of the German church of St. John the Baptist, Green Street, Cincin- nati, Ohio, to be dedicated on 1 November of the same year, by Bishop Henri of Milwaukee, who had done so much for the German Catholics of Cincinnati. St. Mary's church, at Detroit, Michigan, was dedicated for the Germans, 29 June, 1843. In 1844 Bishop Kenrick of St. Louis estimated the Catholic population of Missouri at 50,000, one-third being of Ger- man origin. At this time, the illustrious German church of St. Aloysius. The cornerstone of St. Joseph's, another church for the Germans, under the care of the Fathers of the Society of Jesus, was laid in April, 1844. A letter sent, in 1850, by Archbishop Kenrick to the Leopold Association, gave the estimate of the entire German Catholic Catholics in the dio- cese at this time—Four of the ten churches in St. Louis were exclusively German. The Germans had their own orphan asylum and an Ursuline convent, with sisters from Hungary and Bavaria. Three German congregations in Scott County were attended by a priest at Benton. Two congregations in St. Charles County had each a German priest. The Washington County were attended by two German Fathers of the Society of Jesus; and three other fathers attended four congregations in Osage and Cole Counties. Jefferson City had a German congregation and priest. In Gasconade County, the German Catho- lics were erecting a church. The archbishop was about to send a German priest to Montgomery County. The Rev. A. R. B. Wetzel visited the Germans, but had no church, while those in Pettis, with five or six small congregations, were regularly attended.

By the close of the year 1844 the Rt. Rev. William Quaer, first Bishop of Chicago, had twenty-three priests in his diocese, one at the cathedral (the Rev. W. T. H. Sturtevant), two in the Germans, while Quincy had its German congregation and priest. With a steadily increasing German flock, he appealed, and not in vain, to the Leopold Association and made plans to give them a church of their own in Chicago, as they were estimated at one thousand. Chapeis were being erected at St. Peter's and at Teutopolis. After Easter, 1850, the Rt. Rev. James Oliver de Velde, the second Bishop of Chicago, dedicated St. Joseph's church, at Grosse Pointe, or New Trier, erected by the Rev. Henry Fortmann, and exorted the Ger- man Catholics at Ridgeville to commence building. In 1844, the Rev. F. Schacht, who had a large dis- tribution embracing 200 members in the State of Ten- nessee, laid the corner-stone of a church at Clarksville. The German Catholics in Nashville desired a church of their own, and Bishop Miles appealed in their behalf to the Leopold Association.

When, in 1846, Bishop Loras of Dubuque, visited New Vienna, he found there 250 Germans, all Catho- lics. There were at that time more or less Germans everywhere in that diocese, and almost all farmers. On 19 April, 1846, Bishop Henri of Milwaukee, laid the corner-stone of St. Mary's German church in that city. Before the Mexican War had begun, German Catholics had published a monthly, Die Pfalz, in Milwau- kie, and Fredericksburg, Texas. About the year 1849 the Rev. Gregory Zenzel was labouring among his countrymen at the two last-named places, as well as at Bistrop and Austin, urging Catholics, for the sake of the future of their families, to gather near each other so as to enjoy the benefits of church and school. Bishop Odol of Galveston, in 1851, visited Europe and, before the end of the following year, had the con- solation of bringing with him four Franciscans from Bavaria to take care of his increasing German flock.

In the Diocese of Pittsburgh the community of Benedictines had grown in numbers. New lands were acquired, and suitable buildings for various purposes were erected. In 1855, Prior Wimmer visited Rome, and Pope Pius IX, on 24 August, made St. Vincent's an exempt abbey, and on 17 September appointed the Rt. Rev. Boniface Wimmer mitred abbot for a term of three years. St. Vincent's College, opened in 1849, had thriven with the growth of the community and soon had a large number of students. The course was thorough, and pupils had special advantages for acquiring a practical knowledge of German. The Redemptorists were labouring earnestly in Pittsburgh, under Father Seelig and others. In 1851 they laid the foundation of St. Joseph's German Orphan Asylum. When, in 1853, the See of Erie was erected, the German Catholics had a little church in that city. Williamsburg, New York, had a German church of the Holy Trinity many years before the Diocese of Brooklyn, to which it now belongs, was erected. In Brooklyn, the Diocese of the Episcopalians, was dedicated for the use of the Germans in 1854, as were Holy Trinity and St. Malachy's in East New York. From the year 1849, the German Catholics at Elisabeth, Diocese of Newark, were visited by the Redemptorist Fathers till the Rev. A. G. Vane of St. Peter, became the President of St. Mark's College in 1852. Bishop Bayley endeavoured to secure the Benedictine Fathers for St. Mark's German
Church, Newark, and in 1856 the Rt. Rev. Abbot Wimmer sent Father Valentine Felder, O. S. B., to that city. Two years later, St. Michael's German church was dedicated. In 1855 the Abbots of Einsiedeln, at the request of the Bishop of Vincennes, sent a colony of Benedictine monks to Indiana. They settled at St. Meinrad, near Hunting- 

The number of German Catholics in the United States can only be given approximately. Over one-third of the Germans from the German Empire, as well as the majority of the Germans from Austria, are Catholics; accordingly, almost one-half of the Germans in this country have been Catholics, or have returned subsequently to the Catholic faith. The number of German Catholics in this country is more than three times as large as that of the United States. In the absence of a census, we may safely say that at least one-fourth, i.e., over three millions, are Catholics. This is a conservative estimate. The leakage is considerable among Catholics of all nationalities. For the defection of Germans in particular, the following reasons must be assigned. Where the Germans settled in small numbers, frequently there were priests of their own tongue. Left to themselves, they were in a condition of religious isolation; they gradually neglected religious practices and finally lost their faith. Although this applies to all immigrants who do not speak English, it proved specially disastrous in the case of the Germans. As over one-half of the German settlers were Protestant, and frequently had churches and various church organizations, there was a non-Catholic atmosphere around them; mixed marriages, particularly in such places, frequently resulted in losses to the Catholic Church. Great as the contributions of the immigrants of foreign race were to the intellectual advancement of the United States, it cannot be denied that, on the whole, their influence was not favorable from a religious viewpoint. The same must be said of certain German organizations, as the turnvereins, which frequently manifested an anti-Catholic, and even anti-religious, spirit. Nor can it be denied that Socialistic principles were largely spread by German immigrants and German publications. Small wonder that hundreds of thousands of Germans have been lost to the Catholic Church.

German Churches and Religious Communities.—No accurate exact statement is made to a considerable extent on Catholic churches and parishes, because such are not available at the present time. A general idea, however, can be formed from the fact, that among the 15,655 priests in the Catholic Directory for the United States, about one third bear German names. Among the more distinguished German prelates, mention should be made of John Martin Henni, first Bishop, and later Archbishop, of Milwaukee; Michael Heiss, Archbishop of Milwaukee; Seb. Gebhard Messmer, Bishop of Green Bay, now Archbishop of Milwaukee; Winand S. Wigger, third Bishop of Newark, a wise and energetic administrator; John B. Easton, now work as head of the St. Raphael Society for the protection of immigrants; and most particularly of the saintly Bishop Neumann of Philadelphia, whose beatification is the earnest hope of all American Catholics.

Of the great number of European orders and congregations of men and women labouring in the United States for man's spiritual or physical welfare, the following are of German origin and even now (1909) are recruited chiefly from Germans or their descendants:

Religious Orders of Men. (1) Benedectines.—(a) American Cassinese Congregation, founded in 1846, by the Rev. Boniface Wimmer, O.S.B.—At the present time there belong to this congregation the following independent abbeys: St. Vincent's Arch-Abbey, Beatty, Pennsylvania, with 126 fathers, 5 deacons, 23 clerics, 64 lay brothers, and 4 novices; St. John's Abbey, in Colorado, with 16 fathers, 11 clerics, 26 lay brothers, 9 novices; St. Benedict's Abbey, Atchison, Kansas, with 51 fathers, 6 clerics, 18 brothers; St. Mary's Abbey, Newark, New Jersey, with 40 fathers, 7 clerics, 14 lay brothers; Maryhelp Abbey, Belmont, North Carolina, the Rev. Leo Haid, D.D., O.S.B., abbot; bishops 31 fathers, 1 deacon, 4 clerics, 36 lay brothers, 4 novices; St. Bernard's Abbey, Cullman Co., Alabama, with 38 fathers,
(There are also numerous Germans among the Passionists, Dominicans, Lazarists and the Fathers of the Holy Cross.)

Religious Orders of Women. (1) Sisters of St. Benedict.—In 1852 the first colony of Benedictine Sisters came to the United States from Eichstatt, Bavaria, and settled in St. Mary's, Elk County, in the Diocese of Erie, Pennsylvania. At present they have 46 houses in many other dioceses; their number is about 2000 sisters, 135 novices, and 115 postulants.

(2) Sisters of Christian Charity.—They were established in 1874 by sisters from Paderborn, Germany. The sisters conduct establishments in 17 dioceses; they number about 731, including novices and postulants.

(3) Sisters of the Third Order of St. Francis.—(a) Mother-house at Peoria, Illinois, founded in 1876, by sisters from the house of Bethlehem, Herford, Westphalia, Germany. 151 sisters, 32 novices, 28 postulants. (b) Mother-house at Glen Ridge, Pennsylvania. 304 professed sisters, 54 novices, 8 postulants. (c) Mother-house at 337 Pine Street, Buffalo, New York. 256 sisters, 30 novices, 14 postulants. (d) Mother-house at Syracuse, New York; Millvale, Pennsylvania, and at Mt. Loretto, Staten Island, New York. All these houses are German foundations, though now many sisters of other nationalities belong to them. (e) Mother-house of the Third Order Regular of St. Francis.—There are about 500 sisters, 48 novices, and 7 postulants, with mother-house at Oldenburg, Indiana. They were founded in the year 1851, by Mother M. Therese of Vienna, Austria. (f) Sisters of St. Francis.—Their mother-house is at 749 Washington Street, Buffalo, New York, was founded in 1874, by sisters from Nonnenwerth near Rolandske, Rhenish Prussia. There are 268 sisters. (g) Franciscan Sisters.—Founded in 1872, by sisters from Salzkotten, Germany, Mother-house for the United States, at St. Louis, Missouri. There are 102 sisters. (h) School Sisters of St. Francis.—Their mother-house and novitiate are at Milwaukee, Wisconsin. There are 668 professed sisters, 110 novices, 54 postulants. (i) Franciscan Sisters of the Perpetual Adoration.—Founded in 1853, by Most Rev. M. Heiss, D.D. There are 364 professed sisters, 46 novices, and the United States, and the United States. Besides, there are several hundred Jesuits of German descent who were born in this country. For nearly forty years there was a distinct German division called the Buffalo mission of the German Province, with colleges at Buffalo, New York; Cleveland and Toledo, Ohio; St. Louis, Missouri; Wisconsin; two Indian missions in South Dakota, and other missions. In 1907, the mission numbered about 300 members; in that year the mission was separated from the mother-province, and the houses and members joined to different American provinces. (5) Redemptorists.—Although now many other nationalities are represented in the Congregation of the Most Holy Redeemer, it still numbers a great many Germans among its members.

The two provinces of Baltimore and St. Louis are composed of 325 fathers, 95 professed students, 22 choir novices, 121 professed lay brothers, 48 novice lay brothers and postulants. (6) Fathers of the Precious Blood.—This congregation, founded at Rome in 1814 is divided into four provinces, three European and one American. The American province was organized in 1844 by the Rev. Francis S. Brunner, and most of its members are Germans, either by birth or by descent. The congregation is represented in the Diocese of Denver, number of members, 32; Fort Wayne, Cleveland, 238 candidates, with 99,000 pupils. (14) Sisters of the Most Precious Blood.—(a) Mother-house at Maria Stein, Ohio, established in 1834, by sisters from Switzerland. (b) Mother-house at Ruma, Illinois; established in 1868, at Piopolis, Illinois, by sisters from Gurtweil, Baden, Germany; transferred to Ruma, in 1876. (c)
Mother-house at O'Fallon, Missouri. About 1000 sisters belong to this congregation. (15) Sisters of Divine Providence. Mother-house at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and Bridgeville, Holyoke, Massachusetts. The Pittsburg mother-house was established in 1876 by a group of German immigrants from Mainz, Germany. There are now about 400 sisters in all.

Besides all these, there are several smaller German religious congregations in the United States. In other congregations also, not of German foundation, there are now many German sisters. There must be, therefore, upward of twelve thousand sisters of German origin in this country.

Parochial Schools.—From the very beginning, of their settling in this country the German Catholics had at heart the establishing of parochial schools. Interesting details are given concerning the schools at Goshenhoppen and Conewago. The school at Goshenhoppen was begun by Father Schneider, S.J. (who had previously served as Rector Magnificus, or elective head, of Heidelberg University), soon after his arrival, in 1741. It was under his charge for twenty years, and under Father Ritter's during the twenty-three succeeding years. It was attended by the children of the Goshenhoppen schoolhouse, as well as by those of the nearest Catholics, being the only one in the place. About the time of the close of the French and Indian War, the school, for the first time, engaged the services of a lay teacher. Contrary to the custom which prevailed in the Colonies generally, the schoolmaster was looked upon as a person of distinction in the little village of Goshenhoppen. Three schoolmasters are mentioned in the parish registers between 1763 and 1796: Henry Freder, Breitenbach, and John Lawrence Gubernator. The last-named was no doubt the most distinguished of the three. Born at Oppenheim, Germany, in 1737, he arrived as an officer in the army of the Allies in the Seven Years' War, and came to America during the Revolutionary War. Highly educated, and a devoted teacher, he rendered eminent services to the cause of Catholic education in Pennsylvania, during a period of twenty-five years. When, about 1787, the school near Conewago was so far developed as to be able to support a lay teacher, the services of this famous schoolmaster were obtained.

These schools, along with the other schools established and conducted by the Jesuits, have greatly influenced the development of the Catholic parochial school system in the United States. This early seal for the parochial school system in the United States is a reflection of the activity of the Germans during all succeeding periods. Wherever they settled in sufficient numbers the schoolhouse soon rose by the side of the parish church, and until the present day they have never ceased to be staunch and unflinching advocates of the parochial school system.

Societies.—The natural inclination and aptitude of the Germans for organizations issued in the formation of numerous social and religious associations. Besides parochial and local societies there is one organization which exerted a far-reaching influence, namely, the Central-Verein. The wonderful organization of the Central Party in the Fatherland and the admirable unity shown by the German Catholics during the Kulturkampf, naturally stimulated the German Catholics in the United States to unite their efforts in vast organizations. "Germany is the land of fearless Catholicity, where Catholics have made themselves respected, and there is a very real national, both political and doctrinal, that should excite our admiration, and be for us a splendid example for imitation. Who can reflect upon the work of the Central Party, from Mullinekrodt and Windthorst to the late lamented Lieber, without a feeling of pride and satisfaction?" (Father John Conway, S.J.). There is no doubt that the Central-Verein would never have become what it now is without the noble example of Catholic Germany. Founded in 1855, the Central-Verein had for its object, above all, the material aid of its members. But gradually, it broadened its programme, and it became one of the objects of the organization "to stand for Catholic interests in the spirit of the Catholic Church". It was decided justly, that perhaps no other Catholic organization in the United States can point to a greater number of positive results, tending to promote the welfare of our fellow-men, than the Central-Verein. It has been a firm support of our youthful and flourishing Church, and has nobly contributed towards its growth and development. For decades it has unflinchingly laboured in the interest of the parochial school and for the preservation of the German language. Chiefly under its influence were founded the Teachers' Seminary, at St. Francis, and the Leo House, an institution in New York City for Catholic immigrants by which thousands have been rescued from bodily and spiritual perdition. The German-American Katholikentage likewise owed their origin to the activity of the men of the Central-Verein, after the model of the famous annual assemblies of the German Catholics, in the Fatherland. The influence of this splendid organization has long been felt in American society. "The influence of the Parochial Societies cannot be overrated. "The young organization breathes the spirit which animated the Central-Verein during the past fifty years; the programme of the Federation, in its essential parts, is identical with that of the Central-Verein, so that the former helps to further and complete the vigorous and valuable work of the Germans began." Together with Bishop McFaul of Trenton, the German Archbishop Messmer of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is the prime mover and leading spirit of the Federation.

The Press.—More than twenty-five weekly papers are published in the United States for the benefit of Catholic Germans, besides a goodly number of monthly periodicals. The first German Catholic paper, "Der Wahrheitsfreund", was established in 1837, by the Rev. John M. Henni. After an existence of almost seventy years it ceased to appear in 1907. Another weekly which no longer exists, but which for many years rendered essential service to religion, was the "Katholische Kirchenzeitung". Maximilian Oertel, the founder of this weekly, was born at Ansbach, Bavaria, in 1811, and arrived in this country in the beginning of the year 1889, highly commended by the heads of his denomination, to attend Lutheran immigrants in the United States. Of the important events of the following year he was received into the Catholic Church, to which he remained true and faithful throughout the rest of his life, doing excellent service to the Catholic cause as one of the most brilliant editors the Germans ever produced in this country. The "Ohio Waisenfreund", founded in 1873, and edited by the indefatigable Rev. Jos. Jessing, later Monsignor, has a larger circulation than any other Catholic weekly in the country. It has been doing a great amount of good these thirty-five years, the finest monument of its missionary spirit being the "Josephinum", a seminary for the education of candidates for the priesthood. Whereas an English translation of the German denominational paper, "Hora-Blatt", for a number of years edited by the Rev. W. Färber, of St. Louis, which existed long before the able English "Ecclesiastical Review" was founded and edited by Dr. Herman J. Heuser.

It is surely deserving of notice that among Catholic publishers in this continent the German publishers of benziger, Herder, and Pustet stand in the front rank. Nor should it be overlooked, that the translations of
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German religious works—as Deharbe’s Catechism, Wilmer’s “Hand-book of the Christian Religion”, Schüter’s Bible History, the works of Knecht, Alasg, Brockel, Spiegel, Scholz, Frey, and others have been largely used, and are still being used, for the religious instruction of American Catholics. The words of Father John A. Conway, S.J. (in the preface to Fr. von Hammerstein’s work, “Edgar, or from Atheism to the Full Truth”) may well be quoted in this connexion: “We can read the works that seem from the German Catholic press which is fast fading that the defence of Catholic truth is in brave and fearless hands? It is in Germany that the fiercest onslaughts are made upon revealed truth by rationalists, materialists, pantheists, Kantians, Hegelians, evolutionists, etc. But it is from Germany, too, that we get our best defence and our best illustrations of Catholic doctrine. Thus we see that, although the efforts of the German Catholics, naturally, are concerned in the first place, with the religious affairs of their own people, still their activity has produced beneficial results for the Catholic body in general.

For Germany in General.—CORB, THE STORY OF THE POLITIANS (New York, 1870); VIERECK, German Instruction in American Schools (Washington, 1903); McMASTER, A History of the People of the United States (New York, 1880-1900); RITTER, Geschichte und Zukunft der Deutschen in Amerika (Gottingen, 1883); GILDEMEISTER, Deutsche Einmischung in Nordamerika und die Gründung von Constantinopel im Jahre 1883 (Philadelphia, 1883); KÖRNER, Das Deutsche Element in der U.S. Nation (St. Louis, 1891); WINTER, Deutsche in Staat New York während des achttzehnten Jahrhunderts (New York, 1885); JANETT-KIMPEF, Die Vereinigten Staaten in der Geschichte des Deutschen Abendlandes (Fribourg im Breisgau, 1838); KNORR, Das Deutschin in den Vereinigten Staaten (Hamburg, 1897); GOERING, Gesammelte Aufsätze (Hamburg, 1897); HERZBERG, A Catholic Columbus in Ohio in U. S. Catholic Historical Magazine, IV, 125.

GERMANY

Germanus I, SAINT, Patriarch of Constantinople (713-30). b. at Constantinople towards the end of the reign of Emperor Heraclius (610-41); d. there 733 or 734. After the death of Justus, who dedicated himself to the service of the Church and became a cleric at the cathedral of the metropolis. Some time after the death of his father, who had filled various high official positions, at the hands of the nephew of Heraclius, Germanus was consecrated Bishop of Thessalonica, but the exact year of his elevation is not known. According to Thesophanes and Nicholas, he was present in this capacity at the Synod of Constantinople held in 712 at the instance of the new emperor, Philippicus, who favoured Monothelitism. The object of the council was to re-establish Monothelitism and to condemn the Acts of the Sixth General Council of 681. Even Germanus is said to have bowed to the imperial will, with the majority of the Greek bishops (Masai, Conc. Coll., XII, 192-96). However, immediately after the dethronement of Emperor Philippicus (713) his successor, Anastasius II, restored orthodoxy, and Monothelitism was now definitively banished from the Byzantine Empire. If Germanus really yielded for a short time to the false teachings of the Monothelites, he now once more acknowledged the orthodox definition of the two wills in Christ. John, Patriarch of Constantinople, appointed by Philippicus to succeed the deposed Cyrus, sent to Germanus a letter ordering him to promulgate the true doctrine of the Church promulgated at the Council of 681, wherein he was recognized by the pope as Patriarch of Constantinople. On his death Germanus was raised to the patriarchal see (715).

He held until 730. Immediately (715 or 716) he convened at Constantinople a synod of Greek bishops, who acknowledged and proclaimed anew the doctrine of the two wills and the two natures of Christ, and placed under anathema Sergius, Cyrus, and the other leaders of Monothelism (q.v.). Germanus entered into communication with the Armenian Monophysites, with a view to restoring them to unity with the Church, but without success. Soon after his elevation to the patriarchal dignity, the Iconoclastic storm burst forth in the Byzantine Church and Leo III the Isaurian, who was opposed to the veneration of images having just acceded to the imperial throne (716), Bishop Constantine of Naccolia in Phrygia, who like some other bishops of the empire condemned the veneration of the pictures and images of Christ and the saints, wrote to Constantinople, and expressed his sympathy with Germanus on the subject. The patriarch represented the traditional use of the Church, and sought to convince Constantine of the propriety of reverencing images. Apparently he was converted to the teaching of the patriarch, but he did not deliver the letter entrusted to him by Germanus for the Metropolitan of Synnada, for which he was excommunicated. At the same time the learned patriarch wrote to Bishop Thomas of Claudiaspolis, another Iconoclast, and developed in detail the sound principles underlying the reverencing of images, as against the recent innovations of Emperor Leo III. He wrote a treatise on the place of icons, and everywhere encouraged the Iconoclasis. In a volcanic eruption between the islands of Thera and Therasia he saw a Divine judgment for the idolatry of image-worship, and in an edict (726) explained that Christian images had taken the place of idols, and the venerators of images were idolaters, since, according to the law of God (Ex., xx., 4), no product of the hand of man may be adored. Immediately afterwards, the first Iconoclastic disturbances broke out in Constantinople. The Patriarch Germanus vigorously opposed the emperor, and sought to convert him to a truer view of things, whereupon Leo attempted to depose him. Germanus turned to Pope Gregory II (729), who in a lengthy epistle praised his zeal and steadfastness. The emperor in 730 summoned the council before which Germanus was cited to subscribe to an imperial decree prohibiting images. He resolutely refused, and was summoned to Constantinople, where he was imprisoned in the patriarchal office, being succeeded by the pliant Anastasius. Germanus withdrew to the home of his family, where he died some years later at an advanced age. The Ecumenical Council of Nicea (787) bestowed high praise on Germanus, who was venerated as a saint both in the Greek and the Latin Church. His feast is celebrated on 12 May. Several writings of Germanus have been preserved (Migne, P. G., XVIII, 39-454, vis., “Narratio de sanctis synodis”, a dialogue “De vite termino”, a letter to the Armenians, and three letters on the reverencing of images, as well as nine discourses in the extravagant rhetorical style of the later Byzantine cerecines. Of doubtful authenticity is the “Historia eclesiastica et mystica”, also attributed to him (Migne, loc. cit., 383-454).


J. P. KIRCH.

GERMANY.—From their first appearance in the history of the world the Germans represented the principle of unchecked individualism, as opposed to the Roman principle of absolutism. The German Middle Ages were strongly influenced by two opposing principles: universalism and individualism. After Arminius had fought for German freedom in the Teutoburg Forest the idea that the
race was entitled to be independent gradually became a powerful factor in its historical development. This conception first took form when the Germanic states grew out of the three Frankish tribes. In the thought of unifying the discordant barbarian countries with the aid of the leges gentium into a great confederation of the Mediterranean. Although in these Mediterranean countries the Roman principle finally prevailed, being that of a more advanced civilisation, still the individualistic forces which contributed to thenceforward. By them the world-embracing empire of Rome was overthrown and the way prepared for the national principle. It was not until after the fall of the Western Empire that a great Frankish kingdom became possible and the Franks, no longer held in check by the Roman Empire, were then free to form the tribes of the old Teutonic stock and to lay the foundation of a German empire. Before this the Germanic tribes had been continually at variance; no tie bound them together; even the common language failed to produce unity. On the other hand, the so-called Lauter- schilder der Franken, separated the North and South Germans. Nor was German mythology a source of union, for the tribal centres of worship rather increased the already existing particularism. The Germans had not even a common name. Since the eighth century most probably the differentiations of the Franks extended beyond the boundaries of the Frankish tribe. It was not, however, until the ninth century that the expression theodisk (later German Deutsch), signifying "popular," or "belonging to people," made its appearance, and a great length of time divided this beginning from the use of the word as a name of the nation. The work of uniting Germany was not begun by a tribe living in the interior but by one on the outskirts of the country. The people called Franks suddenly appear in history in the third century. They represented no single tribe, but consisted of a combination of Low and High German tribes. Under the leadership of Clovis (Chlodwig) the Franks overthrew the remains of the Roman power in Gaul and built up the Frankish State on a Germano-Romanic foundation. The German tribes were conquered one after another and colonized in the Roman manner. Large extents of territory were marked out as belonging to the king, and military colonies were founded. The commanders of these military colonies gradually became administrative functionaries, and the colonies themselves grew into peaceful agricultural villages. For a long time political expressions, such as Hundreds, recalled the original military character of the people. The Frankish rule thenceforth enabled the German overlords, but the centrifugal tendency of the Germanic tribes reacted against this sovereignty as soon as the Merovingian Dynasty began slowly to decline, owing to internal feuds. In each of the tribes after this the duke rose to supremacy over his fellow tribesmen. From the seventh century the tribal duke became an independent ducal state originated in the supreme command of large bodies of troops, and then in the administration of large territories by dukes. At the same time the disintegration was aided by the bad administration of the counts, the officials in charge of the territorial districts (Qua), who were no longer supervised by the central authority. But what was most disastrous was that an unruly aristocracy sought to control all the economical interests and to exercise arbitrary powers over politics. These sovereign nobles had become powerful through the feudal system, a form of government which gave to medieval Germany its peculiar character. Caesar in his day found that it was customary among the Gauls for a freeman, the "client," voluntarily to enter into a relation of dependence on a "senior." This surrender (commendatio) took place in order to obtain the protection of the lord or to gain the usufruct of land. From this Gallic system of clientship there developed, in Frankish times, the conception of the "lord's man" (dominus et beneficarius). Even the oath to which they took the use of life. The struggle of the Franks with the Arabs quickened the development of the feudal system, for the necessity of creating an army of horsemen then became evident. Moreover the poorer freemen, depressed in condition by the frequent wars, could not afford it to give their duty (beneficium) to a noble lord, of which they could only be demanded from the vassals of the great landowners. In order to force these territorial lords to do military service fiefs were granted from the already existing public domain, and in their turn the great lords granted part of these fiefs to their retainers. The vassals received as a service (beneficium) a service of which they were to be held the greater part of the population. In this way in this way the service owed into a power, at the same time the Church was equally strengthened by feudalism. The Christian Church during this era—a fact of the greatest importance—was the guardian of the remains of classical culture. With this culture the Church was to endow the Germans. Moreover it was to bring them a great fund of new moral conceptions and principles, much increase in knowledge, and skill in art and handicrafts. The well- knit organization of the Church, the convincing logic of dogma, the grandeur of the doctrine of salvation, the sweet poetry of the liturgy, all these captured the understanding of the simple-minded but fine- natured primitive German. It was the Church, in fact, that first brought the exaggerated individualism of the race under control and developed in it gradually, by means of asesticism, those social virtues essential to the State. The country was converted to Christianity very slowly, for the Church had here a difficult problem to face. The founders of the Church were not the secular clergy but the monastic orders. The early missionaries were: St. Columbanus, the first to come to the Continent (about 583), who laboured in Swabia; Fridolin, the founder of St. Emmeram (d. 645), the founder of St. Gall. The cause of Christianity was furthered in Bavaria by Rupert of Worms (beginning of the seventh century), Corbinian (d. 730), and Emmeram (d. 715). The great organizer of the Church of Bavaria was St. Boniface. The chief herald of the Faith among the Franks was the Hucbald, St. Kilian (end of the seventh century); that missionaries received Christianity through Willibord (d. 739). The real Apostle of Germany was St. Boniface, whose chief work was in Central Germany and Bavaria. Acting in conjunction with Rome he organized the German Church,
and finally in 755 met the death of a martyr at the hands of the Frisians. After the Church had thus obtained a good foothold it soon reached a position of much importance in the eyes of the youthful German princes as the principal source of economic power which was greatly increased when many freemen voluntarily became dependents of these new spiritual lords; thus, besides the secular territorial aristocracy, there developed a second power, that of the ecclesiastical princes. Antagonism between these two elements was perceptible at an early date. Pepin sought to remove the difficulty by strengthening the Frankish Church and placing between the secular and spiritual lords the new Carolingian king, who, by the assumption of the title Dei gra (hand), obtained a somewhat religious character.

The Augustinian conception of the Kingdom of God early influenced the Frankish State; political and religious theories unconsciously blended. The union of Church and State seemed the ideal which was to be realized. Each needed the other; the State needed the Church as the only source of real order and true education; the Church needed for its activities the protection of the secular authority. Training in morals and learning that the Church gave, the State granted it large privileges, such as the privilege of. freedom from the jurisdiction of the State; immunity, that is exemption from taxes and services to the State, from which gradually grew the right to demand the taxes from the tenants resident on the exempt lands and the right to administer justice among them; further, release from military service; and, finally, the granting of great fiefs that formed the basis of the later ecclesiastical sovereignty. The reverse of this picture soon became apparent; the ecclesiastics to whom had been given lands and officers in fief became dependent on secular lords. Thus the State at an early date had a share in the making of ecclesiastical laws, exercised the right of patronage, appointed to dioceses, and soon undertook, especially in the time of Charles Martel, the secularisation of church lands. Consequently the question of the relation of Church and State soon claimed attention; it was the most important question in the history of the German Middle Ages. Under the first German emperors this problem seemed to find its solution.

Real German history begins with Charlemagne. Of all the German princes the most important one he carried on, and the result of this struggle, of fundamental importance for German history, was that the Saxons were brought into connexion with the other Germanic tribes and did not fall under Scandinavian influence. The lasting union of the Franks, Saxons, Frisians, Thuringians, Hessian, Bavarians, and the Saxons of the North Sea, that Charlemagne effected, formed the basis of a national combination which gradually lost sight of the fact that it was the product of conquest. From the time of Charlemagne the above-named German tribes lived under Frankish constitution retaining, however, old laws, the type of life the Saxons had been independent, and thus Charlemagne codified. Another point of importance for German development was that Charlemagne fixed the boundary between his domain and the Slavs, including the Wends, on the farther side of the Elbe and Saale Rivers. It is true that Charlemagne did not do all this according to a deliberate plan, but mainly in the endeavour to win over these related Germanic peoples over to Christianity. Charlemagne’s German policy, therefore, was not a mere brute conquest, but a union which was to be strengthened by the ties of morality and culture to be created by the Christian religion. The amalgamation of these ecclesiastical with the secular elements began in the reign of Pepin reached its completion under Charlemagne. The fact that Pepin obtained papal approval of his kingdom strengthened the bond between the Church and the Frankish kingdom. The consciousness of being the champion of Christianity against the Arabs, moreover, gave to the King of the Franks the religious character of the predestined protector of the Church; thus he attained a position of much importance in the Kingdom of God. Charlemagne was filled with these ideas: like St. Augustine he hated the supremacy of the heathen empire. The type of God’s Kingdom to Charlemagne and his counsellors was not the Roman Empire but the Jewish theocracy. This type was kept in view when Charlemagne undertook to give reality to the Kingdom of God. The Frankish king was then to be a great ecclesiastical and secular potentate, a royal priest. He was conscious that his conception of his position as the head of the Kingdom of God, according to the German ideas, was opposed to the essence of Roman Cesarism, and for this reason he objected to being crowned emperor by the pope on Christmas Day, 800. On this day the Germanic idea of the Kingdom of God, of which Charlemagne was the representative, bowed to the Roman idea, which regards Rome as its centre, Rome the seat of the old empire and the most sacred place of the Christian world. Charlemagne when emperor still regarded himself as the real ruler of the state. Although in 774 he confirmed the gift of his father to the Roman res publica, nevertheless he saw to it that Rome remained connected with the Frankish State; in return it had a claim to Frankish protection. He even interfered in dogmatic questions.

The great unity of the united Roman Empire from the ancient point of view, inasmuch as he greatly desired recognition by the Eastern Empire. He regarded his possession of the empire as resulting solely from his own power, consequently he himself crowned his son Louis. Yet on the other hand he looked upon his empire only as a Christian one, whose most noble calling was to train up the various races within its borders to the service of God and thus to unify them. The empire rapidly declined under his weak and nerveless son, Louis the Pious (814–40). The decay was hastened by the prevailing idea that the State was the personal property of the sovereign, a view that contained the germ of constant quarrels and necessitated the division of the empire when there were several sons. Louis sought to prevent the dangers of such division by the law of hereditary succession published in 817, by which the sovereign power was to descend to his eldest son. But his son Louis with a fourth son, by his second wife, Judith, he immediately set aside the law of partition of 817 for the benefit of the new heir. An odious struggle broke out between father and sons, and among the sons themselves. In 833 the emperor was captured by his sons at the battle of Liutpold (field), near Coima. Pope Gregory IV was at the time in the camp of the sons. The demeanaur of the pope, and the humilitating ecclesiastical menace that Louis was compelled to undergo at Soissons made apparent the change that had come about since Charlemagne in the theory of the relations of Church and State. Gregory’s view that the Church was under the rule of the representative of Christ, and that it was a higher authority, not only spiritually but also substantially, and, therefore, politically, had before this found learned defenders in France. In opposition to the eldest son Lothair, Louis and Pepin, sons of Charles the Pious, restored the father to his throne (834), but new rebellions followed when the sons once more grew dissatisfied. In 840 the emperor died near Ingelheim. The quarrels of the sons went on after the death of the father, and in 841 Lothair was completely defeated
near Fontenay (Fontanetum) by Louis the German and Charles the Bald. The empire now fell apart, not from the force of national hatreds, but in consequence of the partial religious and political tendencies of the Treaty of Verdun (August, 843), which divided the territory between the sons of Louis the Pious: Lothair, Louis the German (843–76), and Charles the Bald, and which finally resulted in the complete overthrow of the Carolingian monarchy.

As their imperial power grew weaker, the Church gradually raised itself above the State. The scandalous behaviour of Lothair II, who divorced himself from his lawful wife in order to marry his concubine, brought deep disgrace on his kingdom. The Church however, now an imposing and well-organized power, was in a just position to the ambitious king. When Lothair II died, his brothers divided his possessions between them; by the Treaty of Ribemont (Mersen), Lorraine, which lay between the East Frankish Kingdom of Louis the German and the West Frankish Kingdom of Charles the Bald, was assigned to the East Frankish Kingdom. In this way a long-enduring boundary was definitely drawn between the two powers of Germany and France. By a curious chance this boundary coincided almost exactly with the linguistic dividing line. Charles the Fat (876–87), the last son of Louis the German, united once more the entire empire. But according to old Germanic ideas that the sacredness of the land was assaulted when the aged king was attacked by cowardice when the dreaded Northmen appeared before Paris on one of their frequent incursions into France, and by his incapacity as a ruler. Consequently the Eastern Franks made his nephew Arnulf (867–89) king. This change was brought about by a revolt of the clergy against the bishops in alliance with the emperor. The danger of Norman invasion Arnulf ended one and for all by his victory in 891 at Louvain on the Dyle. In the East also he was victorious after the death (894) of Swatopluk, the great King of Moravia. The conduct of some of the great nobles forced him to turn for aid to the bishops; supported by the Church, he was crowned emperor at Rome in 896. Theoretically his rule extended over the West Frankish Kingdom, but the sway of his son, Louis the Child (899–911), the last descendant of the male line of the German Carolingians, was limited entirely to the Eastern Kingdom. Both Frankish Kingdoms, in this era of confusion, the nobility grew steadily stronger, and freemen in increasing numbers became vassals in order to escape the burdens that the State laid on them; the illusion of the imperial title could no longer give strength to the empire. Possessing like the German Princes of Spoleto, and Berengar of Friuli, were permitted to wear the diadem of the Caesars.

As the idea of political unity declined, that of the unity of the Church increased in power. The Kingdom of God, which the royal priest, Charlemagne, by his overshadowing personality had, in his own opinion, made a fact, proved to be an impossibility. Church and State, which for a short time were united in Charlemagne, had, as early as the reign of Louis the Pious, become separated. The Kingdom of God was now identified with the Church. Pope Nicholas I associated that the head of the one and indivisible Church could not be subordinate to any secular power, that only the pope could rule the Church, that it was obligatory on princes to obey the pope in spiritual things, and finally that the Carolingians had received their right to rule from the pope. This grand idea of unity, this great sentiment of a common bond, could not be annihilated, even when the papacy was humiliated by petty Italian rulers. The idea of her unity gave the Church the strength to raise herself rapidly to a position higher than that of the State. From the age of St. Boniface the Church in the East Frankish Kingdom had had direct relations with Rome, while numerous new churches and monasteries gave her a firm hold in this region. At an early date the Church there controlled the whole life, the intellectual and cultural, the entire intellectual life. She also gained frequently decisive influence over German economic life, for she disseminated much of the skill and many of the crafts of antiquity. Moreover the Church itself had grown into an economic power in the East Frankish Kingdom. Piety led many to place themselves and their lands under the control of the Church.

There was also in this period a change in social life that was followed by important social consequences. The old militia composed of every freeman capable of bearing arms went to pieces, to such an extent that the free men constantly decreased in number. In its stead there arose a higher order in the State, which alone was called on for military service. In this chaotic era the German people made no important advance in civilization. Nevertheless the union that had been formed between Roman and German elements and Christianity prepared the way for a development of the East Frankish Kingdom in civilization from which great results might be expected. At the close of the Carolingian period the external position of the kingdom was a very precarious one. The piratical Northmen boldly advanced far into the empire. Danzig and Steinkirchen crossed its borders, but the most dangerous incursions were those of the Magyars, who in 907 brought terrible suffering upon Bavaria; in their marauding expeditions they also ravaged Saxony, Thuringia, and Swabia. It was then that salvation came from the empire itself. The weak authority of the last of the Carolingians, Louis the Child, an infant in years, fell to pieces altogether, and the old ducal form of government revived in the several tribes. This was in accordance with the desires of the people. In these critical times the dukes sought to save the country; still they saw clearly that only a union of all the duchies could successfully ward off the danger from without; the royal power was to find its entire support in the laity. Once more, it is true, the attempt was made by King Conrad I (911–18) to make the Church the basis of the royal power, but the centralizing clerical policy of the king was successfully opposed by the imperial princes. The old freedom was the free choice of the lay princes at Fritilar. On the day he was elected the old theory of the State as the personal estate of the sovereign was finally done away with, and the Frankish realm was transformed into a German one. The manner of his election made it clear to Henry the Fowler to be prepared for it. It was necessary to yield to the wish of the several tribes to have their separate existence with a measure of self-government under the imperial power recognized. Thus the duchies were strengthened at the expense of the Crown. The fame of Henry I was assured by his victory over the Magyars near Merseburg (933). By regaining Lorraine, that had been lost during the reign of Conrad, he secured a bulwark on the side towards France that permitted the uninterrupted consolidation of his realm. The same result was attained on other frontiers by his successful campaigns against the Wends and Bohemians. Henry's kingdom was made up of a confederation of tribes, for the idea of a "King of the Germans" did not yet exist. It was only as the "Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation" that Germany could develop from a union of German tribes to a compact nation. As supporters of the supreme power, as vassals of the emperor, the Germans were united. This imperial policy was continued by Otto I, the Great (936–73). During his long reign Otto sought to found a strong central power in Germany, an effort at once opposed by the particularistic powers of Germany, who took advantage of disputes in the royal
family. Otto proved the necessity of a strong government by his victory over the Magyars near Augsburg (955), one result of which was the re-establishment of the imperial dignity a share in the election of the pope, he attained the imperial crown, 2 February, 962. It was necessary for Otto to obtain the pope's support in order to carry on his political and ecclesiastical policy. His intention was to make the Church an organic feature of the German constitution. This he could only do if the Church was absolutely under his control, and this could not be attained unless the papacy and Italy were included within the sphere of the empire. The pope found in the empire a powerful ally, his power over the church, it was strong enough to incline to particularism, upon a close union of Church and State. The Germans had now revived the empire and had freed the papacy from its unfortunate entanglement with the nobility of the city of Rome. The papacy rapidly regained strength and quickly renewed the policy of Nicholas I. By safeguarding the unity of the Church of Western Europe the Germans protected the peaceable development of civilisation, which was dependent upon religion, and the progress of culture which the Church spread. Thus the Germans, in union with the Church, founded the Western Empire. For itself, the heroic age of the medieval emperors was a period of progress in learning. The renaissance of antiquity during the era of the Ottos was hardly more than superficial. Nevertheless it denoted a development in learning, throughout ecclesiastical in character, in marked contrast to the tendencies in the same age of the grammarian Wiligart at Ravenna, who sought to revive not only the literature of ancient times, but also the ideas of antiquity, even when they opposed Christian ideas. Germany now boldly assumed the leadership of Western Europe and thus prevented any other power from claiming the supremacy. Moreover the new empire sought to assert its universal character in France, as well as in Burgundy and Italy. Otto also fixed his eyes on Lower Italy, which was in the hands of the Greeks, but he preferred a peaceful policy with Byzantium. He therefore married his son Otto II, in 972, to the Greek Princess Theophano.

Otto II (973–83) and his son Otto III (983–1002) firmly upheld the union with the Church inaugurated by Otto I. Otto II aimed at a great development of his power along the Mediterranean; these plans were frustrated by his early death. His campaign against the Saracens, however, came to a disastrous end in Calabria in 982, and he did not long survive the calamity. His romantic son sought to bring about a complete revival of the ancient empire, the centre of which was to be Rome, as in ancient times. There, in union with the pope, he wished to establish the true Kingdom of Germany. The power of the emperor were to be the wielders of a power one and indivisible. This idealistic policy, full of vague abstractions, led to severe German losses in the east, for the Poles and Hungarians once more gained their independence. In Italy Arduin of Ivrea founded a new kingdom; naturally enough the Apennine Peninsula was revolted against the German imperial policy. Without possession of Italy, however, the empire was impossible, and the blessings of the Ottonian theory of government were now manifest. The Church became the champion of the unity and legitimacy of the empire.

After the death of Otto III and the collapse of imperialism the Church raised Henry II (1002–24) to the throne. Henry, reviving the policy of Otto I which had been abandoned by Otto III, made Germany and the German Church the basis of his imperial system; he intended to rule the Church as Otto I had done. In 1014 he defeated Arduin and thus attained the imperial crown. The slyly ruler, whose nervousness caused him to take up plans to uproot the East Frankish Empire, endeavoured to carry out his policy by making a treaty that secured to the imperial dignity a share in the election of the pope, he attained the imperial crown, 2 February, 962. It was necessary for Otto to obtain the pope's support in order to carry on his political and ecclesiastical policy. His intention was to make the Church an organic feature of the German constitution. This he could only do if the Church was absolutely under his control, and this could not be attained unless the papacy and Italy were included within the sphere of the empire. The pope found in the empire a powerful ally, his power...
phantom. Each time an emperor went to Italy to be crowned that country had to be reconquered. Even at this very time the imperial supremacy was in great danger from the threatened conflict between the imperial and the aeclesiastical power, between Church and State. The Church, the only guide on earth to salvation, had attained dominion over mankind, whom it strove to wean from the earthly and to lead to the spiritual. The glaring contrast between the ideal and the reality, which thousands of the desire to leave the world. A spirit of asceticism, which first appeared in France, took possession of many hearts. As early as the era of the first Saxon emperors the attempt was made to introduce the reform movement of Cluny into Germany, and in the reign of Henry III this reform had become powerful. Henry himself laid much stress on the need of successors on the ecclesiastical side of his royal position. His religious views led him to side with the men of Cluny. The great mistake of his ecclesiastical policy was the belief that it was possible to promote this reform of the Church by laying stress on his suzerain authority. He repeatedly called and presided over synods and issued many decisions in Church affairs. His fundamental mistake, the thought that he could transform the Church in the manner desired by the party of reform and at the same time maintain his dominion over it, was also evident in his relations with the papacy. He sought to put an end to the disorder at Rome, caused by the unfortunate schism, by the energetic measure of deposing the three contendting popes and raising Clement II to the Apostolic See. Clement crowned an emperor and made him Patriarch of Rome. Thus Henry seemed to have regained the same control over the Church that Otto had exercised. But the papacy, purified by the elevated conceptions of the party of reform and freed by Henry from the influence of the degenerate Roman aristocracy, strove to be absolutely independent. The Church was now to be released from all human bonds. The chief aim of the papal policy was the rehabilitation of the clergy, the presentation of ecclesiastical offices by the Church alone, and the attainment by these means of as great a centralization as possible. Henry had acted with absolute honesty in raising the papacy, but he did not intend that it should outgrow his control. Sincerely pious, he was convinced of the possibility and necessity of complete accord between empire and papacy. His fanciful policy became an impractical idealism. Consequently the monarchical power began rapidly to decline in strength. Hungary regained freedom, the southern part of Italy was held by the Normans, and the Duchy of Lorraine, already long a source of trouble, maintained its hostility to the king. By the close of the reign of Henry III discontent was universal in the empire, thus permitting a growth of the particularistic powers, especially of the dukes.

When Henry III died Germany had reached a turning-point in its history. His wife Agnes assumed the regency for their four-year-old son, Henry IV (1056-1106), and at once showed her incompetence for the position by granting the great duchies the right of election of the crown. She also sought the support of the lesser nobility and thus excited the hatred of the great princes. A conspiracy of the more powerful nobles, led by Archbishop Anno (Hanno) of Cologne, obtained possession of the royal child by a stratagem at Kaiserswerth and took control of the government. Archbishop IV, however, preferred the guidance of Adalbert, Archbishop of Bremen, who was able for the moment to give the governmental policy a more national character. Thus in 1063 he restored German influence over Hungary, and the aim of his internal policy was to strengthen the central power. He called Tribus, 1066, however, he was overthrown by the particularists, but the king by now was able to assume control for himself. In the meantime the papacy had been rapidly advancing towards absolute independence. The Curia now extended the meaning of simony to the granting of an ecclesiastical office by a layman and thus demanded an entire change in the constitutions of the empire and placed itself in opposition to the imperial power. The ordinances passed in 1059 for the regulation of the papal elections excluded all imperial rights in the same. Conditions in Italy grew continually more unfavourable for the empire. The chief supporters of the papal policy were the Normans, over whom the pope claimed feudal suzerainty. The German bishops also yielded more and more to the authority of Rome; the Ottoman threat was already undermined. The question was now raised: In the Kingdom of God on earth who is to rule, the emperor or the pope? In Rome this question had long been settled. The powerful opponent of Henry, Gregory VII, claimed that the princes should acknowledge the supremacy of the Kingdom of God, and that the laws of God should be everywhere obeyed and carried out. The struggle which now lasted in principle a conflict concerning the respective rights of the empire and the papacy. But the conflict soon shifted from the spiritual to the secular domain; at last it became a conflict for the possession of Italy, and during the struggle the spiritual and the secular were often confounded. Henry was not a match for the genius of Gregory. He was courageous and intelligent and, though of a passionate nature, fought with dogged obstinacy for the rights of his monarchical power. But Gregory as the representative of the reform movement in the Church, demanding complete liberty for the Church, was too powerful for him. Aided by the inferior nobility, Henry sought to make himself absolute. The particularistic powers, however, insisted upon the maintenance of the constitutional limits of the monarchy. The revolt of the Saxons against the royal authority was led both by spiritual and secular
princes, and it was not until after many humiliations that Henry was able to conquer them in the battle on the Unstrut (1075). Directly after this began his conflict with the pope and the papacy. The occasion was the appointment of an Archbishop of Milan by the emperor without regard to the election already held by the ecclesiastical party. Gregory VII at once sent a threatening letter to Henry. Angry at this, Henry had the deposition of the pope declared at the Synod of Worms, 24 January, 1076. Gregory then felt himself released from all restraint and excommunicated the emperor. On 16 October, 1076, the German princes decided that the pope should pronounce judgment on the king and that unless Henry were released from excommunication within a year and a day he should lose his crown. Henry felt at first to break the alliance between the particularists and the pope by a clever stroke. The German princes he could not win back to his cause, but he might gain over the pope. By a penitential pilgrimage he forced the pope to grant him absolution. Henry appealed to the priest, and Gregory showed his greatness. He released the king from the ban, as though by so doing he injured his own interests, which required that he should keep his agreement to act in union with the German princes.

Thus the day of Canossa (2 and 3 February, 1077) was a victory for Henry. It did not, however, mean the coming of peace, for the German confederates of the 1076 council had not reconstituted the ecclesiastical organization at Canossa and elected Duke Rudolf of Swabia as king at Forchheim, 13 March, 1077. A civil war now broke out in Germany. After long hesitation Gregory finally took the side of Rudolf and once more excommunicated Henry. Soon after this, however, Rudolf lost both throne and life in the battle of Hohenmölsen, not far from Merseburg. Henry now abandoned his policy of absolutism, recognizing its impracticability. He returned to the Ottonian theory of government, and the German episcopate, which was embittered by the severity of the ecclesiastical administration of Rome, now came over to the side of the king. Relying upon this strife within the Church, Henry caused Gregory to be deposed by a synod held at Brixen and Guibert of Ravenna to be elected pope as Clement III. Accompanied by this pope, he went to Rome and was crowned emperor there in 1084. Love for the rights of kings and the great German into exile where he soon after died. After the death of his mighty opponent Henry was more powerful than the particularists who had elected a new rival king, Herman of Luxemburg. In 1090 Henry went again to Italy to defend his rights against the two powerful allies of the papacy, the Normans in the south and the Countess Matilda in the north. In 1091 Henry his own son Conrad declared himself king in opposition to him. Overwhelmed by this blow, Henry remained inactive in Italy, and it was not until 1097 that he returned to Germany. No reconciliation had been effected between him and Pope Urban II. In Germany Henry sought to restore internal peace, and this popular policy intensified the particularism of the princes. In union with these the king's son, young Henry, rebelled against his father. The pope supported the revolt, and the emperor was unable to cope with so many opponents. In 1105 he abdicated. After this he once more asserted his rights, but death soon closed (1106) this troubled life filled with many thrilling and tragic events. To Henry should be ascribed the credit of saving the monarchy from the threatened collapse. He has been called the most brilliant representative of the German laity in the early Middle Ages. During his reign began the development of the German nation. Emperor Henry V (1106-25) also adopted the policy of the Ottos. In the numerous discussions of the right of investiture men of sober judgment insisted, as did the emperor, that the latter could not give up the right of the investiture of his vassals with the regalia, that a distinction must be made between the spiritual and secular power of the bishops. The pope now made the strings that the emperor should give up the investiture and the pope the regalia. This proposal to strip the Church of secular power would have led to a revolution in Germany. Not only would the bishops have been unwilling to give up their position as ruling princes, but many nobles as well, as vassals of the Church, would have had the emperor abdicated. The outburst of dissatisfaction which in 1111 broke out in Rome obliged the pope to annul the prohibition of investiture. It was soon seen to be impossible to carry out the permission so granted, and it was a conflict regarding investitures began again. The ecclesiastical party then again joined alliance with the emperor, and the imperial forces were defeated on the Rhine and in Saxony. Consequently the papal party gained ground again in Germany, and the majority of the bishops fell away from Henry. Notwithstanding this he went, in 1116, to Italy to claim the imperial feudal estates of the Countess Matilda, who had died, and to confiscate her freehold property. This action naturally made more difficult the relations between pope and emperor, and in spite of the universal weariness the conflict began anew. The influence of the German secular princes had now to be reckoned with, for at this time certain families of the secular nobility succeeded in obtaining papal power and appeared as hereditary dynasties with distinct family names and residences. It was in the age of the Franconian emperors that the dynastic families of the German principalities were founded. These princes acted as an independent power in settling the disagreement between pope and emperor. Callistus II was ready for peace; in 1122 an agreement was reached and the concordat was proclaimed at the Synod of Worms. In this the pope agreed that in Germany the election of bishops should take place according to canonical procedure in the presence of the king or his representative, that the bishop-elect should be invested by the king with the secpit as a symbol of the regalia. In Germany this investiture was to precede the ecclesiastical consecration, in Italy and Burgundy it was to follow it. The emperor therefore retained all his influence in the appointment of the secular dignitaries but the pope was responsible to him. Notwithstanding this the Concordat of Worms was a defeat for the imperial claims, for the papacy that had been hitherto a subordinate power had now become a power of at least equal rank. It was now entirely free from the control of the German Crown and held an independent position, deprived of its dignity only by the fact that, on the contrary, received his dignity from the papacy. The talented, but intriguing and deceitful, king had greatly strengthened the anti-imperial tendency in all Western Europe. During the great investiture conflict the other kings had freed themselves completely from the suzerainty of the emperor. The pope's power became the guarantee of their independence, and he had became the representative of the whole of Christendom, while the imperial dignity had lost the attribute of universality. The way was now open to the pope to become the umpire over kings and nations. There was now a race between the conflict between pope and emperor. Only a minor question had been settled, but the conflict had awakened the intellects of men, and on both sides a voluminous controversial literature appeared. The assertion was now made that the Christian conception of the papacy was not realized by existing conditions. There were, however, at the same time, the Crusades opened a new world of ideas; historical writing made rapid progress, and art ventured upon new forms in architecture. Commerce and travel increased through the active intercourse with Italy, a state of affairs bene-
ficial to the growth of the cities. Germany grew in civilization although it did not reach the same level of culture which Italy and France had then attained.

Henry V died childless, and his nephew, Duke Frederick of Swabia, the representative of the most powerful ruling family in the empire, hoped to be his successor. The clergy, led by Archbishop Adalbert of Mainz, urged that in civilising the uncivilised the ecclesiastical policy of the Franconian emperors, and they succeeded in defeating him as a candidate. At Mainz the majority of the princes voted for Lothair of Supplinburg (1125–37); thus the electors disregarded any hereditary right to the throne. The Hohenstaufen brothers, Frederick and Conrad, did not vote for Lothair with whom Hohenstaufen family was in possession of the crownsland belonging to the inheritance of the Franconian emperors, and a long struggle ensued over these territories. Lothair's suzerainty was for a while in a very critical position; the Hohenstaufen power increased to such an extent that in 1127 its abettors ventured to proclaim Conrad king. In the end, however, Lothair conquered. A courageous man, but one somewhat inclined to hasty action, he was able to maintain the claim of the empire against Bohemia, Poland, and Denmark. As a statesman, however, Conrad was less aggressive and more astute. In 1130, he married Matilda II and Anselm II contended for the Holy See, to pass by without turning the temporal weakness of the papacy to the benefit of the empire. After a delay Lothair finally recognized Innocent as pope and brought him to Rome. Here Lothair was crowned emperor in 1133; but the Curia did not agree to his demand for the restoration of the old right of investiture. However, he received the domains of the Countess Matilda as a fief from the pope and thus laid the foundation of the strong position of the house of Welf (Guelph) in Central Europe. In the meantime the two Hohenstaufen brothers were defeated, and Lothair was now able (1136), without fear of an uprising in Germany, to go to Rome for a second time. The object of this further campaign in Italy was to defeat King Roger of Sicily, the protector of the anti-pope, but the success of the imperial army was only temporary. Differences of opinion as to imperial privileges led to the war of the Hohenstaufen Duke of Franconia, passing over Duke Henry the Proudt, ruler of Saxony and Bavaria, and a descendant of Duke Welf (Guelph). The new king demanded from Henry the surrender of the Saxon duchy. Although after a long struggle the double Duchy of Bavaria-Saxony was dissolved, yet the Saxon duchy that was given by the treaty of 1142 to young Henry the Lion, son of Henry the Proudt, continued a menace to the Hohenstaufen rule. Conrad was not able to put an end to the disorders in his realm, and the respect felt for the empire on the eastern frontier declined; neither was it possible to assert control. Yet all these troubles did not prevent his yielding to the fiery eloquence of St. Bernard of Clairvaux and joining the Second Crusade. This crusade, the success of which had been promised by St. Bernard and the pope, failed completely. When Conrad returned home, broken in spirit, he was confronted by the danger of a formidable rising of the Welfs. In 1152 he died. During his reign the intellectual results of the Crusades began to show themselves. Men's imaginations had been stimulated and led them away from traditional medieval sentiment. The world was seized by a romantic impulse and the conception of the Crusades, developed first among the Romanic nations, gave a new imaginative colouring that had no parallel in the age. For a long time German knighthood, in particular, was characterized by Romances and manners.

When the new king, Frederick I Barbarossa (1152–90), ascended the throne his German kingdom seemed on the verge of disintegration, and he sought to strengthen his power by journeying through his realms. Contrary to the policy pursued by his predecessor, he exerted himself to settle the strife between the Welf (Guelph) and Hohenstaufen parties. He wanted to strengthen the Welf power to such extent as to make it evident that this party's interests coincided with those of the Crown. Besides Saxony, Henry the Lion received also the Duchy of Bavaria which had been taken from his father Henry the Proud. As secular protector of the Church, Frederick came to an agreement with the pope in regard to the latter's adversaries, the citizens of Rome and King Henry the Lion, in which the emperor granted to the Holy See, as one of vast schemes which he could only carry out when he had a firm footing in Italy. But in Italy the city republics had arisen, and these had entirely cast off his suzerainty. Not realizing the power of resistance of the free communities, Frederick wanted to force the cities to recognize the supremacy of the empire. In case the pope should interfere in the dispute, Frederick was resolved not to permit his intervention in secular affairs. Frederick was filled with an ideal conception of his position as emperor. He believed that the Germans were destined in the history of the world to exercise universal rule. It was this idea, however, that exasperated the Italians and aroused their hatred. Frederick could only carry out this universal policy if Italy were his, and the question of its possession led to renewed struggles between Church and State. When Frederick went to Rome to be crowned emperor in 1155, most of the Italian cities paid their respects to him. On the return from Rome, however, Frederick was sole proprietor of the Duchies of Milan and of the East March (later Austria) being first detached from the duchy. This led in the course of time to a development of the mark that proved of great importance for the future history of the empire. Frederick's policy was, in the main, to interfere with the internal affairs of the German princes as long as they obeyed the laws of the empire. The spiritual princes he attached closely to himself. The most powerful bishops of this period, Rainald of Cologne, Christian of Mainz, and Wichmann of Magdeburg, supported the imperial party. The majority of the bishops looked upon Frederick as a protection against the encroachments of Rome and of the secular rulers. The emperor sought, by strengthening his dynastic power, to make himself independent of both the ecclesiastical and temporal princes; to carry out this policy he depended on his inferior civil officials (Ministeriales), who were still serfs, and from whom he was hereafter to come the important military nobility. Thus Frederick prepared the way for the flourishing period of chivalry, which was to give its signature to the time now at hand. A romantic, knightly culture arose; poetry flourished; yet the love lyrics of the age often expounded unhealthy views of morals and marriage. Nevertheless, the movement did not penetrate very deep, and the common people remained uncorrupted. Moreover, poetry was not wasted on artificial love songs; Wolfram von Eschenbach had the courage to attempt great problems; Walther von der Vogelweide was the herald of German imperialism. Art undertook to solve great questions, and began to draw
its themes from life. Scientific learning, however, had not made equal progress; the time of apprenticeship was not yet passed, while in France and Italy Scholasticism had already reached its creative height. In 1155 Frederick made a second campaign in Italy that closed with the sack of Milan, the subjugation of Italy, and the flight of Pope Alexander III to France. When, however, the rest of Europe sided with the lawful pope, the defeat of the emperor was assured, for the papacy was supported by all the other countries and not to be coerced by Frederick. The emperor's third campaign in Italy (1162–64) ended in the failure of his lower Italian policy, and the outbreak of the plague destroyed the more promising prospects of the fourth expedition. In the fifth campaign (1174) occurred the memorable defeat near Legnano which opened the eyes of the emperor to the new complication of things. Frederick took part in the Third Crusade in order that the highest power of Christendom might actively fight against the infidel. He was drowned in the river Salzach, 10 June, 1190; and was, at his death, a popular hero. He had greatly strengthened the feeling of the Germans that they were one great people, though a regional national empire was at the time quite out of the question; the achievement of unity was prevented by the international character of intellectual, and partly of social, life.

Frederick's son, Henry VI (1190–97), meant to establish a world power along the Mediterranean. His schemes were opposed by a Saxon-Guelphic combination headed by Richard the Lion-Hearted of England, and also by the German princes, who strove to hinder the increase of the royal power aimed at by Henry. The capture of Richard in 1192 dissolved the league of princes and led to peace with the House of Guelph. In 1197 Frederick died in conquered Sicily, and it seemed as though his imperialistic schemes would gain the day; nevertheless they failed owing to the opposition of the German princes and the pope. When Henry died in 1197 the countries of Western Europe had already taken a stand against the all-embracing scheme that occurred for the imperial Germany was threatened by the horrors of a civil war. All the national forces were active.

Instead of the crown going to Frederick, son of Henry, who was at Naples, Archbishop Adolph of Cologne sought, by means of the electoral rights of the princes, to obtain it for the son of Henry the Lion, Otto IV (1195–1215). But the Hohenstaufen party anticipated this scheme by securing the election of the popular Duke Philip of Swabia (1198–1208). For the first time the question now arose, which of the princes have the right to vote? The number of electors had not, so far, been defined; yet as early as the election of Lothair and Conrad only the princes had voted, and the right of the Archbishops of Mainz to preside at the election was clearly admitted. Not much later the opinion prevailed that only six ruling princes were entitled to act as electors: the three Rhenish Archbishops, the Rhenish Palsgrave, the Duke of Saxony, and the Prince-electors of Brandenburg. In the course of time the King of Bohemia. The "Sachenspiegel" (compilation of Saxon law, c. 1230) caused this view to prevail. At the time of the double election of Otto and Philip the policy pursued by the German princes was a purely selfish one. The energetic Innocent III, who was then pope, claimed the right of deciding the dispute and adjudged the crown to Philip. This claim was not supported by all the other countries and not to be coerced by Frederick. In this conflict the German princes changed sides whenever it seemed to their interest. Archbishop Adolph of Cologne, who had carried the election of Otto, finally fell away from him. Philip gained in authority, and after the successful battle of the Nesva at 1206 he would have overcome Otto and his ally the Hohenstaufen had not been murdered at Bamburg in 1208 by Otto of Wittelsbach. Otto IV was now universally acknowledged king. He promised the pope to give up his claim to the domains of the Countess Matilda of Tuscany and grant the free election of bishops. But when at Rome he refused to cut off his nose to spite his face, the pope, though displeased, crowned him emperor in 1210. But when Otto after this wished to revive the imperial claims to Naples, the pope excommunicated him (1210).

In the meantime the supreme position of the empire had become so important a matter that foreign princes meddled in German politics. The great conflict between Philip Augustus of France and John of England was reflected in the contest between the Guelphs and the Hohenstaufen in Germany. Protected by the French and the pope, Frederick II (1215–50) endeavored to Germanize the new kingdom of Sicily. Frederick II was an able organizer of the Hohenstaufen empire; the coalition of the English and the Guelphs was broken by the French at the battle of Bouvines (1214), yet Otto kept up the struggle for his rights until his death in 1218. The long conflict had greatly impaired the strength of the Hohenstaufen line; both the imperial and the Hohenstaufen claims had been squandered, and the German princes had become conscious of their power. Like his father, Frederick II made Italy the centre of his policy: but at the same time he intended to keep the control of Germany in his own hands, as the imperial power was connected with this country and he must draw the soldiers needed for his Italian projects from Germany. In order to maintain peace in Germany and to secure the aid of the German princes for his Italian policy Frederick made great concessions to the ecclesiastical princes in the "Concordat of Worms" (1220) and to the secular princes in the "Golden Bull" (1232). These two laws became the basis of an aristocratic constitution for the German Empire. They both contained a large number of separate ordinances, which taken together might serve as a secure basis for the future sovereignty of the local princes. In these statutes the expression landed estates (Lande) means general landed estates. In this sense Germany was cut up into a large number of territorial sovereignties, consisting of the ecclesiastical territories, the duchies, which, however, were no longer tribal duchies, the margravates, among which the North Mark ruled by Albert the Bear was one of the most important, the pale, and the countship, and the independent domains of those who had risen from landed proprietors to landed sovereigns. In addition to these were the districts ruled directly by the king through imperial warden. What Frederick sought to get by favouring the princes he obtained. He had no real interest in Germany, which was at first ruled by the energetic Engelbert, Archbishop of Cologne; after 1220 he visited it only once. It was to him an appendage of Sicily. Frederick's Italian policy threatened the papacy, and he strove by concessions to avert a conflict with the pope. The highly talented, almost learned, emperor was far in advance of the average an autocratic ruler, he created in lower Italy the first modern state; but by his care for Italy he overstrained the resources of the empire. This brought advantages to the neighbouring Kingdoms of France and England, now long independent powers, as well as
least, taught their doctrines in language quite intelligible to the people. The rise of the cities was also of importance in the social life of the day, for the principle, "City air gives freedom" (Stadtluft macht frei), created an entirely new series of relations with the Curia. In 1212 he was crowned emperor. Repeatedly urged to undertake the promised crusade, and finally excommunicated because he failed to do so, the emperor obtained successes in the East in 1227–29, contrary to the wishes of the pope. The defeat of a German army by an army impressed by the Curia was a victory for Frederick. A rebellion headed by his son Henry was quickly crushed, but the confederates of Henry, the Lombards, assumed a threatening attitude. The emperor was able to bring order out of the confusion in Germany by the policy of yoking the peasantry to the peasants. Almost at the same time he began in Frederick's struggle with the Lombards and Pope Gregory IX (1227–41). The German princes loyally upheld the emperor, consequently, upon the pope's death, the victory seemed to belong to the imperial party. Innocent IV (1243–54), however, renewed the struggle and, on Lyoner's excommunicating the emperor, his position now became a serious one. In Germany his son Conrad was obliged to contend with the pretenders, Heinrich Raspe of Thuringia and William of Holland. In Italy, though, conditions seemed favourable, but just at this juncture Frederick died (10 December, 1250), and with his death the struggle for the crown ceased.

The year 1250 marks an era of extraordinary change in Germany. The romance of chivalry passed away, and new forces directed the life of the nation. On account of the extraordinary economic changes the population rapidly increased; the majority of the people were peasants, as of the class was rising, and compared with nobles and ecclesiastics the peasants had no weight politically. The important factor of the new era was the municipality, and its development was the beginning of a purely German policy. The glamour of the imperial idea had vanished, men now took their stand on facts and realities. Education found its way among laymen, and it developed with trade. New markets were opened for commerce. The new commercial settlements received "city charters" under the royal cross. The merchants in these new settlements needed craftsmen, and these latter from the cities formed guilds of art, thus making a new political unit. Councils elected by the cities strove to set aside the former lords of the cities, especially the bishops on the Rhine. In vain the Hohenstaufen rulers supported the bishops against the independence of the towns, but the self-government in the cities could not be brought down. In order to protect their rights some of the cities formed alliances, such as the confederation of the Rhenish towns, that was formed as early as the period of the Great Interregnum, in order to guard the public peace. These confederations promised to become dangerous, as the cities were rising, but such alliances did not become general and, divided among themselves, without mutual support, the smaller confederations of towns succumbed to the united princely power. The growth of the towns brought about the ruin of the system of trade by barter or in kind; the rise of the capitalist system of commerce at once affected German views of life. Up to this time almost wholly absorbed in the supernatural, henceforth the Germans took more interest in worldly things. Unconditional renunciation of the world came to an end, and men grew more matter-of-fact and practical. The German mind of thinking was aided by the opposition that sprung up successful to the citizens and the former lords of the territory, often the bishops and their clergy. Here and there the influence of the city on the views of the clergy manifested itself. The Dominicans and Franciscans, at

The most valuable result of this strengthening of the national feeling was the conquest of what is now the eastern part of the present German Empire. Henry I had sought to attain this end, but it was not until the thirteenth century that it was accomplished, partly by the energy of the Teutonic Order. The Marks of Brandenburg and Pomerania, Prussia, Saxony were colonised by Germans in a manner that challenges admiration, and German influence advanced as far as the Gulf of Finland. The centres of German civilisation in these districts were the Premonstratensian and Cistercian monasteries. This extraordinary success was won by methods, not in an imperial government seemed ready to go to pieces. It was the period of the Great Interregnum (1256–73). We find traces of internal chaos as early as the reign of Frederick's son, Conrad IV (1250–54), and the confusion grew worse in the reign of William of Holland, and after him during the nominal reigns of Richard of Cornwall and Alfonso of Castile. At the same time Bohemia rapidly advanced in power under Ottocar II and became a dangerous element for the domestic and foreign policy of Germany. It was Pope Gregory X who restored order in Germany. To carry out his projects in the Holy Land peace must be secured in Western Europe. He therefore commissioned the electoral princes, who now appear for the first time, to elect a new king. In 1273 the princes chose Rudolf of Hapsburg (1273–91), a man of no great family resources. Meantime the imperial power had fallen into decay; the imperial title was invested by the pope; there were no imperial taxes; and the old method of obtaining soldiers for the service of the empire had broken down. Rudolf saw how necessary the possession of crown-lands was for the imperial authority, his aim being to create a dynastic force. Ottocar II, King of Bohemia, sought to induce the Curia to object to the election of Rudolf, but the Curia had quickly come to terms with Rudolf concerning conditions in Italy. After his election he demanded from Ottocar the return of the imperial fiefs, and the refusal of the latter led to a war (1276) in which, on the plain called the Lechfeld, Ottocar, lost both life and crown. This victory gave Rudolf possession of the Austrian provinces. As the German king was not permitted to retain vacant fiefs, he evaded this law by granting Austria, Styria, Carniola, and Lusatia in fief to his sons Albert and Rudolf; in this way the power of the family was greatly increased. Not even Rudolf thought of strengthening the kingly power by constitutional means. He decided to protect the public peace but did not entirely succeed in this. His policy was always influenced by the circumstances of the moment; at one time he favoured the princes, at another the cities; consequently he was never more than half successful. His only great achievement was that he secured for his family a position in Eastern Europe that was destined to give it importance in the future. Rudolf's successor was Adolf of Nassau (1292–98), not his son Albert, as he had desired. The policy of
the new sovereign was to weaken Austria, his natural opponent. Like Rudolf he recognised the necessity of some form of union for his family, for which he tried to lay a foundation in Thuringia. Adolf's success against Frederick the Degenerate of Thuringia caused the electoral princes to incline to Albert. In a battle near Gölheim, fought between Albert and Adolf, Albert, aided by Adolf's numerous enemies, defeated the king, who was killed. Albert, a very able but morecous man (1298–1308), was filled with a boundless ambition for power. Without regard for the rights of others, he enforced the recognition of his own rights in his duchy. He desired to preserve the public peace in Germany and opposed the cruel persecution of the Jews custom ary in his state. He also wished to reorganize the imperial lands, which were to be regained in such a way as to provide a connecting link between the territories of the Hapsburgs in the east and those in the west. If his lands were thus united he would be a match for the strongest of the territorial princes; but the latter opposed this scheme. Albert also roused the anger of the ecclesiastical electors by combining with King Philip IV of France against Boniface VIII, who had not recognised Albert. Boniface now declared his intention of summoning Albert before his tribunal for the murder of Adolf. Supported by the citizens of Ingolph and Williams, the Elector of Saxony, but after a while, in order to carry out his plans for the aggrandizement of his family, he came to terms with the pope, and this put an end to the opposition of these electors. The only opponent of his dynastic schemes now to be dreaded was Wenceslaus II of Bohemia; but the Przemysl line soon died out, and Albert at once claimed their lands and gave them to his son Rudolf as a fief. Before he could carry out his designs on Thuringia he was murdered by John of Swabia, called Johannes Parricida. According to legend the tyranny of his rule in Switzerland led to a great struggle for freedom on the part of the confederated Swiss. The aim pursued by Albert was always the same: by making Austria powerful to force the other sovereign princes to acknowledge his suzerainty and thus to make the crown hereditary in his family. It is, therefore, not a matter of surprise that after his death the electors decided to select a less mighty prince.

Archbishop Baldwin of Triern managed the matter so skillfully that his brother Henry of Luxemburg (Lützelsburg) was chosen (1308–13). A man of gentle, amiable character, Henry was full of visionary enthusiasm, but withal was a man of energy; consequently he was soon very popular. By birth he was in sympathy with the German and Austrian states, and the people of Germany, and he was welcomed with open arms. It was a great fascination for him; he was ambitious to receive the imperial crown, to be the first after a long interregnum. Clement V had recognised him. The Chibelle party in Italy greeted him with joy. At first they sought to hold a neutral position in the quarrels of the Italian parties, but this proved to be impossible. The Guelphs, led by King Robert of Naples, began to oppose him. When Henry thereupon wished to attack Naples, the old conflict with the Church again broke out, but death suddenly ended his imperial dreams. Henry's only successful act was the marriage of his son John with the heiress of Bohemia, Elizabeth, the sister of Wenceslaus III; for Germany his reign proved of no advantage. The election of his son John to succeed him was impossible, and the Luxemburg party chose Louis the Bavarian (1314–47) in opposition to Frederick the Fair (1314–30). There was a double election, each of the candidates being elected by one party, and a civil war broke out, confined, however, mainly to the partisans of the two Houses of Wittelsbach and Hapsburg. The struggle was ended by the capture of Frederick at the battle of Mühldorf (1322); after this Louis was universally recognised.

While this conflict was going on the old strife between Church and State again broke out. At the time of the double election John XXII claimed the rights of an administrator of the Curia. He asserted that no king chosen by the electors could exercise authority before the pope had given his approval. This over-straining of the papal claims roused a dissatisfaction which continually grew and to which were already added complaints of the worldliness of the Church. The Minorities placed at the disposal of the king eloquent preachers to denounce the worldliness of the papacy, which had rejected as heretical the Franciscan teaching concerning the poverty of Christ and the Apostles. In 1324 Louis was excommunicated because he had not obeyed the papal command to give up the clergy. This was followed by a sharp reply in the proclamations of Sachsenhausen, in which he denied the claims of the pope and at the same time defended the teaching concerning poverty upheld by the Franciscans. In the conflict with the pope, who supported the candidature of Charles IV of France for the imperial throne, the German cities and the German episcopate, the latter led by Baldwin of Triern, were virtually a unit on the side of Louis. Even the death of Frederick the Fair did not produce a reconciliation with the Curia. It was at this juncture that the writings of the Franciscans, Michael of St. Thomas, and William of Ockham became influential. The spirit of revolution in the Church is shown by the "Defensor Pacis" of Marsilius of Padua, a professor of Paris who went to the Court of Louis the Bavarian. In this the medieval papal ecclesiastical system is attacked. The intellectual ferment enabled Louis to undertake an expedition to Rome. He had been invited to enter Italy by the magnates of northern Italy, especially by the Visconti of Milan and the Scala of Verona. The city of Rome received him with joy, and he was the first German king to receive the imperial crown from the Roman commonwealth, which had always regarded itself as the source of all sovereignty. But theickle populace soon drove him away; the means at his command were too small to carry out the old imperial policy. Again Italy was lost. Notwithstanding the lack of success in Italy, Germany in the main held to Louis, who had been excommunicated again. It was now evident that papal interference had largely lost its terror; the civil communities frequently paid no attention to them, and in some places ecclesiastics were forced, notwithstanding the prohibition, to say Mass. The growth of a worldly spirit in the Church began to undermine respect for it, and Germany was the first country to turn against the Pope. So great was the popular contempt for papal titles that heretics extended them to the pope himself; schismatics appeared; mysticism tended to make the soul independent in its progress towards God, without, however, rejecting the sacraments, as was done by some in this era. Yet, unintentionally, mysticism strengthened the tendency to deny the absolute necessity of the intercessory office of the Church. Moreover, mysticism gave a national cast to German religious life, for the intellectual leaders of mysticism, Eckehard, Suse, and Tauler, wrote and preached in German. The chief strength of this religious movement was among the citizens of the towns. In the conflict between Church and State the cities sided with the emperor, but they were not yet strong enough without assistance to maintain the authority of a German emperor. Consequently the position taken by the German princes was decisive for Louis. As he meant to carry on a dynastic policy, as his predecessors had done, he soon came into conflict with the emperor, but they were not yet strong enough to withstand his power. He tried to make a good impression on every
one; as a consequence, he failed with all parties. He opened negotiations with the Curia, but the intrigues of Philip VI of France kept the two parties from concluding peace. This led Louis to take the side of Edward III of England at the beginning of the war between the French and English for the succession to the French throne, and to give his son Edward V his support. Louis also gave his support and sympathy for Louis in Germany. The electors were also influenced by public opinion when they declared at Rennes in 1338 that a legitimate German emperor could be created only by their votes; a king so chosen needed no papal recognition, and the pope, by crowning him, only gave him the imperial title. The emperor Louis was also declared to be entirely without blame in the dispute with the Curia. When Edward III appeared before Louis at Coblenz and the latter appointed him imperial vicar for the territories beyond the Rhine, the emperor had reached the zenith of his power. Nevertheless the sickle Louis, because he hoped, through the mediation of the King of France, to be reconciled with the Curia and to secure the support of the latter for his schemes to aggrandize his family, allied himself with the French in 1341. Instead of peace a worse estrangement with the papal court ensued.

With the consent of the emperor, Margaret Maultasch of Tyrol, who had married John of Luxembourg (Lüttichau), had divorced herself without awaiting the papal decision and married the emperor's son, Louis of Brandenburg. The Luxembourg party at once had recourse to Clement VI. Louis was excommunicated in 1346, and Charles IV of Moravia (1347-78) was, with the help of the pope, chosen German king by five of the electors under humiliating conditions. At first Louis had strong support from the German cities, but his unexpected death secured universal recognition for Charles. Henceforth for nearly a hundred years the Luxembourg dynasty held the throne. The king set up by the Wittelsbach party, Günther of Schwarzburg, could make no headway against the adroit policy of Charles IV. In 1347 Germany was ravaged by the Black Death; the Jews were immediately accused of poisoning the wells, and a frightful persecution followed. In the midst of the confusion the country was traversed by bands of Flagellants, and these "penitents" were often full of hostility to the Church. While in Italy Petrarch and Cola di Rienzi revived the dream of the universal dominion of the Eternal City, Charles IV regarded Italy as one of the sources of German power. The Italians said that he went to Rome (1355) to secure the imperial crown like a merchant going to a fair. In Germany Charles sought to settle the election to the crown at the Diets of Nuremberg and Metz in 1356, and he issued the Golden Bull, which was the first attempt to put into writing the more important stipulations of the imperial constitution. Above all, the Bull was intended to regulate the election of the king, and defined what princes should have the electoral vote. The electoral college was to consist of the three Archbishops of Mainz, Trier, and Cologne; the Count Palatine of the Rhine, the Duke of Saxony (Sachsen-Wittenberg), and the Margrave of Brandenburg; to this number was added later the King of Bohemia. The electors were granted special privileges; besides the royal rights (regalia) and those of taxation and coinage, they received the privilegium de non evocando, that is, their subjects could not be summoned before the royal court; the secular jurisdiction was said to be the imperial one. The royal authority was to find in the electors who were scattered throughout the empire a support against the many petty princes. Other articles of the Golden Bull were to guard the rights of the local princes against their vassals and subjects, especially the cities, and the share of the pope in the election of the king; the one chosen by the majority of the electors was to be the king. Only the coronation as emperor was left to the pope. The Golden Bull remained the most important part of the fundamental law of the Holy Roman Empire.

Learning flourished under the rule of Charles, who was a scholar among his contemporaries. He surrounded himself with the highest educated men, of whom was John of Neumarkt, the head of his chancellory. His interest being almost entirely in Bohemia, he showed his care for the advancement of learning chiefly in this country and founded there, 7 April, 1348, the University of Prague. Charles held steadfastly to Catholicism and Christian brotherhood; but this did not prevent him from carrying on policies independent of the pope. In reorganizing the imperial chancery he encouraged the use of German in the imperial documents and thus assured the victory of the national tongue over Latin. By this action he gave German learning an independent standing.

Charles also furthered the interests of the empire in various other directions. He did not, indeed, overthrow the power of the princes, which had grown strong during the several hundred years of its existence, but he sought by the maintenance of internal peace to preserve his subjects from the foreign interests of Germany he desired to liberate the papacy from its connexion with France and to persuade the pope to return from Avignon to Rome. Gregory XI went back to Rome, but the Babylonian Captivity was to be followed by the Great Schism. In the meantime Charles had largely increased the territorial possessions of his family; the Mark of Brandenburg, Lusatia, and Silesia came into his hands. By marriage he hoped to obtain for his son, and thus for his dynasty, both Hungary and Poland. Thus for a time the House of Luxembourg threatened to crush out the Hapsburgs. In two directions only Charles's policy was a disappointment to those in favor of perpetual peace. The Swiss Confederation seceded more and more completely from the empire, and the cities by their leagues established for themselves an independent position in the empire. Towards the end of his life he secured the election of his son Wenceslaus as German king.

Wenceslaus (1378-1400) reigned without the confirmation of the defenceless pope of that time. The German crown was no longer dependent on the papacy. Other questions far more important than this were now brought into the foreground by the Great Schism. There was a continual struggle of the papal and the imperial powers, which could not be suppressed, for the reform of the Church in its head and members. The demand for reform had fused new life into the whole conception of the Church, and the leaders of this movement still held to Catholic dogmas. The most difficult task of the new king, and one he did not shirk, was to put an end to the schism. He sided with Rome and supported Urban VI while France, at the head of the Romanic countries, upheld Clement VII. Wenceslaus, however, took no energetic action in ecclesiastical affairs; the internal disorder in Germany did not permit it, for here the confederations of princes, knights, and the cities, struggled with one another. In 1381 the confederation of the Rhineland cities formed a coalition with the league of the Swabian cities and sought with considerable success to obtain the adherence of other Swabian towns and of those of North Germany. Thus strengthened, the cities wished to share in the government of the empire; this desire was opposed by the princes, who found the cities superior to the cities. The attempts of the rulers of Austria to overthrow the Swiss confederates failed, but in Germany the army of the Swabian League suffered a crushing defeat in 1388 near Dörfingen. After this Wenceslaus changed his policy and aided with the proceeds of the war internal improvements.
ence and the territorial princes were the conquerors. The quick-tempered, irascible king sought to strengthen his hold on his hereditary provinces by protecting himself against the other ruling princes, but in this he was not successful. A government by favouritism of the worst kind began which excited the anger of the nobility and the clergy. A dispute with the Archbishop of Prague led to the murder, by the king's order, of the young and popular John of Podul, and this caused open rebellion. In 1394 the nobles with Jost, Margrave of Moravia, as their leader, took the king prisoner; he was soon set free at the instance of the German princes, but his release did not put an end to the rule of the Avignon pope by a bold stroke; but in 1392 Charles VI became insane, and his plans were brought to nought. The waning influence of the German Empire was everywhere perceptible and called forth universal indignation. The king's lack of capacity for government led the majority of the electors to form a league for the protection of the interests of the country.

The three episcopal electors chose Ruprecht, Count Palatine of the Rhine, as King of Germany (1400–10). As only a part of the electors joined in this choice Ruprecht was never more than a pretender, and although he was an ambitious and capable man he never succeeded in uniting the empire. Ruprecht hoped to gain popularity by restoring German influence in northern Italy, and by securing the imperial crown to prove himself the legal sovereign. As Ruprecht had no money, his expedition to Italy was inglorious, and its failure had a bad effect on his position in Germany. Even his final recognition by the popes did not suffice for a long time to raise the House of Luxembourg, his faithful supporters, did little to aid Ruprecht's cause, and his throne began to totter. In 1405 Archbishop Johann of Mainz combined the princes against Ruprecht in the League of Marbach which, however, accomplished next to nothing. In the question of the schism Ruprecht supported Boniface IX. As King of the Germans Ruprecht was a failure. During the laxity of government that followed his death the German conquests in the eastern part of the empire were in danger of being lost. A new factor had appeared in history, the Kingdom of Poland.

All this time the confusion in the affairs of the Church had continued to grow worse, and it was now proposed to put an end to the schism by means of a council. The cardinals of the two rival popes called a council at Pisa which deposed Popes Gregory XII and Benedict XIII and elected Alexander V, but Gregory and Benedict could still count on some supporters, and the world thus saw three popes. The greater part of Germany held to the new pope, Alexander V, but the party of the Count Palatine and of the Bishop of Trier held to Gregory. A period of utter confusion and great distress of conscience followed; all the relations of life suffered, to political by no means the least. In Germany the troubles led to a double election; Sigismund of Luxemburg, King of Hungary, the brother of Wenceslaus was elected (1410–37), as was also Jost, Margrave of Moravia. Jost withdrew, and Wenceslaus resigned the government to Sigismund, who in 1414 formed a Holy League in order to recover the political impotence of the last reign convinced the electors, who had chosen Margrave Jost for reasons of Church politics, that a king who had not large territorial power could accomplish nothing. Consequently they dropped their opposition to Sigismund. The latter's life before his election had been a very eventful one. He had married the daughter and heiress of Louis the Great of Hungary, and had been crowned king of that country in 1387. In the war between the Turks he had been completely defeated by Sultan Bajazet; after this he had had to contend with a dangerous rebellion in Hungary. Sigismund was talented, eloquent, witty, and exceedingly ambitious; he was inclined to visionary schemes, but he honestly desired to do good; and trouble was always to be expected in the hereditary dominions, to which Hungary was now added, there was great disorder. Yet notwithstanding this he succeeded in bringing together the great Councils of Constance and Basle. Ambition led him to attempt to settle the difficulties in which the Church was involved, but above all it led him to political considerations. He hoped that a council would aid him in suppressing the religious troubles kindled in his hereditary kingdom of Bohemia by John Hus. It was not seal for the Church, however, which inspired his interest in the council, as is evident from the general bent of his mind. For with all his interest in literature and learning, Sigismund scrupulously avoided involving himself in theological difficulties; moreover he took pleasure in denouncing the faults of the clergy. Nevertheless it was Sigismund's energy that held together the great council at Constance. It was certainly not his fault that many were not satisfied with the result of this and the following council. The forcible interference of the Council of Constance in the religious difficulties of Bohemia and the burning of John Hus were injurious to Sigismund's dynastic interests, and not in accordance with his political schemes. In Bohemia and Moravia the Hussites at once strove to prevent the king from taking possession of these countries; and the result, especially in Bohemia, was a violent religious and national outbreak. The king was held directly responsible for the burning of the national hero and saint. Fanatical hordes led by Ziska repeatedly overthrew Sigismund's army in his crusade against the Hussites; he was also forced to withdraw over the adjacent provinces of the empire. Bavaria, Franconia, Saxony, and Silesia were terribly devastated. The imperial government broke down completely. The selfishness of the cities prevented the reform of the German military system, even after its necessity had been proved by further successes of the Hussites. In 1427 an imperial law for the levying of a war-tax was laid before the Diet at Frankfort, but it was never carried out.

In addition to the troubles in Bohemia, Sigismund's already insecure position was made more precarious by a fresh invasion of Hungary by the Turks. The only help he received was from Duke Albert V of Austria, his son-in-law and the prospective heir of the great inheritance of the Luxemburg possessions. The jealousy among the German states prevented common action against both foes. Sigismund's chief ambition, after the reunion and the independence of the Church, to unite all the nations of Western Europe in a war against the Turks, became more and more hopeless. The defeat of the Hussites appeared equally impossible, and negotiations were opened with them, peace being finally arranged at Basle. Sigismund induced the pope to weaken in his attitude towards the conciliar theory, and especially to the Council of Basle which was to deal with the Hussite difficulties. To gain his point he had gone to Rome, where he was crowned emperor in 1433. Even in Bohemia where the existing anarchy had been increased by a new religious quarrel, where the moderate Calixtines had formed a party against the stricters, he was successful. To Procopius the Great in 1434, the need of peace grew more and more intense. The year previous to this, 1433, a commission of the Council of Basle had made a number of concessions to the Hussites in the Compact of Basle or of Prague; among these was the granting of the Cup to the laity. On the basis of the
Compact a peace was agreed to, which was followed by the recognition (1438) of Sigismund as king in Bohemia. His claim to the empire was not strenuously contested and he seemed to lose all concern for the reform of the Church and empire in which before he had shown so keen and active an interest. He can hardly be blamed, for the boundless selfishness and jealousy of the princes repeatedly wrecked the work of reform; and the whole responsibility for the scanty gains for the empire achieved during his reign should not be laid on his shoulders. Only two of his measures were to have permanent existence; the transfer of the Mark of Brandenburg to the Hohenzollerns, and the granting of electoral Saxony to the House of Wettin. The great councils passed without bringing the fervently desired reform. Great changes were witnessed in these assemblies. At Basle the pope was regarded simply as a representative of the Church, and the superiority of the council over the pope was openly declared. In 1433 Procopius had been allowed to enter Basle at the head of his heretical followers and to set forth his opinions before the assembled members of the council without molestation. At Basle opinions which were signs of a revolutionary movement in the Church repeatedly appeared. In character this council differed entirely from all earlier ones; the excitement was so great that tumults and brawls occurred. Contrary to the wishes of Rome the council remained at Basle; the fear was that if it were transferred to Italian soil the work of reform would be forgotten. Yet the honest intentions of the majority of the members cannot be doubted. In the end the pope was victorious, and the council was transferred to Ferrara. Some of the members remained at Basle and the spectacle of a conciliar schism was offered to the world.

In this troubled era Albert II (1438–39), Duke of Austria, was chosen emperor. The electors recognized the fact that the centre of gravity of the empire lay towards the east. Albert, member of the Hapsburg family, had not put himself forward as a candidate, and the electors probably selected him through fear that the important and necessary eastern territories might fall away from the empire. Before he could come to Western Germany Albert, a rough soldier, died during a campaign against the Turks.

The election now went to the head of the Hapsburg family, the inoffensive and indolent Frederick III, who, as King of the Romans, was Frederick IV (1440–93). During his reign the work of reform in the empire fell completely into abeyance. He too was obliged to face the difficulties in the Church. The electors had declared in neutral in the dispute between the pope and the Council of Basle, but this neutrality had been broken, inasmuch as the Diet of Mainz in 1439 accepted the reform decrees of Basle, with exception of the assertion of the superiority of the council over the pope. Henceforth bishops and abbots were to be elected canonically, but the king had the right to secure the election of suitable persons by negotiation. Papal reservations and annexations were abolished. The Council of Basle, however, held firmly to its exaggerated conception of the powers of a council, and its members wished to establish the dogma of conciliar superiority by deposing Pope Eugenius IV. In this dispute the electors remained neutral. The reform of the Church was more and more lost sight of by the Council of Basle in its struggle with the pope. Frederick, who was appealed to by both Rome and Basle, at first remained neutral; then he proposed the calling of a new council to reunite divided Christianity. Western Europe gradually turned again to the rightful pope, and the pope elected at Basle, Felix V, received but slight recognition. For a time the German attitude of neutrality was maintained, but after a while Frederick gave the impetus to the universal recognition of Pope Eugenius. This was brought about by Æneas Sylvius, later Pius II, an adroit diplomat who was able to influence the king and the electing princes. An agreement was made with Rome in the Concordat of Vienna (1448) in which the Curia made but trifling concessions, while the question of reform received scant consideration. From now on the Synod of Basle, transferred to Lausanne, had only a shadowy existence. The Curia, although sorely pressed, had once more conquered. The general anxiety to avoid a new schism in the Church had far more to do with the settlement of these ecclesiastical troubles than the interference of Frederick. Moreover, Frederick showed his lack of skill in other ways. In 1444 the Swiss at the battle of St. Jakob on the Birs, not far from Basle, by their extraordinary courage defeated his French mercenaries, called Armagnacs, and thus frustrated his schemes for restoring the control of the Hapsburgs over the Swiss League. In spite of the conciliation orders in the empire and the frequent wars, Frederick never wavered in his belief in the future greatness of the Hapsburg dynasty. It was this confidence that in 1452 led him to Rome, where he was crowned emperor by the pope, the last German king to be crowned at Rome. Directly afterwards came the capture of Constantinople by the Turks, which obliged the emperor to take up arms for the defence of the eastern frontier of his realm. Yet he could neither maintain peace within the empire nor its most important rights. Luxembourg and the possessions of the Wittelsbach family in the Netherlands fell into the hands of Burgundy, the Poles annexed West Prussia, and the remnant of the Teutonic Order in East Prussia was obliged to recognize the sovereignty of the Polish king. Thus the Germanizing influences that had been at work for centuries in what is now the eastern part of the German Empire were destroyed.

The complete breakdown of the power of the empire
called forth the demand that the emperor should be either deposed or have a coadjutor, but the lack of harmony among the electors prevented any change. The clamour for internal reform grew louder, and nothing was done except to enact laws for the maintenance of the public peace. During this confusion Frederick's position in his hereditary possessions became very precarious. The Czechs had held the preponderating power in Bohemia ever since the time of its troubles under Charles IV, and Podiebrad as king. The Hungarians also chose a ruler for themselves, electing the hero of the wars with the Turks, Matthias I Corvinus. Matthias soon overthrew the Bohemian king, and in 1487 apparently intended to form a great kingdom by uniting the eastern border provinces with Bohemia, Moravia, and Hungarian territories. Important changes also occurred in the northern part of Germany. The Counts of Holstein, who had carried the German nationality into the northern territory of what is now Germany, had received Schleswig as early as 1386 in fief from Denmark; the two provinces, Holstein and Schleswig, soon grew together. After the death of the last Count of Holstein, King Christian of Denmark was in 1460 elected duke by Schleswig and Holstein. In this way he became a prince of the empire, a point of importance in the near future. This was afterward remodeled into the Baltic counties and the German interests there. For centuries the centre of the empire had been in the south, and Germany had had no maritime interests. In this case also, as in the Germanization of the east, self-help was the means of attaining the desired end. The Hanseatic League, a union of German mercantile guilds, rapidly extended from Cologne to Reval on the Gulf of Finland. From the middle of the thirteenth century the chief towns of the League were Lübeck and Hamburg. German commerce flourished on all waters, for the members of the League carried the fame of their country across all the seas surrounding the Europe of that day. It is in fact a striking phenomenon that the national feeling was invigorated, while the strength of the empire was weakened by the division into so many petty sovereignties. The Hanseatic League maintained its ascendancy in the Baltic as late as the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

During a great power threatened to spring up in the west. By peaceful agreement Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy (1467–77), attempted to secure Frederick's consent to his election as King of the Romans and to the elevation of his possessions to the rank of an independent kingdom. But all these ambitious plans came to an end with the death of Charles at the battle of Nancy in 1477. The duke's possessions fell to Louis XI of France, while Maximilian, son of the Emperor Frederick and son-in-law of Charles the Bold, hastened to the Netherlands, which he secured for himself (1479) by the brilliant battle at Guinegate. He was not, however, able to make himself master of Burgundy. Moreover, Flanders was not willing to submit to the new regime and it was not until 1489 that it was completely subdued. Somewhat later, on the death of Matthias Corvinus in 1490, Maximilian's energetic action gained for his dynasty the future possession of Hungary and Bohemia, while at the same time he reunited the Tyrol with Austria. Consequently when the old emperor died, all looked to the knightly hero Maximilian for the restoration of the empire.

Thus the outlook was by no means unfavourable at the time Maximilian I (1493–1519) ascended the throne. There were evident indications of a healthier spirit. The wars of the empire could further be made up of the free cities and of the knights, sought, especially in 1486, to effect an adjustment of those interests of the different estates which most threatened the existence of the empire. Another favourable sign was the rapid development in civilization and culture of the several principalities. No less promising was the decision of the electors, now that the imperial authority had shown its limits, it was decided to push toward decentralization. Turbulent agitation for reform in the cities was another important indication in the same direction. Maximilian tried by vigorous reforms to win the good will of the cities, the aim of which would be essential to him in the expected war with France. Maximilian, with his dynastic resources, which were made up of very heterogeneous elements, was not able to overcome these oppositions. Thus the Diet of Worms in 1495 could not do much to promote reform on account of the opposing interests of the ruling princes, the free knights of the empire, and the imperial cities. At this diet the "Universal Pacification of the Empire" was proclaimed. All private wars were forbidden. An Imperial Chamber was established as a perpetual supreme court for the maintenance of the public peace, and the appointments to it were made by the emperor and the Estates of the empire. So many matters, however, were turned over to this court that it was prohibited from going from outside. Nor was the Imperial Chamber able to promote the public peace, as it lacked all power of enforcing its decrees. Order in the empire could not be attained until the subordinate rulers became strong enough to exercise a vigorous police power in their territories. Maximilian had only agreed to the establishment of this court on condition that a general imperial tax, "the common penny", and military help against France and the Turks should be promised him. Concessions of a very different character had also been demanded by the ruling princes from the king. The powerful Archbishop of Mainz, Berthold of Henneperg, was the first to express the opinion that the administration of the empire should be placed in the hands of the electors, without, however, doing away with the monarchy. This proposition of the Diet of Worms was rejected by Maximilian. Five years later, however, when the promised financial and military aid was not forthcoming, he consented to the formation of a permanent Imperial Council at Nuremberg. If this council had maintained an active existence for any length of time the king would have become a mere puppet. But after two years the royal power proved strong enough to break down the unnatural limitation imposed on it by the Diet.

During these constitutional struggles within the empire the hostile feeling between France and Germany continued to grow. France, now greatly increased in power, wished to gain a firm foothold in the Italian peninsula, and put forward claims to Naples and Milan. Thus began the long struggle of the Hapsburg dynasty with France for the possession of Italy. Maximilian was unable to checkmate the Italian schemes of the French king. In the end Maximilian even changed his policy, for, in order to gain assistance against Venice, he allied himself with France. Yet even now he reaped no laurels in Italy. In the Swabian war also, which the Swiss confederated cantons carried on against the Swabian League, his intervention was unsuccessful. As a matter of fact Maximilian was obliged, in the Treaty of Basle (1501), to acknowledge the independence of the Swiss Confederation. In the course of these wars the Swiss had become enthusiastic soldiers, and after this Swabian war the Swiss formed mercenary companies, in this way attaining European importance in the great struggle of the Hapsburgs with France. The work of reform in the empire, however, came to a complete standstill on account of these unsuccessful for-
eign undertakings. The only permanent result of all these efforts was the Imperial Chamber. The course of history could not be reversed; the territorial development of the separate states had been too long continued. A strengthening of the central administration, the preliminary condition for a reform of the empire, was no longer possible. In 1508 Maximilian had assumed the title of "Elected Roman Emperor," thus proclaiming that the imperial dignity was independent of papal confirmation. Restlessly, he strove everywhere, in the interest of those foreign policies that would strengthen his royal power. It was for this reason that he finally returned to his earlier course of action and joined the Holy League against France. The brilliant success of Francis I over the Swiss at Marignano (1515) forced Maximilian to cast his eyes on foreign affairs, and in 1516 he appointed Alexander Farnese as his Austrian governor. In the meantime, various imperial diets again took up the question of reform, but the whole reform movement failed entirely, and the separate states gained a complete victory over the central administration. At Maximilian's death practically nothing had been accomplished for the constitution of the empire.

Political and cultural life followed the course of development we have described, the focus being in the several states. Among these states the most prominent were the electoral principalities, which had been founded by the Hohenzollerns and the Wettins and which, like the Habsburgs, were not subject to the Church. The three Rhineland electors were the most important political personages. Saxony was much increased in size by the addition of Meissen. It would have become the leading state of northern Germany had its territories been divided in 1485 between the Hohenzollern and the Wettin dynasty of the ruling family. The Electoral Mark of Brandenburg, acquired in 1417 by the Hohenzollerns, was still in the beginnings of its growth. The Hussite wars had almost entirely estranged Bohemia from the empire. The Palatinate of the Rhine, always a home of culture, was still one of its centres. The Duchies of Brunswick-Lüneburg and Bavaria were also prominent. In 1495 the able Counts of Wirttemberg (Württemberg) received Countship of Swabia, which was raised to a duchy. Baden grew into a principality more slowly. More rapid was the development of Hesse, whose sovereigns under the title of Grand Dukes were soon to become princes. The future of the empire depended on the question of the minor states. The empire lacked imperial civil officials, imperial taxes, an imperial army, a general and systematized administration of imperial justice, while in these subordinate states there arose a defined government, a centralization of the civil officials, a systematization of administration. The rise of Maximilian's hereditary possessions, the Austrian provinces. The leaders of progress in this respect also were the imperial cities, in which intellectual life began to flourish. In art they produced an Albrecht Dürer and the two Holbeins. A darker side, however, was not lacking to the brilliant city life. Bloody outbreaks were often caused by a restless proletariat. Dissatisfaction was also rife among the free knights of the empire who had lost their former importance in consequence of the change in the military system, which had again made infantry the decisive element in battle. Moreover discontent was at work among the peasantry. The knights became robber-knights and highwaymen. Though banned by the emperor, Franz von Sickingen, without authority, carried on war with the city of Worms. The economic changes had even more ruinous consequences for the peasantry. The age of invention, the age of commerce, the age of great inventions, is also the age in which capital made its appearance as the great power of the world. There was a change in the value of money which brought severe suffering upon the peasantry which was despised and politically without rights, especially in the thickly populated southern part of Germany. Communal writings appeared, which discussed the position of the peasants. The unrest increased in Franconia, Swabia, and on the upper Rhine, and revolted against the authority of the imperialistic kingdom of God and all hopes were placed on a strong emperor. Mixed with these desires was the expectation of a thorough reform of ecclesiastical affairs concerning which dissatisfaction was loudly expressed. The social-religious restlessness continually increased the period of confusion. It had not passed by without leaving its impress on the German character. The brilliant exterior of life covered but thinly the brutality within. There was widespread evidence of the lack of morality in domestic life, of barbarity in the administration of justice, and of inhumanity in war. Peace was fading, although a rich and voluminous religious literature had been disseminated by the art of printing. Great preachers, like Geiler von Kaysersberg at Strasbourg, also appeared at this time. The Brethren of the Common Life took for their ideal the abnegation of the things of this world. But nothing could be accomplished for the decline of the authoritative influence of the Church on the life of the people. The Great Schism had severely shaken the position of the papacy. The common people were estranged from the Church. A craving for religious self-help arose, and religious movements aimed at the restoration of the monastic to the Church. The German learning loosened the bond that up to then had united it to theology. A new intellectual movement disputed the dominance of Scholasticism at the universities. Nicholas of Cusa, Æneas Sylvius, and Gregor von Heimburg prepared the way for Humanism. The medieval ideal had apparently lost their attraction, men turned to others, which advocated the world and its pleasures in opposition to self-abnegation, and instead of medieval universalism preached the freedom of the individual.

In the second half of the fifteenth century Italian Humanism entered Germany in order to break down here as it had done in Italy the absolute domination of the ecclesiastical conception of the world. But Humanism in Germany assumed an entirely different form. In Germany the end sought was not beauty of form in learning, art, and life; here it manifested, rather, a practical, pedagogical and, finally, religious ideology. Aided by this worldliness, by its delight in experiment and induction, roused others to sciences to fresh life, such as the science of history and especially the natural sciences. Individualism, moreover, strengthened the national sentiment and was a powerful force in overthrowing medieval unism, and in putting an end to the ideal of the medieval world, the universality of the Kingdom of God. At the close of Maximilian's reign the signs of the times were undoubtedly very threatening, yet closer investigation shows that the Christian idea was still powerful. Notwithstanding the turning away of many from the Church, there were still men in Germany who were filled with this idea. These men did not conceal from themselves the necessity of genuine moral reform. The same power and intensity of Christian feeling that had built the great cathedrals in the later Middle Ages was still alive in the more serious minded part of the nation. Only the few carried those feelings over into the preceding age, and with them the certain expectation of the reform of the Church from within.

From 1556 to 1618. — After the death of Maximilian I the two great competitors for the imperial crown were Francis I of France and Charles, Maximilian's grandson. Notwithstanding the opposition of Leo X and the alienation of French sympathies, the choice of the electors fell on Charles (28 June, 1610), who was crowned as Charles V (q. v.) at Aachen, on 23 October, and confirmed by Clement XI on 13 February, 1530. In January, 1521, he opened the Diet of Worms and his administration of the Holy Roman Empire lasted until his abdication. In 1556 Charles V resigned the imperial throne. This act implied a serious break in the continuity of the political and religious history of the German people. Charles had lasted for more than a generation, but only an insignificant part of it had been devoted to Germany. His attention had been mainly given to the Netherlands, to Spain, and to the wars with France and the Turks. Consequently from 1520 the defection from the Church had made more and more rapid headway, in spite of the emperor's prohibitory edicts issued at the Diet of Worms (1521) and at the Diet of Augsburg (1530), and shortly after 1540 this apostasy threatened to affect the whole of Germany. At the same time the separatist tendencies of the ruling princes increased in strength. It was not until towards the end of his reign that Charles took measures to check the princes of the empire. By the war in Gelderland (1543), the deposition of the Archbishop of Cologne (1547), and the Smallknight War (1546-47), he succeeded in bringing the triumphant career of Protestantism to a standstill, thus saving the greater part of the southern German territory. Driven from these territories Protestantism overran, during the following decades, the Bavarian and Bohemian-Austrian provinces in the south-east. But even there it was not able to maintain itself. On the other hand, Charles did not succeed in forcing the princes to return to their proper position in the empire and to subordination to the emperor. The most important of the princes were the rulers of the northern states; these were in no wise affected by Charles's military successes, as the eastern borders of the empire were as northern Germany. The Dukes of Saxony and Bavaria also, who were friendly to Charles and took part in his campaigns, suffered no curtailment of their power. The partial failure of Charles determined the future development of the empire, the basis of which was laid down in the last years of the Imperial Diet of 1555. By it, in the so-called Religious Peace of Augsburg, Germany was divided between the Catholics and the adherents of the Augsburg Confession, and the territorial princes were practically made the political arbiters of the empire. The principle, cuius regio, eius religio, which had been used, was recognized. The Reichskammergericht was subjected to the influence of the Estates of the empire. In the newly instituted system of administration by "circles" also, the control of the emperor was no longer permitted. Further, the permanent council of administration (Reichsdeputationstag), an organ of centralization developed in 1558 from the system of "circles," was summoned and presided over by the Elector of Mainz as chancellor of the empire and not by the emperor. Economical and judicial legislation developed on the separate states. At the Diet of Speyer (1570) the princes annulled the supreme authority of the emperor, and the "Reichskammergericht" ceased to exist. These events implied not only a change in the government of the empire, so that it was controlled by the electors and not by the emperor, but the empire itself became almost a shadow incapable of great administrative actions. Its constitutional powers waned; elections were seldom convoked (only ten up to 1618), the decisions of the Imperial Chamber were not carried out, the administration by "circles" did not take root. The empire failed just as signally, as a European power, in maintaining its interests during the great wars of the reign of Philip II in Western Europe, an exception being the Pacific War of Cologne (1579), which sought to restore order in the Netherlands, but to which little heed was paid. Not even the boundaries of the empire were maintained. From about 1580 the Spanish and Dutch established themselves in the Rhine provinces and Emsden, and Spain sought to prevent the acquisition of the Muscovy by the Bolognese. The Netherlands, and many of the south-western sections of the empire as possible in its intrigues, especially the city of Strasbourg. James I of England married his daughter to the Elector Palatine. On the Baltic coast the Swedes, Russians, and Poles despoiled the Germans of the portions nearest to their homelands. The Danes settled in the south-west corner of the Baltic. At the same time the Dutch overthrew the economic supremacy of the Hanseatic League in the Baltic Sea and German Ocean. On the Danube the Hapsburgs were compelled to buy an armistice with the Turks by the payment of tribute. The blame for the helpless condition of the empire rested principally on the reigning princes. They took no interest in its affairs, not because they were lacking in German sentiment, but because the horizon of their ideas was still too restricted, and because either they gave little thought to politics or their attention was absorbed by the details of administration within their own dominions. The governmental organization of their principalities was still very imperfect. The conservation and gradual development of their territories engrossed the energies of the princes, especially of the most powerful among them, the Elector of Cologne (1579) and that of Bavaria (1550-89). Therefore, avoided war above all things. The only alliance among them that had any stability at that time, the "Landsberg League" of southern Germany (1556-60), had, for its sole object, the maintenance of peace.
Maximilian II (1564–76), Rudolf II (1576–1612), and Matthäus (1612–19), not only failed to arouse the princes to a more intelligent treatment of the affairs of the empire, but by their own policy they encouraged the princes to pursue purely personal ends. For, unlike their predecessors, the Roman emperors, their credit in the empire, and the territories they governed, political importance of which barely exceeded that of the majority of German states, and which only surpassed these latter in extent. Accordingly, as none of them were men of pre-eminent ability, their political aims were narrow, their need of peace urgent, and their credit insecure while the credit of the western powers had largely developed since the time of Charles V. Moreover they had harder conditions to face in their own dominions than the other princes. Most of their territories were in the eastern part of Europe where, from the end of the fifteenth century, the landed petty nobles, who formed a large class, opposed with ever-increasing success the progress of the commonalty and the introduction of orderly administration under the control of the sovereign. With this inferior nobility in the dominions of the German Hapsburgs, the Protestants, who had equally no authority, made common cause. Thus the emperors were by degrees so harassed in their family possessions that, towards the end of Rudolf's reign, the power fell into the hands of the nobility, and Matthias, though advised by his able minister Cardinal Klesi, was hardly able to hold his authority. In the period from 1556 to 1618 the only general movement in the inner politics of the empire, and one that caused important changes in the relative influence of the German rulers, namely, the endeavour to place the ecclesiastical principalities in the hands of the younger sons of reigning princes, was entirely due to the desire of these princes to increase their territories. The ecclesiastical domains in the eastern provinces of Germany were few and insignificant, whereas in the north-west as well as throughout the west and south they were numerous, some being large in extent and of great importance. With exception of the territorially large and powerful Diocese of Münster and the small Diocese of Hildesheim those in the east and north came under the control of Protestant princes as "administrators" to the agrandisement of the Houses of Wittelsbach, Hohenzollern, and Guelph. In this way these territories were made easy for securing the same advantage the princes besides the Bishops of Cologne and Hildesheim, which were, thereby, saved from the fate that befell the others. These measures quickened the process of consolidation by which the territories of a few dynastic houses in northern Germany steadily grew in extent, the result being of considerable importance in the future political development of Germany. On the other hand, the attempts of the princes to annex the spiritual principalities of southern Germany failed. Protestantism entered these territories at a later date and with less force than it had in those of northern Germany. Consequently the ecclesiastical domain in the south retained its independence and value far longer than those in the north, while the princes were weaker, because their number was large and their possessions all small, excepting what belonged to the Austrian Hapsburgs on the Upper Rhine and perhaps also the territory belonging to Württemberg. In these circumstances the Ecclesiastical Reservation (Reservatum Ecclesiasticum), adopted at the instance of the Catholics in the Recess of the Imperial Diet of 1555, proved an effective precautionary measure in southern Germany. It provided that any bishop or abbot who turned Protestant could not take advantage of the rule of residence, and the exemption, his suc- The chief opponents of the ecclesiastical principalities in southern Germany were the representatives of the House of Wittelsbach, rulers of the Palatinates and of Bavaria. Prominent because of their noble descent, the Elector Palatine being in fact the ranking temporal elector, they were all poor in land. The branch that ruled the Palatinate of Neuburg acquired a heritage on the Lower Rhine by marrying into the ducal House of Cleves-Jülich, which was becoming extinct. The other Catholic princes and rulers in their domains at the expense of their neighbours. What decided the predominance of the Catholics in the south was the result of two movements which settled the question whether the Protestants, in spite of the successes in 1543–47 of Charles V, were finally to seize Cologne and the whole country of the Lower Rhine and from these centres crush the Catholics of southern Germany. In the first of these contests, the "Cologne War" (1582–84), which arose from the apostasy of Archbishop Gebhard Truchsess, the last Archbishop of Cologne who was not a Bavarian, the Catholics were successful. In the second, the contest over the Cleves-Jülich succession on the extinction of the native ducal family, the inheritance, it is true, passed to Protestant rulers, the Palatines of Neuburg and the Hohenzollerns; but of these the Neuburg line became Catholic in 1612, so that the danger was dispelled once more! As a consequence the Catholic Church gained sufficient time, after the Council of Trent, to accomplish gradually the reconversion of the greater part of southern and western Germany, especially since Bavar- ia in the south, and Münster as well as Cologne in the west, remained faithful to it. The political consequences of the Catholic victory in the south were that this part of the empire, in contrast to the northern sections, continued to be split up into many principalities. This caused a constant state of unrest among the reigning princes and the nobles of the empire in south-western Germany. The electors palatine, especially, were dissatisfied with their fortunes. They pursued within the empire a policy of hostility to the Catholics and to the imperial house that became more and more reckless with each succeeding decade. Moreover they were in league with France and other foreign countries. In accordance with this policy they turned from the Lutheran to the Calvinistic faith and put themselves at the head of all the discontented elements in the empire. Up to 1601 their aim was to bring about a union of all the German Protestant princes, including the Lutheran, for the purpose of enforcing the claims of Protestantism in south-western Germany. Even Saxony eventually took part in the negotiations. The princes became the Bishops of Cologne and Hildesheim, which were, thereby, saved from the fate that befell the others. These measures quickened the process of consolidation by which the territories of a few dynastic houses in northern Germany steadily grew in extent, the result being of considerable importance in the future political development of Germany. On the other hand, the attempts of the princes to annex the spiritual principalities of southern Germany failed. Protestantism entered these territories at a later date and with less force than it had in those of northern Germany. Consequently the ecclesiastical domain in the south retained its independence and value far longer than those in the north, while the princes were weaker, because their number was large and their possessions all small, excepting what belonged to the Austrian Hapsburgs on the Upper Rhine and perhaps also the territory belonging to Württemberg. In these circumstances the Ecclesiastical Reservation (Reservatum Ecclesiasticum), adopted at the instance of the Catholics in the Recess of the Imperial Diet of 1555, proved an effective precautionary measure in southern Germany. It provided that any bishop or abbot who turned Protestant could not take advantage of the rule of residence, and the exemption, his suc- The chief opponents of the ecclesiastical principalities in southern Germany were the representatives of the House of Wittelsbach, rulers of the Palatinates and of Bavaria. Prominent because of their noble descent, the Elector Palatine being in fact the ranking temporal elector, they were all poor in land. The branch that ruled the Palatinate of Neuburg acquired a heritage on the Lower Rhine by marrying into the ducal House of Cleves-Jülich, which was becoming extinct. The other Catholic princes and rulers in their domains at the expense of their neighbours. What decided the predominance of the Catholics in the south was the result of two movements which settled the question whether the Protestants, in spite of the successes in 1543–47 of Charles V, were finally to seize Cologne and the whole country of the Lower Rhine and from these centres crush the Catholics of southern Germany. In the first of these contests, the "Cologne War" (1582–84), which arose from the apostasy of Archbishop Gebhard Truchsess, the last Archbishop of Cologne who was not a Bavarian, the Catholics were successful. In the second, the contest over the Cleves-Jülich succession on the extinction of the native ducal family, the inheritance, it is true, passed to Protestant rulers, the Palatines of Neuburg and the Hohenzollerns; but of these the Neuburg line became Catholic in 1612, so that the danger was dispelled once more! As a consequence the Catholic Church gained sufficient time, after the Council of Trent, to accomplish gradually the reconversion of the greater part of southern and western Germany, especially since Bavaria in the south, and Münster as well as Cologne in the west, remained faithful to it. The political consequences of the Catholic victory in the south were that this part of the empire, in contrast to the northern sections, continued to be split up into many principalities. This caused a constant state of unrest among the reigning princes and the nobles of the empire in south-western Germany. The electors palatine, especially, were dissatisfied with their fortunes. They pursued within the empire a policy of hostility to the Catholics and to the imperial house that became more and more reckless with each succeeding decade. Moreover they were in league with France and other foreign countries. In accordance with this policy they turned from the Lutheran to the Calvinistic faith and put themselves at the head of all the discontented elements in the empire. Up to 1601 their aim was to bring about a union of all the German Protestant princes, including the Lutheran, for the purpose of enforcing the claims of Protestantism in south-western Germany. Even Saxony eventually took part in the negotiations. The princes became the Bishops of Cologne and Hildesheim, which were, thereby, saved from the fate that befell the others. These measures quickened the process of consolidation by which the territories of a few dynastic houses in northern Germany steadily grew in extent, the result being of considerable importance in the future political development of Germany. On the other hand, the attempts of the princes to annex the spiritual principalities of southern Germany failed. Protestantism entered these territories at a later date and with less force than it had in those of northern Germany. Consequently the ecclesiastical domain in the south retained its independence and value far longer than those in the north, while the princes were weaker, because their number was large and their possessions all small, excepting what belonged to the Austrian Hapsburgs on the Upper Rhine and perhaps also the territory belonging to Württemberg. In these circumstances the Ecclesiastical Reservation (Reservatum Ecclesiasticum), adopted at the instance of the Catholics in the Recess of the Imperial Diet of 1555, proved an effective precautionary measure in southern Germany. It provided that any bishop or abbot who turned Protestant could not take advantage of the rule of residence, and the exemption, his suc-
and of individual bishops, of whom the Bishop of Würzburg, Julius Echter of Mespelbrunn, was the most noted of the Jesuits. The situation was in no wise altered by the fact that in 1598 Maxi-
milian I succeeded to the sovereignty of Bavaria. He sur-
passed all the German princes of that period in ability and energy, and in the course of a few years he made Bavaria the most powerful of the German states. But he was prudent, peaceable, and above all intent on the internal improvement of his principality. Only on one occasion did he offer a decided opposition to the Calvinistic party; in 1607 he seized Donauwörth, which had persecuted its Catholic inhabitants. The Catholic League, which he organized in 1609 to offset the Protestant Union, was of a purely defensive nature. Yet, because of a lack of unrest, the fanatical spirit of the empire appeared not in immediate danger at the beginning of the seventeenth century. Its impotence, however, was most clearly manifested in its economic and intel-
llectual life. Under Charles V the German mercantile instinct had made the mistake of giving itself largely to the profitable business of money transactions with governments. This was no longer lucrative, but the self-control necessary for the more arduous gains of industrial enterprises now hardly existed. Moreover, political conditions made commerce timid. The free cities of the empire, the centres of mercantile life, had lost nearly all of the imperial prerogatives. They were either hostile to them or still biased by their economic views of land and agriculture. Furthermore, the extent of the several principalities was too small to form the basis of commercial undertakings while customs duties closed their frontiers. Foreign competition was already proving a superior force; commerce and manufacture, with the prosperity of which the growth of great states seems universally bound up, were at the point of collapse in Germany. Intellectual life was in an equally discouraging state. Almost without knowing it the nation had been di-
vided by the Reformation into two religious camps, and a large part of it had accepted a wholly different faith. The thoughts of the people were being concen-
trated more and more on this one fact. They were encour-
aged in this by the princes who had derived from the schism great advantages in position and pos-
sessions by the cheap sale of spiritual positions, and still insurmountable prejudice of the Lutherans of northern Germany against Catholics can be traced to the sermons of their preachers in the sixteenth cen-
tury. From an entirely different point of view the Jesuits exhorted the Catholics to have as little as possi-le with Protestants and to believe that all Protestants con-
trolled all minds. Thereby the common consciousness of nationality was just as obscured in the people as it was dulled in the princes by political selfishness.

From 1618 to 1713.—(1) 1618 to 1648.—The politi-
cal life of the German nation was quickened into fresh activity by the strong character of several princes who in their respective states took up almost simultaneously the fight against the preponderating power of the petty landed nobility. Those among these princes who made their mark on German history were Ferdinand II of Austria, Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden, and, a generation later, Frederick William of Brandenburg, called the Great Elector. In 1617 Frederick II was chosen by his family, on account of the vigour he had shown as ruler of Styria, to be the associate and successor of Matthias. No sooner had the nobles felt Ferdinand's strong hand than they revolted in Bohemia, where they were most rebellious (1618). Their religion was made a pretext at his pleasure; he used the means to suppress it vigorously, the rebellion spread to the Danubian provinces, where it was supported by the rulers of Transylvania. When Matthias died (1619) the insurgents, through the mediation of Christian of Anhalt, went to the extreme of raising the head of the Union, Frederick V of Palatinate, to the throne of Bohemia (August, 1619), in order to obtain the help of the German Protestants. At the same time, however, Ferdinand was chosen emperor by the Electors, whereupon the Bohemian and the Elector Palatine was defeated by the Duke of Bavaria on 8 November, 1620, at the battle of the White Mountain (Weissenberg) before the gates of Prague. Ferdinand II followed up his victory vigorously and from 1621 to 1628 established a new basis of political adminis-
tration in his dominions. The multiplicity of heteroge-
neous Hapsburg territories, bound together almost entirely by dynastic interest, the threat of the empire to impinge Austrian state. This was to be founded on a system of government based on one official language, the German, on uniformity of administrative princi-
ples, on the profession of the Catholic faith by the entire population, and on the steady support of the reigning house by a body of great landed proprietors whose estates were made up of the confiscated lands of the landed petty nobility. These great landowners, established in the various dominions of the Hapsburgs and free from separatist traditions, were to represent the principle of a single state as against the peoples of the several provinces.

The consequences of this change of system were soon felt all over Europe. The scheme had in view the organization of so extensive a state that the united Austrian dominion must needs become one of the great powers of Europe. Hitherto great countries had developed only in Western Europe, namely Spain and France. Their fields of conflict were Italy and Burgundy. Now, however, a strong power was rising on the borders of central Europe, which appeared to have unlimited room for expansion in the territories of eastern Europe. By means of its dynastic connection with Spain it could aspire to the empire, and to France. As early as 1623 Austria and Spain supported each other in Switzerland; in 1628 Ferdinand by his power as emperor protected the interests of Spain in the War of the Mantuan Succession. As a result France became the natural enemy of Austria from the very first. It was for this reason that the empire first became interested in the issue of the war in Bohemia. The greater portion of its territory lay between France and Austria. In the paralyzed condition of the empire a war between these two great countries would have to be fought on imperial territory. It was the fear that the clouds of war so quickly gathered. For the states of western Europe were, first of all, hampered by internal troubles and by their relations to one an-
other, while the Hapsburgs were occupied at home. Even Maximilian of Bavaria, after the battle of the White Mountain, expected to bring the war to a speedy end by procuring Christian of Anhalt and a few other adherents of the fugitive Elector Palatine. In order to bring the old Wittelsbach family feud to a final settlement, to seize the Upper Palatinate by war of indemnity, and to secure the transfer of the electoral dignity from the Palatinate to the Bavarian line of the house Maximilian occupied the entire Palatinate. But war once kindled in the empire could not be confined within limits, and it spread slowly but steadily (see THIRTY YEARS WAR). Too much inflammable material had been accumulated by the discontent of the petty princes of the empire, by the religious strife that had set in at his pleasure, and by the employment that resulted from the economic decline, and by the occupation of the border provinces by foreign powers. Whenever Maximilian gained a vic-
tory his enemies with very little trouble enlisted fresh hosts of mercenaries; the Netherlands furnished the money. Very soon he was obliged to send his army
into north-western Germany; thus the war continued to spread.

Two events of the years 1624–29 increased animosities and tension; the famine of 1628–30, the greatest since the Thirty Years’ War. When he had driven the Elector Palatine out of Bohemia he had also outlawed him as a prince of the empire. Now that the territories in the empire occupied by Maximilian of Bavaria were growing in extent and the war was becoming more general throughout Germany, Ferdinand could hardly avoid assuming its direction. He had not the necessary funds for such an undertaking, because of the persistently blundering economic administration of Austria. But he accepted Wallenstein’s offer to maintain an army for him. Wallenstein was ambitious to be invested, as the head of an army, with extraordinary powers both military and diplomatic. He was a capable organizer and a remarkable man, but a condottiere rather than astatesman. Nevertheless the emperor placed him (1625) at the head of an army. Wallenstein did not act in conjunction with Maximilian’s troops; moreover, he showed little respect either for the historically established relations between emperor and princes, or for the position of the latter in the empire. Hequartered his troops in the territories of the princes, levied heavy contributions from their subjects and treated these sovereigns themselves with arrogance, while at the same time he was not a general who rapidly achieved decisive results. The blind jealousy that had animated the princes against Charles V was now directed against Ferdinand. Once more the complaint resounded that the emperor was placing on them “the yoke of brutal servitude”, was making himself “monarch” of the empire, and an autocrat. (b) Maximilian followed up the victory of the Bavarian and imperial forces by restoring Catholicism in the Upper Palatinate. The Catholics demanded the restitution of the small territories in southern Germany of which they had been despoiled since 1550, despite the Reservatum ecclesiasticum. Furthermore, overestimating their success in the north, he strove to regain the dioceses in north-western Germany that had passed under Protestant administration. The emperor was impelled by his political interests to enforce the claims for restoration in the south, since this would greatly weaken the Wurttemberg dynasty, which was an obstacle to the extension of the Habsburg influence in Sweden. He authorized the reclamation of the bishoprics of northern Germany in the district of the Elbe and at the mouth of the Weser, in order to place them in the hands of an Austrian archduke. Accordingly he issued the Edict of Restitution of 1629. The Calvinistic party of the Palatinate had been totally defeated, and now Lutheranism was in danger of being confined to a comparatively narrow territory split up into detached districts by Catholic ecclesiastical principalities. On this account all the Protestant states of the empire were filled with distrust and resentment, although ill-prepared to take arms in self-defence.

Cardinal Richelieu had, meanwhile, overthrown the Huguenots in France and had laid plans to strengthen the French power in Europe by the occupation of desirable positions in upper Italy as well as in Lorraine and on German soil. He saw a menace to his schemes in the imperial army that had hitherto been negligible, and in Ferdinand’s interference in the War of the Mantuan Succession. He reminded the princes that France had formerly protected their liberties, impressed them with its peace-loving character, and urged them, especially Maximilian of Bavaria, to refuse to elect the emperor’s son King of the Romans and to demand the dismissal of Wallenstein (1629–30). While he thus sought to deprive the emperor of his commander-in-chief and his main army, Richelieu also used every means to induce Gustavus Adolphus, King of Sweden, to invade the empire. The appearance of Wallenstein on the Baltic coast and the invasion of the ecclesiastical principalities on the Elbe by the Catholics disturbed the ambitious King of Sweden. He was the ablest of all the princes who, in the first half of the seventeenth century, sustained the authority of the sovereign against the encroachments of the petty nobility in central and eastern Europe. After a speedily won success in Sweden itself, he set about the task of conquering all the territories on the Baltic in which the princes still suffered the inferior nobility to do as they pleased, thereby securing for Sweden the control of this sea and a place as one of the great powers. If the Habsburgs should accomplish their plans for the restoration of Catholicism the schemes of Gustavus Adolphus would be completely frustrated. For, in order to control all the lands on the Baltic and to sever permanently the German princes of this region from the empire, he must unite them in an organic political system and civilization; this would be impossible unless all of them were separated in religion from the greater part of the rest of Europe by preserving Lutheranism. In the summer of 1630 the king landed in Pomerania; in August the emperor sacrificed Wallenstein to the princes.

The success of Richelieu’s intrigues and of the invasion of Gustavus Adolphus appeared more alarming at first than the outcome warranted. They did not cause the dynastic power of the Habsburgs to totter. Gustavus Adolphus was killed at Lützen (1632); his finest troops, the mainstay of his strength, were annihilated at Nördlingen (1634). Thereafter the Swedes could achieve only ephemeral successes by means of a few bold but spasmodic expeditions from the coast into the interior of the empire. Years passed before Richelieu was able to replace the army of Gustavus Adolphus by French troops. During the Swedish invasion he had occupied (1638–34) the whole of Lorraine and the region between the Moselle and the Upper Rhine. After the battle of Nördlingen he openly declared war against the emperor (1635), but he did not venture far beyond the Rhine. Within the empire the first successes of the Swedes led to a reconciliation between Maximilian and the emperor, while the continued occupation of German soil by the Swedes and the French declaration of war after Richelieu’s assurances of peace influenced most of the other princes to ally themselves again with the emperor, Saxony leading the way. There was a burst of patriotic indignation, such as had not been known for a long time; men were again ready to sacrifice their interests to those of the empire. In the Peace of Prague (1655) emperor and princes
agreed upon the future organization of the empire. This treaty made allowances both for the historical development of the empire and its necessities: the enforcement of the Empire's authority by “circles” was to be revived and perfected. Against foreign foes all pledged themselves to act in common, no one desired any further separate leagues. In case of war a consolidated imperial army was to enter the field. As early as 1635 the offensive was taken against France and Sweden. In 1636 Frederick II was elected King of the Romans; he was emperor 1637–57.

Thus the political unity of the German nation, sorely as it had suffered from the weakness of the imperial authority, the excessive growth of separatism, and the religious schism, stood the test in the hour of danger. However, its resources, seriously weakened after a struggle of twenty years, were not adequate to carry out the compact made at Prague and to relieve the distress of the empire at one stroke; Austria, in particular, was not equal to its task. It was found impossible to drive the enemy by force out of the empire, to secure all the empire for the emperor. For the protection of the frontiers had been neglected and the individual states allowed to cultivate relations with foreign countries too long to permit the attainment of these ends. In western Germany the Landgrave of Hesse became a supporter of the French, while the young Frederick William, Elector of Brandenburg, who had succeeded to his electorate in the latter part of 1640, concluded an armistice with the Swedes. From 1640 on Richelieu was finally able to send French armies into Germany. The inadequacy of the services that Austria rendered the empire and the support it gave the Spaniards, who were hated throughout Germany, reawakened distrust in the emperor. Moreover economic conditions in the German states, after nearly a century of gradual decline, and the ravages since 1621 of the soldiery, became each year more pitiful. The need for rest excluded every other consideration. Even the antagonistic religious parties began to long for peace. The smaller states of the empire felt no interest in the war and demanded peace at any price with the foreign enemies; even the greater ones, becoming gradually exhausted, declared themselves neutral. In conjunction with the emperor, and even without him, they negotiated for peace. Maximilian II of Bavaria and Emperor Ferdinand II of Bohemia and Sweden, whose influence thereby naturally became much more powerful. But the consciousness that they were parts of the empire did not again die out. A dim perception that Austria in its development as a great power partly belonged largely to eastern Europe deepened the conviction, which was encouraged by France, that the interests of the empire and Austria were not absolutely identical, that the policy of the one need not of necessity be the policy of the other and that the empire had needs of its own which should be safeguarded by the states. In order to meet these exigencies the states claimed, on behalf of the empire, the right to seek the protection of other great powers as well as of the emperor, so as to find support in all emergencies either on one side or the other. Some declared that these needs were, above all, the restoration and maintenance of peace, and the preservation of the circle of cities in the empire, and of the varied forms of German governmental administration as opposed to the centralisation of other countries. The Bishop of Würzburg, John Philip of Schönborn, the most active representative of the inferior estates, was strongly imbued with these principles.

These views were officially recognized by the Peace of Westphalia (1648). To procure the evacuation of Germany by the foreign armies France was indemnified by that part of Alsace that lay between France and Sweden by the territories at the mouths of the Oder and the Weser. The great possessions gained by Austria in Bohemia and in the countries on the Danube were not touched, but it agreed to cease supporting Spain. Within the empire everyone was restored to his own possessions and his own rights. At the same time, however, the possessions of the German princes having military resources were enlarged in such manner that the balance of power was maintained among them. To do this the lands of decadent principalities, especially the lands of the bishoprics of northern Germany, where Ernst von Pflug and Ulrich of Hanover were allotted to them. The consolidation of northern Germany into an ever decreasing number of states thus made another great advance, as was evidenced by the fact that towards the end of the war even the much divided possessions of the Guelphs in the north-west were combined to a large extent, like those of the other north German dynasties, under a single government. An attempt was made to assure the mutual recognition of the new territorial boundaries by establishing complete equality between Protestants and Catholics. The Catholics were satisfied with a slight enlargement of their possessions in return for their recognition of the party of the empire in 1618, the year taken as the standard being 1624, and the Calvinistic Confession was recognized. The new order of things was protected, as regards the emperor, by proclaiming the sovereignty of the princes of the empire, by restoring to them the right to make alliances, and by making France and Sweden the guarantors of the execution of the treaty. As against these two powers, however, it was most inadequately secured; the disturbances in the south-west, it is true, were suppressed, but the division of that region into small states was maintained, and its development thereby impeded. The result was that the western bordering on France was ill-protected, while the occupation of the lands at the mouths of the Oder and Weser by the Swedes was a perennial danger to northern Germany.

(2) 1648 to 1673.—Frightful as had been the devastation of property and loss of life, the conclusion of peace did not find a ruined people. Both in political affairs and in the advance of civilization the war had brought about the renewal of national vigour. In most of the states the governments gave themselves to arduous work. Some commercial centres gradually revived, and by uniting energy and agriculture to the arts. Nor was it a mere matter of material progress. Intellectual life also reawakened and grew apace. In jurisprudence, political science, education, the perfecting of the German language, and poetry, a succession of scholars, by a constantly increasing mastery of form and matter, produced a series of great works. The study of these works during the next two decades matured the all-embracing genius of Leibniz (1646–1716). France, which reached the height of its literary culture in the following generation, was the teacher of Germany, and Catholicism derived especial advantage from the influence of France. The reputation of Catholicism rapidly increased, and it soon exerted a powerful force of attraction over many high-minded Protestants in Germany which eventually led them into the Church. Around Schönborn especially, who in 1647 had become Archbishop of Mainz and chancellor of the empire, was gathered a circle of Catholics, and went over others who held in them the latter Leibnitz. From Schönborn emanated an influence that permeated the entire intellectual life of Germany. In the domain of politics Catholic hopes were founded on the military successes of Austria and Bavaria, which had shown themselves the stronger of the German states, on the efforts of Schönborn to
fuse life into the administration by "circles", and on his attempt to form alliances among the princes with the ultimate aim of bringing about a general confederation of the estates. Schönborn desired, by means of such a general confederation, to make Germany under him a powerful nation on a par with the great powers. Although this confederation was to be peaceful in character and could consequently only become a second grade power, he even hoped to make of it a means of establishing a balance of power in Europe between France and Austria, such as some Italians had sought to make of it in the preceding century. Schönborn's policy was most successful in 1657–58, when Ferdinand III died without leaving an heir who had attained his majority and had been elected King of the Romans, thus giving France an opportunity to attempt to dictates the succession to the imperial crown. Schönborn, however, secured its bestowal upon another Hapsburg, Leopold I (1658–1705); at the same time he united a large number of princes in the Confederation of the Rhine ("Rheinbund"), which looked for support to France.

Still more powerful but not more advantageous for Germany was the course of events by another reigning prince, Frederick William of Brandenburg, the Great Elector. His contemporaries looked upon him only as the most turbulent of the rulers in the empire. His chief object was the aggrandizement of Brandenburg to the eastward of the Elbe, but, in the course of Wangen at Leipsic, he lost it, compensated by new territories in western Germany. Dissatisfied with this arrangement he openly avowed that as the greater part of his dominion bordered on eastern Europe, he, like Austria and even more unscrupulously, did not consider the interests of Germany as identical with those of Brandenburg. When Sweden declared war on Poland in 1655 he took part on the side of the former country with all his resources. In 1658 the new emperor joined forces with him to drive Sweden out of Germany. In order to be more certain of the aid of the imperial troops Frederick William, at the election of the emperor, brought it about that Austria was required to renew its pledge not to support Spain, at which France was preparing to strike the final blow. This threatened Germany once more with serious danger, for France, after forcing Spain into the Peace of the Pyrenees in 1659, in 1660 dictated peace preliminaries at Olivia. The reports that Sweden was protected against any diminution of its territories. Then when the Turks, after a long truce, renewed their advance on Vienna in 1662 France forced auxiliaries on Austria as soon as the latter began to offer a sturdy defence. Consequently, after the first victories, Leopold preferred to come to a secret understanding with the Turks at Vasvár (1664). France interfered in every quarrel among the states of the empire.

Aided by the personal charm of his young king Louis XIV, who had assumed the government in 1661, France appeared to have obtained a dominant influence as a model statesman in Italy. What it had vainly striven to gain by war France now acquired during ten years of peace. Apparently in all parts of the empire, including Austria, there was a continually growing need of peace. The subsidies that Louis poured into the exchequers of the insubordinate princes, who were just beginning to demand a rational system of taxation, were intended to fetter them. The upper classes in Germany surrendered themselves completely to the influence of French culture and customs. Moreover, French statecraft, economic policy, and military system, which presented to the princes an example how an effective administrative organization to place Germany upon a firmer and more under the spell of its western neighbour. The Houses of Guelph and Wittelsbach and the rulers of Saxony allowed themselves to be won over by France.

In 1667–68 Louis was able to place a check upon the Elector of Brandenburg, and also upon Austria, the dynastic line of which was now reduced to one person, and threatened to become extinct like that of Spain. Although the Peace of Westphalia led the Germans to take up with France again, and the Treaty of Cassel, then in 1668, Louis's adviser in foreign affairs, warned him not to carry out his purpose of attacking the Netherlands until he was sure of the sympathy of the more important German princes, all the efforts of the able French diplomat did not avail to obtain this assurance. Louis, nevertheless, advanced against the Dutch, and a storm of popular indignation broke out in Germany which carried along with it the German princes, with the exception of the Wittelsbach line. In 1674 the empire declared war against France.

(3) 1674–78.—This was the signal for a war of fourteen years duration. Change of emphasis, division into three periods. In the first the advantages of efficient generals, well-trained troops, and abundant means were all on the side of France. The contingents of the German princes formed a motley body; in 1675 the Elector of Brandenburg withdrew, and marched into the empire. The Swedes and the French, the allies of the emperor, the Netherlands and Spain, proved inefficient. Only a few isolated exploits, such as the battle of Fehrbellin (1675), revived the fame of German military prowess. In 1679 peace was made between the empire and France at Nimwegen. Louis, however, overestimated his success. On the one hand he calculated on detaching the Elector of Brandenburg permanently from the German cause by compelling him, as in 1660, to restore all the territory won from the Swedes and then to enter into an alliance with France that would reduce him almost to feudal dependence. On the other hand, after peace had been signed, France seized various strips of territory on the western frontier of Germany (called the "Reunions"), this unwarranted procedure culminating in the occupation of Strasbourg (1781). Such conduct, however, only stimulated the patriotic indignation of Germany. Biberach (1682), while at the same time the rising generation in the larger principalities, including the territories of the Wittelsbach line, was rallying enthusiastically around the emperor for the Turkish war. The repulse of the Turks at the siege of Vienna (1683), followed by the glorious recovery of Hungary, gave a new impulse to Austria's political power. With the increase of French interference in German affairs (succession to the Palatinate, 1685; election of the Bishop of Cologne, 1688), German resistance to Louis, in which Brandenburg joined, became unanimous. Louis retorted by renewing war. Although Austria was still engaged in the War of Devolution, the military situation of the two sides were almost even. The Margrave Louis William of Baden organized the troops of the small south-western states of Germany in an efficient manner. Austria found in Eugene of Savoy a general and statesman who, in a position similar to Wallenstein's, far surpassed the latter in genius and character. Moreover, the emperor found in England a far more efficient ally than the Netherlands had been. Both sides brought larger and larger armies into the field, until each of them maintained 400,000 men. By the Peace of Ryswick (1697) Louis restored part of the territory of which he had been deprived, and in the brilliant victory of Zenta (1697), drove the Turks completely out of Hungary and Transylvania (Treaty of Carlowitz, 1699). The death of the last Spanish Hapsburg (1700) caused a fresh outbreak of
the war as early as 1701. This time Austria was able to employ most of its forces against France, England being again the ally of the empire. The allied powers won brilliant victories, some jointly, some separately (Blenheim, 1704, Ramillies and Turin, 1706, Oudenarde, 1708, Malplaquet, 1709). By straining its powers to the utmost France bettered its position after 1709. During the course of the war Austria changed rulers. Archduke Joseph I, reigning from 1711-40. After Charles VI ascended the throne England deserted Austria. By the Treaties of Rastatt and Baden in 1713-14 France retained only Alsace out of all its conquests on the German frontier. Meanwhile Austria, which had once more become embroiled with the Turks, again defeated the latter, and imposed terms at the Peace of Passarowitz in 1718 that were extremely favourable to Austrian trade in the Levant. At the same time a war was raging between Russia and Sweden, and the princes of northern Germany took advantage of it to drive Sweden completely out of Germany (treaty of Stockholm between Sweden and Hanover in 1718; between Sweden and Prussia in 1720).

By the victories over the Turks and by its opposition to Louis XIV the Austrian monarchy became in the fullest sense a great power, while France effected no substantial extension of its frontiers. In this way the war of Louis XIV and II resulted in the field of architecture. The Peace of Passarowitz especially in that of architecture. In Vienna and the capitals of the spiritual and temporal lords of southern Germany many architecturally striking buildings were erected; among the great architects and fresco painters of this period were Hildebrand, Prandauer, Fischer of Erlach, Neumann, and the brothers Asam. Protestantism, however, led, as was exemplified by the professors of the University of Halle, Thomasius, Christian Wolff, Francke. Moreover, the close relations of England to Germany now began to make themselves felt, and German Protestantism found in England a powerful and progressive and领取 and ,100 of Sweden had not been able to afford.

From 1713 to 1848. —(1) 1713 to 1789. —Many petty differences were still left unsettled in 1713, many an ambition was as yet unrealised. In Germany as well as in the rest of Europe questions remained to be settled by diplomatic negotiations, but swords were sheathed. The people had an intense desire for peace. The industrial classes longed to emerge from the miserable hand-to-mouth existence which had been theirs for so many years, to rise again to the profitable exercise of trades and commerce, and to accumulate capital for larger undertakings. For several decades to come they were obliged to work without visible results. But the strenuous effort produced the will and the strength necessary to achieve the phenomenal economic progress of the German people in the nineteenth century. The prevailing tendency among the princes and nobles was to increase the employment of the social and artistic pleasures of life, which they gratified by the erection of magnificent buildings and by gorgeous court ceremonial; examples of the indulgence of such tastes were the rulers of Saxony Augustus II (1684—1733) and Augustus III (1733—63), the latter being also Elector of Saxony, Wettin, and the Elector of Bavaria (1679—1726); Eberhard Louis (1677—1733) and Charles Eugene (1737—93) of Württemberg. Men of higher aims were Maximilian III Joseph of Bavaria (1745—77), and, among the bishops, especially those of the Schönborn family. In the interior development of the states the princes sought to complete the reorganisation of their territories according to the French absolutist and bureaucratic model, as: the introduction of state officials into local government, the collection of taxes in coin and a money basis for trade, the augmentation of the standing armies, repression of the privileges of the nobility, and the extinction of parliamentary and corporate rights. To perfect such a system both persistent and steady effort was needed; the majority of states fell short in this respect. In Hanover the nobility gradually recovered control of the government; in Austria a perilous state of political inertia set in under Charles VI. Frederick the Great of Prussia was the only sovereign who carried out the work of economic reconstruction with energy. The ideal state which the statesmen of the age of Louis XIV sought to attain, an ideal impracticable in larger countries, was to a great extent realised in Prussia. Small as was Prussia's territory and backward as it was in civiliza
tion, it grew, nevertheless, into a power influential out of all proportion to the size of its population and area, thanks to the high efficiency of the administration, to the utilization of all resources for the benefit of the state, and to the unflagging energy of the king himself. Shortly after 1740 Prussia was able to maintain a state army of more than 100,000 men, ready for war, and with this army it could turn the scale in a conflict between the equally balanced forces of the great countries.

In 1740 Frederick II, the Great, succeeded to the throne of Prussia. In the period just passed Austria and Prussia claimed the right to reign in the grand manner in 1733 over issues that had not been settled in 1713, namely, the Polish Succession, and the right of France to Lorraine. By the Peace of Vienna in 1738 France obtained Lorraine; Austria, moreover, in 1739 lost Belgrad to the Turks. Soon after Frederick's accession in Prussia, the Emperor Charles VI died, leaving a daughter, Maria Theresa (1740-80). France and Bavaria took up arms to prevent her coming to the throne of Austria; this was in direct violation of the promises made to Charles when these countries recognized the Pragmatic Sanction. At the instigation of France the electors chose Charles Albert of Bavaria emperor under the title of Charles VII (1742-45). Frederick the Great took full advantage of Maria Theresa's difficulties; he occupied Silesia and, upon her refusal to surrender it, concluded an alliance with France and Bavaria; the wars that followed upon this were the War of the Austrian Succession (1740-48), the First Silesian War (1740-42), and the Second Silesian War (1744-45). Impaired in strength during the weak government of Charles VI, Austria seemed ready to fall to pieces under the force of the shock. But the hesitation of Frederick the Great, the aid of England, Austria's ally after 1742, and above all Maria Theresa's political energy and inspiring personality helped Austria to withstand the shock. Silesia, it is true, was not recovered, but Maria Theresa kept all the other provinces and in 1745 her husband, Francis I, was elected emperor. She found in Kau- nits a most valuable guide in matters of foreign policy and a wise assistant in the direction of home affairs.

The internal administration was steadily perfected in imitation of Prussia, the army was reorganized by Daun, Leopold, and Lacy. Further, by the new alliance between the three great European powers, Austria, France and Russia, Austria was once more established in a commanding position in Europe. Nevertheless, with the decline of England and France prevented the consequences of these measures from becoming immediately apparent. In 1756 he made a fresh attack on Austria while England simultaneously went to war with France for the purpose of acquiring the latter's colonies. The ensuing struggle was the Seven Years War, which exposed the weak points of the schemes of Kaukats and especially the decline in the military strength of France before their excellences could be turned to use. Moreover Maria Theresa, by summoning as empress the French to enter the country, stilled in the princes all feeling of obligation to the emperor, while Frederick by his victory over the French at Rossbach (1757) became a national hero despite the unpopularity of Prussia. In addition, the sturdy restistance that the Prussian king offered to the three powers, even though he failed of victory, made an impression on the political world in Prussia's favour no less great in results than were the consequences in northern Germany of his alliance with England.

(2) 1768 to 1816.—After the Treaty of Hubertusburg (1763) Prussia was not only an independent state, it had as well an independent policy. From this time on the rest of northern Germany also became alienated from Austria and southern Germany. These states now received an impulse from England such as they had never had from the empire and Central Europe, for England in this period was rapidly advancing in commerce, industries, and intellectual life, and exhibited an energetic and far-seeing political policy. The mining of the coal and ore deposits in the Rhenish-Westphalian district and in Silesia was undertaken on a large scale, the number of factories increased, the Hanseatic towns took advantage of the American Declaration of Independence to establish transoceanic trade relations that were pregnant with rich results for the future of German commerce, while agriculture east of the Elbe adopted larger methods involving the use of capital in order to develop export trade in grain with England. In addition to HalJe other universities in northern Germany became noted as centres of intellectual life; among these were Göttingen, founded in 1737, which had the historians and writers on political science, Schölzer and Spitteler, as professors, and Königsberg, where Kant and Krauss taught. Most of the precursors of the classical age of German poetry, as Klopstock and Lessing, were North Germans, so were many of the writers of the Storm and Stress (Sturm und Drang) period. And although Goethe and Schiller, the great poets of the classic era, were South Germans, yet they made their homes in the north, the centre from which their influence was exerted being the Court of Weimar. Herder and the two Humboldts were Prussians. The Romantic School also under the leadership of North Germans, the Schlegels, Hardenberg, Tieck, Schleiermacher, developed around two northern cities, Berlin and Jena. It was through the intellectual ascendency exerted by northern Germany that Denmark and Holland were brought almost completely within the sphere of German culture. From north-western Germany proceeded the chief influences that in a periodical press created German public opinion (Schölzer's criticisms on contemporary politics in his “Staatsanzeiger”, the political writings of Genta), and encouraged the sense of nationality (Moser, Count Stolberg). It was in this part of Germany that Freiherr vom Stein received his early education and his training in official life. The relatively large area of the states of northern Germany, the result of the last two hundred and fifty years of political evolution, encouraged intellectual progress and was in turn promoted thereby. For the first time northern Germany undertook to outstrip southern Germany in development; along with this, however, the Protestant states once more took the lead of the Catholic states.

It is true that southern Germany immediately strove to compete with northern Germany, but the division of the former section into so many small principalities paralyzed commerce and retarded intellectual progress and the development of industries. Joseph II (q.v.), joint-ruler with Maria Theresa from 1780 and sole ruler of Austria from 1780 to 1790, desired to remedy this disintegration by annexing Bavaria to
Austria and by extending the Austrian power in Swabia and on the Upper Rhine. The latter result he desired to attain by making the city of Constance a great emporium of trade between Italy and Germany. In a brief disquisition on foot factories, he mentions that the French were the first to adopt the French rationalism and its destructive critical tendencies. The champions of the Church, foremost among them being the Prince-Abbot Martin Gerbert of St. Blasien, gave it a more national basis again and infused it into a more positive spirit. But they failed, almost without exception, to renounce in part the rationalistic movement; this failure led many men, as Joseph II, and Wessenberg, into grievous errors. Progress in southern Germany depended ultimately upon progress in Austria. Not only, however, did all the political plans for Germany of Joseph II break down before the War of the Bavarian Succession (1777–78) and in the league of princes formed by Frederick against Joseph (1786), but towards the end of Joseph’s reign serious revolutionary movements sprang up against him even in his own dominions. A complete reversal of the relative strength of northern and southern Germany seemed imminent. Nevertheless northern Germany did not fully utilize the pre-eminence it had obtained in intellectual progress. In spirit Frederick the Great was not in sympathy with recent developments. The English political system rested on principles differing widely from French absolutism, the methods and aims of which Frederick, following in his father’s footsteps, clung to tenaciously. He even carried these somewhat further, especially in regard to economic administration. Taken altogether his political achievements were the greatest and most effective development of the French system. After 1763 by the annexation of West Prussia, obtained through the First Partition of Poland in 1772, he extended his dominions in the district of the Oder and Weichsel Rivers, and by adopting the policy of Catherine II of Russia he secured for his kingdom a strong position among the states of Europe. Moreover he showed an increasing tendency to give special weight to the eastern or Prussian part of his monarchy by making its nobility, the Junker, his principal instrument both in the military and civil administration. From the time of their arrival in these districts these nobles had been trained to fight and to colonize. To impulse towards a united movement, and by humble supplication obtained from it the aggravement of their territories at the expense of the ecclesiastical rulers whose dominions were to be secularised. At the Congress of Rastatt (1797), Russia, England, and Austria brought the congress to a premature end by renewing the war with France. Previous to this, in 1792, Prussia had joined Austria in taking up arms against the French Revolution. At the Treaty of Basle (1795), however, it had deserted Austria and then joined France. Russia closed for the first time its ambition to become the ruling power of northern Germany, to annex Hanover, and to carry out the secularization of ecclesiastical lands. But Frederick the Great’s successor, Frederick William II (1786–97) and Frederick William III (1797–1840), were men of little ability. More by the Second (1793) and Third (1795) Partitions of Poland Prussia had assumed more Polish territory than it could assimilate; its administrative resources, unable to bear the strain put upon them, were paralyzed. Thus the end of the eighteenth century left Germany in chaos.

South-western Germany, brought into constant contact with France by active commercial relations, now manifested a desire for comprehensive and efficient political organization. For, by the impetuosity with which the French Revolution preached the principle of nationality and the rights of the individual in the Holy Roman Empire, the German mind had again become accessible to national ideas and strong political convictions. From the beginning of the nineteenth century the Romantic School extolled the glories of German nationality and the empire, and the younger generation of officials in the several states, especially in Prussia, professed to be influenced by the ideas of Napoleon, as the instrument of the times, contributed to the realization of these ideals. Defeating Austria again, both in 1800 (Treaty of Lunéville, 1801), and in 1805 (Treaty of Fressburg), Napoleon proceeded to make a new distribution of German territory. By the Treaty of Lunéville he annexed the left bank of the Rhine to France. By the partition compact with Prussia and Bavaria in 1802 and by the Imperial Delegates Enactment of 1803, he secularized such ecclesiastical states as still existed, and in 1805–06 he abolished the rest of the decadent petty principalities of the south, but preserved the form of the German Empire, with the predominance of the empire and of the free cities. He wished to retain only three territorial divisions in southern Germany: Bavaria, Württemberg, and Baden. These his creative genius built up into secondary states, similar to those of northern Germany both in aspect and in capacity of internal development. South Germans had at last a clear course for renewed progress. Napoleon hoped thereby to put them under lasting obligation to France; in 1806 he bound them, as well as the central German states, more strongly to himself by the Confederation of the Rhine (Rhénus). In the ability of France to throw the death-blow to the Holy Roman Empire, which ceased to exist 6 August, 1806. The administration and economic condition of the secondary states now rapidly improved, but, contrary to Napoleon’s expectations, the sympathies of their inhabitants did not turn to France. Napoleon then overthrew Prussia at the battles of Jena and Auerstädt (1806) and by the Treaty of Tilsit (1807) left to Prussia only its original provinces between the Elbe and the Russian frontier.

After this, by means of far-reaching, liberal reforms instituted under the enlightened guidance of Freiherr vom Stein aided by Gneisenau and Schimanko, both state and army in Prussia as in southern Germany, and Napoleon’s victories in 1796 compelled him to desist even from these (Treaty of Campo-Formio, 1797). The princes of southern Germany, being left to themselves, now turned to the French government and to various means of escape. The economic and social conditions of all the German lands on the right bank of the Rhine the educated classes were full of fervid patriotism, and in Austria and Prussia as well the people bore the foreign yoke with
impatience. In 1809 a national war against Napoleon broke out in Austria. The Tyrolean under Hofer made an heroic struggle, and Archduke Charles won a victory over the French at Aspern near Vienna, 1809, and Austria, thereafter, by the advice of Metternich, who was prime-minister from 1809 to 1848, adopted a policy of inaction. Pursuing an opposite course to that of Napoleon, Metternich in 1810 and 1811 advocated a revival of the confederate authority of the German states. Napoleon's disastrous campaign in Russia. This revolt Napoleon did not succeed in crushing; on the contrary, he himself was now defeated in the Wars of Liberation by the coalition of Russia, Austria, Prussia, and England.

The personal autonomy, the true home of Teutonic national life, had been forced almost completely into the background during the eighteenth century by Austria and Prussia. During the Napoleonic era it advanced materially in influence as a result of the formation of the secondary states and the growth of national political opinions. Nevertheless Austria and Prussia established their military ascendancy over the interior during the Wars of Liberation. In the Treaties of Paris (1814) and at the Congress of Vienna (1814–15) efforts were made to do justice to both of these circumstances. Under Metternich's guidance Austria reached the culminating crisis at the Congress of Vienna. It became the leading state in Europe, but at the same time it made the Danube and the territory east of the Alps the centres of its power and withdrew completely from southern Germany. Prussia, now likewise recognized as a great power and a leading state of Germany, received, on condition of surrendering a part of its Polish possessions, a strong position in the extreme north-west, but it did not attain the hegemony of northern Germany. The Napoleonic system of secondary states was ratified and amplified, as in the four kingdoms of Bavaria, Würtemberg, Hanover, and Saxony, etc. It was hoped that this settlement would be permanent since it was founded on the joint liability of all the European states, a principle recognized by the Vienna Congress and the maintenance of which was guaranteed both by Prussia and Austria. Moreover the political rivalry between the different states was supposed to have been overcome. In fact the problem of the ecclesiastical state was in the secondary states and Prussia Protestant and both were now in friendly terms. By the award of many Catholic districts to Protestant sovereigns Catholicity had, it is true, sustained great losses in central Germany, Württemberg being one-third, Baden two-thirds, and Prussia almost a fourth. Nevertheless the Catholic order became, in the eyes of the general public, the most powerful organisation in the country. It was feared that none of these states, not even Prussia, could be able thereafter to retain an entirely Protestant character. Moreover Catholicity gained greater influence over the minds of men owing to the Romantic movement and the spread of anti-revolutionary ideas. Metternich, continuing the policy decided upon in 1848 and 1835, committed himself to the following programme: to give a new guarantee to the reawakened national feeling by establishing a German Confederation; that each German state must belong to the Confederation, though without prejudice to its autonomy; that the primary object of the Confederation was to be the defence of the independence and stability of Germany against external foes as well as against revolutionary agitation; but it was also to be allowed to develop into a confederated state by gradually enlarging its authority over the internal affairs of the individual states, such as commerce, economic administration, civil and constitutional law; the composition of this confederation was to be a permanent assembly composed of plenipotentiaries appointed by the reigning princes, as in the Imperial Diet prior to 1806. This body was authorized to enact fundamental laws for the confederation and to organize its administrative machinery (Federal Acts of the Congress of Vienna, 9 June, 1815).

(3) 1815 to 1848.—The Federal Diet was in session from 1816 to 1848 and again from 1850 to 1866 without, however, enacting any fundamental laws or creating any administrative machinery. The only result of the deliberations was a fuller and more detailed but not a more definite statement of the problems to be solved by the confederation (Final Federal Act on 17 July, 1815) to meet the pressure for the working out of these problems. Prussia and the secondary states opposed all progress in the work of the Diet. Even Metternich was no longer really in earnest about it. In the autumn of 1815 he had concluded the Holy Alliance with the Tsar and the King of Prussia and had thereby bound himself to a common policy with the great powers of Eastern Europe, the three countries Russia, Austria, and Prussia being then called the eastern powers. This policy, in view of the possibility of revolutionary agitation, opposed the national and constitutional current of the times. Moreover, as Premier of Austria, Metternich's course had to be directed by the fact that, after the troubles of the reign of Joseph II and the losses sustained in war during the last twenty-five years, the country stood in need of absolute rest. Austria kept its people from all foreign commercial competition and industrial competition with foreign nations. Consequently its policy within the confederation was restricted substantially to the safeguarding of its own interests.

Between 1815 and 1848 Prussia and the secondary states also devoted themselves exclusively to the solution of problems within their own boundaries. Up to 1848 Germany witnessed the most complete autonomy of the individual states in its entire history. The need of national unity was once more entirely ignored. In most of the secondary states much was done to improve the administration and the economic policy. Prussia, the self-reliance of which had been still further intensified by the Wars of Independence waged against Napoleon, completed the reforms that had been started in the period before 1815, although not in the German national spirit of their authors but rather in accordance with antiquated Prussian ideas. Even the new western provinces were as far as possible Protestant to the old custom. There was an attempt to combine the Prussian ecclesiastical policy and methods of government. At the University of Berlin, founded in 1809 by William von Humboldt, Hegel raised the Prussian conception of the state, filled with the spirit of Protestantism and rooted in absolutism, to the dignity of an historical whole. Hegel gave this position to the state as the highest and all-controlling form of society. Nevertheless the individual German states had clearly passed the limit of their capacity for organization. Routine dominated state administration. A well-trained but arrogant bureaucracy seized control of the government in Prussia as well as in the secondary states, and while it carried to excess the traditional political principles, yet it did not enforce them with the firm hand of the rulers of an earlier era. This was especially the case in the conflict concerning mixed marriages in the fourth decade of the century when the Prussian government arrested Archbishop Droste-Vacher of Cologne as an "insubordinate servant of the state" (1837). Its weakness was also plainly shown when the people of western and southern Germany objected to the interfering supervision of the government officials.

The middle class was indebted to Metternich for more than thirty years of uninterrupted peace, during which he protected it from all disturbances both at home and abroad, and they owed to Prussia laws more favourable to commerce than had ever before existed. These were the moderately protective Prussian customs law of 1818 and the founding (1833) of the cua
toms-union (Zollverein), which made a commercial unit of Prussia, central and southern Germany. Now for the first time the exertions of the commercial classes during the eighteenth century brought forth such fruits, and Germany regained the financial ability to undertake large commercial enterprises. Important industries flourished and traffic was increased many-fold, while the middle class gained a clearer perception of the influence of foreign and domestic policies on economic conditions. The leaders (Hansemann, Mevissen, and von der Heydt) in the manufacturing district of the Lower Rhine, the most promising region in Germany from an economic point of view, were ready as early as 1840 to guide the fortunes of Prussia, provided they could obtain political rights. Holding radical views in politics and religion, they adopted also the political demands of their intellectual kinmen in France, the Liberals: the creation of a constitutional parliament and the remodelling of the body politic in accordance with their social and economic principles. As Prussia like Austria had not granted its subjects a constitution, the struggle of these men for influence was conducted under more adverse conditions. Their efforts were thwarted by the existence of constitutional government in some of the smaller states since 1819, whereby a number of men, mostly university professors, were enabled in the several Dieten to attack the bureaucratic administrations. These men were also Liberals, but their position was that of the constitution of the nation with which the government for that of the bureaucracy: the leaders were Rotteck and Welcker of Baden, and of the moderates, Dahlmann. As early as 1837 matters came to a crisis in Hanover, while in Baden the contest lasted from 1837 to 1844. In answer to the opposition they called forth the Liberals raised the battle-cry of national unity, claiming that union would be the strongest guarantee of civic liberty. Their programme, as well as the appeal to the moral feeling of the people made by many of their leaders, aroused universal sympathy. As champions both of the principle of national unity and of economic and social progress, they hoped soon to be able to lead the entire people in a struggle against the reactionary administrations of the individual states. The latter, blinded by their particularistic prejudices, did not rally their forces to meet the threatening attack. As early as the forties differences on politico-economic questions weakened the cooperation between Prussia and the rest of southern Germany. Metternich had repeatedly urged that Austria become a member of the customs-union. But it now appeared that the social and economic differences, always existing between Austria and the rest of Germany, had been so accentuated by the selfish policy pursued by Austria since 1815 that a strong opposition to its entering the customs-union came from within Austria itself.

The position of the Catholic Church also became critical. The expectations of the Congress of Vienna had not been realized. Catholicity, it is true, owing to the political inability of a majority of the members of the Church and partly converts, exercised a leading influence in the field of political sciences (Haller, Adam Müller, Friedrich von Schlegel, Görres, Jarecke, Radowitz), in history (Buchholtz, Hurter), in art (Cornelius, Overbeck, Veit), and in theology (Möller, Döllinger, Kuhn, Hefele). But in actual political life and in criticism of life with the life of the times it fared ill. The bureaucratic state administration so fettered the Catholic Church that it was hardly able to stir, while Liberalism for the most part anti-Catholic, threatened to place a gulf between the Church and the people. The deep piety of the people, however, was not extinguished; both in 1844 it was the pilgrimage to Trier, and in the rejection of German Catholicism (1844-46). The attempt, however, to build up a Christian and anti-revolutionary party in conjunction with a few conservative Protestants (the two von Gerlachs, and the periodical "Politisches Wochenblatt" in Berlin; Görres and his circle of friends in Munich), on the basis of Haller's political teaching, was unpopular and altogether out of sympathy with the actual political and social development of the nation. Nevertheless a few courageous politicians attacked at the same time the bureaucratic administration and Liberalism; thus Görres published his "Athanasius" in 1837, and founded with friends the periodical "Historisch-politische Blätter" in 1838; and Hefele in Würtemberg, Moritz Lieber in Nassau. In Bavaria the Catholics were represented by the Abel ministry (1837-47). In Austria Metternich favoured them.

From 1848 to 1871. — The wide-spread political agitation in Western Europe, which from 1846 had been undermining the foundations of the system of government established by the Congress of Vienna, culminated in Germany in March, 1848. The reigning princes, unprepared for the emergency, turned the governments over to the Liberals and ordered elections for a new parliament on the basis of universal suffrage. Austria and Prussia, in addition, now granted constitutions to their peoples and, besides the national, summoned local parliaments. On 18 May the German National Parliament was opened at Frankfort, Heinrich von Gagern presiding. Archbishop Johann of Aachen was chosen its president and administrator. The success of Liberalism was apparently complete, the individual existence of the separate states practically annulled, and the establishment of a constitutional German national State, as opposed to the development as a confederation, seemed assured. The only difficult question was, apparently, how Prussia was to be "emerged" into Germany. However, as Frederick William IV of Prussia (1840-61) had expressed his sympathy with German unity, while the Liberals were prepared to make it as easy as possible for Prussia, as the head of the customs-union and the leading Protestant power in Germany, to surrender its individuality as a state, and were ready to offer to Prussia the hereditary imperial crown, the Parliament made light of this obstacle. Austria, rent by grievous national dissensions, seemed ready to step aside of its own accord.

In the autumn of 1848, however, the situation became complicated. The draft of a new constitution made by the Liberals awakened the distrust of the Catholics by its provisions regarding the Church and the schools. At the suggestion of the Pius Association (Piusverein) of Mainz, the Catholics flooded the Parliament with petitions, while in October the Catholic societies assembled at Mainz and the German bishops at Würzburg. The Liberals gave way but conditions remained strained. The great mass of Catholics repudiated the proposed settlement of the German question in the "Little German" (Klein-deutsche) sense, which advocated the exclusion of the union of Germany, the preservation of the imperial dignity upon Prussia; they demanded that Austria should remain part of Germany and should be its leader. This was called the "Great German" (Grösse Deutsche) view. Simultaneously a radical reaction broke out against the Liberals. Liberalism stood for ethical and political progress only, not for revolution; nevertheless it had received the support of the labouring classes, who were impoverished by the recent industrial development but not ready to become a political organization, because of the Liberal opposition to the existing state of things. Now that the Parliament did nothing to be done for revolution before the spring of 1849 repeated disturbances resulted, especially in Southern Germany; furthermore Radicalism obtained a majority in the constitutional assembly
of Berlin. The Liberals were not able to make any headway against this movement. Prussian troops had to re-establish the authority of the crown, and in the interim the reigning princes had also regained confidence. Austria, now under the leadership of Schwarzenberg (Francis Joseph having been emperor since November, 1848), declared in December, 1848, that it would not suffer itself to be forced out of Germany. The situation was as well suited to the developments in the constitutional movements were in Austria's favour. The industrial classes of Southern Germany, inspired by the fear that Prussia would adopt free-trade, desired to secure a politico-economic alliance with Austria, while the great merchants of the Hanseatic cities preferred the restoration of the corporative system. In Austria included, an area extending from the Baltic Sea to the Levant, to the lesser Germany alone. Having imposed a constitution on his kingdom in December, 1848, the King of Prussia refused to accept the imperial crown at the hands of the Frankfurt Parliament (April, 1849). Maximilian II of Bavaria (1848-64), by a strange recourse to the ideas of the seventeenth century, advocated a union of the secondary states, which in conjunction with Prussia but not in subjection to it, should control the policy of Germany (the "Triad").

In May, 1848, the Frankfurt Parliament came to an inglorious end. An attempt was made immediately afterwards by Prussia with the aid of the Liberals and the secondary states to agree on a German constitution maintaining the federal principle (The Union, Diet of Erfurt, 1850), and to form merely an offensive and defensive alliance with Austria; this was foiled by Austria. But although Austria forced Prussia to yield in the negotiations at Olmütz in December, 1850, it failed to effect either the renewal of the German Confederation under conditions that would strengthen itself or to gain admission to the customs-union. The German Diet, still unreformed, resumed its deliberations in 1851, while by the treaty of February 23, 1853 (Februarvertrag) the negotiations for Austria's entrance into the customs-union were postponed for six years. Austria and Prussia neutralized each other's influence and nothing was done, either in the customs-union or in the Diet. Consequently the central states, Saxony and Bavaria, von Beust being prime-minister in the latter, continued to maintain the power of their respective states and to constitute the balance of power. Maximilian II summoned to Catholic Munich Liberal and Protestant professors, nicknamed the "Northern Lights", in order to win the public opinion of all Germany for his "Triad" project. Both of the great powers strove to secure the union of Germany into a single state. The Liberals in 1850 and its failure to form an alliance with Prussia against Napoleon, greatly excited public opinion in Germany, for the impression prevailed that Germany was menaced by France. The Liberals took advantage of this to renew their agitation for the union of Germany. In 1852 the Grand Duke Frederick of Baden (1852-1907), whose land was exposed to the attacks of France, entrusted the Liberals with the ministry of Baden. In 1861 the Liberals undertook to force parliamentary government upon Prussia so as to obviate all further opposition on the part of the king to the creation of a consolidated German state. They encountered, indeed, an obstinate resistance from King William I (1861-88), but the prevailing antagonism between the bureaucracy and the people caused the sympathizers of almost the entire German nation to be enlisted on the side of the Liberals. The smaller states, becoming anxious, proposed reforms, leading to greater unity, in the constitution of the German Confederation. Austria, where since 1860 von Schmerling had been prime minister, also made advances to the Liberals in order to strengthen its position in Germany (Austrian Constitution, 1861; congress of the principal States, Frankfort, 1863). However, the accession of Bismarck to the presidency of the Prussian ministry in the autumn of 1862, and the political organization in 1864 of Socialism by Lasalle, again checked the rising tide of Liberalism as early as 1863-64. This was followed by Bismarck's determination to settle once and for all...
with the sword the antagonism existing since 1848 in German affairs between Prussia and Austria. As Prussian envoy to the Federal Diet in the fifties Bismarck had observed the instability of the lesser German states and the decline of Austria's strength, as well as the methods of Napoleon, especially the use of the latter made of the principle of nationalities; but he was also able to see that since 1860 Napoleon's star was on the wane. To a certain extent he appropriated Napoleon's policy in order that in the end the fruits of what the French emperor had sown in Europe. At the same time he preserved an independent judgment so as to fit his measures to German conditions and proved that his genius contained greater qualities and more elements of success. In the Danish War (1864), fought to settle whether Schleswig and Holstein belonged to Denmark or Germany, he forced the Austrian minister of foreign affairs, Rechberg, to adopt his policy. He then manoeuvred Austria into, a position of diplomatic isolation in Europe and, after forming an alliance with Italy, made a furious attack upon Austria in 1866. After two weeks of war Austria, an army defeated at Königgrätz (3 July), and by the middle of July Prussia had occupied all Germany. In the meanwhile Napoleon had intervened. Bismarck put him off with unmeaning, verbal concessions, and in like manner pacified the German Liberals whose continued opposition might have caused the agitation of German unity. He then concluded with Austria the Treaty of Prague (23 August, 1866) which partook of the nature of a compromise. Austria separated itself entirely from Germany, the South German states were declared internationally independent, Prussia was recognized as the leader of North Germany, while Hanover, Hesse-Cassel (electoral Hesse), Hesse-Nassau, Schleswig-Holstein, and Frankfort were directly annexed to Prussia, and preliminaries were arranged for the adoption of a federal constitution by the still-existing North German states. The constitution of the North-German Confederation, established 1 July, 1867, was framed by Bismarck so that the federal development of German constitutional law should be guarded, thus the constitution was adopted by treaties with the several sovereign princes, the autonomy of the individual states was assured and, in the federal council was not the representative of the various governments. The necessary unity of the government was guaranteed (1) by endowing Prussia with large authority in administration, giving it especially the command of the army and direction of diplomatic relations; (2) by assigning most affairs, foreign, economic interests, traffic and means of communications to the authority of the confederation, the competence of which was to be gradually enlarged (the model here taken being the Federal Act of the Congress of Vienna of 1815); (3) by creating the Reichstag (Parliament), elected by universal, direct and equal suffrage, as the expression of the national desire for unity. In the years immediately following the Reichstag passed laws regulating the administration of justice.

Bismarck considered the absence from the confederation of the South German states to be merely temporary. As early as August, 1866, he had secretly made sure of their co-operation in case of war. In 1867 he re-established the customs-union with them; political-economic questions of common interest were, in future, to be laid before the Reichstag of the North German Confederation which, for this purpose, was to be complemented by delegates from Southern Germany so as to constitute a customs parliament. In all other respects he left diplomatic relations with the states of South Germany in statu quo. Attempts on their part to found a southern confederation failed. In like manner Bismarck postponed as long as possible the accounting with France in regard to the unification of Germany, although he foresaw that such an accounting was unavoidable. At a conference held in 1868 at a conference of the lesser German states in the Netherlands, Bismarck expressed the desire of the lesser German states in the Netherlands and Luxembourg. In 1868 he desired to secure a resolution in favour of national unity from the customs parliament. To attain this he relied on the economic progress which, in consequence of the gradual unification of Germany, continually grew more marked and thus Liberalism and nationalism might gain ground. In the legislation on social and economic questions, and in that on the administration of law, both in the North German Confederation and Bavaria. Illustrations of these liberal changes are: the organisation of the postal system by Henry Stephani; the introduction of freedom de trade and the right to reside in any part of Germany; enactment of the penal code, 1870. Notwithstanding these results of the efforts towards union, the opposition, led by Ludwig Windthorst, succeeded in obtaining a majority against him.

On 19 July, 1870, war broke out with France, the cause being the candidature of Prince Leopold of Hohenzollern for the Spanish throne. Napoleon had not been able to secure the help of Austria and Italy; furthermore, his army was not prepared for war. Bismarck, on the contrary, fanned to white heat the national enthusiasm of Germany. The German armies quickly crossed the Rhine, and gained a firm footing on the other side by heavy victories at Sadowa, Vaux, Metz, 27 October, and Paris, not until 28 January. Meanwhile Gambetta had organized a national militia, 600,000 strong, which, in conjunction with the remains of the standing army, harassed and obstructed the Germans on the Loire and in the North-West from October to January. On 10 May, 1871, by the Peace of Frankfort, Alsace-Lorraine was restored to Germany as an imperial territory (Reichsland). The southern states had already joined the Confederation, which had become the German Empire (with an area of 208,748 sq. miles). The Constitution of the North German Confederation which the reluctant states were not compelled to accept, provided that the empire should be composed of the several States on equal terms, each retaining its peculiar privileges in favour of Bavaria and Wurttemberg. The Constitution was proclaimed 10-20 April, 1871, Prussia being entitled to 17 of the 58 votes in the Bundesrat or Federal Council, and to 236 of the 397 deputies in the Reichstag or Imperial Parliament. From then I assumed the title of "German Emperor" at Versailles, 18 January, 1871; the office was made hereditary.

The New German Empire.—(1) 1871-1888.—A development that had been in progress for many centuries and had been attended by many complications had practically reached its culmination; the political union of the Germans in a single, body politic without any relinquishment of the federal principle, so far as the relations among the ruling houses were concerned, had been accomplished, advantage being taken of the popular movement towards the unification of the several States into one organic whole. Austria had been excluded from Germany, the political consolidation of Northern Germany was almost complete, and Prussia's economic superiority over the South had been established beyond question. While Southern and Central Germany (with the exception of Saxony and Nassau), as well as Hanover, experienced an increase in population of only about 20 per cent between 1830 and 1880, that of Prussia grew about 60 per cent; and nearly all the coal and ore deposits of Germany were located within the borders of the latter kingdom. Withal, during the ensuing years the United people did not devote themselves
exclusively to peaceful pursuits. It is true these received great attention; German commercial and economic interests throughout the world were developed; uniformity was established among the German states; the Reichstag (1875), the administration of justice (1879); the laws of the empire were codified; and after a short time close attention was also given to social problems. On the other hand, military preparations (September, 1874), in case France should renew the war, were pushed forward with increasing speed. Furthermore, the conflict between Church and State (the so-called Kulturkampf) was at its height. It was not until 1875 that there was any degree of tranquillity and stability. Bismarck recognized that he was lessening the extraordinary esteem in which he was held by the world. He was by his excessive intimidation of France. Moreover, the defeat in France of the Royalists and Catholics by the Radicals and Protestants freed him from apprehension of danger from that quarter. Russia having been estranged from the empire by his anti-French policy, Bismarck sought the friendship of Austria-Hungary. In 1879 he brought about an alliance with Austria, which, with that of 1873, an alliance with France, which still subsists—the league of the great powers of Central Europe. He re-established better relations with Russia by means of secret treaties with that country in 1887. The election of Leo XIII., the "pope of peace" (1878), disposed Bismarck to come to an understanding with the Catholic Church. But as a preliminary condition he demanded either that the Centre party be dissolved or that it become a government party. At the same time he contemplated sweeping changes in internal politics. The Liberal ascendency, beginning in 1871, had been responsible for the inauguration of an excessive number of economic undertakings, resulting in the financial depression of 1873; in political finance it brought about an almost complete stagnation in the development of the systems of taxation both of the empire and the component states; in social politics it had led to the establishment in the Empire of the Social Democrats, who after Lassalle's death had become an independent party, in which numerous anarchistic elements were blended. In 1875 there had been a fusion of the Lassalle and Bebel factions; the Gotha programme was drawn up; at the election of 1877 they secured their first important success. Liberalism had also failed completely in its opposition to the Centre; the latter party had so grown that it controlled more than a quarter of the votes in the Reichstag. Bismarck determined to restrict once more the influence of the Liberals in domestic politics. The transformation of the Conservative faction from an old Prussian party into a German Agrarian party (1876) made it capable of further development and useful as a support for Bismarck. He proposed a majority by combining this Conservative party with the moderate National Liberals (under Bennigsen and Miquel), while at the same time, the Centre party having refused to disband, there was the possibility of forming a majority of the Conservatives and the Centre.

Between 1876 and 1879 to organize the administration of the empire, the Reichstag created, subordinate to the chancellor, who under the Constitution was the only representative of the Federal Government, the following imperial authorities or secretariats of State: Ministry for Foreign Affairs, Imperial Home Office, Imperial Ministry of Justice, Imperial Treasury, Administration of Imperial Railways, Imperial Post Office, Imperial Admiralty, Secretariat for the Colonies (1907). A number of non-political departments were also established, in part under the various secretaries of State, the chief of which was the Imperial Insurance Department; military affairs were placed under the control of the newly created Office of War. In 1879 the imperial territory of Alsace-Lorraine was granted autonomy, though this was of a limited character. In 1878, after the attempts made by Hodel and Nobiling on the life of William I, Bismarck carried out temporary measures for the suppression of Social Democracy, the Socialist Law forbidding all Social Democratic organizations and newspapers. In the following year, encouraged by the increase in the sense of national unity due above all to the growth of German commerce and industry, he effected the financial and economic-political reform, his battle cry being "Protection for German Labour." Small protective duties were imposed upon agricultural and industrial imports, and a tariff for revenue only on colonial wares. The proceeds of both duties were to constitute the chief revenue of the empire, but of these only 130 million marks were to go to the imperial treasury; the rest being divided among the federal states an equal sum being deducted by the latter, by means of federal contributions (Matrikelzuschüsse), were to make good the contingent deficits of the empire. During the eighties the duties on agricultural products were gradually raised (especially in 1887), besides which several profitable indirect taxes, e.g., on brandy, tobacco, etc., were introduced in order to meet the growing expenditures of the empire. In 1881 an imperial message to the Reichstag announced the inauguration of a policy of social reform in favour of the working classes. Between 1881 and 1889 the compulsory insurance of working-men against sickness, accident, disability, and old age was provided for by legislation. This was Bismarck's greatest achievement in domestic politics. The empire was now for the first time made the centre of the civil interests of the Germans, who up to this time had been occupied chiefly with the doings of their respective states, the management of Church and school having been retained by these. Bismarck, now at the zenith of the second creative period of his life, conceived the idea of organizing labour insurance upon the basis of the community of interests of those engaged in the same work. By this means he proposed to establish self-governed social insurance systems, which would equal in importance the local self-government of communities subdivided into the individual states, and which would complement the establishment of universal suffrage by educating the people for the administration of public affairs.

Bismarck also laid the foundation of commercial interests which insisted upon the acquisition of colonies; in 1884 South-West Africa, Kamerun, and Togo were acquired; in 1885-86 German East Africa, German New Guinea, and the Bismarck Archipelago. He even went so far as to risk being embroiled with England, although it was an inviolable fundamental principle of his policy not to encroach on that country's privileges. It appeared as if Bismarck, though he had grown up under wholly different conditions and had been schooled in wholly different ideas, entered into the spirit of the democratic Germany of the future, with its world-wide commerce and its world-wide economic interests. But the first step taken, he retreated. He did not carry out his scheme of co-operative organization. It was in the fight against the growth of the German democratic tendencies within the empire that he exhausted his strength in the eighties. Domestic peace was promoted by the final so-called close of the Kulturkampf (1886-87); the beneficial effects of this were greatly lessened by the severity and violence of the measures with which Bismarck had begun (1885-86) to break up the national movement of the Prussian Poles, which was the conse-
quence of their constantly increasing prosperity and of the rise of a middle class among them. Exile, efforts to suppress the Polish language, the expenditure of State funds to colonize Poland with German peasants, Datos to the necessity of reforming the foreign policy by trying to shape a national policy, and the idea of forming an empire by conquest. All these efforts failed, but Bismarck, who had been forced to resign in 1876, returned to power in 1878, and in 1879, he became involved in incessant parliamentary contests with the Liberals. Particularly the demands of the Government for an increase in the strength of the army, which was levied by general conscription, brought them into conflict with the Liberals, and with the Catholics. Bismarck refused to agree to state protection of workmen, though he had conceded state insurance.

The political parties, all of which had been organized before the creation of the empire, now began to adapt themselves to new conditions, to cast aside issues resulting from the division of Germany into separate states, and to alter their positions to conform to new points of view; but their development was seriously hampered by these conflicts. In 1879 the Liberals had resigned the presidency of the Reichstag in consequence of the adoption of financial and tariff reform. The president was now chosen from the Conservators by the Conservative members of the Reichstag, which elected Bismarck. He had been a member of the Reichstag since 1857, and for many years was its speaker. His government was strengthened by the victory of the Conservatives in the elections of 1880, and the Liberal party, which had been almost destroyed by the elections of 1879, was now able to find a new lease of life. The Conservatives energetically took up the demands for the protection of the working classes. Eventually the Agrarian element among them got the upper hand. They failed, however, to attract into their ranks the smaller middle class, i.e., the small retail traders who had combined to resist the great industrial interests; nor did they win over the officials of the civil service, or the Christian Socialists among their Evangelical constituents. Consequently, the small parties in the west and north of Germany were fundamentally Conservative in character but had no connexion with the great Conservative party. The attempt that von Kleist-Retzow made to found a Protestant party of the Centre in the hope of winning over the hereditary prince, William, to its cause, was frustrated by Bismarck's intrigue, by which the prince was alienated from the Conservatives. The Centre maintained its strength and directed its attention to social politics in the empire and to the school question in the individual states. It became the leading party in the Reichstag, represented by the Hitzes and von Bertling. In 1890 the "Finnish Union for Catholic Youth" was founded. The Social Democrats, prevented by the Socialist Law from agitating their cause publicly, kept up their strength by secret recruitment. By dissolving the Reichstag in 1887, Bismarck secured the most favourable electoral results that had ever fallen to his lot, inasmuch as an overwhelming majority of Conservatives and National Liberals (so-called Kellert-Reichstag) was returned. But he was unable to work harmoniously even with this majority.

(2) From 1888 to 1909—In 1888 William I died, Frederick III, the hope of the Liberals, followed him to the grave in ninety-nine days, and the reign of William II began. The youthful and able ruler wished to make Germany as splendidly as possible a sharer in the world's commerce. He realized that, to attain this end, internal tranquility was as necessary as external peace. He dismissed Bismarck in March 1890 and replaced him by Caprivi (1830–94). Then he saw to it that the all but unanimous desire of the Hermannstadt to the Catholics a guarantee that the national schools would continue to be Christian by the proposed National School Law in 1892, but withdrew the bill when the Liberals assumed a hostile attitude, and his pacific aims were thwarted. In foreign affairs he came to an understanding with England and in order to the difficulties that had arisen from the colonial expansion of Germany, e.g., the exchange of Zanzibar for Heligoland in 1890. In the interests of peace likewise he succeeded in concluding commercial treaties with Austria, Italy, Russia, and several smaller states, by lowering the agricultural duties which had become very high. With France he sought to establish relations that were at least free from bitterness. Because of its sovereignty over the Balkans and the East, he devoted special attention to Germany's political relations to Turkey. For he saw that these countries were the best markets for German trade. But trouble soon began. The emperor's attitude had aroused bitter criticism among the people. The new Army Bill of 1893, which proposed to reduce the period of military service to two years, was well-meant on his part, but was so badly managed that it brought him into collision with the Centre (Dissolution of the Reichstag, 1893). On the other hand, the commercial treaties, which were opposed by the agricultural party, got the emperor into difficulties with the Conservatives. In 1895 the Reichstag turned a deaf ear to his demands for renewal of sharp repressive measures against agitations that were "hostile to the state" (the so-called "Umsturzvorlégung"). His views subsequently became liberalized, his following being recruited mainly from the commercial, industrial, and intellectual classes (Krupp, Ballin, Harnack).

The success of the emperor's policy during the next few years was due to the fact that his successor, as Caprivi's successor, Chlodwig Hohenlohe (1859–1901), was a man of astute and conciliatory nature, while in Count Posadowsky, Secretary of State for Home Affairs, the emperor had the support of an extremely competent and energetic man. Germany entered into friendly relations with the rapidly developing United States of America, despite the opposition of their economical interests and isolated instances of friction between officers, strengthened public confidence in the imperial situation. By the occupation of Kiao-chau in 1898, Germany secured a foothold on the Pacific coast of China, and the Seychelles Islands and the acquisition of the Carolines (1896–9) gave her a much-desired increase of stations in the Pacific. The German transatlantic merchant marine held for a long period the record for the race across the Atlantic, and, even in Africa and Asia, Germany promised to become a very serious rival of England. At the last decade of the nineteenth century was a period of exceptional prosperity throughout the country. From forty one millions in 1871, the population increased to sixty millions in 1905. The increased national well-being will be realized from the fact that at present the gross value of the agricultural produce amounts to some $3,525,000,000, and of the industrial output to about $8,480,000,000. In 1871, two-thirds of the population still lived in the country, whereas in 1900 54.3 per cent lived in towns of more than 2000
inhabitants, and in 1905 19 per cent lived in cities of more than 100,000 inhabitants. In the agricultural districts, however, conditions continued to be healthy —per cent of food products sold by rural producers and 22 per cent be sold by urban producers and 22 per cent be sold by urban producers and 22 per cent be sold by urban producers. ... In the woodland area still includes one-fourth of the total area.

During this period the national standard of living became more luxurious; revolutionary and anar- chistic tendencies cultivated by peasants, 24 per cent of whose products only to disappear. The whole nation was seized by a burning tendency to- wards the formation of new associations, a spirit to which we owe the foundation of the Catholic People’s Union (der Volksverein: members in 1908, 600,000), the Farmers’ League (1908: 300,000 members), the free (Socialistic) guilds (1908: 200,000 members), etc. In Parliament the great political parties (Conservatives, National Liberals, and the Centre) drew closer together; the presidency devolved on the Centre in consequence of its numerical pre-ponderance and the ability of its leaders. In 1899 the constantly recurring conflict between the Crown and the Reichstag on the subject of appropriations for military expenditure was settled by an agreement on the part of the legislative assembly to vote supplies henceforth for the parliamentary period, which had been the rule before. Among the important measures passed were the com- pletion of the unified legal codes (1896) and the Naval Acts (1898, 1901), which had in view the rais- ing of Germany to a maritime power of the first rank. In 1902 the resolution to restore the high protective duties on agricultural products passed in the face of the bitter opposition maintained by the Social Democrats for many months (Tariff Bills, on the basis of which the commercial treaties were renewed in 1905). Prussia’s project of constructing a canal through her own territory from the Oder to the Rhine was met with obstinate resistance, not indeed in the Reichstag, but in the Prussian diet (rejected in 1899, approved in 1903). In the midst of this era of prosperity Bismarck died (1898).

In foreign politics, however, there came a change for the worse after England’s subjugation of the Boers. Until 1905 Great Britain forced Germany back from almost all the positions which she had recently occupied. Meanwhile, William II devoted himself to a line of policy calculated to win temporary favour (journey to Jerusalem, 1898; intervention in the Chinese complications, 1900; landing in Tangier, 1906). Privy Councilor Bulow, who replaced Hohenlohe in 1900, was unable to stem the ebbing tide. In the Moroccan controversy between Germany and France, Germany, who appealed to an international confer- ence (at Algeciras, 1906), suffered a severe rebuff. By his efforts to separate Austria and Italy from the Triple Alliance and by his ententes with the other Powers of Europe, Edward VII isolated Germany (1907, Triple-Entente between England, Russia, and France). Bulow’s Polish policy, which was more drastic even than Bismarck’s (cf. the Expropriation Act of 1908), resulted only in disappointments without effectually checking the Polish disturbances. In 1907, owing in part to the financial crisis in America, Germany’s commercial prosperity markedly declined. Favoured by the customs tariff, agriculture alone continued to flourish. The revenue of the empire decreased with the commercial profits. At the same time the granting of the Hereros in South-Western Africa in 1904 was followed for large expen- ditures, while the troubled aspect of the foreign situa- tion necessitated a tremendous increase in the outlay on armaments (cf. Naval statutes of 1906). The “ordinary” expenditure in 1907 was 2329 millions of marks; National debt in 1873: 1800 millions, and in 1908 4400 millions of marks.) One attempt after an- other was made at fiscal reform (1904, relaxation of the Frankenstein clause; 1906, 150 million marks, 3,250,000 yearly taxes were voted; in 1908—9, 500 million were demanded; the debt burden to the government is still carried on with a deficit. Thorough recovery has been prevented by the re- newed violent dissensions in the nation by party spirit (since 1892) and the clash of opposing ideals.

The coalition, which had formed the majority dur- ing the nineties, broke up in 1905. Its most impor- tant factor was the Centre, the number of whose seats in the Reichstag and supporters in the constituencies remained stationary even during the period of its par- liamentary ascendency. Therein lay its weakness, since meanwhile its allies, the official Liberal and Conservative parties, gained ground. The Liberal was gained in consequence of a movement towards concen- tration among the Liberals of the Left soon after the beginning of the century (Fusion of the Liberals of the Left, 1906), and of a reconciliation between the National Liberals and the Liberals of the Left by means of a “Young Liberal” movement in their ranks. The Conservatives, who had been growing as a party almost uninterruptedly since 1876, especially after the founding of the “Farmers’ League” in 1893, gained by gradually invading the agrarian territory in the west and south-west.

In 1905, the Protestant League, founded in 1886, maintained a fanatical agitation amongst the populace to frustrate the endeavours of the Catholics, di- rected through the Centre, to secure recognition of their equal rights as citizens in the public life of the nation. Yielding to this agitation, first the National Liberals then the Conservatives signed the so-called “toleration bills”, in which the Centre strove by imperial legislation to fix the minimum of rights to be conceded to Catho- lic in the separate states, although repeatedly pre- sented to the Reichstag after 1900, always met with defeat. When, in 1906, the Christian character of the national schools was finally established by statute in Prussia after an interval of 13 years, the Reichstag drafted the bill in accordance with the wishes of the Conservatives and the National Liberals, and left to the Centre only the right of voting for it.

Another important factor in bringing about the cleavage between the parties was the spread among the wealthier classes of liberal and socialistic feeling, the expression of a strong feeling of opposition to further social legis- lation. This feeling found an outlet in the formation of influential syndicates, and was most bitterly di- rected against the Centre, as the principal promoter of social remedial measures. An open breach between the parties took place on the question of a relatively small, but important, governmental budget. The Government immedi- ately disowned the Centre, and dissolved the Reichstag (13 December, 1906). Since then the situa- tion has been very complicated. As a result of the elections the Centre retained its former voting strength, but was isolated. The Government formed a new coalition, called “the Blue”, consisting of the Conservatives and the united Liberal party—the Liberals of the Left had hitherto been in opposition. In this it relied on the feelings of hostility towards the Centre which animated the Protestants and the proper- tized classes. When the administration, however, made concessions to the Liberals (extension of the right of association, partial repeal of the stock exchange legislation, promise to introduce popular suffrage into Prussia), the Conservatives, after some hesitations, decided to oppose the Government and again sought an alliance with the Centre. They are
stronger than the Liberals, but the sympathies of the Government and of the anti-Catholic portion of the population will help the Liberals in their contests with the Conservatives. The quarrel amongst the civil parties prevents the further loss of parliamentary seats by the Democrats, who in the last voting period had been steadily increasing since 1890 (in 1907 they cast 3,259,000 votes, 29 per cent of the total, although they won only forty-three seats in the Reichstag as compared with eighty-one in 1903). It also prevents the reconstruction of the programme of the Socialists, many of whom really only with Germany—a favor to peaceful transformation of society. The difference of opinions existing among the Socialist party was clearly evidenced by the violent quarrel between the opposing sections at the Dresden Convention in 1903.

The position of the Government in view of its relations with the parties is at present (Jan., 1900) not very favourable. The administrative organization of the empire hardly suffices. Besides, the shock given to the power of the emperor in November, 1908, in consequence of the popular resentment of his personal interference in politics as revealed in the ‘Daily Telegraph’ interview, has not served to strengthen the government. On the other hand, its prestige was greatly enhanced by the re-establishment of German influence in international politics, owing to its firm support of Austria-Hungary in the Balkan crisis (1908–9). It has put an end to the isolation of Germany, strengthened the bonds of the Triple Alliance, and contributed to the result in a re-establishment of Austria-Hungary.

In dealing with the present situation of German Catholicism, relations between Church and State must be separated from the question of the civic rights of the German Catholics. The authorities of the Church and State work together in a spirit of mutual benevolence, the chief credit for which is due to Cardinal Kopp, since 1886 Prince-Bishop of Breslau. Ecclesiastically speaking, Germany is divided into 5 archbishoprics, 14 suffragan and 6 exempt bishoprics, 3 Apostolic vicarates, and 2 Apostolic prefectures. The clergy are trained for the most part by 15 theological universities or lyceum faculties (the most recently established being at Straubing, 1902), a smaller number in seminaries.

Ecclesiastical affairs are not regulated by the empire but by the individual state. In Prussia they rest on the Bull ‘De Salute Animarum’ and the explanatory bull ‘Quod de Fidelium’ of 1821 (although the promise inherent in the latter for the Church has not been kept), on the constitution of 1850, and on the laws of 1886–87 regulating ecclesiastical polity. In Württemberg, they rest on the Statute of 1892, in Baden on the Statutes of 1890, in Bavaria on the Concordat of 1817, which has not actually been enforced and which consequently creates a state of legal uncertainty. In these divisions of the empire, the Church has the rights of a privileged corporation. In the Kingdom of Saxony and in Saxo-Weimar, all ecclesiastical ordinances and appointments, even those issued from Rome, as well as the erection of new churches, etc., are subject to the approval of the Government. Appeal to Rome is forbidden. In the other small Thuringian states, and in Brunswick and Mecklenburg, the Catholics even recently had to submit their parochial affairs to the authority of the Protestant pastors, and in part Catholics even now pay tithes to the Protestant pastors for this unsought-for service. The building of churches and establishment of schools are also subject to galling restrictions.

The bishops are elected by the cathedral chapters, except in Bavaria (where they are chosen by agreement between the Government and Rome); in the Upper Rhenish church province, in Osnavrück, and in Hildesheim, the Irish method of election obtains; elsewhere exists the customary submission of a list of candidates to the Government. The establishment of convents is everywhere subject to the approval of the State. In Württemberg and Baden only female orders are allowed; in Saxony and the smaller Protestant States only nursing sisterhoods. Jesuit institutions are not permitted anywhere. The primary schools are mostly denominational, but are neutral in Baden, which is a part of Bavaria. Pluralism in Prussia. They are founded by the State and by the communities, but the local pastors supervise the religious instruction and are generally the local school inspectors. The system of intermediate and higher schools for boys is undenominational almost without exception, and the same is true for girls; in two partly, for the schools for girls are mostly under private and density religious management, being largely conducted by nuns. The civil marriage ceremony takes precedence of the religious by an imperial law of 1875; divorce is regulated by the civil code. For Catholic couples separation or a menage a trois may be granted. Charitable relief work is admirably regulated and carefully stimulated by the focusing of charitable impulses in the Charitenserverband (Charity Organization Society), founded at Freiburg in 1897. It is working more and more in harmony with social relief work. There is a large number of religious societies; the throngs who attend to all religious celebrations are large. The numbers who receive the sacraments are gratifying. Pilgrimages are numerous attended, the most famous place of pilgrimage in Prussia being Revalera, in Bavaria Altötting. Considerable anxiety is inspired by the prevalence of Social Democracy in certain districts, and by the rising generation of the propertied classes.

The civil status of Catholics is not so good. Of the 60,641,272 inhabitants of Germany in 1905, about 36.00 per cent were Catholic (in 1900 only 36.18 per cent as compared with 36.2 per cent in 1871). At present, the Catholic Church unreservedly gives vigorous life into the Catholic Church. The Catholics are splendidly organized (for politics by the Centre and in sociological respect by the Christian guilds and by Volksverein). They are making persistent efforts to secure equal recognition in public life (of the agitation afoot in Prussia since 1890 in favour of equal rights for Catholics; the so-called ‘Self-examination Movement’ throughout the empire, that is to say, the general investigation into the injustices suffered by Catholics in the educational and economical life of the country). Recently, the number of Catholic schools has increased, but only on the humanistic side. Their representation in the polytechnic schools as well as in the student bodies at the universities continues to be weak, out of all proportion to those of the other communions. Only in isolated instances are the leading positions in the states and communities filled by Catholics. No Prussian state minister, and only one state secretary is Catholic. Their share in the public wealth does not at all correspond with their numerical strength.

State. Martin Spann
German Literature.—I. From Oldest Pre-Christian Period to 800 A.D.—There are no written monuments before the eighth century. The earliest written record in early Germanic language, the Gothic translation of the Bible by Bishop Ulphilas, in the fourth century, does not belong to German literature. It is known from Tacitus that the ancient Germans had an unwritten poetry, which among them supplied the place of history. It consisted of hymns in honour of gods, or songs commemorative of the deeds of heroes. Such hymns were sung in chorus on solemn occasions, and were accompanied by dancing; their verse form was alliteration. There were also songs, not choric, but sung by minstrels before kings or nobles, songs of praise, besides charms and riddles. During the great period of the migrations poetic activity received a fresh impulse. New heroes, like Attila (Etzel), Theodoric (Dietrich), and Ermanric (Ermannich), came upon the scene; their exploits were confused by tradition with those of older heroes, like Siegfried. Mythic and historic elements were strangely mingled, and so arose the great saga cycles, which later formed the basis of the national epics. Of all these the Nibelungen saga became the most famous, and spread to all Germanic tribes. Here is the most primitive legend of the conversion of Germany, vigorously carried on since the eighth century by Irish and Anglo-Saxon missionaries, notably by St. Boniface (d. 755), who, in the seventh century and 800s, forced the heathen Saxons to submit to his rule and to be baptized, and united all the German tribes under his sway. Under him and his successors Christianity was firmly established. The clergy became the representatives of learning; the newly established monasteries and their schools, above all those of Fulda and St. Gall, were the centres of culture. The language of the Church was Latin, but preaching and instruction had to be carried on in the vernacular. The prose literature that arose to serve this purpose is only of linguistic interest. The poetry that developed during this period was wholly Christian in character. Examples are the “Wesenbrunner Gebet” and the “Muspilli,” the latter an alliterative poem on the destruction of the world; both date from the ninth century. The Church, naturally, opposed the old heathen songs and strove to supplant them by Christian poems. Thus arose the Old Saxon epic, the “Heliand,” which was composed between 822 and 840 by an unknown poet, at the suggestion of King Louis the Pious. It is written in Low German and is the last great poem in alliterative verse. The

\begin{verbatim}
Vuur seilun durchsft abron, tharahtw aub zuadrahtn
ioh fialum stiu irfaliun, miemthiulomu wullen
Thiauir sedert, thest zunst mugikert
nimigen wuir thar wuken, wuir seilum zu bideken
Souwermannsfoth hzurt, ioh sunarumiralt.
tha thanne wur hasduar, gehofst ermoning gut
\end{verbatim}

Oppfried’s “Evangelienbuch”
Section of a page, 6th Century MS., Court Library, Vienna

Siegfried’s death was combined with the historical destruction of the Burgundians by the Huns in 435, and affords a typical instance of saga-formation.

Of all this pagan poetry hardly anything has survived. The collection that Charlemagne caused to be made of the old heroic lays has perished. All that is known are the “Marseburger Zauberspruch” by two songs of enchantment preserved in a manuscript of the eleventh century, and the famous “Hildebrandallé,” an epic fragment narrating an episode of the Dietrich saga, the tragic combat between father and son. It was written down after 800 by two monks of Fulda, on the cover of a theological manuscript. The evidence afforded by these fragments, as well as such literature as the “Bewulf” and the “Edda,” seems to indicate that the oldest German poetry was of considerable extent and of no mean order of merit.

II. The Old High German Period (c. 800–1050). Christianity and its Influence.—Between the years 500 and 700 occurred the High German sound-shifting, which divided the dialects of the South, High German, from those of the North, Low German. The history of German literature is henceforth mainly concerned with High German monuments. In fact, until the close of the Middle Ages Southern Germany occupies the leading place in literary production.

The Goths, the first Germanic tribe to be converted, embraced Christianity in the form of Arius. But they soon gave way to the Franks, who became the dominant people, and the conversion of their king, Clovis, to Christianity, in 496, was of decisive import-

story of the Redeemer is here told from a thoroughly German point of view, Christ being conceived as a mild but powerful chief, and His disciples as vassals or thanes. The same subject is treated in the “Evangelienbuch” of Oppfried, a monk of Weissenburg, the first German poet known by name. It was completed when Charlemagne (d. 814) forced the heathen Saxons to submit to his rule and to be baptized, and united all the German tribes under his sway. Under him and his successors Christianity was firmly established. The clergy became the representatives of learning; the newly established monasteries and their schools, above all those of Fulda and St. Gall, were the centres of culture. The language of the Church was Latin, but preaching and instruction had to be carried on in the vernacular. The prose literature that arose to serve this purpose is only of linguistic interest. The poetry that developed during this period was wholly Christian in character. Examples are the “Weserbrunner Gebet” and the “Muspilli,” the latter an alliterative poem on the destruction of the world; both date from the ninth century. The Church, naturally, opposed the old heathen songs and strove to supplant them by Christian poems. Thus arose the Old Saxon epic, the “Heliand,” which was composed between 822 and 840 by an unknown poet, at the suggestion of King Louis the Pious. It is written in Low German and is the last great poem in alliterative verse. The
Nortier III, surnamed Lebode (about 952–1022), the head of the convent-school of St. Gall. His translations from Boethius, Aristotle, Marciusius Capella, and especially of the Psalter, are the best examples of German prose until the fourteenth century.


**Middle High German Poetry.**—In the century under that movement emanated from the Burgundian monastery of Cluny, a spirit of stern asceticism begins to dominate in literature. The Church in its struggle with the emperors turned again to the people, to carry through the reforms of Gregory VII, and although the power of this period were almost exclusively clerics, they at least wrote in German. The literature which they produced consists mainly of rhymed versions of Biblical stories and other sacred themes, and is represented by Ezzo's "Lady of the Miracles of Christ," William's paraphrase of the Canticle of Canticos (both c. 1060), and the poems of Frau Ava. Some of the best poetry of this time was inspired by devotion to the Blessed Virgin, as for instance the "Drei Lied von der Maget" by a Bavarian priest named Wernher (c. 1170). In these songs the characteristic German trend towards mysticism is unmistakable. A most noteworthy product of the same "standard" is a poem in praise of Archbishop Anno II of Cologne (d. 1075). The "Kaiserschronik" (c. 1150), a bulky poem narrating the history of the world, presents a strange medley of legendary and historic lore. The bitter hostility of the asetic spirit to the worldly life finds expression in the satirical satire of Heinrich von Melk (c. 1160). But asceticism was losing ground; under the influence of the Crusades the prestige of the knighthood was steadily rising. A compromise between the secular spirit became imperative, and the clerical poets, to keep their audiences and meet the competition of the men of letters, wrote "chivalric" poetry; for their models they turned to France.

A priest named Lamprecht composed the "Alexanderlied" (c. 1150), while a priest of Ratibon, named Konrad, wrote the "Rolandlied" (c. 1135). In the cases composed of French originals. The minstrels began once more to come to the front, and a number of popular epics date from this period. Among these "König Rother" (c. 1160) is conspicuous. Its subject is an old Germanic saga, and the röle which the Orient, Constantinople in this case, plays therein shows the influence of the Crusades. Still more noticeable are the allusions for the first time to the Holy Land and the subject of marvellous adventures in the Far East. From this period dates also the first German beast epic, "Reinhart Fuehs," by Heinrich der Gleichenste (c. 1170).

The rule of the Hohenstaufen (1138–1254) marks the first great classic era of German literature. Many causes contributed to bring about a great literary revival. The Crusades instilled new fervour into religious life. Many thousands of German knights followed King Conrad III in the crusade of 1145–47. They were brought into contact with the Orient and its wealth of stories and marvels, and on the other with their more cultured French neighbours, whose polished customs and manners they adopted with avidity. Chivalry, an institution essentially Romance in origin and spirit, was thus raised to prominence of the social life of the age. Thetranslation of poetry passed chiefly into its hands; the clergy ceased to be the sole purveyors of learning and culture.

The poetry of this period are, as a rule, of knighthood rank. Many of the poorer knights depended on the generosity of princely patrons, such as the landgraves of Thuringia or the dukes of Austria. The Gunderkinds of poetry cultivated in this epoch were the epic and the lyric, and the former was either courtly or popular. Form received the most careful attention; versification was regulated by the strictest rules; the language, the classic Middle High German, is extremely elegant. This classic poetry was essentially a poetry of caste and confomed absolutely to the ideals of French courtly society. Brilliant as it was, it was mainly a poetry of translation; the original German language was little in use outside certain monasteries.

The courtly epic deals essentially with foreign subjects; its models were derived mostly from France. The subject most in favour was the matière de Bruges, the legends clustering around King Arthur and the Round Table, with which that of the Holy Grail had twined. Poetry in this genre was especially popular in the versions of the French trouvère, Chrétien de Troyes, who exerted great influence on the German courtly epic. Chivalry and the cult of woman are the leading motifs of this poetry. The court epic was introduced into Germany by Heinrich von Veldeke, a knight of the Lower Rhineland, whose "Einheit" (c. 1175–85), based on a French model, treats the story of Æneas in thoroughly medieval and chivalric spirit. The court epic was transplanted to Upper Germany by the Swabian, Hartmann von Aue (d. about 1215). In his "Enric" he introduced the Arthurian romance into German literature; his "Tristan" is from the same source as the asetic version of the Eridipus story. His best-known work is "Die arme Heinrich," which, as a purely German story of womanly devotion, occupies a unique position among the creations of the courtly poets. The greatest of these poets is Wolfram von Eschenbach (d. about 1220), whose chief work is his "Parzival," the story of the simpton who overcomes doubt and temptation and ultimately becomes the king of the Holy Grail. As in Goethe's "Faust," we have here the story of a human soul. To the cycle of Grail romances belong also the so-called "Titurel" fragment, which, while it was written by Wolfram von Eschenbach, is the historical legend which, however, remained incomplete. Opposed to Wolfram in spirit is his great rival, Gottfried von Strassburg, whose "Tristan" (c. 1210) is a glorification of sensual love and of somewhat dubious morality. With Gottfried the court epic reached its highest development; with him excessive artificiality begins to appear, and soon this species of poetry declines rapidly. The succeeding poets, in trying to imitate the great masters just mentioned, fell into tedious diffuseness, and their epic too often becomes a meaningless string of adventures. Rudolf of Enns (d. 1214) and Konrad von der Aufseh (c. 1180), is represented as a pilgrimage to the Holy Land and the subject of marvellous adventures in the Far East. From this period dates also the first German beast epic, "Reinhart Fuehs," by Heinrich der Gleichenste (c. 1170).

The rule of the Hohenstaufen (1138–1254) marks the first great classic era of German literature. Many causes contributed to bring about a great literary revival. The Crusades instilled new fervour into religious life. Many thousands of German knights followed King Conrad III in the crusade of 1145–47. They were brought into contact with the Orient and its wealth of stories and marvels, and on the other with their more cultured French neighbours, whose polished customs and manners they adopted with avidity. Chivalry, an institution essentially Romance in origin and spirit, was thus raised to prominence of the social life of the age. The translation of poetry passed chiefly into its hands; the clergy ceased to be the sole purveyors of learning and culture.

The poetry of this period are, as a rule, of knighthood rank. Many of the poorer knights depended on the generosity of princely patrons, such as the landgraves of Thuringia or the dukes of Austria. The Gunderkinds of poetry cultivated in this epoch were the epic and
interest are the other popular epics, which also date from the beginning of the thirteenth century; they are mostly related to the saga-cycle concerning Dietrich von Bern. The most notable are the “Rosengarten”, “Alpahart Tod”, “Laurn”, “Eckenlied”, and “Rabenacht”.

Three other epics, “Ortuit”, “Hugdietritius”, and “Wernher”, take their subjects from the Langobardic saga-cycle; in them the influence of the Crusades is very noticeable.

Lyric poetry also flourished brilliantly in this period. Lyric poetry of a popular kind seems to have existed in Austrian territory long before the Romance influence came in from the North-west, but it was under the German influence that the lyric attained its characteristic form. Minne, i.e. the conventional cult of woman, is the leading motif, but other themes, religious or political, are not wanting, and the Spruch, a poem of gnomic or sententious character, was also in great favour. Most of the minnesingers were of knightly rank. Tradition places Heinrich von Veldeke as the pioneer of minnesong. He was followed by Friedrich von Hausen, Heinrich von Morungen, and Reinmar von Hagenau. A disciple of the last-named, was the Austrian, Walther von der Vogelweide (c. 1165-1230), the greatest and most versatile lyric poet of the Middle Ages. He is equally great in the Minnelied and in the Spruch. He was a stanch partisan of the emperors in their fight against the papacy, and many of his poems are bitter invectives against pope and clergy. But he never attacked the doctrines of the Church; his religious fervour is attested by such poems as that in honour of the Trinity. With his successors the Minnesang enters on its decline. Ulrich von Lichtenstein’s life, as revealed in his autobiography, “Fraudienst” (1246), shows to what absurdities the worship of woman could go. Neidhart von Reuenthal (d. about 1246) holds up to ridicule the rude life of the peasants and so introduces an element of coarseness into the aristocratic art. Lastly, Reinmar von Zweter (d. about 1260) must be mentioned as a distinguished gnomic poet.

The didactic spirit, which now becomes prominent, is exhibited in longer poems, like “Der welsche Gast" (1215) of an Italian priest Thomasin of Zircelere, and especially in Freidank’s “Besecheidenheit” (c. 1215-30), i.e. wisdom born of experience, a collection of rhymes. Though these works are strictly pious in tone, outspoken criticism of papal and ecclesiastical matters is frequently indulged in.

Prose was very backward in this period. Latin was the language for history and law. About 1230 appeared the “Sachenspiegel”, a code of Saxon law written in Latin by Eike von Repgow, and this example produced in Upper Germany the “Schwabenspiegel” (before 1280). The first chronicle in German prose, the “Sachsenchronik”, was written by a Saxon cleric (before 1250).

A great impetus was given to German prose by the preaching of the mendicant friars, who were rising into prominence early in the thirteenth century. They reached the hearts of the people, on whom the aristocratic literature of chivalry had no influence. The sermons of David of Augsburg (d. 1272) are not preserved. His disciple, Berthold of Ratisbon (d. 1272), was immensely popular as a preacher. His dramatic, passionate eloquence, born of the sincerity of conviction, turned thousands of his hearers to repentance and a better life.

IV. DECLINE OF POETRY AT THE END OF THE MIDDLE AGES. RISE OF BOURGEOIS LITERATURE (1300-1500).—The decline of the knightly caste brought with it a decline of the literature of which this caste had been the chief support. The fourteenth and fifteenth centuries were not favourable to the development of an artistic literature. The Empire was losing its power and drifting into anarchy, the emperors were bent chiefly on increasing their dynastic power, while the princes strove to make themselves independent of imperial authority. They were no longer patrons of poetry. The clergy also, in great part, followed worldly pursuits and undermined the reverence in which they had been held. The rise of the cities and their commerce was fatal to the prestige of knighthood and its ideals; life became more practical, more utilitarian, less aesthetic, and as a consequence the didactic tone becomes more and more prominent in literature. The urban spirit sprang up in Germany during this period—the first being founded at Prague (1348)—widened the gap between the learned classes and the people and prepared the way for Humanism, which towards the end of the fifteenth century begins to be a force in German letters. The influence of Humanism was not wholly beneficial. It was a foreign institution and fostered Latin as the language of scholarship at the expense of the native idiom. Gradually the Humanists turned against the dominant Scholastic philosophy, and soon a spirit of revolt manifested itself against the Church and its authority. The schisms within the Church and the worldliness of many of its dignitaries stimulated this spirit, which took a violent form, notably in the Hussite movement. The way was thus prepared for the great Luther. The romance of chivalry degenerated into allegory and tedious description, of which a typical instance is the “Theuerdank” (1517), an allegorical description of Emperor Maximilian’s courtship of Mary of Burgundy, written at the suggestion of the emperor himself. The heroic epic fared no better; it became coarse and vulgar. Rhymed chronicles still supplied the place of histories, the most noteworthy being the
chronicle of the Teutonic Order translated from the Latin of Peter von Dunstberg by Nikolaus von Jeroschin (1200). His higher poetic value are the legends, fables, and anecdotes that enjoyed such popularity in this period. The best-known collection of fables was "Der Eleistein", containing a hundred fables translated from the Latin by Ulrich Boner, a Dominican monk of Berne (c. 1340). Of the many didactic poems of this period, by far the most important was the 'Tegerne Seele' ("The Soul of the Tegerne") of the learned humanist Sebastian Brant (d. 1521), which appeared in 1494 and achieved a European reputation. This is a satire of all the vices and follies of the age, of which no less than one hundred and ten kinds are enumerated. A satiric tendency pervades also the "Reinke der Dore", a Low German version poem of the Dutch story of the famous story of Reynard the Fox (1498). The allusions in this poem to the vices of men high in Church and State are unmistakable.

As for lyric poetry, the Minnesang dies out, Hugo, Count of Montfort (d. 1423), and Oswald von Wolkenstein (d. 1445) being its last representatives. The cultivation of the lyric is now taken up by the burghers; the Meistersang displaces the Minnesang. Poetry in the hands of this class became a mere matter of technic, a trade. His task was taught in schools established for that purpose. The guild system was applied to art, and the candidate passed through different grades, from apprentice to master. Tradition names Mainz as the seat of the oldest school, and Heinrich von Meissen (d. 1318) as its founder. Of the many cities where schools flourished, none gained such a reputation as Nuremberg, the home of Hans Sachs. Very little of the poetry of these meistersingers has survived. The best lyric poetry of this period and the following is found in the Volkslied, a song generally of unknown authorship, expressive of the joys and sorrows of people in all stations and ranks of life. Contemporary events often furnished the inspiration, as in Halbseuter's song of the battle of Bempach (1404) dealing with legendary subjects, as for instance the song of Tannhäuser, the minstrel knight who wandered into the Mountain of Venus and then journeyed to Rome to gain absolution. The religious lyric of this period is largely devoted to the praise of the Blessed Virgin; in this connexion Heinrich von Laufenberg, a priest of Freiburg im Breisgau, later a monk at Strasburg (d. 1450), is specially noteworthy.

Another literary genre that now rose into prominence was the drama, the origin of which here as elsewhere is to be sought in the religious plays with which the great Christian festivals, especially Easter, were celebrated. These plays had a distinct purpose; they were to instruct as well as to edify. But gradually they assumed a more secular character, they were no longer performed in the church, but in the marketplace or some public square. Laymen also began to participate, and in the fourteenth century German takes the place of Latin. Besides the Passion, Biblical stories and legends were dramatized. One of the oldest and most striking of such plays is the Tegernsee play "Antichrist" (twelfth century). A famous drama of which the text is preserved is that of the wise and foolish virgins, performed at Eisenach in 1322.

The origin of the secular drama is not wholly clear. In the fifteenth century this genre is chiefly represented by the Shrove Tide plays, which traces its origin to the mummeries and the coarse fun-making indulged in on special occasions, notably on Shrove-Tuesday. No doubt the religious drama exerted its influence on the development of the secular drama. As a rule the latter was extremely crude in form and also in its moral or religious content. The chief place for these plays was Nuremberg, and Hans Folz and Hans Rosenblüt are the best-known authors in this line. In their plays appears the tendency that was to make of this literary genre an effective vehicle for satire.

In this period of voluntarian prose comes to occupy a leading position. The romances of chivalry were turned into prose, foreign romances were translated, and thus arose the Volksbücher, of which the most noteworthy is that of Tilly Eulenspiegel, a notorious wag, around whom gathered all kinds of anecdotes. The original Low German book of 1485 is lost, the oldest High German version dating from 1516. In connexion with translated literature the names of the earliest German humanists, Heinrich Steinhöwel, Niklas van Wyl, and Albrecht von Eyb should be mentioned. Eyb's work, though written in German as prose. Of prose chronicles we possess a number, as that of Strasbourg (to 1362), of Limburg (to 1599), and the Thuringian chronicle of Johannes Rothe, a monk of Eisenach (1421).

But the best German prose of this period is found in the writings of the mystics. The founder of this school was Master Eckhart (d. 1327), a Dominican monk, and the dominant figure became its chief exponent. Eckhart was accused of pantheistic tendencies and was repudiated by this interpretation of his utterances. His disciple, Heinrich Seuse (Suso), also a Dominican (d. 1366), was less philosophical and more poetical. The third great mystic, Johannes Tauler (d. 1361), a Dominican of Strasburg, gave the teachings of his predecessors a more practical turn. The services which the mystics rendered to the German language in making it the medium for their speculations can hardly be overestimated.

The greatest preacher of the period was Geller von Kayserberg of Strasburg (d. 1510), whose series of sermons based on Brant's "Ship of Fools" was especially famous.

V. THE AGE OF THE REFORMATION (1500-1624).—The effects of Humanism in Germany began to be felt in the attention given by such men as Erasmus and Reuchlin to the study of the Bible in the original languages. For German literature the Reformation was a calamity. The fierce theological strife absorbed the best intellectual energy of the nation. Literature as an art suffered by being pressed into the service of religious controversy; it became polemic or didactic, and its prevailing form was prose.

Martin Luther (1483-1546) is the most important figure of this period and his most important work is his translation of the Bible (printed complete at Wittenberg, 1534; final edition, 1543-45). The German translations before his time had been made from the Vulgate and were deficient in literary quality. Luther's version is from the original, and although not
Protestant church hymns were Paulus Speratus (d. 1551), Nikolaus Decius (d. 1541), Nikolaus Herman (d. 1561), and Philipp Nicolai (d. 1608).

As a rule, the German Lutherans were indifferent to the Reformation, but Ulrich von Hutten (d. 1523) was a zealous partisan of the movement; his writings are mostly in Latin. One of the bitterest enemies of Luther was Thomas Murner, a Franciscan monk (1475–1537), who in his earlier satires castigated the follies of the age. At first he showed sympathy for the reform movement, but when Catholic doctrine was assailed, he turned, and in a coarse but witty satire "Von dem grossen Lutherischen Narren" (1522), he unsparingly attacked the Reformation and its author. The best poet of the sixteenth century was the Nuremberg shoemaker, Hans Sachs (1494–1576) who, although a follower of Luther, was not primarily a controversialist. He displayed amazing productivity in many fields, mastersong, Spruch, anecdote, fable, and drama. His Shrovetide plays display a genial humour that even to-day is effective. The spirit of the worthy master's verse is thoroughly didactic, and artistic form altogether lacking.

Towards the middle of the sixteenth century, the Counter-Reformation set in, and regained much of the ground lost to Protestantism, which had now spent itself as a vital force and was divided by the dissensions between Lutherans and Calvinists. The most prominent polemical writer on the Protestant side was Johann Fischart (d. 1590), much of whose satire is directed against the Jesuits, notably his "Viehdürfen Jesuitenbüchlein" (1580). His most ambitious work is the "Gesichtsklertung", a free version of Rabelais's "Gargantua" (1575). Fischart is not an original writer, and his extravagance of language and love for punning make his work thoroughly unpalatable to a modern reader.

Narrative prose is very prominent in the literature of this period. Collections of anecdotes, such as Jörg Wickram's "Rollwagenbüchlein" (1555) and especially "Schimpf und Ernst" (1522) of Johannes Pauli, a Franciscan monk, were very popular. Translations of French and Spanish romances like the "Amadis de Gaul" were also much in favour. Then there were the "Volksbücher", with their popular stories, among which those connected with Faust and the Wandering Jew have become especially famous. Didactic prose was represented by the historical work of Ægidius Tschudi (d. 1572), Sebastian Frank (d. 1542), and Johannes Thurmayr (known as Aventius; d. 1534); the collections of proverbs and sayings made by Frank and Johann Apraksin (d. 1542) are also to be mentioned in this connexion. In theology Bishop Berthold of Chiennsee represents the Catholic side, with his "Tewtsche Theology" (1528); the Franciscan, Johann Nas (d. 1590), a Catholic convert, in his "Sechs Centurien Evangelischer Wahrheiten" also champions the old Church. The chief Protestant writer was Johann Arndt (d. 1621), author of the "Vier Bücher vom waren Christenthum", one of the most widely read books of the time. Contemporary with Arndt was the famous shoemaker, Jakob Böhme (d. 1624), a mystical philosopher in whose writings profound thoughts and confused notions are strangely blended.

In the dramatic field there was also much activity. Luther, though opposed to the passion play, had favoured the drama on educational grounds. Nikolaus Meul, a Swiss (d. 1530), used the dramatic form for criticizing the pope and the Catholic Church. The Biblical drama was in favour, and many of the learned writers of school comedies chose their subjects from the Bible, as for instance, Paul Rebhun (d. 1546) and Sixt Birk (d. 1554). The most prolific dramatist of the period was Hans Sachs, who wrote no less than 208 plays, which in spite of their lack of all higher literary quality, make a promising beginning. Towards the end of the sixteenth century, English strolling players...
appeared in Germany, and through their superior hist-
tronic art gained the favour of the public. Jakob
Aywer (d. 1605), the leading dramatist of that age,
shines their influence: still more so Heinrich Julius
Duke of Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel (d. 1613), the first
writer German dramas in prose instead of verse.
VI. THE AGE OF RELIGIOUS WARS (1624-1748).
The Poetry of Scholarship and Imagination.--The
religious strife inaugurated by the Reformation cul-
minated in the Thirty Years War (1618-1648), which
practically destroyed Germany as a nation. National
feeling almost died out. The Catholic League looked
for support to Spain and Austria, while the Protestant
princes betrayed the national interests to Sweden and
France. A servile spirit of imitation was abroad.
The German language was neglected and despised in
aristocratic circles and was corrupted by the influx of
foreign words. Literature was de-
void of originality and substance;
the formal side absorbed the chief
attention of the writers.

The literary leader of this
period was Martin Opitz (1597-
1639), whose treatise "Von der
deutschen Poet-
erey" (1624) en-
joyed undisputed authority as an
ars poetica for
more than a cen-
tury. Intelligi-

gence and regular-
ity rather than
imagination and
feeling were to
be looked for in poetry. The theory of Opitz was
drawn from the practice of French and Dutch
Renaissance poets and left no room for originality.
The book had a salutary effect, however, in that it
put an end to the mechanical counting of syllables and
made rhythm dependent on stress. Its protest against
the senseless use of foreign words was also
laudable. Opitz is the author of a number of poems,
moralizing, didactic, religious, or descriptive in char-
acter, but of little real merit. His best-known work is
"Trostgedicht in Widerwärtigkeit des Kriegs" (1633).
The poets who followed the leadership of Opitz are
known as the First Silesian School, though not all were
Silesians by birth, and included some of real talent like
Friedrich von Logau (d. 1655), the witty epigram-
matist, and Paul Fleming (d. 1640), the lyricist.
The poets of the so-called Königsberg Circle were also
followers of Opitz. Among them, Simon Dach (d. 1659)
is pre-eminent. In this connexion may be mentioned
also, Andreas Gryphius (1616-64), the chief dramatist of
the period. His tragedies, based mostly on Dutch
models, are marred by their stilted rhetoric and
protection for the horrible; his comedies are far better,
though they did not meet with the same favour. It
was chiefly censure and versification that benefited by
the poets of this school. Literature in their hands
was a mere product of scholarship, entirely out of
touch with the people. The linguistics society that
sprang up at this time, the most famous of which was
Die fruchtbringende Gesellschaft (1617), did not change
this condition. The language, not the literature,
was improved through their efforts.
As a reaction against the cold formalism and util-
tarianism of the Opitzians, the writers of the Second
Silesian School, Christian Hoffmann von Hofmann-
waldau (1617-79) and Daniel Kaspar von Lohenstein
(1633-85) fell into the opposite extremes of bomba-

d, and exaggeration. Their style was modelled on
that of the Italian Marini. The lyric poems of the former
and the dramas and novels of the latter are written in
an unnatural and inflated style, overloaded with met-
aphors. In their style, as well as in their immor-
aty, these writings reflect the taste of temporary
courtly society. In opposition to this fashionable
tendency, Christian Weise (d. 1708) in his school
comedies and satiric novels strove for simplicity, which
in his work and that of his followers degenerated fre-
nly into triviality and inanity. The best poetry of the
seventeenth century produced was the reli-
gious lyrics, especially the hymns. The tone of these
poems is no longer one of combat, but rather of pious
resignation. The greatest of Protestant writers
in this line was Paul Gerhardt (1607-76). Others
deserving of mention are Joachim Neander, Georg
Neumark, Johann Franck, and Philipp Jakob Spener.
Among Catholic writers the most prominent were
the Jesuit, Friedrich Spe (1591-1635), the intrepid defen-
der of the victims of the witchcraft tribunals, author
of the lyric collection "Trutzachtigall", and Johann
Scheffer, better known as Angelus Silesius (d. 1677),
a convert and later a priest, in whose poetical collec-
tions "Bergige Sehnsucht" and "Dichtung und

dem," obtained by this "Anden-

ersmann" mysticism again finds a noble expression.
Another Jesuit poet, Jacob Balde (1604-68), did his
best work in Latin, though his German poems are not
without merit.
The novel began to flourish in the seventeenth
century. The heroic and gallant romance, of which
Lohenstein was the chief exponent, was high in favour
with aristocratic society, but of small literary value.
The romances of roguery, coming in under Spanish
influence, were far better. The prose classic of the
century is the "Simplicissimus" of Christoph von
Grimmelshausen (d. 1678), a convert to Catholicism.
In the form of an autobiography it unfolds a vivid and
realistic picture of the period of the Thirty Years War.
Defoe's "Robinson Crusoe" brought forth a flood of
imitations, of which Schnabel's "Die Insel Felsenburg"
was the best. Satire is represented by Christian Reu-
er in "Schelmische Abhandlung" (1699) and the

tings of Johann Balthasar Schupp, a Lutheran
pastor of Hamburg (d. 1661), as well as those of
Ulrich Megerle, known as Abraham a Sancta Clara
(1644-1709), who as court preacher at Vienna was
noted for his wit and drollery. German prose be-
gan to be used for scientific purposes. Pioneers in this line were Christian Thomas and Chris-
tian Wolff, who inaugurated the Rationalistic move-
ment in Germany.
At the beginning of the eighteenth century Ger-
man literature was still in a low state. The drama
especially was in a bad plight, coarse fancies with
the clown in the leading role predominating in favour.
A reform was attempted by the Leipzig professor,
Johann Christoph Gottsched (1700-56). His in-
tentions were praiseworthy, but unfortunately he
was anything but a poet. Poetry for him was a
matter of the intellect; its aims were to be practical.
For the mysterious and the wonderful he had no use.
Good taste was to be cultivated by imitating the
French classic drama, which was supposed to be the
best exponent of the practice of the ancients.
Gottsched's literary dictatorship was undisputed until he
became involved in a controversy with the writers,
Bocklin and Breitinger, who insisted on the rights of
imagination and feeling and held up the Eng-
lish poets as better models than the French. Gottsched
was defeated and in consequence lost all authority.
Slowly poetry began to improve. This improve-
ment is distinctly noticeable in the descriptive poems
"Die Alpen" of Albrecht von Haller (d. 1777) and the gracefu... of Friedrich von Hagedorn (d. 1754). The most popular author of the day was Christian Fürchtegott Oelert (1715-69), whose fables were familiar in every German household. He also wrote stories, moralizing comedies, and hymns. But neither these writers nor those of the Halle circle, Johann Wilhelm Ludwig Gleim, Ewald Christian von Kleist, and Johann Peter Ue, were in any sense great writers.

VII. The Classic Period of German Literature (1745-1805).—Many causes contributed to the rise of a great national literature in the eighteenth century. The victories of the Prussian King Frederick the Great quickened national sentiment in all German lands. This quickening of patriotism is discernible in Klopstock's poems; it encouraged Lessing to begin his campaign against the rule of French classicism. Religious movements also exerted a powerful influence. Pietism came as a reaction against the narrow Lutheran orthodoxy then prevailing, and though it ultimately added but one more petty sect to those already existing, the deepening of religious sentiment that followed it was beneficial to poetry. With the appearance of "Der Messias" a new era opened for German literature. The author, Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock (1724-1803), was hailed at once as a poet born not made. Poetry again had a noble content: love, patriotism, and religion. The theme of the "Messias" is the Redemption. In its profound seriousness and lofty purpose, the poem is a failure as an epopee. Klopstock's gift was lyric; he is at his best in his odes. Impatient of the pedantic rules of versification followed by poets since the days of Opitz, he discarded rhyme altogether and chose for his odes antique metres and free rhythms. This, as well as their involved diction, has stood in the way of their popularity. Another defect that mars all of Klopstock's work is its excessive sentimentality, a defect that is disagreeably noticeable in most of the literature of that time. The poet's patriotism found vent in odes as well as in patriotic prose dramas, the so-called Bardträge, in which an attempt was made to revive Germanic antiquity and to excite enthusiasm for Arminius, the liberator of ancient Germany from Roman subjugation. As dramas these productions are utter failures, though their lyric passages are often beautiful; their chief effect was to stimulate the "bardic" movement represented by von Gerstenberg, Klopstock, and the Viennese priest, Jeitsch. Denis Diderot's Biblical dramas like "Der Tod Adams" (1757), are now wholly forgotten.

Of far greater influence in literature than pietism was rationalism, whose watchword was "Enlightenment." Reason was to be the sole guide in all things; tradition and faith were to be paramount to it. Dogmas of any kind there was no room in such a system, which frequently tended towards undisguised atheism, as with the English Deists and especially the French Encyclopedists. Frederick the Great was an adherent of their views and made them dominant in Church and State. Rationalism was confronted, however, rationalism did not go to the length of atheism; as a rule a compromise between reason and revealed religion was attempted. The broad humanitarianism of the great writers of this period, Lessing, Herder, Goethe, Schiller, shows the influence of the Enlightenment. Certain it is that all these writers were out of sympathy with any of the orthodox forms of Christianity. Often, however, the Enlightenment degenerated into a shallow, prosey rationalism, destitute of any finer sentiment, as in the case of the notorious Nicolai (d. 1811). As a reaction against the one-sidedness of rationalism, came a passionate revolt against all reason, the Romantics. The revolt was inspired by Rousseau and manifested itself in German literature in the Sturm-und-Drang-Periods (Storm and Stress period). The final product of the whole rationalistic movement was the epoch-making "Critique of Pure Reason" of Immanuel Kant.

The representative of the Enlightenment in its best aspect is Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (1729-81), one of the greatest critics of the century. In the "Literaturbeschreib" series, a series of essays on contemporary literature, his wonderful critical ability was first shown. Here Shakespeare is held up as a model and the supremacy of the French drama is challenged. In 1766 appeared the "Laokoon", in which the spheres of poetry and the plastic arts are clearly defined, and their fundamental differences pointed out. The attempt to establish a national theatre at Hamburg resulted in the "Hamburgische Dramaturgie" (1767-69), wherein Lessing investigates the nature of the drama, and refutes the claim of the French that their classic drama is the true exponent of the practice of the ancients. The rules of Aristotle are accepted as final, but it is shown that the French have misunderstood them, and their German imitators are therefore doubly in error. With all his one-sidedness, the polemic was fruitful, for it put an end to pseudo-classicism and made a national German drama possible. Lessing led the way. His "Miss Sara Sampson" (1755) is the first bourgeois comedy and tragedy of the German stage. It was followed by "Minna von Barnhelm" (1767), the first German national drama, on a subject of contemporaneous interest with the Seven Years War for a background, and by "Emilia Galotti", the first classic German tragedy (1772) an adaptation to modern conditions of the story of Appius and Virginia. Lessing's last drama "Nathan der Weise" (1779) was the outcome of the theological controversy in which he had been involved, through the publication of the Wolfenbüttel fragments. These had been written by Reimarus and contained a bold attack on Christianity and the Bible. A bitter feud between Lessing and Goethe, the champion of Lutheran orthodoxy, was the result, in the course of which Lessing wrote a number of pamphlets in which he asserted that Christianity could exist without, and did exist before, the Bible. When a decree of the Duke of Brunswick forbade further discussion, he had recourse to the stage and wrote his "Nathan". In this he uses Boccaccio's famous parable of the three rings to enforce the thesis that there is and absolutely true religion. Not faith, but virtuous action is the essence of religion, and all religious systems are equally good. For a dogmatic religion there is, of course, no room in this view, which is a frank expression of Lessing's deistic rationalism. His last prose works, notably "Die Erziehung des Menschengeschlechts" (1780), are philosophical in character as a treat of ideas related to those expressed in "Nathan".

A contrast to Klopstock's "seraphic" sentimentalism is offered in the sensualism of Christopher Martin Wieland (1733-1813). He began as a fervid pietist and admirer of Klopstock, and under the influence of rationalism passed to the opposite extreme of sensualism tinged with frivolity before he found his level. His "Agathon" is the first German Bildungsroman, presenting a modern content in ancient garb, a method
also followed in the "Abderiten" (1780), in which the provincialism of the small town is satirized. His masterpiece is the romantic heroic epic "Oberon" (1780), for which he drew his inspiration from the old French romance "Huon de Bordeaux". His best work, "Aristipp", is a novel in epistolary form, like the "Agathon" Greek in dress, but otherwise modern. Wieland was not a great poet, but the smooth graceful style of his writings and their pleasant wit did much to win the sympathy of the upper classes for German literature.

While Wieland's influence on German literature has been small, that of Johann Gottfried Herder (1744–1803) was decisive and far-reaching, though his own writings than through the new ideas he proclaimed and the influence of his personality on others, notably Goethe. Rousseau's summons to return to nature was applied by Herder to poetry. Not imitation, but native power makes the poet. Poetry was to be judged as the product of historic and national environment. Natural and popular poetry like the folk-song was preferred to artistic poetry. These views were developed in Leipzeg's "Essays Fragmente über die neuere deutsche Litteratur" (1767) and "Kritische Wälder" (1767) and were still further elaborated in essays on Ossian and Shakespeare in "Von deutscher Art und Kunst einige fliegende Blätter" (1773). Then followed "Stimmen der Völker in Liedern" (1778), a collection of 182 folk-songs from every age, clime, and nationality. Herder's skill as translator or adapter is exhibited here, as also in "Der Cid", a free version from the Spanish through the medium of the French. His original poems, mostly parables and fables, are of little importance. Herder, the founder of the historical method, could not be hostile to rationalism with its unhistoric methods and one-sided worship of reason. In "Vom Geiste der hebräischen Poesie" (1783) he showed what a wealth of poetry the Bible contained. In his last work, "Ideen zur Philosophie der Geschichte der Menschheit" (1784–91), the history of the human race is regarded under the aspect of evolution; humanitarianism is the ultimate goal of religious development. This work pointed out the way for the philosophical study of history.

The effect of the work of Klopstock, Herder, and Lessing was immediate. The national movement was taken up by the "Göttinger Hain" poets, of whom the best-known are Johann Heinrich Voss (d. 1826), the translator of Homer, Ludwig Heinrich Christoph Holty (d. 1776), the elegiac singer, and the two brothers Stolberg. Connected with them, though not members of the circle, were Mathias Claudius (d. 1816) and the gifted but dissolute Gottfried August Bürger (d. 1794), the ballad writer, whose "Lenore" (1778) has become widely known.

The protest voiced by Rousseau against the existing social order produced in German letters the so-called Sturm und Drang (Storm and Stress) movement, which dominated the decade (1774–80). It was the passionate revolt against conventional traditions and standards and manifested itself in the wild dramatic products of such men as von Klinger, Friedrich Müller or Maler Müller, and Lenz, and the lyric effusions of Schubart (d. 1791). But the movement found its best expression in the early work of Germany's greatest poet, Goethe and Schiller.

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749–1832) while a student at Strasburg had come under Herder's influence and caught the revolutionary spirit. In his "Götzen d'berlichengen" (1773), the first great historical German drama, the poet gave vent to his dissatisfaction with the social and political conditions of his time. In spite of its irregular form, and its misguided enthusiasm for Shakespeare, the national content of the drama and the forceful diction carried the public by storm. Its popularity was exceeded by "Die Leiden des jungen Werthers" (1774), a novel in letter form, reflecting the morbid sentimentalism of the age; the hero kills himself under the spell of a hopeless passion for the affianced of his friend. The years from 1775 to 1786 were not so fruitful; political and social activity interfered with literary production. The spirit of storm and stress gradually subsided and gave way to the classicism which, especially after his return from Italy (1788), left its stamp on all of Goethe's subsequent work. The apotheosis of this neo-Hellenism was Johann Joachim Winckelmann (d. 1768), the founder of the historical study of art. He postulated the canons of ancient Greek art as absolute. The classicism that he inaugurated was directly opposed in spirit to the national tendency championed by Herder and Leipzeg's "Musica" of this neo-Hellenism. Now Goethe became its pronounced follower. The works that he wrote under its influence exhibit perfection of form, notably the dramas "Egmont" (1788), "Iphigenie auf Tauris" (1787), and "Torquato Tasso" (1790). Goethe's literary productions during this period, before 1794, are not numerous; they include the "Römische Elegien" and the epic "Reineke Fuchs" (1794), a free version in hexameters from the Old Low German. The dramas that arose under the influence of the French Revolution are not very important. In fact Goethe's chief interests at this time were scientific rather than literary. After 1794, however, under the inspiration of Schiller's friendship, the poetic impulse came with new strength. The period of Goethe's and Schiller's friendship (1794–1805) marks the climax of the poetical activity of these two great men. The satiric epigrams known as "Xanten" were the result of their poetic activity. Then followed a number of their finest ballads. In 1796 Goethe completed "Wilhelm Meisters Lehjahre", a novel of culture, discursive and didactic, with the stage for its principal theme. The exquisite idyllic epic, "Hermann und Dorothea" (1797), though written in hexameters, is thoroughly German in spirit and subject-matter. After Schiller's death (1805) Goethe's poetic productivity decreased. Some fine lyrics produced in this period are in the "Westöstliche Divan" (1819), a collection of poems in Oriental garb. Most of the poet's work now was in prose. "Die Wahlverwandtschaften" (1809), a psychological novel, depicts the tragic conflict between an individual and society, and upholds the sanctity of the marriage tie. In the autobiographical romance "Dichtung und Wahrheit" (1811–33) the poet tells with poetic licence the story of his life. A number of stories were loosely strung together in "Wilhelm Meisters Wanderjahre" (1821), a long didactic novel given over largely to the discussion of ethical and sociological problems. The greatest work of Goethe and of German literature is "Faust", a dramatic poem, the composition of which occupied the poet's entire life. The idea was conceived while Goethe was still a young man at Frankfort; a fragment containing the Gretchen episode appeared in 1770. Under the stimulus of the death of the first part was completed and published in 1806. The second part was not finished until eight months before
the poet's death. It is a colossal drama with humanity for its hero. Weak human nature may fall, under temptation, but its innate nobility will assert itself triumphantly in the end. Faust atones for his errors by a life devoted to altruistic effort, and so his soul after all is saved. The Catiline, the scene, where the penitent Gutenec intercedes with the Virgin for her lover, betrays the influence of the Romantic School.

If Goethe is the man of universal gifts, Johann Christoph Friedrich Schiller (1759-1805) is preeminently a dithyrambic idealist. The Storm and Stress movement. His first three dramas, "Die Räuber" (1778), "Fiesco" (1783), and "Kabale und Liebe" (1784), breathe a spirit of passionate revolt. With all their youthful exaggeration, they reveal unmistakable dramatic power. In "Don Carlos" a calmer spirit reigns and a greater mastery of form is evident. Freedom of thought is the burden of its message. The composition of this work had turned Schiller's attention to history, and for a time the study of history and philosophy got the better of poetic production. The historical works that are the outcome of these studies are probably his masterpieces. His style, rather than his original contributions. Goethe's study of Kant's philosophy was responsible for a number of works of an aesthetic character, notably "Über naive und sentimentliche Dichtung", where naive and sentimental are taken as typical of ancient and modern respectively. His friend Schiller (1759-1805) won Schiller's back to poetry and now followed in rapid succession his dramatic masterpieces: "Wallenstein", a trilogy, the first historic German tragedy in the grand style (1796-99), "Maria Stuart" (1800), and "Die Jungfrau von Orleans" (1801), a noble defence of the Maid of Orleans on lines of Voltaire. "Die Braut von Messina" (1803) is a not altogether successful attempt to combine modern spirit with antique form. The poet's last great drama, "Wilhelm Tell" (1804), is, perhaps, the most popular German play. Here he reverts again to the idea of freedom which he championed so passionately in his youthful dramas, and which here found its most convincing expression. The grandly conceived tragedy "Demetrius" remained a fragment, owing to the author's untimely death (1805). As a lyric poet Schiller is far below Goethe. His lyrics lack spontaneity; they are rather the product of reflection and are mostly philosophical in character. The first major German masterpieces are "Die Loreley von der Glocke" (1800). He also excels in epigram and gnomic verse, and as a writer of ballads he has few equals. The great classic drama by no means immediately won its way. Besides the opera, the bourgeois drama ruled the stage and its most popular representatives were Fehland and Kotzebue. The plays of these writers were thoroughly conventional in tone; those of Kotzebue had a distinctly immoral tendency, but they were theatrically effective and immensely popular. Of prose writers contemporary with Goethe we may mention the historians, Justus Möser (1734) and Johannes von Müller (d. 1809). In philosophy the commanding figure is Immanuel Kant, whose work has exerted a tremendous influence on modern thought. Alexander von Humboldt's (1769-1859) "Rosmos" is a classic of natural science.

In the field of the novel, Jean Paul Friedrich Richter (1763-1825) achieved distinction. His writings, "Quintus Fixlein", "Hesperus", "Titan", and others were enormously popular in their day, but owing to their bizarre style and absolute formlessness, they have lost all charm for modern readers. The unfortunate Friedrich Tieck (1773-1853) combined the classic with the romantic spirit in unique fashion. His passionate longing for the lost beauty of ancient Greece was expressed in his novel "Hyperion", as well as in some noble lyrics.

VIII. ROMANTICISM AND THE ERA OF REVOLUTION (1805-1848).—With the beginning of the nineteenth century the revolt against the Aufklärung (Enlightenment), started by Fichte, reasserted itself. There was also a marked revival of religious sentiment. The Romantic School rose into prominence. Art was to be rescued from the sway of rationalism; imagination and emotion were to be set free. Taking as a basis Fichte's philosophy, which proclaimed the ego as the core of true reality, the romanticists proceeded to free creative genius from the barriers of convention and tradition. But the result was often an extreme subjectivism that broke through the restraints of artistic form and lost itself in fantastic visions and vague mysticism. The leaders of the movement turned away from a sordid present to far-away Oriental regions, or to a remote past like the Middle Ages. This predilection for mediavalism coming together with the religious revival gave to the romantic movement a pronounced Catholic tendency. Some of the leading romanticists, Brentano, Görres, Klopstock, Eichendorff, were Lutherans; others, like Friedrich Schlegel, became Catholics. Sympathy for Catholicism is noticeable in the work of all the members of the school. The Romantic movement was also a salutary reaction against the excessive classicism of Goethe and Schiller. The national element was again emphasized. The Middle Ages, depreciated and misrepresented ever since the Reformation, were now shown in a fairer light by historians like von Raumer, Wilken, Voigt, and others. The great medieval literature was rediscovered by scholars like Jakob and Wilhelm Grimm and Lachmann. In fact, the science of Germanic philology owes its origin to the Romantic School. The enthusiasm for foreign literature also bore rich fruit in masterly translations and reproductions. Here lies the main significance of much of the work of the brothers Schlegel, the critical leaders of the German Romantic School. August Wilhelm von Schlegel (1767-1845) is famous as a translator. His translations of Shakespeare have become German classics, while his renderings from the Spanish (Calderon, Lope de Vega), Italian, and Sanskrit are hardly less meritorious. His brother, Friedrich von Schlegel (1772-1829), who became a convert to Catholicism, enunciated the romantic doctrines in his aphorisms. Through his treatise, "Über die Sprache und Weisheit der Indier" (1808) he became the pioneer of Sanskrit studies in Germany. The work of the Schlegels in criticism and literary history was epoch-making; they taught critics not merely to criticize, but to understand, to interpret, to "characterize". The school found no really great poet to put its theories into practice. Still the poetry of Friedrich von Hardenberg (1772-1801), better known as Novalis, is pervaded by deep feeling. His fragmentary novel "Heinrich von Ofterdingen" is an attempt to show the development of a true romantic poet. Ludwig Tieck (1773-1853) revived the old folk-books, satisfied the Enlightenment in his comedies, wrote roman-
tie dramas of no great value, like "Genoveva", and a novel of culture "Franz Sternbalds Wanderungen", which had much influence on German painting. After 1821 he turned to the short story, which he was the first to cultivate with success. A second group of romantic writers, the Younger Romantic School, gathered chiefly at Heidelberg. With them the national tendency is more pronounced, their work shows great talent, but is often spoiled by a lack of artistic restraint. Especially is this the case with Clemens Maria Brentano (1778-1842), a highly poetic but very eccentric character, who together with Achim von Arnim collected and edited an important book of folk-songs "Des Knaben Wunderhorn" (1805-8). Their friend Joseph von Görres (1776-1848), during his period of ardent patriotism edited old German songs and folk-books; his later activity was largely devoted to the service of the Catholic Church, which found in him a zealous champion. The patriotic tendency is much in evidence in the work of Friedrich de la Motte Fouqué (1777-1843), whose fantastic chivalric romances are forgotten, while his fairy-tale "Undine" still lives. The only dramatic poet of a high order connected with the Romantic School is Heinrich von Kleist (1777-1811), among whose poems, the difficult forms of "Daniel der Prinz von Homburg" (1810) is regarded as his masterpiece. His novels, of which "Michael Kohlhaas" is the best known, show a graphic power. Zacharias Werner (1768-1823), who ultimately became a Catholic, is chiefly known as the originator of the so-called "fate-tragedies", a gruesome species of drama in which blind chance is the dominating factor. Characteristic of decaying romanticism are the weirdly fantastic stories of E. T. A. Hoffmann (1776-1822). The influence of the romantic movement in the novels of Karl Theodor von Kammel, some time after the movement had spent itself as a living force. Almost all the poets of the first half of the nineteenth century were more or less affected by it. The national tendency fostered by romanticism was transformed by the Wars of Liberation into patriotic fervour which found expression in the stirring lyrics of Max von Schenkendorf, Theodor Körner, and Moritz Arndt.

The poets of the Swabian School, who were romantic only in so far as they leaned towards medieval or religious subjects, excelled particularly in the ballad. Their leader was Ludwig Uhland (1787-1862), distinguished as poet and scholar. Besides him there were Justus Kerner and Gustav Schwab. Some of Kerner's and Uhland's lyrics have become veritable Volklieder.

Romanticism cast its spell over the lyric, which occupies a large space in the literature of this period. Prominent in this field were Adelheid von Metternich, Wilhelm Müller, and Joseph von Eichendorff, a Catholic nobleman of Silesia, the most gifted lyricist of the group. Friedrich Rückert (1788-1866) was a voluminous but unequal writer of verse; his fame rests largely on his translations and imitations of Oriental poetry, his chief focus of which, he reproduced with amazing skill. In this he was followed by Count August von Platen (1796-1835), in whose verses form reached perfection, often to the detriment of feeling. The greatest lyric poet, and the most striking literary figure of the day, was Heinrich Heine (1797-1856), a Jewish convert to Protestantism. Unfortunately, his greatest gifts are marred by the insincerity and immorality of his character; his finest poetic efforts are often tinged with a whimsical and satirical vein. His prose works, for the most part fragmentary and journalistic in character, are written in a graceful, easy style, and with brilliant wit. The miserable political conditions of Germany were the object of Heine's bitterest satire; but unfortunately religion and morality also became a target for his mocking and cynical wit. Great as his influence was on literature, on the whole it was pernicious. His poems appeared in different collections under the titles of "Buch der Lieder," "Neue Gedichte", and "Romanzerzo". Of his prose writings the "Reisebilder" (1826) are the best. Another romantic lyricist of the highest order was the Austrian, Nikolaus Lenau (Niembsch von Streihenau), the poet of melancholy. A strong individuality, uninfluenced by the literary currents of the day, reveals itself in the work of a noble Catholic lady, Annette Elisabeth von Droste-Hülshoff (1797-1848), whose deep religious spirit. Her collection entitled "Das gesangliche Jahr" contains poems appropriate for the Sundays and Holy Days of the Catholic year, contains some of the finest religious poetry in the German language. Another genius who stood apart from the currents of the day was Franz Grillparzer (1791-1872), Austria's greatest dramatist. In his work classic and romantic elements were united. Of his many dramatic masterpieces we only mention "Die Abnana", "Sappho", "Das goldene Vlies", "Des Meeres und der Liebe Wellen", and "Der Traum ein Leben". His compatriot, Ferdinand Raimund, is the author of plays deservedly popular. The dramatic productions of which were too extravagant and erratic to be performed. The most popular playwright of that day, Ernst Raupach, is now forgotten.

The historical novel rose into favour during this period, largely through the influence of Sir Walter Scott. Von Arnim and Tieck had tried their hand at this genre, to be followed by Wilhelm Hauff, the author of Lichtenstein (1826) and Willibald Alexis (pseudonym for Wilhelm Haring). The latter took his subjects from Prussian history and gave the novel a patriotic tendency. A significant change is marked by the novels of Gustav Freytag, in "Die Epigenen" and "Münchhausen" (1838) treated contemporary conditions in a satirical vein. The episode of the "Oberhof" in the latter work introduced the village and peasant story into German literature. In this field, Jeremias Gotthelf (Albert von Stübel) and Berthold Auerbach won success. Charles I Sealsfield (Karl Poell) is known as a writer of novels of travel and adventure.

The hopes that patriots in 1815 had cherished of a united Germany had been rudely dispelled. Freedom of thought and speech had been suppressed by the absolutism tyrannised by the Metternich regime. The smouldering discontent broke forth violently at the news of the Paris Revolution (1830) and found its literary expression in the movement known as "Young Germany". The relentless war that was carried on against the existing political order was also directed against religion and morality. The "emancipation of the flesh" was von Orelli's aim, and Richard Wagner led the attack, and the members of the coterie followed with essays, novels, and dramas, which for the most part, owing to their political and social character, were short-lived. Karl Gutzkow (1811-78) is the leading figure of the coterie. His novels, with their anti-religious and immoral tendencies, have to-day only historical interest, while his dramas, of which the best known is
“Uriel Acaeta” (1847), are theatrically effective. Next to Gutzkow in prominence was Heinrich Laube (1806–84), whose best work, however, was done as a dramatist and not as a partisan of Young Germany. Women also took part in the movement. Of these the most notable are the Jewess, Fanny Lewald, whose writings display a decided anti-Christian spirit, and Countess Ida von Hahn-Hahn, who began her literary career as a poetess of high repute, but was treated with levity, and ended by becoming a devout Catholic.

The spirit of revolution inaugurated by Young Germany soon assumed a definite political character and dominated the literary activity from 1840 to the outbreak of the war. It found its most eloquent expression in the political lyric. In Austria Anastasius Grün (pseudonym for Count Anton Alexander von Auersperg), Karl Beck, Moritz Hartmann, and Lenau were most prominent in this line; in Germany Herwegh, Hoffmann von Fallersleben, Franz von Dingelstedt, Ferdinand Freiligrath (1810–76), and Gottfried Kinkel were the political leaders of the malcontents. Much of this poetry was necessarily ephemeral; in fact Kinkel, Fallersleben, and Freiligrath owe their fame to their verses not political in character. In the poetry of Count Moritz von Strachwitz and Karl Schlegel, the brilliant translator of Old German literature, a reaction against the political tendency in literature and in favour of romanticism is evident. The short stories of Adalbert Stifter and the dramas of Friedrich Haim (Freiherr von Münc-Bellinghausen) also show the romantic tinge. The greatest lyric of the age, Eduard Mörike (1804–75), a Swabian, went his way wholly unconcerned with the questions of the day.

IX. Modern German Literature (since 1848). New Aim, Poetic Realism, Naturalism.—The year 1848 marks a great change in the political and literary history of Germany. The great question of German unification now loomed in the foreground, and though a reaction had set in after the revolutionary outbreak, liberal ideas were strong, and interest in political questions was keen. Literature sought to get more in touch with life, and became less exclusively aesthetic. The materialistic tendencies of the age were reflected in and conditioned by the great progress of science and the rise of journalism. The lyric and epic lost ground to the drama and the novel. The classic-romantic tradition still found many followers. In fact, after the turbulences of the Revolution came a return to a more synthetic aesthetic concept, which either kept more or less in touch with the life of the age. An enormous array of names confronts the student of the literature of this period, but only a relatively small number call for notice.

The most prominent lyrist poet now was Emanuel Geibel (1815–84), whose poems are distinguished by beauty of form and dignity, patriotic sentiment. He was the leader of the Munich group, which numbered among others Count Adolf von Schack, the art connoisseur and distinguished translator of Firdausi, Herrmann von Ling and Julius Groesse, the epic poets, Friedrich von Bodenstedt, whose enormously popular “Mirza Schaffy” songs continued the Oriental fashion inaugurated by Goethe’s “Divan”. The work of one of this group, Paul Heyse, a masterly writer of short stories, is characterised by extreme elegance of form and diction. In his novel “Kinder der Welt” (1873), however, these fine qualities cannot conceal aesthetic and formal weaknesses. Among the writers of this period none achieved such popularity as Joseph Victor von Scheffel, with his romantic epic, “Der Trompeter von Säckingen” (1854) and his historic novel “Ekkehard” (1855). The lyric-epic poem “Amarnath” (1849) of the Catholic Baron Oskar von Redwitz owed its success more to its religious feeling than to any real merit. The neo-romantic productions of other Catholic poets like Behringer, Wilhelm Moltzer, and Maria Lenen failed to make a lasting impression. A Catholic poet of this period who won a permanent place was the Westphalian, Friedrich Wilhelm Weber (1813–94), author of the epic “Dreizehnhinden”. A pessimistic atmosphere pervades the Austrian Robert Hammerling’s epic, “Ahaver in Rom” (1866). “Die Nibelungen” of Wilhelm Jordan is a noteworthy attempt to revive the great medieval saga in modern alliterative form. This was accomplished with brilliant success by Richard Wagner (1813–83), whose music dramas are among the greatest achievements of modern German art.

A result of the more serious view of life was the new realism that strove to present life truthfully, stripped of the conventional phraseological idealism that had been the vogue since Schiller. This realism manifested itself chiefly in the drama and novel. In the former field its most eminent representative is Friedrich Hebbel (1813–63) with his powerful tragedies “Maria Magdalenens”, “Herodes und Mariamne”, “Gyges und sein Ring”, and “Die Nibelungen”. Otto Ludwig (1818–65) followed with “Der Erbförster” and “Die Makkabäer”, as well as the masterly romance “Zwischen Himmel und Erde”. These dramas found little favour at the time of their appearance; the realistic novel fared better. Gustav Freytag (1816–95) won great success with “Soll und Haben” (1855), a novel of bourgeois life. Trist Reuter (1810–74) used his native Low German dialect for his humorous novels, the most important of which are included in “Ole Kamellen” (1860–64). Great originality marks the work of the Swiss, Gottfried Keller (1819–90), regarded by many as the master-novelist of the period. His best production is the series of novels from Swiss life entitled “Die Leute von Seldwyla.” (1856). The literary value of the work of Friedrich Spielhagen (b. 1829), a novelist of undoubted talent, is impairs by its undue treatment of social and political questions, while the great favour accorded to the antiquarian novels of Georg Ebers and Felix Dahn cannot hide their literary defects.

A midway between romanticism and realism stands Theodor Storm (1817–88), whose great poetic talent is shown no less in his heartfelt lyrics than in his stories, such as “Aquis Submersus”. Fiction began to occupy a larger place in literature especially after 1870. We mention only the Swiss, C. F. Meyer, who excels in the historical novel, and Theodor Fontane, whose later works were thoroughly modern and realistic. Peter Rosegger, a Styrian, has won fame with his village stories. Of the numerous women-writers of fiction, the most gifted are Luise von François and Marie, Baroness von Ebnerr-Eschenbach. The chief activity of the last-mentioned writers belongs to the period after 1870.

The Franco-German War of 1870 and the establishment of the new empire had comparatively little effect on literature. Poetry continued to move largely in the old classic-romantic grooves. The graceful but trivial lyrics and epics of Rudolf Baumbach, Julius Wolff, and other imitators of Scheffel’s manner best
suited popular taste. The passionate lyrics of Prince Emil zu Schonbach-Carolath deserved their success. The poetry, however, of Martin Greif Eduard von Paulus, lyricism to the point of the melancholy, and Heinrich Voss, who aspired to win recognition. The decade following the great victories of 1870 was not favourable to literary activity. For the moment political, social, and religious questions (as in Kulturkampf) were dominant. A spirit of agitation and unrest was abroad. Much of the literature of the time was partisan and polemical, or else entered to the most insignificant and merely aimed to entertain. Of this kind were the dramas of Paul Lindau, cut according to French patterns, and presenting pictures from decadent Parisian life. The more serious drama, favouring historical subjects and affecting the conventional manner of Schiller, had already attracted attention. By far the most original dramatist was the Austrian, Ludwig Anzengruber (1839–98), whose dramas, “Der Pfarrer von Kirchfeld,” “Das vierte Gebot,” etc. received almost no recognition until after 1880. The only factors that helped to counteract the materialistic and commercialism that ruled the stage were the powerful performances of the Meiningen troupe and the uncompromising seriousness of Richard Wagner’s artistic activity, as demonstrated in the festival performances of Bayreuth.

The mediocrity into which literature had fallen by 1884, with its puerile naturalism, and conventional character, produced another literary revolt, a “Youngest Germany.” Poetry was to become more modern. The questions of the day were to be its concern, the faithful reproduction of reality its aim. Instead of harking back to the realism of a Hebbel or Ludwig, the leaders of this movement looked to foreign models for inspiration, to the works of Ibsen, Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky, and Zola. The realism there found was copied and exaggerated, and the result was a crude naturalism which unduly emphasized the mean, the ugly, and the vulgar. The pessimistic philosophy of Schopenhauer and especially the revolutionary doctrines of Nietzsche added their unwelcome influence and tended towards a perversion of ethical and moral standards. The activity of the movement was at first mainly negative and polemical. Its literary creations have already lost interest. Real literature was not produced until the extreme views were modified. As a result, the most naturalistic, “symbolism” appearance; but the art which it inspired is apt to be so intangible and hyper-aesthetic as to be limited for appreciation to a narrow and exclusive circle.

In the dramatic field Hermann Sudermann (b. 1857), whose novels “Frau Sorge” (1887) and “Der Kutzemba” (1890), had already attracted attention, won great success. His plays “Die Ehre,” “Heimat,” “Es lebe das Leben,” and others, are very effective, but marred by sensationalism. Sudermann is not a representative naturalist; his technique is a compromise between the older practice and the new theories. Consequently, the naturalist is Gerhart Hauptmann (b. 1863) in his first dramas “Vor Sonnenaufgang” (1889) and “Die Weber” (1892). Here the milieu is more important than character or action. In his comedies “Kollege Crampton” and “Der Biberpelt” he showed that naturalism did not preclude humour. His most famous play, the fairy-romance “Die versunkene Glocke” (1896), like “Hamlet” and Himmelfahrt before, and “Der arme Heinrich” afterwards, marks a significant turning towards symbolism and neo-romanticism. So far “Fuhrmann Henschel” (1898) is the dramatic masterpiece of naturalism. Of other dramatists of this school mention must be made of Max Halberstam, whose “Jugend” (1893) and Otto Erich Hartleben, whose “Rosenmontag” (1900) shows Sudermann’s influence. A popular dramatist, though of no particular school, is Ludwig Fulda; his plays, of which “Der Talisman” (1892) is the best known, are pleasing but shallow. The new romanticism, which is exemplified by the dreamy poetry of Maerztinck, was even less able than naturalism to develop. The famous poems of Hugo von Hofmannsthall (b. 1874) are wholly undramatic, reveling in emotion and devoid of action. His proper field is the lyric, where his talents as well as those of Stefan George (b. 1868) find scope. Symbolism has found its most characteristic expression in the rapturous and precious lyric effusions of Richard Dehmel (b. 1863). After all the best lyric poets of the present, are those who do not affect any particular fashion. Such are Detlev von Liliencron, a realist of great power, regarded by many as the foremost German lyricist of to-day, Gustav Falke, Ferdinand Avenarius, Kari Buse, Otto Julius Bierbaum and Anna Ritter. Freiherr Berries von Muenchhausen has written masterly ballads.

The novelistic literature has grown to enormous proportions, and shows a host of names. Naturalism asserted itself in the novels “Meister Timpe” (1888) and “Das Gesicht Christi” (1897) of Max Kretzer, as in the majority of cases, as in the majority of cases, but in the works of Wilhelm Speck, Georg von Ompteda and Walter Siegfried. Prominent among women writers of fiction are Isolde Kurz (b. 1853), Helene Bohlau, Marie Eugenie delle Grazie, Carmen Sylva (Queen Elizabeth of Romania) and above all Ricarda Huch (b. 1867), whose great novel “Erinnerungen von Ludolf Ursleu” (1895) stands in the front rank of modern fiction.


ARTHUR F. J. REMY.
Germany, Vicariate Apostolic of Northern (Vicariate Apostolic of the Northern Missions).—Its jurisdiction covers the Grand Duchies of Mecklenburg-Schwerin and Mecklenburg-Strelitz, the Principality of Hanover, the Free City of Hamburg, Lübeck, and Bremen, the Principality of Lübeck (capital Eutin), belonging to the Grand Duchy of Oldenburg, and the Island of Heligoland. The Northern Missions, viewed in a wider sense, include also the Prefecture Apostolic of Schleswig-Holstein, coinciding with the Prussian possession of that name, which was placed under a separate prelate in 1868. Both vicariate and prefecture are under the permanent jurisdiction of the Bishop of Osnabrück as administrator Apostolic. In the vicariate Catholics number about 79,400 (with 1,925,000 members of other congregations), 11 parishes, 31 mission stations, 34 secular priests, 35,900 Catholics, and 550,000 of other beliefs; 4 communities of Sisters of St. Elisabeth, and 3 of Franciscan nuns. In summer the Catholic population of the vicariate and prefecture is increased by 17,000 to 20,000 labourers (chiefly Poles) from other parts of Poland who return from their work at the beginning of the winter. The spiritual interests of the faithful are inadequately attended to owing to the extent of the parishes, the lack of priests, the poverty of the majority of the Catholics, and, in many places, owing to the intolerance of the Protestant state or the Hohenzollern government. A more encouraging picture is presented by the numerous Catholic societies, and by the maintenance of private Catholic schools, despite the fact that the Catholics are often obliged to contribute also to the support of the state and parish schools. A very fruitful activity has been developed in these missions by the Boniface Association.

The Reformation in the sixteenth century caused the loss of almost all Northern Germany to the Church. In 1682 the stray Catholics of Northern Germany, as well as of Sweden, Denmark, and Norway, were placed under the jurisdiction of a papal nuncio in Cologne. The Catholic cause, on its establishment in 1622, took charge of the vast missionary field, which, at its third session it divided among the nuncio of Brussels (Denmark and Norway), the nuncio of Cologne (North Germany), and the nuncio of Poland (Sweden). The scattered Catholics were chiefly confined to the Jesuits, and Dominicans and Catholics in many places had at their disposal only the chapels established in the houses of the diplomatic representatives of the emperor, and of the Catholic Powers, France and Spain. Sometimes admission even to these chapels was rendered difficult, or entirely prohibited by the Catholic authorities.

In some districts the conversion of the princes, e. g. Duke Johann Friedrich of Brunswick-Lüneburg (1651) and Duke Christian of Mecklenburg-Schwerin (1668), brought Catholics some measure of freedom. The number of Catholics having increased in 1697, chiefly through the above-mentioned Duke of Brunswick, a vicar Apostolic was established for Northern Germany. The first vicar was Valerio Maccioni, titular Bishop of Morocco, who resided at Hanover. He died in 1676, and was succeeded by the celebrated Danish convert, Nicolaus Steno, who in 1686 was appointed Bishop of Hanover. He was the auxiliary Bishop of Münster, and in 1683 returned to the Northern Missions. He died at Schwerin in 1686, and was followed in the vicariate successively by Friedrich von Hörde, Auxiliary Bishop of Hildesheim and titular Bishop of Joppe (1686–96), Jobst Edmund von Braubeck, Bishop of Hildesheim (1697–1702), and Otto von Bronckorst, Auxiliary Bishop of Osnabrück. Owing to its vast extent, the old vicariate Apostolic was divided by Pope Clement XI into two vicariates (1709); the Vicariate Apostolic of Schleswig-Holstein (or Hohenzollern-Saxony), embracing the portions of the old vicariate situated in the Palatinate and Electorates of Brandenburg and Brunswick, which was placed in charge of Agostino Steffani, Bishop of Spiga and minister of the Elector Palatine, as vicar Apostolic; the rest of the original vicariate (Denmark, Sweden, Lübeck, Hamburg, Altona, and Schwerin), which retained the title of Vicariate of the North and was placed under the Auxiliary Bishop of Osnabrück. This division lasted until 1775, when Friedrich Wilhelm von Westfalen, Bishop of Hildesheim, reunited under his administration the vicariates except Norway and Sweden.

The French Revolution and the Napoleonic regime brought great relief to Catholics in many cities and states; but the equality granted them by law in some countries was often merely theoretical. At the reorganization of Catholic affairs in Germany after the Napoleonic period, part of the territory of the vicariates was added to adjacent bishoprics. The only district remaining mission territory were the Kingdom of Saxony, the Princely Palatinate of Anhalt, constituted separate vicariates Apostolic in 1816 and 1825 respectively (see Anhalt and Saxony), and the North, which in 1818 was placed under the leadership of the Bishop of Paderborn. In 1839 Pope Gregory XVI wished to entrust the vicariate to a bishop with his see at Hamburg. Johann Theodor Laurent was appointed vicar and consecrated bishop. Protestant opposition prevented the realization of the plan and Laurent was unable to take possession of his See. In 1845 the pope thereupon gave the administration of the vicariate to the Auxiliary Bishop of Osnabrück, Karl Anton Lüppe (d. 1865). The Bishop of Osnabrück has since then been the regular Vicar Apostolic of the Northern Missions, and administrator of the Prefecture Apostolic of Schleswig-Holstein, separated from the vicariate in 1868. In 1869 Denmark was erected into a prefecture, and in 1892 into a vicariate.

Joseph Lins.

Germany, a titular see of Galatia Secunda, a suffragan of Pessinus; mentioned by Hierocles in the sixth century (Syene, 698, 4). About 650 it was already an autocephalous archdiocese directly dependent on Constantinople (Ecthesis pseudo-Epiphani, ed. Gelzer, n. 51). Its condition was the same in the ninth century (Georgii Cyprici Descritio, ed. Gelzer, n. 51), under Emperor Leo the Wise (901–07) (Ibid., n. 61), under Constantine Porphyrogenitus (ed. Gelzer, n. 59); and under Alexius I Comnenus after 1084 (ed. Parthey, n. 87). In the time of Michael Paleologus, about 1260, Germany must have been an autocephalous metropolitan see, such as it was still under Andronicus II, about 1300, and under Andronicus III, about 1350 (ed. Constantine Porphyrogenitus, ed. Gelzer, n. 59); and under Lequien (Oriens christ., I, 495) knows of four titular Bishops of Germany. From the time of Justianus I (527–565) the city was entitled Myriangeloi, on account of a church dedicated to St. Michael and the Holy Angels. Justianus went there to take the baths in 556 (Theoc.
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phases, Chronographia, A. M. 6056). To-day Germia is called Germa. It is a small village in the vilayet and cada of Angora, twenty-one miles south-east of Sivri-Hissar and twelve miles east of the ruins of Pessinus. The ancient baths and the ruins of the imm

lient) are still to be seen. Germia must not be confused with Germa, a suffragan see of Cysicus in the province of the Hellespont, and later an autocleral archiepisc. Geras, Rhetomus pseudo-Episcopanis, n. 135; IDM, Georgi Cappadocici Romani (1860), n. 149, 150; Hieocio, Synecdemus, ed. Patthy, p. 111; Lequien, Oriens Christi (Paris, 1740), I, 797; Couvet, La Turquie d'Asie (Paris, 1882), I, 260; Tappi, L'Asie Mineure, 479, note 2.

S. VAILHÉ.

GERONA, Dioecese of (Gerundensis), in Catalonia, Spain, suffragan of Tarragona, is bounded on the north by the Pyrenees, on the south and east by the Mediterranean, and on the west by the dioceses of Barcelona and Vich. The district is mountainous, with forests of pine, oak, and chestnut, and numerous mineral springs. Several of the towns are manufacturing centres, and the main railway from France to Barcelona runs through the province, which possesses considerable commercial importance. Its chief products are a source of wealth, but agriculture is not in a flourishing condition. The episcopal see of Gerona is the chief town of the province of the same name, and is situated at the confluence of the Ter and the Ona. The ancient portion of the city with its once-formid.

abilities for its positions stands on the steep hill of the Capuchins, while the more modern section is in the plain and stretches beyond the river. The bastions of the walls which have withstood so many sieges are still to be seen.

Gerona is the ancient Gerundus, a city of the Ause

tanians. It is said that Sts. Paul and James, on the an

rival in Spain, first preached Christianity there, and tradition also has it that St. Maximus, a disciple of St. James, was the first bishop of the district. It is generally held that the see was erected in 247. On 18 June, 317, a synod was convened here, and attended by the Archbishop of Tarragona and six bishops. Canons were promulgated dealing with the recitation of the Divine Office, infant baptism, and the celibacy of the clergy. The city has undergone twenty-five sieges and been captured seven times. In the time of Charlemagne it was wrested temporarily from the Moors, who were driven out finally in 1015. It was besieged by the French under Argnont in 1563, under Marshal Bellefonds in 1584, and twice in 1694 under de Noailles. In May, 1809, it was besieged by 35,000 French troops under Vergier, Auge
cau, and St. Cyr, and held out obstinately under the leadership of Alavari until disease and famine compelled it to capitulate, 12 December.

The ancient cathedral, which stood on the site of the present one, was used by the Moors as a mosque, and after their final expulsion was either entirely re

modelled or rebuilt. The present edifice is one of the noblest monuments of the school of the Majorcan and Valencian Gothic. It is said that the Collegiate Church of San Pau is also architecturally noteworthy. Its style is four

teenth-century Gothic, the facade dating from the eighteenth, and it is one of the few Spanish churches which possesses a genuine spire. It contains, besides the sepulchre of its patron and the tomb of the valiant Alvarez, a chapel dedicated to St. Narcissus, who acc.

ting to tradition was one of the early bishops of the see. The Benedictine church of San Pedro de los Reales is in Romanesque style of an early date. The present bishop Francisco Fol y Baralt was born at Arenys de Mar in the Diocese of Gerona, 9 June, 1854. The diocese contains 373 parishes, 780 priests, 325,000 Catholics. The Capuchins have a monastery at Olot, and among the cloisters for women in the diocese are those of the Franciscan, the Augustinian, and the Capuchin nuns.

BLANCHE M. KELLY.

GERRSA, a titular see in the province of Augustamnica Prima, suffragan of Pelusium in the Patriarchate of Alexandria. The city is mentioned by Pliny (Hist. Nat., VI, 29). Erastosthenes (46, 10) asserts that the district was formerly under water. Strabo (XVI, 2, 33) places Gerssa between Pelusium and Mt. Cassius. Finally, in the sixth century the geographer Hierocles (Synecdemus, n. 698) speaks of it as being in Augustamnica. Lequien (Oriens christ., 11, 5) has given the name of four towns standing on its site: Eudaimon, Pirus, and Nilanmon, at the end of the fourth century, and at the beginning of the fifth; Stephen, who in 451 assisted at the Council of Chalcedon. Marshes have encroached upon the land in modern times; the abandoned city is found north of Pelusium on the road to El-Arish.

S. VAILHÉ.

GERSON, Giovanni. See Thomas à Kempis.

GERSON, Jean le Châlèril de, the surname being the name of his native place, b. in the hamlet of Gerson 14 December, 1633; d. at the Isle of Wight, 14 December. The hamlet of Gerson has disappeared, but it was then a dependency of the village of Barby not far from Rethel, in the Diocese of Reims, and now included in the department of Ardennes. His father, Arnaud, and his mother, Elisabeth La Chardenière, were noted for their integrity and piety. They had twelve children, of whom Jean was the eldest. He attended the schools of Rethel and Reims and at the age of fourteen entered the famous Collège de Navarre at Paris, where he formed a life-long friendship with the rector, the illustrious Pierre d’Ailly of Compiègne. In 1351 Gerson obtained the degree of licentiate of arts under Marie Jean de Lourtrier; in 1353 the degree of Baccalaurius Biblicus; in 1390 he lectured on the “Sententia”, and in 1392 became a licentiate of theol.

gy. He was raised to the doctorate in theology in 1394, being then thirty-one years of age (cf. Denifle, Chartul. Universi. Paris, 111). Before receiving the doctorate he had written several works. In 1397 he preached before Pope Clement VII of Avignon with a view to calling forth the condemnation of Jean de Montesquieu, a Dominican, who had denied the immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin, and shortly afterwards he delivered a panegyric on St. Louis, King of France, and the finest of his historical career that was destined to become so brilliant.

Although Gerson had won the doctorate only a year before his former teacher, Pierre d’Ailly, was named Bishop of Puy (1395), Benedict XII chose him to succeed d’Ailly in the important position of Chancellor of Notre-Dame and of the university (13 April). Thenceforth he was actively interested in the expiation of the schism which, for seventeen years, had divided the Church into two hostile parties that were numerically almost equal. The friend of peace and union, he always expressed a sober and moderate point of view, as, for instance, when the Pope of Avignon, acting on all alliance, showed a strong repugnance to the violent proceedings entailed by certain members of the university (Noël Valois,
III, 71, 180). Appointed dean of the church of Saint Donatien at Bruges, Gerson remained there four years (1397–1401). It was at this period that he wrote the theological work on the Trinity (1398). The idea of this treatise was to refute the doctrine of the Council of Ferrara-Florence, which had condemned the belief in the divinity of Christ. He also wrote a treatise on canon law and a consolatio divina. Gerson was present at the Council of Pisa (1409), and he participated in the condemnation of the Flagellants ("Opp. Gersonii," II, 658, 660), of Gerson's differences with the English, and of his doctrinal strife (1418) with Mathew Grabon, that great enemy of new religious orders (Opp. Gersonii, I, 467). Mention will be made later of his attitude towards the three popes who then disputed the tiara, and of the theories that he set forth in the council in order to bring about the suppression of the schism.

It was above all his struggles against the Kathy Fearless that brought Gerson into unmerited disgrace. In Paris the Duke of Burgundy had before this provoked a riotous disturbance against him; his house had been plundered and he had only escaped assassination by taking refuge for two months under the vaulted roofs of Notre-Dame. After the Council of Constance, whilst the pope, the emperor, and the fathers were returning with all due pomp to their respective countries (1418), Gerson learned that John the Fearless had sworn his destruction and that the "nation of Picardy" in the university had demanded that he be disclaimed, recalled, and punished atrociter ("Opp. Gersonii," V, 374, Denigès, "Château," etc., IV, 356; Malo Lens, "Revue historique," IX, 470). To prevent his persecutor from having an opportunity to destroy him, he left Constance, 15 May, 1418, and with André and Ciresio, who had acted as his secretaries at the council, he took the road to exile. He retired to the Benedictine Abbey of Melk (Mölbling in Germany), the abbey of which he had known during his studies. Frederick wished to gain him for the University of Vienna, and Gerson repaired thither but did not remain. Finally in November, 1419, the chancellor learned of the death of his sworn enemy, John the Fearless, who, by order of the Dauphin, had been slain on the bridge of Castillon. Gerson set out for France but did not return to Paris, which was torn by factions and was still in the hands of the Burgundians. He directed his steps towards Lyons, called thither by his brother who was prior of the Celestines and by the archbishop, Amédeé de Talaru (Schwab, op. cit., 577 sqq.). Here he spent his last years in exercises of devotion and in performing his priestly functions. He also while at Lyons wrote various works, some of edification, some on mystical or pastoral theology, one especially being his well-known treatise, "De parvulis ad Christum tradendis." Combining example with precept, he loved to surround himself with little children in the church of Saint-Paul and delighted to teach them the elements of Christian doctrine. These ten years were the sweetest of his militant life, and the regrets of all good men followed him to the grave. Miracles were attributed to him, and he was canonized, made a saint, and given the title of Blessed. Over fifty particular councils and many ecclesiastical writers recommend to pastors "this great, pious and learned doctor, this ardent lover of souls, this incomparable director, this model of ministers of the Gospel". Statues have been raised to his memory at Paris and Lyons; in the
church of the Sorbonne his picture is the companion to that of Bossuet.

*Vicus as to the Constitution of the Church: Council of Constance.* It is well known that what the theologians of the early part of the fourteenth century lacked most, was a fixed doctrine on what theologians to-day call the *Traité de l’Église*. Gallicanism was born of the false principles, or rather of the temporary expedients believed to be a necessity amid the unfortunates of the time. It was only when the circumstances could be pleaded in Gerson’s favour. He had been instructed by men who were none too stable, and had made a close study of William of Occam, the most evil genius of the fourteenth century. As we have seen, Gerson was generally more sensible and moderate in practice than in theory. Besides, it is now proved that several treatises, sometimes made the basis of an attack on his theological doctrine, were not his at all ("De modis unius; octo conclusiones quorum dogmatizatio utilis videtur ad exterminationem moderni schismatis; Sermo factus in die Ascensionis", 1400, etc.). In fact his Protestant or Gallican editors, von der Hardt, Richer, and Ellies-Dupin, have done his memory poor service by exaggerating or envenoming some of his propositions. It is but too true that in regard to the pope and the council, the chancellor maintained erroneous theories which he could not condemn; and he was condemned by his opinion. The sovereign pontiff is not the universal bishop possessing immediate power over all the faithful; his power is only subjective and executive ("Opp. Gersonii", II, 259, 279). Far from being infallible, he can even sometimes fall into heresy, in which event, if he still remain pope, the faithful are empowered to bind him, imprison him and even throw him into the sea (Ibid., 221; Noël Valois, IV, 84). Gerson’s doctrine concerning the general council is no sounder. He admits the superiority of the Church and the ecumenical council over the pope, as he sees no other means of emerging from schism and returning to unity. With him temporary expedients become principles. It is what might be called ecclesiastical opportunism. Gerson is exclusively rational and practical, and the object of all his argumentation is the justification of the most extraordinary methods of procedure in order to attain the final result desired by him. He is, in other words, a statesman, and for him, the sovereign pontiff is amenable to the council which may correct and even depose him ("Opp. Gersonii", II, 201).

Regarding the convocation and composition of this assembly he declares, with d’Ailly, that the first four orders of ecclesiastics were not fit to attend the assembly ("De auctoritate episcopii", in Opp. Gersonii, II, 209 sqq.). He also maintains that pastors may be summoned to such an assembly and may have a deliberative voice as well as bishops ("De potestate ecclesiastica", in ibid., II, 249). None of the faithful should be excluded (ibid., II, 205). In all of these propositions is seen, as it were, a reflection of the extreme theses of the revolutionary Franciscan, William of Occam. Moreover, Gerson’s attitude in the Council of Constance was in conformity with his principles. With the delegates from the University of Paris, he demanded that all three popes immediately tender their resignation (Feb., 1415). A convinced partisan of the superiority of doctors over bishops, he insisted, like d’Ailly, upon the power of theologians and even of the parish that he preaches. The sixtieth in number, sixty-four in number, have been specially studied by the Abbé Bouret, later Bishop of Rodes and cardinal. In plan these instructions are almost the same as modern sermons, but Gerson’s learning is often deficient in taste and judgment, and he makes sometimes

285). He voted for the four famous articles of Constance (March, 1415) which are the code of Gallicanism, and pave the way for all the schismatic decisions of the assembly of 1415. He maintained that these revolutionary principles were dogmas and wanted them carved on the stone of all the churches (Opp. Gersonii, II, 275). However in 1416 he was obliged to admit with sadness that voices were still raised in denial of the superiority of the council over the pope. ExTurrit; circumstances can be pleaded in Gerson’s favour. He had been instructed by men who were none too stable, and had made a close study of William of Occam, the most evil genius of the fourteenth century. As we have seen, Gerson was generally more sensible and moderate in practice than in theory. Besides, it is now proved that several treatises, sometimes made the basis of an attack on his theological doctrine, were not his at all ("De modis unius; octo conclusiones quorum dogmatizatio utilis videtur ad exterminationem moderni schismatis; Sermo factus in die Ascensionis", 1400, etc.). In fact his Protestant or Gallican editors, von der Hardt, Richer, and Ellies-Dupin, have done his memory poor service by exaggerating or envenoming some of his propositions. It is but too true that in regard to the pope and the council, the chancellor maintained erroneous theories which he could not condemn; and he was condemned by his opinion. The sovereign pontiff is not the universal bishop possessing immediate power over all the faithful; his power is only subjective and executive ("Opp. Gersonii", II, 259, 279). Far from being infallible, he can even sometimes fall into heresy, in which event, if he still remain pope, the faithful are empowered to bind him, imprison him and even throw him into the sea (Ibid., 221; Noël Valois, IV, 84). Gerson’s doctrine concerning the general council is no sounder. He admits the superiority of the Church and the ecumenical council over the pope, as he sees no other means of emerging from schism and returning to unity. With him temporary expedients become principles. It is what might be called ecclesiastical opportunism. Gerson is exclusively rational and practical, and the object of all his argumentation is the justification of the most extraordinary methods of procedure in order to attain the final result desired by him. He is, in other words, a statesman, and for him, the sovereign pontiff is amenable to the council which may correct and even depose him ("Opp. Gersonii", II, 201).

Regarding the convocation and composition of this assembly he declares, with d’Ailly, that the first four orders of ecclesiastics were not fit to attend the assembly ("De auctoritate episcopii", in Opp. Gersonii, II, 209 sqq.). He also maintains that pastors may be summoned to such an assembly and may have a deliberative voice as well as bishops ("De potestate ecclesiastica", in ibid., II, 249). None of the faithful should be excluded (ibid., II, 205). In all of these propositions is seen, as it were, a reflection of the extreme theses of the revolutionary Franciscan, William of Occam. Moreover, Gerson’s attitude in the Council of Constance was in conformity with his principles. With the delegates from the University of Paris, he demanded that all three popes immediately tender their resignation (Feb., 1415). A convinced partisan of the superiority of doctors over bishops, he insisted, like d’Ailly, upon the power of theologians and even of the parish that he preaches. The sixtieth in number, sixty-four in number, have been specially studied by the Abbé Bouret, later Bishop of Rodes and cardinal. In plan these instructions are almost the same as modern sermons, but Gerson’s learning is often deficient in taste and judgment, and he makes sometimes
too pompous a display of incongruous quotations. From the point of view of doctrine he treats, for the greater part, ethical subjects, and inveighs against intemperance and the dissoluteness of morals. He labours mainly for reform within, frequently exHORTS to penance, and to moderate the asceticism of the then new Franciscan order, but does not leave them without words of hope and consolation. His style is far from uniform and differs according to his hearers. Cold and accurate in the setting forth of dogma, he most frequently stirs the passions and resorts largely to allegory and word-painting; his language, although, as is the picturesque, parochial, and commonly the old French chronicles, is always dignified and becoming.

Gerson's works were published directly after the introduction of printing, first at Cologne in 1483 (4 vols. in fol., for details consult Schwa, op. cit. ad finem). Both French editions, the one by Richer (Paris, 1496, 4 vols.), the other by Elie-Durut (Antwerp, or rather Amsterdam, 1706, 5 vols. in fol.) were prepared under the influence of Gallican ideas and with a view to religious polemics. They were hastily and confusedly compiled without any great care and contain serious defects. However, the one by Elie-Durut from the Latin and the other from the original edition, embody over 400 of Gerson's treatises. The references to Gerson's works in this article are to this edition.

Bibliography:
- Louis Saulemberg.

Gertrude of Aldenberg, Blessed, Abbess of the Premonstratensian convent of Aldenberg, near Wetzlar, daughter of Dietrich von Buxa, and granddaughter of Dietrich von Luxemburg. She was born in 1207. She was the youngest of the three daughters of Louis VI, margrave of Thuringia, and his wife St. Elisabeth of Hungary. Gertrude's father died on his way to the Holy Land shortly before she was born. She was scarcely two years old when St. Elizabeth brought her to the convent of Aldenberg, where she afterwards became a nun. In 1248, being then only twenty-one years old, she was elected Abbess of Aldenberg, over which she ruled forty-nine years. With the inheritance which she received from her uncle, the Margrave of Meissen, she erected a church and a poorhouse. She took personal charge of the poorhouse and led a life of extreme mortification. When Urban VI published a crusade against the Saracens, Gertrude and her nuns took the cross and obliged themselves to contribute their share to the success of the crusade by prayer and acts of mortification. In 1270 she began to observe the feast of Corpus Christi in her convent, thus becoming one of the first to introduce it into Germany. Clement VI permitted the ecclesiastical celebration of her feast to the convent of Aldenberg, and granted some indulgences to those who visit her relics at that convent.

Michael Ott.

Gertrude of Hackeborn, Cistercian Abbess of Helfta, near Eisleben; b. at Halberstadt in 1232; d. towards the end of 1292. She belonged to the noble Thuringian family of Hackeborn and was a sister of St. Mechthild. At an early age she entered the Cistercian convent of Rodersdorf, of which she was elected abbess in 1251 when she was only nineteen years old. In 1263 she founded with the assistance of her two brothers, Albert and Louis, the convent of Helfta in Halle in Saxony. Because her own convent suffered from want of water she obtained from her brothers the castle of Helfsta, with its surrounding land, and transferred her community to that place in 1258. During her rule, the convent of Helfta became the most famous abode of asceticism and of Heimlichkeit in Germany. She required her nuns to be educated in the liberal arts, but insisted especially on the study of Holy Scripture. Gertrude was a model abbess, remarkable for her piety as well as the prudent direction of her nuns. About a year and a half before her death, the abbess was seized with apoplexy, and during her sickness gave to all her nuns an example of heroic patience and resignation to the will of God. The Abbess Gertrude must not be confounded with St. Gertrude "the Great".

The Abbess Gertrude, quite in contrast with St. Gertrude "the Great", never wrote anything, received no extraordinary revelations from heaven, and never been canonized. She was born more than 20 years before Gertrude "the Great", who lived as an ordinary nun in the same convent.

Michael Ott.
Gertrude the Great, Saint, Benedictine and mystic writer; b. in Germany, 6 Jan., 1256; d. at Helfta, near Eisleben, Saxony, 17 Nov., 1301 or 1302. Nothing is known of her family, not even the name of her parents. It is clear from her life (Legat. lib. 1, xviii) that she was not born in the vicinity of Eisleben. When she was but five years of age she entered the alamoate of Helfta. The monastery was at that time governed by the saintly and enlightened Abbess Gertrude of Hackeborn, under whose rule it prospered exceedingly, both in monastic observance and in that intellectual activity which St. Lioba and her Anglo-Saxon nuns had transmitted to their foundations in Germany. All that could aid to sanctity, or favour contemplation and learning, was to be found in this hallowed spot. Here, too, as the centre of all its activity and the impetus of its life, the work of works — the Opus Dei, as St. Bernard terms the Church Office — was carried out. Such was Helfta when its portals opened to receive the child destined to be its brightest glory. Gertrude was confided to the care of St. Mechtilde, mistress of the almoner and sister of the Abbess Gertrude. From the first she had the gift of winning hearts, and her biographer gives many details of her exceptional charms, which matured with advancing years. Thus early had been formed between Gertrude and Mechtilde the bond of an intimacy which deepened and strengthened with time, and gave the latter saint a preponderating influence over her former.

Partly to care for the almoner, partly in the community, Gertrude had devoted herself to study with the greatest ardour. In her twenty-sixth year there was granted her the first of that series of visions of which the wonderful sequence ended only with life. She now gauged in its fullest extent the void of which she had been but vaguely conscious for years. This awakening came the realisation of the utter emptiness of all transient things. With characteristic ardour she cultivated the highest spirituality, and, to quote her biographer, "from being a grammarian became a theologian", abandoning profane studies for the breviaries, patristic writings, and treatises on theology. To these she brought the same earnestness which had characterised her former studies, and with indefatigable zeal coped, translated, and wrote for the spiritual benefit of others. Although Gertrude vehemently condemns herself for past negligence (Legat. II, ii), still to understand her words correctly we must remember that they express the indignant self-condemnation of a soul called to the highest sanctity. Distrustless her inordinate love of study had produced hindrance alike to contemplation and interior collection, yet it had none the less surely safeguarded her from more serious and grievous failings. Her struggle lay in the conquest of a sensitive and impetuous nature. In St. Gertrude's life there are no abrupt phases, no sudden conversion from sin to holiness. She passed from one sanctity almost unconsciously, and as naturally as she had passed from the almonate to the community. Outwardly her life was that of the simple Benedictine nun, of which she stands forth preeminently as the type. Her boundless charity embraced rich and poor, learned and simple, the monarch on his throne and the peasant in the field; it was manifested in tender sympathy towards the souls in purgatory, in a great yearning for the conversion of sinners, and in a vehement zeal for the perfection of souls consecrated to God. Her humility was so profound that she wondered how the Church could support such a saint. Her raptures were frequent and so absorbed her faculties as to render her insensible to what passed around her. She therefore begged, for the sake of others, that there might be no outward manifestations of the spiritual wonders with which her life was filled. She had the gifts of miracles as well as of prophecy.

When the call came for her spirit to leave the worn and pain-sricken body, Gertrude was in her forty-fifth or forty-sixth year, and had in turn assisted at the death-bed and mourned for the loss of the holy Sister Mechtilde (1281), her illustrious Abbess Gertrude of Hackeborn (1291), and her chosen guide and confidante, St. Mechtilde (1298). When the community was transferred in 1346 to the monastery of New Helfta, the present Trud-Kloster, within the walls of Eisleben, they still retained possession of their old home, where doubtless the bodies of St. Gertrude and St. Mechtilde still lie buried, though their place of sepulture remains unknown. There is, at least, no record of their translation. Old Helfta is now crown- property, while New Helfta has lately passed into the hands of the local municipality. It was not till 1677 that the name of Gertrude was inscribed in the Roman Martyrology as the feast of the universal Church, which now keeps it on 15 November, although it was at first fixed for 17 November, the day of her death, on which it is still celebrated by her own order. In compliance with a petition from the King of Spain she was declared Patroness of the West Indies; in Peru her feast is celebrated with great pomp, and in New Mexico a town was built in her honour and bears her name. Some writers of recent times have considered that St. Gertrude was a Cistercian, but a careful and impartial examination of the evidence at present available does not justify this conclusion. It is well known that the Cistercian Reform left its mark on many houses not attached to it; and the fact that Helfta was founded during the "golden age" of Citeaux (1134–1342) is sufficient to account for this impression.

Many of the writings of St. Gertrude have unfortunately perished. Those now extant are:—(1) "Legatus Divini Piatatis"; (2) "Exercit. St. Gertrudis"; (3) "Liber Specialis Gratiae" of St. Mechtilde. The works of St. Gertrude were all written in Latin, which she used with facility and grace. The "Legatus Divini Piatatis" (Herald of Divine Love) comprises five books containing the life of St. Gertrude, and records many of the favours granted her by God. Bk. II alone is the work of the saint, the rest being compiled by members of the Helfta community. In the "Exercit." we have the saint at her best. They were written for her Sisters in religion,
and we feel she has here a free hand unhampered by the deep humility which made it so repugnant for her to disclose favours personal to herself. The "Exercises", which are seven in number, embrace the work of the purification and sanctification of the soul from the reception of baptismal grace to the preparation for death. They are written with harmony and with the liturgy and Scriptures exalted the soul imperceptibly to the heights of contemplation. When the "Legatus Divini Pietatis" is compared with the "Libri Divini Gratiae" of St. Mechtilde, it is evident that Gertrude is the chief, if not the only, author of the latter book. Her writings are loaded with the glowing richness of that Teutonic genius which found its most congenial expression in symbolism and allegory. The spirit of St. Gertrude, which is marked by freedom, breadth, and vigour, is based on the Rule of St. Benedict. Her mysticism is that of all the great contemplative works of the Benedictine Order from St. Gregory to Bolinius. Here, in a word, is that ancient Benedictine spirituality which is simply the spirit of the Church and which Father Faber has so well depicted (All for Jesus, viii).

The characteristic of St. Gertrude’s piety is her devotion to the Sacred Heart, the symbol of that immense charity which she had in her blood, I have no fear in saying, to substitute the Holy Eucharist, to take on Himself our sins, and, dying on the Cross, to offer Himself as a victim and a sacrifice to the Eternal Father (Congregation of Rites, 3 April, 1825). Faithful to the mission entrusted to them, the superiors of Helfta appointed renowned theologians, chosen from the Dominican and Franciscan friars, to examine the works of the saint. These approved and commended them throughout. In the sixteenth century Lamspergius and Bolinius propagated her writings. The form, who with his confederate Loher spared no pains in editing her works and exalting them. The works were warmly received especially in Spain, and among the long list of holy and learned authorities who used and recommended her works may be mentioned: St. Teresa, who chose her as her model and guide, Ypes, the illustrious Suarez, the Descalced Carmelites Friars of France, St. Francis de Sales, M. Ober, Fr. Faber, Dom Guéranger. The Church has inscribed the name of Gertrude in the Roman Martyrology with this eulogy: “On the 17th of November, in Germany (the Feast of) St. Gertrude Virgin, of the Order of St. Benedict, who was illustrious for the gifts of revelations. In The Month, 1865, III, 221: Cath. World, 1865, II, 405; Leopold Divini Gratiae 61 in Epistolae 126 in Responsiones 145 (Potsgerm, 1875); Passio in S. M. Christi, Liber Speciales Gratiae: Recolletions de Ste Gertrude (Paris, 1908); Ledos, St. Gertrude, Sibylline in Kirchhen, Pergen, Gesch, deutsch. Mystik im Mittelalter (Leipzig, 1885); Zinckelmauer, Hist. Lit. Bened. (Vienna, 1754); Michaeli, Zeitchr. bez. Theol. (XXIII, 1860); Gesch. deutsch. Volkes im Mittelalter (Freiburg, 1899), II; Guéranger, Année liturgique, le temps après la Pentecôte, t. VI; Eng. tr. Liturgical Year, t. VI.

GERTRUDE CARANOVA.

Gertrude van der Oosten, Venerable, Beguine; b. at Voorburg, Holland; d. at Delft, 6 Jan., 1338. She was born of peasant parents, and was remarkable from childhood for her piety and prudence. Later, in order to gain a livelihood, she entered into service at Delft, where she likewise devoted herself to practices of piety and charity. Her surname of "van Oosten", or "of the East", is due to her custom of singing a hymn which began: "Het daghet in den Oosten", i.e., "In Friesland", and which is still sung at the "Docht", which is attributed to herself. She lived devoutly in the world, spending much time in exercises of piety and works of charity, and finally determined to abandon all human ties and give herself to the service of God. With this intent she begged, and with difficulty obtained, admission to the Beguine Order. She, though not a religious, nor bound by vows, she profited by the ample opportunities afforded for the exercise of her zeal and charity, as well as by the atmosphere of prayer and seclusion, to attain to a very high degree of virtue and contemplation. Gertrude evinced great devotion to the mysteries of the Incarnation, especially to the Sacred Passion, on which account she merited to receive on her body the impression of the sacred blood from which times a at each day of the canonical hours. Distressed and alarmed at the multitude that flocked to witness such a wonder, she begged that the favour might be withdrawn, and her prayer was so far granted that the blood ceased to flow, but the marks of the sacred stigmata remained. At the same time the great spiritual consolation she had enjoyed was succeeded by dryness and desolation. Gertrude was favoured with the gift of prophecy, having knowledge, at the actual time, of what took place at a distance as well as of what was to happen in the future.

At length, after many years passed among the Beguines in great fervour, austerity, and devotion, the time of her death approached. She had been wont to speak with great delight of this day, to meditate on it devoutly, and even to make it a subject of her frequent songs. She died on the feast of the Epiphany and was buried in the church of St. Hippolytus, Delft, the Blessed. On the 7th of May, 1338, she was transferred to the church of St. Walburga at Delft, which is now known as the church of St. Gertrude. The devotion to her continues to increase, and to this day her relics are preserved in the church of St. Gertrude in Delft.

GERVAISE.

Gervaise, Dom Francois Armand, Descalced Carmelites, b. at Paris, 1660; d. at Reclus, France, 1761. After completing his humanities with brilliant success, he joined the Descalced Carmelites, and having been nominated prior of a convent, he chanced to meet Bossuet, who recognized in him a fervent religious, a learned writer, and an eloquent orator. Anxious to embrace a more austere life, he entered La Trappe in 1695, where he became the privileged disciple of the Abbé de Rancé, and made his profession in 1696. In the same year Dom Zoizme, who had succeeded the Abbé de Rancé after his resignation, died after a few months of administration, and de Rancé then asked the Abbot, with the intention of persuading his former pupil, Bossuet, for Dom Gervaise as his second successor.

Dom Gervaise had given unequivocal proofs of his religious spirit and his eloquence; these qualifications led to the hope that his appointment would be of the greatest advantage to the reform, and consequently on 20 October, 1696, he received the abbatial blessing. But his turbulent administration, which in several points was opposed to that of the Abbé de Rancé, soon procured for him numerous enemies who well-founded accusations added some that were baseless. Dom Gervaise yielded before the storm and tendered his resignation in 1698. Soon, however, he regretted this step and tried to withdraw his resignation, but without success. Under the abbot chosen to fill his place he left La Trappe and began his wandering life from monastery to monastery, exercising to good purpose his talent as a writer. His style is always well-turned and flowing, but he is reproached for being "l’Abbé de Rancé", in which he takes his own apology; finally, the history of the Reform of Citeaux in France, a work in which he does not treat with suffi-
cient consideration the superiors of the order, and which caused his final disgrace. He was obliged to interrupt its publication, and was banished by order of the king to the monastery of the Reclus, in the Diocese of Troyes, where he died. Until the end of his life he remained faithful to the austerities of the life of La Trappe, observing in all its rigour the rule he had embraced.

MICHAUD. Biographie universelle; HUTTER. Nomenclator (Innsbruck, 1669); DUBOIS. Histoire de l'abbaye de Ramberv (Paris, 1866); GAILLARDIN, Histoire de La Trappe (Paris, 1844); LE N. M. B. Histoire de la maison du Béthard (Paris, 1715); CHATEAUBRIAND, Vie de Ramberv (Paris, 1844).

EDMOND M. OBERCET.

GERVAESE (JERVIS), George, priest and martyr; b. at Bosham, Sufolk, England, 1571; d. at Tyburn, 11 April, 1608. His mother's name was Shelly, and both his father's and mother's families had been long established in the County of Sufolk. Losing both parents in boyhood, he was kidnapped by pirates and carried off beyond seas, remaining in captivity over twelve years. He lost his religion during that period; but, when at last he was able to return to England, and found that his eldest brother Henry had become a voluntary exile in Flanders in order to be able to practise his religion. George followed him there so soon returned to the Church. He entered the English College at Douai in 1595, and was ordained priest in 1603. He at once went on the English mission. He laboured very successfully for over two years, but was arrested in July, 1606, and banished with several other clergy. He then made a pilgrimage to Rome, and there endeavoured to enter the Society of Jesus, but, not being admitted for some unknown reason, he returned to Douai, where he received the Benedictine habit. His brother Henry had obtained for him a comfortable living near Lille, being anxious to preserve him from the persecution then raging in England. But George was determined to labour for the conversion of his native land, and succeeded in returning safely to England, but was soon arrested and incarcerated. Refusing to take the new oath of allegiance on account of its infringing on spiritual matters, where Catholics were concerned, he was tried, convicted of the offence of merely being a priest, under the statute of 27 Elizabeth, and was hanged, drawn, and quartered at Tyburn. Some authorities say that he did not receive the Benedictine habit until a short time before his death from Father Augustine Bradlaw.


C. F. Wemyss Brown.

GERVAESE of Canterbury (Gervius Vigorborum), English chronicler, b. about 1141; d. in, or soon after, 1210. If his brother Thomas, who like himself was a monk of Christ Church, Canterbury, was identical with Thomas of Maidstone, they came of a Kentish family. St. Thomas of Canterbury received his religious profession on 16 Feb. 1163, and also ordained him. He was one of the monks who buried the saint after his martyrdom, 29 Dec., 1170. Later on he took a prominent part in the disputes between the monks and Archbishop Baldwin (1185−91) and was one of the monks sent to announce to the archbishop hisaspall to the pope. In 1189 he was again one of a deputation sent to lay the matter before King Richard I. As yet, Gervase, though one of the senior monks, had held no prominent office, but about this time he was made sacristan, for in 1193 he attended the new archbishop, Hubert Walter, in that capacity. He probably ceased to hold this office in 1197 when there is a mention of one Felix, as sacristan. The rest of his life is obscure. He was still writing in 1199 and there are slight indications in another chronicle, the "Geeta Regum", that he continued to write till 1210, when a sudden change in style and arrangement point to a new chronicler. His death may therefore be assumed in or soon after that year. Gervase has occasionally been confused with others of the same name, notably with Gervase of S. Ceneri, and thus he is described as prior of Dover by Dom Brial (Recueil des Historiens de France, XVII, 1818), which is impossible on chronological grounds. Sir Thomas Hardy identifies him with Gervase of Chichester, but Dr. Stubbe shows good reasons against this theory, as also against confusing him with Gervase of Melksham.

The works of Gervase consist of: (1) "The Chronicle", covering the period from 1100 to 1199. It was first printed by Twysden in "Historiae Anglorum Scriptores Decem" (London, 1652). (2) The "Geeta Regum", which is in part an abridgment of the earlier chronicle, and from the year 1199 an independent source of information for the last years of John's reign. (3) "Actus Pontificum Cau
tauriarissii Ecclesiae", a history of the archbishops of Canterbury to the death of Hubert Walter in 1203, also printed by Twysden with the chronicle. (4) "Mappa Mundi", a topographical work with lists of bishops and ecclesiastical foundations in the counties of England, Wales, and part of Scotland. The works of Gervase were published in the "Rolls Series" in 1879−80 under the editorship of Dr. Stubbe, whose introduction has been the groundwork of all subsequent accounts of Gervase.


EDWIN BURTON.

GERVAESE of Tilbury (Tilberensis), medieval writer, b. probably at Tilbury, in the County of Essex, England, about 1150; d. at Arlington, about 1220. He is supposed to have been related to English royalty. During his youth he entered the service of Henry of Guisene, later he travelled in many parts of Europe, for a time studied canon law at Bologna, where for a brief period he also taught, and was afterwards at the court of King William II of Sicily till 1189. Upon the death of King William he settled permanently in Arles and was appointed Marshal of the Kingdom of Arles in 1198 by King Otto IV; in virtue of this office he accompanied the king to Rome and was a witness of his coronation as emperor. During the years 1210−1214 he composed the "Otia imperialia" for the instruction and entertainment of the emperor, who was excommunicated by the pope in the latter part of 1210, and in 1214, after his defeat at the battle of Bouvines, was forced to retire to the prior of Brunswick. This work was also entitled "Libere de mirabilibus mundi", "Solatii imperatoris", and "Description toto orbis", it was divided into three parts, and contained all facts then known concerning history, geography, and physics. During the Middle Ages it was much read and was twice translated into French in the fourteenth century. Opinions differ in modern times concerning its value. Leibniz calls it a "bagful of foolish old woman's tales"; while by others it is considered very important since in it this medieval teacher of jurisprudence recognizes the correctness of the papal claims in the conflict between Church and Empire.

Leibniz edited it (1744) in his "Scriptores rerum Bravonianorum" (I, 881−1004) with variants from four Parisian manuscripts and a supplement (II, 751−784). "Ite account of the Frankish and English kings " lescriptores francorum et anglorum constanti" (I, 19; III, 363−74). Mader edited the same portion in his "De Imperio Romano et Gothorum, Langobardorum, Britonum, Francorum Anglorumque regni commentatio" (Heidelberg, 1673). Liebrecht edited a number of geographical and physi-
cal excerpts from it (Hanover, 1856). The references to Virgil were published by Spätzler [Altenl. Marchen (Brunswick, 1830), I, 89-92]. Many of the writings of Gervase have perished. He was formerly reputed to be the author of the "Antiquus dialogus de scacceario", but many critics now ascribe the work to another hand.


PATRICK SCHLAGER.

Gervasion and Protasus, Saints, martyrs of Milan, probably in the second century, patrons of the city of Milan and of haymakers; invoked for the discovery of thieves. Feast, in the Latin Church, June 19, the day of the translation of the relics; in the Greek Church, Oct. 14, the supposed day of their death. Emblems: scourge, club, sword.—The Acts (Acta SS., June, IV, 680 and 29) were perhaps compiled from a letter (Ep. liii) to the bishops of Italy, falsely ascribed to St. Ambrose. They are written in a very simple style, but it has been found impossible to identify the author. Among the bishops of Milan, Gervasion and Protasus were twins, children of martyrs. Their father Vitalis, a man of consular dignity, suffered martyrdom at Ravenna under Nero (7). The mother Valeria died for her faith at Milan. The sons are said to have been scourged and then beheaded, during the reign of Nero, under the presidency of Anabius or Anastasius, and while Caius was Bishop of Milan. Some authors place the martyrdom under Diocletian, while others object to this time, because they fail to understand how, in that case, the place of burial, and even the names, could be forgotten by the time of St. Ambrose, still 140 years after their places of death before Diocletian. It probably occurred during the reign of Antoninus (161-168).

St. Ambrose, in 386, had built a magnificent basilica at Milan. Asked by the people to consecrate it in the same solemn manner as was done in Rome, he promised to do so if he could obtain the necessary relics. In a dream he was shown the place in which such could be found. He ordered excavations to be made in the cemetery church of Sts. Nabor and Felix, outside the city, and there found the relics of Sts. Gervasion and Protasus. He had them removed to the church of St. Fausta, and on the next day, to the church of St. Ambrose, which later received the name San Ambrogio Maggiore. Many miracles are related to have occurred, and all greatly rejoiced at the signal favour from heaven, given at the time of the great struggle between St. Ambrose and the Arian Empress Justina. Of the vision, the subsequent discovery of the relics and the accompanying miracles, St. Ambrose wrote to his sister Marcellina. St. Augustine, not yet baptized, witnessed the facts, and related them in his "Confessions", IX, vii; in "De civ. Dei", XXII, viii; and in "Sermon. 286 in natal. SS. Mmr. Gerv. et Prot."," are also attested by St. Paulinus of Nola, in his Life of St. Ambrose. The latter died 397, and, as he had washed his body was, on Easter Sunday, deposited in his basilica by the side of these martyrs. In 835, Angilbert II, a successor in the See of Milan, placed the relics of the three saints in a porphyry sarcophagus, and here they were again found, January 18, 844 (Cassian, II, 130-134, etc., and ibi, 1, 34). A tradition claims that after the destruction of Milan by Frederick Barbarossa, his chancellor Rainald von Dassel had taken the relics from Milan, and deposited them at Altibruechen in Germany, whence some came to Soissons; the claim is rejected by Milan (Bischof, I, 6, 504, etc.). Immediately after the finding of the relics by St. Ambrose, the cult of Sts. Gervasion and Protasus was spread in Italy, and churches were built in their honour at Pavia, Nola, etc. In Gaul we find churches dedicated to them, about 400, at Mans, Rouen, and Soissons. At the Louvre there is now a famous picture of the saints by Lesueur (d. 1655), which was formerly in their church at Paris. According to the "Liber Pontificalis", Innocent II in 1136 founded a church to them at Rome. Later, the name of St. Vitalis, their father, was added to the title. Very early their names were inserted in the Litany of the Saints. The whole history of these saints has received a great deal of adverse criticism. Some deny their existence, and make them the invention of the Diocesi of the Romans. Thus Harris, "The Diocesi in Christian Legend", but see "Analecta Boll." (1904), XXIII, 427.


FRANCIS MERRIMAN.

Géry (Lat. GAUDERICUS), Saint, Bishop of Cambrai-Arras; b. of Roman parents, Gaudentius and Austodiola, at Eposiu (Yvois, Carignan), France, about the middle of the sixth century; d. 11 August, between 623 and 626. The Diocese of Cambrai-Arras of recent date is compared with the more ancient Bishopric of Cambrai, which dates from the fourth century. The territory, which comprised the Diocese of Cambrai-Arras, like that of Tournai and Térouanne, probably contained Christians before the date of the appearance of its first known bishop, St. Ysaet, but their spiritual head must have resided at Reims. The great barbarian invasion of 466 completely overthrew the ecclesiastical organization, but from the beginning of the Merovingian period the Church began to recover, the Diocese of Arras especially being restored by St. Ysaet about the beginning of the sixth century. Géry was one of his young clerics who became the youth of Géry was of a devout and devout life, and already all things combined to prepare him for the career of zeal and devotion which he was to embrace later on. During one of his episcopal visitsations, St. Magneric, Bishop of Trier, was struck by the exemplary conduct of the young man, and conceived the project of enrolling him in the ranks of his clergy. Géry was not ordained deacon, say his biographers, until he knew the whole Psalter by heart. The episcopal See of Cambrai-Arras soon became vacant, and Géry was called to fill it. King Childerich II gave his consent and instructed Géryius, Metropolitans of Reims, to consecrate the new bishop; the installation must have taken place between 585 and 597. Filled with apostolic zeal, Géry devoted his life to the extermination of the paganism which infected the district subject to his authority, and, since the worship of the old gods was deeply rooted in the souls of the barbarous peoples, the bishop destroyed or purchased the idols, which were the objects of their veneration. He erected the church of St-Médard in the chief town of Cambrai. He frequently visited the rural districts and the villea at a distance from his episcopal city, displaying particular solicitude for the ransom of captives.

But political events soon introduced a new dominion, when Clotaire II (d. 629) took possession of Cambrai. The bishop went to pay his respects to the conqueror in his villa of Chelles, probably in 613. At the command of the king he was compelled to go to the sanctuary and national place of pilgrimage of the saint, St. Martin of Tours, and there distribute alms to the poor. In October, 614, Géry assisted at the Council of Paris. He died after an episcopate of thirty-nine years, and was buried in the church of St-Médard at Cambrai. Géry was honoured with a cult immediately after his death. In the time of his succe-essor, Bertoald his successor, a cult of fervent veneration, and the monastery of St-Médard which he had founded profited largely by the offerings
made to him. Mention of his feast is already made in the additions to the Hieronymian martyrology, and in the ninth century in the martyrologies of Wandeleur of Prüm and of Rabanus Maurus. That feast is celebrated on 11 August. The institution of the feast of his exhumation, 18 November, and of his translation, 24 September, dates probably from 1245, as his relics were exhumed in that year by Bishop Guido of Cambrai. Relics of the saint are preserved at St-Marie de Bruges, at the Church of St-Géry at Brussels, at the church of the same name at Arras, at St-Donatien at Bruges, at St-Pierre at Douai, and in various churches of Belgium. St-Géry is the patron of Cambrai, subsidiary patron of Brussels, and he is honoured as a protector at Braine-leComte (Hainaut, Belgium). On 6 May the feast of the Cardinal of Cambrai, which contains the skull of St. Géry, he is represented in the attire of a bishop, mitre on head, without his crozier, right hand lifted in a gesture of benediction and left folded upon his breast.


L. van der Essenn.

_Gesellenvereine_, German Catholic societies for the religious, moral, and professional improvement of young men. They owe their origin and present condition to Adolph Kolping, summoned the Journeymen's Father (Gesellenvater). He was born 8 Dec. 1813, of poor parents, and, though he gave early evidence of inclination to study, he was obliged to learn the trade of a shoemaker. As a young workman, he became acquainted with the disadvantages suffered by men of his class on their journeys, in factories, and in city lodging-houses. At the age of twenty-three Kolping felt drawn to the priesthood, but reached that goal only in 1845, after years of patient study amidst troubles, privations, and sickness. He was first sent as chaplain to Elberfeld, where a number of journeymen carpenters had founded a choral society with the aim of reaching the local clergy. It grew rapidly into Young Workmen's societies, the best object of fostering the religious life by means of a closer union among its members, and at the same time of improving their mechanical skill. Kolping frequently addressed the members on subjects of interest to mechanics. He was elected president in 1847, and soon gave to the association the features that have since been distinctive of the Gesellenverein, or Society of Young Journeymen. Hitherto little attention had been paid to this class of workmen. Kolping recognized that, to uplift them morally and socially, it was advisable to establish a widespread organization of similar societies. Its first fruits could not fail to be a respectable body of master-workmen. He resolved to make Cologne, one of the great industrial centres of Germany, the seat of his life-work in this direction. In 1849 he was appointed assistant-priest at the cathedral of that city. With a few zealous friends, and using his own means, he founded at once a Gesellenverein, and began to instruct its members gratuitously on various subjects. The Cologne society soon acquired its own home, and opened therein a refuge, or hospice, for young travelling journeymen. In his efforts to develop the work Kolping was energetic and undaunted. He was eloquent both as a preacher and as a writer, and, when elected apostle, he visited frequently the great industrial centres of Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and Hungary. His propaganda bore good fruit, and in a short time societies of young Catholic journeymen were formed in many Rhenish towns, in Westphalia, and finally throughout the German-speaking world. When Kolping died (4 Dec., 1866), the Gesellenverein numbered about 40,000 members. This number had reached the number of 10,86, with a membership of 80,000 journeymen and 120,000 master-workmen. There are at present more than 1,170 unions affiliated to the Central Union at Cologne. Of these there are in Prussia and Northern Germany 505, in Bavaria 222, in the rest of Germany 215, in Austria 150, in Switzerland, Austria, and Hungary, 34 in Switzerland, 8 in Holland, 2 in Luxemburg, 2 in Brussels, 2 at Paris, 1 each in London, Stockholm, Rostach (Bulgaria), and Rome. About 360 unions own their own houses—over 220 in Germany, and 90 in Austria-Hungary. There are a general burial fund, a fund for the education of about 150 students, a general sick fund, and a fund to aid travelling journeymen. These societies or unions aim, in general, at the moral, mental, and professional improvement of young German Catholic journeymen, apprentices, etc. (Gesellen). They develop and cultivate in them religious sentiments, as many of the members are also connected with religious orders. Their results are a large and united body of self-respecting and respected master-workmen, distributed over all parts of Germany and throughout the lands bordering on the German Empire. Persuaded that the middle classes can thrive only when they repress on a basis of religion and practical faith, the Gesellenvereine have assiduously the religious and moral sense of its members. The entire organization exists primarily for this purpose. There is a quarterly general Communion, and the Easter Communion is preceded by a retreat, or brief spiritual preparation. On Sundays and great holidays special Mass is said for the members of the society. Lectures are given on Sunday evenings by clergymen and laymen; the subjects treated are quite varied, ranging from religious topics to the purely instructive or entertaining. Non-religious festivities, such as excursions, theatricals, evening entertainments, and the like, are allowed, but in moderation, lest they should develop in the members that excessive love of amusement which characterizes modern youth. Since 1890 much attention has been paid to the instruction of members in technical, industrial, and mercantile subjects (538 unions in 1908). Besides providing for Christian doctrine, the societies include each a distinct class for the arts. They combine the features of literary composition, music, natural sciences, etc. In the larger cities there are free classes in several crafts, e. g., for bakers, tailors, carpenters, workers in metal, painters, shoemakers. This instruction is designed especially for those workmen who aim at establishing a business of their own. Frequently, in the larger industrial schools, these classes are attached to local technical and industrial schools, municipal or governmental.

In its organization the Verein contains patriarchal, monarchical, and ecclesiastical elements. In accordance with the "general statute" which Kolping framed with various modifications, is still in force, each Verein conducts its own affairs as local circumstances require, yet always with a regard for the general principles of the organisation. At the head of each is a Catholic priest, whose control is supreme. He is nominated by the diocesan "Preses" (president) after consultation with the local authorities and is appointed by the bishop. He is assisted by a board of managers composed partly of citizens actively interested in the work and partly of members chosen by the Verein. The diocesan president acts as intermediary between the bishop and the Vereins, organizes meetings, holds conferences, etc. In Bavaria, Saxony, the Netherlands, and Switzerland, there is a diocesan president, a "central" president, and in Hungary a "federation" president. All these associations are united in the "Catholic Gesellenverein" under the headship of a president general, who, ac-
According to Kolpings' enactment, it is always the president of the local Verein in Cologne. On account of the importance of this position, the presidents of Vienna, Munich, Breslau, and Münster take part in the election. As a rule, only unmarried Catholic journeymen between the ages of 17 and 25 are admitted—after three months' probation—to regular membership. Those who are married or have committed coitus before apprenticeship are retained on the list of honorary or extraordinary members. No member is allowed to join any association whose aims are opposed to those of the Verein. Each member of a local Verein is at the same time member of all the federated societies; hence the importance of the federation as a whole.

The objects of which Kolping strove have been realized to a remarkable degree, as is evident from the wide development of the work he founded. "The Gesellschaftverein," says Schäfer, "has extended over hundreds of thousands its protective influence, teaching the ignorant, arousing the lukewarm, filling the timid with earnestness and self-respect, strengthening the weak and saving them from the perils to which so many workmen, especially through the efforts of social democracy, are everywhere exposed." These societies are among the few institutions of Catholic origin which have been appreciated, commended, and even imitated by Protestants. The latter, however, have even a larger number of workmen.

Owing to special conditions the Gesellschaftverein has so far shown but little signs of development in the United States. The almost total absence of the old trades' organization (apprentice, journeyman, master) in the country, the reluctance of the young artisans to place themselves in the power of others, and the general development of the factory system have prevented the growth of these societies. To this may be added the fact that efforts to create the Gesellschaftverein have been made by the German Catholics only. Branches of the Gesellschaftverein exist in Dayton, O., Paterson, N. J., Chichester, St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., and in New York. The membership varies from 40 (Paterson) to 450 (Dayton). The Dayton branch has a library of 3500 books. All these branches are affiliated to the society at New York, in close relation with the central authority in Germany. Kolping, Der Gesellschaftverein (Cologne, 1849); Schäfer, Adolf Kolping, der Gesellschaftverein (3d ed.; Paderborn, 1884); Wenzel, Kolping, der Gesellschaftverein (Berlin, 1866); Schwerin, Der Kath. Gesellschaftverein (1904); Kohl, Kath. Gesellschaften in its social Bedeutung (Cologne, 1907).

JOSEPH LINS.

Gesta Dei per Francos, the tale adopted by Guibert de Nogent (d. about 1122) to present him his history of the First Crusade. In the eleventh century the name of "Frank" was applied in a general manner to all the inhabitants of Western Europe, being a survival of the political unity established by the Carolingians for the benefit of the Franks. The Byzantine chroniclers never otherwise refer to the Western. Hervé, a Norman adventurer in the service of the Byzantine emperors in the eleventh century, is called "Francopoules" (Son of the Franks). It was therefore quite natural that this name of "Frank" should be used by the Orientals in referring to the crusaders, and it is evident that they called themselves by the same name. "Gesta Francorum" is the title of one of the chief accounts of the Crusades. Since the Crusades the word "Frank" remains in the east a synonym for Western, and to-day the term is still used in that sense. Moreover, the idea that the Franks were a people chosen by God arose soon after their conversion to Christianity, and finds expression many times in the traditions relative to Clovis, which Gregory of Tours transmits to us. It is read in one of the prologues of the Salic Law, "Glory to Christ, who chose the Franks to preserve their kingdom! May He replenish their leaders with His grace, for this is the strong and brave nation which has richly covered with gold the bodies of the holy martyrs." With Charlemagne the Franks protected the Roman Church from the Lombard invasion, destroyed paganism among the Saxons, drove back the Musulmans, and established their protectorate over the Holy Sepulchre. Hence the crusade was, for the men of the eleventh century, merely the crowning of that alliance between God and the Franks, and after the discourse of Urban II at Clermont, it was to the cry of "God wills it!" that all made haste to take the cross.

Guibert, b. in Picardy about 1053, was a monk at Saint-Germer-de-Fly, elected Abbot of Nogent-sous-Coucy in 1104, had been a witness of the enthusiasm aroused by the preaching of the crusade, perhaps he had even assisted at the Council of Clermont. Desiring to write an account of the Crusades, he chose this title of the "Doings of God through the Franks," and in his account, wherein the marvellous occasionally mingles with reality, he affirms at different times the Divine mission of the Franks. This work, dedicated to Caudri, Bishop of Toulouse, is not a history of the crusade itself, but a history of the crusade, and in part follows the anonymous author of the "Gesta Francorum." It is nevertheless not without great value, for it shows the profound impression created throughout Europe by the conquest of the Holy Land. Although Guibert was a contemporary of the events which he relates, they receive already in his account an epic colouring. The interest of these seven books, composed between 1108-1112 consists in their revealing to us the doctrine of the providential rôle, which the men of the Middle Ages assigned to the Westerners, but in Guibert's mind the only Franks worthy of considering were those who were the Franks, the French. To them only the ages turned when they suffered injuries inflicted by other nations, and he contrasts their conduct with that of the Teutons, in revolt against the Church. He therefore considers the crusade as a wholly French undertaking (Bk. II, 1). When, at the beginning of the seventeenth century, Jacques Bongars (1547-1612) undertook to publish the works of all the known historians of the Crusades, he chose as the title of his collection "Gesta Dei per Francos" (Hanover, 2 v., 1612).


LOUIS BREHIER.

Gesta Romanorum, a medieval collection of anecdotes, to which moral reflections are attached. It was compiled in Latin, probably by a priest, late in the thirteenth or early in the fourteenth century. The acceptance of authority in this history is not to be revised.
copies were multiplied, often with local additions, so that it is not now possible to determine whether it was originally written in England, Germany, or France. Oesterley, its latest critical editor (Berlin, 1872), is of opinion that it was originally the vaticina in English, whence it passed to the Continent, and that by the middle of the fourteenth century there existed three distinct families of MSS.: the English group, written in Latin; the Latin and German group; and a third group represented by the first printed editions. The MSS. differ considerably as to number and arrangement of articles, but no one MS. representing the printed editions exists. Probably the editors of the first printed edition selected stories from various MSS. Their volume was a folio issued from the press of Retelaer and De Leempt at Utrecht; while a second edition was published by Ter Hoenen at Cologne. Shortly after this collection had been published, an enlarged edition, now known as the Vulgate, was issued, containing 181 stories. This was compiled from the third group of MSS., and was printed by Ulrich Zell at Cologne. All these three editions appeared between 1472 and 1475, and subsequent reprints were numerous. In English translation, based on the English group of MSS., was issued by Wynkyn de Worde about 1510, and was followed by others. These English editions have many stories in common with the Vulgate, but include others derived from the English MSS. None of the English editions, old or new, give the moralizations in their entirety, as they are Catholic teaching, dogmatic and moral. Though the title of the work suggests Roman history as the chief source of the stories, many of them are taken from later Latin or German chronicles, while several are Oriental in character. In estimating the wide influence of the "Gesta" it must be remembered that the collection proved a mine of anecdotes, not only for preachers, but for poets, from Chaucer, Lydgate, and Boccaccio down through Shakespeare to Schiller and Rossetti, so that many of these old stories are now enshrined in masterpieces of European literature.

Gethsemani (Hebrew gat, press, and semen, oil) is the place in which Jesus Christ suffered the Agony and was taken prisoner by the Jews. Saint Mark (xiv, 32) calls it χωρα, "a place" or "estate"; St. John (xviii, 1) speaks of it as στέριον, a "garden" or "orchard". In the East, a field shaded by numerous fruit trees and surrounded by a wall of loose stone or a quickset hedge forms the ακολούθιον, the garden. The name "oil-press" is sufficient indication that it was planted especially with olive trees. According to the early Greek version and others, St. Matthew (xxvi, 36) designates Gethsemani by a term equivalent to that used by St. Mark. The Vulgate renders χωρα by the word villa. But there is no reason to suppose that there was a residence there. St. Luke (xxii, 39) refers to it as the Μαρωνία and St. John (xviii, 1) speaks of it as being "over the brook Cedron". According to St. Mark, the Saviour was in the habit of retiring to this place; and St. John writes: "Judas also, who betrayed him, knew the place; because Jesus had often returned thither together with his disciples". A place so enigmatic, to which all the Evangelists directed attention, was not lost sight of by the early Christians. In his "Onomasticon" (ed. Klostermann, 1904, p. 74), Eusebius of Cesarea says that Gethsemani is situated "at the foot of the Mount of Olives", and he adds that "the faithful were accustomed to go there to pray". In 333 the Pilgrim of Bordeaux visited the site, arriving by the road which climbs to the summit of the mountain, i.e. beyond the bridge from which the vallum goes to Jerusalem. At the time of the Jews, the bridge which spanned the torrent of Cedron occupied nearly the same place as the one which is seen there to-day, as is testified by the ancient staircase cut in the rock, which on one side came down from the town and on the other wound to the top of the mountain. Bishop Erasmus of Jerusalem, in his "Life of Theodosius", and Sophronius, Patriarch of Jerusalem, speak of this immense staircase and two other pilgrims counted the steps. Traces of it are still to be seen on the side towards the city, and numerous steps, very large and well-preserved, have been discovered above the present Garden of Gethsemani. The Pilgrim of Bordeaux notes "to the left, among the vines, the stone where Judas Iscariot betrayed Christ". In translating the "Onomasticon" of Eusebius, St. Jerome adds to the article Gethsemani the statement that "a church is now built there" (Onomasticon, ed. Klostermann, p. 75). St. Sylvia of Aquitania (385-398) relates that on a Thursday near Easter, the Mount of Olives (there was at that time a church on the Mount of Olives) made a station at "the beautiful church" built on the spot where Jesus underwent the Agony. "From there", she adds, "they descend to Gethsemani where Christ was taken prisoner" (S. Silvia, Ep. Adversus Epiphanem, ed. Gaisser, 1892, p. 65-66). On a Thursday of the Great Lent, the Church of the Dormition (Theophanes, Chronogr. ad an. 682) was destroyed by the Persians in 614; rebuilt by the Crusaders, and finally razed, probably in 1219. Arculf (c. 670), St. Willibald (723), Daniel the Russian (1106), and John of Würzburg (1165) mention the Church of the Agony. The foundations have recently been discovered at the place indicated by them, i.e. at a very short distance from the south-east corner of the present Garden of Gethsemani.

A fragmentary account of a pilgrimage in the fourth century, preserved by Peter the Deacon (1037), mentions "a grove at the place where the Jews took the Saviour captive". According to tradition it was in this grove that Christ was wont to take refuge with His disciples to pass the night. It is also memorable for a supper and a washing of the feet which, according to the same tradition, took place there. Eutychius, Patriarch of Constantinople (c. 850), says: "Jews say that the Church of the Agony is three supers. "The first repast", he says, "together with the purification, took place at Gethsemani on the Sabbath day, the first day, i.e. when Sunday was already begun. That is why we then celebrate the vigil." (P. G. LXXVI, 2392). The second supper was at Bethany, and the third was at Holy Thursday at which was instituted the Holy Eucharist. Theodosius (c. 530) describes this grove in these terms: "There [in the valley of Josaphat] is situated the basilica of Holy Mary, Mother of God, with her sepulchre. There is also the place where the Lord supped with his disciples. There He washed their feet. There are to be seen four benches where Our Lord reclined in the midst of His Apostles. Each bench can seat three persons. There also Judas betrayed the Saviour. Some persons, when they visit this spot, through devotion partake of some refreshment, but no more. They light torches because the place is in a grove." (Antoninus of Piacenza, 570), Arculf, Epiphanius the Hagiololite, and others make mention of the well-known pasch of which the Grotto of Gethsemani was witness. In the Church of the Agony the stone was preserved on which, according to tradition, Jesus knelt during His Agony. It is related of the fact that, after the destruction of the temple by the Persians, the stone was removed to the grove and there venerated. In 1165 John of Würzburg found it still preserved at this spot, and there is yet to be seen on the
ceiling of the grotto an inscription concerning it. In the fourteenth century the pilgrims, led astray by the presence of the stone and the inscription, mistakenly called this sanctuary the Grotto of the Agony.

In ancient times the grotto was used as a colne. In the sixteenth century, the grotto was used as a source of water which supplied a little light. The grotto, which is irregular in form, is, in round numbers, 56 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 12 feet high in its largest dimensions. It is adorned with four altars, but of the pictures which formerly covered the walls, and of the mosaic floor, traces only can be found. At a distance of about 130 feet to the south of the grotto is the Garden of Gethsemani, a quadrangular-shaped enclosure which measures about 195 feet on each side. Here are seven olive trees, the largest of which is about 26 feet in circumference. If they were not found there in the time of Christ they are at least the oldest trees of Christian antiquity. With the aid of historical documents it has been established that these same trees were already in existence in the seventh century. The east of the garden there is a rocky mass regarded as the traditional spot where the three Apostles waited. A stone's throw to the south, there were the cellars of the natives, the homes of the native Christians the place where Jesus prayed on the eve of his Passion. The foundations of the ancient church of the Agony were discovered behind this wall.


BARNABAS MEISTERMANN.

Gethsemani, ABBEY OF OUR LADY OF, of the Order of Reformed Cistercians, commonly called Trappists, established in 1848 in Nelson Co., Kentucky, in the Diocese of Louisville, being the first abbey on American soil. On 26 Oct., 1848, a colony of forty Trappists left the Abbey of Melleray, in the Diocese of Nantes, France, under the leadership of Dom Eutrope Proust, and arrived at New Orleans early in December. They travelled by river to Louisville, Ky., where Bishop Flaget, who had greatly desired their coming, received them. On 21 December they took possession of the lands destined for their establishment, and shortly after were incorporated by a second charter of twenty religious from the mother-house. The monks undertook the work of clearing their lands with indomitable energy, and little by little arose the imposing structures which form the present abbey. This is an immense quadrilateral, one side of which is formed by the church, whilst the other three sides contain the monastic quarters, with a commodious guesthouse for those who desire to spend a few days in solitude.

In 1850 a pontifical Brief (21 July) erected the new monastery into an abbey. By unanimous vote Dom Eutrope was elected abbot, and on 1 May, received the abbatial blessing from Bishop M. J. Spalding of Louisville, in the old cathedral of Bardstown. It was the first ceremony of the kind performed in North America. In 1859 Dom Eutrope resigned and returned to France. He left Dom Benedict Berger in charge, who was soon after elected abbot, and received the official blessing St. Catherine's Church, New Haven, Ky., 9 May, 1861. Dom Benedict insisted with true religious zeal on the observance of the rule, and under his administration the abbey buildings were finished. The church was solemnly consecrated by Archbishop Purcell of Cincinnati, 15 Nov., 1866. St. Benedict's Day, 21 July, 1867, Dom Benedict resigned his charge in 1889. The administration then passed to Dom M. Edward Chaix-Bourbon, who was elected abbot 9 May, 1890, and received the abbatial blessing in the church of the monastery, 29 September following. Dom Edward applied himself especially to improve the school attached to the abbey since its foundation. He erected new buildings, and transformed the old men's dormitory into a school room. By advice of physicians, he had to renounce his hopes of seeing Gethsemani again, and on 24 Jan., 1898, he was succeeded by Dom M. Edmond M. Obrecht, first appointed superior and shortly afterwards elected abbot by unanimous vote; he received the abbatial blessing at Gethsemani, 20 Oct., 1898. Through the generosity of Mgr. Batz of Milwaukee, Dom Edmund was able to create the splendid library which contains more than thirty thousand volumes of the principal authors on ecclesiastical sciences.

That the regime of La Trappe is entirely incompatible with the American temperament is a prejudice without foundation. The community has always numbered some, and now numbers over one-third, Americans amongst its religious, some of whom were raised in luxury, and all have found health and happiness at Gethsemani. Another prejudice is the belief that the Trappist life, being a penitent life, is only intended for criminals. Life at Gethsemani is the same as Cistercian life at Clairvaux, a life of contemplation and penance. Moreover, recent decrees of sovereign pontiffs and the constitutions of the order forbid the reception of men who have given public scandal. The community of Gethsemani is at present (1908) composed of 80 religious, of whom 34 members are priests, whilst the others are preparing themselves, by the regular studies, for the priesthood; 46 are lay brothers who are more especially engaged in the work of the farm.

The Abbey of Gethsemani: Relations of Dom Eutrope in Messenger of the Sacred Heart (1898); Pfannenstich, Illustrierte Geschichte der Trappisten (Paulsborn, 1875); Talton, Notices sur les monastères de la Trappe (Paris, 1853).

GEULINCK, ARNOLD. See OCCASIONALISM.

Gazeir (or Dezireh), seat of two Catholic residential sees, one Chaldean, the other Syrian. The Chaldean diocese has been known, at least since 410, as Beit-Zabda ("Notices et extraites des manuscrits", Paris, XXXVII, 272). Its bishop, John, assisted at a council in 497 (op. cit., 310, 316). Under the Nestorians the diocese was regarded as an episcopal, sometimes as an archiepiscopal see. Later, it was united to Quardou, a diocese of the Kurds, situated on the opposite bank of the Tigris (op. cit., 680). Since the re-election of the Chaldean Catholic Church by Pope Pius VII in 1821, and the foundation of the diocese of St. John, by Pope St. John Paul II in 1986, the diocese has been united to the Syriac Catholic Church. The city of Gazeir-ibn-Omar, so called to distinguish it from the Gazeir near Bagdad, is situated on the right bank of the Tigris, about 125 miles north of Mosul in the vilayet of Diarbekir. It has about ten thousand inhabitants, six thousand of whom are Christians and nine thousand Turkish Catholics. It contains the tombs of several Abbesses. The soil is well watered; there are superb forests of oaks, and a rich oil-well is situated at a distance of about twenty-five miles.

THURSTON, La Turquie d'Avant (Paris, 1903); Revue de l'orient chrétien (1906), p. 446; Missions Catholiques (1907), 805, 810.

S. VALEHÉ.
Größer, August Friedrich, German historian; b. at Calw, Württemberg, 5 March, 1803; d. at Karlsbad, 6 July, 1861. Obdient to the wishes of his parents, but against his own inclinations, he devoted himself to the study of theology; was a student at the "First Evangelical Seminary" in Tübingen from 1817–21, and from 1821–25 continued his studies in the higher seminary of the same place. He completed his education by a series of scientific travels through Switzerland and Italy, after which he returned to his Alma Mater. In 1829, he was appointed vicar in the city of Stuttgart. Having by this time lost all the faith in revealed religion, he became convinced that to continue his pastoral duties would involve him in serious conflicts; he therefore resigned his vicarage. At the recommendation of Victor von Bonstetten, a friend of his father, he was appointed third librarian of the public library of Stuttgart (1830) with the title of professor. During his numerous hours of leisure he applied himself with vigour and enthusiasm to the study of literature and history. As the fruit of these labours he published in the following year (1831) his work on "Philo und die judisch-alexandrinische Theosophie" (2 vols., Stuttgart, 1831). This monograph was his larger work entitled "Kritische Geschichte des Urchristentums" (Stuttgart, 1838, in 5 vols.). In it Größer, probably impelled by David F. Strauss's "Leben Jesu", sought to conceive historically the life and teaching of Christ, and, although writing as a rationalist throughout, he strongly disclaims being "an adherent of the modern champion of negative truths" (i. e. of Strauss). In the first part, with the sub-title "Das Jahr des Hells", he investigates the time in which Christ lived; in the second, entitled "Heilige Sage", he treats of the authenticity and literary character of the first three Gospels, and in the third, "Das Heiligtum und die Welt", he discusses the Gospel of St. John. The work, therefore, is a detailed investigation of the character and significance of the New Testament from an historical point of view, and is based on a wealth of materials. At the same time he studied the history of the Thirty Years War, and in 1835 (in Stuttgart) published "Gustav Adolf, König der Schweden und seine Zeit" (4th ed., 1863), in which by emphasizing the political rôle of the Swedish king he took a position diametrically opposed to the views previously held by Protestants.

An equally profound impression, especially in Catholic circles, was produced by his "Allgemeine Kirchengeschichte" (4 vols., Stuttgart, 1841–46). Closing with the year 1305, it brings into prominence the important part played by the Catholic Church in the development of the German Empire, and justly extols the policy of the popes. Shortly afterwards he was appointed professor of history at the Catholic University of Freiburg (Breisgau) and appointment which at first sight appears surprising, inasmuch as he was a rationalist, the results of whose investigations were not at all times in harmony with Christian doctrine. His call, however, is quite intelligible in view of the tendencies of his recent writings, and of his fair treatment of religious questions, which seemed to indicate a gradual return to more conservative religious opinions. In 1848, he was elected to the German Parliament at Frankfort as representative of a district of Württemberg; he belonged to the greater German party, and was a fanatical opponent of Prussia. It is a notable fact in Parliamentary history that he proposed a vote for the reunion of Catholics and Protestants, but only on condition that the Holy See would promise never to permit the Jesuits or Redemptorists to settle on German soil. In 1853 he entered the Catholic Church, after all the other members of his family had taken the same step. His later publications are: "Geschichte der ost- und westfriesischen Kortinge" (Freiburg, 1848, 2 vols.); "Die Urgeschichte des menschlichen Geschlechts" (Schaffhausen, 1855, 2 vols., incomplete), a demonstration that neither critical history nor the natural sciences, in treating of the origin and earliest history of the human race, can lay claim to certainty, when opposed to the earliest traditions of mankind and especially to Holy Writ; "Papst Gregor VII und sein Zeitalter" (Schaffhausen, 1859–61, in 7 vols.), a part of his "Church History", notable for its brilliant scholarship and conscientious research. Many volumes of lectures were published posthumously: "Geschichte des 18. Jahrhunderts" (Schaffhausen, 1862–73; Vols. 1—IV by Weise; second part of the fourth vol., not published), "Die Geschichtsgelehrte Volkerkreise im Mittelalter" (Schaffhausen, 1865, 2 vols.); "Byzantinische Geschichten" (Graz, 1872—74, 2 vols.). His "Prophete veteres pseudepigraphi latine versi" (Stuttgart, 1840), with translation, is critically unsatisfactory. Größer was a man of unusual ability; he possessed great acumen and great powers of bold and correct combination. He was a prolific author, although his literary researches were sometimes lacking in method.

Albrecht-Thim, A. F., Größer en seine Werken (Härtel, 1876), that he was the son of Christian Größer, Größer's son-in-law. Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, IX, 139—144: von Wrede, Deutsche Biographien, I, 300—304; Rosenwald, Conversationsführer, 1, 807 sqq.

Patricius Schläger.

Ghardaia, Prefecture Apostolic of, in the French Sahara, separated in 1901 from the Vicariate Apostolic of Sahara and the Soudan. It includes the region between the Prefecture Apostolic of Morocco, the Dioceses of Algeria and Tunis, the Mission of Tripoli, and 20° N. lat. The inhabitants number about 300,000, all Muslims, but of different races, such as Arabs and Berbers. In this vast region are nomadic Arab tribes, such as the Lajba, the Chama'a, and the Said Otba; there are sedentary populations in the oases, as those of the oases of Wargla (Uargla), Guerara, Tuat (Twat), Tedikelt, various tribes of the Tuaregs, and lastly the strong and important group of Mahdists in the district of Mrab, he possessed great acumen and great powers of bold and correct combination. He was a prolific author, although his literary researches were sometimes lacking in method.

At present the mission comprises three stations, Ghardaia, Wargla and Elgolea. Twelve missionaries and three lay brothers of the Congregation des Missionnaires d' Afrique (White Fathers) are employed at the different tasks pertaining to a mission in a Muslim country. Evangelical converts do not be at one point in such countries. The task of the missionaries is wholly one of preparation, requiring long and obscure toil of which statistics convey no adequate appreciation. It consists in overcoming by degrees, through benevolent intercourse, the exercise of charity, and instruction, the ancient prejudices which the Muslims bear towards Christians, prejudices that are rooted deeply in the very religion of Mohammed. Only insensibly, therefore, and through appreciation of the benefits conferred by the missionaries and through customary respect for the latter as men of God, do these peoples become detached from their traditions, and a new generation is raised which is possible to make numerous and permanent conversions, permanent precisely because more numerous, for occasional conversions amid Muslim surroundings are almost impossible.

Missiæ Catholicæ (Rome, 1907); Catholic Missions (Lon.); Annales de la propagation de la Foi (lyons, 1901—1909).

Charles Guérin.

Ghent, Diocese of (Gandensiis of Gandavensis), at present comprises the whole territory of East Flanders, one of the nine provinces of Belgium. It numbers 1,103,930 inhabitants and 362 parishes. The see was erected by Paul IV ("Super universi", 12 May, 1559) at the request of Philip II, King of Spain and sovereign of the Low Countries. Till that time Ghent had belonged to the Diocese of Tournai. Situated on the left bank of the Scheldt (Escaut), the new diocese
was bounded on the north by the western arm of that river, on the east by the new Dioceses of Antwerp and Mechlin, detached from Cambrai, on the south by Tournaie, and on the west by the new Diocese of Bruges ("Ex injuncto"), Pius IV, 1560, and "Regimini universalis Ecclesiae" especially for Ghent, 7 August, 1561. Previous to this Charles V had obtained from Paul III the secularization of the monks of the Abbey of Saint-Bavon, at Ghent (22 July, 1536), and in 1541 they transferred their chapter from the ancient abbey to the parochial church of St. John the Baptist, which henceforth bore the name of Saint-Bavon. In 1559 it was decided that this chapter should become that of the cathedral, and that at the death of Viglius, then mitred provost of said chapter, the revenues of the abbacy, or provostship, should become the episcopal revenues.

After the concordat between Pius VII and the French Council, Bonaparte (see Concordat of 1801), the pope called upon all the bishops of France to resign their sees. Prince de Lokkowitz, the Bishop of Ghent, had died at Münster in 1795 and had not been replaced. By the Bull "Qui Christi Dominii" (29 November, 1801), Pius VII suppressed all the ancient dioceses throughout the French Republic, and erected sixty new dioceses, among which he re-established that of Ghent, comprising the two departments of Escaut and Lys, i.e. the three ancient dioceses of Ghent, Bruges, and Ypres, to which was added a portion of Mechlin and Dutch Flanders. Gregory XVI detached the part appertaining to Holland (25 August, 1832) and by the erection of the See of Bruges (27 May, 1834), determined the present jurisdiction of the Diocese of Ghent. Ghent has had twenty-four bishops, of whom the last is Mgr Antoine Stillemans, consecrated 27 January, 1890. Among them, Cornelius Janssenius and Antoine Triest are deserving of more special notice. The former, who must not be confounded with Janssenius, Bishop of Ypres, the author of the "Augustinus," was professor of theology at Louvain when Philip II sent him as his representative to the Council of Trent. On his return to Flanders, he was named by the king first Bishop of Ghent, in 1568, and this nomination was confirmed by Pius IV on 6 July of the same year. His numerous and learned commentaries on the Holy Scriptures reveal in him an exegete of great merit. The seventh bishop, Antoine Triest, occupied the see from 1622 to 1637. He was a veritable Mecenas and the cathedral of Saint-Bavon is indebted to him for most of the masterpieces which adorn it. His generosity towards the poor found expression in important charitable foundations and in the zeal which he displayed in the establishment at Ghent of the Mont de Piété, an institution founded to lend to the poor without interest. Bishop Triest bequeathed considerable sums to this work.

In 1813, during the episcopate of the Prince de Brogie (1807–1821), the seminarians of Ghent offered an heroic resistance to the despoticism of Napoleon. The emperor held the bishop prisoner and twice sought to wrest from him his resignation. He undertook to name a successor, and sent as Bishop of Ghent a canon of Dijon, M. de la Brue de Saint-Bauzille, but all the clergy, with the exception of thirty out of a thousand priests, refused to recognize him. Being called upon to submit to the intruder, the seminarians offered an energetic refusal, were compelled to enter the imperial regiments, and were taken, some to Wœlz, the others to Paris. Many subsequently died at Wœlz as a result of contagious diseases and privations of every sort, but all remained faithful to their motto: "Rather soldiers than schismatics."

During the episcopate of Mgr Delebecque (1838–64) nine American bishops sent two of their colleagues to ask priests from the Diocese of Ghent, intending to place under their direction and instruction the seminary which they proposed to found at Troy, New York. Mgr Delebecque acceded to this request, and in the month of August, 1864, MM. van den Hende, Gabriels (now Bishop of Ogdensburg), Roelants, and Puissant embarked for America. The Diocese of Ghent continued its collaboration in the seminary at Troy until July, 1896. It was also at Ghent and under the auspices of Mgr Delebecque that the work was founded, in 1859, which is now known as le Denier de Saint Pierre, i.e. Peter's Pence.

Among the clergy of Ghent Jean-François Van de Velde (1743–1823) is most deserving of notice. While he acquired a well-merited reputation as professor of Holy Scripture at the University of Louvain, and his published and manuscript works place him in the front rank of the theologians of his time, he is chiefly entitled to notice for the important part which he played in the religious affairs of his country, first, under Joseph II, by his intrepid opposition to the decrees with regard to marriage (1784), and later, under Napoleon, by his decisive intervention at the national council, which the emperor assembled at Paris in 1811, and where, as the counsellor of Mgr de Brogie, he presented a "Mémoire sur l'incompétence du concile national à changer la discipline de l'Eglise, en vertu de laquelle le Pape seul donne l'institution canonique aux évêques nommés" (Memorandum concerning the incompetency of the national council to alter the discipline of the Church, in virtue of which the pope alone confers canonical institution on the nominated bishops). One who was well entitled to be called "the Vincent de Paul of Belgium" also deserves mention. The inexhaustible charity of Canon Pierre-Joseph Triest (1760–1836) was extended to all human miseries, and for their more efficacious relief he founded in succession the Sisters of Charity (1803), the Brothers of Charity (1807), the "Association of Maternal Charity" (1822), the Brothers of St. John of God (1825), and the Sisters of the Holy Childhood of Jesus (1835).
We shall only pay the first and only second of these institutions, the development of which was truly extraordinary. The Sisters of Charity now number more than 1300, and their benevolent activity is spread throughout Belgium, Holland, England, the Congo, India (Punjab), and Ceylon. They are engaged not only in the instruction of children, but give intelligent and devoted care to deaf mutes, the insane and incurables. In Europe more than 6000 infants are sheltered in their houses. The Congregation of the Brothers of Charity, which numbers about 1000 religious, is spread throughout Belgium and has been extended successively to Canada, the United States, England, Ireland, and the Netherlands. At present it possesses 44 establishments where more than 6000 insane, aged, and sick persons and many other unfortunate are cared for.

Brothers teach and care for more than 11,000 children and poor youths, 440 deaf mutes, 500 mentally ill persons, 450 youthful delinquents and 1000 foundlings.

Truly remarkable religious monuments of the diocese are: the cathedral of Saint-Bavon and the churches of Saint-Nicholas, Saint-Jacques, and Saint-Michel at Ghent, the church of Saint-Martin at Alost, and the churches of Notre-Dame and Sainte-Walburge at Oudenaarde. From an architectural point of view the cathedral of Saint-Bavon at Ghent is one of the most beautiful churches in Belgium and is undoubtedly the richest in objects of art. Among its numerous works of sculpture the tomb of Bishop Triest, by Jérôme Duquesnoy, is incontestably the masterpiece, and has been rightly called "the most beautiful work of national statuary". The cathedral of Ghent is deservedly famous for the immortal altar-piece of the brothers Hubert and Jan Van Eyck, known as "The Adoration of the Lamb", which was completed in 1432. The cathedral now possesses only the central panel of the picture, the most important portion of the work. The side panels are at Berlin and at Brussels.
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University of Ghent

Weber said: "The University of Ghent is the first and only second of these institutions, the development of which was truly extraordinary. The Sisters of Charity now number more than 1300, and their benevolent activity is spread throughout Belgium, Holland, England, the Congo, India (Punjab), and Ceylon. They are engaged not only in the instruction of children, but give intelligent and devoted care to deaf mutes, the insane and incurables. In Europe more than 6000 infants are sheltered in their houses. The Congregation of the Brothers of Charity, which numbers about 1000 religious, is spread throughout Belgium and has been extended successively to Canada, the United States, England, Ireland, and the Netherlands. At present it possesses 44 establishments where more than 6000 insane, aged, and sick persons and many other unfortunate are cared for.

Brothers teach and care for more than 11,000 children and poor youths, 440 deaf mutes, 500 mentally ill persons, 450 youthful delinquents and 1000 foundlings.

Truly remarkable religious monuments of the diocese are: the cathedral of Saint-Bavon and the churches of Saint-Nicholas, Saint-Jacques, and Saint-Michel at Ghent, the church of Saint-Martin at Alost, and the churches of Notre-Dame and Sainte-Walburge at Oudenaarde. From an architectural point of view the cathedral of Saint-Bavon at Ghent is one of the most beautiful churches in Belgium and is undoubtedly the richest in objects of art. Among its numerous works of sculpture the tomb of Bishop Triest, by Jérôme Duquesnoy, is incontestably the masterpiece, and has been rightly called "the most beautiful work of national statuary". The cathedral of Ghent is deservedly famous for the immortal altar-piece of the brothers Hubert and Jan Van Eyck, known as "The Adoration of the Lamb", which was completed in 1432. The cathedral now possesses only the central panel of the picture, the most important portion of the work. The side panels are at Berlin and at Brussels.

BELLIN, Histoire chronologique des évêches de Gand (Ghent, 1772); Almanach du clergé de Gand (Ghent, 1880-1909); KERNEN, Journal historique et littéraire (Liège, 1834-35 to 1861-62); CLAEBOURG, Quelques éclaircissements sur l'établissement des évêchés dans les Pays-Bas (Louvain, 1820); VAN DER MORSE, Récit de la persécution endurée par les séminaristes du diocèse de Gand (Ghent, 1863). Consult also NAMÉRICO, Consolat de France (Ghent, 1894); BRACQ, Vie de Brugge (Ghent, 1844); LAYAINT, Vie de Mgr Brussels (Ghent, 1897); DABON, Vie de Mgr Lambert (Alost, 1836); DROCHER, Jans Van De Velde (St. Nicholas, 1897); FABIRE, Histoire du petit séminaire de St-Nicolas (St. Nicholas, 1898); Centenaire de la Congrégation des Frères de la Cité (Madras, 1906); KERNEN DE VOLKAKEN, Les églises de Gand (Ghent, 1857); GOETZEBEUR, L'Eglise cathédrale de St-Bavo (Ghent, 1899); VAN DE GHETYN, La cathédrale de St.-Bavo.

G. VAN DE GHETYN.

Ghibelines. See GUELPHS AND GHIBELINES.

Ghiberti, LORENZO DI CONE, sculptor; b. at Florence about 1381; d. there, December, 1455. He ubered in the early Renaissance in his native city of Florence as a sculptor in bronze, just as Massaccio led the way in the art of painting, and Brunellesco in architecture. In a competition for the best design for the second bronze door, he was on the north side of the baptistery, Ghiberti carried off the coveted prize by the merchants' guild of Florence in 1401; among his many rivals was Brunellesco. The designs presented by Ghiberti and Brunellesco, the subject of which was the Sacrifice of Isaac, are preserved in the Museo Nazionale of Florence. The work of Andrea Pisano on the south portal served as a model for the north portal. The style of the Trecento (Italian Renaissance of the fourteenth century) is apparent in the typical heads, in the lines, and the somewhat stiff character of the action, but there is more freedom in the forms, the expression, and the handling of the spaces. The wings of the doors are divided by vertical and horizontal bands into twenty-eight panels, in each of which the relief is enclosed in a modified quatrefoil. The jambs lintels and friezes are decorated with leaves and flowers. At the angles of the panels are the heads of prophets and of sibyls. The twenty upper scenes are taken from the Old Testament, and represent the four Evangelists and four Fathers of the Church. The whole composition is sober, pleasing, and harmonious. This portal finished (1403-1424), Ghiberti undertook the eastern, main portal, the work in this showing greater freedom in the treatment and advance in style. It includes ten scenes from the Old Testament, most of which are subdivided into several subjects. The reliefs produce a pictorial effect by reason of the number of figures, perspective, grouping, landscape and architectural background. They were completed in 1452. Ghiberti here shows himself in the development of sculpture the rival of his contemporary Massaccio. In fact he compels the less responsive art of sculpture to vie with the more vivacious sister art of painting. His "Paradise", for instance, includes a number of lesser subjects from the creation of Adam to his expulsion from Eden; the foremost figures are almost in the round, the relief becoming less marked as the figures, that at the same time grow smaller, recede from the foreground. His effort to follow nature is furthermore shown by the character expressed in the faces and the action; there is withal no loss of grace or beauty. Ghiberti is a master of technical; his perspicacity is everywhere evident, everywhere ornament. Vases containing vines intertwined with fruits and supporting the figures of various animals, adorn the frames of the doors. Each wing has a separate frame ornamented with statuettes in niches divided from each other by decorative busts. Of this gate Michelangelo declared that it was worthy to be the entrance of Paradise. Ghiberti himself, in a description of the work found among his papers, pronounced it his foremost achievement. In one of the small medallions of the framework of the house, doubtless with a just pride in his achievement, he has preserved his own signature: the same high art characterizes his treatment of the reliquary of St. Zenobius in the cathedral of Florenc. On three sides are scenes descriptive of the miracles of the saint, the fourth is adorned with a wreath and angels. The reliquary of San Giacinto is decorated with hovering angels, but on the front only. Among the works given by Ghiberti the best relief of Leonardo Dati in Santa Maria Novella deserves especial mention. The church of Or San Michele possesses many specimens of the new plastic art of this era of the Renaissance, among them three statues by Ghiberti, the latest and best of the three being that of St. Stephen. Among the ornaments that in these large statues exhibit one weakness of the master, i.e., the treatment of draperies and the pose. Originally a goldsmith, and working mostly in relief,
he lacked practice in the larger style of sculpture. In fact, from Vasari’s time, Ghiberti was often unduly admired. He falls optionally below some of his contemporaries in sharp characterization, in vigorous movement and unaffected naturalness. It must, however, be admitted that in contrast to the harsh realism of Donatello he observed always the dictates of grace and beauty, approaching therein Lucca della Robbia. His art belongs to a period of transition. Clear traces of the earlier Gothic art survive in Ghiberti, e.g. the mannerism of his slender and pleasing rather than expressive figures, also a similar treatment of the background. On the other hand his study of classic art is visible in the draperies and often in the heads of his figures. His fidelity to nature, moreover, developed in him a strong drift towards realism.

His sense of the beautiful and his originality stamp Ghiberti as the precursor of Raphael. He was no pioneer like Donatello, yet his work, especially his bronze doors, had a lasting influence on his successors. In him native genius was aided by reflection and theory. In a certain sense, therefore, a new era in art may be said to date from him. In his “Commentaries” he critically reviewed the development of art from the time of Ghiberti to his own day. While giving an account of his own works he clearly suggested that he consciously strove after a new art. He seems to characterize himself in his description of the second bronze gate, when he says: “In this work I sought to imitate nature as closely as possible, both in proportions and in perspective as well as in the beauty and picturesqueness of the composition and the numbers of figures, some of these scenes contain nearly one hundred figures, others less, but all were executed with the utmost care; the buildings appear as seen by the eye of one who gazes on them from a distance.”

Pezz, Vasari’s Vita di Lorenzo Ghiberti with the Commentaries of Ghiberti (Berlin, 1888); Perkin, Historical Handbook of Italian Sculpture (London, 1883); Imm, Ghiberti et son ecole (Paris, 1886).
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years of age, is disfigured by the coarse realism of Cassagnano. His "Virgin Most Pituif ular" (Vergine della Misericordia) follows yet the medieval conventionalism, but is remarkable for the beauty of its portrait, in which Ghirlandajo always excelled. Up to this point his artistic genius seems to have taken a definite form and to have changed but little in its development. There was little time for anything except the regular pursuit of his work in the life of this tireless artist. His enormous output covers a space of little more than fifteen years (1475–1491), and owing to its steady progress can scarcely be divided into periods. Untroubled by passion or conflict his genius grew and expanded like a flower. Though one of the most accomplished artists of the fifteenth century, his life exhibits none of the troubles, complex situations, or contradictions that meet us in the stormy life of Botticelli. The first characteristic work of the young master was executed when he was twenty-five (1475), in the collegiate church of San Gimignano. He drew his inspiration from the life of Santa Fina, a maiden of that city who died in the odour of sanctity on 12 March, 1254 (de' Medici, "Vita di Santa Fina", Siena, 1781), to whose memory a chapel had recently been erected (1468) by Giuliano and Benedetto da Majano. The two scenes treated by the artist, the "Vision" of the Saint and her "Burial", exhibit all the elements of his future great work. The first scene is on a large scale, is treated with much taste and in a familiar manner as was permitted to an Italian artist. In the "Burial" of the Saint something more personal appeals to us. The simple local event, the mere abolution pronounced over the remains of a sainted maiden, is magnified and elevated to a lofty and powerful significance, in the treatment of the assembled multitude. It is no longer an ordinary burial; the entire city, represented by its clergy, magistrates, and citizens, assists at the function, while the beautiful towers of San Gimignano are shown as decoration of the background. In reality what he seeks to put before us is an entire society harmoniously grouped; the picture is a serene portrayal of national life and a triumph of national sentiment. Of a short journey to Rome about this time we possess no accurate information; the artist returned to Florence at the request of St. Jerome at Ognissanti and his famous fresco of the "Last Supper" in the refectory of the same convent (1480). This very noble composition is the most idealistic of the artist's works, the only one in which he deals with abstract concepts and does not depict contemporary life.

The series of his great works began with a second journey to Rome. From 27 October, 1481, to 15 March, 1482, the artist was at work in the Sistine Chapel. In these six months he painted six portraits of popes and two large frescoes, the "Resurrection" (over which, in the sixteenth century, a mediocre Flemish artist had painted), and the "Call of the Apostles". The latter, with Perugino's "Giving of the Keys to St. Peter", is yet the chief masterpiece of that period of Sistine decoration. On his way back to Florence, he painted an "Annunciation" (1482) at San Gimignano. The remainder of his life seems to have been passed at Florence, where three great undertakings absorbed his activity. From 1482 to 1484, he executed at the Palazzo della Signoria the "Maestà di San Zenobio" and the noble frescoes "illustrative of the "Life of St. Francis". They were not finished when he received the order for his greatest work, the fifteen frescoes of the "Life of St. John the Baptist" and the "Life of the Virgin" which adorn the Tornabuoni chapel in Santa Maria Novella. These paintings, finished in 1490, are rightfully numbered among the most celebrated in Florence. They are Ghirlandajo's most popular work, and are reckoned among the greatest Italian masterpieces. Their merit is not owing to the subject. Dramatic emotion is entirely absent. Never did an artist, not even Michelangelo in the incident of the Medici, permit himself such liberties with his esthetic subject; or presume in the face of all tradition and probability to substitute arbitrarily a subject chosen in conformity with his own tastes and preferences. Only rarely, and in uninteresting traits, does Ghirlandajo force himself to serious conformity with the conventional treatment of his subject.

As a rule Ghirlandajo avoids representing movement. His calm and clear imagination, well-ordered and harmonious, is better adapted to depicting neutral gestures and attitudes nearly always borrowed from daily life. In most of his scenes and those the most beautiful, e.g. the "Visitation", the historical motif and the actual event are of no moment. The gospel theme is reduced to a minimum, and becomes a mere pretext for a great and magnificently conceived "tableau de mœurs", or representation of contemporary life. The beautiful everywhere diffused, reality in its highest forms, the artistic setting of things, daily life with its infinite variety of subjects, constitute the inexhaustible charm of these marvellous scenes, in which one must not seek depth, emotion, or poetry. No one ever conceived the life about him under such graceful and noble forms of expression, and compelled therefore to substitute for the great drama of the past the multitude of the spectacle of the present, he nevertheless attained, under the circumstances, the highest flights of fancy. Instead of the always hypothetical reconstruction of an imaginary scene, we have the thousand-fold more valuable representation of the very world in which the artist lived, and at one of the periods in which life seems to have been most agreeable. The Florentine republic, at its most dazzling height, lives again for us in these incomparable frescoes. Still earlier, in his "Call of the Apostles", he painted the entrance of a group of fifty figures foreign to the subject portraits of the principal Florentines then in Rome. In his "Visitation" we behold Florentine ladies of the middle class out walking. In "Zachary driven from the Temple" we admire the portrait of the charming Lorenzo Tornabuoni, prince of the Florentine youth and husband of the beautiful Giovanna Alabissi, also those of the artist himself and of his brothers. But it is in the "Apparition of the Angel to Zachary" that this realism finds its fullest expression. This interview, which must have taken place in the retirement of the sanctuary, is presented by the artist before the thirty members of the body of angels, significantly staged on the steps of the Temple. It is in fact a solemn glorification of the great line of Florentine bankers who built this admirable chapel.
aforesaid “Life of St. Francis” may be recognized the banker Sassetti, Lorenzo de’ Medici, Agnolo Acciaiuoli, Paolo Strozzi; in the Sistine Chapel fresco the scholar Argyropoulos, etc.

Behind these living persons it is Florence itself which forms the background of the scene, that admirably well to the end of the sixteenth century in which Botticelli, Leonardo, Angelo Poliziano, and Michelangelo were then living. In the “Life of St. Francis” are depicted the square of the Trinità with the old bridge of Taddeo Gaddi, the façade of the Spinelli and Gianfigliazzi palaces, the Signoria, with the Marzoeco and the Loggia of Oregna. In the “Visitazione,” the view of Florence is that seen from the back of San Miniato (background of the picture of the “Virgin of the Donor”) by H. Van Eyck at the Louvre with the dome of Brunelleschi, the campanile of Giotto, and the tower of the Signoria. Profusely scattered through these pictures are Renaissance ornaments, decorated pilasters, the “petti” friezes like those of the famous tribune of Donatello—“Naivety of the Virgin”—terra-cottas of della Robbia, antique bas-reliefs—“Appearance of the Angel to Zachary”—quite a museum of the artistic fancies of Florence. In the “Preaching of St. John the Baptist,” the figure of the saint is borrowed from Donatello, while in the audience seated behind him among the hearers in the foreground is the reproduction of a celebrated antique, “the Child with the Goose.” But he is most admirable in his power of creating new “antiques”, i.e. of grasping at once their counterparts in actual life. Italian art possesses nothing more beautiful, more Attic, than certain of his “canophs” or young girls of the people, e.g. who form the retinue in the “Marriage of the Virgin”, or the exquisite figure filling a bronze water-basin in the “Naivety.” In fact all this ideal summary of Florentine life breathes the pride and joy expressed in the “Zachary” and the “Angel,” by the inscription: “The year 1490, when the city beautiful among the beautiful, illustrious for her wealth, victories, arts and monuments, was sweetly enjoying abundance, health and peace.”

Ghirlandajo executed several altar-pieces, e.g. the charming “Madonna Inesnati” (Uffizi), the “Adoration of the Shepherds” (1485, Adoration of the Magi” (1488, Hospital of the Innocents) and the “Visitazione” of the Louvre (1491). His portraits, however, are most truly characteristic of his genius. The most exquisite of these, that of Giovanna degli Albizzi (1488, Paris, former Kann collection) has no equal in Florentine portraiture of the fifteenth century, and is far superior to Botticelli’s famous “Bella Simonetta”: indeed, it can scarcely be compared with any other than that of Pollaiuolo at Chantilly. Finally, the “Old Man and the Child” at the Louvre is a work of incomparable ingenuity, displaying a cordiality perhaps unique in Italian art. The picture is one of those which most forcibly recall Flemish good nature; its tenderness and grace of sentiment compel us to overlook the ugliness of the model. About 1480 Ghirlandajo married Costanza di Bartolomeo Nucci (d. 1485). By her he had two sons, Bartolommeo, b. 1481, who entered the Camaldolese Order; and Filippo, b. 5 Feb., 1483, who was like his father a painter. In 1488 the artist took as his second wife Antonia di ser Paolo di Simone Paolo. He died, almost suddenly, of a malignant fever, at the age of forty-five years. His seniety and his joy in life are typical of the Florentine genius prior to the mystical crisis and the deep emotions of that Column. Raphael’s picture was to let the tears of Savonarola, and interfered so profoundly with the artistic vocation of a Botticelli and a Fra Bartolommeo. Ghirlandajo was a joyous soul, amiable, productive, somewhat impersonal, and had the rare good fortune to represent perfectly the Florentine spirit in its golden prime. Like Carpanco at Venice he is perhaps the most national of the Italian masters. He was the instructor of Michelangelo.

Ghislain, SAINT, confessor and anchorite in Belgium; b, in the first half of the seventh century; d, at St-Ghislain (Ursidongus), 9 October, c. 680. He was probably of German origin. Ghislain lived in the province of Hainault (Belgium) in the time of St. Amand (d. 679) and Saints Waudru, Aldegonde, and Madelberthe. With great care he made a clearing in the vicinity of Castricum (now Mons, in Hainaut), taking up later his abode at a place called Ursidongus, where he built an oratory or chapel dedicated to Saints Peter and Paul. Aubert, Bishop of Cambrai, summoned him to the episcopal see in order to sound the intercession of this saint, an unknown hermit, but he afterwards accorded him efficient protection. During his visit to Cambrai Ghislain spent some time in the villa of Roisin and received as a gift the estates of Celles and Hornu. He soon entered into relations with St. Waudru, who was induced by him to build a monastery at Castricum. In his former place of residence the chapel which Ghislain influenced the religious vocation of St. Aldegonde, Abbess of Maubeuge, also of St. Madelberthe and St. Aldestrude, of whom the first was the sister and the last two the daughters of St. Waudru. One day Aldegonde, in her monastery of Maubeuge, had a vision in which, according to her biographer, the death of St. Amand, Bishop of Tongres, was revealed to her. Ghislain visited the saint in her villa of Mairieu, near Maubeuge, and explained to her that the vision was an announcement of her own approaching death. The intercourse between Ghislain and Aldegonde brought about a perfect understanding between Maubeuge and the monastery founded at Ursidongus under Ghislain’s direction. St. Waudru rewarded his counsellor with a portion of the villa of Frameries and of the oratory of St-Quentin, comprised within the boundaries of the villa of Quaregnon. Ghislain died at Ursidongus, and the monastery he founded took his name. The relics of the saint were first disinterred c. 929. They were transferred to Grandieu, near Quaregnon, about the end of the tenth century or the beginning of the eleventh, and in 1025 Gerar I, Bishop of Cambrai, removed them to Cateau-Cambresis. They were visited several times in the course of the Middle Ages by the Bishops of Cambrai. In 1647 they were removed to St-Ghislain, of which place our saint is patron. His feast is celebrated 9 October, and his intercession is sought to ward off convulsions from children. In iconography he is frequently represented with a bear or bear’s cub beside him. This is an allusion to the popular legend which relates that a bear, pursued in the chase by King Dagobert, sought refuge with Ghislain and later showed him the place where he should establish a monastery. Moreover, the site of the saint’s cell was called Ursidongus, “bear’s den.”

Ghost Dance, the principal ceremonial rite of a peculiar Indian religion which originated about 1887
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L. Van der Eszen.
with Wovoka, a handsome Jack Wilson, an Indian of the Piute tribe in Nevada. He claimed to have obtained his revelation in a vision in which he had been taken into the spirit world and talked with God, Who had promised a speedy return of the old Indian life through the reincarnation of all the dead Indians, the buffalo and other animals upon whose very bones his life would be advancing from the west and would push before it the alien whites to their own proper country beyond the ocean, while the Indian believers would be taken up, as by wings, upon the new surface and there reunited with their old-time friends. By performance of the prescribed 'ances' (of which there was a multiplication through the 'dancing' and 'chanting') and the avoiding of excessive consumption, the ceremonies would be hastened, while in the frequent hypnotic trances brought about by the efforts of the priests the more sensitive subjects were enabled to anticipate the event in visions.

The belief spread among nearly all the tribes eastward of the Missouri, and produced much excitement for several years, until several dates for the great change had passed without realization of the prophecy, when the ferment gradually subsided. In Dakota it led indirectly to an outbreak among the Sioux in the winter of 1890-1, notable events of which were the killing of Young Bull and the massacre of White Knees. In the dance, men and women together held hands, facing towards the centre, and danced slowly in a circle, singing the ghost songs, without instrumental accompaniment, while the priests within the circle brought the more sensitive subjects into the trance condition by means of hypnotizing performances. An essential doctrine of the new religion was the brotherhood of man, and in consequence of this all acts and ceremonies of a warlike nature were prohibited.


James Mooney.

Giannone, Pietro, Italian historian, b. 7 May, 1876, at Ischitella in the province of Capitana, Naples; d. at Turin, 27 March, 1748. He received his first instruction in the house of his uncle, Gaetano Argento, a lawyer, and after having received the degree of Doctor of Law at Naples he began to practise his profession, following the example of his father. He devoted all his leisure time to the study of history. After preparatory work extending over a period of twenty years, he published under the title 'Delle istorie civile del regno di Napoli, dal 1168 a 1715' (1723, 4 vols.) a work which created a great sensation, especially on account of its bitter anti-eclesiastical bias, which led to its repeated translation into English and German. In it Giannone combined a narrative of political matters, founded on historical sources, with an interesting description of the juridical and moral condition of the country; but as he ascribes all existing evils to the malignant influence of the Church, especially the Roman Curia, we may justly assume it a compilation of biased attacks and misstatements. It was immediately put on the Index and its author excommunicated and forced to leave Naples. He went to Vienna, where he was presented by Emperor Charles VI. He was readmitted to the Church soon after by the Archbishop of Naples who was in Vienna at the time. Having forfeited his pension in 1744 Giannone went to Venice, but the Government, suspecting him on account of his political opinions, surrounded him with spies. He tried to gain the Goodwill of the Doge by writing a pamphlet and entitled: "Letters interno al dominio del mare Adriatico", eulogizing Venice's conquest of the Adriatic; he was unsuccessful and was forcibly expelled in the following year. After wandering to and fro for a while he accepted the hospitality of an old bookseller in Genoa. There he composed his important anti-clerical essay: "Il triregno ossia del regno del cielo, della terra e del papa" (Genova, 1735, 2nd ed. Rome, 1895, 3 vols.). Enticed to a village in Savoy, he was arrested, imprisoned in the fortress of Ceva, and transported thence to Turin, where he died. It is reported that before his death he was reconciled with the Church. Giannone's posthumous works are: "Opere postume" (Laussanne, 1760; enlarged, Venice, 1765, 2nd ed.); "Opere postume" (Laussanne, 1765; new ed.); "Opere postume" (Laussanne, 1765; 2nd ed.). The first volume contains: "Apologia dell' istoria civile del regno di Napoli; the second: "Indice generale dell' opere dei tre regni". His collected works appeared in Milan (5 vols., 1858.). Later, Mancini published his posthumous works in two volumes (Turin, 1859), entitled "Opere colti e annotati delle opere del Padre Giannone sopra gli annali di Tito Livio"; "Le chiese sotto il pontificato di Gregorio il Grande". The autobiography of Giannone was published by Pierantoni (Rome, 1890).

Nouvelle Biographie Generale (Paris, 1858), XX. 421-424.

Patrius Schlagel.

Gibault and Batrun, a Maronite residential see. Gibail is merely the modern name of Byblos (q. v.) a town of Phoenicia. The diocese, the See of Gibail, and Batrun, is nominally under the Maronite patriarch through auxilliary bishops, comprises the civil districts of Ehden, Bcharr, Gibail and Batrun. It numbers 70,000 faithful, 470 priests, 277 churches and chapels, 14 convents of Bala- dites containing 177 religious, 2 of Apelles containing 8 religious, and 2 of Oblates containing 11 religious. There are also two religious houses in which there are 58 sisters. The patriarch resides at Bkerkey, where the patriarchal seminary of Saint-Jean-Maron is also situated, in which there are 30 students. Another seminary containing 32 students has been opened at Rachay. The question of dividing the diocese in such a manner that Gibail should form one diocese, and Batrun another, has been much discussed in recent years. Gibail is a town of about 1000 inhabitants, nearly all of whom are Christians, 650 being Maronites. There are 13 churches; three of them dating from the Crusades are very beautiful. The Catholic Melchite title of Gibail is united to that of Beirut; since 1902 the schismatic Melchite Diocese of Gibail is distinct from Beirut, and has jurisdiction over the mountainous region of Lebanon.

Missiones Catholicæ (Rome, 1907), 818.

S. Vaillot.

Gibault, Pierre, missionary, b. at Montreal, Can- ada, 1737; d. at New Madrid, about 1804; son of Pierre Gibault, curé of Cape Vincent, 1728-37. He was educated at the seminary of Quebec, and ordained a priest 19 March, 1768. Shortly afterwards he was sent by Bishop Briand as missionary, with the title of Vicar-General, to Illinois. In July he arrived at Michilimackinac, where he spent a week attending to the religious wants of the Catholics, some of whom had not seen a priest for many years. By September he had fixed his residence at Kaskaskia. Later he re- sided successively at St. Genevieve, Vincennes, and Cahokia. In February, 1770, he visited Vincennes, where he found religion in a deplorable state. During the sojourn of two months at this place he converted a Presbyterian family, and became their pastor among the Catholics. In this year also, he blessed the little wooden chapel that had been erected at Pain- court, the present site of St. Louis. In spite of many difficulties and in the face of grave dangers incident to long journeys, he succeeded in vastly improving religious conditions in the scattered missions of the sur- rounding country. His journeys led him to such dis- tant points as Peoria, Ouiatenon, St. Joseph's, and Michilimackinac. In 1775 he wrote to the Bishop of Quebec: "This is the fourth voyage I have taken, the shortest of which was five hundred leagues." For a long time he was the only priest in Illinois and Iow-a. When George Rogers Clark captured Kaskaskia, in 1778, it was largely owing to Father Gibault's
influence that the inhabitants submitted without protest, and took the oath of allegiance to the Commonwealth of Virginia. Through his influence also the people of Cahokia took the same step. As a volunteer agent of Clark he then proceeded to Vincennes, and won the people of that post to the American cause. In consequence of his services, and of the approbation of the Indians, he had the right of inspecting their territory. In 1791 he left Illinois, then a part of the Diocese of Baltimore, and retired to the Spanish territory beyond the Mississippi.

Gibbons, James. See Baltimore, Archidioceze of.

Gibbons, John, Jesuit theologian and controversialist; b. 1544, at or near Wells, Somersetshire; d. 1623. He went as a youth to the University of Oxford, and in 1561, but left the university without a degree. After studying philosophy and theology for seven years in the German College, Rome, he obtained the doctorate in both, 1576. Gregory XIII gave him the canonry in the Cathedral of Bonn, in Germany, but he resigned this on entering the Society of Jesus at Trier, in 1578. In the college of this latter place he filled successively the offices of professor, professor of theology, professor of Sacred Scripture, prefect of studies, and rector. Though remarkable for his zeal, charity, and admirable administrative ability, he became more eminent on account of his controversial talents, which he displayed in frequent contests with the Lutherans of Germany. When Dr. Allen asked Father Gibbons as a fit candidate for the English mission, the latter wrote both to the Society of Jesus in Rome, and Dr. Allen, that he hoped he should give no disedication by saying that he had not the spiritual strength necessary for such an enterprise, but that he would lend it all the assistance in his power.

Among his literary works must be mentioned: "De planctu et victoria Catholicae Artis, contra Calvino-Papistas et Puritanos" (Trier, 1583). The work was republished on a larger scale in 1588 and 1594, by Dr. John Bridgewater, who numbered among his assistants Cardinal Allen and Dr. Humphrey Elv. Dr. Bridgewater also edited (see, however, Dict. Nat. Biog., s. v.) a posthumous work of Gibbons entitled "Confutatio virissimae disputationis theologicae in qua Georgius Sohn, Professor Academiae Heidelbergensis, conatus est docere Pontifici Romanum esse Antichristum a prophetia et apostolis predicatum" (Trier, 1589). The Calvinst aspersions on the Roman pontiff are disposed of without much difficulty.

Gibbons, Richard, brother of Father John Gibbons, b. at Winchester, 1550 or 1549; d. at Douai, 23 June, 1632. After making his early studies in England, and completing a two years' course in philosophy at Louvain and in the German College at Rome, he entered the novitiate with the Jesuits, 1576, and continued his studies for three years. After his ordination, he taught mathematics for thirteen years, philosophy for ten, scholastic theology for three and for some time also Hebrew and Scripture, dividing his time between Italy, Spain, Portugal, France, and Belgium. For a while he occupied the offices of prefect of studies at Louvain, and of preacher in the Jesuit College at St-Omer. His later years were spent at Douai, printing ancient manuscripts, and in translating editing, and annotating, ancient religious works. The following deserve to be noticed: "Historia admiranda Jesu Christi stigmatibus ab Alphonso Paleolo Archipiscopi. II. Bononiensis explicantia. Accessit tomus II . . . Historiae admirandae . . . complectens M. Vigerii S. R. E. Cardinale de praecepto et praenotatorio Incaniari Vitae . . . v. (Douai, 1616). . . "R. P. Francisci Ribera . . . in librum Duodecim Prophetarum commentarii . . ." (Douai, 1612). "Historia Anglicana Ecclesiastica: a primis gentibus susceptae fidei incunabulis ad nostra fere tempora deducta . . . autore Nicolao Harpsfeldio" (Douai, 1622). "Ludovici de Ponte Meditacionum de Vita et Passione Christi, Libri II, ex Hispanico in Latinum versi" (Cologne, 1612). "A Spiritual Doctrine, containing a Rule to Live Wel, with divers Praiers" (Louvain, 1599). "Meditations upon the Mysteries of our Holy Faith, with the Practice of Mental Praier . . ." (Douai, 1610). "The First Part of the Meditations of the Passion and Resurrection of Christ our Saviour" (1614). "Translation of Bellarmine's Christian Doctrine".

Gibert, Jean-Pierre, canonist; b. at Aix, Provence, in 1660; d. at Paris in 1736. He became a cleric at an early age, receiving the tonsure only; he studied at Aix, and became doctor of theology and canon law. He taught ecclesiastical law in the seminaries of Toulon and Aix, and settled in Paris in 1703, where he lived and worked in retirement.

His principal works are: "Doctrina canonum in corpore juris inclusorum, circa consensum parentum requisiitum ad matrimonium filiorum minorum" (Paris, 1709); "Institutiones eclecticae et beneficiaciae sui principes privatae, et prin. cipis ad voluntatem et studium dei, et eandem descriptionem sacrae et divinae" (Paris, 1719); "Defensio et explication de l'Eglise gallicane concernant les censure et l'irregularité considérées en général et en particulier" (Paris, 1724 and 1750); "Tradition ou Histoire de l'Eglise sur le sacrement de mariage" (Paris, 1725); "Consultations canoniques sur les sacrements" (Paris, 1725); "Consensus canonum" (Paris, 1735); "Concerning the order of the Sacrament: a mystical and general dissertation concerning the natural order of digestion, the heat of the elements, the emission from the泄continuity, and what may be the satisfactions of the sacrament" (Geneva, 1736; Lyons, 1737); a masterly work on canon law in which the writer deviates from the order of the Corpus Juris. Gibert was a moderate Gallicantian. Moreau, Grand Dictionnaire historique (Paris, 1739), quotes a letter from the Oratorian Bougerel (Paris, 1737), which gives a synopsis of Gibert's life: NICHEZ, Memoires pour servir a l'histoire des hommes illustres de France, 1727—30; XII, 264; SCHRITZ, Geschichte der Quellen und Literatur des canonischen Rechts (Stuttgart, 1880), II, 637.

A. BOUINNON.

Giberti, Gian Matteo, Cardinal, and Bishop of Verona, the natural son of Francesco Giberti, a Genoese naval captain, b. at Palermo in 1495; d. at Verona, 30 Dec., 1543. In 1513 he was admitted to the house of Cardinal Giulio de' Medici, and advanced as rapidly in Latin and Greek that he soon became an eminent member of the "Accademia Romana". Later he was appointed the cardinal's secretary, and Leo X, with whom he had political dealings, valued his opinions and advice very highly. In 1521 he was chief of the chancery of the Pope, and through his great influence over the pope to protect and help struggling men of letters. The choice intellects met
at his house. He led a severely religious life, and was a member of the Sodalitium Divini Amoris of St. Cajetan and Cardinal Caraffa. After his ordination to the priesthood at the cathedral of Verona, he went to Rome and was appointed to the papal court. Cardinal Giulio, his patron, on a mission to Charles V, and returned to Rome with the new pope, Adrian VI. Clement VII immediately after his election made him Datario (1523), and in 1524, at the request of the Doge of Venice, he was appointed Bishop of Verona. Being elected to the See, he went to the Romano, and himself represented at Verona by a very zealous vicar-general. Giberti was chosen a member of the Reform Committee decreed by the Fifth Lateran Council, but political events soon put an end to these labours. At Pavia (1525) he tried to make peace between Francis I and Charles V. It was at this time that Clement VII espoused the cause of France; the League of Cognac (22 May, 1526) was also his work. After the sack of Rome (1527) he was made to feel the vengeance of the Imperialists: being one of the hostages, he was put in prison and barely escaped death. He succeeded in making his escape, and went to Verona (1528) intending to devote himself entirely to the ruling of his diocese. He was done with politics, all the more because the pope had gone over to the imperial cause. However, he appeared from time to time in the Curia. Paul III recalled him to Rome for the work of the Reform. Among his missions was a sojourn to Trent to make preparations for the council. His wise and unwearying efforts to reform his diocese, whose clergy were in a deplorable state, were crowned with unlooked-for success. In that see Tridentine reforms were put in force long before the council assembled. St. Charles Borromeo, before taking charge of his see at Milan, wished to study Giberti’s system at Verona, and chose as his vicar-general a priest from Verona trained in Giberti’s school. His first aim was to improve the standard of ecclesiastical knowledge. In his own palace he set up a printing-press which turned out many splendid editions of the Greek Fathers, in whose writings he was very learned. He reformed the choir-school of Verona which had long been famous; for the instruction of the young he had printed the catechism known as “Dialogus,” the work of Tullio Crispoldi (Rome, 1539). At Verona, moreover, he gathered around him a group of learned men to assist him in that work. In 1536, Langue was edited by the famous scholars Pietro and Girolamo Ballerini (“Constitutiones Gibertine,” “Costituzioni per le Monache,” “Monitones generales,” “Edicta Selecta,” “Lettere Seclite,” etc., Verona, 1733, 1740), together with an appendix containing the story of his life. For the restitutio with the title of Januarius per Jo. Matth. Giberti ecclesiasticâ disciplinâ, and two panegyrics, one in Latin by Fumani, the other in Italian by Castiglione.

Dittico in Hist. Jahrbuch der Giessengemeinschaft (1828), VII, 1-80;粪in Kirchen, X, 383-93; also the excellent account by Pastor, Gesch. der Päpste, 1V (2), 600 eqq.

U. BENIGNI.

Gibney, Matthew. See Perth, Diocese of.

Gibraltar, Vicariate Apostolic of.—Gibraltar is a rugged promontory in the province of Andalusia, Spain, about 6 miles in circumference. Its almost perpendicular walls rise to a height of 1396 feet. The town is on the west side; on the north a narrow isthmus (neutral ground) connects the fortress with the mainland of Spain. The great rock itself is the ancient Mount Calpe, which with Abyla (Ceuta) constituted the famous Pillars of Hercules. In antiquity Gibraltar belonged to the Phoenicians, Carthaginians, Romans, and Visigoths. Scipio took it from the Carthaginians, and it remained Roman territory until A. D. 412, when the Goths became masters of Spain. Being Arians, they built two churches of their faith in the vicinity of Calpe; one at San Roce, the other, a chapel, on the rock itself. In 710 the Visigoth king

dom in Spain, after an existence of 300 years, was torn with internal strife. Amid this dissension the Moors crossed from Africa, for the second time (711), under their leader Tarik, but were repulsed at Carmona by Alonso de Guzman. By 1462 it had sustained eight sieges, with varying fortune. The last of these was under Alonso de Arcaes, who captured it from the Moors in 1462, the surrender on this occasion taking place on 20 August, the feast of St. Bernard, in consequence of which he became the patron of Gibraltar. The Infante Alonzo gave the city and territory of Gibraltar to the Duke of Medina-Sidonia in absolute and perpetual possession for himself and his successors. Ferdinand and Isabella confirmed this gift, conferring on the Duke of Medina-Sidonia the title of Marquis of Gibraltar; at a later period, however, during the same reign, the place was annexed by the Crown.

During the War of the Spanish Succession, which began in 1701, Gibraltar was besieged (1704) by a squadron commanded by Sir George Rooke and a land force of 1800 English and Dutch under Prince George of Denmark. After three months’ preparations the fortress was captured (24 July). The fortress had 100 cannon and ammunition, but a garrison of only 150 men; the inhabitants were reduced to 6000. After a bombardment of six hours the garrison surrendered.

Before a year had passed Spain endeavoured, with the help of France, to recapture Gibraltar. In this, the twelfth siege of Gibraltar, the attacking party had a great preponderance of numbers, but the fortress successfully resisted all their efforts to capture it. By a special decree of February, 1706, Queen Anne declared Gibraltar a free port. In 1713, by the Treaty of Utrecht, it became definitively a British possession, though many attempts were made by the Spaniards to regain it. The last siege, the fourteenth in its history, began 14 July, 1779, and continued for 3 years, 7 months, and 12 days. In April, 1782, the French and Spaniards again bombarded Gibraltar by land and sea, but without success. A peace was finally concluded by which Spain ceded to Great Britain the island of Gibraltar. When the city was occupied by the English in 1704, the Spaniards carried away whatever they could and settled in the neighbouring district of San Rocco. Scarcely a dozen persons remained in Gibraltar. It was subsequently populated by people of every nation, except, of course, by the Moors. The Moorish origin is evident from the various family names. Spanish is generally spoken by the people, though English is the tongue of public administration.

The population (1908) numbers about 25,000, of whom 16,000 to 18,000 are Catholics; and the rest Jews, Protestants, etc. Thearrison varies in number from 3,000 to 5,000 men. Gibraltar is ruled by special laws; has a military governor, an admiral, and a colonial secretary. The Anglican Bishop of Gibraltar does not reside there. Until 1806 Gibraltar belonged to the See of Cadiz. In that year it was made a vicariate Apostolic (since 1840 the vicar is always a titular bishop). The Catholic clergy number 11 secular priests and 5 religious. There are 8 churches and chapels; 3 religious houses for men and 4 for women, with a total of 28 and 61 members respectively. There is but one parish, though three of the churches have each a resident priest. There are public institutions provided for by 6 boys’ schools (1136) under the Christian Brothers and the Brothers of St. John of God, and 8 girls’ schools (1126). There is also an institute for the higher education of boys (141) and two similar ones for girls (174). There are many other private institutions and schools, the most im-

...
important of which is the Rook Academy under the direction of M. Sitman. The poor are cared for in 3 asylums, and there are 2 orphan asylums (65); for the aged, also, there is a house of the Little Sisters of the Poor. Giffard, b. at Wolverhampton, England, 1642; d. at Hammersmith, Middlesex, 12 March, 1734; second son of Andrew Giffard, of Chil-lington, Staffordshire. His father, who married Catherine, daughter of Sir Walter Leveson, was slain in a skirmish near his own home, during the Civil War. Owing to the religious persecutions, Bonaventure was sent, with his younger brother Andrew, to Douai to be educated. From Douai, in October, 1667, he went to Paris to pursue his theological studies, and was ordained for the secular mission. Some years later, he received the degree of Doctor of Divinity at the Sorbonne. Having attracted the attention of Kt. James II by his piety and learning, he was appointed preacher to the court. Religion had been in sore straits in England for the previous fifty years. Dr. Smith had been appointed vicar Apostolic of the whole country in 1625, but such was the persecution that he was forced to withdraw to France in 1631, where he remained till his death (1655). For nearly thirty years more his place in England remained unfilled; finally, in 1685, Dr. Leyburn was appointed to succeed him. Pope Innocent XI now entered into negotiations with James II; and, as a result, four vicarates were formed, Dr. Giffard being put in charge of the Midlands. He was consecrated bishop of Whitehall, by the nuncio, on 22 April, 1688. In religious matters James II displayed too little prudence, and by his high-handed actions gave great offence to the Protestants. Not only did he compel the authorities of Magdalen College, Oxford, to accept Bishop Parker as their president; but, on Parker’s death (1688), he had twelve Catholic fellows appointed, and made Dr. Giffard president, despite the fact that the college electors had selected a Protestant, John Hough. The king’s nominee took up his residence there on 15 June, 1688. A storm of opposition arose, and he was ejected about a year later. The Revolution followed, and the bishop was seized and imprisoned at Newgate, where he remained nearly two years. He was released on bail, in 1690, and for more than twenty-four years led a perilous life, being frequently compelled to hide from the pursuers. When Dr. Leyburn died, in 1703, Bishop Giffard was charged to look after his diocese, and from 1708 till 1713 he had to govern the Western vicariate as well. In this he was aided by his brother Andrew, his vicar-general, till the latter died, 14 Sept., 1714. Henry Howard was nominated as coadjutor to Dr. Giffard in 1720; but, as he died before his consecration, Benjamin Petre was appointed. The old bishop passed away fourteen years later, in 1734, at the age of ninety-two. He was buried beside his brother Andrew, in the churchyard of St. Pancras. A few of his sermons have been preserved, and many of his interesting letters were printed in the “Catholic Miscellany,” in 1826 and 1827.

A. A. MACERLEAN.

Giffard, Godfrey, Bishop of Worcester, b. about 1235; d. 26 Jan., 1301. He was the son of Hugh Giffard of Boyton in Wiltshire, and Sybil, the daughter and coheir of Walter de Cornelles. His elder brother Walter became Archbishop of York (d. 1279). During the earlier part of his life his success was bound up with that of his brother. When in May, 1264, Walter was elected Bishop of Bath and Wells, Godfrey was consecrated and subsequently archdeacon of Wells; he also held many other benefices, although only in minor orders, and, as his enemies alleged, not learned. When in August, 1265, Walter became chancellor, Godfrey in 1266 was appointed Chancellor of the Exchequer, with leave to attend a substitute to act during his absence. When in October, 1266, Walter was translated to York, Godfrey succeeded him as Chancellor of England, and received further benefices from the new Archbishop of York, becoming archdeacon of York and rector of Aldingdeet in 1267. When Bishop Nicholas of Ely was translated from the See of Worcester to that of Winchester, Godfrey was elected by the monks; he received the temporalities of his see in June, 1268. One of his first acts as bishop-elect was to obtain licence to continue the work, begun by Walter Cante-lupe, of building and fortifying Hartlebury Castle, which has ever since been the principal palace of the Bishops of Worcester. He was consecrated in the Abbey of Canterbury, 23 Sept., 1268, and his enthronement 25 December. During his chancellorship a parliament was held at Marlbridge (52. H. 3) where many useful laws were passed for restraining the abuse of distresses, regulating the incidence of tenure, and imposing civil and criminal procedures; a view of general jurisprudence they display is remarkable, and if he did not frame them himself, he deserves credit for having had the wit to employ the superior men who did. He continued in office as chancellor until 28 Oct., 1299, when he handed over the seal to his son.

As bishop Giffard devoted himself to the care of his diocese which he ruled for nearly thirty-four years. In the course of those years two affairs caused him considerable trouble: the disputes with the monks of Worcester cathedral, and that with Malvern Priory. The Worcester feud lasted down to the bishop’s death, and reached such a height that when, in 1300, Archbishop Winchelsey visited the priory, the monks presented a formal accusation against the bishop containing thirty-six articles of varying importance to which Giffard’s satisfactory answers are still extant. The dispute appears to date from 1288 and must have been considered that the rights of the church of Worcester had been infringed by the bishop’s refusal to allow their precentor to summon those who were to be ordained at an ordination at Westbury. The feeling aroused was intensified by the bishop’s attempt, in 1288, to annex the churches in his gift to the prebendary in the church of Westbury. This was eventually decided in the bishop’s favour in the Arches Court in 1297. Relations were, moreover, strained because of the unwillingness of the priory to admit the bishop’s visitations. The difficulty with the priory at Great Malvern was even more complicated. The cause was a claim made by the priory to be independent of the bishops of Worcester, and dependent upon the Abbot of Westminster. The relations between the two houses had been settled in 1217. Giffard’s predecessors had had continual trouble with the same priory. The present struggle with Richard of Ware, Abbot of Westminster lasted from 1279 until 1283 and was not really ended then. The climax was reached in September, 1282, when Giffard, as visitor, at the request of some of the monks, deposed the unworthy prior, William of Ledbury. A violent conflict followed, full of incidents, appeals, and counter-appeals and finally the king had to intervene to bring about a compromise.

Besides building the castle at Hartlebury, and rebuilding the church there, Giffard built magnificent mansions at Wick and Alvechurch. Moreover he
ornamented the eastern part of the cathedral with the small columns of marble having joints of gilded brass, which form one of the most graceful characteristics of the present choir and Lady chapel. Even after retiring from the chancellorship he still exercised certain judicial functions, as when, in 1272, with Roger Mortimer he enquired into the injuries done by the townpeople of Oxford to the scholars; and, in 1278, he was at the head of the justices itinerant for the counties of Hereford, Hertford, and Kent. He was buried on 4 Feb. in his cathedral church (Ann. Monast., IV, 361).


Edward Myers.

Giffard, William, second Norman Bishop of Winchester from 1100 to 1128. Little is known of his life before his consecration and that he was twice successively canon and dean of Rouen, and ably filled the office of chancellor to William the Conqueror (d. 1087), William Rufus (d. 1100), and Henry I. Since the death of Bishop Walkelin in 1098, no appointment had been made to the See of Winchester during the remaining years of the reign of the Confessor, which were appropriated by the king. The very first act of Henry I (Stubb's, "Const. Hist." Oxford, 1891-5, 1, 320, after his election as king at Winchester, in Aug., 1100, was to give a token of his good will to the Church by filling the See of Winchester, and he caused William Giffard, who was still under deacon, to be duly consecrated bishop. Henry may have wished to provide himself with a strong supporter in the episcopal body, but, from the first, William would appear to have realized that the points at issue between the king and the Church had become part of the great European quarrel of investitures, and declined to accept the pastoral staff from the king's hands. At the moment, the support of churchmen was necessary to assure Henry's position; he was too prudent to force the acceptance of the sacred symbol, and Giffard was immediately invested with the temporalities of the see. It only remained for the new Bishop to resign the See of Winchester, and when St. Anselm had returned from exile, and, strengthened by the decision of the council held at the Vatican in 1099, declined to become the homo of a layman.

An uneasy time followed, and embassies were sent to Rome. As bishop-elect, Giffard assisted at the council held at Westminster, 20 Sept., 1102. In spite of his agreement with Anselm, Henry invited the Bishops-Elect of Salisbury and Hereford, and requested Anselm to consecrate them. Anselm was willing to consecrate Giffard, but in spite of the king's repeated insistence declined to consecrate the others. Giffard, for a time, had the temporalities of the Bishopric, which he bore as his crozier; the consecration ceremony of the remaining two had already begun when Giffard, conscience-stricken, declined to take further part in it. The king failed to intimidate him and he was sent into exile, and his goods confiscated. He had a constant friend and adviser in St. Anselm, and when the latter set out for Rome in April, 1103, Giffard went with him. Anselm's long stay at Lyons began about Christmas, 1103. In the meantime Giffard had been allowed to come back to England; for in 1105 he signed, together with the bishops, the petition begging Anselm to return. Eventually a compromise was effected, Anselm returned 1 Aug., 1107; the rights and liberties of feudal homage were retained, but the special form of the gift of ring and crosier was given up by the king. Giffard, who had been ordained priest quietly the day before, was consecrated by Anselm on 11 Aug., 1107.

He regained Henry's confidence and acted for him in several matters of ecclesiastical interest. As Bishop of Winchester one of his first duties was to act as chief commissioner in the completion of the Domesday Book of Winchester, that royal city having been omitted from the Domesday Book of the Conqueror. In 1110 he negotiated with the king and the community the removal of the so-called "New Minster" (or St. Grimbald's Abbey) founded by King Alfred, which stood in very inconvenient proximity to the cathedral on the north side, to a site outside the city, under the name of Hyde Abbey.

Eventually this led to serious difficulties with the monks of the cathedral community, in consequence of the bishop's having alienated certain revenues which they conceived to belong to them. The difficulty culminated in 1122 in a strange symbolic pageant by the monks, and the interference of the king. Peace was made, and the bishop grew more and more attached to the community, spending most of his time among them, taking his meals with them, wearing the cowl, and eventually dying in their infirmary. The Canons Regular of St. Augustine were welcomed to England by Bishop Giffard and for 40 years flourished at Overy's (now St. Saviour's) in Southwark; near their stately church he built the town-house of the Bishops of Winchester. To him also belongs the honour of giving a first home in England to the monks of the Clarissan Order, by establishing, in Nov., 1128, a priory of St. Mary of Graces near Winchester, a filiation of L'Amoune in the Diocese of Chartres. He died on 25 Jan., 1129, and was buried in the nave of his cathedral church near his predecessor Walkelin.


Edward Myers.

Gifford, William, Archbishop of Reims; b. in Hampshire, 1554; d. at Reims, 11 April, 1629. He was the son of John Gifford, Esquire, of Westover-under-Edge, Gloucestershire, and Elizabeth, daughter of Sir George Throckmorton, Knight, of Coughton, Warwickshire (Wood, "Athen. Oxon.", below). He was sent to Oxford in 1569, where he was entrusted to the care of his uncle, Bishop Gifford of Winchester. The bishop was a Catholic at heart. Gifford remained at Oxford for about four years, part of time he spent in the celebrated boarding school kept by the Catholic physician Etheridge, whether he had been removed on the compulsory retirement of Bridgewater for refusals to conform. After this period, Gifford, accompanied by his tutor, proceeded to Louvain (1573), where he pursued his studies, and took the degree of M.A. (Athen. Oxon.). After having also obtained his baccalaureate in theology on the completion of a four years' course in that science under Bellarmine, Gifford was forced to quit Louvain owing to the disturbances in the Low Countries. Proceeding thence, he retired to his old ecclesiastical studies at Paris, at Reims, which he visited (1577) at the invitation of Dr. Allen, and at the English College at Rome, of which he was admitted a member on 15 Sept., 1579 [Foley, "Records of the English Province", etc., VI (London, 1880), 139; but compare statement there given as to age with date of birth above]. Having been ordained priest in March, 1582 (Foley, "Records", loc. cit.), he was recalled to Reims by Allen as professor of theology at the English College ("Douay Diaries", infra: Diarium Primum, 11; Dianam Secundum, 1590, note statement as to age). The degree of Doctor of Divinity was conferred on him in December of 1584 at Pont-a-Mousson in Lorraine, after which, returning to Reims, Gifford taught theology at intervals for nearly twelve years.

On Allen's elevation to the cardinalate, Gifford
accompanied him to Rome in the capacity of chaplain, and it is said that during this visit he resided for a time in the household of St. Charles Borromeo, who at this time (1597) Gifford was preferred to the deanery of Lille, which office Clement VIII conferred on him at the instance, it is alleged, of The Archbishop of Milan. This dignity he retained for about ten years, and, after his withdrawal from Lille (c. 1606), he was made Archbishop of the NaturalUniversity of Paris in 1606, Gifford, who had always held the Benedictines in high esteem and befriended them in many ways, took the habit of that order and subsequently became prior at Dieulouard (Dieulevert). In 1611, Father Gabriel of St. Mary, as Gifford was known in religion which was laid out and laid the foundation of the Order of the Benedictines of the Inhabitants of St. Malo. He was favourably received by the bishop, and a chair of divinity was assigned to him (Petre, op. cit. infra). He was one of the nine definitors chosen in 1617 to arrange the terms of union among the Benedictine congregations in England, of which province he was elected first president in May of the same year. In 1618, Gifford was consecrated coadjutor to Cardinal Louis de Loraine, Archbishop of Reims, with the title of Episcopus Archidialis (Bishop of Archbishop). On the death of Guise, he succeeded to the archbishopric, becoming also, by virtue of his office, Duke of Reims and First Prince of France.

Before his death, which occurred in 1629, he had acquired a high reputation as a preacher. His writings include: "Oratio Funebris in exequis venerabilis viri dominii Maximiliani Manare prepositi ecclesiae D. Petri oppidi Insulenses" (Douai, 1608); "Orationes diversae" (Douai, 1609); "Calvino Turismus", etc. (Antwerp, 1597 and 1603). The latter work, begun by Dr. Reynolds, Gifford completed and edited. He translated from the French of Fronto-Ducatus, S.J., "The Inventory of Errors, Contradictions, and false Citations of Philip Murray, Lord of Plessis and Moruay". He also wrote, at the request of the Duke of Guise, a treatise in favour of the League. The "Sermones Adventuales" (Reims, 1625) were a Latin rendering by Gifford of discourses originally delivered in French. He assisted Dr. Anthony Champney in his "Treatise on the Protestant Ordinances" (Douai, 1624). The history of Gifford's Monastery is destroyed in the burning of the monastery at Dieulouard in 1717.


F. J. MACAULEY.

GIFT. Supernatural, may be defined as something conferred on nature that is above all the powers (vires) of created nature. When God created man, He was not content with bestowing upon him the essential endowments required by man's nature. He raised him to a higher state, adding certain gifts to which his nature was not capable. These gifts comprise various graces and perfections, forces and energies, dignities and rights of destination to final objects, of which the essential constitution of man is not the principle; which are not required for the attainment of the final perfection of the natural order of man; and which can only be communicated by the free operation of God's goodness and power. Some of these are absolutely supernatural, i.e. beyond the reach of all created nature (even of the angels), and elevate the creature to a dignity and perfection which God and others are only relatively supernatural (preternatural), i.e. above human nature only, and elevate human nature to that state of higher perfection which is natural to the angels. The original state of man comprised both of these, and when he fell he lost both. Christ has restored to us the absolutely supernatural gifts, but the preternatural gifts He has not restored.

The absolutely supernatural gifts, which alone are the supernatural properly so called, are summed up in the Divine adoption of man to be the son and heir of God. This expression, and the explanations given of it, make it evident that this adoption is something far more than a relation founded upon the absence of sin; it is of a thoroughly intimate character, raising the creature from its naturally humble estate, and making it the object of a peculiar benevolence and complaisance on God's part, admitting it to filial love, and enabling it to become God's heir, i.e. a partaker of God's own beatitude. "God sent His Son ... that he might redeem them who were under the law: that we might receive the adoption of sons ( ¿ ε&psilonbeta&omicroneta&omicrona). And because you are sons, God sent the Spirit of His Son into your hearts, crying: Abba, Father. Therefore now he is no more a servant, but a son; and if a son, then an heir (Gal., iv, 4–7) "Who hath blessed us with [all] spiritual blessings in heavenly places, in Christ ... Who hath predestinated us unto the adoption of children (¢&omicroneta&omicrona) through Jesus Christ unto himself" (Eph., i, 3–5). "Behold what manner of charity the Father hath bestowed upon us, that we should be called, and should be the sons of God" (I John, iii, 1). Further, this exalted estate is described as a communication or partnership with the only-begotten Son of God, a participation in the privileges which are peculiar to Him in opposition to mere creatures. "That they all may be one, even as we, Father, in me, and I in thee; that they also may be one in us. . . . And the glory which thou hast given me, I have given to them; that they may be one, as we also are one: I in them, and thou in me; that they may be made perfect in one" (John, xvii, 21–23). It is also styled "fellowship (ì&omicroneta&omicrona)" between the Father and Son with his Son" (I John, i, 3); and "the communication (ì&omicroneta&omicrona) of the Holy Ghost" (II Cor., xiii, 13). Divine adoption is a new birth of the soul (John, i, 12; i, 3; i, 5; I John, iii, 9; v, 1; I Pet., i, 3; and i, 23; James, i, 18; Titus, iii, 5; Eph., ii, 5). This regeneration implies the conferring of a new life, a new nature, a new endowment in body and life, resulting from a special Divine influence, and admitting us to the dignity of sons of God. "For whom he foreknew, he also predestinated to be made conformable to the image of his Son; that he might be the firstborn among many brethren (Rom., viii, 29)." Cfr. also II Cor., i, 18; Gal., iii, 26, 27; iv, 19; Rom., xiii, 14. As a consequence of this Divine adoption and new birth we are made "partakers of the divine nature" (ì&omicroneta&omicrona Ò&omicroneta&omicroneta µ&omicroneta&omicroneta, II Pet., i, 4). The whole context of this passage and the passages already quoted show that this expression is to be taken as literally as possible; not, indeed, as a generation from the substance of God, but as a communication of Divine life by the power of God, and a most intimate indwelling of His substance in the creature. Hence, too, the inheritance is not confined to natural goods. It embraces the possession and fruition of the good which is the natural inheritance of the Son of God, viz., the beatific vision. "We know not what God hath not yet appeared what we shall be. We know, that, when we shall appear, we shall be like to him: because we shall see him as he is" (I John, iii, 2). "We see now through a glass in a dark manner; but then (in the beatific vision) face to face" (I Cor., xiii, 12). The Fathers have not hesitated to call this super-
natural union of the creature with God the deification of the creature. This is a favourite expression of St. Ireneus ("Adv. Haer.", III, xvii, xiv; IV, xx, etc.), and is frequently used by St. Athanasius (see Newman, "St. Athanasius", II, 88). See also St. Augustine ("De Nat. Dom.",) quoted by St. Thomas (III, Q. i, a. 3).

In order to live worthily of our Divine dignity and to attain our Divine end, we stand in need of supernatural aid. This supernatural aid to a supernatural end is called grace (q.v.). For our present purpose it will be well to note that grace is either habitus (i.e. sanctifying, making us pleasing to God) or actual (i.e. enabling us to produce works deserving of salvation).

There are other aids sometimes bestowed less for our own benefit than for the benefit of others. These are called gratiae gratiae date (charismata, q.v.). They do not directly and immediately help to the attainment of our end, but assist as it were from without. The theological virtues and the moral virtues are graces properly so called. As, too, are the gifts of the Holy Ghost (see Holy Ghost).

It may be well here to say a few words on the preternatural (relatively supernatural) gifts bestowed on our first parents, which are sometimes confused with the supernatural gifts properly so called. In the beginning exempted man from the inherent weakness of his nature, i.e. the infirmities of the flesh and the consequent infirmities of the spirit. He made man immortal, impassible, free from concupiscence and ignorance, and lord of the earth. These legacies are beyond man's nature, but not beyond that of some higher creature (e.g. the angels); hence they are preternatural (preter naturam). The Fathers look upon them as a glorification of nature, applying the words of Ps. viii., 5-9. In point of fact these gifts were not conferred apart from the supernatural gifts; a preternatural state is, however, conceivable, and the separability of the two sets of gifts is clear from our now possessing the supernatural without the preternatural gifts. Although distinct and separable, yet integrity and grace, when bestowed together, unite into one harmonious and organic whole. The Fathers look upon this union in the original state of man as an anticipation of his state of final beatitude in the vision of God, so that grace bears to integrity the same relation which the future glory of the soul bears to the future glory of the body. Integrity and grace, when compelled to man to the goodness with God attainable in this life; they dispose and prepare him for the still more complete likeness of eternal life."

RIPALDA, De Fide Supernaturali, lib. I, disp. i (Paris, 1871); SCHNEIDER, De Trinitate Ordinis (Vienna, 1884); PALMIERI, De Gratia (Guelph, 1885); WILHELM AND SCANNELL, Manual of Catholic Theology, I, 429 sqq. (3rd ed., London, 1900); SCHREIBER, Handbuch der Katholischen Dogmatik, I, 240 sqq.; ULLA-THORNE, The Endowments of Man (3rd ed., London, 1888); and the various works mentioned in the articles referred to in the text.

T. B. SCANNELL.

Gift of Constantine. See Donation of Constantine.

Gift of Tongues. See Tongues, Gift of.


Gilbert, Nicolas-Joseph-Laurent, poet, b. at Fontenoy-le-Château, 1751; d. at Paris, 12 November, 1793. As a student he was poor farmers. He pursued his studies at the Collège de l'Arc at Dôle, where the professor of literature boasted of having made poets of all his pupils except Gilbert. Upon leaving college in 1769, he settled at Nancy and tried to open a public course in literature. In 1772 he composed unsuccessfull for a prize at the French Academy. In 1774 he went to Paris, where Fréron won for him the favour of the archbishop. Young and unknown, he had the courage to oppose the triumphant and all-powerful chiefs of the philosophical party. Although there is a little juvenile audacity in the fury of his attacks, the sincerity of his religious convictions cannot be doubted. He died of brain fever caused by a fall from his horse. His enemies reported that he died insane, the partisans claimed that he was killed in hospital. Neither report is true. After the accident which caused his death, he was taken to the Hôtel-Dieu, but was soon removed to his own house, where he died. The story of his poverty is untrue, for at the time of his death he was drawing three pensions, which the church contributed for habitus, rather than to inseminate. Gilbert's works consist of a Persian novel, "Les familles de Darius et d'Eridame" (Paris, 1770), a satire in prose, "Le carnaval des auteurs" (Paris, 1773), a few odes, and satires. Three pieces, one ode and two satires, have given him a lasting reputation: the "Ode imitée de plusieurs poèmes" (1778), usually known under the title of "Adieux à la vie", struck the first personal and melancholy notes which were the characteristic of the Romantic school; in the satires "Le dix-huitième siècle" (1775) and "Mon apologie" (1778) there is a force, movement, and eloquence which one does not find elsewhere in the poetry of that time. He vigourously and justly castigates the philosophers and the Academy. His words are those of a man who writes with freedom, emotion, and sincerity, though his style is not always equal to the thought.

MOYRAT DE JULLIENNE, Histoire de la langue et de la littérature françaises (Paris, 1888), VI; GIDE, Histoire de la littérature française (Paris, 1888), III.

LOUIS N. DELAMARRE.

Gilbert, Sir John Thomas, Irish archivist and historian, b. in Dublin, 23 January, 1829; d. there, 23 May, 1898. He was the son of John Gilbert, an English Protestant, Portuguese consul, at Dublin, and Marianne, an Irish Catholic, daughter of Henry Costello. From her the future historian inherited his ardent patriotism, which was surpassed only by a deep spirit of religion which characterized him through life. His early days were spent at Branackstown, Meath. He was educated at Dublin, and at Prior Park, near Bath, England. He received no university training, as his mother preferred to sacrifice that rather than allow his faith to be imperilled in the Protestant University of Dublin. In 1846 his family moved to Blackrock, a suburb of the Irish metropolis, where he resided, free from the distractions of life, life. From his boyhood, he manifested a decided taste for history and archeology. When only nineteen, he was elected to the Council of the Celtic Society, and thus became associated with some of the famous writers and orators of the age, Butt, Duffy, Ferguson, Mitchell, O'Hagan, and Smith. In 1857 he submitted his essay, "Historical Literature of Ireland", Four years later he became a Member of the Royal Irish Academy, and secretary of the Irish Archeological Society, among whose members were O'Curry, O'Donovan, Graves, Todd, and Wilde. In 1854-9 he published his "History of Ireland", 3 vola, a work of remarkable erudition, which placed him among the greatest historians of the country. In 1863 his "History and Treatment of the Public Records of Ireland" caused considerable sensation by demonstrating to the government the futility of entrusting the publication of Irish State documents to men unskilled in the language and history of the nation. From this time till his death his pen was never idle, and he filled the most important posts in all the historical and antiquarian societies. He was librarian of the Royal Irish Academy for thirty-four years. In 1845 he married Miss Sarah Rosa Mulholland. He received the honorary degree of LL.D from the Royal University in 1892, and five years later was knighted for his services to archeology and history. In addition to the works already men-
tioned, his most important writings are the "History of the Viceroys of Ireland" (1865), "Calendar of the Ancient Records of Dublin" (7 vols., 1889-98); "History of the Irish Confederation and the War in Ireland, 1641-9" (7 vols., 1882-91); "Jacobite Narrative of the War in Ireland, 1688-91" (1892). Celtic scholars are indebted to him for the reproduction of the celebrated ancient Irish MSS. for the establishment of the Tod lecturership in Celtic, and also for editions of "Leabhar na h-Uladh" and "Leabhar Breac."


A. A. MacELHANN.

Gilbert de la PORREE (GILBERTUS PORRETANUS), Bishop of Poitiers, philosopher, theologian and general scholar; b. at Poitiers in 1076; d. in 1154; studied under Hilary in Poitiers, under Bernard of Chartres at the famous school there, and finally under Anselm at Laon, where he probably first met Peter Abelard. Returning later to Chartres, he taught philosophy and the arts there for about fifteen years, receiving a canonry and holding at intervals the office of chancellor of the school. He was present at the Council of Sens (1141), at which Abelard was censured. The following year we find him teaching in Paris, with John of Salisbury among his pupils; but only for a brief space, for in 1142 he became Bishop of Chartres. His high character for learning and ecclesiastical zeal seems to have won for him the universal respect and veneration of his contemporaries. But his teaching regarding the Blessed Trinity involved him in trouble for a time. Two of his own archdeacons, alarmed at its novelty, reported it to Eugene III, and induced St. Bernard to oppose Gilbert's doctrines in the pope's presence at the Councils of Paris (1147) and Reims (1148). The dispute ended amicably without any definite issue. Gilbert died universally regretted in the year 1154.

He lived and taught during the critical epoch when the great scholastic synthesis, both in philosophy and in theology, was just beginning to take shape. The principles, methods, and doctrines of purely rational research were being extended from philosophy to theology and applied—often rashly, as with Abelard—to the elucidation of revealed truth. Aristotle's philosophy was finding its way through Moorish and Jewish channels into the Christian schools of Europe, gradually to supplant Platonic influences there, and the discussion of the great central problem of the validity of knowledge—the controversy on the Universals, as it was then called—was waxing warm and vehement. Gilbert's place among his contemporaries was a leading and honoured one; while his philosophical writings secured for him a fame that long survived him. In his "Liber Sex Principiorum" he explained the last six categories of Aristotle, the latter having treated expressly only the first four. The work immediately took its place as a scholastic textbook, side by side with the "Isagoge" and the "Categories," and was studied and expounded for three centuries in the medieval schools. His "Commentary on the Four Books of Boethius," especially on the two "De Trinitate," contains those applications of his doctrine on the Universals which for a time brought his orthodoxy under suspicion.

Gilbert's attitude on the controverted question of the Universals has been very variously interpreted: as ontological realism (Prantl), empiric realism (Clerval, Zitrara), moderate realism ill-defined (de Wette). The latter is, perhaps, nearest to the truth. Gilbert's doctrine, like that of Abelard, is an attempt, though only partially successful, to repudiate the extreme realism of the epoch, with its pantheistic tendencies. The universal concept (of the genus or class) has corresponding to it in the world of sense a number of similar singular objects. This similarity is, however, explained by Gilbert in a way that brings it quite near identity. The created essence (forma natio, ells) of the individual member of a class is a copy of the Divine exemplar, "singularis in singularibus, sed in omnibus universalibus" (John of Salisbury, Metall., II, xvii). He means that the forma natio is not really (numerically) one and the same in omnibus, but only conceptually, i.e. by the consideration of the mind; so much is fairly evident from another reference of his to "universalia . . . quae abs ipsius individuas humana ratio quodammodo abstrahit." (P. L., LXIV, 1374). Yet there are grounds for supposing that he attributed to the forma natio, as it is in the individual, the universality of the logical concept. In the actual individual he distinguishes between the common or class essence which he calls substantia, e.g. "humanity" or "human nature" in the abstract, and that which makes it an existing individual and which he calls substantia, e.g. "Plato". This process of objectifying and dividing off the ab-
Gilbert's "Liber Sex Principiorum" and his "Commentary on Boethius" are in P. L., CLXXXIV and LXIV. He also left numerous commentaries on various books of the Old and New Testaments. A philosophical work called "Liber de Causis," sometimes attributed to him, is several years ago an abridged translation through the Arabes of the "Elevalio Theologica" of Proclus, a Greek Neo-Platonist of the fifth century.

Berthaou, Gilbert de la Porée (Paris, 1892); Crevek, Les Beues de Contrema (Paris, 1905); Poore, "Chronicles of the History of Medieval Thought" (London, 1884); de Wulp, "Histoire de la philosophie médicale" (Louvain and Paris, 1888); Turner, "History of Philosophy" (Boston). P. Coffey.

Gilbert Foliot, Bishop of London, b. early in the twelfth century of an Anglo-Norman family and connected with the earls of Hereford; d. at London in 1186. He became a monk at Cluny in France, where he rose to the rank of prior; then he was abbey at Abbeville, and later at Gloucester. He became Bishop of Hereford in 1147. As abbot and bishop he took an important part in ecclesiastical and national affairs. He was a supporter of Empress Matilda and a confidential adviser of Theobald, Archbishop of Canterbury. In 1163 he was transferred to the Bishops of London, though such a translation was very exceptional at the time; but he received the support of Becket and the saint's successor, Innocent III. Foliot was noted for learning and eloquence and a good administrator. The austerity of his life was almost too widely known. However, in the great struggle for the rights of the Church between Henry II and St. Thomas of Canterbury he definitely took the king's side. In the stormy scenes at Clarendon and Northampton and during the prolonged negotiations of the years of St. Thomas's exile, his name is foremost among the opponents of his archbishop; and he was one of the prelates who, by their remonstrances against a renewed excommunion in 1170, brought about indirectly St. Thomas's martyrdom. It may be true that Gilbert was opposed to Becket's personality and methods more than to his aims, but Henry II would have been more than a match for a diplomatic bishop. A king who combined to such an extent intelligence and passion could have been checked only by a wave of popular enthusiasm. (See Thomas Becket, Saint.)

Gilbert Foliot's name appears on nearly every page of the Becket controversy and reference must be made to the bibliography.


F. F. Urquhart.

Gilbertines, Order of, founded by St. Gilbert, about the year 1130, at Sempringham, Gilbert's native place, where he was then parish priest. His wish originally had been to found a monastery, but finding this impossible, he gave a rule of life to the seven young women whom as children he had taught at Sempringham, and built for them a convent and cloisters of his parish church. After his death his friend the earl of Norfolk gave the support of his bishop, Alexander of Lincoln, and in a year's time the seven virgins of Sempringham made their profession. Gilbert seems to have been determined to copy the Cistercians as much as possible. At the suggestion of William, Abbot of Rievaulx, he instituted lay brothers to assist to the daily work of the nuns, and soon added a company of lay brothers to do the rougher work in the farms and fields. These he recruited from among the poorest serfs of his parish and estates. For eight years the little community at Sempringham continued to flourish, and it was not till about 1138 that it was moved to a site of AD. 1168, near Seaford, in Lincolnshire, the site of one of his castles destroyed in the contest between King Stephen and his barons. Alexander's deed of gift makes it clear that the nuns had by this time adopted the Cistercian rule "as far as the weakness of their sex allowed". The fame of Sempringham soon spread far and wide through that part of England, and the Cistercians sent there for further foundations. In 1148 Gilbert travelled to Citeaux in Burgundy to ask the Cistercian abbots there assembled in chapter to take charge of his order. This they refused to do, declining to undertake the government of women, and so Gilbert returned to England, determined to add to each of his convents a community of canons regular, who would also act as spiritual directors to the nuns. To these he gave the Rule of St. Augustine. Each Gilbertine house now practically consisted of four communities, one of nuns, one of canons, one of lay sisters, and one of lay brothers. The popularity of the order was considerable, and for two years after Gilbert's return from France he continued founding new houses on lands granted him by the nobles and prelates. These houses, with the exception of Watton and Malton, which were in Yorkshire, were situated in Lincolnshire, in the low-lying country of the fens. Thirteen houses were founded in St. Gilbert's life, four of which were for men only.

The habit of the Gilbertine canons consisted of a black tunic reaching to the ankles, covered with a white cloak and hood, which were lined with lamb's wool. The nuns were in white, and during the winter months were allowed to wear in choir a tippet of sheepskin and a black cap lined with white wool. The scapular was worn both by the canons and the nuns. The whole order was ruled by the "master", or prior general, who was not Prior of Sempringham, but was called "Prior of All". His authority was absolute, and the year was divided into a regular round of visits to the various houses. He appointed to the chief offices, received the profession of novices, affixed his seal to all charters, etc., and gave or withheld his consent regarding sales, transfers, and the like. He was to be chosen by the general chapter, which could depose him if necessary. This general chapter assembled once a year, at Sempringham, on the rogation days, and was attended by the prior, cellarer, and prioress of each house.

St. Gilbert, soon finding the work of visitations too arduous, ordained that certain canons and nuns should assist him. These also received a canonical habit. A "priest of confession" was chosen to visit each house and to act as confessor extraordinary. A Gilbertine monastery had only one church; this was divided unevenly by a wall, the main part of the building being for the men, the lesser part, to the south, for the canons. These had access to the men's part only for the celebration of Mass. The nunnery lay to the north, the dwellings of the canons were usually to the south. At Sempringham itself, and at Watton, we find them at some distance to the north-east. The number of canons to be attached to each nunnery was determined by St. Gilbert. He received from them their annual tax of a Scotch peck of barley for Gilbert experienced was the government of the lay brothers. They were mostly rough and untamed spirits who needed the control and guidance of a firm man, and it would have been surprising had there been no cases of insubordination and scandal among them. Two instances especially claim our attention. The first is related by St. Ælred, Abbot of Rievaulx, and gives us an unpleasant story of a girl at Watton Priory who had been sent there to be brought up by the nuns; the second was an open revolt, for a time successful, of some of the lay brothers at Sempringham. From their reports for the foundation of their monasteries the Crown showed great favour to the Gilbertines. They were the only purely English order and owed allegiance to no foreign superiors as did the Cumiaces and Cistercians. All the Gilbertine houses
were situated in England, except two which were in Westmeath, Ireland. Notwithstanding the liberal character of Henry VI's successor, the order had fallen into great poverty by the end of the fifteenth century. Henry VI exempted all its houses from payments of every kind—an exemption which could not and did not bind his successors. Heavy sums had occasionally to be paid to the Roman Curia, and expenses were incurred in suit against the real or pretended encroachments of the bishops. By the time of the Dissolution there were twenty-six houses. They fared no better than the other monasteries, and no resistance whatever was made by the last Master of Sempringham, Robert Holgate, Bishop of Llandaff, a great favourite at court, who was promoted in 1545 to the Archipresbyterate of York. The Gilbertines are described as surrendering "of their own free will!", each of the nuns and canons receiving "a reasonable yearly pension". Only four of their houses were ranked among the greater monasteries as having an income above £200 a year, and as the order appears to have preserved its end the piampona, which simplicity in church plate and vestments enjoined by St. Gilbert, the Crown did not reap a rich harvest by its suppression.

For bibliography see the article on Gildas, Saint; also Gilberts, Henry VIII and the English Monasteries (London, 1899); P. L. CXCV; HILGOT, Histoire des ordres religieux, II (Paris, 1792); FLOYD, An Essay on Brother Osmond and Its Founder in The Catholic World, LXXII (New York, 1896).

R. URBAN BUTLER.

GILBERT ISLANDS, VICARIATE APOTOLIC OF, comprises the group of that name, besides the islands of Ellice and Panapa. The most important members of the group, which consists of sixteen low atolls, are Tapiteuea, Arorom, Apennama, Maiama, Marakei, and Nonouti, which cluster near the Equator, and constitute the most easterly link in the chain of islands which makes Micronesia. The largest and most impressive is Ofu, and, until the advent of the white man were given over to savagery and, in some instances, cannibalism. Nominally under the protection of Great Britain, the islands are practically self-governed, and a sort of republicanism prevails. The principal industry is the preparation of the end the piampona, which simplicity in church plate and vestments enjoined by St. Gilbert, the Crown did not reap a rich harvest by its suppression.

Upon the partition of the Vicariate of Micronesia, the Gilbert Islands were erected into an independent vicariate by a decree of the Sacred Congregation of Propaganda dated 17 July, 1897, and the Vicar Apostolic, Mgr. Joseph Leray, titular Bishop of Remesiana, was placed at its head, and, with several missionary priests from the Congregation of the Sacred Heart, he entered upon the evangelization of the islands. The population of the vicariate is estimated at 20,000 and 40,000, of whom 14,000 are Catholics. There are 12 churches and 56 chapels under the care of 19 priests, 96 parochial schools, with an attendance of 1700 boys and 1500 girls, 2 schools for catechists with a combined attendance of 50, 12 orphanages which shelter 400 orphans, 11 houses of the Congregation of the Sacred Heart, with 35 religious and 8 houses of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart with 20 nuns.

Miss Cath. (Rome, 1907); HERBER, Konversations Lex.: Ann. Eccl. (1900); Sinnschreiber (St. Louis, 1909); Swets, Catholic Progress in the Gilbert Islands in The Tablet (London, April, 1904).

STANLEY J. QUINN.

GILBERT OF SEMPRINGHAM, SAINT, founder of the Order of Gilbertines, b. at Sempringham, on the border of the Lincolnshire fens, between Bourn and Houghton. The exact date of his birth is unknown, but it lies between 1083 and 1089; d. at Sempringham, 1189.

His father, Jocelin, was a wealthy Norman knight holding lands in Lincolnshire; his mother, name unknown, was an Englishwoman of humble rank. Being ill-favoured and deformed, he was not destined for a military or knightly career, but was sent to France to study. After spending some time abroad, where he became a teacher, he returned as a young man to his Lincolnshire home, and was presented to the livings of Sempringham and Tington, which were churches in his father's gift. Shortly afterwards he betook himself to the court of Robert Bloet, Bishop of Lincoln, where he became a close friend of the Bishop Bloet. Robert was succeeded in 1123 by Alexander, who retained Gilbert in his service, ordaining him deacon and priest much against his will. The revenues of Sempringham had to suffice for his maintenance in the court of the bishop; none of Tington he devoted to the poor. Offered the archdeaconry of Lincoln, he declined, saying the office was unsuited to his nature, In 1131 he returned to Sempringham and, his father being dead, became lord of the manor and lands. It was in this year that he founded the Gilbertine Order, of which he was the first "Master", and constructed at Sempringham, with the help of Alexander, a dwelling and cloister for his nuns, at the north of the church of St. Andrew.

His life henceforth became one of extraordinary austerity, its strictness not diminishing as he grew older, though the activity and fatigue caused by the government of the order were considerable. In 1147 he travelled to Galicia, where he met Eugene III, St. Bernard, and St. Malachi, Archbishop of Armagh. The pope expressed regret at not having known of him some years previously when choosing a successor to the deposed Archbishop of York. In 1165 he was summoned before Henry II's justices at Westminster and was charged with having sent to the exiled St. Thomas à Becket. To clear himself he was invited to take an oath that he had not done so. He refused, for, though as a matter of fact he had not sent help, an oath to that effect might make him appear an enemy to the archbishop. He was prepared for a sentence of exile, when letters came from the king, in Normandy, ordering the judges to await his return. In 1170, when Gilbert was already a very old man, some of his lay-brothers revolted and spread serious calumnies against him. After some years of fierce controversy on the subject, in which Henry II took his part, Anderson freed him in suspension and restored the privileges granted to the order. Advancing age induced Gilbert to give up the government of his order. He appointed as his successor Roger, prior of Malton. Very firm and almost blind, he now made his religious profession, for though he had founded an order and lived for many years and never became a religious in the strict sense. Twelve years after his death, at the earnest request of Hubert Walter, Archbishop of Canterbury, he was canonized by Innocent III, and his relics were solemnly translated to an honourable place in the church at Sempringham, his shrine being a centre of pilgrimage. Besides the compilation of his rule, he has left a little treatise entitled "De constructione monasteriorum". His feast is kept in the Roman calendar on 11 February.

Acta SS., 4 Feb.; ARCHIVE IN DICT. NAT. BIOL., S. D.; DALIACRE, Vita St. Gilberti (London, 1844); DUODDHALL, Monasticon Anglicanum (London, 1848), V, 2; GRIFFIN, St. Gilbert of Sempringham and the Gilbertines (London, 1901); ZUCKER, Gilbert in Beinhof and Hauck, Realencyclopaedie (Leipzig, 1899), VI, 884-5. See also bibliography under Gilbertines.

R. URBAN BUTLER.

GILDAS, SAINT, surnamed the Wise; b. about 516; d. at Hoult, Brittany, 570. Sometimes he is called "Badonius", because, as he tells us, his birth took place the year the Britons gained a famous victory over the Saxons at Mount Badon, near Bath, Somersetshire (493 or 516). Two biographies of Gildas exist—one written by an unknown Breton monk of the Abbey of Rhuys in the eleventh century, the other by
Caradoc, a Welshman, in the twelfth century. Both biographies contain unchronological and misleading statements, which have led some critics to reject the lives as spurious, without place. Underneath, Wace, Bale, Pits, and Colgan endeavour to adjust the discrepancies by contending that there were at least two saints named Gildas, hence their invention of such distinctive surnames as "Albanicus", "Badonicus", "Hibernicus", "Historicus", etc. The more general opinion, however, adopted by Lanyan, Leland, Healy, Stilligree, Mabili v. Bollandus, and O'Hanlon, is that there was but one St. Gildas. The discrepancies may be accounted for by the fact that the lives were drawn up in separate countries, and several centuries after the saint existed. As to Caradoc's statement that Gildas died at Glastonbury, O'Hanlon remarks that Glastonbury appraised many saints than Gildas (Lives of Irish Saints, I, 493).

Both narratives agree in several striking details, and may thus be harmonized: Gildas was born in Scotland on the banks of the Clyde (possibly at Dumbarton), of a noble British family. His father's name was Caw or Caw; his brother's, Huel or Coel. He was educated in Wales under St. Itutt, and was a companion of St. Samson and St. Peter of Lonn. Having embraced the monastic state, he passed over to Ireland, where he was advanced to the priesthood. He was said to have lived some time in Armagh, and then to have crossed to his native country, being ordained on both occasions by miracles. On his return to Ireland, at the invitation of King Amlaire, he strengthened the faith of many, and built monasteries and churches. The Irish annalists associate him with David and Cadoc in giving a special liturgy or Mass to the second order of Irish saints. He is said to have made a pilgrimage to Rome. On his homeward journey his love of solitude caused him to retire to the Isle of Houat, off Brittany, where he lived a life of prayer, study, and austerity. His place of retreat having become known, the Bretons induced him to establish a monastery at Rhuys on the mainland, whither multitudes flocked (Marius Sept. "St. Gildas de Rhuys", Paris, s. d.). It was at Rhuys he wrote his famous epistle to the British kings. His relics were venerated there till the tenth century, when they were carried for safety into Berry. In the eighteenth century they were said to be preserved in the church of Vannes. He was the patron of churches and monasteries in Brittany and elsewhere. His feast is locally observed on 29 January; another feast, 11 May, commemorates the translation of his relics.

The authentic work of St. Gildas, "De excidio Britanniae liber querulus", is now usually divided into three parts: (1) The prologue; (2) A sketch of British history from the Roman invasion to his own time; (3) An epistle of severe invective addressed to five petty British kings—Constantine, Vortipor, Cyngelas, Cynan, and Maelgwn. In the same epistle he addresses himself to the clergy whence he accuses of sloth and simony. His writings are clearly the work of a man of no ordinary culture and sanctity, and indicate that the author was thoroughly acquainted with the Sacred Scriptures.

Gildas is regarded as the earliest British historian, and is quoted by Bede and Alcuin. Two MSS. copies of his writings are preserved in Cambridge University library.

**Gil de Albornos, Alvarez Carillo, a renounced cardinal, general, and statesman; b. about 1310 at Cuenca in New Castile; d. 23 Aug., 1367, at the Castle of San Vicente, near Aragon. Usurer, Waldo, Bale, Pits, and Colgan endeavoured to adjust the discrepancies by contending that there were at least two saints named Gildas, hence their invention of such distinctive surnames as "Albanicus", "Badonicus", "Hibernicus", "Historicus", etc. The more general opinion, however, adopted by Lanyan, Leland, Healy, Stilligree, Mabili v. Bollandus, and O'Hanlon, is that there was but one St. Gildas. The discrepancies may be accounted for by the fact that the lives were drawn up in separate countries, and several centuries after the saint existed. As to Caradoc's statement that Gildas died at Glastonbury, O'Hanlon remarks that Glastonbury appraised many saints than Gildas (Lives of Irish Saints, I, 493).

Both narratives agree in several striking details, and may thus be harmonized: Gildas was born in Scotland on the banks of the Clyde (possibly at Dumbarton), of a noble British family. His father's name was Caw or Caw; his brother's, Huel or Coel. He was educated in Wales under St. Itutt, and was a companion of St. Samson and St. Peter of Lonn. Having embraced the monastic state, he passed over to Ireland, where he was advanced to the priesthood. He was said to have lived some time in Armagh, and then to have crossed to his native country, being ordained on both occasions by miracles. On his return to Ireland, at the invitation of King Amlaire, he strengthened the faith of many, and built monasteries and churches. The Irish annalists associate him with David and Cadoc in giving a special liturgy or Mass to the second order of Irish saints. He is said to have made a pilgrimage to Rome. On his homeward journey his love of solitude caused him to retire to the Isle of Houat, off Brittany, where he lived a life of prayer, study, and austerity. His place of retreat having become known, the Bretons induced him to establish a monastery at Rhuys on the mainland, whither multitudes flocked (Marius Sept. "St. Gildas de Rhuys", Paris, s. d.). It was at Rhuys he wrote his famous epistle to the British kings. His relics were venerated there till the tenth century, when they were carried for safety into Berry. In the eighteenth century they were said to be preserved in the church of Vannes. He was the patron of churches and monasteries in Brittany and elsewhere. His feast is locally observed on 29 January; another feast, 11 May, commemorates the translation of his relics.

The authentic work of St. Gildas, "De excidio Britanniae liber querulus", is now usually divided into three parts: (1) The prologue; (2) A sketch of British history from the Roman invasion to his own time; (3) An epistle of severe invective addressed to five petty British kings—Constantine, Vortipor, Cyngelas, Cynan, and Maelgwn. In the same epistle he addresses himself to the clergy whence he accuses of sloth and simony. His writings are clearly the work of a man of no ordinary culture and sanctity, and indicate that the author was thoroughly acquainted with the Sacred Scriptures.

Gildas is regarded as the earliest British historian, and is quoted by Bede and Alcuin. Two MSS. copies of his writings are preserved in Cambridge University library.
testa near Paterno, and on 2 June, 1355, a treaty was concluded with the Malatestas, which was approved by Innocent VI on 20 June. Henceforth the Malatestas were faithful allies of the papal forces. Their submission was soon followed by that of Montefeltro, which brought the districts of Urbino and Cagli under the power of the cardinal. Shortly after, the cities of Senigallia, and then the brothers Bernardo and Guido da Polenta, Lords of Ravenna and Cervia, submitted to the cardinal. Towards the end of 1355 Albornoz was appointed Bishop of Sabina, Giovanni and Riniero de' Manfredi, of Faenza, and Francesco degli Ordelaffi, of the Romagna, stubbornly refused to submit. In 1356 a crusade was preached against them. But only the Malatesta, under Faenza to Albornoz, 10 Nov., 1356, but Ordelaffi and his wife, the warlike Marzia, were still unconquered. The cardinal had repeatedly asked Innocent VI to be recalled to Avignon. Now that all the usurers of the Papal States with the exception of Ordelaffi had been subdued, the pope granted his request and sent Androën de la Roche, Abbott of Cluny, to replace him in Italy. Before returning to Avignon, the cardinal held a meeting of the vicars of the papal territory on 29 April, 1357, and the two following days. At this meeting he published his famous Constitutions for the Papal States, under the title "Constitutiones Egozianae," generally known as the "Egidian Constitutions." When he made known to the assembled vicars his intention to return to Avignon, they all urged him to remain, at least till September. He reluctantly consented and at once began military operations against Ordelaffi. On 21 June he took Cesena, and Bertinoro fell into his hands on 25 July. When the cardinal departed for Avignon in September, Ordelaffi was still master of Forlì and a few other strongholds of the Romagna. On 23 October the cardinal arrived at Avignon, was received with high honours by the pope, and installed his Lateran. 

Albornoz remained only a short time at Avignon. His successor in Italy, the Abbott of Cluny, lacked the military training to contend successfully with the skilled and valiant Ordelaffi. Moreover, the intrigues of Giovanni di Vico in the Papal States and fresh disturbances in Rome required the presence of Albornoz in Italy. The pope ordered him to March 1357, he returned to Italy. At once began operations against Ordelaffi, whose endeavours to buy the Condottiero Lando and his Grand Company into his service he frustrated by a contract with Lando. Ordelaffi was finally compelled to surrender, and on 4 July, 1358, the pope confirmed the concessions of the cardinal. He allowed his troops to continue under the protection of Ordelaffi to rule as papal vicar over Forlì, Impruneta, and Castrocaro. In Rome, during the cardinal's absence, the people had established the septimeiri to rule jointly with the senator. Deeming it imprudent to go against the will of the people, he consented to the new arrangement, but reserved the appointment of the senator to the pope. With the exception of Bologna, the entire pontifical territory now again acknowledged the sovereignty of the pope. Giovanni d'Ollegio, who had possession of Bologna, was engaged in a war with Bernabò Visconti of Milan, who attempted to become master of Bologna. Unable to contend with the powerful Bernabò, Giovanni d'Ollegio surrendered Bologna to the cardinal, who tried in vain to arrive at an amicable arrangement with Bernabò. Meanwhile Innocent VI had died (12 Sept., 1362). Albornoz refused the tiara which was offered him, and Urban V was elected. Under him the military operations against Bernabò, whose stubborn resistance was the principal obstacle to the crusade which Urban V intended to undertake against the Turks. When all other attempts failed, the pope published a crusade against Bernabò in the spring of 1363. In April the cardinal gained a victory at Salaria, near Modena, and the complete subjection of this stub-

born tyrant was now only a question of time. But the idea of a crusade against the Turks had so completely taken possession of the pope that on 13 March, 1364, a hurried peace was concluded, the conditions of which were extremely favourable to Bernabò, who received 500,000 gold florins for his surrender of the city and principality of Bologna.

The cardinal had now completed the difficult task that he had entrusted to him by Innocent VI. He had again subjected the whole pontifical territory to the papal authority and thereby made it possible for the pope to return to Rome. But he did not receive the gratitude which he had so well earned. Urban V gave credence to the cardinal's enemies who accused him of having married Piero della Valiera. In consequence the management of the temporal affairs of the Romagna was taken from Albornoz and given to the Bishop of Ravenna. Hereupon the cardinal asked to be recalled from Italy and addressed a letter to the pope in which he gave an account of his management. The pope discovered his mistake and in his answer gave due credit for the inestimable service which Albornoz had performed for the papacy. In 1367 Urban V returned to Rome; Albornoz received him at Viterbo, but died before the pope came to Rome. In accordance with his wish he was buried in the Church of St. Clement at Ancona. A few years later his remains were transferred to Toledo. His Constitutions for the Papal States were among the earliest books printed in Italy (Jesi, 1473); they remained in force until 1816. He is also the author of a compilation of all the documents relating to the subjection of the March of Ancona. They are preserved in the papal archives under the title "Codex legationis Card. Albornotii." In his will (29 Sept., 1364) he provided for the foundation of the Spanish College at St. Clement at Bologna (Collegium Albornotianum) with 24 Spanish students and 2 chaplains.

Michael Ott. Giles (Lat., Egidius), Saint, Abbot, said to have been born of illustrious Athenian parentage about the middle of the seventh century. Early in life he devoted himself exclusively to spiritual things, but, finding his noble birth and high repute for sanctity in his native land an obstacle to his perfection, he passed over to Gaul, where he established himself first in a wilderness near the mouth of the Rhone and later by the River Gard. But here again the fame of his sanctity drew multitudes to him, so he withdrew to a dense forest near Niémes, where in the greatest solitude he spent many years, and the companionship of a bear. This last retreat was finally discovered by the king's hunters, who had pursued the beast to its place of refuge. The king [who according to the legend was Wamba (or Flavius)], King of the Visigoths, but who must have been a Frank, since the Franks had expelled the Visigoths from the neighbourhood of Niémes almost a century and a half earlier] conceived a high esteem for
the solitary, and would have heaped every honour upon him; but the humility of the saint was proof against all temptations. He consented, however, to receive thenceforth some disciples, and built a monastery in his valley, which he placed under the rule of St. Benedict. Here he died in the early part of the eighth century, with the highest repute for sanctity and miracles.

His cult spread rapidly far and wide throughout Europe in the Middle Ages, as is witnessed by the numberless churches and monasteries dedicated to him in France, Germany, Poland, Hungary, and the British Isles; by the numerous MSS. in prose and verse commemorating his virtues and miracles; and especially by the vast concourse of pilgrims who from all Europe flocked to his shrine. In 1562 the relics of the saint were secretly transferred to Toulose, and from thence to Toulou, and a multitude of French cities, Antwerp, Bruges, and Tournai in Belgium, Cologne and Bamberg in Germany, Prague and Grun in Austria-Hungary, Rome and Bologna in Italy, possess celebrated relics of St. Gilles. In medieval art, he is a frequent subject, being always depicted with his symbol, the hind. His feast is kept on 1 September. On this day there are also commemorated another St. Gilles, an Italian hermit of the tenth century (Acta SS., XI, 305), and a Blessed Giles, d. about 1203, a Cistercian abbot of Caesara in the Diocese of Astorga, Spain (op. cit., XIII, 308).


JOHN F. X. MURPHY.

Gillespie, (1) Eliza Maria (in religion Mother Mary of St. Angela), b. in Washington county, Pennsylvania, 21 February, 1824; d. at St. Mary's convent, Notre Dame, Indiana, 4 March, 1887. She was the daughter of John Purell Gillespie and Mary Madeleine Miers, the latter a convert to the Church. After her husband's death, Mrs. Gillespie in 1838 went with three children to her former home, Lancaster, Ohio. Eliza Maria first attended the school of the Dominican sisters at Somerset, Ohio, and completed her studies at the Visitation Convent at Georgetown, D. C., in 1844. Her kinman, Thomas Ewing of Ohio, was then eminent in the fact, joined to her beauty and accomplishments, made her at once a prominent figure in the social life of Washington and Ohio. Her sympathy was roused by the sufferings of the Irish people during the famine, and she and her cousin, Eleanor Ewing, by their joint efforts, collected a large sum of money for their relief. In 1845 she felt the call to the religious life and determined to enter the order of the Sisters of Mercy. She went to Notre Dame, Indiana, to bid farewell to her brother, who was there engaged in his studies for the priesthood, and here she met Rev. Edward Sorin, provincial of the Congregation of the Holy Cross in the United States, through whose influence she was led to cast her lot with this small and struggling community. She received the religious habit in 1853, taking the name of Sister Mary of St. Angela. She was then sent to France, where she made her novitiate at the convent of the Sisters of Bon Secours, at Caen, making her religious profession by special dispensation 8 December, 1853, at the hands of Very Rev. Father Moreau, the founder of the congregation.

In January, 1855, Sister Angela returned to America and was made superior of St. Mary's Academy at Bertrand, Michigan. On 15 August, 1855, she transferred the academy to its present location near Notre Dame, Indiana, and procured for it a charter from the Indiana legislature. When the Civil War broke out Mother Angela organized a corps of the Sisters of the Holy Cross to care for the sick and wounded soldiers. She established hospitals, both temporary and permanent, and, when generals failed to secure needed aid for the sick and wounded, she made flying trips to Washington on their behalf. Her headquarters were at Cairo, Illinois, in ill-provided buildings. The close of the war left her physically enfeebled, but she returned to St. Mary's and resumed her educational work, and compiled two series of readers for use in Catholic schools, the "Metropolitan" and "Excelsior.

In 1868, at the advice of Bishop Luers of Fort Wayne, the Sisters of the Holy Cross in the United States determined on a separation from the members of the congregation in France. This was effected, with Mother Angela as superior of the new community. Under her rule thirty-five institutions were founded throughout the United States, among them St. Cecilia's and Holy Cross Academy in Washington, D. C.; St. Mary's Academy, Salt Lake City, Utah; St. Mary's Academy, Austin, Texas; St. Catherine's Normal Institute, Baltimore, Maryland; and Hawkes' Hospital, Mt. Carmel, Columbus, Ohio. Mother Angela was the moving spirit in the establishment in 1865 of the "Ave Maria", to whose pages she made many contributions. On laying down the burdens of her superiorship, Mother Angela was chosen mistress of novices at St. Mary's, and in September, 1886, she was again made the head of St. Mary's Academy, at which post she remained until her death.

In Memoriam, Mother Mary of St. Angela (Notre Dame, Indiana, 1887).

(2) Neal Henry Gillespie, brother of the foregoing; b. in Washington county, Pa., 19 January, 1831; d. at St. Mary's, Notre Dame, Indiana, 12 November, 1874. He was one of the first students of the University of Notre Dame, Indiana, and in 1849 received the first degree conferred by that institution. On 1 September, 1851, he entered the novitiate of the Congregation of the Holy Cross at Notre Dame, Ind., made his religious profession 15 August, 1853, and was ordained priest 29 June, 1856, at Rome, where he had been sent to complete his theological studies. Returning to America, he filled the post of vice-president and director of Notre Dame (1856-59), and then was appointed president of the College of St. Mary of the Lake, Chicago, Illinois. In 1863 he was called to the mother-house of the congregation at Le Mans, France, where he remained until 1866. He then returned to Notre Dame, and assumed the editorship of the "Ave Maria", which position he filled until his death. In addition to his editorial labours, he was a frequent contributor to its pages, as well as to many other Catholic periodicals.

JOHN G. EWING.

Gillis, James, Scottish bishop; b. at Montreal, Canada, 7 April, 1802; d. at Edinburgh, 24 February, 1864. He was the only son of a native of Banffshire, who had emigrated to Canada and married there. Educated in the Sulpician college at Montreal, where he acquired a perfect knowledge of French, he returned to Scotland in 1816, and next year entered the seminary at Aquareuse, studying afterwards at St. Nicholas's College in Paris, and at Isy. He was ordained priest on 9 June, 1827, and was stationed at Edinburgh, where his preaching soon attracted attention. He visited France in 1828 to collect money for the church, and again in 1831 to found the foundation of an Ursuline convent—the first religious house established in Scotland since the sixteenth century—which was opened in 1835. In July, 1838, he
was consecrated at Edinburgh as Bishop of Limyra and Coadjutor of the Eastern District. A subsequent visit to Paris, where he was much esteemed, resulted in the acquisition of what remained of the library of the Scotch College, and in the promise of an annual grant. He was honoured by the appointment of the Faith. In 1852 Bishop Gillis succeeded Bishop Carruthers as Vicar Apostolic of the Eastern District. During his twelve years' tenure of this office he did much for the advancement of Catholicism, founding many new missions, introducing several religious groups (including Jesusites, Sisters of Mary and Sisters of Mercy) into his district, and receiving into the Church many converts, among them Viscount and Viscountess Feilding, afterwards Earl and Countess of Denbigh. In 1857 he presided at Orleans cathedral an eloquent panegyric, in French, of Joan of Arc (published in London the same year), receiving in return from the Mayor of Orleans the heart of King Henry II of England, who had died at Chinon, on the Loire, in 1189. Bishop Gillis was buried in St. Margaret's convent, his own foundation, on 26 February, 1864. The nuns of St. Margaret's are in possession of his library.

D. O. HUNTER-BLAIR.

Gilmour, PATRICK SARKSFIELD, musician; b. at Balden, Co. Kildare, Ireland, 25 Dec., 1829; d. at St. Louis, 24 Sept., 1892; a kinman of Daniel O'Connell. In 1848 he arrived at Boston, Mass., becoming leader successively of the Suffolk, Boston Brigade, and Salem bands. In 1858 he founded "Gilmore's Band," in later years famous as the leading military and concert-band of America. When war was declared, Mr. Gilmour and band enlisted with the 24th Mass. Volunteers, accompanying General Burnside to South Carolina. After the temporary discharge of bands from the field, Governor Andrews placed their reorganization in Mr. Gilmour's hands, and General Banks created him bandmaster general. For patriotic and musical services at the inauguration of Governor Hahn of Louisiana, one hundred prominent representatives of the army, navy, and New Orleans civic government, tendered Mr. Gilmour a complimentary banquet at the historic old St. Charles Hotel, presenting him with an inscribed silver goblet containing five hundred dollars. A letter from Governor Hahn to President Lincoln, introducing "P. S. Gilmour" as a "musician of the highest abilities and a true gentleman, who had rendered important aid to the nation's cause by his faithful and patriotic services."

In celebration of the establishment of national peace, Mr. Gilmour organized and conducted two of the most gigantic popular festivals known in musical history—the National and International Peace Jubilees, held at Boston in 1869 and '72, in which thirty thousand singers, two thousand instrumentalists, the most famous composers, vocal and instrumental artists of the day, and the best military bands of Europe participated. Convened for the divisions, holding respectively sixty thousand and one hundred and twenty thousand persons. In recognition of these achievements, Mr. Gilmour was presented by the citizens of Boston with gold medals and the sum of fifty thousand dollars. In 1875 he went to New York, as conductor of the 22nd Regiment. In 1878, during a concert-tour of the principal cities of Europe, he received a medal from the French government.

In 1892, "Gilmore's Band," numbering one hundred men, were celebrating by a great national festival-tour the four-hundredth anniversary of the discovery of Columbus, when in New York, sudden illness accompanied by consumption, he died. His funeral occurred suddenly, consoled by the last Sacraments of the Church. Both civic and military honours were paid him in death, and memorial services were held over the entire country. Fourteen years after his death, on 15 May, 1906, under the auspices of an illustrious committee and directorship, a great Gilmour Memorial Concert was given in Madison Square Garden (originally Gilmour's Garden), and an audience of ten thousand, who, it is said, honoured him to the last, signified his title of "Father of Military Bands," by his elevation of the brass band to a dignified musical status. He was the first to mellow the brasses by the introduction of reeds, to claim a place for the band on the concert-platform, and to popularize classical music by adapting orchestral melodies for reed-band interpretation. From the quick-steps, marches, and dances characterizing band-music at its start, his unique personal effort attained in the single programme of his representative last concert, to the great works of the tone-masters, Bach, Schumann, Handel, Rubinstein, Wagner, and Liszt. He was at once a popular entertainer and an educator of the people. Many songs (words and music), marches, etc. were composed by Mr. Gilmour, who also wrote "The History of the Boston Pesce Jubilee."

MARY G. CARTER.

Gilmour, RICHARD. See CLEVELAND, DIOCESAN. of Santarem, Blessed, a Portuguese Dominican; b. at Vazoa, diocese of Viseu, about 1185; d. at Santarem, 14 May, 1265. His father, Rodrigo Pelayo Validadariz, was governor of Coimbra and councillor of the King of Portugal. It was the wish of his father that he should enter the ecclesiastical state, and the king was very lavish in bestowing ecclesiastical benefices upon him. When he was still a boy, he already held prebends at Braga, Coimbra, Idanha, and Santarem. Gil, however, had no desire to be an ecclesiastic; his ambition was to become a famous physician. After devoting some time to the study of philosophy and medicine at Coimbra, he set out for Paris, with the intention of perfecting himself in the science of medicine and obtaining the doctor's degree. If we may give credence to his unknown contemporary biographer, he was infected on his journey by a courteous stranger who promised to teach him the art of magic at Toledo. As payment, so the legend runs, the stranger required that Gil should make over his soul to the devil and sign the compact with his blood. Gil obeyed and, after devoting himself seven years to the study of magic under the direction of Satan, went to Paris. He only obtained the degree of doctor of medicine when he had performed many wonderful cures. One night while he was locked up in his library a gigantic knight, armed head to foot, appeared to him, and, with his sword drawn, demanded that Gil should change his wicked life. The same spectre appeared a second time, and threatened to kill G1 if he would not reform. Gil now repentent of his evil ways, burnt his books of magic and returned to Portugal, where he took the habit of St. Dominic in the newly-erected monastery at Palencia, about 1221. Shortly after, his superiors sent him to the Dominican house at Scalabris, the present Santarem. Here he led a life of prayer and penance, and seven years he continued to walk with the thought of the compact which was still in the hands of Satan. Finally, his biographer narrates, the devil was compelled to surrender the compact and place it before the altar of the Blessed Virgin. Gil returned to Paris to study theology and on his return to Portugal became famous for his piety and learning. He was twice elected provincial of his order in Spain. Benedict XIV ratified his cult on 9 March, 1748.


MICHAEL OTT.

Gindarus, a titular see of Syria Prima, in the Patriarchate of Antioch. Pliny (Hist. nat., V, 81) locates it in Cyrrhestica, as does Strabo (XVI, 2, 8), who says it
was a celebrated haunt of brigands. Ptolemy (V, xiv) speaks of it as being in the region of Seleucia, and Stephen of Byzantium (s. v.) makes it a small town situated near Antioch. The first and only known Bishop of this see was Patroclus, who assisted in the Council of Nicea in 325 (Gelzer, Patrum Nicenosorum nominis, p. 61) and at that of Antioch in 341 (Lequien, Oriens Christ., II, 789). Yet the episcopal see is not mentioned in the sixth-century "Notitiae" of Antioch (Echoes d'Orient, 1907, 144), nor in that of the tenth century (op. cit., 1907, 94); it is not on the list of cities of Syria given by the geographer Hierocles and George of Cyprus. It is probable that it was never an important town, and that its see, of early creation, soon disappeared. Under the Emperor Theodosius the Great, Gindarius was only a small village which he fortified (S. G., XVII, 517), and in the time of Justinian I, when the relics of the martyr, St. Marinus, afterwards transferred to Antioch, were found there, Gindarius possessed only a "periodiud" and not a bishop. It is now Djenderais, on the Afrin-Sou, in the vilayet and the sanjak of Aleppo, not far from Kal at Semaan, the famous monastery of St. Simon Stylites.

S. VALLÉ.

Ginoulhac, Jacques-Marie-Achille, a French bishop; b. at Montpellier (department of Hérault), 3 Dec., 1806; d. there, 17 Nov., 1875. Immediately attracted to the priesthood (1830) he was appointed professor in the seminary at Montpellier, and later (1839) vicar-general at Aix. Consecrated Bishop of Grenoble in 1853, he was appointed the following year assistant to the pontifical throne, and knight of the Legion of Honour. At the Council of the Vatican, Ginoulhac spoke publicly on the philosophical errors (30 Dec., 1869), on the rule of faith (22 March and 1 April, 1870), and on the pope's infallibility (23 May and 28 June, 1870). On this latter point he sided with the minority and left Rome before the session of 18 July, in which the doctrine was defined. In 1870 he was transferred from Grenoble to the archiepiscopal See of Lyons. Fearing the Prussian invasion, the inhabitants of Lyon vowed to erect a basilica at Fourvières if the city were spared. The written pledge, signed by thousands of inhabitants, was placed on the altar of the Blessed Virgin by the archbishop himself. In 1873, in fulfillment of this promise, he laid the cornerstone of the magnificent edifice which to-day stands on the hill of Fourvières. While at Grenoble, Bishop Ginoulhac wrote and published several letters and pastoral addresses, especially on the condition of the Pontifical States (1860), on Renan's "Life of Jesus" (1863), and on the accusations of the press against the Envoys of 8 Dec., 1864, and the Syllabus (1865). His works are "Histoire du dogme catholique pendant les trois premiers siecles de l'Eglise et jusqu'au concile de Nicaee" (Paris, 1865); "Les epîtres pastorales, ou réflexions dogmatiques et morales sur les épîtres de Saint Paul à Timothée et à Tite" (Paris, 1866); "Le catéchisme cénominique" (Paris, 1889); "Le sermon sur la montagne" (Lyons, 1872); "Les origines du christianisme", a posthumous work published by Canon Servonnert (Paris, 1878).

La France Ecclésiastique (Paris, 1870), 785-9; L'Épiscopat français, by the Société Bibliographique (Paris, 1907).

C. A. DUBRAY.

Gioberti, Vincenzo, Italian statesman and philosopher; b. at Turin, 5 April, 1501; d. at Paris, 26 October, 1552. When still very young he lost his parents, and at the age of sixteen he was admitted among the clerics of the court; he studied theology at the Turin University, and obtained there the doctorate; he was ordained priest in 1525 and appointed court chaplain and professor in the theological college. In 1528 he made a journey through Lombardy, and became friendly with Manzoni and other great men. He caused Rosmini's philosophy to be known in Piedmont, though at a later date he became its opponent. At this time under the pen-name "Deimofo" he was writing articles in Massimi's "Giovane Italia," printed at Brussels. In 1533 he resigned his court chaplaincy, and soon after was detained on suspicion of political intrigues. Nothing could be proved against him, but he was expelled from the country and went to Paris, where he made many friends. He now ceased contributing to the "Giovane Italia," and cousin offered him a chair of philosophy on condition that he would not oppose Cousin's own philosophical system. Though financially he was still well off, Gioberti refused the offer. He then accepted an offer to teach philosophy in a private school at Brussels conducted by an Italian. During his stay in Brussels most of his works were published.

In 1541, on the appearance of his book "Del Buono," the Grand Duke of Tuscany offered him a chair in the Pisa University, but King Charles Albert objected, and the offer came to nothing. His fame in Italy dates from 1543 when he published his "Del primato morale e civile degli Italiani," which he dedicated to Silvio Pellico. Starting with the greatness of ancient Rome he traced back the splendours of the papacy, and recounting all that science and art owed to the genius of Italy, he declared that the Italian people were a model for all nations, and that their then insignificance was the result of their weakness politically, to remedy which he proposed a confederation of all the Italian states under the pope as their head. It is curious that in this work he is very severe on the French, yet he has not a word to say about the Austrians who then occupied Lombardy and the Venetian territory. Pope and prince received the work very coldly, and a few Jesuits wrote against it. In 1545 he was once more in Paris and published the "Prologomeni al Primo," in which he attacked the Jesuits; and in 1547 he printed "Il Gesuita Moderno," a large sized pamphlet, full of vulgar invective; in 1548 this was followed by an "Apologia del Gesuita Moderno." These works were answered in 1548 by the Jesuit Father Curci's "Divinazione sulle tre ultime opere di V. Gioberti." Early in 1548, when Italy was burning with hopes of liberty, and independence, Gioberti returned to his native land and was joyously received by his fellow-townsmen. Soon afterwards he went to Milan to calm the over-impetuous and to oppose Massini; from there he visited Charles Albert of Savoy, and was received a mission for Rome, and on his arrival his reception was so enthusiastic that the pope became alarmed. On his return from Rome the king wanted to appoint him senator of the kingdom, but Gioberti preferred to be elected as deputy; he became president of the Chamber and, in July, he joined the Collegio cabinet. After the unfortunate Salasco armistice he broke up the cabinet, declared for a continuation of the war against Austria, and bitterly assailed the Revel ministry. He next founded a society to propagate the idea of a federated Italy, with the King of Piedmont and not the pope at its head. He became president of the ministry (with Ratta and other democrats), but whereas the new cabinet was all for war, Gioberti had learned caution, and was anxious to reorganize the ministry. Moreover, he wanted Piedmont to re-establish in their estates the pope and the Grand Duke of Tuscany, who had been driven out by the revolution; so he quarrelled with his colleagues and resigned on 20 February, 1849, but in the newspapers he carried on the quarrel. After the disastrous battle of Novara (23 March, 1849), Victor Emmanuel II offered him a portfolio; he agreed to join the ministry but would not take a portfolio. He was then sent as plenipotentiary to Paris to negotiate illicit French aid in Italy. He was unsuccessful, and finding he was out of favour at Turin he resigned his post, but remained in Paris, where, after three years
passed in study, he died. In 1851 he published his "Rinnovamento civile d'Italia" which contains an impassioned criticism of political events from 1848 onwards. This last book, while it clings to the idea of a federated Italy, shows that Gioberti was a republican, and that he hoped the loss of the papal temporal power would bring about the religious renovation of Italy. Thereupon all his works were put on the Index. His closing years were embittered by seeing his brother embittered, and this bitterness finds an echo in his works.

Gioberti's philosophy is a mixture of pantheistic ontologism with Platonism and traditionalism. The ontologism of Malebranche, as modified by Cardinal Gerulli, had been taught him at the Turin University. His chief thesis is that the passions of the human intellect are ideas or beings; i.e., absolute and eternal truth as far as "human intuition" can grasp it is God Himself. "Being" he calls the primus philosophicum, because in the mental order it is the primus psychologicum, and in the order of existing things it is the primus ontologicum; it is the common foundation of all essence and all knowledge of man and nature. The whole embraces the judgment, "being exists or is necessary," which is not the result of any mental process, but is the spontaneous effect produced when being presents itself to the mind. But in being we merely see its relative attributes, not its essence, which resides in the super (supra) and in the ontological object of revealed religion. Among these relative attributes is comprised the creative act, by intuition of which, in being, we arrive at a knowledge of its results, namely, contingent things, and thus establish the formula ideatis, "being creates existing things", ens creavit existentias. This judgment is synthetic as well as absolute, not in the Kantian sense, but by "objective synthesis" resulting from the revelation of being. However, intuition of the idea remains too indeterminate; and hence the necessity of speech which so circumscribes the idea that we can contemplate or re-think it (this is pure traditionalism).

His theory of creation is the most important part of his system and requires a longer explanation. He calls the idea also the Esse Universalis, which is common to and identical in all things, and which is nothing more or less than their possibility itself. Before the creation being, God exists in the absolute abstract. It becomes concrete by its own act, individuating itself, making itself finite, and multiplying itself. "To create is therefore to individuate." In this process the intelligible that was absolute becomes relative; there are two cycles to the process, one descending, inasmuch as the idea inffrings on the concrete (materia), the other ascending, inasmuch as it reaches out more and more towards the intelligible absolute (methexis), and participates of the Divine Being (this is pure Platonism). Thus he arrives at the conclusion that in the intellectual order the ideas of created things are so many steps in the scale of the hierarchy of ideas. At Santa Maria della Scala in Padua he heard the saying of Hegel that "logic . . . is nothing but creation." From all this, Gioberti's pantheism is evident. No doubt he is always asserting that God was distinct from His creatures; but the sincerity of these statements is not beyond question. As a matter of fact, after his separation from the Massimians they published a letter of his to the "Giovanie Italia" in which he expressly stated that "pantheism is the only true and sound philosophy." His theory of mimesis and methexis is also used to prove the immortality of the soul. Then again the idea of being imbedded the foundation of moral obligation as a binding force, and, inasmuch as it approves or disapproves, we have the concepts of merit and demerit. The aim of the moral law is to bring to pass the perfect union of existences and being, in other words to complete the methexic cycle. Man endowed with freedom can app
1508 he returned to Italy, wrote four dissertations on the waters and waterways of Venice and constructed the splendid Fondaco dei Tedeschi (1508), decorated by Titian and Giorgione. When in 1513 the Rialto and the clock tower were burned, Giorgione was one of the men who presented plans for a new bridge and surrounding structures, but he left Venice for Rome when the designs of a rival (Michelangelo?) were chosen by the republic for which he had done such monumental work. The Vatican welcomed him (1514) and on Bernini's death he was appointed painter (with Raphael and San Gallo) the erection of St. Peter's; but it was Fra Giocondo alone who improved and strengthened the foundations of the great basilica and the piers inadequately supporting its dome.

Two Italian editions of Pliny's "Epistles" were printed in Venice in 1508; one printed in Bologna and one from the press of Aldus Manutius (1508). He edited Caesar's "Commentaries" and made the first design (drawing) of Caesar's bridge across the Rhine. He was among the first to produce a correct edition of Vitruvius, printed at Venice in 1511, illustrated with figures and dedicated to Pope Julius II.; and published a Life of Julius Cesareus, Aurelius Victor, and Cato's "De re rustica". In addition to his classical and mathematical knowledge he was a master of scholastic theology. His last work was, probably, the rebuilding of the bridge of Verona (1521), for in a letter to Giuliano de' Medici, in 1513, Giocondo then called it "the bridge of paradiso".

CUMMING, History of Architecture in Italy: X, Venice, ed. SITWELL (Philadelphia, 1886); LONGELLOW, Architecture in Italy, ed. C. G. (New York, 1900); MICHAUD, Vieux, Universel, Ancien et Moderne (Paris, 1855); MARINELLI in Rassegna d'Arte (Milan, 1902), 59 sqq.
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Giordano, Tommaso, composer, b. at Naples in 1738; d. at Dublin, Ireland, February, 1806. The family came to London in 1752, and settled in Dublin in 1764. Tommaso was one of the leading musicians in the Irish capital from 1764 to 1781, when he returned to London; after two years, he came back to Dublin, where he spent the remainder of his life. He was in demand as an opera-house and in a music-shop, neither of which was financially successful. Among his compositions are a number of operas, an oratorio "Isaac" (1767), and a vast quantity of overtures, sonatas, concertos, quartets, songs, etc. He was organist of the pro-cathedral from 1784 to 1798, and conducted a Te Deum of his own at the celebration upon the recovery of King George III, 30 April, 1789. Among his pupils were Lady Morgan, Tom Cooke, and others, and it was in one of his Rotunda concerts that John Field, the inventor of the nocturne, made his début (4 April, 1792). His last opera, "The Cottage Festival", was produced at the Theatre Royal, Dublin, 28 Nov., 1796. His song "Ciao mio ben" is still occasionally heard.

GRANT, Dict. of Music and Musicians, ed. MAITLAND (London, 1906), II.; ETHER, Quellenberk (1900-1901); GRATTAN-FLOOD, Hist. of Irish Music (3d ed., Dublin, 1900); contemporary files of Dublin papers.

W. H. GRATTAN-FLOOD.

Giordano, Luca, Neapolitan painter; b. at Naples, 1632; d. in the same place, 12 Jan., 1705. He was esteemed the marvel of his age for the rapidity with which he covered with frescoes vast ceilings, domes, and walls in Italy and Spain, and was known as Luca "Fa Presto" (make haste), as the demand for his work was so great that his father was continually urging him to greater dispatch, until at length he was able to work with extraordinary speed. He was undoubtedly the chief of the Machiavelli, who was the most popular quick-painting decorators of Italy came to be called, and perhaps no other painter has left so many pictures. He was a pupil of Ribera, and then of Pietro da Cortona, and a constant copyist of the works of Raphael.

Some of his earliest paintings were for the churches of Naples, but in 1679 he was invited to Florence, and in 1692 to Madrid, where he painted the immense ceiling and staircases of the Escorial, and an enormous number of altarpieces. In 1707 he was called to Naples to King of Spain to Naples, and there he spent the last three years of his life. There are sixty of his pictures in Madrid, and about half that number in Naples, while the galleries of Dresden, Munich, Paris, Vienna, Rome, and St. Petersburg, all boast of a large number of his works. He seemed seed even by Velazquez. He was one of the most original and most versatile Venetian painters of the 18th cent. He was a great innovator, and is believed to have also worked in pastel.

DOMINIC, Vita de' Pittori, Scultori e Architetti Napolitani (Naples, 1742-45); CONIGL, Descrizione ed operosità della Spagna (Farrara, 1765); BARRIERE, Memorie de' Pittori Napolitani (Naples, 1792).

GEORGE CHARLES WILLIAMSON.

Giordano Bruno. See BRUNO, GIORDANO.

Giorgione (GIOVACCHINO BARELLARI, ZORZO DA CASTELFRANCO), Italian painter, b. at Castelfranco in or before 1477; d. in Venice in October or November, 1510. Little is known of his life. His very origin has been discussed and some authorities attribute his father to have been of the great Barelli family and his mother a peasant girl of Vedelago, while later investigators find no proof of this, call the Barebrelli tradition false, and make him the descendant of peasants from the March of Treviso. Giorgione means "big George"; Ruskin calls him "stout George"; all agree that he was a man of a jolly, robust, and attractive presence. In Venice he studied under Giovanni Bellini, with Titian as a fellow-pupil. His great artistic talent developed rapidly, he outstripped his master, broke away from the timid and traditional style of the day, and became a great influence in art, even Titian following his example and imitating his colour, method, and style. To-day there is much confusion even in the great Continental galleries concerning the attribution of pictures to Titian and to Giorgione. With rare musical skill on the lute and with a fine voice, the talented youth was early admitted to the best Venetian society, and painted portraits of nearly all the great people; Caterina Cornaro, Gonzales (Gonzalvo) of Cordova, and two dogs being a few of his sitters. His portraits were the first to be painted in the "modern manner", and are full of dignity, truth of characterization, simplicity, and a well-balanced quality in every phase; a precocious and versatile young man was the first to paint landscapes with figures, the first to paint genre—movable pictures in their own frames with no devotional, allegorical, or historical purpose—and the first whose colours possessed that ardent, glowing, and melting intensity which was so soon to typify the work of all the Venetian School.

Giorgione was the first to discard detail and substitute breadth and boldness in the treatment of nature and architecture; and he was the first to recognize that the painter's chief aim is decorative effect. He never subordinate his tempera and colours to architecture, nor any artistic effect to a sentimental presentation. He possessed the typical artistic temperament, and this, with his vigour and gaiety, made him the true post-painter, a "lyrical genius" (Morelli). He is well called the "joyous herald of the Renaissance". The vigour of his chiaroscuro, the superb "relief" in his work, the "grand style", and his mastery of perspective may have come in part from a study of Leonardo da Vinci, who was in Venice when Giorgione was twenty-four years old; but no trustworthy records show that the two ever met. Giorgione painted the widest range of subjects from altar-pieces to decorative compositions, employing the popular motifs of three—in his compositions, and imitated the actual texture of draperies as none had ever done before. His method was to paint in tempera and then glaze in oil, a process contributing to great brilliance, transparency,
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and permanence of colour. Giotto introduced into Venice the fashion of painting the fronts of houses in fresco (in 1307-08 he thus decorated, with Titian, the magnificent Fondaco dei Tedeschi); and cassoni (marriage-chests) and other pieces of furniture were not too humble for his magic brush.

All his life was spent in Venice, where his extraordinary
talent was recognized as a School of Giotto, and where his pictures, in great demand during his lifetime, had a host of imitators and copyists. Very little of his work is authenticated, and only three paintings have never been called in question by any expert or critic. The first of these is the Castelfranco altarpiece, painted when he was only twenty-two years old for the church of his native town. Here are the Madonna and Child enthroned, with Sts. Liberale and Francis below, "one of the two most perfect pictures in existence" (Ruskin); it is full of reverence, serenity, and religious sentiment, the very landscape-background awakening devotional feelings. The other unquestioned works are the "Ardastus and Hypsi-
pyle" (called for 350 years the "Giovanelli Figures" or the "Stormy Landscape with Soldier and Gypsy"), more sombre than the altar-piece but more romantic in treatment, and the "Zenaeus, Evander, and Pallas" (one of the "Three Philosophers" or the "Three Philosophers in Caves") probably completed by Sebastiano del Piombo, Giotto's pupil. The greatest rival authorities are agreed that four other works are undoubted Gior-
gones: the "Knight of Malta", "Judgment of Solom-
on", the "Trial of Moses" (all in the Uffizi), and "Christ Bearing the Cross" in Mrs. Gardner's collection (Boston, U. S. A.). Many great canvases are denied Giotto by modern negative criticism simply because they do not quite attain the high standard of excellence arbitrarily set for this master, by connoisseurs. Tradition says his death was due to grief because his lady-love proved false; probably the work of Veronese (in Venice Cathedral) was buried on the Island of Povegia. Other works attributed to Giotto are: "The Concert", Pitti Gallery, Florence; "Venus", Dresden Gallery; "Fête Champêtre", Louvre; "Madonna and Child", Prado.
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Giotto di Bondone, a Florentine painter, and founder of the Italian School of painting, b. most probably, in 1266 (not 1276), in the village of Vespigiana near Florence, in the valley of the Mugello; d. at Milan, 8 Jan., 1337. Very little is known of his early history. Vasari relates that Cimabue, rambling one day in the neighborhood of Ghib, saw a young shepherd lad drawing one of his sheep on a piece of smooth slate with a pointed stone, and that Cimabue thereupon took the lad with him and instructed him. The story is a pretty bit of fancy. There is no reason for believing that Giotto was ever a shepherd. It is possible that his father was a peasant; if so, he was in easy circumstances and certainly a freedholder. A document dated 1320 styles him vir praeclarus; such an epithet would not be applied to a man in straitened circumstances. As a matter of fact nothing is known of Giotto until he was thirty years old. This unfortunate gap in his personal history robs us of a story which would be of intense interest and not incompatible with his genius, and reduces us to the merest conjectures. However, without in any way detracting from Giotto's pre-eminence in Italian art, it is impossible to accord him that quasi-miraculous, providential importance that Florentine nationalism soon raised to a kind of dogma in the history of art. According to Vasari he arose in a barbarous age and straightway revealed a fully developed art to a wondering world. This is not credible. The thirteenth century, the century of the great cathedrals and of the French school of carving whose numerous pupils were met with in all parts of Christendom, cannot be called a barbarous age. In Italy itself a widespread renaissance was taking place. At Naples and at Rome the admirable School of the murarmoreous glass painters, forgetting their craft, reflected most illustrious, recalled to life much antique beauty of form. The mosaic-workers, with Jacopo Torriti and the artists who created the marvels of the Baptistry of Florence, likewise the painters, with Pietro Cavali-
lini whose fresco cycles in Santa Maria in Trastevere (begun 1341) exhibit all his breadth and is a most satisfactory proof of an earlier renewal of artistic spirit and power. The "Rucellai Madonna" by Duccio dates from 1287. Twenty years earlier, perhaps the very year of Giotto's birth, Nicolò Pisano had completed the pulpit in the Baptistry of Pisa. That of Siena followed in 1272. The lovely fountain at Perugia dates from 1278. Then came the works of Giovanni Pisano, whose sympathetic genius is in more than one way akin to that of Giotto. Amid this rich and wondrous development of art the young master grew up. Though he was by no means its creator, it certainly reacted in him. As an artist Giotto is a true son of St. Francis. It is at Assisi that he is first found, in that very basilica which was the cradle of Italian painting, and which still enshrine the most perfect records of its early history. There every master of note in the peninsula might have been seen at work. Giotto of Pisa was decorating the lower church, while Cavallini or one of his pupils was painting scenes from the Old Testa-
ment in the upper church. Cimabue was at the same time ornamenting the choir and the transept. It was doubtless in the train (brigata) of Cimabue that Giotto came to Assisi in 1294, and that he became acquainted with the works of Giotto of Pisa, which already inflamed his own. In 1296 Cimabue set out for Rome, whereupon Giovanni da Muro, General of the Francis-
cans (1296-1304), entrusted to Giotto the execution of the wonderful story of St. Francis which the painter accomplished in the famous twenty-eight scenes of the upper church. This is at once the source of Giotto's glory and the earliest example of the Italian School. In these scenes Giotto followed St. Bonaventure's life of St. Francis officially approved by the chapter of 1263 as the only official text. The first twenty-one frescoes are entirely by Giotto's hand; the remaining six were finished from his designs. All have suffered greatly from the humidity and from restorations. They are, nevertheless, incomparable monuments of art, and in many ways the very greatest for the story of modern painting. The intense impression created by St. Francis, the historical near-
ness of his truly evangelical personality, and his like-
ness to Jesus Christ borne out by the miracle of the stigmata, thenceforth influenced art to an incalculable degree. For the first time in centuries painters, until then limited to the repetition of consecrated themes, to an unvarying reproduction of hieratic patterns, were free to improve and create. Painting was no longer an echo of tradition, but rose at once to all the dignity of invention. In the portrayal of the wonder-
ful life-story of St. Francis, to his own age a real image of Jesus Christ, current events and the everyday life of the period were seized on and appropriated. Art no longer worked on conventional models, abstract and idee; it bore the stamp of immediacy, which the humblest intelligence is capable of appreciating. Representation of real life was to become the object of all painting. Henceforth there must always be a likeness between the painting and the object painted. The true portrait of St. Francis had to be given to the public, which must see his actions and the place where he lived, must also grasp all loca
peculiarities of topography, people, dress, and architecture. This principle of actuality and reality underlay the artistic revolution initiated by Giotto. Since the days of the catacombs nothing so important had occurred in the history of painting.

The germ of all this was to be found in the very earliest portrait of St. Francis, e.g. that of the "Sagro Speco" at Subiaco and in those of the lower church at Assisi and the church of Santa Maria degli Angeli, where the figure of the saint is inset between two rows of small panel-pictures descriptive of events in his life. To enlarge these vignettes into frescoes and thereby tell the story of Francis in heroic outlines was equivalent to equating the power of artistic expression and the new vastness of the pictorial framework; this prompted, in consequence, a background overflowing, so to speak, with contemporary life. This much Giotto undertook to do, and his success was

famous mosaic that adorns the vestibule of St. Peter's, was done in collaboration with Cavallini; moreover, the original has long since disappeared beneath successive restorations. A fourteenth-century copy may be seen in the Spanish Chapel at Florence.

The frescoes from the life of Christ, which Giotto executed for St. Peter's, were destroyed in the time of Nicholas V, when the choir of old St. Peter's was being remodelled. His Roman masterpieces, however, were the three frescoes ordered by Boniface VIII for the loggia or balcony of the Lateran to commemorate the famous jubilee of 1300. They represented the baptism of Constantine, the erection of the Lateran Basilica, and the proclamation of the jubilee. The first and second have perished, and only a fragment of the third remains, inset in the eighteenth century in one of the great pillars of the basilica, where it is yet visible. The pope stands between two acolytes, in the

Boniface VIII: St. John Lateran, Rome
Giotto: Ancient painting, Santa Croce, Florence
Campanile of Giotto: Florence

marvellous. One is astounded at the multitude of things he suddenly brings within the domain of painting. Such an invasion of realism is not met with again till the seventeenth century, when Rubens gives us its counterpart in his life of Marie de' Medici. All Italy is there; cities and their environs, the walls of Arezzo, the temple of Minerva and the church of San Damiano at Assisi, the façade of the Lateran, the graceful interior of the Gregorian church, the landscapes of Albinea and Subasio, rural scenes like St. Francis's sermon to the birds, domestic interiors as in the "Death of the Lord of Celano", scenes from ecclesiastical life, e.g. chapter meetings and choir services. Every type of existence is laid under tribute: monks, peasants, townfolk, burghers, popes, bishops, singers by the roadside, men at drink, at feasts, and funerals. No peculiarity of place, condition, costume, or person escapes the far-reaching eye of the painter. He has put into his paintings every phase of life, and it is all so genuine and accurate, so true to reality that in his work, after five centuries, the Italian fresco still lives for us, despite the deplorable state of the frescoes, the defects of his perspective, and the childlike archaisms of certain technical formulae. No painter has ever surpassed Giotto in this power of gathering details from real life, and of surrounding the commonplace with an artistic halo. Herein also lies the power of all literary creators of life, from Dante in his "Divina Commedia" to Balzac in the "Comédie Humaine". The genius of Giotto was brought into further prominence by the works he executed at Rome, whither he was called in 1298 by Cardinal Stefaneschi. It may be noted at once that the "Nativella", i.e. the act of giving his blessing. The loss of this fresco is somewhat compensated for by a seventeenth-century sketch (in the Ambrosian Library at Milan) which restores the ensemble of the original scene. It was a magnificent representation of an actual spectacle, a vast historical panorama of which the painter must have been an eyewitness, an immense portrait gallery showing the pope, the cardinals, the army, and the Roman people; all this on the occasion of a momentous event in the history of Christendom.

From Rome Giotto returned to Florence, perhaps in 1301, and painted the "Last Judgment" in the chapel of the Podestà. This fresco is in a way a political manifesto, being a kind of idealized grouping of all classes of Florentine society, somewhat after the manner of Dante's great poem. Therein can be recognised Dante himself, Brunetto Latini, Corso Donati, Cardinal d'Acquasparta, and Charles of Valois. The "Life of Mary Magdalen", which completed the chapel decorations, is now so faded and discoloured as to be beyond recognition. In 1306, Giotto was called to Padua to paint the Capella dell'Arena, built by Enrico Seroveggi in expectation of the crimes of his father, the famous usurer Reginaldo. On the lateral walls the artist treated in thirty-six frescoes scenes from the life of Christ and of the Blessed Virgin. Beneath these scenes he placed fourteen small cameo figures, allegories of the virtues and virtues; on the end wall above the scene of the Annunciation, he painted a "Last Judgment". With this work a new epoch opens in the career of Giotto. It is the first of those vast complete series, or great decorative poems, conceived by him with systematic thoroughness, and meant to
develop fully a single great idea. It is truly a living organism, at once pictorial and theological, such as is met with later in the Spanish Chapel, on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, and in the Cappella delle Segnature at Ravenna and Santa Maria Maggiore at Rome. Giotto, indeed, continued to use the earlier conceptions, but could not fail to imbue with his own wonderful realism the traditional treatment of these sacred scenes. This introduction of allegory, on an elevated and magnificent scale, is his new master-concept. His work is henceforth dominated by an attempt to bring out the moral meaning and by unity of purpose. The historical element, of course, still held the place of honour; it had not varied for centuries, had been the same in the Apocalypse scenes at S. Apollinare in Classe at Ravenna and Santa Maria Maggiore at Rome. Giotto, indeed, continued to use the earlier conceptions, but could not fail to imbue with his own wonderful realism the traditional treatment of these sacred scenes. This introduction of allegory, on an elevated and magnificent scale, is his new master-concept. His work is henceforth dominated by an attempt to bring out the moral meaning and by unity of purpose. The historical element, of course, still held the place of honour; it had not varied for centuries, had been the same in the Apocalypse scenes at S. Apollinare in Classe at Ravenna and Santa Maria Maggiore at Rome. Giotto, indeed, continued to use the earlier conceptions, but could not fail to imbue with his own wonderful realism the traditional treatment of these sacred scenes.

There is, perhaps, no pictorial type so characteristic of the art of Giotto as the kiss. Circumstances here forced the artist's genius into a new path. Since his imagination had not in these sacred scenes the freest play, he turned to the perfection of artistic style; consequently the Padua frescoes are a new phase in his realisation of the beautiful. In the mind of the artist, now appears as conditioned by art. This preoccupation with the artistic presentation of things is striking at Padua from the earlier scenes, those depicting the story of St. Joachim and the marriage of the Blessed Virgin, where there are charming pastorals rarely equalled by Giotto's contemporaries. The scene of the "Meeting at the Golden Gate". One scene in particular, the marriage cortège of the Blessed Virgin, is introduced merely that the artist may develop a beautiful plastic theme, a frieze of white-veiled girls, quite like the procession of Greek maidens in the Panathenian festal pageant. The chiberti mentions other paintings made by Giotto for the Friars Minor at Padua. However, the most perfect examples of the master's mature skill are his frescoes at Assisi, between 1310 and 1320, in the lower church of the famous basilica of St. Francis. He began in the right transept with the addition of two miracles of the saint as a kind of appendix or supplement to the "Life" which he had painted twenty years earlier in the upper church. Facing these he painted nine frescoes of the Holy Childhood, a replica of the Padua frescoes but superior for delicacy and charm. In his quality of historian Giotto never rose above this work, the most extensive cycle of frescoes. In the Padua frescoes, however, in this period, was the decoration of the roof-groining over the high altar. In it he sets forth the "Triumph of St. Francis", together with the triumphs of the virtues which were the foundation of the order: poverty, chastity, obedience. This is the most complete example of the "Triumph of St. Francis" which from the Campo Santo at Pisa to Mantegna and Titian are a favourite theme of Italian art. It is moreover the earliest masterpiece of monumental art. The earlier "Psychomachia" of the poet Prudentius, so often treated by French sculptors and outlined by Giotto himself, in the frescoes of the Cappella dell' Arena, take here a large development. We seem to hear, as it were, an orchestration of incomparably greater variety and significance. The intimate meaning of life and thought, the power of plastic art, and the genius of beautiful symbols; the majesty of harmonious order, the beauty of the types, personifications, and person; the wondrous blending of fact and fancy; the perfect preservation of the original colours, all combine to make this magnificently planned ensemble one of the immortal works of painting. It seems to breathe the puissant moral ideas of the Middle Ages, while one of its lovely figures, the woman of Sybaris is, say Poston, suggests from afar all the mystic and quaintly modern poetry of Botticelli's "Primavera".

The closing years of Giotto's life (1320-27) were spent at Florence. His work at this period in the church of Santa Maria del Carmine and the palace of the Podestà, where he painted an allegory of Good Government (a theme of Ambrogio Lorenzetti at Siena in 1337), has almost entirely perished. In his work in the Bardi and Peruzzi chapels in the Franciscan church of Santa Croce there survive but some remnants. The Bardi chapel contains in six scenes a new life of St. Francis, besides four figures of the greater French saints: St. Clare, St. Elisabeth, St. Louis IX, King of France, and St. Louis of Toulouse (St. Louis of Toulouse was canonised in 1317; the decoration of the chapel must, therefore, be of later date.) The Peruzzi chapel contains six scenes from the lives of St. Paul and St. John the Evangelist. These frescoes were whitewashed over in the eighteenth century, were discovered in 1840, and have suffered much in the course of time. In the evolution of his art, Giotto, now a master and sure of his own powers, seems to lean towards the abstract in the treatment of his subjects. He appears to subordinate all to the rhythm of the composition. An almost excessive desire for balance and symmetry gives to these later works an aspect of stiffness, somewhat the impression of bas-reliefs. They seem somewhat cold and academic. Yet they reveal incomparable beauty and figures of genuine sculpturesque perfection. In the "Resurrection of St. Paul" the group of the Disciples leaning on the empty sepulchre, through two centuries, is more powerful than Raphael, is almost the same as the group of young geometricians in the latter's "School of Athens".

There is no evidence that Giotto ever visited Ferrara, Ravenna, or any of the other places where frescoes are attributed to him. King Robert of Anjou invited him to visit Naples in 1330, and he remained there three years, but left no trace of his influence in the local school. As for the pretended journey to Avignon and his death there, it is well known to be a fiction. Simone di Martino is the true author of the admirable frescoes in the papal palace at Avignon. In his later years Giotto, recognized as chief among Italian artists, was more or less capomastro or Master of the Works for all public constructions in Florence. We are told that he aided in designing the Porta San Giovanni of the Baptistery, the work of Andrea Pisano (1330). It is certain that he drew the plans for the Campanile in 1334. Perhaps the designs for the fifty-five bas-reliefs by other artists are partly due to his influence. In these, we do in more than one particular the "Virtues and Vices" at Padua. There are very few of Giotto's panels, properly so-called. One large "Madonna di Maestà" in the Accademia at Florence is interesting when compared with that of Duccio. A triptych of the "Life of St. Peter" painted in 1326 for Cardinal Stefaneschi is preserved in the sacristy of the canons at St. Peter's. Finally, his "St. Francis receiving the Stigmata", at the Louvre, is a youthful résumé of the noble frescoes at Assisi.

No painter ever made such an impression on his age as Giotto. All fourteenth-century art betrays his influence. No school ever turned out so homogeneous as the Giotteschi. Taddeo and Agnolo Gaddi, Orcagna, Spinello, and others, it is true, are weak enough imitators of their master. Indeed, outside of Florence there is no originality save at Siena where Simone di Martino and the Lorenzetti worked, and later at Padua in the days of Jacopo Avanzo and Altichieri. The triumph of Giotto, and the thorough manner in which his successors imitated him, proved how fully he embodied the national genius. In painting he invented that dolce stil nuovo, that vulgare eloquium which Dauc created in the realm of poetry. He is truly the founder of the art of painting in Italy. He was not handsome, says Petrarch, who was his friend, as was also Dante, whose portrait he so often painted. Nor must it be imagined that this great painter of St. Francis was either a mystic or an ascetic.
He loved life too well for that. He has left us in a
canzone, mediocre enough as poetry, a satire on "Holy 
Poor," the doctrines of the "Fraticelli," and other 
radicals among the Franciscans of that time. More-
evertheless, the Florentine novelists, Boccaccio and Sac-
cetti, tell many anecdotes of him which he figures 
as a bon-vivant, jovial, good-natured, with a sense of 
humour and a pardonal eccentricity. He may have been wealthy, as his works diligently 
entirely gives us an idea of his world. He married Cinta 
di Lapo del Fela by whom he had eight children.
The eldest, Francesco, registered in 1431 as a member 
of the guild of painters at Florence.
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Giovanni, Ruggero, composer, b. at Velletri, 
near Rome, in 1599; d. at Rome, January 1625. In 
1623, he was appointed choirmaster at the church of 
San Luigi dei Francesi in Rome, and subsequently at 
the Chiesa dell'Anima. As a composer of madrigals 
he was exceedingly fertile, and his six books of 
them, with one of canzonets and vilanelles, appeared 
between the years 1586 and 1606. So great was his fame 
as a churchmaster and composer that on the death 
of the illustrious Palestrina, he was appointed his suc-
cessor, 12 March, 1594. Among his sacred works are 
some beautiful masses for eight and twelve voices, and 
some pleasing motets. So little is known of his later 
years that biographers could formerly find no trace of 
Giovanni after 1615, at which date he published the 
second volume of his new edition of the Graduale 
known as the "Medicean". However, to the 
theological works of W. H. Frey, of Berlin, it is now certain 
that Giovanni lived ten years longer. He was buried 
in the church of Santa Marta.

Baini, Memorie storico-critiche (Rome, 1829); Ettinger, Quel 
lezeckok (1900-1904); Grove, Dict. of Music and Musicians, 
ed. Myland (London, 1908); II; Kirchenmusikalisches Jahr 
bruch (Ratibok, 1899). XXII.

W. H. Grattan-Flood.

Giovanni Bosco, Venerable. See Bosco, Gio 
vanni Melchior, Venerable.

Giovannozzo, See Molfetta, Giovannozzo, and 
Terlizzi, Diocese of.

Giraldo, Giovanni Battista (surnamed Cintio), 
Italian dramatist and novelist; b. at Ferrara, Italy, 
1504; d. there, 1573. He studied philosophy and 
medicine in his native town. Under the patronage of 
the family ruling over his native region, he served for 
a while as secretary to the dukes of Ferrara, but wearying of his duties, he gave himself up to academic life as 
a professor in turn at the Universities of Modonvi, 
Turin, and Pavia. Among his minor works there is a 
discussion on the methods to be observed in the com-
position of epic, romance, drama, etc. (Disoriors in 
torno al compor romanzi, commodie et tragedie, etc.), 
which shows him to be one of the leading literary 
critics of the time. He essayed the pastoral drama with 
the "Egle", and the epic with the "Ercole". 
His dramatic labors extended further, to the produc-
tion of one comedy, the "Edeumoni", and nine trage-
dies. In the "Clitigro", the "Chiride", 
the "Selene", and his best play, the "Orbecco". 
Even more than for the "Orbecco", a rather gory piece, 
Giraldo is remembered for his collection of tales, the 
"Ecotommiti" (Hecatommhit). In this he feigns, 
therein imitating the framework of Boccaccio's "De 
Camyon", that a company of men and women, fleeing 
from the sack of Rome in 1527, take ship at Civitave 
chia for Marseilles, and beguile the tedious of the jour-
ney by reciting the "Ecotommiti", as the "Fratelli 
D'oriente", as the "Fratellini". As a matter of fact there are 112 tales in the 
work. The style of the "Hecatommhit" has little to 
recommend it, being rather cold and colourless; and 
although the author announces his purpose of telling 
stories that shall stigmatize vice, and exalt virtue and 
religion, he does not wholly succeed in the execution and 
uniformity. It is worthy of note that the seventh 
tale of the third decade tells the story of the Moor of 
Venice, later used in Shakespeare's "Othello".

Tragedie (ed. Venice, 1531-34): "Ecosommithi" (ed. Florence, 
1532-34), "Bilancino, O. G. Giorgi, Opera della 
Casa di S. A. e del D. de' Franchi" (ed. Rome, 1541); "Floria 
XV" (Aquila, 1889): "Voci, L'infante mortale degli Ecosommithi" 
(Canterbury, 1890).

J. D. M. Ford.

Giraldo, Ubaldo (Ubaldo a Sano Cajetano), 
an Italian canonist; b. in 1632; d. in 1775. He was 
one of the four Friars (Clerici regularis Scholairum 
piarum), was twice assistant general-counselor of his 
congregation, was provincial of the Roman province, 
rector of the Friar college at Rome, and Apostolic 
examiner for the Roman clergy. He published an 
edition, with additions (Rome, 1757), of the "Insti 
tutiones Canonice" of Remi Maschat, also a Friar. 
Thus the "Expositio juris pontificii" of Giraldo (Rome, 
1769; re-edited, 1809-1830) is not a work of 
Law alone. The author merely reproduces the principal 
works of the Decretals and of the Council of Trent, 
adding thereto such papal documents as interpret or 
modify their meaning, with a brief commentary of his 
own. His last work, on which his reputation is chiefly 
based, was a new edition with notes and additions of 
Barbossa's great work on parish priests, "Animalver 
sione et additamenta ex posterioribus summarum pontificum constitutis et sacrarum congrega 
tionum decreta desumpta, ad Avg. Barbossa, de 
Officio et Potestate parochii" (Rome, 1773, new ed., 
1800).

Schultze, Geschichte der Quellen und Literatur des canonic 
liches Rechtes (Stuttgart, 1875-1880), III, 534-535; Huet, Nomen 
cator. A. Van Hove.

Giraldo Cambreensis (Geraldo de Barry) was a 
distinguished writer, historian, and ecclesiastic of the 
early Middle Ages; b. in Manorbeer, Pembroke 
shire, about the year 1147; d. probably between the years 
1200 and 1220. He was one of the most powerful of the Welsh 
nobility at the time. Though Gerald's brothers adopted the 
profession of arms he himself followed a more peaceful 
course, devoted himself to study, and, influenced by his 
uncle, the Bishop of St. David's, resolved to be 
converted to the ecclesiastical. He spent most of his 
time on his studies; and, if we are to believe his own account, 
he was looked upon here as a model of piety and 
learning. He returned to England about 1172, and 
was employed by the Archbishop of Canterbury on 
various ecclesiastical missions in Wales, where he dis 
tinguished himself for his efforts to remove the abuses 
then flourishing in the Welsh Church. He was 
appointed Archdeacon of Brecknock. On the death of 
his uncle, the Bishop of St. David's (1170), the chapter fixed upon Giraldo as the man most likely to 
stand the aggressions of the Archbishop of Canterbury and 
submitted him to the Pope. The Pope promptly rejected him in favour of one of his Norman 
retainers; the chapter acquiesced in the decision; and 
Giraldo, disappointed with the result, withdrew to 
Paris and here continued his studies. In 1180 he 
returned to Wales and received an appointment from 
the Bishop of St. David's, which he soon resigned, and 
was sent by Henry II to England in 1184 on 
his Irish expedition (1184). While in Ireland he composed 
his work "Topographia Hibernica", which pur 
ports to give a description of the country, but is full of 
legends and tales, as well as the "Expugnatio Hiber 
nica". The latter work is not entirely unreliable, but
requires to be read with care. He left Ireland in 1186, and two years later accompanied Archbishop Baldwin in his journeys through Wales, preaching the crusade. Here, according to his own account (Itinerarium Cambriae), his eloquence met with such a response that Williams was denounced as the principal instigator of Richard to France, but before they could interview him he died; his successor, King John, received them kindly, and granted them permission to hold an election. They were unanimous in their selection of Giralduus; and, as Hubert still refused to confirm the election, Giralduus started for Rome, where he had an interview with Innocent III. The archbishop, however, had anticipated him, and, as the pope was not convinced that St. David’s was independent of Canterbury, the mission of Giralduus proved a failure. It was in connexion with this that he wrote his book "De Breviaria Eclesiastica", which was supported by the chieftains of Wales, while King John warmly espoused the cause of the Archbishop of Canterbury. After a long struggle the chapter of St. David’s deserted Giralduus, and having been obliged to escape secretly from Wales he fled to Rome. Pope Innocent III annulled both elections, and Geoffrey Henlaw was appointed to the See of St. David’s, despite the strenuous exertions of Giralduus, who afterwards was reconciled with the king, and received from him a small pension. At the next election in St. David’s, 1214, his name was passed over in silence. He was alive at 1216, as it is evident from the way in which he speaks of John that that king was already dead.

De Barry was a writer of remarkable brilliancy and force, a narrator rather than a historian, full of self-confidence, and at times courageous, and on the whole neither the model of perfection which he proclaims himself to be, nor the desppicable character which he oftentimes painted. His works are published in the Rolls Series; and in the prefaces to the volumes may be sought indications as to probable dates of composition and publication. Appended is a list of de Barry’s writings: "Topographia Hibernica"; "E-pugnatio cum Ceremonia Ecclesiastica"; "De Instructione Principum"; "De Rebus a se gestis"; "Vita S. Dавидis II episcopi Menvenensis" (which Brewer considers as, more probably, the work of Giralduus); "Descriptio Cambrie" (published as the last); "Vita Galfridi Arch. Eboracensis"; "Symbolum Electorum"; "Inveoa ad Libellus"; "Speculum Ecclesiae"; "Vita S. Remigi"; "Vita S. Hugonis"; "Vita S. Davidis archiepiscopi Menvenensis"; "Vita S. Ethelberti"; "Epistola ad Stephanum Langton"; "De Giraldo Archidicacono Menvenesis"; "De Libris a se scriptis"; "Catalogus Heptadecim Diplomatiae"; "De jure Menvenensis Ecclesiae". See introduction to his works by the editors, Brewer and Dimock.

The works of Giralduus dealing especially with Ireland: the "Topography", and "History of the Conquest", though long regarded as possessing considerable authority, did not escape hostile criticism. In "Cambrensis Eversus" (1662), under the name of Gratianus Lucius, Dr. Lynch, of whose personal history little is known, produced a work which, though controversial in character, entitles the author to repute rather as a painstaking chronicler than as a controversialist of a high order. After criticising the "Topography" and denying the authenticity of the title of the second book, the "Conquest of Ireland", is a misnomer, the writer of "Cambrensis Eversus" disproves de Barry’s title of historian, and meets his charges against the Irish people. Giralduus is impeached with ignorance of the language, and unfamiliarity with the country; he is said to have embodied in his works unauthentic narratives, with little regard for chronology; his own admission that he had "followed the popular rumours of the land" is extended in meaning, and perhaps unduly insisted upon.

Nor is the "Cambrensis Eversus" merely a collection of arbitrary accusations and unsubstantiated rejoinders, made with a view to effect the discredit of de Barry as a writer of history. What might be urged as the greatest imperfection of Lynch’s polemic, its too great wealth of detail, had not escaped the attention of the able author, who excuses the diffuseness to which he is compelled by asseverating his determination to follow Giralduus closely to the end. Whatever may be said as to the ability with which Lynch discharged his task of controversialist, there can be no denial of the thoroughness and, above all, the sincerity of his methods. He does not pick out the weak points in his opponent’s armour, and never shirks the issue; but grapples with every difficulty, as the order of his opponent suggests.

Perhaps the most severe accusation levelled against Giralduus, next to the indictment of bias and dishonesty, is that wherein he is impeached of being added to the cult of the superstitious and the practice of witchcraft. If this be true, and Merlin would seem to have exercised a considerable sway over the mind of de Barry, then it would be vain to seek in the writings of the latter the reflex of that calm discrimination and sober balance of judgment which should characterise the historian. Finally, it may be said that the student of Irish history, by reading the works of Giralduus in the light of "Cambrensis Eversus", cannot fail to derive a helpful knowledge of the period which they embrace.


James MacCaffrey.

Girard, Jean-Baptiste, known as Père Girard, a Swiss pedagogue, b. at Fribourg, 17 December, 1765; d. there, 6 March, 1830. At sixteen he entered the novitate of the Franciscans at Lacerne; after spending some time teaching in the colleges of the order, he was sent to the Germanies, in particular to Würzburg for study, and was there ordained to the priesthood. Returning to Fribourg in 1789, he spent ten years in missionary work and in teaching philosophy to the young men of his order. His admiration for Kantian ideas, although restricted, was the occasion of suspicion of his orthodoxy. Upon the invitation of Stauffer, minister of arts and sciences, Girard wrote a plan for education in Switzerland and was called to Berne where he remained four years. In 1804 he was recalled to Fribourg, and took up work in the primary schools.

Girard, the director of the schools in Fribourg (1807-1823), Girard made education compulsory, organized the school administration, insisted on the adoption of good textbooks and methods, and introduced the monitodal system, avoiding the abuse of mere memorjary exercise and making every study converge to the child’s complete education. These reforms, though accompanied with success, encountered the opposition from those who did not realize the importance of education, or adhered to the old routine methods. In 1809 Girard was sent to Yverdon to make a report to the Government on Pestalozzi’s institution. He had met the latter in Berne and professed the greatest admiration for his ability, while differing from him on several important points, especially on the value of the monitodal system. This
method, in fact, which Girard applied, was opposed by the bishop and the civil authorities of Fribourg, in 1823. Girard abandoned his school and went to Lucerne as professor of philosophy in the gymnasion. In 1834 he returned to Fribourg, where he remained till his death, engaged in educational pursuits and in the promotion of his method of teaching. He had a great reputation in France, being a Knight of the Legion of Honour, and a corresponding member of the Académie des Sciences morales et politiques.

Besides many reports and memoirs, his principal writings are: "Cours de philosophie fait au Lycée de Lens" (1829); "Des moyens de stimuler l’activité dans les écoles" (1835); "Parallèle entre la philosophie et la physique" (1840); and "Cours éducatif de langue maternelle" (Paris, 1840-48). These works banish abstractions that are above the child’s intelligence, principles and rules being taught chiefly by means of concrete examples, and difficulties being introduced gradually. They contain the foundation of modern educational textbooks, and are still well worth studying. Père Girard ranks next to Pestalozzi among Swiss pedagogues.


C. A. DUBRAY.

Girardin, François, noted sculptor of the reign of Louis XIV, b. at Troyes, France, 1630; d. at Paris, 1715. The son of a bronze-founder, he studied first under the sculptor Francois Anguier and afterwards in Rome. Returning to France he was taken into the service of the king, working under Lebrun, whose favour he was. After Lebrun’s death in 1699 he exerted great influence as professor of the academy of sculpture and painting of which institution he later became the chancellor. Like the other sculptors of his time he followed in the footsteps of Bernini, but the influence of the old school of Fontainebleau was also perceptible in his work. The Louvre possesses the model of his spirited equestrian statue of the king which was erected on the Place Vendome. They contain the foundation of modern educational textbooks, and are still well worth studying. Père Girard ranks next to Pestalozzi among Swiss pedagogues.
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three miles from the sea, on a steep rock overlooking a rich plain watered by the Drago. Besides trade in valuable balsams, and copals, it is a mining centre for sulphur, soda, chalk, copper, and iron. Its marble quarries are also rich. The Greeks called it Aegagia; the Romans Agrigentum. It was founded by a Greek colony from Gela about 582 B.C. The upper portion of the town was already in existence. It was called Cannium from its position on a platform of Mt. Camicus, and was surrounded by cyclopean walls. The Greeks settled at the foot of this acropolis, which they made the acropolis of their city; soon the town was doing a rich trade with the Carthaginians, and was reckoned, after Syracuse, the first town in Sicily. Like other Doric towns, it became a republic, but was often under the control of tyrants, e.g. Phalaris the Cruel (570–555), Theron (488–472), who with Gelo of Syracuse defeated the Carthaginians under Hamilcar near Himera (480 B.C.). The war of Thrasyedus, son and successor of Theron, on Hieron of Syracuse, brought Agrigentum under the tyrants of Syracuse (471 B.C.), but it soon regained its freedom. In 406 the Carthaginians under Hannibal and later under Himilco besieged the city, captured it, slew the inhabitants, and despoiled the temples of their artistic treasures, which were carried off to Carthage. Once more it regained autonomy, only to fall under the tyranny of Phintias (288 B.C.). After this it became the centre of Carthaginian resistance to Rome. In 262 the Romans captured it for the first time, and in 210 they gained complete control. The wealth and splendour of the ancient city are attested by all writers, and by ruins that remain till this day. The principal antiquities are: the temple of Jupiter on the acropolis, of which seven columns of the peristyle remain; that of Minerva, to which many of the townsfolk fled in 406 B.C., seeking death under its ruins rather than fall into the hands of the Carthaginians; in the district known as Neapolis the temple of Hercules mentioned by Cicero in his "Oratio in Verrem"; the Temple of Concord, in old Ionic style, the best preserved of them all, because used as a church in later times; over one of the cornices was carved a treaty of alliance between Agrigentum and Lilybaea. There are, moreover: the temple of Juno Lacinia; the temple of Eucalius, which contained a bronze statue of the god (this work of Myron was carried away to Carthage but restored by Scipio Africanus); the temple of Olympian Jove, according to Polybius the largest and most beautiful in Sicily. In 1401 three colossal caryatides supporting an architrave were discovered; the fact was commemorated in the coat of arms of Sirgenti. Other edifices of the city were: the temple of Castor and Pollux, of which there remains an architrave supported on four pillars; the temple of Vulcan that of Ceres and Proserpine; and the remains of a stadium. In 827 the Arabs, called in by the Byzantine tribune Euphemios, captured the city, and spread over the whole island. In the eleventh century Sirgenti was the centre of Saracen resistance to the Normans, who finally captured it in 1087; thenceforth it shared the fortune of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies. In the roll of illustrious citizens are found the names of the philosophers Empedocles and Aeron; the historian Philinis; the musician Metellus, Plato's master; the dramatist Archion and Carenos; the orator Sophocles; the humanist Nisola di Vallet; and the dramatist Francesco del Carretto. Among the natural curiosities of note in the neighbourhood is the hill of Maccelebus, studded with small craters, about thirty inches in diameter, spewing cold water, carbonic acid, and hydrogen mixed with asphaltum, chalk, sulphate of lime, etc. The cathedral is built of ancient materials, and has a beautiful Madonna by Guido Reni, and paintings by Nunnio Magro. The church of S. Nicola exhibits a very fine Norman doorway. Sirgenti venerates St. Liberntinus as its earliest apostle; he is said to have been sent thither by St. Peter. The earliest bishop of whose date we are certain is St. Potamius, a contemporary of Pope Agapetus I (535–36). St. Gregory I, Bishop of Agrigentum, said to have been martyred in 362, is probably only a name given to the homonymous bishop who was a contemporary of St. Gregory the Great. The list of bishops, interrupted by the Saracen invasion, began again in 1071 with St. Gerlando. Other bishops of note are: Rinaldo di Acquaviva (1244), who restored the cathedral and crowned King Manfred, for which latter action he was excommunicated by Alexander IV; and Fra Matteo Gimmars, called the Blessed. Sirgenti is a suffragan of Monreale. It has 66 parishes and 381,000 souls, 10 religious houses for men, and 42 for women. It is on the Via Catania, 25 miles. U. BENIGNI.

Gilbert, Blaise, French rhetorician and erudite; b. at Cahors, 21 February, 1557; d. at Montpellier, 21 February, 1731. Having entered the Society of Jesus
in 1672, he taught the humanities, rhetoric, and philosophy, after which he devoted himself for a long time to preaching. The pleasure which Gesbert took in discussing pulpit eloquence with Lamoignon, the intendant of Langueado, impelled him to write an essay on a subject which he considered "le bon tort de l'éloquence chrétienne" (Lyons, 1702). He spent ten years in retouching this essay, and augmented it considerably by adding to the rules examples drawn from Holy Scripture and the Fathers, especially St. John Chrysostom. The second edition appeared at Lyons in 1715 under the title "L'Eloquence chrétienne dans l'idée et dans la pratique." The work, which comprises twenty-three chapters, does not follow the rigorous order of a didactical treatise and is without the dryness of a scholastic manual. It has been rightly called "un livre éloquent sur l'éloquence." It contains a series of talks on the faults to be avoided in the pulpit, on the qualities necessary to the preacher, on the matter and form of sermons, on oratorical action and decorum. Gesbert's book sufficed to make its author famous not only among the Catholic clergy, but even among Protestant pastors. One of them, Jacques Lenfant (1661-1728) carefully annotated it, and another, Korsmeyer, translated it into Dutch. An English translation appeared during Gesbert's lifetime, and later a Latin translation. The latest and best French edition is that of Crampom and Boucher (Paris, 1865). As a sort of supplement Gesbert wrote reflections on the collections of sermons printed in France from 1699 to 1720. In this he considers归要 to the somewhat narrow ideals of his age, ten orator before Bossuet and Bourdaloue. The MS. of this interesting "Histoire critique de la chair de France depuis François Ier" was lost, but was finally recovered by Mgr Puyol and published by Fathers Griselle and Griselle, S.J., in the "Revue Bourdaloue," 1902-04.

Paul Debrych.

Giulio Romano, properly Giulio dei Giannuzzi, also known as Giulio Pippi, a famous architect and painter, the best-known of Raphael's pupils, and the unique representative of the so-called "Roman School"; b. at Rome in 1492; d. at Mantua in 1546. At the age of 19, Giulio placed himself under Raphael, who had just finished after three years (1509-12) the Halls of the Segnatura and Heliodorus. In 1514, Raphael was appointed general overseer of works by Leo X, conducted in 1519 the excavations of ancient Rome, and found it difficult to carry out all his undertakings. It came thus to pass that the assistant was soon the factotum and right hand of the master, who during the later portion of his career seldom found time (except for a few portraits) to take a brush into his hands.

As an artist, Giulio has no originality; as a painter, he is merely a "temperamenter," a prodigious worker. His manual dexterity is unaccompanied by any greatness of conception or high moral principle. He enlarged and executed in fresco or on canvas the drawings and studies completed by Raphael for his pictures. In this way were completed, within eight years, "Fire in the Borgo" (1513), the decorations of the "Acts of the Apostles" (1512-1514), the loggias of the Vatican (1514-1519), the frescoes of the Farnesina (1518), and many other famous works such as the "Lo Spasimo" (Christ bearing the Cross), the "Pearl," the "Virgin with the Fish" (Madrid), the "St. Michael of the Louvre," and "The Holy Family" executed for Francis I of France. With this elevation to the real glory of Raphael's genius; the master's divine ideas became vulgarized in passing through Giulio's more material brain. Moreover he was carried away by the power of Michelangelo's works (the Sistine Roof was uncovered in 1512), which, however, he misinterpreted as the brute force of physical strength. Thus Raphael's graceful figures often became in Giulio's hands coarse muscular giants like the "Ignudi" and the "Prophets". Giulio is also responsible for the brick-like squared tones which he gave to the women in Raphael's later works, the artistic defects of which are in many cases entirely due to Giulio. A number of the master's most beautiful conceptions have come down to us only under this imperfect form, spoiled for ever by the triviality and lack of delicacy of the execution, and the beauty of it is, on the strength of Raphael's signature, these works seemed to impress the seal of sanction on many serious defects in the French School of the seventeenth century. Much time and discussion would have been saved if in arguing over the famous "Transfiguration" (1520), for instance, it were admitted that in its present state, as completed by Giulio, it is impossible to say what the master's original idea was, since the secret of it is buried with him in the grave. As for the "Battle of Constantine" and the "Coronation of the Virgin", it would be as well to admit that they retain nothing whatever of Raphael's hand.

Although the sole interest of this early portion of Giulio's career consists in the light it throws on Raphael's work, it is of greater artistic importance than all Giulio's subsequent independent efforts. Yet even they are not without interest. They show us Giulio developing, though with undeniable signs of the defects and deadly vices which lay hidden in the Renaissance movement. The most serious of these defects is dilettantism, or virtuosity for its own sake. Giulio had not with impunity devoted ten years simply to the execution of another's ideas; he came to believe that in art the thought is of no account the form everything. The necessary connexion between the idea and its expression, between art and life, quite escaped him. This was the grave defect of the Italian spirit—the abuse of art, the worship of form, the indifference to subject, and it could hardly fail to prove fatal to an artist whom it had obsessed.

An opportunity of translating this erroneous principle to canvas on a large scale was afforded to Giulio by the Duke of Mantua. For 22 years (1521-1546) the artist was absolute master of all the works of art executed in that town. He entirely remodelled the old Ducal palace (the Palazzo di Corte), lavishing it on the resources of his unlimited fancy. He refashioned the interior of the cathedral; he raised the important church of San Benedetto, and he built from roof to cellar the famous Palace of Tajetto, near the gates of the town. It is especially in these two palaces, which were almost entirely painted by him or his pupils, that Giulio marks an epoch in the history of art. His lively but superficial fancy, incapable of deep emotion, of religious feeling, or even of observation, attracted him to neutral subjects, to mythological paintings, and imaginary scenes from the world of fable. There is never a lack of brilliancy, a sensualism rather libertine than poetical, an epicureanism unredeemed by any elevated or noble quality. It is this that wins for Giulio his distinctive place in art. His conception of form was never quite original; it was always a clever and "bookish" compromise between Raphael and Michelangelo. His sense of colour grows ever louder and uglier, his ideas are void of finesse, whatever brilliance they show is second-hand. His single distinctive characteristic is the doubtful ease with which he played with the commonplaces of pagandom. In this respect at least, paintings like those of later Bolognese or the Vatican historical landmarks. It is the first time (even if we include the Farnesina) that an appeal is made to the senses with all the brutal frankness of a modern work. Unlike Raphael's "Galatea" and his "Three Graces",
examples of Klymias happiness in a race in the state of innocence, Giulio's decorations resemble saturnalia of luxury itself. The vulgarity of the drawing leaves no illusion as to the nature of its intention; nothing remains of the ancient myth, thus stripped of all its ideal signification, but what serves to excite the senses. Thus art, losing all moral import, sinks inevitably to the level of a game of conventional rules, and the cloak of fiction serves only to disguise the grossness of the instincts, which have ousted every laudable ideal. Such is the result of art's effort for art's sake in his case, and the danger of such principles was aggravated by the superstitious reverence for the antique in the sixteenth century. The word antique was held to purify and sanctify everything; all things were lawful in the name of erudition, the antique became a fetish. In the Hall of Troy (1534-1538) in the Palazzo di Corte, and in his "Triumph of Titus and Vespasian" in the Louvre, Giulio, following Mantegna, had given evidence that he too was among the learned, the connoisseurs, the men of disinterested culture, and no doubt concluded that he was thereby entitled to dispense with the claims of morality in the rest of his works. It was not long until the same specious reasoning became the fashion in Europe. Primatice introduced it to the Court of Fontainebleau; and Rubens, who spent eight years (1600-1608) at the Court of Mantua, brought it back with him to Flanders. Giulio is the originator of those lascivious pictures, dating from 1630 to 1638, which are in the Prado and Torre de la Parera galleries at Madrid. Mantua, Giulio's town, rather than Rome was the teacher of the seventeenth century. The consequences of these principles were disastrous. The antique, indeed, could only be the religion of the few, but, by constituting fable the sole vehicle of the beautiful, Giulio, vulgarian though he was, fell into the error of "aristocratizing" art, and thus severing its indispensable bond with the real. Henceforth its public became fewer; art, becoming the property of an intellectual class, was exposed to all the risks inherent in caste and party spirit. It was now a privileged possession, a code-language for use only among the initiated. Emancipated from morality (thanks to the sophism of the age and the necessity of the necessary export of reality, and immune from the common-sense verdict of the general public, it gave utterance only to aimless, useless, soulless, lifeless abstractions. As an example may be cited the most famous of Giulio's works, the "Hall of the Giants" (1532-1534) in the Palace of the Tadjeto. It is difficult to say whether the artist was here the dupe of his imagination, or whether the work was the result of a joico wage, for it is certainly a freak, a shock like those that used to startle the yokels in the Gardens of Castello and of Pratolinio. But the effect here is brought about by such palpable illusion, the importance is so enormous, it demands so much stillness from the spectator, who must not permit himself such a lack of all critical power on his part, that it is hard to understand such a pleasantry, though for Giulio's sake one would gladly wish it such. The effort is out of proportion to the result that one cannot repress a feeling of pity. Such a lack of dignity comes as a shock. There is, of course, in the Italian genius a substratum of scepticism, of irony, of parody, which outsiders can never quite apprehend. But it is worth while to heap Pelion on Ossa, to shake the whole world, to create such a cataclysm of colour, merely to raise a smile? Or can it be that the logical outcome of the doctrine of "art for art's sake" is nothing more or less than the bizarre and the burlesque? Distinguished by such characteristics and marked by such defects, Giulio Romano occupies nevertheless an important place in the history of art. More than any other, he aided in propagating the pseudo-classical, half-pagan style of art so fashionable during the seventeenth century, and it is mainly through his influence that after the year 1600 we find so few religious painters in Europe. It was reserved to a Dutchman—Rembrandt—to reconcile art and morality once more. By his influence as a pupil of Raphael, Giulio contributed to spread the evil germs of Italian Art—a carelessness, a bravura, lack of sincerity, lack of truth, mannerism, love of the grotesque. He painted many altar-pieces; the best is the "Stoning of St. Stephen" in San Giovanni at Genoa, executed before leaving Rome, when the mantle of Raphael was still on him. His Maddonnas, such as the "Madonna della Gaita" (Naples), the "Madonna della Catina" (Dresden), are mere genre pictures without feeling or religious depth, having the sort of abstract beauty we expect in box-reliefs. The "Nativity" of the Louvre is an attempt to reproduce the chiaroscuro of Correggio.

Giuseppe Maria Tommasi, Blessed, Cardinal, noted for his learning, humility, and zeal for reform; b. at Lieata, Sicily, of a princely family, 12 September, 1649; d. in Rome, 1 January, 1713. Though destined by his father for the Spanish Order of the Clerics Regular of the Theatine Order at Palermo, 24 March, 1665, renouncing his primogeniture and the princedom in favour of his brother. He was professed 25 March, 1666. He studied philosophy, first at Messina, and later, owing to poor health, at Ferrara and Modena; and theology in Rome and Palermo. He was ordained priest on Christmas Day, 1673. To a wide knowledge of Greek, he united the study of Ethnographic, Arabic, Syriac, Chaldaic and Hebrew—converting his master, a Jewish rabbi, to Christianity. From the Psalters in these different languages, he collected the titles of the Psalms. He devoted himself to the study of Scripture and the Fathers. Searching the chief libraries, archives, and monuments, he retraced the ancient ecclesiastical discipline and liturgy. His valuable works (Codici Tommassiani), published
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Giusti, Giuseppe, poet and patriot; b. 1809, at Monsummano near Pescia, Italy; d. 31 March, 1850, at Florence. He received his early training under a private tutor and in an academy at Florence. Then he entered the University of Pisa to take up the study of jurisprudence. He did not give overmuch attention to his legal course, was awarded his degree, in 1834, after a delay due in part to a political satire written by him which displeased the authorities. Now establishing himself in Florence, ostensibly for the practice of law, he really devoted himself to literary pursuits. When his health began to fail, he travelled about the peninsula with the hope of recovering it, visiting Rome, Naples, Leghorn, Milan, Pisa, and other places. In the meantime he had been active in the liberal press as a prose and versifying hand. The grand duke, Leopold II, he addressed to him an encomiastic ode quite different from the satirical verses with which he had assailed him previously. He was admitted into membership in the Accademia della Crusca. Entering seriously into political life as a legislator, he was elected a deputy to the first and second Tuscan Legislative Assembly, in which he signalised himself by his patriotic endeavours. At first he favoured the return of the grand duke, but when the latter came under Austrian auspices Giusti withdrew from public life. By this time tuberculosis, the fatal malady threatening him, began to assert itself all too plainly, and on 31 March, 1850, he died of it in the mansion of his friend, the Marquis Gino Capponi, who, like himself, was a sturdy Catholic and patriot.

Among his early compositions there figure his scherzi, as he called them, little lyrics of which some were amorous and others of varied kind, which were scattered broadcast through the land in manuscript form. In 1844 they were published at Leghorn with his sanction. It is obvious that he began his lyric career under the influence of Petrarca; later, however, he developed a romantic and elegiac strain of his own. Notable among his purely lyrical compositions is the "Fiducia in Dio", which sets forth his hope and faith as a Catholic Christian. With tremendous force does he express himself in his political satires, in which, departing from the conventional employment of the terza-rima and the blank verse, he uses a variety of lyric measures. Taken in their entirety, his political satires present a picture of Italy in his day. They are directed against social abuses of many sorts, and at the same time they express a longing for political and moral regeneration. In view of the frankness and the acridity with which he assailed the grand-ducal government and the Austrians, it is surprising that he escaped the dungeon to which so many other Italian patriots of the time were condemned. In prose he published but little. Mention may be made, however, of his "Proverbi toscani", a collection of proverbs annotated by him, and his "Lettere a un giovane", in which he expresses himself. These letters are rather too studied and polished in form, but they remain valuable for the autobiographical information that they contain. On the basis of them, the librarian, Guido Biagi, has prepared a volume entitled "Vita di Giuseppe Giusti, scrittore da lui medesimo" (Florence, 1893).

Martini, Memoria inedita (Milan, 1894); Frassati, Vita di G. Giusti (Florence, 1859); Poesie di G. Giusti, with an essay by Carducci, Della vita e delle opere di G. Giusti (Florence, 1890); Versi e prose, an edition by Giovani himself (Florence, 1846). Annotated selections from his works, edited by Fioretti (Venice, 1878); by Frassati (Milan, 1890); and by Biaggi (Florence).

J. D. M. Ford.

Giustiniani, Lorenzo, Saint. See Lawrence Justinius, Saint.

Francesco Paolo.

Glaber. Raoul, Benedictine chronicler; b. in Burgundy before 1000; d. at Cluny about 1050. In early boyhood he was so wayward and mischievous that his uncle, a monk, to safeguard him, forced him to enter the monastery of St-Léger de Chaumont at the age of twenty. However, he adopted only the monastic habit. He tells us that through pride he resisted and disobeyed his superiors, and quarrelled with his brethren. Finally he was expelled. He then entered the monasteries of Notre-Dame du Moutier and St-Benignus at Dijon. Abbot William of Dijon, who appreciated Raoul's literary talents, became his warm friend and took him in 1028 as his companion on a journey to
Suza in Italy. Yielding again to his roving disposition, Glaber quietly ran away and entered the monastery of St-Germain d'Auxerre. Thanks to his learning, he was sure of a refuge, as he tells us, wherever he chose to go. Fluent, too, in the mediocre tales displayed in his writings, the fact alone shows us to what depths literary culture had sunk in his time. The monks at St-Germain got him to restore or compose the inscriptions on the numerous altars in their church, and on the tombs of the saints who were buried in the church; this was approved by the Abbot of Bec, and at Cluny under St. Odilo. He seems at this time to have acquired with increasing years a disposition more in keeping with his profession, and he died at Cluny about 1050. His was a proud, indocile, restless spirit. From his writings we learn that he always had a lively faith, but was extraordinarily superstitious. Of his works there remain: "Wilhelm abbatis gestorum liber", the life of his superior at Dijon, printed in Acta SS., 1 Jan., 57 sqq.; and his "Chronicle", for which he is chiefly remembered. This is a history of the world, as he knew it, from the year 900 till 1000, the latter date being in Leverkusen and partly at St-Germain. Glaber is quite devoid of literary style; and critical spirit he has none, the most trivial events and tales being put on exactly the same plane as the most important facts. His chronology and geography are quite deficient; yet, despite all its faults, this manuscript placed it beyond all doubt that Glaber himself knew the sight into the customs and morals of an age when Christianity on the continent had reached a very low ebb.


A. A. MACERLAN.

Glabrio, MANIUS ACILIVS, consul at Rome during A.D. 91, with Trajan. He belonged to one of the noblest families of Rome, no fewer than nine of his name having held the consular office, the first being that of Acilius Glabrio who was consul in A. U. C. 563 (191 B.C.), conquered the Macedonians at the battle of Thermopylae, and in whose honour the Temple of Pietus, now the church of S. Nicola in Carcere, was erected. The family attained great wealth and power, and Dominus in the early imperial period occupied the whole of what is now the Pincian Hill. The subject of the present memoir was put to death by Domitian in the year 95. Suetonius (Domit., c. x) tells us that the emperor caused several senators and ex-consuls to be executed on the charge of conspiring against the empire—quod multos rerum nonorum "as contrivers of novelty"—and among them he names "Acilius Glabrio, who had previously been banished from Rome". The charge of "contriving novelties" seems in this particular case—not, however, in the others which are mentioned with it—to denote adhesion to the Christian religion. Dio Cassius (XXVI, 12, 14) tells us, as also does Juvenal (Sat., iv, 94), that, during his consulship and before his banishment, Glabrio was forced by Domitian to fight with a lion and two bears in the amphitheatre adjoining the emperor's villa at Albano. This amphitheatre still exists, and was excavated in 1887. It is partly hollowed out of the side of the mountain, and commands a remarkable view. Xiphilinus, speaking of the executions of 95, says that some members of the imperial family and other persons of importance were condemned for atheism, as having embraced "the customs and persuasions of the Jews", that is, of course, the Christians. Among these were Domitilla, of whose Christianity there is no doubt. Glabrio was involved in this trial and suffered under this indictment, so that we could have little doubt that he too was a Christian, even if we had not the archaeological evidence of which we shall now speak.

Glabrio was put to death in his place of exile, concerning the location of which we have no knowledge. But his body was brought by treasure-seekers, the Via Salaria, in the catacomb of Friscilla. Here the crypt, in which he with many of his family and dependents was laid to rest, was discovered in 1888. Henceforth there can be no doubt of his religion, or concerning the cause of his execution. Unfortunately, the crypt has been disturbed by treasure-seekers, the date of whose vandalistic action can be fixed as the time of Clement VIII (1667-70). The hypogeum was of very unusual form, consisting of a single large ambulacrum or "cryptoperipterus in gamma", that is turned at right angles with its own staircase. The places for tombs were all large "arcosolia", or niches for sarcophagi; there was not a single loculus of the usual cesemeterial pattern in the walls. At the end of the longer arm of the gamma a passage was opened into a large hall, nine yards by four and a half, barreled-vaulted and with a square "lucernarium", which had apparently originally been a cistern for water. It had contained an altar, raised over a tomb, with spiral columns of giallo antico, and was at one time beautifully decorated, but had been entirely wrecked. In it, however, were found fragments of a marble sarcophagus, with the inscription ACILIVS GLABRIO... FILIO still legible. Other fragments were afterwards discovered, that had been placed it beyond all doubt that he was buried in the place of the Aelian family, round one of their race who apparently had been a martyr. The lettering of the chief inscription being of the time of Domitian or thereabouts, and the fact that the hypogeum itself belongs to the earliest age of Christianity, is sufficient to enable us to feel certain that we have the tomb of the famous consul. The date and the circumstances connected with the translation of his relics to Rome from the place where he suffered are not known. De Romani, Bullettino di arch. Crist. (1888-9), p. 15; (1880), p. 97; Lancellotti, Papae or Christiani Romani (London, 1827), p. 4; IDM., in Atlantic Monthly (Boston, July, 1891); Frottin, in American Journal of Archaeology (Boston, June, 1888); DE BLANC, Comptes rendus de l'Acad. des Inscriptions, (Paris, 1888), p. 113; Marucchi, Le Catacombe Romane (Rome, 1903), pp. 450-66; Armellini, Gli antichi cimiteri (Rome, 1893); Allard, Les catacombes de Rome (Paris, 1896).

ARTHUR S. BARNES.

Glagolitic (or Glagolitsa; Slavonic glagol, a word; glagolati, to speak). An ancient alphabet of the Slavic languages, also called in Russian bukvtiva. The ancient Slavonic when reduced to writing seems to have been originally written with a kind of runic letters, which, when formed into a regular alphabet, were called the Glagolitic, that is the signs which spoke. St. Cyril, who, together with his brother St. Methodius, translated the Greek liturgy into Slavonic when he converted the Bulgarians and Moravians, invented the form of letters derived from the Greek alphabet with which the church Slavonic is usually written. This is known as the Cyrillic The Cyrillic form of letters is used in all the liturgical books of the Greek Churches, whether Catholic or schismatic, which use the Slavonic language in their liturgy, and even the present Russian alphabet, the Grazhdanska, is merely a modified form of the Cyrillic with a few letters added. Among the many forms of the letters of the alphabet in the Glagolitic and in the Cyrillic is nearly the same, but the letters bear no resemblance to each other, except possibly in one or two instances. Jagié uphold the theory that St. Cyril himself invented the Glagolitic, and that his disciple St. Clement transformed it into Cyrillic in 893. But using the Greek under the form of Greek is a tradition, however, that St. Jerome, who was a Dalmatian, was the inventor. Some of the earliest Slavic manuscripts are written in the Glagolitic characters. The Cyrillic alphabet continued to be used for
writing the Slavonic in Bulgaria, Russia, and Galicia, while the Southern and Western Slavs used the Glagolitic. These Slavs were converted to Christianity and used the Roman Rite. St. Leo missives by 894 gradually the Roman alphabet drove out the use of the Glagolitic, so that the Bohemians, Slovenians, Moravians, and part of the Croatians used Roman letters in writing their languages. In Southern Croatia and in Dalmatia (often treated as synonymous with Illyria in ancient times) the Glagolitic has continued in use as an employed alphabet in writing the ancient Slavonic. Although the Slavic peoples bordering on the Adriatic Sea were converted to the Roman Rite, they received the privilege, as well as their brethren of the Greek Rite, of having the Mass and the offices of the Church said in their own tongue. Thus the Roman Mass was translated into the Slavonic, and, in order to more fully distinguish the Western Rite from the Eastern Rite among the Slavic peoples, the use of the Glagolitic alphabet was reserved exclusively for the service books of the Roman Rite, just as the Cyrillic was used for the Greek Rite.


A. BOUDINHON.

Glanville, Ranulf de, Chief Justice of England; b. at Stratford, Suffolk, England, probably about 1150; before Acre, Palestine, 1190. He was of a baronial house which got its name from Glanville, in Normandy, and which in England held property in Norfolk and Suffolk. His father was William de Glanville, of whom he was a younger son, though eventually, on the death of an elder brother, he inherited the family estates and honours. But, when after his appointment to the judicial bench, he held the sheriffship of various counties, which seems to betoken employment in the Exchequer; in particular he was Sheriff of the great County of York from 1163 till the death of King Henry II, he left a short break, and in 1173 he became Chief Sheriff of England. These years had the effect of increasing the use of the Latin in the Roman Rite there, and the use of the Glagolitic books has accordingly diminished. Of course the non-Slavic inhabitants of Dalmatia and Croatia have always used the Latin language in the Roman Rite. At present the Slavonic language for the Roman Rite, printed in Glagolitic characters, is used in the Slavic churches of the Dioceses of Zengg, Veglia, Zara, and Spalato, and also by the Franciscans in their three churches in Veglia, one in Chero, two in Zara, and one in Sebenico. Priests are forbidden to mingle the Slavonic and Latin languages in the celebration of the Mass, which must be said wholly in Slavonic or wholly in Latin.


Andrew J. Shipman.
Henry II died. At the coronation of his successor, Richard I, the same year, Chief Justiciar Glanville was present, and when that prince took the cross, Glanville joined him, contributing a large sum towards the expenses. In 1197, when he died at the age of 64, a victim to the unwholesomeness of the climate. By his wife, Bertha, a daughter of a neighbouring Suffolk landowner, Theobald de Valognes, he left three daughters. Glanville is the reputed author of a celebrated work entitled "Tractatus de Legibus et Consuetudinis Regni Angliae," the oldest known treatise on English jurisprudence, more likely written by his illustrious nephew and secretary, Hubert Walter. Furthermore, he founded two abbeys, both in Suffolk, viz., Butley, for Black Canons, in 1171, and Leiston, for White Canons, in 1183; also a leper hosp. near Hadleigh, in North Woodham, in 1190. In 1197, a large portion of his estate was sold to the crown. 


Glaeser (Loriti), Henry, the most distinguished of Swiss humanists, poet, philosopher, geographer, mathematician, and musician, was born at Mollis, near Glarus, Switzerland, in June, 1488, and died at Freiburg-im-Breisgau, 27 March, 1563. Loriti, or Glaeser, as he came to be called after 1511, from the name of the town near which he was born, received his first instruction (as did Oswald Myconius, Rudolf Agricola, and others) from Michael Rubellius, at Rottweil. Rubellius also paid special attention to the development of his pupil's musical talent. In 1506 Glaeser entered the University of Cologne, where he devoted himself to philosophical and theological studies, and learned music and mathematics from Cochleus, and Greek from Caesarius. In 1510 he became a Licentiate and Master of Arts. In 1512 Maximilian I showed his appreciation of a poem which Glaeser composed in his honour by raising its author to the dignity of poet laureate. In 1514 the University of Basel received him among its Maestri and licensed him to conduct a bursa, or students' hall. Among his pupils was Ægidius Tschudi, who was afterwards to become famous as an historian of Switzerland and as a zealous defender of Catholicism in the Canton of Glarus.

Glaeser added a strong support to Erasmus, who in turn, acting as parens et protector, remained to the last a devoted friend and no doubt influenced his attitude in the midst of religious agitation and troubles. Glaeser carried a recommendation from him when he started for Paris in 1517; here, too, he held in a bursa, in Northern Hall, and entered into close scientific intercourse with Budinus, Faber Stapulensis, and Faustus Andelinus. On the death of the last-named, Glaeser became the recipient of a royal allowance, although he received no mandate to lecture publicly. In 1522 he settled at Basle, where he had a large following; but the combines of the religious movement which he, as an admirer of Luther's writings and an intimate friend of Zwingli, Myconius, and Ecolompiadius, had originally sympathized with, gave him little satisfaction. He severed his relations with the partisans of the Reformation, and in 1529 emigrated with Ber. Amerbach, and Erasmus, to Freiburg-im-Breisgau. He laboured in this university until his death, and was one of its most celebrated professors.

Glaeser was the author of numerous and important works. In the course of his public and private teaching, he produced a number of commentaries on, ancient writers, among whom were Livy, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Horace, Ovid, Donatus, Cæsar, Sallust, Terence, Boethius, Lucan, Virgil, Maximus, Eutropius, and Curtius. He made distinguished contributions to his favourite sciences, music and geography. He published at Basle, in 1547, his "Dodeka-chordon", which was based on twenty years' study of ancient and ecclesiastical music, and introduced twelve tones, instead of the eight only which had been known until then. The "Dodeka-chordon" was recently published in the sixteenth volume of the "Publikation alterer praktischer und theoretischer Musikwerke" (Leipzig, 1888-90). The standing of Glaeser as a geographer rests on his "Helvetiae Descriptio", a verse composition (Basle, 1515; also re-edited by Bernoull in 1890), one of the earliest and most widely read descriptions of Switzerland; also on his "Liber de Geographia unus" (Basle, 1527), which is an exhaustive and specific study, in forty chapters, of the principles of mathematical geography. A find of historical interest was a manuscript map of the world, dated 1510, in which he, like Waldseemüller, used for the newly discovered continent the name of "Terra Americana". The library of Glaeser eventually passed, through his friend, Bishop S. E. von Krüningen, to the University of Innsbruck, and is now at Munich.

Schreiber, Heinrich Loriti Glaeser (Freiburg, 1837); Fritzsche, Glaeser (Frauenfeld, 1901); Obermiller, Zwei handkartenliche Karten des Glarnerland in der Munchener Universitätsbibliothek in Jahresbericht der geo. Gesellschaft (Munich, 1892), s. 67-74; Alter, de Hervico Glaeserano geographo (Bonn, 1861); Haywood, Glaeserus, His Geography and Maps in Geographical Journal (1905), XXX, 467-54. OTTO HARTIG.

Glas, John. See Sandemanians.

Glasgow, I. Archdiocese of (of Glasgowensis), in the south-west of Scotland, comprising at the present day the counties of Lanark, Dumfartong, and Renfrew, part of Ayrshire north of Lugton Water, the district of Balderock in Stirlingshire, and the Cumbrae Isles. The see was founded between 540 and 560 by St. Kentigern, or Mungo, who died 13 Jan., 601. He also established on the Welsh model a religious community, which served as a much needed centur to preserve the Faith among the surrounding Christian population. In his time Cathures, as the place was originally called, stood at the northern limit of the little kingdom of the Strathclyde Britons, which extended on the west of the island southwards as far as Carlisle in Cumberland. On the north-west were the Scots of Dalriada, and on the north-east the Picts, who were then being converted to Christianity by St. Columba and his missionary monks from Iona. On the east the Strathclyde Britons, like their brethren in Wales, were pressed by the Angles and Saxons westward to the sea.

On account of the struggle of races for mastery and the confusion of the times that followed there appears to have been no regular succession of bishops till the time of Alexander I of Scotland, son of St. Margaret. His brother and successor on the throne, St. David, while prince of this region under the name of Cumbria, may be said to have restored the Diocese of Glasgow.
The first bishop of the restored see was John Eochy, or Achsiaus, who held it from 1115 till 1147. He had twenty-three successors in actual possession till 1560, when the Catholic Faith was abolished by act of the Scottish Parliament. Nearly all these bishops of Glasgow took an active share in the government of the country, whether as chancellors or treasurers of the kingdom or as members of regency during the minority of a sovereign. Robert Wishart (consecr. 1272, d. 1316) was conspicuous for his patriotism during the War of Independence, and was the close friend of Wallace and Bruce. William Turnbull (consecr. 1447, d. 1454) obtained in 1450 from Pope Nicholas V the charter of foundation for the University of Glasgow. On 9 January, 1492, Innocent VIII raised the see to metropolitan rank, attaching to it the suffragan dioceses of Argyle, Dumblane, Dunkeld, and Galloway. James Beaton, nephew of the celebrated cardinal of the same name, was the fourth and last archbishop of the old hierarchy. In 1560, eight years after his nomination, he was forced to retire to France, where he acted as confidential agent of Queen Mary, and later openly as ambassador for James VI, till his death in Paris, 25 April, 1603. He carried away with him the diocesan records, two of which deserve special mention: (1) "Registrum Vetus Ecclesiae Cathedralis Glasguensis", in handwriting of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and (2) "Liber Ruber Ecclesiae Glasguensis", with entries from about 1400 to 1476. These, along with other records, were in 1843 printed in a handsome volume for the Maitland Club under the title: "Registum Episcopatus Glasguensis: Munimenta Ecclesiae Metropolitanae Glasguenses a seco restaurata secuo ineunte XII ad reformam religionem". A more splendid memorial of those times still remains in the old cathedral of St. Mungo, which was begun by Bishop Jocelyn (consecr. 1175, d. 1199) and received its last additions from Archbishop Blackader (consecr. 1484, d. 1508). The building as a national monument is administered by a department of Government, and the chancel is used for the Presbyterian worship of the State Church.

Glasgow did not again become a centre of Catholic life till about the beginning of the nineteenth century. The great industrial development which then began drew to the city and its neighbourhood Catholics from the Scottish Highlands and later, in far greater numbers, from Ireland. In 1828 the Holy See erected the Western District or Vicariate of Scotland, and the first vicar Apostolic to reside in Glasgow was Andrew Scott, Bishop of Eretia (b. 1772, d. 1846). He was succeeded by John Murdoch, Bishop of Castaba (b. 1790, d. 1865) and John Gray, Bishop of Hymopolis (b. 1817, d. 1872). On the resignation of Bishop Gray in 1869 Charles Eyre (b. 1817, d. 1902) was consecrated Archbishop of Anasarca and appointed administrator Apostolic. On the restoration of the Scottish hierarchy by Leo XIII, 4 March, 1878, the Archbishopric of Glasgow was re-established, and Archbishop Eyre was transferred to the restored see. He had consolidated the work of his predecessors in the former vicariate, and had laid the foundations for a complete diocesan organization. In 1874 he built the Holy See the erection of a cathedral chapter with a provost and eleven canons. He introduced a thorough system of inspection in religious knowledge for the schools of the archdiocese. He was also the founder in 1874 of the diocesan college for higher studies, to house which he erected in 1892 the building worthy of the purpose. He was succeeded in 1902 by John Aloysius Maguire (b. 1851), who had been consecrated as auxiliary bishop in 1894. The Catholics of the Glasgow district are computed at 380,000 out of a general population within the same bounds of 1,180,000. The number of Catholic baptisms in 1906 was 14,785. Taking into account the available for 1908, there are 91 quasi-parishes, with 271 priests on active service distributed over 21 deaneries. There are 7 religious communities of men, and 16 of women. There are Catholic elementary schools in all the quasi-parishes, besides 14 upper-schools and 1 training college for female teachers. The teaching staff of the archdiocese numbers 1230. The number of children presented in 1907 for religious examination in the elementary schools was 55,550. There are 15 charitable institutions of various kinds, and there is a conference of the St. Vincent de Paul Society in nearly every quasi-parish.

Registrum Episcopatus Glasguensis, with Introduction, printed for the Maitland Club (Edinburgh, 1843); The Catholic Directory for Scotland (Edinburgh, 1908); The Western Catholic Calendar (Glasgow, 1908).

John Ritchie.

II. Glasgow University.—Forty years later than St. Andrews, Glasgow University was founded by Bull of Nicholas V, dated 7 January, 1450–1, granted at the request of James II, who acted on the advice of William Turnbull, Bishop of Glasgow. The bishop and his successors were charged to be adding the statistics of the university; the foundation also provided for a rector, doctors and masters in the four faculties. Originally, it appears, most of the students enrolled were ecclesiastics, secular and regular, especially of the Dominican Order; "many of the Friars Preachers were resident students" (Munimenta, p. xi); and the teaching was "in the interest in the success of the university" (Stewart, p. xiii); and Bishop Turnbull warmly encouraged his clergy both to learn and to teach. He also procured from James II a royal charter in 1453. The Bull constituted a "studium generale, tam in theologiam sanae canonicse et civilis, quam in artibus et quatuor libris licitae facultate", after the pattern of Bologna. The foundation of a college followed soon; it stood at first near Rotten Row; later, on a site given by Lord Hamilton in High Street, where it remained till 1870. The college (Paddockum) was ruled by three "regents"; the students were distributed in four "nations", originally called Clidisdalia, Thendalia, Albamia, Rosay, now surviving as Glottiana, Loundonia, Transforthana, Rothseiaena. Among the most famous names in the early annals of the university are: William Elphinstone, afterwards Bishop of Aberdeen and founder (in 1494–5) of Aberdeen University; the poet Robert Henryson; John Knox; Cardinal Beaton; and James Beaton, his nephew, chancellor of the university and Archbishop of Glasgow in 1560, when, upon the establishment of Protestantism, he fled to France. The university, almost destroyed in the religious troubles, was restored by James VI and I. Under Morton’s regency, in 1577 (Novo Recto), with increased endowments, and reorganized by Andrew Melville or Melvin. From that time it has continued to increase; Dr. Weir (op. cit.) calculated the number of students at various epochs as follows: at beginning of sixteenth century, 50; at beginning of seventeenth...
century, 100; at beginning of eighteenth century, 400; at beginning of nineteenth century, 700; in 1870–1–
1279; in 1889–90, 2180. In 1907–8 there were 1905 men students (arts, 691; science, 275; theology, 56;
medicine, 623; law, 208). In 1892 a neighbouring institution, St. John's College, was opened for the higher ed-
cation of women (Queen Margaret College) was incor-
porated into the university, and there are now some 600 female students.

The development of the university kept pace with the growth of Glasgow, and the increasing commercial importance of the city was reflected in the increased number of scientific studies. The brothers William and John Hunter, in medicine; the philosophers Francis Hutcheson, Thomas Reid, and Adam Smith, are the great names in the eighteenth century, as teachers; Tobias Smollett, James Boswell, Francis Jeffrey, and Thomas Campbell as students. The university was also made famous by the Fouliis printing press and the mechanical inventions of James Watt, inventor of the steam-engine. But perhaps the most world-wide celebrity that Glasgow University can boast is the late William Thomson, Lord Kelvin, who taught and carried on his researches here for fifty years until his retirement in 1894. Richard Jebb and Dr. Gilbert Murray, successively professors of Greek from 1874 to 1889; the Cairds, John and Edward, were great names in Scotland; and the medical faculty has been and is still grazed by men of European reputation, such as Lord Lister and Sir W. MacEwen.

The government of the university has been subjected to revision by royal commission many times, particularly in 1830, 1858, 1889. The old college was abandoned in 1870 for the large, and still largely ex-
 panding, buildings on Gilmorehill. The teaching staff numbers 32 professors, 50 lecturers, and 40 assistants. The total revenues from all sources amount to (Government annual grant of £20,000) amount to about £80,000. Magnificent additions to the equipment of the scientific and medical faculties have recently been made, the cost of which has been defrayed partly by the Carnegie Trust and partly by special subscription.

Monuments Universitatis Glasguensis (Glasgow, 1854); Record and Account, 1727–1836, of the University (1836); Statistical Account of the University (1799); BAILIE, Letters and Journal, Innes, Early Scottish History (1861); WEIR, preface to Memorials of the Old College (Glasgow, 1871); STEWART, Uni-

versity of Glasgow, Old and New (1891); CORDUÉ, A Short Ac-
count of the Glasgow Universities Compared in connection with the Nineteenth Century (1901), the last author has a larger work in preparation. Rattr in Transactions of the Glasgow Archaeol. Soc.,

V, 1906.

J. S. PHILLMORE.

Glasstone Abbey [Gle斯顿伯爵; called also Ynyswytrin (Isle of Glass) and Avalon (Isle of Apples)], Benedictine monastery, Somersetshire, England, pre-eminently the centre of early Christian tradition in England. Though now thirteen miles inland from the Bristol Channel, it was anciently an island encircled by broad fens, the steep conical hill called Golfstone Tor rising therefrom to a height of about four hundred feet. Thus, difficult of access and easy of defence, it formed a natural sanctuary round which the monastery clustered. The hall of the monastery, an ancient legend, and fiction so inextricably mingled with real and important facts that no power can now sift the truth from the falsehood with any certainty.

TRADITIONAL ACCOUNT OF FOUNDATION.—For the early history of the foundation the chief authority is William of Malmesbury in his De antiquitate Glas-
stonii: ecclesiae et edificium (i.e. D. Cest. Regim., ed. J. H. Riecz, 1861). The former work, composed apparently about 1135, was written for the express glorification of Golfstone and consequently gives the legendary history much more fully than the latter. Malmesbury's story of the foundation and early years is briefly as follows:

In the year 83 A. D. St. Joseph of Arimathea with eleven companions was sent to Britain from Gaul by St. Philip the Apostle. The king of the period, Audrius, gave to these twelve holy men the island of Ynyswytrin and there, in obedience to a vision, they built a church in honour of the Blessed Virgin Mary. This church, called the estwada ecclesiae or ignea basilica, was the subject of a miracle which was said to be, or have been, the burning church of the original twelve. This community of twelve hermits is described as continuing unaltered until the coming of St. Patrick, the Apostle of the Irish, in 433, who taught the hermits to live together as cenobites, him-

self became their abbot, and remained at Golfstone until his death, when his body was buried in the estwada ecclesiae. After St. Patrick his disciple, St. Benignus, became abbot at Golfstone, while St. David of Menevia is also stated to have thither, built an-
other church, and presented a famous jewel known as the Great Saphe of Golfstone. The chronical-
then goes on to record the death and burial of King Arthur at Golfstrom in the days of the apostles, and the death of the monks who either died and were buried at Golfstone, or whose bodies were translated thither on the gradual western advance of the conquering English. The first impression produced on a modern mind by William of Malmesbury's pages is that the whole is bare-faced invention, but on this point the late Pro-

visor Freeman may be quoted as an unbiased authority (Proc. of Somerset Archeological Soc., vol. XXVI): "We need not believe that the Golfstone legends are facts; but the existence of those legends is a great fact. . . . The legends of the spot go back to the days of the Apostles. We are meant to be very begin-
ning with the names of St. Philip and St. James, of their twelve disciples, with Joseph of Arimathe at their head, . . . we read the tale of Fagan and Deru-
vian; we read of Indractus and Gildas and Patrick and David and Columb and Bridge, all dwellers in or visitors to the first spot where the Gospel had alone in Britain. No fiction, no dream could have dared to set down the names of so many worthies of the earlier races of the British Islands in the Liber Vitae of Dur-
ham or Peterborough. Now I do not ask you to be-
lieve these legends; I do ask you to believe that there was some special cause why legends of this kind should grow, at all events why they should grow in such a shape and in such abundance, round Golfstone alone of all the great monastic churches of Britain." And he explains the "special cause" as follows: "The simple truth then is this, that among all the greater churches of England, Golfstone is the only one where we may be content to lay aside the name of England and fall back on the older name of Britain, . . . as I have often said, the talk about the ancient British Church, which is simply childish nonsense when it is talked at Canterbury or York or Lon-
don, ceases to be childish nonsense when it is talked at Golfstone. . . . It is a very remarkable fact that when at last the West Saxons captured Golfstone there already existed there, as at Glendalough or Conmnaoises, a group of small churches built in the typical Celtic fashion and occupied by the British monks. One of these, the oldest and most venerated of all, the estwada ecclesiae or ignea basilica, was pre-
served there, and by its survival at Golfstone it was preserved at Golfstone with their special character. Indeed its successor, falsely called the Chapel of St. Joseph, is the chief feature and loveliest fragment in the ruins that exist to-day.

With the coming of the English the mist clears. In the 9th years of the eighth century Ina, King of the West Saxons, founded the great church of the Apos-
tles Sts. Peter and Paul, and endowed the monastery,
granting certain charters which, in substance at any rate, are admitted as genuine (see Dugdale, *Monasticon Anglicanum*, I). The monastery, thus firmly established, maintained a high reputation until the advance of the Danes in the 10th century, when it was ravaged and despoiled and sank into a low state. From this it was raised by the work of St. Dunstan who, as a boy, received his education in the cloister at Glastonbury, and later became abbot there, ruling the monastery, except for a brief period of banishment for his opposition to epicenope. In the latter part of his life, in a vetustissima state, a passage asserts that Archbishop Warham, who then ordered the suppression of the Glastonbury shrine under pain of excommunication (Wharton, *Anglia Sacra*, II, 222–33).

Second only to St. Dunstan's shrine as an attraction to pilgrims was that of King Alfred, whose tomb is in a vetustissima state, a passage asserts that Arthur was buried at Glastonbury seems to be a late one. In the "Gesta Regum" (I, xxvii) William of Malmesbury says expressly that the burial-place of Arthur was unknown. However, in his "De antiquitate Glastonensis ecclesiae" (Cap. De nobilissimis Glstoniburni sepulcris) in which he is in a vetustissima state, a passage asserts that Arthur was buried at Glastonbury "inter duas piramides." Professor Freeman rejects this as an interpolation added after Geoffrey of Monmouth's time, when the Arthurian legend had reached its final form through that writer's fabrications. There is clear evidence that the two pyramids did actually exist, and in 1191, we are told, Abbot Henry de Soliaaco made a search for Arthur's body between them. Girdals Cambrensis, who writes apparently as an eyewitness of the scene, relates (Speculum Ecclesiae, dist. ii, cap. ix) that at a depth of seven feet a large flat stone was found, on the side of which was a silver plaque with the name Arthuris in insula Avalonia. Under this at a considerable depth was a huge coffin of hallowed oak containing the bones of the king and his Queen Guinevere. The bones were removed from the stone and in rude characters facing the stone were the words *Hic jacet sepulcrum inelutum Rex Arturius in insula Avalonia*. Leland (Assertioni Arthuri, 43, 50, 51) records that he saw both the tomb and the leaden cross with the inscription, and Camden (Britannia, Somerset) states that the latter still existed in his day, though he does not say where it was when he saw it.

**Suppression of the Abbey.**—In 1525 Abbots Bere and Richard Whiting, chamberlain of the abbey, was chosen for the post by Cardinal Wolsey, in whose hands the community had agreed to place the appointment. For ten years he ruled his monastery in peace, winning golden opinions on all hands for his learning, piety, and discreet administration. Then in August, 1535, came Dr. Richard Layton, the most contemptible of all the "visitors" appointed by Thomas Cromwell, to hold a visitation in the name of King Henry VIII. He found everything in perfect order, though Dr. Layton, with the people of the place, "At Bruton and Glastonbury", he writes to Cromwell, "there is nothing notable; the brethren are so straight that they cannot offend: but fain they would if they might, as they confess, and so the fault is not with them". But the end was not far distant. The lesser monasteries had gone already, and so soon it was the turn of the greater houses. By January, 1539, Glastonbury was the only religious house left standing in all Somerset, and on 19 September, in the same year, the royal commissioners arrived without previous warning. Abbot Whiting was examined, arrested, and sent up to London with the rest of the community to examine in person. Meanwhile the commissioners, regarding Glastonbury as part of the royal possessions already in view of the intended attainer of the abbot, proceeded to "dispatch with the utmost celerity" both their business as spoilers and the monks themselves. Within six weeks all was accomplished, and they handed over to the royal treasurer the riches still remaining at the abbey, which had previously been relieved of what the king chose to call its "superfluous plate", among which is specially mentioned "a superaltari garnished with silver gilt and part gold, called the Great Sapphire of Glastonbury." The abbots of Layton, of which he is one, were, because close to the admirable condition of the monastery as regards spirituals under Abbot Whiting. As one of the indigentiae brought against him was that of mismanagement in temporals, it is worth while to quote Crom-
part is the most perfect of all the ruins. The Norman work of 1184, exquisite in design and very richly decorated, has stood perfectly, although in the fifteenth century a crypt was excavated beneath it to the depth of some eleven feet. At the same period the Perpendicular style was inserted in the Norman window that was at the west end of the chancel and will remain. Of the great church (400 feet by 80), the pillars of the chancel arch, some of the chapels at the east side of the transepts, and a large portion of the outer wall of the choir aisles are practically all that remains. The nave consisted of ten bays; the transepts of three each, the outer two on either side being extended eastward to form aisles of its own chapels. The height of the nave was at first forty feet, but was increased to six in the later fourteenth century, the chapels behind the high altar being again modified in the fifteenth century. It is much to be regretted that so large a part of the buildings has been destroyed, but since the ruins were for long used as a kind of quarry, from which anyone might carry off materials at sixpence a cartload, the wonder is that anything at all is left. The ruins have recently been purchased at the cost of £30,000 ($150,000) through the action of the Bishop of Bath and Wells (Anglican) and are now held by trustees as a kind of national monument. Everything effort is being made to preserve them from further injury, and also, by means of excavation, to recover all possible knowledge of what has been destroyed.

One curious relic still exists. The church clock, formerly in the south transept of the great church, was removed in 1539, carried to Wells, and placed in the north transept of the cathedral there. It bears the inscription Petrus Lighthouse monachus fecit hoc opus, and was constructed in the time of Abbot de Sodbury (1322–35). The outer circle of the dial has twenty-four hours on it, another within this shows the minutes, and a third again gives the phases of the moon. Above this dial is an emblem of a horseman riding on what looks like a horseback and is probable to represent a mimic tournament. The original works were removed from Wells some years ago and may be seen, still working, in the Victoria and Albert Museum at South Kensington. This, with Lightfoot’s other clock at Wirbourne Minister, Dorset, are commonly held to be the oldest known. Of the conventual buildings the abbots’ kitchen and a small part of the hospice alone survive. The former is an octagon set within a square and crowned with an octagonal pyramid. Within it is square in plan, the upper part forms a dome, the height being seventy-two feet. The upper part forms a dome, the height being seventy-two feet. The upper part forms a domed lantern, which was formerly fitted with movable wooden shutters so that the smoke might always be let out on the side away from the wind. Practically all the rest is level with the ground, but mention must be made of the library, of which Leland, who saw it in Abbot Whiting’s time, declares that no sooner was he over the threshold but he was struck with astonishment at the sight of so many remains of antiquity; in truth he believed it had scarce an equal in all Britain. In the town, amongst other buildings erected by various abbots, are the cels of St. Botolph, St. Mary, and St. John the Baptist, the tithe barn, a fourteenth-century building and the finest existing specimen of this class of structure, also the Pilgrim’s Inn, a late Perpendicular work built at the end of the fifteenth century, where, it is said, all visitors used to be treated as guests and entertained for two days at the abbot’s expense.

Still in the neighbourhood, in many places, one sees the ruined abbey’s coat of arms: Vert, a cross botone argent; in the first quarter the Blessed Mother of God standing, on her right arm the Infant Saviour, a sceptre in her left hand.

The GLASTONBURY T所以 (Crateus Ozyacantha Praeox) is a variety of hawthorn, originally found only at Glastonbury, which has the peculiarity of well's own note in his manuscript "Remembrances" as to the booty obtained from Glastonbury at this, the second, spoliation: "The plate of Glastonbury, 11,000 ounces and over, besides golden. The furniture of the house of Glaston. In ready money from Glaston £1,100 and over. The rich copes from Glaston. The doors were plundered, [probably due to the abbey] £2,200 and above." While his monopoly was being asked and his community dispersed, Abbot Whiting was kept a prisoner in the Tower of London and subjected to secret examination by Cromwell. It is curious that the ordinary procedure of law, by which a bill of attainder should have been presented to and passed by Parlia- ment, was not followed. The execution was an accomplished fact before Parliament came together. His condemnation and execution and the appropriation of his monastery with its possessions to the Crown could only be justified legally by the abbot's attainder, but no trace that any trial did take place can be found. Such an omission, however, was not likely to trouble Cromwell, as is shown by the note in his autograph "Remembrances": "Item. The Abbott of Glaston to be tried at Glaston and also executed there with his complycys." Accordingly Abbot Whiting was sent back to Somersetshire, still another evidence of the fact that there was now no Glastonbury Abbey for him to return to. He reached Wells on 14 November, where some sort of a mock trial seems to have taken place, and the next day, Saturday, 15 November, he with two of his monks, John Thorne and Roger James, was carried from Wells to Glastonbury. At the outskirts of the town the three martyrs were fastened to hurdles and dragged by horses up the steep sides of Tor Hill to the foot of St. Michael's tower at its summit. Here all were hanged, their bodies beheaded and cut into quarters, Abbot Whiting's head being fixed over the great gate- way of the abbey as a sample of the punishment prepared for such as opposed the royal will (see Richard Whiting, Blessed). There can be no doubt that a special example was deliberately made of Glastonbury, inasmuch as by its wealth, its vast landed possessions, its munificence, and the halo of sanctity with which its past history and present observ- ance had crowned it, it was by far the greatest spiritual and temporal representative of Catholic interests still surviving in England. The savagery with which it was attacked and ruined was intended to and did strike terror into all the West of England, and during Henry VIII there was no one in the realm who feared from that part of his realm. During the brief restoration of Catholicism in Queen Mary's reign, some of the surviving monks petitioned the queen to restore their abbey again, as having been the most ancient in England. The queen's death, however, put an end to all hopes of restoration.

BUILDINGS.—Very little of the vast pile of buildings now remains above ground, but in its main lines the abbey followed the usual plan, a vast cruciform church on the north side, with cloister, conventual buildings, abbots' lodgings, and rooms for guests all south of this. The church fits loosely on the site of the ancient church, where the west door, instead of opening to the outer air in the usual way, gave entrance to a so-called "Galilee", which in turn led into the church of St. Mary, the westernmost part of the entire edifice. This famous church, now often called in error the Chapel of St. Bartholomew, was built between 1185 and 1186 to take the place of the original vetuta ecclesiae, which had been entirely destroyed in the great fire of 1184. It is said to preserve exactly the size and shape of the original building and measures sixty feet by twenty-four. The Galilee was added about a century later when the western part of the great church was being formed as a companion to the two churches, thus making the whole western extension about one hundred and nine feet long. This western
flourishing twice in the year, first about Christmas time and again in May. By a curious irony of fate the first mention of the Holy Thorn flowering at Christmas is contained in a letter written by Dr. Layton to Thomas Cromwell from Bristol, dated 24 August, 1535. "By this bringer, my servant", he writes, "I send you Erle, yonder covered in wine and dressed in surcoat and in a surcoat of Christen Mass Even, hora epsa qua Christus natus fuerat, will spring and burgen and bare blossoms. Quoed expertum est saith the Prior of Mayden Bradley." In a life of St. Joseph of Arimathea, printed in 1520 by Richard Eyreson, a pupil of Caxton, there is, however, an earlier notice of its coming into leaf at Christmas:

The Hawthornes also, that growth in Werall [Wearyall Hill]

Do burge and bere grene leaves at Christmas
As freshe as other ym May ....
Later references to the fact abound, e.g. Sir Charles Sedley's verse:

Cornelia's charms inspire my lays,
Who, fair in nature's scorn,
Blooms in the winter of her days,
Like Glastonbury Thorn
And the line of Tennyson's "In the Crail":

... Glastonbury, where the winter thorn
Blossoms at Christmas, mindful of Our Lord.

The original thorn tree on Wearyall Hill was cut down in 1653 by some fanatical soldier of Cromwell's army, to the great annoyance of Bishop Goodman of Gloucester, who wrote to the Lord Protector complaining of the outrage; but before the dispute had been taken from it, and many specimens now exist which blossom about Christmas time. The blossoms of the Christmas shoots are usually much smaller than the May ones and do not produce any haws. It is noteworthy also that plants grown from the haws do not retain the character of the parent stem, and that the Glastonbury gardeners propagate the thorn by budding and grafting only. Botanists are not yet agreed as to the origin of the Glastonbury thorn. Some have desired to identify it with the Morocco thorn, introduced into England about 1812, which puts forth its leaves very early in the year, sometimes even in January; while others claim it as the Siberian thorn, which begins to produce its shoots in January. Neither of these varieties, however, has the special peculiarity of the Glastonbury thorn, that of flowering twice. Possibly the truth may be that the Glastonbury thorn was an individual or a true variety; but if this is so it is certainly remarkable that for four hundred years the peculiarity of the tree has been preserved and transmitted to its progeny. The legend that the original tree grew from the staff of St. Joseph of Arimathea, which was thrust into the ground and took root, is found before the destruction of the abbey, but the date of its origin cannot now be ascertained.


G. ROGER HURLESTON.

Glebe (Lat. glaba) originally signified, in common law, any farm, estate, or parcel of land, and the word is still used in the Thesodian Code. But in ecclesiastical law it has become the technical term for land permanently assigned for the maintenance of the incumbent of a parish, and is the oldest form of parochial endowment. This use of the word is found in numerous medieval charters, of which Du Cange gives a few examples, and formerly no church could be constructed unless this endowment had been made. There is no indication that the fee-simple was held to be in abeyance, that is, without an owner in the eyes of the law, but the freehold belonged to the incumbent. It could be leased, sold, or exchanged, with the bishop's consent, and was sometimes allowed to be mortgaged for the purpose of repairing the parsonage or church. In England and Scotland, where glebe is held by the established Churches of those countries, there are now special laws regarding the leasing, sale, or exchange of such property, and all such transactions are subject to the approval of the land commissioners. In the Catholic Church, glebe, where it exists, is considered a moral property, and canon law regulates the conditions which govern its possession. The alienation of such property is now held by most legislatures to require the special permission of the pope, and even then only certain justifying causes are recognised, viz: (1) necessity, as when a church is overburdened with debt; (2) utility, or the opening of an advantageous exchange; (3) to redeem captives or feed the poor in time of famine; (4) convenience, as when the land is so situated that its produce cannot be gathered without great expense. Certain specified formalities have also to be complied with. (See Property, Ecclesiastical.)

BROOK, De parochia (Paris, 1850); FERDINAND, Ibid. prom. (Rome, 1886-95); SMITH, Elements of Eccl. Law (New York, 1897). For the English law see PHILLIMORE, Glebe (London, 1905). See also bibliography under Property, Ecclesiastical.

G. CYTRIAN AITON.

Glendalough, Diocese of. See Dublin.

Glendalough, School of.—Glendalough (the Valley of the Two Lakes) is a picturesque and lonely glen in the heart of the Wicklow Mountains. The fame of its monastic school is chiefly due to its founder, St. Kevin (q.v.), and to the famous nun of the celebrated monasteries of Ireland. Kevin (Ir. Coemghes, the fair-begotten) was born near Rathdrum towards the close of the fifth century, and lived to the age of...
120 years. His earliest tutor was St. Petron of Cornwall, who had come to Leinster about 492, and devoted himself with considerable ardour to the study of the Sacred Scriptures, in which his pupil also became proficient. Kevin then, no less than his uncle, put to the test the affections of a beautiful maiden, who once followed him to the woods. The young saint perceiving her, threw himself into a bed of nettles, and then gathering a handful scorched the maiden with the burning weeds. "The fire without", says the biographer, "extinguished the fire within", and Kathleen repenting became a saint.

One of the most celebrated of the pupils of St. Kevin at Glendalough was St. Moling, the founder of the well-known monastery, called from him St. Mullins, on the left bank of the Barrow in the south-west of the County Carlow. Like his master Kevin, he was a man of learning and extreme austerity, living, it is said, for a long time, as Kevin did, in a hollow tree. He was also an elegant writer both in Latin and in Irish. Several Irish poems have been attributed to him, his prophecies were in wide circulation, and the "Yellow Book of St. Moling" was one of those which Keating had in his hands, but which has since been unfortunately lost. Of all the scholars of Glendalough, however, St. Laurence O'Toole was by far the most distinguished. A poetic and musical hymn, that is, a psalm, prayed, he owed his entire training in virtue and in learning to this school. So far did he carry his devotion to St. Kevin that, even after he had become Archbishop of Dublin, he made it a practice to retire from the city, and spend the whole Lent in the very cave in the face of the rock over the lake where St. Kevin had lived so long alone with God.

The existing ruins at Glendalough still form a very striking scene in that wild and beautiful mountain valley. Within the area of the original enclosure are the great church, or cathedral, built probably in the time of St. Kevin, a fine round tower still 110 feet in height, the buildings of St. Kevin's "Cro" or kitchen, the Church of the Blessed Virgin, for whom Kevin, like most of the Irish saints, had a particular devotion. The building called St. Kevin's kitchen was doubtless the private oratory and sleeping-chamber of the saint, the latter being in the croft overhead, as in St. Columba's house at Kells.

Gloria, JOHN JOSEPH. See ST. LOUIS, ARCHDIOCESE OF.

Gloria in Excelsis Deo.—The great doxology (hymnus angelicus) in the Mass is a version of a very old Greek form. It begins with the words sung by the angels at Christ's birth (Luke, ii, 14). To this verse others were added very early, forming a doxology. In a slightly different form it occurs at the beginning of a "morning prayer (procesus et lustrationis)" in the "Apostolic Constitutions", VII, xlvii. This text, which has a similar subordination to that of this unadorned form, will be found in Duchesne, "Origines du Culte chrétien" (2nd ed., Paris, 1889, p. 158, n. 1). It goes back at least to the third century; Protob (Lehre und Gebet der drei ersten christl. Jahrhunderte", Tubingen, 1870, p. 290) thinks even to the first. A very similar form is found in the Codex Alexandrinus (2d half of the fourth century), in P. G., XXVIII, 275. Extended further, and with every trace of subordination corrected, it is sung by the Byzantine Church at the Orthros. In this form it has more verses than the Latin, and became with the Twelfth (apokopi. το μνημο, Rome, 1876, p. 57). It is not used in the Liturgy by any Eastern Church. The only first clause (the text of Luke ii, 14) occurs as part of the people's answer to the words, "Holy things for the holy", at the elevation in the Liturgy of the Apostolic Constitutions (Brightman, Eastern Lituriges, Oxford, 1896, p. 247). In a part of the Offertory and Consecratio in St. James's Liturgy (ibid., pp. 45, 64), at the kiss of peace in the Abyssinian Rite (p. 227), in the Nestorian Prothesis (p. 248) and again at the beginning of their Liturgy (p. 252), in the Byzantine Prothesis (p. 361). A similar tradition is that it was translated into Latin by St. Hilary of Poitiers (d. 366). It is thought that he learned it during his exile in the East (360) and brought back a version of it with him (so Belethys, "Rationale divinorum officiorum", c. 36; Durandus, "Rationale", IV, 13, who thinks that he only added from "Laudamus te" to "Mass", and notes that In hexen III attributes it to the Orientals, others to Symmachus). In any case, the Latin version differs from the present Greek form. They correspond down to the end of the Latin, which however adds: "Tu solus altissimus" and "Cum sancto Spiritu". The Greek then goes on: "Every day I will bless thee and will glorify thy name for ever, and for ever and ever" and continues with ten more verses, chiefly from psalms, to the Trisagion and Gloria Patri.

The "Liber pontificalis" says "Pope Telephorus (128-139) ordered that . . . on the birth of the Lord Masses should be said at night . . . and that the hymn Gloria in Excelsis be said before the sacrifice" (ed. Duchesne, I, 129); also "that Pope Symmachus [498-514] ordered that the hymn Gloria in excelsis, should be said every Sunday and on the feasts natalicia of martyrs". The Gloria is to be said in its present place, after the Kyrie, "but only by bishops (ibid., p. 263). We see it then introduced first for Christmas, on the feast to which it specially belongs, then extended to Sundays and certain great feast days, but only for bishops. The "Ordo Romanus I" says that when the Kyrie is finished "the pontiff, turning towards the people, begins Gloria in Excelsis, and be it observed that tempus fuerit" and notes specially that priests may say it only at Easter (ed. C. Atchley, London, 1905, pp. 130, 148). The "Ordo of St. Amand" (Duchesne, "Origines", appendix, p. 460) gives them leave to do so only on Easter Eve and on the day of their ordination.

The Gregorian Sacramentary (dictor Gloria in excelsis Deo, si episcopus fuisset, tantummodo die dominico siue diebus festis; a presbyteris autem minime dicitur nisi solo in Pascha) and Wahlfried Strabo, "Liber de exordiis", c. 22, in P. L., CXIV, 945, note the same thing. Berne of Constance thinks it a grievance still in the eleventh century (Libellus de saeclis nempe et rebus ad Missam pertinentibus, c. 2, in P. L., CXIII, 1059). But towards the end of the same century the Gloria was said by priests as well as by bishops. The "Micrologus" (by the same Berne of Constance, 1048) tells us that "On every feast that
has a full office, except in Advent and Septuagesima, and on the feast of the Innocents, both the priests and the bishop say Gloria in excelsis (c. ii). It then became, as it is now, an element of every Mass except in times of penance. Even in Advent, until it began to be considered such a time, it was said. As early as Ambrosian and Metz (ninth century) De Spiritu in libri IV, IV, 30, it was said during Advent "in some places." This would apply, of course, to bishops' Masses on Sundays and feasts at that time. So also Honorius of Autun (1145) in the twelfth century, and Guibert, III, 1. White vestments were used, and the Gloria said. In Roman usage Advent ended of the twelfth century. "Ordo Romanus XI" 4. After that, Advent was gradually considered a time of penance, in imitation of Lent. The Te Deum and Gloria were left out during it, and the use of purple vestments introduced. These so-called "faced" Glorias were a medieval development. As in the case of the Kyrie, verses were introduced into its text for special occasions. Such expanded forms were very popular, especially one for feasts of the Blessed Virgin that seems to have been used all over Europe. Thus in the Sarum Missal, after the Gloria of the Fourth Sunday of Easter, the lines "Spiritus et alme orphanorum paralycele" is added; after "Filius Patris" is inserted "Implorin genus Mariam virginis materia." Again: "Suscipe deprecationem nostram, ad Mariae gloriam," and the end: "Quoniam tu solus sanctus, Mariam sanctificans, Tu solus Dominum, in aiguis coronans, Jesu Christe" (ed. Burntsland, 1861–1883, col. 585–6). The following rubric says: "In omnibus aliis missis quando dicendum est, dicetur sine prosa;" that is, in other Masses than those of the B. V. M., the additional tropes—called prosa—are to be omitted. These tropes added to the Gloria that was contained in special books, "Libri troparii." In spite of repeated commands to expunge them, they were still sung in places when the Missal was revised by order of Pius V in 1570. In the Bull "Quo primum" of that year (printed at the beginning of the Missal) the pope forbids anything to be added to, or changed in, the text of the books then published. The popularity of the forms about the Blessed Virgin accounts for the rubric in the Missal after the Gloria: "Sic dictur Gloria in excelsis, etiam in missis B. Mariae quando dicendum est." Since then these "faced" forms have disappeared. It may be noted here that the Gloria, originally foreign to the Milanese and Mozarabic Rites, has displaced the older Trisagion in them since the seventh century—an obvious Roman importation (Duchesne, op. cit., p. 183 and note). The present law about the use of the Gloria is given by the "Rubricae generalis" of the Missal, VIII, 3. It is to be said in Mass whenever the Te Deum is said at Matins—with two exceptions. It is therefore omitted on ferials (except in Easter-tide), Ember days, vigils, during Advent, and from Septuagesima till Easter, when the Mass is de tempore. The feast of the Holy Innocents, however, is kept with purple vestments and without the Te Deum or Gloria. We have seen this already in the "Micologus" (above). Nor is the Gloria said at Requiem or votive Masses, with three exceptions: votive Masses of the Blessed Virgin on Saturdays, of Angels, and those said "pro re gratia" or for a public cause of the Church, unless with purple vestments, have the Gloria. The two cases in which it occurs without the Te Deum in the Office are Maundy Thursday (when the whole Mass is an exception in Passion-tide and has no correspondence with the canonical hours) and Holy Saturday in the first EC in which the Gloria is always involved "pro re gratia" at the end of Mass. When it is not said that versicle is changed to "Benedicamus Domino" or, in Requiem, to "Requiescant in pace." The manner of saying it is described in the "Ritus celebrendi Missam," IV, 7. In the "Ordo Romanus I" (above) the celebrant turns to the people to say the first words. That is no longer observed. At high Mass as soon as the Kyrie is finished the celebrant, facing the altar in the middle, intones: "Gloria in excelsis Deo," raising, joining, and lowering his hands, and bowing his body three times. Meanwhile the deacon and subdeacon stand behind him in line. They then come to his right and left and with him continue the Gloria in a low voice. All bow at the holy name (it occurs twice) and at the words: "Adoramus te," "Gratias agimus tibi," "Suscepi deprecationem nostram," and make the sign of the cross. Then they go per viam breviorum (genueflecting first, according to the usual rule) to the sedilia and sit. Meanwhile the choir immediately continues: "Et in terra pac," and sings the text straight through. In the former Missal four chants were printed for the celebrant’s intonation (for Doubles, Masses of B. V. M., Sundays, and Simples). This intonation ought to be in every way part—the beginning—of the melody continued by the choir; so in the new ("Vaticani") edition of the missal, eighteen alternative chants are given, one for each Gloria in the Gradual. Obviously, when this is sung, the celebrant and the choir intone the Gloria to the same chant (and at the same pitch) as its continuation by the choir. The ideal is for the choir to go on at once without any sort of prelude by the organ; "Et in terra pac" etc. is the second half of the same sentence as "Gloria in excelsis Deo," so exact a repetition is not possible. But in any case the choir may never repeat the celebrant’s words. Every Gloria in a figured Mass must begin: "Et in terra pac." The custom—one very common—of ignoring the celebrant and beginning again "Gloria in excelsis" is an unpleasant abomination, and indeed the Breviary has put the Gloria to the Collect. While the Gloria is sung, the celebrant, ministers, and servers bow (or uncover) at the holy name and the other clauses, as above. During the last clause the celebrant and ministers rise and go to the altar per viam longiorum (genueflecting at the foot, according to rule) and go to their places for the "Dominus vobiscum" before the Collect. At a sung Mass the same order is observed by the celebrant alone. At low Mass he recites the Gloria straight through clara voce, making the sign of the cross during the last clause (In gloria Dei Patris). Mystic and edifying reflections on the Gloria will be found in Durandus and Ghir (see below). Durandus sees much symbolism in the fact that the Church (that is, men) continues the angels’ hymn. By the birth of Christ who restores all things in heaven and on earth (Eph. i, 10), angels and men, separated by original sin, are now reconciled; men may now hope some day to join in the angels’ hymns. Ghir gives a devotional commentary on the text, word for word. He sees a mystic reason for the order of the words: Laudamus, benedictimus, adoramus, glorificamus. One may be edified by such meditations without attributing so much subtlety to the unknown subordinationist who apparently first arranged them. It will be noticed that the Gloria is a hymn of praise addressed to each Person of the Holy Trinity in turn, although the clause about the Holy Ghost is very short (cum sancto Spiritu) and is evidently an afterthought. It does not occur in the text of the Apostolic Constitutions. It will also be seen that the clauses are arranged in parallels with a certain loose rhythm. This rhythm is much more evident in the Greek original (measured by course of accent); for instance:

Kpēs basileōn tērōwme, οὖς λατερὶς παντοτερὶς.

Lastly, it would be difficult to find in any Liturgy a more beautiful example of poetry than our hymns.
angeicus. The Gloria and the Te Deum are the only remains we now have of the psalms idiotsi (psalms composed by private persons instead of being taken from the Biblical Psalter) that were so popular in the second and third centuries. These private psalms easily take root for the same reason as those in the Vulgate, and so fell into disfavour by the fourth century (Battifol, “Histoire du Brevisaire romain”, Paris, 1835, 9-12). The extraordinary beauty of these two (to which one should add the Deo Dador) is a witness to the splendour of that outburst of lyric poetry among Christians during the time of persecution.


ADRIAN FORTESCUE

Gloria Patri. See DOXOLOGY.

Glorieux, Alphonse Joseph. See BOISE, DIOCESE OF.

Glorious. This word has many shades of meaning which lexicographers are somewhat puzzled to differentiate sharply. As our interest in it here centres around its ethical and religious significance, we shall treat it only with reference to the ideas attached to it in Holy Scripture and theology.

I. SCRIPTURE. — In the English version of the Bible the word Glory, one of the commonest in the Scripture, is used to translate several Hebrew terms in the Old Testament, and the Greek θαύμα in the New Testament. Sometimes the Catholic versions employ brightness, where others use glory. When this occurs, the original signifies, as it frequently does elsewhere, a physical, visible phenomenon. This meaning is found for instance in Ex., xxiv, 16; “And the glory of the Lord dwelt upon Sinai”; in Luke, ii, 9, and in the account of the Transfiguration on Mount Tabor. In very many places the term is employed to signify the witness which the created universe bears to the nature of its Creator, as is an effect reverberating everywhere. Frequently in the New Testament it signifies a manifestation of the Divine Majesty, truth, goodness, or some other attribute through His incarnate Son, as, for instance, in John, i, 14: “(and we saw his glory, the glory as it were of the only begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth”; Luke, ii, 32, “A light to the revelation of the Gentiles, and the glory of thy people Israel”; and throughout the prayer of Christ for His disciples, John, xvii. Here too, as elsewhere, we find the idea that the perception of this manifested truth works towards a union of man with God. In other passages glory is equivalent to praise rendered to God in acknowledgment of His beauty and perfection, manifested objectively in the world, or through supernatural revelation: “Thou art worthy, O Lord our God, to receive glory and honour, and power: because thou hast created all things”, Apoc., iv, 11; “Give glory to the Lord, and call upon his name”, Ps. cix, 1 (c. cxvi, 1). The term is used also to mean judgment on personal worth, in which sense the Greek θαύμα reflects the significance of the cognate verb βλέπω: “How can you believe, who receive glory one from another: and the glory which is from God alone, you do not seek?” John, v, 44, and xii, 43; “For they loved the glory of men more than the glory of God”. Lastly, glory is the name given to the blessedness of the future life in which the soul is united to God: “For I reckon that the sufferings of this time are not worthy to be compared with the glory to come”, Rom., viii, 18. “Because the creature also itself shall be delivered from the servitude of corruption, into the liberty of the glory of the children of God”, ib., 21. The texts cited above are representative of multitudes similar in tenor, scattered throughout the sacred writings.

II. THEOLOGICAL. — The radical concept present under various modifications in all the above expressions is rendered by St. Augustine as clara notitia cum laude, “brilliant celebrity with praise”. The philosopher and theologian have accepted this definition as the centre around which they correlate their doctrine regarding glory, divine and human.

1. Divine Glory. — The Eternal God has by an act of His will created, that is, has brought into being from nothingness, all things that are. Infinite Intelligence, He could not act aimlessly: He had an objective for His action; He created with a purpose; He destined His creatures to some end. That end was, could be, no other than Himself; for nothing existed but Himself, nothing but Himself could be an end worthy of His action. “I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, saith the Lord God” (Apoc., i, 8); “The Lord has made all things for Himself” (Ecclus., iv, 6). Did He, then, create in order that from His creatures He might derive some benefit? That, for example, as some present-day theories pretend, through the evolution of things towards a higher perfection the sum of His Being might be enlarged or perfected? Or that He might thereby co-operate with Himself in the elimination of evil which He by Himself is unable to cast out? No; such conceits are incompatible with the true concept of God. Infinite, He possesses the plenitude of Being and Perfection; He needs nothing, and can receive no complementary increment or superfluous accession of excellence from without. Omnipotent, He stands in need of no assistance to carry His will into execution.

But from His infinity He can and does give; and from His fullness have we all received. All things are, only because they have received of Him; and the measure of His giving constitutes the limitations of their being. Contemplating the boundless ocean of His reality, He perceives it as imitable ad extra, as an inexhaustible fund of exemplar ideas which may, if He so wills, be reproduced in an order of finite existence distinct from, yet dependent on His own, deriving their dower of actuality from His infinite fullness, which in imparting becomes the designated ideas. He spoke and they were made. Everything which His fiat has called into existence is a copy—finite indeed and very imperfect, yet true as far as it goes—of some aspect of His infinite perfection. Each reflects in fixed limitation something of His nature and attributes. The heavens show forth His power; earth’s oceans are . . . the glorious mirror where the Almighty’s form Glasses itself in tempests . . .

The summer flower, though only to itself it live and die, is a silent witness before Him of His power, goodness, truth, and perfection; and the Holy spirit which binds all the innumerable parts of creation into one cosmic whole is another reflection of His oneness and His wisdom. Yet, as each part of creation is finite, so too is the totality; and therefore its capacity to reflect the Divine Prototype must result in an infinitely inadequate representation of the Great Exemplar. Nevertheless, the unimaginable variety of existing things conveys a vague hint of that Infinite which must ever defy any complete expression external to itself. Now this objective revelation of the Creator in terms of the existences of things is the glory of God as distinct from the glory of God as formulated by the Council of the Vatican: “If any one shall say that the world was not created for the glory of God, let him be anathema” (Sess. III, C. I, can. 5).

This objective manifestation of the Divine nature
constitutes the Universe—the book, one might say, in which God has recorded His greatness and majesty. As the mirror of the telescope presents an image of the star that shines and wheels in the immeasurably remote depths of space, so this world reflects its own fashion the nature of its Cause between Whom and it lies the gulf that separates the finite from the Infinite. The telescope, however, knows not of the image which its surface bears; the eye and mind of the astronomer must intervene in order that the significance of the image and its relation to the subject matter may be grasped. To praise, in the exact sense of the term, demands not alone that worth be manifest, but also that there be a mind to acknowledge. The unconscious testimony of the universe to its Creator is rather potential than actual glory. Hence, this glory which it renders to Him is called in the classical phrase *gloria materialis*, to distinguish it from the *formal glory* rendered to God by His intelligent creatures. They can read the writing in the book of creation, understand its story, accept its lessons, and reverently praise the Majesty which it reveals. This praise involves not merely intellectual perception, but also the practical acknowledgment by heart and will which issues in obedience and loving service. The endowment of intelligence with all that it implies—spirituality and free-will—renders man a higher and nobler image of the Creator than is any other being of this visible world. The gift of intellect also imposes on man the duty of returning to God the gratitude for which we have just spoken. The more perfectly he discharges this obligation, the more does he develop and perfect that initial resemblance to God which exists in his soul, and by the fulfilment of this duty serves the end for which he, like all else, has been created.

The natural revelation which God has vouchsafed of Himself through the world interpreted by reason has been supplemented by a higher supernatural manifestation which has culminated in the Incarnation of the Godhead in Jesus Christ: "and we saw his glory, the glory as it were of the Father, full of grace and truth”. Similarly the natural resemblance to God and the relation of our being to His, established by creation, are supplemented and carried into a higher grade by His communication of sanctifying grace. To know God through the medium of this supernatural truth is to serve Him, and springing from this grace is to be "Filled with the fruit of justice, through Jesus Christ, unto the glory and praise of God” (Phil. i. 11). In manifesting the glory of God by the development of their proper powers and capacities, inanimate creatures reach that perfection for which the members of existing families for which God has provided for them. Likewise man achieves his perfection or subjective end by giving glory to God in the comprehensive sense above indicated. He attains the consummation of his perfection not in this life, but in the life to come. That perfection shall consist in a direct, immediate, intuitive perception of God: “We shall see now through a glass in a dark manner; but then face to face. Now I know in part; but then I shall know even as I am known” (1 Cor. xiii, 12). In this transcendent knowledge the soul shall become, in a higher measure than that which obtains by virtue of creation alone, a participant and therefore an image of the Divine nature; so “we shall be like to him: because we shall see him as he is” (1 John, iii. 2). So that objectively and actually the life in heaven shall be an unending ineffable manifestation and acknowledgment of the Divine majesty and perfections. Thus we understand the last part of the blessing of which the subject of the blessed is described as a state in which “we all beholding the glory of the Lord with open face, are transformed into the same image from glory to glory, as by the Spirit of the Lord” (2 Cor. iii. 18).

The Catholic doctrine on this subject is defined by the Council of Florence (see Denzinger, 588). (See CREATION; GOOD.)

2. Human Glory.—To enjoy glory before men is to be known and honoured on account of one’s character, abilities, possessions, or achievements. This glory may be real or imaginary. The moral question arises, is the desire and pursuit of this glory lawful? The doctrine on the subject is succinctly stated by St. Thomas (II-II, Q. cxxxii). Positing the question whether the desire of glory is sinful, he proceeds to answer it in the following sense: Glory imports the manifestation of something which is estimated honourable, whether it be a spiritual or a corporal good. Glory does not necessarily require that a large number of persons shall acknowledge the excellence; the esteem of a few, or even of oneself, may suffice, as, for example, when one judges some good of his own to deserve praise. That any person esteem his own good or excellence to be worthy of praise is not in itself sinful; nor, in like manner, is it sinful that we should desire to see our good works approved of men. “Let your light shine before men, that they may see your good works” (Matt. v. 16). Hence the desire of glory is not essentially vicious. But a vain, or perverse desire for renown, which is called vainglory, is wrong; for it is founded not on truth but falsehood. The desire of glory becomes perverse, (a) when one seeks renown because of something not really worthy; (b) when one seeks the esteem of the many, and not that of God; (c) when one desires glory before men without subordinating it to righteousness. Vainglory may become a deadly sin, if one seek the esteem of men for something that is incompatible with the reverence due to God; or when the thing for which one desires to be esteemed in one’s affections is not from God; or again, when the judgment of men is sought in preference to the judgment of God, as was the case with the Pharisees, who “loved the glory of men more than the glory of God” (John, xii, 43).

The term “vainglory” denotes not alone the sinful act, but also the vicious habit or tendency engendered by a repetition of such acts. This habit is ranked among the capital sins, or, more properly vices, because it is prolific of other sins, viz., disobedience, baseness, hypocrisy, contentiousness, discord, and a presumptuous love of pernicious novelities in moral and religious doctrine.

St. Thomas, I, 1; QQ. xii, xiv, xvi, xxiii, ciii; II-II, Q. cxxxii; In. Cont. Gent. tr. RICKSAY, God and His Creatures, xi, xiv, xi; ch. xxviii, xxiv, xxv, xxvi; In. Summa Theologiae and Philosophica Textbooks, in which the subject is treated under Creation, The End of Man, Eternal Life; W. L. HUTCHINSON, A Dictionary of Classical and Ecclesiastical Names (New York, 1899), vol. i. bk. III. pt. 1; GRAY and MARSH in HART’s Dictionary of the Bible, a. v.; HARTMANN, A Dictionary of Christian and Church History (New York, 1896), v. 7, according to St. Thomas in The Catholic University Bulletin, vol. V.

JAMES J. FOX.

Glosses, Scriptural.—I. ETYMOLOGY AND PRINCIPAL MEANINGS.—The modern English word gloss is derived directly from the Latin glossa, itself a transcript of the Greek γλωσσα. In classical Greek γλώσσα (Attic γλωττα) means the tongue or organ of speech and figuratively a tongue or language. In the course of time Greek grammarians, commenting on the works of Greek authors, used the word γλώσσα to designate first a word of the text which needed some explanation, and next the explanation itself. And it is in this last sense that Christian writers have principally employed the word glossa, gloss, in connexion with Holy Writ. Among them, as among Greek grammarians, a gloss meant an explanation of a purely verbal difficulty, whereas the fuller exposition required by doctrinal, ritual, historical, and other obstructions; and the words which were commonly the subject of their glosses may be reduced to the following five classes: (1) foreign words; (2) provincial dialectical terms; (3) obsolete words; (4) technical
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terms; or (5) words actually employed in some unusual sense or in some peculiar grammatical form. As these glosses consisted of a single explanatory word, they were easily written between the lines of the text or on the margin in a regular alphabetical order. These collections of glosses thus formed kinds of lexicons which gave the concrete meaning of the difficult words of the text and even historical, geographical, biographical, and other notices, which the collectors deemed necessary or useful to illustrate the text of the Sacred Books. Besides the glossary, usually called a glossary (from Lat. glossarium), but bears at times in English the same name of a gloss. From a single explanatory word, interlined or placed in the margin, the word gloss has also been extended to denote an entire expositional sentence, and in many instances even a sort of running commentary on an entire book of Sacred Scripture. Finally the term gloss designates a word or a remark, perhaps intended at first as an explanation of the text of Holy Writ, and inserted for some time either between the lines or in the margin of the Sacred Books, but now embodied in the text, into which it is inserted by the scribes or by transcribers of manuscripts, and in which it appears as if an integral part of the Word of God, whereas it is but a late interpolation.

II. Glosses as Marginal Notes.—As is quite natural, the margin has always been the favourite place for recording explanatory words or remarks of glossical kind in commenting the text of the Bible. And in point of fact, marginal notes of varying nature and importance are found in nearly all manuscripts and printed editions of the Sacred Scriptures. With regard to the Hebrew text, these glosses or marginal notes are mostly extracts from the Masorah or collection of traditional remarks concerning Holy Writ. They usually bear on what was regarded as a questionable reading or spelling in the text, but yet was allowed to remain unaltered in the text itself or with respect for its actual form. Thus, at times the margin bids the reader to transpose, interchange, restore, or remove a conjunct or other transposition in the Hebrew text to insert even an entire word. Some of these glosses are of considerable importance for the correct reading or understanding of the original Hebrew, while nearly all have effectually contributed to its uniform transmission since the eleventh century of our era. The margins of the Greek and Latin manuscripts and editions of the Scriptures are usually of a wider import. Annotations of all kinds, chiefly the results of exegetical and critical study, crowd the margins of these copies and printed texts far more than those of the manuscripts and editions of the original Hebrew. In regard to the Latin Vulgate, in particular, these glosses gradually exhibited to readers so large and so perplexing a number of various textual readings that to remedy the evil, Sixtus V, when publishing his official edition of the Vulgate in 1588, decreed that henceforth copies of it should not be supplied with such variations recorded in the margin. This was plainly a wise rule, and its faithful observance by Catholic editors of the Vulgate and by its translators, notably by the authors of the Douay Version, has secured the object intended by Sixtus V. Despite the explicit resolve of James I that the Protestant Version of Holy Writ to be published during his reign should contain no such marginal notes—the so-called Authorised Version—appeared in 1611 with such notes, usually recording various readings. The glosses or marginal notes of the British Revised Version published 1881-85, are greatly in excess over those of the Version of 1611. They give various readings, alternate renderings, critical remarks, etc., and by their number and character have startled the Protestant public. The marginal notes of the American Standard Revised Version (1892) are much less general in description as those found in the British Revised Version of Holy Writ.

III. Glosses as Textual Additions.—As stated above, the word gloss designates not only marginal notes, but also words or remarks inserted for various explanations of the text, in the very text of the Holy Writ. The existence of such textual additions in Holy Writ is universally admitted by Biblical scholars with regard to the Hebrew text, although there is at times considerable disagreement among them as to the actual expressions that should be treated as glosses in the Sacred Writings. Besides the Scribes, ancient Rabbis regarded as made in the sacred text of the Old Testament before their time, and which were probably due to the fact that marginal explanations had of old been embodied in the text itself, recent scholars have treated as textual additions many words and expressions scattered throughout the Hebrew Bible. The works of the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch naturally maintain that the more or less extensive notices found in the Mosaic writings and relative to matters geographical, historical, etc. decided later than Moses’ time, should be regarded as textual additions. Others, struck with the lack of smoothness of style noticeable in selected passages of the original Hebrew, or with the apparent inconsistencies in its parallel statements, have appealed to textual additions as offering a natural and adequate explanation of the facts observed. Some have even admitted the view that Midrashim, or kinds of Jewish commentary, given at an early date, were introduced in the framing or in the transcription of our present Hebrew text, and thus would account for what they consider as actual and extensive additions to its primitive form. And it can hardly be doubted that by means of the literary feature known as “parallelism” in Hebrew poetry, many textual additions can be detected in the Hebrew text of the poetical books, notably in that of Job. All scholars distinctly maintain, however, and indeed justly, that all such glosses, whether actually proved, or simply conjectured, do not interfere materially with the substantial integrity of the Hebrew text of the Old Testament. Of the textual additions in the text of the Septuagint, or oldest Greek translation of the Old Testament, is an established fact which was well known to the Roman editors of that version under Sixtus V. One has only to compare attentively the words of that ancient version with those of the original Hebrew to remain convinced that the Septuagint translators have time and again deliberately deviated from the text which they rendered into Greek, and thus made a number of more or less important additions thereunto. These translators frequently manifest a desire to supply what the original had omitted or to ease passages perplexing to readers. Frequently, too, they adopt paraphrastic renderings to avoid the most marked anthropomorphisms of the text before them; while at times they seem to be guided in their additions by Jewish Halacha and Haggadah. Glosses as textual additions exist also in manuscripts of the New Testament, owing to a variety of causes, the principal among which may be given as follows: copyists have embodied marginal notes in the text itself; at times they have supplemented the words of an Evangelist by means of the parallel passages in the other Gospels; sometimes they have completed the text of the Old Testament as found in the New. Finally, textual additions appear in the manuscript, and printed editions of the Latin Vulgate. Its author, St. Jerome, has freely enough inserted in his rendering of the original Hebrew historical, geographical, doctrinal remarks which he thought more or less
necessary for the understanding of Scriptural passages by ordinary readers. He complains at times that during his own life copyists, instead of faithfully transcribed the text, added their own variations and readings in the text itself, which were found in the margin. And after his death manuscript subscriptions, especially those of the Spanish type, were supposedly enriched with all kinds of additional readings, which, together with other textual variations embodied in early printed copies of the Vulgate, led ultimately, to the official editions of Jerome's work by Popes Sixtus V and Clement VIII. But however numerous and important all such glosses may actually be, they have never materially impaired the substantial integrity either of the Greek New Testament or of the Latin Vulgate.

40. GIL'S SCRIPTURAL EXAGONS.—With regard to the Hebrew text of the Old Testament, most rabbinical commentators are little more than collections of glosses, or "glossaries", as they are usually called, inasmuch as their chief object is to supply explanations of Hebrew words. A part of the Masaroh may also be considered as a kind of glossary to the Hebrew Bible; and the same thing may be said in reference to the collections of Oriental and Western readings given in the sixth volume of the London Polyglot. As regards the Greek Bible texts, there are no separate collections of glosses; yet these texts are taken in the text, together with the rest of the Greek literature, in a certain number of glossaries which afford explanations of difficult words in the Greek language. The following are the principal glossaries of that description: (1) the lexicon of Hesychius, a Greek grammarian of the fourth century of our era; (2) the "Apostolicon," a collection of glosses, of the celebrated patriarch Photius (d. 891); (3) the lexicon of Suidas, apparently an author of the tenth century; (4) the "Etymologium Magnum" by an unknown writer of the twelfth or the thirteenth century; (5) the "Vocabularium" of the Byzantine monk Zonaras; (6) the "Dictionarium" of the Benedictine Varius Phavorusinus, published early in the sixteenth century. Most of the glosses illustrating the language of Scripture which are found in the works of Hesychius, Suidas, Phavorusinus, and in the "Etymologium Magnum", were collected and published by J. C. Erdmann (orig. 1785-90). The glosses on the Latin Vulgate, as a collection of explanations chiefly of its words, is that of St. Isidore of Seville, which he completed in 632, and which bears the title of "Originum sive Etymologiarum libri XX". It is found in Migne, F. L., LXXI IP.

41. GLOSSARIANS.—As Scriptural commentaries there are two celebrated glosses on the Vulgate. The former is the "Glossa Ordinaria", thus called from its common use during the Middle Ages. Its author, the German Walafrid Strabo (d. 849), had some knowledge of Greek and made extracts chiefly from the Latin Fathers and from the writings of his master, Rabanus Maurus, for the purpose of illustrating the various senses—chiefly the literal sense—of all the books of Holy Writ. This gloss is quoted as a high authority by St. Thomas Aquinas, and it was known as "the tongue of Scripture". Until the seventeenth century it remained the favorite commentary on the Bible; and it was only gradually superseded by more independent works of exegesis. The "Glossa Ordinaria" is found in vols. CXIII and CXIV of Migne, F. L. The second gloss, the "Glossa Interlinearis", derived its name from the fact that it was written in the margin of the Vulgate, as was the work of Anselm of Laon (d. 1117), who had some acquaintance with Hebrew and Greek. After the twelfth century copies of the Vulgate were usually supplied with both these glosses, the "Glossa Ordinaria" being inserted in the margin, at the top and at the sides, and the "Glossa Interlinearis" being placed between the lines of the Vulgate text; while later, from the fourteenth century onward, the "Postilla" of Nicholas of Lyra and the "Adnotationes" of Paulus Bruenius were added at the foot of each page. Some early printed editions of the Vulgate contained all the exegetical apparatus; and the latest and best among them is the one by Leander a S. Martino, O. S. B. (six vols. fol., Antwerp, 1634).


FRANCIS E. GROTT.

Glosses, Glossaries, Glossarists (in Canon Law)—A gloss (Gk. γλώσσα, Lat. glossa, tongue, speech) is an interpretation or explanation of isolated words. To gloss is to interpret or explain a text by taking up its words one after another. A glossary is therefore a collection of words about which observations and notes have been gathered, and a glossarist is one who thus explains or illustrates given texts. In canon law, glosses are short elucidations attached to the important words in the juridical texts which make up the collections of the "Corpus Juris Canonici" (q.v.). But they go back to the rest of the Bible as notes in any entire collection, e.g. the Gloss of the "Decretum" of Gratian, of the "Liber Sextus", etc. The Glossarists are those canonists who lived during the classic period of canon law, from the twelfth to the fifteenth century, though many left works other than glosses. The canonists of Bologna in particular favoured the method of the glossarists, and affixed to text and words the meaning which they should bear. In the beginning the masters noted down on their own copies of the "Decretum" of Gratian a few words by way of résumé, and as a help in their lectures; in course of time such notes passed into the copies of their pupils. These brief notes, at first inserted between the lines, soon overflowed the margins, and became copious enough to form a framework within which the real text was enshrined, as may be seen by an examination of ancient manuscripts and certain editions of the "Corpus Juris Canonici". Later glosses were of such ample proportions as to become at times small commentaries containing discussions on the opinions of previous canonists. As each master added his own gloss the notes began to swell in volume, but care was always taken to indicate the particular author by placing a significant abbreviation after his gloss, thus: Hug. or H. Huguccio); Jo. Fa. or F. (Joannes Faventinus), etc. Gradually this mass of glosses took on in the schools a permanent form, a necessary condition to its usefulness in teaching; and became a kind of secondary canonical text, less authoritative, of course, than the original, but supplying material for oral commentary. Thus arose "ordinary gloss" (glossa ordinaria), endowed with a certain authority, not indeed official (as though it were actually the law on the point), but none the less real, since it represented the opinion and authority of the canonists who wrote it down, but chiefly because it expressed the teaching at the time. Hence it comes to pass that a medieval canonical gloss is often quoted even in our day; the quotation is made quite as the quotations from the canons or chapters of the "Corpus Juris Canonici", except that the word on which the gloss bears is not that of the Vulgate, nor that of Lict. v. De crimine falsi, v' (verbo) "Falsitatia" (the gloss on the word "falsitatia", in ch. Lict, fifth book of the Decretals).

It is not easy to illustrate in a few words the legal learning that lies hidden in the glosses of canon law collections. The principal heads of information are as follows: (a) résumé of the case; (b) deter-
mination of the question to be solved; (c) division of the text and statement of conclusions drawn; (d) introduction of important words; (e) examples of real or fictitious cases showing the application of the law; (f) discussion of the various readings of the same text as given in different manuscripts; (g) countless references to parallel texts; (h) axioms or mnemonic helps (brocards) often in leoline hexameter verses; (i) allusions to the teaching of various masters, and to solutions given on various occasions by pontifical letters. Evidently the juridical value of these glosses for the teaching of canon law in our day has greatly lessened; historically, however, they still offer much precious information. The more eminent of the glossators, in their own places among the canonists of renown. Attention will be confined here to what is strictly essential in this connection. The gloss of the "Decretum" of Gratian was the work of John Zimeke, called the Teutonic (Joannes Simeca Teutonicus), between 1211 and 1215; he profited by the notes of his predecessors as well as those which he had made himself. This work, remodelled and completed by Bartholomew of Brescia (Bartholomaeus Brixiensis) in 1245 or 1246, became the "ordinary gloss" of the "Decretum". Before their incorporation in the collection of Gregory IX, the so-called "theological glosses" (quinque compilationes antiquae) had all been glossed. Tancredus, archdeacon of Bologna, had written on the first of these collections (the "Breviariun" of Bernard of Pavia) a gloss which was received as its "glossa ordinaria" until the appearance of the Decretals of Gregory IX in 1234. The last collection, as is known (see Corpus Juris Canonicorum), caused the Five Compilations to disappear; in turn it was glossed by the masters of Bologna. The author of this "ordinary gloss" was Bernard of Botone, also known as Bernard von Parma (Bernardus Parmensis), who composed it about 1250. Afterward many new glosses, especially from Joannes Andree, identified by the prefix Add. and at the end the initials Jo. Andr. It is to this famous canonist we owe the "glossa ordinaria" of the "Liber Sextus"; he wrote this gloss about the year 1305. Many manuscripts contain glosses of Joannes consacrus, known as Cardinal Lemoine, written also about 1305. The gloss of Joannes Andreae on the "Clementine", compiled soon after the appearance of this collection (1317), has become its "glossa ordinaria", with additions however by Franciscus de Barberis, later a cardinal and Archbishop of Florence (d. 1417). The "Extravagantes" of John XXII were glossed as early as 1325, by Zenzelin (Zenzelinus) de Cassino. (See Corpus Juris Canonicorum; Decretalium, Papal.) The "Extravagantes Communes" had no regular gloss, but when Jean Chappuis edited this collection, in 1500, he included glosses of many authors that he came across in his manuscripts. All the glosses of the Corpus Juris are given in the official edition of Gregory XIII (1582); since then they have not been revised and recent critical editions of the text omit them.

Laudis. Introductio in corpus juris canonicorum (Freiburg, 1889); Benedek, Die Beschreibung der Kanunistenreliquien (Ratisbon, 1892); Schultz, Die Geschichte der Quellen des kanonischen Rechts von Gratian bis auf die Gelegenheit, I and II (Stuttgart, 1875-1877).

A. Boudinon.

Glossolalia. See Tongues, Gift of.

Gloves, Episcopal.—Liturgical gloves (chirotheac, called also at an earlier date manice, vauni) are a liturgical adornment reserved for bishops and cardinals. Other ecclesiastics, including abbots, cannot use them without a special papal privilege. They are worn only at a pontifical Mass, never at any other function, and then only to the washing of the hands before the Sacrament. Episcopal gloves at the present day are knitted by machine or hand from silk thread, and are ornamented on the back with a cross; the border of the opening for the hand is also, as a rule, embellished. The colour of the gloves must correspond with the liturgical colour of the feast or day in the services of which they are worn; episcopal gloves, however, are never black, as they are not used on Good Friday nor at the celebration of Masses for the dead. When a bishop is consecrated the gloves are put on him by the consecrator, aided by the assisting bishops, just after the Blessing. The use of episcopal gloves became customary at Rome probably in the tenth century, outside of Rome they were employed somewhat earlier. Apparently they were first used in France; already as the earliest traces of the custom are found in this country, whence it gradually spread into all other parts and even to Rome. The chief reason for the introduction of the usage was probably the desire to provide a suitable adornment for the hands of the bishop, rather than practical considerations such as the preservation of the cleanliness of the hands, etc. Episcopal gloves appertained originally to bishops, but at an early date their use was also granted to other ecclesiastics, XV Century, Catholic Church, etc. no later than 1070 the abbot of the monastery of San Pietro in Cielo d'Oro at Pavia received this privilege, the first certain instance of such permission.

In the Middle Ages these gloves were either knitted or otherwise produced with the needle, or else they were made of woven material sewed together; the former way of making them has been the more usual. Gloves made by both methods are still in existence, as for example, in Saint-Sernin at Toulouse, at Brignoles, in S. Trinità at Florence, in the cathedrals of Halberstadt and Brixen, in New College at Oxford, Conflans in Savoy, and other places. In the later Middle Ages the custom was customary to enlarge the lower end, giving it the appearance of a cuff or gauntlet, and even to form the cuff with a long point which hung downwards and was decorated with a tassel or little bell. The back of the glove was always ornamented, sometimes with an embroidered pattern, or with some other form of embroidery, sometimes with a metal disk having on it a representation of the Lamb of God, a cross, the Right Hand of God, saints, etc., the disk being sewn to the gloves. At times, the ornamentation was of pearls and precious stones. The gloves were generally made of silk thread or woven fabric, rarely of woolen thread, sometimes of linen woven material. Up to the end of the Middle Ages the usual colour was white, although the gloves at New College, Oxford, are red; apparently it was not until the sixteenth century that the ordinances as to liturgical colours were applied to episcopal gloves. Even in the Middle Ages the occasions on which the gloves were worn were not many, but their use was not so limited as to-day, for in the earlier period they were occasionally worn at the pontifical Mass after Confirmation, at solemn offices, and during processions. Episcopal gloves are symbolical of purity from sin, the performance of good works, and carefulness of procedure.
GLUTTONY 590  GNESEN

Barraud, Des gestes dans les cérémonies religieuses en Bulletin monumential (Paris, 1897), XXXIII: DE MONTAUBAN, Les gestes gnostiques (Paris, 1895); L. LUCAS, Pontifices et Le Documents de l'Anjou in Revue d'art chrétien (Paris, 1881), V; BOCE, Geschichte der liturg. Gewänder (Bonn, 1866), II; BRAUN, Die personen der Kleriker des Abendlandes (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1922); INN, Die liturgische Gesandung im Orient und Orient (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1922); DE FLUR, La Messe (Paris, 1899), VIII.

Joseph Braun.

Gluttony (From Lat. gluturr, to swallow, to gulp down), the excessive indulgence in food and drink. The moral deformity discernible in this vice lies in its defiance of the order postulated by reason, which prescribes necessity and the economy of indulgence in eating and drinking. This deordination, according to the teaching of the Angelic Doctor, may happen in five ways which are set forth in the scholastic verse: "Pre-propere, laute, nimis, ardentem, studiose," or, according to the apt rendering of Father Joseph Rickaby: too soon, too expensively, too much, too eagerly, too daintily. Clearly one who uses food or drink in such a way as to injure his health or impair the mental equipment needed for the discharge of his duties, is guilty of the sin of gluttony. It is incontrovertible that to eat or drink for the mere pleasure of the experience, and for that exclusively, is likewise to commit the sin of gluttony. Such a temper of soul is evidently the direct and positive shutting out of that reference to our last end which must be found, at least implicitly, in all our actions. At the same time it must be noted that there is no obligation to formally and explicitly have before one's mind a motive which will immediately relate our actions to God. It is enough that such an intention should be implied in the apprehension of the thing as lawful with a consequent virtual submission to Almighty God. Gluttony is in general a venial sin in so far forth as it is an undue indulgence in a thing which is in itself neither good nor bad. Of course it is obvious that in different cases it would have to be given of one so wedded to the pleasures of the table as to absolutely and without qualification live merely to eat and drink, so minded as to be of the number of those, described by the Apostle St. Paul, "whose god is their belly" (Phil., iii, 19). Such a one would be guilty of mortal sin. Likewise a person who, by excesses in eating and drinking, would have greatly impaired his health, or unfastified himself for duties for the performance of which he has a grave obligation, would be justly chargeable with mortal sin. St. John of the Cross, in his work "The Obscure Nature" (I, 30), distinguished between spiritual and natural gluttony. He explains that it is the disposition of those who, in prayer and other acts of religion, are always in search of sensible sweetness; they are those who "will feel and taste God, as if he were palpable and accessible to them not only in Communion but in all their other acts of devotion." This he describes as a very great imperfection and productive of great evils.

Ballariini, Opus Theologicum Morale (Prato, 1899); Genicot, Theologia Moralis Institutionis (Louvain, 1898); Joseph Rickaby, Atonas Etica (London, 1896); Devine, Manual of Mystical Theology (London, 1903).

Joseph F. Delany.

Gnesen-Posen, Archidioecesis of, in the Kingdom of Prussia. The archdiocese includes the Dioceses of Gnesen and Posen, which were separate up to 1821. Since that time they have been united under one archbishop. Besides these dioceses the ecclesiastical province also embraces the Bishopric of Gumbinnen, I.

The Bishopric of Posen (Lat., Poseniae; Polish, Poznan) was founded in 968 under Mieszyslaw or Meeko, Duke of Poland. Unable to cope with internal enemies, he sought the support of the German Emperor Otto I and became one of his vassals. Convinced by his pious wife, Dukdvaka, daughter of Duke Bolieslaw I of Bohemia, he was baptized, and, in order to promote the Christianization of his dominions, undertook to establish a permanent ecclesiastical organisation. The first bishop was Jordan (968-92), who was appointed suffragan to the Archbishop of Magdeburg, in 970. Posen continued to be the only bishopric in Poland until the Diocese of Gnesen was created (Lat., Gnesna; Polish, Gniezno). The latter place was chosen by Duke Boleslaw as a suitable location for a shrine for the remains of the Bishop Adalbert, who had suffered martyrdom at the hands of the heathen Prussians. When the Emperor Otto III made his pilgrimage to the grave of St. Adalbert in 1000, he established an archbishopric in Gnesen without consulting Bishop Unger of Posen (982-1012), who was placed in the jurisdiction of the suffragans Gaudentius, brother of St. Adalbert. At the same time he created the Bishoprics of Cracow, Breslau, and Kolberg, and incorporated them in the new archdiocese. On the death of Boleslaw, Posen was restored from Magdeburg in the course of the strife engendered by the national opposition to Germanism. Bishop Paulinus, elected in 1037, was the first bishop consecrated in Gnesen. St. Norbert, Archbishop of Magdeburg, succeeded in obtaining a papal rescript in 1133, in which the metropolitan jurisdiction of his archiepiscopal see over Posen was still recognized. But since the twelfth century, however, Posen has been for the de facto a suffragan of Gnesen. Both bishoprics were dependent on the temporal rulers of the country, who nominated the bishops at will, disposed arbitrarily of the benefices and prebends, and confiscated the estates of the bishops on their death. The archiepiscopal See of Gnesen, richly endowed with estates and tithes, soon surpassed the older Bishopric of Posen both in extent and importance, and grew to be the most influential bishopric in the duchy. In the thirteenth century the archbishops acquired the Principality of Lowicz. The diocese was further augmented by the addition of the Bishopric of Liwa, Wlodzkie, and Plock in the thirteenth century; of Wilna and Lutsk in the fourteenth; of Samogitia in the fifteenth, and of Culm in the sixteenth. Its prelates also obtained many extremely valuable privileges, both ecclesiastical and temporal. At the Council of Constance they were given the rank and title of Primae Poloniae et Magni Ducatus Lithuanus, thereby getting ecclesiastical jurisdiction over all the Bishops of Poland and Lithuania. At the Fifth Lateran Council in 1515 they were honoured with the title of papal Legatus a latere. In 1741 they received the privilege of being allowed to wear theMitra without the ring of the hat. The primacy entitled them to rank as princes of the empire. From 1572 they held authority as regents of the empire during an interregnum, superintended the election of the king and crowned the successful candidate.

The domestic condition of both bishoprics left much to be desired during the first few centuries of their existence, even with respect to the spiritual and moral training of the clergy. Such was the charge made by Pope Innocent III in a letter to Henry I, Archbishop of Gnesen (1220-1244), in 1223: "I believe the prelate on this ground that the majority of the priests were living in open immorality, that the clergy were presenting frivolous plays before the laity, that theatrical performances were being given in churches, and so forth. Most of the credit for the improvement of both dioceses is due to the activities of the monks of Gnesen's foundation. These included abbeys of the Benedictines, Cistercians, Dominicans, Franciscans, Augustinians, Knights Templars and Knights of St. John, and convents of Poor Clares, all of which became centres of prosperous development. Many of the bishops, also, displayed such deficiency solicitude for education as alluded to at this point there is very little precise information to be obtained. But at least we know that in the synodal statutes of 1257 Archbishop Fulik of Gnesen (1232-58)
directed the parish priests to establish and maintain schools; also that Bishop John VII (Lubraski) of Posen (1499–1520) founded a college at Posen, and other educational establishments.

 Hussitism became widely disseminated throughout both dioceses in the fifteenth century. Its progress was mainly due to the fact that a great number of the Polish nobility attended the University of Prague. Bishop Stanislaus I (Glodek) of Posen (1428–37) found himself at open variance with the city of Breslau, whose inhabitants had become prevailingly Hussite, and was even compelled to fly from his diocese. His successor, on the other hand, Andreas or On (1438–79), forced the city to deliver into his hands five Hussite churches which he had seized by the stake in 1439. The further spread of the Hussite movement was checked by the recall of all Poles living in Bohemia, and by the prohibition of all commercial intercourse with that country. The doctrines of Luther, however, found ready supporters amongst the inhabitants, thanks largely to feuds between the clergy and the nobility. They found acceptance first in the towns—in Danzig as early as 1518. In Posen, Bishop John Lubraski (1499–1520) favoured the cause of the Reformation, sent to Leipzig for Christopher Endorf the humanist, and gave him an audience. High in the high school of the Petrus Seminary (1520–25), the new bishop, seemed blind to the danger that menaced the Church. It was not until 1523 that strict measures for the preservation of the Faith were taken at the instance of the king. A kind of inquisition tribunal was instituted, and, at a synod convoked at Lenczyce by Archbishop John Laski (1510–31) of Gnesen, the bull of Pope Leo X excommunicating Luther was published. In 1534 the young men of Poland were forbidden to attend foreign schools. This restraint was somewhat relaxed under Laski’s successors, Matthias Drezewicz (1531–35) and Andreas Borkowski (1535–50), the latter, however, was ordered to suppress the poems of Jerzy Voivod and other degrading themes. The conduct of Archbishop Jacob Uchański (1562–81) in his attempts to establish a national church was marked by the greatest duplicity. The Moravian Brethren meanwhile obtained a footing in the Bishopric of Posen in spite of the opposition of Bishop Benedict Izbiefski (1546–53).

The defeat of the Reformation in Poland was mainly due to the energy of Cardinal Hosius. He instigated the promulgation and execution of the decrees of the Council of Trent throughout the country, and had the Council in mind. In 1562–74 they brought them into Posen in 1571, and in Gnesen Archbishop Stanislaus Karnkowski (1882–1903) entrapped them with the direction of the seminaries of Gnesen and Kalisz. From a national standpoint, the effect of the victory of the Counter-Reformation was that the German element in both dioceses became almost completely Polonized. Among the most important of the subsequent prelates may be mentioned: of the Archdiocese of Gnesen, Cardinal Bernhard Maciejowski (1604–08), Laurentius Gembicki (1616–24), Matthias Lubelski (1641–52), Cardinal Michael Rodziejewski (1687–1705), and Stanislaus Szembek (1607–22); of Posen, Andreas Opaleński (1607–23), Andreas Słodkowski (1636–60), Bartholomew Tarto (1710–15), Prince Theodore Czartoryski (1739–68).

The decline of Poland resulted in its partition among Russia, Austria, and Prussia, nominally by the Treaty of Tilsit, and in 1775. The Archbishop of Gnesen retained jurisdiction only over that part of the kingdom that fell to the share of Prussia, and the Diocese of Posen was also reduced in extent. When the Prussian occupation took effect, the Church was assured of the continued enjoyment of all its rights, but after 1772 all her estates were confiscated. Pius VII transferred the primacy to the Archbishop of Warsaw; but the title of prince was still attached to the Archbishops of Gnesen until it was withdrawn in 1823 by the Congregation of all the cabinet. At the revolution of 1830, the ecclesiastical affairs in Prussia in 1821, the Russian-Polish part of the Diocese of Posen was cut off; the see was raised to an archiepiscopal, and joined to Gnesen under one prelate. Each bishopric, however, retained its own suffragan, its own cathedral chapter, and its own consistory. Bishop Mieciłowski (d. 1825) consecrated first Archbishop of Gnesen-Posen, after he had been Bishop of Posen since 1809. The city of Posen, which in the interim had outstripped Gnesen in size and importance, was designated the official seat of the diocese. Since the Polish regime has been in control, there have been two joint right of electing the archbishop. This right, however, has already proved illusory in several elections, the archiepiscopal throne having been left vacant on several occasions for lengthy periods. After the brief incumbency of Theophilus Wolkewski (1829–29), the archdiocese was ruled by Martin Dunin (1831–42), a graduate of the Collegium Germanicum. Although he met the views of the government as far as possible on all questions concerning the schools and religious seminaries, he, with the Archbishop of Cologne, Clement August von Droste-Vichtering, declared the Petrus Seminary in high school. After 1843, he was removed, and the see was exiled from his diocese, and later, on his return to Gnesen, was arrested and confined in the fortress of Kolberg. It was only in 1840 that he was reinstated, as the result of the personal interposition of King Frederick William IV. Leo Przebniak (1845–65) was succeeded by Mieciłowski Halka Ledochowski (1866–66), one of the first victims of the "Kulturkampf". On the 24 November, 1873, he was requested to abdicate his office by the chief president of the Province of Posen. Upon his refusal, he was summoned to appear before the court on 3 February, 1874, and kept in prison at Ostrowo until February, 1876. Forbidden to stay in Prussia, he went to Rome, and was raised to the cardinalate by Pius IX in March, 1876. The Prussian government had him deposed by the supreme court of the state, and ordered a new election. Both cathedral chapters refused to carry out this order, whereupon the Prussians confiscated the episcopal possessions. Both suffragan bishops, the official Korytkowski, and other clergy were persecuted by the government, and had variously to suffer imprisonment, exile, fines, the dissolution of parishes and deaneries. In the result of the 555 parishes in the two dioceses were without a pastor, and of these 131, embracing 165,000 souls, were absolutely without any clergyman whatsoever.

In the beginning of 1886 Ledochowski resigned his incumbency into the pope's hands. The latter appointed a German, Julius Dinder, to the archbishopric (1886–90). From the outset his German nationality inspired the distrust of the Poles. He was bitterly attacked by Polish newspapers and at public meetings, because he carried out the wishes of the administration in ordering religious instruction to be given to the higher classes of the secondary schools in the German tongue. Even his attitude in expounding in general the cause of the Poles wherever their rights were affected did nothing to mitigate his unpopularity. He was succeeded by a Pole, Florian von Stablewski (1891–1906), who, as in the case of Dinder, was appointed by the government. On good terms with the civil government, promoted the education and training of the clergy by founding seminaries and preparatory colleges in Gnesen and Posen, improved the Catholic unions and societies, and caused the publication of several Catholic daily and weekly journals. In 1904, by his own concurrence, his policy he was subjected to the attacks of both the German and Polish elements as a result of the ex-
cessively obnoxious conditions that prevailed throughout the archdiocese. Since his death it has been without a spiritual head. The diocese is at present in a very precarious condition. The diocese is being hostile to the administration in consequence of the exclusion of their language from the schools, and of the plantation laws and expropriation policy inaugurated by the Prussian government. The schools have been altogether removed from the influence of the archbishop, the clergy, and the parents of the pupils; the intermediate schools are, for the most part, without the guidance of Protestant directors and teachers.

In consequence the plantation of German settlers, mostly of Protestant extraction, many parishes have been brought to the verge of ruin. The efforts of the government to Germanize the country and the consequent resistance of the Poles have, in many cases, exceeded all legitimate bounds, and have given rise to conditions which are very detrimental to the interests of the Catholic Church.

II. STATISTICS.—The Archdiocese of Gneisen-Posen embraces the Prussian governmental department of Posen, the department of Bromberg (with the exception of the circle, or district, of Bromberg), the circles of Deutz-Krone and the circle of Thorn in Western Prussia and several small places in Pomerania. The total population in 1900 consisted of 1,279,490 souls, of whom 110,000 were Germans. Each of the dioceses has a suffragan and its cathedral chapter. During the vacancy of the see the administration of the Diocese of Posen is administered by the suffragan as capellan vicar and administrator general. The cathedral chapter is composed of a provost, a dean, eight canons and six honorary canons (1 vacant). At the beginning of 1909 the bishopric included 26 deaneries, 348 parish churches, 104 chapels-of-ease, 91 oratories and public chapels, 69 private chapels, 554 priests, 97 clerics, 951,920 souls. There is a clerical seminary (Seminarium Leonium) at Posen with 5 professors and 97 alumni, and 2 preparatory colleges. There have been no male orders in either diocese since the Kulturkampf.

The following female orders and congregations have institutions in the diocese: the Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul have 13 convents with 112 sisters; the Sisters of St. Elizabeth have 21 convents with 203 sisters; the Sisters of Mercy of St. Charles Borromeo 3 with 28 sisters; the Servants of the Immaculate Conception, 8 with 42 sisters. The church at Posen is the official cathedral of the diocese. It was built between 1772 and 1775 on the site of an older structure. It contains numerous memorial tablets and monuments, of which the most famous is the chapel of Rauch. A collegiate chapter with a provost, a dean, and two canons is attached to the parish church ad Sanctam Mariam Magdalenam, formerly the church of the Jesuits. In the Diocese of Gneisen the provost of the cathedral chapter has jurisdiction as vicar capellan and administrator general. The chapter consists of the provost and six canons. At the beginning of 1909 the diocese included 17 deaneries 207 parish churches, 29 chapels-of-ease, 64 oratories and chapels, 277 priests, 438,525 Catholics. There is one seminary at Gneisen, with 3 professors and 31 students, one archiepiscopal preparatory college, and 9 ecclesiastical hospitals. There are 8 convents of the Sisters of St. Elisabeth with 38 sisters, 5 of the Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul with 33 inmates, and six of the Servants of the Immaculate Conception with 38 sisters. The Gothic cathedral at Gneisen was burned in 1763 and the religious edifice was rebuilt in 1770 by F. W. von Hidegh. The new cathedral contains 2155 stained glass windows. The oldest is from the 14th century. It contains the silver sarcophagus enclosing the relics of St. Adalbert, to which thousands make pilgrimages each year. There are collegiate chapters attached to the church of St. George in Gneisen, and to the parish church in Kruszwica.

JOSEPH LINN.

Gnosticism, the doctrine of salvation by knowledge. This definition, based on the etymology of the word γνωσις "knowledge", γνωτίζειν, "good at knowing", is correct as far as it goes, but it gives only one, though perhaps the predominant, characteristic of Gnostic systems of thought. Whereas Judaism and Christianity, and almost all pagan systems, hold that the soul attains its proper end by obedience of mind and will to the Supreme Power, i.e. by faith and works, it is markedly peculiar to Gnosticism that it places the salvation of the soul merely in the possession of a quasi-intuitive knowledge of the mysteries of the universe and of magic formula indicative of that knowledge. For "gnostics" were "people who knew", who in an elevated knowledge at once constituted them a superior class of beings, whose present and future status was essentially different from that of those who, for whatever reason, did not know. A more complete and historical definition of Gnosticism would be: "A collective name for a large number of greatly varying pantheistic, idealistic sects, which flourished from some time before the Christian Era down to the fifth century, and which, while borrowing the phraseology and some of the tenets of the chief religions of the day, and especially of Christianity, held matter to be a deterioration of spirit, and the whole universe a deception of Deity, and taught the ultimate end of all being to be the overcoming of the grossness of matter and the return to the Parent-Spirit, which return they held to be inaugurated and facilitated by the appearance of some God-sent Saviour". However unsatisfactory this definition may be, its multiplicity, and wild confusion of Gnostic systems will hardly allow of another. Many scholars, moreover, would hold that every attempt to give a generic description of Gnostic sects is labour lost.

ORIGIN.—The beginnings of Gnosticism have long been a matter of controversy, and are largely a subject of research. The more these origins are studied, the farther they seem to recede in the past. Whereas formerly Gnosticism was considered mostly as a corruption of Christianity, it now seems clear that the first traces of Gnostic systems can be discerned some centuries before the Christian Era. Its Eastern origin is already acknowledged by all scholars. Its father is generally held to be a Jewish writer of the 2nd century; F. Ch. Bauer (1831) and Lassen (1858) sought to prove its relation to the religions of India; Lipsius (1860) pointed to Syria and Phoenicia as its home, and Hilgenfeld (1884) thought it was connected with later Mosaicism. Joel (1890), Weingarten (1881), Koffman (1881), Anr. (1894), and Wooberrin (1896)
sought to account for the rise of Gnosticism by the influence of Greek Platonic philosophy and the Greek mysteries, while Harnack described it as "acute Hellenization of Christianity". For the last twenty-five years, however, the trend of scholarship has steadily modified our view of both the Christian and Oriental origins of Gnosticism. At the Fifth Congress of Orientalists (Berlin, 1882) Kessler brought out the connexion between Gnosis and the Babylonian religion. By this latter name, however, he meant not the original religion of Babylonia, but the syncretistic religion which then followed the conquest of Cyrus. The same idea is brought out in his "Mani" seven years later. In the same year F. W. Brandt published his "Mandäische Religion". This Mandean religion is so unmistakably a form of Gnosticism that it seems beyond doubt that Gnosticism existed independent of, and anterior to, Christianity. In more recent years (1897) Wilhelm Anx pointed out the close similarity between Babylonian astrology and the Gnostic theories of the Hebdodem and Ogload. Though in many instances speculations on the Babylonian Astrallehre have gone beyond all sober scholarship, yet in this particular instance the inferences made by Anx seem sound and relevant. The work continued and instituted on a wider scale by W. Bousset, in 1907, and led to carefully ascertained results. In 1898 the attempt was made by M. Friedländer to trace Gnosticism in pre-Christian Judaism. His opinion that the Rabbinic term Mimin designated not Christians, as was commonly believed, but Antinomian Gnostics, has not found universal acceptance. In fact, E. Schürer brought sufficient proof to show that Mimin is the exact Aramaean dialectic equivalent for φασίς. Nevertheless Friedländer's essay retains its value in tracing strong antinomian tendencies with Gnostic colouring on Jewish soil. Not a few scholars have laboured to find the source of Gnostic theories on Hellenistic and, specifically, Alexandrian soil. In 1890 Joel sought to prove that the germ of all Gnostic theories was to be found in Plato. Though this may be dismissed as an exaggeration, some Greek influence on the birth, but especially on the growth, of Gnosticism cannot be denied. In Trismegistic literature, as pointed out by Reitzenstein (Pompiardes, 1904), we find much that is strangely akin to Gnosticism. Its Egyptian origin was defended by E. Amélineau, in 1887, and by G. Gsell, in 1891. In 1901 and 1903 (Mithrasliturgie). The relation of Plotinus's philosophy to Gnosticism was brought out by C. Schmidt in 1901. That Alexandrian thought had some share at least in the development of Christian Gnosticism is clear from the fact that the bulk of Gnostic literature and, above all, the Egyptian (Coptic) sources. That this share was not a predominant one is, however, acknowledged by O. Gruppe in his "Griechische Mythologie und Religionsgeschichte" (1902). It is true that the Greek mysteries, as O. Anrich pointed out in 1894, had much in common with Gnosticism, but there remains the further question, in how far the Greek mysteries, as they are known to us, were the genuine product of Greek thought, and not much rather due to the overpowering influence of Orientalism.

Although the origins of Gnosticism are still largely enveloped in obscurity, so much light has been shed on the problem by the combined study of Egyptian and philosophical and religious pessimism. The Gnostics, it is true, borrowed their terminology almost entirely from existing religions, but they only used it to illustrate their great idea of the essential evil of this present existence and the duty to escape it by the help of magic spells and a superhuman Saviour. Whatever they borrowed, this pessimism they did not borrow—

not from Greek thought, which was a joyous acknowledgment of the beauty of this world and of salvation in this world, with a studied disregard of the element of sorrow; not from Egyptian thought, which did not allow its elaborate speculations on retribution and judgment in the netherworld to cast a gloom on this present existence, but considered the universe created by God as a matter of wisdom and knowledge, and some of the expositions of the dualism between good and evil from Iranian thought, which held to the absolute supremacy of Ahura Mazda and only allowed Ahriman a subordinate share in the creation, or rather counter-creation, of the world; not from Indian Brahminic thought, which was Pantheistic pure and simple, or Buddhist, dwelling in maya identified with the universe, rather than the universe existing as the contradictory of God; not, lastly, from Semitic thought, for Semitic religions were strangely reticent as to the fate of the soul after death, and saw all practical wisdom in the worship of Baal, or Marduk, or Assur, or Hadad, that they might live long on this earth. This utter pessimism is, however, the kernel of the spirit of Gnosticism, as a corruption and a calamity, with a feverish craving to be freed from the body of this death and a mad hope that, if we only knew, we could by some mystic words undo the cursed spell of this existence—this is the foundation of all Gnostic thought. It has the same parent-soil as Buddhism; but Buddhism is ethical, it endeavours to obtain its end by the extinction of all desire; Gnosticism is pseudo-intellectual, and trusts exclusively to magical knowledge. Moreover, Gnosticism, placed in other historical surroundings, developed from the first on other lines than Buddhism. When Cyrus entered Babylon in 539 B.C., two great worlds of thought met, and syncretism in religion, as far as we know it, began. Iranian thought began to mix with the ancient civilization of Babylon. The idea of the great struggle between evil and good, ever continuing in this universe, is the parent idea of Masdeism, or Iranian dualism. This, and the imagined existence of numberless intermediate spirits, angels and devas, was the conviction which overcame the contentedness of Semitism. On the other hand, the unshakable trust in astrology, the persuasion that the planetary system had a fatalistic influence on this world and on the individual, and that those divine spirits of the Heliopolis temple, the Emanations of Barzakh and all the angels in the system, were the cause of all that happened in the world, the great universe of Titans the Seven—the Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, the Sun, Jupiter, and Saturn—the sacred Hebdomed, symbolized for millenniums by the staged towers of Babylonia, remained undiminished. They ceased, indeed, to be worshipped as deities, but they remained μορφώσεως and θεοπομποί, rulers and powers whose almost irresistible force was dreaded by man. Practically, they were changed from gods to devas, or evil spirits. The religions of the invaders and of the invaded effected a compromise: the astral faith of Babylon was true, but beyond the Hebdomed was the infinite light in the Orient, and even on this side the adverse influence of the god or gods of the Hebdomed before it could ascend to the only good God beyond. This ascetism of the soul through the planetary spheres to the heaven beyond (an idea not known even to ancient Babylonian speculations) began to be conceived as a struggle with adverse powers, and became the first step towards Buddhist and Christian asceticism. The second great component of Gnostic thought is magic, properly so called, i. e. the power ex opere operato of weird names, sounds, gestures, and actions, as also the mixture of elements to produce effects totally disproportionate to the cause. These magic formulae, which entered laughter and dance as consorts, are not a later and accidental corruption, but an essential part of Gnosticism, for they are found in all forms of Christian Gnosticism and likewise in Mani.
Gnosticism. No Gnosis was essentially complete without the knowledge of the formula, which, once pronounced, were the undoing of the higher hostile powers. Magic is the original sin of Gnosticism, nor is it difficult to guess whence it is inherited. To a certain extent it formed part of every pagan religion, especially the ancient mysteries, yet the thousands of magic tablets unearthed in Assyria and Babylonia show us where the rank growth of magic was to be found. Moreover, the terms and names of earliest Gnosticism bear an unmistakable similarity to Semitic sounds and words. Gnosticism came early into contact with Judaism, and it betrays a knowledge of the Old Testament, if only to reject it or borrow a few names from it. Considering the unknown name it might be difficult to locate, the colonies in the Euphrates valley, this early contact with Judaism is perfectly natural. Perhaps the Gnostic idea of a Redeemer is not unconnected with Jewish Messianic hopes. But from the first the Gnostic conception of a Saviour is more superhuman than that of popular Judaism; their Manda d'Haye, or Solar, is some immediate manifestation of the Deity, a Light-King, an Εως (after), and an emanation of the good God. When Gnosticism came in touch with Christianity, which must have happened almost immediately on its appearance, Gnosticism threw itself with everything into Christianity, and borrowed its nomenclature, acknowledged Jesus as Saviour of the world, united its sacraments, pretended to be an esoteric revelation of Christ and His Apostles, flooded the world with apocryphal Gospels, and Acts, and Apocalypses, to substantiate its claim. As Christianity grew within and without the Roman Empire, Gnosticism spread as a fungus at its root, and claimed to be the only true form of Christianity, unifit, indeed, for the vulgar crowd, but set apart for the gifted and the elect. So rank was its poisonous growth that there seemed danger of its stifling Christianity altogether. This crisis was met by the Church, it opposed it, and its offspring was uprooted. Though in reality the spirit of Gnosticism is utterly alien to that of Christianity, it then seemed to the unwary merely a modification or refinement thereof. When domiciled on Greek soil, Gnosticism, slightly changing its barbarous and Semitic terminology and giving its "emanations" and "synagogues" Greek names, assumed somewhat like neo-Platonism, though it was strongly repudiated by Plotinus. In Egypt the national worship left its mark more on Gnostic practice than on its theories. In dealing with the origins of Gnosticism, one might be tempted to mention Manichaeism, as a number of Gnostics and Manichaeans have been found in the same regions, where they are obviously at home. This, however, would hardly be correct. Manichaeism, as historically connected with Mani, its founder, could not have arisen much earlier than A.D. 250, when Gnosticism was already in rapid decline. Manichaeism, however, in many its elements is far beyond its common accepted founder; but then it is a parallel development with the Gnosis, rather than one of its sources. Sometimes Manichaeism is even classed as a form of Gnosticism and styled Parsee Gnosis, as distinguished from Syrian and Egyptian Gnosis. This classification, however, ignores the fact that the two systems, though they have the doctrine of the evil of matter in common, start from different principles, Manichaeism from dualism, while Gnosticism, as an idealistic Pantheism, proceeds from the conception of matter as a gradual deterioration of the Godhead. Manichaeism, in its late development and emergence of Gnostic theories, a detailed exposition in this article would be unsatisfactory and confusing and to a certain extent even misleading, since Gnosticism never possessed a nucleus of stable dogma, or any sort of depositum fidei round which a number of varied developments and heresies or sects might be grouped; at most it had some leading ideas, which are more or less clearly traceable in different schools. Moreover, a fair idea of Gnostic doctrines can be obtained from the articles on leaders and phases of Gnostic thought (e.g. BASILIDES; VALENTINUS; MARCION; DOCETÆ; DEMIURGE). We shall here only indicate some main phases of thought, which can be regarded as key points, which, though not fitting all systems, will unlock most of the mysteries of the Gnosis. Cosmogony. Gnosticism is thinly disguised Pantheism. In the beginning was the Deep; the Fullness of Being; the Not-Being God; the First Father, the Monad, the Man; the First Source, the unknown God (βασιλέα κρατοῦν, δηλούει γίγνεται, πρωτόκολλο, πάντα, ἀληθινός, πράγματε, γνώσεως δίκαιος), or by whatever name it might be addressed. Thence, or elsewhere, something, though it might be addressed by the title of the Good God, was not a personal Being, but, like Tad or Brahna of the Hindus, the "Great Unknown" of modern thought. The Unknown God, however, was in the beginning pure spirituality; matter as yet was not. This source of all being causes to emanate (προδόχαδε) from itself a number of pure spirit forces. In the different systems these emanations are differently named, classified, and described, but the emanation theory itself is common to all forms of Gnosticism. In the Basilidian Gnosis they are called sonships (εὐγενεία), in Valentinian Gnosis they are called "processions" (ἐγκατάστασις) or "synagogues" (συναγωγή). Depth and Silence produce Mind and Truth; these produce Reason and Life, these again Man and State (καλεῖσθαι). According to Marcus, they are numbers and sounds. These are the primary roots of the Eons. With bewildering fertility hierarchies of Eons are thus produced, sometimes to the number of thirty. These Eons belong to the purely ideal, noumenal, intelligible, or supersensible world; they are immaterial, they are hypostatic ideas. Together with the source from which they emanate they form the πνεύμα. The transition from the immaterial to the material, their passage from the immaterial to the material, is brought about by a flaw, or a passion, or a sin, in one of the Eons. According to Basilides, it is a flaw in the last sonship; according to others it is the passion of the female Εως Sophia; according to others the sin of the Great Archon, or Εως-Creator, of the Universe. The ultimate end of all Gnosis is metanoe, or repentance, the undoing of the material existence and the return to the Pleroma.

(b) Sophia-Myth.—In the greater number of Gnostic systems an important rôle is played by the Εως Wisdom—Sophia or Achamoth (ὢκαμοθ). In some sense she seems to represent the supreme female principle, as for instance in the Ophitic systems, the mother of the seven heavens is called Achamoth, in the Valentinian system, in which ἡ ἁμα Σοφία, the Wisdom above, is distinguished from ἡ ἁτά Σοφία, or Achamoth, the former being the female principle in the noumenal world, and in the Archontian system, in which the mother of the seven heavens is called Achamoth, and in which beyond the heavens of the Archons is ἡ μητέρι τῶν κατων and likewise in the Barbeloglossia, where the female Barbelos is but the counterpart of the Unknown Father, which also occurs amongst the Ophites described by Irenæus (Adv. Haereses, III. vii. 4). Moreover, the Eucharistic prayer in the Acts of Thomas (ch. i.) seems addressed to this supreme female principle. W. Boussct's suggestion, that the Gnostic Sophia is nothing else than a disguise for the Dea Syra, the great goddess Istar, or Ashtaroth, seems worthy of consideration. On the other hand, the Εως Sophia of the primitive Gnostic rites, she is ἡ Προδόχας or the "Lustful One", once the virgin goddess, who by her fall from original purity is the cause of this sinful material world. One of the earliest forms of this myth is found in the Simonian Gnooses, in which Simon, the Great Power, finds Helena, who during ten years had been a prostitute in Tyre, but who is Simon's "femea", or understanding, and whom
his followers worshipped under the form of Athena, the goddess of wisdom. According to Valentinian's system, as described by Hippolytus (Book VI, xxxv-xxvii), Sophia is the youngest of the twenty-eight ones. Observing the multitude of ones and the power of begetting them, she hurries back into the depth of the Father, and seeks to emulate him by producing offspring out of love she sends messengers to the unknown places, an abortion, a formless substance. Upon this she is cast out of the Pleroma. According to the Valentinian system as described by Ireneus (op. cit., I) and Tertullian (Adv. Valent., ix), Sophia conceives a passion for the First Father himself, or rather, under pretext of love she seeks to know him and to comprehend his greatness. She would have suffered the consequence of her audacity by ultimate dissolution into the immensity of the Father, but for the boundary Spirit. Accorded to the Platia Sophia (ch. xxix) Sophia, daughter of Barbelos, originally dwells in the highest, or thirteenth heaven, but she is seduced by the demon Ajudhades by means of a ray of light, which she mistook for an emanation from the First Father. Ajudhades thus enticed her into Chaos below the twelve ones, where she is imprisoned by evil powers. According to these ideas, matter is the fruit of his error; this, however, is in the Valentinian development; in the older speculations the existence of matter is tacitly presupposed as eternal with the Pleroma, and through her sin Sophia falls from the realm of light into the Chaos or realm of darkness. This original dualism, however, was overcome by the predominant spirit of Gnosticism, pantheistic emanationism. The Sophia myth is completely absent from the Basilidian and kindred systems. It is suggested, with great verisimilitude, that the Egyptian myth of Isis was the original source of the Gnostic "lower wisdom". In many systems this Kara Zippa is identified with wisdom from the Higher Wisdom mentioned above; as, for instance, in the magick formulas for the dead mentioned by Ireneus (op. cit., I, xxi, 5), in which the departed has to address the hostile archons thus: "I am a vessel more precious than the female who made you. If your mother ignores the source whence she is, I know myself, and I know whence I am and invoke the incorruptible Sophia, who is in the Father, the mother of your mother, who has neither father nor husband. A man-woman, born from a woman, has made you, not knowing her mother, but thinking herself alone. But I invoke her mother. This agrees with the system minutely described by Origen (Contra Celsum, vi, xxxii), referring to the Ophitic system, gives us the names of the seven archons as Jadabaoth, Jao, Sabaoth, Adonaios, Astaphaioi, Alaloioi, and Oraios, and tells us that Jadabaoth is the planet Saturn. Astaphiaios is beyond doubt the planet Venus, as there are seven stars, seven planets, seven individuals, one seven-headed, seven-throated, seven-thyma, which name is also used in magic spells as the name of a goddess. In the Mandaean system Adonaios represents the Sun. Moreover, St. Ireneus tells us: "Sanctam Hebdomadem VII stellas, quas dicitur planetas, esse volunt. It is safe, therefore, to take the seven ones as being seven of the seven planets, seven stars, then considered planets. Jadabaoth (Ὑάδαβαοθ) - Child of Chaos? - Saturn, called the Lion-
faced”, ἀναστασίας is the outermost, and therefore the chief ruler, and later on the Demiurge par excellence. This is called the magos and is Jupiter. Sabaoth (казал Old-Testament title—God of Hosts) was misunderstood; “of hosta” was thought a proper name, hence Jupiter Sabaoth (Σαβαώθ Sabaeth) was Mars. Astaphiaos (taken from magic tablets) was Venus. Adonaios (אֲדונֵי, Hebrew term for the Lord) used of God; Adonis of the Syrians representing the Winter sun in the cosmic tragedy of Tamuz) was the Sun; Aliaos, or sometimes Alieion (αλίειον, Elohim, God), Mercury; Oraios (Ὀραῖος, Jaregal? or Λαής light?), the Moon. In the hellenized form of Gnosticism either all or some of these names are replaced by personified vices. Authadia (Ἀθύδα), or Authiadion, is the perfect knowledge of Jachin, the presumptuous Demiurge, who is lionfaced as the Archon Authadia. Of the Archons Kikias, Zelos, Pithones, Erennyx, Epiphthyma, the last obviously represents Venus. The number seven is obtained by placing a proarch or chief archon at the head. That these names are only a disguise for the Spiritual Hierarchy, the seven is clear, for Sophia, the mother of them, retains the name of Ogdoas, Octonatio. Occasionally one meets with the Archon Ἡρακλεῖος, which is evidently the El Shaddai of the Bible (יהוה), and he is described as the Archon “number four” (τέτραυτος τέτρατος) and must represent the Sun. In the system of the Gnostics of Epiphanius we find, as the Archons, Iao, Saklas, Seth, David, Eloieon, Eliaios, and Jaldabaoth (or no. 6 Jaldabaoth, no. 7 Sabaoth). Of these, Saklas is the chief demon of Manichaeism. Eloieon is probably connected with En-il, the Bel of Nippur, the ancient god of Babylonia. In this, as in several other systems, branches of the planetary seven have become obscured, but hardly in any way have they become totally effaced. What tended most to obliterate the sevenfold distinction was the identification of the God of the Jews, the Lawgiver, with Jaldabaoth and his designation as World-creator, whereas formerly the seven planets together ruled the world. This confusion, however, was suggested by the very fact that at least five of the seven archons bore Old-Testament names for God—El Shaddai, Adonai, Eloheinu, Jehovah, Sabaoth.

(c) Doctrine of the Primordial Man.—The speculative Primordial Man or Primaeval Man (Πρωτοανθρώπων, Adam) occupy a prominent place in several Gnostic systems. According to the “Evangelium Maris”, the Father is Prōtanthropos; Barbelo became Prōtanthropos. According to Irenaeus (I, xxix, 3) the Ζων Autochtones are the true and perfect Anthropos, also called Adamas; he has a body, the “Perfect Knowledge”, and receives an irresistible force, so that all things rest in him. Others say (Irenaeus, I, xxx) there is a blessed and incorruptible and endless light in the power of Bythos (Βυθός); this is the Father of all things who is invoked as the First Man, who, with his Eumma, emotes the Son of Man as a Demiurge. According to Valentinus, Adam was created in the name of Anthropos and overawe the demons by the fear of the pre-existent man (τοῦ παράπονος ἀνθρώπου). In the Valentinian syllogisms and in the Marcionite system we meet in the fourth (originally the third) place Anthropos and Ecclesia. In the Pistis Sophia the Ζων Ιēo is called the First Man, he is the overseer of the Light, messenger of the First Precept, and constitutes the forces of the Heirmomen. In the Books of the Jēd this “Great Man” is the King of the Light-treasure, he is enthroned above all things and is the goal of all souls. According to the Marcionites the Prōtanthropos is the first elect; the foundation-stone being before its individualation into individuals. “The Son of Man” is the same being after it has been individualized into existing things and thus sunk into matter. The Gnostic Anthropos, therefore, or Αδάμ, as it is sometimes called, is a cosmogenic element, pure mind as distinct from matter, mind conceived hypostatically as emanating from God and not yet darkened by contact with perishable material; this is its higher and its lower self. Anthropos is the majesty of humanity, or humanity itself, as a personified idea, a category without corporeality, the human reason conceived as the World-Soul. This speculation about the Anthropos is completely developed in Manichaeism, where, in fact, it is the basis of the whole system. God is in danger of losing his power on the earth, in the cosmic tragedy of darkness, and in order to protect the preserver of the world, the cosmic Anthropos is strangely mixed up with the historical figure of the first man, Adam. Adam “was the true prophet, running through all ages, and hastening to rest”; “the Christ, who was from the beginning and is always, who was ever present to every generation, in a hidden manner indeed, yet ever present.” In fact Adam was, to use Modernist language, the Godhead immanent in the world and ever manifesting itself to the inner consciousness of the elect. The same idea, somewhat modified, occurs in Hermetic literature, especially the “Poimandres”. It is elaborated by Philo, who makes Adam the first man to be created in the image and likeness of God and as a model for the human being created first “after God’s image and likeness” and the historic figures of Adam and Eve created afterwards. Adam η ἀνθρώποι is: “A Idea, Genus, Character, belonging to the world of Understanding, without body, neither male nor female; he is the Beginning, the Name of God, the Logos, immortal, incorruptible” (De opif. mund, 134–148; De conf. ling., 146). These ideas, in Talmudism, Philonism, Gnosticism, and Trismegistic literature, all come from one source, the late Masdei development of the Gayomarthians, or worshipper of the Super-Man.

(5) The Barbelo.—This Gnostic figure, appearing in a number of systems, the Nicolaites, the “Gnostics” of Epiphanius, the Sethians, the system of the “Evangelium Maris” and that in Iren., I, xxix, 2 sq., remains to a certain extent an enigma. The name βαρβελος, μαθητας, μαθητας has not been explained with certainty. In any case she represents the supreme female Wisdom, the highest Goddess in the Gnostic aspect. Barbelo has most of the functions of the Sw Sophia as described above. So prominent was her place amongst some Gnostics that some schools were designated as Barbeliote, Barbelo worshippers or Barbelognostics. She is probably none other than the Light-Maiden Sophia of the Pistis Sophia, or simply the Maiden, τῷ θεῷ. In Epiphanius (Hier., xxvi, 1) and Philostratus (Hier., xxviii) Balthracus (Barbelos) seems identical with Noria, who plays a great role as wife either of Noe or of Seth. The suggestion, that Noria is ὡ ὡ, “Maiden”, ἁμαρτωλα, ἀσκαρά, Ἠθών, Ἀθροί, seems worthy of consideration.

RTES.—We are not so well informed about the practical and ritual side of Gnosticism as we are about its doctrinal and theoretical side. However, St. Irenaeus’s account of the Marcionites, Hippolytus’s account of the Ebionites, the liturgical portions of the “Acta Thomae”, some passages in the Pseudo-Clementines, and above all Coptic Gnostic and Mandaean literature give us at least some insight into their liturgical practices.

(a) Baptism.—All Gnostic sects possessed this rite in some way; in Mandaeism daily baptism is one of the most important practices for the purification of souls. The formula used by Christian Gnostics seem to have varied widely from that enjoined by Christ. The Marcionites said: “In [εἰς] the name of the unknown Father of all, in [εἴ] the Truth, the Mother of all, in him, who came down on Jesus [εἴ τὸν κυρίαν τὸν κυρίαν], οὐ κατὰ ἡμᾶς, οὐ κατὰ παρθένους”. The Ebionites
said: "In [the name of the great and highest God and in the name of his Son, the great King. In Iren. (I, xxii, 3) we find the formula: "In the name that was hidden from every divinity and lordship and truth, which [name] Jesus the Nazarene has put on in the invisible light" and several other formulae, which were sometimes pronounced in Hebrew or Aramaic. The Mandaeans said: "The name of the Life and the name of the Manda d’Haye is named over thee." In connexion with Baptism the Sphragis (Σφραγίς) was of great importance; in what the seal or sign consisted whether they were marked is not easy to say. There was also the tradition of a name either by utterance or by handing a tablet with some mystic word on it.

(b) Confirmation.—The anointing of the candidate with chiasm, or odorous ointment, is a Gnostic rite which overshadows the importance of baptism. In the Acta Thomæ, so some scholars maintain, it had completely replaced baptism, and was the sole sacrament of initiation. This however is not yet proven. The Marcionites went so far as to reject Christian baptism and to substitute a mixture of oil and water which they poured over the head of the candidate. By confirmation the Gnostics intended so much to give the Holy Ghost as to seal the candidate against the attacks of the archons, or to drive them away by the sweet odour which is above all things (τιν έν το θεο έσται). The balsam was somehow supposed to have flowed from the Tree of Life, and this tree was again mystically connected with the Cross; for the chiasm is in the "Acta Thomæ" called "the hidden mystery in which the Cross is shown to us."

(c) The Eucharist.—It is remarkable that so little is known of the Gnostic substitute for the Eucharist. In a number of passages we read of the breaking of the bread, but in what this consisted is not easy to determine. The use of salt in this rite seems to have been important (Clem. Hom. xiv), for we read distinctly how St. Peter broke the bread of the Eucharist and "putting salt thereon, he gave first to the mother and then to us." This is in all probability, though no certainty, that the Eucharist referred to in the "Acta Thomæ" was merely a breaking of bread without the use of the cup. This point is strongly controverted, but the contrary can hardly be proven. It is beyond doubt that the Gnostics often substituted water for wine. (Acta Thomæ, Baptism of Mygdonia, ch. cxxi.) What formula of consecration was used we do not know, but the bread was certainly signed with the Cross. It is to be noted that the Gnostics called the Eucharist by Christian sacrificial terms—μυστήριον, "oblation", Τελεία (II Bk. of Jet, 45). In the Church Books (Pistis Sophia, 142; II Jet, 45-47) we find a long description of some apparently Eucharistic ceremonies carried out by Jesus Himself. In these fire and incense, two flasks, and also two cups, one with water, the other with wine, and branches of the vine are used. Christ crowns the Apostles with olive wreaths, begets Melchisedech to come and change wine into water for baptism, puts herbs in the Apostles' mouths and hands. Whether these actions in some sense reflect the ritual of Gnosticism, and several imaginations of the author, cannot be decided. The Gnostics seem also to have used oil sacramentally for the healing of the sick, and even the dead were anointed by them to be rendered safe and invisible in their transit through the realms of the archons.

(d) The Nympheon.—They possessed a special Gnostic sacrament of the bridechamber (νυμφαῖο) in which, through some symbolical actions, their souls were wedded to their angels in the Pleroma. Details of its rites are not as yet known. Tertullian, no doubt alluded to them in the words "Elenismus fecerunt lenocinia." (e) The Magic Vowels.—An extraordinary prominence is given to the utterance of the vowels: αείων. The Saviour and His disciples are supposed in the midst of their sentences to have broken out in an invariable gibberish of only vowels; magic spells have come down to us consisting of vowels by the fourscore; on amulets the seven vowels, repeated according to all sorts of artificial, form a very common inscription. Within the last few years these Gnostic vowels, so long a mystery, have been the object of careful study by Ruelle, Poiree, and Leclercq, and it may be considered proven that each vowel represents one of the seven planets, or archons; that the seven together represent the Universe, but without consonants they represent the Ideal and Infinite not yet imprisoned and limited by matter; that they represent a musical scale, similar to the Gregorian 1 tone re-re, or d, e, f, g, a, b, c, and many a Gnostic sheet of vowels is in fact a sheet of music. But research on this subject has only just begun. Among the Gnostics the Orthos were particularly fond of representing their cosmogonic speculations by diagrams, circles within circles, squares, and parallel lines, and other mathematical figures combined, with names written within them. How far these Gnostic systems were used as symbols in their liturgy, we do not know.

SCHOOLS OF Gnosticism.—Gnosticism possessed no central authority for either doctrine or discipline; considered as a whole it had no organization similar to the vast organization of the Catholic Church. It was but a large conglomerate of different sects, of which Marcionism alone attempted in some way to rival the constitution of the Church, and even Marcionism had no unity. No other classification of these sects is possible than that according to their main trend of thought. We can therefore distinguish: (a) Syrian or Semitic; (b) Hellenistic or Alexandrian; (c) dualistic; (d) antinoian Gnostics.

(a) The Syrian School.—This school represents the oldest phase of Gnosticism, as Western Asia was the
birthplace of the movement. Doëtichus, Simon Magus, Menander, Cerinthus, Cerdo, Saturninus Justin, the Bardesanes, Severians, Ebionites, Encratites, Ophites, Naassenes, the Gnostics of the Acts of Thomas, the Sethians, the Perate, the Caimites may be said to be attached to this school. The more fantastic elements and elaborate genealogies and sorozygies of the later Gnosis are still absent in these systems. The terminology is some barbarous form of Semitic: Egypt is the symbolic name for the soul's land of bondage. The opposition between the good God and the Old-Creator is not eternal or cosmic; though there is strong ethical opposition to Jehovah the God of the Jews. He is the last of the seven angels who fashioned this world out of eternally pre-existent matter. The demigurges attempt, to create man, created but a miserable worm, to which the Good God, however, gave the spark of divine life. The rule of the god of the Jews must pass away, for the good God calls us to his own immediate service through Christ his Son. We obey the Supreme Deity by abstaining from flesh meat and marriage, and by leading an ascetic life. Such was the system of Saturninus and Donatus, who taught that sinning did good (A. p. 120). The Naassenes (from Nahag wnyi, the Hebrew for serpent) were worshippers of the serpent as a symbol of wisdom, which the God of the Jews tried to hide from men. The Ophites (vpwusel, from φίδας, serpent), who, when transplanted on Alexandrian soil, supplied the main ideas of Valentinianism, were one of the most widely spread sects of Gnosticism. Though not strictly serpent-worshippers, they recognised the serpent as symbol of the supreme emanation, Aemamoth or Divine Wisdom. They were styled Gnostics par excellence. The Sethians saw in Seth the father of all spiritual (wswusel) men; in Cain and Abel the father of psychic (tvpyseel) and hylic (dvoel) men. According to the Perate there exists a trinity of Father, Son, and Hyle (Matter). The Son is the Cosmic Serpent, who freed Eve from the power of the ruler of Hyle. The universe they visualised by a triangle enclosed in a circle. The number three is the key to all mysteries. There are three supreme principles: the not-generated, the self-generated, the generated. There are three logos, or gods; the Saviour has a threefold nature, a threefold body, threefold power, etc. They are called Perates (vwpv) because they have “crossed over” out of Egypt into the Red Sea (Num. 14.29) and become the true Hebrews, in fact (hny, to cross over). The Perate were founded by Euphrates and Celbes (Aeombe?) and Ademes. This Euphrates, whose name is perhaps connected with the name Perate itself, is said to be the founder of the Ophites mentioned by Celsus about A. p. 175. The Caimites were so called because they venerated Cain, and Essu, and the Sodimites, and Core, and Judas, because they had all resisted the god of the Jews.

(b) The Hellenistic or Alexandrian School. — These systems were more abstract, and philosophical, and self-consistent than the Syrian. The Semitic nomenclature is entirely lost. The cosmicogonic problem had outgrown all proportions, the ethical side was less prominent, asceticism less strictly enforced. The two great thinkers of this school were Basilides and Valentinus. Though born at Antioch, in Syria, Basilides founded his school at Alexandria (c. A. D. 180), and was followed by his schoolmen. The cosmicogonic idea was the most consistent and sober emanationism that Gnosticism ever produced. His school never spread so widely as the next to be mentioned, but in Spain it survived for several centuries. Valentinus, who taught first at Alexandria and then at Rome (c. A. D. 180), elaborated a system of sexual duality, a rejection; a long series of male and female pairs of personified ideas is employed to bridge over the distance from the unknown God to this present world. His system is more confused than Basilidianism, especially as it is disturbed by the intrusion of the figure or figures of Zelus in the cosmicogonic process. Being Syrian Ophitism in Egyptian guise, it can claim the lusty and licentious spirit of the Gnostic spirit. The reductio ad absurdum of these unbridled speculations can be seen in the Pistas Sophia, in which light-maidens, paralemptores, spheres, Heirmarmene, thirteen sons, light-treasures, realms of the midst, realms of the right and of the left, Jaldabaoth, Adama, Michael, Gabriel, archangels, the Saviour, and mysteries without number; whish perhaps is like witches in a dance. The impression created on the same reader can only be fitly described in the words of "Jabberwocky": “gyre and gimble on the wabe”.

We learn from Hippolytus (Adv. Haer., IV, xxxv), Tertullian (Adv. Val., iv), and Clemens Alex. (Exc. ex Theod., title) that there were two main schools of Valentinianism, the Italian and the Alexandrian or Asiatic. In the Italian school were teachers of note: Secundus, who divided the Ogdoad within the Pleroma into two tetrads, Right and Left; Epiphanes, who described this Tetract as Monotes, Monotes, Mones, and Monotes (cf. also Carp., 8, and Paschasius, in a misreading of Kol Arba vno yz "All Four"). But the most important were Ptolemy and Heraclenus. Ptolemy is especially known by his letter to Flora, a noble lady who had written to him as Roman Presbyter (Texte u. Unters., N. S., XIII, Anal. z. alt. Gesch. d. Chr., p. 1, a fragment of his commentary on St. John to combating Heraclenon's commentary on the same Evangelist. Heraclenon called the source of all being Anthropos, instead of Bythos, and rejected the immortalitv of the soul—meaning, probably, the merely psychic element. He apparently stood nearer to the Christian Church than ValenIony and was a man of better judgment. Tertullian mentions two other names (Valent., iv), Theotinus and (De Carne Christi, xvii) Alexander. The Anatolian school had as a prominent teacher Alexiatus (Tertul., Adv. Val., iv; Hipp., Adv. HAer., VI, 6, 12), who had his school at Hierapolis. Tertullian calls this school the "master's most faithful disciple". Theodotus is only known to us from the fragment of his writings preserved by Clement of Alexandria. Marcus the Conjuror's system, an elaborate speculations with ciphers and numbers, is given by Ireneus (I, 11-12) and also by Hippolytus (VI, 15). Ireneus's account of Marcus was repudiated by the Marcionists, but Hippolytus asserts that they did so without reason. Marcus was probably an Egyptian and a contemporary of Ireneus. A system not unlike that of the Marcionians was worked out by Monoimus the Arabian, to whom Hippolytus devotes chapters v to vii of Book VII, another is mentioned by Alexander the Hegesippian. Hippolytus justified right in calling these two Gnostics inferior imitations of Pythagoras rather than Christians. According to the Epistles of Julian the Apostate, Valentinian collegia existed in Asia Minor up to his own times (d. 363).

(c) The Dualistic School. — Some dualism was indeed congenial with Gnosticism, yet it rarely did it overcome the main tendency of Gnosticism, e. g. Pantheism. This, however, was certainly the case in the system of Marcion, who distinguished between the God of the New Testament and the God of the Old Testament, as between two eternal principles, the first being Good, θεότης, the second merely Φεός, or just; yet even Marcion did not carry this system to its ultimate consequences. He may be considered rather as a forerunner of Mani than a pure Gnostic. Three of his
disciples, Pottius, Basiliscus, and Lucanus, are mentioned by Eusebius as being true to their master's dualism (H. E., V, xii), but Apelles, his chief disciple, though he went farther than his master in rejecting the Old Testament,-chevroned it only by the notion of the Logos: considering the inspirer of Old-Testament prophecies to be not a god, but an evil angel. On the other hand, Synesius and Prepon, also his disciples, postulated three first principles. A somewhat different dualism was taught by Hermogenes in the beginning of the second century (who, according to the Pseudepigrapha, was the Pistoris Sophia); also many books under the name of "Bith", "Revelations of Adam", Apocryphal Gospels attributed to Apostles; an Apocalypse of Elias, and a book called "Genna Mariae". Of these writings some revelations of Adam and Seth, eight in number, are not sharply extant, nor are the enemies of the Christian Church divided in the Mechitarist collection of Old-Testament apocrypha (Venice, 1806). See Freuchen, "Die apocryph. Gnost. Adameschr." (Gieszen, 1900). The Caimites possessed a "Gospel of Judas", an "Ascension of Paul" (ο αναστήσεως Παύλου), and some other book, of which we do not know the title, but which, according to Epiphanius, was full of wickedness. The Prdocians, according to Clem. Alex., possessed apocrypha under the name of Zoroaster (Strom., I, xv, 69). The Antinomians had an apocryphon "full of audacity and wickedness" (Strom., III, iv, 29; Origen, "In Math.," Aegypt). The Niketas Bonosius makes a large number of apocalypses largely quotes of which we do not know the title. It contained a commentary on Bible texts, hymns, and psalms. The Peraeata possessed a similar book. The Sethians possessed a "Paraphrasis Seth", consisting of seven books, explanatory of their system, a book called "Apologeton, or "Foreigners", an "Apocryphon of the Apocalypse of Simeon", a book attributed to the Apostles, and others. The Archontians possessed a large and small book entitled "Symphonia": this is possibly extant in Pitra's "Analecta Sacra" (Paris, 1888). The Gnostics attacked by Plotinus possessed apocrypha attributed to Zoroaster, Zostrian, Nicotheus, Allogon (the Sethian Books in Bezae, 21), and tantanta.

In addition to these writings the following apocrypha are evidently of Gnostic authorship: (1) "The Gospel of the Twelve".—This is first referred to by Origen (Hom. i, in Luc.). It is identical with the so-called Ebristheon, and is also called the "Gospel according to Matthew", because in it Christ refers to St. Matthew in the second person, and the author speaks of the other Apostles and himself as "we". This Gospel was written before a.d. 200, and has no connexion with the so-called Hebrew St. Matthew or the Gospel according to the Hebrews. (2) The "Gospel according to the Egyptians", which is so called from Egypt, not Alexandrians. It was written about a.d. 150 and referred to by Clem. Alex. (Strom., III, ii, 63; xi, 93) and Origen (Hom. i, in Luc), and was largely used in non-Catholic circles. Only small fragments are extant in Clem. Alex. (Strom. and Excerpt. of Theod.). Some people regard their origin as the work of "Logios" and the Strasbourg Coptic papyrus to this Gospel, but this is a mere guess. (3) "The Gospel of Peter", written about a.d. 140 in Antioch (see Docetism). About another Petrine Gospel, see description of the Ahmad Codex. (4) A "Gospel of Matthias" written about a.d. 125, ascribed to Matthias, a "Gospel of Thomas". According to the Pseudepigrapha, the three Apostles Matthew [read Matthias], Thomas, and Philip received a Divine commission to report all Christ's revelations after His Resurrection. The Gospel of Thomas must have been of considerable length (1300 lines); part of it, in an expurgated recension, is possibly extant in the once popular, but vulgar and foolish, "Stories of the Infancy of Our Lord by Thomas, an Israelite philosopher", of which two Greek, a Latin, a Syriac, and a Slavonic version exist. (6) Acts of Peter (ὁ Πέτρος ἔργα), written about a.d. 165. Large fragments of this Gnostic production have been preserved to us in the original Greek and also in a Latin translation under the title of "Martysdom of the Holy Apostle Peter", to which the Latin adds, "a Lino episcopo conscriptum". Greater
portions of this apocryphon are translated in the so-called "Acta Petri cum Simone", and likewise in Sahidic and Slavonic, and also in Ethiopic versions. These fragments have been gathered by Lipsius and Bonnet in "Acta apostolorum apoc." (Leipzig, 1891), I. Though these recensions of the "Acts of Peter" have been somewhat Catholicized, their Gnostic character is unmistakable, and they are of value for Gnosticism. (7) Close connected versions of the "Acts of Peter" are the "Acts of Andrew" and the "Acts of John", which three have perhaps one and the same author, a certain Leucius Charinus, and were written before A.D. 200. They have come down to us in a number of Catholic recensions and in different versions of the Acts of Andrew see Lipsius, "Acts", as above (1898), II, 1, pp. 111-127; for "Acts of John", ibid., pp. 151-216. To find the primitive Gnostic form in the bewildering variety and multiplicity of fragments and modifications is still a task for scholars. (8) Of paramount importance for the understanding of Gnosticism are the "Acts of Thomas", as they have been preserved in their entirety and contain the earliest Gnostic ritual, poetry, and speculation. They exist in two recensions, the Greek and the Syriac. It seems most likely, though not certain, that the original was Syriac; it is suggested that they were written about A.D. 232, when the relics of St. Thomas were translated to Edessa. Other Gnostic value are the two prayers of Consecration, the "Ode to Wisdom" and the "Hymn of the Soul", which are inserted in the Syriac narrative, and which are wanting in the Greek Acts, though independent Greek texts of these passages are extant (Syriac with English translation by W. Wright, "Apoc. Acts of the Apost.", London, 1871). The "Hymn to the Soul" has been translated many times into English, especially, by A. Bevan, "Texte et Studies", Cambridge, 1897; cf. F. Burkitt in "Journal of Theological Studies" (Oxford, 1900). The most complete edition of the Greek Acts is by M. Bonnet in "Acts", as above, II, 2 (Leipzig, 1903; see BARDESIS). The Acts, though written in the service of Gnosticism, and full of the weirdest adventures, are not entirely without an historical background.

There are a number of other apocrypha in which we are permitted to find traces of Gnostic fellowship, but these traces are mostly vague and unsatisfactory. In connexion with these undoubtedly Gnostic apocryphal mention must be made of the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies. It is true that these are more often classed under Judaism than under strictly Gnostic, and their affinity to the Gnostic speculations is at least at first sight so close and their connexion with the Book of Ezech (cf. ELCEBAITES) so generally recognized that they cannot be omitted in a list of Gnostic writings. If the theory maintained by Dom Chapman in "The Date of the Clementines" (Zeitschrift f. N. Test. Wiss., 1908) and in the article CLEMENTINES IN THE CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA be correct, and consequently Pseudo-Clement be a crypto-Arian who wrote A.D. 330, the "Homilies" might still have had some value in the study of Gnosticism. But Dom Chapman's theory, though ingenious, is too daring and, as yet too unsupported, to justify the omission of the "Homilies" in this place.

A great, if not the greatest, part of Gnostic literature, which has been saved from the general wreck of Gnostic writings, is preserved to us in three Coptic codices, commonly called the Askew, the Bruce, and the Akhmim Codex. The Askew Codex, of the fifth century, contains a version of the "Acts of Peter", i.e. "Faith-Wisdom". This is a work in four books, written between A.D. 250 and 300; the fourth book, however, is an adaptation of an earlier work. The first two books describe the fall of the Æon Sophia and her salvation by the Æon Soter; the last two books describe the origin of sin and evil and the need of Gnostic repentance. In fact the whole is a treatise on repentance, as the last two books only. In practice, an example of penance set by Sophia. The work consists of a number of questions and answers between Christ and His male and female disciples in which five "Odes of Solomon", followed by mystical adaptations of the same, are inserted. As the questioning is mostly done by Mary, the Pistis Sophia is probably identical with the "Questions of Mary" mentioned above. The codex also contains extracts from the "Book of the Saviour". The dreary monotony of these writings can only be realised by those who have read them. An English translation of the Latin translation of the Coptic, which itself is a translation of the Greek, was made by G. R. S. Mead (London, 1880). It is written on the same date as the Askew vellum codex and contains two treatises: (a) the two books of Jeö, the first speculative and cosmicogonic, the second practical, viz., the overcoming of the hostile world powers and the securing of salvation by the practice of certain rites; this latter book is styled "Of the Great Logos according to the mystery". (b) A treatise with unknown title, as the first and the last pages are lost. This work is of a purely speculative character and of great antiquity, written between A.D. 150 and 200 in Setian or Arebontian circles, and containing a reference to the Book of the Saviour. Of the greater number of complete English translations of these treatises exist; some passages, however, are translated in the aforesaid G. R. S. Mead's "Fragmenta of a Faith Forgotten". Both the Bruce and Askew Codices have been translated into German by C. Schmidt (1892) in "Texte u. Unters." and (1901) in the Berlin "Greek Fathers". A Latin translation exists of the "Pistis Sophia" by Schwartz and Petermann (Berlin, 1851) and a French one of the Bruce Codex by Amelineau (Paris, 1890). The Akhmim Codex of the fifth century, found in 1896, and now in the Egyptian Museum at Berlin, contains (a) a "Gospel of Mary", called in the subsciptions "An Apocryphon of John"; this Gospel must be of the highest antiquity, as St. Ireneæus, about A.D. 170, made use of it in his description of the Barbello-Gnosti (b) a "Sophia Jesu Christi", containing revelations of Christ after His Resurrection; (c) a "Faxslist", containing a faithful account of the events that worked on Peter's daughter. The study of Gnosticism is seriously retarded by the entirely unaccountable delay in the publication of these treatises; for these thirteen years we pass possess only the brief account of this codex published in the "Sitzungsber. d. k. preus. Akad." (Berlin, 1900, S. 319-356).

This account of Gnostic literature would be incomplete without reference to a treatise commonly published amongst the works of Clement and Alexandrius called "Excerpta ex Theodoto". It consists of a number of Gnostic extracts made by Clement for his own use with the idea of future refutation; and, with Clement's notes and remarks on the same, form a very confusing anthology. See O. Bibelius, "Studien zur Gesch. der Valen." in "Zeitschr. f. N. Test. Wiss." (Giessen, 1908).

Oriental non-Christian Gnosticism has left us the sacred books of the Mandaeans, viz. (a) the "Genzā nabū" or "Great Treasure", a large collection of miscellaneous treatises of different date, some as late, probably, as the ninth, some as early, perhaps, as the third century. The Genzā was translated into Latin, by Norberg (Copenhagen, 1817), and the most important treatises into German, by H. Branding (Leipzig, 1891); it contains the Gnostic baptism and the journey of the soul, published in Mandaean (a. Euting (Stuttgart, 1867). (c) Drähe d'Jahya, a biography of John the Baptist "ab utero usque ad tumulum"—as Abraham Echellensius puts it—not published. Alexandrian non-Christian Gnosticism is perceptible in Triamagic literature, published in Eng-
lish translation by G. R. S. Mead (London and Benares, 1902, three volumes). Specifically Jewish Gnosticism left no literature, but Gnostic speculations have an echo in several Jewish works, such as the Book of Enoch, the Zohar, the Talmudic treatise Chapiga XV. See Grüber, “Philo,” Vol. I, and Karpep, “Études sur les mythes gnostiques, esotériques et ésotériques.”

Rebuttal of Gnosticism.—From the first Gnosticism met with the most determined opposition from the Catholic Church. The last words of the aged St. Paul in his First Epistle to Timothy are usually taken as referring to Gnosticism, which is described as “profane notions of men and visions of lies falsly so called [ἀνθρώπους τοῦ φάσματος οἰκονομο- the antithesis of so-called Gnois] which some professing have erred concerning the faith.” Most probably St. Paul’s use of the terms pleroma, the aon of this world, the archon of the power of the air, in Ephesians and Colossians, was suggested by the abuse of these terms by the Gnostics. Other allusions to Gnosticism in the New Testament are possible, but not proven, such as Tit. iii, 9; I Tim., iv, 3; I John, iv, 1–3. The first anti-Gnostic writer was St. Justin Martyr (d. c. 165). His “Syntagma” (Συντάγμα κατὰ τὰς τῆς παλαιάς ημιορίδας) contains the fullest evidence of the abuse of these terms by the Gnostics, and in St. John Damascene’s “Sacra Parallelae.” St. Justin’s “Compendium against Marcion” (quoted by St. Irenæus (IV, vi, 2; V, xxvi, 2), is possibly identical with his “Syntagma.” Immediately after St. Justin, Miltiades, a Christian philosopher of Asia Minor, is mentioned by Tertullian and Hippolytus in his “Philosophumena.” (Eus., V, xxvii, 4) as having combated the Gnostics and especially the Valentinians. His writings are lost. Theophilus of Antioch (d. c. 185) wrote against the heresy of Hermogenes, and also an excellent treatise against Marcion (εις Μαρκιανόν Ἀντιοχειας. Eus., H. E., IV, xxiv). The book against Marcion is probably extant in the “Dialogus de rectâ in Deum fide” of Pseudo-Origen. For Agrippa Casor see Basiliades. Hegesippus, a Palestinian, travelled by way of Corinth to Rome, where he arrived under Anicetus (155–160), to ascertain the sound and orthodox faith from Apostolic tradition. The bishops of Rome and the same faith and in Rome he made a list of the popes from Peter to Anicetus. In consequence he wrote five books of Memoirs (Στοιχεια) “in a most simple style, giving the true tradition of Apostolic doctrine, becoming a champion of the truth against the godless here- ses.” (Eus., H. E., IV, vii, xxii sqq.) Of this work only a few fragments remain, and these are historical rather than theological. Rhodon, a disciple of Tatian, Philip, Bishop of Gortyna in Crete, and a certain Modestus wrote against Marcion, but their writings are lost. Irenæus (Adv. Hær., I, xv, 6) and the First Epistle of Barnabas (11) quotes some portion against the Oriental Valentinians and the conjuror Marcus by “an aged” but unknown author; and Zacheus, Bishop of Cesarea, is said to have written against the Valentinians and especially Ptolemy.

Beyond all comparison most important is the great anti-Gnostic work of St. Irenæus, the “Adv. Haeres,” which is usually called “Adversus Haereses.” It consists of five books, evidently not written at one time; the first three books about a. p. 180, the last two about a dozen years later. The greater part of the first book has come down to us in the original Greek, the rest in a very ancient and anxiously desired Latin translation, and some sort of missing portions. St. Irenæus knew the Gnostics from personal intercourse and from their own writings and gives minute descriptions of their systems, especially of the Valentinians and Barbelo-Gnostics. A good test of how St. Irenæus employed his Gnostic sources can be made by comparing the newly found “Evangelium Marie” with Adv. Hær., I, xix. Numerous attempts to discredit Irenæus as a witness have proved failures (see Irenæus, Saint, Bk. II, 1). But Irenæus wrote an open letter to the Roman priest Florinus, who thought of joining the Valentinians; and when the unfortunate priest had apostatized, and had become a Gnostic, Irenæus wrote on his account a treatise on the “Ogdoas”, and also a letter to Pope Victor, begging him to use his authority against him. Only a few passages of these writings are extant. Eusebius (H. E., IV, xxiii, 4) mentions a letter of Dionysius of Corinth (c. 170) to the Nicomedians, in which he attacks the heresy of Marcion. The letter is not extant. Clement of Alexandria (d. c. 215) only indirectly combated Gnosticism by defending the true Christian Gnosis, especially in “Pedagogos,” Bk. I, “Stromateis,” Bk. II, III, V, and in the so-called eighth book or “Excerpta ex Theodoto.” Origen devoted no work exclusively to the refutation of Gnosticism but his four books “On First Principles” (Iren. ἀρχαῖα), written before the year 230, shows that he thought of the same. Some Greek fragments and a free Latin translation by Rufinus, is practically a refutation of Gnostic dualism, Docetism, and Emanationism. About the year 300 an unknown Syrian author, sometimes erroneously identified with Origen, and often called by the literary pseudonym Adnaunus, or “The Man of Steel”, wrote a long dialogue of which the title is lost, but which is usually designated by the words, “De rectâ in Deum fide.” This dialogue, usually divided into five books, contains discussions with representatives of two sects of Marcionism, of Valentinianism, and of Bardesanesian. The writer plagiarizes extensively from Theophilus of Antioch and Methodius of Olympus; but adds a latter’s anti-Gnostic dialogue “On Free Will” (Iren. Ἀμαρωνος).

The greatest anti-Gnostic controversialist of the early Christian Church is Tertullian (b. 160), who practically devoted his life to combating this dreadful sum of all heresies. We need but mention the titles of his anti-Gnostic works: “De Prescriptione heretico- rum”; “Adversus Marcionem”; a book “Adversus Valentinianos”; “Scorpiace”; “De Caeretici”; “De Resurrectione Carnis”; and finally “Adversus Praxeum.” A storehouse of information rather than a refutation is the great work of Hippolytus, who some time after a. p. 234, once called “Philosophumena,” and ascribed to Origen, but since the discovery of Books IV–X, in 1842, known by the name of its true author and its true title, “Refutation of All Heresies” (εις παπογιανικης οἰκονομος). The publication of the Athos Codex by E. Byrner (Oxford, 1880) revolutionized the study of Gnosticism and rendered works published previous to that date antiquated and almost worthless. To students of Gnosticism this work is as indispensable as that of St. Irenæus. There is an English translation by J. Maenhon in “The anti-Nicene Library” (Edinburgh, 1868). Hippolytus tried to prove that all Gnosticism was derived from heathen philosophy; his speculations may be disregarded, but, as he was in possession of a great number of Gnostic writings from which he quotes, his information is priceless. As he wrote nearly fifty years after St. Irenæus, whose disciple he had been, he describes a later development of Gnosticism than that of the Bishop of Lyons. Besides his greater work, Hippolytus wrote, many years previously (before 217), a small compendium against all heresies, giving a list of the same, thirty-two in number, from Dositheus to Noet- tus; also a treatise against Marcion.

In the fourth century, Gnosticism was in rapid decline, there was less need of champions of orthodoxy, hence there is a long interval
between Adamantius's dialogue and St. Epiphanius's "Panarion", begun in the year 374. St. Epiphanius, who in his youth was brought into closest contact with Gnostic sects in Egypt, and especially the Philibonists, and whose masterly, as some hold, even to this day himself, is still a first-class authority. With marvelous industry he gathered information on all sides, but his judicious and too credulous acceptance of many details can hardly be excused. Philastrius of Brescia, a few years later (383), gave to the Latin Church what St. Epiphanius had given to the Greek. He described no fewer than one hundred and twenty-eight heresies, but took the word in a somewhat wide and vague sense. Though dependent on the "Syn

tagma" of Hippolytus, his account is entirely independent of that of Epiphanius. Another Latin writer, who probably lived in the middle of the fifth century in Southern Gaul, and who is probably identical with Arnobius the Younger, left a work, commonly called "Predestinatus", consisting of three books, in the first of which he describes ninety heresies from Simon Magus to the Predestinationists. This work unfortunately contains many doubtful and fabulous statements. The Council of Chalcedon (451) Theodoret wrote a "Compendium of Heretical Fables" which is of considerable value for the history of Gnosticism, because it gives in a very concise and objective way the history of the heresies since the time of Simon Magus. St. Augustine's book "De Haeres

ibus" (426) is even dependent on Philastrius and Epiphanius to be of much value. Amongst anti-Gnostic writers we must finally mention the neo-

Platonist Plotinus (d. A. D. 270), who wrote a treatise "Against the Gnostics". These were evidently schol

ars who frequented his collegia, but whose Oriental and fantastic pessimism was irreconcilable with Plotinus's views.

CONCLUSION.—The attempt to picture Gnosticism as a mighty movement of the human mind towards the noblest and highest truth, a movement in some way parallel to that of Christianity, has completely failed. It has been abandoned by recent unprejudiced schol

ars such as W. Bouset and O. Gruppe, and it is to be re

gretted that it should have been renewed by an Eng

lish writer, G. R. S. Mead, in "Fragments of a Faith Forgotten"; an un scholarly and misleading work, which in English-speaking countries may retard the sober and true appreciation of Gnosticism as it has indeed perhaps already done in Germany. In any case, it was a retrogression. It has been amidst the last thrones of expiring cults and civilizations in Western Asia and Egypt. Though hellenized, these countries remained Oriental and Semitic to the core. This Oriental spirit—Attis of Asia Minor, Istar of Babylonia, Isis of Egypt—was also the soul of the Asiatic world—first sore beset by Ahruramazda in the East, and then overwhelmed by the Divine greatness of Jesus Christ in the West, called a truce by the fusion of both Parseeism and Christianity with itself. It tried to do for the East what Neo-Platonism tried to do for the West. During the second and third centuries a real danger to Christianity, though not so great as some modern writers would make us believe, as if the mereest breath might have changed the fortunes of Gnosticism, as against orthodox Christianity. Similar things are said of Mithraism and neo-Platonism as against the religion of Jesus Christ. But these say

ings have more piquancy than objective truth. Chris

tianity survived, and not Gnosticism, because the former was the fittest—immeasurably, nay infinitely, so. Gnosticism died not by chance, but because it lacked vital power within itself; and no amount of trumpery, mere lying, flooding English and German markets, can give life to that which perished from intrinsic and essential defects. It is striking that the two earliest champions of Christianity against Gnos

ticism—Hegesippus and Irenaeus—brought out so clearly the method of warfare which alone was pos

sible, but which also alone sufficed to secure the victory in the conflict, a method which Tertullian some years later scientifically explained in his "De Præscript.

is..." Both Hegesippus and Irenaeus were the only Gnostic doctrines did not belong to that deposit of faith which was taught by the true succession of bis


ope in the primary sees of Christendom; both in tri

umphant conclusion drew up a list of the Bishops of Rome, from Peter to the Roman bishop of their day; and this list was taught by that Church with which the Christians everywhere were self-condemned. A just verdict on the Gnostics is that of O. Gruppe (Ausführungen, p. 162): the cir

sumstances of the period gave them a certain impor

tance. But a living force they never were, either in general history or in the history of Christendom. Gnosticism deserves the attention, as showing what mental dispositions Christianity found in existence, what obstacles it had to overcome to maintain its own life; but "means of mental progress it never was."
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dominions in the East; metropolitan to the present province of Goa, which comprises as suffragans the See of Cochin, Mylapore, and Damão (or Damao) in India, Macao in China, and Mosambique in East Africa. The archbishop, who resides at Panjim, or New Christmas, is the honorary Primate of the East, and (from 1886) Patriarch of the East Indies. He enjoys the privilege of presiding over all national councils of the East Indies, which must ordinarily be held at Goa (Concordat of 1886 between the Holy See and Portugal, art. 2). The patronage of the see and of its suffragans belongs to the Crown of Portugal; and their bishops are nominated by the Holy See, on the advice of the King of Portugal. The history of the Portuguese conquests in India dates from the arrival of Vasco da Gama in 1498, followed by the acquisition of Cangano in 1500, Cochin in 1505, Goa in 1510, Chaul in 1512, Calicut in 1513, Damão in 1531, Bombay, Salsette, and Bassein in 1534, Diu in 1535, etc. From the year 1500, missionaries of all the different orders (Franciscans, Dominicans, Jesuits, Augustinians, etc.) flocked out with the conquerors, and began at once to build churches along the coast districts wherever the Portuguese power made itself felt. In 1534 Goa was created an episcopal see suffragan to Farless, and in 1538, it was established as Vicariate of the East Indies, with jurisdiction extending potentially over all past and future conquests from the Cape of Good Hope to China, in 1557 it was made an independent archbishopric, and its first suffragan sees were erected at Cochin and Malacca. In 1576 the suffragan See of Macao (China) was added; and in 1588, that of Fuzil in Japan. In 1600 another suffragan see was erected at Angamal (transferred to Cranganore in 1605) for the sake of the newly-united Thomas Christians (see, under EASTERN CHURCHES, Malabar Christians, V, 234, and Uniat Church of Malabar (V, 236)); while in 1896 a sixth suffragan see was established at Mylapore, near the modern Madras. In 1612 the prelacy of Mosambique was added, and in 1690 two other sees at Peking and Nanking in China. By the Bulls establishing these sees the right of nomination was conferred in perpetuity on the King of Portugal, under the titles of founder and endowment.

The limits between the various sees of India were defined by a papal Bull in 1616. The suffragan sees comprised roughly the south of the peninsula and the east coast, as far as Burma inclusive, the rest of India remaining potentially under the jurisdiction of the archdiocese of Goa, provisionally without jurisdiction exercised even outside Portuguese dominions wherever the Faith was extended by Portuguese missionaries. Missionary work progressed on a large scale and with great success along the western coast, chiefly at Chaul, Bombay, Salsette, Bassein, Damão, and Diu; and on the eastern coasts at St. Thomé and Mylapore, and as far as Bengal etc. In the southern districts the Jesuit mission in Madura was the most famous. It extended to the Kistna river, with a number of outlying stations beyond it. The mission of Cochin, on the Malabar Coast, was also one of the most fruitful. Several missions were also established in the interior northwards, e.g., that of Agra, and Lahore in 1570 and that of Tibet in 1624. Still, even with these efforts, the greater part even of the coast line was by no means fully worked, and many vast tracts of the interior northwards were practically untouched.

The decline of Portuguese power in the seventeenth century, together with the failure of many of its missions, etc., soon put limits to the extension of missionary work; and it was sometimes with difficulty that the results actually achieved could be kept up. Consequently, about this time the Holy See began, through the Congregation of Propaganda, to send out independent and specially-sent or auxiliary vicars Apostolic over several districts (The Great Mogul, 1637; Verapoly, 1657; Burma, 1722; Karnataka and Madura, after the suppression of the Jesuits in 1773; Tibet, 1826; Bengal, Madras, and Ceylon, 1834, and others later). In certain places where these vicars Apostolic came in contact with the Portuguese clergy, there arose a conflict of jurisdiction. This was particularly the ease in Bombay, which had been ceded to the British in 1861. Here the Portuguese clergy at first allowed to remain in charge of the churches; but in 1720, on the ground that they caused disaffection among the people against the British power, they were expelled from the island, and the Vicar of the Great Mogul, with his Carmelite missionaries, was invited to take their place. The Holy See, in authorizing this arrangement, did not deny or abrogate the ordinary jurisdiction of the Archbishop of Goa, but merely intended to make a temporary provision till such time as the British Government should allow the Portuguese clergy to return. (See BOMBAY, ARCHDIOCESE OF.) Efforts were made from time to time on the part of the Goan party to recover their place, and this ultimately, through a division of the churches in 1794, gave rise to the existence of two rival jurisdictions in Bombay—Pardoado and Propaganda. The Holy See had for a long time been dissatisfied with the general situation, and especially with the opposition shown to the vicars Apostolic by the Goan prelates and clergy.

After the revolution of 1834 in Portugal, the expulsion or abolition of the religious orders, and the severing of diplomatic relations with the Vatican came the famous Brief "Multa praecclare", on 24 April, 1838, declaring that the invasion of jurisdiction from the three suffragan sees of Cochin, Cranganore, and Mylapore, and assigning their territories to the nearest vicars Apostolic—at the same time implicitly, or at least by subsequent interpretation and enactments, restricting the jurisdiction of the Archdiocese of Goa to actual Portuguese territory. This Brief was, however, rejected by the Goan party as spurious or at least surreptitious, since they contended that even the Holy See could not rightly legislate in this manner without the consent of the King of Portugal, as was declared in the original Bulls of foundation, etc. The principles underlying this dispute fall outside the scope of the present article, which is concerned solely with the main historical facts. The resistance which followed, both in Bombay and in other parts of India, has uniformly been called the "Goan or Indo-Portuguese Schism" by writers outside the Padroado party; and the term schism recurs frequently in the present information. Volumes of the present article, which is concerned solely with the main historical facts. The resistance which followed, both in Bombay and in other parts of India, has uniformly been called the "Goan or Indo-Portuguese Schism" by writers outside the Padroado party; and the term schism recurs frequently in the present information. Volumes of the present article, which is concerned solely with the main historical facts. The resistance which followed, both in Bombay and in other parts of India, has uniformly been called the "Goan or Indo-Portuguese Schism" by writers outside the Padroado party; and the term schism recurs frequently in the present information. Volumes of the present article, which is concerned solely with the main historical facts. The resistance which followed, both in Bombay and in other parts of India, has uniformly been called the "Goan or Indo-Portuguese Schism" by writers outside the Padroado party; and the term schism recurs frequently in the present information. Volumes of the present article, which is concerned solely with the main historical facts. The resistance which followed, both in Bombay and in other parts of India, has uniformly been called the "Goan or Indo-Portuguese Schism" by writers outside the Padroado party; and the term schism recurs frequently in the present information. Volumes of the present article, which is concerned solely with the main historical facts. The resistance which followed, both in Bombay and in other parts of India, has uniformly been called the "Goan or Indo-Portuguese Schism" by writers outside the Padroado party; and the term schism recurs frequently in the present information. Volumes of the present article, which is concerned solely with the main historical facts. The resistance which followed, both in Bombay and in other parts of India, has uniformly been called the "Goan or Indo-Portuguese Schism" by writers outside the Padroado party; and the term schism recurs frequently in the present information.
jurisdiction of Cochin and Mylapore was restored, and a third suffragan diocese (that of Damão) added—all in British territory; and after subsequent adjustments the present delimitations were agreed to. At the same time the Indian hierarchy was established, and the whole of the country divided into provinces, dioceses, and prefectures Apostolic.

In the following List of Prelates of the See of Goa, dates still under dispute are given in parentheses:

JOÃO AFONSO D’ALBUQUERQUE, 1538–1553; GASPAR DE LEÃO PEREIRA, 1550–1567, and again 1574–1576; HENRIQUE DE TAVORA, transferred from Cochin, 1578–1581; JOÃO VICENTE DA FONSECA, 1580–1586 (1581–1587); MATHEUS DE MEDINA, transferred from Cochin, 1585–1592; ALEXIO DE MENZIES, 1595–1610 (1612); CHRISTOPH DAMO, 1610–1622; SEBASTIÃO DE S. PEDRO, from the Bishopric of Mylapore (1623) 1625–1629; MANOEL TELLES DE BRITO, 1631 (died on voyage); FRANCISCO DOS MARTYRES, 1636–1652; CHRISTOFORO SILVEIRA, 1671 or 1672 (died on voyage); ANTONIO DE BRANDÃO, 1675–1678; MANOEL DE SOUZA E MENDES, 1681–1684; ALBERTO DE SILVA, 1687–1688; PEDRO DE SILVA, from the Bishopric of Cochin, 1689–1691; AGOSTINHO DA ANUNCIACAO, 1691–1713; SEBASTIAN DE ANDRADE PESSANHA, 1716–1721; IGNACIO DE SANTA THEREZA, 1721–1739; EUGENIO TRIGUEROS, 1741, from the Bishopric of Macao (died on voyage); LOURENÇO DE SANTA MARIA E MELO, 1744–1750; ANTONIO TAVEIRA DE NEIVA BRUM E SILVEIRA, 1750–1775; FRANCISCO DE ASSUMPCÃO E BRITO, 1775–1780; MANOEL DE SANTA CATHARINA, transferred from Cochin (1780) 1784–1812; MANOEL DE SÃO GUALDINO, 1812–1831; JOSÉ MARIA DE SILVA TORRES, 1844–1849; JOHN CHRYSSOSTOME D’AMORIM E PESSOA, 1853–1869 (1874); AYRES DE ORNELAS VALENCIELLO, 1875–1880; ANTONIO SEBASTIANO VALENTI (first patriarch) 1882–1908. The present prelate, MATHEUS D’OLIVEIRA XAVIER, transferred from Cochin, took possession of his see 1 July, 1909.

During the vacancies (some of which extended to 6, 7, 13, and one even to 23 years) the see was, according to the rules laid down by Gregory XIII in 1562 and Leo XII in 1826, administered by the Bishop of Cochin, or, failing him, by the Bishop of Mylapore; and failing both, sometimes by some prelate from elsewhere, sometimes by a coadjutor or vicar capitular, as circumstances allowed.

Synods.—The first and second provincial synods were presided over by Dom Gaspar de Leão Pereira in 1567 and 1575 respectively; the third, in 1585, by Dom Vicente da Fonseca; the fourth, in 1592, by Dom Matheus de Medina; the fifth, in 1606, by Dom Alexio de Mendes; the sixth, in 1615, by Dom Francisco de Carvalho; the seventh, in 1631, by Dom Francisco de Carvalho; and the eighth, in 1649, by Dom Damião de Souza. In recent times one provincial council was held (1894) by Dom Antonio S. Valente, in which seventy-nine decrees were framed. The special Synod of Diamper, held in 1599, had for its scope the reunion of the Thomas Christians, for whom the See of Angamaly was established in the following year.

The City of Goa.—The city of Goa, originally a fortress in the hands first of the Hindus and then of the Mohammedans, was taken by Albuquerque in 1510. As soon as he became master of the place he built the first church—that of St. Catherine, who thus became the patron of the new city. This was the beginning of a vast series of churches, large and small, numbering over fifty, with convents, hospices, and other institutions attached, which made Goa one of the most interesting ecclesiastical cities in the world. The civil splendour was kept with the ecclesiastical. But the situation was an unfortunate one. Lying on a low stretch of coast-land, surrounded on two sides by shallow creeks and on the other two by salinic marshes, the place was soon found unhealthy to such a degree that, after several ravages by epidemics, it was gradually abandoned in favour of Panjim, five miles nearer the sea. The transfer of the government in 1759 soon led to the total desertion of the old city. In consequence the civil buildings gradually fell into decay or were demolished for the sake of building materials, and, especially after the expulsion of the religious orders in 1835, many churches and monasteries followed suit. In place of houses thick palmeiros gradually grew up, which now, with the exception of a few open spaces, occupy the whole area. The original city extended almost two miles from east to west along the river, and comprised three low hills crowned with religious edifices.

Most of the churches have disappeared, leaving nothing but a cross to mark their site. Others are in various stages of decay, while a few are kept in repair. The finest of those still standing are grouped about the great square: the cathedral (built 1571), in which alone the full liturgy is kept up by a body of resident canons, and adjoining which is an archiepiscopal palace; the Bem Jesus church (Jesus, built c. 1566), containing the body of St. Francis Xavier incorrupt in a rich shrine; St. Cajetan’s, built about 1656, belonging to the Theatines; the Franciscan church of St. Francis of Assisi, built on the site of a mosque, 1517–21; and finally the little chapel of St. Catherine, built in 1510.

Farther away, on the western hill, stand the great nunneries of St. Monica (1598), still in full repair, formerly occupied by a large community of native nuns—the only female religious in Goa; the Augustinian church and convent built in 1572, now in ruins; convent and church of St. John of God (1685), now partly in ruins; the Rosary church of the Dominicans; built before 1543; the vice-regal chapel of St. Anthony, of about the same date. The last two are still in full repair. To the south are the ruins of the Jesuit
college of St. Paul, built about 1541, and the Carmelite church and convent, built about 1612, occupied after 1707 by Oratorians. The chapel of St. Francis Xavier, the scene of the “Domine, satis est”, built before 1542, is still in repair. The following either have entirely disappeared or their sites are marked only by ruins: the chapel of St. Martin, built shortly after 1547; college and church of St. Bonaventure (about 1602); Nossa Senhora de Serra (1513); convent and church of St. Dominic, built about 1548, rebuilt 1550; Santa Luzia, at Daujim (about 1544); church of St. Thomas, built to receive the relics of St. Thomas brought from Mylapore in 1560; church of St. Alexis, built before 1600; church of the Holy Trinity, built about the same time; convent and church of cans, with 61 inmates; 9 of Augustinians, with 79 inmates; 1 of Carmelites, with 28 inmates; 1 of Theatines, with 13 inmates; 4 of St. John of God, with 30 inmates; 2 of Oratorians, with 61 inmates, and the convent of St. Monica, with 61 inmates; total, 38 houses, with 486 inmates. Collectively their funds at this time amounted to a capital of £96,378 (about $481,000), with a resultant income of £5875 (about $29,000) per year (Fonseca, p. 69). On the expulsion of the religious orders in 1835, their property, with an aggregate value of £122,686 (about $610,000), was appropriated by the government, while the number of religious expelled was 248. Their missions were transferred to the secular clergy, who received some portion of the confiscated funds for their support.

Cru dos Milagres, built after 1619; Nossa Senhora da Luz, built before 1543; new college and church of St. Paul (altes convent of St. Roch) used as a college in 1610, church rebuilt later. From the church of Our Lady of the Mount, on the eastern hill, which is still in repair, a magnificent panorama is obtained.

Besides these convents and churches, there were others attached to the Royal Hospital, the Santa Casa de Misericordia, the retreats of N. S. de Serra and Santa Maria Magdalena, the hospital of St. Lazarus, the hospital of All Saints, etc., to say nothing of a long list of churches and chapels in the suburbs.

The Inquisition, which was introduced into Goa in 1560, possessed a majestic building in the great square close to the cathedral. The staff (Dominicans) consisted originally of three principal officials. In 1655 there were five, whose joint salaries amounted to about $355 per annum. In 1682 their number was raised to thirty-two, in 1800 it had increased to forty-seven. This institution, which had been once disbanded in 1774 and restored again in 1779, was finally abolished in 1812. The decaying building was pulled down in 1820, and at present only the site is preserved.

From a government list drawn up in 1804, we learn the number of convents and regulars existing under the Portuguese at that time. There were 3 convents of Observantine Franciscans, with 83 inmates; 7 of Reformed Franciscans, with 72 inmates; 10 of Domini-

According to the budget of 1873-74 the state contribution to the maintenance of 110 missionaries was £2145, while the total ecclesiastical expenditure for the same year was £4955 (Fonseca, p. 70). These figures include the suffragan dioceses. In 1908 the total government expenditure amounted, it is said, to over £16,000.

Present Condition of the Archdiocese.—In accordance with the concordat of 1886 (with subsequent adjustments) the Archdiocese of Goa comprises the whole of the Portuguese territory of Goa, and in British territory the three districts of North Canara, Savantwadi, and Belgaum, besides one exempted church in Poonah. The Archbishop of Goa is metropolitian over a province comprising the three suffragan Sees of Cochin, Mylapore, and Damão in India; Macao in China, and Mozambique in East Africa. The Portuguese territories consist of the Velhas Conquistas (Ilhas, Burdei, Salsette) and the Novas Conquis tas. North Canara is under a vicar-general, and Belgaum, Poona, and the native State of Savantwadi, etc., are under another called the Vicar-General of the Gautes. The patriarchal residence is at Panjim, or New Goa. There is an episcopal seminary at Rachol containing at present about 334 students, of whom 82 are in the course of theology. There is also a smaller seminary at Mapucá. The total number of priests belonging to the archdiocese is about 724, of whom four (at Belgaum) belong to the Jesuit Order, the rest
being secular clergy. Besides these there are 20 religious of the Hospitalers of St. Francis, who conduct a college for girls and an asylum at Panjim, and 10 Sisters of Charity of Canossa, who have under them an asylum and orphanage at Belgaum. There are several schools affiliated to the seminary at Mapusa and also at Panjim. The total Catholic population in Portuguese territory is reckoned at 233,628 out of a total population of 365,291. In British territory the Catholic population is more scanty, numbering about 35,403. According to the Madras Directory for 1906 the totals for the archdiocese are as follows: 102 parishes and 23 missions, with 59 churches and 336 chapels, 819 priests, 312 confessions, and 306 pious associations; 3879 children attending schools, and a total Catholic population of 335,031.

The map of Goa, representing an area of about a mile and a half by one mile, which accompanies this article is based on those of Cottinete de Kログion and Fonseca, modified by personal observations made in 1907. It claims to be a rough sketch only. The crosses represent objects of which no notable features remain.

**Bullarium Patronum Portuangellic, Lisbon, 1688; JARIGE, Tombo da Companhia de Jesus, 1866; I. I.; PAULUS R. BARTHOLOMEUS, India Orientalis Christiana (Rome, 1794); DES SIOUX, O. C. I. D. (Bombay); MAYER, Historia Indicae Lips. XVIII (Colombo, 1843); NAVARRET, Mitra etus Christiano ad Orientem, 2nd ed. (Lisbon, 1844); RAULIN, Historia Erudita, et Ecentom. com Germanico Synodo. (Bombay, 1798); COBERTO DE KLOGION, Historia de Goa (Bombay, 1831); FONSECA, Historical and Archeological Sketch of the City of Goa (Bombay, 1879); DE BUMBERG, Historia de Iesu Portuangellic in India (Lisbon, 1854); MILLBAUER, Geschichte der katholischen Missionen in Ostindien (Freiburg, 1852); Osmat- tizatio do Archipiago de Goa (Lisbon, 1810); Annuario de Archidioecesi de Goa, 1907; Madras Catholic Directory (1908), all referable to Bombay, The Economist (Bombay, 1900), etc.

**ERNEST R. HULL**

**GOA JACQUES, Dominican and helenist; b. at Paris, 1601; d. 23 September, 1653. He entered the convent of the Annunciation in the Rue St-Honoré, 1619, and made his profession there 24 May, 1620. Although lector of philosophy and theology, he applied himself to the study of Greek. He dedicated himself to putting in order the rich material he had brought from the East, which he had increased by visits to the libraries of France and Italy. Appointed vicar provincial in 1652, his health failed under so many labours, and he fell ill and died.**

The most important work of Goar is his "*Exegetico Rituale Ritualorum Graecorum"*, written in 1667, a classic work for the study of Greek Liturgy; it is important for its original texts and for its learned commentaries; in the second edition (Venice, 1790) a number of errors were corrected. He also edited "*Georgii Codini, commentarius historiarum*" (Paris, 1647); "*Georgii Codinius, episcopatus Europaeus, De officiis magnae Ecclesiae et aulae Constantinopolitanae*" (Paris, 1848); "*Georgii Monachi et S.P.N. Tarasii Chronographia ab Adamo usque ad Diocletianum*"; "*Necrologi patriarchae Brevisarium chronologorum*; "*Theologiae grammaticae et Leonis grammatici Vites*" (Paris, 1555). This edition of *Theophanes* was finished by F. Combe- fos. Goar also left unfinished (in manuscript) a work great number of souls. But being above all solicitous for his own sanctification, he resolved to leave the world, and about 618 he took up his dwelling in a lonely place at the extremity of the Diocese of Trier and in the neighbourhood of the little town of Oberwesel. It was here that, near a little chapel which he built, he spent the greater part of his time. Having become converted, he was attached to material and perishable things. Nevertheless it was impossible for him so to conceal himself that his reputation did not spread far and wide. Pilgrims flocked to him, thus furnishing him with occasions to exercise the duties of hospitality in their behalf and to give them sound advice. At last, after having denounced him to Rusticus, Bishop of Trier, as a hypocrite and fond of good living, and he was called upon by the bishop to defend himself. According to the legend, he did so with the help of a miracle which resulted in the bishop’s confession and in the manifestation of his unworthiness. King Sigefert III having learned of the occurrence summoned St. Goar to Metz and insisted that he should accept the episcopal see from which Rusticus had been driven. But the pious hermit was frightened by this offer, and asked time for reflection. On returning to his solitude he fell sick, and died before the bishop had learned the episcopal dignity had been imposed upon him. The see of Metz was dedicated to him, in 1768, in the little town on the banks of the Rhine which bears his name (St-Goar).**

**LÉON CLUGNET**

**GOAR, SAINT, an anchorite of Aquitaine; b. about 588; d. near Oberwesel (Germany), 6 July, 649. He came of a distinguished family, and at an early age gave evidence of sound piety. Prayer was the constant occupation of his life, and he pursued the truths of religion that of his mind. Having received Holy orders, and being thus enabled to act with more authority, he laboured to secure the salvation of a**
of the Greek canonist Blaetares: "Collectio elementaris materiarum omnium sacris et divinis canonibus contentarum et Mattheo Blaetare elucubrata simil et compacta", and a work of Sylvester Syropulos. Finally we owe to Goar the "Historia universalis Joanou Zonare ac MSS. codicii recognita" (Paris, 1687); it was continued and completed by Du Cange.


P. Leclercq.

Gobat, George, moral theologian; b. at Charmonnay, in the Diocese of Baule, now in the Department of the Doubs, France, July 1, 1660; d. March 12, 1679. He entered the Society of Jesus, June 16, 1618. After teaching the humanities he was professor or sacred sciences at Fribourg, Switzerland (1651-41), and of moral theology at Halle (1641-44), at Munich (1644-47), rector of Halle (1647-51), and professor of moral theology at Ratisbon (1651-54), rector at Fribourg (1654-58), professor of moral theology at Constance (1656-60), where he was also penitentiary of the cathedral, which post he retained until his death. Besides his "Expresidentia" (1659) and the Latin translation, "Narratio historica eorum quae Societas Jesu in Nova Francia fortiter egit et passa est anno 1648-49", from the French of Father Raguennau, S.J., there are mentioned smaller works on the Jubilees and on indulgences, and a collection of practical cases on the sacraments entitled "Alphabetum". Later these cases were republished under the title "Experientiae Theologicae sive experimentalis theologica" (Constance, 1670). The "Alphabetum quadruplex de voto, juramento, blasphemia, superstitiones" appeared at Constance in 1672. These works were several times republished in those volumes under the heading "Opera Moralia", for instance at Dousai, 1701, the last edition being published at Venice, 1749.

Gobat follows the casuistic method, treating the different questions in a clear and simple style with solidity and erudition, applying them especially to existing conditions in Germany, conditions well known to him from the confessional and the numerous cases referred to him for settlement. He is, however, inclined to be too lenient. Several of his doctrines were later condemned by the Holy See, notably by Inno- cent XI in 1679, the year of Gobat's death. The Douai edition (1700) of the "Opera Moralia" was drawn from a manuscript in the Society of St. Ignatius, near the Assumption of Ars, the censure of thirty-two propositions. The adversaries of the Jesuits in France, Germany, and Holland eagerly seized the occasion for an attack on the "Jesuit moral", but several apologies were published to refute the malignant exaggerations contained in their attacks; among these defenders of P. Gobat were Father Daniel S. J., who wrote "Apologia pro la doctrine des Jesuites" (Lige, 1703), and Christ. Ressler, S. J., author of "Vindicatio Gobotianae" (Ingolstadt, 1706).

J. Salesmann.

Goban Saer, regarded in traditional lore as the greatest Irish architect of the seventeenth century, and possibly the most celebrated in Ireland. He was b. at Turvey, near Malahide, Co. Dublin, about 1560. He was employed by many Irish saints to build churches, oratories, and bell-towers, and he is alluded to in an eight-century Irish poem, now in a monastery in Carthage. So wonderful are the stories told of this master-builder and builder of saints that it is difficult to regard him as a mythical personage, but he undoubtedly must be classed as an historical figure. He was much in advance of his time as an architect, and received commissions all over Ireland. In the "Life of St. Abban" it is prophetically said that "the fame of Goban as a builder in wood as well as stone would exist in Ireland to the end of time. Certain it is that even at the present day incapable stones in the Irish tongue are still current of the Goban Saer, or Gobban the Builder. He lived into the first half of the seventh century, or even later, according to some writers, but he laboured as late as 635.

Goban, Acta Sanctorum Hiberniae (Paris, 1845); O'Han- lon, Lives of the Irish Saints, VI (Dublin, s. d.); Halyt, Ire- land's Ancient Schools and Scholars (Dublin, 1802); Joyce, Conc. History of Ancient Irish Church (Dublin, 1892) and Origin of the Round Towers of Ireland, 2 ed. (Dublin, 1845).

W. H. G. Fitch.

Gobelus, Person (Persona); b. in 1358; d. 17 November, 1421. He was a Westernophil and was known as an historian and an ardent reformer of monastic life in his native land. He received his first schooling at Paderborn. It may be that he came originally from this city, it is certain that he was from the neighbourhood. As a young man he went to Italy, where he studied theology and canon law, be- coming a cleric of the cathedral and a travelling official of the papal exchequer. This was in 1384, under Urban VI, of whom he was ever a loyal adherent. This position ceased to be agreeable when the Great Schism came to disturb the Roman court. He re- signed, was ordained priest at Ancoon in 1388, and re- turned to his native land. Papal indulgences were secured for him a benefice from the church of the Holy Trinity, and later the post of the Archbishop of S. Pancratius at Paderborn. He now attended the University of Erfurt, which he entered during the incumbency of its first rector (1392-94). We glean from this that he was still pursuing his scientific studies. William Gobelus, who had been chosen Bishop of Paderborn (1406-1415), selected Gobelus for his court chaplain and induced him to enter his service. The latter availed himself of his position to labour for the further uplifting of religious life and particularly for the restoration of discipline in the claiest, which had drifted into an habitual disregard of their rules. The monastery of nuns at Bödeken, near Paderborn, where the abbes alone remained, was changed into a convent for men, and given over to the Augustinians. Not content with this, he undertook in spite of great difficulties, to reform the Benedictine Abbey of Abdinghof, at Paderborn. But the opposite was the case. He was every way the interference of the bishop, who transferred to Bielefeld that branch of the diocesan administration of which Gobelus was a part. The latter had already in 1405 given up his parish church at Paderborn, owing to certain differences with the munici- pal authorities. The bishop appointed him dean of the collegiate church of Bielefeld. The Archbishop of Cologne, Dietrich von Mors, who in 1415 received the See of Cologne, gave the dean authority to re- form the religious life, not only in the monastery of Bielefeld, but also in other institutions, a mission which Gobelus duly fulfilled.

But old age and illness undermined the strength of this zealous divine. He resigned in 1418 and once more betook himself to the monastery of Bödeken. He did not don the monk's habit, but spent the remaining years of his life in the quiet of monastic solitude.

Gobelus was also an historian. He wrote a history of the world entitled: "Cosmidromius, hoc est Chronicon universale completens res ecclesiæ et republicæ". This work he brought down to the year 1418; from the year 1347 it is valuable as being an original source of information. The author accomplished his task with scrupulous care, as far as to regard himself as a mythical personage, but he undoubtedly must be classed as an historical figure. He was much
nese", lost annals of the twelfth century which had been looked upon as an authority in its particular field. The work of "Vita Meinophi", a biography of St. Meinolf, a canon of the cathedral chapter of Paderborn in the first half of the ninth century, and the founder of the Bödelenen monastery. The Coemidromius of Gobelins was first published by Meibom (Frankfort, 1599) in the "Scriptores rerum Germanicarum", Max Jansen prepared a new edition (Münster, 1906). The "Vita Meinophi" narrowed and clarified in the "Acta SS." of the Bollandists, Oct., III, 216 sqq.

ROBBENKRAE, Gobelin Person, ein biographischer Versuch in der Geschichte der Geschichte und Altertumskunde (Münster, 1843), 1-36; BAYER, Gobelin-Persona, Part I: Leben und Zeitalter Gobelins (Leipzig, 1874); HAGEMANN, Ueber das Leben des Gobelin Person, Part I (Sodom, 1875); GOEBEL, Wilhelm von Ravensburg und Gobelin Person in Bielefeld, 1877; SCHIFFER-BOICHORT, Annales Paterbrunnenses (Innsbruck, 1870); JANIN, Le Téodur de Gobelin Person in Historisches Jahrbuch (1902), 78-80; LEFURS, Gobelins Person Vita Meinophi (ibid., 1894), 20-192.

J. P. KIRSCH.

God (A.S. God: Germ. Gott; akin to Persian khoda; Hindi khoda), (1) the proper name of the One Supreme and Infinite Personal Being, the Creator and Ruler of the universe, to whom man owes obedience and worship; (2) the common or generic name of the several supposed beings to whom, in polytheistic religions, Divine attributes are ascribed and Divine worship is rendered; (3) the name sometimes applied to an idol as to the dwelling-place or abode of a god. The root-meaning of the name (from Gothic root gleu, Skt. āhu or āas, "to invoke or to sacrifice to") is either "the one invoked" or "the one sacrificed to" (see Murray, "New Dict. of the English Language", s.v.). From different Indo-Germanic roots (hia, "to shine", "to bear"), the Indo-Iranian deva, Skt. deva, (gen. divas), Lat. deus, Gr. θεός, Irish and Gaelic, dia, all of which are generic names; also Gr. θεός (gen. θεός), Lat. Jupiter (jupiter), Old Teut. Tiw or Tyr (surviving in Tuesday), Lat. Janus, Diana, and other proper names of pagan deities. The common name most widely used in Semitic occurs as ēl in Heb., ʿil in Babylonian, ʿilah in Arabic, etc.; and though scholars are not agreed on the point, the root-meaning most probably is "the strong or mighty one".

SCOPE AND PLAN OF TREATMENT.—For ethical concepts the reader is referred to the section under that title. The present article is concerned exclusively with the God (I) of monotheistic philosophy and (II) of Old- and New-Testament theology, i.e. with the one true God as He can be known by the light of unaided reason and as He is actually known, much less perfectly, than most people by His free revelation of Himself in the Jewish and Christian religions. It is necessary up to a certain point to observe the distinction here implied between philosophical and theological Theism—between the God of reason and of Revelation. For it is clear that, if the acceptance of Christianity is to be justified as a reasonable act of faith, the human mind must be capable of knowing naturally that a God exists who is free to reveal Himself supernaturally, in such wise that men may be rationally certain that He has done so through the ministry of Jesus Christ. In other words philosophical Theism as such ought to furnish the rational data which are implied in the possibility of revelation and the credibility of the Christian system; but more than this it need not undertake to do. Now all these data—in so far as they relate strictly to Theism—are contained in the comprehensive truth of the self-existence of a free and intelligent First Cause and Moral Ruler, a Personal God distinct both from but immanent in the universe, which is subject to His infinite power and wisdom; and we shall, therefore, confine our strictly philosophical treatment of the subject to the discussion of this fundamental truth. A good deal more than this is usually included in the systematic philosophy of Theism as developed by Christian, and more especially by Catholic, writers, in accordance with our present scope, which is theological as well as philosophical. It is convenient to adopt the combined viewpoint of philosopher and theologian in treating many questions which might be treated separately from either point of view. In doing so, moreover, we are but following the line along which theistic doctrine has been developed. It is clear that no philosophy of reason and of natural religion has ever been developed and maintained independently of Revelation, and it would be a mistake to infer from the admitted capacity of the human mind to arrive at a true knowledge of God as the Creator and Ruler of the universe that the systematic Theism of Christian philosophers is de facto the product of unaided reason. It is legitimate for the philosopher, while retaining the strictly rational viewpoint, to improve and perfect his philosophy in the reflected light of Revelation, and Christian philosophers have used this advantage freely.


—(1) The Problem stated.—Had the Theist merely to face a blank Atheistic denial of God's existence his task would be comparatively a light one. Formal dogmatic Atheism is self-refuting, and has never de facto won the reasoned assent of any considerable number of men (see Agnosticism). However, it may be that Polytheism (q. v.), however erro-

But passing from views that are formally anti-

Thus to accomplish even the beginning of his task the Theist has to show, against Agnostics, that the knowledge of God attainable by rational inference, however inadequate and imperfect it may be, is as true and valid, as far as it goes, as any other piece of knowledge we possess; and against Pantheists that the God of reason is a supra-mundane personal God distinct both from matter and from the finite human mind—that neither we ourselves nor those with whom we tread upon earth are the bearers of His being.
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Thus to accomplish even the beginning of his task the Theist has to show, against Agnostics, that the knowledge of God attainable by rational inference, however inadequate and imperfect it may be, is as true and valid, as far as it goes, as any other piece of knowledge we possess; and against Pantheists that the God of reason is a supra-mundane personal God distinct both from matter and from the finite human mind—that neither we ourselves nor those with whom we tread upon earth are the bearers of His being.
Some of these differences are merely formal and accidental and do not affect the substance of the theistic thesis, but others are of substantial importance and have already made clear, that Kantianism and the intellectual, or—if one prefers—religious criticism, may establish the truth of God's existence by the same kind of rational inference (e. g. from effect to cause) as we employ in other departments of knowledge, or whether, in order to justify our belief in this truth, we must not rather rely on some transcendental proofs, or on some superior and antecedent to dialectical reasoning; or on immediate intuition; or on some moral, sentimental, emotional, or aesthetic instinct or perception, which is voluntary rather than intellectual. Kant denied in the name of "pure reason" the inferential validity of the classical theistic proofs, and the same objection is put forward by the proponents of Agnosticism, who postulated God's existence as an implicate of the moral law; and Kant's method has been followed or imitated by many Theists—by some who fully agree with him in rejecting the classical arguments; by others, who, without going so far, believe that the apologetical expediency of trying to persuade rather than convince men to be Theists—by some who fully agree with him in rejecting the classical arguments; by others, who, without going so far, believe that the apologetical expediency of trying to persuade rather than convince men to be Theists. A moderate reaction against the too rigidly mathematical intellectualism of Descartes was to be welcomed, but the Kantian reaction by its excesses has injured the cause of Theism and helped forward the cause of anti-theistic philosophy, as much as every other, and in the main has borrowed most of his arguments for Agnosticism from Hamilton and Mansel, who had popularized Kantian criticism in England; while in trying to improve on Kant's reconstructive transcendentalism his German disciples (Fichte, Schelling, Hegel) drifted into Pantheism. Kant also helped to prepare the way for the total disarming of human reason in relation to religious truth, which constitutes the negative side of Traditionalism (q. v.), while the appeal of that system on the positive side to the common consent and tradition of mankind as the chief or sole criterion of truth and of religious truth—is justly called illogical by Kantian influences. This system maintains that we have naturally some immediate consciousness, however dim at first, or some intuitive knowledge of God—not indeed that we see Him in His essence face to face, but that we know Him by a sense of cognition, according to Rosmini, as we become conscious of being in general, and therefore that the truth of His existence is as much a datum of philosophy as is the abstract idea of being. Finally, the philosophy of Modernism (q. v.), about which there has recently been such a stir, is a somewhat complex medley of these various systems and tendencies; its main features as a system are, negatively, a thoroughgoing intellectual Agnosticism, and, positively, the assertion of an immediate sense or experience of God as immanent in the life of the soul—an experience which is at first only subconscious, but which, when the requisite moral dispositions are present, becomes an object of conscious certainty. Now all these varying types of Theism, in so far as they are opposed to the classical and traditional type, may be reduced to one or other of the two following propositions: (a) that we have naturally an immediate and particular claim for its existence, and that in the fact that contingent beings exist, i. e. beings whose own-existence is recognized as possible, implies the existence of a necessary being, who is God. (iv) The graduated perfections of being actually existing in the universe can be understood only by comparison with an absolute standard that is also actual, i. e. an Immanence.
Definitely perfect Being such as God. (v) The wonderful order or evidence of intelligent design which the universe exhibits implies the existence of a supreme designer, who is the other than God; this is the self. To these many Theists add other arguments, drawn, e.g. (vi) from the common consent of mankind (usually described by Catholic writers as the moral argument), (vii) from the internal witness of conscience to the supremacy of the moral law, and, the existence of a supreme Lawgiver (this may be called the ethical argument, or (viii) from the existence and perception of beauty in the universe (the aesthetic argument). One might go on, indeed, almost indefinitely multiplying and distinguishing arguments; but to do so would only lead to confusion. But the arguments mentioned—and the same is true of others that might be added—are not in reality distinct and independent arguments, but only so many partial statements of one and the same general argument, which is perhaps best described as the cosmological. This argument assumes the validity of the principle of causality or sufficient reason and—stated in its most comprehensive form, amounts to this: that it is impossible according to the laws of human thought to give any ultimate rational explanation of the phenomena of external experience and of internal consciousness—in other words to synthesize the actual universe as a whole from its own supplies (and this is the recognized aim of philosophy)—by admitting the existence of a self-sufficient and self-explanatory cause or ground of being and activity, to which all these phenomena may be ultimately referred. It is, therefore, mainly a question of method and expediency what particular points one may select from the multitude available to illustrate and enforce the general a posteriori argument. For our purpose it will suffice to state as briefly as possible (i) the general argument proving the self-existence of a First Cause, (ii) the special arguments proving the existence of an intelligent Designer and (iii) of a Supreme Moral Ruler, and (iv) the confirmatory argument from the general consent of mankind.

(i) We must start by assuming the objective certainty and validity of the principle of causality or sufficient reason—an assumption upon which the value of the physical sciences and of human knowledge generally is based. To question the certainty, as did Kant, and represent it as a mere mental priori, or possessing only subjective validity, would open the door to subjectivism and universal scepticism. It is impossible to prove the principle of causality, just as it is impossible to prove the principle of contradiction (which is not difficult to establish). If the latter is denied the latter may also be denied and the whole process of human reasoning declared fallacious. The principle states that whatever exists or happens must have a sufficient reason for its existence or occurrence either in itself or in something else; in other words that whatever does not exist of absolute necessity—whatever is not self-existent—cannot exist without a proportionate cause external to itself; and if this principle is valid when employed by the scientist to explain the phenomena of physics it must be equally valid when employed by the philosopher for the ultimate explanation of the universe as a whole. In the universe we observe that certain things are effects, i.e. they depend for their existence on other things, and these again on others; but, however far back we may extend this series of effects and dependent causes, we must, if human reason is to be satisfied, come ultimately to a point that is not itself explained in turn. Its words to an uncaused cause or self-existent being which is the ground and cause of all being. And this conclusion, as thus stated, is virtually admitted by Agnostics and Pantheists, all of whom are obliged to speak of an eternal something underlying the phenomenal universe, whether this something be the "Unknown", or the "Absolute", or the "Unconscious", or "Matter" itself, or the "Ego", or the "Idea" of being, or the "Will"; these are so many substitutes for the First Cause, and the self of Theism. What anti-Theists refuse to admit is not the existence of a First Cause in an indeterminate sense, but the existence of an intelligent and free First Cause, a personal God, distinct from the material universe and the human mind. But the very same difficulty that pertains to the problem of First Cause, and all requires that this cause should be a free and intelligent being. The spiritual world of intellect and free will must be recognized by the same philosopher to be as real as the world of matter; man knows that he has a spiritual nature and performs spiritual acts as clearly and as certainly as he knows that he has eyes to see with and ears to hear with; and the phenomenon of man's spiritual nature can only be explained in one way—by attributing spirituality, i.e. intelligence and free will, to the First Cause, in other words by recognizing a personal God. For the cause in all cases must be proportionate to the effect, i.e. must contain somehow in itself every perfection of being that is realized in the effect.

The cogency of this argument becomes more apparent if account be taken of the fact, recognized by modern scientists, that the human species had its origin in the material universe as a whole, and this origin is perpetuated in the history of the actual universe. There was a time when there was no man nor any other living thing inhabited this globe of ours; and without pressing the point regarding the origin of life itself from inanimate matter or the evolution of man's body from lower organic types, it may be maintained with absolute confidence that no explanation of the origin of man's soul can be made out on evolutionary lines, and that recourse must be had to the creative power of a spiritual or personal First Cause. It might also be urged, as an inference from the physical theories commonly accepted by present-day scientists, that the actual organization of the material universe had a definite beginning in time. If it be true that the goal towards which physical evolution is tending is the uniform distribution of heat and other forms of energy, it would follow clearly that the existing process has not been going on from eternity; else the goal would have been reached long ago. And if this process is to be brought to such a definite and certain end, it must have had a definite beginning in time.

But the argument, strictly speaking, is conclusive even if it be granted that the world may have existed from eternity, in the sense, that is, that, no matter how far back one may go, no point of time can be reached at which created being was not already in existence. In this sense Aristotle held matter to be eternal and St. Thomas, while denying the fact, admitted the possibility of its being so. But such relative eternity is nothing more in reality than infinite or indefinite temporal duration and is altogether different from the eternity we attribute to God. Hence to admit that the world might possibly be eternal in this sense implies no denial of the essentially finite and contingent character of its existence. On the contrary it helps to emphasize this truth, for the same relation of dependence upon a self-existing cause which is implied in the one effect, is equally implied a fortiori in the existence of an infinite series of such beings, supposing such a series to be possible.

Nor can it be maintained with Pantheists that the world, whether of matter or of mind or of both, contains within itself the sufficient reason of its own existence. A self-existing world would exist of ab
solute necessity and would be infinite in every kind of perfection; but of nothing are we more certain than that the world as we know it, in its totality as well as in its parts, realizes only finite degrees of perfection. It is a mere contradiction in terms, however much one may try to cover up and conceal the contradiction by an ambiguous and confusing use of language, to predicate of matter or of God a perfection, or its opposite, which one or the other or both must be held by the Pantheist to be infinite. In other words the distinction between the finite and the infinite must be abolished and the principle of contradiction denied. This criticism applies to every variety of Pantheism strictly so called, while crude, materialistic Pantheism or even Pantheism reinforced by additional and more obvious absurdities that hardly any philosopher deserving of the name will be found to maintain it in our day. On the other hand, as regards idealistic Pantheism, which enjoys a considerable vogue in our day, it is to be observed in the first place that in many cases this is a tendency rather than a formal doctrine, that it is in fact nothing more than a confused and perverted form of Theism, based especially upon an exaggerated and one-sided view of Divine immanence (see below). (iii) And this confusion works to the advantage of Pantheism by adding support to the supposed incompatibility of certain arguments which justify Theism. Indeed the whole strength of the pantheistic position as against Atheism lies in what it holds in common with Theism; while, on the other hand, its weakness as a world theory becomes evident as soon as it diverges from or contradicts Theism. Whereas Theism, for example, safeguards such primary truths as the reality of human personality, freedom, and moral responsibility, Pantheism is obliged to sacrifice all these, to deny the existence of evil, whether physical or moral, to destroy the rational basis of religion, and, under pretense of making man his own God, to rob all of nearly all the highest incentives to good conduct. The philosophy which leads to such results cannot but be radically unsound.

(ii) The special argument based on the existence of order or design in the universe (also called the theological argument) proves immediately the existence of a suprememind of vast intelligence, and ultimately the existence of God. This argument is capable of being developed at great length, but it must be stated here very briefly. It has always been a favorite argument both with philosophers and with popular apologists of Theism; and though, during the earlier enthusiasm as the hypothesis by way of opposition, it is now recognized or admitted that the evolutionary hypothesis had overthrown the theological argument, it is now recognized that the very opposite is true, and that the evidences of design which the universe exhibits are not less but more impressive when viewed from the evolutionary standpoint. To begin with particular examples of adaptation which may be appealed to in countless number—the eye, for instance, as an organ of sight is a conspicuous embodiment of intelligent purpose—and not less but more so when viewed as the product of an evolutionary process rather than the immediate handiwork of the Creator. There is no option in such cases between the hypothesis of a directing intelligence and that of blind chance, and the absurdity of supposing that the eye originated suddenly by a single blind chance is augmented a thousand-fold by supposing that there may be so many species in the world, of such chances. "Natural selection", "survival of the fittest", and similar terms merely describe certain phases in the supposed process of evolution without helping in the least to explain it; and as opposed to teleology they mean nothing more than blind chance. The objection of the Theist that adaptation to particular ends discernible in every part of the universe, inorganic as well as organic, for the atom as well as the cell contributes to the evidence available. Nor is the argument weakened by our inability in many cases to explain the particular purpose of certain structures or organisms. Our knowledge of nature is too limited to be made the measure of nature's entire design, while as against our ignorance of some particular purposes we are entitled to maintain that as soon as any purpose is anywhere apparent it is dominant everywhere. Moreover, in our search for particular instances of design we must not overlook the evidence supplied by the harmonious unity of nature as a whole. The universe as we know it is a cosmos, a vastly complex system of coordinated and interdependent parts, each subject to particular laws, and all together subject to a common law or a combination of laws, as the result of which the pursuit of particular ends is made to contribute in a marvellous way to the attainment of a common purpose; and it is simply inconceivable that this cosmic unity should be the product of chance or accident. If it be objected that there is another side to the picture, that the universe abounds in imperfections—maladjustments, failures, seemingly purposeless waste—the reply is not far to seek. For it is not maintained that the existing world is the best possible, and it is not even pretended that the most perfect of all beings referred to would be excluded. Admitting without exaggerating their reality—admitting, that is, the existence of physical evil—there still remains a large balance on the side of order and harmony, and to account for this there is required not only an intelligent mind but one that is good and benevolent, though so far as this special argument goes this mind might conceivably be finite. To prove the infinity of the world's Designer it is necessary to fall back on the general argument already explained and on the deductive argument to be explained below by which infinity is inferred from self-existence. Finally, by way of direct reply to the problem suggested by the objection, it is to be observed that, to appreciate fully the evidence for design, we must, in addition to particular instances of adaptation and to the cosmic unity observable in the world of to-day, consider the historical continuity of nature throughout indefinite ages in the past and indefinite ages to come. We do not and cannot comprehend the full scope of nature's design, for it is not a static universe we have to study but a universe that is progressively unfolding itself and moving towards the fulfillment of an ultimate purpose under the guidance of a master mind. And towards that end which the whole scheme of nature, with its apparent evil and discord as well as obvious good order—may contribute in ways which we can but dimly discern. The well-balanced philosopher, who realizes his own limitations in the presence of nature's Designer, so far from claiming that every detail of that Designer's purpose should at present be plain to his inferior intelligence, will be content to await the final solution of enigmas which the hereafter promises to furnish.

(iii) To Newman and others the argument from conscience, or the sense of moral responsibility, has seemed the most intimately persuasive of all the arguments for God's existence, while to it alone Kant allowed an absolute value. But this is not an independent argument, although, properly understood, it serves to emphasize a point in the general a posteriori proof which is calculated to appeal with particular force to an inferior intelligence. Kant's view, which contains a direct revelation or intuition of God as the author of the moral law, that, taking man's sense of moral responsibility as a phenomenon to be explained, no ultimate explanation can be given except by supposing the existence of a Superior and Lawgiver, the argument from design brings out prominently the attribute of intelligence, so the argument from con-
science brings out the attribute of holiness in the First Cause and self-existent Personal Being with whom we must ultimately identify the Designer and the Legislator.

(iv) The confirmatory argument based on the consent of mankind may be stated briefly as follows: mankind, as a whole, has at all times and everywhere believed, and continues to believe, in the existence of some superior being or beings on whom the material world and man himself are dependent, and this fact cannot be accounted for except by admitting that this belief is true, or at least contains a germ of truth. It is admitted of course that Polytheism, Dualism, Pantheism, and other forms of error and superstition have mingled with and disfigured this universal belief of mankind; but the fact that this is the belief we are considering. For at least the germinal truth, which consists in the recognition of some kind of deity, is common to every form of religion, and can, therefore, claim its support the universal consent of mankind. And how can this consent be explained except as a result of the perception by the minds of men of the evidence for the existence of deity? It is too large a subject to be entered upon here—the discussion of the various theories that have been advanced to account in some other way for the origin and universality of religion; but it may safely be said that, if there be a thing in which an argument, not to be discussed at this stage, no other theory will stand the test of criticism. And, assuming that this is the best explanation philosophy has to offer, it may further be maintained that this consent of mankind tells ultimately in favour of Theism. For it is clear from history that religion is liable to degenerate, and has in many instances degenerated instead of progressing; and, even if it be impossible to prove conclusively that Monotheism was the primitive historical religion, there is, nevertheless, a good deal of positive evidence adducible in support of this contention. And, if this be the true result of history, it is permissible to interpret the universality of religion as witnessing implicitly to the original truth, which, however much obscured it may have become in many cases, could never be entirely obliterated. But, even if the history of religion is to read as a record of progress, as the possessors of it all in a measure and in accordance with a well-recognized principle, to seek its true meaning and significance not at the lowest but at the highest point of development; and it cannot be denied that Theism, in the strict sense, is the ultimate form in which religion naturally tends to assume.

It has been, and are today, philosophers who oppose the common belief of mankind, these are comparatively few and their dissent only serves to emphasize more strongly the consent of normal humanity. Their existence is an abnormality to be accounted for as such things usually are. Could it be claimed on their behalf, individually or collectively, that in ability, education, character, or life they exceed the infinitely larger number of cultured men who adhere on conviction to what the race at large has believed, then indeed it might be admitted that their opposition would be somewhat formidable. But so much cannot be made; on the contrary, if a comparison were called for, it would be easy to make out an overwhelming case for the other side. Or again, if it were true that the progress of knowledge had brought to light any new and serious difficulties against religion, there would, especially in view of the modern vogue of Agnosticism, be some reason for altering the disregard of the traditional belief. But so far is this from being the case that in the words of Professor Huxley—an unsuspected witness—not a solitary problem presents itself to the philosophical Theist at the present day which has not existed from the time that philosophers began to think out the logical grounds and the logical consequences of theism” (“Life and Letters of Ch. Darwin”, by F. Darwin, II, p. 203). Substantially the same arguments have been used to-day were employed by old-time sceptical Atheists in the effort to overthrow man's belief in the existence of the Divine, and the fact that this belief has withstood repeated assaults during so many ages in the past is the best guarantee of its permanency in the future. It is too firmly implanted in the depths of man's soul for little surface storms to upset it.

(b) A Priori or Ontological Argument.—This argument undertakes to deduce the existence of God from the idea of Him as the Infinite which is present to the human mind; but, as already stated, theistic philosophers are not agreed as to the logical validity of this argument. As far as the St. Anselmian version of it runs thus: The idea of God as the Infinite means the greatest Being that can be thought of; but unless actual existence outside the mind is included in this idea God would not be the greatest conceivable Being, since a Being that exists both in the mind as an object of thought and outside the mind or objectively would be greater than a Being that exists in the mind only; therefore God exists not only in the mind but outside of it. Descartes states the argument in a slightly different way as follows: Whatever is contained in a clear and distinct idea of a thing must be predicated of the thing itself. An idea of a being in no respect differing from the idea of God, absolutely perfect Being contains the notion of actual existence; therefore, since we have the idea of an absolutely perfect Being, such a Being must really exist. To mention a third form of statement, Leibniz would put the argument thus: God is at least possible since the concept of Him as the Infinite implies no contradiction; but if He is possible He must exist, because the concept of Him involves existence. In St. Anselm's own day this argument was objected to by Gaukro, who maintained, as a reductio ad absurdum, that were it valid one could prove by means of it the actual existence somehow of an ideal island surpassing in riches and delights the fabled isles of the Blessed. But this criticism, however smart it may seem, is clearly unsound, for it overlooks the fact that the argument is not intended to apply to finite ideals, but only to the strictly infinite; and if it is admitted that the concept of an incomplete idea is itself an idea, the idea is not self-contradictory, it does not seem possible to find any flaw in the argument. Actual existence is certainly included in any true concept of the Infinite, and the person who admits that he has a concept of an Infinite Being cannot deny that he conceives it as actually existing. So far, the argument is valid. Another, atheistic, objection is to this preliminary admission, which if challenged, as it is in fact challenged by Agnostics, requires to be justified by recurring to the a posteriori argument, i.e., to the inference by way of causality from contingency to self-existence, and thence by way of deduction to infinity. Hence the great majority of scholastic philosophers have rejected the ontological argument as propounded by St. Anselm and Descartes, nor as put forward by Leibniz does it escape the difficulty that has been stated.

B. Nature and Fundamental Attributes of God—Having established by inductive inference the self-existence of a personal First Cause, distinct from matter and from the human mind, we now proceed by deductive analysis to examine the nature and attributes of this Being to the extent required by our limited philosophical scope. We will treat accordingly of (1) the infinity, (2) unity or unicity, and (3) simplicity of God, adding (4) some remarks on Divine personality.

(1) Infinity of God.—(a) When we say that God is infinite we mean that He is unlimited in every kind of perfection, or that every conceivable perfection belongs to Him in the highest conceivable way. In a different sense we sometimes speak, for instance, of
infinite time or space, meaning thereby time of such indefinite duration or space of such indefinite extension that we cannot assign any limit to one of the other; care should be taken not to confound these two essentially different meanings of the term. Time and space being made up of parts in duration or extension are essentially finite by comparison with God's infinity. Now we assert that God is infinitely perfect in the sense explained, and that His infinite perfection is not to be deduced from His self-existence. A self-existent being, if limited at all, could be limited only by itself; to be limited by another would imply causal dependence on that other, which the very notion of self-existence excludes. But the self-existing cannot be conceived as limiting itself, in the sense of curtailing its own powers, in the same way as a mind is to be conceived as limiting itself. Whatever it is, it is necessarily: its own essence is the sole reason or explanation of its existence, so that its manner of existence must be as unchangeable as its essence, and to suggest the possibility of an increase or diminution of perfection would be to suggest the absurdity of a changeable essence. It only remains, then, to say that whatever perfection is compatible with its essence is actually realized in a self-existing being; but as there is no conceivable perfection as such, i.e., no expression of positive being as such, that is not compatible with the essence of the self-existent, it follows that the highest extent of self-existence is infinite in all perfection. For self-existence itself is absolute positive being, and positive being cannot contradict, and cannot therefore limit, positive being.

(ii) This general, and admittedly very abstract, conclusion, as well as the reasoning which supports it, will be rendered more intelligible by a brief specific illustration of what it involves.

(i) When in speaking of the Infinite we attribute all conceivable perfections to Him we must not forget that the predicates we employ to describe perfections derive their meaning and connotation in the first instance from their application to finite beings; and on reflection it is seen that we must distinguish between different kinds of perfections, and that we cannot without palpable contradiction attribute all the perfections of creatures in the same way to God. Some perfections are such that, even in the abstract, they require or connote a finite being: e.g., a tree’s leaf imperfect in shape; while others do not of themselves necessarily connote imperfection. To the first class belong all material perfections—extension, sensibility, and the like—and certain spiritual perfections such as rationality (as distinct from simple intelligence); to the second belong such qualities as truth, goodness, intelligence, wisdom, justice, holiness, etc. Now while it cannot be said that God is infinitely extended, or that He feels or reasons in an infinite way, it can be said that He is infinitely good, intelligent, wise, just, holy, etc.; in other words, while perfections of the second class are attributed to God formally, i.e., without any change in the proper meaning of the predicates which express them, those of the first class can only be attributed to Him eminently and equivalently, i.e., whatever positive being they express belongs to God as their cause in a much higher and more excellent way than to the creatures in which they formally exist. By means of this important distinction, which Agnostics reject or neglect, we are able to think and to speak of the Infinite without being guilty of contradiction, and the fact that men generally—even Agnostics themselves when off their guard—confuse and until the distinction is made, it is a proof that it is pertinent and well founded. Ultimately it is only another way of saying that, given an infinite cause and finite effects, whatever pure perfection is discovered in the effects must first exist in the cause (via affirmationis), and at the same time that whatever imperfection is discovered in the effects must be excluded from the cause (via negationis vel exclusionis). These two principles do not contradict, but only balance and correct one another.

(iii) Xel sometime is a natural tendency to think and speak of God as if He were a magnified creature, more especially a magnified man; and this is known as anthropomorphism. Thus God is said to see or hear, as if He had physical organs, or to be angry or sorry, as if subject to human passions; and this perfectly legitimate and necessary mode of metaphor is often quite uncritically alleged to prove that the strictly Infinite is unthinkable and unknowable, and that it is really a finite, anthropomorphic God that men worship. But whatever truth there may be in this charge as applied to Polytheistic religions, or even to the Theistic beliefs of rude and uncivilized nations, it is not true in the case of philosophical Theism. The same reasons that justify and recommend the use of metaphorical language in other connexions justify and recommend it here, but no Theist of average intelligence ever thinks of understanding literally the metaphors he applies, or bears applied by others, to God, any more than he means to speak literally when he calls a brave man a lion, or a cunning one a fox.

Finally it should be observed that, while predescribing pure perfections literally both of God and of creatures, it is always understood that these predicates are limited by higher essences and by the limitations of creatures, and that there is no thought of co-ordinating or classifying God with creatures. This is technically expressed by saying that all our knowledge of God is analogical, and that all predicates applied to God and to creatures are used analogically, not univocally (see ANALOGY). I may look at a portrait or at its living original, and say of either with literal truth: that is a beautiful face. And this is an example of analogical predication. Beauty is literally and truly realized both in the portrait and in its living original, and retains its proper meaning as applied to either; there is sufficient likeness or analogy to justify literal predication, but there is not that perfect likeness or identity between painted and living beauty which univocal predication would imply. And similarly in the case of God and creatures. What we contemplate directly is the portrait of Him painted, so to speak, by Himself and represented by it. The idea of the infinite degree various perfections, which, without losing their proper meaning for us, are seen to be capable of being realized in an infinite degree; and our reason compels us to infer that they must be and are so realized in Him who is their ultimate cause.

In conclusion we admit, but this need not be said, that our knowledge of the Infinite is inadequate, and necessarily so since our minds are only finite. But this is very different from the Agnostic contention that the Infinite is altogether unknowable, and that the statements of Theists regarding the nature and attributes of God are so many plain contradictions. It is only by ignoring the well-recognized rules of predication that have just been explained, and consequently by misunderstanding and misrepresenting the Theistic position, that Agnostics succeed in giving an air of superficial plausibility to their own philosophy of blank negation. Anyone who understands these rules, and has learned to think clearly, and trusts his own reason and common sense, will find it easy to meet and refute Agnostic arguments, most of which, in principle, have been anticipated in what precedes. Only one general observation need be made here, viz.: that the principles to which the Agnostic philosopher must appeal in an attempt to invalidate the revealed religion, if consistently applied, invalidate all human knowledge and lead to universal scepticism; and it is safe to say that, unless absolute scepticism becomes the philosophy of mankind, Agnosticism will never supplant religion.

(2) Unity or Uniety of God.—Obviously there can
be only one infinite being, only one God. Did several exist, none of them would really be infinite, for, to have plurality of natures at all, each should have some parts that were substantially distinct. This is readily granted by every one who admits the infinity of God, and there is no need to delay in developing what is perfectly clear. It should be noted, however, that some Theistic philosophers prefer to deduce unity from self-existence and infinity from both combined, and a matter so very abstract it is no surprise that slight differences of opinion should arise. But we have followed what seems to us to be the simpler and clearer line of argument. The metaphysical argument by which unity, as distinct from infinity, is deduced from self-existence seems to be very obscure, while the self-existence and infinity, while distinct from one another, seems to be clearly implied in self-existence as such. If the question, for example, be asked: Why may there not be several self-existing beings? The only satisfactory answer, as it seems to us, is this: Because a self-existent being as such is necessarily infinite, and there cannot be several infinities. The unity of God as the First Cause might also be inductively inferred from the unity of the universe as we know it; but as the suggestion might be made, and could not be disproved, that there may be another or even several universes, of which we have no knowledge, this argument would not be absolutely conclusive.

(3) Simplicity of God.—God is a simple being or substance excluding every kind of composition, physical or metaphysical. Physical or real composition is either substantial or accidental—substantial, if the being in question consists of two or more substantial principles, forming parts of a composite whole, as man for example, consists of body and soul; accidental, if the being in question, although simple in its substance (as is the human soul), is capable of possessing accidental perfections (like the actual thoughts and volitions of man’s soul) not necessarily identical with its substance. Now it is clear that an infinite being cannot be substantially composite, for this would mean that infinity is made up of the union or addition of finite parts—a plain contradiction in terms. Nor can accidental composition be attributed to the infinite, since this would imply a finitude of the perfection, which the very notion of the infinite excludes. There is not, therefore, and cannot be any physical or real composition in God.

Neither can there be that kind of composition which is known as metaphysical, and which results from the union of diverse concepts referring to the same real being. The notion of the same being signified either explicitly or even implicitly the whole reality signified by their combination.” Thus every actual contingent being is a metaphysical compound of essence and existence, and man in particular, according to the definition, is a compound of animal and rational. Essence as such in relation to a contingent being merely implies its conceivability or possibility, and abstracts from actual existence; existence as such must be added before we can speak of the being as actual. But this distinction, with the composition it implies, cannot be applied to the self-existent or infinite being in whom essence and existence are completely identified. We say of a contingent being that it has a certain nature or essence, but of the self-existent we say that it is its own nature or essence. There is no composition therefore of essence and existence—of potentiality and actuality—in God; nor can the concepts and the difference, implied for example in the definition of man as a rational animal, be attributed to Him. God cannot be classified or defined, as contingent beings are classified and defined; for there is no aspect of being in which He is perfectly similar to the finite, and consequently no genus in which He can be included. From which it follows indeed that we cannot know God adequately in the way in which He knows Himself, but not, as the Agnostic contends, that our inadequate knowledge is not true as far as it goes. God transcends the limitations of formal logical definition, our propositions are an expression of real truth, provided that what we state is in itself intelligible and not self-contradictory; and there is nothing unintelligible or contradictory in what Theistic predicate of God. It is true that no single predicate is adequate or exhaustive as a description of His infinite perfection, and that we need to employ a multitude of predicates, as if at first sight infinity could be reached by multiplication. But at the same time we recognize that this is not so—being repugnant to the Divine simplicity—and that while there is no limitation from without, we conceive and define other attributes, as we conceive and define then, express perfections that are formally distinct, yet as applied to God they are all ultimately identical in meaning and describe the same ultimate reality—the one infinitely perfect and simple being.

(4) Divine Personality.—When we say that God is a personal being we mean that He is intelligent and free and distinct from the created universe. Personality as such expresses perfection, and if human personality as such connotes imperfection, it must be remembered that, as in the case of similar predicates, this connotation is excluded when we ascribe them to God. It is principally by way of opposition to Pantheism that Divine personality is emphasized by the Theistic philosopher. Human personality, as we know it, is one of the primary data of consciousness, and it is one of those created perfections which must be realised formally (although only analogically) in the First Cause. But Pantheism would require us to deny the reality of any such perfection, whether in creatures or in the Creator, and this is one of the fundamental objections to any form of Pantheistic teaching. Regarding the mystery of the Trinity or three Divine Persons in God, which can be known only through revelation, it is enough to say here that properly understood the mystery contains no contradiction, but on the contrary adds much that is helpful to our inadequate knowledge of the infinite.

C. Relation of God to the Universe.—(1) Essential Dependence of the Universe on God; Creation and Conservation.—In developing the argument of the First Cause we have seen that the world is essentially dependent on God, and this dependence implies in the first place that God is the Creator of the world—the producer of its whole being or substance—and in the next place, supposing its production, that its continuance in being rests on the Creator’s sustaining power. Creation (q. v.) means the total production of a being out of nothing, i. e. the bringing of a being into existence to replace absolute nonexistence, and the relation of Creator is the only conceivable relation in which the Infinite can stand to the finite. Pantheistic theories, which would represent the varieties of being in the universe as so many determinations of the Being or of aspects of the one and the same eternal reality—Substance according to Spinoza, Pure Ego according to Fichte, the Absolute according to Schelling, the Pure Idea or Logical Concept according to Hegel—unhappily bristle with contradictions, and involve, as has been stated already, a denial of the distinction between the finite and the infinite. And the relation of Creator to created remains the same even though the possibility of eternal creation, in the sense already explained (see above, A. 1.), be admitted; it is impossible to fix a time at which production may not already have taken place. For certain knowledge of the fact that created being and time itself, had a definite beginning in the past we can afford to rely on revelation, although, as already stated, science suggests the same fact.
It is also clear that if the universe depends on God for its production it must also depend on Him for its conservation or continuance in being; and this truth will perhaps be best presented by explaining the much-talked-of universe, or the manifestation of Divine providence as one of God's great works and counterbalanced by the equally important principle of Divine transcendence.

(2) Divine Immanence and Transcendence.—To Deists (see Deism) is attributed the view—or at least a tendency towards the view—that God, having created the universe, leaves it to pursue its own course according to fixed laws, and ceases, so to speak, to take any further interest in, or responsibility for, what may happen; and Divine immanence is urged, sometimes too strongly, in opposition to this view. God is immanent, or intimately present, in the universe because His power is required at every moment to sustain creatures in being and to concur with them in their activities. Conservation and concursus are, so to speak, continuations of creative activity, and imply an equally intimate relation of God towards creatures, or rather an equally intimate and unceasing dependence of creatures on God. Whatever creatures are, they are by virtue of God's conserving power; whatever they do, they do by virtue of God's concursus. It is not of course denied that creatures are true causes and produce real effects; but they are only secondary causes; their efficiency is always dependent; God is the first Cause is an ever active co-operator in their actions. This is true even of the free acts of an intelligent creature like man; only it should be added in this case that Divine responsibility ceases at the point where sin or moral evil enters in. Since sin as such, however, is an imperfection, no limitation is thus imposed on God's supremacy.

But lest insistence on Divine immanence should degenerate into Pantheism—and there is a tendency in this direction on the part of many modern writers—it is important at the same time to emphasize the truth of God's transcendence, to recall, in other words, what has been stated several times already, that God is one simple and infinitely perfect personal Being whose nature and action in their proper character as Divine infinitely transcend all possible modes of the finite, and cannot, without contradiction, be formally identified with them.

(3) Possibility of the Supernatural.—From a study of nature we have inferred the existence of God and deduced certain fundamental truths regarding His nature and attributes, and His relation to the created universe. And from these it is easy to deduce a further important truth, although the presentation of a philosophy that we may fittingly conclude this section. However wonderful we may consider the universe to be, we recognize that neither in its substance nor in the laws by which its order is maintained, in so far as unaided reason can come to know them, does it exhaust God's infinite power or perfectly reveal His nature. If then it be suggested that, to supplement what philosophy teaches of Himself and His purposes, God may be willing to favour rational creatures with an immediate personal revelation, in which He aids the natural powers of reason by confirming what they already know, and by imparting to them much that they could not otherwise know, it will be seen at once that this suggestion contains no impossibility. All that is required to realize it is that God should be able to communicate directly with the created mind, and that men should be able to recognize with sufficient certainty that the communications and conditions are capable of being fulfilled no Theist can logically deny (see Revelation; Miracles). This being so, it will follow further that knowledge so obtained, being guaranteed by the authority of Him who is infinite Truth, is the most certain and reliable knowledge we can possess; and this is the knowledge we shall freely utilize in the following section of this article.

II. The God of Revelation.—We assume here—what is elsewhere proved by Catholic apologists—that the supernatural revelation of Divine immanence and transcendence is given by God in the Jewish and Christian religions, and guaranteed by such evidence that men are reasonably bound to accept it; and we assume, further, that our authoritative sources for obtaining a knowledge of the contents of this revelation are the inspired Scriptures and the unimpaired but infallible teaching of the Catholic Church. This does not of course mean that reason abdicates its office when authority takes control, for, besides the fact that submission to such authority is eminently rational, there is always an appeal back to reason itself against anything that would be self-contradictory or absurd. As a matter of fact, however, although there is mystery, there is no contradiction in what God has revealed about Himself. On the contrary reason is helped very much, instead of being hindered, in its effort to acquire a worthy knowledge of Him Who is infinite and therefore necessarily mysterious. Whatever immanence relations to creatures; but apart from the mysteries of the Trinity and Incarnation, and the supernatural economy of salvation of which the Incarnation is the centre, there is scarcely an important truth about God and His relation to creatures that could not, absolutely speaking, be absolutely made the subject of this teaching our guide, referring back as occasion may require to Biblical sources. For the discussion of questions that are merely exegetical and critical the reader is referred to the article on God in standard dictionaries or encyclopedias of the Bible.

A. Existence and Knowability of God.—(1) Neither in the Old or New Testament do we find any elaborate argumentation devoted to proving that God exists. This truth is rather taken for granted, as being something, for example, that only the fool will deny in his heart (Ps. xiii. (xiv.); i. 11 (lii.)); and argumentation, when resorted to, is directed chiefly against polytheism and idolatry. But in several passages we have a cursory appeal to some phase of the general cosmological argument: v. g. Ps. xviii (xix.), 1; xciii (xciv.), 5 sqq.; Ps. xii., 26 sqq.; II Mach. vii., 28, etc.; and in some few others—Wis. xiii., 1-9; Rom. i., 18-20—theist, philosophic, and men who reason rightly are held to be inexcusable for failing to recognize and worship the one true God, the Author and Ruler of the universe.

These two latter texts merit more than passing attention. Wis., xiii., 1-9 reads: "But all men are vain, in whom there is not the knowledge of God: and who by these good things that are seen, could not understand him that is, neither by attending to the works have acknowledged who was the workman: but have imagined either the fire, or the wind, or the swift air, or the circle of the stars, or the great water, or the sun and moon, to be the gods that rule the world. With whose beauty, if they were delighted, took them to be gods: let them know how much the Lord of them is more beautiful than they: for the first author of beauty made all those things. Or if they admired their power and effects, let them understand by them, that he that made them, is mightier than they; for by the greatness of the beauty, and the creator of them may be seen, so as to be known thereby. But yet as to these they are less to be blamed. For they perhaps err, seeking God, and desirous to find him. For being conversant among his works, they search: and they are persuaded that the
things are good which are seen. But then again they are not to be pardoned. For if they were able to know so much as to make a judgment of the world: how did they not more easily find out the Lord thereof? Here it is clearly taught (a) by the phenomenon or effect of the things that are may—requires a cause distinct from and greater than itself or any of its elements; (b) that this cause who is God is not unknowable, but is known with certainty not only to exist but to possess in Himself, in a higher degree, whatever beauty, strength, or other perfections are realized in His works; (c) that this divination is obtainable by the right exercise of human reason, without reference to supernatural revelation, and that philosophers, therefore, who are able to interpret the world philosophically, are inexusable for their ignorance of the true God, their failure, it is implied, being due rather to lack of good will than to the incapacity of the human mind.

Substantially the same doctrine is laid down more briefly by St. Paul in Rom., i, 18-20: “For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and injustice of those men that detain the truth of God, because that which is true, is manifest to them. For God hath manifested it to them.” For the invisible things of him, from the creation of the world, are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made; his eternal power also, and divinity: so that they are inexusable. It is to be noted that the pagans, whom St. Paul is addressing, are not speaking are blamed for their ignorance of supernatural revelation and the Mosaic law, but for failing to preserve or for corrupting that knowledge of God and of man’s duty towards him which nature itself ought to have taught them. Indeed it is not pure ignorance as such, but the fault of those who attempt to cover and exclude every type of the pantheistic theory, and nobody will deny that they are in harmony with Scriptural teaching. The doctrine of creation, for example (see Creation), which none is more clearly taught or more frequently emphasized in Sacred Scripture, is radically opposed to Pantheism—creation as the sacred writers understand it being the voluntary act of a free agent bringing creatures into being out of nothingness.

(3) It will be observed that neither the Scriptural texts we have quoted nor the Vatican decrees say that God’s existence can be proved or demonstrated; they merely affirm that it can be known with certainty. Now one may, if one wishes, insist on the distinction between what is knowable and what is demonstrable, but in the present connexion this distinction has little real import. It has never been claimed that God’s existence can be demonstrated, it is conditioned by faith of which it is important in geometry is proved, and most Theists reject every form of the ontological or deductive proof. But if the term proof or demonstration may be, as it often is, applied to a posteriori or inductive inference, by means of which knowledge that is not innate or intuitive is acquired by the exercise of reason, then it cannot fairly be denied that Catholic teaching virtually asserts that God’s existence can be proved. Certain knowledge of God is declared to be attainable “by the light of reason”, i.e. of the reasoning faculty as such, from or through “the things that are made”; and this clearly implies an inferential process such as in other connections may be the proof.

Hence it is fair to conclude that the Vatican Council, following Sacred Scripture, has virtually condemned the Scepticism which rejects the a posteriori proof [see above, A, (1)]. But it did not deal directly with Ontologism, although certain propositions of the Ontologists had already been condemned as unphilosophical (tutti tridoni non posse) by a decree of the Holy Office, 18 Sept., 1861 (Denzinger, 1659 sqq.—old no. 1516), and among the propositions of Rosmini subsequently condemned (14 Dec, 1887) several reassert the ontologist principle (Denzinger, 1911 sq.—old no. 1736). This condemnation by the Holy Office is quite sufficient to discredit Ontologism, regarding which it is enough to say here (a) that, as already observed (I, A), experience contradicts the assumption that the human mind has naturally or necessarily an immediate con-
sciouness or intuition of the Divine, (b) that such a theory obscures, and tends to do away with, the difference, on which St. Paul insists (I Cor. xiii, 12), between our earthly knowledge of God ("through a glass, darkly") and our vision of Him in the blessed in heaven enjoy ("face to face"), and seems irreconcilable with the Catholic doctrine, defined by the Council of Vienne, that, to be capable of the face to face or intuitive vision of God, the human intellect needs to be endowed with a special supernatural light, the lumen infans, and (c) that, so far as it is clearly intelligible, the theory goes dangerously near to Pantheism.

In the decree "Lamentabili" (3 July, 1907) and the Encyclical "Pascendi" (7 Sept., 1907), issued by Pope Pius X, the Catholic position is once more reaffirmed and theological Agnosticism condemned. In bearing on our subject this latest act of Church authority is merely a restatement of the teaching of St. Paul and of the Vatican Council and a reassertion of the principle which has been always maintained, that God must be naturally knowable if faith in Him and His revelation is to be reasonable, and if a divine, and natural, though not yet clearly, the substance of Christianity vanishes into thin air once the astatic principle is adopted, one has only to point the finger at Modernism. Rationalism is a necessary logical basis for revealed religion; and that the natural knowledge of God and natural religion, which Catholic teaching should be possible to each human person. The result of grace, i.e. of a supernatural aid given directly by God Himself, follows from the condemnation by Clement XI of one of the propositions of Quesnel (prop. 41) in which the contrary is asserted (Densinger, 1901—old no. 1256).

3. THE DIVINE NATURE AND ATTRIBUTES.—(1) As we have already seen, reason teaches that God is one simple and infinitely perfect spiritual substance or nature, and Sacred Scripture and the Church teach the same. The creeds, for example, usually begin with a profession of faith in the one true God, Who is the Creator and Lord of heaven and earth, and is also, in the words of the Vatican Council, "omnipotent, eternal, immense, incomprehensible, infinite in intellect and will and in every perfection" (Sess. III, cap. 1, De Doce, in Densinger, "Enchiridion", 1762—old no. 1631). The best way in which we can describe the Divine nature is to think of it as the infinitely perfect Being; but we must always remember that even itself, the most abstract and universal term we possess, is predicated of God and of creatures not univocally or identically, but only analogically. But other predicates, which, as applied to creatures, express certain specific determinations of being, are also used of God—analagically, if in themselves they express pure or unmixed perfection, but only metaphorically if they necessarily connote imperfection. Now of such predicates as applied to creatures we distinguish between those that are used in the concrete to denote beings, more or less determinate (v.g., substance, spirit, etc.), and those that are used in the abstract or adjectively to denote determinations, or qualities, or attributes of being (v.g., good, goodness; intelligent, intelligence; etc.) and we find it useful to transfer this distinction to God, and to speak of the Divine nature or essence and Divine attributes, being careful at the same time, by insisting on Divine simplicity (see above I.), to avoid error or contradiction in its application. For, as applied to God, the distinction between nature and attributes, and between the attributes themselves, is merely logical and not real. The finite mind is not capable of comprehending the infinite so as adequately to discern its essence by any single concept or term; but while using a multitude of terms, all of which are analogically true, we do not mean to imply that there is any kind of composition in God. Thus, as applied to creatures, goodness and justice, for example, are distinct from each other and from the nature or substance of the beings in whom they are found, and if finite limitations compel us to speak of such perfections in God as if they were contained in other concepts, or were ready, when needed, to explain, that this is not really so, but that all Divine attributes are really identical with one another and with the Divine essence.

(2) The Divine attributes or perfections which may thus logically be distinguished are very numerous, and I would not be a realist to say that they are all known; but if I am, then there is no rigid agreement as to the number of classification of such attributes. As good is a classification in itself any other, but that based on the analogy of entitative and operative perfections in creatures—the former qualifying nature or essence as such and abstracting from activity, the latter referring especially to the activity of the nature in question. Another distinction is often made between physical, moral, and religious attributes. The former are in themselves abstracting from, while the latter directs the perfection, moral. But without labelling with the question of classification, it will suffice to notice separately those attributes of leading importance that have not been already explained. Nothing need be added to what has been said about the attributes of eternity, immortality, and simplicity (which belong to the entitative class); but eternity, immortality, and immutability (also of the entitative class), together with the active attributes, whether physical or moral, connected with the Divine intellect and will, call for some explanation here.

(a) Eternity.—By God is eternal we mean that in essence, life, and action He is altogether beyond temporal limits and relations. He has neither beginning, nor end, nor duration by way of sequence or succession of moments. There is no past or future for God—but only an eternal present. If we say that He was or that He acted, or that He will be or will act, we mean in strictness that He is or that He acts; and this truth is well expressed by Christ when He says (John, viii, 58—A.V.): "Before Abraham was, I am." Eternity, therefore, as a predicate of God, does not mean indefinite duration in time—a meaning in which the term is often used of other things. For us, if it means the total exclusion of the finiteness which time implies. We are obliged to use negative language in describing it, but in itself eternity is a positive perfection, and as such may be best defined in the words of Boethius as being "interminabilis vitae tota simul et perpetua possessio," i.e. per se, in all eternity and perfection of life without beginning, end, or succession.

The eternity of God is a corollary from His self-existence and infinity. Time being a measure of finite existence, the infinite must transcend it. God, it is true, coexists with time as He coexists with creatures, but He does not exist in time, so as to be subject to temporal relations: His self-existence is timeless. Yet the positive perfection expressed by duration as such, i.e. persistence and permanency of being, belongs to God and is truly predicated of Him, as when He is spoken of, for example, as "Him that is, and that was, and that is to come" (Apoc. 1, 4); but the strictly temporal connotation of such predicates must always be corrected by recalling the true notion of eternity.

(b) Immensity, and Ubiquity, or Omnipresence.—Space, like time, is one of the measures of the finite, and as by the attribute of eternity we describe God's transcendence of all temporal limitations, so by the attribute of immensity we express His transcendental relation to space. There is this difference, however, to be noted between eternity and immensity, that the positive aspect of the latter is more easily realized by
us, and is sometimes spoken of, under the name of omnipresence, or ubiquity, as if it were a distinct attribute. Divine immensity means on the one hand that God is necessarily present everywhere in space as the immensity and sustainer of creatures, and on the other hand that He transcends the limitations of actual and possible space, and cannot be circumscribed or measured or divided by any spatial relations. To say that God is immense is only another way of saying that He is both immanent and transcendent in the sense already explained. Apocryphically and paradoxically He expressed it, "God's centre is everywhere, His circumference nowhere." That God is not subject to spatial limitations follows from His infinite simplicity; and that He is truly present in every place or thing—"that He is omnipresent or ubiquitous—follows from the fact that He is the cause and ground of all reality. According to our finite manner of thinking we conceive this presence of God in things spatial as being primarily a presence of power and operation—immediate Divine efficiency being required to sustain created beings in existence and to enable them to act; but, as every kind of Divine act is really identified with the Divine nature or essence, it follows that God is really present everywhere in creation not merely per virtutem et operationem, but per essentiam. In other words God Himself, or the Divine nature, is in immediate contact with, or immanent in, every creature—conserving it in being and enabling it to act. But if we consider this truth we must, if we would avoid contradiction, reject every form of the pantheistic hypothesis. While emphasizing Divine immanence we must not overlook Divine transcendence. There is no lack of Scriptural or ecclesiastical testimony to Divine immensity and ubiquity. It is enough to refer for example to Heb., i. 3; iv. 12, 13; Acts, xviii, 24, 27, 28; Eph., i. 23; Col., i. 16, 17; Ps. cxxxviii, 7-12; Job, xii, 10, etc.

(c) Immutability.—In God "there is no change, nor shadow of alteration" (James, i. 17); "They [i. e. "the works of thy hands"] shall perish, but thou shalt continue: and they shall all grow old as a garment. And as a vestment shalt thou change them, and they shall be changed: but thou art the same, and thy years shall not fail" (Heb., i. 10-12; Ps. ci, 26-28; Cf. Mal., iii, 6; Heb., xiii, 8). These are some of the Scriptural texts which teach the eternal constancy of Divine immutability, and this attribute is likewise emphasized in church teaching, as by the Council of Nicaea against the Arians, who attributed mutability to the Logos (Denzinger, 54—old No. 18), and by the Vatican Council in the definition quoted above.

That the Divine nature is essentially immutable, or incapable of any internal change, is an obvious corollary from Divine infinity. Changeableness implies the capacity for increase or diminution of perfection, that is, it implies finiteness and imperfection. But God is infinitely perfect and is necessarily what He is. It is true that some attributes by which certain aspects of Divine perfection are described are hypothetical or relative, in the sense that they presuppose the contingent fact of creation: omnipresence, for example, presupposes the actual existence of spatial beings. But it is obvious that the mutability implied in this belongs to creatures, and not to the Creator; and it is a strange confusion of thought that has led some modern Theists—even professing Christians—to maintain that such attributes can be laid aside by God, and that the Logos in becoming incarnate actually did lay them aside, or at least ceased from their active exercise. But as creation itself did not affect the immutability of God, so neither does the incarnation of a Divine Person; whatever change was involved in either case took place solely in the created nature.

(d) The so-called active Divine attributes are best treated in connexion with the Divine Intellect and Will—the principles of Divine operation ad extra—to which they are all ultimately reducible.

(i) Divine Knowledge.—(a) That God is omniscient, or possesses the most perfect knowledge of all things, follows from His infinite perfection, and from the fact that He knows and comprehends Himself fully and adequately, and in the next place He knows all created objects and comprehends their finite and contingent mode of being. Hence He knows them individually or singularly in their finite multiplicity; knows everything possible as an act of knowledge; not only as well as what is good. Everything, in a word, which to our finite minds signifies perfection and completeness of knowledge may be predicated of Divine omniscience, and it is further to be observed that it is on Himself alone that God depends for His knowledge. To make Him in any way dependent on creatures for knowledge of created objects would destroy His infinite perfection and supremacy. Hence it is in His eternal, unchangeable, comprehensive knowledge of Himself or of His own infinite being that God knows creatures and their acts, whether there is question of what is actual or merely possible. Indeed Divine knowledge itself is identical with Divine essence, as are all the attributes and acts of God; but according to our finite modes of thought we feel the need of conceiving them distinctly and of representing the Divine essence as the medium or mirror in which the Divine intellect sees all truth. Moreover, although the act of finite knowledge is identical with the act of finite essence, yet while it requires no further determination—nothing beyond the need of further distinctions—not as regards the knowledge in itself, but as regards the multiplicity of finite objects which it embraces. Hence the universally recognized distinction between the knowledge of vision (scientia visionis) and that of simple intelligence (scientia intellectus) and the fear of confusion or overloading our minds, is regarded in the scientia media. We shall briefly explain this distinction and the chief difficulties involved in this controversy.

(ii) Distinctions in the Divine Knowledge.—In classifying the objects of Divine omniscience the most obvious and fundamental distinction is between things that actually exist at any time, and those that are merely possible. And it is in reference to these two classes of objects that the distinction is made between knowledge of vision and "of simple intelligence"—the former relating to things actual, and the latter to things possible. Simple intelligence at first sight is to be absolutely comprehensive and adequate to the purpose for which we introduce distinctions at all; but some difficulty is felt once the question is raised of God's knowledge of the acts of creatures endowed with free will. That God knows infallibly and from eternity what, for example, a certain man, in the exercise of free will, will do or actually does in any given circumstances, and what he might or would actually have done in different circumstances, is beyond doubt—being a corollary from the eternal actuality of Divine knowledge. So to speak, God has no wait on the contingent, and the famous controversy of the man's free choice to know what the latter's action will be; He knows it from eternity. But the difficulty is: how, from our finite point of view, to interpret and explain the mysterious manner of God's knowledge of such events without at the same time sacrificing the free will of the creature.

The Dominican school has defended the view that the distinction between knowledge of vision and "of simple intelligence" is the only one we need or ought to employ in our effort to conceive and describe Divine omniscience, even in relation to the free acts of intelligent creatures. These acts, if they ever take place, are not known to God as if they were externally actual—and this is admitted by all; otherwise they remain in the category of the merely possible—and this is what the Jesuit school denies, pointing for example to statements such as that of Christ re-
garding the people of Tyre and Sidon, who would have done penance had they received the same graces as the Jews (Matt., xi. 21). This school therefore maintains that as a match to the purely possible we must add another category of objects, viz., hypothetical facts that may never become actual, but would become actual were certain conditions realised. The hypothetical truth of such facts, it is rightly contended, is more than mere possibility, yet less than actuality; and since God knows such facts, he has a moral character in their being true; it is good reason for introducing a distinction to cover them—and this is the *scientia media*. And it is clear that even acts that take place and as such fall finally under the knowledge of vision may be conceived as falling first under the knowledge of simple intelligence and then under the *scientia media*; the progressive formula would be first, it is possible Peter would do so and so; second, Peter would do so and so, given certain conditions; third, Peter will do or does so and so.

Now, were it not for the differences that lie behind, there would probably be no objection raised to *scientia media* moving towards the real problem. Admitting that God knows from eternity the future free acts of creatures, the question is how or in what way He knows them, or rather how we are to conceive and explain by analogy the manner of the divine foreknowledge, which in itself is free and volitional. If it is admitted that God knows them first as objects of the knowledge of simple intelligence; but does he know them as objects of the *scientia media*, i.e., hypothetically and independently of any decree of His will, determining their actuality, or does He know them only in and through such decrees? The Dominican contention is that God's knowledge of future free acts depends on the decrees of His free will which predetermine their actuality by means of the *premoto physica*. God knows, for example, that Peter will do so and so, because He has decreed from eternity so to move Peter's free will that the latter will infallibly, although freely, co-operate with, or consent to, the Divine premotion. In the case of good acts there is a physical and intrinsic connexion between the motion given by God and the consent of Peter's will, while as regards morally bad acts, the immorality as such, with which God and not a positive entity, comes entirely from the created will.

The principal difficulties against this view are that in the first place it seems to do away with human free will, and in the next place to make God responsible for sin. Both consequences of course are denied by the Dominicans, and it is, but, moral and not the mystery which shrouds the subject, it is difficult to see how the denial of free will is not logically involved in the theory of the *premoto physica*, how the will can be said to consent freely to a motion which is conceived as predetermining consent; such explanations as are offered merely amount to the assertion that after all the human will is free. The other difficulty consists in the twofold fact that God is represented as giving the *premoto physica* in the natural order for the act of will by which the sinner embraces evil, and that He withholds the supernatural *premoto* or efficacious grace which is essentially required for the performance of a salutary act. The Jesuit school on the other hand—with whom probably a majority of independent theologians agree—utilising the *scientia media* maintains that we ought to conceive God's knowledge of future free acts not as being dependent and subsequent to the exercise of His will, but in its character as hypothetical knowledge & being therefore independent and antecedent to them. God knows in the *scientia media* what Peter would do if in given circumstances he were to receive a certain aid, and this before any absolute decree to give that aid is supposed. Thus there is no predetermination by the Divine of what the human will freely chooses; it is not because God foreknows (having foredecided) a certain free act that that act takes place, but God foreknows it in the first instance because it is going to take place. He knows it as a hypothetical, objective fact before it becomes an object of the *scientia visionis*—or rather this is how, in order to safeguard human liberty, we must conceive Him as knowing it. It was thus, for example, that Christ knew what would have been the result of His ministering if it is going to take place in Tyre and Sidon. But one must be careful to avoid implying that God's knowledge is in any way dependent on creatures, as if He had, so to speak, to await the actual event in time before knowing infallibly what a free creature may choose to do. From eternity He knows, but does not predetermine the creature's choice. And if it be asked how we can conceive this knowledge to exist antecedently to and independently of some act of the Divine will, on which all things contingent depend, we can only say that the objective truth expressed by the hypothetical facts in question is somehow reflected in the Divine Essence, which is the mirror of all truth, and that in knowing Himself God knows these things also. Whichever way we turn we are bound ultimately to encounter a mystery, and, when there is a question of choosing between a theory which refers the mystery to God Himself and one which only saves the truth of human freedom by an ingenious deviation of the mystery, the theologians not unnaturally prefer the former alternative.

(ii) The Divine Will. —(a) The highest perfections of creatures are reducible to functions of intellect and will, and, as these perfections are realized analogically in God, we naturally pass from considering Divine knowledge or intelligence to the study of Divine volition. The object of intellect as such is the true; the object of will as such, the good. In the case of God it is evident that His own infinite goodness is the primary and necessary object of His will, created goodness being but a secondary and contingent object. This is what the inspired writer means when he says: "The Lord hath made all things for himself" (Prov., xvi, 4). The Divine will of course, like the Divine intellect, is really identical with the Divine Essence, but according to our finite modes of thought we are obliged to speak of them as if they were distinct; and just as the Divine intellect is dependent on created objects for its knowledge of them, neither can the Divine will be so dependent for its volition. Had no creature ever been created God would have been the same self-sufficient being that He is; the Divine will as an appetite faculty being satisfied with the volition of the Divine Essence. This is what the Vatican Council means by speaking of God as "most happy in and by Himself"—not that He does not truly wish and love the goodness of creatures, which is a participation of His own, but that He has no need of creatures and is in no way dependent on them for His bliss.

(2) Hence it follows that God possesses the perfection of free will in an infinitely eminent degree. That is to say, without any change in Himself or in His eternal act of volition, He freely chooses whether or not creatures shall exist and what manner of existence shall be theirs, and this choice or determination is an exercise of that dominion which free will (liberty of indifference) essentially expresses. In itself free will is an absolute and positive perfection, and as such is most fully realized in God. Yet we are obliged to describe Divine liberty as we have done relatively to its effects in creation, and, by way of negation, we must exclude the imperfections which fall to human will in creatures. These imperfections may be reduced to two, viz., potentiality and mutability as opposed to immutable pure act, and the power of choosing what is evil. Only the second need be noticed here.
(γ) When a free creature chooses what is evil, he does not choose it formally as such, but only sub specie boni, i.e., what his will really embraces is some aspect of goodness which he truly or falsely believes to be the opposite of evil. Moral providence intimately consists in choosing some such fancied good which is known more or less clearly to be opposed to the Supreme Good, and it is obvious that only a finite being can be capable of such a choice. God necessarily loves Himself, who is the Supreme Good, and cannot wish anything that would be opposed to Himself. Yet He permits the sins of creatures, and it has always been considered one of the gravest problems of theology to explain why this is so. We cannot enter on the problem here, but must content ourselves with a few brief observations. First, however difficult, or even impossible, may be the problem of moral evil for the theist, it is many times more difficult for every kind of anti-theist. Secondly, so far as we can judge, the possibility of moral deflection seems to be a natural limitation of created free will, and can only be excluded supernaturally; and, even viewing the question from a purely rational standpoint, we are conscious on the whole that, whatever the final solution may be, it is better that God should have created free beings capable of sinning than that He should not have created free beings at all. Few men would resign the faculty of free will just to escape the danger of evil. Thirdly, some possible solution may be present apparent to our limited intelligence, may be expected on mere rational grounds from the infinite wisdom and justice of God, and supernatural revelation, which gives us glimpses of the Divine plan, goes a long way towards supplying a complete answer to the questions that most deeply concern us. The clearly perceived truth to be emphasized here is that sin is hateful to God and essentially opposed to His infinite holiness, and that the willful discord which sin introduces into the harmony of the universe will somehow be set right in the end.

There is no need to delay in discussing mere physical as distinct from moral evil, and it is enough to remark that such evil is not merely permitted, but willed by God, not indeed in its character as evil, but as being, in such a universe as the present, a means towards good and in itself relatively good.

(2) Providence. — Providence is the manifestation of the divine knowledge, so also in the Divine will, and one of these latter is of sufficient importance to deserve a passing notice here. This is the distinction between the antecedent and consequent will, and its principal application is to the question of man's salvation. God, according to St. Paul (I Tim. ii, 4), "will have all men to be saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth," is antecedently to be seen and the preparation and bestowal of the means by which salvation is obtained; while reprobation is the foreknowledge of those who will de facto be damned and the permission of this eventuality by God. In both cases an act of the intellect, infallible foreknowledge, and an act of the will are supposed; but whereas in predestination the antecedent and consequent will is the same, in reprobation God wills consequently what He does not antecedently will at all but only permits, viz., the eternal punishment of the sinner.

Many controversies have arisen on the subject of predestination and reprobation that have entered here. But we shall briefly summarize the leading points on which Catholic theologians have agreed and the points on which they differ.

First, that predestination exists, i.e., that God knows from eternity with infallible certainty who will be saved and who will not, and that the Divine will antecedently decrees the graces by which salvation will be secured, is obvious from reason and is taught by Christ Himself (John, x, 27), and by St. Paul (Rom., viii, 29, 30).

Second, while God has this infallible foreknowledge, we on our part cannot have an absolutely certain assurance that we are among the number of the predestined — unless indeed by means of a special Divine revelation such as we know from experience is rarely, if ever, given. This follows from the Tridentine condemnation of the teaching of the Reformers that we could and ought to believe with the certainty of faith in our own justification and election (Sess. VI, cap. IX, can. xxv).

Third, the principal controverted point regarding predestination between Catholic theologians is concerned with its gratuity, and in order to understand the controversy it is necessary to distinguish between predestination in intention, i.e., as it is a mere act of knowledge and of purpose in the divine mind, and intention, i.e., as it means the actual bestowal of grace and of glory; and also between predestination in the adequate sense, as referring both to grace and to glory, and in the inadequate sense, as referring particularly to one's destination to glory, and abstracting
from the grace by which glory is obtained. Now, (1) speaking of predestination in execution, all Catholic theologians maintain in opposition to Calvinists that it is not entirely gratuitous; and in the case of such predestination as depends partly on the free mercy of God and partly on human co-operation; the actual bestowal of glory is at least partly a reward of true merit. (2) Speaking of predestination in intention and in the adequate sense, Catholic theologians agree that it is gratuitous; so that it is gratuitous in a degree which absolutely cannot be merited by man. (3) But if we speak of predestination in intention and in the inadequate sense, i.e. to glory in abstraction from grace, there is no longer unanimity of opinion. Most Thomists and several other theologians maintain that predestination in this sense is gratuitous, i.e. that God first destined a creature to glory antecedently to any foreseen merits, and consequently upon this decree to give the efficacious grace by which it is obtained. Predestination to grace is the result of an entirely gratuitous predestination to glory, and with this is combined for those not included in the decree of election what is known as a negative reprobation. Other theologians maintain on the contrary that there is no such thing as negative reprobation, and that predestination to glory is not gratuitous but dependent on foreseen merits. The order of dependence, according to these theologians, is the same in predestination in intention as it is in predestination in execution, and already stated; the actual bestowal of glory only follows upon actual merit in the case of adults. These have been the two prevailing opinions followed for the most part in the schools, but a third opinion, which is a somewhat subtle one, has been put forward by certain other theologians, and defended with great skill by so recent an authority as Billot. The gist of this view is that while negative reprobation must be rejected, gratuitous election to glory ante pravissima merita must be retained, and an effort is made to prove that these two may be logically separated, a possibility overlooked by the advocates of the first two opinions. Without entering into details here, it is enough to observe that the success of this subtle expedient is very questionable.

Fourth, as regards reprobation, (1) all Catholic theologians are agreed that God foresees from eternity all the eventual defects in the life of each creature, and that on the decree of His will destining them to eternal damnation is not antecedent to but consequent upon foreknowledge of their sin and their death in the state of sin. The first part of this proposition is a simple corollary from Divine omniscience and supremacy, and the second involves against Jansenistic teaching, according to which God expressly created some to the purpose of punishing them, or at least that subsequently to the fall of Adam, He leaves them in the state of damnation for the sake of exhibiting His wrath. Catholic teaching on this point reveres II Peter iii. 9, according to which God does not wish that any should perish but that all should return to penance, and it is the teaching implied in Christ’s own description of the sentence that is to be pronounced on the damned, condemnation being grounded not on the antecedent will of God, but on the actual demerits of man themselves (e.g. Matt., xxxv. 41). (2) So-called negative reprobation, which is commonly defended by those who maintain election to glory antecedently to foreseen merits, means that simultaneously with the predestination of the elect God either positively excludes the damned from the free decree of election to glory or at least fails to include them; but, without, however, destining them to positive punishment except consequentially on their foreseen demerits. It is this last qualification that distinguishes the doctrine of negative reprobation from Calvinistic and Jansenistic teaching, leaving room, for instance, for a condition of perfect natural happiness for those dying with only original sin on their souls. But, notwithstanding this difference, the doctrine ought to be rejected; for it is opposed to plain to the teaching of St. Paul regarding the universality of God’s will to save all (I Tim., ii. 4), and from a rational point of view it is difficult to reconcile with a worthy concept of Divine justice. A very full bibliography of Theism (especially of modern non-Catholic in Ba) will be found in Vandenhoeck, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicativo. a substantial treatise (Jesuits, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicativo. a substantial treatise (Jesuits, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicativo. a substantial treatise (Jesuits, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicativo. a substantial treatise (Jesuits, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicativo. a substantial treatise (Jesuits, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicativo. a substantial treatise (Jesuits, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicativo. a substantial treatise (Jesuits, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicativo. a substantial treatise (Jesuits, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicativo. a substantial treatise (Jesuits, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicativo. a substantial treatise (Jesuits, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicativo. a substantial treatise (Jesuits, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicativo. a substantial treatise (Jesuits, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicativo. a substantial treatise (Jesuits, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicativo. a substantial treatise (Jesuits, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicativo. a substantial treatise (Jesuits, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicativo. a substantial treatise (Jesuits, Monologium and Proseologium, St. Thomas, Summa Theologiae, i. [ii.], and, C. Gionata, De dogmatico praedicatio
College, Cambridge, and in 1640 he was made a Billingsley scholar. He proceeded B.A. in 1641, but the influence of John Sergeant, with whom he became acquainted during his college days, had induced him to enter the Catholic Church, and in 1642 the two set out for the English College at Lisbon. In due course Godden was ordained, and so distinguished himself by his scholarship and controversial ability that in 1650 we find him lecturing on philosophy in the college. He rapidly ascended the ladder of academic distinction, and after being successively pro- fessor of theology, prefect of studies, and vice-president, succeeded Dr. Clayton as president of the college in 1655. Five years later he was thought worthy of the degree of Doctor of Divinity, and had established so general a reputation for eloquence and piety that he was invited to accept the bishopric of London, an offer he refused. His influence soon began to decline, and he took refuge in Paris. His lodgings in Somerset House were searched and Hill, despite the testimony of witnesses who swore that he was elsewhere at the time of the murder, was convicted and executed at Tyburn, 21 Feb., 1679. Later evidence, tending to show that Godden was in no way connected with Godfrey’s death, altered popular feeling, and in the reign of James II. he returned to his former post as almoner to the queen dowager. From this time until his death he took a prominent part in the religious controversies in England, and in 1686, with Dr. Giffard, defended the doctrine of the Real Presence, before the king, against Dr. William Jane and Dr. Simon Patrick. He was buried under the royal chapel in Somerset House.

Godden’s printed works are for the most part controversial and religious. They include: “Catholicks no or a Full Representation of Dr. Stillingfleet’s Unjust Charge of Idolatry against the Church of Rome” (London, 1671); “A Just Discharge to Dr. Stillingfleet’s Unjust Charge of Idolatry against the Church of Rome.” With a discovery of the vanity of his late defense . . . By way of Dialogue between Eunomius, the Conformist, and Catholicus, a non-conformist (Paris, 1677); “A Sermon of St. Peter, preached before the Queen Dowager . . . on 29 June, 1686” (London, 1686); “A Sermon on the Nativity of Our Lord, preached before the Queen Dowager . . . at Somerset House” (London, 1686). He also left a manuscript treatise on the Oath of Supremacy.


Stanley J. Quinn.

Goddeau, Antoine, bishop, poet, and exegete; b. at Dreux in the Diocese of Chartres, 1605; d. at Venice, 21 April, 1672. His facility in verse-writing early won the interest of a relative in Paris, M. Conrart, at whose house the elect of the literary world gathered to hear the unordained son of the youngest of the last of the exiles. The outcome of these meetings was the foundation of the French Academy, of which Goddeau was one of the first members and the third to whose lot fell to deliver the weekly address to that body. He was induced to settle in Paris, where he soon became a favorite at the Hôtel Rambouillet, rivaling in the fecundity and ingenuity of his verse the most famous writers of his period. At that time to say of any work c’est de Goddeau was to stamp it with the seal of approval and to invite eager andante devote himself to the service of God, and in 1636 was named Bishop of Grasse by Richelieu, to whom he had dedicated his first religious composition, a poetical paraphrase of the Psalm “Benedicite omnia opera Domini.” He proved a model prelate, irreproachable in life, zealous for the interests of his flock, and unwaried in upholding ecclesiastical discipline among his clergy, whom he assembled in synods and admonished in sermons and pastoral letters. By a Bull of Innocent X he was empowered to unite the Dioceses of Grasse and Venice under his administration, but seeing the dissatisfaction of the clergy of the latter diocese, he relinquished the former and established himself at Nice.

But Goddeau by no means gave up his public and literary interests. In 1645 and 1655 he took a prominent part in the General Assembly of the French Clergy, and under the regency of Anne of Austria was deputy from the Estates of Provence. He turned his talent for versifying to good account, his output being a metrical version of the Psalms, poems on St. Paul, the Assumption, St. Eustace, Mary Magdalen, and one of 15,000 lines on the annals of the Church. The monotonous and mechanical arrangement of the poems are relieved at intervals by passages remarkable for thought or expression, among others those lines embodied by Corneille in his “Polyeucte”:

"Leur gloire tombe par terre,
Et comme elle l’éclat du verre,
Elle en a la fragilité.

The Jesuit Father Vassyseau published, in 1647, a satire on Goddeau, “Antonius Goddeus, episcopus Grassensis, an eloqui Aureliani scriptor idoneus idemque utrum poeta;” the verdict of which was echoed by Boileau in a letter to Maurocit.

The fame of Goddeau’s poetical works, however, has been quite overshadowed by that of his historical and technical works. His “Vie de M. de Cordes, conseiller au Châtelet” (1645) and “Éloges historiques des empereurs” (1667).

Among Goddeau’s works of a religious character are: “Prêtres, méditations” (Paris, 1643); “Avis à M. de Paris pour le culte du Saint-Sacrement dans les paroisses et de la façon de le porter aux malades” (1644); “Instructions et ordonnances synodales” (1644); “Vie de Saint Paul Apôtre” (1647); “La vie de saint Augustin” (1652); “La panégyrique de saint
Augustin" (1653); “La vie de saint Charles Borromée” (1657); “L'Eléoge de saint François de Sales” (1663). His chief title to fame, however, rests on his work in Holy Scripture. His paraphrases of the follow ing books appeared in the Proverbs, Galatians, and Ephesians (1632); Thessalonians, Timothy, Titus, and Philemon (1641); Hebrews (1637); the Canonical Epistles (1640), are still recommended as useful, the sense and connexion of ideas being brought out clearly by the insertion of the fewest possible words (Simon in “les principaux commentateurs du N. T.”, c. lviii). His “Version expliquée du Nouveau Testament” (1668) is something between a literal translation and a paraphrase. The greatest of all his works, according to Nicéron, is “La morale chrétienne pour l'instruction des Cures et des Prêtres du diocèse de Venise” (Paris, 1709), intended to combat the Cestius, a model of force, clearness, and revealing a precision rarely to be found in the other writings of the same author. In the Latin translation which appeared at Augsburg in 1774 under the title “Theologia moralis ex purissimis s. Scripturis, in particular from the Paulus derivata, noto theologica illustrata,” the arrangement of the matter is greatly improved.

Although opinions vary as to the importance of Bishop Godeau among his contemporaries, it would seem that too much stress is laid on his achievement as a compiler of the church in all and with his work as a prelate and an exorcist. He was stricken with apoplexy and died in his episcopal city at the age of sixty-seven.

Vie de Godeau in Godeau, Eloges des Eclesies (Mets, 1802); Serrurier, Alphonse, “Vita S. A. Godeau, vesu de Vence” (Venice, 1761); Simion, Histoire critique du Nouveau Testament (1677); Dupin, Bibliothèque éclatique de l'XIe siècle; Mora, Annales de France pour l'usage des étudiants (Paris, 1727-45); Pellemeron, Histoire de l'académie française, I (Paris, 1743), 12.59, 314-396; Racine, Abrégé de l'histoire act. (1749-56), XIII; Schöner in Kirchenlex., s. v.

F. M. Ruger.

Godeberta, Saint, b. about the year 640, at Boves, a few leagues from Amiens, in France; d. about the beginning of the eighth century, at Noyon (Oise), the ancient Noviomagus. She was very carefully educated, her parents being of noble rank and attached to the court of King Clovis II. When the question of her marriage was being discussed in presence of the king, the noble Lady of Noyon, Eligius, as by inspiration, presented Godeberta with a golden ring and expressed the hope that she might devote her life to the service of God. Godeberta, moved by the Holy Spirit and feeling her heart suddenly filled with Divine love, turned away from the bright prospects before her and refrains from the marriage. It was offered that she should lead a nun's life, but with these words ceased; it was further certified that no other case of typhoid occurred. In thanksgiving, a solemn procession took place under the guidance of the bishop, Mgr. Gignoux, a few weeks later, the relics of St. Godeberta being carried triumphantly through the town. A beautiful statue of the saint, in the cathedral of Noyon, which was blessed by Bishop of Noyon on 25 February, 1687, perpetuated the memory of this wonderful event.

Acta SS., April, II, 31-2; Lattinier, Vie de Sainte Godeber te, le prestige et patronne de Noyon (Paris, 1850); De la vie de la bienheureuse vierge sainte Godeberte, patronne et titulaire de la ville de Noyon (Paris, 1630); Guehenno, Les petits Boldendres, IV (Paris, 1860), 335-43; Coblentz, Biographie d’Amiens, II (1870), 550-59.

A. A. MacElrnan.

Godegrand, Saint. See Chrodegang, Saint.

Godelina (Godeliva), Saint, b. at Hondesforte-les-Bouflogne, c. 1049; d. at Ghistes, 7 July, 1070. The hagiography of the three women subjected her self. She had a wonderful faith in the efficacy of that ancient practice of the early Christians—the sign of the cross, and it is recorded, that on one occasion, in 678, during the episcopacy of St. Mommelinus, when the town was threatened with total destruction by fire, she made the sign of the cross over the flames, and the conflagration was forthwith extinguished. The exact year of her death is unknown, but it is said to have occurred on 11 June, on which day her feast is celebrated in the Church. The saint had rested for over 450 years by Bishop Baudoin to the cathedral of Noyon. Providentially her relics have escaped the ravages of time and fire, and the malice of the irreligious. At the period of the Revolution a pious townsmen secretly buried them near the cathedral. When the storms had passed, the people of Noyon, hiding-place and their authenticity being canonically established they were replaced in the church. A bell is still preserved which tradition avers to have been the one actually used by Godeberta in her convent. It is certainly very ancient and there seems no good reason, in particular from an archæological point of view, for doubting the trustworthiness of the legend. In the treasury of the cathedral likewise may be seen a gold ring, said to have been that presented by St. Eligius to the saint. Mention is made in a record of the year 1167 of this relic having been then in the possession of Noyon. Unfortunately the most ancient documents we have giving details of Godeberta's life do not, in all probability, date back beyond the eleventh century, as the oldest "Vita", which, in truth, is rather a panegyric for her feast than a biography, is believed to have been compiled by Rabunus, who became Bishop of Noyon in 1067. In those days, too, the aim of such writers was the edification rather than the instruction of the faithful, so we find in this life the usual wonders related in such pious works of that period with but few historic facts. It is certain, however, that St. Godelina was looked upon as a protector in the time of plagues and catastrophes and we have every reason to hold that this practice was justified by the results that followed her solemn invocation. In 1866 a violent outbreak of typhoid fever occurred in Noyon, decimating the town. On 23 March of that year, one of the leading citizens, whose child had just been cured of typhoid fever by the cure of the church and recalling the favours that had been granted in ages past to the clients of the saint, earnestly asked that the shrine containing her relics should be exposed and a novena of intercession begun. This was done the following day, and through the prayers of the people, the child was cured. Another case of typhoid occurred. In thanksgiving, a solemn procession took place under the guidance of the bishop, Mgr. Gignoux, a few weeks later, the relics of St. Godelina being carried triumphantly through the town. A beautiful statue of the saint, in the cathedral of Noyon, which was blessed by Bishop of Noyon on 25 February, 1687, perpetuated the memory of this wonderful event.

A. A. McElrnan.

Godegrand, Saint. See Chrodegang, Saint.

Godelina (Godeliva), Saint, b. at Hondesforte-les-Bouflogne, c. 1049; d. at Ghistes, 7 July, 1070. The hagiography of the three women subjected her self. She had a wonderful faith in the efficacy of that ancient practice of the early Christians—the sign of the cross, and it is recorded, that on one occasion, in 678, during the episcopacy of St. Mommelinus, when the town was threatened with total destruction by

F. J. Sollner.

Godfrey. See Sponsor.

Godfrey of Bouillon, Duke of Lower Lorraine and first King of Jerusalem, son of Eustache II, Count of Boulogne, and of Ida, daughter of Godfrey the Bearded, Duke of Lower Lorraine; b. at Rouen, 1060; d. at Jerusalem, 13 July, 1100 (according to a thirteenth-century chronicle, he was born at Bayeux, in Brabant; see Hainéré, Mémoires lui à la Sorbonne, Paris, 1868, 213). The history of his early years has been distorted by legend, according to which he slew with his own hand the anti-king Rodolphe at the battle of Moevenbirk (1079); but he remained in Rome after it had been besieged by Henry IV (1084). What appears certain is that he was chosen to succeed his uncle Godfrey the Hunchback, Duke of Lower Lorraine, who was assassinated in 1076. But Henry IV took Lorraine, leaving to Godfrey only the marquisate of Antwerp. As a vassal of the German Empire Godfrey took sides with the army of Henry IV in the War of the Investitures and followed the emperor on his expedition to Italy against Gregory VII (1080-1084). In the interval he was compelled to return in order to defend his possessions which had been attacked by the Counts of Noyon, and about 1089 Henry IV restored to him the legacy of Godfrey the Hunchback by creating him Duke of Lower Lorraine. The new duke's authority was extremely weak when opposed to the feudal power which had developed in the vicinity. At this time the whole north of France was aroused by the letter of Urban II, who besought the nobility of Flanders to go on the Crusade. Godfrey was among the first to take the cross, together with his two brothers, Eustache and Baldwin (1096). To procure resources he sold or pledged many of his estates. Many nobles at once arrayed themselves under his banner, and about 15 August, 1096, he departed at the head of 10,000 knights and 30,000 foot soldiers. His army was composed of Walloons and Flemings. "Born at the frontier of the two nations and himself speaking both languages," he served as the link between them, and by his authority appeased the quarrels provoked by their national self-esteem (Otto von Freisingen, Monumes. Rom, Gesamt, 1864). The crusaders reached the valley of the Danube and in September, 1096, arrived at Tollenburch (Tuln, west of Vienna), on the frontier of Hungary, where they learned of the disaster which had befallen the followers of Peter the Hermit. Before entering Hungary Godfrey negotiated with King Coloman for a passage through his dominions. He himself met the king, who welcomed him warmly, but took Godfrey's brother Baldwin as a hostage, together with his wife. During the march through Hungary (October, 1096) the strictest discipline prevailed among the crusaders, to whom the inhabitants furnished provisions in abundance. After receiving the Cross, the army entered the territory of the Byzantine Empire. At Belgrade Godfrey received a letter from the Emperor Alexius I (Comnenus), promising him assistance if the crusaders would refrain from violence. At Nish and at Sernis (Sofia), they found abundant provisions and presents from the emperor. After a halt of eight days at Philippopolis (26 Nov.-3 Dec.) the army approached Adrianople (8 December) and marched towards the Hellaspopont. Here occurred the first conflict between the crusaders and the imperial government. According to Albert of Aix, Godfrey, learning that the emperor held in captivity Hugh, a prince of France, commanded the latter's freedom; but the emperor's refusal pillaged the neighbourhood of Salabria (Selymbria). As a matter of fact, the French prince was not a prisoner, but Godfrey and his army arrived before Constantinople (23 Dec., 1096) in a hostile

Godet des Marais, Paul, Bishop of Chartres, France; b. at Talty, near Blois, 1647; d. at Chartres, 1709. He studied at Saint-Sulpice, took the doctorate of theology at the Sorbonne, was ordained, and became (1677) superior of the Séminaire des Trente-Trois. Louis XIV nominated him (1690) to the See of Chartres, but owing to difficulties between France and the Holy See the papal confirmation came only on 21 Jan., 1692. As spiritual director of Mme de Maintenon, for whom he wrote "Lettres de direction," Godet used his influence to have Mme Guyon removed from Saint-Cyr. A staunch opponent of Quisistan, he signed with Noailles and Bossuet the famous "Déclaration" condemning Fénélon's "Maximes des saints" (1697), and wrote (1698) several ordonnances, or pastoral letters, against the pseudo-mystical theories of Molinos, Fénélon, and Mme Guyon. He also did much to destroy Jansenism in France, and was one of the commissioners (1705) who commanded obedience to the papal constitution of Clement XI (1705), and severely censured Juénin's "Institutions théologiques" (1708). His zeal and charity, as well as his orthodoxy, were set forth in an epitaph written by his successor, Monseigneur de Marville.
mood, and closely watched by the imperial troops. When faced with the emperor, Godfrey kept away from the imperial palace.

However, during the Christmas festivities, he consented to cross the Golden Horn, and went into camp at Pera (29 Dec.). The chief desire of Alexius was to prevent the junction of Godfrey's army with that of Bohemond, leader of the Normans of Italy; Alexius had learned that Godfrey's men were far from the city, and then to remove his army to Asia. Throughout the winter Godfrey resisted the imperial demands. At last, 2 April, 1097 (the date given by Anna Comnena is 13 January given by Albert of Aix; see Chalandon, "Alexis Comnène", 179), on the approach of the winter, the city decided to surrender, and cut off the supplies of the crusaders. Several combats ensued, and, despite the contrary assertion of Albert of Aix, Godfrey must have been defeated. Anna Comnena states that he then consented to do homage to the emperor, promising to restore him any former imperial possessions which he might wrest from the infidels. Some days later the Lorraine army was conveyed to Pelekan on the Gulf of Nicomedia, and at the end of April all the leaders of the crusade were reunited. Godfrey appears to have acted as peacemaker, and he induced Raymond IV, of St-Gilles, Count of Toulouse, to swear fealty to the emperor. For a time it appeared as though he would be taken an obscure part in the council of leaders. He took part in the siege of Nicaea and the battle of Dorylæum (1 July, 1097).

During the crossing of Asia Minor he was seriously wounded while hunting. At the siege of Antioch he consented to obey the orders of Bohemond, and after the capture of the city he had to give up the castle which his followers had taken (July, 1098). On the way to Jerusalem, while others quarrelled, Godfrey marched towards Edessa, where his brother, Baldwin, had just established himself. He returned from this expedition in October, 1098, and before entering Antioch, with only twelve knights, put to flight one hundred and fifty Turks. According to the tradition repeated by Guibert de Nogent (Gesta, VII, 11), he had, with a stroke of the sword, hewn a Turkish horseman through the middle so that his body fell in two equal halves. The story was retold to Godfrey, and, together with Robert Courte-House, Duke of Normandy, in the council of arbitration assembled to reconcile Bohemond and Raymond of St-Gilles. After 23 November, 1098, a number of the crusaders left Antioch with Raymond, but Godfrey of Bouillon and Robert, Count of Flanders, began their march on Jerusalem at the end of February, 1099. After besieging Gibeil they rejoined the main army before Arka (12 March), were at Tripoli (13 May), Beirut (19 May), Cesarea (30 May), and reached Jerusalem on 7 June.

Godfrey and his army took an active part in the siege of the Holy City. His camp was pitched to the westward. On 15 July, 1099, about nine in the morning, Godfrey and his brother Eustache placed a movable tower against the walls and were the first to enter the city. During the ensuing massacre of Musulmans, Godfrey, thinking only of his vow, stripped himself of his arms, and, barefooted and in his undergarments, made the round of the ramparts, and then went to pray at the Holy Sepulchre. The crusaders were soon intent on providing a king for the new conquest. Several bishops offered the crown to Raymond of St-Gilles, who refused, declaring "that the title of king seemed to him out of place in that city." (Raymond, Historia, VI, 301.) Robert Courte-House was urged declining in like manner. All refused to accept the burden which the new royalty must prove. Finally, Godfrey, being unanimously elected, accepted "for the love of Christ" (22 July). According to the chronicles of those times, he refused to wear the crown "through respect for Him who had been crowned in that place with the Crown of Thorns." Indeed, he seems never to have borne the title of king (which was given only under his successor), and to have been content with that of Duke and Advocate of the Holy Sepulchre.

It may be that he acted in this manner through respect for the clergy, who regarded the new conquest as the property of all Christendom, and some of his contemporaries were severe towards him for this (Bernard de Aguilera, Hist. Occid. Crois. III, 295). Godfrey seems to have always considered himself the protector of the Church. Not only did he make so many donations that William of Tyre despairs of enumerating them, not only did he crown a fourth of Jaffa (in 1099), the city, the district of the city, and the land of the patriarch Daimbert, but he consented, as did Bohemond, to receive investiture from the patriarch (William of Tyre, Historia, IX, XV). Godfrey displayed great energy in meeting the many difficulties which threatened the new State, but he was destined to succumb to sickness. On 12 August, 1099, having rallied the crusading forces, he gained a victory at Ascalon, thus preserving Palestine from the Egyptian invasion.

Assisted by the Frisans, he rebuilt the city of Jaffa, which became a port of arrival for crusaders. He signed a treaty of alliance with the Venetian fleet, which was to escort the crusaders to the Holy Land. He died of the plague at Cesarea, 10 June. After a short stay at the hospital where he had founded at Jaffa, he returned to Jerusalem, where he died on 18 July, having named his brother Baldwin as his successor. He was buried in the church of the Holy Sepulchre.

The tomb of Godfrey was destroyed in 1808, but at that time a large sword, said to have been his, was still shown. Legend soon laid claim to him; in the contemporary accounts of the First Crusade (Gesta Francorum, Raymond de Aguiler, Foucher de Chartres, Anna Comnena, etc.), he is portrayed as the perfect type of a Christian knight. Tall and handsome, with pleasing countenance, and with such courteous a manner "that he seemed more a monk than a knight" (Robert the Monk, Hist. Occid. Crois., III, 731), in the hour of danger he showed admirable courage. As a zealous Christian, he was among the last to take the cross, accomplished his vow without the slightest deviation, and at great personal cost accepted the defence of the new conquest. Such is Godfrey as he appears in actual history. In the chronicle of Albert of Aix (d. 1120, ed. Hist. Occid. Crois., IV), the author already exhibits a tendency to idealize the figure of Godfrey, and to attribute to him, to a certain extent, the direction of the crusade. Albert of Aix and Guibert de Nogent attribute to Godfrey exploits of an epic character (Guibert de Nogent, Gesta, VII, 11). When, in the thirteenth century, Jean d'Belin and Philip of Novara edited the "Assises" of Jerusalem, they referred to Godfrey as a law-making king, and attributed to him a code, the "Letters of the Holy Sepulchre", which never existed. Indeed, at that time, and perhaps even as early as the twelfth century, Godfrey of Bouillon had become, like Roland and Arthur, a hero of the chansons de geste. The troubadours provided him with a mythical origin, making him a descendant of the legendary "Knight of the Swan", whose feats he is made to relate, and, after relating the events of his childhood, continued his adventures to the taking of Jerusalem. Under Philip Augustus, Grisourod of Douai reconstructed the works of a certain Richard le meneur, and composed the Chanson de Roi Raimond, and two different poems of the crusade: (1) "Elloix", ed. Todd (Baltimore, 1880); (2) "Beatrix", ed. Hippeau (Paris, 1888); (3) "Antioche", ed. P. Paris (Paris, 1848); (4) "Jerusalem", ed. Hippeau (Paris, 1893); see L. Gautier, "Bibliographie des chansons de gestes" (Paris, 1897). In the fourteenth century, all these poems were collected.
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under the title of "Roman du chevalier au Cygne" (ed. de Reiffenberg, Brussels, 1846–59).

Godfrey of Fontaines (Godefroid de Fontaines, Doctor Venerandus), a scholastic philosopher and theologian; born near Liège within the first half of the thirteenth century, he became a canon of his native diocese, and also of Paris and Cologne, and was elected, in 1300, to the See of Tournai, which he declined. He taught theology at the University of Paris during the last quarter of the century, was a Master, or doctor, of theology and a member of the Sorbonne, to which he left a valuable collection of MSS. He is the author of a notable collection of disputations, "XIV Quodlibeta", which show him to have been not merely a distinguished theologian and philosopher, but also a canonist, jurist, moralist, and controversialist, who took a prominent part in the various ecclesiastical, trinial, and disciplinary disputes that stirred Paris at that period. In regard to the privileges of the mendicant orders, Godfrey opposed St. Thomas, but for the Angelic Doctor's teaching he professed a sincere admiration. The bold "innovations" of Thomism were just then on their trial; they were condemned by Tempier, Archbishop of Paris (1277), and opposed by Peckham and many others. Godfrey was a staunch supporter of Thomism, yet sufficiently original to differ in many things from the master's views, e. g., the principle of individuation, and the distinction between elementary and material things.

The "XIV Quodlibeta" of Godfrey, extensively studied and multiplied in MS. form in the medieval schools, are at present in course of being published for the first time. A critical edition of the first four of them has already appeared in the series "Les Philos. latines. Textes et Études" (I. i. "Les quatre premiers Quodlibets de Godefroy de Fontaines", by de Wulf and Peizer, Louvain, 1904). The remaining Quodlibeta (V–XIV) will form vols. III and IV of the same series; vol. V is to contain studies on Godfrey by de Wulf, de Munnynck, and Van Roel. Godfrey is one of the great masters of the philosophy scolastique dans les Pays-Bas, etc. (Louvain and Paris, 1893); Turner, History of Philosophy (Boston, 1903).

F. COFFET.

Godfrey of Viterbo, German writer of the twelfth century. Nothing is known as to the place or date of his birth, but he received his education at Bamberg, whither he was taken by Lothair in 1133. At an early age he displayed great activity as one of the clergy at the court of Conrad III and later of Frederick I, accompanying the latter on many of his campaigns, and frequently fulfilling for him diplomatic missions. As a reward for his services at Court, lands were bestowed on him in fief at Viterbo, probably in 1169. During his forty years as notary and chaplain to the Emperor Frederick, he displayed a multifarious activity, with which the prelates and personalities with whom he was particularly attracted towards the youthful Henry VI. He lived much in Italy, spending his last days at Viterbo. The year of his death has not been ascertained. In the politico-ecclesiastical conflicts of his time he sided with the emperor, without, however, declaring himself inimical to the pope. He blames Pope Alexander's predecessor, Hadrian, for the schism, inasmuch as the latter had allied himself with the Greeks and Normans against the emperor.

His works were for the most part composed during journeys. About 1183 he compiled for the use of schools his "Speculum regum", a history of the world beginning with the deluge, intended to reconcile the Romans with the Germans. His metrical account of the achievements of Frederick (the Frideric), extending to 1181, is a separate work, which, though not free from confusion, contains some valuable information. His "Memoria Seculorum" is a history of the world written partly in prose and partly in verse, and was completed in 1185. In the same year he began work on his "Pantheuma", a history of the world which enjoyed an unmerited success and dissemination.

The author, delighting as he does in fables, has gathered much material for the history of folk-lore. His works—some of them only in extracts—are to be found in the "Monumenta Germaniae historica: Scriptores", XI. 7.

ULMANN, Gottfried von Viterbo, dissertation (Gottingen, 1852); WATTENBACH, Deutschlands Geschichtsquellen im M. A. (6th ed., Berlin, 1894), II, 296 sqq. FRANZ KAMPER.

Godines. See WADING, MICHAEL.

Godmother. See Sponsor.

Gordic, the name of two Abbots of Croyland, Godric I, 870–941. He was the successor of the Abbot Theodore, who had been slain by the Danes. The heathen had sacked and destroyed the abbey, despoiling the shrines and scattering the dead. On their return they unanimously elected Godric abbot, in spite of his reluctance. Soon after his election, at the request of the prior of Ancarig, Godric went with his monks to clear away the ruins of Medehamsted Abbey (Peterborough), to bury the corpses of its abbots and eighty monks, whom the Danes had murdered, and to erect a memorial near their grave. Evil times fell on Croyland during his abbacy. Beorred, King of Mercia, under pretext of driving out the Danes, seized the lands and possessions of all the monasteries in his dominions, among which was Croyland. Beorred died in 874, and was succeeded by one of his servants, Ceolwulf, who demanded a thousand pounds from the Abbey of Croyland, and reduced it to such poverty, that the monks were forced to sell nearly all their plate. So poor did the house become that none would join it, and, at Godric's death in 941, only five of its monks remained.

Godric II, 1005–18, was no less unfortunate than his namesake. King Ethelred the Redless first exacted from it large sums of money, and in the fourth year of Godric's rule the Danish jarl, Turkil, arrived with a fleet, demanded a ransom, and ravaged the manors of the abbey. In 1013 the Danish king, Sweyn, devastated the neighbouring country. Croyland, which was luckily isolated by floods, became the refuge of monks, secular priests, and layfolk, whose support was a heavy burden on the resources of the abbey. Sweyn extorted two large ransoms within three months, while the king's officials endeavoured to confiscate its ruin because it supported the Danes. In despair Godric and his monks engaged as protector Leofwin, brother of Leofric, Earl of Leicester, who, in return for a grant of lands, protected them till his death in 1017. The same year the accession of Cnut brought peace to England, and some relief to Croyland. Godric was buried in the chapter-house of his abbey.


Goethals. See HEIN OF GHENT.

Goets, MARIE JOSEPHINE, second superior-general of the Society of the Sacred Heart, daughter of Joseph Goets of Strasbourg and Marie Anne Wagner; b. 7 March, 1817, d. 4 January, 1874; her parents dying
early, her education was left to the care of an aunt who sent her to school at the Convent of the Sacred Heart, Besançon. At first her silent, observant, and distant attitude showed that she felt herself out of tune with her surroundings, but in the second year she threw herself into school life and carried all before her in lessons and play. At the age of seventeen she entered the novitiate of the Sacred Heart at Montet and took her vows on 13 October 1827. In 1829 she was entrusted with the charge of the school at Besançon, which was going through a difficult phase. Her judicious management showed what might be expected of her in the future, and immediately after profession in 1847 she was appointed mistress of novices at Conflans. She continued in this charge, to which she was afterwards promoted on the retirement of the house superior, until 1864, when she was named vicar-general. The failing strength of the foundress made it necessary for her to have some one at hand, to whom she could communicate her views for the future. She found a full understanding of them in Mother Josephine Goetz, who was elected superior-general in 1865 after the death of Blessed Madeleine Sophie Barat.

Mother Goetz governed as superior-general for nine years. Her work was principally one of consolidation and development of what had been established or projected by the foundress. She established a training school at Conflans to prepare the young religious for their duties as teachers, and entrusted to a small committee the revision and adaptation of the curriculum of studies to the growing needs of the order. During the Franco-Prussian war and the time of the siege and Commune in Paris, Reverend Mother Goetz was obliged to withdraw to Laval, that communications with the religious might not be cut off. She employed the enforced leisure of those months in collating and revising the summaries of decrees and decisions of the general congregations of the Society of the Sacred Heart. Reverend Mother Goetz made visitsations of the houses then existing in Europe, as far as time and health permitted—but her strength rapidly failed and she died from a stroke of paralysis, after a few days' illness. The marking features of her personality were breadth of view and rapid intuition that appeared unerring as an instinct, directness of intention and sincerity which lay concealed from the exterior, but astonished by their force when circumstances called for prompt decision and action—and a characteristic grace of humility which seemed to be her distinguishing supernatural gift.

J. STUART.

Goffe (or Gough), Stephen, Oratorian; b. 1605; d. at Paris, Christmas Day, 1681. He was the son of Stephen Goffe, Protestant rector of Stamper in Sussex, and was educated at Merton College, Oxford, becoming M.A. in 1627. He took orders and became chaplain to Colonel Vere's regiment in the Low Countries. Subsequently he was sent to St. Alban's and took his first appointment as one of the chaplains to Charles I, in which capacity he was created D.D. in 1636. He was often employed in secret negotiations in France, Flanders, and Holland. During the Civil War he was arrested and charged with attempting to rescue the king, then a prisoner at Hampton Court. After the execution of the king (whose death-warrant was signed by Stephen's brother William), he went to France, where he became a Catholic. Dodd and other Catholics have disproved the story that the Sorbonne admitted the validity of his Anglican orders. He became a canon on 14 January 1655, and died at Vertus near Paris, where he became superior in 1655. Here he helped English exiles, both Protestant and Catholics, using his influence with Queen Henrietta Maria on their behalf; and on her appointment he acted as tutor to the young Duke of Monmouth. He was a learned man and maintained a correspondence with Vossius and other scholars. Some of his letters were printed by Colomerius in 1690, and others, still in manuscript, are in the British Museum (Addit. MS. 6394).

DODD, Church History (Brussels, 1737-41), III, 305; CLAREN-CHON, History of the Rebellion (1702-94); LINGARD, History of England (London, 1849), I, 171; GREGORY, Mem. of Anglican Orders Discussed (London, 1823); GILLOW, Bibl. Dict. of the Arts and Crafts, s. v.; COOPER in the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, Minutes of Question and Information at a Meeting held at the Office of the Society in London on 16 June 1856, referring to a curious Parliamentary libel published in 1648 under the title The Lord George Digby's Cabinet and Dr Goffe's Negotiations.

EDWIN BURTON.

Goffine, or Goffine, Leonard; b. at Cologne, or according to some, at Broich, 6 December, 1648; d. 11 August, 1717. On the age of seventeen he entered the Norbertine Abbey of Steinfeld, in the Eifel district of Germany, and commenced his two years' novitiate in July, 1667. Having made his solemn profession on 16 July, 1669, he was sent for his course of philosophy and theology to the Norbertine college at Cologne. Ordained priest on Ember Saturday before Christmas, 1676, Goffine was sent to Dunwald to assist the priors who were charged with the direction of the parish and the convent of Norbertine canons. In the same capacity he was afterwards sent to Ellten, where there was also a convent of Norbertine nuns. Goffine remained four years in each of these places, and then he was sent to Freiberg, where he entered the office of novices master in the abbey. He was next given charge of the parish of Clarholz, which was incorporated with the Norbertine Abbey of the same name, in the Diocese of Osnabrick, for owing to the dearness of priests due to the Lutheran heresy and the Thirty Years War, abbots were no longer able to have recourse to other dioceses and religious orders to fill the vacancies.

Goffine remained at Clarholz five years (1688-95), and was sent thence to Niederhe, a priory which the Abbey of Steinfeld possessed in the Archdiocese of Trier. He remained in Niederhe but a very short time, being sent in 1695 to assist the clergy of St. Lambert's at Coesfeld, in the Diocese of Munster. He left Coesfeld in 1691, when, at the urgent request of the Archbishop of Trier, he undertook the charge of the parishes, first of Wehr (1691-94), then of Rheinbollen (1694-96), and last of Menden (1696-99). He returned to Niederhe in 1696, until his death in 1719. While parish priest of Oberstein he had also to attend the Catholics living at Weiersbach, in the Diocese of Mayence. The inhabitants of Oberstein were mostly Protestants, and at times Goffine had much annoyance to bear from them. Associated with apostolic ardor, he preached to all men, and, as Dr. Joseph Prickartz, president of the Norbertine college at Cologne, wrote, in a sketch of his life, "Goffine was a truly apostolic pastor, filled with an untiring zeal for souls, who edified everyone by his word and by his example. The purity of his life, the integrity of his morals, the fervour of his sentiments, the pleasing style of his writings, commanded the respect of even the enemies of his religion. From the rudest and most forward of these he had often to endure the bitterest insults, but at these he showed himself the more cheerful, since by them he became the more conformable to those who had the happiness to suffer insults for the name of Jesus." This is a characteristic sketch of the saintly priest, not only during the twenty-three years he worked at Oberstein, but even from the day of his ordination to the priesthood.

In the month of July, 1719, he returned to the Abbey of Steinfeld in order to be present at the feast of St. Norbert (July 11), and to follow the spiritual exercises during the octave. On the Sunday during the octave he preached the panegyric of the holy founder, and on 16 July he celebrated the golden jubilee of his own religious profession.

After the octave he returned to Oberstein, and less than a month later he rendered his well-tried soul to
God. Goffine himself states that he had taken St. Norbert, the founder of his order, as his model, "because St. Norbert cared and worked so much for the salvation of souls." Observing that so many had gone astray through ignorance of Catholic doctrine, he was determined always to be an instructive pastor to all people, both old and young, for whose benefit he wrote and published no fewer than ten books. While he was at Coesfeld he wrote his well-known work, "Handpostille oder Christkatholische Unterrichtungen auf alle Sonn- und Feyer-tagen des ganzen Jahrs" (brief commentaries in quest of answers to the Prophecy of the Mass, principally on the Epistle and Gospel of the day). This book was ready in 1687, and in 1688 it received the imprimatur of the Vicar-General of Münster, and in 1690 the approbation of Rev. William Heimbach, Norbertine prior of Meer, and of Rev. John Dinkeling, Rector of the Jesuit college of Hildebron. The first edition, printed at Mayence in 1690, was soon exhausted, and a second edition was printed at Cologne in 1692. Since then other editions have appeared at short intervals, and it is said that hardly any book, with the exception of the "Imitation of Christ" by Thomas à Kempis, has had as many editions and translations as Goffine's "Handpostille." As far as can be ascertained translations have been made into Moravian, Bohemian, Hungarian, English, French, Italian, and Flemish.

A writer in "Le Magasin Catholique Illustré," says of the worth of this book: "How many souls has this book saved?" Observing from error, during the last two centuries that it has been known in Germany? Here is an instance: Wherever in this classical land of Protestantism this book has become popular, the door was shut to heresy. Goffine's instructions, the like of which we have nothing in France, gives the dogmatic, moral, and liturgical teaching of the Church," etc. As Father Hattler, S.J., writes: "The child reads from it, for father and mother; the bride is presented with it on the day of her wedding; it is given to the emigrant when he leaves his country for the New World." Goffine also published the following books: (1) "Auslegung der Regel des heiligen Augustinus" (Cologne, 1692); (2) "Trostbuch in Tribusalen" (Cologne); (3) "Cibus animae matutinalis," etc. (Cologne, 1705); (4) "Sermons for the whole year," 2 vols. (Nuremberg, 1705); (5) "Erklärung des Katechismus Petri Canisii" (Cologne, 1712); (6) "Die Lehre Christi" (Cologne, 1717); (7) "Die Kindheit des Katechismus" (Cologne, 1717); (8) "Der Wächter des göttlichen Wortes" (Cologne, 1718); (9) "Frages Sacre seu modus explicandi ceremonias per annum" (Frankfort, 1719).

LIEBHARDT. Sibirius Literarius Norbert. (Augsburg, 1771); HATTLER, prof. gen. phil. (Ratisbon, 1811); Magazin Catholique Illustré, 1856. 74-75; BILMICH, Die Prämie. Münchhauk (Sleiwold, 1857); G. GOVARENTE, Dic. Bibl. de l'Ordre de Prémontré, s. v. F. M. GEUdens.

Gog and Magog.—Names, respectively, of a king and of his supposed kingdom, mentioned several times in the passages xxxi and xxxii of the Book of Ezechiel, and once in the Apocalypse (xx, 7). In the first passage of Ezechiel we read the command of Yahweh to the prophet: "Son of man, set thy face against Gog the land of Magog ... and prophesy of him ... Be hold, I come against thee, O Gog, the chief prince of [Rv., Vulg. caput, Sept. 'Pou] Mosoch and Thubal" (xxix). A similar command is found in the opening of chapter xxxii. These two chapters contain repeated reference to Gog and Magog, but they furnish only vague and uncertain indications as to the identity of the ruler or the location of the country.

In chapter xxxviii Gog is represented (verses 5 and 6) as accompanied by his invasion of the land of Israel by the Persians, Ethiopians, and Libyans, Gomer, and . . . the house of Thogorma; and in verse 15 we read: "And thou shalt come out of thy place from the northern parts." From the number and variety of the peoples mentioned in this connection some writers have inferred that the name Gog may be only a generic appellation, or figure, used in Ezechiel to designate the host of the enemies of Yahweh, and in the Apocalypse to denote the multitude of the foes of the Church. Others conjecture that it may be a local title expressing the royal dignity, such, for instance, as the name Pharaoh in Egypt. But it seems more probable that both names are historical; and by some scholars Gog is identified with the Lydian king called by the Greeks Gyges, who reigned in Lydia, on the Assyrian inscriptions. If this be true, Magog should be identified with Lydia. On the other hand, as Mosoch and Thubal were nations belonging to Asia Minor, it would seem from the text of Ezechiel that Magog must be in that part of the world. Finally, others with Josephus identify Magog with S пряssy, but in antiquity this name was used to designate vaguely any northern population.

LEGERNAG. In Vio., Dic. de la Bible, s. v.; VIGNOIH, Manuel Biblique, 10th ed. (Paris, 1896), II, 748; BAYEUX IN HART. Dic. de la Bible, s. v. JAMES F. DRISCOLL.

Golden calf.—An object of worship among the Hebrews, mention of which occurs principally in Ex., xxxii, where the story of the molten calf of Aaron is narrated, and in III Kings, xii (cf. II Par., xi), in connexion with the policy of Jeroboam after the schism of the ten tribes. Various reasons make it probable that the rendering "calf" is not to be taken in a strict sense, for the Hebrew term 309 has a wider significance and it is likely that in the present case it stands for a young bull just arrived at maturity. Waiving all critical discussion as to the sources embodied in Ex., xxxii, the main features of the present narrative are as follows: Becoming impatient at Moses' long delay on the mount, the people ask Aaron to make them a god (προθέμιν) or gods to go before them. He yields to their solicitations, and, making use of the golden earrings of the women and children, he causes a "molten calf" or bull to be fashioned. Shortly after its construction Moses returns, and, moved to wrath and indignation, destroys the idol, reducing it to dust and throwing it into the brook from which the Israelites were made to drink. After a spell the ten tribes, Jeroboam, fearing that the regular pilgrimages of the people of the northern kingdom to Jerusalem would endanger their political allegiance to himself, resorted to the natural expedient of furnishing them with a substitute for the sanctuary of the Temple (III Kings, xii); and he set up an image in Bethel and the other in Dan. As to their construction information is lacking, but it is likely that they were life-sized bull figures constructed after the fashion of the one mentioned above. It seems also probable that they were intended as symbols of Yahweh, for, thus considered, they would be more effective in attracting the pious Israelites who were accustomed to go to Jerusalem.

Most writers have accepted the view of Philo and the early fathers, who regarded the worship of the golden calves as borrowed from the Egyptians, and in favour of this opinion is the fact that both Aaron and his brother Absalom had sojourned in Egypt shortly before constructing their respective idols; this view, however, has its difficulties, among which is the improbability of an Egyptian deity being set up as the god "who brought Israel out of the land of Egypt." Hence some recent scholars are inclined to seek the origin of the Hebrew bull worship among the surrounding peoples of the Israelites as an agricultural people, for whom the bull was naturally an appropriate symbol of strength and vital energy.

KEMPEN IN HART. Dic. de la Bible, s. v.; COLF; GROU, Outlines of Jewish History, 72, 285. JAMES F. DRISCOLL.
Golden Legend. See Jacopo de Voragine.

Golden Number. See Exactus.

Golden Rose, a precious and sacred ornament made of pure gold by skilled artificers, which the popes have worn on their crowns and occasionally upon illustrious churches and sanctuaries as a token of special reverence and devotion, upon Catholic kings or queens, princes or princesses, renowned generals or other distinguished personages, upon governments or cities conspicuous for their Catholic spirit and loyalty to the blessed See, as a mark of esteem and paternal affection. The significations of the rose and Lastare Sunday (fourth of Lent), the day on which it is blessed, so blend that the Sunday is oftentimes called Rose Sunday, and rose-coloured vestments, altar and throne and chapel draperies (signs of hope and joy) are substituted for the penitential purple during the solemn function. The Church on this Sunday bids her children who have been so far engaged in prayer, fasting and other pietistic works, as also in serious meditation upon the malice of sin and the terrible punishment exacted on some who seek up and escape. Calvary shone in the first rays of the Easter sun, the risen Christ, Who brings them redemption, and "Rejoice!". The golden flower and its shining splendour show forth Christ and His Kingly Majesty, Who is heralded by the prophet as the flower of the field and the lily of the valle. In France shone the sweet odour of Christ which should be widely diffused by His faithful followers (Pope Leo XIII, Acta, vol. VI, 104); and the thorns and red tint tell of His Passion according to Isaías (xxiii, 2): "Why then is thy apparel red, and thy garments like theirs that tread in the winepress?"

Among the many mystical significations, as set forth in the papal diplomas accompanying the gift, as also in sermons of the popes in conferring it, the following of Innocent III is worthy of note: As Lastare Sunday, the day set apart for the function, represents love after hate, joy after sorrow, and fullness after hunger, so does the rose designate by its colour, odour, taste, love, joy, and sanctity respectively. Adverting to the spiritual resemblance, he continues that the rose is the flower spoken of by Isaías (xi, 1), "there shall come forth a rod out of the root of Jesse, and a flower shall rise up out of his root". Prior to the pontificate of Innocent IV (1243-1272) it consisted of a simple and single rose made of pure gold and slightly tinted with red. For greater embellishment, yet still retaining the mystical meaning, a ruby placed in the heart of the rose, and afterwards many precious gems set in the petals, were used instead of the red colouring of the gold. Pope Sixtus IV substituted in place of the single rose a thorny branch with leaves and many roses (a half-score and sometimes more), the largest of which sprang from the top of the branch and the smaller ones clustered naturally around it. In the centre of the principal rose was a tiny cup with a perforation through which the blood of the rose, poured the musk and balsam. The whole ornament was of pure gold. The Sixtine design has been maintained; but it has varied as to decoration, size, weight, and value. Originally it was little over six inches in height, and was easily carried in the left hand of the pope, whilst with his right he blessed the multitude through which he passed in procession from the church of Santa Croce in Gerusalemme (in Rome) to the Lateran Palace. Afterwards, and especially when a vase and large pedestal became part of the ornament, it required a robust cleric to carry it, who preceded the papal cross in the procession. The rose as an ornament on the pontifical tiara was in the time of Pius IX, towards emperor, by Innocent XI, weighed twenty pounds of gold. In height it was almost eighteen inches, and in form a bouquet; from the stem sprang three different branches which after many natural windings came together at the top, and supported the largest and principal rose in the midst of a beautiful cluster of leaves. The vase whence rises the shapely and elegant flower, as also the pedestal supporting the whole, is varied as to colour and design. In the beginning they were made of gold; but afterward of silver heavily gilt with gold. The pedestal was either triangular, quadrangular, or octagonal, and was richly ornamented with various decorations and basoreliëfos. In addition to the customary inscription, the coat of arms of the Pope who had the ornament made, and that of him who blessed and conferred it, were engraved on the pedestal. Their value varied according to the munificence of the pontiffs or the economic circumstances of the times. Father Baldasari, S.J. (De Rosa Mediana, p. 190) says that the rose conferred about the year 1630 cost five hundred dollars. The two roses sent by Alexander VII were valued at eight and twelve hundred dollars respectively. Clement IX sent the Queen of France one costing twelve hundred dollars, the gold alone used weighing eight pounds. The workmanship on this rose was exceedingly fine, for which the recipient paid for it 2,700 dollars. Innocent IX carved eight and one-half pounds of gold to be formed into a rose, which was further embellished with many sapphires, costing in all fourteen hundred dollars. In the nineteenth century not a few of the roses cost two thousand dollars and more. The skill and workmanship of the papal artificers are something truly wondrous.

The custom of giving the rose supplanted the ancient practice of sending to Catholic rulers the Golden Keys from St. Peter's Confessional, a custom introduced either by St. Gregory II (716) or St. Gregory III (740). A certain analogy exists between the rose and the keys, inasmuch as both are of pure gold blessed and bestowed by the Vicar of Christ upon illustrious children of the Church, and further, both partake somewhat of the nature of a reliquary—the rose containing musk and balsam, the keys filings from the Chair of St. Peter.

The exact date of the institution of the rose is unknown. According to some it is anterior to Charlemagne (742-814), according to others it had its origin at the end of the twelfth century. It is certain, however, that it antedates the year 1050, since Pope Leo IX (1051) speaks of the rose as of an ancient institution. To this day the blessing of the rose is not coeval with its institution. It was introduced to render the ceremony more solemn and induce greater reverence for it on the part of the recipient. According to Cardinal Petra (Comment. in Const. Apostolici, III, 2, col. 1), Pope Innocent IV (1244-1254) was the first to bless it. Innocent III (1258-1216) and Alexander III (1159-81) and Leo IX (1049-55) have each strenuous defenders of their respective claims to the authorship of the ceremony. Of the last it is said that he (A. d. 1051) imposed upon the monastery (nuns) of Bamberg in Franconia, then subject to the pope, the obligation of baptizing each child when he was born, to bless and have the Rose to be blessed and carried by the pope on Lastare Sunday (Theop. Raynald, De rosa mediana a pontifici consecrata, IV, 413). Pope Benedict XIV attests that the ceremony of blessing had its origin in the beginning of the fifteenth or at the end of the fourteenth century. Catalani, papal master of ceremonies, is of opinion that musk and balsam was coeval with the institution, but the blessing with prayers, incense, and holy water had its inception later on, yet earlier than the pontificate of Julius II (1503-13). The pope blesses the rose every year, but it is not always a new and different rose; the old one is used until it has been deprived of musk and balsam. Originally the rose was blessed in the Hall of Vestments (sacristy) in the palace where the pope was; but the solemn Mass and the donation of the rose took
place in the Church of Santa Croce in Gerusalemme (a figure, according to Pope Innocent III, of the heav-

eyly Jerusalem), and this was the practice until the 
pope, kings, and princes were in Avignon, and the blessing was 
followed by a solemn Mass sung either by the pope him-
self or the first cardinal-priest; in the former case the 
rose was placed on a veil of rose-coloured silk richly 
embroidered with gold; in the latter the pope held the 
rose in his hand, unless when he knelt, or at the 
Intrito, Confessor, Eleazign, and the singing of "Laudes-
mus in Domino". Returning processionally to the 
Lateran Palace, he carried the rose in his hand, and 
arriving at the door of the palace, he gave to the Prefect 
of Rome who had led his horse by the bridle and had 
held him to dismount, the rose as a recompense for 
acting and showing kindness, on condition that it was 
given in Rome to no outsider, except the emperor 
and to him only on the day of his coronation. Whilst 
residing at Avignon (1305-1375) the popes, unable to 
make visits to the Roman churches and basilicas, 
performed many of their sacred functions, among them 
the blessing of the rose, in the private chapel of their 
palace (whence the origin of the Cappella Poppificia). 
On their return to Rome they (Sixtus V excepted) 
retained the custom thus begun.

The blessing of the rose now takes place in the Hall 
of Vestmentes (camera dei paramenti) and the solemn 
Mass in the papal chapel, with the rose placed on a 
table with lighted candles, and the pope, vested in alb 
and rose-coloured stole and cope with precious mitre 
on his head, begins the ceremony with the usual ver-
sicles and the following beautiful and expressive 
prayer: "O God by Whose word and power all things 
have been created, by Whose will all things are di-
rected, we humbly beseech Thee Majesty, Who art 
the joy and gladness of all the faithful, that Thou 
wouldst deign in Thy fatherly love to bless and sanctify 
this rose, most delightful in odour and appearance, which 
we this day carry in sign of spiritual joy, in order that 
the people consecrated by Thy rose and delivered 
from the yoke of Babylonian slavery through the favour 
of Thine only-begotten Son, Who is the glory and exulta-
tion of the people ofIsrael and of that Jerusalem which 
is our Heavenly mother, may with sincere hearts show 
forth their joy. Wherefore O Lord, on this day, 
when the Church exults in Thy name and manifests 
her joy by this sign [the rose], confer upon us through 
hers true and perfect joy and accepting her devotion of 
to-day; do Thou remit sin, strengthen faith, increase 
piety, protect her in Thy mercy, drive away all things 
adverse to her and make her ways safe and prosperous, 
so that she may, like the fruit of good works, flourish 
in giving forth the perfume of the ointment of 
that flower sprung from the root of Jesse and which is 
the mystical flower of the field and lily of the valleys, 
and remain happy without end in eternal glory to-
gether with all the saints. The prayer finished, 
the pope puts incense (handed by the cardinal-deacon) 
to the censer and incenses the balsam and then the 
musk, and afterwards pours the balsam and powdered 
musk into the tiny cup in the heart of the principal 
rose. He then incenses the rose and sprinkles it with 
holly water. It is then given to the youngest cleric of 
the Camera, who carries it in front of the pope to 
the chapel, where it is placed on the altar at the foot of 
the cross upon a richly embroidered silk veil, where it 
remains during the Mass sung by the first cardinal-
priest. After the Mass, the rose is carried in proces-
ion before the pope to the sacristy, where it is care-
fully put away in a place set apart for it, until bestowed upon the queen.

The custom initiated at Avignon of conferring the 
rose upon the most deserving prince present at the 
papal court was continued in Rome when the popes 
yielding to tradition. The recipient of the rose 
from the hands of the pope, after the solemn function, 
was accompanied by the College of Cardinals from the 
papal palace to his residence. From the beginning of 
the eighteenth century the rose was sent only to 
quenches, princesses, and eminent noblemen; to em-
iminate princes, and great princes were 
prince was present in Rome on Lentare Sunday, he would be 
with the rose if he were deserving. The office 
of conveying and conferring the rose upon those living 
outside of Rome was given by the pope to ordina-
tion of the legates a latere, nuncios, inter-nuncios, and Apostolic 
legate. In 1895 a new office, called "Bearer of 
the Golden Rose", was instituted, and assigned to a secret 
chamberlain of sword and cloak 
participado.

Among the principal churches to which the rose has 
been presented is St. Peter's in Rome (1305-1306); the 
Latern (four roses—according to some two 
of the four were given to the basilica proper and two to 
the chapel called Santacita Santoritum); St. Mary Major 
two roses); St. Mary sopra Minerva (one rose), and 
St. Anthony of the Portuguese (one rose). It was 
also presented to the Archicof the Gontalone. 
All these roses have been lost. Among the many 
recipients of the gift, the following are noteworthy: Fal-
cone, Count of Angers, who received it from Urban II 
(1096); Alfonso VII, King of Castile (Eugene III; 
1148); Louis VII of France (Alexander III; 1163); 
Eugene IV; 1435); Henry VI of England (Eugene IV; 
1444); Casimir IV, King of Poland (Nicholas V; 1448); 
Emperor Frederick III and his wife Empress Eleon-
or, who were crowned on Lentare Sunday (1452) and 
received the Golden Rose next day from Nicholas V; 
Charles VII of France (Callistus III; 1457); James III 
of Scotland (Innocent VIII; 1486); Isabella I, Queen of 
Spain (Alexander VI; 1493); Alexander I of Poland 
(Julius II; 1505); Emanuele I of Portugal (Julius II; 
1506); Henry VIII of England, who received one from 
Pope Julius II, one from Leo X, and one from Clement 
VII in year 1534; Frederick, Duke of Mantua (Paul III; 
1537), because of his kindness towards the Fa-
thers of the Council of Trent; Mary, Queen of Eng-
land, daughter of Henry VIII (Paul IV; 1555); Henry 
of Anjou, King of Poland (Clement VIII; 1592); 
Margaret of Austria, Queen of Spain, on the day she 
was married to Philip II; Francesco da Assisi; 
Pope Clement VIII (1598); Henrietta Maria, Queen of 
England, at Amiens (Urban VIII; 1625); Maria 
Austria, Queen of Hungary (Urban VIII; 1630); 
Maria Theresa, Queen of France (1689), for her infan-
t son, the Dauphin, for whom Pope Alexander VII was 
father; Eleonor of Austria, Electress of Saxony (1671); 
Mary Casimir, wife of John III, King of Poland, 
Saviour of Vienna (Innocent XI; 1684); Amelia of 
Brunswick, empress (Innocent XII; 1699); Maria 
Louisa Gabriele of Savoy, Queen of Spain (Clement 
XIV; 1701); Francesco Loreno, Duke of Venice 
(Clement XIII; 1730); Maria Christina, Archduchess of 
Austria (Pius VI; 1776); Maria Theresa, widowed 
Queen of Sardinia (Leo XIII; 1825); Maria Anna, 
Queen of Hungary, afterwards empress (Gregory 
XVI; 1832); Maria II, Queen of Portugal (Gregory 
XVI; 1844); Maria I of Portugal, on the day of her 
baptism (Pius IX, her godfather, 1849); Isabella II of 
Spain (Pius IX; 1866); Maria Christina, Queen Regent 
of Spain (Leo XIII; 1886); Isabella, Princess Imperial 
of Brazil, then Regent of the Empire (Leo XIII; 
1880); Marie Amélie, Queen of Portugal (Leo XIII; 
1892); and, lastly, Marie Henriette, Queen of the Be-
gus (Leo XIII; 1897).
Goldoni, Carlo, dramatist; b. at Venice, 25 Feb., 1707; d. at Paris, 6 Jan., 1793. Goldoni is especially notable for the reform which he wrought in the Italian theatre by substituting for the drama of improvisation (commedia dell' arte) a fully elaborated character play inspired by the works of Molière, and yet replete with a realism due to his own keen observation of contemporary life. The story of his life has been told with much detail in the autobiographical "Mémoires," which he wrote in French in 1787. This work is important also for the account which it gives of the vicissitudes attending his attempts to improve the dramatic repertory of his day, and of his eventual success derived from the composition of his famous "Cafard" dramatised by Paganini in 1781. Born in Venice, he accompanied his father in his peregrinations to various Italian cities, among them Perugia and Rimini, where he practised as a physician. The boy was intended at first for his father's profession, but he early indicated his real tastes by running away from Rimini with a theatrical troupe. Later we find him at Venice studying law, and ere long he is seen occupying at Chigioia the post of assistant to the registrar or clerk of the criminal court. By this time he had begun the composition of plays. He finally took his degree in law and settled in Venice, practising as a lawyer until the continuous and heavy work of his profession became too oppressive for him, and he did not remain at rest long. Associated with the diplomatic service for brief periods, he sojourned in Milan and in Genoa, and then for one reason or another shifted his domicile hither and thither in Northern Italy, making his longest stay in Pisa, where for five years he devoted himself to legal pursuits. In 1748 he received the appointment of dramatic poet to the theatre S. Angelo at Venice, and in the following year betook himself to his native city. In his new position he wrote many comedies which were performed successfully, and in 1752 he accepted a similar appointment in the Venetia Nera at Mestre, by which he provided additional pieces. All the while warfare was being waged against him by the partisans of the inartistic "Commedia dell' arte," and finally, although he had gained the day, he determined from sheer weariness to accept the offer made him in 1761 of the place of poet to the Théatre Italien at Paris. Honourable though his post was, he felt not really happy in it, and when the time of his contract was finished, he meditated an instant return to his native land. This purpose he did not carry out, for an appointment as Italian tutor to the daughters of Louis XV induced him to remain in France. A pension was promised him, but it was revoked by the year 1792. He died the next year on the day before that on which, at the recommendation of Joseph Chénier, the Convention restored his pension.

During his residence in the French capital, Goldoni produced two important comedies in French, the "Enourru bienfaisant" (which he himself translated into Italian), and the "Avare fastueux". Goldoni's dramatic pieces are about 150 in number. They fall readily into three groups: those written entirely in the Venetian dialect, of which there are about eleven; those written partly in dialect, which form the largest part; and those written wholly in purer Italian, of which some are in prose and some in Martellian verse. The earlier among them, the tragedies, tragi-comedies and melodramas are almost negligible; his fame rests on the comedies picturing the customs of his time. Notable among these are "La locandiera" (1751), "Un curio" (1761), "Il baffuto d' Italia" (1764), "Le tegia di caffe", "I Rusteghi", and "Il Burbero benefico" (the Italian form of the play performed at Paris in 1771). These and a few others still live on the Italian stage. His "Lettere," published in a collection at Bologna in 1860, contain interesting matter which does not lead to the information conveyed in the "Mémoires." Two editions went to Venice, 1788—95 in 44 vols., and 1817—22 in 46 vols.

Goldwell, Thomas, Bishop of St. Asaph, the last survivor of the ancient hierarchy of England; b. probably at the family manor of Goldwell, in the parish of Great Chart, near Ashford, Kent, between 1501 and 1515; d. in Rome, 3 April, 1855. He was a member of a Kentish family of ancient lineage, long seated at Goldwell; and was educated at All Souls College, Oxford, where he held the degrees of B.A. in 1534 and B.D. in 1534. While at Oxford he attained more eminence in mathematics, astronomy, and kindred sciences, than in divinity or the humanities, a point worth remembering in view of his future career. He stood out firmly against the innovations in religion brought about by Henry VIII. At an early date he became intimate with Reginald, afterwards Cardinal, Pole, a friendship which proved to be a lasting one, and which had considerable influence on Goldwell's subsequent career. Soon after 1533, when the king had begun his drastic measures of ecclesiastical spoliation, Goldwell became a recusant and joined the monastery of St. Mary's, being included in the same Act of Attainder "for casting off his duty to the King, and submitting to the Bishop of Rome." He reached Rome in 1538, and shortly afterwards he was appointed camerarius of the English Hospital of the Holy Trinity. In 1547 he became a novice in the Theatine House of St. Paul, and in 1548 a lay professed member of the Order, at Naples. On the death of Paul III, Pole, now a cardinal, asked and obtained permission for Goldwell to accompany him to Rome, and thus he was present at the long conclave of 1549—50 in the capacity of Pole's personal attendant. After the election of Julius III, Goldwell returned to San Gregorio, but was later recalled as a Theatine. In 1553, while Edward VI was still reigning, an Act of General Pardon was passed, from which Goldwell had the signal honour of being specially excepted by name, along with Pole and some others. On the accession of Mary I there came an end to Pole's brief spell of prosperity for English Catholics. Pole, now papal legate, returned to England with Goldwell in his train, and the latter was soon nominated to the See of St. Asaph in North Wales (1555). While still only bishop-designate, he was sent to Rome (2 July, 1559) to make a report on the state of religion in England to Paul IV. While at Rome, on this occasion, he was probably consecrated bishop; and he returned to England at the end of the year. In 1556 he assisted at the consecration of Pole to the Archbishrope of Canterbury. He was then for some time actively engaged in the affairs of his Diocese of St. Asaph. He issued numerous injunctions to his clergy, prohibiting married priests from saying Mass, and forbade the use of churches as poor-schools. He revived the pilgrimages to the miraculous well of St. Winefride, at Holywell, and obtained from the pope a renewal of the indulgences for pilgrims to that shrine. He also examined the heretic John Philpot, which fact is chronicled in no friendly way by Foxe ("Actes and Monuments," ed. Townsend, VII, 620). It was about this time proposed, though without his knowledge or consent, to make him ambassador to the court of Rome, and to translate him to the See of Oxford; letters of credence to Paul IV had Goldwell and Pole's name down for the See. Immediately, he received the custody of the temporalities of the See of Oxford. Thomas Wood having received that of St. Asaph four days previously. But the death of Queen Mary on 17 November terminated all these arrangements. Just at this juncture Goldwell was at the deathbed of Cardinal Pole, to whom he gave the last sacraments.

The accession of Elizabeth was, of course, the signal...
for the final attack of Protestantism upon the ancient Faith. Goldwell strenuously resisted as far as in him lay. He was now by no means dishonestly and underhand methods the queen’s party put it out of his power to make his protest in a constitutional manner. It was alleged that, by his nomination to Oxford, he was no longer Bishop of St. Asaph; but that, as he had not done homage to the queen for Oxford, he was no longer bishop at all. It is true (see the Appendix) that he did not receive the summons to Parliament which was undoubtedly his legal due. In May, 1559, however, he was summoned before the queen with the other bishops, and all of them were expelled from their sees for their refusal to take the oath of supremacy. He was ordered to leave the country, for, as he afterwards stated, he was not allowed to perform a bishop’s office, say Mass, or administer the sacraments, as long as he remained in England.

Although the ports were being watched for him, he succeeded in making his escape. It was obviously impossible for him to have carried off the register and records of his see under such circumstances. This charge, however, has been maliciously made against him. He then became an active Catholic exile. He started at once for Rome, but was detained at Louvain by sickness. He refused the offer of an Italian bishopric, preferring to devote himself to his order (the Theatines) and to the causes of England. In 1561 he was made superior of his old convent at Naples, and also warden of the English Hospital at Rome. He was the only English bishop at the Council of Trent, where he was treated with marked respect. He was there engaged in the revision of the Breviary and the Missal; and also urged the council to excommunicate Queen Elizabeth. His mere presence at Trent was a cause of such excessive annoyance to Elizabeth that she wrote the following extraordinary arraignment of falsehood to her German envoy Mundt: “We think that it may be, that Goldwell, a very simple and fond man, having in late students’ time been named to a small bishopric in Wales called St. Asaph, though never thereto admitted, flying out of the realm upon our sister’s death, is gone to Rome as a renegade, and there using the name of a bishop, without order or title, is perhaps gone in the train of some Cardinal to Trent, and so it is written. This speech hath already produced many of a bishop of this land being there.” In 1563 Goldwell was vicar-general to the Archbishop of Milan, St. Charles Borromeo. In 1567 he was made vicar of the cardinal archpriest in the Lateran, and in 1574 the Cardinal Vicar Savelli made him his vicegerent; he thus became, so to speak, the virtual bishop of Rome. In 1582, an English traveller in 1598, said that Goldwell was the only English Catholic in Rome who was courteous to him. In 1580, in spite of his advanced age, he set out for England at the head of the mission which included Campan and Persons, but he was taken ill at Reims and obliged to return to Rome. One of the last acts of his long and strenuous career was to serve on the Congregation for the Revision of the Roman Martyrology, in 1582. On the death of the Bishop of Lincoln, in 1584, Goldwell became the sole survivor of the ancient English hierarchy. He died the next year, and was buried at St. Sylvester’s. A portrait of him exists at the English College, Rome.

Golgotha. See CALVARY, MOUNT

Goliath. See David.

Gómez (or Góma), Francisco López de, b. at Seville, Spain, in 1510; studied at the University of Alcalá, was ordained priest, made a journey to Rome, and upon his return in 1540, entered the service of Hernando Cortés as private and domestic chaplain. He accompanied Cortés on the Algerian expedition, and, after the death of his patron, it is known that he was at Valladolid in 1556 or 1557, after which he is supposed to have retired to his native city of Seville, where he probably died. With the information given him by the conqueror and other persons who had returned from the Indian expeditions (See the Appendix to this volume), he wrote his “Hispania Victorix; First and Second Parts of the General History of the Indies, with the whole discovery and notable things that have happened since they were acquired until the year 1551, with the conquest of Mexico and New Spain.” It was translated into French by Martin Fumée and published at Paris in 1578; Augustin Gravelis translated it into Italian and published it at Venice in 1560; lastly, Juan Bautista de San Antonio Chimalpahin Quanahehuatlan translated it into Mexican. The author relates in the first part, which is dedicated “To Don Carlos, Emperor of Romans, King of Spain, Lord of the Indies and New World”, the whole discovery and conquest of the Antilles, Peru (up to the pacification effected by Gasca), Chile and Central America, also the voyage of Magellan and the discovery of the Philippines. In the second part, told in the tells of the conquest of Mexico, it is dedicated “To the Very Illustrious Lord Don Martin Cortés, Marques de Valmoral.”—the son and heir of the conqueror.

Whether through the desire to aggravate his patron, or through relying on the first-hand information which the latter gave him (it is to be noted that Góma was never in America), or from malice, or for some other reason, Góma fell into serious errors and in many instances sinned gravely against historical truth. It was perhaps for this reason that Prince Philip (afterwards Philip II), in a decree issued at Valladolid, 17 November, 1563, ordered all the papers or works of his which could be found to be gathered in and imposed a penalty of 200,000 maravedis on anyone who should reprint it. This prohibition was removed in 1727 through the efforts of Don Andrés Gonzales Barcia, who included Góma’s work in his collection of early and rare historical works of the reigns of the historians (primitivos de las Indias Occidentales). The “Verdadera historia de la conquista de Nueva España” (True History of the Conquest of New Spain) of Bernal Díaz del Castillo, a companion of Hernando Cortés, was written to refute Góma’s. The book’s style, says Hall, an Englishman running on rapidly and gracefully, all of which has had the effect of attracting readers to the work. Among other works of his which have remained unpublished are “Batallas de mar de nuestros tiempos” (Contemporary Naval Battles) and “Historia de Harrue y Harrudín Barbarroja”.

Biblioteca de autores españoles, XXII; Historiadores de Indias, I (Madrid, 1852); Biblioteca histórica de la Torre, II, Crónica de Góma, I (Mexico, 1870); Don Marcial Enciso, Histo Malpares Americano, XII; Libro, Historia general de México (Mexico, 1902).

Camillus Chivelli.

Gomes De Amorim, Francisco, Portuguese poet, dramatist, and novelist; b. at Avelemor, near Oporto, 13 August, 1827; d. 4 November, 1891. His parents were respectable but so poor that Francisco had to leave school at the age of ten, when he went to Brazil and obtained a situation in a business house. At the same time he found an opportunity to study the manners and dialects of the Indian tribes of the Amazon forest. He returned to Portugal in his twentieth year, and two years later, under the influence of the revolutionary ideas of 1848, he composed the poems, "A liberdade", "A queda da Hungria", and "Garibaldi". Sympathizing as he did with the principles
of romanticism, he, like so many other young writers, fell under the spell of Almeida Garrett, and, to help him to carry out his plan of establishing a school of romanticism in Portugal, he began to write stories and poems. The first, "O filhó" (1852), was performed at Lisbon with signal success. It was followed by a long series of dramas, among which the best known are, "O divão de terra", "Alegreios sociais", "Os filhos de doce", "Figado de tigre", "A prohibição", "A vinha", "A abnegação", and "Os herdeiros do milho". He began to write novels in 1851, in order to make a living, he worked in a hatter's establishment, but in that year he was appointed to a government post, and found leisure to compose his dramas, poems, and romances. In 1859 he was made librarian to the Minister of Marine.

Gondulphus (GONDULPHUS), the name of three saints, of whom one was Bishop of Tongres (Maastricht), the second Bishop of Meta, while the third is known as Gondulphus of Berry. We possess little information concerning any of the three, and the slight idea of each afforded us by the documents of the Middle Ages is reduced to the following.

I. GONDULPHUS OF METZ is the one concerning whom our information is most reliable. His feast is celebrated in September. As he succeeded Angilram, him who caused Paul the Deacon to write the "Liber de episcopis Mettensibus", and who died probably in 791. At the death of Angilram there was a vacancy in the episcopate of Metz, which was terminated by the accession of Gondulphus. The acts of James S. Vincent M. Mettensis" give the date as 781. But, as it is known, on the other hand, that since the time of Bishop Chrodegang episcopal ordination took place on Sunday, the date of the consecration of Bishop Gondulphus must be set down as 28 (? December, 816. The old episcopal catalogue of the church of Metz informs us that Gondulphus occupied the see of this church for six years, eight months, and seven days, and that he died on the 7th of the Ides of September, which would be the sixth of that month, in the year 823. He was buried in the monastery of Gorze, where his relics are still honoured on 6 September. It is impossible to quote in this respect any special patronage, and with regard to his episcopal career, apart from the details furnished here, there exists no information.

II. GONDULPHUS OF TONGRES, or, as he is commonly called, GONDULPHUS OF MAASTRICHT, because his predominant episcopal see was in that city. He was bishopric from Tongres to Maastricht, which thenceforth was the actual residence of the bishops of Tongres. However, the official title of the Bishop of Tongres, "Episcopus Tongorum", was retained until the eleventh century, even when the episcopal see had been transferred from Maastricht to Liège. Bishop Gondulphus is a somewhat enigmatic figure; indeed, one is inclined to question whether he be not identical with Monulpus. But the saints must nevertheless be distinguished. Monulpus may perhaps have followed the see of Tongres until the end of the sixth or the beginning of the seventh century, while at the Council of Paris in 614 the presence is discovered of a Bishop of Maastricht named Betulpus. Gondulphus, then, probably comes between Monulpus and Betulpus, at least, if this Betulpus, at least, if this was the immediate successor of Monulpus on the grounds that the case is analogous to that of the episcopal list of Mainz, where Bertulfus and Crotoldus must be reckoned identical. Furthermore, the episcopal lists of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, whose value is, however, not very great, ignore Betulpus, and make Gondulphus the immediate successor of Monulpus. The biographies of Gondulphus, which are handed down to us from the Middle Ages, are merely an extract from the "Vita Servatii" of the priest Jocundus. They are quite without value and are full of legends. If they are to be believed, Gondulphus endeavoured to rebuild the town of Tongres, which had been destroyed by the barbarian invasions. But heavy opposed his scheme, and miraculously manifested his desire to the saint. Furiou wolves fell upon the pagan colonists of this region, and devoured them before the eyes of the horrified populace. Thus has legend quite obscured the authentic story of St. Gondulphus, the fact of his episcopacy at Maastricht being the only one that is authentic. According to local tradition he occupied the episcopal see for seven years and died about 607. This last statement does not tally with his presence at Paris in 614, if he is to be considered identical with the Betulpus who assisted at that council. In any case he was buried in the nave of the church of St. Servais at Maastricht, which had been magnificently restored by his predecessor, St. Monulpus.

The bodies of Monulpus and Gondulphus were solemnly exhume in 1039 by the Bishops Nithard of Liège and Gérard of Cambrai. An epitaph commemorating this event was afterwards misinterpreted, and gave rise to a legend according to which the two saints arose from their tomb in 1039 in order to assist at the dedication of the church of Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle), and at the conclusion of the ceremony returned to their eternal abode. Some place in the church of St. Monulpus, St. Gondulphus is secondary patron of the city and church of Maastricht. His feast is kept on 16 July. The commemoration of the exhumation of 1039 is celebrated on 10 August.

III. SAINT GONDULPHUS (or Gondon) of Berry, is, according to the能做到enigraphie in which he is comparatively lately treated by a monk of Berry, he was Archbishop of Milan in the seventh century. Not succeeding in appeasing the troubles which had arisen in his church, he resolved to submit to the inevitable, and retired to Berry with a number of his disciples. It is not known, however, that any Archbishop of Milan had to deal with these conditions. It is true that it has been thought that Gondulphus lived at the time of the Milanese schism regarding the affair of the Three Chapters, that he was consecrated in 555, but that he was never received as bishop in his diocese. These are merely hypotheses, and in fact it must be said that the history of the St. Gondulphus who is honoured in Berry is unknown. The atonement of his cult in Berry appears late among the additions to the several Dioceses of France. In it is cited in the Breviary of Bourges in 1262. He is the patron of St.ondon, near Gien. His feast is kept on 17 June.

L. Van der Essen.

Gonet, Jean Baptiste, theologian; b. about 1616 at Bézières, in the province of Languedoc; d. there 24 Jan., 1681. From his early boyhood he was devout and fond of study. He received his primary education in his native place, and there at the age of seventeen entered the Order of St. Dominic. After his religious profession he was sent to the University of Bordeaux, where with unusual ability he devoted himself to the study of philosophy and theology, winning all honours in the customary examinations before advancement. Having received the doctorate, he was appointed to the chair of scholastic theology in the university, in which capacity he did great credit to himself and to his professors and an exceptionally gifted teacher. In 1671 he was elected provincial of his province; on the expiration of his term of office, he resumed the professorship of theology, holding it to 1678, when ill-health obliged him to return to his native place. As a theologian and academic disputant Gonet ranks among the most prominent figures of his time. An ardent defender and exponent of the teaching of St. Thomas and an illustrious representative of Neo-Thomism, he set forth the traditional teaching of his school with astonishing clearness and skill, if with some bitterness against the representatives of different views. He lived at a time when theological discussion was rife, when men, weary of treading beaten paths, had set themselves to constructing systems of their own. His zeal, however, for the integrity of Thomistic teaching, and his bitter aversion from doctrinal novelty sometimes castigated him against the teachings of his masters, led him to adopt opinions on certain questions of theology, especially those dealing with predetermination and reprobation, which were rejected by many learned theologians of his own school. In 1669 he published a work on the morality of human acts, the purpose of which was to guard his father’s teaching against what he called the laxities of the modern casuists, and the rigorism of the Jansenists. In this treatise he defends the probabiliarism of his school, and in the heat of the controversy is unsearing in his denunciations of the doctrine of probabilism. His principal work is the “Cyprius theologorum Thomistarum contra alios eius etiam impurum monum” (16 vols., Bordeaux, 1659-69). From 1669 to 1681 no less than nine editions of this work appeared; the latest is that of Paris, 1875. Shortly before his death he published his "Manule theologorum," which is an abridgment of his larger work. Consult and Échure, Scriptores O. Pr., II, 603; Huter, Nomenclator; Schwane, Dogmengesch. der neueren zeit (Freiburg im Br., 1890), 299, 197, 217, 240, 314, 377, 379.

Joseph Schröder.

Gong: See Altar, sub-title Altar-Bell.

Gonnelieu, Jean de, theologian, ascetical writer; b. at Paris, 28 Feb., 1715. At the age of seventeen he entered the Society of Jesus (4 Oct., 1657). Till the year 1674, when he pronounced his final vows, his services were requisitioned in various capacities, his work as a teacher being particularly efficient and valuable. From this date his abilities were long and actively directed towards the ministry of the pulpits, attracting by the piety and learning of his discourses, and the love of his students. He attained to considerable repute as a sacred orator, the qualifications which he possessed in this way being altogether exceptional and peculiar; he had, particularly, in a marked degree, the faculty of conveying spiritual thoughts of the loftiest and noblest import in a form that was assimilable by the people. His duties, of whatever order, were discharged with thoroughness and a laudable spirit of self-sacrifice; the zeal and earnestness which he always displayed in the cause of religion entitled Gonnelieu to a very high place among the evangelical workers of that time who laboured most to promote the spiritual welfare of men. Towards the latter end of his life he gave himself up almost exclusively to literary activity; and the renown which he acquired in this department was no less deserved than the celebrity with which his preaching was attended. The following is a list of his works: "Exercice de la vie spirituelle" (Paris, 1701); "De la Présence de Dieu qui renferme tous les principes de la vie intérieure" (Paris, 1703, 1709; Marseilles, 1827); "Méthode de bien prier" (Paris, 1710, 1769); "Pratique de la vie intérieure," etc. (Paris, 1710); "Instruction sur la Confession et la Communion" (Paris, 1710); printed with preceding work in Paris edition of 1713; "La Foi, l’Amour de Notre Seigneur Jésus-Christ, la Cène, avec des réflexions" (Paris, 1712); "Nouvelle retraite de huit jours à l’usage des personnes du monde et du clergé" (Paris, 1730).

To the above almost all the bibliographies add another work, of which the full title is "L’Imitation de Jésus-Christ, Traduction nouvelle: Avec une Pratique et une Prière à la fin de chaque Chapitre" (Parle R. P. de Gonnelieu, de la Compagnie de Jésus, Paris and Nancy, 1712); but the great majority of the bibliographies, too, if apparently somewhat arbitrarily, deny that the Traduction (translation), as distinct from the teaching (helps) at the end of each chapter, is by de Gonnelieu. The opinion of the negative critics seems to be based mainly on the statement of Calmet (op. cit. below) that "the translation is by Jean-Baptiste Cusson [printer at Nancy], and the rest by P. Gonnelieu." The most approved form of this theory is that which attributes the rendering, as more precisely by Jean Cusson, printer at Paris and clerk to the parlement, who, in his version published in 1673, had availed himself largely of the celebrated translation by Sacy. Jean-Baptiste Cusson, a man of culture and fine literary sense, after thoroughly revising and improving the work that had issued from the press at Nancy in 1712, became, as a result of the reading of the printer, bursts into a new edition, which was not published in 1870, substantially maintained this view; so also, Barber and Brunet (op. cit. below). The "Journal des Savans" (Aug., 1713), on the other hand, in a reservation made within one year after the publication of the work, while praising the seal and piety of the translator, says expressly that the version is by P. Gonnelieu; and adds that "Sieur Cusson (one time printer to the Journal) has enriched this first edition by many copper-plates." The testimony of the "Mémoires de Trévoux" (see below) for August, 1713, is almost identical with the preceding; and in the same notice it is stated that "the name of P. de Gonnelieu was a préjugé infaillible in favour of the excellence of the work." It is, if it be argued, with those who deny the Gonnelieu authorship of the rendering, that the title of the "Traduction" is misleading, as it not only does not suggest that to the Abbé of Sonnes, in his "Histoire des hommes illustres", written almost fifty years after the appearance of the version, was deceived by the ambiguity, than to assert such error on the part of those who were on terms of intimate relationship with Cusson, the printer, and Gonnelieu, the presumptive author?

P. J. Macauley.

Gonzalo García, Saint. See García, Gonzalo, Saint.

Gonzaga, Ercole (Hercules), cardinal; b. at Mantua, 23 November, 1505; d. 2 March, 1563. He was the son of the Marquesses Francesco, and nephew of Cardinal Sigismondo Gonzaga (1460-1525). He studied philosophy and law at Pavia, and later took up theology. In 1520, or as some say, 1525, his uncle Sigismondo renounced in his favour the See of Mantua; in 1527 his mother Isabella brought him back from Rome the insignia of the cardinalate. Notwithstanding his youth, he showed great zeal for church reform, especially in his own diocese; and in this he received help and encouragement from his friend Cardinal Giberla, Bishop of Verona. His mode of life was stainless and a manuscript work of his, "Vite Christiane institutio," bears witness to his piety. He published a Latin catechism for the use of the priests, and built the diocesan seminary, thus carrying out reforms urged by the Council of Trent, as his friends Contarini, Giberla, Caraffa, and other bishops had done or were doing, even before the council had assembled. His charity was unbounded, and many young men of talent and genius had their university expenses paid by him. The pope employed him on many embassies, e.g. to Charles V in 1530. Because of his prudence and his business-like methods, he was a favourite with the popes, with Charles V. and Ferdinand I, and with the Kings of France, Francis I and Henry II. From 1540 to 1560 he was guardian to the young sons of his brother Federico II who had died, and in their name he governed the Duchy of Mantua. The elder of the boys, Francesco, died in 1550 and was succeeded by his brother Guglielmo. In the concile of 1559 it was thought he would certainly be made pope; but the cardinals would not choose as pope a scion of a ruling house. In 1564 Pius IV named him legate to the Council of Trent, for which he had from the beginning laboured by every means in his command, moral and material. In its early stages, owing to the fact that not a few considered him as a party of Communism under both kinds, he met with many difficulties, and innumerable letters were directed against him. No offer, but the express wish of the pope could have persuaded him to remain at his post, and the energy he displayed was unwearied. He contracted fever at Trent, where he died, attended by Father Laino. His benefactions to the Jesuit college at Mantua and to the Monte di Pietà were very great, and his letters are invaluable to the historian of that period.

Gonzaga, Scipione, cardinal; b. at Mantua, 11 November, 1542; d. at San Martino, 1 January, 1593. He belonged to the family of the Dukes of Sabboneta, passed his youth under the care of Cardinal Ercole (Hercules) Gonzaga, and made rapid progress in Greek and Latin studies. At Bologna, and later at Padua, he studied mathematics and philosophy, and, in the latter city, founded the Accademia degli Eterei, or Academy of the Ethers. Throughout his whole life he patronized literature and men of letters, among the latter being Tasso, who sought his advice concerning his "Gerusalemme Liberata," and Guarino, who dedicated to him his "Pastor Fido." Having finished his theological studies he went to Rome, became consistorial secretary to Pius IV, and was ordained priest. In the early years of the reign of Gregory XIII Gonzaga had a serious lawsuit with the Duke of Mantua over some property, but they were soon reconciled. Through the Guise party, whose cause he had aided, he became Bishop of Mende in France, but Charles, Duke of Guise, pleaded unsuccessfully with Gregory XIII to have him made cardinal. Sixtus V, immediately on his elevation, appointed him Patriarch of Jerusalem, and in 1567, elected the successor of the late Pope Paul IV. The Pope raised him to the cardinalate. Sixtus also made constant use of his services in the execution of his policies, domestic and foreign. Cardinal Gonzaga was a friend of Saint Charles Borromeo and Saint Philip Neri, and his cousin Saint Aloysius Gonzaga owed him the evening of his life. After entering the Society of Jesus. For a time Cardinal Gonzaga was governor of the Marquessate of Monforte in the name of the Marquess Vincenzo. The three books of his "Commentarii," written in polished Latin, are an important source of information for the history of his cardinalate. He was buried in the church of St. Sebastian at Rome. His "Commentarii" were edited at Rome in 1791 by Marotti.

Caldwell, Memorie storiche de' Cardinali (Rome, 1702), 273.

González de Santaella, Thyrisus, theologian and thirteenth general of the Society of Jesus; b. at Arganda, Spain, 18 January, 1624; d. at Rome, 27 October, 1705. He entered the Society of Jesus 3 March, 1643, and taught philosophy and theology at Salamanca from 1653 to 1665 and from 1676 to 1687, the intervening years having been devoted to preaching. When about to set out for Africa to convert the Mussulmans in 1687, he was sent as elector to the thirteenth general congregation, by which he was chosen general, 6 July, 1687. As an ardent adversary of probabilism González had frequently asked his superiors to have some Jesuit write against the doctrine. He himself had composed a work in which he defended probabilism, assigning, however, an exaggerated importance to the subjective estimation of the degree of probability. The general revisors of the Society unanimously rendered an unfavourable opinion on the work, and accordingly, in 1674, Father-General Oliva refused permission for its publication. González received encouragement from Innocent XI, who had become pope in 1676, and by his order the Holy Office issued a decree, in 1680, ordering the superiors of the Society to allow their subjects to defend probabilism, a permission that had never been denied. As general of the Society, González thought himself obliged to fight probabilism to the death. In 1691, he had printed at Dillingen a modified edition of his former work, but, owing to the efforts of his assistants, this book was never published. Innocent XI ordered a new examination of it to be made, and with many corrections it finally appeared, in 1694, under the title "Fundamentum theologicae moralis—De recto usu opinionum probabilium" at Rome (three editions), Antwerp, Dillingen, Paris, Cologne, etc., and again at Antwerp, in 1695. Migne has reproduced it in his "Curiosa Theologiae," XI. Boesveld said that nothing more formidable had ever been written against probabilism, and St. Ignatius Liguori found in it an exaggeration of rigorist tendencies.

We also have from the pen of González some apologetic works: "Selectarum disputationum tumi quattuor" (Salamanca, 1680), in which are found chapters against the Thomists, Jansenius, and some doctors of Louvain; treaties on the Immaculate Conception, and on papal infallibility. These were directed against the Assembly of the Clergy of France in 1682, and printed by order of Innocent XI, was afterwards suppressed by Alexander VIII, who feared new difficulties with the French court. This work appeared, in résumé only, at Barcelona, in 1691.
comp. de fides: Conqu, Apparatus ad theologam christianam (Rome, 1751); II. Fondales societatis Jesu etque de puritatis (Venice, 1769); Döllinger and Reusch, Gesch. der der theologen (Nürnberg, 1855); pp. 130-273; II. 49-219; Hunter, Hinsch, Wissensc, Nationon, Studi religiosi (Paris, 1886); Pauly, Lexicon theologico-morale, II. 220; Reuss, Die strenge Vererbung des Bösen (1885), pp. 106-11; Preussische Jahrbücher (Berlin, 1888), Riss Kranken im Jesuitenvorden; Strasser in Kurhütten; Bibliotek in Kurhütten. For controversies about the decrees of the Council of Trent, see http://www.vatican.va/content/cosimo/jesuit.html. The list of references is too extensive to be included here, but see also Annulo in Analecta Ecl., 1902; Cather in Theol. prakt. Quar. (1905); Franz in Zeitschr f. phil. Theol., 1905; Mandelrot in Renov Thomatis, 1901-2.

J. SALZMANN.

Gonzalo de Berceo, Spanish poet, active between 1220 and 1242. Born in the closing years of the twelfth century, he appears to be the earliest Castilian author known to us by name. He became a priest and passed the whole of his life in or near the monastery of San Millán de la Cogolla. His compositions extend to more than 13,000 verses (Alexandrines), arranged in monohymed quatrains (cuadernas voces), and so far as the true authenticity can be determined, are religious and hagiographical in their nature. They are made up of lives of Spanish saints: "La vida de Santo Domingo de Silos," "La vida de San Millán," "La vida de Santa Oria," and of poems celebrating the Blessed Virgin; "Los Milagros de Nuestra Señora," "Las Milagros de la Santa Señora," and "El milagro de la Virgen"; and of other pius and didactic works: "El sacrificio de la misa," "Los sencillos delicios," and perhaps some hymns. In all these compositions he manifests but little originality, abiding, wherever possible, by Latin sources that were doubtless in the monastic library. His manner and style, however, are decidedly interesting, because they evince his desire to appeal to all the readers of Castile in his time. He writes, as he tells us, in the vernacular, so that he may be read by the common man; and he intentionally adopts the methods of the popular minstrel in order to reach more quickly the popular heart. In spite of his diffuseness, he can interest us to-day, and his quaint humour, heavy though it may be at times, has no little charm. If we are to believe the ascription contained in one of the two manuscripts of the old Spanish poem on Alexander the Great ("Libro de Alexandre") we must credit him with that secular worldliness; but scholars are not too prone to regard the ascription as correct.

Editions of his verse in Sánchez, Colección de poesía castellana anteriores al siglo xvi (Madrid, 1779-98); II. 4. la Biblio- teca de autores españoles, VII; and, for the San Millán in the Bibliotheca de l'École des Hautes Études, fasc. 149, ed. French; Laubert, Grammar and vocabulary of G. de Berceo (Madrid, 1903); Fitzgerald, History of Spanish Literature.

J. D. M. FORD.

Good is one of those primary ideas which cannot be strictly defined. In order to fix its philosophical significance we may begin by observing that the word is employed firstly as an adjective, and secondly as a substantive. The distinction is clear, but scholars are not too prone to regard the ascription as correct.

Editions of his verse in Sánchez, Colección de poesía castellana anteriores al siglo xvi (Madrid, 1779-98); II. la Biblioteca de autores españoles, VII; and, for the San Millán in the Bibliotheca de l'École des Hautes Études, fasc. 149, ed. French; Laubert, Grammar and vocabulary of G. de Berceo (Madrid, 1903); Fitzgerald, History of Spanish Literature.

J. D. M. FORD.
philosophers who have disputed his interpretation. The Supreme Good imports to the intellect the power to perceive, and gives the intelligency. It is, therefore, the source of truth. God, the essential and supreme Good, can impart nothing that is not good. This view leads to the inference that the origin of evil lies beyond the control of God. The theory leans, therefore, to dualism, and its influence may be traced through the early Gnostic and Manichean heresies, and, in a minor degree, in the doctrines of the Priscillianists and Albigenenses.

Aristotle.—Starting from the Platonic definition, good is that which all desire, Aristotle, rejecting the Platonic doctrine of a transcendent world of ideas, held evil and being identical; granting not something added to being, it is being. Everything that is, is good because it is; the quantity, if one may use the word loosely, of being or existence which a thing possesses, is at the same time its stock of goodness. A diminution or an increase of its being is a diminution or increase of its goodness. Being and the good are, then, objectively the same; every being is good, every good is being. Our concepts, being and good, differ formally: the first simply denotes existence; the second, existence as a perfection, or the power of contributing to the perfection of a being. It follows that what is evil is in the state of being at all; on the contrary, the privation of being. Again, while being, viewed as the object of tendency, appetite, or will, gives rise to the concept good, so, when considered as the proper object of the intellect, it is represented under the concept true or truth, and it is the beautiful, inasmuch as the knowledge of it is attended by that particular pleasant sensation which we call aesthetic. As God is the fullness of being, so, therefore, the supreme, infinite Being is also the Supreme Good from which all creatures derive their being and goodness.

Neo-Platonism.—The neo-Platonists perpetuated the Platonic theory, mixed with Aristotelian, Judaic, and other Oriental ideas. Plotinus introduced the doctrine of a triple hypostasis, i.e. the one, the intellence, and the universal soul, above the world of changing being. The good is identical with the one, and is above being, which is multiple. The intelligence is ordained to good; but, inasmuch as it cannot separate in its entirety, it breaks it up into parts, which constitute the essences. These essences by becoming united with a material principle constitute things. The Pseudo-Dionysius propagated the Platonic influence in his work "De Nominibus Divinis", the doctrine of "A", and "ome vonum sibi" or supereminently being—"I am who am"—but in Him the good is anterior to being, and the ineffable name of God is above all His other names. The good is more universal than being, for it embraces the material principle which does not possess any being of its own. The bond which unites beings and essences and the Supreme Being is love, which has for its object the good. The trend of the Pseudo-Dionysius is away from the dualism which admits a principle of evil, but on the other hand, it inclines towards pantheism.

The Fathers.—The Fathers, in general, treated the question of good from the standpoint of hermeneutics rather than from the philosophic. Their chief concern is to affirm that God is the Supreme Good, that He is the creator of all that exists, that creatures derive their goodness from Him, while they are distinct from Him; and that there is no supreme independent principle of good. St. Augustine, however (De Natura Boni), In Lib. X, Xr. 5, 6, 13, a. 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, in great detail. Some of his expressions seem tinged with the Platonic notion that good is antecedent to being; but elsewhere he makes the good and being in God fundamentally identical. Boethius distinguishes a double goodness in things created: first, that which in them is one with their being; second, an accidental goodness added to their nature by God. In God these two elements of good, the essential and the accidental, are one, since there are no accidents in God.

Scholastic Doctrine.—St. Thomas starts from the Aristotelian principle that being and the good are objectively one. Being conceived as desirable is the good. The good differs from the true in this, that, while both are objectively nothing else than being, the difference is being considered as such, not as something else. If the one is, and will, the true is being as the object of the intellect. God, the Supreme Being and the source of all other being, is consequently the Supreme Good, and the goodness of creatures results from the diffusion of His goodness. In a creature, considered as a whole, the distinction between the elements of the goodness which it possesses: (a) Its existence or being, which is the ground of all the other elements. (b) Its powers, activities, and capacities. These are the complement of the first, and they serve it to pursue and appropriate whatever is requisite for and contributory to sustaining its existence, and developing that existence into the fullness of perfection proper to it. (c) Each perfection that is acquired is a further measure of existence for it, hence a good. (d) The totality of these various elements, forming its total good subjectively, that is, its entire being in a state of complete actualization, constitutes the good complete. This is the sense of the axiom: omne ens est bonum sibi (every being is a good unto itself). The privation of any of its powers or due perfections is an evil for it, as, for instance, blindness, the loss of the power of sight, is an evil for an animal. Hence evil is not something positive and does not exist in itself; as the axiom expresses it, mutum in bono fundatur (evil has its base in good).

Let us pass now to good in the relative sense. Every being has a natural tendency to continue and to develop itself. This tendency brings its activities into play; each power has its proper object, and a creature, is, by pushing it to action. The end to which an activity is directed is something that is of a nature to contribute, when obtained, to the well-being or perfection of the subject. For this reason it is needed, pursued, desired, and, because of its desirability, is designated good. For example, the plant for its existence and development requires light, air, heat, moisture, nutrition. It has various organs adapted to appropriate these things, which are good for it, and, when by the exercise of these functions it acquires and appropriates them, it reaches its perfection and runs its course in nature. Now if we look into the cosmos, we perceive the innumerable activities of beings. These are all together in an indescribably complex system of mutual action and interaction, as they obey the laws of their nature. One class contributes to the other in that orderly relationship which constitutes the harmony of the universe. True—to change the metaphor—with our limited powers of observation we are unable to follow the innumerable threads of this mighty network, but we trace them in sufficiently large and varied sweeps to warrant the induction that everything is good for some other thing, that everything has its proper end in the great whole. Omne ens est bonum alior. Since this orderly correlation of things is necessary to them in order that they may obtain from one another the help which they need, it is too good for them. This order is also a good in itself, because it is a created reflection of the unity and harmony of the Divine being and goodness. When we consider the Supreme Being as the efficient cause, conception and directeur of this whole, we arrive at the conception of Divine Providence. And then arises the question, what is the end towards which this Providence directs the universe? The end again is the good, i.e. God Himself. Not indeed that, as in the case of creatures, He may derive any advantage or perfection from the world, but that it, by participating in His
goodness, may manifest it. This manifestation is what we understand by the expression, "giving glory to God." God is the Alpha and the Omega of the good; the source from which it flows, the end to which it returns. "I am the Beginning and I am the End." It must be remembered that, throughout the treatment of this subject, the term good, like all other terms which we predicate of God and of creatures, is used not uniquely but analogically when referred to God. (See Analogy.)

The defined doctrine on the good, ontologically considered, is formulated by the Council of the Vatican (Sess. III, Const. de Fide Catholica, Cap. 1): "This one, only, true God, of His own goodness and almighty power, has the increase of His own happiness within Him to acquire but to manifest His perfection by the blessings which He bestows on creatures, with absolute freedom of counsel created from the beginning of time both the spiritual and the corporeal creature, to wit, the angelic and the mundane; and afterwards the human creature."

In Canon iv we read: "If anyone shall say that finite things, both corporeal and spiritual, or at least spiritual, have emanated from the Divine substance; or that the Divine essence, by the manifestation and evolution of itself, becomes all things; or lastly, that God is universal or indefinite being, which by determining itself constitutes the universal and distinct actuality of persons, species, and individuals, let him be anathema." II. Ethical.—The moral good is not a kind distinct from the good viewed ontologically; it is one form of perfection proper to human life, but, because of its excellence and supreme practical importance, it demands special treatment with reference to its own distinctive character which differentiates it from all other goods and perfections of man. It is again, in Greek philosophy, that we find the principles which have supplied the school with a basis for rational speculations, controlled and supplemented by revelation.

Plato.—The supreme good of man is, as we have seen, the idea good, identical with God. By union with God man attains his highest subjective good, which is happiness. This assimilation is effected by knowledge and love; the means to achieve it is to preserve in the soul a due harmony throughout its various parts and faculties. Further, in the intense desire for the highest faculty. The establishment of this harmony brings man to a participation in the Divine unity; and through this union man attains to happiness, which remains even though he suffers pain and the privation of permissible goods. To regulate our actions harmoniously we stand in need of true knowledge and wisdom. The highest duty of education, therefore, is to obtain wisdom, which leads to God.

Aristotle.—The end of man, his highest subjective good, is happiness or well-being. Happiness is not pleasure; for pleasure is a feeling consequent upon action, while happiness is a state of activity. Happiness consists in perfect action, i.e., the actual exercise by man of his faculties—especially of his highest faculty, the speculative intellect—in perfect correspondence with the norm which his nature itself prescribes. Action may deviate from this norm either by excess or defect. The golden mean is to be preserved, and in this consists virtue. The various faculties, higher and lower, are regulated by their respective virtues to carry on their activities in due order. Pleasure follows action duly performed, even the highest form of activity, i.e., speculative contemplation of truth; but, as has been noted, happiness consists in the very operation itself. A life of happiness cannot be enjoyed unless a man possesses enough goods of the lower orders to relieve him from the toils and the cares of life. Hence happiness is the end of the reach of many. It is to be observed therefore that, while both Plato and Aristotle, as well as the Scholastics, hold that happiness is the end of man, their conception of happiness is quite different from the hedonistic idea of happiness as presented in English utilitarianism. For the utilitarian happiness is the sum total of pleasurable feelings, from whatever source they may be derived. On the other hand, in our sense, happiness—beatitude—is a distinct state or condition of consciousness accompanying and dependent on the realization in conduct of the definite good or excellence of which is objectively fixed and not dependent on our individual preferences. (See Utilitarianism.)

Hedonists.—The supreme good of man according to Aristotle is pleasure or the enjoyment of the moment, and pleasure is essentially gentle motion. Pleasure never can be a good, and the primary form of it is bodily pleasure. But, in order to sec the utmost of pleasure, prudent self-control is necessary; and this is virtue. Epicurus held that pleasure is the chief good; but pleasure is rest, not motion; and the highest form of pleasure is freedom from pain and the absence of all desires or needs that we cannot satisfy. Hence an important means towards happiness is the control of our desires, and the extinction of those that we cannot gratify, which is brought about by virtue. (See Cyrenaic School of Philosophy; Hedonism; Happiness.)

The Stoics.—Everything in the universe is regular by law. Man's highest good, or happiness, is to conform his conduct to universal law, which is Divine in its origin. To pursue this end is virtue. Virtue is to be cultivated in scorn of consequences, whether pleasurable or painful. The Stoic principle, "duty for duty's sake alone", reappears in Kant, with the modification that the norm of right action is not to be regarded as imposed by a Divine will; its original source is the human mind, or the free spirit itself.

St. Thomas.—The radical difference which distinguishes the noblest forms of ancient ethics from Christian ethics is that, whereas the former identifies virtuous life with happiness, that is, with the possession and enjoyment of the highest good, the Christian conception is that a virtuous life, while it is, indeed, the proximate end and good of man, is not, in itself, his ultimate end and supreme good. A life of virtue, the moral good, leads him to the acquisition of an end of virtue or utilitarian perfection, the highest good, the beatitude which, in an imperfect measure attends the virtuous life, may be accompanied with pain, sorrow, and the privation of terrestrial goods; complete happiness (beatitude) is not to be found in earthly existence, but in the life to come, and will consist in union with God, the Supreme Good.

(A) The Proximate End and Good (Bonus Morale).—Like all creatures involved in the cosmic system, man requires and seeks for the conservation and perfection of his being a variety of things and conditions, all of which are, therefore, good for him. A composite being, partly corporeal and partly spiritual, he possesses three sets of tendencies and appetites. Rational, he employs contrivance in order to obtain goods not immediately within his reach. That he may attain the perfection of this highly complex nature, he must observe an order in the pursuit of different kinds of goods, lest the enjoyment of a good of lower value may cause him to lose or forfeit a higher one, in which case the former would be no true benefit to him at all. Besides, with a hierarchy of activities, capacities, and needs, he is a unity, an individual, a person; hence there exists for him a good in which all his other goods focus in harmonious correlation; and they are to be weighed and valued through the medium of this paramount good, not merely in isolated relation to their respective corresponding appetites.

There are, then, several divisions of good: (a) corporeal good is whatever contributes to the perfection of the purely animal nature; (b) spiritual good is that which perfects the spiritual faculty—knowledge, truth; (c)
useful good is that which is desired merely as a means to something else; the delectable or pleasurable good is any good regarded merely in the light of the pleasure it produces. The moral good (bonum honestum) consists in the due ordering of free action or conduct according to the norm of reason, the highest faculty, to which it is to conform. This is the good which determines the true valuation of all other goods sought by the activities which make up conduct. Any lower good acquired through the deprivation of one is not good but a loss (bonae rerum). While all other kinds of good may, in turn, be viewed as means, the moral good is good as an end and is not a mere means to other goods. The pleasurable, though not in the order of things an independent end in itself, may be deliberately chosen as an end of action, or object of pursuit. Now let us apply all this to other ontological being the object of any tendency, man has as many kinds of goods as he has appetites, needs, and faculties. The normal exercise of his powers and the acquisition thereby of any good is followed by satisfaction, which, when it reaches a certain degree of intensity, is the feeling of pleasure. The end we often pursue and sometimes does pursue things not on account of their intrinsic worth, but simply that he may obtain pleasure from them. On the other hand, he may seek a good on account of its intrinsic power to satisfy a need or to contribute to the perfection of his nature in some respect, which can be illustrated in the case of food; for as the old adage has it, “the wise man eats to live, the epicure lives to eat”.

The faculty which is distinctively human is reason; man lives as a man properly speaking, when all his activities are directed by reason according to the law which reason reads in his own nature. This conformity of conduct to reason’s dictates is the highest natural perfection that his activities can possess; it is what is meant by rectitude of conduct, righteousness, or the moral good. “Those actions”, says St. Thomas, “are good which are conformable to reason. Those are bad which are contrary to reason” (I-II. xviii, a. 5).

“The proximate rule of free action is reason, the remote is the eternal law, that is, the Divine Nature” (Ibid., Q. xxi, a. 1; Q. xix, a. 4). The motive impelling us to seek the moral good is not self-interest, but the intrinsic worth of righteousness. Why does a just man pay his debts? Ask him and he will answer, “Because it is right”, in the first instance, “Because it is my duty”. But ask him further: “Why do you fulfill this duty?” He will answer: “Because it is right to do so”. When other goods are pursued in violation of the rational order, action is deprived of its due moral perfection, and, therefore, becomes wrong or bad. It is in this other ontological good. The good which is the object of such an action, although it retains its particular relative goodness with regard to the want which it satisfies, is not a good for the whole personality. For example, if, on a day when flesh meat is forbidden, a man dines on roast-beef, the food is just as good physically as it would be on any other day, but this goodness is outweighed, because his action is a violation of reason which dictates that he ought to obey the command of lawful authority.

While the moral good is fixed by the Author of nature, yet, because man is endowed with free will, the power of electing which good he shall make the goal of action, he can, if he pleases, ignore the dictates of right reason and seek his other goods in a disorderly manner. He may pursue pleasure, riches, fame, or any other desirable end, though his conscience—that is, his reason—tells him that the means which he takes to this end is wrong. It is his own rational nature and deprives himself of his highest perfection. He cannot change the law of things, and this privation of his highest good is the immediate essential punishment incurred by his violation of the moral law. Another punishment is that the loss is attended, generally speaking, by that peculiar painful feeling called remorse; but this effect may cease to be experienced when the moral impulses of reason have been habitually disregarded.

In order that an action may possess in an essential degree—no action is absolutely perfect—its moral perfection, it must be in conformity with the law in three respects: (a) The action, considered under the character by which it ranks as an element of conduct, must be good. The physical act of giving another person money may be either an act of justice, when one pays a debt, or it may be an act of mercy or benevolence, as it is if one gives the money to relieve distress. Both of these actions possess the fundamental element of goodness (bonum ex acto). (b) The motive, if there is a motive beyond the immediate object of the act, must also be good. If one pays a man some money that one owes him with the purpose, indeed, of paying one’s debt, but also with the ulterior purpose of enabling him to carry out a plot to murder one’s enemy, the end is bad, and the action is thereby vitiated. (c) The act, the actus, under the action is illustrated in the case of food; for as the old adage has it, “the wise man eats to live, the epicure lives to eat”.

The Ultimate Good—God—Restitute.—The perfection of life, then, is to realize the moral good. But now arises the question: “Is life its own end?” Or, in other words: “What is the ultimate end appointed for man?” To answer this question we must consider the good first under the aspect of end. “We are not alone act”, says St. Thomas, “for an immediate and direct end, but all our actions are directed to one ultimate end or good, otherwise the entire series would be aimless.” The test by which we may determine whether any object of pursuit is the ultimate end is: “Does it satisfy all desire?” If it does not, it is not adequate to complete man’s perfection and establish him in the possession of his highest good and supreme happiness. Here St. Thomas, following St. Augustine, examines the various objects of human desire—pleasure, riches, power, fame, etc.—and rejects them all as inadequate. What then is the highest good, the ultimate end? St. Thomas appeals to Revelation which teaches that in the life to come the righteous shall possess and enjoy God Himself in endless fruition. The argument is summed up in the well-known words of St. Augustine: “Thou hast made us, O Lord, for Thyself, and our hearts are restless till they rest in Thee.” The moral condition necessary to this future consummation is that our wills be here conformed to the Divine will as expressed in the moral law and in His revealed positive law. Thus the attainment of the proximate good in this life leads to the possession of the Supreme Good in the next. Another condition indispensable is that our actions be vivified by Divine grace (see GRACE). What precisely will be the act by which the soul will apprehend the Sovereign Good is a disputed question among theologians. The Thomist theory is that it will be an act of the intellect, while the Scotist opinion is that it will be an act of the will. However this may be, one thing is dogmatically certain: the soul in this assimilation shall not lose
Good

The highest. — We always act with a view to some good. "The good is the object which all pursue, and for the sake of which they always act," says Plato (Republic, I, vi). His disciple Aristotle repeats the same idea in other words when he declares (Ethics, I, 1) that the good is "that which all aim at". This is a principle in the 17th century, Thoma observing, a postulate. Yet, if appetitiveness does not constitute goodness, still it is our only means of identifying it; in practice, the good is the desirable. But experience soon teaches that all desires cannot be satisfied, that they are conflicting, and that some goods must be foregone in order to obtain those of higher value. The relative value of goods, of classifying them, and of ascertaining which of them must be procured even at the loss of others. The result is the division of goods into two great classes, the physical and the moral, happiness and virtue. Within either class it is comparatively easy to determine the relative goodness of one to another, but it has proved far more difficult to fix the relative excellence of the two classes of virtue and happiness. Still the question is of supreme importance, since in it the reason and final destiny of our life is involved. As Cicero says (De Finibus, v, 6), "Summum autem bonum si ignoratur, vivendi rationem ignorare necesse est." If happiness and virtue are mutually exclusive, we have to choose between the two, and this choice is a momentous one. But their incompatibility may be only on the surface. Indeed the hope is ever recurring that the sovereign good includes both, and that there is some way of reconciling them.

It has been the task of moralists to sift the conditions on which this may be done. (1) Some would reduce virtue to happiness; (2) others teach that happiness is to be found in virtue; (3) but, as both these solutions are ever found to be in contradiction with the facts of life, the consequent vacillations of opinion can be traced throughout the history of philosophy. In the East, they can be reduced to three heads, according as one or the other predominates, or both are made to blend: viz.: (1) Eudemonism or Utilitarianism, when the highest good is identified with happiness; (2) Rational Deontologism, when the highest good is identified with virtue or duty; (3) Rational Eudemonism, or tempered Deontologism, when both virtue and happiness are combined in the highest good.

I. EUDEMONISM. (a) Socrates (460-399 b. c.), the father of systematic Ethics, taught that happiness is the end of man; that it consists, not in external goods—signs of the uncertain favours of fortune, or of the gods (ευτυχία)—but in the renunciation of common delights (εὐπορία). He did not, however, carry this doctrine of moderation to the degree of asceticism, but rather insisted on the cultivation of the mind as being of greater importance. Knowledge is the only virtue, ignorance the only vice. Yet, from the Dialogues of Xenophon, it is seen that he descends to the common morality of Utilitarianism.

(b) This latter phase of Socratic teaching was adopted by Aristotle of Cyrene (435-356 b. c.), who as representative of the Hedonistic School among the ancients, and holding, on the one hand, with Socrates that knowledge is virtue, and, on the other, with Protagoras, that we can know only our sensations, and not that which causes them, concluded that that which produces in us the most pleasant feelings is the highest good. Culture and virtue are desirable only as means to this end. As pleasure is conditioned by organic states, it can be produced only by motion, which, to be pleasant, must be harmonious. According to the Cynic, it is not the mere absence of pain, but a transient emotion which makes man happy and constitutes his highest good.

(c) Aristotle (384-322 b. c.) admits with Socrates and the ancient philosophers generally, that the highest good to be identified with virtue, and in determining in what this highest happiness consists, he agrees with the Cynic, that it is not mere passing enjoyment, but action (λόγος τού ὁρισκ. και ἀρετῆς. Eth. Nic., IX, ix, 5). Still it is not any and every kind of activity that man may find agreeable which constitutes this supreme happiness, but that which is proper to him (οἰκεῖον ὁρισκ. — οἰκεῖα ἀρετή, Ibid., I, vii, 15). This cannot be merely the life which he shares with the plants and animals, or the sensibility, which he enjoys in common with the brutes, but thought, which is the distinctive characteristic of man. Moreover, as it is in the sphere of activity proper that the living being that its peculiar excellence is to be sought, it follows that man's rational activity (γνῶσις ἐνέργεια μεταλέγειω, Ibid., I, vii, 15) is at the same time honourable and virtuous (γνῶσις ἐνέργεια κατ' ἀρετήν, loc. cit.). Since, however, there are several such activities, it must be the noblest and most perfect of these. This is very other than speculation, or that which has to do with the contemplation of "honourable and divine subjects" (καλοί καὶ θειοί, Ibid., X, vii, 10), because this belongs to the noblest faculty and tends to the noblest object; because it is the most continuous the most pleasant, the most self-sufficing (Ibid., I, x, 8),
In thus defining human happiness, Aristotle does not aim at determining which good is absolutely supreme, but only that which relatively is the highest for man in his present condition—the highest attainable in life (ἡ ἑαυτοῦ ἄγονος ἡμών ἐπιπλέον, ibid., I, iv, 16). Though Aristotle thus makes happiness and the highest good to consist in virtuous action, yet he does not exclude pleasure, but holds that pleasure in its keenest form springs from virtue. Pleasure completes an action, is added to it, as "to your own bloom" (ἐπιμέρισμα ἐκ τῆς ἑαυτοῦ, ibid., X, iv, 8). Since therefore, Aristotle places man's highest good in his perfection, which is identical with his happiness and carries with it pleasure, he rightly accounted a Eudaimonist, though of a nobler sort.

(d) Epicurus (circa 340–270 B.C.), whilst accepting in substance the Hedonism of the Cyrenaics, does not address the problem of the highest good in the pleasure of motion (γύρωσις κατὰ σχισματικής), but rather in the pleasure of rest (ἐστάσις κατὰ χωρισματικής), says Cicero (De Finibus, II, v, 3)—that state of deep peace and perfect contentment in which we feel secure against all the storms of life (ἀσφαλεία). The attainment of this is the paramount problem of Epicurus's philosophy, to which his empirical logic (canonics) and his theory of nature (the materialism of Democritus) are merely preliminaries. Thus the whole of his philosophy is constructed with a view to his Ethics, for which he held the way and end of all human endeavor to be the highest good.

In holding that the pleasures of the mind are preferable to voluptuousness, inasmuch as they endure, while those of the senses pass with the moment that gives them birth, he is not consistent, seeing that his materialism reduces all the operations of the mind to mere sensations. Finally, as virtue is according to him the only good, which man can do whatever contributes to his welfare, and makes him avoid the contrary, it cannot be the highest good, but only a means of realizing it. By his materialism Epicurus paved the way for modern Utilitarianism, which has assumed two forms, viz.:

(e) Individual Utilitarianism, which places man's highest good in his greatest personal welfare and pleasure. This is identical with the Greek Hedonism, and was revived in the eighteenth century by the Encyclopedists, De la Mettrie (1709–1751), Helvetius (1715–1771), Diderot (1713–1784), and D. Volney (1747–1817). It was also advanced by the Scottish Hartley (1705–1757), Priestley (1733–1804) and Hume (1711–1776); and in the nineteenth century by the German Materialists, Vogt (1817–1895), Molechott (1822–1893), and Büchner (1824–1899).

(f) Social Utilitarianism, which is mainly of English origin. In its earliest stage, with Richard Cumberland (1632–1718), and Anthony Cooper, Earl of Shaftesbury (1671–1718), it still retained a somewhat subjective character, and placed the highest good in the practice of social benevolence. With Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832) and John Stuart Mill (1806–1873) there was a radical change. The utility of an act is the only criterion of its good, so they say, cannot be the happiness of the individual, but the happiness of the many, "the greatest happiness of the greatest number". Stated in these terms, the proposition is merely a truism. That in general, the happiness of a community is superior to the happiness of one of its members, is obvious; but, when it comes to be a personal affair, the individual is no longer a part of the whole, but one party pitted against others, and it is by no means evident, from the positivistic point of view, that his personal happiness is not for him the highest good.

(g) The Stoic school was founded by Zeno of Citium (330–288 B.C.). According to its followers, the highest purpose (good) of human life is not to be found in contemplation (θεωρία), as Plato would have it, but in action. To live according to nature (ἐναγώγημα ἐκ φύσεως ἔσται) was their supreme rule of conduct. By this they did not mean that individual nature of man, but the eternal and unchangeable law in nature as the measure to which all things in the universe should conform their action. For man to live according to nature, therefore, means to conform his will to the divine will, and in this consists virtue. Virtue alone is good in the highest sense of the word, and virtue alone is sufficient for happiness. As the law imposes itself through reason, the system is rightly called rational Deontology.

(c) Kant agrees with the Stoics in placing the essence of the highest good in virtue, and not in happiness. Yet he thinks our conception of it is incomplete unless it is made to include happiness as well. The highest good may mean either the Supreme (supremum) or the Complete (consummatum). The Supreme is a condition which is itself unconditioned, or is not subordinate to anything else (originarium). The
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Complete, again, is a whole which is not itself a part of a larger whole of the same kind (perfectissimum). Virtue, or that disposition to act in conformity with the moral law, is not dependent on happiness, but all happiness, and the expectation of it, consists in his moral virtue. It is, therefore, the highest good, the supreme condition of whatever can be regarded as desirable. But it is not the whole, nor the supreme good, which finite rational beings crave; the complete good includes happiness. Hence the highest conceivable good must consist in the union of virtue and happiness proportionate to morality. This is what Kant means by the whole or complete good. Of its two elements, virtue, having no higher condition and being itself the condition of happiness, is the supreme good. Happiness, however, while it is agreeable to the person who possesses it, is not good in itself. The person who is at peace with himself is good only under the condition that a man's conduct is in conformity with the moral law. This is why Kant was wont to say that "nothing can be called good without qualification, but good will"; and since the best it can do in this life is to strive after holiness, the struggle between the desire to obey and the impulse to transgress must continue for ever, making the highest good in this life unattainable.

III. RATIONAL EUDEMONISM OR TEMPERED DEONTOLOGY.—Christian Philosophers, in dealing with the problem of the highest good, have necessarily kept in mind the rest of things; still they based the solution of it on motives of reason. Their system is neither strictly deontologico-rational, nor yet altogether eudemonistic, but a consistent blending of both. The ultimate end of man is to be placed in perfect rational activity, in ultimate perfection, and in happiness, not as in three different things, but as in one and the self-same, since the three conceptions are resolvable into one another, and each of them denotes a goal of human tendency, a limit beyond which no desire remains to be satisfied. Though they differ somewhat in their several ways of formulating it, at bottom they all agree: (1) that in the blissful possession of God is to be found the restful object of reason (man's deontologico-rational end), and of free will (his eudemonistic end); (2) that this eudemonistic end—the perfect satisfaction of the will in the possession of God—is not merely an accidental result of the former, but is the positive determination of God, the author of our nature. All this eudemonistic end may be intended by the will for its own sake, to the exclusion of the deontologico-rational end, which, by its nature, it presupposes, and to which it is subordinated.

It is St. Thomas Aquinas who best harmonized this system with revelation. His teaching may be summarized thus: (a) man's highest happiness does not consist in pleasure, but in action, since, in the nature of things, action is not for pleasure, but for action. This activity, on which man's happiness rests, must, on the one hand, be the noblest and highest of which his nature is capable, and, on the other, it must be directed toward the noblest and the highest object.

(b) This noblest and highest object of human activity is not that of the will, which merely follows upon and is conditioned by knowledge; it must rather be knowledge itself. Consequently, the highest happiness of man consists in the knowledge of the highest truth, which is God. With the knowledge of God must, of course, be joined the love of God; but this love is not the essential element of perfect happiness; it is merely a necessary complement of it (Summa Theol., I–II, Q. iii, a. 2; c. Con. Gen., III, xxxv, xxxvi).

(c) Since the knowledge of God can be acquired only by demonstration, by faith, and by intuition—the further question arises: which of these three kinds of knowledge is the foundation of man's highest happiness? Not knowledge by demonstration, for happiness must be something universal and attainable by all men, whereas only a few can arrive at this knowledge by demonstration; neither can knowledge by faith be a basis for perfect happiness, because that this consists in the intellectual, whilst in faith the will claims for itself the principal part, inasmuch as the will must here determine the intellect to give its assent. Consequently happiness can consist only in the intuitive knowledge of God; and since this is attainable only in the next life, it follows that the ultimate destiny of man consists in his highest good—reaches beyond all time into eternity. It must be everlasting, otherwise it would not be perfect (Con. Gent., III, xxxviii, sqq.).

(d) This end is not merely a subjective one which the reason imposes upon itself. Just because it is an activity, it involves relation to some external object. The intellect essentially represents a truth distinct from itself, as the act of the will is an inclination towards some good not identical with itself. The truth to be represented, therefore, and the good to be attained or possessed, are objects to which happiness refers as to further ends, just as the image has reference to a model as such. Indeed, as the intellect, therefore, and good are objective ends to which formal happiness corresponds as a subjective end. The absolutely ultimate end, therefore, is in the objective order, beyond which nothing remains to be known and desired, and which, when it is known and possessed, supersedes all else. This ultimate end is nothing else than the infinite truth and the infinite good, which is God. Hence the system is not a purely deontologico-rational one, constituting the reason a law to itself, the observance of which law would be the highest good.

(e) Still less is it purely eudemonistic, since the ultimate end and highest good does not coincide with subjective happiness as Hedonism teaches, but with the object of the highest acts of contemplation and love. This object is God, not merely as beingatastifying, but as the Absolute Truth and Goodness, infinitely perfect in itself. 

Good Faith, a phrase employed to designate the mental and moral state of honest, even if objectively unfounded, conviction as to the truth or falsehood of a proposition or body of opinion, or as to the rectitude or depravity of a line of conduct. One who is in this condition, so far as the violation of positive law, or even, in certain junctures, of the natural law, is concerned, is said to labor under an invincible error, and hence to be guiltless. This consideration is often invoked in behalf of those who are outside of the visible affiliation of the Catholic Church. It is not unfrequently applied to determine the degree of right or obligation prevailing in the various forms of human engagement, such as contracts, etc. In the exercise of this prescription it is held to be an indispensable requirement whether there be question of acquiring dominion or freeing oneself from a burden. Likewise, in deciding the duty incumbent upon one who finds himself in possession of another's property, cognizance is taken of the good faith with which perchance the holding has begun and accompanied. Finally, although actually in the state of mortal sin, were in good faith to come to Holy Communion, such a one, according to the judgment of many theologians, would receive sanctifying grace. The reason alleged by
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them, although not regarded by other moralists as convincing, is that good faith saves the communicant from being an obstacle to the productive activity of the Sacrament.

SLATER, Manual of Moral Theology (New York, 1908); RICKAY, Aquinas Ethics (London, 1896); BALLERINI, Opus Theologicum Morale (Tutro, 1898).

JOSEPH F. DELANY

Good Friday, called Feria VI in Paracese in the Roman Missal, τηγία και μεγάλη παρασκευή (the Holy and Great Friday) in the Romance Languages, Greek Liturgy, Holy Friday in the Roman Liturgy (Sorrowful Friday) in German is the English designation of Friday in Holy Week, that is, the Friday on which the Church commemorates the Crucifixion of Jesus Christ. Paracese, the Latin equivalent of vespers, preparation (e.g. the preparation that was made on the sixth day for the Sabbath; see Mark, xxv, 42) came by metonymy to signify the day on which the preparation was made; while the Greeks retained this use of the word as applied to every Friday, the Latins confined its application to the one Friday, Tenebrae and Tertullian speak of Good Friday as the day of the Pasch; but later writers distinguish between the Πάσχα οπερφέρσης (the passage to death), and the Πάσχα άναστάσης (the passage to life, i.e. the Resurrection). At present the word Pasch is used exclusively in the latter sense (see Nilles, II, 253; also Kirchenlex., s. v. "Charfretag"). The two Paschs are the oldest festivities in the calendar (Bäumer, vol. I). From the earliest times the Christians kept every Friday as a fast day (Duchesne, 228) and every Sunday as a fast day (Duchesne, 47); and the obvious reasons for those uses explain why Easter is the Sunday par excellence, and why the Friday which marks the anniversary of Christ's Death came to be called the Great or the Holy or the Good Friday. The origin of the term Good is not clear. Some say it is from "God's Friday" (Gottes Freitag), so Hampson (op. cit. below); others maintain that it is from the German Gute Freitag, and not especially English. Sometimes, too, the day was called Long Friday by the Anglo-Saxons; so to-day in Denmark.

There is, perhaps, no office in the whole liturgy so peculiar, so interesting, so composite, so dramatic as the office and ceremonial of Good Friday. About the very first Friday in early times, night in the Roman, and at 3 a.m. in the Gallican Church, it will suffice to remark that, for 400 years past, it has been anticipated by five or six hours, but retains those peculiar features of mourning which mark the evening offices of the preceding and following days, being known in Latin as the Improperia. The morning office is in three distinct parts. The first part consists of three lessons from Sacred Scripture (two chants and a prayer being interposed) which are followed by a long series of prayers for various intentions; the second part includes the ceremony of unveiling and adoring the Cross, accompanied by the chanting of the Improperia; the third part is known as the Mass of the Presanctified, which is preceded by a procession and followed by vespers. Each of these parts will be briefly noticed here. The Hour of None being finished, the celebrant and ministers, clothed in black vestments, come to the altar and prostrate themselves for a short time in prayer. In the meantime, the acolytes spread a single cloth on the denuded altar. No lights are used. When the celebrant and ministers ascend the altar, a lector takes his place on the epistle side, and reads a lesson from Osee, vi. This is followed by a tract sung by the choir. Next comes a prayer for the celebrant. After a short period of silence, the second lesson is read by another lesson from Exodus, xii, chanted by the sub-deacon. This is followed by another tract (Ps. cxxxi), at the close of which the third lesson, viz. the Passion according to St. John, is sung by the deacons or recited from a bare pulpit—"dictitur passio super nundum pulpitum". When this is finished, the celebrant sings a long series of prayers for different intentions, viz. for the Church, for the faithful, for priests and bishops, for the different orders in the Church, for the Roman Emperor (now omitted outside the dominions of Austria), for catechumens . . . . The above order of lessons, chants, and prayers for Good Friday is found in our earliest Roman Ordines, dating from about A.D. 500. It represents, according to Duchesne (234), "the oldest order of the ancient Synaxarion, retained i.e. the order of the earliest Christian prayer meetings, at which, however, the liturgy proper, i.e. the Mass, was not celebrated. This kind of meeting for worship was derived from the Jewish Synagogue service, and consisted of prayers, and chants, and prayers. In the course of time, as a result of its being taken up by the Church, i.e. the Cabrol's "Origines Liturgiques," 137), the celebration of the Eucharist was combined with this purely eucological service to form one solemn act of Christian worship, which came to be called the Mass. It is to be noted that the Mass is still in two distinct parts, the first consisting of lessons, prayers, and chants; and the second being the celebration of the Eucharist (including the Offertory, Canon, and Communion). While the Judica, Introit, and the Gloria in Excelsis have been added to this first part of the Mass and the long series of prayers omitted from it, the oldest order of the Mass is retained in the Good Friday service. The form of the prayers deserves to be noticed. Each prayer is in three parts. (a) The celebrant invites the congregation to pray for a specified intention. (b) The deacon then says "Let us kneel" (Flectamus genua); then the people were supposed to pray for a time kneeling in silence, but at present immediately after the invitation to kneel the subdeacon invites them to stand up (Levate). (c) The celebrant collects, as it were, all their prayers, and voices them aloud. The modern collect is the representative of this old solemn form of prayer. The first part is reduced to the Oremus, the second part has disappeared, and the third part remains in its entirety and has come to be called the collect. It is curious to note in these very old Good Friday prayers that the second part is omitted in the prayers for the Jews, owing, it is said, to their having insulted Christ by bending the knee in mockery before him (Lev. xii, 43). Not peculiar to this office is the custom of the basilica of Drusiana, which has been observed at the Vigil and on Good Friday, which is not a prayer, remains to show where this old series of prayers was once said in all Masses.

The dramatic unveiling and adoration of the Cross, which was introduced into the Latin Liturgy in the seventh or eighth century, had its origin in the Church of Jerusalem. The "Peregrinatio Sylvieus" (the real name is Etheria) contains a description of the ceremony as it took place in Jerusalem towards the close of the fourth century. "Then a chair is placed for the Bishop in Golgotha behind the Cross . . . . a table covered with a linen cloth is placed before him; the Deacons stand around the table, and a silver-gilt casket is brought in which is the wood of the holy Cross. The casket is opened and (the wood) is taken out, and both the wood of the Cross and the Title are placed upon the table. Now, when it has been put upon the table, the Bishop, as he sits, holds the extraordinary gifts of the people. Then he commences a prayer, the Deacons who stand around guardians. It is guarded thus because the custom is that the people, both faithful and catechumens, come by one and one, and bowing down at the table, kiss the sacred wood and pass on" (Duchesne, tr. McClure, 564). Our present ceremony
is an obvious development of this, the manner of worshiping the true Cross on Good Friday observed at Jerusalem. A veiled image of the Crucifix is gradually exposed to view, while the celebrant, accompanied by his assistants, sings three times the "Ecce lignum Crucis" (Behold the wood of the Cross, which hung the salvation of the world), to which the choir answers, each time, "Venite adoremus" (Come let us adore). During the singing of this response the whole assembly (except the celebrant) kneel in adoration. When the Cross is completely unveiled the celebrant takes off the veil of the star, and places it on a cushion prepared for it. He then takes off his shoes and approaches the Cross (genuflecting three times on the way) and kisses it. The deacon and subdeacon also divest themselves of their shoes (the deacon and subdeacon may take off their shoes, if that be the custom of the place, S.C.R., n. 2789, ad X, q. 5, and act in like manner. For an account of the peculiarly impressive ceremony known as the "Creeping to the Cross", which was once observed in England, see article Cressus (vol. IV, p. 537). The clergy two and two follow, while one or two priests vested in surplice and black stole take other crosses and present them to the faithful. During this ceremony the choir sings what are called the Improperia, the Trisagion (in Greek as well as Latin), if time permits the hymn Crux fidelis. (Oh, Cross, our hope...). The Improperia are a series of reproaches supposed to be addressed by Christ to the Jews. They are not found in the old Roman Ordines. Duchesne, (249) detects, he thinks, a Gallican ring in them; while Martène (III, 136) has found some of them alternating with the Trisagion in ninth century Gallican documents. They appear in a Roman Ordo, for the first time, in the fourteenth century, but the retention of the Trisagion in Greek goes to show that it had found a place in the Roman Good Friday service before the Photic schism (ninth century). A non-Catholic may say that this is all very dramatic and interesting, but allege a grave dereliction in the act of adoration of the Cross on bended knees. Is not adoration due to God alone? The answer may be found in our smallest catechism. The act in question is not intended as an expression of absolute supreme worship (στροφις) which, of course, is due to God alone. The essential note of the ceremony is reverence (παρασκευή) which has a relative character, and which may be best explained by the words of the Pater Noster: "Sanctificamus corpore ante crucem, mente ante Dominum. Veneramus crucem, per quam redemti sumus, et illum deprecamus, qui redemit" (While we bend down in body before the cross we bend down in spirit before God. While we reverence the cross as the instrument of our redemption, we pray to Him who redeemed us). It may be urged: why sing "Behold the wood of the Cross", in unveiling the image of the Cross? The reason is obvious. The ceremony originally had immediate connexion with the True Cross, which was found by St. Helena in Jerusalem about the year A.D. 326 (see Gilmartin’s “History of the Church”, I, 157). Christ was present, and might imitate this ceremony to the letter, but other churches had to be content with an image, which in this particular ceremony represents the wood of the True Cross.

As might be expected, the ceremony of the unveiling and adoration of the Cross gave rise to peculiar usages in particular Churches. After describing the adoration and kissing of the Cross in the Anglo-Saxon Church, Rock (The Church of Our Fathers, IV, 103) goes on to say: "Though not insisted on for general observance, there was a rubric that allowed a rite, at the discretion of the office, to be followed, which may be called The Burial of the Rood." At the end part of the aucta...there was made a kind of sepulchre, hung all about with a curtain. Inside this recess...the cross, after the ceremony of kissing it had been done, was carried by its two deacons, who had, however, first wrapped it up in a linen cloth or winding-sheet. As they bore their burden along, they sang certain anthems till they reached this spot, and there they laid the cross in the rood, (the place of the Cross which had been observed in the Greek Church. An image of Christ, laid on a bier, is carried through the streets with a kind of funeral pomp, and is offered to those present to be worshipped and kissed (see Nilles, II, 242). To return to the Roman Rite, when the ceremony of adoring and kissing the Cross is concluded, the Cross is placed aloft on the altar between lighted candles, a procession is formed which proceeds to the chapel of repose, where the second sacred host consecrated in yesterday’s Mass has since lain entombed in a gorgeously decorated urn and surrounded by lights and flowers. This urn represents the sepulchre of Christ (decease of S.C.R., n. 3093). During this ceremony the choir sings the hymn "Vexilla Regis prodeunt" (The standards of the King advance). Arrived in the sanctuary the clergy go to their places retaining lighted candles, while the celebrant and his ministers ascend the altar and celebrate what is called the Mass of the Presanctified. This is not a Mass in the strict sense of the word, as there is no consecration of the sacred species. The host which was consecrated in yesterday’s Mass (hence the word presanctified) is placed on the altar, incensed, elevated ("that it may be seen by the people"), and consumed by the celebrant. It is substantially the Communion part of the Mass, beginning with the "Pater noster" which marks the end of the Canon. From the very earliest times it was the custom not to celebrate the Mass proper on Good Friday (see Nilles, II, 252, note 9). Speaking about this ceremony Duchesne (249) says, “It is merely the Communion separated from the liturgical celebration of the Eucharist properly so called. The details of the ceremony are not found earlier than in books of the eighth or ninth century, but the service must belong to a much earlier period. At the Mass with Vespers with the Mass of the Presanctified, the ‘Mass of the Presanctified’ must have been frequent also. In the Greek Church it was celebrated every day in Lent except on Saturdays and Sundays, but in the Latin Church it was confined to Good Friday.” At present the celebrant alone communicates, but it appears from the old Roman Ordines that formerly all present communed (Martène, III, 367). The omission of the Mass proper marks in the mind of the Church the deep sorrow with which she keeps the anniversary of the Sacrifice of Calvary. Good Friday is a feast of grief. A black fast, black vestments, a denuded altar, the slow and solemn chanting of the offices of the Triduum mortis Domini, the diocesan, the unveiling and reverencing of the Crucifix, these take the place of the usual festal liturgy; while the lights in the church of repose and the Mass of the Presanctified remind her children that Christ is with them behind this veil of mourning. The Mass of the Presanctified is followed by the recital of the Office and the removal of the linen cloth from the altar ("Vesperers are recited without chant and the altar is denuded").

The rubrics of the Roman Missal prescribe no further ceremonial for this day, but there are laudable customs in different churches which are allowed. For example, the custom (where it exists) of carrying in procession a statue of St. John the Baptist is expressly permitted by decretals of the Cong. of Rites (n. 278 and n. 2082); also the custom (where it exists) of
exposing a relic of the Holy Cross on the high altar (n. 2857), and the custom of carrying such a relic in procession within the walls of the church, not, however, during the usual ceremonies (n. 3466), are expressly permitted. Rock (op. cit., IV. 279, 290) notes, with interesting detail, a custom followed at one time in England of submitting voluntarily to the rod of penance on Good Friday.


T. P. Gilmartin.

**Good Hope, Eastern Vicariate of the Cape of Good Hope** was established in 1847, when the Vicariate of the Cape of Good Hope was divided into Eastern and Western. Later the Eastern Vicariate was subdivided three times. As now constituted, it is bounded on the north by the Orange River, on the west by the civil districts (included in the vicariate) of Hottentots, Richmond, Murraysberg, Britstown, Jansenville, Hummelschop, Aberdeen, and Uitenhage; on the south by the Indian Ocean; on the east by the western boundary of Tembuland, Griqualand East, and the southwestern boundary of Basutoland.

On 27 December, 1847, Dr. Devereux was consecrated, in Cape Town, Bishop of the Eastern Vicariate, and first Vicar Apostolic of the Eastern Vicariate, by Dr. Griffith, under whom he had worked for nine years. Through the Danish family of Belgium the new vicar Apostolic received the first considerable funds to start work. But his life was spent in the turmoil of Kafir wars, and was a struggle with poverty and the dearth of priests. His successor, Dr. Moran, had been curate of Triniti, Dublin, and arrived in the colony in November, 1856. He was a man of great energy, and a strenuous opponent of the grant of responsible government. The Sacred Congregation of Propaganda appointed him R. R. Bishop of Dunedin, New Zealand, in 1870. Next year, the Rev. J. D. Richards was consecrated bishop at Grahamstown, with the title in partibus of Retimo, by the Vicar Apostolic of Natal, Dr. Allard. Dr. Richards had already spent twenty-two years in the country and, whether as a writer, or lecturer, or pastor, had left his mark in the land. He founded the "Cape Colonist," a paper which did a unique work in its day by its fearless advocacy of purity in public life and sane views on the native problems. Several of the bishop’s larger controversial works are still read and highly appreciated. In 1889 he brought to South Africa the first contingent of Trappists, who were to serve the natives not only the Christian faith, but the much needed lesson of work. The expansion of this order (since transferred to the Natal Vicariate) has been remarkable. About two years before Dr. Richards’ death a coadjutor was appointed in the person of Dr. Strobino, who, however, became a hopeless invalid soon after the death of Dr. Ricards. Dr. Strobino was succeeded in 1896 by his coadjutor, the Rt. Rev. H. MacSharry, formerly administrator of Dundalk in Ireland, who had been consecrated a few months before.

There are 74 churches, chapels, and stations in the Eastern Vicariate, served by 52 priests, of whom 18 belong to the Society of Jesus, and two are Trappists. There are 44 schools, mission and private, two orphanages, and one nursing home. The number of members in Holy orders belonging to religious institutes is 37—Mariste, de la Salle Brothers, and Jesuits. There are 331 religious women—Dominicans, Sisters of Nazareth, of the Holy Cross, of the Little Company of Mary, of the Assumption. The Catholic population is more than 13,000, of whom only a few hundred are natives.

**Good Hope, Western Vicariate of the Cape of Good Hope**

The Western vicariate and the Central prefecture, although different in name, are virtually one. From 1874 to 1882 the Central prefecture was under the charge of the Missionary Fathers of Lyons; on their withdrawal, part of it was committed to the Oblates of St. Francis de Sales, and became the Orange River prefecture; the rest was incorporated in the Western vicariate.

This now has an area of 82,757 square miles. It is bounded on the north by the Olifants River, on the east by the Roggeveld Mountains and the Great Riet River, on the south west by the sea, and on the south west by the sea. The islands of St. Helena and Ascension are included in this vicariate. Bartolomeu Dias first planted the cross on South African soil at Croiz Island, Algoa Bay, in 1486; and the Cape soon became a place of frequent call for Portuguese ships. From the wealth of this part of it, we may conjecture that Mass was thenceforth celebrated frequently on these shores.

The great missionary work of the Portuguese on the Zambesi did not extend to the Cape. The first Dutch governor, van Riebeeck, arrived at the Cape in 1652; but under his regime and that of his successors, the public profession of the Catholic faith was forbidden. A new spirit animated the Dutch high commissioner, de Mist, who, in terms of the Treaty of Amiens, took possession of the Cape, after a brief British occupation. Under very slight restrictions he issued an edict of religious toleration. The first English governor reversed these measures, and later Lord Charles Somerset showed bitter hostility to Catholics. But through the good offices of Bishop Poynter of the English Midland District, the government agreed to salary a Catholic pastor for the Cape. On New Year’s Day, 1820, Bishop Sater, Vicar Apostolic of Mauritius (which diocese included the Cape), installed Father Selly in Cape Town. For the next eighteen years the ecclesiastical history of the colony is one of pilfer squabbles between pastors and people, with a short truce in the time of a Dutch priest named Wagenaar. On 6 June, 1837, Gregory XVI formed the Cape of Good Hope into a vicariate.

**Parliament and Table Mountain, Cape Town**
separate from Mauritius. In August following, Patrick Raymond Griffith, O.P., was consecrated Bishop of Paleopolis, in the church of St. Andrew, Dublin; and on 20 April, 1838, he set foot in Cape Town with Fathers Burke and Corcoran. After his first visitation, which was made chiefly in the labouring ox-wagon, and extended as far as Port Elizabeth and Graham's Town, he estimated the Catholic population of the country at 500. Worse than the paucity of numbers, were the lax morality and poor Catholic spirit of so many. A first painful duty of the bishop was to depose a body of churchwardens, who claimed to act as a board of directors of the vicariate. Some were lessened, but this prompt action restored peace and Catholic discipline. In 1841 he completed the fine church which is still the cathedral of Cape Town. At his death in 1862 his flock was united and no longer ashamed of their faith, several schools and churches having been established throughout the vicariate.

Dr. Grimley was appointed coadjutor to the first vicar Apostolic in 1861, and succeeded him in 1862. He brought out the Dominican Sisters and Marist Brothers; and died in 1871, just after his return from the Vatican Council. The name which is connected with the greatest progress of the Western vicariate is that of the Right Rev. John Leonard, D.D., who was curate at Blanchardstown, Dublin, when appointed to succeed Dr. Grimley. Nearly all the works recorded in the next paragraph were accomplished during his episcopate of thirty-five years. He was succeeded in 1907, the year of his death, by the Right Rev. John Rooney, who had been his coadjutor for twenty-one years.

There are 33 priests in the Western vicariate, of whom three are regulars (Salesians). Out of 153 religious, 28 are Marist Brothers and Salesians; the rest are nuns—Dominicans, Sisters of Nazareth, and Sisters of Holy Cross. There are 19 churches, 10 convents, an orphanage, an industrial school and 29 elementary schools. The only organ of Catholic opinion in South Africa is the Catholic Magazine for South Africa, founded in 1891 by Rev. Dr. Kolbe, now edited by the present writer. The Catholic population of the vicariate is over 8000—mostly of European descent.

*THRELKILDEN'S* History of South Africa (London, 1903); *Wilmot*, Life of Dr. Ricardo (Cape Town, 1866); *South African Catholic Mag.,* prem.; *Catholic Directory of British South Africa* (Cape Town, annually); *Ricardo*, The Catholic Church and the Kafr.

*SIDNEY R. WELCH.*

**GOODMAN, GODFREY**; b. at Ruthin, Denbighshire, 28 February, 1582–3; d. at Westminster, 19 January, 1656. He was Anglican Bishop of Gloucester, and passed all his public life in the Protestant Church. His religious sympathies, however, inclined him to the old Faith, and when, misfortune and ruin overtook him, late in life, he entered its fold. He was the son of Godfrey Goodman and his wife, Jane Croxton, landed gentry living in Wales. In 1593 he was sent to Westminster School, where he remained seven years under the protection of his uncle, Gabriel Goodman, Dean of Westminster. He was an earnest student and when only seventeen won a scholarship in Trinity College, Cambridge. He graduated there in 1604 and was ordained at Bangor, Wales, shortly after. His first appointment was to the rectory of Stapleford Abbotts, Essex, in 1606. From this time ecclesiastical dignities and lucrative emoluments fell rapidly to his share. He was made successively prebend of Westminister 1607, rector of West Bury, 1610; vicar of=strand of Kenneren, Gloucester, canon of Windsor, 1617, Dean of Rochester, 1620–1, and finally Bishop of Gloucester, 1624–5. In addition he held two livings in Wales, at Llandysul and Llanarmon. Even when he was a bishop, he was allowed to retain most of these appointments. He became one of the Court preachers and was chaplain to Queen Henrietta Maria. His leaning towards Catholicity made enemies for him at Windsor and he was reprimanded by the king on two occasions for the views he put forward in his Court sermons. A few years later he was severely blamed for having erected a crucifix at Windsor and used altar cloths worked with a cross in his own cathedral at Gloucester, and further for having suspended a minister who insisted on preaching "that all who die profess go inevitably to hell". It is likely that at this time doubts were arising in his mind about the legitimacy of the separation from Rome, and he sought the society of the Catholic priests who were in hiding throughout the country. He was frequently in attendance with Archbishop Laud, and in 1640 refused on conscientious grounds to sign the seventeen Articles drawn up by him. He was thereupon arrested, but after five weeks in prison he overcame his scruples. This, however, availed him little, as he was soon impeached by Parliament along with Laud and the ten other signatories of the Articles and was sent to prison for four months. In 1643 his episcopal palace was pillaged by the parliamentarian soldiers and in a year or two he was stripped of all his emoluments. He withdrew now from public life to his small Welsh estate in Carnarvon. It was at this time too, most likely, that he was converted. About 1650 he came to London, and gave himself up to study and research; he was befriended by some Catholic royalists and lived in close connexion with them till his death in 1656. Father Davenport, O.S.F., former chaplain to Queen Henrietta, was his confessor and attended him in his last illness. By his will, in which he made a profession of his Catholic Faith, he left most of his property to Ruthin his native town; his manuscripts and books, however, were given to Trinity College, Cambridge. His contemporaries describe him as being a hospitable, quiet man, and lavish in his charity to the poor.

His principal works are: (1) "The Fall of Man, or the Corruption of Nature proved by the light of his Natural Reason" (1616); (2) "The two mysteries of the Christian Religion, the Trinity and the Incarnation, explained" (1653); (4) "Arguments and animadversions on Dr. George Hakewell's Apology"; (5) "The Creatures praying God" (1622); (6) "The Court of King James the First by Sir A. W. reviewed".

*GILLOW, Dict. Catb. Bisp., s. v.; FULLER, The History of the*
Goodman, John, Venerable, priest and martyr; b. in the Diocese of Bangor, Wales, 1690; d. 1642. He was educated at Oxford, and was ordained a Protestant minister, but abandoning heresy, he crossed over to Paris, where he was received into the Church by M. R. Harel, then Admitted to Douai College. In February, 1621, he continued his studies there until 1624, when he proceeded to St-Omer, in order to enter the Society of Jesus. Finding, however, that this was not his vocation, he was ordained a secular priest and sent on the English mission. He worked with uncommon zeal for some years, was twice apprehended and twice released. Once more a prisoner in 1641, he was brought to trial and condemned to death, but at the queen’s intercession was reprieved. When this act of clemency on the part of Charles I excited the anger of Parliament, Goodman, with great magnanimity, protested his unwillingness to be a cause of dissatisfaction with Charles. He even begged that he might be sacrificed to appease the popular displeasure. This heroic act of generosity made a considerable sensation, and probably suggested to Wentworth, Lord Strafford, the idea of doing the same. Goodman, however, was left to languish in North Shields for an end of five years of life on Good Friday, 1642, not 1645, as is sometimes said.


J. H. Pollien.

Good Samaritan, Sisters of the, a congregation of Tertiaries Regular of St. Benedict, established 2 February, 1857, at Sydney, Australia. In 1858 a second community was established at Windsor, and thereafter frequent foundations were made, so that now in the Archdiocese of Sydney alone there are 21 houses, with 202 members, and in all Australia 29 communities and 268 members. In the Archdiocese of Sydney the sisters conduct 14 superior schools, with an attendance of about 700. In the Archdiocese of Adelaide they are present at Gawler in 1902, and in the Archdiocese of Melbourne a house at Northcote (1904) and a high school at South Yarra. In the Diocese of Port Augusta, where they established a house in 1890, they have charge of a boarding school and a day school; in the Diocese of Rockhampton also they have a boarding school, founded in 1890; and in the Vicariate Apostolic of Cooktown a day school, established in 1903. At Tempe, Armidale, in the Archdiocese of Sydney, the Sisters of the Good Samaritan have established St. Magdalen’s Retreat, a home for penitent women of all creeds. It is supported entirely by voluntary contributions and the labour of the inmates, who number (1909) about 130, and are encouraged to remain at least two years in the institution.

Australasian Catholic Directory (1913); Heimbucher, Orden and Kongregationen (Paderborn, 1897).

F. M. Rudge.

Good Shepherd, Our Lady of Charity of the. —The aim of this institute is to provide a shelter for girls and women of dissolute habits, who wish to do penance for their iniquities and to lead a truly Christian life. Not only voluntary penitents, but also those consigned by civil or parental authority are admitted. Many of these penitents desire to remain for life; they are admitted to take vows, and form the class of “magdalenas”, under the direction of the Sisters of the Good Shepherd. They are an austere contemplative community, and follow the Rule of the Third Order of Mount Carmel. Prayer, penance and manual labour are their principal occupations. Many of these “magdalenas” frequently rise to an eminent degree of sanctity. Besides girls and women of this class, the order also admits children who have been secured from danger before they have fallen or have been formed by serious crime. They are instructed in habits of industry and self-respect and in all the duties they owe to themselves and to society. The “penitentes”, “magdalenas” and “preservantes” form perfectly distinct classes, completely segregated from one another.

The Good Shepherd is a fourth vowister and follows the Rule of St. Augustine. The constitutions are borrowed in great part from those given by St. Francis of Sales to the Visitation Sisters, but are modified to suit the nature of this work. Besides the three ordinary vows of poverty, chastity and obedience, the Sisters of the Good Shepherd take a fourth vow, namely, to work for the conversion and instruction of “penitentes”—a vow which makes this order one of the most beautiful creations of Christian charity. The vows are renewed every year, for five years, before becoming perpetual. The order is composed of choir sisters, and lay or “converse” sisters. The choir sisters recite every day the Divine Office of the Sacred Virgin. The habit is white, with white scapulars, reminding them of the innocence of the life they should lead. The choir sisters wear a black veil; the “converse” sisters a white veil. Around their necks, they wear a silver heart, on one side of which is engraved an inscription of “The Good Shepherd, Bishop of the Blessed Virgin, holding the Divine Infant, between a branch of roses and a branch of lilies. The heart represents that of the sister, consecrated to Mary and to her Divine Son, and the roses and lilies are symbolic of the virtues of charity and purity. The order is dedicated in an especial manner to the Holy Heart of Mary and to the Sacred Heart of Jesus, which are its two patrons. Besides the choir sisters and the “converse” sisters, the order also admits “Tourières” Sisters, who attend to the door and perform necessary duties outside the cloister. Their habit is black, and they take only the three ordinary vows.

The Institute of the Good Shepherd is a branch of “Our Lady of Charity of the Refuge”, founded by Blessed John Eudes, at Caen, France, in 1641, and approved by Alexander VII, 2 January, 1668, its constitutions being approved by Benedict XIV, in 1732. The order as private or public is not defined. John Eudes still exists in a flourishing state, under the first title of “Our Lady of Charity of the Refuge”, and counts about thirty-nine houses and about 1893 sisters. The distinction between the primitive order and its branch, the Institute of “Our Lady of Charity of the Good Shepherd”, consists mainly in the administration. According to the custom of his time, the Blessed John Eudes ordained that “Our Lady of the Refuge” should have no mother-house, but that every house founded by this order should be a distinct community, having its own administration, and being united to the other houses only by bonds of fraternal charity.

Among the noble women who entered the ranks of the Sisters of the Refuge in the nineteenth century, was one whose name will be long remembered, Mother Mary Euphrasia Pelletier. She was born in the island of Noirmoutier, of pious parents, on 31 July, 1796, and received in baptism the name of Rose Vergina. She entered the community of “The Refuge” of Tours, in 1814, and made her profession in 1816, taking the name of Mary St. Euphrasia. She became first mistress of the “penitents”, a short time after her profession, and about eight years later was made superior of the house of Tours. Desiring of extending the benefits of her order to the very extremities of the earth, she clearly saw that a central government, a mother-house, should be established. The house of
Angers, which she had founded, seemed destined by God for grand designs. He would decide, by the voice of His pontiff. Like many of God's elect, she was treated by her adversaries as an innovator, an ambitious person, impatient of authority. Only after inconceivable labours and formidable opposition did her cause triumph. The Brief in approval of the mother-house at Angers was signed 3 April, 1835, and published by Gregory XVI. The official title of the institute was henceforth "Our Lady of Charity of the Good Shepherd of Angers." It is directly subject to the Holy See, and Cardinal Odescalchi was its first cardinal-protector. Angers is authorized to send its sisters to the extremities of the earth. Mother Euphrasia heartily devoted herself to the work entrusted to her. She had been accused of ambition, of innovation, and of disobedience. Her sole ambition was to extend God's kingdom, and to offer the benefits of her institute to the whole world. Her innovations, in harmony with the spirit of the Gospel, with the fourth vow of her order, were approved by the Church, and gave in thirty-three years one hundred and ten soul-saving institutions to the Church and to society. Her institutions were all founded in obedience to the requests of ecclesiastical authorities in every part of the world. Thirty-three years she was mother-general of the Good Shepherd, and at her death, 29 April, 1868, she left 2067 professed sisters, 384 novices, 309 Tourlère sisters, 962 "magdalens", 6372 "penitents", and 8433 children of various classes. Her great work began since 1829, when Mother Euphrasia had come with five sisters to found the house. Within thirty-three years one hundred and ten convents had been founded, sixteen provinces established, in France, Belgium, Holland, Rome, Italy, Germany, Austria, England, Scotland, Ireland, Asia, Africa, the United States and Chili. Under her successors, Mother Mary St. Peter Coudenhove, in twenty-four years, eighty-five houses were founded, and thirteen new provinces established, making eleven in Europe, two in Africa, nine in North America, five in South America and one in Oceania.

The cause of beatification of Mother Euphrasia was inscribed by the postulator of the cause, 17 Nov., 1886. The preliminary examination terminated in 1890. Leo XIII received supplications from numerous cardinals, archbishops, bishops, several cathedral chapters, rectors of colleges and universities, hundreds of prominent and noble families, begging him to dispense from the ordinary ten years' interval required before the continuation of the cause. On 11 Dec., 1897, Leo XIII declared her "Venerable", to the great joy of the whole world, and to the honour and glory of all the convents of the Good Shepherd.

Leo XIII is still increasing everywhere. In 1901, it counted 232 houses, 24 provinces, 7044 sisters, with 43,159 subjects under their care.

This order glories also in the name of Mother Mary of the Divine Heart, who has been compared to the Blessed Margaret Mary Alacoque. The consecration of the heart to the Sacred Heart, 9 June, 1906, which Leo XIII referred to as the greatest act of his pontificate, was brought about by her suggestion. She died on the eve of the consecration (8 June, 1899), at Porto, Portugal, and already preparations are being made for her beatification.

Boix, Vie du Père Edouard (Paris, 1905); Ory, Les origines de Notre Dame de Charité (Abbeville, 1891); Paquier, La vénérable Mère Marie de St. Euphrasie Polletier (Angers, 1883); Fontaine, St. Marie de St. Euphrasie, Polletier de Puy de Dôme (Paris, 1894); Charles, Sœur Marie du Divin Cœur (Paris, 1905; tr., New York).

Charles Lebrun.

GORDIAN (Lat. Gordianus).—There were three Roman emperors of this name, who reigned between A. D. 237—44, and all of whom met with violent deaths. The first, Marcus Antonius Africanus Gordianus I, ascended on the father's side from the Gracchi and on the mother's side from Trajan, was chosen emperor in Africa in opposition to the usurper Maximin, and the choice was confirmed by the Senate. On account of his advanced age, his son was associated with him in the purple. Their reign lasted only thirty-six days, the being slain in battle by Maximin's lieutenant, Capellianus, and the father putting an end to his own life (July, 237). M. Antonius Gordianus Pius, the grandson of the elder and nephew of the younger Go—

Good Works. See Merit.


After teaching at Brueil College at Mechlin, he be-
Gordianus, a boy of thirteen, was appointed to the dignity of Caesar under the joint-emperors Maximus and Balbinus. These latter were massacred in 238 by the Pretorian guards, and the youthful Gordian became sole emperor. After being for a time under the control of his mother's eunuchs, he married the daughter of Mithiæus, his teacher of rhetoric. Mithiæus proved to be a capable politician and general, and stirred up his young charge to march in person against the Persians. At first the expedition met with success, but the death of Mithiæus put an end to Gordian’s prosperity. His soldiers mutinied, at the instigation of Philip the successor of Mithiæus, and acted on 330. Under the Gordians the Church enjoyed peace. Their rival, Maximin, had been a fierce persecutor of the Christians; hence they naturally cultivated the goodwill of those who had every reason to oppose his rule.

Gibbon, Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (London, 1817), ch. 3, vol. 1, Le christianisme et l’Empire Romain (Paris, 1889), ch. iii.

T. B. SCANNELL.

Gordianus and Epimachus, Saints, Martyrs, suffered under Julian the Apostate, 362, commemorated on 10 May. Gordianus was a judge, but was so moved by the sanctity and sufferings of the saintly priest, Januarius, that he embraced Christianity with many of his household. Being accused before his successor, or as some prefer, before the prefect of the city, Apronianus, he was cruelly tortured and finally beheaded. His body was carried off by the Christians, and laid in a crypt on the Latin Way beside the body of St. Epimachus, who had been recently interred there. The two saints gave their name to the cemetery, and have ever since been joined together in the veneration of the Church. There is another Gordianus who suffered martyrdom (place uncertain) with two companions, and is commemorated on 17 September (Acta SS., XLI, 483); and a third, commemorated on 13 Sept., who with several companions was martyred in Pontus or Galatia (Acta SS., XLIV, 55).

There are also several martyrs named Epimachus, and, owing to the meagerness of the information possessed concerning them, less careful writers have confounded them greatly, while the greater hagiographers are unable to agree as to their number or identity. The Bollandists mention four saints of this name: (1) A martyr commemorated by the Greeks on 6 July (Acta SS., XXIX, 280); (2) Epimachus and Asirianus, martyrs venerated by the Copts and Abyssinians on 31 Oct. (Acta SS., LXXI, 684); (3) Epimachus of Epirus in Egypt, venerated by the Greeks on 31 Dec. (Acta SS., LX, 146); (4) Epimachus and Alexander, martyred at Alexandria in the persecution of Decius, commemorated in the Latin Church on 12 Dec.; (5) Epimachus, whose body, with that of St. Gordianus, is honoured at Rome on 10 May. Most of the great writers have denied the existence of an Epimachus martyred at Rome, and account for the relics honoured there by asserting that the body of the Alexandrian Epimachus was transported thither shortly before the martyrdom of St. Gordianus. Remi de Buck, the learned Bollandist, however, maintains that the evidence for the Roman Epimachus is too strong to be doubted, while he rejects the pretended translation of the relics of Epimachus of Alexandria.


JOHN F. X. MURPHY.

Gordon, Andrew, Benedictine monk, physicist; b. 15 June, 1712, at Cofnorach in Forfarshire, Scotland; d. 22 August, 1751, at Erfurt, in Saxony. Having travelled extensively on the Continent, Gordon became a Benedictine and in 1747 was appointed professor of natural philosophy in the University of Erfurt. He soon acquired considerable reputation by his works on electricity, among which were his "Phænomena electricitatis exposita" (1744); "Philosophia utilis et jucunda" (1745); "Physica experimentalis elementa" (1745–46). For the sake of producing a more uniform electrical whirl; the second is the beautiful device known as the electric chimes. Though these inventions are described in all textbooks of electricity, the name of Gordon is never mentioned, though both inventions are fully described by him in "Vorstudien zur Erklärung der Elektrizität" (Erfurt, 1745). Gordon, who is usually credited with the latter invention, simply adopted the "German chimes" (described by Watson in his famous "Sequel", 1746) to serve as an electrical annunciator in connexion with his experimental (lightning) rod of 1752. The "whirl" is of special interest because it was an electrostatic reaction motor, the earliest of its kind; while the second derives its theoretical importance from its being the first instance that we have of the application of what has come to be called "electric convection".

PRIESTLEY, History of Electricity (1779); Cooper in Nat. Dict. Nat. Biog., s. v.

BROTHER POTAMIAN.

Gordon, William. See LEEDS, DioceSE OF.

Gordon Riots.—This agitation, so called from the head and spirit of the movement, Lord George Gordon, convulsed the metropolis of Troy, and has ever since been joined together in the veneration of the Church. There is another Gordianus who suffered martyrdom (place uncertain) with two companions, and is commemorated on 17 September (Acta SS., XLI, 483); and a third, commemorated on 13 Sept., who with several companions was martyred in Pontus or Galatia (Acta SS., XLIV, 55).

Gordon Riots.—This agitation, so called from the head and spirit of the movement, Lord George Gordon, convulsed the metropolis of Troy, and has ever since been joined together in the veneration of the Church. There is another Gordianus who suffered martyrdom (place uncertain) with two companions, and is commemorated on 17 September (Acta SS., XLI, 483); and a third, commemorated on 13 Sept., who with several companions was martyred in Pontus or Galatia (Acta SS., XLIV, 55).

There are also several martyrs named Epimachus, and, owing to the meagerness of the information possessed concerning them, less careful writers have confounded them greatly, while the greater hagiographers are unable to agree as to their number or identity. The Bollandists mention four saints of this name: (1) A martyr commemorated by the Greeks on 6 July (Acta SS., XXIX, 280); (2) Epimachus and Asirianus, martyrs venerated by the Copts and Abyssinians on 31 Oct. (Acta SS., LXXI, 684); (3) Epimachus of Epirus in Egypt, venerated by the Greeks on 31 Dec. (Acta SS., LX, 146); (4) Epimachus and Alexander, martyred at Alexandria in the persecution of Decius, commemorated in the Latin Church on 12 Dec.; (5) Epimachus, whose body, with that of St. Gordianus, is honoured at Rome on 10 May. Most of the great writers have denied the existence of an Epimachus martyred at Rome, and account for the relics honoured there by asserting that the body of the Alexandrian Epimachus was transported thither shortly before the martyrdom of St. Gordianus. Remi de Buck, the learned Bollandist, however, maintains that the evidence for the Roman Epimachus is too strong to be doubted, while he rejects the pretended translation of the relics of Epimachus of Alexandria.
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the House Lord George demanded an immediate vote, while his followers were pressing into the lobbies and maltreating all members whom they regarded as hostile to the repeal. The motion was postponed, however, and when evening fell attacks were made on the best known embassy chapels, the Sardinian chapel, near Lincoln's Inn Fields, and the Bavarian chapel in Warwick Street. The method of attack was more or less the same on all occasions. First the windows were broken, then the doors forced, the house sacked and the furniture thrown out and burned in the street, thereby setting fire to the whole building. Warwick Street chapel was eventually saved by soldiers, who also arrested some bystanders. Two or three of these upon examination "appeared to be Catholics, but of excellent characters", against whom "as no material circumstances appeared, it was thought they would get off" ("Public Advertiser". 6 June, 1780). The undisputed master of the situation. All shops were closed, money was extracted from passers by, and every one put on the blue cockade, and chalked No Popery on his door. The Catholics suffered much, but unpopular Protestants suffered no less. The house of Lord Chief Justice Mansfield was sacked and burned, so were those of the justices, and even of the witnesses who had given evidence against the rioters. The prisons of Newgate and Clerkenwell were fired, and all the prisoners released. Next day the same fate befell the prisons of the King's Bench, the Fleet, and the Marshalsea. In other prisons, as the Poultry, all prisoners were discharged to prevent further disturbance. The large distillery in Holborn of Mr. Langdale, a Catholic, was burned, and all the store of spirits wasted or drunk. The bridges across the Thames were seized; the Bank of England was twice attacked, and only saved by soldiers. On Wednesday night

prisoners, presumably mere spectators, were remanded for trial to Newgate, whence they "got off" on the following Tuesday without any further investigations. Some disingenuous Protestants, however, have pretended that the burning of the chapels was really due to Catholics (cf. "Barnaby Rudge", Ixvii, end).

By Saturday morning there was a lull. On Sunday afternoon, however, there was a recurrence of violence, the temporary repairs at the embassy chapels were torn down and burned, Moorfields chapel house was sacked, and several neighbouring houses gutted, and their furniture burned. Worse would have followed but for the timely arrival of the soldiers. Next day, Monday, the Privy Council met at St. James's; but so little was the Government moved by the many misfortunes of the Catholics, so little did it foresee the future, that no adequate measures were adopted to suppress disorder, though in the city the blue cockades were asserting their power with ever growing boldness. On Tuesday, 6 June, Parliament again met; and again the mob pressed in, preventing the progress of business, and handling roughly all who displeased them. Lord North himself, the prime minister, only escaped that evening by putting his coach-horses to the gallop, having lost his hat in the fray, which was then upon torn up, and the pieces distributed as trophies among the crowd. The mob was henceforth

thirty-six different configurations might be counted from London Bridge. Fortunately the air was still, and the flames did not spread, or the consequences would have been terrible, for the mob had injured the fire-pumps and thrown the hoses into the burning buildings.

The delay in dealing with the mob violence was due to many causes. There had never been a tumult of this nature before, and there was no special force to cope with it. The police of the city in those days consisted but of a few dozen watchmen and constables. Of the magistrates some were infuriated for the Protestant Association, some were cowards, nearly all were of opinion that the Riot Act must be read an hour before the military could be called upon to interfere. At last King George himself (it had been thought prudent for him to retire from the royal apartments to more protected buildings in the rear of St. James's) summoned a council on Wednesday evening and active measures were ordered, and carried out that very night. Infantry and cavalry attacked the crowd wherever it made head, firing into their ranks, and charging them with sword and bayonet. Though the darkness and intricacies of the streets enabled the rioters to maintain themselves for a while, no serious resistance was, or could be, offered. By Thursday evening all organized disturbance was over, but
210 had been killed in the streets, 75 died in hospital, and 173 were severely wounded. Of the prisoners taken, 52 were convicted, and of these between 20 and 30 executed. Lord George’s trial, fortunately for him, had been held for some months. His men’s minds were cooler; he was admirably defended by the great advocate Thomas, afterwards Lord, Erskine, and acquitted. There was, no doubt, a miscarriage of justice here, but the formal indictment of “levying war on the king”, could not be substantiated. It is certain that he did not at all see the results of his actions, and that he exerted himself, when it was too late, to stem the torrent of mischief which he had let loose. John Wesley is sometimes said to have assisted in arousing the religious fanaticism of the associates; but this is neither true nor necessary, for the worst time, and had been for months before, engaged in a missionary circuit through the Northern counties. In the previous January, however, he had written a “Defence” of the “Appeal” issued by the Association, and obstinately maintained his narrow views in the “Freeman’s Journal”, though these were answered by Father Arthur O’Leary. The days of the Catholics were grave times, and cannot be precisely scheduled. Claim for compensation was afterwards made for 57 houses destroyed (three of these chapels or mass-houses), besides two embassy chapels. Numbers, moreover, were constrained to fly in confusion and by night, with their women and little stores of valuables. Protestant friends too often not daring to give them shelter, they fell in many instances into extreme distress. Others were shot by the soldiers in trying to escape from the mob; four are reported to have died from fear; Mr. Dillon of Moorfields, an old man, who had previously endured persecution for his priesthood, was wantonly thrown out of his sick-bed and died six weeks later. The sum eventually paid to the Catholics is said to have been £28,219 from the city, and £500 from the Government. Mr. Lendale put his losses at £100,000, but refused compensation, receiving instead leave to distil spirits for a year free of impost, and thereby (so runs the story) made up handomely the damage he had suffered.

The events of the riots were chronicled day by day in the newspapers, e.g. The Morning Advertiser, the London Chronicle, the London Gazette, and were summarized in the monthly journals, e.g. the Political Magazine, and The Annual Register. See also the Lords’ and the Commons’ Journals; London Gazette, 17 and 18 March. See also, between 18 March and 1 April, 1835, John Lewis, A Plain Narrative of the Late Riots in London (1790); Cobbe’s State Trials, 235, 485-487. Dickens has described the “Bloody Riots” in Bleak House, and the riots are also mentioned in the works of all historians and memoir writers of the period.

For the misfortunes of the Catholics in particular, see Burnet, Life and Times of Bishop Chalmers (London, 1809); The Catholic Magazine for 1833, being papers and documents collected by L. G.; Dobson’s Remains, vol. VI, ten contributions by Edward Price; Alexander J. F. Mills, The Riots in London in 1770 (London, 1835). The last two should be read with caution.

J. H. Pollen.

Gordii, a titular see in the province of Lydia, suffragan of Sardis. The city is mentioned by Strabo, Hierocles, and Georgius Cyprius. Ptolemy locates it between the River Hermus, the modern Guedia Techai, and Mt. Sipylos. Lequien (Or. Chris. I, 881) names five of its bishops: John, known to Sozomen (Hist. Eccl., VII, xxxvii), and who assisted at the Council of Ephesus in 431; Theodotus, 458; Theodore, 536; George, 787; and Leo, 787. Between the years 901 and 907, under Leo the Wise (Esthesis pseudo-Epiphani, ed. Gelzer, p. 553), Gordius is always mentioned as a suffragan of Sardis. It is not known when it was suppressed, but it no longer existed in the fifteenth century. Gordius, now Guezurah, is the chief town of a casa of the sanjaks of Saroukhan in the vilayet of Aidin. The city numbers four thousand inhabitants, six hundred of whom are Greek schismatics, the remainder being Musulmans. It is the chief centre of the manufacture of Sumyra carpets.

Cournil, Le Turquie d’Asie, III, 555-567.

S. Vailhè.

Gorgonius, Saint, Martyr, suffered in 304 at Nicomedice during the persecution of Diocletian. Gorgonius held a high position in the household of the emperor, and had often been entrusted with matters of the greatest importance. At the breaking out of the persecution he was consequently among the first to be charged, and, remaining constant in the profession of the Faith, was with his companions, Dorotheus, Peter, and several others, subjected to the most frightful torments and finally strangled. Diocletian, determined that their bodies should not receive the extraordinary honours which the early Christians were wont to pay the relics of the martyrs (honours so great as to occasion the charge of idolatry), ordered them to be thrown into the sea. The Christians nevertheless obtained later the intercession of them, and later the body of Gorgonius was carried to Rome, whence in the eighth century it was translated by St. Chrodegang, Bishop of Metz, and enshrined in the monastery of Gorze. Many French churches obtained portions of the saint’s body from Gorze, but in the general pillage of the French Revolution, most of these relics were lost. Our chief sources of information regarding these martyrs are Lactantius and Eusebius. Their feast is kept on 9 Sept.

There are five other martyrs of this name venerated in the Church. The first is venerated at Nica on 10 March; the second, martyred at Nica, is commemorated on 11 March; the third, martyred at Rome, is honoured at Tours on 11 March; the fourth, martyred at Nicomedice, is reverenced in the East on 12 March; while the fifth is one of the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste, whose feast is kept 10 March.

Acta SS., XLIII, 328; Analecta Bollandiana, XVIII, 5.

John F. X. Murphy.

Gorkum, The Martyrs of. In the year 1572, Luther and Calvin had already wrested from the Church a great part of its dynamism and influence. The iconoclastic storm had swept through the Netherlands, and was followed by a struggle between Lutheranism and Calvinism in which the latter was victorious. In 1571 the Calvinists held their first synod, at Embden. On 1 April of the next year the Watergeuzen (Sea-beggars) captured Briel and Burnham, in Essex. In 1572, and again in 1573, the Dutch party was strengthened by the arrival of French troops. In June, Dortrecht and Gorkum fell into their hands, and at Gorkum they captured nine Franciscans. These were: Nicholas Pieck, guardian of Gorkum, Hieronymus of Weert, vicar, Theodorus van der Eem, of Amersfoort, Nicaius Janssen, of Heese, Wilhelmi of Denemark, Godfried of Mervel, Antonius of Weert, Antonius of Hoornaer, and Franciscus de Roye, of Brussels. To these were added two lay brothers from the same monastery, Petrus of Asche and Cornelius of Wyk near Duurastede. Almost at the same time the Calvinists laid their hands on the learned Dutch priest of Gorkum, Lucas de Beuchel of Bois-le-Duc, who had made distinguished studies in Louvain, and also his assistant Nicolaas Janssen, surnamed Poppel, of Welde in Belgium. With the above, were also imprisoned Godfried van Duynsen, of Gorkum, who was active as a priest in his native city, and Joannes Lenarts of Oisterwijk, an Augustinian and director of the convent of Augustinian nuns in Gorkum. To these fifteen, who from the very first underwent all the sufferings and torments of the persecution, were later added four more companions: Joannes van Hoornaer, a Dominican of the Cologne province and parish priest not far from Gorkum, who was subjected to the incarceration of the clergy of Gorkum, hastened to the city in order to administer the sacraments to them and was seized and imprisoned with the rest, Jacobus Lecops of Oudenaaer, a Norbertine, who after leading a
frivolous life, being disobedient to his order, and neglectful of his religious duties, reformed, became a curate in Monster, Holland, and was imprisoned in 1572; Adrianus Janssen of Hilvarenbeek, at one time a Premonstratensian and parish priest in Monster, who was hanged, strangled, and quartered by Tycho de Lacrope; and lastly Andreas Wouters of Heenoord, whose conduct was not edifying up to the time of his arrest, but who made ample amends by his martyrdom.

After enduring much suffering and abuse in the prison at Gorkum (26 June–6 July) the first fifteen martyrs were transferred to Breda. On their way to Dortrecht they were exhibited for money to the curious and arrived at Brielle 6 July. On the following day, Lammy, the commander of the Watergeuzen, caused the martyrs to be interrogated and ordered a sort of disputation. In the meantime the four other martyrs also arrived. It was exacted of each that he abandon his belief in the Blessed Sacrament and in papal supremacy. All remained firm in their faith. Meanwhile there came a letter from William of Orange which enjoined all those in authority to leave priests and religious unmolested. Nevertheless Lammy caused the martyrs to be hanged in the night of 9 July, in a turf shed and cruel manner. Their beatification took place on 14 Nov., 1675, and their canonisation on 29 June, 1865. For many years the place of their martyrdom in Brielle has been the scene of numerous pilgrimages and processions.

**Estur, Novarum in Hollandia constatissimorum mar- tyrum...**

**Guido Göres, Guido Göres**

**History-politischer Blätter, XXX, 133 sqq.; Meyers, Guido Göres (Luxemburg); Hoffmann, Die Romantik des seentury Guido Göres in Historisch-polit. Blätter, (1895), 705–20.**

**J. P. KIRSCH.**

**Göres, Johann Joseph, b. at Coblenz, in the heart of the Rhine country, 25 January, 1776; d. at Munich, 29 January, 1848. He was the strongest and most gifted champion of Catholic Germany, from the religious and the political point of view, during the first half of the nineteenth century. His father, Moritz Göres, had been a timber merchant, his mother was descended from an Italian family named Mazza, which had settled in Coblenz. He made his secondary studies at the gymnasium of Coblenz, where, after the expulsion of the Jesuits, pedantic and superficial rationalistic methods prevailed. In his youth Göres was a republican and rationalist, and he looked upon the French Revolution as a movement to free the nations. His earliest writings, „Der allgemeine Friede, ein Ideal“ (1798), likewise the monthly publication „Das rote Blatt“, which was continued in „Der Rubenrall in blauen Grunde“ (1798–1799), reflect this state of mind. He was one of several delegates sent by the Rhine and Moselle provinces to Paris in the fall of the year 1799, to protest against the conduct of the French general Leval in the Rhine country, and to remove the uncertainty hanging over his native country. His stay in Paris cured him of his enthusiasm for the French Revolution, and he turned to the study of law as a „flower-becked quaquaire“. The pamphlet „Die Resultate meiner Sendung nach Paris“ (1800) gives an account of his impressions. In it he closes the first period of his life, which was filled with plans and aspirations for the betterment of the human race and with bitter disappointments.

On returning from Paris, Göres became professor of physics at the Sekundarschule (college) at Coblenz, where he remained until 1806. On 14 September, 1801, he married Catherine von Lassaulx. As the fruits of his scientific studies at Coblenz he published a translation of Fourcroy's Synoptical Chemical Tables (1801), besides two essays "Aphorismen über Organon" (1803) and "Exposition der Physiologie" (1805). At the same time under the influence of Schelling he became interested in natural philosophy, art, and poetry, as appears in his essays "Aphorismen über Kunst" (1802); "Glauben und Wissen" (1805); and in his articles in Astrel's "Aurora", he identified himself with the Romantic movement, and in 1806 became Docent at the University of Heidelberg, where German romanticism flourished, and where he found himself thrown into close association with Achim von Arnim, Klemens Brentano, and Eichendorff. The "Pfänder" celebrated his election to the position of his "Teutschen Volksbücher" (1807). Later on came the "Alteutsche Volksund Meisterliteratur" (1817). He also contributed to the "Zeitung für
Einsiedler" and the "Heidelberger Jahrbücher", the official organ of the Romanticists. But the hostility of the Protestants at Heidelberg, many of whom turned against the Romanticists when the latter recognized and proclaimed the greatness and nobility of the Catholic church, led Görres to quit Heidelberg (1809), and he moved to Freiburg and then to Munich. There he now devoted himself to Germanic and mythological studies, which enabled him to produce his work, "Mythengeschichte der Asiatischen Welt" (2 vols., 1810).

The important political events of the following years compelled him once more to enter the political arena. He was again one of the leaders of the "Deutschnationale Partei", to whose cabinet he belonged (1814). But his "Rheinische Merkur", in which he violently attacked Napoleon, laboured for the advancement of Germany, and pleaded for the restoration of the old German Empire. Napoleon is said to have called this periodical the fifth of the great powers that were allied against him.

Görres at this period became superintendent of public instruction in the Rhine provinces. But his demand for the restoration of the old German Empire under the Emperor of Austria, and his courageous struggle on behalf of civil and political liberty, brought down upon him the hostility of the German princes, especially after the publication of his "Deutschlands Künftige Verfassung" (1816). The "Rheinische Merkur" was suppressed by the Prussian Government in 1816, and Görres was dismissed from his post as superintendent of public instruction. He went back to Heidelberg, but in 1817 returned to Cologne. He now worked for the extension and the liberalization of the Rhineland.

At the same time he continued his fearless work as a pamphleteer, as shown chiefly in his "Adresse der Stadt und Landschaft Koblenz und ihre Uebergabe beim Fürsten Hardeberg" (1818), and his brochure "Teutschland und die Revolution" (1819). The "Deutschland" Government at that time confiscated his papers and ordered his arrest. He escaped, however, to Frankfurt, whence he made his way to Strasburg. Here he remained, save for a visit to Switzerland in 1821 until the year 1827. His written defence "In Sachen der Rheinprovinz und in eigener Angelegenheit" (1821) was a brilliant vindication of himself against the attitude of the Prussian Government. At the same time he addressed a warning to the princes and nations of Europe, which was published the same year, "Europa und die Revolution".

In the following year he published "Die Heilige Allienz und die Völker auf dem Kongress von Verona" (1822). In 1824 he turned to his seat of worship in the Rhineland, and published numerous articles and pamphlets, which, in their views, were often in contrast with the attitude of the Rheinprovinz Government.

Now that the political difficulties in Prussia, in the thirties, were over, and the future seemed to be promising, he turned his attention to religious questions. He now devoted himself largely to the study of the Catholic faith and the history of Catholicism. His first work in this field was his "Deutschlands Künftige Verfassung" (1816), in which he violently attacked Napoleon, who was the enemy of the restoration of the old German Empire.

Görres's nomination by King Ludwig I of Bavaria to a professorship at the University of Munich (1827) marked the opening of the last period of his life. His lectures attracted a number of distinguished students among whom we may mention Brunner, Haneberg, Von Siemens, and others. But he became the spiritual head and front of a society of distinguished Catholic gentlemen who came to Munich under the patronage of King Ludwig I and who worked for the renovation of spiritual life, for the liberty of the Church, and for all things of interest to the Catholic Faith. Among the members of this circle we find the names of Arndt, Cornelius, Dollinger, Mühler, Phillips, Ringgels, and Streber. At intervals Görres was also visited by political and religious leaders of Catholicism, both in Germany and in other countries, among them Brentano, Böhm, Lacordaire, Lamennais, and Montalembert. In Munich also he continued his fertile and versatile literary activity. He pleaded for a Christian interpretation of history in his "Grundlage der Christlichen Geschichte", which was first published at Cobenzl (1830, new ed., 1884), and in the publication issued under his direction since 1831, "Gott in der Geschichte, Bilder aus allen Jahrhunderten der Christlichen Zeitrechnung". Other historical productions of his pen at this period were: "Die Japhetiden und die Keshemiten" (1844), and "Die drei Grundwurzeln des Keltischen Stammes in Gallien und ihre Einwanderung" (1845). He treated political questions in the "Eos", a review founded by Herber in 1828. His work "Der Dom zu Köln und das Münster zu Strassburg" (1842) properly belongs to the history of art.

But what engrossed Görres's attention above all since his stay in Strasburg was the study of mysticism. He carefully studied the mystical writers of the Middle Ages, observed partly in person the phenomena connected with the cases of the ecstatic young women of the 18th century, and endeavoured to comprehend more thoroughly the nature of Christian mysticism, which stands in the strongest contrast to rationalism and naturalism. These studies led to his writing his great work: "Die christliche Mystik" (4 vols., 1836–42; 2nd ed., 5 vols., 1879), which notwith-
Görtyna, a titular see, and in the Greek Church metropolitan see, of the Island of Crete. The city, situated at the foot of Mount Ida, not far from the River Lethe, was first called Larissa, afterwards Cremnίa, then Görtyna, and finally Gomer. Homer mentions it as a fortified city, which gives an idea of its great antiquity. Previous to the Roman occupation it was continually at war with the two neighbouring and rival cities of Cnosus and Cydonia, contending with them for supremacy. The result was desolation in an island predestined to happiness by its geographical position, climate, and soil. The Cretans, indeed, were ever the cause of their own distress, being at one time dissatisfied with their government, and at another with their government. Under Roman rule Görtyna became the civil and ecclesiastical metropolis of the island, which then prospered in a degree hitherto unknown. Its first bishop was St. Titus, the disciple to whom St. Paul addressed one of his Epistles. A basilica dedicated to St. Titus, discovered at Görtyna partly in ruins, dates from the fifth, perhaps from the fourth century. Among the earliest occupants of the see were St. Philip, a contemporary of Marcus Aurelius, whose feast is kept 11 April; St. Myron, commemorated 8 August; St. Cyril, 9 July; St. Eumenius, 18 September; St. Peter the Younger, 14 July. In 170 St. Dionysius, Bishop of Corinth, was addressed a letter to the community of Görtyna (Euseb., H. E., IV, xxiii), then probably the metropolitan see of Crete. Among its archbishops mention should also be made of St. Andrew of Crete (d. 740), a famous Byzantine poet and orator, and opponent of the Iconoclasts. In 825 the island was taken by the Arabs, Archbishop Cyril was slain for refusing to apostatize, and Görtyna so completely destroyed that it never rose from its ruins. Thenceforth, moreover, the metropolitan ceased to bear the title of Görtyna, took that of Crete, and resided elsewhere, probably at Candia, a city in the middle of the island and made capital in the tenth century. In the eleventh century Nicephorus Phocas reconquered Crete for the Byzantine Empire, which held it until 1204, when it fell into the hands of the Venetians, who retained the island until 1669, when the Turks took possession of it. The Venetians did not allow the Greek bishops to reside in Crete, while the Latin archbishop bore the title of Candia, not of Görtyna. Even yet the Latin diocese retains the name of Candia (q. v.), Görtyna being a titular archiepiscopal title. On the other hand the Greek Archbishop of Görtyna calls himself Metropolitan of Crete. The extensive ruins of Görtyna are located near the shore of the Bay of Kastoria, among the rocks of Apollo, several statues, the basilica of St. Titus, and numerous inscriptions, among which is the text of the so-called Laws of Görtyna, found in 1884, which afford us a good insight into Greek law of the fifth century B.C. Asaulapius was much honoured at Görtyna, being venerated as the husband of the Thracian goddess, an ancient grotto, by many archaeologists considered identical with the famous labyrinth. It is, however, only an ancient quarry out of which Görtyna was built; the labyrinth was situated near Cnosus.

Görs (St. Gorizia; Slovene Gorica), capital of the Austrian crown-land Görs and Gradiska, has a population (1900) of 25,432, almost exclusively Catholic, of which 68 per cent are Bohemian, 20 per cent Austrian, and 11.6 per cent Germans. Since 1761 Görs has been the seat of an archbishop, metropolitan of the ecclesiastical province of Illyria.

History.—The territory surrounding Görs belonged originally to the old Roman Prefecture of Illyricum, on the division of which into East and West Illyricum in 1599 it remained a part of the latter. After the fortunes until Emperor Otto III divided it in 1001 between the Patriarch of Aquileia and the Count of Friuli. The latter immediately assumed the title of Duke of Görs after the castle of that name, for the town of Görs was not recognized as such until 1307. In 1331 Görs passed to the House of Carinthia, and thence in 1090 to the Counts of Lurn, who in 1202, by arrangement with the patriarch, Pilgrim II, secured the territory belonging to the Patriarchate of Aquileia. By marriage Count Meinhard III came also into possession of the Tyrol. After his death (1256) it was divided into three Gőrs lines, represented by Count Albert II, and the Tyrolean-Carinthian line, represented by Count Meinhard IV. The latter line became extinct in 1335 with Henry of Carinthia, who had been for a time King of Bohemia (1307–10); the Görs line reached the zenith of its power under Henry II (d. 1223), among whose possessions were included Zinna, Pustertal, and Isola. The last Count of Gőrs was Gian Maria, the last office of viceroy of the empire in the March of Treviso. Unsuccessful wars, divisions of inheritance, etc. led to the decline of the house, and at the death of the last count, Leonhard, in 1500 without issue, his territory fell to Emperor Maximilian I, and, except for a brief interval of French occupation (1689–1715), has since remained a possession of the reigning house of Austria.

Ecclesiastically, this territory was from the beginning under the jurisdiction of the Patriarch of Aquileia. The fact that the patriarchs for the most part resided at Udine on Venetian land, while the patriarchal cathedral was situated at Aquileia on Görs territory, caused constant friction with Venice. Accordingly, in 1560 Emperor Ferdinand I agitated at Rome the question of establishing an independent bishopric at Görs, an attempt which was repeated many times during the following centuries, but finally undertaken by Pope Benedict XIV, yielding to Austrian urgency and overriding the claim of the Republic of Venice to the Austrian part of the Patriarchate of Aquileia, established a separate vicariate Apostolic with residence at Görs (29 Nov., 1749). On 6 June, 1751, the patriarchate was definitively replaced by two archbishoprics (18 April, 1752), those of Udine and Görs, the latter having as suffragans Trent, Triest, Como, and Pedena. The vicar Apostolic, Karl Michael, Count von Attme, was appointed first Archbishop of Görs, and in 1766 was raised to the dignity of a prince. After his death (1774) came Rudolf, Count von Belintz, who was, however, deposed, and in 1791 replaced by Joseph II in 1784 for his opposition to the imperial patent of tolerance of 13 October of that year, and died in 1803 at Lod. On 8 March, 1787, the emperor raised the Dioceses of Laiach to the rank of an archdiocese, and on 20 August, 1788, in place of Görs established a new diocese in the adjacent province of Gradiska. Pius VII gave his sanction to the new arrangement on the condition that Gradiska should be regarded only as a co-episcopal seat (with Görs); by his Bull "Recti prudentisque consili" of 12 September, 1797, however, he transferred the episcopal see and chapter back to Görs, and ordained that in future the bishop should bear both titles, Görs and Gradiska. By the Bull of 19 August, 1807, Pius VII reduced Laiach to the rank of a simple bishopric, and placed it with Görs and Triest under the immediate jurisdiction
of the Holy See. Finally, on 27 August, 1830, Pius VIII raised Gössl once more to the archiepiscopal rank, and assigned to it the Sees of Laibach, Triest-Capo d'Istria, Friuli, and Vogogna, as well as the suffragans of Wallach becoming archbishop. Since Archbishop Walland's death the archiepiscopal see has been occupied by: Franz Xaver Luschi (1833-54), distinguished for his apostolic zeal and unbounded charity; Andreas Gollmayr (1855-83), under whom the title of prior was restored to the bishop; Alois Zorn (1880-97), previously Bishop of Poreno-Pola; Jakob Missia (1899-1902), raised to the cardinalate, 19 June, 1899; Andreas Jordan (1902-05); and Franz Borgia Sedej, b. at Kirchheim, 10 October, 1854; ordained priest 26 August, 1877, appointed prince-bishop by the emperor, 20 January, 1906; confirmed by the pope, 2 February of the same year, and consecrated on 22 March.

Statist.—The archiepiscopal embraces the northern part of the Austrian coast, that is the County of Görz and Gradisca, and numbers (1909) 17 deaneries, 86 parishes, 42 curacies, 63 vicarages, 13 benefices, 112 positions for assistant priests, 271 churches and chapels, 304 secular and 41 regular priests, 257,704 Catholics. The following religious congregations have foundations in the archiepiscopal: the Franciscans, who have the monastery of Castagnazza, situated above the city of Görz, with an upper gymnasia for those destined for the order and also houses on the Triglav Mountain (Heiliger Berg) near Görz, and on the island of Barbat on Grado; the Capuchins at Görz and in the monastery of the Holy Cross near Haidenschaft; the Jesuits at Görz; the Brethren of Mercy of St. John of God, who have charge of the town hospital at Görz; the Ursulines at Görz; the Sisters of Mercy of St. Vincent de Paul, who have charge of the poor-house and the hospital for women at Görz, and of the orphan asylum at Contavaule, and have the domestic management of the preparatory seminaries of the prince-bishops at Görz; the School Sisters of Notre-Dame, who conduct a higher school for girls and St. Joseph's Asylum for girls at Görz; Sisters of Providence of St. Cajetan, with mother-house at Cormons and 5 branches; Sisters of Mercy of the Holy Cross, who are housekeepers in the central seminary of the prince-bishops at Görz. The cathedral chapter, established in 1781 by order of the Capitulum Teresinense after Emperor Maria Theresa, has 3 dignitaries (provost, dean, and scholasticus), 4 capitulary and 3 honorary canons, and at the present time (1909) one honorary canon extra statum. The patron of the diocece is St. Hermagoras, the theological seminary Carinum, founded in 1757 by Archbishop von Atteleng, and which, since 1818 has been the chief seminary for the whole ecclesiastical province of Görz, with the exception of the Diocese of Laibach, which has a seminary of its own. Besides the cathedral at Görz, completed about 1400, which exhibits various styles of architecture, mention should be made of the cathedral at Aquileia (basilica style), consecrated in 1031 by the Patriarch Popo; likewise the former patriarchal, now the parish, church in the city of Grado on the lagoon, ancient itself and rich in art treasures of the early Middle Ages, including sculptures, mosaics, etc., of the sixth century.

De Romanis. *Monumenta ecclesiae Aquileinanae* (Venice, 1740); *Cronista, Das Land Görz und Gradisca* (2 vol., Vienna, 1873-74); *Jackson, Dalmatia, the Quarner, and the Adriatic (2 vol., London, 1877); *Caprigni, Logano di Gradisca* (2nd ed. Triest, 1900); *Die Konsistorye der Görzer Kirchgemeinden* (St. Ulrich, 1892); *Truffenbach, Kurort Abrias der Geschichte der gefürsteten Grafschaft Görz und Gradisca bis zu den Franzosen* (1893); *Tr. It., Carrara (Innsbruck, 1900); *Ritter-Zeitschr., Jahrg. 1*: Die Bekanntheit von Görz durch die Fränzen (Leipzig, 1893); *Goth. Worms* (Leipzig, 1903); *Guidebooks to Triest* (Leipzig, 1903) and *Nok* (2nd ed., Görz, 1907); *Document historique archéologique* (Görz, 1902); *Archaeologie der Görschen Kirchen* (since 1907 published as a supplement to the diocesan paper, and in June, 1900, printed up to page 200); *Schriften der Gesellschaft Görzscher Geschichts* (Munich, 1900), 11, 821-36; (2nd ed., Munich, s.d.), 240-43; *Dissertazioni di locali Architettura Gorizia* (anno 1890 (Görz, 1890).

**GREGOR REINHOLD, GS.**

Gesolcin (or Gotselin, according to the spelling in the earliest MS. of his works), a Benedictine biographical writer; d. about 1099. He was born in the north of France and became a monk of St. Bertin's at Omer. Hermann, Bishop of Salisbury, brought him to England, but the exact date of his doing so is disputed. Wright gives him as Bishop of Wells, but Gesolcin himself states that he accompanied Hermann to Rome in 1049, shortly before the great Council of Reims in that year, and that he returned to England in 1053, it seems likely that Gesolcin came with him then. He remained in England to the end of his life, visiting many monasteries and cathedrals, and collecting wherever he went, materials for his numerous biographies of English saints. William of Malmesbury praises his industry in the highest terms. He was at Ely about 1082, where he wrote a life of St. Etheldreda. Between 1087 and 1082 he was at Ramsey, and compiled there a life of St. Ivo, or Ives. In 1095 he was at Cambridge, where he wrote his account of the translation of the relics of St. Augustine and his companions, which had taken place in 1091. This he dedicated to St. Anselm, and it was probably his last work. The Canterbury Obituary, quoted by Wharton, gives 15 May as the date of his death but does not name the year. It is certainly alive in the beginning of the year 1099, but we hear nothing of him afterwards. His works consist of the lives of many English saints, chiefly of those connected with Canterbury, where he spent his last years. Some of them have been printed by the Bollandists, by Mabillon, and by Migne. Others are contained in MSS. in the British Museum (London) and at Cambridge. A full list of his known writings is given in the eighth volume of the *Histoire littéraire de France*. His chief work was a life of St. Augustine of Canterbury, professing to be based on older records and divided into two parts,—an "Historia major" (in Mabillon, Acta SS. O.S.B., I) and an "Historia minor" (in Wharton, Anglia Sacra, I). His life of St. Swithin (in Bollandists, Acta SS., July) is also of some importance, but the majority of his writings have not much value at the present day. His method seems to have been usually to take some older writer, and to reproduce his work, in a somewhat inflated style, with additions of his own, but critics are agreed that no very great reliance can be placed on these latter. According to William of Malmesbury, Gesolcin was also a skilled musician.


G. CYPRIAN ALSTON.

**Gospel and Gospels.**—The word *Gospel* usually designates a written record of Christ's words and deeds. It is very likely derived from the Anglo-Saxon god (good) and spell (tell), and gives the exact equivalent of the Greek εὐαγγέλιον (εὖ ἀγαλλά, I bear a message), and the Latin Evangelium, which has passed into French, German, Italian, and other modern languages. The Greek εὐαγγέλιον originally signified the "reward of good tidings" given to the messenger, and subsequently, "good news". Its other important meanings will be set forth in the body of the present general article on the Gospels.

(1) *Titles of the Gospels.*—The first four historical books of the New Testament are supplied with titles (Εὐαγγέλιον κατὰ Ματθαίου, Εὐαγγέλιον κατὰ Μακαρ, Εὐαγγέλιον κατὰ Λουξ, Εὐαγγέλιον κατὰ Ευαγγελίστης).
etc.), which, however ancient, do not go back to the respective authors of those sacred writings. The Canon of Muratori, Clement of Alexandria, and St. Ireneus bear distinct witness to the existence of these headings in the latter part of the second century of our era. Indeed, the manner in which Clement (Strom., I, xi, 7) gives them implies that, at that early date, our present titles to the Gospels had been in current use for some considerable time. Hence, it may be inferred that they were prefixed to the evangelical narratives as early as the first part of that same century. That, however, the Gospels were not framed, and consequently not prefixed to each individual narrative, before the collection of the four Gospels was actually made. Besides, as well pointed out by Prof. Bacon, "the historical books of the New Testament differ from its apocalyptic and epistolary literature, as those of the Old Testament differ from its prophecy, in being generally anonymous, and for the same reason. Prophecies, whether in the earlier or in the later sense, and letters, to have authority, must be referable to some individual; the greater his name, the better. But history was regarded as a common possession. Its facts spoke for themselves. Only as the springs of common recollection began to twinkle, and marked differences to appear between the well-informed and accurate Gospels and the untrustworthy ..." did it become worth while for the Christian teacher or apologist to specify whether the given representation of the current tradition was 'according to' this or that special compiler, and to state his qualifications.

The first word common to the headings of our four Gospels is Ἐβαγγέλια, some meanings of which remain still to be set forth. The word, in the New Testament, has the specific meaning of "the good news of the kingdom" (cf. Matt., iv, 23; Mark, i, 15). In that sense, which may be considered as primary from the Christian standpoint, Ἐβαγγέλια denotes the good tidings of salvation announced to the world in connexion with Jesus Christ, and, in a more general way, the whole revelation of Redemption by Christ (cf. Matt., xvi, 19; Mark, xvi, 15; Luke, x, 9; Acts, xx, 24; Rom., i, 1, 9, 16; x, 16; etc.). This was, of course, the sole meaning connected with the word, so long as no authentic record of the glad tidings of salvation by Christ had been drawn up. In point of fact, it remained the only one in use even after such written records had been for some time received in the Christian Church: as there could be but one Gospel, that is, but one revelation of salvation by Jesus Christ, so the several records of it were not regarded as several Gospels, but only as distinct accounts of one and the same Gospel. Gradually, however, a derived meaning was connected with the word Ἐβαγγέλια. Thus, in his first Apology (c. xvi), St. Justin speaks of the "Memoriae of the Apostles which are called Ἐβαγγέλια", clearing referring, in this way, not to the substance of the Evangelical history, but to the books themselves in which it is recorded. It is true that in this passage of St. Justin we have the first undisputed use of the term Ἐβαγγέλια in the derived sense. Yet it is the holy Spirit who gives us to understand that in his day the word Ἐβαγγέλια had already that meaning, it is only natural to think that it had been thus employed for some time before. It seems, therefore, that Zech 7. is right in claiming that the use of the term Ἐβαγγέλια, as denoting a record of Christ's words and deeds, goes as far back as the beginning of the second century of the Christian era.

The second word common to the titles of the canonical Gospels is the preposition κατά, "according to", the exact import of which has long been a matter of discussion among Biblical scholars. Apart from various secondary meanings connected with that Greek particle, two principal significations have been attached to it. Many scholars have taken it to mean not "written by", but "drawn up according to the conception of" Matthew, Mark, etc. In their eyes the titles of our Gospels were not intended to indicate authorship, but to state the authority guaranteeing what is related, in about the same way as "the Gospel according to the Hebrews" or "the Gospel according to the Egyptians", does not mean the Gospel written by the Hebrews or the Egyptians, but that peculiar form of Gospel which either the Hebrews or the Egyptians had accepted. Most scholars, however, have preferred to regard the preposition κατά as denoting authorship, quite in the same way as, in Didotius Siculus, the History of Herodotus is called 'Ἡ Ἡροδοτος λεγομενος. At the present day it is generally admitted that, had the titles to the canonical Gospels been intended to set forth the ultimate authority or guarantor, and not to indicate the writer, the Second Gospel would not accord with the belief of primitive times, have been called "the Gospel according to Peter", and the third, "the Gospel according to Paul". At the same time it is rightly felt that these titles denote authorship, with a peculiar shade of meaning which is not conveyed by the titles prefixed to the Epistles of St. Paul, the Apocalypse of St. John, etc. The use of the genitive case in the latter titles (Παῦλου Ἐφραίμ χρηστοῦ, Ἀποκάλυψις Ἰωάννου, etc.) has no other object than that of ascribing the contents of such works to the writer whose name they actually bear.

The use of the preposition κατά (according to), on the contrary, while referring the composition of the contents of the Gospels to St. Matthew, of those of the second to St. Mark, etc., implies that practically the same contents, the same glad tidings or Gospel, have been set forth by more than one narrator. Thus, "the Gospel according to Matthew" is equivalent to the Gospel history in the form in which St. Matthew put it in writing; "the Gospel according to Mark", designates the same Gospel history in another form, viz. in that in which St. Mark presented it in writing, etc. (cf. Maldonatus, "In quatuor Evangelistas", cap. i).

(2) Number of the Gospels.—The name of the Gospel, as designating a written account of Christ's words and deeds, has been given to four. The earliest and most important of these four is the Gospel put in writing; "the Gospel according to Mark", designates the same Gospel history in another form, viz. in that in which St. Mark presented it in writing, etc. (cf. Maldonatus, "In quatuor Evangelistas", cap. i).

According to the account of the early Church, there were two only of these "gospels", that some information has been preserved. Their names, as given by Harnack (Chronologie, I, 589 sq.), are as follows:—

1-4. The Canonical Gospels.
5. The Gospel according to the Hebrews.
6. The Gospel of Peter.
7. The Gospel according to the Egyptians.
8. The Gospel of Matthias.
17. The Gospel of Philip.
19. The writing Ferae Magnae.

Despite the early date which is sometimes claimed for some of these works, it is not likely that any one of them, outside our canonical Gospels, should be reckoned among the attempts at narrating the life of Christ, of which St. Luke speaks in the prologue to his Gospel. Most of them, as far as can be made out, are
late productions, the apocryphal character of which is generally admitted by contemporary scholars (see APOCRYPHA).

It is indeed impossible, at the present day, to describe the precise manner in which out of the numerous works ascribed to some Apostle, or simply bearing the name of gospel, only four, two of which are not ascribed to Apostles, came to be considered sacred and canonical. It remains true, however, that all the early testimony which has a distinct bearing on the number of the canonical Gospels recognizes four such Gospels and none besides. Thus, Eusebius (d. 340), when sorting out the universally received books of the Canon, in distinction from those which some put in question, says: "And here, among the first, must be placed the holy quaternion of the Gospels", while he ranks the "Gospel according to the Hebrews" among the second, that is, among the disputed writings (Hist. Eccl., II, xxxv). Clement of Alexandria (d. about 220) and Tertullian (d. 220) were familiar with our four Gospels, frequently quoting and commenting on them. The last-named writer speaks also of the Old Latin version known to himself and to his readers, and by so doing carries us back beyond his time. The saintly Bishop of Lyons, Irenaeus (d. 202), who had known Polycarp in Asia Minor, not only admits and quotes the Gospels, but narrates that they were read just four, no more and no less. He says: "It is not possible that the Gospels be either more or fewer than they are. For since there are four zones of the world in which we live, and four principal winds, while the Church is scattered throughout the world, and the pillar and ground of the Church is the Gospel and the Spirit of life; it is fitting that we should have four pillars, breathing out immortality on every side and vivifying our flesh... The living creatures are quadriform, and the Gospel is quadriform, as is also the course followed by the Lord" (Adv. Haer., III, xi, 8). About the time when St. Irenaeus gave this explicit testimony to our four Gospels, the Canon of Muratorii bore likewise witness to them, as did also the Peshito and other early Syriac translations, and the various Coptic versions of the New Testament. The same thing must be said with regard to the Syriac harmony of the canonical Gospels, which was framed by St. Tatian, a disciple of St. Irenaeus, and was referred to under its Greek name of Diatessaron (Τὸ διὰ τέσσαρας Εὐαγγέλιασ). The recent discovery of this work has allowed Harnack to infer, from some of its particulars, that it was based on a still earlier harmony, that made by St. Hippolytus of Antioch, of our four Gospels, and was also a possible addition as to St. Justin's use of the canonical Gospels. "For since Tatian was a disciple of Justin, it is inconceivable that he should have worked on quite different Gospels from those of his teacher, while each held the Gospels he used to be the books of primary importance" (Adeney). Indeed, we know before the discovery of Tatian's "Diatessaron", an unbiased study of Justin's authentic writings had made it clear that the holy doctor used exclusively our canonical Gospels under the name of Memoirs of the Apostles.

Of these testimonies of the second century two are particularly worthy of notice, viz. those of St. Justin and St. Irenaeus. As the former writer belongs to the first part of that century, and speaks of the canonical Gospels as a well-known and fully authentic collection, it is only natural to think that at his time of writing (about A.D. 145) the same Gospels, and they only, had been recognized as sacred records of Christ's life, and that there was no fourth place to any Gospels as the beginning of the second century of our era. The testimony of the latter apostolic is still more important. "The very absurdity of his reasoning testifies to the well-established position attained in his day by the four Gospels, to the exclusion of all others. Irenaeus' bishop was Polinus who lived to the age of 90, and Irenaeus had known Polycarp in Asia Minor. Here are links of connexion with the past which go back beyond the beginning of the second century" (Adeney).

In the writings of the Apostolic Fathers one does not, indeed, meet with unquestionable evidence in favour of only four canonical Gospels. But this is only what one might expect from the writings of men who lived in the very century in which these inspired records were composed, and in which the word Gospel was yet applied to the glad tidings of salvation, and not to the written accounts thereof.

(3) Chief Differences between Canonical and Apocryphal Gospels.—From the four Gospels, the sacred character of which was thus recognized very early, differed in several respects from the numerous uncannical Gospels which circulated during the first centuries of the Church. First of all, they condemned themselves by their tone of simplicity and truthfulness, which stood in striking contrast with the trivial, absurd, or manifestly legendary character of many of these uncannical productions. In the next place, they had an earlier origin than most of their apocryphal rivals, and indeed many of the latter productions were directly based on the canonical Gospels. A third feature in favour of our canonical records of the life of Christ is the purity of their teachings, dogmatic and moral, over against the Jewish, Gnostic, or other heretical views with which not a few of the apocryphal gospels were tainted, and on account of which these unsound writings found favour among heretical bodies and, on the contrary, discreditable in the eyes of Catholics. Lastly, and more particularly, the canonical Gospels were regarded as of Apostolic authority, two of them being ascribed to the Apostles St. Matthew and St. John, respectively, and two to St. Mark and St. Luke, the respective companions of St. Peter and St. Paul. Many other gospels indeed claimed Apostolic authority, but none of them was this claim universally allowed in the early Church. The only apocryphal work which was at all generally received, and relied upon, in addition to our four canonical Gospels, is the "Gospel according to the Hebrews". It is a well-known fact that St. Jerome, speaking of this Gospel under the name of "Gospel of the Hebrews" according to St. Matthew. But, as far as can be judged from its fragments which have come down to us, it has no right to originality as compared with our first canonical Gospel. At a very early date, too, it was treated as being outside of therexempt from the canon of the Church itself, who states that he had its Aramaic text at his disposal, does not assign it a place side by side with our canonical Gospels: all the authority which he ascribes to it is derived from his persuasion that it was the original text of our First Gospel, and not a distinct Gospel over and above the one universally received from time immemorial in the Catholic Church.

(4) Order of the Gospels.—While the ancient lists, versions, and ecclesiastical writers agree in admitting the canonical character of only four Gospels, they are far from being at one with regard to the order of these sacred records of Christ's words and deeds. In early Christian literature, the canonical Gospels are given in no less than eight orders, besides the one (St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, St. John) with which we are familiar. The variations bear chiefly on the place given to St. John, then, secondly, on the respective positions of St. Mark and St. Luke. St. John passes from the fourth place to third, and to second, or even to the first. As regards St. Luke and St. Mark, St. Luke's Gospel is often placed first, doubtless as being the longer of the two, but at times also second, perhaps to bring it in immediate connexion with the Acts, which are traditionally ascribed to the author of our Third Gospel.
Of these various orders, the one which St. Jerome embodied in the Latin Vulgate, whence it passed into our modern translations, and even into the Greek editions of the New Testament, is unquestionably the most ancient. It is found in the Canon of Muratori, in St. Ireneus, in St. Gregory of Nazianzus, in St. Athanasius in the case of the sacred books drawn up for the Councils of Laodicea and of Carthage, and also in the oldest Greek uncial MSS.: the Vatican, the Sinaitic, and the Alexandrine. Its origin is best accounted for by the supposition that whoever formed the Gospel collection wished to arrange the Gospels in accordance with the order in which tradition ascribes their composition. Thus, the first place was given to St. Matthew's Gospel, because a very early tradition described the work as originally written in Hebrew, that is, in the Aramaic language of Palestine. This, it was thought, proved that it had been composed for the Jewish believers in the Holy Land, at a date when the Apostles had not yet started to preach the glad tidings of salvation outside of Palestine, so that it must be prior to the other Gospels written in Greek and for converts in Greek-speaking countries. In like manner, it is clear that St. John's Gospel was assigned the last place, because tradition at a very early day looked to the last of the four as having been written by St. Mark and St. Luke, tradition ever spoke of them as posterior to St. Matthew and anterior to St. John, so that their Gospels were naturally placed between those of St. Matthew and St. John. In this way, as it seems, was obtained the present general order of the Gospels which we find at the beginning, an order as author; at the end, the other Apostle; between the two, those who have to derive their authority from Apostles.

The numerous orders which are different from the one most ancient and most generally received can explained by the fact that, at the formation of the collection in which the four Gospels were for the first time united, these writings continued to be diffused, all four separately, in the various Churches, and might thus be found differently placed in the collections designed for public reading. It is likewise easy in most cases to make out the special reason for which a particular grouping of the four Gospels was adopted. The very ancient order, for instance, which places the two Apostles (St. Matthew, St. John) before the two disciples of Apostles (St. Mark, St. Luke) may be easily accounted for by the desire of paying a special honor to the Apostolic dignity. Again, such an arrangement as Matthew, Mark, John, Luke, bespeaks the intention of coupling each Apostle with an Apostolic assistant, and perhaps also that of bringing St. Luke nearer to the Acts, etc.

(5) Classification of the Gospels.—The present order of the Gospels has the twofold advantage of not separating from one another those Evangelical records (St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke) whose mutual resemblances are obvious and striking, and of placing at the end of the list the Gospels the narrative (that of St. John) whose relations with the other three is that of dissimilarity rather than of likeness. It thus leads itself well to the classification of the Gospels of which so long has been noticed and which all scholars readily admit. Unbelievers of all ages have greatly exaggerated the importance of this fact, and have represented many of the actual variations between the Evangelical narratives as positive contradictions, in order to dispove the historical value and the inimitable character of the sacred records of Christ's life. Over against this contention, sometimes maintained with a great display of erudition, the Church of God, which is "the pillar and ground of the truth" (1 Tim., iii, 15), has always proclaimed her belief in the historical accuracy and consequent real harmony of the canonical Gospels (and doctors and commentators); and Augustine and St. Jerome, and St. Augustin and St. Augustine) and commentators have invariably
professed that belief. As can readily be seen, variations are naturally to be expected in four distinct, and in many ways independent, accounts of Christ's words and deeds, so that their presence, instead of causing anything to detract from the main value of the Evangelical narratives. From among the various answers which have been given to the alleged contradictions of the Evangelists we simply mention the following. Many a time the variations are due to the fact that not one but two really distinct events are described in parallel, of which the two are taken from parallel passages of the Gospels. At other times, as is indeed very often the case, the supposed contradictions, when closely examined, turn out to be simply differences naturally entailed, and therefore distinctly accounted for, by the literary methods of the sacred writers, and, more particularly, by the respective purpose of the Evangelists in setting forth Christ's words and deeds. Lastly, and in a more general way, the Gospels should manifestly be treated with the same fairness and equity as are invariably used with regard to other historical records. To borrow an illustration from classical literature, the works of the Apostles are treated [by unbelievers] by a method which no critic would apply to the 'Memoirs' of Xenophon. The [Rationalistic] scholar admits the truthfulness of the different pictures of Socrates which were drawn by the philosopher, the moralist, and the man of letters, and, combining all, finds an instinct with a noble life, half hidden and half revealed, as men viewed it from different points; but he seems often to forget his art when he studies the records of the Saviour's work. Hence it is that superficial differences are detached from the context which explains them. It is more than an objection that parallel narratives are not identical. Variety of details is taken for discrepancy. The evidence may be wanting which might harmonize narratives apparently discordant; but experience shows that it is as rash to deny the probability of reconciliation as it is to fix the exact method by which it may be made out. If, as a general rule, we can follow the law which regulates the characteristic peculiarities of each Evangelist, and see in what way they answer to different aspects of one truth, and combine as complementary elements in the full representation of it, we may be well contented to acquiesce in the existence of some difficulties which at present cannot and will not be solved. That there must be a necessary consequence of that independence of the Gospels which, in other cases, is the source of their united power" (Westcott).


FRANCIS E. GIGOT.

Gospel in the Liturgy.—I. HISTORY.—From the very earliest times the public reading of parts of the Bible was an important element in the Liturgy inherited from the service of the Synagogue. The first part of that service, before the bread and wine were brought up to be offered and consecrated, was the Liturgy of the catechumens. This consisted of prayers, litanies, hymns, and especially readings from Holy Scripture. The object of the readings was obviously to instruct the people. Books were rare and few could read. What the Christian of the first centuries wished to be read from the Old Testament history, St. Paul's theology, and Our Lord's life he had learned from hearing the lessons in church, and from the homilies that followed to explain them. In the first period the portions read were—like the rite—not yet stereo-
typed. St. Justin Martyr (d. c. 167) in describing the rite he knew (apparently at Rome) begins by saying that: "On the day of the sun, as it is called, all the inhabitants of town and country come to the same place, and the commentaries of the Apostles [diagram] are read as long as time will allow. Then, when the reader has stopped, he preaches admonitions and exhortations all to imitate such glorious examples" (I Apol., 67). At this time, then, the text was read continuously without a break, till the last sentence (the bishop who was celebrating) told the reader to stop. These readings varied in number. A common practice was to read first from the Old Testament (Prophecatia), then from an Epistle (Apostolus) and lastly from a Gospel (Evangelium). In any case the Gospel was read last, as a final and Apostolic all the rest. Origen calls it the crown of all the holy writings (In Johannem, i, 4, pref., P. G., XIV, 26). "We hear the Gospel as if God were present", says St. Augustine ("In Johannem", tract. xxx, i, P. L. XXXV, 1632). It seems that in some places (in the West especially) for a time catechumens were not allowed to stay for the Gospel, which was considered part of the disciplina arcani. At the Synod of Orange, in 441, and at Valencia, in 524, they wanted to change this rule. On the other hand, in all Eastern Liturgies (e. g. that of the Apostolic Constitutions; Brightman, "Eastern Liturgies", Oxford, 1865, p. 5) the catechumens are dismissed after the Gospel.

The public reading of certain Gospels in churches was the most important factor in deciding which were to be considered canonical. The four that were received and read in the Liturgy everywhere were for that very reason submitted to the Canon of Scripture. We have evidences of this liturgical reading of the Gospel from every part of Christendom in the first centuries. For Syria, the Apostolic Constitutions tell us that when a bishop was ordained he blessed the people "after the reading of the law and prophets and our Epistles and Acts and Gospels" (VIII, 5), and the manner of reading the Gospel is described in 11, 67 (Cabrol and Leclercq, "Monumenta eccl. liturgica", Paris, 1900, I, p. 225); the "Peregrinatio Silvia" (Etherie) describes the reading of the Gospel at Jerusalem (Duchesne: "Origines", 493). The homilies of St. Basil and St. John Chrysostom explain the Gospel as read at Caesarea, and through the monasticism of Egypt, St. Cyril of Alexandria writes to the Emperor Theodosius II about the liturgical use of the Gospels (P. G., LXXVI, 471). In Africa, Tertullian mentions the same thing (adv. Marc., IV, 1) and tells us that the Roman Church "reads the Law and the Prophets together with the Gospels after the Gospel" (prescr., VI, 36). St. Cyprian ordained a certain consecrated named Aurelian that he might "read the Gospel that forms martyria" (Ep. xxxiii, P. L., IV, 328). In every rite then, from the beginning, as now, the reading of the Gospel formed the chief feature, the cardinal point of the liturgy that is normally read in the Liturgy. The "Peregrinatio Silvia" (loc. cit.) alludes to the Gospel read at cock-crow. So in the Byzantine Rite it still forms part of the Office of Orthros (Lauds). At Rome the Gospel of the Liturgy was read first, with a homily, at Matins, of which use we have now only a fragment. But the monastic Office still contains the whole Gospel read after the Te Deum.

Gradually the portions to be read in the Liturgy became fixed. The steps in the development of the texts used are: first in the book of the Gospels (or complete Bible) marginal signs are added to show how the text is drawn up to show which passages are appointed for each. These indexes (generally written at the beginning or end of the Bible) are called Synagoria in Greek, Capitularia in Latin; they give the first and
last words of each lesson (pericope). The complete Capitularium giving references for all the Lessons to be read each day is a Comes, Liber comitis, or comitum. Laterly there are come with the whole text, so as to dispense with searching for it; they have thus become Evangeliaria. The next step is to arrange together all the Lessons for each day, Prophecy, Epistle, Gospel, and even readings from non-canonical books. Such a compilation is a Lectionarium. Then, finally, when complete lessons are to be found in the tenth to thirteenth centuries, the Lessons are included in them.

II. SELECTION OF GOSPELS.—What portions were read? In the first place there was a difference as to the text used. Till about the fifth century it seems that in Syria, at any rate, compilations of the four Gospels made into one narrative were used. The famous "Diasteron" of Tatian is supposed to have been composed for this purpose (Martin in Revue des Qest. Hist., 1883, and Savi in Revue bibl., 1893). The Mozarabic and Gallican Rites may have imitated this custom for a time (Cabrol, "Etude sur la Peregri nation Silvii", Paris, 1895, 188-9). St. Augustine made an unsuccessful attempt to introduce it in Africa by inserting into one Gospel passages taken from the others (Sermon 232, P. L., XXXVIII., 1108). But the commoner use was to read the text of one of the Gospels as it stands (see Baudot, "Les Evangeliaires", quoted below, 18-21). On great feasts the apostles of the passage were added. The "Peregrinatio" gives us the Gospels as read for a number of days throughout the year (Baudot, op. cit., 20). For the rest of the year it seems that originally the text was read straight through (probably with the omission of such special passages). At each Synaxis they began again where they had left off last time. Thus Cassian says that in his time the monks read the New Testament through (Coll. patr., X, 14). The homilies of certain Fathers (St. John Chrysostom, St. Augustine, etc.) show that the lessons followed each other in order (Bäumer, "Gesch. des Breviers", Freiburg, 1895, 271). In the Eastern Churches the principle of the "Catholic" may have been that the Four Gospels should be read straight through in the course of each year (Scrivenem in Smith, "Dict. of Christ. Antiquities", s. v. "Lectionary"). The Byzantine Church began reading St. Matthew immediately after Pentecost. St. Luke followed from September (when their new year begins), St. Mark began before St. John, and St. John was read during Eastertide. There were some exceptions, e.g. for certain feasts and anniversaries. A similar arrangement is still observed by them, as any copy of their Gospel-book will show (Εὐαγγελίον, Venice, 1893). The Syrians have the same arrangement, the Copts a different order, but based on the same principle of continuous readings (Scrivenem, "Introduction to the criticism of the N. Test.", London, 1894, I; Baudot, op. cit., 24-32). For the present arrangement of the Byzantine Church see Nilles, "Kalendarnium manuale", Innsbruck, 2nd ed., 1897, pp. 444-52. It is well known that they name their Sundays after the Sunday Gospel, e.g. the fourth after Pentecost is "Sunday of the Centurion" because Matt., viii, 5 sq., is read then. This brings us to a much-disputed question: what principle underlies the order of the Gospels in the Roman missal? It is clearly not that of continuous readings. Father Beissel, S.J., has made an exhaustive study of this question ("Entstehung der Continuierlichen Reproduktion", in which he compares all manner of Comites, Eastern and Western. Shortly, his conclusions are these: The root of the order is the selection of appropriate Gospels for the chief feasts and seasons of the year; for these, the account that seemed most complete was chosen, without regard to the particular Evangelist. The intervals were then filled up so as to complete the presentation of the Lord's life in a logical and historical order. First, Easter was considered with Holy Week. The lessons for this time are obvious. Working backwards, in Lent the Gospel of Our Lord's fast in the desert was put at the beginning, the entry to Jerusalem and the anointing by Mary (John, xii, 1, "six days before the Pasch he entered into Jerusalem"), etc. This led to the resurrection of Lazarus (in the East, St. John, xi). But the place). Some chief incidents from the end of Christ's life filled up the rest. The Epiphany suggested the Gospel about the Wise Men, the Baptism, and the first miracle, which events it commemorates (e. g. Antiph. ad Magn., in 2 vesp.) and then events of Christ's childhood. This continuous method did not have obvious Gospels; Advent, those of the Day of Judgment and the preparation for Our Lord's coming by St. John Baptist. Forward from Easter, Ascension Day and Pentecost demanded certain passages clearly. The time between was filled with Our Lord's last messages before He left us (taken from His words on Maundy Thursday in St. John). There remains the most difficult set of Gospels of all—those for the Sundays after Pentecost. They seem to be meant to complete what has not yet been told about His life. Nevertheless, their order is very hard to understand. The hypothesis that they are meant to correspond to the lessons of Matins is not in accord with Homilies, and at any rate, such a comparison is tempting. Thus, on the third Sunday, in the first Nocturne, we read about Saul seeking his father's asses (I Kings, ix), in the Gospel (and therefore in the third Nocturne) about the man who loses one sheep, and the lost drachma (Luke, xv), on the fourth Sunday, David fights Goliath ("in nomine Domini exercituum") (I Kings, xvii), in the Gospel, St. Peter throws out his net "in verbo suo" (Luke, v); on the fifth, David mourns his enemy Saul (II Kings, i), in the Gospel we are told to be reconciled to our enemies (Matt., v). The eighth Sunday begins the Book of Wisdom (first Sunday in August), and in the Gospel the wise steward is commended (Luke, vii). Perhaps the nearness of certain feasts had an influence, too. In some lists Luke, v, where our Lord says, "From henceforth thou shalt catch men", to St. Peter, came on the Sunday before his feast (29 June). Saul, the story of St. Andrew and the multiplied bread (John, vi) before 30 November. Durandus notices this ("Rationale", VI, 142, "De dom. 25a pot. Pent."); see also Beissel, op. cit., 195-6). Beissel is disposed to think that much of the arrangement is accidental, and that no satisfactory explanation of the order of the Gospels after the mid-fourth century has been found. In any case the order throughout the year is very old. A tradition says that St. Jerome arranged it by command of St. Damasus (Berno, "De officio missarum", i, P. L., CLXII, 1057; "Micrologus", xxx, P. L., CLI, 999, 1003). Certainly the Lessons now sung in our churches are those that St. Gregory the Great's deacon chants at Rome thirteen hundred years ago (Beissel, op. cit. 196).

III. CEREMONY OF SINGING THE GOSPEL.—The Gospel has been for many centuries in East and West the privilege of the deacon. This was not always the case. At first a reader (διδασκόντης, lector) read all the lessons. We have seen a case of this in the story of St. Cyprian and Aurelian (see above). St. Jerome (d. 420) speaks of the deacon as reader of the Gospel (Ep. clxxvi, n. 6), but the practice was not yet uniform in all churches. At Constantinople, on Easter day, the bishop did so (Socom, H. E., vii, 19); in Alexandria it was an archimandrite ("Αρχιμανδριτής", see below), in other places deacons read the Gospel; in many churches only priests). The Apostolic Constitutions refer the Gospel to the deacon; and in 527 a council, at Vaison, says deacons are "worthy to read the words that
Christ spoke in the Gospel” (Baudot, op. cit., 51). This custom became gradually universal, as is shown by the formula that accompany the tradition of the Gospel-book at the deacon’s ordination (the eleventh century Visigothic “Liber ordinum” has the form: “... in Christi, accepit, ex qua semita est bonam gratiam fidei populo”, Baudot, p. 52). An exception that lasted through the Middle Ages was that at Christmas the emperor, dressed in a rochet and stole, sang the midnight Gospel: “Exit edictum a Cesare Augusto” etc. (Mabillon, “Museum italicum”, I, 250, sqq.). The mark of respect was that everyone who stood to hear the Gospel, bareheaded, in the attitude of a servant receiving his master’s orders (Apost. Const., II, 57, and Pope Anastasius I, 399-401, in the “Lib. Pontif.”). Sozomenos (H. E., VII, 19) is indignant that the Patriarch of Alexandria sate (“a new and insolent practice”). The Grand Masters of the Knights of St. John drew their swords while the Gospel was read. This custom seems still to be observed by some great noblemen in Poland. If any one has a stick in his hand he is to lay it down (Baudot, 110), but the bishop holds his crosier (see below). The Gospel was sung from the ambo (affton), a pulpit set half-way down the church, from which it could be best heard by every one (Cabrol, Diet. d’archéol. chrét. et de liturgie, Paris, 1907, s.v. “Ambon”, I, 1330-47). Often there were two ambones: one, for the other lessons, on the left (looking from the altar); the other, for the Gospel, on the right. From here the deacon faced south, as the “Ordo Rom. II” says (Mabillon, “Museum italicum”, II, 49), noting that the men generally gather there. Moreover, when the ambo had disappeared, the deacon turned to the north. Micrologus (De missa, ix) notices this and explains it as an imitation of the celebrant’s position at the altar at low Mass—of the ways in which that service has reacted on to high Mass. The Byzantine Church still commands the deacon to sing the Gospel from the ambo (e.g. Brightman, op. cit., 372), though with them, too, it has generally become only a theoretical place in the middle of the floor. The deacon first asked the blessing of the bishop (or celebrant) then went to the ambo with the book, in procession, accompanied by lights and incense. Germanus of Paris (d. 576) mentions this (Ep. I, I, 30, iii, 23, 17; cf. Durandus, “Rationale”, IV, 24). See the ceremonies in the “Ordo Rom. I”, 11, and “Ordo Rom. II”, which are almost exactly ours. Meanwhile the Gradual was sung (see Gradual). The “Dominus vobiscum” at the beginning, the announcement of the Gospel (“Sequentia sancti Evangelii” etc.), and the answer, “Gloria tibi Domine” are also mentioned by the sixth-century Germanus (loc. cit.). At the end of the Gospel the people answered, “Amen,” or “Deo Gratias,” or “Benedictus qui venit in nomine Domini” (Durandus, “Rationale”, IV, 24; Beleth, “Rationale”, XXXIX; St. Benedict’s Rule, XI). Our present answer, “Laus tibi Christe”, seems to be a later one (Ghir, “Messopfer”, 444). The elaborate care taken to decorate the book of the Gospels through the Middle Ages was also a sign of respect for its cross first on the book and then on himself—taking a blessing from the book (“Ordo Rom. I”, 11, “ut sigillumur”; Durandus, loc. cit., etc.; Beleth, XXXIX). The meaning of all these marks of reverence is that the Gospel-book, where Christ’s words were taken as a symbol of Christ himself. It was sometimes carried in the place of honour in various processions (Beissel, op. cit., 4); something of the same idea underlay the practice of putting it on a throne or altar in the middle of the synods (Baudot, 109-110). During provincial and general synods the Gospel is to be sung at each session.—Car. Ep. I, xxxi, 16), and the superstitious abuses that afterwards developed, in which it was used for magic (ibid., 118; Catalani, “de codice S. Evangelii”, III, see below). The Byzantine Church has developed the ceremony of carrying the Evangelion to the ambo into the elaborate rite of the “Little Entrance” of the Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom”, London, 1908, 68-74), and all the other Eastern Churches have similar stately ceremonies at this point of the Liturgy (Brightman, op. cit., for each rite). Another special practice that may be noticed here is that at a papal high Mass the Gospel (and the Epistle too) is read in Latin and Greek. This is already noticed by the first Roman Ordo (40). At Constantinople the Patriarch, on Easter Day, reads the Gospel in Greek, and it is then read by other persons (of δυνα λαοπλείας δια πλούτον) for that day, ed. Athens, 1908, pp. 306, 372, Nilles, “Kal. man.”, II, 314-15). The same thing is done again at the Hesperinos. The little Synopsis (Διηγήματα εἰς) of Constantine (1883) gives this Gospel of the Hesperinos (John, xx, 19-25)
in Greek (with two poetic versions, hexameter and iambic), Slavic, Bulgarian, Albanian, Latin, Italian, French, English, Arabic, Turkish and Armenian (all in Greek characters, pp. 634–73). The same custom is observed in Russia (Prince Max of Saxony, "Processio de liturgia orientalibus", Freiburg im Br., 1908, I, 116–17), where the Gospel of the Liturgy (John, i) is read in Slavonic, Hebrew, Greek, and Russian.

IV. PRESENT CEREMONY OF THE GOSPEL.—Except for the disappearance of the ambo, the rules of the Rubrics in the Missal (Rubr. gen., X, 6; Ritus cel., VI, 5) are still almost exactly those we have seen observed in the Roman Rite since the seventh or eighth century. The Epistle begins on the gospel book in the middle of the altar (while the celebrant reads his Gospel from the Missal). Liturgical editors publish books containing the Epistles and Gospels, otherwise a second Missal is used (the subdeacon has already chanted the Epistle from the same book).

The celebrant then passes into the thurible and blesses it as usual. The subdeacon goes down and waits below, before the middle of the altar. The deacon kneeling by the celebrant just behind him at his right says the "Munda cor meum". Then, rising and taking the book, he kneels with it before the celebrant (kneeling towards the one that reads, he) and says "Domine nobis benedicere". Jube with an infinitive is a common late Latin way of expressing a polite imperative (Dusange-Maigne d'Arnis, "Lexicon manuale", ed. Migne, Paris, 1890, a. v., col. 1235). Domimus is a medieval form instead of dominus, which got to be looked upon as a Divine title (so in Greek, εστι and εσται for εστίν).

The celebrant blesses him with the form in the Missal (Domimus sit in corde tuo ...) and the sign of the cross, before the celebrant's hand laid on the Missal. The celebrant goes to the Epistle side, where he waits; he turns round towards the deacon while the Gospel begins. The deacon, holding the book lifted up with both hands, stands in front of the subdeacon's side; they make the usual reverence to the altar, and the procession starts. The thurifer goes first with incense, then two acolytes, then the deacon and subdeacon side by side, the deacon on the right. We have seen the antiquity of lights and incense at the Gospel. All this time, of course, the Gradual is being sung.

The procession arrives at the place that represents the old ambo. It is still to the right of the altar (north side), but now inside the sanctuary, so that, except in very large churches, there is hardly any way to go, often the old procession to the right (Latin "little entrance") is replaced by an awkward turning round. Arrived at the place, the deacon and subdeacon face each other, the subdeacon receives the book and holds it up open before him. Originally the subdeacon (two are required by the Ordo Rom. I., 11, one as thurifer) accompanied the deacon up to the now ambo, helped him find his place in the book, and then stood back behind him by the steps. At Milan, where the ambo is still used, this is still done.

In the Roman Rite the subdeacon himself takes the place of the desk of the ambo. But the "Cerimonia Episcoporum" still allows the use of "legillus vel amphibones" if there be any in the church. In that case the subdeacon is to stand behind the desk or at the deacon's right and to turn over the pages if necessary (II, viii, 45). There is a difficulty about the way they stand. The Ritus celebrandi says that the deacon is to stand on his right side "as a vir ille, suum populum" (IV, viii, 41). This must mean looking down the church. On the other hand the "Cerimum Episcoporum" (II, viii, 44) says that the subdeacon stands "vertens renes non quidem altari, sed versus ipsam partem dexteram quae pro aquilone figuratur". This means the way in which they stand now; namely, the deacon looks north or slightly north-east (supposing the church to be properly orientated); the book is in the same direction as the Missal for the Gospel at low Mass. The subdeacon reads the thurifer at the deacon's right. The deacon, junctis manibus, sings "Dominum vobiscum" (answered by the choir as usual), then, making the sign of the cross with the right thumb on the book (the cross marked at these words in the Missal is put there to show the choir the line), and signing himself on the breast, he sings "Sequentia [or Initium] sancti Evangelii secundum N. . . ." It appears that sequentia is a neuter plural (Gihb, op. cit., 438, n. 3). While the choir answers, "Gloria tibi Domine", he incenses the book three times, in the middle, to its right, and left. Then, the deacon reading before the book begins, and sings the text of the Gospel straight through. He bows at the Holy Name, if it occur, and sometimes (on the Epiphany, at the third Christmas Mass, etc.) genuflects (towards the book). The tones for the Gospel are given at the end of the new (Vatican) Missal.

The normal one is a recitative on do falling to la four syllables before the end of each phrase, with the cadence si, la, si, si-do for questions, and a scandicus la, si (guillimis), do before the end. Two others, more ornamented, are now added ad libitum. The celebrant, standing at the Epistle side, looking towards the deacon, hearing the Gospel, kneels before him, but towards the altar. When the Gospel is over the subdeacon brings him the book to kiss, he says: "Per evangelica dicta", and he is incensed by the deacon. The Mass then continues.

We have noted that the only other persons now allowed to kiss the book are the ordinaries, if he be present, and other prelates above him in rank (Carr. Episcop., I, xxx, I, 3).

A bishop celebrating in his own diocese reads his Gospel sitting on his throne, and he is standing there, holding his crosier with both hands (Carr. Episcop., II, vii, 41, 46). In this case no one else is ever to kiss the book (ibid., I, xxix, 6).

In low Masses, ceremonies for the Gospel are, as usual, merely an abridgment and simplifying of those for high Mass. When the celebrant has finished reading the Gradual he says the "Munda cor meum", etc., in the middle of the altar (he says, "Jube Domine benedicere", because he is addressing God). Meanwhile the server brings the Missal to the north side (this is only an imitation of the deacon's place at high Mass). With the book turned slightly towards the people, the priest reads the Gospel with the same ceremonies (except, of course, for the incense) and kisses it at the end.

THE LATER GOSPEL.—The Gospel read at the end of Mass is a late development. Originally (till about the twelfth century) the service ended with the words that still imply that, "Ite missa est". The prayer "Placeat tibi", the blessing, and the last Gospel are all private devotions that have been gradually absorbed by the Liturgical service. The last Gospel of St. John's Gospel (1, 1–14) was much used as an object of special devotion throughout the Middle Ages. It was sometimes read at children's baptism or at extreme unction (Benedict XIV, "De SS. Missae sacrifr.", II, xxiv, 8). There are curious cases of its use for various superstitious practices, written on amulets and charms. It then began to be recited by priests as part of their prayer after Mass. A trace of this is still left in the "Cerimonia Episcoporum", which directs that a bishop at the end of his Mass shall begin the last Gospel at the altar and continue it (by heart) as he goes away to take off the vestments. It is noted that it is still not printed in the Ordinary of the Mass, but the rubric about it is there, and it will be found in the third Christmas Mass. By the thirteenth century it was sometimes said at the altar. But Durandus still supposes the Mass to be finished by the "Ite missa est" (Rationale, IV, 57); he adds the "Placeat" and blessing as a sort of supplement, and then goes on at once to
describe the psalms said after Mass ("deinde statim dicetur hymni illi: Benedictic et Laudate", IV, 59). Nevertheless, the practice of saying it at the altar ground was at the end of his friar's career, for the Roman Rite in his edition of the Missal (1570). The fact that all these three additions after the "Ita missae est" are to be said, even at high Mass, without any special ceremony, preserves the memory of their more or less accidental connexion with the liturgy. The normal last Gospel is John, i. 1-14. It is read by the celebrant at the north side of the altar after the blessing. He reads from the altar-card with the usual introduction (Dominus vobiscum . . . Initium S. Evangelii, etc.), taking the sign of the cross from the altar. He genuflects at the words, "Et verbum caro factum est", and on receiving the host, "Passa transmigration". At high Mass the deacon and subdeacon stand on either side, genuflect too, and answer. They do not read the Gospel; it is in no way to be sung by the deacon, like the essential Gospel of the Liturgy. Whenever an office is commemorated, whose Gospel is begun in the ninth lesson of Matins, that Gospel is set at the end of the low Mass, and in the case of the Missal must be brought to the north side (at high Mass by the subdeacon). This applies to all Sundays, feasts, and vigils that are commemorated. At the third Mass on Christmas day (since John, i. 1-14, forms the Gospel of the Mass) that of the Epiphany is usual. The low Mass, the reading of the lessons and the Gospel of the blessing of palms is read. Of Eastern Rites the Armenians alone have copied this practice of the last Gospel from the Latin.

All the medieval commentators (Durandus, Berno of Constantine, Micahel, etc.) discuss the Gospel at Mass and give mystic explanations of its use. See especially Durandus, Examen de affectuum, v. 24, De Evangelio; Bernard of Burk, Entstehung der Uniformen des romanischen Messbuches (supplement to the Stimm und Motor-Loch, 96) (Freiburg im Br. 1895), series Liberique (Paris, 1898); HENRY, D. De Sacramentis Sacrae Missae, ed. SCHNEDER (Munich, 1894), ii, 7, pp. 22-23, 14, 24, pp. 197. GILL, Die Apostel, v. 19 (Freiburg, 1897), 433-445, 723-724 (ts. St. Louis, 1903); DE HEDRIN, Sacra Liturgia praxis (ed. 9, Louvain, 1894), i, 292-38, 436-436.

ADRIAN FORTESCUE.

GOSS, ALEXANDER, second Bishop of Liverpool; b. at Ormskirk, Lancashire, 5 July, 1814; d. at St. Edward's College, Liverpool, 3 Oct., 1872; connected on both sides with old Lancashire families who had always been Catholics; his father, Rev. John H. Goos or Gosses, his mother from the Rutters. His maternal uncle, the well-known priest, Rev. Henry Rutter, sent him to Ushaw College, 20 June, 1827, where he distinguished himself as a student. When he had completed his philosophy course, he was appointed as a "minor professor" to teach one of the classes in the humanity schools. On the death of his uncle, he spent the legacy he received, in going to Rome, where he studied theology at the English College, and was ordained priest, 4 July, 1841. On his return to England, early in March, 1842, he was sent to St. Wilfrid's Church, Manchester, but in the following October he was appointed vice-president of the newly-founded college of St. Edward, Everton, near Liverpool. Fr. Gooss held this office until he was chosen coadjutor-bishop to Dr. Brown, ten years later. He was consecrated by Cardinal Wiseman, at Liverpool, 25 Sept., 1852, and as there was no pressing need of his services, he took the opportunity to pay a long visit to Rome. On 25 January, 1856, he became Bishop of Liverpool by the death of Dr. Brown, and from that time his commanding personality made him a most prominent figure in that city. His lofty stature, dignified bearing, and vigorous speech were the first characteristics of a straightforward character. He showed a vast amount of apostolic zeal in the duties of his sacred office, and was an eloquent preacher and a powerful controversialist. He was the beau-ideal of the rugged folk from which he derived—the old recusants of Lancashire—the mainstay of the old Faith in England; which character obtained for him the respect of his adversaries, the estimation of his friends, and the admiration of the people at large, as being a typical Englishman, blunt, manly, and honest. He seldom used any words that were not of Anglo-Saxon origin, and he never indulged in any ambiguities of speech. In politics, he followed the Conservative party. Under his firm administration, Catholicity made great advances; many churches and schools were built, and the bishop proved an unflinching champion of Catholic education. His fearless denunciation of social evils, and his outspoken expression of opinion attracted the notice of the Press, and even "The Times" asserted special attention to his "unanswerable logic". An account of Harkirkie burial-ground for recusants, and an introduction written by him were published by the Chetham Society in Croisy Records (M. S., 12, 1887). He also collected materials for a history of Catholicity in the north, and edited Drioux's "Sacerdotal History," and Greef's "History of the Reformation of the Church of England," and founded a "Catholic Quarterly". For many years he suffered so much that his friend, Rev. T. E. Gibson, wrote of him (Lydiate Hall and its Associations, Introd.): "A prey to disease during the greater part of his episcopate, his life was the struggle of a fearless soul with bodily ailments and with the harassing mental anxieties incidental to his position." He was seized with his last illness suddenly, and he passed away the same evening. There are two paintings of the bishop at St. Edward's College, Liverpool.

GOSSAERT, JAN, called MABUSE from Maubeuge in Hainault; Flemish painter; b. about 1472; d. at Middelburg about 1533. Nothing is known of him till after the age of thirty. In 1508 he went to Rome with the embassy of Philip of Brabant, Duke of Cleves, and Abbot of Middelburg, sent to Julius II by the Archduchess Marguerite. The visit occupied a year. On his return, Mabuse remained in the service of Philip, who had become Bishop of Utrecht. Perhaps he also accompanied him to Copenhagen (1515). This prince was a collector, a lover of the beautiful, especially of elegant villas, fountains, and ornamental waterspouts. After his death in 1524 Mabuse entered the service of Adolphus of Burgundy, Marquis of Veere. He lived at his court, sharing his friendship and that of Christian of Denmark, a prisoner of the Archduchess, always enjoying the liberality and good-will of the great, and leaving in the environs of the country from Van Eyck to Van Dyck. The tales of Van Mander dealing with his manners and pranks must be regarded as trivial gossip. He had married Marguerite de Molenser, by whom he had two children, Pierre, who was a painter like his father, and Henri, who married the painter, Henri van der Heyden.

The career of Mabuse is divided into two distinct periods by his visit to Rome. During the first period he is merely a noteworthy painter of the school of Memling and Gheeraert David. Good examples of this period are the panels of the altar of the church returning from the Sepulchre", and the picture, incorrectly called "The Honest Judges", which represents the centurion and his escort descending from Calvary. These are beyond doubt the two wings of a lost "Cruci-
The execution is bold, the painting compact and smooth, but the faces are wooden and slightly grimacing, the emotional portrayal being weak. What is most striking is the power of touch, the carving of the faces as with a chisel, the almost sculptural effect. The brilliance of Gosselin's groups of Michael Angelo or Raphael was yet completed. But all Italy was filled with enthusiasm for the monuments of antiquity. Mabuse devoted his whole sojourn to studying and copying for Philip of Burgundy the ruins of Rome. The first result of this journey was a change in his decorative scheme, to which we owe the architectural backgrounds, the colonnades, the palaces, the visions of a world of marble with magnificent pediments, which raise their noble outlines in his pictures. It is plain that all this archeology is quite destitute of scientific value. It is nevertheless of extreme importance, for it was by these ruins that the archeologists of the Renaissance movement—Brunellesco, Alberti, and Bramante—were architects. It was through them that the world of Vitruvius dethroned the Gothic world. With architecture the whole system of the arts altered its principles, and was reorganized on a rational basis and a monumental scale.

This revolution is readily apparent in the works of Mabuse. Statures grow taller, forms expand to preserve their proportion with the heroic scale of the decorative scheme; the nude banishes the flowing draperies; colour becomes thin; edges begin to merge into less rigid lines; the palette fades and assumes the cold tones of fresco. The triumph of the "Descent from the Cross" in the church of the Premonstratensians at Middelburg, which Dürer admired in December, 1520, was unfortunately burnt in 1568. But the triptych of Prague, "St. Luke painting the Blessed Virgin" (1515), and above all the "Adoration of the Magi" of Howard Castle (Earl of Carlisle), with its twenty figures of life size, its animation, its breadth of conception, its vibrating life, enabled us to understand the emulation produced in the Flemish school by such original conceptions. It was in fact the grand historical style of painting that Mabuse sought to extend throughout Europe, and as author of cartoons for tapestry ("Legend of Herkenbald", Brussels) he retains, nevertheless, mingled with the taste of the Renaissance something of the flamboyant imagination displayed in the cathedral of Bruges. He seems less happy in his easel pictures, above all in the treatment of mythological and legendary subjects, which he was the first to treat and to spread throughout the North. His "Amphitrite" at Berlin (1516), his "Danaë" at Munich (1527), his "Lucretia" at the Colonna Gallery are paintings at once awkward and affected, unnatural, almost ridiculous. All the splendor of pagan epic escapes him. This portion of his work which most impressed his contemporaries, and Guichard, as well as Van Mander, lauds him as the first to emancipate Flemish art from theology and transport it to the wholly natural sphere of humanism.

Finally, Mabuse was a portraitist of considerable importance. The "Children of Christian of Denmark" at Hampton Court, the "Carondelet" at the Louvre (1517), and the "Monk" at the same museum, are pieces of a vigour that has never been surpassed. The outline of the model here attains a relief comparable to high relief. The painting is in a silver tone, thin, almost without substance. The Mabuse design is the best, quite as accurate as that of Holbein. The "Virgins" of Mabuse are also portraits; the best, those of the Louvre and of Douai, already portray the beautiful Flemish type, the fleshy oval, the transparency of the skin, which subsequently constitute the uniform grace of the Madonnas of Rubens. The spiritual beauty of Memling is absent; the charm is that of a beautiful woman. The nimbus has lost its significance; the ideal image is expressed solely by a subtle glance, and a more resplendent light. Mabuse's historical importance is very great. Although he trained no pupils, his influence was felt by all. At Flanders he pointed out the way of the future, the path of the Renaissance. He had the good fortune to be the first-comer, and to be prepared from the excesses of unities, gigantism and ridiculous imitation into which his successors fell, e.g. the Heemskirks, the Floris, and Martin de Vos. What he most lacked was feeling, true inspiration. He falls far below the exquisite poetry of Massys, but he realized much more clearly the trend of art. If his masterpiece, the picture at Howard Castle, were not almost inaccessible to the general public, it would be seen that Rubens, throughout the sixteenth century, had no greater precursor in his country.

Karel van Mander, Le livre des peintres (1604), Fr, tr. with notes and commentaries by H. van Wijk (Paris, 1944); J. de Branden, Geschichte der Amtsfrau Schüderschool (Antwerp, 1853); W. van Haeften, Iconography of Bruegel, Flemish, and Dutch schools (3 vols., Brussels, 1863); Weale in Burlington Magazine (May, 1903), 11, 369; Gombrich, Jean Cousin de Movien, vues de ses peintures et de ses travaux, monuments de recherche et documents inédits (Liège, 1903); Wurthwein, Niederländisches Künstlerlexikon, II (Leipzig, 1906).

Louise Gillet.

Gosselin, Jean-Edme-Auguste, ecclesiastical author; b. at Rouen, France, 28 Sept., 1787; d. at Paris, 27 Nov., 1858. He studied philosophy and theology at St-Sulpice, Paris, 1806–11; became professor of dogma, while yet a subdeacon, after the expulsion of the Sulpicians by the seminary by Napoleon, 1811; was ordained priest, 1812. On the return of the Sulpicians (1814) he entered their society; was vice-president of the seminary at Fays, 1814–30; professor of theology to the candidates for the society, 1814–18; superior of the seminary from 1831 to 1844, when the feeble state of his health, which had always been delicate, obliged him to resign. His increasing infirmities from that time till his death permitted him to render little service except by his pen and the example of his piety, industry, and fortitude. A charming portrait of M. Gosselin has been left by Ernest Renan; in his "Lettres du Séminaire" we see the impression produced on him by his personality: "A discreet, modest, sober, prudent, his vast and varied erudition. And in the work of his old age, "Souvenirs d'enfance et de jeunesse", Renan says: "He was the most polished and amiable man whom I have ever known."

Besides many minor writings of service in their day, Gosselin left three works which are still of great value. The first is the standard edition of Fénelon in twenty-two volumes (1820–24), to which he added his correspondence in eleven volumes (1827–29), besides a corrected and enlarged edition of Bauset's "Histoire de Fénélon" and other works. He remained to the death of the Archbishop of Cambrai. Gosselin's edition is valuable for its notes and discussions, but its accuracy has been somewhat marred by his partiality for Fénelon. Out of it grew his best-known work, "Pouvoir du Pape au moyen âge" (1839; 2nd edition, 1845; tr. as "The Power of the Popes during the Middle Ages", Baltimore, 1853). This remains the classic text on the subject, though in part superseded by Mgr Duchesne's researches. It proved beyond question that the popes exercised temporal power over sovereigns during the Middle Ages. Orestes Brownson, in several articles devoted to it, while admitting its great exhibition, attacked Gosselin's method. But this was a very large concession and a discrimination between (Féne- lon), that this power was derived not from Divine authority, but from the public law of that period. Gosselin lived to complete his valuable "Vie de M.
Emery" which was revised and published (1861) after his death.

BERC L, Histoire littéraire de la compagnie de Saint-Sulpice (Paris, 1811); EDM. Notice sur M. Gosselin, préf. to his Vie de M. Emery (Paris, 1861); BROWNSON, Works, X-XIII.

JOHN F. FENLON.

GOSWIN. See MEERENBURG.

GOTHE (or Guten), J ohn, priest and controversialist, b. at Southampton, date unknown; d. at sea on a voyage to Lisbon, 2 October, 1704 (O.S.). Educated a strict Presbyterian, he became a convert and entered the English College at Lisbon in 1688. He was ordained priest in 1682, and then returned to England to work on the mission in London. He was of a very retiring disposition, and soon began to devote most of his time to controversial writings, with which he began in 1685. His famous work, "A Papist Misrepresented and Represented," contains a long list of the vulgar errors regarding Catholic doctrine and practice together with his masterly refutations of them, and is as appropriate for use in controversy to-day, as when it was written, with the solitary exception of his remarks about Papal infallibility, which need to be brought up to date. This work brought no less an antagonist than Stillington into the lists, together with a host of the lesser lights of Anglican Divinity, and then there arose a prolonged series of answers, rejoinders, and refutations, throughout which Gotthe single-handed more than maintained his position. His literary style was exceedingly pure, and was often a great factor in winning converts to the Church. His trenchant simplicity has often been compared to Swift at his best. Dryden once facetiously remarked that Gotthe was the only person, except himself, who knew how to write English.

He was afterwards chaplain to George Holman of Warkworth Castle, Northamptonshire, where he received into the Church and instructed Challoner, then a youth, the future celebrated Bishop and Vicar Apostolic of the London District. Shortly before his death, Gotthe was proposed as a possible successor to Bishop Ellis of the Western District. He died at sea on a voyage to Lisbon, having received the last rites from a priest who chanced to be on board. The master of the vessel was so impressed with Gotthe that he preserved the body of the English College at Lisbon, where it was interred. His principal works are "A Papist Misrepresented and Represented, or a two-fold Character of Popery" (original ed., London, 1665; has passed through numerous editions down to the present day; another edition is that of Bishop Challoner with additions), also published as a tract by the Catholic Truth Society; "Nubes Testim, or a Collection of the Primitive Fathers" (London, 1686); "The Sincere Christian's Guide in the choice of a Religion" (London, 1804); "Instructions on the Epistles and Gospels of the Whole Year" (London, 1758); "The Sinner's Complaint to God" (London, 1839); "Principles and Rules of the Gospel" (London, 1718); "A Practical Catechism"; "Instructions and Devotions for Hearing Mass" (London, 1767); "Instructions for Confession, Communion and Confirmation" (Dublin, 1825); and many other similar works.


C. F. WENTZ BROWN.

Gothic Architecture. — The term was first used during the later Renaissance, and as a term of contempt. Since then it has been used as the term for buildings which are barbarous nations erected buildings in that style which we call Gothic", while Evelyn but expresses the mental attitude of his own time when he writes, "The ancient Greek and Roman architecture answered all the perfections required in a faultless and accomplished building;"— but the Goths and Vandals destroyed these and introduced in their stead a certain fantastic and licentious manner of building, congestions of heavy, dark, melancholy, monkish piles, without any just proportion, use or beauty." For the first time, an attempt was made to destroy an instinctive and, so far as Europe was concerned, an almost universal form of art, and to sublimate in its place another built up by artificial rules and premeditated theories; it was necessary, therefore, that the buildings should be cleared of a once luxuriant growth that still showed signs of vitality, and to effect this the schools of Vignola, Palladio, and Wren were compelled to throw scorn on the art they were determined to discred. As ignorant of the true habitat of the style as some were of its nature, the Italians then called it the "maniera Tedesca," and since from time to time the word Goth implied the perfection of barbarism, it is but natural that they should have applied it to a style they desired to destroy. The style ceased, for the particular type of civilization it expressed had come to an end; but the name, like so many others, outlived the idea, and, as the term, was applied to more expressive of the idea of barbarity then, in the nineteenth century, the beginnings of a new epoch brought new apologists, the old title was taken over as the only one available, and since then constant efforts have been made to define it more exactly, to give it a new significance, or to substitute in its place a more expressive and more descriptive one. The word itself, in its present application, is repugnant to any sense of exact thought; ethnically, the art so described is immediately Franco-Norman in its origins, and between the Arian Goths, on the one hand, and the Catholic Franks and Normans, on the other, lies a racial, religious and chronological gulf. With the conquest of Italy and Sicily by Justinian (535-553) "the race and name of Ostrogoths perished for ever" (Bryce, "The Holy Roman Empire," III, 29) five centuries before the beginnings of the art that bears their name. Modern scholarship seeks deeper even than racial tendencies for the root impulse of art in any of its forms, and apart from the desirable correction of an historical anachronism it is felt that medieval art (of which Gothic architecture is but one category), since it owes its existence to influences and tendencies stronger than those of blood, demands a name that shall be exact and significant, and indicates more of the very features in which it now is held.

But little success has followed any of the attempts at definition. The effort has produced such varying results as the epitaphs of Vasari and Evelyn, the nebulous or sentimental paraphrases of the early nineteenth-century romantics, the severe and precise definitions of De Caumont, and the rigid formalities of the more learned logicians and structural specialists, such as MM. Violet Le Duc, Antheime St-Paul, and Enlart, and Professor Moore. The only scientific attempt is that of which the first was the originator, the last the most scholarly and exact exponent. Consciously stated, the contention of this school is that "the whole scheme of the building is determined by, and its whole strength is made to reside in a finely organized and frankly confessed framework rather than in walls. This framework, made up of piers, arches and buttresses, is freed from every unnecessary incommensurate of wall and is rendered as light in all its parts as is compatible with strength—the stability of the building depending not upon inert massiveness, except in the outermost abutments, but upon logical adjustment of active parts whose opposing forces neutralize each other and produce a perfect equilibrium. It is thus a system of balance, not a system of inert stability. Gothic architecture is such a system carried out in a finely artistic spirit." (Charles H. Moore, "Development and Character of Gothic Architecture," I, 8). This is an admirable statement
of the fundamental structural element in Gothic architecture, but, carried away by enthusiasm for the crowning achievement of the human intellect in the domain of construction, those who have most clearly demonstrated its pre-eminence have usually fallen into the error of declaring this one quality to be the touchstone of Gothic architecture, minimizing the importance of all aesthetic considerations, and so denying the name of Gothic to everything where the system of balanced thurts, ribbed vaulting, and concentrated loads did not consistently appear. Even Professor Moore himself has been accused of adhering to this criterion (Moore, op. cit., I, 8). The result is that all the medieval architecture of Western Europe, with the exception of that produced during the space of a century and a half, and chiefly within the limits of the old Royal Domain of France, is denied the title of Gothic. Of the whole body of English architecture produced between 1066 and 1328 it is said, "The English claim to any share in the original development of Gothic, or to the consideration of the pointed architecture of the Island as properly and exclusively English must be abandoned" (Moore, op. cit., Preface to first ed., 8), and the same is said of the contemporary architecture of Germany, Italy, and Spain. Logically applied, this rule would exclude also all the timber-roofed churches and the civil and military structures erected in France contemporaneously with the cathedrals, and would even extend to the west fronts of such admittably Gothic edifices as the cathedrals of Paris, Amiens, and Reims. As one of the most recent commentators on Gothic architecture has said, "A definition so restricted carries with it its own condemnation" (Francis Bond, "Gothic Architecture in England," I, 10). A still greater argument against the acceptance of this structural definition lies in the fact that while, as Professor Moore declares, "the Gothic monument, though wonderful as a structural organism, is even more wonderful as a work of art" (op. cit., V, 190), this great artistic element, which for more than three centuries was predominant through the greater part of Western Europe, existed quite independently of the supreme structural system, and varies only in minor details of racial bias and of presentation, whether it is found in France or Normandy, Spain or Italy, Germany, Flanders, or Great Britain—this, which is in its very definition an attribute of the era it commemorates, and the actual accomplishments of the era it connotes, is treated as an accessory to a structural evolution, and is left without a name except the perfunctory title of "Gothic", which is even less descriptive than the word Gothic itself.

The structural definition has failed of general acceptance, for the temper of the time is increasingly impatient of materialistic definitions, and there is a demand for broader interpretations that shall take cognizance of underlying impulses rather than of material manifestations. The fact is recognized that among structural, the structural and the aesthetic elements of Gothic architecture lie other qualities of equal importance and greater comprehensiveness, and, if the word is still to be used in the general sense in which it always has been employed, viz., as denoting the definite architectural expression of certain peoples acting under definite impulses and within definite limitations of time, a completely evolved structural principle cannot be used as the sole test of orthodoxy, if it excludes the great body of work executed within that period, and which in all other respects has complete uniformity and a consistent significance.

It may be said of Gothic architecture that it is an image of a civilization rather than a perfectly rounded accomplishment; aesthetically, it never achieved perfection in any given monument, or group of monuments, nor were its possibilities ever fully worked out except in the category of structural science. Here alone, as Professor Moore has admirably shown, finality was achieved by the cathedral-builders of the Île-de-France, but this fact cannot give to their work exclusive claims to the name of Gothic. The result is a diversity of name only in the practice of the arts. Such a style is Gothic architecture, and it is to this style, regarded in its most inclusive aspect, that the term Gothic is applied by general consent, and in this sense the word is here used.

Gothic architecture and Gothic art are the aesthetic expression of that epoch of European history when paganism had been extinguished, the traditions of classical civilization destroyed, the hordes of barbarian invaders beaten back, or Christianized and assimilated; and when the Catholic Church had established itself not only as the sole spiritual power, supreme and unquestioned in authority, but also as the architect of the destinies of sovereigns and of peoples. During the first five centuries of the Christian era the Church had been fighting for life, first against a dying imperialism, then against barbarian invasions. The removal of the temporal authority to Constantinople and the restrictions on the Pope's power continued, though prolonged; and even in the west the arts, Greek, Roman, and Asiatic elements were fused in a curious andlercious, one result of which was an architectural style that later, and modified by many peoples, was to serve as the foundation-stone of the Catholic architecture of the West. Here, in the meantime, the condition had become one of complete chaos, but the end of the Dark Ages was at hand, and during the entire period of the sixth century events were occurring which could only have issue in the redemption of the West. The part played in the development of this new civilization by the Order of St. Benedict and by Pope St. Gregory the Great cannot be overestimated: through the former the Catholic Faith became a more living and personal attribute of the people, and began as well to force its way across the frontiers of barbarism, while by its means the long-lost ideals of law and order were in a measure re-established. As for St. Gregory the Great, he may almost be considered the founder of the church of the Holy Roman Empire, and the redemption of Europe was completed during the four centuries following his death, and largely at the hands of the monks of Cluny and Pope St. Gregory VII (1073-1085), who freed the Church from secular dominion. With the twelfth century were to come the equally potent Cistercian reformation, the revitlifying and purification of the episcopate and the secular clergy by the canons regular, the development of the great schools founded in the preceding century, the communes, the military orders, and the Crusades; while the thirteenth century, with the aid of Pope Innocent III, the Papal bull of 1208, and the arrival of the Franciscans and Dominicans, was to raise to the highest point of achievement the spiritual and material potentialities developed in the immediate past.

This is the epoch of Gothic architecture. As we analyse the agencies that together were to make possible a civilization that could blossom only in combination art, we find that they fall into certain definite categories. Ethnically the northern blood of the Lombards, Franks, and Norsemen was to furnish the physical vitality of the new epoch. Politically the Holy Roman Empire, the Capetian sovereigns of the Franks, and the Dukes of Normandy were to furnish that sense of national civilization is impossible, while the papacy, working through the irresistible influence of the monastic orders gave the underlying impulse. Normandy in the elev-
enth century was simply Cluny in action, and during this period the structural elements in Gothic architecture were brought into being. The twelfth century was that of the Cistercians, Carthusians, and Augustinians, the former infusing into all Europe a religious enthusiasm that clamoured for expression, while by their antagonism to the over-rich art of the elder Benedictines, they turned attention from decoration to plan and form, and construction. The Cistercian and the Cistercian reforms through their own members and the other orders which they brought into being were the mobile and efficient arm of a reforming papacy, and from the day on which St. Benedict promulgated his rule, they became a visible manifestation of law and order. With the thirteenth century, the episcopate and the secular clergy joined in the labour of adequately expressing a united and questioned religious faith, and we may say, therefore, that the civilization of the Middle Ages was what the Catholic Faith organized and invincible had made it. We may, therefore, with good reason, substitute for the underscriptive title "Gothic" the name "The Catholic Style" as being exact and reasonably inclusive.

The beginnings of the art that signalized the triumph of Catholic Christianity were to be found in Normandy. Certain elements may be traced back to the Carolingian builders, the Lombards in Italy, and the Copts and Syrians of the fourth century, and so to the Greeks of Byzantium. They are but elements however, germs that did not develop until infused with the red blood of the Norsemen and quickened by the spirit of the Cluniac reform. The style developed in Normandy during the eleventh century contained the major part of these elemental nups, which were to be still further fused and co-ordinated by the Franks, raised to final perfection, and transfigured by a spirit which was that of the entire medieval world. Marvelous as was this achievement, that of the Normans was even more remarkable, for in the style they handed on to the Franks was inherent every essential potentiality. At this moment Normandy was the focus of northern vitality and almost, for the moment, the religious centre of Europe. The founding of monasteries was very like a mania and the result a remarkable revival of learning; the Abbeys of Bec, Fécamp, and Jumièges became famous throughout all Europe, drawing to themselves students from every portion of the continent; even Cluny herself had in this to take second place. It was a very vigorous and a very widespread civilization, and architectural expression became imperative. Convinced that "she was playing a part and a leading part in the civilization of Europe... Normandy perceived and imitated the architectural progress of nations even far removed from her own borders. At this time there was no other country in Europe that for architectural attainment could compare with Lombardy. Therefore it was to Lombardy that the Normans turned for inspiration for their own buildings. They adopted what was vital in the Lombard style, combined this with what they had already learned from their French neighbours, and a large element of their own national character (Arthur Kingsley Porter, "Medieval Architecture", VI, 243, 244).

What are these elements which were borrowed from the Lombards and the Franks, and which were to form the foundations of Gothic architecture? They are, from the former, the compound pier and archivolt, the alternate system, the ribbed and domed vault; from the latter (i.e. from the Carolingian remains), the modified basilican plan with its triune aisles crossed by a projecting transept, and its three apses. This, the basis of the typical Norman and Gothic plan, was derived directly from the Church of the Nativity at Bethlehem, the date of which is unknown. It may have been built by the Roman, or by Justinian, or at any date between, Professor Lethaby leaning to the latter conclusion. In any case it is not earlier than A.D. 300, nor later than 550. From the Franks were also borrowed the doubled western towers, the lantern or central tower over the crossing, and the threefold interior system of arcade, triforium, and clerestory. It will be seen that the main dispositions of the Gothic plan are derived from Carolingian developments of Byzantine modifications of the early Christian basilica, itself but an adaptation of that of pagan Rome; from the Lombards, however, had been acquired three elements which were to lie at the base of Gothic construction. Many of the characteristic features of Byzantine, Carolingian, and Lombard architecture had been permanently rejected, showing that the process followed was not one of slavish imitation but rather of conscious selection; the vast possibilities inherent in others had not been appreciated, as for instance the polychoral, domed motive of San Vitale and Aachen, surrounded by its vaulted ambulatory, from which the Franks were to evolve the Gothic chevet, while the pointed arch the Normans never used, though they must have known of it, imagined its existence. The actual steps in the development of what may be called the Gothic order, from the primitive basilica to the full perfection of Chartres, fortunately exist, and
we may trace the progress year by year and at the hands of diverse peoples. By the beginning of the tenth century, the available supply of ancient columns having become exhausted, square piers built up of small stones had everywhere taken the place of circular monolithic shafts, but the old basilican system remained intact (except in the polygonal, Carolingian churches), arcades supporting roof-bearing walls pierced by narrow windows, and an enclosing wall independent in its construction and forming aisles covered by lean-to roofs of wood. In Sant’ Eustorgio at Milan (c. 900) we find evidences that transverse arches were thrown from each pier of the arcade to the aisle wall, so necessitating the addition of a flat pilaster to each pier to take the spring of the arch. These arches may have been evolved for the purpose of strengthening the fabric, or for ornamental reasons, or in imitation of similar arches in the Carolingian domical churches; but whatever their source the fact remains that they form the first structural step towards the evolution of the Gothic system of construction. Next, transverse arches were thrown across the nave, the first recorded example being the church of SS. Felice e Fortunato at Vicenza, dated 983. Neither for structural nor aesthetic reasons was it necessary that these nave arches should spring from every pier, so every alternate pier was chosen, the intermediate transverse aisle arch being suppressed and the pier, that no longer had a lateral arch to support, reduced in size. To support the great nave arches, pilasters were of course attached to the nave face of the pier, and these, as well as the aisle pilasters, were made semicircular in plan. If we assume, as we may, that in other examples all the transverse arches of the aisle were retained, while only each alternate pier bore a nave arch, we shall have a plan made up of compound piers supporting longitudinal and transverse wall-bearing arches that divide the entire area into squares, large and small, the great square of the nave being four times the area of each aisle square.

The next step for a people on the highway of progress would be the vaulting, in mausoleum, of these squares, for the wooden roofs were inflammable; moreover the Carolingian builders had constantly so vaulted their smaller square roof areas. The process began at once, and of course with the aisle squares, where the structural problem was simplest. The date is not recorded; no early examples remain in Lombardy, but in Normandy we find, about 1050, churches which possess aisles covered by square, groined vaults, with the transverse arches showing. The next step was of course the vaulting of the great squares of the nave, but before this was attempted the rib vault was devised, and the task rendered structurally more simple. The old transverse aisle arches had given the hint; where an aisle so spanned was to be vaulted, the arches already in place formed a very convenient shelf on which some of the vault stones might rest, and, by so much, a portion of the temporary centering might be dispensed with. Intelligence could not fail to suggest itself to an expedient used in the first place the arch might be equally useful in that of the diagonals, which were far more difficult of construction, as well as the most liable to give way in the case of ribless, groined vaults. When did this era-making invention take place, and at the hands of what people? Where, and when, may it have probably received its first exact use, but it could not have been earlier than 1025, nor later than 1075? San Flaviano at Montefiascone, authentically dated 1032, has aisles with rib vaults which are possibly original and, if so, are the earliest on record, while the nave vault of Sant’ Ambrogio at Milan (c. 1060) is of fully developed rib construction. "The most recent authorities (such as Venturi, Storia dell’ Arte Italiana, 1903, who cites Steihl, 1898) accept the view that the vaults are of foreign fashion derived from Burgundy, and were about contemporaneous with the campanile [1129]. ... It seems that on the evidence we are compelled to suppose that Sant’ Ambrogio derive its scheme of construction from Lombardy. It may be that the origin of the vault is to be sought for in Normandy, or even in England; but there are many reasons for thinking that the seed idea, like so many others, came from the East." (W. R. Lethaby, "Medieval Art", IV, 109–111).

In all probability the Lombards are the originators of this device so pregnant of future possibilities. The new vault, groined, ribbed, and domed, was in a class by itself, apart from anything that had gone before. Particularly did it differ from the Roman vault in that, while the latter had a level crown, obtained by using semicircular lateral and transverse arches and elliptical groin arches (naturally formed by the intersection of two semicircular barrel vaults of equal radius), the "Lombard" vault was constructed with semicircular diagonals, the result being that domical form which was always retained by the Gothic builders of France because of its intrinsic beauty. Finally, the new diagonals suggested new vertical supports in the angles of the pier, and so we obtain the fully developed compound pier, which later, at the hands of the English, was to be carried to such extremes of beauty, and to form a potent factor in the development of the plastic logic of the Gothic structural system.

The last step in the working out of the Gothic vaulting plan remained to be taken—the substitution of oblong for square vaulting areas. This was finally accomplished in the Ile-de-France after various Norman experiments, the evidences of which remain in the vaults of St-George de Bocherville and the two great abbeys of Caen. The sexpartite vaulting of the latter, together with that of the five other similarly vaulted Norman churches and of the choir of St-Denis at Paris, has always been an architectural puzzle, since it is manifestly a stage in the development of the oblong quadripartite vault, and yet is found in these cases some years after the latter system is known to have been fully understood in France, and nearly three-quarters of a century later than the vault of Sant’ Ambrogio. There is reason to suppose that it is a revival of some of the earlier experiments in the development of the large, oblong, high vault from the small, square, aisled vault. It is conceivable that the quadripartite vault itself may once have existed in Lombardy and before the quadripartite vault was evolved; this would explain the persistence in Sant’ Ambrogio of the vaulting shafts on the intermediate piers, for which no apparent reason exists. The vault of the Abbaye aux Dames may be considered either as a square plan, bisected and strengthened by a transverse arch with solid spandrels, or as a series of transverse arches, one on each pair of nave piers, with the
roof spaces filled in by curved surfaces of stone supported on diagonal ribs meeting on the crown of each alternate transverse arch. In the first case would be indicated a fear to trust the stability of so large a quadripartite vault, until experiment proved its efficiency; in the second, a stage in the evolution of the great Sant' Ambrogio vault, all local evidence of which has been lost. The vault of the Abbaye aux Hommes is one more stage in the development; here the vault surfaces are curved both from the transverse arch and from the intermediate arch, which so becomes, not an arch—as in the Abbaye aux Dames—but a true vaulting rib. The result is a very strong vaulting system, particularly effective in its light and shade and its line composition, and it does not seem surprising that the Norman builders should have reverted to it from time to time, or that Abbot Suger himself should have borrowed it for his fine new abbey, choosing it for its strength or its beauty in place of the simpler and more open quadripartite vault.

In the meantime the second great structural problem, that of the abutment of the vault thrusts, had been solved by the Normans. In Roman construction the thrust of barrel vaults had been neutralized by walls of great thickness, that of groin vaults either by the same clumsy expedient or by transverse walls; when the Lombards first threw their transverse arches across narrow aisles, they added shallow exterior pilaster-strips at the point of contact, rather it would seem for decorative than for structural reasons, as the walls already were strong enough to take the slight thrust of the small arches. With the vaulting of the nave the problem became serious; in Sant' Ambrogio they dared not raise the spring of the high vault above the triforium floor, and the thrust of the vault was taken by two massive arches spanning the aisles, one below this floor, the other above, the latter being hidden under the wide, sloping roof of the nave which was continued unbroken to the aisle walls. This was, of course, but the transverse wall of the Romans, pierced by arched openings; the result was beautiful, and the task fell to the Normans of devising a better and more scientific method. At their hands the Lombard pilaster-strip became at once a functional buttress in

stead of a decorative adjunct, while the successive steps in the evolution of the flying buttress remain on record and are peculiarly interesting. In the Abbaye aux Hommes, "the expedient was adopted of constructing half-barrel vaults springing from the aisle walls and abutting against the vaults of the nave beneath the lean-to roof. These were in reality concealed flying buttresses, but they were flying buttresses of bad form; for only a small part of their action met the concentrated action of the vaults that they were designed to stay, the greater part of it operating against the walls between the piers where no abutments were required" (Moore, op. cit., I, 12, 13). In the Abbaye aux Dames these defects were remedied, for all the barrel vault was cut away except that narrow part which abutted against the spring of the vault. The flying buttress had been invented. As yet it was hidden under the triforium roof and did not declare itself to the eye, but functionally it was complete.

The fruit of the Cluniac reform working on Norman blood had been the evolution of the main lines of the Gothic plan (barring the easterly termination, or chevet) together with the development of the Gothic system of vaulting and the Gothic principle of concentrated thrusts met by piercing buttresses and flying buttresses. The true "Gothic system" is therefore the product of Normandy. In the meantime what had been done towards the working-out of the other half of the Gothic idea—the discovering anew of the underlying principles of pure beauty, their analysis into the elements of form and composition, proportion, relation and rhythm, line and colour, and chiaroscuro—finally what had been accomplished in the direction of evolving that new quality of form-expression which, differing as it does from any school of the past, gives to Gothic art its peculiar personality?—Nothing, so far as Normandy is concerned, except as regards certain large architectonic qualities first revealed in Jumièges, and, following this, in the Abbeys of Caen and St-Georges de Bocherville. The Abbaye aux Hommes is the norm of all French cathedrals; the Abbaye aux Dames, of the English order; while Jumièges, the first in date, remains one of the most astonishing buildings in history. If it had antecedents, if it came as the culmination of a long and progressive series of experiments in the development of architectonic form, the evidence is forever lost, for, as it now stands, it is isolated, almost preternatural. So far as we know, it had no precursors, and yet here are the majestic ruins of a monastic church larger than any since the time of Constantine and far in advance, so far as design and development are concerned, of any contemporary structure. Montier en Der, an abbey of Haute-Marne, built by Abbots Adso and Berenger (960, 998), is the only recorded structure which bears
the least kinship to Jumièges, and the difference between the two—separated by only fifty years—is that between barbarism and civilization. All that was good in Lombard architecture has been assimilated, and in addition we find fixed for the whole Gothic period those lofty and monumental proportions, that masterly setting out of plan, the powerful grouping of lofty towers, the final organism of arcade, triforium, and clerestory that together were to set the type of Gothic architecture for the centuries that followed. Thus unaltered, though infinitely perfected, so long as the Christian civilization of the Middle Ages remained operative. After Jumièges the abbeys of Caen were easy, and, given a continuation of cultural conditions, Amiens and Lincoln inevitable.

In the latter half of the eleventh century these cultural conditions ceased in Normandy. After the death of William the Conqueror the duchy fell on evil times, and the working out to its logical and supreme conclusion of the great style it had initiated fell into other hands, viz., those of the French of the old Royal Domain and of the transplanted Normans in England. In France the eleventh century had been marked by royal inefficiency, unchecked feudal tyranny, episcopal insubordination to papal control, indifference to the Cluniac reform, and general anarchy. By the middle of the century Cluny had done its immediate work and had begun to lapse from its lofty ideals, but others were to take its place and do its work, and, in 1075 St. Robert of Molesme founded in Burgundy the first house of that Cistercian Order which was to play in the twelfth century the part that Cluny had played in the eleventh. The preliminary fight that was to clear the ground in France began with the Council of Reims called by Pope Leo IX (1049-1054), when the sovereign pontiff and the monastic orders made common cause against the simony, secularism, and independence of the French episcopate. The contest was carried on simultaneously with the even greater fight against the empire, and, as there, the victory remained with the papacy. With the close of the eleventh century conditions in France had become such that the torch that fell from the hands of the decaying Norman could be caught by the crecent Frank and carried on without a pause.

During the first half of the twelfth century the outburst of architectural vigour in the Île-de-France is very remarkable. Soissons, Amiens, and Beauvais became simultaneously centres of activity, and the rib vault makes its appearance at the same time in many places. "During the first phase of the transition, 1100-40, the builders struggled to master the rib vault in its simpler phases: they learned to construct it on squares and on oblong plans and even over the awkward curves of ambulatories, but their experiments were always on a small scale. During the second phase (1140-80) the problem of vaulting great naves was attacked; the evolution centres in the peculiar development which the genius of the French builders gave to the concealed flying butress and to the semi-octave, both borrowed from Normandy" (Porter, op. cit., II, 54). The semicircular ambulacra of Morienval (c. 1140) are ported on ribs curved in plan, and the church of St.-Etienne at Beauvais (c. 1130), of which Professor Moore says that with the exception of St.-Louis of Poissy it is "the only Romanesque structure extant on the soil of France that was unmistakably designed for ribbed, groined vaulting over both nave and aisles", are valuable landmarks in the development. The second task of the French builders was simplified by the introduction of the pointed arch. As in the case of the ribbed vault, there is no means of knowing the exact source from whence this was derived. It had been in use in the East for nearly a thousand years before it appeared in the West; it was established in the South of France as an effective and economical contour for barrel vaults by the year 1050, whence it migrated to Burgundy and so to Berry (where it appears in 1110), but always in connexion with vaults rather than arches. The earliest structural pointed arch recorded in France is in the ambulatory of Morienval, referred to above, and is dated 1122.

This form, so pregnant of structural and artistic possibilities, may have been brought from the Holy Land by returning pilgrims, or it may have been independently evolved. Whatever its source, its advantages were so great from a practical standpoint that it is hard to believe that the races that had produced Sant' Ambrogio and Jumièges should not have worked out independently the idea of the pointed arch. Its two great virtues are its slight thrust as compared with the round arch, and its infinite possibilities of variation in height. The elliptical diagonals of the Romans did not commend themselves to the builders of the North, and the doming that resulted from the uniform use of semicircular arches, while not offensive in the case of square areas, became impossible where oblong spaces were to be covered, the expedient of stilting the longitudinal arches not yet having suggested itself. With the pointed arch in use, all difficulties disappeared. Once introduced it became in a few years the universal form, and its beauty was such that it immediately won its way against the round arch for the spanning of all voids. Almost coincidently with the acceptance of the pointed arch came the device of stilting, the transverse arches of Bury (c. 1123) being so treated. This would seem to indicate that to the Gothic builders the value of the pointed arch lay rather in its comparatively small thrust and in its intrinsic beauty than
in the facility with which it might be used for obtaining level crowns in oblong vaulting areas. This stiffening of the longitudinal arches was from the beginning almost invariable in France; structurally, it concentrated the vault thrust on a comparatively narrow vertical line, which is handled by the flying buttress; it permitted the largest possible window area in the clerestory, while the composition of lines and the delicately waved or twisted surfaces were so beautiful in themselves that, once discovered, they could not be abandoned by the logical and beauty-loving Franks.

The structural and aesthetic advance was now headlong in its impetuosity. A few years after Bury, St.-Germer de Fly was built, the date assigned by Professor Moore being about 1130. Here we find a building almost as surprising as Jumièges; for if the date quoted above is correct, the church has no prototype, no preceding stages of experiment. The vaulting, both of the ambulatory and of the apse, is stilted and has its full complement of ribs, the shafting throughout is finely articulated, the dimensions are stately, the proportions just and effective, while the easterly termination is a perfectly developed apse with rudimentary chapels—a chevet in posse. The flying buttresses are still concealed under the triforium roof, and outwardly the building has no Gothic character whatever; but the Gothic organism is practically complete.

With Abbot Suger’s St.-Denis, the easterly termination of which is of original construction and is dated 1140, we come to what is almost the fully developed Gothic plan, order and system, together with the true chevet of double apsidal aisles and chapels. This last feature, perhaps the most brilliant in conception and splendid in effect of the several parts of a Gothic church, may have been derived either from the triapsidal termination of the Carolingian basilican church, or from the polygonal domed structures of the same epoch. Transitional forms are found throughout the eleventh century, and the development from such a plan as that of St.-Genouillac, on the one hand, or Aachen, on the other, to St.-Denis presupposes only that degree of inventive force and overdowering vitality which, as a matter of fact, existed during the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

With the chevet as fully developed as it now appears in St.-Denis, there remains only the gradual perfection and refinement of the structural system and the giving it that quality of distinctive beauty in every detail that was to be the very flowering of the Catholic civilization of the Middle Ages. From the middle of the twelfth century both processes went on apace and simultaneously. Noyon followed immediately, and here, it is maintained, the flying buttress for the first time, displaying in logical fashion the system of construction, and at the same time bringing the abutment above the spring of the vault, where the greatest thrust actually occurred, while permitting the lowering of the triforium roof so that the clerestory windows might be given greater height in better proportion with the arcade and triforium. Sensis, of the same date, exhibits a great advance in mechanical skill and logical exactitude, with an innovation that commands less admiration—the substitution of cylindrical columns for the intermediate piers on the caps of which rest the shafts of the intermediate ribs of the sexpartite vault. Continued in Notre-Dame, this first line, but unconvincing, device proved to be but an experimental form, and was abandoned as unsatisfactory in the greatest monuments of French Gothic, such as Chartres, Reims, Bourges, and Amiens, where recourse was had to the specifically Gothic compound pier, with the shafts of the intermediate ribs, at least, of the vault, brought frankly and firmly down to the pavement.

The cathedral of Paris was begun in 1163 with the choir, and completed in 1235 with the raising of the western towers. From East to West there is a steady growth in certainty of touch, in structural efficiency, and in the expression through beauty of form and line of the culminating civilization of medievalism. The interior order exhibits the defects of the imperfectly organized Norman system, particularly in the lofty vaulted triforium or gallery, so great in size that there is no rhythm in the relationship of arcade, triforium, and clerestory, together with the columnar scheme of Sens and Noyon (the imposing of the vault shafts on the caps of plain cylindrical columns), which must be regarded as a falling back from the perfect articulation of the true Gothic system. The plan, however, is nobly developed, the general relations of height and breadth fine to a degree, while in the west front (1210-35) Gothic design reaches, perhaps, the highest point it ever achieved so far as classical simplicity, power, and proportion are concerned. The seed of Jumièges has developed into full fruition. The façade of Notre-Dame must rank as one of the few entirely perfect architectural accomplishments of man. With the cathedral of Paris, also, the new art shows itself in all its wonderful inclusiveness; design, as apart from constructive science, appears full flood in the entire treatment of the exterior; the Lombard rose window has evolved to its final point; decorative detail, both in design and in placing, has become sure and perfectly competent; while sculpture, stained glass, and, we know from records, painting have all forged forward to a point at least even with the sister art of architecture. In sculpture especially the advance has been amazing. For many generations it was held that the restoration of sculpture as a fine art was due to Italy, and specifically to Niccolo Pisano, but as a matter of fact the task was accomplished in France a century before his time. The revival began in the South, where Byzantine remains were numerous and the tradition still lingered. At Clermont-Ferrand, by the end of the eleventh century, a school of competent sculptors had been developed; Toulouse and Moissac followed suit, and by 1140 the Ile-de-France was producing works which show “a grace and mastery of design, a truth and tenderness of sentiment, and a fine-
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ness and precision of chiselling that are unparalleled in any other schools save those of ancient Greece and of Italy in the fifteenth century" (Moore, op. cit., XIII, 366). The sculptures of St-Denis, Chartres, of the work and of Paris are all sublime in their sculpture beyond criticism in itself and exquisitely adapted to its architectonic function; the statue of Our Lady in the portal of the north transept of Paris may be placed for comparison side by side with the masterpieces of Hellenic sculpture and lose nothing by the test. Of stained glass enough remains here and elsewhere to show how marvellous was the wholly new art brought into being by the genius of medievalism; and that the painting and gilding of all the interior surfaces was on a scale of equal perfection, we are compelled to believe. As the cathedrals and churches now remain to us—much of the glass destroyed by savage iconoclasm and brutality, every trace of colour vanished from the walls, while the original altars themselves have been swept away together with their gorgeous hangings and decorations (monstrosities like that of Chartres, for instance, taking their places); shrines, screens, and tombs, all wonderfully wrought and glorious in colour and gold, shattered and cast into the rubbish heap—they can give but an inadequate idea at best of the nature of that Christian art which in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries came as the result of a fusion of all the arts, each one of which had been raised to the highest point of efficiency. Of the art of Gothic art Mr. Prior says, "We are readily assured that nothing of crudity found place in the colour scheme of the Middle Ages—for have we not their illuminated manuscripts in evidence? For its pure and delicate harmony, a page of a thirteenth or fourteenth century manuscript may compete with the work of the greatest masters of colour that the world has known, and we cannot doubt that the same mastery of brilliant and harmonious tints was shown in the colour scheme of cathedral painting" (op. cit., Introd., 19). Some hint of what has been lost may be obtained from the faded frescoes of Cimabue and the painters of Siena, as they may be seen to-day at Assisi and Florence and Siena itself.

The defects of Paris are almost wholly absent in Chartres, which is the most nearly perfect of all Gothic cathedrals both in conception and in the details of its working out. It is unquestionably the noblest and most perfect of all Gothic churches, even though the lower portions of its choir have been ruined by the most aggressive vandalism known to the eighteenth century. Its relations of dimension are of the same final and classical type as are those of the west front of Paris, and while it stands at that middle point of achievement when the feats of the Norman system had been emulated, and those of the too exuberant vitality of the thirteenth century had not yet appeared. As has been said above, Gothic architecture is an impulse and a tendency rather than a perfectly rounded accomplishment; the element of personality entered into it as into no other of the great styles, and it was the seat not only of dazzling flights of spontaneous genius, but also to the misguided imaginings of daring innovators. The noble calm of the Paris façade was followed by the nervous complexity and lack of relation of Laon. Only five years after this same masterpiece of Notre-Dame was achieved, the flying buttresses of the nave were constructed, and in place of the original fine simplicity and logic of the system of doubled aisles, announcing perfectly the fundamental plan, were substituted the present daring and superb, but illogical and unthinkably arched soaring from the outer abutments across both aisles sheer to the spring of the high vaults. Similarly, when Amiens was built, the just proportions of Chartres were sacrificed to the pride of structural ability, and a faultless harmony of parts and proportions yielded to wire-drawn elegance and awe-inspiring altitudes, destined a little later, in Beauvais, to be the Nemesis of Gothic art.

Finally, the system of concentrated loads, which made possible a structure of masonry that was but a skeleton of shafts, arches, and buttresses, supporting from the ground walls of glass, was so tempting to the sense of daring and to the inevitable logic of the French genius that it led to a recklessness in the reduction of solids to a minimum that, however much they may have justified itself structurally, however marvellous may have been the result it made possible in the line of glowing and transparent walls of glass, their cold, pale, icy colour, must be considered as falling away from the justice and the grandeur of a classically architectonic scheme such as that of Chartres. "It was the Logic of the Parisian that brought to his Gothic both its extreme excellence and its decay: the science of vault construction fell in with his bent. The idea once having attracted him, his logical faculty compelled him to follow it to the end. His vaults rose higher and higher; his poise and counterpoise, his linkage of thrust and strain grew more complicated and daring, until material mass disappeared from his design and his cathedrals were chain-works of articulated stone pegged to the ground by pinnacles" (Edward S. Prior, "A History of Gothic Art in England", I, 9).

The fact must not be ignored, that even in the culminating monuments of the thirteenth century in France the mania for skeleton construction led to unfortunate subterfuges. The reduction of masonry was carried one step too far, a pious and unaggressive point, supplemented by hidden bars, ties, and chains of iron. "The windows were sub-divided by strong grates of wrought-iron, some of the horizontal bars of which ran on through the piers continuously. At the Sainte Chapelle a chain was imbedded in the walls right round the building, and the stone vaulting ribs were reinforced by curved bands of iron placed on each side and bolted to them" (W. R. Lethaby, "Mediaeval Art", VII, 161). In spite of these errors of a too-perfect mastery of the art of building, the great group of cathedrals that followed during the thirteenth century in France must always remain the crowning glory of Catholic architecture. Bourges, Reims, and Amiens, with the numberless other examples of a perfected art, from the Channel to the Pyrenees, the Alps to the sea, form the greatest cycle of buildings in a definite and highly developed style that has ever been produced, and, though the lower portions of its choir have been ruined beyond the most exuberant vitality of the thirteenth century, its nature and growth of Gothic architecture on which much has been written, yet nothing thus far that may be considered finally conclusive: (1) the Comacini, or seventh-century guild of masons; (2) the "structural refinements" to which Professor Goodyear has devoted so much study; (3) the application of certain general rules of proportion, the solution of the problem of proportion. Of the Comacini, whose name first appears in a mid-fifth-century document, Mr. Lethaby says, "It is generally held by scholars that the word does not refer to a centre at Como, but should be understood as signifying an association or guild of masons, and that the Magister Comacini heard of in the seventh century were of no special importance. It does seem probable, however, that the expansion of N. Italian art over many parts of Europe, which appears to have taken place in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, may be traced to the fact that in Italy the guilds had privileges which made members free to travel at a time when Western masons were attached to manors or monasteries" (W. R. Lethaby, "Mediaeval Art", IV, 114). Professor Goodyear may be assumed to have proved that the
irregularities in plan, the variations in spacing, the inclination of walls, and all the other manifold peculiarities of medieval building are in many cases premeditated, and not the result of negligence or accident. The aesthetic excuse he makes less obvious, however, nor had the builders any general laws which had been consistently as do those governing architectural refinements in Greek architecture. The mystical deductions as to the persistence of certain numerical laws, the occult properties of numbers, and the angle called the "pi pitch" from the time of the builders of the pyramids, which are supposed to express certain fundamental laws governing the universe, and to have been transmitted from father to son for thousands of years, until they appear as the controlling principles of Gothic proportion, and the setting out of Gothic plans, may be found in "Ideal Metrology", by the Rev. H. G. Wood (Boston, 1900).

When the church of Le Mans was finished, in 1254, the beginnings recorded in Jumièges two centuries before had worked themselves out to a point beyond which further wholesome development was impossible. The Franks had perfected what the Normans had initiated; the structural scheme inherent in Jumièges had progressed step by step to its conclusion; the great architectural harmonies of form and proportion and dimension, the mysterious and evocative powers of subtle and rhythmical relationship, had already achieved their highest fruition in Chartres and Reims, while an entirely new category of art, no sign of which had been accorded to the Normans, had by the Franks been brought again into being, viz., that of absolute beauty in ornament and decoration, whether in stone or glass or pigment, whether in itself or as isolated detail or in regard to its placing and disposition. Moreover, this latter manifestation of art was in terms radically different to anything that had gone before, although the principles were identical with those of all great art: "In breadth of design, co-ordination of parts and measured recursion of structural and ornamental elements, the Gothic artist obeyed, though in a different form, the same primary laws that had governed the ancient Greek" (Moore, op. cit., I, 29). The same was true of his sense of abstract and concrete beauty; in the contours of his mouldings, the carving of his caps and crockets, bosses and spandrels, the development of his decorative compositions of mass and line, and light and shade, he fell in no respect behind his brothers of Greece, while he excelled those of Byzantium. The forms were different, wholly his own and original, but the essential spirit was the same.

In the meantime Gothic architecture had been following a parallel course of development in England, borrowing directly from Normandy and France, assimilating what it so acquired, and giving to all a distinctly national character that tended from year to year further to separate English Gothic from any other, both structurally and artistically. No sooner was the Conquest effected in 1066, than the building of Norman abbeys, cathedrals, and churches was put in hand. Actually the introduction of Norman Romanesque in England took place about 1050, when St. Edward the Confessor began the building of Canterbury. The earliest work differs in no essential particular from that of Normandy, except as regards size, which in many cases was astonishing; not only were the abbeys often far larger than anything in Normandy, they were the greatest buildings in Europe. Winchester and St. Paul's were more than double the ground area of the Abbaye aux Hommes, while the London cathedral and Bury St. Edmunds were each a fourth larger even than the gigantic Cluny itself. From the first the English peculiarity of great length consistently with comparatively narrow nave (30-35 feet in clear span) is conspicuous. As the Norman buildings were destroyed, and rebuilt under Gothic influence, the original-setting out was generally adhered

to, and Gothic naves are seldom found of a width greater than that of the Norman. Very early, also, occurs the typical deep English choir, Canterbury in 1096, having one nine bays in depth. This excessive length of the eastern arm was due quite as much to practical considerations as to those of beauty. Religion was popular in England for some centuries after the Conquest, and great quantities of worshippers had to be provided for. In Spain the choir of monks or secular clergy thrust itself through the nave half way to the west doors; in France it usually took in at least the crossing; the cathedrals of the Île-de-France were secular and the very wide choirs easily accommodated the few canons. In England, however, the numbers of the monks and canons was so great, and so many of the cathedrals were monastic in their foundation, that enormously long choirs were necessary for the seating, in their narrow width, of those permanently attached to each church.

The great abbeys and cathedrals were seldom vaulted, being covered by timber roofs of low pitch except as regards their easily vaulted aisles. Barrel vaults were occasionally used, groin vaults in innumerable cases; the groin vault with ribs first occurs in Durham in 1093, an astonishing date, since the earliest ribbed vault claimed for France is in the diminutive church of Rhuys, a structure the date of which is unknown, but is placed at about 1100. The earliest known rib vault is claimed by Rivoira to be that of San Flaviano, in Umbria, but there is some doubt as to whether this is the original vault of a church known to have been built in 1082. San Nazzaro Maggiore, at Milan, has an authentic rib vault of 1075, and it appears therefore that the choir vault of Durham is earlier than any certain example in France, however small, and that it was built within twenty years of the first dated rib vault in Lombardy. The vaults of Durham nave are pointed and ribbed, and are not later than 1128, six years after the pointed arch appears in the little French church of Morienval.

No further development towards Gothic occurred in England until the middle of the twelfth century. Great abbeys in the fully developed Norman style,
such as Kirkstall and Fountains, Malmesbury, Peterborough, Norwich, and Ely, were reared all over England, but the prevailing monastic influence was Benedictine, and this was always architecturally conservative, and at the same time magnificent. As a rule, with enclosing ambulatories were almost invariable, and there was frequently the western transept, as at Burry and Ely. Towards the end of the Norman era a period the Cluniac influence greatly intensified the native richness in decoration of Benedictine art, and to this we owe in great measure the rich and intricate carving of the late Norman work that persisted down even to the chapel of Our Lady at Glastonbury, built in 1184. Before this date had occurred events which were to initiate and, in varying degrees, control the growth of Gothic in England: the coming of the Cistercians and the rebuilding of Canterbury choir by William of Sens. The Cistercians always favoured Gothic, over the massive and grandiose Romanesque of the Benedictines and Cluniacs, because of its early austerity and the economies it made possible in building. Regular Canons, also, and for similar reasons, adopted the economical new form, and this double influence was constantly exerted to structural and artistic simplicity—a fortunate thing for the new style, since it prevented too early flowering in the richness and luxuriance of beautiful detail.

That William of Sens introduced to England and set before English eyes so much as he could of so much as then existed. French Gothic is quite true, but it does not appear that his was the first Gothic done in England, or that it had a wide or lasting influence. Mr. Bond divides the local adaptation of Gothic into three schools—of the West, the North, and the South—giving to the former priority in time. He says: "The first complete Gothic of England commences not with the choir of Lincoln, but with Wells, as begun by Reginald FitzBohun who was bishop from 1174 to 1191. It was in the West of England that the art of Gothic vaulting was first mastered; first, so far as we know, at Worcester; and it was in the West, first apparently at Wells, that every arch was pointed and the semicircular arch exterminated (q.v.). This development was under way at Worcester, Dorset, Wells, Shrewsbury, and Glastonbury, to name only a few of the examples quoted, by the time the work at Canterbury passed from the hands of William of Sens to those of William the Englishman, and there is little evidence that it had any particular effect on the progress already begun. In the North, Lincoln choir followed close after Canterbury and was manifestly influenced by it in many ways, but as Mr. Bond says, "it is equally plain that the obligation is almost wholly to the English and not to the French part of that design." (Op. cit., VI, 111–12) For not all of Canterbury choir is French, even in the case of the work of William of Sens himself; the slender shafts of Purbeck marble, the springing of the vault ribs from the level of the triforium caps rather than from the string course above, the penetrations of the clerestory, the elaborately compound angle piers, with their ring of detached columns, are all English, and it is precisely these features St. Hugh copied at Lincoln. Neither do they appear in the retro-choir of Chichester, begun about the time William of Sens went back to France, any evidence that his work had established a dominating precedent; here the work is of a distinctively native cast, the columns of the arcade in particular being original to a degree and of the most

The exotic element in Canterbury proved to be but an episode and English Gothic went on developing itself after its own independent fashion. The choir of Lincoln exerted far greater influence and became the general model for all parts of England. In some cases an attempt, and a successful one, was made to dispense with the vault entirely, as at Hexham, Tynemouth, and Whithby, where in each instance the timber roof of the Anglo-Norman abbey was retained, and the chief attention was devoted to refining and improving the detail and composition of the wall design, where extremely beautiful results were obtained, as at Whithby, by the mastery of English elaboration of the arch mouldings and the profiling of the pier sections. The flying buttress was also slow of acceptance and never, indeed, became the striking feature it was in all the buildings of thirteenth-century France. The English cared little for logic and less for structural bracing, or even consistency of the elements they aimed at were beauty in all its forms, individual expression, novelty, originality—qualities they not seldom achieved at the expense of structural integrity. The Gothic of France was singularly consistent; it rapidly developed into a classical system from which no radical departures were made and into which the element of individual initiative hardly entered, once the body of laws and precedents had been established. The Gothic of England never possessed any such canon either of logic or of taste. Every bishop, abbot, or master-builder strove to outdo his fellows, to strike out some new and dazzling masterpiece, and if, as a result, the medieval building of England failed of the finality, the certainty, and the uniformity of that of France, it achieved that variety and personality far in advance of anything to be found across the channel. The second importation of French ideas, in the shape of Westminster Abbey, was apparently as helpless to change the English character as Canterbury choir had been; here also the French setting out, the chevet, the structural system, were overlaid with English qualities. "We may readily make the fullest allowance for French influence at Westminster, for so entirely is it translated into the terms of English detail that the result is triumphantly English. It is a remarkable thing indeed, that this church, which was so much influenced by French facts, should, in spirit, be one of the most English of English buildings" (Lethaby, "Westminster Abbey and the King's Craftsmen", V, 125). French "facts" were apparently as helpless to control the general building of a people as they had been to restrain English workmen in their detail, and
After the great abbey was finished in all its beauty England went on as before. By this time the stylistic quality of English Gothic had been pretty well fixed in such works as Beverley choir and transept; Christ Church and St. Patrick's, Dublin; Ely presbytery, Southwell choir, Netley and Rievaulx Abbeys, together with the "Nine Altars" of Durham and Fountains, all completed between the years 1225 and 1250, the peculiar qualities of English work had taken on a definite and very beautiful form. This is the period usually denominated "Early English", and, while it shows an advance in structural development, it records a notable change in point of design; nearly all the attention of the builders seems devoted to solving the problems of beauty in form and line, in detail and composition—this chiefly in the interior treatment. The relations of the arcade, triforium, and clerestory, the varying designs of the latter with their subtle arrangements of slender shafts and delicate lancets; the beautiful pier sections and moulding profiles, together with the sculpture of capitals, bosses, crockets, and terminals—varying as between the many sub-schools of the four main architectural provinces divided by it, and yet yielding results in all of pure French inspiration, a seldom attained even in the Ile-de-France—all are significant of a distinctively national artistic development, even though it follows lines other than those that held across the Channel.

Coincidently with the building of Westminster was the retrochoir of Ely, the presbytery of Lincoln, the nave of Lichfield, and Tintern Abbey, wherein are the first signs of change from Early English to Geometrical. This process was continued up to the end of the century, and in the works of its last quarter are to be found the highest attainments of English art. Carlisle choir and east front, Gisborough and Pershore choirs, and St. Mary's Abbey, York, are all expressed in a type of art that rises to the level of the highest attainments of man. The exquisite line-composition of Pershore and of York Abbeys, the refinement combined with masculine strength, the swift, steel-like curves of the moulding profiles, the perfected beauty of the carved foliage, together with the masterly arrangement of the lines and spaces of light, the hollows and depths of shade—all work together to build up a masterly art. Much of the product of this time has perished, and even of York Abbey, which seems to have represented the high-water mark of English architecture, not a shivered aisle wall, a crossing pier, and a few piles of marble fragments. Though at the beginning of the nineteenth century the greater portion of the fabric was intact, about 1820 it was sold to speculators to be burned into lime.

During the first half of the fourteenth century architectural progress was cumulative, reaching its apogee during the reign of Edward III. The fine simplicity and almost Hellenic feeling for line visible in the work of the preceding half century, and that gives it a place in this respect in advance of any other Gothic work of any country, is indeed yielded by the multiplication of ornament and detail, and an intricate composition of light and shade. The incomparable carving of Lincoln and Wells, York Abbey, West Walton, and Llandaff, architectural yet with all the qualities of form that are found in the noblest sculpture, yields first to the lovely, but dangerously naturalistic, type of Southwell chapter house and, then to the globular forms, the bulbous modelling, and the effete curves of Patington, Heckington, and the fourteenth-century tombe of Beverley and Ely. Curvilinear window tracery, in all its suave grace, has taken the place of the fine and vigorous geometrical forms of the Perpendicular, and modest prototypes of France. Finally, the brilliantly articulated lierne vaulting, with its intermediate ribs emphasizing the verticality of the composition and carrying out to completion in the roof the fine drawing of multiple piers and moulded arches, is swerving towards the unjustifiable type that came just before the fan vault, i.e. the criss-crossing of a network of purely decorative ribs over the vault-surfaces in violation of structural principle.

Decadence and perfect achievement go hand in hand—Exeter nave, the finest English interior remaining intact, on the one hand, Wells presbytery, on the other. But whatever the weaknesses that were showing themselves, they entered little into the make-up of the great parish churches, which represent, more than the episcopal and monastic structures, the genius of the period. This was one of the three great epochs of such parish architecture in England, and it is not to be forgotten that the true qualities of English Gothic art reveal themselves quite as fully in the minor as in the major buildings of this country. For a full century, i.e. from 1350 until 1450, the history of English Gothic is largely a history of parish church-building. The Black Death, which in 1349 smote the land with a pestilence that cut its population almost in halves, was followed by the Wars of the Roses, and the peace and prosperity which ensued, while English architecture with the accession of Henry VII. During this long period, however, the trend of stylistic development was wholly changed by the remarkable innovations initiated by Abbot Thokey at Gloucester in 1330, and carried on by William of Wykeham at Winchester from 1380.

The supreme importance of Gloucester in the history of the later Gothic has never been adequately recognized. She turned the current of English architecture in a wholly new direction. But for Gloucester, English Decorated work might well have developed into a flamboyant as rich and fanciful as that of France. But to the remotest corners of the land, to cathedral, abbey church, collegiate and parish church, there was brought the influence of Gloucester by the countless pilgrims to the shrine of Edward the Second in her choir" (Bond, op. cit., VII, 134). The manifest tendencies of Decorated—not, it must be confessed, of the most promising kind—were terminated, and instead a new progress was instituted towards the development of what we now know as Perpendicular "the first style of architecture that can properly be called English" (Moore, op. cit., VI, 212). Hitherto English Gothic has been rather a lovely overlapping of Continental principles by a distinctively racial decoration and a functional decoration. For design, for clarification of plan and system that left the foundations intact, so far as they had been apprehended and assimilated. Now was to come a perfectly independent manifestation in which system, design, and decoration were all new and all exclusively English. The adoption of the French scheme of a structural framework, the walls being no longer of masonry, but of glass set in a thin scaffolding of stone mullions, was at last adopted, but its working-out bore almost no relation whatever to the French method. Before the architectural revolution there were signs that sense of proportion and composition characteristic of English design, and of adaptations of Continental forms, was carried into the Lady Chapel of Ely (1321), which has almost no architectural qualities to commend it, but, whether William of Wykeham or profounder psychological influences are responsible, the fact remains that the danger was averted, and England recalled to sounder principles, which resulted in a new life in Gothic that persisted until Henry VIII and the regents under Edward VI brought the whole epoch of medieval civilization to an end and surrendered an unwilling people to the Reformation. Winchester nave and York choir; Westminster Hall, King's College Chapel, Cambridge, and St. George's, Windsor. Sherborne and Malverd, the choir vault of Oxford, the central tower and the cloisters of Henry VII at Westminster, together with the major part of the Oxford and Cambridge colleges, the great central towers of many of the cathedrals and abbeys,
and, finally, parish churches of all sizes and almost without number, are indicative of the surprising new life in art and therefore of the strength of the sound Catholic civilization of the age. The beauty of the new style, its structural integrity, and its fecund variety are worthy of high admiration. What it lacked of the majesty of form and the serene reserve of an earlier time is almost made up for by a fineness of line, a richness of design without opulence, and a splendour of colour that find few antecedents in history, while the fan vault takes its place as one of the very great inventions of architecture. "In these splendid vaultings of the fifteenth century we have indeed the last work of English monastic art" (Prior, op. cit., VII, 95).

Step by step, diverging steadily from her point of departure in the Gothic of France, England worked out to the full her own form of Gothic artistic expression. French precedents sat lightly upon her, and she was not favourably disposed to coercion. In plan the Norman and Burgundian type had been adhered to, and instead of that concentration which had produced in France a parallelogram with one end semicircular, there had been an expansion which resulted in the episopal or archiepiscopal cross plans of Lincoln, Beverley, and Salisbury—long, narrow naves, equally long choirs, widely-spread, aisled transepts, and frequently choir transepts as well, with a deep Lady Chapel prolonging the main axis still further to the east. The plan of a church of Paris or Amiens announces its ordonance but indifferently; that of an English cathedral, exactly. Outwardly, the former is hardly more than a mountainous mass without composition; vast and awe-inspiring, but without emphasis or variety, except in regard to its western front when taken by itself. The latter—with its long, lateral façade, its building-up by successive planes, both horizontal and vertical, its Lady Chapel, choir, central tower, and west towers, its bold transepts, porches, and chapels—becomes an elaborate yet monumental composition of brilliant masses and infinitely varied light and shade. With the exception of Hales, Lincoln, and Beaujeu (now destroyed), Tewkesbury, and Westminster, the chevet gained no hold in England, nor did the apsidal terminaliation widely commend itself; instead, the square east end became the established type, and when to this was added for the structural advantage of the still longer Lady Chapel, and still further to the east, the result was an independent architectural scheme equally admirable to that complex glory of the French chevet. Mr. Prior advances the interesting theory that the square east end was a fixed feature of both Saxon and Celtic church-building, and that subsequent changes taken to English history. Harding, the Englishman, who had been a monk of Sherborne in Dorset, where the old national tradition had survived the Norman invasion, and that it came back with the Cistercians, who, by their sheer dynamic force, were able to impose it at last on Benedictine abbey and secular cathedral alike, so bringing an originally local device to its own again. He says further: "In this matter the Canterbury choir of William of Sens was a survival rather than a pattern for English use. By the end of the twelfth century the small Keltic sanctuary had imposed itself on the choirs of our great Norman churches still more decisively than it has in the basilican introduction of St. Augustine." (A History of Gothic Art in England, II, 79).—In height, as related to breadth, the earlier and more reserved French relations were never exceeded, while they were often discounted; until Tudor times the elimination of the clerestory was from the English construction complete, with glass screens, found little following, and a grave and conservative relationship was preserved between solids and voids. The central tower, the culmination and concentration of the composition, was almost invariable, while the west front was usually subordinated to the design as a whole. The elaborate articulation of piers and archivolts, until both became compositions of fine lines of light and shade, was carried further in England than elsewhere, and the introduction of crockets, of tiercerons, and of pinnacle, of ridge ribs to receive them, was in keeping with an instinct that felt the subtle beauty of these multiplied lines. The logical sense, that demanded the grounding of every downward thrust of vault rib either at the pavement or on the abacus of the pier or column steps, was not operative, and in most cases the vault ribs were stopped on corbels above the level of the arcade capitals. From the Cistercian aversion to ornament, and perhaps also in part from the use of turned shafts of dark marble applied to the piers and bonded in by stone rings or bronze dowels, came the French and modern English with its polygonal chapter houses England developed a brilliant conception all its own, and almost the same might be said of the parish church, while in the designing of tombs, chantries, reredoses, choir-screen, and chancel-fittings of wood, the delicate fancy of the English had full play in the creation of a mass of exquisite sculpture and joinery that has no counterpart elsewhere. If logic and consistency are the note of French Gothic, personality and daring are those of the Gothic of England. The west fronts of Peterborough, Bury St. Edmunds, Wells, Ely, and Lincoln; the chapter houses of York, Salisbury, Lincoln, and Westminster; the city cathedral at Durham, the chapter house at Gloucester, Sherborne, Oxford, and Westminster—all are examples of a vitality of impulse, a fertility in conception, a soaring imagination, and a cheerful disregard of scholastic precedent that give English Gothic a quality of its own as important in the make-up of the art of the Middle Ages as is the masterly and final structural achievement of the Ile-de-France.

Outside France and England the racial adaptations of the Gothic impulse are much less vital and distinctive. Wales early evolved a school which had great influence in the development of style in the West of England, but it soon became merged therein and did not long preserve its identity: Ireland shows in its minor monastic work peculiar and very individual qualities hitherunto unnoticed, but to which attention is being called at last by Mr. Champneys (cf. The Magasin des Antiquites, "L'Ile d'Irlande et l'Art Ambroise"); in Scotland French influence was more pronounced than in the South, and the Norman of Jedburgh and Kelso, the Gothic of Dryburgh, Melrose, and Edinburgh deserve more careful study than has yet been given them. In Scandinavia, however, Saxon and Gothic, Danish and English school, and show no radical departures from the type established in the South by the Benedictines, Cluniacs, Cistercians, Augustinians, and Friars. In Germany the Gothic expression was slow in establishing itself, few evidences appearing before the Gothic style had reached perfection in France and England. "A reason for this, may perhaps be found in the fact that Germany in the twelfth century possessed a Romanesque architecture which, especially in the important churches along the Rhine, was of a very admirable character and was well suited to the needs and tastes of the German people" (Moore, op. cit., VII, 237). Another reason may also be discovered in the further fact that the pressure of Cistercian influence during its great formative period was towards France and England rather than in the direction of Germany, while the impulse of creative civilization in the twelfth century came from the Continent through the Teutonic blood. When, about the middle of the thirteenth century, French architects began the construction of the cathedral of Cologne after the exaggerated manner of Beauvais, they might almost have claimed that theirs was the first Gothic structure in Germany. Pointed arches and ribbed vaults had
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Gothic certainly contributes valuable elements to the total of medieval art. During the eleventh century one school after another had come into existence in almost every part of Italy, all based more or less on some local modification of the primitive basilican idea, yet varying in different directions as the peculiar influences of each section might direct. In Torecello, Murano, and Venice these were naturally Byzantine, more or less modified by the variations at Ravenna. In Sicily, Byzantine influence was mingled with strains from Mohammedan sources and with a strong influence brought in by King Roger and his Norman followers. Pisa and Florence worked on their own lines with some slight Lombard admixture, while those portions of the peninsula under Lombard control developed their vital and inspiring style from the

Flemish Gothic is distinctly a sub-school of that of France rather than of Germany. The nave of Tour- nai, built Flemish Gothic, is one of the most beautiful pointed arches and certain Burgundian qualities are creeping in; its proportions, however, partake of the finer feeling of the Franks, even though its general conception is Flemish. During the first half of the thirteenth century such thoroughly strong and refined examples of true Gothic as St. Martin, Ypres, St. Bavon and St. Michael, Ghent, appear, widely divided in their quality from the halting efforts of Germany proper. The civic work of Flanders is perhaps its most distinctly national creation, and the Cloth Hall, Ypres, with the great group of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century town halls—Bruges, Bruges, Louvain, Oudenarde, Alost, and Ghent—while excessively in their flamboyant detail, yet retain the essential elements of fine composition and vigorous design.

In Italy the introduction of Gothic forms was as long delayed as in Germany, while, so far as native work is concerned, the fundamental principles of Gothic construction were never accepted at all. It was essentially a northern art, and in Italy neither the mental disposition of the people nor the spiritual and temporal conditions put a premium on ideas in themselves racially foreign. Nevertheless, once introduced, they produced in many cases very beautiful results, particularly in decoration and design, and Italian persisting Carlovigian tradition. The abstract beauty of much of this Italian product of the eleventh century is very pronounced, St. Mark's at Venice, San Miniato at Florence, Cefalu, Monreale, and the Capella Palatina in Sicily; Troja, Toscanella, San Michelet at Pavia, San Zeno at Verona—all possess elements of great art, but no one of the styles indicated by any of these buildings was destined to a final working-out under cultural conditions that made such a result inevitable. Development during the twelfth century was almost wholly local in its extent and decorative in its scope, and it was not until the coming of the Cistercians, with their Gothic of Burgundy, at the opening of the thirteenth century, that the incipient or reminiscence local modes were extinguished, and an attempt made at a general unification of style.

The era when architecture was to be the favourite mode for the artistic voicing of a civilization was, at least in the South, nearly at an end; painting and sculpture were to take its place, and therefore the Gothic architecture of Italy was to remain both racially alien and in its nature episcopal. In the former class are those churches the designs of which were apparently imported almost bodily from Burgundy by the Cistercian monks, such as Fossanova, Casnari, and San Galgano, all works of great beauty of form and proportion, all vaulted in stone, the two former having fully developed rib vaults with stilted lateral arches in good Gothic form, though in none is the buttress sys-
tem well developed. A little later come Sant' Andrea, Vercelli (1219–24), said to be the work of an English architect, but manifestly French, with a full system of flying buttresses, San Francesco at Assisi (1226–53), attributed by Vasari to a German architect, but also unmistakably French in its first inspiration, though considerably modified by what may well be local Franciscan influence, and San Francesco at Bologna, of which much the same may be said.

The first really local development of Gothic seems to have been at the hands of the friars, Sta. Croce and Sta. Maria Novella at Florence, dating from the end of the century, varying so widely from any contemporary form of Gothic that their peculiarities must be assigned either to the friars themselves or to the influx of Italian personality. One of the fundamental characteristics of Gothic is a sense of just proportion and a fine relationship of parts, combined with a passion for beauty of line, form, light and shade, colour, and their relationships, not invariably achieved, but always sought for with a consuming eagerness. These qualities are almost wholly lacking in the churches above named, as well as in the cathedral itself, which partakes of nearly all of their peculiarities. We know that in England, when the Franciscans and Dominicans built their own great, popular churches, while they worked for the same large open spaces and economy of material, they nevertheless regarded these considerations of proportion and pure beauty, therefore the conclusion seems inevitable that it is not to the nature of the Mendicant Orders, but to some incapacity in the race, as it then was, that we owe the radical shortcomings of the work of Arnolfo and his fellows in Italy. The fact remains, however, that the great churches of the friars are the chief offenders. San Giovanni e Paolo and the Fra'ari at Venice, the cathedral of Arezzo, San Petronio, Bologna, and the cathedral of Florence are, with the friars churches in the city last named, brilliant examples of the lamentable results that may be obtained when the structural and aesthetic laws of a great style are ignored or misunderstood. Siena and Orvieto cathedrals avoid the bald ugliness of this class of work, but in their structure they have no kinship with Gothic, while in respect to their façades the only quality they possess which is Gothic in any degree is a certain sense of beauty in ornament, itself derived from a recurrence to the forms of nature for inspiration, combined with an intense refinement of line and modelling and a blending of the arts of sculpture and colour in a poetic and lovely composition. Perhaps the nearest approach to true Gothic feeling and accomplishment is to be found in the unfinished front of Genoa cathedral; being of the twelfth century, it is sufficiently early to have received something of the first great Gothic impulse, and is a masterpiece of delicate relations and exquisite detail. The best Gothic work in Italy is not ecclesiastical, but secular, and is to be found in the palaces of Venice, Siens, Florence, and Bologna. The Doge's Palace and the Ducal Palace and the other palaces in Venice, with their admirable private structures of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries in the first-named city have all the qualities of pure beauty of design and detail, as well as the unerring sense of proportion and relationship, that are characteristic of Gothic art, while the forms through which these are expressed are wholly mediaeval yet with a completeness and note that raises them almost to the dignity of a national school of Gothic design.

Spain, as a Christian State, was non-existent except as a small area of still unconquered territory near the Pyrenees, until the middle of the thirteenth century, when Ferdinand III, afterwards Ferdinand I of Castile, and Leon, conquered the Moors from the Pyrenees to the Straits of Gibraltar, and established the final victory of the Cross over the Crescent in the Iberian Peninsula. Until this time the Gothic spirit had hardly more than crossed the mountains and always as a direct importation from Burgundy and Provence. The cathedrals of Seville, Cordova, and Cordova, the Abbey of Verula, and the church of Las Huelgas at Burgos, all built between 1120 and 1180, show a very undeveloped type of early Gothic construction, combined with a rich and imaginative treatment of Southern Romanesque detail in the exterior. Salamanca and St. Isidoro at Leon both possess domes or lanterns over the crossing, remarkable in point of structural ingenuity and beauty of design both internally and externally. If the scheme was borrowed from the other side of the Pyrenees, it has been wholly transformed and glorified, and this brilliant innovation, containing such possible development that were never carried further, may justly be attributed to native Spanish genius. No progressive growth occurred, however, during the next fifty years, and it was not until the definitive victories of St. Ferdinand made Spain nationalty possible, and the coming of the Cistercians gave the necessary spiritual impulse, that Gothic architecture in any true sense appeared in Spain, and then as another direct importation from France rather than as a development of the latent racial qualities inherent in Salamanca. Burgos, Barcelona, Toledo, and Leon are closely French in their setting-out and ornamentation, but in details vary widely from all French precedents. There is a southern richness and romance both in the exterior and interior design and detail of Burgos, for example, as well as in the other Spanish work from the middle of the thirteenth century onward, that gives it a certain personality quite different from that of any of the other schools of Gothic. This sumptuousness of detail and colour, and composition of light and shade, enters into every detail; altars and reredoses, the latter often vast in size and of the richest materials; grilles of intricately wrought and chiselled metal; sculptured tombs; stalls of the most elaborate carving; great pictures, tapestries, and statues innumerable, together with a Flemish type of stained glass in the most brilliant colouring, were lavished on every church; and since Spain has escaped the pillage and destruction of religious revolutions, much of medieval completeness remains, though considerably overlaid with a thick coating of Renaissance, and therefore it is only in Spanish churches that one may obtain some idea of the general effect of a medieval church as it once was before it became subjected to the mishandling of revolutionists, iconoclasts, and restorers.

The end of Gothic architecture and of all Catholic art came with varying rapidity and at different times as between the several schools of Europe. Generally speaking, its death-knell was sounded when the work of St. Gregory the Great, St. Gregory VII, and St. Innocent III was temporarily undone, and the
French Crown established a temporal control over the papacy. The exile at Avignon, begun in 1305, followed as it was by the Great Schism, broke the links that bound kings and peoples to the hitherto dominant Church, opened the doors to Italy to the influx of the neo-paganism that came from the East with the fall of Constantinople in 1453, permitted the uprising of heresy in all parts of Europe, and made possible the portions and a certain unusual restraint in the placing of decoration justify a dignity hardly argued by the unparalleled license of the general output of the Flamboyant period. To a certain extent it is an architectural mystery, for it is an excessive impoverishment of art appearing after the close of a period of sound and vigorous civilization, in the midst of war and anarchy, contemporaneously with religious degradation, growing side by side with tendencies that in a few years were to bring the civilization it connotes forever to an end. In this it was not alone, however. Similar conditions in Italy surrounded the culmination of the great arts of painting and sculpture, while in England the delicate and exquisite Perpendicular Gothic reached its highest development in the reign of Henry VIII. Says Mr. Porter, in considering this phenomenon: "Thus in the hour of political and economic misfortune, in the midst of the financial ruin and degradation of the Church, was born flamboyant architecture—the last frail blossom of medieval genius. Did this art come into being as a prophetic manifestation of the great national awakening that was to produce Jeanne d'Arc and shake off the English yoke? I should hardly dare assert it, for the history of architecture ever reflects, rather than presages, economic developments" (op. cit., II, X, 368). One may go further even than this, and say that the flowering of art is always a generation or more later than the causes of its being. Dante and Giottos are the last part of the medieval epoch, rather than the forerunners of the Renaissance. Shakespeare is Elizabethan by accident of birth, but essentially he is the fruit of pre-Restoration England.

The early Renaissance in Italy is the flowering of medievalism, rather than the germinating seed of the Renaissance, and similarly the poetic, if inorganic, Flamboyant art of France takes its colour not from the downfall of Catholic civilization in fifteenth-century France, but from the better days that preceded the great débâcle. The magic of fifteenth-century art is neither the unwholesome iriscentence of decay nor the first brightening towards the dawn of a Renaissance, but the afterglow of a great day, in the brightness of which stood the creative personalities of Sts. Odo of Cluny and Robert of Molesme, Bernard and Norbert, Gregory VII and Innocent III, King Philip Augustus and King Louis IX.

Generally speaking, fifteenth-century architecture throughout Europe is secular as opposed to the Classic Romanesque and Norman, and the Cistercian Gothic of the three preceding centuries. Perpendicular Gothic in England and its derivative, Tudor, is largely the product of guilds of architects, sculptors, and masons, working primarily for great merchants and the friars, the latter being the dominant religious influence of the time. In France and Flanders the Flamboyant style is peculiarly the product of the individualistic architect and the purveyor of artistic luxuries, and during the entire period the best and most significant work is to be sought amongst guild-
Gothic and the new "white robe of churches" was of other make. The underlying laws of the new style were identical with those of all other great styles, the vision of beauty characterizing the forms themselves were in their essential nature the same. Western Europe from Italy to England. The differences in the works of different lands are but local and external varieties (Norton, op. cit., I, 10).

This universal mode was universally destroyed, and in the space of a few years. With the opening of the fifteenth century the victory of the Renaissance was definitely assured, while it was brought to its completion just a century later. Of the production of these five centuries of activity comparatively little remains intact. As Mr. Prior says, "Western Europe up to the middle of the sixteenth century might be called a treasure house filled with gems of Gothic genius. The descensions and revolutions of two centuries wrecked one half, swept Gothic churches clear of their ornaments and then levied to the ground many of the fabrics which they furnished. Of much that was not actually destroyed by the dogmatic revolution they had not invited, but were powerless to resist, came an influx of German influence that rapidly wiped out the very tradition of Gothic, except in the case of the universities and in that of the minor domestic building, substituting in its place the most unintelligible use of supposedly classical forms anywhere to be found in the history of the Renaissance. At Oxford and Cambridge the cultural tradition was strong enough to withstand for a century the complete acceptance of the new fashion, and down to the middle of the seventeenth century the elder tradition persisted in such work as St. John's, Cambridge, and Wadham, Oxford, while its compulsion was so strong as to coerce even Inigo Jones into building the fine garden front of St. John's, Oxford, in a style at least reminiscent of what had been universal two centuries before. The same instinctive impulse continues, but of monasteries and castles, even of later date, and to this day in certain portions of England the stone-mason, carpenter, and tile layer preserve the old rules and traditions of the craft that have been handed down from father to son for centuries.

From the year 1000 to the year 1500, Catholic Europe had slowly worked out its own form of artistic expression, and the desire "for something more consummate," was the art of building which the world has achieved." (Prior, "History of Gothic Art in England", I, 7). As paganism had done in Greece, so, and equally, Christianity brought in the north. Primarily it was an art of church-building and adornment, for the Church was the one concrete and unmistakable fact in life. While all else was unstable and changeable, she, with her unbroken tradition and her uninterrupted services vindicated the principle of order and the moral continuity of the race. The services of monastic and secular clergy alike, their offices of faith, charity and labour in the field and the bower, in the school and the hospital as well as in the church were for centuries the chief witness of the spirit of human brotherhood (Norton, "Historical Studies of Church Building in the Middle Ages", I, 16). Therefore, on the heels of the tenth-century triumph of the Church came the eleventh-century church-building; and that of the twelfth under the leadership of the Abbot Suger, under the第一节 of the Church, under the leadership of the Abbot Suger, under the leadership of the Abbot Suger, 1122-1151. The building of the cathedral, with all its splendour, was the occasion of a great feast, before which the cathedral was the most conspicuous monument of the age and variety of adaptation, of beauty in design and skill in construction until at last, in the consummate splendour of such a cathedral as that of Our Lady of Chartres or of Amiens, it reached a height of achievement that has never been surpassed (op. cit., I, 13).
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RALPH ADAMS CRAM.

Gothic Liturgies. See Mozarabic Rite.

Goths. See Ostrogoths; Visigoths.

Gottfried von Strassburg, one of the greatest of Middle High German epic poets. Of his life we know
Absolutely nothing; even from our poetry we derive no information on this subject. The dates of his birth and death cannot be accurately fixed, but a passage in the eighth book of his "Tristan und Isolde" furnishes a close approximate date of its composition. There Hartmann and Wolfram are mentioned as still living, while Reinmar of Hagenau and Heinrich von Veldeke are spoken of as deceased. From this it may be inferred that the poem was written about 1210. The fact that Gottfried is referred to by contemporaries as Meister, not Her, has also been alleged as proof that he was of the burgher class. But this is not certain. The title was sometimes given to denote learning, and might then be applied even to one of noble birth, and Gottfried certainly was learned for his time, since he knew Latin and French. Moreover he shows himself thoroughly familiar with the life of courtly society. It would seem that he was in easy circumstances, since he indulges in no complaints, so frequent with medieval poets, about poverty and lack of patronage. The supposition that he was a town clerk at Strasburg has been given up as unsupported by convincing evidence. "Tristan und Isolde" is one of the most finished products of Middle High German literature. The story is briefly as follows. Tristan is sent by his uncle King Marke of Kurnewal (Cornwall) to woo for him the princess Isolde. On the home voyage the two young people by mistake drink a love-potion intended by Isolde's mother for King Marke and his broth- er. As they fall asleep, they are told to rise in the morning, and their illicit relations continue after Isolde's marriage to Marke. Time and again they know how to allay suspicion, but at last Tristan has to flee. He meets and loves another Isolde, her of the white hands, but finds he cannot forget his former love. Here Gottfried's poem breaks off, and the action is continued by Ulrich von Türheim (c. 1246) and Heinrich von Freiburg (c. 1300). According to this Tristan marries the second Isolde, but returns to Cornwall to enter on new love-adventures that culminate in the tragic death of the guilty pair.

Whether the Tristan legend is of Celtic origin, as generally believed, or whether it arose in France, has not been definitely settled. Its literary development certainly took place in Northern France, where it was also loosely connected with the Arthurian cycle of romances. It was introduced into Germany about 1200, and Oberon, who has edited his poems, probably composed the French jongleur version. Gottfried cites as his source the poem of the trouvère Thomas of Brittany, of which only a few fragments are extant. They begin unfortunately where Gottfried breaks off, and hence do not afford us a clear idea of his original. But Thomas's version is preserved in a Norwegian translation made by a monk Robert in 1226 and in the Middle English poem of "Sir Tristrem". Gottfried followed this version rather closely, and hence the merit of his work lies not in its composition, but in its style. This style is that of the courtly epic in its perfection. The rhyme is well broken off, and the action is clear and highly polished. Mannerisms are not wanting; antithesis, word-play, unnecessary repetitions, and inordinate fondness for allegory foreshadow the decline of the epic that was to set in after Gottfried's death.

Gottfried's poem is the most passionate love romance of the Middle Ages. Its wonderful psychological art cannot be questioned, but its morality is open to severe criticism. Its theme is the sensuous love that defies moral law and tramples under foot the most sacred human obligations. That the pair act under the irresistible spell of a magic potion, to be sure, serves in a manner to attenuate their guilt. If Gottfried had finished it, it may well be that he would have brought out more emphatically the tragic element of the story. In that case the poem would not have appeared to be a mere glorification of sensuous love.

Besides the Tristan nothing is preserved of Gottfried's poetry except a couple of lyrics. A lengthy song of praise in honour of the Blessed Virgin was formerly attributed to him, but has been proved to be of different authorship.

Editions of "Tristan und Isolde" have been given by R. Bechstein (3rd ed., Leipzig, 1890) in "Deutsche Klassiker des Mittelalters", VII, VIII, and W. Golther in Kürschers' "Deutsche National Litteratur", IV (Berlin and Stuttgart, 1889). A critical edition has been published by R. Marx (Leipzig, 1900). Translations into modern German with additions to complete the story were made by H. Kurz (3rd ed., Stuttgart, 1877) and by W. Hertz (4th ed., Stuttgart, 1904). The legend also furnished to Richard Wagner the theme for his famous music-drama "Tristan und Isolde" (1859).

Consult the introduction and notes to the editions mentioned. Also BECHSTEIN, Tristan und Isolde in den Dichtungen der Neuzeit (Leipzig, 1878); KUFRANYI, Tristan et Isolde (Brussels, 1894); GOLTHIER, Die Sagen von Tristan und Isolde (Munich, 1887); BOSSERT, Tristan et Isolde, Poème de Golfrid de Strasbourg, comparé á d'autres poèmes sur le même sujet (Paris, 1895); PIGUET, L'originalité de Golfrid de Strasbourg (Jullie, 1895); GOLTHIER, Tristan und Isolde in den Dichtungen des Mittelalters und der neuen Zeit (Leipzig, 1907), especially pp. 71 ff.

ARTHUR F. J. REMY.

Gottschalk (Godescalcus), Saint, Martyr, Prince of the Wends; d. at Lenzen on the Elbe, 7 June. His feast is kept on 7 June in the additions of the Carthusian Breviaries to the feast of Usuardus. He was the son of Udo, Prince of the Abrodites, who remained a Christian, though a poor one ("male christianus", says Adam of Bremen, Mon. Germ. SS., VII, 329), after his father Misitowi had renounced the faith. He was sent to the monastery of Hersfeld by Michael, at least personally, if not by ecclesiastical license. Michael also sent him a Udo, for some act of cruelty, was slain by a Saxon. At the news Gottschalk cast aside all Christian principles; thinking only of revenge, he escaped from the monastery, crossed the Elbe, and gathered an army from his own and the other Slavic tribes who then lived on the northern and eastern boundaries of Germany. It is said that thousands of Saxons were slaughtered before they were aware of the approach of an army. But his forces were not able to withstand those of Duke Bernhard II. Gottschalk was taken prisoner and his lands were given to Ratibor. After some years he was released, and went to Denmark with many of his people. Canute of Denmark employed them in his wars in Norway, and afterwards sent them to England with his nephew Sweyn. In these expeditions Gottschalk was very successful. He had now returned to the practice of his faith, and married Sigreth, a daughter, or niece, of Canute, others of King Magnus of Norway. After the death of Ratibor and his sons he returned to his home, and by his courage and prudence regained his princely position. Adam of Bremen calls him a pious and god-fearing man. But he was more; he was an organizer and an apostle. His object was to convert the scattered tribes of the Slavs into one kingdom, and to make that Christian. In the former he succeeded well. To effect the latter purpose he obtained priests from Germany. He would accompany the missionaries from place to place and would inculcate their words by his own explanations and instructions. He established monasteries at Oldenburger, Misiburg, Ratzeburg, Lübeck, and Lenzen; the first three he had erected into dioceses. He also contributed most generously to the building of churches and the support of the clergy. In all this he was ably seconded by Adalbert, Archbishop of Hamburg, and numerous conversos. The result was the result of their effort was to set in. Some of the tribes refused to adopt Christianity, and rose in rebellion; Gottschalk and many of the clergy and laity fell victims to their hatred of Christianity.

Francis S. Sherman.

Gottschalk of Orbalis, medieval theologian; b. about 855; d. after 868, probably 30 October, 868 (or 869), in the monastery of Hautvilliers near Reims; son of a noble Saxon count named Berno, who presented him, when still a child, as an oblate in the Benedictine monastery of Fulda. When Gottschalk came of age, he felt no vocation for the religious state, and asked to leave the monastery. But his abbot, Rabanus Maurus, following the prevailing opinion of the age, held that a child, who had been presented as an oblate by his parents, was bound to become a religious, and in consequence, Gottschalk was made a monk against his will. Before receiving major orders, he fled from Fulda and obtained dispensation from his vows at the Council of Mainz, in June, 829. Rabanus Maurus, however, appealed to the emperor and defended his position in a special treatise: "De oblative puerorum" (P. L., CVII, 419-440), whereupon Gottschalk was compelled to live the life of a monk, but was granted the privilege of exchanging the monastic tonsure for the imperial crown, in the Diocese of Soissons. In order to make his enforced life in the monastery more bearable, Gottschalk, who had brilliant talents, gave himself to the study of theology. He found great pleasure in the works of St. Augustine, whose doctrine on grace and predestination attracted him in an especial manner.

If we may believe his opponents, Gottschalk misinterpreted some difficult passages in the writings of St. Augustine and developed a false doctrine of double complete predestination for eternal salvation and for eternal repudiation. He left his monastery without permission, and under the pretence of a pilgrimage to Rome, travelled through Italy, spreading his doctrine wherever he went. In 840 Noting, the future Bishop of Brescia, informed Rabanus Maurus of the rapid spread of Gottschalk's doctrine in Upper Italy, and asked him to write a treatise against it. The treatise is found in P. L., CXII, 1505-38. After his return from Italy, Gottschalk had himself ordained priest, not by the Bishop of Soissons, to whose diocese he belonged, but by the chancypiscopus Richold of Reims, and again returned to Italy. In 846 Rabanus Maurus warned Count Eberhard of Friuli against Gottschalk, who was enjoying the count's hospitality. Gottschalk sought refuge in Germany, Pannonia, and Noricum. On 1 October, 848, he appeared at the Council of Mainz, where his doctrine on predestination was condemned as heretical and he was delivered for punishment to his metropolitan, Hincmar of Reims. At a synod held in Quirrery in the spring of 849, he was obliged to burn his writings, which were deposited from his priestly office because he had been ordained by a chancypiscopus without the consent or knowledge of his own bishop, and was whipped in accordance with the rule of St. Benedict, which prescribes such punishment for refractory monks. He was then imprisoned in the monastery of Hautvilliers where he died obstinate and mentally deranged, after an imprisonment of about twenty years. Most of Gottschalk's writings have been lost. There still remain two short treatises in defence of his doctrine on predestination, in the form of two confessions (P. L., CXXI, 355-366; ibid., cit. 365-368); and some well-written poems (Traube, loc. cit. below).

It is doubtful whether Gottschalk's doctrine on predestination was heretical. There is nothing in his extant writings that cannot be interpreted in a Catholic manner. But the monastic life, taught and taught by all men to be saved, and that Christ died only for those who were predestined to be saved; but these doctrines are not necessarily heretical. He may have meant (and certain passages in his extant writings warrant the assumption) that, in consequence of the foreknowledge that some men do not wish these to be saved; and that Christ's death was of no avail to those who will be damned for their sins. Gottschalk's doctrine concerning the Trinity scarcely admits a Catholic interpretation. He appears to hold that the one and common nature of the three Persons in God is eternal, which becomes individualized and receives concrete existence in the three Persons and that, hence, each Person has its separate deity (see Hinckmar's "De una et non trina deitate" in P. L., CXXV, 473-618).

Michael Ott.

Göttingen (Götwein, Gottviciam, Göttingenk), abbey of, a Benedictine abbey situated on a hill of the same name, about five miles south of Kremm, in Lower Austria. It was founded as a monastery for Canons Regular by Blessed Altmann, Bishop of Passau. In 1072 the high altar of the church was dedicated, but the solemn dedication of the monastery did not take place until 1083. The charter of foundation, 9 September, 1083, is still preserved in the archives of the monastery. In 1094 the discipline of the Canons Regular at Göttingen had become so lax that Bishop Ulrich of Passau, with the permission of Pope Urban II, introduced the Rule of St. Benedict. Prior Hartmann of St. Blasien in the Schwarzwald was elected abbot. On 24 October, 1094, St. Blasien a number of chosen monks, among whom were Bl. Wirnto and Bl. Berthold, who later became Abbe of Formbach and Garsten respectively. Under Hartmann (1094-1114) Göttingen became a famous abode of learning and strict monastic observance. He founded a monastic school, organized a library, and built at the foot of the hill a nunnery where Ava, the earliest German poetess (d. 1127), lived as a recluse. The nunnery, which was afterwards transferred to the top of the hill, continued to exist until 1557.

The history of Göttingen, as might be expected, has its periods of decline as well as of great activity. During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries it declined so rapidly that from 1556 to 1564 it had no abbots, and in 1564 not a single monk was left at the monastery. At this crisis the imperial deputation arrived at Göttingen, and elected Michael Herrlich, a conventual of Meik, as abbot. The new abbot (1564-1584) restored the monastery spiritually and financially, and rebuilt it after it had been almost entirely destroyed by fire in 1580. Other famous abbots were: George Falb (1612-1631) and David Corner (1631-1648), who successfully opposed the spread of Protestantism in the district; Gottfried Bessel (q.v., 1745-1750), who reconstructed the monastery on a grander scale after it had burnt down in 1718, and inaugurated an era of great intellectual activity; and Magnus Klein (1768-1783), during whose rule Göttingen became a centre of learning. The chief employment of the Benedictines of Göttingen has always consisted in caring for the sick. Its first hospital, St. Albert Dungel (b. 1542; abbey since 29 Sept. 1590), is also president of the Austrian Benedictine Congregation of the Immaculate Conception. To Göttingen belong (Dec., 1908) 65 priests, 5 clerics, 1 novice, 4 lay brothers, 31 parishes administered by Benedictines, 3 administered by secular priests, and 7 succursals of churches. It has a library of about 1100 manuscripts, and valuable collections of coins, engravings, antiquities, and natural history.
apparent from his earliest childhood, were carefully developed by his mother. He received his first great musical impression at the age of thirteen, when his mother took him to hear Rossini's opera "Otello", the principal rôles of which were presented by Malibran, Rubini, Lablache, and Tamburini, four of the greatest singers the world has ever heard. That same year he witnessed a performance of Mozart's "Don Juan" and was raised by it to a high pitch of enthusiasm. In fact, Mozart remained Gounod's ideal throughout his career. Other works which he heard at this period and which left lasting effects upon his mind were Beethoven's Pastoral and Ninth Symphonies. Having taken his degree as Bachelor-és-lettres at the Lycée, he was sent by his mother to the Conservatoire, where he entered the theory classes of Reicha and Lesueur. Subsequently he studied counterpoint and composition under Halévy and Paër, professors in the same institution.

In 1839 his cantatas "Fernand" won for him the Grand Prix de Rome, carrying with it the privilege of a three years' sojourn in Rome and a year's travel in Germany at the expense of the Government. The stay in Rome was, for a young man like Gounod, with a mind receptive of general culture and a delicate artistic temperament, fruitful of results which remained with him for life. It was not alone the works of the Christian Era which absorbed his attention, but the monuments of pagan antiquity seemed to draw him even more powerfully. The great works of classic polyphony which he heard, Sunday after Sunday, in the Sistine Chapel undoubtedly left an indelible impression upon Gounod's imagination and memory; still he does not seem to have penetrated to the life from which they sprang and the spirit which animated them, that is the spirit of the Church and her liturgy. This is easily accounted for, when one considers that his favourite reading during this, the formative, period of his life was Goethe's "Faust" and the poems of Lamartine, and that the atmosphere in which he lived was not pronouncedly Christian. Throughout the greater part of the composer's career he seems to have been unable to rise above this dualism of principles and ideals. After leaving Italy, Gounod visited Vienna, where he wrote a requiem for chorus and orchestra and a mass a capella. Both works were performed under his direction in the church of St. Charles. In 1842 he returned to Paris and was soon appointed choirmaster at the church of the Missions Étrangères, a position which he held for four years and a half. It was during this period that Gounod thought he had a vocation for the priesthood, and for two semesters attended the lectures on theology at the Seminary of Saint-Sulpice. In 1848 he resigned his position as choirmaster. This seems to have been the turning-point in the young musician's career. In his autobiography he takes us into his confidence: "For a composer, there is but one road to follow in order to make a name, and that is the theatre [the operatic stage]. The theatre is the place where one finds the
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DUONGEL-FEICS, Urkunden und Beigaben zur Geschichte Österreichs (Vienna, 1901-4) in Foemins Rev. Austr. Second Division, Li, LII, LV; KARLIN, Codex traditionis monast. Gothic. in Foemins Rev. Austr. (Vienna, 1855), VIII; Topographie von Niederösterreich, publ. Stein für Landbuch von Niederösterreich (Vienna, 1893), III, 495-584; DUNGEL in Benediktiner-Buch (Würzburg, 1888), 125-150.

MICHAEL OTT.

Goulburn (Goulburnensis), Diocese of, one of the six suffragan sees of the ecclesiastical province of Sydney, New South Wales, Australia, the episcopal city (population in 1901, 10,612), is a busy town and a popular resort, and is served by the Sydney-Melbourne railroad at an elevation of 2071 feet above the sea. The diocese has an excellent climate, and a fertile soil, that is devoted to agricultural and pastoral pursuits, and to the cultivation of the vegetable and premature. It is bounded on the east by the three principal rivers of Australia, the Murrumbidgee, flowing through the middle of the diocese, and the Murray and the Lachlan on the southern and the northern boundaries respectively. The Barren Jack Reservoir (situated in the heart of the diocese) will, when completed, be among the largest bodies of conserved water in the world, with a capacity equal to that of Sydney Harbour, will be capable of irrigating several million acres of fertile land, and by promoting closer settlement and intensive cultivation, will in time make the Goulburn diocese the garden region of the great island-continent. The political and commercial importance of the region is also enhanced by the selection of the Yass-Canberra district, which is entirely within the diocesan borders, as the site of the future federal capital of the Australian commonwealth.

The two first resident priests of Goulburn were Fathers Fitzpatrick and Brennan, whose pastorate extended from the coast to the Murray River. Goulburn, formed part of the See of Sydney (q. v.) till 1864, when it was formed into a separate diocese. Dr. Bonaventure Geoghegan was translated thereto from Adelaide, but died in Ireland in 1864, without having taken possession of the newly-created see. His successor was Dr. William Lanigan (consecrated at Goulburn, Pentecost Sunday, 1867). He was the first Australian bishop consecrated in his own cathedral, and was an ardent promoter of Catholic education. He died 13 June, 1900. His successor (consecrated coadjutor to Dr. Landan, 7 July, 1895), is Dr. John Gallagher, the first priest ordained for the diocese. On 21 November, 1870, the first ordination of five priests. In November, 1908, there were 59 priests (51 seculars, 8 regulars), 24 parochial districts, 8 Catholic Brothers, 279 sisters (187 Sisters of Mercy, 49 Presentation Sisters, 43 Sisters of St. Joseph), 2 orphanages for girls and 1 for boys, 1 college for boys, 5 boarding-schools for girls, 64 primary Catholic schools (supported by voluntary contributions) with 4250 children in attendance, and a grand total of 5000 children receiving the benefits of religious education. There is a parochial school in every district throughout the diocese where over thirty children can be brought together. Catholics constitute one-third of the population of the diocese, which is one of the best equipped in Australia.


HENRY W. CLEARY.

Gounod, CHARLES-FRANCOIS, one of the most distinguished French musicians and composers of the nineteenth century, b. in Paris, on 17 June, 1818; d. there, 17 October, 1893. His father, a painter and architect of some distinction and a man of high character and sensitive nature, died when Charles was still in his childhood, and his education devolved upon his mother, a gifted pianist, who used her talents to provide for her two sons, Charles and Urbain. Gounod was sent early to the Lycée Saint-Louis, where he was one of the best scholars. His musical gifts, strikingly
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CHARLES-FRANCOIS GOUNOD

After painting by Carolus Duran

GOUNOD
opportunity and the way to speak every day to the public; it is a daily and permanent exposition opened to the musician. Religious music and the symphony are certainly of a higher order, abstractly considered, than dramatic music, but the opportunities and the means of making one's self known along those lines are rare and appeal only to an intermittent public rather than to a regular public like that of the theatre. And then what an infinite variety for a dramatic author in the choice of subjects. What a field for fancy to imagine upon, and to romance! The theatre tempted me" (pp. 166-67). Gounod's main activity was, from now on, directed towards the operatic stage.

'The subjects he chose for his compositions, and which he successfully interpreted, were not calculated to preserve in his heart and mind the conditions requisite for an adequate interpretation of liturgical texts. His music, allied to the poetry of Émile Augier, Jules Barbier, and Michel Carré, who acted as his librettists at various times, became the most powerful and the most widely diffused expression of French Romanticism in its more lyrical, sentimental form. It was, indeed, his lyric, sentimental side of such works as Goethe's 'Faust', Shakespeare's 'Romeo and Juliet', Corneille's 'Polyeucte' which he seized upon than their heroic or metaphysical aspects. Among the operatic works which have made Gounod's name famous throughout the musical world are to be men- tioned: 'Sapho' (1851), 'La nonne sanglante' (1854), 'Le médecin malgré lui' (1858), 'La reine de Saba' (1862), 'Mireille' (1864), 'La Colombe' (1866), 'Roméo et Juliette' (1867), 'Cinq Mars' (1877), 'Polyeucte' (1878), 'Le triomphe de Zamora' (1881). The Franco-Prussian War caused Gounod to abandon Paris and reside in London for several years. After his return in 1875, he devoted himself more and more to religious music. In 1882 he brought out his oratorio "The Redemption", for which he himself wrote the text and which he styled opus vitae mee. Three years later, in 1885, appeared "Mors et Vita", his last great work, the text for which he selected from Holy Scripture. In spite of Gounod's activity in the operatic field he never ceased writing to liturgical texts. His compositions of this character are numerous and varied. His "Messe Solennelle de Sainte-Cécile", "Messe de Pâques", "Messe du Sacré Cœur", and "Messe des Orphéonistes" have enjoyed great success in France, Belgium, England, and the United States. The mass in honour of Joan of Arc and the one in honour of St. John Baptist de la Salle are less widely known than the first three mentioned. Although these two works come nearer to the spirit of the liturgy than any of the earlier masses, nevertheless they remain the general character of all his liturgical com- positions for the church. Gounod was a child of his time and of the France of the nineteenth century. His temperament, emotional to the point of sentimentality, his artistic education and environment bound him to the theatre and prevented him from permeating the spirit of the liturgy and from giving it adequate musical interpretation.

Biography, in: Crocker (Chicago and New York, 1895); Bellanger, Portraits et Souvenirs de Musiciens (New York, 1895); Saint-Saëns, Portraits de Souvenirs (Paris, 1895); D'ubre, Charles Gounod, sa vie et ses œuvres (Paris, 1890).}

JOSEPH OTTEN.

GOULI, RENÉ, a Jesuit missionary; b. 1607, in Anjou; martyred in New York State, 23 September, 1642. Health preventing him from joining the Society regularly, he volunteered to serve it gratis in Canada, as a dominé. After working two years as a surgeon in the habitations of the Hurons, he left (1642) for the Huron mission with Father Jougneau, whose constant companion and disciple he remained until death. Captured by the Iroquois near Lake St. Peter, he resignedly accepted his fate. Like the other captives he was beaten, his nails torn out, and his finger-joints cut off. On the thirteen days' journey to the Iroquois country, he suffered from heat, hunger, and blows, his wounds festering and swarming with worms. Meeting half-way a band of 200 warriors, he was forced to march between their double ranks and almost beaten to death. Goupil might have escaped, but he stayed with Jougneau. At Ossernenon, on the Mohawk, they were greeted with jeers, threats, and blows, and Goupil's face was so scarred that it seemed to him the words of Isaiah (iii, 2) prophesying the disfigurement of Christ. He survived the fresh tortures inflicted on him at Andagaron, a neighbouring village, and, unable to instruct his captors in the faith, he taught the children the sign of the cross. This was the cause of his death. Returning one evening to the village with Jougneau, he was led to the ground by a hatchet-blow from an Indian, and he expired invoking the name of Jesus. He was the first of the order in the Canadian missions to suffer martyrdom. He had previously bound himself to the Society by the religious vows pronounced in the presence of Father Jougneau, who calls him in his letters "an angel of innocence and a martyr of Jesus Christ."}

BIBLIOGRAPHY: Les Journals des Missions du Canada (Montreal, 1877); SHURE, The Catholic Church in Colonial Days (New York, 1886); ROUSSE, Les Missions de la nouvelle France (Paris, 1896); MARTIN, Le Père Isaac Jogues (Paris, 1882).}

LIONEL LINDSAY.

GOUSSET, THOMAS-MARIE-JOSEPH, French cardinal and theologian; b. at Montigny-les-Charlieu, a village of Franche-Comté, in 1792; d. at Reims in 1866. The son of a vine-grower, he at first laboured in the fields, and did not begin his studies till the age of seventeen. Ordained priest in 1817, he was a curate for several months, and was then charged with teaching moral theology at the Grand Séminaire de Besançon. He retained this chair until 1830, acquiring the reputation of an expert professor and confir- mante casuist. It was then he re-edited with accompanying notes and dissertations the "Conférences d'Angers" (26 vols., 1823), and the "Dictionnaire théologique" of Berger (1826), of which he published another edition in 1843. From these years of his professorship date his first exposition of the "Doctrine de l'Eglise sur le prét à intérêt" (1825), "Le Code civil commenté dans ses rapports avec la théologie morale" (1827), and the "Justification de la théologie du P. Ligouri" (1829). Summoned to the post of vicar-general of Besançon by Cardinal de Rohan, he fulfilled the duties of the post from 1830 to 1835. At this date he was named Bishop of Périgueux, and in the following year he presented to Villeneuve his "Observations sur la liberté d'enseigne- ment", a protest against the monopoly of the university. In 1840 he was called to the Archdiocese of Reims, but his episcopal duties did not prevent him from completing important theological works. In 1844 appeared in French his "Théologie morale à l'usage des curés et des confesseurs", which ran quickly through several editions. His treatise on dogmati
theology (2 vols., 1848) had no less success. The dignity of cardinal, for which he was fitted by his wide knowledge and the soundness of his doctrine and numerous works, was conferred on him in 1850. In virtue of the Constitution of 1852 he became senator of the empire, and in 1856 commander of the Legion of Honour. His last works were: "Exposition des principes du droit canonique" (1858); "Du droit de l'Église touchant le possession des grands de l'Église et la souveraineté temporelle du Pape" (1862).

Févrais, Vie de son Em. le Cardinal Gousset (Paris, 1884).

A. FOURNET.

Government, Forms of. See State.

**Gower, John, poet; b. between 1327-1330, probably in Kent; d. October, 1408.** He was of gentle blood and well connected. He may have been a merchant in London, but this cannot be authoritatively affirmed. It seems certain from his writings that, even if trained to the profession of the law, he did not practise it. Leland's statements that he frequented the law courts and studied the laws of his country for gain, and that he was chief judge of the Common Pleas, are no longer accepted as correct. The latter statement was, as a matter of fact, subsequently withdrawn by Leland, but the revival of it by Fuller greatly agitated a long-continued persistence. The poet was undoubtedly wealthy, being an owner of landed property in the Counties of Norfolk, Suffolk, and Kent, and possibly also in Essex. That he was a man of some standing at court, as well as a writer of acknowledged eminence, may be inferred from his statement in the first version of his "Confessio Amantis", (ll. 43-53), that on one occasion King Richard II recognized him in a boat on the Thames, invited him into the royal barge, and charged him to write some new thing for the monarch's own inspection and detec- tion. John Gower, the poet, has been by some writers identified with one John Gower, clerk, who by grant from King Richard II held the manor of Great Braxed in Essex from 1390 to 1397. That the poet and the clerk were one and the same person may, however, reasonably be doubted. According to Gower himself he was not a clerk when he wrote the "Mirour de l'Omme" (l. 21772: *Pour ce que je ne suis pas un pasteur*). The fact that he never used the phrase "Confessio Amantis" he calls himself a "burel clerk", that is, a man of simple learning or a layman. At all events we may safely conclude that he was not in full Holy orders, for in January, 1397-8, when he was about seventy years of age, he married Agnes Ground- of- Kent, of whose fidelity he was informed from works that she was not his first wife. At that time he was living in the priory of St. Mary Overy (now St. Saviour), Southwark, to which he was a generous benefactor, and he continued to reside there after his marriage. About 1400 he became blind. He died in October, 1408, and was buried in the choir of St. John the Baptist in St. Mary Overy. His tomb is still to be seen. His effigy lies under a canopy, with the head resting on a pillow formed of three folio volumes inscribed with the titles of his three best-known works, namely, the "Speculum Meditantis", the "Vox Clamantis", and the "Confessio Amantis".

Gower wrote in three languages, French, Latin, and English. His French works are the "Mirour de l'Oemme", or "Speculum Hominis", which modern research has almost to a certainty identified with the "Speculum Meditantis", long supposed to be lost; the "Confessio Amantis", and the "Vox Clamantis". The "Mirour de l'Oemme", as we now have it, consists of 28,603 lines, but, as some leaves at the beginning, throughout the work, and at the end are missing from the manuscript, it probably consisted in its complete state of about 31,900 lines. It is written in twelve-line stanzas of octosyllabic verse, with two sets of rhymes in each stanza arranged aba bcb dcd eeo. It is divided into ten parts, treats of vices and virtues, and of the different grades of society, and endeavours to point out the path by which a sinner may return to God and obtain pardon through the aid of Our Lord Jesus Christ and of His sweet mother, the glorious Virgin. It concludes with a life of Our Lady, into which is also naturally introduced an account of the principal events in the life of Christ. It was probably written about 1376-1379.

The "Cinkante (i.e. Cinquante, Fifty) Balades" really contains fifty-two, or, if we count the two of the dedication, fifty-four. The first fifty-one deal in various ways with the passion of love; the last of the series is in honour of the Blessed Virgin, with a general dedication. The dedication to Henry IV comprises, besides the French verse, some Latin verse and two Latin prose quotations. Each *balade* contains normally either twenty-eight or twenty-five lines of ten-syllable verse, divided into three stanzas of eight or seven lines respectively, with an envoy of four lines; but there are occasional deviations from this model. There are different rhyming schemes in the work. It is likely that the "Balades" were written at various periods in the poet's life and that they were brought together, in the order and form in which we now have them, in 1399.

The "Traité" deals with the married state and seeks to show by precept and example the obligation of observing the marriage vow. It is written in ten-syllable verse, and consists of eighteen balades, each balade containing three seven-line stanzas. The rhymes are arranged thus: ab ab bcc. It concludes with one stanza in the nature of an envoi—"*Al université de tout le monde*"—appendied to the eighteenth and last balade, and this passo-stanza is in turn followed by thirty-six rhymed Latin hexameters and pentameters. There are also Latin marginal explanations of the different points discussed. The "Traité" was probably written in 1397.

The "Cinkante Balades" and the "Traité" were printed by the Roxburghe Club in 1818 (ed. Earl Gower), and by Dr. Edmund Stengel in 1886. All the French works were printed by G. C. Macaulay in 1889, the "Mirour de l'Oemme" for the first time.

The Latin works of Gower are the "Vox Clamantis", the "Cronica Tripertita", some eighteen shorter poems, the verses, and marginal and other summaries already mentioned or to be mentioned below, and probably a preface, found in several manuscripts, describing his three principal poems. The "Vox Clamantis" contains 10,265 lines of elegiac verse. It is in seven books, of which the first three have prologues, also in elegiac verses, prefixed to the whole there prose summary of each book. It deals with the rising of the peasants in 1381; the need of pure religious faith; the vices of the clergy of every degree, of the merchants, of the lawyers, and of the common people; and the duties of a king. It calls on Richard II to select wise counsellors, to avoid heavy and oppressive taxation, to abandon sensuality, to restore
In Praise of Peace. These manuscripts are to be found in various public and private libraries in London, Oxford, Cambridge, Glasgow, Lincoln, Dublin, Manchester, and elsewhere.

It is to be noted that while Gower on several occasions freely censures the vices of the clergy of every rank, secular and regular, he expressly dissociates himself from all sympathy with the Lollards, and strongly denounces them as heretics. He lived and died in full communion with the Catholic Church. It was unfortunate for Gower's reputation that for more than two centuries he was constantly associated with Chaucer and mentioned along with him, both being taken as typical writers of English verse of the fourteenth century. In point of originality and scope of invention he appeared in the latest writings of the Chaucerian school, but he is not a poet who should suffer from contrast with his great contemporary. Hence Gower has been generally relegated to an undeservedly inferior rank among poets. But in the "Cinkente Balades" at least he displays many true poetic qualities, and his art of telling a story in a natural way, as shown for example in the "Confessio Amantis", is by no means slender, and in some respects will stand comparison with Chaucer's admittedly great gifts as a narrator.

dred grandee, poets, scholars, and great ladies of the court sat to him. Notable among these canvases are those of Queen Maria Luisa, Charles IV and his family, Doña Maria Josefa, and Queen Isabella of Sicily, the last two celebrated for their beautiful and tender representation of maidenhood. In 1789 Goya was appointed pintor de cámara of Charles IV with an income of $2,800 a year, and in 1795 was unanimously elected director of the Madrid Academy.

Goya painted frescoes in the churches of Seville, Valencia, Saragossa, Toledo, and Madrid, those in S. Antonio de la Florida (Madrid) being especially notable for their grace and movement. His paintings, other than portraits and religious works, portray the life of Spain, and exhibit his immense vitality, vehemence, audacity, and unaffectedness. His technique was a complete overthrow of tradition. Impetuous and intolerant, he sought expression as a means of expression. The "Caprichoso", begun in 1792, appeared in 1795. In this series, dedicated to the king, he pilloried the prevailing vices and anomalies with a subtler and more bitter needle than Callot's and a spirit less commonplace than Hogarth's. He is often called the Spanish Rabelais. Goya almost invariably used aquatint to give "depth" and suggest planes in these etchings, and every one of these eighty plates Delacroix is said to have copied. The "Miseries of War" followed these and are far more serious in conception. Many of them suggest Rembrandt's methods. He began lithography in Madrid, and the first important artist in this medium, he made on stone was by Goya, and this, too, when he was seventy-three.

Ferdinand VII, at his restoration in 1814, invited Goya to his court; but, unhappy, totally deaf, and growing blind, he left Madrid on the completion of his most important ecclesiastical work, the Jesuit church of Carabanchel, for the church of S. Anton Abad, and settled in Bordeaux. Here in his eightieth year he lithographed the notable series of bull-fights. Goya was the strongest figure in the age of tumult and change in which he lived, the last link between tradition and the great movement in art of the nineteenth century, which he epitomized when he said: "a picture, the effect of which is true, is finished." He was buried in Bordeaux. One son, of all his children, survived him. His other works are: double portrait of La Maja, in the San Fernando Academy; portrait of Duchess of Alva, in the Louvre; a collection of etchings and aquatintes in the British Museum; equestrian portrait of Charles IV, in Madrid; sanguine drawing of Duke of Wellington, in the British Museum.

GOYA, Diocese of (Goyaiensius), co-extensive with the state of the same name, one of the twenty states which, with the Federal District, comprise the Republic of Brazil. It has an area of 288,456 square miles, or a little more than six times that of the State of New York. The longitudinal position of the capital (also called Goyai) corresponds to about twenty-five degrees east of New York City; and as regards its latitude, it is about as far south of the Equator as, say, Acapulco in Southern Mexico is north of it. The diocese is suffragan of Bahia (the primatial see), and was founded in 1626 by Leo X. The country is mountainous, one peak of the Sierra do Pireneus being about 9600 feet high. The soil is naturally fertile and rich in precious metals, but for various reasons the resources of the state are practically undeveloped. Cattails is at present (1909) the only town touched by a railway. Cattle-rearing is the chief industry. The population is about 400,000. Goyai, the capital town (12,000), founded in 1634, is the cathedral, a lyceum, schools of classics and philosophy, and various elementary schools. The legislative assembly of the state sit here. According to an article of the constitution, the future federal capital of Brazil must occupy an elevated site on a central plateau of the country, and it is suggested that the state of Goyai offers the most suitable location for the fulfilment of these conditions. The religious statistics are as follows: secular priests, 39; regular, 38; churches and chapels, 36; there is a mission-house of the Dominicans of Toulouse, and also a pension and school of the Dominican nuns.

THOMAS HUNTINGTON HOWARD.

GOSO, Diocese of (Goulos-Gaudianiensis), comprises the island of Goso in the Mediterranean Sea (seventeen miles west of the harbour of Valletta, Malta) and islet of Comino, and has a population of 22,700 souls. It is more picturesque than the sister island of Malta, and the country, covered as it is with conical hills, is more fertile in its plains and valleys. On a central plateau the ruined fortifications of an ancient town contain the cathedral church and public buildings, outside of which is a large suburb. Goso is famed for its grotto of Calypso, at a little distance from which are the ruins of a Cyclopean temple, a most conspicuous monument of antiquity.

Up to the year 1864, Goso formed part of the Diocese of Malta, but in that year the See of Goso (now Archbishop of Rhodes and Bishop of Malta), a diocesan seminary was established on the site formerly occupied by the San Giuliano Hospital, the revenues of which were appropriated to this new establishment. Through the efforts of Mgr. Pietro Pace, who was then rear-general of the order of Maltese, the new Archbishop of Rhodes and Bishop of Malta), a diocesan seminary was established on the site formerly occupied by the San Giuliano Hospital, the revenues of which were appropriated to this new establishment. This seminary was inaugurated 3 November, 1856, and, by the express desire of Pope Pius IX, was placed under the direction of the Jesuits. On the death of Mgr. Butzig, Father Maciello, Superior General of the Augustinian Order, was made Bishop of Città di Castello and appointed administrator of the Diocese of Goso. He left Goso in May, 1867, and in 1871 became Archbishop of Pisa. His successor to the administration of the diocese was Mgr. Antonio Grechi Delicata, titular Bishop of Claren- don, a native of Malta, who, in 1868, was appointed Bishop of Goso, and as such assisted at the Vatican Council. Mgr. Grechi Delicata's charity towards the poor went so far that he even divested himself of his own patrimony. This worthy prelate died on the last day of the year 1876.
On 12 March, 1877, Mgr. Canon Professor Pietro Pace, a native of Gozo, was appointed to succeed Mgr. Gresh Delicata, and was consecrated at Rome by Cardinal Howard. Under his administration the seminary was augmented by the installation of a meteorological observatory, which was inaugurated by the celebrated Padre Denza, Director of the Vatican Observatory. During this administration, an episcopal seminary for girls was also established, under the care of the Sisters of St. Vincent de Paul, to whom was also entrusted the direction of the annexed orphan asylum. The same bishop provided the diocese with a new episcopal palace and new monasteries, besides laying out large sums of money on the cathedral. In 1878 Mgr. Pace was appointed first Bishop of Gozo and Bishop of Malta. His successor in the See of Gozo (and actual bishop) is the Reverend G. M. Camilleri, O.S.A., a native of Valetta (b. 15 March, 1842). Under Mgr. Camilleri's administration the first dioecesan synod was celebrated, in October, 1903. This synod was of absolute necessity, as the diocese was still governed under the rules of the Synod of Malta of 1703, and consequently lacked a safe guide adapted to the times. Constitutional and decrees were also promulgated and published which gave new life to the working of the diocese. The cathedral Church of Gozo was built in 1697-1703, by Lorenzo Gafa. Its ground plan is in the form of a Latin cross. Its interior is adorned with fine paintings. The “Massagiere di Maria”, an Italian periodical, is recognized in the Diocese of Gozo as the official organ of the sanctuary of the Bl. Virgin la Pint. 

FERRIS, Ecclesiastical History of Malta (1877); IDEM, Description of the Churches of Malta and Gozo (1866); Const., et Derrat. Synod. Gust. primæ (Malta, 1904). 

ANTONIO VELLA.

GOZZI. CARLO, Italian author, b. at Venice, 1790; d. 1870. He served in military service the three years that ensued upon the completion of his school studies. Then impelled by real necessity, since the family means had been wasted away, he, like his brother Gasparo, directed his attention to literature. He became a member of the Accademia dei Granelleschi, whose conservative feelings with regard to the native literary traditions his character are long been the target of the attacks upon the dramatic methods of both of the leading playwrights of the time, Chiari and Goldoni. The ignorance and the bombast of the former had excited his ire, while the reform advocated by Goldoni seemed to him undesirable, inasmuch as it involved the abolishment of the Italian language. To illustrate his own views as to what was likely to be a popular form of the drama in Venice, he began the composition of his “Fiabe”, for whose improbable plots he derived inspiration from various collections of fantastic tales, such as those contained in the Italian “Cunto de li cunteti” of Bassi, and the Italian and Oriental compilations. From Spanish plays of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries he also drew no little matter, and withal he freely used his own fancy and indulged lavishly his own satirical powers. There is little order, and hardly any subordination to rule in his “Fiabe”, which, it should be said, differ from the commedie dell’arte, whose manner they were intended to continue, in that they are often written out in full and are not merely sketchy scenarios. They preserve the stock characters of the commedie dell’arte, such as Truffaldino, Brihella, and Pantalone, and make them speak in dialect, a fact which stood in the way of their general adoption outside of the Venetian repertory, and they jumble together the heroic and the grotesque, the serious and the ridiculous, the real and the fantastic, bringing on the scene devils, necromancers, knights, fairies, monsters, and like figures. The high degree of popularity attained by the “Fiabe” in the author’s time, and it was enough to enable him to drive Goldoni from Venice, is explained by the presence in them of many elements of contemporaneous and topical interest. At home they later fell into oblivion in so far as theatrical repertories are concerned; for some time they continued to attract attention abroad, as is evinced by the consideration given to them by Goethe, by Schiller, who made a version of them, the “Turandot” of Schopenhauer in his “Wagner, by Mme de Staël, and others. As J. A. Symonds has said of them, and as Wagner seemed to apprehend, they have in them good material for operatic libretti. He prepared some plays based on Spanish dramas in opposition to the spread of the sentimental drama as represented by the drame larmoyant and the bourgeois theatre. In 1865, he composed an opera, “Zamora”, which he is said to have asked Wagner to write, and which is said to be still being produced. In the later years his operas and other compositions for the stage include “La Maltese”, “La Scapin”, “Rigoletto”, “Éclat d’amour”, “L’Abbaye”, “La Périchole”, “La Fille de Capri”, “La Jarreuse”, “La Goulue”, “La Scala”, “La Favorite”, “La Favorite”, “La Favorite”, “La Favorite”, and “Le Misanthrope”. His last works have from him a chivalrous and romantic poem of satiric import, practically a mock-heroic, the “Marisa bizzarra”; the almanac entitled “Tartana degli Influssi”, which has attacks on Goldoni and Chiari; and the autobiographical “Memorie della sua vita”. This last rather entertaining document was called forth by the strictures put upon him by a rival, Pietro Antonio Gratarol, whom he had previously forced from Venice by the ridicule which he had brought upon him in a comedy, the “Droge d’amore”. The “Memorie” have been translated into English by J. J. Lonigo (1890). The “Fiabe” have been edited by E. Masi (Bologna, 1885), with a bibliography of all Gozzi's writings, while his other works may be found in the edition published at Venice in 1802. 

MAGRINI, Tempi, la vita e gli scritti di Carlo Gozzi (Benevento, 1883). 

J. D. M. FORD.

GOZZOLI (BENNOZZO DI LESE DI SANDRO, surnamed GOZZOLI), painter; b. at Florence, 1420; d. at Pisa, 1497. He was a pupil of Fra Angelico, and assisted him in his work at Rome and at Orvieto. It was not until 1449 that Benozzo began to work independently. The principal centres of his artistic activity were Montefalco (1450–1452), Florence (1457–1463), San Gimignano (1464–1467), and Pisa (1469–1485). For the church of San Fortunato, near Montefalco in Umbria, he executed many frescoes, among them an Annunciation, a Madonna, and a few small pictures; the best-known are the “Glory of St. Fortunatus”, and the “Madonna of the Holy Girdle” (now in the Lateran Museum). Fra Angelico’s influence pervades all his work; but the pupil’s own personal traits are always in evidence. In 1452 we find him at Montefalco decorating the church of St. Francis, and frescoes in the choir are the most noteworthy. The ceiling contains grandiose figures of saints; the end wall, the “Glory of St. Francis”; the side walls, the “Life of the Seraphic Patriarch of Assisi” in twelve scenes. At Florence Piero de’ Medici commissioned Benozzo to paint frescoes in the chapel of the Bargello (afterwards known as the Ricciard Palace) which Michelozzo had designed. The altar had already been decorated by a “Nativity” from the hand of Filippo Lippi. On the three principal walls Gozzi depicted the "Procession of the Magi in quest of the new-born King". This work, which has kept all its original freshness of colouring, is one of the most successful of the Renaissance period, and furnishes a very striking picture of the sumptuous life led in the fifteenth century. All the personages in the caravans are portraits, and include the Medici and their court. Along the sides of its single window are clustered rows of angels so exquisitely graceful in design as to be worthy of Fra Angelico.

In the "city of the beautiful towers" (La città delle belle torri), San Gimignano, Gozzi painted for the Collegiale a "Martyrdom of St. Sebastian"; along the walls of the choir in San Agostino he set forth St. Augustine’s life in a series of seventeen frescoes, which he employed as a means of introducing the world of
MICHAEL PALÆOLOGUS AS ONE OF THE MAGI
BENOZZO GOZZOLI, PALAZZO RICCARDI, FLORENCE
Among the three fundamental ideas—sin, redemption, and grace—grace plays the part of the means, indispensable and Divinely ordained, to effect the redemption from sin through Christ and to lead men to their eternal destiny in heaven. Before the Council of Trent, the Schoolmen seldom used the term gratia actualis, preferring auxilium speciale, motu divino, and similar designations; nor did they formally distinguish actual grace from sanctifying grace. But, in consequence of modern controversies regarding grace, it has become usual and necessary in theology to draw a sharper distinction between the transient help to act (actual grace) and the permanent state of grace (sanctifying grace). For this reason we adopt this distinction as our principle of division in the following exposition of the Catholic doctrine.

I. ACTUAL GRACE.—It derives its name, actual, from the Latin actualis (ad actum), for it is granted by

God for the performance of salutary acts and is present and disappears with the action itself. Its opposite, therefore, is not possible grace, which is without usefulness or importance, but habitual grace, which causes a state of holiness, so that the mutual relations between these two kinds of grace are the relations between action and state, not those between actuality and potentiality. Later, we shall discuss habitual grace more fully under the name of sanctifying or justifying grace. As to actual grace, we have to examine: (1) its Nature; (2) its Properties. The third, and difficult, question of the relationship between grace and liberty shall be reserved for discussion in the article GRACE, CONTROVERSIES ON.

(1) Nature of Actual Grace.—To know the nature of actual grace, we must consider both the comprehension and the extension of the term. Its comprehension is exhibited to us by (a) its definition; its extension, by the complete enumeration of all Divine helps of grace; in other words, by (b) the logical division of the idea, inasmuch as the sum of all the particulars represents, in every science, the logical extent of an idea or term.

(a) The definition of actual grace is based on the idea of grace in general, which, in Biblical, classical, and modern language, admits of a fourfold meaning. In the first place, subjectively, grace signifies good will, benevolence; then, objectively, it designates every favour which proceeds from this benevolence and, consequently, every gratuitous gift (domum gratitum, beneficium). In the former (subjective) sense,
the king's grace grants life to the criminal condemned to death; in the latter (objective) sense the king distributes graces to his lieges. In this connexion grace also stands for the charm, which, as we speak of the three Graces in mythology, or of the grace poured forth on the lips of the bridegroom (Ps. xxiv, 3), because charm calls forth benevolent love in the giver and prompts him to the bestowal of benefactions. As the recipient of graces experiences, on his part, the result of a grateful attitude of his own towards the sentiments in thanks, the word gratia (plural of gratia) also stands for thanksgiving in the expressions gratias agere and Deo gratias, which have their counterpart in the English, to say grace after meals.

A comparison of these four senses of the word grace reveals a clear relationship of analogy among them, since grace, in its objective significance of "gratuitous gift" or "favour", occupies a central position around which the other meanings may be logically grouped. For the attractiveness of the recipient as well as the benevolence of the giver is the cause, whereas the expression of thanks which proceeds from the grateful disposition is the effect, of the gratuitous gift of grace. This last-mentioned meaning is, consequently, the fundamental one in grace. The characteristic idea of a free gift must be taken in the strict sense and exclude merit in every form, be it in the range of commutative justice, in sale and purchase, or in that of distributive justice, as is the case in the so-called reinforcements and gratuities. Hence St. Paul says: "If by grace, it is not now by works: otherwise grace is no more grace" (Rom., xi, 6).

True, even gratuitous Divine gifts may still fall within the range of mere nature. Thus we petition God, under the guidance of the Church, for mere natural graces, as health, favourable weather, deliverance from plague, famine, and war. Now such natural graces, which appear simultaneously as due and gratuitous, are by no means a contradiction in themselves. For, first, the whole creation is for mankind a gratuitous gift of the love of God, whom neither justice nor equity compelled to create the world. And secondly, the individual man can, in virtue of his title of creation, lay a rightful claim only to the essential endowments of his nature. Goods granted over and above this class, though belonging to the just demands of human nature in general, have no claim of an actual grace, or favour, as, for example, eminent talents, robust health, perfect limbs, fortitude. We would have omitted mentioning this so-called "grace of creation", had not Pelagius, by emphasizing the gratuitous character of such natural graces, succeeded, at last, in Duplapis and Lollard, in misleading the unsuspecting bishops in regard to the dangers of his heresy. The five African bishops, Augustine among them, in their report to Pope Innocent I, rightly called attention to the fact that Pelagius admitted only the grace through which we are men, but denied grace properly so called, through which we are Christians and children of God. Whenever Scripture and tradition speak simply of grace, reference is made to a supernatural grace which is opposed to natural grace as to its contrary and lies far beyond all rightful claim and strenuous effort of the creature that it remains positively undue to the already existing nature, because it includes goods of a Divine order, as, e.g., Divine sonship, indwelling of the Spirit, vision of God. Actual grace is of this kind, because, as a means, it stands in intrinsic and essential relation to these Divine goods which are the end. As a consequence, the most important element characteristic of its nature must be the supernatural.

As a further determining factor must be added its necessary derivation from the merits of Christ's redemption; for there is the question of Christian grace. In the Thomist theory of redemption, which considers not Christ, but the Trinity, as the cause of grace in the angels and in our first parents in Paradise, the addition of this new characteristic appears self-explanatory. As to the Scotists, they derive each and every natural grace immediately, as well as the three graces in mythology, or of the grace poured forth on the lips of the bridegroom (Ps. xiv, 3), because charm calls forth benevolent love in the giver and prompts him to the bestowal of benefactions. As the recipient of graces experiences, on his part, the result of a grateful attitude of his own towards the sentiments in thanks, the word gratia (plural of gratia) also stands for thanksgiving in the expressions gratias agere and Deo gratias, which have their counterpart in the English, to say grace after meals.

A comparison of these four senses of the word grace reveals a clear relationship of analogy among them, since grace, in its objective significance of "gratuitous gift" or "favour", occupies a central position around which the other meanings may be logically grouped. For the attractiveness of the recipient as well as the benevolence of the giver is the cause, whereas the expression of thanks which proceeds from the grateful disposition is the effect, of the gratuitous gift of grace. This last-mentioned meaning is, consequently, the fundamental one in grace. The characteristic idea of a free gift must be taken in the strict sense and exclude merit in every form, be it in the range of commutative justice, in sale and purchase, or in that of distributive justice, as is the case in the so-called reinforcements and gratuities. Hence St. Paul says: "If by grace, it is not now by works: otherwise grace is no more grace" (Rom., xi, 6).

True, even gratuitous Divine gifts may still fall within the range of mere nature. Thus we petition God, under the guidance of the Church, for mere natural graces, as health, favourable weather, deliverance from plague, famine, and war. Now such natural graces, which appear simultaneously as due and gratuitous, are by no means a contradiction in themselves. For, first, the whole creation is for mankind a gratuitous gift of the love of God, whom neither justice nor equity compelled to create the world. And secondly, the individual man can, in virtue of his title of creation, lay a rightful claim only to the essential endowments of his nature. Goods granted over and above this class, though belonging to the just demands of human nature in general, have no claim of an actual grace, or favour, as, for example, eminent talents, robust health, perfect limbs, fortitude. We would have omitted mentioning this so-called "grace of creation", had not Pelagius, by emphasizing the gratuitous character of such natural graces, succeeded, at last, in Duplapis and Lollard, in misleading the unsuspecting bishops in regard to the dangers of his heresy. The five African bishops, Augustine among them, in their report to Pope Innocent I, rightly called attention to the fact that Pelagius admitted only the grace through which we are men, but denied grace properly so called, through which we are Christians and children of God. Whenever Scripture and tradition speak simply of grace, reference is made to a supernatural grace which is opposed to natural grace as to its contrary and lies far beyond all rightful claim and strenuous effort of the creature that it remains positively undue to the already existing nature, because it includes goods of a Divine order, as, e.g., Divine sonship, indwelling of the Spirit, vision of God. Actual grace is of this kind, because, as a means, it stands in intrinsic and essential relation to these Divine goods which are the end. As a consequence, the most important element characteristic of its nature must be the supernatural.

As a further determining factor must be added its necessary derivation from the merits of Christ's redemption; for there is the question of Christian grace. In the Thomist theory of redemption, which considers not Christ, but the Trinity, as the cause of grace in the
GRACE

GRACE must come to the rescue of its incapacity and supply the deficient powers, without which no supernatural activity is possible. Actual grace thus becomes a special causal principle which communicates to impenitent nature moral, and especially physical, powers.

Grace, as a moral cause, presupposes the existence of evil. The consciousness of the necessity of moral influence may become so perfect that we beg of God the grace of a violent victory over our evil nature; witness the celebrated prayer of the Church: “Ad te nostras, etiam rebellis, compelle propitius voluntates” (Voucasafe to compel our wills to Thee, albeit they resist). In the ordinary course of things the Divine inspiration of joy in virtue and aversion from sin will, no doubt, methodically lead to the free performance of salutary acts; but the moral influence of grace can effect the temporary control of freedom in the sinner. The sudden conversion of the Apostle Paul is the soul of our subject, and we understand that the above-mentioned triumph over the obstacles to salvation demands in itself a grace which is natural only in substance, but supernatural in mode. Hence many theologians require even for the so-called state of pure nature (which never existed) such natural graces as are remedies against the grace receivings of natural concupiscence. The end of supernatural bliss and the consequently necessary endowment with supernatural means of grace would not have existed in this state (status naturae purae), but the disastrous results of an evil tendency unbridled would have been experienced to the same extent as a simple will.

More important than the moral causality of grace is its physical causality, for man must also receive from God the physical power to perform salutary works. Without it, activity in the order of salvation is not only more difficult and laborious, it is altogether impossible. The best of a child, to draw a comparison from actual life, may be so weak that a mere moral influence, such as the holding out of a beautiful toy, will not suffice to enable it to walk without the physical support of the mother—the use of the leading-strings. The latter situation is the one in which man is placed when speaking of supernatural operations.

From the question which is to be discussed later, and which regards the metaphysical necessity of grace for all salutary acts, whether of an easy or difficult nature, it follows, with irresistible logic, that the incapacity of nature cannot be ascribed solely to a mere weakened condition and moral difficulties resulting from sin, but that it must be attributed also, and principally, to physical inability. The communication of the physical power to the soul admits, theoretically, of only one interpretation, namely, that grace raises the faculties of the soul (intelligent and will) above their natural constitution into a supernatural sphere of being, and thus renders them capable of substantially supernatural operations. The reason why, through our inner consciousness, we can gain no psychological knowledge of this higher activity of the soul lies in the fact that our self-consciousness extends solely to the acts, and in no wise to the substance, of the soul. The reason arises not from the incapacity of proving the spirituality, the immortality, and the very existence of the human soul from the characteristic nature of its activity. Inexorable theological logic postulates the supernatural nature of the acts tending towards our salvation, because theological faith means among other things “the beginning source of all justification”; must certainly be of the same supernatural order as the intuitive vision of God to which it ultimately leads. The necessity of the physical causality of grace, as is readily seen, is nowise dependent on the existence of concupiscence, but remains just as imperative for our first parents in their state of innocence and for the angels subject to no evil tendency. Actual grace, therefore, considered under this aspect, bears the name of “eleemosynaric grace” (gracia eleemos), though not in a sense which would exclude from it the possibility of simultaneously fulfilling the moral function of healing grace in the present state of man. It is only after these considerations that the comprehension of the nature of actual grace in all its aspects, and that we may agree with Perrone: Actual grace is that unmerited interior assistance which God, in virtue of the merits of Christ, confers upon fallen man in order to strengthen, on the one hand, his infirmity resulting from sin and, on the other, to render him capable, by elevation to the supernatural order, of supernatural acts of the soul, so that he may attain justification, persevere in it to the end, and thus enter into everlasting life.

(b) The Logical Division of actual grace should enumerate all the kinds to which the definition is universally applicable. If we adopt the different faculties of the soul as the objects of division, we should have three kinds: graces of the intellect, of the will, and of the sensitive faculties. With regard to the consent of the will we distinguish two pairs of graces: first, preventing and co-operating; then efficacious and merely sufficient grace. It must be immediately known that all these graces are no artificially invented entities, but actually existing realities.

(a) Graces of the Different Faculties of the Soul.—The illuminating grace of the intellect (gratia illuminationis, illustrationes) first presents itself for consideration. It is that grace which in the work of salvation suggests good thoughts to the intellect. In this state, often in a twofold manner, either mediate or immediately. The existence of mediate graces of the mind is not only vouchèd for a priori by the presence of merely external graces, as when a stirring sermon or the sight of the crucifix forces the sinner to earnest reflection; it is also explicitly attested by Holy Writ, where the “commandment of the Lord” is represented as “enlightening the eyes” (Ps. xviii, 9), and the external example of Christ as a model for our imitation (I Pet., ii, 21). But, as this mediate grace need neither interrupt the psychological course of the law of the association of ideas nor be of a strictly supernatural nature, it may be unconsciously the way for a grace of greater importance and necessity, immediate illuminating grace.

In the latter, the Holy Ghost Himself through immediate elevation and penetration of the powers of the mind prompts the soul and manifests to it in a supernatural light the eternal truths of salvation. Although our sacred discourses be perfect masterpieces of eloquence, though our picture of the wounds of the crucified Saviour be ever so vivid and realistic, they alone can never be the first step towards the conversion of a sinner, except when God by a vigorous impulse stirs the heart and mind with a great impression of St. Fulgentius (Ep. xvii, De incarn. et grat., n. 67), “opens the ear of the interior man.” St. Paul acknowledges, also, that the faith which his own preaching and that of his disciple Apollo had sown in Corinth, and which, under their planting and watering (mediate grace of preaching), had taken root, had not God Himself given “the increase.” (See I Cor., iii, 6: “Ego plantavi, Apollo rigavit, sed Deus increamentum dedi.”) Among the Fathers of the Church none has more strongly emphasized the fruitfulness of preaching without interior illumination than the Doctor of Grace, Augustine, who says among other things: “I found my help in a source of help; the adjutus quaedam sunt et admonitiones; cathedram in celo habet qui corda tenet” (“Instruction
and admonition help somewhat externally, but he who reaches the heart has a place in heaven."—(Tract. XIII, 19, in I. Ioh.) But the more especial question to be asked: Whether the mediate and immediate grace of the mind affects the idea, the judgment, or the reasoning. There can be no doubt that it primarily influences the judgment (judicium), be the latter theoretical (e. g. on the credibility of revelation) or practical (e. g. regarding the matter of charity). But the reason of process and the idea (apprehensio) may also become a grace of the mind, firstly, because they both belong to the essence of human knowledge, and grace always operates in a manner conformable to nature; secondly, because ideas are in final analysis but the result and fruit of conditioned judgments and reasonings.

Besides the grace of the mind, the strengthening grace of the will (generally called gratia inspirations) plays not only the most important, but an indispensable, part, for no works of salvation are even thinkable without operations of the will. It may also be either mediate or immediate, according as the pious affections and wholesome resolutions are awakened in the soul by the immediately preceding illumination of the mind or by God Himself (by appropriation of the Holy Ghost). Owing to the psychological interpenetration of cognition and volition, every (mediate or immediate) grace of the mind is in itself also a grace affecting the will. This twofold action—on intellect and will—has therefore the significance of two different acts of the soul, but of only one grace. Consequently, immediate elevation and motion of the will by the Holy Spirit can alone be considered a new grace. The Pelagians logically denied the existence especially of this grace, even if, according to the improbable opinion of some historians of dogma, they were forced by Augustine in the course of the debate to admit at least the immediate grace of the mind. Augustine threw in the whole weight of his personality in favour of the existence and necessity of the grace of the will, to which he applied the names, delictatio celestis, inspiratio dictionis, cupiditas boni, and the like. The celebrated Provincial Council of Carthage (A. D. 418) confirmed his teaching when it declared that grace does not simply consist in the manifestation of the Divine precepts whereby we may know our power to execute the duties, but grants us the power to love and accomplish whatever we have recognized as righteous in things pertaining to salvation (cf. Denzinger, "Enchiridion", 10th ed., n. 104, Freiburg, 1908). The Church has never shared the optimistic optimism of Socrates, which made virtue consist in unqualified knowledge, and taught that mere knowledge was sufficient to inculcate it. If even natural virtue must be fought for, and is acquired only through energetic work and constant practice, how much more does not a supernatural life of virtue require the Divine help of grace with which the Christian must freely co-operate, and thus advance by slow degrees in perfection. The strengthening grace of the will, like the grace of the mind, assumes the form of vital acts of the soul and manifests itself chiefly in what are called affections of the will. Scholastic psychology enumerates eleven such affections, namely: love and hatred, delight and sadness, desire and aversion, hope and despair, daring and fear, finally, anger. This whole list of feelings has, with the sole exception of despair, which imperils the work of salvation, a practical significance in relation to good and evil; these affections may therefore develop into real graces of the will. But, inasmuch as all motions of the mind are ultimately reduced to love as fundamental feeling (cf. St. Thomas, "Summa", I-II, Q. xxv, a. 2), the functions of the grace of the will may be systematically focussed in love; hence the concise declaration of the above-mentioned Synod of Carthage (I. c.): "Cum sit utrumque donum Dei, et seire quid facere debeamus et diligere ut faciamus." (Since both are gifts of God—the knowing what we ought to do, and the desire to do it—we must first acquire the power to understand immediately, by this "love" the perfect love of God, which comes only at the end of the process of justification as the crowning-stone of the edifice, even though Augustine (De Trinit., VIII, 10, and frequently) honours with the name caritas the mere love for good and any good motion of the will whatsoever. But he (De theologia, II, 10-11) says, when he asserts that, according to Augustine, the only grace properly so called is the theological virtue of charity. Are faith, hope, contrition, fear, only graces improperly so called, or do they become graces in the true sense only in connexion with charity? It cannot be determined with certainty, and with any degree of faith whether to the graces of mind and will so far spoken of should be added special actual graces affecting the sensitive faculties of the soul. But their existence may be asserted with great probability. For if, according to an appropriate remark of Aristotle (De anima, I, viii), it is true that thinking is impossible without imagination, supernatural thought also must find its originator and point of support in a corresponding phantasm to which, like the ivy on the wall, it clings and thus creeps upward. At any rate, the harmonious agreement of the grace of the intellect and of the grace of the will in itself also is advantageous and favourable on the soul visited by grace. It is likewise clear that in the rebellious motions of concupiscence, which reside in the sensitive faculties, the grace of the will has a dangerous enemy which must be overcome by the infusion of contrary dispositions, as aversion from sin; before the will is aroused to make firm resolutions. Paul consequently thrice besought the Lord that the sting of the flesh might depart from him, but was answered: "Sufficient tibi gratia mea." (II Cor. xii, 9.).

(8) Graces regarding Free Will.—If we take the attitude of free will as the dividing principle of actual grace, we must first have a grace which precedes the free determination of the will and another which follows this determination and co-operates with the will. This is the first pair of graces, preventing and cooperating grace (gratia praevensionis et cooperans). Preventing grace must, according to its physical nature, precede the will, and it also forms the foundation of the co-operating grace, on the contrary, solely in free, deliberate actions of the will. The latter assume the character of actual graces, not only because they are immediately suggested by God, but also because they may become, after the achievement of success, the very principle of new knowledge, and that mere intension of the grace of God may simultaneously effect and, as it were, assure by itself the observance of the Divine commandments. The existence of preventing grace, officially determined by the Council of Trent (Sess. VI, cap. v.), must be admitted with the same certainty as the facts that the illuminating grace of the intellect belongs to a faculty not free in itself and that the grace of the will must first and foremost exhibit itself in spontaneous, indeliberate, unfree emotions. This is proved by the Biblical metaphors of the reluctant hearing of the voice of God (Jer., xxvii, 23; Ps. xcviii, 8), of the drawing by the Father (John, vi, 44), of the knocking at the gate (Apoc., iii, 20). The Fathers of the Church bear witness to the reality of preventing grace in their very appropriate formula: "Gratia est in nobis, sed sine nobis", that is, grace as a vital "ac" is in the soul, but as an unfree, salutary act it does not procce from the soul, but immediately from God. Thus Augustine understands a v. 33), Gregory the Great (Moral., XVI, 1), Bernard of Clairvaux (De grat. et lib. arbit., xiv), and others. As the unfree emotions of the will are by their very nature destined to elicit free salutary acts, it is clear that preventing grace must develop into helping of
co-operating grace as soon as free will gives its consent. These free salutary acts are, according to the Council of Trent (Sess. VI, cap. xvi), not only actual graces, but also meritorious actions (acta meritoria). There is just as little doubt possible regarding their existence as to the fact that many divine aboulic call of grace, work out their eternal salvation, and attain the beatific vision, so that the dogma of the Christian heaven proves simultaneously the reality of co-operating graces. Their principal advocate is Augustine (De grat. et lib. arbrit., xvi, 32). If the moral question is raised as to whether grace and liberty be raised, it will be easily perceived that the supernatural element of the free salutary act can be only from God, its vitality only from the will. The postulated unity of the action of the will could evidently not be safeguarded, if God and the will performed either two separate acts or mere halves of an act. It can exist only when the supernatural power of grace transforms itself into the vital strength of the will, constitutes the latter as a free faculty in actu primo by elevation to the supernatural order, and simultaneously co-operates as supernatural Divine concurrence in the free act, and therefore acts as actus secundus. This co-operation is not unlike that of God with the creature in the natural order, in which both perform together one and the same act, God as first cause (causa prima), the creature as secondary cause (causa secunda). For further particulars see St. Thomas, “Contra Gent.”, III, 1, 1.

A second pair of graces important for the understanding of the controversies on grace is that of efficacious and merely sufficient grace (gratia efficaez et mere suflicientia). By efficacious grace is understood that Divine assistance which, considered even in actu primo, includes with infallible certainty, and consequently in its definition, the free salutary act; for did it remain inefficacious, it would cease to be efficacious and would therefore be self-contradictory. As to whether the infallibility of its success is the result of the physical nature of this grace or of the ineffable foreknowledge of God (sciencia medius) is a much debated question between Thomists and Molinists which need not be further treated here. Its existence, however, is admitted as an article of faith by both sides and is established with the same firmness as the predestination of the elect or the existence of a heaven populated with innumerable saints. As to “merely sufficient grace,” as defined in the above, it eliminated it from their doctrinal system. They admitted only efficacious graces whose action overpowers the will and leaves no room for freedom. If Jansen (d. 1638) nominally admitted “sufficient grace,” calling it “little grace” (gratia parva), he understood by it, in reality only “insufficiens grace”; i.e., “one from which no action can result, except its insufficiency be removed by another grace” (De grat. Christ., IV, x). He did not shrink from reviling sufficient grace, understood in the Catholic sense, as a monstrous conception and a means of filling hell with reprobates, while later Jansenists discovered in it such a perverted philosophy as to let it into the prayer: “A gratia sufficiente, libera nos Domine” (“From sufficient grace, O Lord deliver us”).

-Cf. prop. 6 damn. ab Alex. VIII., a. 1690 in Densinger, n. 1296). The Catholic idea of sufficient grace is obtained by the distinction of a twofold element in every actual grace, its intrinsic efficacity (gratia efficax) and its extrinsic efficacity (efficiensia). Under the former aspect there exists between sufficient and efficacious grace, both considered in actu primo, no real, but only a logical distinction; for sufficient grace also confers full power for action, but is condemned to unfruitfulness to the free faculty (actus secundus), whereas, on the contrary, extrinsic efficacity be considered, it is evident that the will either co-operates freely or not. If it refuses its co-operation, even the strongest grace remains a merely sufficient one (gratia mere sufficientia), although by nature it would have been completely sufficient (gratia vero sufficientia) and with good will could have been efficacious. This ecclesiastical conception of the nature of sufficient grace, to which the Catholic systems of grace must be reduced by the Jansenists themselves, is nothing else but a reproduction of the teaching of the Bible. To cite only one text (Prov., i, 24), the calling and the stretching-out of the hand of God certainly signifies the complete sufficiency of grace, just as the obstinate refusal of the sinner “to regard it” is tantamount to the free rejection of the proffered hand. Augustine is in complete agreement, with the constant tradition on this point, and Jansenists have vainly claimed him as one of their own. We have an example of his teaching in the following text: “Grata Dei est que hominum adjuvat voluntates; qua ut non adjuvatus, in ipsis iudicis causa est, non in Deo” (“It is the grace of God that helps the wills of men; and when they are not helped by it, the reason is in themselves, not in God.”)—“De pecc. mer. et rem.”, II, xvii. On the Greek Fathers see Isaac Habert, Theologia Graecor. Patrum, II, 6 sqq. (Paris, 1846).

Properties of Actual Grace. — After the treatment of the nature of actual grace, we come logically to the discussion of its properties. These are three in number: necessity, gratuity, and universality.

(a) Necessity.—With the early Protestants and Jansenists, the necessity of actual grace may be so exaggerated as to lead to the assertion of the absolute and complete incapacity of mere nature to do good or, with the Pelagians and Semi-Pelagians, it may be so understood as to extend the capacity of nature to each and every thing, even to supernatural activity, or at least to its essential elements. The three heresies of early Protestantism and Jansenism, Pelagianism, and Semi-Pelagianism furnish us with the practical division which we adopt for the systematic exposition of the Catholic doctrine.

(a) We maintain against Early Protestantism and Jansenism the capacity of mere nature in regard to both religious knowledge and moral action. Fundamental for natural religion and ethics is the article of faith which asserts the power of mere reason to derive a certain natural knowledge of God from creation (Vatican., Sess. III, de revelat., can. i). This is a central truth which is most clearly attested by Scripture (Wisdom, xiii, 1 sqq.; Rom., i, 20 sq.; ii, 14 sq.) and tradition (see Greg. and Juxitus). According to this position, the Church has ever exhibited herself as a mighty defender of reason and its inherent powers against the ravages of scepticism so subversive of all truth. Through the whole course of centuries she has steadfastly clung to the unanswerable conviction that a faculty of perception constituted for vision, like human reason, cannot possibly be condemned to blindness, and that its natural powers enable it to know, even in the fallen state, whatever is within its legitimate sphere. On the other hand, the Church also erected against presumptuous Rationalism and Theosophism a bulwark for the defence of knowledge by faith; and on the one hand she ground the Church for the rights of reason and its true relation to faith explains historically her decidedly hostile attitude towards the scepticism of Nicholas de Ulricius (a. d. 1348), towards the Renaissance philosophy of Pomponatius (1513) defending a “twofold truth,” towards the so-called “Knotz-Schlick-Steintheorien” (Klotz-Schlick-Steintheorien) of Martin Luther and his followers, so inimical to reason, towards the doctrine of the complete powerlessness of nature without
grace defended by Baus and Jansen, towards the system of Hermes impregnated with Kantian criticism, towards traditionalism, which based all moral and religious knowledge on the authority of the Bible and instruction, finally, against the modern Agnosticism of the Modernists, which undermines the very foundations of faith, and which was only recently dealt so fatal a blow by Pope Pius X’s condemnation. Documentary evidence has thus been produced that the modern edifice far from being the product of a "scientific" and "enlightenment", has at all times fulfilled a powerful and far-reaching mission of civilization, since she took reason and science under her powerful patronage and defended their rights against those very oppressors of reason who are accustomed to bring against her the groundless charge of intellectualism. In reality, intellectualism is just as indispensable a condition of her life as the doctrine of a supernatural order raised above all the limits of nature. (Cf. Chastel, "De la valeur de la raison humaine", Paris, 1854.)

Not less reasonable an attitude was assumed by the Church respecting the moral capabilities of fallen man in the very domain of morality. Against Baumam, the forerunner of Jansenism, she adhered in her teaching to the conviction confirmed by healthy experience, that natural man is capable of performing some naturally good works without actual grace, and particularly without the grace of faith, and that not all the sins of the fallen, so long as they are not accomplished with the consent of the sinner, are sin according to the condemnation of two propositions of Baus by Pope Pius V in the year 1567: "Liberae arbitrium sine gratiae Deus adjutorem nonnisi ad peccandum valet" ("Free will without the aid of God’s grace avails for nothing but sin.").—Prop. xxvii.; and again: "Omnia opera inaedum sunt peccata et phanesorum virtutes sunt vitia" ("All the acts of infidels are sins, and their virtues are vices.").—Prop. 25.

The history of paganism and everyday experience condemn, moreover, with equal emphasis these extravagant exaggerations of Baus. Among the duties of the natural moral law some—as love for parents or children, abstinence from theft and drunkenness—are of such an elementary character that it is impossible to perceive why they could not be fulfilled without grace and faith at least by judicious, cultured, and noble-minded pagans. Did not the Saviour himself recommend those good works of charity, love and fraternal greeting, such as they exist also among the pagans and licans and pagans? He denied to them only a supernatural reward (mercedem, Matt., v. 46 sq.).

And Paul has explicitly stated that the Gentiles, who have not the [Mosaic] law, do by nature (naturaliter, gratus esse deo), that is, the law (Rom., ii, 14).

The Fathers of the Church did not judge differently. Baus, it is true, added Augustine as his chief witness, and in the latter’s writings we find, to be sure, sentences which seem to favour him. Baus, however, overlooked the fact that the former rhetorician and Platonic idealist of Hippo does not always weigh everything with the same critical weight in his work, but judges Thomas Aquinas, but consciously delights (cf. Enarr. in Ps. xcvi, n. 19) in antonomastically applying to the genus the designation which belongs only to the highest species. As he calls the least good motion of the will virtus, by anticipation, so he brands every unmeritorious work (opus steriler bonum) as sin (pecusum) and false virtue (alba virtus). In both cases it is an obvious use of the rhetorical figure called catachresis. With a strong perception for the ethically good, wherever it may be found, he elogizes elsewhere the chastity of his heathen friend Alypius (Confess., VI, x) and of the pagan Polemo (Ep. 12) admires the civil virtues of the Romans, the masters of the world (Ep. xxxviii, 3), and gives expression to the truth that even the most wicked man is not found completely wanting in naturally good works ("De Spiritu et litera", c. xxviii.; Cf. Ripalda, "De Ente supernaturali", tom. III: "Adversus Baixum et Baianum", Cologne, 1648; J. Ernst, "Werke und Tugenden der Un- gläubigen nach Augustinus", Freiburg, 1871.).

Moreover, the ethical edifice on the ground of fallen nature has undoubtedly also its determined limits which it cannot overlap. In a general manner, the possibility of the observance of the easier natural precepts without the aid of natural or supernatural grace may be asserted, but not the possibility of the observance of the more straining and prohibiting of the natural law. The difficulty of determining where the easy ends and the difficult begins will naturally lead, in some secondary questions, to great diversity of opinion among theologians. In fundamental points, however, harmony is easily obtainable and a stable place exists in fact. In the general question, all theologians are agreed on the proposition that fallen man cannot of his own strength observe the natural law in its entirety and for a long time without occasional errors and lapses into grievous sin. And how could he? For, according to the council of Trent (Sess. VI, cap. xiii), even the already justified man will be victorious in the "conflict with the flesh of the world, reigning the devil" only on condition that he co-operate with never-failing grace (cf. Rom., vii, 22 sqq.). Secondly, all theologians admit that the natural will, unaided by Divine assistance, succumbs, especially in the fallen state, with moral (not physical) necessity to the attack of temptation and paganism. For the Decalogue. For could it by its own strength decide the conflict in its own favour even at the most critical moments, that power which we have just eliminated would be restored to it, namely the power to observe unaided, through the prompt victory over vehement temptations, the whole natural law in all its extent. The practical significance of this second universally admitted proposition lies in the acknowledgment that, according to revelation, there is no man on earth who does not occasionally meet with this or that grievous temptation to mortal sin, and even the justified are no exception to this law; wherefor, even they are bound to constant vigilance in fear and trembling and to never-ceasing prayer for Divine assistance (cf. Council of Trent, I. c.). In the third question, whether natural love of God, even in its highest form (amor Dei naturatis perfectus), is possible without grace, the opinions of theologians are still very divergent. Divine dispensation in this possibility of the justified that, without any grace, a mere natural justification could in such a case be brought into being through the love of God. Sco- tus, on the contrary, spiritually defends the attainability of the highest natural love for God. A golden middle course will easily open to the one who accurately distinguishes between affective and effective love. The affective element of the highest love is, as natural duty, accessible to the mere natural will without grace. Effective love, on the contrary, since it supposes an unchanging, systematic, and active will, would entail the above-discarded possibility of triumphing over all temptation and of observing the whole moral law. (For further details on these interesting problems, see Pohle, "Lehrbuch der Dogmatik", 4th ed., II, 364-70, Paderborn, 1909.)

According to Jansenism, the mere absence of the state of grace and love (status gratiae et caritatis) branded as sins all the deeds of the sinner, even the ethically good ones (e.g., almsgiving). This was the lowest ebb in its dispersion and depreciation of the moral forces in man; and here, too, Baus had paved the way. The possession of sanctifying grace or theological love thus became the measure and criterion of natural morality. Taking as his basis the total corruption of nature (due to concupiscence) as taught by early Protestantism, Quenel, especially (Prop. xlv in Denninger, n. 1394), gave the above-expressed thought the alleged Augustinian form that there is no medium between love of
God and love of the world, charity and concordiance, so that even the prayers of the impious are nothing else but sins. (Cfr. Prop. xlvi, "Oratio impiorum est novum peccatum et quod Deus illis concedit, est novum testimonium veritatis."") Such severe exaggerations was the dogmatic Bull, "Unigenitus" (1713), of Pope Clement XI. The Council of Trent (Sess. VI, can. vii) had however already decried against Martin Luther: "Si quis dixit..." opera omnia que ante justificacionem sunt... unummodo Creata non est."

Moreover, what reasonable man would concede that the process of justification with its so-called dispositions consists in a long series of sins? And if the Bible, in order to effect the conversion of the sinner, freely arranges to make it fundamentally possible. Never before had a heretic dared to lay the axe so unsparingly to the deepest roots of Christianity. And never again did it occur in ecclesiastical history that one man alone, with the weapons of the mind and ecclesiastical science, could overthrow and annihilate in one generation an equally dangerous heresy. This man was Augustine.

In the short period between A.D. 411 and A.D. 413 no fewer than twenty-four synods were held which considered the heresy of Pelagius. But the death-blow was dealt as early as 415 at Mileve, where fifty-nine bishops, under the leadership of St. Augustine, laid down the fundamental error frequently (418) repeated at Carthage and received, after the celebrated "Tractoria" of Pope Zosimus (418), the value of definitions of faith. It was there that the absolute necessity of grace for salvation triumphed over the Pelagian idea of its mere utility, and the absolute incapacity of mere fallen nature or necessity. When Augustine died, in 430, Pelagianism was dead. The decisions of faith issued at Mileve and Carthage were frequently renewed by ecumenical councils, as in 529 at Orange, lastly at Trent (Sess. VI, can. ii).

The beautiful parable of the vine and its branches (John, xv, 1 sqq.) should have been sufficient to reveal to Pelagianism what a striking contrast there was between it and antecedent Christianity. Augustine and the synods time and again used it in the controversy as a very decisive proof out of the mouth of the Saviour Himself. Only when the supernatural vital union of the Apostles with the vine (Christ) planted by the Father is established, does it become possible to bring forth supernatural fruit; for "without me you can do nothing" (John, xv, 5). The categorical assertion of the necessity of grace for the holy Apostles and for themselves brings to the utmost the absolute incapacity of mere fallen nature in the performance of salutary acts. All supernatural activity may be concretely summed up in the three following elements: salutary thoughts, holy resolves, good actions. Now the Apostle Paul teaches that right thinking is from God (I Cor. iii, 5), that the righteous will must be based on Divine mercy (Rom., ix, 16), finally that it is God who works in us, "both to will and to accomplish" (Phil., ii, 13). The victorious struggle of St. Augustine, which earned for him the honourable title of "Doctor of Grace", was merely a struggle for the ancient Catholic truth. Pelagianism was immediately felt in the Christian community as a thorn in the flesh and as the poison of novelty. Before all the world Augustine could attest: "Talis est heresis pelagiana, non antiqua, sed ante non multum tempus exorta." (Such is the Pelagian heresy, not ancient, but having sprung up a short time ago.)—De grat., et lib. arbit., c. iv. In fact, the teaching of the most ancient Fathers of the Church, e.g. Ireneus (Adv. haer., III, xvii, 2), did not differ from that of Augustine, although it was less vigorous and explicit. The constant practice of prayer in the ancient Church showed significantly that the idea of grace, for prayer and grace are correlative ideas, which cannot be separated. And the celebrated axiom of Pope Celestine I (d. 432): "Ut legem credendi status lex suplicandi" ("That the law of prayer may determine the law of belief".—See Dem-
singer, n. 139). It is clearly evident that the Fathers of the Church wished the universally expressed necessity of grace to be understood not merely as a moral necessity for the strengthening of human weakness, but also as a physical one for the communio of physical powers. For in their comparisons they state that grace is not less necessary than are wings for flying, the eyes for seeing, the rain for the growth of plants, etc. In accordance with this, they also declare that, in as far as supernatural activity is concerned, grace is just as indispensable for the angel as it is for man before the fall, as it is for man after the sin of Adam.

There is need of special refutation of Pelagius's presumptuous contention that man is capable of avoiding unaided during his whole lifetime all sins; nay, this is an individual case, which would no longer be a sin if it could not be avoided in every instance. For the same reason the words, non posses, designate not a physical, but a moral impossibility of avoiding sin, e. g. a difficulty based on insuperable obstacles which only a special privilege could suppress. The meaning is, therefore: The observer of a long series of tenets of the Church finds that he has difficulties. From time to time, to-day or to-morrow, the will held captive by concupiscence will succumb with moral necessity. This may be due to negligence, surprise, weariness, or moral weakness—all of which factors that do not completely destroy the freedom of the will; it is rather the case that the conscience is in our reverence and humility, that God permits these falls into sin. Nothing incites us more powerfully to vigilance and perseverance in prayer than the consciousness of our sinfulness and infirmity. Even the greatest saint must, therefore, pray daily not out of hypocrisy or self-deception, but out of an intimate knowledge of his heart: "Forgive us our debts," (Matt., vi. 12). A holy Apostle had to acknowledge of himself and his intimate friends: "In many things we all offend" (James, iii. 2). Boldly could the biographer in the Old Testament raise the question: "Is the heart of man under the control of either the spirit of God or the spirit of man?" (Proverbs, xx. 9). This view, defended by the Bible, was also the constant sentiment of the Fathers of the Church, to whom the proud language of the Pelagians was unknown. To the latter's consideration Augustine (De lib. vel. cap. 5) precisely states: "Whence can we say that we are pure? Our heart is clean, I am pure from sin?" (Proverbs, xx. 9). This view, defended by the Bible, was also the constant sentiment of the Fathers of the Church, to whom the proud language of the Pelagians was unknown. To the latter's consideration Augustine (De lib. vel. cap. 5) precisely states: "Whence can we say that we are pure? Our heart is clean, I am pure from sin?" (Proverbs, xx. 9).

(7) Semipelagianism is an unsuccessful attempt to effect a compromise between Pelagianism and Augustinianism, attributing to mere nature its capabilities a somewhat greater importance in matters pertaining to salvation than Augustine was willing to concede. Several pious monks of Marseilles (hence the name of "Massileans"") (s. 1. 423) are contrasted to the "Pelagian head, held (about a. d. 428) the following opinion of the relationship between nature and grace: (1) A distinction must be established between the beginning of faith (initium fides) and increase in the faith (aumentum fides); the former may be referred to the natural power of free will, while the latter must be credited to grace. (2) Nature can merit grace through its own efforts, but this natural merit (merum natura) is only founded in equity, for of course, as Pelagius contended, a right in strict justice. (3) Final perseverance (durus perseverantia) specifically can be credited to the justified with their own strength, and is therefore not a special grace. (4) The bestowal or denial of baptismal grace in children is dependent on their conditional future merits or demerits, which the Omniscience of God foresaw not historically, but hypothetically from eternity. — Although this last proposition is philosophically false, the Church has never condemned it as heretical; the first three, on the contrary, have been rejected as opposed to Catholic teaching.

Informed by his disciples, Prosper and Hilary, of ecclesiastical at Marseilles, or, Augustine excommunicated, he set to work, in spite of his advanced age, and wrote his two books against the Semipelagians: "De Praedestinatione sanctorum" and "De dono perseverantiae." Simultaneously he humbly acknowledged that he had the misfortune of having professed similar errors previously to his episcopal consecration (a. d. 394). He attacked resolutely, though with mildness and moderation, all the positions of his adversaries, rightly looking upon their attitude as a relapse into the already defeated Pelagianism. After Augustine's death, his disciples resumed the struggle. They succeeded in interesting in their cause Pope Celestine I (422-432). In his papal edict (a. d. 431), laid down as a rule of faith the fundamental teaching of St. Augustine on original sin and grace. But as this so-called "Indulculus" was issued more as a papal instruction than as an ex cathedra definition, the controversy still continued for almost a century, until St. Cesarius of Arles convened the Second Synod of Orange (a. d. 529). This synod received the solemn confirmation of Pope Boniface II (530) and was thus vested with canonical authority. According to the opinion of Scheeben and Guthbier, this confirmation extended only to the first eight canons and the epistle. From now on Semipelagianism, also, was proscribed as heresy, and Augustinianism was completely victorious.

In the refutation of Semipelagianism, in so far as the necessity of actual grace is concerned, it will not
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be amiss to follow an adult through all the stages on the way to salvation, from the state of unbelieving and mortal sin to the state of grace and a happy death. With regard, first, to the period of unbelief, the Second Synod of Orange (can. v) decreed that government in grace must not be limited to the infidel only not for faith itself, but also for the very beginning of faith. By the “beginning of faith”, it intended to designate all the good aspirations and motions to believe which precede faith properly so called, as early dawn precedes sunrise. Consequently, the whole preparation for the faith is made under the influence of grace, e.g., the instruction of persons to be converted. The accuracy of this view is confirmed by the Bible. According to the assurance of the Saviour, external preaching is useless if the invisible influence of grace (the being drawn by the Father) does not set in to effect the gradual “coming” to Christ (John, vi, 44). Were faith rooted in mere nature, were it based on mere natural inclination to believe or on natural merit, nature could legitimately glory in its own achievement of the work of salvation in its entirety, from faith to justification—nay, to beatific vision itself. And if nature arrogates nothing so much as the “glorifying” of nature. Although Augustine could substantiate his doctrine by references to the anterior Fathers of the Church, as Cyprian, Ambrose, and Gregory of Nasianzus, he seems to have been embarrassed by the Semi- pelagian appeal to the Greeks, as Chrysostom. He pleaded the circumstances of the time (De pred. sanctor., c. xiv). In fact, difference of doctrine between the East and the West cannot be denied. With delight could the SemiPelagians quote from Chrysostom passages like the following: “We must first select good and then God adds what appropriates to his office; he does not act antecedently to our will so as not to destroy our liberty!” (Hom. xii in Hebr., n. 3). How must this attitude of the Eastern Church be explained?—“To gain a correct notion of the then existing circumstances, it must be remembered that the Greeks had to defend not only faith, but almost more so the freedom of the will. For the anti-Christian systems of Gnosticism, Manichaeism, and neo-Platonism—all products of the East—stood completely under the spell of the liberty-destroying philosophy of fatalism. In such an environment it was important to preserve intact the freedom of our will. Under the influence of the slothful nature from the fatalistic sleep, and to recommend the ascetical maxim: “Help yourself, and Heaven will help you.” It may have been imprudent to leave the necessity of prevenient grace altogether in the background because of false considerations of time, and to insist almost exclusively on the operating grace while silently presupposing the existence of prevenient grace. But was Chrysostom opposing a Pelagian or a Cassian? In fact he also knew and admitted prevenient grace, as when he writes: “You do not hold of yourself, but you have received from above.” Hence, you have received prevenient grace, not only not of yourself, but everything you have. For these are not your own merits, but the grace of God. Although you cite faith, you owe it altogether to call?” (Hom. xii in 1 Cor.). Chrysostom was always orthodox in the doctrine on grace.

After the triumph over unbelief, the process of justification to the faith of the justified with faith of free will, will proceed through the infusion of sanctifying grace and theological love. The question is whether, on this arduous road, grace must precede and co-operate with every salutary step of the believing sinner. The negative attitude of the SemiPelagians, who ascribed the dispositions for justification to the faith of free will, was partly described as heretical at Orange (can. vii) and again at Trent (Sess. VI, can. iii). Rightly so. For the thoroughly supernatural sonship of God (filiatio adoptiva), which ultimately terminates the process of justification, can be attained only through absolutely supernatural acts, for the performance of which nature without grace is physically incapable. Hence the Bible, besides faith, also refers to other dispositions, as “hope” (Rom., xv, 13) and “love” (1 John, iv, 7) explicitly to God as their author; and tradition has unwaveringly adhered to the priority of grace (cf. St. Augustine, “Enchir.”, xxxii). Once the adult has finally reached the state of grace after a happy termination of the process of justification, the obligation involves upon him of complying with many negative and positive duties in order to preserve sanctifying grace, persevere in virtue until the end, and gain heaven after a happy death. Will he be capable of accomplishing all this without a constant stream of actual graces? It might appear so. For the justified person is, through the possession of sanctifying grace and supernatural virtues, permanently maintained in the supernatural order. It is not unnatural, therefore, to admit, prescinding from final perseverance, that he is enabled by his supernatural habit to perform salutary actions. This is in reality the teaching of Bellarmine, Bolland, and others. The view Peronne (De gratiâ, n. 203) rightly objects that Holy Writ makes no distinction between the different degrees of the work of salvation, that Augustine (De nat. et grat., xxiv) proclaims the constant need of grace also for the “healthy” and “justified”, and finally that the Church requires an uncontrollable influence of grace even for the good works of the just, and puts in the mouths of all Christians without exception the prayer: “Actiones nostras, quasemus Domine, aspirando praeveni et adjuvando prosequere”, etc. And does not concupiscence, which remains also in the justified, stand in need of at least healing grace? Moreover, no passive habit puts itself in motion, but, like a well-tuned harp, must be, as it were, brought into play by some external agency. It might be added that nature, raised to a permanent supernatural state, still retains its natural activity and consequently requires a supernatural impulse for supernatural actions.

The most important concern, however, which the just man must take to heart is final perseverance, because it is a decided characteristic of the predestined and assures entrance into heaven with infallible certainty. The SemiPelagian delusion that this great grace may be due, thanks to the necessity of the just, was refuted, after the Second Synod of Orange (can. x), chiefly by the Council of Trent (Sess. VI, can. xxii) in the following proposition of faith: “Si quis dixerit, justificatum... sine speciali auxilio Dei in accepta justitia persevere posse... anathema sit.” Here, also, the explanation of some difficulties will facilitate the correct interpretation of the canon. Final perseverance, in its most perfect sense, consists in the unshriveled preservation of baptismal innocence until death. In a less strict sense it is the preservation of the state of grace from the last conversion of both senses that is called perfect perseverance (permanentia perfec.ta). By imperfect perseverance (perseverantia imperfecta) must be understood the temporary continuance in grace, e.g., for a month or a year, until the commission of the next mortal sin. We must distinguish also between passive and active perseverance, accordingly as the justified one is in the state of grace, independently of his will, as baptized children and the insane, or actively co-operates with grace whenever the state of grace is imperiled by grievous temptations. The Council of Trent had, above all, this latter case in view, since it speaks of the necessity of a special assistance (auxilium), which is nothing else but an actual grace or rather a whole series of these. This “special grace” is, consequently, not conferred with the possession of sanctifying grace,
nor is it to be confounded with ordinary graces, nor finally to be looked upon as a result of the mere power of perseverance (posse perseverare). Hence, as a new and special grace, it ultimately is but a continuous sense of inconceit (not merely sufficient) graces combined with a particular sense of God's presence. Hence, it is not the presence of God against fall into sin and with the final experience of a happy death. The Council of Trent (Sess. VI, can. xvi) is therefore justified in speaking of it as a great gift—"magnum donum". The Bible extols final perseverance, now as a special grace not included in the bare notion of just a holy life (e.g. 1 Pet., i, 8); now as the precious fruit of special prayer (Matt., xxvi, 41; John, xvii, 11; Col., iv, 12). Augustine (De dono pererv., c. iii) used the necessity of such prayer as a basis of argumentation, but added, for the consolation of the faithful, that, while this great grace could not be merited by good works, it could by persevering, genuine prayer be obtained with infallible certainty. Hence the practice of pious Christians to pray daily for a good death can never be too earnestly commended.

(4) Gratuity.—Beside the necessity of actual grace, its absolute gratuity stands out as the second fundamental question in the Christian doctrine on this subject. The very name of grace excludes the notion of merit. But the gratuity of specifically Christian grace is so great and of such a superior character that even mere natural petition for grace or positive natural merit not derivable to the bestowal of his supernatural assistance. A mere negative preparation or mere negative dispositions, on the contrary, which consist only in the natural removal of obstacles, are in all probability not essentially opposed to gratuity. Owing to its gratuitous character, grace cannot be earned by strictly natural merit either in strict justice (meritum de condigno) or as a matter of fitness (meritum de congruo). But it is not this assertion in conflict with the dogma that the just man can, through supernatural works, merit de condigno an increase in the state of grace and eternal glory, just as the sinner can, through salutary acts, earn de congruo justification and all graces leading up to it? That it is not, will be clearly evident if it be remembered that the merits springing from supernatural grace are no longer natural, but supernatural (cf. Council of Trent, Sess. VI, cap. xvi). The absolute gratuity of grace is, therefore, asserted if it is compared to the initial grace (prima gratia nocane), with which the work of salvation begins, and which is preceded by pure and mere nature. For it then follows that the whole subsequent series of graces, up to justification, is not and cannot be merited any more than the initial grace. We shall now briefl examine the gratuity of grace in its several degrees as indicated above.

(c) The gratuitous character of grace categorically excludes real and strict natural merit with a rightful claim to just compensation as well as merit improperly so called implying a claim to reward as a matter of fitness. The meritorious character of our actions in the former sense is defended by the Pelagians. The Semipelagians advocated it in the latter meaning. To this twofold error the infallible teaching authority of the Church opposed the dogmatic declaration that the initial grace preparatory to justification is in no wise due to natural merit as a determining factor (Cf. Second Synod of Orange, apologete; Council of Trent, Sess. VI, cap. v). The categorical synodal expressions, nullis praeceindibus meritis, wards off from grace, as a poisonous breath, not only the Pelagian condign merit, but also the Semipelagian congruous merit. The presupposition that grace can be merited by natural deeds involves a later temporal protection of it which would be attributing to nature the power to bridge over with its own strength the chasm lying between the natural and the supernatural order. In powerfully eloquent words does Paul, in the Epistle to the Romans, declare that the vocation to the faith was not granted to the Jews in consequence of the works of the Mosaic Law, nor to the pagans because of the observance of the natural moral law, but that the concession was entirely gratuiit. He inserts the harsh statement: "Therefore, he that believeth shall not be put to shame" (Rom., ix, 16). The Doctor of Grace, Augustine (De peccato orig., xxiv, 28), like a second Paul, advocates the absolute gratuity of grace, when he writes: "Non enim gratia Dei erit ullo modo, nisi gratia fuerit omni modo." (For it will not be the grace of God in any way, but it has been given in every way). He lays stress on the fundamental principle: "Grace does not find the merits in existence, but causes them", and substantiates it decisively thus: "Non gratia ex merito, sed meridum ex gratia. Nam si gratia ex merito, emisti, non gratia accepisti." (Not grace by merit, but merit by grace. For if grace by merit, thou hast bought, not received gratis.—Serm. 169, c. II). Not even Chrysostom could be suspected of Semipelagianism, as he thought in this matter precisely like Paul and Augustine.

(5) While natural merit suppresses the idea of gratuitous grace, the same cannot be affirmed of natural prayer (precept naturale, oratio naturalis), as long as we do not ascribe to it any intrinsic right to be heard and to God a duty to answer it—a right and duty which are undoubtedly implied in supernatural petitions (cf. John, xvi, 23 sq.). Prayer does not, like merks, approach the justice of God or his justice but the charity and mercy. The sphere of influence of prayer is consequently much more extensive than the power of merit. The gratuity of Christian grace is, nevertheless, to be understood so strictly that pure nature cannot obtain even the smallest grace by the most fervent prayer. Such is the doctrine asserted by the Second Synod of Orange (can. iii) against the Semipelagians. It is based on a positive Divine decree and can no longer be deduced from the intrinsic impossibility of the contrary. It is therefore permissible, without prejudice to the Faith, to adopt Ripaia's opinion (De deo supernat., disp. xix, sect. 3), which holds that, in an economy of salvation different from the present, natural prayer for grace would be entitled to be heard. How little this is the case in the present dispensation is best learned from the language of the Bible. We are told that in our infirmity we know not what we should pray for, but when we ask God for us with unspeakable groanings (Rom. viii, 26; cf. I Cor., xii, 3). The supernatural union with Christ is, moreover, represented as the indispensable condition of every successful petition (John, xv, 7). Every wholesome prayer being in itself a salutary act, it must, according to antecedent statements, spring from intrinsic merit in the sinner. Augustine (De dono pererv., xxiii, 64) in vivid descriptions brings home to the Semipelagians their delusion in thinking that true prayer comes from us and not from God who inspires it. On an almost identical level with natural prayer stand the positive prepossession and positive praeceindis (capaxia, praeceindus, praeceindia, praeceindus positive). It often occurs in human life that the positive disposition to a natural good includes in itself a certain claim to satisfaction, as, e. g. thirst of itself calls for quenching. This is still more the case when the disposition has been acquired by a positive preparation for the good in question. Thus the student has acquired by his preparation for the examination a certain claim to be sooner or later admitted to it. But about grace? Does there exist in man a positive disposition and a claim to grace in the sense that the withholding of this expected blessing would sensibly injure and block the happy soul? Or can man, unaided, actively dispose himself for the reception of grace, confident that God will reward his natural efforts with the bestowal of supernatural grace? Both suppositions are untenable. For, according to the express teach-
ning of the Apostle Paul and of the Fathers of the Church, the gratuity of grace is rooted solely in the supreme freedom of the Divine will, and the nature of mankind is no object of claim to it.

As a consequence, the relapse into Semipelagianism is unavoidable as soon as we seek in the positive disposition or preparation a cause for the bestowal of grace. It should be remembered, moreover, that nature is never found in its pure form, but that, from the beginning, sin affects the nature of man. This consideration still more forcibly puts before us the necessity of denying to sinful nature the power to draw down upon itself, like an arid region, the effusion of Divine grace, either by its natural constitution or its own endeavours.

The positive disposition or preparation (capacitas sine preparatio negativa) designates, in general, the absence or removal of obstacles which are an impediment to the introduction of a new form, as green wood is dried up to become fit for burning. The question arises, whether the requirement of such merely negative natural preparation is reconcilable with the absolute gratuity of grace. Some of the earlier Schoolmen cited in answer the celebrated much-debated axiom: Facienti quod in se est, Deus non denegat gratiam (To the one who does what in him lies, God does not deny grace). If among the proposed influences to which the Divine will is supposed to respond, we add the negation of things that stand in the way of original sin, we fall into the Semipelagian heresy refuted above. In order systematically to exclude this contingency, many Schoolmen thus interpreted the axiom with St. Thomas (Summa, I-II, Q. cix, a. 6): “To the one who accomplishes what he can with the help of supernatural grace God grants further and more powerful graces up to justification.” But, interpreted in this manner, the axiom offers nothing new and has nothing to do with the above-proposed question. There remains, therefore, a third interpretation: God, out of mere liberality, does not withhold His grace from the one who accomplishes what he can with his natural moral strength, i.e., from the one who, by deliberate abstention from offences, seeks to dispose God favourably towards him and thus prepares himself negatively for grace. Semipelagianists (e.g., Bonaventure) have declared even this most mitigated and mildest interpretation to be Semipelagian. Most modern theological authorities, however, with Molina, Suarez, and Leusius, see in it nothing else but the expression of the truth: To the one who prepares himself negatively and plans to remove the obstacles to the approach of grace, God in general is more inclined to offer his grace than to another who wallows in the mire of sin and thus neglects to accomplish what lies in his power. In this manner the cause of the distribution of grace is located not in the dignity of nature, but, conformably to orthodoxy, in the universal will of God to save mankind.

(c) Universality.—The universality of grace does not conflict with its gratuity, if God, in virtue of his will to save all men, distributes with sovereign liberty his graces to all adults without exception. But if the universality of grace is only a result of the Divine will to save all mankind, we must first turn our attention to the latter as the basis of the former.

(a) By the “will to save” (voluntas Dei salvifica) theologians understand the earnest and sincere will of God to free all men from sin and lead them to supernatural life. According to this will, God offers reward to human action as such, it is a merciful will, also called “first” or “antecedent will” (voluntas prima sine antecedentia). It is not absolute, but conditional, inasmuch as no one is saved if he does not will it or does not comply with the conditions laid down by God for salvation. The “second” or “consequent will” (voluntas secunda sive consequens), on the contrary, can only be absolute, i.e., a will of justice, as God must simply reward or punish according as one has deserved it or not.

Against the error of the Calvinists and Jansenists the ecclesiastical teaching authority (cf. Council of Trent, Sess. VI, Can. xxvii) and Pope Pius V (Serm. 105, in Denzinger, n. 237, 1096) proclaims in the name of the doctrine that God seriously wills the salvation not of the predestined only, but also of other men. As the Church obliged all her faithful to the recital of the prayer of the creed, “Qui propter nos homines et propier nostram salutem descendit de celis,” it is established with certainty that at least the faithful are included in the universality of salvation willed by God. Not to mention the touching scene in which Jesus weeps over the impotent Jerusalemites (cf. Matt., xxiii, 37), the following is the declaration of the Saviour himself respecting believers: “For God so loved the world, as to give his only-begotten Son; that whosoever believeth in him, may not perish, but may have life everlasting” (John, iii, 16). Far from limiting the will to save to these two classes of men, the predestined and believers, theologians adhere to the theological conclusion that God, without the restriction to original sin, wills the eternal salvation of all the posterity of Adam. The range of this will certainly extends further than the circle of believers, the eternal reprobation of many of whom is a notorious fact. For Pope Alexander VIII (1690) condemned the proposition that Christ died “for all the faithful and for them” (pro omnibus et soli redelibus.—See Denzinger, n. 1294). The foreknowledge of original sin is no reason for God to except some men from his will of redemption, as the Calvinist sect called Infra-lapsarians or Postlapsarians (from infra, or post, lapsum) asserted in Holland against the strictly Calvinist opinion of those called Supralapsarians or Antelapsarians (from supra, or ante, lapsum.—See ARMINIANS). In proof of the Catholic contention, the Council of Trent (Sess. VI, cap. ii) rested on the Biblical text which exhibits the propitiatory sacrifice of Christ as offered not only for our sins, “but also for those of the whole world” (I John, ii, 2). We possess, besides, the subsequent decrees of the Council of Trent, and it is without doubt. The Book of Wisdom (xi, 24 sqq.) eulogizes in stirring language the all-exceeding mercy of God and based its universality on the omnipotence of God (quia omnia potes), on his universal domination (quoniam tua sunt, diligit omnia, quia facitis), and on his love for man (quia amas homines) even though the Divine omnipotence and domination extend, wherever immortal souls are to be found, thither also the will to grant salvation extends, so that it cannot be exclusive of any human being. After St. Paul (I Tim., ii, 1 sqq.) has ordained prayers for all men and proclaimed them “acceptable in the sight of God our Saviour, who will have all men to be saved” (omnes homines null salutis fieri), he adds a threefold motivation: “For there is one God, and one mediator of God and men, the man Christ Jesus: who gave himself a redemption for all” (I. c.). Hence it is just as true that the will to grant salvation extends to all men, as it is that God is the God of all men, and that Christ as mediator assumed the nature of all men and redeemed them on the Cross. In regard to tradition, Passaglia, as early as 1551, brilliantly demonstrated the universality of this Divine intention from two hundred Fathers of the Church and ecclesiastical writers. Augustine alone regards some difficulty. It may be considered as certain to-day that the great Bishop of Hippo interpreted in the year 412 the Pauline text with all the other Fathers of the Church in the sense of a universal will to save all men without exception and that subsequently he never explicitly retracted this
view (De spir. et lit., xxiii, 58). But it is equally certain that from 421 onwards (cf. Enchir., xxvii, 103; Contr. Jod., IV, viii, 42; De corr. et grat., xv, 47) he attempted such tortuous and violent interpretations of the clear, unmistakable text that the Divine will regarding human salvation was no longer universal, but particular. The mystery can only be solved by the addition, as Augustine still believed in a pillar of literal senses in the Bible (cf. Confess., XII, xvii sqq.). To avoid the necessity of imputing to the Holy Ghost the inspiration of contradictions in the same text, he conceived in his third divergent interpretations the Divine will concerning salvation as the "secundum" or "consequent will", which, as absolutely will binding men to eternal happiness, must naturally be particular, no less than the consequent will affecting the reprobate (cf. J. B. Faure, "Note in Enchir. s. Augustini", c. 103, p. 195 sqq., Naples, 1847).

The most difficult problem concerning this Divine will to save all men, a real crus theologorum, lies in the mysterious attitude of God towards children dying without baptism. Did God sincerely and earnestly will the salvation also of the little ones who, without fault of their own, fail to receive the baptism of water or blood and are thus forever deprived of the beatific vision? Only a few theologians (e.g. Bellarmine, Vaghar, and others) have been bold enough to assert the affirmative. Either invincible ignorance, as among the pagans, or the physical order of nature, as in stillbirths, precludes the possibility of the administration of baptism without the least culpability on the part of the children. The difficulty lies, therefore, in the fact that God, the author of the natural order, eventually declines to remove the existing obstacles by means of a miracle. The well-meant opinion of some theologians (Arrubal, Kibler, Mannens) that the whole and full guilt falls in all instances not on God, but on men (for example, on the imprudence of the mothers), is evidently too dry an hypothesis to be entitled to consideration. The subterfuge of Klee, the writer on dogma, that self-consciousness is awakened for a short time in dying children, to render baptism of desire possible to them, is just as unsatisfactory and objectionable as Cardinal Cajetan's admission, disapproved of by Pius X, that the prayer of Christian parents, acting in a sense of grief, saves their children for heaven. We are thus confronted with an unsolved mystery. Our ignorance of the manner does not destroy, however, the theological certainty of the fact. For the above-quoted Biblical texts are of such unquestionable universality that it is impossible to exclude a particular and perfect grace even in the Divine will toward the child of humankind.—cf. Bolgeni, "Stato dei bambini morti senza battesimo" (Rome, 1787); Didiot, "Ungetaufte verstorbene Kinder, Dogmatische Trostbriefe" (Kempen, 1889); A. Seitz, "Die Heilsnotwendigkeit der Kirche" (Freiburg, 1905), pp. 301 sqq.

The universality of grace is a necessary consequence of the will to save all men. For adults this will transforms itself into the concrete Divine will to distribute "sufficient" graces; it evidently involves no obligation on God to bestow only "efficacious" graces. If it can be established, therefore, that God grants to the three classes of the just, sinners, and infidels truly sufficient graces for their eternal salvation, the proof of the universality of grace will have been furnished. Without prejudice to this universality, God may either await the moment of its actual necessity before bestowing grace, or He may, even in time of need (e.g. in vehement temptation), grant immediately only the grace required or the amount sufficient, if the adult has made a faithful use of the grace of prayer.

So far as the category of the just is concerned, the heretical proposition of Jansen, that "the observance of some commandments of God is impossible to the just for want of grace" (see Denzinger, n. 1092), had already been exploded by the anathema of the Council of Trent (see Council of Trent, Sess. VI, can. xviii). In fact Holy Writ teaches concerning the just, that the yoke of Jesus is sweet, and His burden light (Matt., xi, 30), that the commandments of God are not heavy (1 Cor., xii, 4), that "the one who is free from sin will be tempted above that which you are able: but will make also with temptation issue, that you may be able to bear it" (I Cor., x, 13). These statements warrant not only the full possibility of the observance of the Divine commandments and the triumph over vehement temptations; they virtually express unanimously the consciousness of the necessity, without which all these salutary acts are known to be absolutely impossible. It is true that in the polemical writings of some Fathers of the Church against the Pelagians and SemiPelagians we read the proposition: "The grace of God is not granted to all." But a closer examination of the passages immediately reveals the fact that they speak of efficacious, not of sufficient grace. This distinction is expressly stated by the anonymous writer of the fifth century whom Pope Gelasius commends as an "experienced ecclesiastical teacher" (probatus ecclesiast magister). In his De conditione gentium he states that the "general" (benignitas Dei generalis) and the "particular" (economy of grace (specialis misericordia)) refers the former to the distribution of sufficient, the latter to that of efficacious, graces. We come to the second class, that of Christian sinners, among whom we reckon apostates and formal heretics, as these can hardly be placed on a par with the heathen. In their valuation of the distribution of grace, theologians distinguish somewhat sharply between ordinary sinners (among whom they include habitual and relapsing sinners) and those sinners whose intellect is blinded, and whose heart is hardened, the so-called obdurate sinners (oboeati et indurati, impenderittes). The bestowal of grace on the former group is, they say, of a higher degree of certainty than its concession to the latter, although for both the universality of sufficient grace is beyond any doubt. Not only is it said of sinners in general: "I desire not the death of the wicked but that the sinner turn from his wickedness and live" (Exx., xxxiii, 11), and again: "The Lord ... dealeth patiently for your sake, not willing that any should perish, but that all should return to penance" (II Peter, iii, 9), but even the obdurate and impenitent sinners are energetically summoned by the Bible to conversion, and are so often reproved and remonstrated because of their wickedness (Is., lxv, 2; Rom., ii, 4; Acts, xvii, 31). Now where a duty of conversion exists, the necessary grace must be at hand without which no conversion is possible. For, as Augustine (De nat. et grat., xiii, n. 50) affirms: "Deus impossibilitatis neminem facit" (God does not give impossible orders). Obduracy, however, forms such a powerful obstacle to conversion that some ancient theologians embraced the untenable opinion that God finally completely withdraws from these sinners, a withdrawal due to His mercy, which desires to save them from a more severe punishment in hell. But St. Thomas Aquinas (De verit., Q. xxiv, a. 11) stated that "complete obduracy" (obstinatio perfecta), or absolute impossibility of conversion, begins only in hell itself; "incomplete obduracy", on the contrary, ever presents on earth in the enfeebled moral affections of the heart a point of contact through which the grace is given (cf. Aquinas, Summa, Q. xxxvii). Were the rigorous opinion of God's complete aband onment of the obdurate correct, despair of God's mercy would be perfectly justified in such souls. The Catholic catechism, however, presents this as a new grievous sin.

The third and last question arises: Is the grace of
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God also conceded to the heathen? The Divine readiness to grant assistance also to the heathen (see Denzinger, n. 1295, 1379) is a certain truth confirmed by the Church against the Jansenists Arnauld and Queenell. To question it is to deny the above-demonstrated intention of God to save all men; for the overwhelming majority of mankind would fall outside it. St. Paul, in his Epistle to the Galatians (Rom. ii, 6 sqq.), lays stress on God’s impartiality towards Jews and Greeks, without “respect of persons”, on the Day of Judgment, when he will reward also the Greek “that worketh good” with eternal life. The Fathers of the Church, as Clement of Rome (I. ep. ad Cor., vii. 2), Cyprian (Cor. Afr., xi), and Chrysostom (Hom. viii in John, n. 1), do not doubt the dispensation of sufficient graces to the nations “that sit in darkness and in the shadow of death”. Orosius (De arbitr. libert., n. 19), a disciple of St. Augustine, proceeds so far in his optimism as to believe in this distribution of grace “quotidie per temporas, per dies, per momenta, per orationes et exortus” (daily through the seasons, through the days, through the moments, through the smallest possible divisions of time, and to all men and every man). But the clearer the fact, the more obscure the manner. In what way specifically does God assist the salvation of the heathen? Theologians today generally give the following presentation of the process: It is presupposed that, according to Hebr., xi, 6, the two dogmas of the existence of God and of future retribution must be, in all instances, believed not only by necessity of means ( necessitates medi), but also with explicit faith (fides explicativa) before the process of justification can be initiated. As a consequence, God will not refrain in extraordinary cases from miraculous intervention in order to save a noble-minded heathen who conscientiously observes the natural moral law. He may either, in a miraculous manner, depute a mission for his own service (Rom. i, 15), or teach him the revealed truths through an angel (Cardinal Tolletus), or he may come to his assistance by an interior private revelation. It is clear, nevertheless, that these different ways cannot be considered as everyday ordinary means. For the multitude of heathen this assistance must be found in a universal means of salvation equally independent of wonderful events and of the preaching of Christian missionaries. Some modern theologians discover it in the circumstance that the two dogmas mentioned above were already contained in the primitive supernatural revelation made in Paradise. These truths have been spread over the world, survive, as a meagre remnant, in the traditions of the pagan nations, and are orally transmitted from generation to generation as supernatural truths of salvation. The knowability of these dogmas by unaided reason does not constitute an objection, for they are simultaneously natural and revealed truths. Once the condition of external preaching (cf. Rom. x, 17: “ fides ex auditu”) has thus been fulfilled, it only remains for God to hasten Io man’s assistance with his supernatural illuminating and strengthening grace and to initiate with the faith and God and retribution (which implicitly includes all else necessary for salvation) the process of justification. In this manner the attainment of the state of grace and of eternal glory becomes possible for the heathen who faithfully co-operates with the grace of vocation. However all this may be, one thing is certain: every heathen who incurs eternal damnation is found on the day of the honest confession: “It is not for want of grace, but through my own fault that I am lost.”

(For the relation between grace and liberty, see GRACE, CONTROVERSIES ON.)

II. SANCTIFYING GRACE.—Since the end and aim of all efficacious grace is directed to the production of sanctifying grace where it does not already exist, or to retain and increase it where it is already present, its excellence, dignity, and importance become immediately apparent; for holiness and the sonship of God depend solely upon the possession of sanctifying grace, wherefore it is frequently called simply grace without any qualifying word to accompany it as, for instance, in the phrases “to live in grace” or “to fall from grace.”

All pertinent questions group themselves around three points of view from which the subject may be considered:—

(1) The preparation for sanctifying grace, or the process of justification.

(2) The nature of sanctifying grace.

(3) The characteristics of sanctifying grace.

(1) Preparation for Sanctifying Grace, or the Process of Justification (for exhaustive treatment of justification see article on JUSTIFICATION).—The word justification (justificatio, from justum facere) derives its name from justice (justitium), by which is not merely meant the cardinal virtue in the sense of a constant purpose to respect the rights of others (suum cuique), nor is the term taken in the concept of all those virtues which go to make up the moral law, but connotes, especially, the whole inner relation of man to God as to his superhuman soul. Obviously God provides for the original sin or with actual mortal sin (children are of course excepted) must, in order to arrive at the state of justification, pass through a short or long process of justification, which may be likened to the gradual development of the child in its mother’s womb. This development attains its fullness in the birth of the child, accompanied by the anguish and suffering with which this birth is invariably attended; our rebirth in God is likewise preceded by great spiritual sufferings of fear and contrition.

In the process of justification we must distinguish two periods: first, the preparatory acts or dispositions (fides, fear, hope, charity, etc.), each having the element of the transformation of the sinner from the state of sin to that of justification or sanctifying grace, which may be called the active justification (actus justificationis); with this the real process comes to an end, and the state of habitual holiness and sonship of God begins. Touching both of these periods there is an existence, and still exists, in part, a great conflict of opinion between Catholicism and Protestantism. This conflict may be reduced to four differences of teaching. By a justifying faith the Church understands qualitatively the theoretical faith in the truths of Revelation, and actual faith in these truths over and above this faith in the preparatory acts for justification. Protestantism, on the other hand, reduces the process of justification to merely a fiduciary faith; and maintains that this faith, exclusive even of good works, is all-sufficient for justification, laying great stress upon the scriptural statement sola fides justificat. The Church teaches that justification consists of an actual obliteration of sin and an interior sanctification. Protestantism, on the other hand, makes of the forgiveness of sin merely a concealment of it, so to speak; and of the sanctification a forensic declaration of justification, or an external imputation of the justice of God. In the presentation of the process of justification, we will hereafter note this fourfold confessional conflict.

(a) The Fiduciary Faith of the Protestants.—The Council of Trent (Sess. VI, cap. vi, and can. xii) decrees that not the fiduciary faith, but a real mental act of faith, consisting of a firm belief in all revealed truths and the whole body of faith and justification and the “beginning, foundation, and source” (loc. cit., cap. viii) of justification. What did the Reformers with Luther understand by fiduciary faith? They understood thereby not the first or fundamental deposition or preparation for the (active) justification, but merely the spiritual grasp (instrumentum) with which we seize and lay hold of the external justice of Christ and with it, as with a
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mantle of grace, cover our sins (which still continue to exist interiorly) in the infallible, certain belief (fiducia) that God, for the sake of Christ, will no longer hold our sins against us. Hereby the seat of justifying faith is transferred from the intellect to the will, and faith itself, in as far as it still abides in the intellect, is converted into a certain belief in one's own justification. The main question is: "Is this conception Biblical?"

Murray (De gratia, disp. x, n. 18, Dublin, 1877) states in his statistics that the word fides (σπέρμα) occurs eight times in the Epistle to the Romans and in the synoptic Gospels, and in only six of these can it be construed to mean fiducia. But neither here nor anywhere else does it ever mean the conviction of, or belief in, one's own justification, or the Lutheran fiduciary faith. Even in the leading text (Rom. iv, 6) the justification is real, not fiduciary, but fiducial, with the mental act of faith or belief in Divine truth; for Abraham was justified not by faith in his own justification, but by faith in the truth of the Divine promise that he would be the "father of many nations" (cf. Rom., iv, 9 sqq.).

In strict accord with this is the Pauline teaching that the faith of justification, which we must possess "in the heart and mouth," is identical with the mental act of faith in the Resurrection of Christ, the central dogmas of Christianity (Rom., x, 9 sqq.), and that the minimum expressly necessary for justification is contained in the two dogmas: the existence of God, and the doctrine of eternal reward (Rom., xi, 6).

The Church's historical position on the teaching of the Gospel as a necessary condition for salvation, when it solemnly commanded the Apostles to preach the Gospel to the whole world (Mark, xvi, 15). St. John the Evangelist declares his Gospel has been written for the purpose of exciting belief in the Divine Sonship of Christ, and links the act of belief to the possession of eternal life (John, xx, 31). Such was the mind of the Christian Church from the beginning. To say nothing of the testimony of the Fathers (cf. Bellarmine, De justific., i, 9), Saint Fulgentius, a disciple of St. Augustine, in his precious booklet, "De vera fide ad Petrum," does not understand by true faith a fiduciary faith, but the firm belief in all the truths contained in the Apostles' Creed, and he calls this faith the "Foundation of all good things," and the "Beginning of human salvation" (loc. cit., Prolog.). The practice of the Church in the earliest ages, as shown by the Catechism, going back to the catechumens (σταχτευομενα from σταχτοι, ναι νοειν ινευσερης) a verbal instruction in the articles of faith and of directing them, shortly before baptism, to make a public recitation of the Apostles' Creed, strengthens this view. After this they were called not fidulares but fidicis, in contradistinction to the mental act of faith or belief in Divine truth, but the firm belief in all the truths contained in the Apostles' Creed, and he calls this faith the "Foundation of all good things," and the "Beginning of human salvation" (loc. cit., Prolog.).

The practice of the Church in the earliest ages, as shown by the Catechism, going back to the catechumens (σταχτευομενα from σταχτοι, ναι νοειν ινευσερης) a verbal instruction in the articles of faith and of directing them, shortly before baptism, to make a public recitation of the Apostles' Creed, strengthens this view. After this they were called not fidulares but fidicis, in contradistinction to the mental act of faith or belief in Divine truth, but the firm belief in all the truths contained in the Apostles' Creed, and he calls this faith the "Foundation of all good things," and the "Beginning of human salvation" (loc. cit., Prolog.).

In answer to the theological question: How many truths of faith must one expressly (fide explicitit) believe under the command (ex officio stasi) of theology given as the only way of knowing and believe the most important dogmas and the truths of the moral law, for instance, the Apostles' Creed, the Decalogue, the six precepts of the Church, the Seven Sacraments, the Our Father. Greater things are, of course, expected from the educated, especially from catechists, confessors, preachers, wherefore upon these the study of theology rests as an obligation. If the question be put: In how many truths as a means (necessitate medit) must one believe to be saved? many catechists answer Six things: God's existence; an eternal reward; the Trinity; the Incarnation; the immortality of the soul; the necessity of Grace. But according to St. Paul (Heb., xi, 6) we can only be certain of the necessity of the first two dogmas, while the belief in the Trinity and the Incarnation could not of course be exactly from antecedent Christian Judaism or from Paganism. Then, too, belief in the Trinity may be implicitly included in the dogma of God's existence, and belief in the Incarnation in the dogma of the Divine providence, just as the immortality of the soul is implicit in the will; and faith in the dogma of an eternal reward. However, there arises for any one baptized in the name of the Holy Trinity, and entering thus the Church of Christ, the necessity of making an act of explicit faith (fides explicita). This necessity (necessitas medit) arises per se, and is not the only a Divine dispensation in cases of extreme necessity, where such an act of faith is either physically or morally impossible, as in the case of pagans or those dying in a state of unconsciousness. For further matter on this point see Pohle, "Lehrbuch der Dogmatik," 4th ed., II, 488 sqq. (Padueren, 1923).

(b) The sola fides doctrine of the Protestants.—

The Council of Trent (Sess. VI, can. ix) decrees that over and above the faith which formally dwells in the intellect, other acts of predisposition, arising from the will, such as hope, love, contrition, and good resolution (loc. cit., esp. vi), are necessary for the reception of the grace of justification and sanctification. The council made by the council as against the second fundamental error of Protestantism, namely that "faith alone justifies" (sola fides justificat).

Martin Luther stands as the originator of the doctrine of justification by faith alone, for he hoped that it was in his wisdom he might be able to sprinkle grace, which was in a state of great perturbation, and consequently he took refuge behind the assertion that the necessity of good works over and above mere faith was altogether a pharisaical supposition. Manifestly this did not bring him the peace and comfort for which he had hoped, if faith be a sufficient condition of salvation to his mind; for many times, in a spirit of honesty and sheer good nature, he applauded good works, but recognized them only as necessary concomitants, not as efficient dispositions, for justification. This was also the tenor of Calvin's interpretation (Institutes, III, 11, 19). Luther was surprised to find himself by his unprecedented doctrine in direct contradiction to the Bible, therefore he rejected the Epistle of St. James as "one of straw" and into the text of St. Paul to the Romans (iii, 28) he boldly inserted the word alone. This falsification of the Bible was certainly not done in the spirit of the Apostle's teaching, where does St. Paul teach that faith alone (without charity) will bring justification, even though we should accept as also Pauline the text given in a different context, that supernatural faith alone justifies, but the fruitless works of the Jewish Law do not.

In this statement St. Paul emphasizes the fact that grace is purely gratuitous; that no merely natural good works can merit grace; but he does not state that no other acts in their nature and purport predisposing are necessary for justification over and above the requisite faith. Any other construction of the above passage would be vicious; by the Apostle's interpretation were allowed to stand, then St. Paul would come into direct contradiction not only with St. James (ii, 24 sqq.), but also with himself; for, except St. John, the favourite Apostle, he is the most outspoken of all Apostles in proclaiming the necessity and excellence of charity over faith in the matter of justification (cf. I Cor., iii, 1, 2 sqq.). Whenever faith justifies it is not faith alone, but faith made operative and replenished by charity (cf. Gal., v, 6, fides, quae per caritatem operatur). In the plainest language the Apostle St. James says this: "ex operibus justificatur homo, et non ex fide tantum" (James, ii, 24); and hence by works the law is satisfied. Whether good works to which St. Paul refers in the Epistle to the Romans, or the works done in fulfilment of the Jewish Law, but the works of salvation made possible by the operation of supernatural grace, which was
recognised by St. Augustine (lib. LXXXIII, Q. lxvi, n. 2). In conformity with this interpretation and with this only is the tenor of the Scriptural doctrine, namely, that over and above faith other acts are necessary for justification, such as fear (Eccles., i, 29), and charity, (Acts, ii, 44). Faith alone does not justify. On the other hand, faith informed by charity (fides formata) has the power of justification. St. Augustine (De Trinit., XV, 18) expresses it pithily thus: "Sine caritate quippe fides potest quidem esse, sed non et proesse." Hence we see that from the very beginning the Church has taught that not only faith but that a sincere conversion of heart effected by charity and contrition is also requisite for justification—witness the regular method of administering baptism and the discipline of penance in the early Church.

The Council of Trent (Sess. VI, cap. viii) has, in the light of tradition, sanctioned the former. And, even when the only ransom was the status in the process of justification, inasmuch as the council, by declaring it to be the "beginning, the foundation, and the root," has placed faith at the very front in the whole process.

Faith is the beginning of salvation, because no one can come to God unless he first of all know his supernatural end and aim, just as a mariner without an objective and without a compass wanders aimlessly over the sea at the mercy of wind and wave.

Faith is not only the initiatory act of justification, but the foundation as well, because upon it all the other predisposing acts rest securely, not in geometric regularity or as the stones of a building rest upon a foundation, but organically and imbued with life as the branches and blossoms spring from a root or stem. Thus there is preserved to faith in the Catholic system its fundamental and co-ordinating significance in the matter of justification. A masterly, psychological description of the whole process of justification, which even Ad. Hermack styles "a magnificent work of art," will be found in the famous cap. vi, "Disponuntur" (Denzinger, n. 798). According to this the process of justification follows a regular order of progression in four stages: from faith to fear, from fear to hope, from hope to charity, from charity to contrition with purpose of amendment. If the contrition be perfect (contritio caritate perfecta), then active justification results, that is, the soul is immediately placed in the state of grace even before the reception of the sacrament of baptism or penance, though not without the desire for the sacrament (sacramentum). If, on the other hand, the contrition be only an imperfect one (attribuit), then the sanctifying grace can only be imparted by the actual reception of the sacrament (cf. Trent, Sess. VI, cc. iv and xiv).

The Council of Trent had no intention, however, of substituting sacramentalism for the process of justification, given above, inflexible; nor of making any one of the stages indispensable. Since a real conversion is inconceivable without faith and contrition, we naturally place faith at the beginning and contrition at the end of the process. In exceptional cases, however, for example in sudden conversions, it is quite possible for the sinner to overlap the intervening stages between faith and charity, in which case fear, hope, and contrition are virtually included in charity.

The "justification by faith alone" theory was by Luther, it is said, the article of the standing and falling church (articulus stantis et cadentis ecclesiae), and by his followers was regarded as the material principle of Protestantism, just as the sufficiency of the Bible without tradition was considered its formal principle.

Both of these principles are un-Biblical and are not accepted anywhere to-day in their original severity, save only in the very small circle of orthodox Lutherans.

The Lutheran Church of Scandinavia has, according to the Swedish theologian Krogh-Tonnigh, experienced a silent reformation which in the lapse of the several centuries has gradually brought it back to the Catholic view of justification, which view alone can be supported by Revelation and Christian experience (cf. Dornier, "Geschichte der protestantischen Theologie," 361 sqq., Munich, 1867; Köhler, "Symbolik," 16, Mainz, 1890; "Realencyk. für prot. Theol.," s. v. "Rechtfertigung").

(c) The Protestant theory of non-Imputation.—Embarrassed by the fatal notion that original sin wrought in man an utter destruction extending even to the annihilation of all moral freedom of election, and that it continues its existence even in the just man as sin in the shape of an ineradicable concupiscence, Martin Luther and Calvin taught very logically that a sinner is justified by fiduciary faith, in such a way, however, that sin is not actually removed but, being put up or not held against the sinner. According to the teaching of the Catholic Church, however, in active justification an actual and real forgiveness of sins takes place so that the sin is really removed from the soul, not only original sin by baptism but also mortal sin by the Sacrament of Penance (Trent, Sess. VI, can. v; Sess. VI, cap. xiv; Sess. XIV, cap. ii). This view is entirely consonant with the teaching of Holy Scripture, for the Biblical expressions: "blotted out" as applied to sin (Ps., i, 3; Is., xiii, 21; xvi, 22; Acts, iii, 19), "exhausting" (Heb., ix, 28), "taking away" II Kings, xii, 13; I Par., xxi, 8; Mich., vii, 18; Ps. x (Heb.), 15; cli., 12), cannot be reconciled with the idea of a mere covering up of sin which is supposed to continue its existence in a covert manner. Other Biblical expressions are just as irreconcilable with this Lutheran idea, for instance, the expression of "cleansing" and "washing away" the sin (Ps., i, 4, 9; Is., i, 18; Ezek., xxxvi, 25; I Cor., vi, 11; Apoc., i, 5), that of coming "from death to life" (Col., ii, 13; I John, iii, 14); the removal from darkness to light (Eph., v, 9). Especially these latter expressions are significant, because they characterize the justification as a movement from one thing to another, which is directly opposed to anything from which the movement is made. The opposites, black and white, night and day, darkness and light, life and death, have this peculiarity, that the presence of one means the extinction of its opposite. Just as the sun dispels all darkness, so does the advent of justifying grace drive away sin, which ceases from that on to have an existence at least in the ethical order of things, though in the knowledge of God it may have a shadowy kind of existence as something which once was, but has ceased to be. It becomes intelligible, therefore, that in him who is justified, there is a kind of abatement, a diminution in the concupiscence (Rom., viii, 1); and why, according to James (i, 14 sqq.), concupiscence as such is really no sin; and it is apparent that St. Paul (Rom., vii, 17) is speaking only figuratively when he calls concupiscence sin, because it springs from sin and brings sin in its train. Where in the Bible the expressions "covering up" and "not imputing" sin occur, as for instance in Ps. xxxii, 1 sq., they must be interpreted in accordance with the Divine perfections, for it is repugnant that God should declare any one free from sin to whom sin is still actually cleaving. It is one of God's attributes and a most substantial part of His declarations; if He covers sin and does not impute it, this can only be effected by an utter extinction or blotting out of the sin. Tradition also has always taught this view of the forgiveness of sins. (See Denifle, "Die abendländischen
Schriftausleger bis Luther über justitia Dei und justificatio" (Mainz, 1905).

(d) The Protestant theory of Imputation.—Calvin rested his theory with the negative moment, holding that justification ends with the mere forgiveness of sins in every other; but he hoped that Imputation of the Reformers (Luther and Melanchthon) demanded a positive moment as well, concerning the nature of which there was a very pronounced disagreement. At the time of Osianader (d. 1552) there were from fourteen to twenty opinions on the matter, each differing from every other; but they had this in common that they all denied the interior holiness and the inherent justification of the Catholic idea of the process. Among the adherents of the Augsburg Confession the following view was rather generally accepted: The person to be justified seizes by means of the fiduciary faith the exterior justice of Christ, and therewith covers his sins; this exterior justice is imputed to him as if it were his own, and he stands before God as having an outward justification, but in his inner self he remains the same sinner as of old. This exterior, forensic declaration of justification was received with general approbation of faith, but was not at the time, and was given wide and vociferous expression in the cry: "Justitia Christi extra nos".

The Catholic idea maintains that the formal cause of justification does not consist in an exterior imputation of the justice of Christ, but in a real, interior sanctification bestowed by the grace which abounds in the soul and makes it permanently holy before God (cf. Trent, Sess. VI, cap. vii; can. xi). Although the sinner is justified by the justice of Christ, inasmuch as the Redeemer has merited for him the grace of justification (causa meritoria), nevertheless he is formally justified and made holy by his own personal justice and holiness (causa formalis), just as a philosopher by his own inherent learning becomes a scholar, not, however, by any exterior imputation of the wisdom of God (Trent, Sess. VI, can. x). To this idea of inherent holiness which theologians call sanctifying grace are we safely conducted by the words of Holy Writ.

To prove this we may remark that the word justificare (Gr. Ἰσχίω, Heb. ἰδρύ in Hiphil) in the Bible may have a fourfold meaning:

(a) The forensic declaration of justice by a tribunal or court (cf. Is., v, 23; Prov., xvii, 15).

(b) The interior growth in holiness (Apol., xxii, 11).

(c) The passive, subjective, justificatio, the external law (Ps. cxviii, 8, and elsewhere).

(d) The inner, immanent sanctification of the sinner.—Only this last meaning can be intended where there is mention of passing to a new life (Eph., ii, 5; Col., ii, 12; I John, iii, 14); renovation in spirit (Eph., iv, 23 sq.); supernatural regeneration of God (Rom., viii, 29; II Cor., iii, 18; II Pet., i, 4); a new creation (II Cor., v, 17; Gal., vi, 15); rebirth in God (John, iii, 5; Tit., iii, 5; James, i, 18), etc., all of which designations not only imply a setting aside of sin, but express as well a permanent state of holiness. All of these terms denote not an aid to action, but rather a form of being; and this appears also from the fact that the grace of justification is described as being "poured forth in our hearts" (Rom., v, 5); as the "spirit of adoption of sons" of God (Rom., viii, 15); as the "spirit, born of the spirit" (John, iii, 6); making us "conformable to the image of the Son" (Rom., viii, 28); as a participation in the Divine nature (II Pet., i, 4); the abiding seed in us (I John, iii, 9), and so on. As regards the tradition of the Church, even Harnack admits that St. Augustine faithfully reproduces the teaching of St. Paul. Hence the Council of Trent professed the sense of St. Paul, but only to St. Augustine, for the purpose of demonstrating that the Protestant theory of imputation is at once against St. Paul and St. Augustine.

Moreover, this theory must be rejected as not being in accordance with reason. For in a man who is at once sinful and just, half holy and half unholy, we cannot possibly recognize a masterpiece of God's omnipotence, but only a wretched caricature, the deformity of which is exaggerated all the more by the introduction of the idea of a Christ. The logical consequences which follow from this system, and which have been brought by the Reformers themselves, are indeed appalling to Catholics. It would follow that, since the justice of Christ is always and ever the same, every person justified, from the ordinary everyday person to the Blessed Sacrament, in so far as he possesses precisely the same justification and would have, in degree and kind, the same holiness and justice. This deduction was expressly made by Luther. Can any man of sound mind accept it? If this be so, then the justification of children by baptism is impossible, for, not having come to the age of reason, they cannot have the fiduciary faith wherewith they must seize the justice of Christ to cover up their original sin. Very logically, therefore, the Anabaptists, Mennonites, and Baptists reject the validity of infant baptism. It would likewise follow that the justification achieved by faith on the day of the new creature is of the same kind, a most awful consequence which Luther (De Wette, II, 37) clothed in the following words, though he could hardly have meant them seriously: "Pecca fortior et crede fortius et nihil nocebunt centum homicidias et mille supras." Luckily this inexorable logic falls powerless against the decrees of God and good medicine, the Lutherans of our time, and is, therefore, harmless now, though it was not so at the time of the Peasants' War in the Reformation.

The Council of Trent (Sess. VI, cap. vii) defined that the inherent justice is not only the formal cause of justification, but as well the only formal cause (unica formalis causa); this was done as against the heretical teaching of the Reformer Bucer (d. 1551), who held that the inherent justice must be supplemented by the imputed justice of Christ. A further object of this decree was to check the Catholic theologian Albert Pighius and others, who seemed to doubt that the inner justice could be ample for justification without being supplemented by another favour of God (favor Dei externus) (cf. Pallavicini, Hist. Conc. Trident., VIII, 11, 12). This decree was well-founded, for the nature and operation of justification are determined by the infusion of sanctifying grace. In other words, without the aid of other grace, the soul itself possesses the power to effect the destruction of sin and the interior sanctification of the soul to be justified. For since both and grace are diametrically opposed to each other, the mere advent of grace is sufficient to drive sin away; and thus grace, in its positive operations, immediately brings about holiness, kinship of God, and a renovation of spirit, etc. From this it follows that in the present process of justification, the remission of sin, both original and mortal, is linked to the infusion of sanctifying grace as a conditio sine quid non, and therefore a remission of sin without a simultaneous infusion of grace is theoretically impossible. As to the interesting controversy whether the incompatibility of grace and sin rests on merely moral, or physical, or metaphysical contrariety, refer to Pohle ("Lehrbuch der Dogmatik", II, 511 sqq., Paderborn, 1909); Scheeben ("Die Myst. der Christentums", 548 sqq., Freiburg, 1898).

(2) The Nature of Sanctifying Grace. The real nature of sanctifying grace is, by reason of its direct invisibility, veiled in mystery, so that we can learn its nature better by a study of its formal operations in the soul than by a study of the grace itself. Indissolubly linked to the nature of this grace and to its formal operations are other matters, the present not being referable not to any intrinsic necessity but to the goodness of God; accordingly three questions present themselves for consideration:
The inner nature of sanctifying grace.

Its formal operations.

The Inner Nature.—(a) As we have seen that sanctifying grace designates a grace producing a permanent condition, it follows that it must not be confounded with a particular actual grace nor with a series of actual graces, as some anti-Trinitarian theologians seem to have the Council of Trent (Sess., ii. dist. xvi., n. 118) held, identical with the Holy Spirit, whom we may call the permanent, uncreated grace (gratia increata). It is quite impossible. For the person of the Holy Ghost cannot be poured out into our hearts (Rom., v., 5), nor does it cleave to the soul as inherent justice (Trent, sess. vi., can. xi.), nor can it be increased by good works (loc. cit., can. xxiv.), nor be removed from the being of the person of grace in Holy Writ is expressly termed a "gift [or grace] of the Holy Ghost" (Acts, ii., 38; x., 45), and as the abiding seed of God (I John, iii., 9). From this it follows that the grace must be as distinct from the Holy Ghost as the gift from the giver and the seed from the sower; consequently the Holy Spirit is our holiness, not by the holiness by which He Himself is holy, but by that holiness by which He makes us holy. He is not, therefore, the causa formalis, but merely the causa efficiens, of our holiness.

Moreover, sanctifying grace as an active reality, and not a merely external relation, must be philosophically either substance or accident. Now, it is certainly not a substance which exists by itself, or apart from the soul, therefore it is a physical accident inhering in the soul, so that the soul becomes the subject in which grace inheres; but such an accident is in metaphysics called quality (qualitas, substantiva), therefore sanctifying grace may be called a "permanent, supernatural quality of the soul," or as the Roman Catechism (P. III, cap. ii, de bap., n. 50) says, "divina qualitas in anima inherens".

Sanctifying grace cannot be termed a habit (habitus) with the same precision as it is called a quality. Many modern theologians if they write of quality in the way of substance and disposition; power and want of power; passion and passible quality, for example, to blush, pale with wrath; form and figure (cf. Aristotle, Catech., VI). Manifestly sanctifying grace must be placed in the first of these four classes, namely habit or disposition; but as dispositions are fleeting things, and habit has a permanence, theologians agree that sanctifying grace is undoubtedly a habit, hence the name: Habitual Grace (gratia habitualis). Habitus is subdivided into habitus entitutivus and habitus operativus. A habitus entitutivus is a quality or condition added to a substance by which condition or quality the substance is found permanently good or bad, for instance: sickness or health, beauty, deformity, etc. Habitus operativus is a disposition to produce certain operations or acts, for instance, moderation or extravagance; this habitus is called either virtue or vice just as the soul is inclined thereby to a moral good or to a moral evil. Now, since sanctifying grace is found in any such readiness, celerity, or facility in action, we must consider it primarily as a habitus entitutivus, not as a habitus operativus. Therefore, since the popular concept of habitus, which usually designates a readiness, does not accurately express the idea of sanctifying grace, another term is employed, i. e., a quality after the manner of a habit (qualitas per modum habitus) and this term is habitus. The Inner Nature.—(b) As we have seen that sanctifying grace designates a grace producing a permanent condition, it follows that it must not be confounded with a particular actual grace nor with a series of actual graces, as some anti-Trinitarian theologians seem to have the Council of Trent has refrained from applying the term habitus to sanctifying grace.

In the order of nature a distinction is made between natural and acquired habits (habitus in natus, and habitus acquisitus), to distinguish between natural instincts, such as, for instance, as the brute creation, and acquired habits such as we develop by practice, for instance skill in playing a musical instrument etc. But grace is supernatural, and can not, therefore, be classed either as a natural or an acquired habit; it can only be received, accordingly, by infusion from above, therefore it is a supernatural infused habit (habitus infused). (c) If theologians could succeed in establishing the identity sometimes maintained between the nature of grace and charity, a great step forward would be taken in the examination of the nature of grace, for we are more familiar with the justly infused virtue of charity than with the more mysterious nature of sanctifying grace. For the identity of grace and charity some of the older theologians have contended—Peter Lombard, Sotox, Bellarmine, Lessus, and others—declaring that, according to the Bible and the teaching of the Fathers, the process of justification may be at times attributable to sanctifying grace and at other times to the virtue-of-charity. Similar effects demand a similar cause; therefore there exists, in this view, merely a virtual distinction between the two, inasmuch as one and the same reality appears under one aspect as grace, and under another as charity. This similarity is confirmed by the further fact that the life or death of the soul is occasioned respectively by the presence in, or absence from, the soul of charity. Nevertheless, all these arguments may tend to establish a similarity, but do not prove a case of identity. Probably the correct view is that which sees a twofold distinction between grace and charity: one view is held by most theologians, including St. Thomas Aquinas and Suarez. Many passages in Scripture and patrology and in the enactments of synods confirm this view. Often, indeed, grace and charity are placed side by side, which could not be done without a twofold view. The idea of a mediate grace, whether of grace is a habitus entitutivus, and theological charity a habitus operativus: the former, namely sanctifying grace, being a habitus entitutivus, informs and transforms the substance of the soul; the latter, namely charity, being a habitus operativus, supernaturally informs and influences the will (cf. Ripalda, "De ente sup.", dispens. cxvii; Bihl. "De gratia", disp. iv, 4).

The climax of the presentation of the nature of sanctifying grace is found in its character as a participation in the Divine nature, which in a measure indicates its specific difference. To this undeniable fact of the supernatural participation in the Divine nature is our attention directed not only by the express words of Holy Writ: ut efficiamini divinae consortiae nature (II Pet., i., 4), but also by the Biblical concept of the "issue and birth from God," since the begotten must receive of the nature of the progenitor, though in this case it only holds in an analogical and analogical sense. Since this same idea has been found in the writings of the Fathers, and is incorporated in the liturgy of the Mass, to dispute or reject it would be nothing short of temerity. It is difficult to excogitate a manner (modus) in which this participation of the
Divine nature is effected. Two extremes must be avoided, so that the truth will be found.

An exaggerated theory was taught by certain mystics and quietists, a theory not free from pantheistic taint. In this view the soul is formally changed into God, an altogether untenable and impossible hypothesis, since conuneופשאֲנָה remains even after justifying actual participation in the divine power, which is, of course, absolutely repugnant to the Divine nature.

Another theory, held by the Scotists, teaches that the participation is merely of a moral-judicial nature, and not in the least a physical participation. But since sanctifying grace is a physical accident in the soul, one cannot help referring such participation in the Scotist theory to what is called the final imago or assimilation with God, by virtue of which we are permitted to share those goods of the Divine order to which God alone by His own nature can lay claim. In any event the participative divine nature is not in any sense to be considered a deification, but only a making of the soul "like unto God". To the difficult question: Of which special attribute of God does this participation partake? theologians can answer only by conjectures. Manifestly only the communicable attributes can at all be considered in the matter, whereas Goodness (Cyp. thomist., IV, ii, x) would clearly make the soul resemble the infinite love; justice would make the soul resemble the infinite wisdom; power, the infinite strength; and goodness, the infinite goodness. The participation was the aetas, absolutely the most incomunicable of all the Divine attributes. Ripalda (loc. cit., disp. xx, sect. 14) is more near the truth when he suggests Divine sanctity as the attribute, for the very idea of sanctifying grace brings the sanctity of God into the foreground.

The theory of Suarez (De grat., VII, i, xxx), which is also favoured by Scripture and the Fathers, is perhaps the most plausible. In this theory sanctifying grace imparts to the soul a participation in the Divine spirituality, which no rational creature can by its own unaided powers penetrate or comprehend. This, therefore, the office of grace to impart to the soul, in a supernatural way, that degree of spirituality which is absolutely necessary to give us an idea of God and His spirit, either here below in the shadows of earthly existence, or there above in the unveiled splendour of Heaven. If we were asked to condense all that we have thus far been considering into a definition, we would formulate the following: Sanctifying grace is "a quality strictly supernatural, inherent in the soul as a habitus, by which we are made to participate in the divine nature."

(b) Love of persons.—Sanctifying Grace has its formal operations, which are fundamentally nothing else than the formal cause considered in its various moments. These operations are made known by Revelation; therefore to children and to the faithful the splendour of grace best be presented by a vivid description of its operations. These are: sanctity, beauty, friendship, and union with God.

(c) The Sanctity of the soul, as its first formal operation, is contained in the idea itself of sanctifying grace, inasmuch as the infusion of it makes the subject holy and inaugurates the state or condition of sanctity. So far it is, as to its nature, a physical adornment of the soul: it is also a moral form of sanctification, which of itself makes baptised children just and holy in the sight of God. This first operation is thrown into relief by the fact that the "new man", created in justice and holiness (Eph., iv, 2), was preceded by the "old man" of sin, and that grace changed the sinner into a saint. Grace is possible for all who repent. The two moments of actual justification, namely the remission of sin and the sanctification, are at the same time moments of habitual justification, and become the formal operations of grace. The mere infusion of the grace effects at once the remission of original and mortal sin, and inaugurates the condition or state of holiness. (See Poble, Lehrb. der Dogm., 527 sq.)

(3) Although the beauty of the soul is not mentioned by the teaching office of the Church as one of the operations of grace, nevertheless the Roman Catechism refers to it (P. II, cap. ii, de bapt., n. 50). If it be permissible to understand by the spouse in the Canticle of Canticles a symbol of the soul decked in grace, then all the passages touching the ravishing beauty of the soul in ecstasy and in rapture as propitiously speaking a word in favor of the soul. Hence it is that the Fathers express the supernatural beauty of a soul in grace by the most splendid comparisons and figures of speech, for instance: "a divine picture" (Ambrose); "a golden statue" (Chrysostom); "a streaming light" (Basil), etc. Assuming that, apart from the material beauty of the body, the soul is decked in the supernatural beauty, we can safely state that grace, as the participation in the Divine nature, calls forth in the soul a physical reflection of the uncreated beauty of God, which is not to be compared with the soul's natural likeness to God. We can attain to a more intimate idea of the Divine likeness in the soul adorned with grace, if we refer the picture not merely to the absolute Divine nature, as the prototype of all beauty, but more especially to the Trinity whose glorious nature is so charmingly mirrored in the soul by the Divine adoption and the inhabitance of the Holy Ghost (cf. P. II. Krug, De grat., n. 1802). (y) The Friendship of God is, consequently, one of the most excellent of the effects of grace; Aristotle denied the possibility of such a friendship by reason of the great disparity between God and man. As a matter of fact man is, inasmuch as he is God's creature, His servant, and by reason of sin (original and mortal) he is God's enemy. This relation of service and enmity is transformed by sanctifying grace into one of friendship (Trent, Sess. VI, cap. vii: ex simili amicuo). According to the Scriptural concept (Wis., vii, 14; John, xv, 15) this friendship resembles a love between two persons, with the one of Divine spouse (Matt., ix, 15; Apoc., xix, 7). Friendship consists in the mutual love and esteem of two persons based upon an exchange of service or good office (Aristot., "Eth. Nicom.", VIII sq.). True friendship resting only upon virtue (amicitia honesta) demands undeniably a love of benevolence, which seeks only the happiness and well-being of the friend, whereas the friendly exchange of benefits rests upon a utilitarian basis (amicitia utilis) or one of pleasure (amicitia deleeditatis), which presupposes a selfish love; still the benevolent love of friendship must be understood as an act of love and, since it is due to one of silent admiration, which is not friendship by any means. But the strong bond of union lies undeniably in the fact of a mutual benefit, by reason of which friend regards friend as his other self (alter ego). Finally, between friends an equality of position or stature is demanded, and whereas it does not exist an elevation of the inferior's status (amicitia excellentiis), as, for example, in the case of a friendship between a king and noble subject. It is easy to perceive that all these conditions are fulfilled in the friendship between God and man effected by grace. For, just as God regards the just man with the pure love of friendship, He likewise prepares him by the infusion of theological Charity for the reception of a correspondingly pure and unselfish affection. Again, although man's knowledge of the love of God is very limited, while God's knowledge of love in man is perfect, this conjecture is sufficient—indeed in human friendship it is the reverse of case. The exchange of gifts consists, on the part of God, in the bestowal of supernatural benefits, on the part of man, in the promotion of God's glory, and partly in the performance of works of fraternal charity. There is, indeed, in the first instance, a vast difference in the usual positions of God and man; but by the infusion of grace man receives a patent of
nobility, and thus a friendship of excellency (amicitia excellentia) is established between God and the just. (See Schleierm., "De gratia divina", 305 sqq., Freiburg, 1915.)

(2) In the Divine filiation of the soul the formal workings of sanctifying grace reach their culminating point; by it man is entitled to a share in the paternal inheritance, which consists in the beatific vision. This excellence of grace is not only mentioned countless times in Holy Writ (Rom., viii, 15 sq.; 1 John, iii, 1 sq.; etc.) but is nowhere limited to a renewing and re-birth in God (cf. John, i, 12 sq.; iii, 5; Titus, iii, 5; James, i, 18, etc.). Since this re-birth in God is not effected by a substantial issuance from the substance of God, as in the case of the Son of God or Logos (Christus), but is merely an analogical or accidental coming forth from God, our sonship of God is only of an adoptive kind, as we find it expressed in Scripture (Rom., viii, 15; Gal., iv, 5). This adoption was defined by St. Thomas (III, Q. xxiii, a. 1): persona extranea in filium et herelem gratia assumptio. To the nature of this adoption there are four requisites: (i) the original unrelatedness of the adopted person; (ii) faith or an adopting parent for the person adopted; (iii) the absolute gratuitousness of the adoption, and the voluntary condescension of the one who casts off His friendship and becomes an enemy. In the case of human adoption the mutual love is presumed as existing, in the case of God's adoption the love of God effects the requisite disposition in the soul to be adopted. The great and unfathomable love of God, on the one hand, and the good will of the child who casts off His friendship and becomes an enemy, as in the case of worldly inheritance.

God does not impose His favours upon any one, therefore a consent is expected from adult adopted sons of God (Trent, Sess. VI, cap. vii, per voluntarium exceptionem gratia et donorum). It is quite in keeping with the excellence of the heavenly Father that He should supply for His children during the pilgrimage a fitting sustenance which will sustain the dignity of their position, and be to them a pledge of resurrection and glory. This is the Bread of the Holy Eucharist (see Eucharist).

(c) The Supernatural Retinue.—This expression is derived from the Roman Catechism (P. II., c. i, n. 51), which teaches: "Huic (gratia sanctificandi) additum nobilissimum omnium virtutum comitatus". As the concomitants of sanctifying grace, these virtues are not formal operations, but gifts really distinct from this grace, connected nevertheless with it by a physical, or rather a moral, indissoluble link—relationship. Therefore the Council of Vienne (1311) speaks of "informans gratia et virtutes", and the Council of Trent (1563) in a more general way, of "gratia et virtutes". The three theological virtues, the moral virtues, the seven gifts of the Holy Ghost, and the personal indwelling of the Holy Spirit in the soul are all considered. The Council of Trent (Sess. VI, c. vii) teaches that the theological virtues of faith, hope, and charity are in the process of justification infused into the soul as supernatural habits. Concerning the time of infusion, it is an article of faith (Sess. VI, can. xi) that the virtue of charity is infused immediately with sanctifying grace, so that throughout the whole term of existence sanctifying grace and charity are found as inseparable concomitants. Hence the acts of the infused faith and hope, Suarez is of the opinion (as against St. Thomas and St. Bonaventure) that, assuming a favourable disposition in the recipient, they are infused earlier in the process of justification. Universally known is the expression of St. Paul (1 Cor., xiii, 13), "And now there remain faith, hope, and charity, these three: but the greatest of these is charity." Since, here, faith and hope are placed on a par with charity, but charity is considered as diffused in the soul (Rom., v, 5), conveying thus the idea that the infused moral virtues can be reduced to the four cardinal virtues: prudence (prudentia), justice (justitia), fortitude (fortitudo), temperance (temperantia). The Church favours the opinion that along with grace and charity the four cardinal virtues (and, according to many theologians, their subsidiary virtues also) are communicated to the souls of the just as supernatural habitus, whose office it is to give to the intellect and the will, in their moral relations with created things, a supernatural direction and inclination. By reason of the opposition of the Scotists this view enjoys only a degree of probability, which, however, is supported by passages in Scripture (Prov., viii, 7; Ecclus., xi, 19; 11 Pet., i, 3 sqq.) as well as the teaching of the Fathers (Augustine, Gregory the Great, and others). Some theologians add to the infusion of the theological and moral virtues also that of the seven gifts of the Holy Ghost, though this view cannot be called anything more than a mere opinion. The difficulties in the way of the substance of this opinion which cannot be here discussed.

The article of faith goes only to this extent, that Christ as man possessed the seven gifts (cf. Is., xi, 1 sqq.; Ixi, 1; Luke, iv, 18). Remembering, however, that St. Paul (Rom., viii, 9 sqq.) considers Christ, as man, the mystical head of mankind, and the Augustinian exemplar of our own justification, we may possibly assume that God gives in the process of justification also the seven gifts of the Holy Ghost.

The crowning point of justification is found in the personal indwelling of the Holy Spirit. It is the perfection and the supreme adornment of the justified soul. Adequately considered, the personal indwelling of the Holy Spirit consists of a twofold grace, the created accidental grace (gratia creatae accidentalis), and the uncreated substantial grace (gratia creatae substantialis). The former is the basis and the indispensable assumption for the latter. Contrary to the idea that the Holy Spirit erects His throne, there must be found a fitting and becoming adornment. The indwelling of the Holy Spirit in the soul must not be confounded with God's presence in all created things, by virtue of the Divine attribute of Omnipresence. The personal indwelling of the Holy Ghost is a supernatural gift, based upon the teaching of Holy Writ and of the Fathers that to deny it would constitute a grave error. In fact, St. Paul (Rom., v, 5) says: "The charity of God is poured forth in our hearts, by the Holy Ghost, who is given to us". In this passage the Apostle distinguishes clearly between the supernatural charity and the Person of the Giver. From this it follows that the Holy Spirit has been given to us, and dwells within us (Rom., viii, 11), so that we really become temples of the Holy Ghost (1 Cor., iii, 16 sq.; vi, 19). Among all the Fathers of the Church (excepting, perhaps, St. Augustine) it is the Greeks who are more especially noteworthy for their rapturous utterances touching the infusion of the Holy Ghost. Note the expressions: "The replenishing of the soul with balsamic odours", "a glowing permeating the soul", "a gliding and refining of the soul". Against the Pneumáticasians, St. Thomas and St. Bonaventure maintain that only God can establish Himself in the soul; surely no creature can inhabit any other creatures. But clear and undeniable as the fact of the indwelling is, equally difficult and perplexing is it in degree to
explain the method and manner (modus) of this indwelling.

Theologians offer two explanations. The greater number hold that the indwelling must not be considered a substantial union, nor a hypostatic union, but that it really means an indwelling of the Trinity (John, xiv, 23), but is more specifically appropriated to the Father, the hypostatic personality, as the Hypostatic Holiness and Personal Love.

Another small group of theologians (Petravius, Scheeben, Hurter, etc.), basing their opinion upon the teaching of the Fathers, especially the Greek, distinguish between the inhabitation totius Trinitatis, and the theologic personae. St. Benedict must be regarded as a union (unio, fraus) pertaining to the Holy Ghost alone, from which the other two Persons are excluded. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to reconcile this theory, in spite of its deep mystical significance, with the recognized principles of the doctrine of the Trinity, namely the law of appropriation and Divine mission. Hence this theory is almost universally rejected (see Franzelin, "De Deo trino," thes. xiiii-xviii, Rome, 1881).

(3) The Characteristics of Sanctifying Grace. — The Protestant conception of justification boasts of three characteristics: absolute certainty, complete uniformity in all the justified (aequalitas), unforfeitability (inamissibilitas). According to the teaching of the Church, sanctifying grace has the opposite characteristics: uncertainty (incertitudine), inequality (inequalitas), and amissibility (amissibilitas).

(a) Uncertainty. — The heretical doctrine of the Reformers, that man by a fiduciary faith knows with absolute certainty that he is justified, received the attention of the Council of Trent (Sess. VI, cap. ix), in one entire chapter (De ianu fiduci hareticorum, three canones (loc. cit., can. xiii-xv) condemning the negated power of the fiduciary faith. The object of the Church in defining the dogma was not to shatter the trust in God (certitude fidei) in the matter of personal salvation, but to repel the misleading assumptions of an unwarranted certainty of salvation (certitude spei). In doing this the Church is altogether obedient to the instruction of Holy Writ, for, since Scripture declares that we must work out our salvation "with fear and trembling." (Phil., ii, 12), it is impossible to regard our individual salvation as something fixed and certain. Why did St. Paul (I Cor., x, 12) exhort us to be sober, lest having preached unto others, he might himself be "become a castaway?" He says expressly (1 Cor., iv, 4): "For I am not conscious to myself of anything, yet am I not hereby justified; but he that judgeth me, is the Lord." Traditions also rejects the Lutheran idea of certainty of justification. Pope Gregory the Great (lib. VII, ep. xcv) was asked by a pious lady of a court, named Gregoria, to say what was the state of her soul. He replied that she was putting to him a difficult and useless question, which he could not answer, because God had not vouchsafed to him any revelation concerning the state of her soul, and only after her death could she have any certain knowledge as to the forgiveness of her sins. No one can be absolutely certain of his or her salvation unless—as to Magdalen, to the man with the palsy, or to the penitent thief—a special revelation be given (Trent, Sess. VI, can. xvi). Nor can a theological certainty, any more than an absolute certainty, be claimed as a promise of eternal salvation, for the spirit of the Gospel is strongly opposed to anything like an unwarranted certainty of salvation. Therefore the rather hostile attitude to the Gospel spirit advanced by Ambrosius Catherinus (d. 1550), in his little work: "De certitudine gratiae", reveals itself as a gross attempt to obscure the truth of the Gospel. Since no metaphysical certainty can be cherished in the matter of justification in any particular case, we must content ourselves with a moral certainty, which, of course, is but warranted in the case of baptized children, and which, in the case of adults, diminishes more or less, just as all the conditions of salvation are complied with—not an easy matter to determine. Nevertheless any excessive anxiety and disturbance may be alloyed (Rom., viii, 37, 38 sq.) by the subjective conviction that we are probably in the state of grace.

(b) Inequality.— If man, as the Protestant theory of justification teaches, is justified by faith alone, by the external justice of Christ, or God, the conclusion which Martin Luther (Sermon de Nat. Mariae) drew must follow, namely, "that this last grace must be regarded as a union (unio, fraus) pertaining to the Holy Ghost alone, from which the other two Persons are excluded. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to reconcile this theory, in spite of its deep mystical significance, with the recognized principles of the doctrine of the Trinity, namely the law of appropriation and Divine mission. Hence this theory is almost universally rejected (see Franzelin, "De Deo trino," thes. xiiii-xviii, Rome, 1881).

Thepossibility of a distinction (certitudine) of grace, according as the grace would follow its inequality in individuals, finds its warrant in those Scriptural texts in which an increase of grace is either expressed or implied (Prov., iv, 18; Eccles., xviii, 22; II Cor., ix, 10; Eph., iv, 7; II Pet., iii, 18; Apoc., xxii, 11). Tradition had occasion, as early as the close of the fourth century, to defend the old Faith of the Church against the heretic Jovinian, who strove to introduce into the Church the Stoic doctrine of the equality of all virtue and all vice. St. Jerome (Con. Jovin., II, xxiii) was the chief defender of orthodoxy in this instance. The Church never recognized the function of the grace as taught by St. Augustine (Tract. in Jo., vi, 8): "Ipsi sancti in ecclesia sunt aliis aliis sanctiores, aliis aliis meliores." Indeed, this view should commend itself to every thinking man.

The increase of grace is by theologians justly called a second justification (justificatio secunda), as distinct from the first justification (justificatio prima), which is coupled with a remission of sin; for, though there be in the second justification no transit from sin to grace, there is an advance from grace to a more perfect sharing therein. If inquiry be made as to the mode of this increase, it cannot be explained by moral works, but by the supernatural maxims: "Qualitas est occasio incesis et decreas;" for instance, light and heat by the varying degree of intensity increase or diminish. The question is not a theological but a philosophical one to decide whether the increase be effected by an addition of grace to grace (additio gradus ad gradum), as most theologians believe, or whether it be by a deeper and firmer taking of root in the soul (major radicatio in subjacto), as many Thomists claim. This question has a special connexion with that concerning the multiplication of the habitual act.

But the last question that arises has decidedly a theological phase, namely, can the infusion of sanctifying grace be increased infinitely? Or is there a limit, a point at which it must be arrested? To maintain that the increase can go on to infinity, i.e., that man by successive advances in holiness can finally enter into the possession of an infinite endowment involves a most distressing contradiction of the moral law as an infinite temperature in physics. Theoretically, therefore, we can consider only an increase without any real limit (in indefinitum). Practically, however, two ideals of unattained and unattainable holiness have been determined, which, nevertheless, are real. The one is derived from other, the other the fulness of grace which dwelt in the soul of the Virgin Mary.
(e) Amissibility. — In consonance with his doctrine of justification by faith alone, Luther made the loss or forfeiture of justification depend solely upon infidelity, while Calvin maintained that the prerequisite could not possibly lose their justification; as to those not predestined, he said, God merely aroused them in a deceitful show of faith and justification. On account of the grave moral dangers which lurk in the assumption that outside of unbelief there can be no serious sin destructive of Divine grace in the soul, the Council of Trent was obliged to condemn (Sess. VI, can. xxiii, xxvii) both these views. The lax principles of the "evangelical liberty," the favourite catchword of the bond of grace, may be validated (Sess. VI, can. x-xii). But the synod (Sess. VI, cap. xi) added that not venial but only mortal sin involved the loss of grace. In this declaration there was a perfect accord with Scripture and Tradition. Even in the Old Testament the prophet Ezekiel (Ezech., xviii, 24) says of the godless: "All his justices which he hath done, shall not be remembered: in the previration, by which he hath prevailed, and in his sin, which he hath committed, in them he shall die." Not in vain does St. Paul (1 Cor., x, 12) warn the just: Wherefore he that thinketh himself standeth, take heed lest he fall. And state uncompromisingly: "The unjust shall not possess the kingdom of God. . . . neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, . . . nor covetous, nor drunkards, . . . shall possess the kingdom of God" (1 Cor., vi, 9 sqq.). Hence it is not by infidelity alone that the kingdom of Heaven will be lost. Tradition shows the legislature of the Church in the early Church proclaims the belief that grace and justification are lost by mortal sin. The principle of justification by faith alone is unknown to the Fathers. The fact that mortal sin takes the soul out of the state of grace, and that death does not immediately, nor from an absolute turn away from God, the supernatural end of the soul, and is an absolute turning to creatures; therefore, habitual mortal sin cannot exist with habitual grace any more than fire and water can co-exist in the same subject. But as venial sin does not constitute such an open rupture with God, and does not destroy the friendship of God, therefore venial sin does not expel sanctifying grace from the soul. Hence, St. Augustine says (De spir. et lit., xxviii, 48): "Non impedient una vitæ iustum quodem quodam pecatum veniale, una quibus habeat vitæ non diescitur."

Grace is the presence of God in us, even though it may be not expressible, not knowable, not apprehensible, not discernible. It is clear that both must stand or fall together, hence the expressions "to fall from grace" and "to lose charity" are equivalent. It is an article of faith (Trent, Sess. VI, can. xxviii, cap. xv) that theological faith may survive the commission of mortal sin, and can be extinguished only by its diametrical opposite, namely, infidelity, and that the Church teaching that theological hope also survives mortal sin, unless this hope should be utterly killed by its extreme opposite, namely despair, though probably it is not destroyed by its second opposite, presumption. With regard to the moral virtues, the seven gifts and the indwelling of the Holy Ghost, which invariably accompany grace and charity, it is clear that when mortal sin enters into the soul they come to exist (cf. Suarez, "De gratia," IX, 3 sqq.). As to the fruits of grace, they are always subject to the conditions of the grace and sin already mentioned.
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Controversies on. — These are concerned chiefly with the relation between grace and free will. How can the all-persuasive grace of God, which exercises such a potent influence on the human will and elicits therefrom such good works, reside harmoniously in the same subject with the simultaneous consent of the free will? Since merely sufficient grace, (gratia more sufficientia) in its very concept contains the idea of a withholding of consent on the part of free will, and is therefore at the very outset destined to inefficiency (gratia inefficax), the question in its last analysis reduces itself to the relation between free will and grace itself. (gratia efficientia), and, in connection with the very idea that by it and with it the free will does precisely that which this grace desires should be done. The most radical solution would be simply to cut the Gordian knot, and with the Pelagians set aside supernatural grace, or, with the Reformers and Jansenists banish entirely all free will. For whether we boldly set aside the first or the second alternative, in either case the great problem of the relation between grace and free will will have been disposed of, and the great mystery solved in the simplest manner possible. For if there be no grace, why, then, all things are accomplished by the liberum arbitrium; if there be no freedom, then grace reigns supreme. As against the Pelagians and Semipelagians the existence and necessity of efficacious grace for all meritorious acts was duly treated in the article Grace. Here we propose to defend briefly the preservation of free will with grace as against the systems of the Reformers and Jansenists, which are hostile to free will.

I. Heretical Solutions. — According to Luther's theory, man's free will was so impaired by original sin that like a horse it could perform good or bad acts only as "it was ridden either by God or the devil". Nor does the Church deny that the will, when the equilibrium of grace is restored, is again in a situation which it was in before. Consequently, this free will, influenced by grace and must be influenced by Norfolk, is necessary not in all the things of the will of God. Of all the Reformers, Calvin (Instit. lib. II) has given the most consistent and scholarly theory of the loss of free will under grace. He maintains that the sin of Adam annihilated the freedom of the will; that the Redemp tion did not restore this primitive freedom, though it released man from the bondage of Satan; that, however, the will influenced by grace does not remain entirely passive, but presumes the spontaneity of its unfree acts. The result, as well as the expression of the change of time, secondarily ever more as hardly as their master the moral impotence of nature in the domain of the ethical good, but the followers of Calvin still cling stubbornly to his teaching (cf. G. van Noort, "De gratia Christi," Amsterdam, 1908, p. 16). In opposition to both sects, the Council of Trent (Sess. VI, can. iv.—v) defined as domina not only the survival of original freedom in spite of original sin, but also the preservation of the freedom of the will acted upon and working with grace, especially efficacious grace.

The definition of Jansen (d. 1638) is not materially different from that of Luther and Calvin, save only that in its efforts to demonstrate the mutual relations between the two took as its starting-point respectively either grace or free will, two pairs of closely related systems were evolved: Thomism and Augustinivism, which take grace as the starting-point, and Molinism and Congruesism, which set out from free will. These are the extremes. The doctrine is held by Descartes, which may be regarded as an eclectic system making an effort at compromise.

(1) Thomism. — This system rests upon thoughts to which St. Thomas himself in his time gave expression. It received its most significant development from the middle of the 13th century between Paris and Bologna and was later given a remarkably clear and acute mind, who was the chief opponent of Molina. From the idea that God is the primal cause (causa prima) and the
prime mover (motor primus), it is concluded that every act and every movement of the thoroughly contingent secondary causes (causa secunda) or creatures must emanate from the first cause, and that by the application of their potentiality to the act. But God, respecting the nature of things, moves necessary agents to necessary, and free agents to free, activity—including sin, except that God is the originator only of the free and spontaneous, not of its formal malice. Inasmuch as the Divine influence precedes all acts of the creature, not in the order of time, but in that of causality, the motion emanating from God and seconded by free intelligent agents takes on the character of a physical promotion (praemotio physica) of the free act (actus librorum), and not a physical determination (pradeterminatio physica), because the free determination of the will is accomplished only by virtue of the divine predetermination.

In this promotion or predetermination is also found the medium of the Divine knowledge by which God's omniscience foresees infallibly all the future acts, whether absolute or conditional, of intelligent creatures, and which explains away at once the undeniable and imaginary scientia media of the Molinists. For just as certainly as God in His predetermined decrees knows His own will, so certainly does He know all ours. But it cannot be said to Him, will, or potentiality of the will of creatures, be they of absolute or conditional futurity. Now if we carry these philosophical principles from the domain of the natural to the supernatural, then efficacious grace (gratia efficax) must be regarded as a physical promotion of the supernaturally equipped will to the performance of a good act, for revelation undeniably refers back to grace not only the possibility, but also the willing and the actual performance of a good act. But the will predetermination to this free good act must with a metaphysical certainty correspond with grace, for it would be a contradiction of the most general idea of the efficacious grace, that the same time be an actual disensus. This historical necessity (necessitas consequentiae), involved in every act of freedom and distinguishable from the compelling necessity (necessitas consequentiae), does not destroy the freedom of the act.

For although it be true that a man who is freely sitting cannot at the same time be standing (sensus compositus), nevertheless his freedom in sitting is maintained by the fact that he might be standing instead of sitting (sensus diversus). So it remains true that grace is not efficacious because the free will consents, but only that the free will may efficaciously premoves it to the willing and performing of a good act. Hence gratia efficax is intrinsically and by its nature (ab intrinsecu a, per se) efficacious, and consequently intrinsically and essentially different from sufficient grace (gratia sufficiens), which imparts only the posses, not the agere. To make merely efficacious grace efficacious a new supplementary grace must needs be supplied. How then is such a grace really sufficient (gratia vera sufficiens)? To this most of the Thomists reply: If the free will did not resist the grace offered, God would not hesitate to supply the efficacious grace so that the failure of the grace is to be referred to the sinful resistance of the free will (cf. Limbourg, S.J., "Selbstzeichen der thomistischen Gnadenelehre" in "Zeitschrift für kathol. Theologie", Innsbruck, 1877).

A survey of the strictly regulated uniformity of this system, of the relentless and logical sequence of the ideas, as well as by its own freedom and spontaneous natural and supernatural activity of creatures, and lastly of the lofty and resolute defence of the inalienable right of grace to be considered the chief factor in the affair of salvation, must instil into the minds of impartial and dispassionate students a deep respect for the Thomistic system. Nevertheless the Molinists claim that there are certain gaps and crevices in this majestic structure, and, by inserting levers of criticism in these, they believe they can shake the foundations of the edifice and encompass its downfall. We shall here confine ourselves to the four greatest objections which Molinism marshals against Thomism:

The first objection is the danger that in the Thomistic system the freedom of the will cannot be maintained as efficaciously against God’s grace which difficulty by the way is not unpersuaded by the Thomists themselves. For since the essence of freedom does not lie in the contingency of the act nor in the merely passive indifference of the will, but rather in its active indifference—to will or not to will, to will this and not that—this also appears impossible to reconcile the physical promotion of a free act with the determination of the will and the active spontaneity of the determination by the will itself; nay more, they seem to exclude each other as utterly as do determinism and indeterminism, necessity and freedom. The Thomists answer this objection by making a distinction between sensus compositus and sensus diversus, but the Molinists insist that this distinction is not correctly applicable here. For just as a man who is bound to a chair cannot be said to be sitting freely as long as his ability to stand is thwarted by indissoluble cords, so the will predetermined by efficacious grace to a certain thing cannot be said to be free as long as the power to do this thing is not left to the will, especially since the will, predetermined to this or that act, has not the option to receive or disregard the promotion, since this depends simply and solely on the will of God. And does not the Council of Trent (Sess. VI, cap. v, can. iv) describe efficacious grace as a grace which man “can reject,” and from which he “can dissent?” Consequently, the very same grace, which de facto is efficacious, might under other circumstances be inefficacious. Herein the second objection to the Thomistic distinction between gratia efficax and gratia sufficiens is already indicated. If both graces are in the same nature and in the same act, then it is hard to see how a grace can be really sufficient which requires another grace to complete it. Hence, it would appear that the Thomistic gratia sufficiens is in reality a gratia insufficiens. The Thomists cannot well refer the inefficacy of this grace to the resistance of the free will, for this act of resistance must be traced to a praemotio physica as inevitable as the efficacious grace.

Moreover a third great difficulty lies in the fact that sin, as an act, demands the predetermining activity of the “first mover”, so that God would according to this system appear to be the originator of sinful acts. The Thomistic doctrine becomes impossible because sin, and its malice offers no solution of the difficulty. For since the Divine influence itself, which premoves ad usum, both introduces physically the sin as an act and entity, and also, by the simultaneous withholding of the opposite promotion to a good act, makes the sin itself an inescapable fatality, it is not easy to explain why sin cannot be traced back to God as the originator. Furthermore, most sinners commit their misdeeds, not with a regard to the depravity, but for the sake of the physical entity of the acts, so that ethics must, together with the wickedness, condemn the physical entity of sin. The Molinists deny that this objection affects their own system, when they postulate the concursus of God in the sinful act, and help themselves out of the dilemma by drawing the distinction between the entity and malice of sin. They say that the Divine co-operation is a concursus simulaneus, which employs the co-operating arm of God only after the free act, which is by its own free and spontaneous nature, the commission of the sinful act, whereas the Thomistic co-operation is essentially a concursus praevisus which as an inevitable physical promotion predetermines the act regardless of the fact whether the human wili can resist or not. From this consideration arises the fourth and last objection, to the claim of the Thomists, that they have only apparently found in
their physical promotion an infallible medium by which God knows in advance with absolute certainty all the free acts of his creatures, whether they be good or bad. Though the system, as has been shown above, must in their last analysis be considered the knell of freedom, they cannot well be considered as the means by which God obtains a foreknowledge of the free acts of rational agents. Consequently the claims and proper place of the *scientia media* in the system must be abjured.

(2) *Augustinianism.*—Just as Thomism appeals to the teaching of St. Thomas as its authority, Augustinianism appeals to St. Augustine. Both systems maintain that grace is intrinsically and by its very nature efficacious, but Augustinianism claims a priori a decretal act of Salamanca, and proceeds not from the concept of God as the first and universal cause and prime mover, but with Jansen builds upon the idea of a twofold delight in human nature. The exponent of this system are: Berti, Bellielli, Louis Habert, Bertieri, Brancatez de Lauria, and others. The greatest defender of this system is Laurentius Berti (1696-1766), who in his work *De theologis disciplinis* (Rome, 1739) propound the theory with such boldness, that the Archbishop of Vienna, Jean d’Yse de Saléon, in his work entitled *Le Bajansie et le Jansénisme ressuscités dans les livres de Bellielli et Bertieri* (s. 1, 1746), declares it to be nothing other than the revived Jansenism. In 1752 an official inquiry in France against this doctrine, however, Benedict XIV exonerated the system.

The foundation of the system is the same as that of Jansenism, though it claims to be thoroughly Augustinian. In Augustinianism also there is a ceaseless conflict between the heavenly delight and the evil delight of the flesh, and the stronger delight invariably gains the mastery over the will. Sufficient grace, as a weak delight, imparts merely the ability (posse), or such a feeble will that only the advent of the victorious delight of grace (delectatio celestis victoriae, caritas) can guarantee the will and the actual deed. Therefore, like Thomism, the system postulates an essential difference between sufficient and efficacious grace. The necessity of *gratia efficax* does not spring from the subordinate relation between *causa prima* and *causa secunda*, but from the inherited perversity of fallen human nature, whose evil inclinations can no longer, as in the case of the followers of Jansenism, be overcome by the simple infusion of grace (gratia versatilis; *ad hitiorium sine quo non*), but only by the intrinsically efficacious heavenly delight (*gratia efficax; adjutorium quo*).

Augustinianism differs, however, from Jansenism in its most distinctive feature, since it regards the influence of the victorious delight as not intrinsically coercive, nor irresistible. Though the will follows the relatively stronger influence of grace or concupiscence infallibly (infallibiliter), it never does so necessarily (necceätorio). Although it may be said with infallible certainty that a decent man of good morals will not walk through the public streets in a state of nudity, he nevertheless retains the physical possibility of doing so, since there is no intrinsic compulsion to the maintenance of decency. Similar to this is the efficacy of grace. We may refrain from a criticism of Augustinianism since it never really became a school, and since it has as little in common with true Augustinianism, as Jansenism has. (Cf. Schifini, "De gratia divina," Freiburg, 1901, p. 422 sqq.; also the article *Augustine, Saint*.)

(3) *Molinism.*—The famous work of the Jesuit Molina, *Concordia liberi arbitrii cum gratia donis* (Lisbon, 1688), brought in Spain the learned Dominicans, who, in the wake of the Valiant defense of Thomism. In 1594 the dispute between the Thomists and the Molinists roused a fever heat. Pope Clement VIII in order to settle the dispute convened in Rome a *Congregatio de Auxilii* (1598-1607), and to this the Dominicans and the Jesuits sent, at the pope’s invitation, their ablest theologians. After the congregation had been in session for nine years without reaching a conclusion, Paul V, at the advice of St. Francis de Sales, peremptorily dissolved the assembly, forbidding the Jesuits to call the Dominicans Calvinists, or the Dominicans to name the Jesuits Pelagians. The deliberations of the congregation are fully set out in the article *Congregatio de Auxilii*.

It seems fitting to say a few words here concerning the celebrated Spanish Jesuit, Peter Arrubal, who took a leading part in the controversy between the Dominicans and the Jesuits (from 22 Feb., 1599, to 20 March, 1600) as well as in the disputations held before Clement VIII (1602-1606). Peter Arrubal was born in 1559 at Cenicerio in the Diocese of Calahorra; he died in Seville, 21 Sept., 1579. On 21 April, 1579, he entered the Jesuit novitiate at Alcalá. Later on he taught theology at Alcalá, Rome, and Salamanca. During the disputations on Grace, he distinguished himself by refuting the *Apologia* of the Dominicans, composed by them against the teaching of Molina. In the public disputations held before the Holy Father, he distinguished himself as the most eloquent of the Jesuits. Successfully and impressively he demonstrated in these disputations that the teaching of Molina was altogether removed from Semipelagianism, and that he (Molina) merely taught the holdings of the Council of Trent and in no wise introduced into the Church any heretical doctrine. On 19 May, 1600, he was appointed by the Holy Father for the disputation of any work on the disputed question by reason of the intense excitement then prevalent, consequently Arrubal’s great work *De auxiliis gratiae divinae* remained unpublished. But two folio commentaries, "In primam partem Summe theolog. S. Thomas" (Madrid, 1619, 1622: 2nd ed., Coruna, 1630), were prepared by him and published through the agency of P. de Villegas and P. de la Paz, both Jesuits.

The fundamental principles of the Molinistic system of grace are the following: efficacious grace and sufficient grace, considered in *actu primo*, are not in natural and intrinsically different one from the other (as the Thomists hold), but only accidentally so and according to their external success, inasmuch as sufficient grace becomes efficacious just as soon as the free will corresponds with it. If the will withholds its consent then sufficient grace remains inefficacious and is called "merely as grace" (*gratia sola*) by the Molinists. Now since one and the same grace may in one instance be efficacious, and in another inefficacious, it follows that the so-called *gratia efficax* must be conceived according to its essence as *gratia ab extrinseco*. In this conception there is no lessening of the dignity and primacy of grace. On the contrary, the anticipatory grace in the created will, quite irrespective of its consent in *actu primo*, supernaturally with moral and physical powers, and since moreover, as a supernatural concursus, it influences the *actus secundus* or good act and thus becomes efficacious grace, it follows that the good act itself is the joint product of grace and free will, or *gratia et virtus* (*gratia et virtus in concursu*). For it is not the will which by its free consent determines the power of grace, but conversely it is grace which makes the free good act possible, prepares for it and co-operates in its execution. The infallibility of the success, which is contained in the very idea of efficacious grace, is not to be explained by the intrinsic nature of this grace, nor by a supernatural *praemoto physica*, but rather by the *Theologoumenon* of the *scientia media*, by virtue of which God foreknows from all eternity whether this particular will would freely co-operate with a certain grace or not. But since God by virtue of His *scientia media* has at His own disposal all the sufficient and efficacious grace, the infallibility of the successful outcome remains in perfect accord with the freedom of the will, and furthermore the dogma concerning final perseverance and predestination is entirely preserved.
It is apparent that above all Molinism is determined to throw a wall of security around the free will. The Thomists maintain that this is done at the expense of grace. Instead of making the free will dependent on the power of grace, it is will which freely determines the success or failure of grace. Thus in the last analysis it is human will which decides whether a particular good or evil happens. Molinism, on the other hand, holds that grace teaches us that it is God, who with His grace gives both the willing and the doing of a good act. Even friends of Molina, notably Cardinal Bellarmine (De grat. et lib. arbitr., I., 12), saw the force of this difficulty and declined to follow the extreme Molinism, yet they were not bold enough to put their views into practice. Thus, in spite of the Instruction issued by Claudio Acquaviva, the General of the Jesuits in the year 1613, directing all the teaching body of the Society to lay increased stress on the fact that efficacious grace differs from sufficient grace not only ab extra, not only in actus primo, inasmuch as efficacious grace being a special gift of God has a higher moral value than merely sufficient grace, which according to the infallible foreknowledge of God recoils ineffectively in consequence of the resistance of the will. Thus it remains true that God Himself effects what grace does not, not that He merely supplies the material of the act. In fact, He supplies the act.

(4) Congruism is based on an essentially modified form of Molinism, that is to say, that it takes more carefylly into account the fact that efficacious grace is not only the means of sufficiency but also the cause of sufficiency. It is not only the means of carrying out God's decree, but is the act of God himself, and hence is the cause of its efficacy in the circumstances, but conversely the congruity of the circumstances is shaped and brought about by grace. Like all the other systems Congruism is forced to the conclusion: "We are standing before an unsolved mystery."

(5) Syncretism.—In the conviction that in each of the four systems we have thus far considered there must be in spite of imperfections many grains of truth, the Syncretist system hopes by proceeding in an eclectic manner, by adopting the good points of the various systems and eliminating all that is improbable and contradictory, to evolve a new system, fifth in number, of which the Congruism is the starting point. Thus, congruity is the cause of sufficiency, but sufficiency is not the cause of congruity. The distinction between the two is that the one implies a kind of causality, while the other does not. The Congruism system is founded on the Augustinian principle of causa conorruae, that is, that it is a grace suited to the circumstances of the case where it is opposed to the grata in orruae, a grace which is not suited to the circumstances of a case. Both of these concepts are purely Augustinian, as a reference to Augustine (Ad Simplicianum, I., Q. ii, n. 13) will show.

It is quite obvious that grata congrua corresponds with efficacious grace, and grata incongrua with merely sufficient grace. Accordingly the efficacy of a grace depends upon its peculiar agreement or congruity with the interior and exterior disposition of the recipient, whereby a certain relationship of choice is established between grace and free will, which at the hand of God in the light of His scientia media becomes the means of carrying out all His decrees in general things and small with certain success and without violence. Even a small grace, which by reason of its congruity is attended with success, has an incomparably greater sanctifying value than an ever so much more powerful grace, which by reason of unfavourable circumstances of inclination, training, and environment fails in its purpose, and therefore as a grata incongrua appears to the Divine foreknowledge as merely sufficient. Concerning the method of operation of the efficacious, or the congruous grace, the Congruists like the Molinists make three divisions: the efficacy of power (efficacia virtutis); the efficacy of union (efficacia coniunctionis); the efficacy of infallibility (efficacia infallibiliatis). The efficacy of the power to will and to do is peculiar to the efficacious and sufficient grace, that is to say, it is derived neither from the human will nor from the Divine foreknowledge.

The efficacy of the union between act and grace depends upon the free will, because according to the dogma efficacious grace is not irresistible, but can be rejected at any time. The efficacy of infallibility springs not from the physical nature of grace but from the infallible foreknowledge of God (scientia media), which cannot be deceived. After due consideration of all the various phases of the Catholic doctrine of grace, it would seem that the congruistic remodelled Molinism comes fairly near the truth, because it is intelligently adjusted between the anti-grace Pelagianism and Semipelagianism on the one hand, and the anti-free-will Calvinism and Jansenism on the other. Nevertheless there are numerous critics who find much to criticize in Congruism, and who fail to see how suffic-.

For general literature, see article Grace, also: BELLARMINE,
De Gratia et libero arbitrio in Opp., ed. Fère (Paris, 1873), V; VI; Willkraft der Lehre des Verhältnisses von Freiheit und Freiheit bis auf Augustinus (Freiburg, 1860). The literature on special features is so vast as to be almost impossible of examination. I will give here only the leading works of each kind.

1. Thomists.—Bàres, Comment. in St. Thom. (Salamanca, 1564); Alvarez, De auxilia gratiae et humani arbitrii virtus (Rome, 1628); Servandoni, De tentativa libri IV (Louvain, 1865); Ledkern, De divina gratia auxiliis (Salamanca, 1811); Gonet, Chytrées de la vie (2 vols., Bordeaux, 1848-49); Contenson, Théologie morale et civile (Lyons, 1872); De Lemur, Psicologia divinae gratiae (4 vols., Liege, 1876); Gouin, Université divine des S. M. S. (new ed., Louvain, 1885); Gotti, Théologie scholasique-dogmatique justa mentem divi Thomae (Venice, 1760); Garibi, Thomistico dogmatika in equo sensu (2 vols., Bologna, 1857); Billaud, De gratia (ed., Lefèvre). III; Idem, Le Thomisme triomphant (Paris, 1742); Dom, Thomismus et Thomas doctrina, promovit (Paris, 1896); Idem, Defensio doctrina S. Thomae de promovitphantis (Paris, 1896); Father S., Paris, 1896; Manzoni, Gli usuali teoriche promovit del libri (Friburgo, 1895); Feldner, Die Lehre des M. Thomas über die Willensfreiheit der vernünftigen Wesen (Freiburg, 1890); Paoli, P. maestri della mente umana alla mente divina (Benevento, 1901); Ude, Doctrina Caspari de divi in acta voluntatis humanae (Gote, 1906); Del Prado, De gratia et libero arbitrio (3 vols., Freiburg im Br., 1907).

II. AUGUSTINIANS.—Norbu, Vida doctrina Augustiniana (Padua, 1877); Bert, De Theologia disciplinae (8 vols., Rome, 1739); Belloelli, Men. S. Augusti de modo reparationis humanae (Rome, 1773); Thomassin, Mémoire sur la grâce (Louvain, 1868).

III. MOLINISTS AND CONCORDERINS.—Molina, Concordia libertate et necessitate (Lisbon, 1585; new ed., Paris, 1870); Platell, Autoritas contra predeterminismum physican, pro scientia divino (Angers, 1655); Idem, Thesaurus medica theologica defensae (2 vols., Lyons, 1746-76); De Aranda, De Deo scientiae, predeterminant et auxiliata seu Schola scientiae moralis (Paris, 1779); von Kock, De concordantiia (Frankfort, 1711); Nemoi et auxilio Divi (new ed., Paris, 1856); Idem, De auxilio efficaci in Opp. (Paris, 1856); XI; Idem, De verò intelligibilj auxiliis efficiens in Opp. (Paris, 1857); XIV, App.: LeMure, De gratia efficaciae in Opusculum, tom. II (Paris, 1878); Sardagna, Thologia moralis solipsismophila (Ratisbon, 1771); Vincenzii (Klimes), De gratia (new ed., Paris, 1853); Mersut, De gratia (Dublin, 1877); Jungmann, De gratia (Hatzebin, 1894); Dreyer, Sa, De Diversitate Divinae Determinationis physicae (Louisiv, 1894); Frima, S. Thomas doctrine et coordinatione sui cum omnis natura creatad, presentem libertatem et predeterminas physicas determinations physicae (Paris, 1890); De Ragon, Bases et Moling. Historia, Doctrina, Crítica, éthique et physique (Paris, 1890); Forcé, Lehrbuch der dogmatik (Fulder, 1906), 452-83.

IV. SYNCRETISTS.—Over and above the works of St. ALPHONSO, the following may be consulted: Tournel, De gratia (Venice, 1755); Herzmann, De diviná gratia (Rome, 1904); 337-501. Portions of the following may be cited here: Pecci, Sentences de S. Tommaso circa l'infiisso di Dio sulle azioni delle creature ragionevoli e sulla scienza media (Rome, 1885); Anagnostos (pseudonym), J. Fesce, Schriften, analyzieren (Munich, 1883). For historical literature, see Conservatorio de Auxilis.

J. Forlé.

Grave, Thomas. See SACRAMENTO, DIACONE OF.

Grace, William Russell, philanthropist and merchant, b. at Cork, Ireland, 10 May, 1832; d. at New York, 21 March, 1904. His father was originally from Gloucester, Mass., where the Croke family left Ireland in the time of their ancestor, Raymond Le Gros, who went to Ireland with Strongbow; his mother, a Russel from Tipperary, was a convert to the Catholic Faith. James Grace, his father, went from Ireland to Peru in 1850, but not being successful there, returned to Ireland, while his son, William Russel, remained behind and in time became a partner with the firm of John Bryce at Callao. The firm became Grace Brothers & Co., and W. R. Grace & Co., with offices in New York, New San Francisco, and every city of importance on the west coast of South America. Grace also established, at New Orleans, a firm known as the New Orleans and Co. and other financial enterprises. In 1859 he married Lilias Gilchrist of Thomaston, Maine.

He left Peru in the year 1864 and for a time lived in Brooklyn, then in 1878 moved to New York. At the time of the famine in Ireland in 1878 and 1879 his firm contributed to the relief of the distressed condition of the people in the steamship Constellation for the famine stricken. This fact and others made him so popular that he was nominated for Mayor of New York, and, in spite of much opposition from bigoted sources, elected in 1880. He was the first Catholic to hold that office. He was re-elected in 1884 and served a second term. An attempt to induce him to accept a nomination for a third term was made but he declined to run.

A fact that best shows the Christian character of the man is that during his two terms as mayor he went to Mass every morning in the neighbouring church of St. Agnes before going to official work. His chief benevolent work was the foundation of the Grace Institute in May, 1897, which he dedicated to the memory of his parents. The object of this foundation was to give free tuition to women in Dressmaking, stenography, typewriting, book-keeping, and domestic science. The poor are also generally helped by this institution. He was prompt to respond and endow it after a study of the economic conditions of workmen's families during a strike among the employees of one of his enterprises. The institution is non-sectarian, and is under the charge of the Sisters of Charity.

Henry A. BRAN.

Grace at Meals.—In Apostolic times, St. Paul counsels the faithful: "Whether you eat or drink, or whatsoever else you do, do all to the glory of God" (1 Cor., x, 31). This precept did not cease to be observed. "Before taking nourishment," says Clement of Alexandria, "it is fitting to praise the Creator of all things, and it is fitting also to sing His praises when we eat as nourishment the things created by Him" (Ped., ii, iv).

Terrell, in a recent study of the apostolic custom, shows us the Christians of the beginning of the third century making the sign of the cross on taking their places at table (De cor. milit., iii). "Our reasts," says he, referring to the Apoll., "are not vile or immodest. We do not recline until we have stood and turned to Christ, and have made the sign of the cross. Then we make the sign the feast" (Apol., xxii).

Christian archaeology has collected a large number of cup-bases on which may be read a short prayer, e. g. "Drink in Christ," "Drink piously." To the worthiest of friends, drink and live with all thine and in thy turn make a toast.

One of the most ancient formulas of prayer at meals is found in a treatise of the fourth century, attributed without foundation to Saint Athanasius. Having made the sign of the cross, the prayer followed: "We give Thee thanks, our Father, for the holy Resurrection which Thou hast manifested to us through Jesus, Thy Son; and even as this bread is broken and distributed to Thy holy people, so also grant that we may be dispersed throughout the earth Thy holy people. Glorify Thy name in all the earth. Amen." And it was customary to recite the prayer at meals.

One of the most ancient formulas of prayer at meals is found in a treatise of the fourth century, attributed without foundation to Saint Athanasius. Having made the sign of the cross, the prayer followed: "We give Thee thanks, our Father, for the holy Resurrection which Thou hast manifested to us through Jesus, Thy Son; and even as this bread is broken and distributed to Thy holy people, so also grant that we may be dispersed throughout the earth Thy holy people. Glorify Thy name in all the earth. Amen." And it was customary to recite the prayer at meals.

Graceful.—A word that is called for in many of the writings of the Fathers of the Church, in the collections of canons, and in the liturgical books, notably in the Gelasian Sacramentary and the Bobbio Sacramentary (Muratori, 'Liturgy Romanus vetus', I, col. 745; II, col. 949).
In the Roman Liturgy the Benedicite and the Graces are compositions in which Psalms cxxxv and xxiii are utilized, several versicles being taken from the most ancient times Psalm xxiii has been pre-eminently the Communion psalm. At the midday meal Ps. 1 is recited, in the evening Ps. cxvi. The origin of these formulas is monastic, hence the pious commemoration of benefactors.

On the principal feasts: Easter, Pentecost, etc., a selection of verses recalling the solemnity of the day is substituted for the formula in use at ordinary times. See also Thanksgiving.


H. LECLEZIO.

Gradiska. See Görz, Diocese of.

Grado, Diocese of. See Aquileia; Venice.

Gradual (Lat. Graduale, from gradus, a step), in English often called Grail, is the oldest and most important of the four chants that make up the choir's part of the Proper of the Mass. Whereas the three others (Introit, Offertory, and Communion) were introduced later, to fill up the time while something was being done, the Gradual (with its supplement, the Tract) represented the liturgical elocution, alternating with readings from the Bible, a custom that is as old as these readings themselves. Like them, the psalms at this place are an inheritance from the service of the Synagogue. Copied from that service, alternate readings and psalms filled up a great part of the history of the Liturgy in every part of the Christian world from the beginning. Originally whole psalms were sung. In the "Apostolic Constitutions" they are chanted after the lessons from the Old Testament: "The readings by the two (lectors) being finished, let another one sing the hymns of David and the psalms, sing the last words after him" (và áravés ópouályr, II, 57). This use of whole psalms went on till the fifth century. St. Augustine says: "We have heard first the lesson from the Apostle. Then we sang a psalm. After that the lesson of the gospel showed us the ten lepers healed..." (Serm. cxxvi, 1). These psalms were an essential part, which was much as much as the lessons. "They are sung for their own sake; meanwhile the celebrants and assistants have nothing to do but to listen to them" (Du Chesne, "Origines du Culte chrétiens", 2nd ed., Paris, 1896, p. 161). They were sung in the form of a psalmus responsorius, that is to say, the whole text was chanted by one person—a rule that was confirmed and lasted for a long time. [For some time before St. Gregory I, to sing these psalms was a privilege of deacons at Rome. It was suppressed by him in 595 (Ibid.).] The people answered each clause or verse by some acclamation. In the "Apostolic Constitutions" (above) they repeat his last modulations. Another way was to sing some ejaculation each time. An obvious model of this was Ps. cxxxv with its refrain: "quoniam in sterno misericordia eis"; from which we conclude that the Jews too knew the principle of the responsory psalm. We still have a classical example of it in the Invitatorium of Matins (and in the same Ps. xxiv in the third Nocturn of the Epiphany). It appears that originally, while the number of Biblical lessons was still indefinite, one psalm was sung after each. When three lessons became the normal custom (a Prophecy, Epistle, and Gospel) they were separated by two psalms. During the fifth century (Du Chesne, op. cit., p. 160) the lessons at Matins (and Alleluia) present a characteristic of singing psalms remain two, although both are now joined together between the Epistle and Gospel, as we shall see. Meanwhile, as in the case of many parts of the Liturgy, the psalms were curtailed, till only fragments of them were left. This process, applied to the first of the two, produced our Gradual; the second became the Alleluia or Triodion.

In the ordinary, as in the Gradual, the sequence was given the name Gradus; it originated from the place where it was sung. In the First Roman Ordo (10) it is called Responsorium; Amalarius of Metz (ninth century) calls it Cantus Responsorius; Isidore (seventh century) Responsorium, "quod uno canente chorus consonando respondet" ("De Eccl. Offic. I, 5; Ordo Rom. II, 2; Mabillon, "Museum sacrae historiae" 409). This name was also used, as it still is, for the chants after the lessons at Matins; so the liturgical Responsorium was distinguished later by a special name. The reader who chanted the psalm stood on a higher place, originally on the steps of the ambo. He was not to go right up into the ambo, like the deacon who sang the Gospel, but to stand on the steps, and the ambo was not used. Hence a reader of the Gospel did not read the Epistle (Ordo Rom. I, 10, 7; "he does not go up higher, but stands in the same place where the reader stood and begins the Responsorium alone; and all the choir answer and he alone sings the verse of the Responsorium." Cf. Ordo Rom. III, 9, VI, 5). Later in various local churches, when the ambo was disappearing, other places were chosen, but the idea of a high place, raised on steps, persists. At Reims, the steps of the choir were used, sometimes a special pulpit was erected. Beleth (twelfth century) says that on ordinary days the cantor stands on the altar-step, as presently, and on the solemn days on the ambo (Ordo, II, P. L., CClI); Durandus a little later writes: "Dictur Graduale a gradibus altaris, eo quod in festivis diebus in gradibus cantatur" (Gradual is so called from the steps of the altar, on which it was sung on holidays.—Rationale, IV, 19). There seems then to be no doubt that the name comes from the place where it was sung; Cardinal Bellarmine's idea that the gradus in question are those the deacon is climbing for the Gospel while the Gradual is being chanted (De Missá, II, 16) is a mistake. We have seen that this psalm was not sung to fill up time during the procession to the ambo. Originally the deacon and all the ministers would wait till it was over before beginning their preparation for the Gospel. The older name Responsorium lasted, as an alternative, into the Middle Ages. Durandus uses it constantly and gives a mystic explanation of the word ("Responsorium vero dicitur quod versus vel episcopus vel praebendarum debet," etc., loc. cit., i.e. "Responsory is so called because it ought to correspond to the verse or epistle").

It is difficult to say exactly when the Gradual got its present form. We have seen that in St. Augustine's time, in Africa, a whole psalm was still sung. So also St. John Chrysostom alludes to whole psalms sung after the lessons of Matins (cf. Ps. cxxxv in the first time of St. Leo I (d. 461), in Rome the psalm seems not yet to have been curtailed: "Wherefore we have sung the psalm of David with united voices, not for our honour, but for the glory of Christ the Lord" (Serm. ii in anniv. assumps.). Between this time and the early Middle Ages the process of curtailing brought about our present arrangement.

II. ORDER OF THE GRADUAL.—If we open a Missal, at most of the days in the year (the exceptions will be described below), we find between the Epistle and Gospel a set of verses with some Alleluias marked Graduale. Although the whole text follows this heading, although we usually speak of it all as the Gradual, there are here two quite distinct liturgical texts, namely the first part, which is the old psalmus responsorius (now the Gradual in the strictly correct sense), and the Alleluia with its verse, the Alleluianic verse (versus alleluianicus). We have seen that these remain two, although both are now joined together between the Epistle and Gospel, as we shall see. Meanwhile, as in the case of many parts of the Liturgy, the psalms were curtailed, till only fragments of them were left. This process, applied to the first of the
Tract. A number of Lenten Masses that have kept the old three lessons also keep the old arrangement, by which the Gradual follows the first, the Tract the second (e.g. Wednesdays in the Lenten Ember week and Holy Week), others (e.g. the Ember Saturday) that have more than three lessons have a Gradual and a Tract, each lesson of the former coming after the Tract or Epistle. There are again others (e.g. Tuesday in Holy Week), in which there is no Tract at all, but only a Gradual after the first lesson. And even when they are sung together their essential separation is still marked by the fact that they have quite different melodists in the former and this (on the first Advent Sunday the Gradual is in the first and second modes mixed, the Alleluia in the eighth; the next Sunday has a fifth-mode Gradual followed by a first-mode Alleluia, and so on). The Gradual itself always consists of two verses, generally from the same psalm. There are however many cases of their being taken from different psalms; some, of verses from other books of Scripture (e.g. those for the Immaculate Conception are from Judith); and a few in which the text is not Scriptural. The feast of the Seven Dolors has such verses, “Dolorosa et lacrymabilis es Virgo Maria” ... and “Virgo Dei Genitura” “Virgo Maria” for the Visitation (July 2) and other feasts of the B. V. M., and the first verse of the Gradual for Requiem (“Requiem aeternam ...”). The first of these two verses keeps the old name Responsorium, the second is marked V (for verse). It may be that the first represents the former acclamation of the people (like the Invitatorium of Matins), and that the second is the fragment of the psalm originally sung by the lector (Gühr, Messopfer, 410; and note 4 from Guyetus, Heorologi, Venice, 1726).

The second chant is normally the versus alleluia-ticus (in this case the shorter one). The use of the word Alleluia in the Liturgy is also a very old inheritance from the Synagogue. It became a cry of joy without much reference to its exact meaning in a language no longer understood (as did Hosanna). Its place in the Liturgy varied considerably. In the Byzantine Rite it comes as the climax of the Cherubim Hymn at the Great Entrance (Brightman, Eastern Liturgies, Oxford, 1896, p. 379); in the Gallican Rite it was sung at the Offertory (Duchesne, Origines du Culte Chrétien, Paris, 1898, p. 160, n. 1). Its place here before the Gospel is peculiar to the Roman Rite. It is, however, before the time of St. Gregory that we find the Alleluia (see C. X. 604) it was sung only during Eastertide (Ep. ix—see Duchesne, loc. cit.; Atchley, Ord Rom. I, 78–9). Sozomen goes further: “At Rome, Alleluia is sung once a year, on the first day of the Paschal feast, so that many Romans use this oath: may they hear and sing that hymn!” (Hist. Eccl., VII, xix). This connection with Easter (unknown in the East) afterwards led to additional Alleluias being scattered throughout the Mass in Eastertide (at the Introit, Offertory, Communion, etc.); but its old and essential place for the normal Liturgy is here, where it has displaced the psalm sung to the psalm respondents. It may be noticed that the three great Alleluias that usher in Easter on Holy Saturday come here in the place of the Gradual. The chant consists of two Alleluias sung to exactly the same melody. At the end of the second one its last sound (a) is continued in a long and complicated neum. This musical phrase (cum modus quattuor cantuum) ... and its prolongation, the neuma, a very old and essential element of the Alleluia. A great number of medieval commentators insist on it, and explain it by various mystic reasons. For instance Rupert of Deutz (Ruperti Tulliensis, O. S. B., twelfth century): “We rejoice rather than sing (jubilamus magis quam cantamus) ... and it is thought not only that the mind be surprised and filled with the joyful sound, and be carried thither where the saints rejoice in glory” (De Officiis, I). So also Sicardus of Cremona: “Congruo quoque in Alleluia jubemus [this means singing the neum] ut mens illuc rapiatur ubi Sancti exultabant ...” (Mitrale, III, 3, P. L., CCXIII); Durandus: “Est etiam Alleluia modicum in sermone et mutum in pune, quia gaudium illud carminis est quem magis quam vocem Cantum enim seu jubilus qui fit in fine exprimit gaudium et amorem credentium”, that is, “the Alleluia is short in word and long in neum, because that joy is too great to be expressed in words. For the neum or jubilus at the end denotes the joy and love of the faithful” etc. (Rationale, etc., see the whole chapter). The question of the neum is discussed and many authorities quoted in Pothier, “Les Mélodies Grégoriennes d’après la tradition” (Tournai, 1881), x, 170–9. It should certainly never be omitted. In the case of a figured Gradual a jubilus in figured music should be supplied. After the jubilus of the second Alleluia a verse follows. This verse is by no means so commonly taken from the psalms as the verses of the Gradual, and there are a great many cases, especially on feasts of saints, of a fragment of a Christian poem, or other verse not from the Bible. St. Lawrence’s feast (10 Aug.), for example, the Alleluiaic verse is “In te Domino operatus est, qui per signum crucis cecos illuminavit” (The Levite Bishop, who made the blind see by the sign of the Cross, worked a good work). This Alleluiaic verse is a kind of continuation of the jubilus with a text fitted to the long-drawn neums. Then a third Alleluia, the same as the second with its jubilus, ends the chant.

There are two exceptions to this order. The first is when the Alleluia is replaced by the Tract. Since this word began to be looked upon as a special sign of joy, most suitable for Eastertide, it followed, as an effusive corollary, that there should be no neum of penance or mourning. There is no such idea in the East, where they sing Alleluia always, even in the Office for the Dead, as was once done at Rome too (Atchley, Ordo Rom. I, 78–9). That Latins sometimes avoid it was one of their many preposterous grievances at the time of Cerularius’s schism (Card. Humbert’s Dialogus, LVI–LVII, in Will, “Acta et Scripta de Controv. Eccl. Graecae et Latinæ”, Leipzig, 1861, pp. 122–3). In the West, from Septuagesima to Easter (even on feasts), on Ember days, most vigils, and at Requiem, the Alleluiaic verse disappears. The Vigils in question are the first Vigil of Easter, that is, before the day of Holy Saturday (but some have the Alleluia, e.g. the eves of Epiphany Ascension, White Sunday). On the other days the Gradual is followed by the Tract. The Tract (tractus) is the second psalm sung between the lessons, which, although later displaced by the Alleluia on most days, has kept its place here. We find it as an alternative to the Alleluia in the First Roman Ordo: “Postquam legerit cantor cum cantatorio ascendent et dicit responsum. Ac deinde per alium cantorem, si fuerit tempus ut dicatur Alleluia, conceitum, sin autem tractum, sit minus tantummodo responsum cantatum”, i.e. after the reading (of the Epistle) the cantor proceeds with his book and chants the Responsory. Then, if it be the proper season, another cantor chants the Alleluia; but if the Alleluia have to be omitted [i.e. in times of penance] the Tract or at times [as still on vigils] only the Response is sung” (ed. Atchley, London, 1905, p. 130, supplemented by Ordo Rom. III). The name Tract (tractus), from tractus, tractus, meaning “a tract, a serious song”, was sung straight through without any answer by the choir (in uno tractu). This was the special note of the second psalm, that distinguished it from the first psalms respondoris (Amararius of Metz, De ecol. offic., III, 12; Duchesne, op. cit., 108). Later authors retain the word “tractus”, and along with it, the same sound and mournful way in which it was sung (“a trahendo, quia lente et lugubriter cantavat”), “from trahendo,
because it is sung slowly and mournfully".—De Caro,
"Bibl. liturg." Ps. I, a. 2, quoted by Gibr., op. cit.,
416). Durandus gives this, with other symbolic
reasons, for the name: "It is called tract from trahendo
because it is sung drawn out (qua tractum cantitum) and
with a harshness of voice and length of words; since it
implies the misery and labour of our present life
(Rationale, c. 24). See also above chapter.
The initials of the "Cantus Roman" I quoted above is that
it was sung from the steps of the ambo, like the
Gradual. We have still a few Masses in which the
Psalmus tractus has kept its original nature as a whole
psalm. On the first Sunday of Lent it is Ps. xxi; on
Sundays, Fss. xxi; on Good Friday, Ps. cxviii. On
Sundays too, the Tract too has been shortened to two or
three verses. It is nearly always taken from Scripture,
but not seldom from other books than the Psalm;
verses from various psalms or other texts often
follow one another, connected only by the common
idea that runs through them. Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays in Lent are the old feria legitima, the
official days of penance, that still keep certain peculiarities,
(incumbent, on these days, the Office for the Dead,
the penitential and gradual psalms are said). Except
on Wednesday in Holy Week they have the same Tract,
a prayer for forgiveness from Ps. eiii and lxvi. All
feasts and holy days, in the time of the Gregorian
Easter and all common and votive Masses have a
Tract, to be used in that time. Good Friday has two
Tracts, one after the Prophecy and one after the lesson
from Exodus that takes the place of the Epistle; it
has no Gradual. The first Easter Mass on Holy
Saturday, among many other peculiarities, keeps so
much of the nature of a Lenten vigil that it has, after
the great Alleluia and its verse, a Tract. On Whitson
eve the characters of Eastertide and a vigil are com-
bined. It has no Gradual, but first an Alleluia, then a
Tract. It will be noticed that each verse in the Tracts
is marked V. This calls attention to the nature of the
old psalmus tractus that was sung straight through by
the cantor. There are no responses for the choir.
The second exception to the usual order is in Easter-
tide (from the first Easter Mass to the Saturday after
Pentecost). During this time the great Alleluia is
sung; it has displaced the Gradual altogether. "Rightly
during fifty days in memory of the joyful
and happy deed, we are accustomed to sing Alleluia
often and more joyfully" (St. Bede, II Hom., x). An
exception in this season is the Easter octave.
The greatest feasts have always kept older arrange-
ments, so on Easter Day and till the Friday following the
Epistle followed so two verses (and a sequence) has remained. From White Satur-
day to the end of paschal time, including all feasts,
instead of these two separate chants, one, the great
Alleluia, is substituted. Two Alleluias are sung first
as a sort of antiphon; the second has a jubilus. Two
verses follow, each with an Alleluia and jubilus at the
end. These last two Alleluiae have the same melody,
different from that of the first two. The verses are
taken from all parts of the Bible, in the Proprium
temporis chiefly from passages in the New Testament
about the Resurrection. In this case too feasts and
other Masses that may occur in Eastertide are pro-
vided with this great Alleluia, as an alternative to be
used then. Lastly, fifth occasions (Eastertide, Whitsun,
Corpus Christi, the Seven Dolours, and Requiem)
have a sequence after the Gradual. These five are all
that Plus V's reform left of the innumerable medieval
poems once inserted at this place (see Sequences).
In the Gradual in Eastertide, in Lent, and after Easter too, there are fragments of the psalms once sung be-
tween the lessons, that therefore correspond to our
Gradual. In the Byzantine Rite the reader of the
Epistle first chants "the Psalm of David" and then
the "Prokeimenon [psalmotauru] of the Apostle." Both
are short fragments of psalms. The Prokei-
menon only is now usually read. It is printed before
each Epistle in the "Apostolos." After the Epistle the
reader should sing Alleluia and another fragment of a
psalm (Brightman, op. cit., p. 370–1). This too is
now always omitted by both Orthodox and Melchites;
even the Prokeimenon seems to be said only on Sun-
days and feasts in many churches (Charon, Le Rite
byzantin, Rome, 1908, 89–94; but I have found some
masses where it is used every day). The
Armenian Rite, which is only a modified form of that
of Constantinople, has however kept the older arrange-
ment of three lessons. Before the Prophecy a frag-
mament called the Saghamos Jashu (Psalm of din-
time) is sung, before the Epistle the Mesedi (mesedas),
again a psalm verse or two from a psalm. The Gospel the Alevu Jashu (Alleluia of dinner-time)
consisting of two Alleluia and a verse (Brightman, op.
cit., 425–6). Of the two older rites, that of St. James
has the same arrangement as Constantinople (a Pro-
keimenon before and an Alleluia after the Epistle,
Brightman, 30), that of St. Mark has a verse and an
Alleluia after it (ibid., 118). The Nestorians have
hymns (not Biblical texts) before both Epistle and
Gospel which they call Turgama, and three verses of
psalms each followed by three Alleluia (this group is
called Zumara) after the Epistle (Brightman, 257–
8). The Gallican Rite at the time of the Gregorian
Reform (d. 570) had three lessons. The Benedicite
canticle (which he calls Benedicito) was sung after the
second, sometimes by boys, sometimes by a deacon
(Duchesne, Origines, 185–7). The place of this
canticle was not always the same. At times it fol-
lowed the first lesson (ibid.). The present Ambrosian
Rite sometimes has a Prophecy before the Epistle.
In this case there follows the Psalmellus, two or three
verses from a psalm. After the Epistle, Hallelujah
is sung (on feasts of Christ, except in Octaves, twice,
then a verse, then again Hallelujah. In Lent, on vigils and fast days, instead of this the Cantus (our
Tract) is used. After the Gospel follows the Ant-
phona post Evangelium, from various books of Scripture
(except in Lent and on fast days). And on certain
great feasts there is also an antiphon before the Gospel
Rite has three lessons. After the Prophecy a
chant marked Paschalus follows (and a sequence) has
remained. From White Satur-
day to the end of paschal time, including all feasts,
instead of these two separate chants, one, the great
Alleluia, is substituted. Two Alleluias are sung first
as a sort of antiphon; the second has a jubilus. Two
verses follow, each with an Alleluia and jubilus at the
end. These last two Alleluias have the same melody,
different from that of the first two. The verses are
taken from all parts of the Bible, in the Proprium
temporis chiefly from passages in the New Testament
about the Resurrection. In this case too feasts and
other Masses that may occur in Eastertide are pro-
vided with this great Alleluia, as an alternative to be
used then. Lastly, fifth occasions (Eastertide, Whitsun,
Corpus Christi, the Seven Dolours, and Requiem)
have a sequence after the Gradual. These five are all
that Plus V's reform left of the innumerable medieval
poems once inserted at this place (see Sequences).
In the Gradual in Eastertide, in Lent, and after Easter too, there are fragments of the psalms once sung be-
tween the lessons, that therefore correspond to our
Gradual. In the Byzantine Rite the reader of the
Epistle first chants "the Psalm of David" and then
the "Prokeimenon [psalmotauru] of the Apostle." Both
are short fragments of psalms. The Prokei-
the Alleluia of the verse, and the choir the last Alleluia. Or, all Alleluias are sung by the cantors, the choir only joining in the neum. Similar arrangements may be made easily for the Tract or the great Alleluia in Easter tide. Normally it is all sung to plain-song and, now that we have the Vatican edition, to the form in that book. But there is no law about this, and the Church is willing to let the clergy exercise the principles of the "Motu Proprio" of 22 Nov. 1903. There is a useful arrangement of all Propers of the Mass in simple figured music by Tozer (New York, 2 vols., 1906), against which the only objection is that the composer has ignored the jubilus at the end of the Alleluia.

V. GRADUAL-BOOK.—The name Gradual (Graduale Romanum) is also used for the book that contains the music sung by the choir at Mass. The name comes from this most important chant, but the book contains the plain-song music for the Ordinary (this part is also published alone with the title Ordinarium Missae or Kyriale) and all the Propers for the year. This book is one of the three parts of the old Roman Antiphonary. Originally all the chants of the choir were contained in that. But by the ninth century it was already divided into three, the Graduale or Cantatorium of the Responsoriae and Antiphonae, and the Graduale (in a stricter sense) for the Office (Ambrosian of Metz, De Ordine Antiphonarii, P.L., XCIX, in prolog.). The history of the book forms part of that of the development of plain-song. An authentic edition (the Medicae) was issued at Rome in 1614. It is now supplanted by the Vatican edition (1908), of which reproductions are being issued by various publishers.


ADRIAN FORTESCUE.

Gradual Psalms.—Fifteen psalms, viz. Ps. 119–133 (in Hebrew 120–134), bear the inscription in Hebrew הָעֵדֶּרֶנ; Ps. 120 (121) has וַתִּתְנַבֵּל; in the Vulgate canticum graduum, which is translated in the Daily Office as "a gradual canticle". The authorized Version calls them "songs of degrees"; the Revised Version, "songs of ascent." Of the various conjectural explanations, the most probable regards them as psalms recited when going up to the annual festivals in Jerusalem, pilgrim-songs (see Psalms). The reason why the Canticles were forgotten, but the obligation of reciting them was removed by St. Pius V.

JOHN CORBETT.

Gradwell, Robert, Bishop, b. at Clifton-in-the-Fylde, Lancashire, 26 Jan., 1777; d. in London, 15 March, 1833; went to Douai in 1791. The college being suppressed by the French revolutionists, he was confined for some time, and was not allowed to return to England till 1785. With most of the Douai refugees, he went to Crook Hall, Durham, where he was ordained priest in 1802. He taught poetry and rhetoric for seven years at Crook Hall, and at the new college at Ushaw. About this time, Pius VII decided to reopen the English College at Rome, and on Dr. Lingard's recommendation, Gradwell was appointed rector. Under his administration the establishment flourished exceedingly. He also acted as Roman agent for the English vicars Apostolic, exhibiting tact and diplomacy in this office. In 1821 the pope made him a doctor of divinity. In 1828 he was consecrated Bishop of Lydda, as coadjutor to Bishop Bramston, the vicar Apostolic of the London district, and he came to London soon afterwards to take up his new duties. His engaging personality soon endeared him to both clergy and people. Had he lived longer, he might have been one of the most eminent of English bishops, but unfortunately his constitution, undermined by the Roman summers, was unable to withstand the rigours of the English climate. After some years of ill-health, he died of dropsy. His writings include: "A Dissertation on the Character of the English Christians" (London, 1818); "A Winter Evening Dialogue . . . on Thoughts on the Rule of Faith" (London, 1818); and various journals, letters, and MSS. in connexion with his residence in Rome; his notes on the old archives of the English College there are of some historical interest; all are in the Westminster archbishopical archives.


C. F. WEMSS BROWN.

Graffiti, the term in common usage among archaeologists to designate a class of rude inscriptions engraved on the walls of ancient monuments, generally sepulchral, as distinguished from the official inscriptions engraved on the tombs of the deceased. The inscriptions of this order traced by pilgrims, between the fourth and ninth centuries, on the walls of the galleries, proved invaluable to De Rossi and later archaeologists in their explorations of the Roman catacombs. At an early stage in his career, De Rossi realized the importance of these graffiti. Their absence from the walls of a gallery signified that there was nothing of importance in the vicinity, whereas, on the other hand, their presence meant that the explorer was in the immediate neighbourhood of an important crypt or other sepulchral monument which once contained the relics of a martyr. Here it was that a pious pilgrim of old, before leaving the venerable tomb, would take advantage of the occasion to scratch on the adjoining wall his name, with sometimes the date of his visit, or a pious exclamation or prayer to the saint, as, e.g., that near the papal crypt of the catacomb of St. Callistus: "Sancta Sustina in mente habeas in orationes tuas Aurelii Repentinii" (Saint Sixtus, remember in thy prayers Aurelius Repentinus). Outside the catacombs the famous caricature of the Crucifixion found in the imperial palace on the Palatine is accompanied by graffito stating that the (supposed) Christian page, Alexander, was carrying his God, while, in a chamber adjoining, a second inscription of the same class proclaims Alexamenos a Christian (Alexamenos fidelis). In 1897 some Christian graffiti were discovered on the columns of the temple of Antoninus and Faustina, intermingled with pagan inscriptions of the third and fourth century. The great necropolis of the oasis in the Libyan desert also contains a number of interesting Christian graffiti (Kaufmann, Handbuch der christl. Arch., 250). Graffiti are also found on ancient Christian altars of the fifth and later centuries (Le Blant, Inscriptions Chrétiennes de la Gaule). KAUFMANN, Handbuch der christlichen Archäologie (Paderborn, 1905); LUCBERG, Manuel d'archéologie chrétienne (Paris, 1907); NORTHCOE and BROWLOW, Roma Sodieriana (London, 1878).

MAURICE M. HASSELT.

Gratton. See LISMORE (AUSTRALIA), DIOCESE OF.

Graham, Charles. See PLYMOUTH, DIOCESE OF.

Graham, Patrick, first Archbishop of St. Andrews and Metropolitan of Scotland, date of birth uncertain; d. 1478. He was a son of Mary, younger daughter of Robert III, by her third husband, Sir William Graham of Kincardine, ancestor of the dukes of Montrose. He was educated at the University of St. Andrews, where, in 1457, he held the position of dean of the Faculty of Arts. In 1463 he became Bishop of Brechin. In
1466 he succeeded his half-brother, the illustrious Bishop Kennedy, in the See of St. Andrews. He proceeded to Rome to receive the confirmation of Paul II, and remained abroad until 1469 to escape the avowed enmity of certain powerful nobles. While in Rome he obtained the erection of St. Andrews into an archbishopric, with an archepiscopal chapel, to which five other twelve sees were subjected as suffragans. This was announced to the king, bishops, and diocesan chapters of Scotland by a Bull of Sixtus IV, dated 27 Aug., 1472. The announcement aroused a storm of opposition. The See of York ineffectually appealed against the loss of Galloway. Its suffragan for more than five centuries, and the consequent deprivation of all future claim to jurisdiction in Scotland; that of Trondheim as ineffectually resented the transference of the Dioceses of Argyile and the Isles; the king and the whole episcopate of Scotland set themselves to resist the innovation, rendered still more odious by the nomination of the new archbishop as Apostolic nuncio to raise subsidies for a crusade. James III, bribed by the bishops with an offering of 12,000 marks (according to some writers), joined them in appealing to Rome against his cousin the archbishop. Sixtus IV, in view of the extraordinary charges brought against Graham, a nobleman John Haunch, to Scotland to investigate. The accusation included heresy, schism, simony, disobedience to the Holy See, with reviling and blasphemy against its authority; the claiming by the archbishop of the papacy, as imposed upon him by God for the reform of the Church; the appointment of legates, provosts, and suchlike officials; the revoking of papal indulgences, because granted for lucre; the selling of Mass, even thrice a day, when under the ban of excommunication, suspension, and interdict. The nuncio, after examining numerous witnesses, sent a report to Rome, and, after due consideration by a cardinal, pronounced Graham declared guilty of the alleged charges. He was deprived of all dignities, degraded from orders, and subjected to imprisonment for life. He died in the Castle of Lochleven in 1478, and was buried in the old priory there. Many historians regard him as a zealous and good bishop, a victim to the persecution of his enemies, though this scarcely explains his condemnation. Whether he lost his reason under the stress of trouble, or whether he had become imbued with Lollardism (as Dickson suggests, though the charge concerning Mass seems to contradict this), it is impossible to say, in the absence of any ecclesiastical records except the Bull of deposing, dated 9 Jan., 1478.


MICHAEL BARRETT.

Grail, The Holy, the name of a legendary sacred vessel, variously identified with the chalice of the Eucharist or the dish of the Paschal lamb, and the theme of a famous medieval cycle of romance. In the romances the conception of the Grail varies considerably; its nature is often but vaguely indicated, and, in the case of Chrétien de Perréveal's poem, it is left wholly unexplained. The meaning of the word has also been variously explained. The generally accepted meaning is that given by the Cistercian chronicles, about the year 1120, of about 717, mentions a vision, shown to a hermit concerning the dish used by Our Lord at the Last Supper, and about which the hermit then wrote a Latin book called "Gradaale." "Now in French," so Helinandus informs us, "Gradales or Gradaile means a dish, and costly viands are wont to be served to the rich in degrees (gradatim), one morsel after another in different rows. In popular speech it is also called 'gral', because it is pleasant (grata) and acceptable to him eating therein" etc. (Tiasier, Biblioth. Citencr., VII, 78 sq.). The medieval Latin word "gradaile" became in Old French "grail", and "gral", or "greel", whence English "grail". Others derive the word from "garaile", or from "enivraile", meaning a large dish or bowl, or bowl. It certainly means a dish, the derivation from "gral" in the latter part of the passage cited above or from "agree" (to please) in the French romances is secondary. The explanation of "San greal" as "sang real" (kingly blood) was not current until the later Middle Ages. Other etymologies, which have been advanced, may be passed over as obsolete.

When we come to examine the literary tradition concerning the Grail we notice at the outset that the Grail legend is closely connected with that of Perceval as well as that of King Arthur. Yet all these legends were originally independent of each other. The Perceval story may have a mythical origin, or it may be regarded as the tale of a simpleton (Fr., nïcet), who, however, in the end achieves great things. In all the versions that we have of it, it is a part of the Arthurian legend, and, in almost all, it is furthermore connected with the Grail. So the reconstruction of the original Grail legend shall be attempted by means of an analytical comparison of all extant versions, and is a task that has given rise to some of the most difficult problems in the whole range of literary history.

The great body of the Grail romances came into existence between the years 1180 and 1240. After the thirteenth century nothing new was added to the Grail legend. Most of these romances are in French, but there are versions in German, English, Norwegian, Italian, and Portuguese. These are of very unequal value as sources, some are mere translations or recasts of French romances. Now all these romances may be divided into two classes and a third. Those are mainly concerned with the quest of the Grail, and with the adventures and personality of the hero of this quest; and those that are mainly concerned with the history of the sacred vessel itself. These two classes have been styled respectively the Quest and the Early History versions.

Of the first class is the "Conte del Graal" of Chrétien de Troyes and his continuators, a vast poetic compilation of some 60,000 verses, composed between 1180 and 1240, and the Middle High German epic poem "Parzifal" of Wolfram von Eschenbach, written between 1205 and 1215. According to Wolfram's statement, on the French poem of a certain Kyiot (Guilom) of Provence, which, however, is not extant and the very existence of which is doubtful. To these may be added the Welsh folk-tales or "Mabinogion" known to us only from MSS. of the thirteenth century, though the material is certainly older, and the English poem "Sir Perceval", of the fifteenth century. In these latter versions only the adventures of Perceval are related; mention being made of the Grail. Of the Early History versions the oldest is the metrical trilogu of Robert de Boron, composed between 1170 and 1215, of which only the first part, the "Joseph d'Arminthe", and a portion of the second, the "Merlin", are extant. We have, however, a complete prose version, preserved in the so-called Didot manuscript. The most detailed history of the Grail is in the "Grand St. Graal", a bulky French prose romance of the first half of the thirteenth century, where it is told that the Grail is hidden under a waterfall, and the hermit the book containing this history. Besides these versions we have three French prose romances, also from the thirteenth century, which, though concerned chiefly with the quest, give also an account of the history of the sacred vessel. Of these the most notable is the "Queste del St. Graal", well known to English readers because it was embodied almost entirely in Malory's "Morte d'Arthur". The others are
the so-called "Didot Perceval" or "La petite queste", and the lengthy and prolix "Perceval le Gallois", also known as "Perlesvaus".

The poem of Chrétien, regarded by many as the oldest known Grail romance, tells of Perceval's visit to the Grail castle, where he seeks a Grail borne in by a dragon. For his knighthood, the Grail knight makes him a bleeding lance and a silver plate. It is a precious vessel set with jewels, and so resplendent as to eclipse the lights of the hall. All the assembled knights show it reverence. Mindful of an injunction not to inquire too much, Perceval does not ask concerning the significance of what he sees or thereby incurs guilt and reproach. Undaunted by Chrétien's reticence, the second visit to the castle, when he would have put the question and received the desired information. But the poet did not live to finish his story, and whether the explanation of the Grail, offered by the continuators, is that which Chrétien had in mind, is doubtful. As it is, we are not informed by Chrétien what the Grail signifies; in his version it has no pronounced religious character. On the other hand, in the Early History versions it is invested with the greatest sanctity. It is explained as the dish from which Christ ate the Paschal lamb with his disciples, which passed into possession of Joseph of Arimathaea, and was brought by him to gather the Precious Blood of Our Saviour, when His body was taken from the Cross. It becomes identified with the Chalice of the Eucharist. The lance is explained as the one with which Longinus pierced Our Lord's side, and the silver plate becomes the paten covering the chalice. The quest in these versions assumes a most sacred character, the atmosphere of chivalric adventure in Chrétien's poem yields to a militant asceticism, which insists not only on the purity of the quester, but in some versions (Queste, Perlesvaus) on his virginity. In the "Grand St. Graal" unaccomplished. Moreover, in this version is not Perceval but the maiden-knight, Galadad. But the other knights of the Round Table are also made to participate in the quest.

The early history of the Grail is intimately connected with the story of Joseph of Arimathaea. When he is cast into prison by the Jews, Christ appears to him and frees him from the death's embrace, which he miraculously sustained for forty-two years, until liberated by Vespasian. The Grail is then brought to the West, to Britain, either by Joseph and Josephes, his son (Grand St. Graal), or by Alain, one of his kin (Robert de Boron). Galadad (or Perceval) achieves the quest; he is granted the Grail, its secrets are revealed. According to the version of the "Perlesvaus" Perceval is removed, no one knows whither, by a ship with white sails on which is displayed a red cross. In the Guitt-Wolfram version we meet with a conception of the Grail wholly different from that of the French romances. Wolfram conceives of it as a precious stone, lapide exilit (i.e. lapide or lapis ex certis?) of special purity, possessing miraculous powers conferred upon it and sustained by a consecrated Host which, on every Good Friday, a dove brings down from heaven and lays down upon it. The angels who remained neutral during the rebellion of Lucifer were its first guardians; then it was brought to earth and entrusted to Titurel, the first Grail king. It is guarded in the splendid castle of Munsalvaesch (mons salvatoris or silvaticus?) by a special order of knights, the Templemen, chosen by itself and nourished by the food and power of the Grail. The relationship of the Grail versions to each other, especially that of Chrétien to those of Robert de Boron and the "Queste", is a matter of dispute. Nor is their relative chronology certain. But in all these versions the legend appears in an advanced state of development, the preceding phases of which are attested by literary monuments, and can, therefore, only be conjectured. The origin of the legend is involved in obscurity, and scholars are divided in their views on this point. An Oriental, a Celtic, and a purely Christian origin have been claimed. But the Oriental parallels, like the sun-table of the Ethiopians, the Persian cup of Jamshid, the Hindu paradise, Crisavanas, are not very convincing, and Wolfram's dream vision, which so much resembles a Grail manuscript of Toledo, is given to grave doubt. It is different with the Celtic theory. There are undoubtedly Celtic elements in the legend as we have it; the Perceval story is probably, and the Arthurian legend certainly, of Celtic origin, and both of these legends are intimately connected with the quest story. Taliesin, the Picts, and Caledonia, figures prominently in Celtic myths and folk-tales. According to this theory the "Mabinogion", with its simple story of vengeance by means of talismans and devoid of religious significance, would yield the version nearest to the original form of the legend. Back of the quest-story would be some pre-Christian tale of a hero seeking to avenge the injury done to a kinsman. The religious element would then be of secondary origin, and would have come into the legend when the old vengeance-tale was fused with the legend of Joseph of Arimathaea, which is essentially a legend of the conversion of Britain to Christianity.

Those who maintain the theory of a purely Christian origin regard the religious element in the story as fundamental and trace the leading motifs to Christian ideas and conceptions. It is derived from the apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus, which is known to have had a great vogue in the twelfth century, particularly in Britain. There we read how Joseph, whom the Jews had imprisoned, is miraculously fed by Christ Himself. Additional traits were supplied by the "Vindicta Salvatoria", the legendary account of the destruction of Jerusalem. Furthermore, Joseph was confused with the Jewish historian Josephus, and Titus is narrated by Suetonius. The food-producing properties of the vessel can be explained, without resorting to Celtic parallels, by the association of the Grail with the Sacrament of the Eucharist, which gives spiritual nourishment to the faithful. The purely Christian legend which thus had arisen was brought into contact with the traditions of the evangelization of Britain, and then developed on British soil, in Wales, and thus the Celtic stamp, which it undeniably bears, is accounted for. In connection with the legendary conversion of Britain it is noteworthy that the literary accounts of this event are contemporary of the famous Abbey which is also intimately associated with the legend of Arthur, Glastonbury being identified in William of Malmsbury's account with the mystic Avalon. So scholars are inclined to connect this British society with the origin of the Grail romances. Possibly Walter Map, who died as Abbot of Oxford in 1210, and to whom is ascribed the authorship of a Grail-Lancelot cycle, got his information from that abbey. The first Grail romance was then probably written in Latin and became the basis for the work of Robert de Boron, who was an English knight under King Henry II, and a contemporary of Chrétien of Troyes.

The fully developed Grail legend was later on still further connected with other legends, as in Wolfram's poem with that of Lohengrin, the swan-knight, and also with that of Prester John, the fabled Christian monarch of the East. Here also the story of Klingsor, the magician, with his powers, is added. The Grail legend, together with some medieval legends, fell into oblivion, from which it was rescued when the Romantic movement set in at the beginning of the nineteenth century. The most famous modern versions are Tennyson's "Holy Grail" in the "Idylls of the King" (1889), and Wagner's music-drama, the "Parsifal", produced for the first time at Bayreuth in 1882.
to govern the house as superioress and continued to do so until her death in 1846. Mother de Gramont's remarkable intelligence and influence were of great value in the important work entrusted to her, and she established a position in which the only anxiety of the foundresses of the society concerning it was the success, almost too brilliant for her love of hiddenness and simplicity, which attended the work. She knew the weak side of Mother de Gramont's character as well as her great gifts, and she was not deceived as to the dangers of a mind which was too receptive of strong influences and very difficult to disillusion. In a time of trial, during the first year of her religious life at Amiens, when the existence of the Society of the Sacred Heart was in great danger, Mother de Gramont was one of those who were misled by the action of M. de St. Evremonde. In another critical moment in 1839, she took a line of conduct in opposition to the foundresses which she afterwards recognized and deplored to the end of her life; but her sorrow for her error, it is said, hastened her death. She died in the most perfect union of affection with the foundresses, Blessed Madeleine Sophie Barat, a long-pardon of her and of the whole of the errors of judgment into which she had been led—her personal devotedness to the mother general had never wavered.

**Life of Venerable Madeleine Louise Sophie Barat** (Roehampton, 1908). BAINARD, Histoire de la Vénérable Mère Barat (Paris, 1876, 1900). T. FULLETON (Roehampton, 1876).

**Janet Stuart.**

**Gran.** Hungarian Esztergom; Lat. Strigoniun. Archidioecese of Strigoniensia in Hungary. From the earliest time of its existence (eighth century) up to the beginning of the eleventh century, the Diocese of Gran embraced the greater part of Hungary, but as early as the beginning of the twelfth century its extent was considerably diminished by the founding of the Archdiocese of Bács. Gran, however, retained the most important, and the Archbishop of Gran was looked upon as the Primate of Hungary. The jurisdiction of Gran extended originally over the whole of Upper Hungary to the territory of the Cumans beyond the Theiss. In 1766 two more dioceses were established in this territory, Neusohl (Beszterce-Bánya) and Rosenau (Rosznyó), and in 1804 the Diocese of Eriaul was separated from the Archdiocese of Gran, and raised to the rank of an archiepiscopal see. The suffragan sees of Rosenau, Szepes, Kassa (Kassau), and Szatmár. In 1776 the Greek Ruthenian Bishops of Eperies, Munkác, and Kreuz (Köröse) were placed under the jurisdiction of the Archdiocese of Gran; but in 1852 Kreuz was transferred to the Archdiocese of Gran, to which it had belonged originally. The Diocese of Gran extends to-day over fourteen counties, and has as suffragans Neutra (Nyitra), Vasprém, Wártzen (Vác), Steinamanger (Szombathy), Stuhlweissenburg (Székes-Fehérvár), Raab (Győr), Fünfkirchen (Pecs), and Neusohl (Beszterce-Bánya) (Latin Rite), also the larger part of the Northern Hungarian Church Provinces of Eperies and Munkác. There are three chapters, the metropolitan chapter of Gran with 23 members, the collegiate chapter of Pressburg with 13 members, and the chapter at Tynau (Nagy-Szombathely) with 6 members. The archiepiscopal see is divided into three vicariates, Gran, Tynau, and Budapest; 8 archdeaconries, the cathedral deanery of Gran and three territorial deaneries, numbered over a thousand, and as late as the middle of the sixteenth century exceeded nine hundred. Of account of the continued advance of the Turks and the spread of Protestantism, this number rapidly de-
On account of the part played by its archbishops, the history of the Archdiocese of Gran is closely connected with that of Hungary. Up to the sixteenth century the archbishop resided at Gran, but when the Turks overran Hungary after the battle of Mohács, in which the primates, Ladislaus Salis-Kán (1524-26), was slain, Paul Várdai (1527-49) removed the seat to Pressburg, and when Gran also fell into the hands of the Turks, to Tarnau, which remained the seat of the archdiocese until 1820. This period is one of the saddest epochs in the history of the see. Ecclesiastical discipline became relaxed, and notwithstanding the efforts of Nikolaus Oldi (1563-68), Protestantism gained more and more territory. After the death of Anton Veranotiuse (1669-73), the episcopal see remained vacant for twenty-three years. It was the greatest of all the archbishops of Gran, Peter Pázmány (1616-37), who stemmed the decline of Catholicism in Gran. He succeeded in reconciling with the

Church of the Primaz, Gran

Church many influential families of Hungary, and thus brought about the ecclesiastical reorganization of the country. A pulpit orator of distinction, he earned imperishable fame by his cultivation of the Hungarian language and won a lasting place in the history of Hungarian literature. For the advancement of the Catholic religion and the promotion of learning, he founded at Vienna the Pázmaneum, a seminary for the training of priests. The University of Tarnau was also founded by him, but was transferred to Budat (Ofen) by Maria Theresa. In 1791 Klaudius Vassary was appointed archbishop.

In virtue of his dignity as Primaz of Hungary, the Archbishop of Gran possesses a number of extraordinary privileges. Johann von Kanizsai (1587-1418) was the first to be mentioned as Primaz of Hungary, though the primacy was connected with the Archdiocese of Gran as early as 1279. The primiate is entitled to hold national synods, is Legatus Natus of the Holy Roman Church, has therefore the right, inside of his legislation, to have the cross carried before him, and deals directly with the Holy See. As primiate he has the right to visit the episcopal sees and the religious houses in Hungary, with the exception of the exempt Archabbey of Pannonhalma (S. Martinus in Monte

erased, so that it was reduced to one hundred at the beginning of the seventeenth century. Under the great Peter Pázmány, the zealous opponent of Protestantism, conditions were improved, and after his death there were 183 parishes. To-day the number is given as 480, and the total number of clergy in the archdiocese 923, of whom 729 are occupied with the cure of souls. There are 5 seminaries for the training of priests, the central seminary at Budapest, that of Gran, the Pázmaneum at Vienna, and the preparatory seminaries at Pressburg and Tarnau. There is also an archiepiscopal gymnasium connected with the Tarnau seminary. The students number about 262. There are in the archdioce 134 religious houses of men and women, whose members number collectively 2487. In the three vicariates of the archdioce (1909) there are 1,490,531 Catholics, and 1,057,282 members of other creeds.

The already existing See of Gran was raised to met-

ropolitam rank by St. Stephen (c. 1000-38), first King of Hungary, who converted the country to the Catholic Faith and organized the Church there. He chose for the metropolitan see Gran, at that time the richest and most important city in Hungary and the royal residence. St. Adalbert, Bishop of Prague and martyr, was chosen patron of the archdioce. It was Adalbert who converted the royal family to the Catholic Church and evangelized the country. The metropolitan church of Gran is dedicated to him, the titular patron being the Blessed Virgin. The first cathedral was begun by St. Stephen in 998. The foundation stone of the present building was laid by Alexander von Rudnay (archbishop 1819-31), and it was finished under Johann Simor (1866-92). In 1198 the royal palace at Gran was given to the archbishop for his residence. The first archbishop was Astericus Anastatius (Astrik-Anastat) (990-c. 1038), who was the most loyal co-operator of King Stephen in organising Catholic Hungary, and who was sent by Stephen to Rome to beg papal approval for the organisation of the Church in Hungary, and to ask for the crown. It was also Astericus who, in the year 1000, crowned Stephen as first King of Hungary with the crown sent by Pope Sylvester II.
Pannonia). Since 1715 the primate also has been a Prince of the Holy Roman Empire, having the title of Prince Primatus of Hungary, and therefore keeper of the great seal of the kingdom. Formerly he was also a member of the supreme court, and in still earlier times, governor, viceroy, and First Count (Erbőbergsypen) of the County of Gran. To the primate also belonged the right to preside over the court of justice through his deputy, and he received a certain sum out of its revenues (jus pisets).

According to an ancient custom, he has the right of crowning the king and of anointing the queen. By a gift of archiepiscopal property he was at one time able to confer nobility (Próciadallet). The right to take an oath before a court of justice through his deputy, and not personally, was another privilege of the Primate of Hungary. The primate is also chief priest and chancellor of the Order of St. Stephen, established in 1764. As first bannereu (berno reguni) of Hungary, he is a member of the Upper House.

Granada, Archdiocese of (Granatensis), in Spain, founded by St. Cecilia about the year 64, was made an archiepiscopal see by Alexander VI, 23 Jan., 1493. The history of this city, the long line of its prelates (untimetup the twelfth century and restored in 1437), its illustrious men, and its famous monuments can hardly be summarised within the limits of this brief article. In the Roman period the city appears as Municipium Florentinum Elibiritanum. On its Iberian coins, minted in the Roman republican period, the city is called Kurri; on Latin coins, Tibet and Elvintia; on Visigothic coins, Liberi, Eliiberri, and Liberi. Pliny calls it Eliberri; Ptolemy, *Διη βερίς;* Herodian, *Δίβερος.* Oloron and Elina, on the other side of the Pyrenees, were similarly called; the name seems derived from the Basque language, in which bi-berri, or ili-berri, signifies "new town." In the tenth century, by whatever name, this was changed to Granada, originally the name of that particular quarter of the city inhabited since the third century by the Jews, to whom the Musulman conquerors entrusted the custody of the city; it is worthy of note that several Palestinian peoples of Testamentary called Rimmon, "pomegranate" (in Spanish, *granada*).

The famous codex of San Millan (St. Emilian), written in the tenth century, and now preserved in the Escorial Library, supplies us with a catalogue of the bishops of Iliberri, sixty-two in number, from St. Cecilia to Agapius (d. 957). The names of many of these periods of their reigns are also established by the Acts of councils, by their own writings, and by other authors, native and foreign. St. Cecilia, whose feast was kept by the Visigothic and Mozarabic Church on 1 May, was one of the seven Apostolic men sent from Rome by St. Peter and St. Paul to preach the Gospel in Hispania Bética, where they suffered martyrdom. On 15 May, 301, the famous synod known as the Council of Iliberri assembled at Granada (see Elvira, COUNCILS), forty-three bishops being present, among them, besides Flavian of Granada, the great Hosius of Cordova, Liberius of Mérida, Melania of Toledo, and Valerius of Saragossa. The eighty-one canons of this council reflect the state of dogma and church discipline in a time when persecution and antagonism were aroused by Roman imperial authority, the Jews, heretics, and schismatics. St. Gregory, Bishop of Iliberri, who assisted at the Council of Sirmium and Rimini, and was the constant antagonist of the Arian heresy, bears witness to the purity of Catholic faith which this see always maintained. Bishop San Millan (Esebeau) assisted at the Third Council of Toledo (589), which excommunicated the Arian heresy in Spain; Bishop Bisinus at the Second of Seville (619); Bishop Felix at the Fourth of Toledo (633); the signatures of successive bishops of Eliberri in later councils attest the accuracy of the aforesaid San Millan catalogue. In 777 Bishop Egli was honoured by letters of praise from Adrian I. St. Leovigild, who, in the year 852, suffered martyrdom at Córdova, was a native of Granada; and, not long after (858), the See of Granada was occupied by the wise Recesmund, memorable for his astronomical and literary achievements, as well as for his embassies on behalf of Abd-er-Rahman III, Caliph of Córdova, to the Emperors of Germany and of Constantinople. It was to him that Liutprand dedicated his history of the kings and emperors of Europe.

The See of Granada remained inviolate until the middle of the twelfth century. The Christian (Mos- arabic) population having called to their aid Alfonso the Fighter (el Battallador), King of Aragon and Navare, and conqueror of Saragossa, he led his hosts within sight of Granada; but the expedition being defeated, some of the Christians departed with the king, and the Almohades carried off the remainder. Thereafter the Christian population consisted of captives and foreigners, and no bishop held the title of Granada. Games, in his "Series Episcoporum," makes St. Pedro Pascual (d. 6 Dec., 1300) a Bishop of Granada in the second half of the fourteenth century, an error which has been corrected since the publication of the "Regesta" of Boniface VIII (Paris, 1884). The new list of Bishops of Granada begins 13 Sept., 1437, and continues until 1492, according to the researches of Eubel in the Vatican registers.

With the surrender of the city to the Catholic sovereigns Ferdinand and Isabella (2 Jan., 1492), began a period of splendour for the See of Granada. A few days after that event, the Catholic sovereigns there ratified with Christopher Columbus the compact which was to result, before the end of that year, in the discovery of the New World. On 30 Jan. they issued the decree of expulsion of all Jews inhabiting their dominions in Spain and Italy.

It is to be noted that the first Archbishop of Granada, the queen's confessor, transferred from the See of Avila, was not hostile to Columbus, but his constant friend, as Don Antonio Sanchez Moguel, Member of his (Spanish) Royal Family, has it authorised to demonstrate. In this modern period of more than four centuries' duration, Granada has been ruled by many archbishops eminent for learning and virtue, e.g. Cardinal Gaspar de Avalos, who founded the university (1531), Pedro Guerrero, a distinguished member of the Council of Trent, and Manuel Bonel y Orbe, Patriarch of the Indies; it has given birth to innumerable writers, among whom the Dominican Luis de Granada and the Jesuit Francisco Suárez are conspicuous; it was the cradle of the Order of St. John of God. Indeed, it has long been a centre of vigorous spiritual life, proof of which is abundantly furnished by its churches, its conventual buildings, and the vast material resources there devoted to works of charity. Its cathedral contains the tombs of Ferdinand and Isabella, and of the Empress Isabella, wife of Charles V. Early in the present century, that famous monument of Spanish art, the Cartuja (Convent of Granada, from which name the ancient city had been driven by the barbarous decree of excommunication (1835), was acquired and restored by the Jesuits, who have established in it their novitiate for New Castile, Estremadura, and Andalusia, also a school of the sacred sciences, and a astronomical and astronomical observatory which publishes a periodical bulletin.
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highly valued in scientific circles both in the Old and the New World.

F. Tita.

Granada, University of.—The origin of this university is to be traced to the Arab school at Cordova, when, which, when the city was captured by St. Ferdinand in 1236, was removed to Granada and there continued. When Granada in its turn fell into the hands of the Catholic sovereigns one of their earliest and chief cares was to secure the preservation of letters and the art of imparting knowledge, in which the Arabs had been so well versed, and the school was taken under their protection. However, it did not receive the status of a university until the reign of Charles V, when a Bull of 1535 was issued, giving it the title of University, by the Inquisition. The institution is endowed with privileges similar to those enjoyed by the Universities of Bologna, Paris, Salamanca, and Alcalá de Henares. The large building which it occupied was erected by the Jesuits and is admirably suited to its purpose. The curriculum covers a wide field, the faculties including those of law, medicine, social science, etc. The university has a seismological station in the observatory of Cartuja. The magnificent library contains 40,000 volumes, and includes a polyglot Bible, several valuable works of theology, and some Arabic MSS.

Blanche M. Kelly.

Grancolas, Jean, Doctor of the Sorbonne, theologian, liturgist; b. near Chateaudun, about 1660; d. at Paris, 1 August, 1732. Having received the degree of Doctor of Theology in the faculty of Paris in 1685, he became chaplain to the brother of Louis XIV. He pronounced the funeral oration of this prince, but his panegyric displeased the son of the deceased, the Duke of Orleans, future King of France, who dismissed him from his house. His unfortunate essay caused Grancolas to publish the next year a study of the custom of dipping the consecrated bread in the wine. However, the author was desirous of participating in less severe questions, and wished to engage in theological polemics. At that time the matter of Quietism was creating a great stir in the world, and Grancolas conceived the idea of devoting himself to the refutation of the heresy which he entitled "Le Quétisme contraire au doctrine des sacraments" (Quéticism contrary to the doctrine of the Sacraments), and which appeared in 1693.

This work contains a history of the life, doctrine, and condemnation of Molinos. Grancolas herein sets forth the principles of the Spanish mystic and of his followers, which principles he proceeds to refute from Scripture and the tradition of the Fathers. This new work attracted little attention, and shared the fate of so many other theological demonstrations made forth by the Quetists, and of which the modern world is so well acquainted to-day. However, from his own point of view, Grancolas is master of his subject and handles it firmly, but he displays the usual qualities and deficiencies found in his other works, namely, an erudition of the first order derived directly from original sources, a profound and wide acquaintance with the question he treats and German topics, a too evident rudeness of expression and lack of culture, as well as an obvious strain for composition. His works offend chiefly in this last particular. Grancolas had a great trouble to arrange and connect the points of an argument, being satisfied to throw them into a heap, and deprived them by this disorder of a part of their demonstrative value. Despite these defects all the works of Grancolas retain their value as books of reference. His collections of historical documents and the necessity of having recourse to originals, although the translations he gives are generally exact and very clear, but he is useful, inasmuch as he omits nothing essential and also, if necessary, in determining the sense of a word. An original mind, he belongs to the theological school of Thomas and Petau who readily replace discussion by the exposition of traditional opinions in chronological order, but he scarcely troubles to develop the sense of his texts. His real originality is as a liturgist, although even here he does not rise above the second rank. Ingenious without being profound, but acutely observant, the commentary in most of his works is valuable, especially in the "Ancien sacramentaire de l'Eglise" and in the "Commentaire sur le Breviaire romain".

His principal writings are: "Traité de l'antiquité des cérémonies des sacrements" (Paris, 1692); "De l'Intinction, ou de la coutume de tremper le pain consacré dans le vin" (Paris, 1693); "Le Quétisme contraire à la doctrine des sacrements" (Paris, 1693); "Instructions sur la religion tirées de l'Ecriture sainte" (Paris, 1693); "La Science des confesseurs ou la manière d'administrer le sacrement de Pénitence" (Paris, 1698); "Histoire de l'Eglise, de l'Église sacrée et ordinaire" (Paris, 1699); "L'ancienne discipline de l'Eglise sur la Confession et sur les pratiques les plus importantes de la Pénitence" (Paris, 1697); "Heures sacrées ou exercice du chrétien pour entendre la messe et pour approcher des sacrements, tiré de l'Ecriture Sainte" (Paris, 1697); "Tradition de l'Eglise sur le péché originel et sur la réprobation des enfants morts sans baptême" (Paris, 1698); "L'ancien périténial de l'Eglise ou les pénitences que l'on impose autrefois pour chaque péché et les devoirs de pénitence qui leur sont attachés" (Paris, 1699); "Les membres sacrées et les membres sacrés de l'Eglise, et par les conciles" (Paris, 1699); "Les anciennes liturgies ou la manière dont on a dit la sainte Messe dans chaque siècle dans les Eglises d'Orient et dans celles d'Occident" (Paris, 1697); "L'ancienne sacramentaire de l'Eglise, où sont toutes les pratiques qui s'étaient dans l'administration des sacrements chez les Grecs et chez les Latins" (2 vols., Paris, 1690-99); "La morale pratique de l'Eglise sur les préceptes du Déluge, ou la manière de conduire les amis dans le sacrement de pénitence" (2 vols., Paris, 1701); "La tradition de l'Eglise dans le soulagement des esclaves" (J. G. Outhus, 1700); "Traité de la Messe et de l'office divin" (Paris, 1713); "Disertations sur les messes quotidiennes et sur la confession" (Paris, 1715); "Le Breviaire des laïques et l'Office Divin abrégé" (Paris, 1715); "Les catechismes de Saint Cyrille de Jerusalem avec des notes et des dissertations" (Paris, 1719); "Commentaire sur le breviaire romain" (Paris, 1700, and Venice, 1734); "La critique abrégée des ouvrages des auteurs ecclésiastiques" (2 vols., Paris, 1716); "Instruction sur le Jubile avec des résolutions de plusieurs cas sur cette matière" (Paris, 1722); "Histoire abrégée de l'Eglise, de la Vérité et de l'Unité sacrée" (Paris, 1725); "Itinéraire de Jésus Christ, traduction nouvelle, précédée d'une Dissertation sur l'auteur de ce livre" (Paris, 1729).

Grancolas favours the claims of Ubertino of
GRANDERATH
Casale, a Franciscan who lived shortly before the fourteenth century, to the authorship of the Imitation.

Du Pre, Bibliothèque de l'auteur et (seventeenth century); Moerli, Grand dictionnaire, histoire, IV, 1764.

H. Leclercq.

GRANDERATH, Theodo, b. 19 June, 1839, at Giesen-
kirchen, Rhine Province; d. 19 March, 1902, at Val-
kenburg. After completing the course in the gymnasium at Neuss, he studied theology in the University of Tübingen, and entered the Society of Jesus at Münster, Westphalia (3 April, 1860). Be-
tween 1862 and 1874 he finished his studies in the classics, philosophy, theology, and canon law. In 1874 he was appointed professor of canon law in the college of Ditton Hall, England, where from 1876 to 1887 he taught dogma and apologetics. In 1887 he was sent to the college of the Society at Exaeten, Hol-
land, to succeed Father Schemm in the preparation of the “Acta et Decreta Concilii Vatican.” In 1893 he was called to Rome, where Leo XIII placed the archives of the Vatican Council at his disposal, with a view to a history of that council. In 1897 and 1898 he replaced the professor of apologetics at the Gregorian University. In 1901 failing health compelled him to retire to the college at Valkenburg, where he prepared the first two volumes of his history of the Vatican Council.

Grafterath’s name will live for ever among scholars in connexion with his monumental labours on the Vatican Council. In preparation for them he first edited the “Acta et Decreta sacrosancti oecumenici Concilii Vatican.” (Freiburg im Br., 1890), the seventh volume of the “Acta et Decreta sacrorum Conciliorum recensitorum” in the “Collectio Lacinii.” This was followed by “Constitutiones Dogmaticae ss. oecumenici Concilii Vatican ex ipsis ejus actis explicata atque illustrata” (Freiburg im Br., 1892). The publication of the “Archivische des viagischen Konzils, seiner ersten Ankündigung bis zu seiner Vertragung, nach den authentischen Dokumenten dargestellt” was continued after the author’s death by his fellow-collaborator, Jesuit Konrad Kirch. Two volumes of this work, which the author himself prepared for the press, were issued in 1903 at Freiburg in Breisgau, the first dealing with the preliminary history and the second with the proceedings of the council to the end of the third public session. The third and last volume was published in 1906 and treated of the final proceedings. A French translation is being issued at Brussels (1906—). The great merit of Granderath’s work consists in his refutation of biased accounts of the council, and the animating of hostility toward the Church; he opposes them a history based upon authentic material. For the first time the unbridged text of the acts of the council, especially of the discourses delivered in the general congregations, was laid before the public. Granderath was also the author of many apologetic, dogmati-
cal, and historical articles in the “Stimmen aus Maria-Lasch” (1874-99), the “Zeitschrift für kath. Theologie” (1881-96), and the “Katholik” (1898). The second edition of the “Kirchenlexikon” contains also several lengthy articles from his pen, among others that on the Vatican Council (XII, 607-33).

Friedrich Lauchert

GRANDDIER, Philippe-André, priest and historian, b. at Strasbourg, Alsace, 9 Nov., 1752; d. at the Abbey of Luntzel (Lucelles), Sundgau, 11 Oct., 1787. This gifted scholar was appointed archivist of the Diocese of Strasbourg at the early age of eighteen by the pro-
curators of the Diocese, on account of the high profession of fifty-two that had been admitted to twenty-one scientific societies in France and Germany. His forte was critical in-
vestigation, but his intense application soon undermined his health, and he died at the early age of thirty-

four. In recognition of his services he was made canon of Strasbourg, and, shortly before his death, royal historiographer for Alsace. We owe to him two volumes of the “Histoire, inédite de la royale princes de Strasbourg depuis la fondation de l’évêché jusqu’à nos jours” (Strasbourg, 1776-78), an account of the early ecclesiastical history of Alsace to 965. From the manuscripts of Granddier Libin continued this monumental work under the title: “Œuvres histo-
riques inédite de Ph.-A. Granddier” (Colmar, 1865-67), in six volumes. Pierre VI expresed his admira-

sion of Granddier’s work and encouraged the young savant to further labours. The other canons of Strasbourg therefore held themselves slighted and so opposed Granddier’s scientific methods—-even question-
ning the soundness of his faith—-that for a while he dropped all historical work. He soon yielded, however, to his love of science, and gave new evidence of his skill in historical research by the “Essais histo-
riques et topographiques sur l’église cathédrale de Strasbourg” (Strasbourg, 1782) and by the “Histoire ecclésiastique, militaire, civile et littéraire de la pro-
vince d’Alsace” (Strasbourg, 1787). Recently P. In-
gold edited in five volumes the correspondence of this savant: “Nouvelles œuvres inédites; Les Correspondants de Granddier” (Paris, 1895-97).

Saucli, “Revue historique de Granddier” (Colmar, 1851); Idem, “Letter Granddier dans ses mœurs et ses œuvres” (Colmar, 1863). See also Notice sur la vie et les œuvres de Granddier (Colmar, 1838).

Patriicus Schlager.

GRANDMONT, Abbey and Order of, in the department of Het-Vienne, France. The exact date of the foundation of the order is very uncertain. The tradition originates with serious chronological difficulties, and is based on a Bull of Gregory VII now shown to be a forgery (see Martène and Durand, Ampl. Coll., VI, Praef.). The founder, St. Stephen, is said to have settled in the valley of Siurêt near Limoges in 1076, but Martène considers that the origin of the order cannot be placed earlier than about 1100. The Order of Grandmont has been claimed by both Benedictines and Canons Regular as a branch of their respective institutes, although the Grandmontines always main-
tained that they formed a distinct order. Mar-
tène considers that St. Stephen modelled his insti-
tution upon the life of the mortui carthusiani. The “Rule of Stephen” was compiled at the request of the fourth prior, Etienne de Lecia, by Hugh of La-
certa, and embodies the customs of Grandmont some 20 or 30 years after St. Stephen’s death. The founder himself left no authentic writings. His maxim was: “There is no rule save the Gospel of Christ” as this was the basis of all rules, to practise its morality was to fulfil all the duties of a good religious. The early Grandmontines were noted for their extreme austerity. Poverty was most strictly observed; the rule forbade the possession of lands, cattle, revenue, or improper churches. Begging was only permitted when there was no food in the house, and then the local bishop was first to be informed of their state. The law of silence was also very severe, as were the rules of fasting and abstinence.

After the founder’s death in 1124 his disciples mi-
gated to the neighbouring rocky desert of Grandmont, owing to a dispute about the ownership of Muret. Under Etienne de Lecia the order spread rapidly, and in 1170 numbered sixty monasteries, mostly in Aquitaine, Anjou, and Normandy. Under his suc-
cessor, Bernard de Boschec, eighty new foundations were made, and the “bons hommes” were to be found in nearly every diocese of France. The influence of the Grandmontines reached its height in the twelfth century. Their holy austerity roused the admiration of all beholders, and the kings of England and France vied with one another in bestowing favours upon them. Henry II of England had the monastery rebuilt, and
Grand Rapids, Diocese of (Grandmormenhis), created 12 May, 1882, out of the Diocese of Detroit, and made to include the lower peninsula of the State of Michigan, U.S.A., north of the southern line of the Counties of Ottawa, Montcalm, Gratiot, and Saginaw, and west of the line of the Saginaw River, the City of Saginaw, Bay, and the adjacent islands, an area of 22,501 square miles. In this section there were then about 40,000 Catholics attended by 34 priests. There were 33 churches, 33 missions, 41 stations, 11 parish schools, and an orphan asylum. In the rural regions colonies of Belgians and emigrants from Holland had settled, with an admixture of Irish; to these Poles have since been added. Henry Joseph Richter, appointed the first bishop, was consecrated at Grand Rapids, 22 April, 1883. He was born at Neuenkirchen, Duchy of Oldenburg, Germany, 9 April, 1838, and ordained priest at Rome, 10 June, 1868. In 1849 he went to the United States, and his direction the diocese has progressed steadily in all directions. Several religious communities of men are located there: Franciscans (both Minorites and Conventuals), Fathers of the Holy Ghost, Redemptorists, and Premonstratensians. The religious communities of women are: Sisters of St. Dominic, Sisters of St. Mary, Little Sisters of September 19th (Mt. St. Joseph, Ohio), School Sisters of Notre Dame, Ursuline Sisters, Sisters of Charity (Emmitsburg), Sisters of Providence, Felician Sisters, Sisters of the Good Shepherd, Sisters of the Immaculate Heart of Mary, Franciscan Sisters of Christian Charity.

Statistics: Priests 133 (regulars 24); ecclesiastical students 60; churches with resident priests 91; missions with churches 92; stations 38; chapels 18; academies for girls 2; high schools 2, pupils 242; parish schools 66, pupils 13,565; orphan asylums 2, inmates 325; industrial schools 1, pupils 135; total being people under Catholic control 1,549; homes for aged poor 1; Catholic population 128,057.


Thomas F. Merhan.

Granjon, Henry. See Tucson, Diocese of.

Grant, Thomas, first Bishop of Southwark; b. at Ligny-les-Aires, Ardes, France, 25 Nov., 1816; d. at Rome, 1 June, 1870. He was the son of Bernard Grant, an Irishman who enlisted in the British army, became sergeant, and finally purchased a commission. His mother, Ann MacGowan, was also Irish by birth. In January, 1829, she was sent to Ushaw College, where he was educated until 1833, when he was sent to the Pius College at Rome. There he was ordained priest, 25 Nov., 1841, was created doctor of divinity and ap-
pointed as secretary to Cardinal Acton, a position in which he acquired a thorough knowledge of canon law, and an intimate acquaintance with the method of conducting ecclesiastical affairs at Rome. In October, 1844, at the early age of twenty-eight, he became rector of the English College, and was made agent for the English bishops. In this capacity he was of great assistance to Ullathorne, who was then negociating for the restoration of the English hierarchy. He also translated for Propaganda all English documents relating to the matter, and furnished the materials for the historical preface to the Decree of 1850. A year later, he was appointed to the new Diocese of Southwark, and was consecrated Bishop of London on 6 July, 1851. The step was considered by many as a strange one, but the new Bishop, as a stranger, was soon won over to the cause of Catholics and others. As the Government was shy of transacting business directly with Cardinal Wiseman, many negotiations were carried on by Dr. Grant, who was specially successful in obtaining from the Government the appointment of military and naval chaplains, as well as prison chaplains.

To the newly appointed hierarchy he was, as Bishop Ullathorne testified, most useful: "His acuteness of learning, readiness of resource and knowledge of the forms of ecclesiastical business made him invaluable to our joint committee at Rome, whether in his dispatches or in our yearly episcopal meetings; and his obligingness, his untiring spirit of work, and the expedition and accuracy with which he struck off documents in Latin, Italian, or English, naturally brought the greater part of such work on his shoulders." In the administration of his diocese, he proved himself to be the pioneer of organization, which was necessary in an age of rapid expansion, while the remarkable sanctity of his private life led to his being generally regarded as a saint, and caused Pius IX., when he heard of his death, to exclaim "Another saint in heaven!" The virtues of charity and humility in particular were practiced with a heroic degree. The last years of his life were spent in great suffering, caused by cancer, and when he set out to attend the Vatican Council at Rome in 1870, he knew that he would not return. He was appointed member of the Congregation for the Oriental Rites and the Apostolic Missions, but was too ill to take an active part in the proceedings. After death his body was brought back to England for burial. His works were a translation of the "Hidden Treasure" of Blessed Leonard of Port Maurice (Edinburgh, 1865), and "Meditations of the Sisters of Mercy before Renewal of Vows" (London, 1874).

EDWIN BURTON.

Granville, Antoine Perrenot de, known in history as CARDINAL DE GRANVILLE (Granville), was born in Orne in Franche-Comté, 20 August, 1517; d. at Madrid, 21 September, 1586. He was the son of Nicolas Perrenot, prime minister of Charles V., studied at Padua and Louvain, and at an early age was introduced by his father to political life. Ecclesiastical favours and benefices were showered upon the young man by his distinguished predecessor, who was archdeacon of Besançon, archdeacon of Cambrai, and was made Bishop of Arras in 1538 at the age of twenty-one. He resided very little in his diocese and lived at Bruges, where he had an active share in his father's political negotiations. He was charged with addressing the Council of Trent in the name of the emperor (9 Jan., 1543), and took an active part in all the important affairs of Charles V., e.g., the interview of Nice, the Peace of Crépy (1544), the Interim, and the marriage of Philip II with Mary Tudor of England. In 1550 he succeeded his father as keeper of the emperor's seal, but did not bear the title of chancellor. His influence continued to grow under Philip II. He was named Archbishop of Mechlin in 1559 and cardinal in 1561.

As member of the Council of State of the Low Countries he was the most valued counsellor of the regent, Margaret of Parma; apropos of this it must be remembered that when leaving the country Philip II recommended his sister to refer all important matters to one of his adherents, one of whom was Cardinal de Granville. He was in direct correspondence with the king, and freely judged and criticised the regent. So much power aroused the jealousy of the nobility, especially that of the Prince of Orange and the Comte d'Ergmont, the chief personages of the Low Countries, who were indignant at seeing Granville preferred before them. Every means was employed to stir up popular opinion against him, caricature, song, and pamphlet. The regent and even the king himself were besieged with protests. Finally the nobles declared that they would refrain from assisting at the Council of State as long as they should meet the cardinal there. The king, who believed it more to his advantage, made his favourite in the face of such stubborn and fierce hostility. Accordingly Granville was "authorized to visit his mother in Burgundy" (1564). He was never to see the Low Countries again, though on his departure he left behind his papers, books, and pictures, in the hope of a speedy return. He withdrew to his native Besançon, whence he continued to correspond with the king. By the latter he was sent to Rome in 1565, where he took an active part in the formation of the Holy League, which resulted in the celebrated victory of Lepanto. In 1571 the king named him viceroy of Naples, but he only held the post for a year and then returned to Rome. In 1577 Philip II offered to allow him to return to the Low Countries under Margaret of Parma, but the cardinal refused to return to a country which he had left under such humiliating circumstances, and where he could no longer be of use. The king then summoned him to Madrid (1579). At Madrid, as at Brussels, Besançon, Naples, and Rome, he was a faithful and valued counsellor, though towards the end his repute seems to have diminished. Having resigned from his Archdiocese of Mechlin, he received that of Besançon in 1584. He died at Madrid, and was buried in Besançon, but his remains were scattered during the French Revolution.

Comely of person, speaking seven languages, liberal, of an even disposition, unsavouringly faithful to his masters, possessing great political penetration, and of an astonishing activity, Granville was moreover a generous and enlightened patron of arts and letters. He has been reproached with avarice; in fact he was never satiated with riches and honours, but was unskilled in the art of gaining popularity. Exclusively preoccupied with the service of his masters, he scorned to win the affection of the multitude, and was as contemptuous of poverty as of wealth. His correspondence is an inexhaustible source of information concerning the history of the sixteenth century. It might almost be said, writes the celebrated archivist Gachard, that no minister ever wrote as much as the Cardinal de Granville. His historical influence has been edited partly in France by W. H. Le Sage, "Les papiers d'état de Granville" (9 vols., 1841-
52. partly in Belgium. "La correspondance du cardinal Granvelle" (12 vols., 4to, 1878-96), the first three volumes by E. Poullet, the remainder by Ch. Piat.

LyvqkJ. Mémoires pour servir à l'histoire du cardinal An-
tonio Trivulzio, 1845; (COURCHET, Histo-
rièr du cardinal de Granvelle (Paris, 1783); (GERLACH, P. II et Granvelle (Bruxelles, 1842); (GACHARD, Inventaires latins du cardinal de Granvelle, Madrid; IDEM, Inventaire des papiers trouvés à Bruxelles en Juil.

Le concile du cardinal de Granvelle en 1844, in Mémoire historiques concernant les Pays-Bas (Bruxelles, 1888); Wauters in Biographie nationale de Belgique, VIII; FERRIN, Histoire de Belgique, III. (1897).

GODEFROID KURTH.

Grappi. See THEODORUS AND THEOPHANES.

Grasse, François-Joseph-Paul, Count and Marques de Grasse-Tilly, lieutenant-general of the naval forces; b. near Toulon, 1723; d. at Paris, 11 January, 1788. His family was one of the oldest of the French nobility. His father, François de Grasse-Rouvill, Marques de Grasse, was a captain in the army. At the age of eleven, François-Joseph entered the naval service of the Knights of Malta (1734), and served during the Turkish and Moorish wars. In 1739 he entered the French navy, and, after serving on several vessels, was, in 1747, captured and taken prisoner to England, where he remained two years. Returning to France, he was made a lieutenant, and placed on the seniour during the Seven Years War, and under D'Acce in the East Indies. Promoted to captain in January, 1762, he received the brevet of Knight of St. Louis in 1764.

The treaty of alliance between France and the United States was signed 6 February, 1778. The first naval engagement after the signing of the treaty took place off Ushant, 27 July, 1778, between the French fleet under Count D'Orvilliers and the English under Admiral Keppel. Count de Grasse was in command of the "Robuste," and was severely engaged during the action, but was undamaged. He was promoted to the rank of rear-admiral, a fleet under Count d'Estaing, who was subsequently succeeded in command by Count de Guichen.

Returning to France, he was promoted to lieutenant-general des armées navales (admiral), and sailed from Brest for the West Indies on 24 March, 1781, with a fleet of 23 ships of the line and a large convoy under his command. He arrived off Martinique, 28 April, 1781, and next day had an engagement with the English fleet under Admiral Hood, which resulted in their withdrawal. In June, 1781, he captured the Island of Tobago, and then proceeded to Cape Français (now Cap Haitien), where he found awaiting him a French frigate bearing dispatches from Washington and Rochambeau, urging his co-operation in the proposed movement, by which it was hoped to strike a decisive blow at the British forces in Virginia. De Grasse acted promptly; the frigate that brought the dispatches was sent back to Newport, Rhode Island, and, by 15 August, Washington and Rochambeau knew of the intended coming of the fleet. Three thousand five hundred soldiers under command of Marques St. Simon were made on board and also a large sum of money, urgently needed by the Americans. On 30 August, 1781, De Grasse anchored in Lynn Haven Bay, just within the Capes of the Chesapeake, with 28 ships of the line. Three days before (27 August, 1781), the French squadron at Newport, consisting of four frigates and a troop of 3,000 men, sailed for the rendezvous, making a wide detour to avoid the English fleet then at New York. Immediately on learning of De Barras' departure, the English fleet under Admirals Graves and Hood sailed for the Chesapeake to intercept De Barras before he could join De Grasse. The English fleet arrived off the Chesapeake, 5 September, 1781. De Grasse got under way, went out to meet them, and, without bringing on a general engagement, managed his fleet so admirably that many of the English ships were very severely damaged. De Grasse kept the English fleet engaged for five days, and then returning found De Barras safely at anchor.

Graves returned to New York, and with him disappeared all hope of relieving or capturing the English forces at Yorktown under Lord Cornwallis. The siege of Yorktown continued, but the control of the sea made only one issue possible, and with the surrender of Lord Cornwallis on 19 October, 1781, the independence of the United States was virtually decided. On receiving the news of the surrender, Congress met on 13 December, 1781, and, on 20 October, 1781, the thanks of Congress were tendered to Washington, to Rochambeau, and to De Grasse. It was also voted to present to Rochambeau and to De Grasse two pieces of the field ordnance taken from the British at the capitulation of Yorktown, to be engraved with a short memorandum. The day after the capitulation Washington wrote to De Grasse: "The surrender of Yorktown, the honour of which belongs to your Excellency, has greatly anticipated (in time) our most sanguine expectations." On 5 November, 1781, De Grasse sailed from the Chesapeake, arrived under Lord Cornwallis on the 26th, January, 1782, he captured the Island of St. Kitts. On 8 April, 1782, the fleet under De Grasse was attacked by Admiral Rodney off Martinique, with no advantage resulting to either. On 12 April, however, the greatest naval battle of the century (known as the Battle of the Saints, from the adjacent islands of Les Saints) was fought. Both fleets engaged in desperate action, which lasted from daylight until after 6 p. m., when De Grasse's flagship, the "Ville de Paris," struck her colours after a brilliant but hopeless defence; the other ships of the fleet, except those captured, scattered and fled for safety.

After the surrender, De Grasse was taken by Rodney to Jamaica, and thence a prisoner to England, where he received a great deal of flattering attention, which he accepted with such complacency as to irritate his countrymen, by whom he was accused of not having maintained the dignity and reserve becoming one who had been vanquished. While a prisoner on parole in London he published a defence of his conduct of the battle, and accused his captains of disobedience, etc., blaming them for his defeat. In 1783, after peace was proclaimed, he returned to France. A court martial was ordered (1784), which entirely exonerated every officer from blame. In June, 1785, De Grasse was identified with the finding of the court, protested against it, and demanded a new trial. The minister of marine, in acknowledging the receipt of his protest, replied in the name of the king: "His Majesty, dissatisfied with your conduct in this respect, forbids you to present yourself before him." Withdrawn with disgust from the court, De Grasse went into retirement, and his public career was closed. Four years afterwards he died, 11 January, 1788.

He was married three times. His surviving children were driven into exile during the Revolution, and reached the United States. His son, Count Alexander de Grasse, Marques de Tilly, was appointed by the United States Government engineer of Georgia and the Carolinas, and a pension of one thousand dollars a year was bestowed on his daughters. Two of the daughters died of yellow fever at Charleston, South Carolina, Co. Militiamen, b. at Mount Vernon, long a resident of New York. She left two sons and five daughters; the daughters married leading merchants of New York.

BANCROFT, History of the United States; WINSLOW, Narrative and Critical History of America (New York, 1868); MACCABEE, Imperial Dictionary of Universal Biography; TAYLOR'S Cyclopedia of American Biography (New York, 1889); MAHAN, The Influence of Sea Power upon History (Boston, 1894);
GRÄSSL

John Fury.

Grässl, Lorenz, Coadjutor-elect of Baltimore; b. at Riemannsfelden, Bavaria, 18 August, 1753; d. at Philadelphia, U. S. A., October, 1793. He was a novice of the Society of Jesus at the time of its suppression and was subsequently ordained priest. In 1787 he left his native land for the American mission at Father Farmer's invitation, and in March, 1787, he was given charge of the German members of St. Mary's congregation in Philadelphia, and of the Catholics scattered through New Jersey. He spent a year in Philadelphia and a year in Baltimore, that time becoming noted for his learning, zeal, and piety. When it became necessary, owing to the spread of the Faith, to appoint a coadjutor to Bishop Carroll of Baltimore, Father Grässl was chosen for the office and the petition for his appointment was formally made to Rome, 26 September, 1793. The petition was not granted by Pope Pius VI. Grässl thus being the first German-born Catholic appointed to a bishopric in the United States, but before the arrival of the Brief naming him titular Bishop of Samosota (8 Dec., 1793), Grässl had succumbed to yellow fever contracted while attending the victims of the plague which that year ravaged Philadelphia.


Blanche M. Kelly.

Grass, Paris de, master of ceremonies to Julius II and Leo X; b. at Bologna, about 1470; d. at Rome, 10 June, 1528. He was the nephew of Antonio de Grassi and Bishop of Tivoli. Cardinal Achille de Grassi, his brother, one of the confidential diplomats of Julius II, was appointed Archbishop of Bologna by Leo X, and died in 1523. In 1506 Paris de Grassi succeeded the famous Burchard, master of ceremonies to Alexander VI, and continued his function (ed. Thuanus, Paris, 1583–84). The portion of the diary written by de Grassi covers the closing years of Julius II and the pontificate of Leo X, and is a precious reference work for the historian. De Grassi was not a historian, merely a chronicler; with pedantic fidelity he jotted down the minutiae at all the pontifical ceremonies, trivial occurrences at the Court, the consistories and processions, the coming and going of ambassadors, journeys, etc. He had no political prejudices, though he shows that he had but small sympathy for France or for various curial dignitaries. His sole interest was ceremonial and court etiquette. Nevertheless his eye was alert to catch all that went on around him; in consequence we owe him quite a number of anecdotes that throw much light on the characters of the two popes. Moreover, being the almost inseparable companion of both popes on their journeys, e. g. of Julius II during his campaign against the Romans, he supplies us with many details that fill in or set off the narrative of the historian. Ordinarily his work offers more to the historian of Renaissance culture than to the student of ecclesiastico-political conditions. The sixteen manuscript copies of the “Diarium” are not all complete, the more important copies being those of the Royal Library at Vienna. Partial abbreviated editions are owing to Dörniger (Beiträge zur Geschichte der letzten sechs Jahrhunderte, 1882, 363) and to Frati (Bologna, 1886). Delicati (Il diario di Leone X, da P. de Grassi, Rome, 1884) edited a lengthy résumé of the work, with notes by Armellini. Some attribute to him an “Historia Leonis X” (Pott.

Grass Valley. See SACRAMENTO, DIocese OF.

Gratian, Roman Emperor, son of Valentinian I; b. at Sirmium, 359; d. at Lyons, 383. Before he attained his ninth year he received the purple robe and diadem, with the title of Augustus; and on the death of his father (375) he became Emperor of the West. His half-brother, Valentinian II, an infant, was associated with him in the title. He fixed his residence at Trier, and devoted himself to the advancement of the Alamanthe, whom he routed in the great battle of Colmar (378). His colleague in the east, Valens, was, however, defeated and slain by the Goths in the same year at the battle of Adrianople. Gratian, feeling himself unequal to the task of governing the whole realm alone, assigned the eastern provinces to Valens (382). Up to this time he had shown himself to be a wise ruler and a brave and skilful general, but now he began to neglect his duties and to devote himself to hunting and other sports. A rebellion which arose in Britain under Maximus, one of his generals, spread into Gaul. Gratian, who was residing at Paris, retired to Lyons, and was there treacherously slain (25 Aug., 383). Gratian's reign marks a distinct epoch in the transition of the empire from paganism to Christianity. At the time of his accession (375) he refused the insignia of pontifex maximus, which even Constantine and the other Christian emperors had always accepted. At the instance of St. Ambrose, who became his chief adviser, he caused the statue of Victory to be removed from the senate house at Rome (382). In this same year he abolished all the privileges of the pagan pontiffs and the grants for the support of pagan worship. In the year 385, during his absence in Gaul, the pagans struck the Consul Titus Flavius Theodoricus with a poisoned arrow. His skilful policy was one of toleration, he made apastophy a crime punishable by the State (383). It was for Gratian that St. Ambrose wrote his great treatise “De Fide”.

Alland, Le Christianisme et l'Empire Romain (Paris, 1888); de Broglie, Saint Ambroise (Paris, 1890); Gibson, Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (London, 1815), xxv–xxvi; Trier, Das westromische Reich, besonders unter den Kaiser, Gratian, Valentinian II. und Maximin (Berlin, 1865); Tillemont, Hist des Empereurs (Paris, 1701), V, 186–88, 705–26; Baudrillart, Histoire de la dern. partie du moyen age (Paris, 1835); Bousset, La fin du paganisme (Paris, 1891).

T. B. Scanell.

Gratian, Jerome, spiritual director of St. Teresa and first Provincial of the Discalced Carmelites; b. at Valladolid, 6 June, 1545; d. at Brussels, 21 Sept., 1614. The son of Diego Gracian de Aldorette, secretary to Charles V and Philip II, and of Jane de Antisco, daughter of the Judge of the Royal Court, he received his early education in his native town and at the Jesuit College in Madrid. He afterwards studied philosophy and theology at Alcalá where he took his degrees and was ordained priest in 1569. The position of his family, his talents and virtues would have opened for him the door to the highest dignities, but, having become acquainted with
some Teresian nuns, he took the habit of the Discalced Carmelites at Pastrana, 25 March, 1572, under the name of Jeromé of the Mother of God. Even during his novitiate he was employed in the direction of souls and the administration of the convent, and the immediately after his profession (28 March, 1573), was nominated pro-vice-apostolic of the Calced Carmelites of the Province of Andalusia. This province, which for many years had given trouble, resented the nomination of one who had only just entered the order, and offered a stubborn resistance to his regulations, ecclesiastical faculties, had been confirmed and almost entirely by the Nuncio Homaneto. In virtue of these same faculties Gratian founded a convent of Discalced Carmelites at Seville, of which he became prior, and approved of the establishment of several other convents of friars as well as of nuns.

The chapter of 1575, listening to the complaints of the Andalusians, decided to dissolve the reformed convents, but the nuncio gave Gratian fresh powers, and for a while the reform continued to spread. Homaneto was succeeded by Segúa (June, 1577), who, prejudiced by false rumors, turned against the followers of St. Teresa. Gratian's ecclesiastical censures and remonstrances were rejected by the bishop of Alcalá, and the other leading members of the reform suffered similar punishments, until at length Philip II intervened. The next chapter general (1580) granted the Discalced Carmelites canonical approbation, and Gratian became their superior. Ever since he had first met St. Teresa (1575), he had remained her disciple, to whom, at the command of Our Lord, she made a personal vow of obedience, while Gratian in all his works guided himself by the lights of the saint. In her books and in numerous letters she bears testimony to their agreement in spiritual as well as administrative matters; they were also at one in favouring the active life, the care of souls, and missionary work. After St. Teresa's death a party, calling themselves zelanti, came into prominence, with Nicholas Doria at their head, whose ideal of religious life consisted in a rigid observance of the rule to the exclusion of exterior activity. Although St. John of the Cross and other prominent men were on Gratian's side, the opposite party came into office in 1585, and Gratian was charged with having introduced mitigations and novelties. In order to give effect to his views Doria introduced a new kind of government which concentrated all power, even in details, in the hands of a committee under his own presidency, so that the opposition, greater still that of the nuns, who resented any interference in their affairs. Through the instrumentality of St. John of the Cross and Father Gratian, the nuns obtained from Rome approval of St. Teresa's constitutions, whereupon Doria resolved to exclude the nuns from the order. He also understood that so long as the opposition was being led by Gratian (St. John of the Cross having meanwhile died) the new government could never come into force. On pretext, therefore, that his writings reflected unfavourably on the superiors, Gratian was summoned to Madrid, and, although taken against him having been materially altered by a personal enemy, he—the director and right hand of St. Teresa, the soul of her reform, and for ten years its superior—was expelled from the order on 17 February, 1582. This sentence, based on falsified evidence, was confirmed by the nuncio, the nuncio, by the authorities at Rome, who commanded Gratian to enter some other order.

The Carthusians, Capuchins, and the Dominicans would not receive him, but the Augustinians consented to employ him in the foundation of some reformed convents. The ship, however, which was to carry him from Gaeta to Rome, was taken by pirates and made prisoner. Working among the Christian slaves in the bagnio at Tunis, he strengthened those who were wavering, reconciled apostates at the risk of his life, and liberated many with the alms he succeeded in collecting. After eighteen months' captivity he obtained his freedom and returned to Rome. Clement VIII, to whom on a former occasion he had revealed secrets made known to him in confidence, hearing of his works and sufferings, exclaimed: "This man is a saint", and caused the process of expulsion to be examined and the sentence to be rescinded (6 March, 1596). But, as his return to the Discalced Carmelites would have revived the former dissensions, Gratian was affiliated to the Calced Friars with all the honours and privileges, and took part in the trial of the Reform. He was sent to Ceuta and Tetuan to preach the Jubilee (1600–1605), proceeded afterwards to Valladolid to assist his dying mother, and was finally called to Brussels by his friend and protector, Archduke Albers (1606). There he continued a life of self-abnegation and apostolic zeal. Buried in the chapter-house of the Calced Carmelites at Brussels, his remains were repeatedly transferred, but finally lost during the Revolution.

The list of Gratian's writings in Latin, Spanish, and Italian fills eighteen columns in A. Asín Palacios, Catálogo (Madrid, 1783), 576 sq.; the works printed during his lifetime and immediately after his death have become exceedingly rare. Among them are the last years the Franciscan biography (Peregrinaciones de Anasástio, Burgo, 1605), and his Compendio de la vida y escritos de St. Teresa (Diálogos, 1647), while some other important manuscripts are ready for publication. Besides these sources see St. Teresa, Book of Foundations, nos. 279–302, 323, 326–336, 430, 436, 470, which show the connection of her writings and the annotations by various editors; Biblia et Carmel. I, 645; Gregorii de St. Joseph, Le P. Gratian et ses juges (Rome, 1903); also Homaneto, cited.

B. ZIMMERMAN.

Gratian (Gratianus), Johannes. —The little that is known concerning the author of the "Concordantia discordantiorum canounum", more generally called the "Decretum Gratiiani", is furnished by that work itself, its earliest copies, and its twelfth-century "summes" or abridgments. Gratian was born in Italy, perhaps at Chiusi, in Tuscany. He became a Carmelite monk (some say a Benedictine), and taught at Bologna in the monastery of St. Felix and Nabor. Later, it was said that he was a brother of Peter Lombard, author of the "Liber Sententiarum", and of Peter Comestor, author of the "Historia Scholastica". Medieval scholars united in this way, by a fictitious kinship, the three great contemporaries who seemed as the fathers of canon law, theology, and Biblical history. It is no less false to assert that he was a bishop. Nor is it certain at what time he compiled the "Decretum". It did not exist previous to 1139; it contains 1259 chapters of the Sentences, and was held in that year. A common opinion places its completion in 1151. Recent research, however, points to 1140, or to a date nearer thereto than to 1151. The "Decretum" was certainly known to Peter Lombard, for he makes use of it in his "Liber Sententiarum". Gratian died before the Third Lateran Council (1179), some say as early as 1160. It is not certain that he died at Bologna, though in that city a monument was erected to him in the church of St. Petronius. He is the true founder of the science of canon law. See Corpus Juris Canonici; Decretals, Papal.


A. VAN HOEY.

Gratianopolis, a titular see in Cessareas Mauratania, Africa. This city does not figure in the list of the bishoprics of the province preserved in a document of the sixth and seventh centuries, unless it be
Gratian (van Graafl, Oehtwin, humanist; b. 1475 at Holtwick, near Coesfeld, Westphalia; d. at Cologne, 22 May, 1542). He belonged to an impoverished noble family, and was accordingly received in the house of his uncle Johannes van Graafl at Deventer (wherefore he generally called himself Daventrensis), and was raised with the love and care of his wife. He received his first scientific instruction from the renowned Alexander Hegius. In 1501 he went to the University of Cologne to pursue his philosophical studies. As a member of the Kuyk Burse he became licentiate in 1505, magister in 1506, and professor artium in 1507. His salary as professor being insufficient, he accepted the position of skilled adviser and corrector in the world-famous Quintell printing establishment, where many classical authors of the Middle Ages were published under his direction. These, according to usage, he provided with introductions and rhymed dedications. As a disciple of Hegius he naturally took part in the factionalism and a devoted adherent of Peter of Ravenna; he also enjoyed the friendship of the most prominent scientific minds of his time. But things soon changed. He was attacked bitterly by the younger intellectual element, especially their leader, Hermann von dem Busche, on account of his taking the part of the Cologne University theologians and the Dominicans on the occasion of the Reuchlin controversy, as well as on account of his Latin translations of various writings of the Jewish convert, Pfefferkorn. Gratian had at that time just finished a literary tournament with von dem Busche, and had been the laughing-stock of the literary world by the venomous "Epistola obscurorum virorum", his adversaries succeeding in vilifying him from both the moral and scientific standpoint, denouncing him as a drunkard and guilty of other vices, and as an incompetent Latin and Greek scholar. This procedure was effective from the fact that he ignored attacks, and did not defend himself from the beginning. He only attacked his offenders when Leo X excommunicated the author, readers, and disseminators of the "Epistola" (1517). His defence, entitled "Lamentationes obscurorum virorum", was very weak and missed its mark, so that the portrayal of his character remained distored up to modern times and it is only of late that due credit is given. In 1520 he was ordained to the priesthood and devoted himself thenceforth entirely to literary work. The magnus opus of his literary activity is: "Fasciculus rerum expetendarum ac fugiendarum" (Cologne, 1535), a collection of sixty-six more or less weighty treatises of various authors on ecclesiastical and profane history, dogma and canon law, compiled to expose the noxious elements in the Church's organisation, and prepare a way for a future council to remedy them. It has been wrongly claimed that this work, put on the index on account of its anticlerical tendency, was not from the pen of Gratius.

Gratry, Auguste-Joseph-Alphonse, French priest and writer; b. at Lille, 30 March, 1803; d. at Montreux, Switzerland, 7 February, 1872. After brilliantly finishing his classical studies, he entered the polytechnic school at Paris. At the end of his course, (1828), he went to Strasburg, spent some months at the convent of Bischenberg, and decided to become a priest. He was ordained at Strasbourg on 22 December, 1832, and remained there for several years with Bautain. In 1841, Gratry became director of the Collège Stanislas in Paris, but, in 1846, accepted the position of chaplain of the "Ecole normale supérieure". It was then that he published his first work: "Demandes et réponses sur les devoirs sociaux". When Vacherot, director of studies at the Ecole normale, published the third volume of his "Histoire de l'Ecole d'Alexandrie", a polemic took place between him and Gratry; Vacherot was obliged to leave the school, and Gratry himself resigned his charge one year later (1851). After a year spent at Orléans as vicar-general of Bishop Dupanloup, Gratry united his purpose with Abbé Pélissot, in Paris, for the restoration in France of the Oratory under the name of Oratoire de l'Immaculée Conception. In 1863, Gratry was appointed professor of moral theology in the faculty of theology of Paris; and in 1867 he was elected a member of the French Academy, succeeding Barante. In the "fauteuil" occupied by Voltaire. At the time of the Council of the Vatican (1870), he declared himself against the papal infallibility in several letters, edited under the title: "Monseigneur d'Evêque d'Orléans et Monseigneur l'Archevêque de Malines". These were condemned by the Bishop of Strasbourg, and Gratry, who had already lived for almost ten years outside of his community and had been publicly reproved by his superior in 1869 for his participation in a certain association, formed under the name of the International League for Peace, had to sever his connexion with the Oratory. After the proclamation of papal infallibility, Gratry gave his full and sincere adhesion to the dogma, and, when Archbishop Guibert had taken possession of the See of Paris in December, 1870, he wrote him a character a public letter wherein he retracted all that he had written against the infallibility of the pope. He was then suffering from an abscess on the neck; he went to Montreux, near the Lake of Geneva, and died there in 1872. Among the chief works of Gratry, besides those already named are: "Une Etude sur la sophistique contemporaine, ou Lettre à M. Vacherot" (Paris, 1851); "De la Connaissance de Dieu" (2 vols., Paris, 1853); "Logique" (2 vols., Paris, 1855); "De la Connaissance de l'âme" (2 vols., Paris, 1858); "La Philosophie du Credo" (1861); "Les Sources" (1862); "Commentaire sur l'Evangile de Saint Matthieu" (2 vols., 1863); "Les Sophistes et la Critique" (Paris, 1864); "Henri Pereyve" (Paris, 1866); "La Morale et la Loi de l'Histoire" (2 vols., Paris, 1868); "Les Sources de la Régénération sociale" (a reprint with some changes of his first work); "Soubrements de ma Jeunesse" (1874); "Meditations inédites" (1874).

Gratry exercised a great influence during his life by his personality — distinguished for greatness of thought, generosity of heart, and optimistic enthusiasm — and, after his death, by his works. In the last twenty years his books have been frequently reprinted. Among those who came under his influence, we may mention especially, Charles and Adolphe (later Car.
Gratz, Peter Aloys, schoolmaster and exegete, b. 17 Aug., 1769, at Mittelberg, Allgäu, Bavaria; d. at Darmstadt, 1 Nov., 1849; received his elementary training in the monastic school at Füssen, studied classics in Augsburg, and in 1788 entered the clerical seminary at Dillingen, to take up the study of philosophy and theology. His student years were characterized by deep piety and an intense love of study. After his ordination to the priesthood, in 1792, he held the office of private tutor, and in 1796 was placed in charge of the church of Unterstahlheim, near Honau, on the Rhine. In spite of his manifold parochial duties he found time to prepare several textbooks and other small works on Christian instruction, for use in elementary schools. Besides, being of a literary turn of mind and urged, no doubt, by the spirit of the age, he at the same time turned his attention to other occupations, choosing for his special field of labour New Testament exegesis. In 1812 he published "Neuer Versuch, die Entstehung der drei ersten Evangelien zu erklären" (Stuttgart, 1812), in which he adopted the hypothesis of a Hebrew original as the basis of one of the synoptic Gospels. The learning and critical skill exhibited in this work attracted the attention of scholars, and won for him on 28 September of the same year the chairs of Greek language and Biblical hermeneutics in the University of Ellwangen. Recognizing his abilities and future usefulness, the University of Freiburg, in 1813, conferred on him the doctorate in theology.

During his professoriate in Ellwangen he published: (1) "Kritische Untersuchungen über Justins apostolische Denkwürdigkeiten" (Stuttgart, 1814); (2) "Ueber die Interpolationen in dem Briefe des Apostels Paulus an die Römer" (Ellwangen, 1814); (3) "Ueber die Gerechtigkeit der Freibier, die ehemaligen Katholiken in der Erklärung der Schrift nüsst man" (Ellwangen, 1817); (4) "Dissertatio in Pastorem Hermá", in "Constanzer Archiv", 1817, II, 224 sqq. On the amalgamation of the University of Ellwangen with that of Tübingen, in 1817, he accompanied the theological faculty thither, and continued his lectures on hermeneutics. Here he published his "Kritische Untersuchungen über Martin Luthers Evangelien" (1818), and was, in cooperation of his friends Drey, Herbst, and Hirscher, founded in 1819 the Tübingen "Theologische Quartalschrift", a publication which from its inception has enjoyed an uninterrupted existence.

The same year he received an invitation to the chair of Sacred Scripture in the newly created faculty of theology in the University of Bonn. His reputation attended him here, and he lectured with great success. This, however, was of short duration. The university, though now free from the Rationalism and Febronianism which characterized the first period of its existence, was gradually undergoing the influence of a new movement known as Hermeneuticism, the originator of which was Georg Hermes, professor of theology and an intimate friend of Gratz. The high reputation of Hermes, the popular character of his lectures, as well as the fact that they were devoted to the examination of the philosophical systems of Kant and Fichte, inclined him to retire with the latter and to become his friend and associate himself with the new movement. The step was a fatal one. He regretted it deeply and desired to abandon his position in the university. All efforts to this effect failed, however, and at the instance of his more trustworthy friends he continued to lecture at Bonn till 1822. He remained a member of its theological faculty till 1826, and in 1828 was called to Trier, there to become a member of the municipal council and also of the school board. His success in this new field of activity was remarkable. He devoted all his time and energy to the reorganization of the studies, and in placing the school on a higher and more economical ground than they had hitherto endured. While in Bonn he published: (1) "Apologet des Katholizismus, Zeitschrift für Freunde der Wahrheit und der Bruderliebe" (Mainz, 1820–24, 9 fasc.); (2) "Novum Testamentum graeco-latini" (Tübingen, 1820; Mainz, 1827); and (3) "Kritischer Commentar über das Evangelium des Matthäus" (Tübingen, 1821–23). This commentary, owing to the extensive use the author made of Protestant works, was severely attacked by Binterim and Görres. Gratz replied in the sixth fascicle of his "Apologeten", while his friends published in his defence "Drei öffentliche Stimmen gegen die Angrijfe des Pastors Binterims und des Professors Gratz, nebst drei Beilagen" (Bonn, 1825). He also undertook the continuation of the "Thesaurus juris ecclesiasticus" of Aug. Schmidt, S.J., which, however, remained unfinished.

Schwoquer in Aligam, deu. Beroer, IX, 602: HETZER, Nomenclator; WERNER, Gesch. d. kath. Theologie, 206, 401, 494, 528; Theologische Quartalschr. (Tübingen, 1824), 293, 318, 454–505; Katholik, XIV (1824), 18–29.

Joseph Schroeder.
1700 he returned to the Illinois mission. In 1705 the ungrateful Peorias attacked and cruelly wounded the missionary. An arrow-head imbedded in his arm could never be extracted even by surgeons in Paris. In 1708 Gravier returned to Louisiana, where he died of his wound that same year.


LIONEL LINDSAY.

Gravin, DOMINIC, theologian; b. in Sicily, about 1573; d. in the Minerva, at Rome, 26 Aug., 1643. He entered the Dominican Order at Naples, and made his classical and sacred studies in the order's schools. As professor of theology in the Dominican college of St. Dominico in Naples, and later (1638) in the schools of his order, he became the most celebrated theologian of his time in Italy. He was made master of sacred theology by a general chapter of the order held at Rome in 1608, and then became dean of the faculty of the theological college of Naples. In the pulpit also he gained great renown, and was frequently called upon to conduct Lenten courses and to preach before Pope Paul V. He displayed, moreover, a tireless activity in the administrative offices of prior and provincial in his own province, and of procurator general and vicar-general of the entire order. During his time, the duties of these two offices, to the latter of which he was raised by Pope Urban VIII, who had caused the general to be removed, he was also Master of the Sacred Palace. Of his many writings on theological subjects, chiefly of an apologetic character, a large number have never been published. Of the published works the most important are: "Catholicae praescriptiones adversus omnes haereticos" (7 vols., Naples, 1619-39); "Pro sacro ordine sacramento vindicium orthodoxorum" (Naples, 1634; Cologne, 1638); "Apologeticus adversus novatorum calumnias" (Naples, 1629; Cologne, 1638); "Lapis Lydia ad discernendas vera et falsa revelationibus" (2 vols., Naples, 1638), a mystical writing.


ARTHUR L. McMahan.

Gravina, Giovanni Vincenzo, Italian jurist and titolare of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; b. at Rogliano, Calabria, 21 January, 1664; d. at Rome, 6 January, 1718. At the age of sixteen years he went to Naples to study Law at the Greek, but the following year he was expelled. He went to Rome in 1689, where he taught civil and canon law. He had just been called to an important chair of law at the University of Turin when he was attacked by the illness of which he died. The jurist studied to which he devoted himself with more ardour than taste did not cause him to forget poetry. In 1690 he was co-founder, under the name of Opico Erimanto, of the "Academia degli Arcadi" of Rome, specially devoted to poetry. Later he quarrelled with the members of this academy, and tried unsuccessfully to establish an "Anti-Arcadia". The freedom with which he spoke of those who were entertained of himself, and the scorn he exhibited for many literary persons, made him many enemies. But he had the merit of having been the patron of the poet Metastasio. His work on canon law: "Institutiones canonice" (Turin, 1732, 1742, etc.; ed., Rome, 1832) is a clear, but very elementary handbook. His chief work on civil law is "Origo juris civilis libri tres" (Naples, 1701, 1713; Venice, 1730). This was translated into French under the title "Esprit des lois romaines" (Paris, 1775). Another work is "De imperio Romanorum libri singularis", published in the editions of his "Origo juris civilis" from 1770 on, and preserving in its modern working form the desiderations of mention: "Delle antiche favole" (Rome, 1696); "Della Ragione Poetica libri due" (Rome, 1709; Naples, 1718); "Tra-

gedie cinque" (Naples, 1712); "Orationes et Opuscula" (Naples, 1715; Utrecht, 1717); "Della tragedia libro uno" (Naples, 1715).

NICHOLAS, Mémoires pour servir à l'histoire des hommes illustres (Paris, 1754), XXVII, 525 sq.; PASSERI, Le Gravina in Raccolta di opuscoli scientifici e filos. (Venice, 1768); SCHULTZ, Geschichte der Quellen und Literatur der deutschen Reichs (Stuttgart, 1878-1880), III, 501; SCHRECK in Kirchenlexicon, s. v.

A. VAN HOVE.

Gravina and Montepeloso, Diocese of (Gravinensis et Montis Pelusii)—Gravina is a town in the Province of Bari (Southern Italy) on a river of the same name, since the ninth century an episcopal see, suffragan of Acerra and Matera. In 1818 it was united to the diocese of Acerra, now called Montepeloso. It dates back to the twelfth century (some say the fourteenth) and was suffragan of Potenza. Montepeloso is situated on a hill in the Province of Potenza. In 1975 it was defended against the Saracens; in 999 Gregorio Tracomonte, a native of Bari, defeated there the Byzantines. The cathedral of Gravina treasures in a splendid reliquary an arm of St. Thomas of Becket obtained by Bishop Roberto in 1179. The first known Bishop of Gravina is Leo; other bishops of note are: Samaude (1215), who built at his own expense the church of the Madonna di Altamura, afterwards an archbishop of Benevento; G. a. ex. e. R. di Ercolano; Francesco Martino (1303), a Genoese nobleman, who founded the seminary, the church of the Madonna della Grazie, and the Capuchin convent; Domenico Cennini (1455), who built the episcopal residence; Fra Domenico Valvassori (1866), a patron of learning and founder of an "academia teologiae". The united dioceses, directly subject to the Holy See, contain 9 parishes and 28,000 souls, 7 convents for women, and 2 girls' schools.

CAPPELLUTTI, Le Chiese d'Italia (1870), XXX; PALMIERI-GRAVINA, La Casa Gravina (Palermo, 1888).

U. BENIGNI.

Gras, UNIVERSITY OF, located in the capital of the Province of Steiermark, owes its establishment to the Count-Reformation and the efforts of Archduke Karl von Steiermark, who, in 1584, requested Pope Gregory XIII to grant autonomous university privileges to the city of Graz, which had been founded in 1326 and was already possessed of a theological and philosophical school. The documents of the archducal foundation and of papal recognition are dated 1 January, 1585. The latter, however, was not made public until 15 April, 1586, the occasion being the dedication exercises of the institution as a university, and it bore the signature of the new pope, Sixtus V. The letter of recognition of Emperor Rudolf II followed soon after. The archduke endowed the seat of learning with a yearly income and set aside for its benefit a certain proportion of the products yielded by Government lands. The papal Bull directed the Jesuits in charge to give public instruction in theology, philosophy, the liberal arts, as was customary in other advanced schools of a similar character. The first scholastic year of the university began in 1586.

Subsequent to the Count-Reformation, Archduke Ferdinand signed on behalf of the institution which his father had created a second document of foundation, in which he confirmed its purpose as set forth in the original decree, declaring it to be "the service of the Holy Roman Catholic Religion", and placed it on a solid material basis. He enriched it with new buildings, and provided for the ecclesiastical supremacy of Mühlstatt, in Carinthia, and of other estates of the Crown, including the right of independent jurisdiction and exemption from the
payment of duties and taxes. He obtained from Pope Clement VIII a confirmation of the Mühlstätt guild, on which the college of Graz had been given diocesan rights over the whole of that principality. He founded a bursa for poor students, which was called the Ferdinandeum. Another and similar foundation was the Josephinium, which was raised by private subscriptions (1743–49). It was not long before the cathedral chapter of Salzburg claimed for itself diocesan powers in the district of Mühlstatt; but a settlement was reached at a trial held in 1659, whereby on the one hand the ordinarie powers and independent jurisdiction of the college of Graz were recognized, while on the other certain concessions were made to the Diocese of Graz. Proceedings with the Kärnten authorities regarding the exemption of the Mühlstatt district from property taxes, which proceedings lasted more than one hundred years, resulted in a defeat for the Jesuit Order in 1755. This institution of Graz was the Jesuits' centre of activity in their labours for the reclaiming of Steiermark to Catholicity. Here was prepared all the material necessary for such a mission, here Catholic influence found a new source of strength in the founding of academic sodalities of Mary and other societies of like import. Its school festivals were celebrated with drama, oratory as well as profane oratorio, and with farces and comedies in Latin and German, which were produced in the college theatre. The chief aim of these plays was to awaken sentiments of faith and patriotism, and they formed a notable addition to the dramatic literature of the day.

As early as the year 1803, Georg Stobäus von Palmburg, Bishop of Lavant, advocated the further broadening of the University of Graz by the addition to its staff of a faculty of jurisprudence. But though negotiations were undertaken to this end between the institution and the Government, the former's insistence on this faculty should remain unimpaired caused these negotiations to be suspended until the dissolution of the Jesuit Order. After the establishment, in Graz, of private courses in jurisprudence outside of the university, and the execution of a reform in theological and philosophical studies by the appointment of State Directors of Studies and the altering of examination methods, the university was placed in 1760 under the supervision of a State Commission of Studies designated for this purpose, and therefore lost almost entirely its monastic character of the Josephine period. The year 1773 proved to be, owing to the reception of the Jesuits in the last school year, the last year of the Jesuit college at Graz. The university became a State institution, its material possessions were seized upon for the public treasury, and its course of instruction was remodelled to conform with that laid down by the newly-established imperial Commission of Studies for the University of Vienna. The winter of 1778 saw the inauguration of a faculty of jurisprudence which consisted of two professors, while higher instruction in medicine was likewise introduced, which received gradual development. At the end of 1782 Joseph II issued a decree converting the university into a lyceum with four faculties and the right to award degrees in theology and philosophy. The number of instructors was restricted to twelve. But the Lyceum of Graz recovered in the summer of 1827 its former rank and name as a university, through a grant of the Emperor Francis. Its faculty of philosophy grew steadily, and a duly organized faculty of medicine was established by an imperial decree of 1863. The Alma Mater Graecensia has since then occupied the third place among the institutions of learning in German-speaking Austria. The technical high school which had been founded in 1814 was taken over by the State in 1874.

Karl Hoeber, "Geschichte der Karl-Franzens-Universität in Graz" (1896).

Great Falls, Diocese of (Great-Fellsmen), created by Pope Pius X, 18 May, 1904, comprises the following counties in the State of Montana: Carbon, Cascade, Chouteau, Custer, Dawson, Fergus, Park, Rosebud, Sweet Grass, Valley, and Yellowstone. It is in the eastern part of the State of Montana, U. S. A. Total area is 361,418 square miles.

The titular city, Great Falls, is most appropriately named, as the Missouri River at this point falls 533 feet in a series of cascades, giving an equivalent of 340,000 h. p., and thus ranking next to Niagara, both in scenic beauty and mechanical value. This cheap power is utilized by large manufacturing plants—four mills, plaster mills, iron works, smelting and reduction works, etc. The annual output of one smelter alone is over 100,000,- 000 pounds of copper, with large quantities of gold, silver, and lead as by-products. Over 5,000,000 acres of rich farmland are tributary to the city; 1,000,000 acres being irrigated by the U. S. Reclamation Service and private enterprises.

The region adjacent to the city is also rich in minerals—copper, sapphires, gold, silver, lead, iron, gypsum, limestone, as well as bituminous coal (the output of this last for 1907 being 1,240,000 tons). Besides its importance as a manufacturing centre, Great Falls ranks next to Butte as the most populous city in Montana, and is generally regarded as pre-eminently the home city of the Rocky Mountain region.

In the year 1850 Father De Smet, S. J., and his companions were the first missionaries to celebrate the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass in the territory controlled by the Diocese of Great Falls. This notable event took place at Fort Benton, the head of navigation of the Missouri River, 2600 miles from its mouth, at its junction with the Mississippi. The Jesuit Fathers established missions to the Indians in Montana as early as 1841, and most of these missions are still in a flourishing condition. At St. Peter's Mission, which is now the mother-house of the Ursuline Order of Montana, 2732 baptisms of Indians were recorded in the Baptismal Register from 1855 to 1879. The early missionaries made many converts among the different tribes of Indians, and established among the white settlers a healthy Catholic influence the effects of which are still noticeable. The non-Catholics are respectful, and most generous in contributing towards the erection of churches and charitable institutions.

The Catholics are well represented in different sections of the city, in the social and commercial, as well as in the life of the community. The Very Rev. Mathias Clement Lenihan, vicar forane and missionary rector, of Marshalltown, Iowa, was appointed first Bishop of Great Falls, 20 May, and consecrated 21 September, 1904, at St. Raphael's Cathedral, Dubuque, Iowa. He was born 6 October, 1854, at Dubuque, Iowa, U. S. A., was educated at St. Joseph's College, Dubuque, where he

St. Ann's Cathedral, Great Falls, Montana
was a charter student and at St. John’s College, Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin, conducted by the Brothers of the Christian Schools, and made his theological studies at Sees Seminary, Montreal, Canada, where he was ordained priest 21 December, 1879. Bishop Lenihan was the first native of the State of Iowa to be raised to the priesthood. His first appointment was at Vail; his second, at Marshalltown, where he built, besides a school and church, the St. Thomas Hospital in memory of his brother, the late Rev. Thomas M. Lenihan, D.D., Bishop of Cheyenne, Wyoming. Immediately after his installation Bishop Lenihan devoted his energies to temperance reform, to the installation of a parochial school system, and to the erection of a cathedral. The fine cut-stone edifice which now serves as the cathedral of St. Thomas, was completed and dedicated, 15 December, 1907, to St. Anne, the mother of the Blessed Virgin. Two more churches are now building at Great Falls, as well as a large orphans’ home that will be conducted by the Sisters of Charity of Providence, who also have charge of Columbus Hospital and Maternity Home. The diocese is in a prosperous condition, both spiritually and materially. New parishes are being created and new churches are being erected in nearly every city.

Statistics.—At the creation of the diocese (1904) the Catholic population was 10,000; the number of the churches, 12 (12 diocesan, 8 regular). At present (1909) there is a Catholic population of 15,052; the number of clergy has doubled (24 diocesan, 8 regular); there are 45 churches, 44 stations, 9 chapels; 12 ecclesiastical students; 8 brothers; 98 religious women; 5 academies for young ladies (400 pupils); 5 parochial schools (630 pupils); 4 Indian schools (420 pupils); 4 hospitals (2,726 patients annually). The religious communities in the diocese include: Jesuit Fathers, four charges; Brothers of the Christian Schools (Province of Quebec); Sisters of Charity of Providence (Montreal, Canada), three charges; Sisters of Charity, Levant, Canada; Sisters of the Holy Humility of Mary (Ottumwa, Iowa); Daughters of Jesus; Ursuline Nuns, five charges.

PALLADINO, Italian and White in the Northwest (Baltimore, 1894); The Jesu Catholic Messenger, Des Moines, Iowa (1904); WILSTUCH, The Catholic Directory (Milwaukee, 1899). 

JOSEPH MEDIN.

Greece will be treated in this article under the following heads: I. The Land and the People; II. The Church in Greece before the Schism; III. The Orthodox Church in Greece; IV. Constitution of the Church of Greece; V. The Catholic Church in Greece; VI. Protestants and Other Sects; VII. The Church in Eastern Asia Minor.

I. THE LAND AND THE PEOPLE.—The Greeks are a people who appear first in history as separated in various small States, but bound together by a common language, religion and civilization, in the south of the Balkan Peninsula, the islands around, and the coast of Asia Minor opposite. For about three centuries these States attained a perfection in every form of civilization that gives them the first place in the history of Europe. Then the Greek idea—Hellenism—spread over Asia, Egypt, and westward to Italy. The original race gradually sinks in importance; the States have disappeared. But the power of the Greek language, Greek learning, Greek art never exhausted; the magic of the old memories still works in every age; while political changes cause the rise and fall of other governments, Hellenism never ceases from its conquests. The great Roman Empire, having become too unwieldy, is divided, and Greece gradually swells, half for nearly ten centuries again Greece reigns from Constantinople. The flood of Islam sweeps over the lands she had moulded; instead of destroying her, this brings her to fresh conquests across the distant West. Last of all, chiefly because of the magic of her name, the land where Helenism was born has succeeded in shaking off the tyrant and we have again a free Greece. But Hellas means more than this small country. It is the mighty force, undying,就是要回答的问题。Hellenism has evolved its own ideals, and, unbroken in its continuity for nearly thirty centuries, has moulded to its own likeness nearly every race it met. The barbarous tribes of Asia, Arabs, Egyptians and Slavs, Phoenicians and Italians, Wallachians and even some branches of the great Turkish race—this ideal in turn, learned to talk Greek and to call themselves Hellenes. And at the knees of this mother all Europe has stood.

It is not the object of this article to tell again the long story of Greece. One or two salient points only will clear the ground for an account of Christianity among this people.

First of all, what is Greece?—The question may easily be answered now. The Conference of London, in 1831, and the Treaty of 1897 have arranged the frontier of the modern kingdom. In the past it is less easy to answer. Greece was not united as one State even in classical times; Alexander’s empire included all manner of nations; under Rome the scattered Greeks gradually learned to call themselves Romans. The only answer that can be given for any period is, that at any given time and in any given locality, any city where the people in the great majority spoke Greek, were conscious of being Greeks, was at that time at any rate a part of Hellas: Syracuse and Haliarnassos as much as Athens and Corinth. This only removes the question one step, since one now asks: What is a Greek? To demand evidence of pure descent from one of the original Dorian, Ionian, or Æolian tribes would be hopeless. It has been the special mission of Hellas to impose her language and ideals, even the consciousness of being a Greek, on other races. Of the enormous number of people since Alexander who spoke Greek and called themselves Greeks the great majority were children of Hellenised barbarians. Moreover districts were inhabited by mixed populations. The great towns—Antioch and Alexandria, for instance—were more or less completely Hellenised, while the peasants around kept the original language.

One must use the names Greek and Greece as comparative ones. Where a certain degree of Greek consciousness (shown most obviously in the use of the language) prevails, there we may call the people Greeks, more or less according to the measure of their absorption by Grecians. The objects covered by the term included in the modern kingdom and the islands, with colonies around the coast of Asia Minor, Sicily, Southern Italy, Northern Egypt, even Southern Gaul. Alexander (336–23 b. c.) upset these limits altogether. Himself a Hellenised Macedonian, descended from people whom the old Greeks certainly considered barbarians (though the Macedonians seem to have been akin to the Æolians), his empire spread the Greek ideal and language throughout Asia and Egypt. When Rome conquered Greece (146 b. c.) there was no longer any question of a Greek political nation. But the race goes on, and the language never dies. Constantine (A. D. 324–337) meant his new city to be Roman. But here, too, Hellenas gradually absorbed her conquerors. At least from the time of Justinian I (527–65) the Eastern Empire, in spite of its Roman name, must be counted a Greek State. The Byzantine period (roughly from 527 to 1453) is the direct continuation of the older Greek civilization. It is true that Byzantine civilization was influenced from other sides (from Rome and Asia Minor, for instance); but this would apply to the old Greek ideals too, on which Egypt, Persia, and Asia had their influence; it is the normal process of the
development of any civilisation to absorb foreign influences gradually, without breaking its own continuity. Only, in this period the centre of gravity has moved from Athens to Constantinople, and the characteristic of the Turkish conquest that it neither destroyed nor absorbed the races subject to the sultan. The difference of religion, involving in this case an entirely different kind of life and different ideals in everything, prevented absorption; and the subject Christians were too valuable to allow as tax-payers to be wiped out by the Arabs. So, after 1453, except for the loss of independence and the persecution in a more or less acute form that they suffered, the older European races in the Balkans went on as before. No doubt numbers of Greeks did apostatize, learn to speak Turkish and help to build up that artificial con- formity of the Turks and the Phanariot, but the enormous majority kept their faith in spite of grievous disabilities. They kept their language, too, and their consciousness of being Greeks. They never called themselves Turks (a word that in the Balkans is still commonly used for Moslem), nor thought of themselves as part of the Turkish State. They were Greeks (which is what their name Πρωταίοι really meant), their land was Greek still, though unhappily held by a foreign tyrant, for whose removal they never ceased to pray.

The real danger to the ideal of Greater Greece came, of course, the Balkans was not, is not now, the Turk, who remains always only an unpleasant incident in the history of these lands; it is the presence of other Christian races, Slavs, who dispute the Greek ideal with their languages and national feeling. Were it not for these Slavs we could count Greece as having absorbed Macedonia and Thrace by the time of Alexander, and as being nearly all the Balkans to the Danube ever since. But the Bulgars, the Serbs, the Wallachians—and Albanian too—are there with their languages and nations to oppose the "Great Idea" of which every Greek dreams. So we must still count Greece as a scattered and relative element among others. Under the Turk Constantinople was still the centre of this element. The oecumenical patriarch took the place of the emperor, his court, the Phanar, was the heart of Hellenism, where the purest Greek was spoken, the memory of the old Greek States most alive.

In the beginning of the nineteenth century the idea of Greece as a country, the other idea of Greece was the "phalanstereion", the Kephalaia and Aperiones, had kept up a ceaseless, if hopeless, rebellion against the pashas and kaimakams. In 1814 the "Hetairia Philike" was founded at Odessa, to work for the freedom of Asia Minor, in Constantinople and Salonica as much as in Attica and the Peloponnesus. The treaty that finally gave freedom only to the lower part of the peninsula was a bitter disappointment to thousands of Greeks still subject to the Turk. No doubt a more generous concession was impossible; but one must remember that the modern Kingdom of Greece is only a fraction of what has an equal right to the name of Hellas. The merchants of Smyrna and Salonica, the Phanariots of Constantinople, the peasants of Crete, and even of distant Cyprus, hang out the blue and white flag on feast days, talk Greek to their wives, and are justly jealous of any suggestions of other Greeks of Athens. Outside of "free Greece" (ἡ Δυνατὰ Ἐλλάδα), "captive Greece" (ἡ αγυμμάκεια Ἐλλάδα) waits and hopes. Of this scattered fatherland, considered as one country, whether now free or still capt-

ive, the real centre is still the Phanar at Constantinople. It is here, even more than at Athens, that the "Great Idea" of a Greece that shall cover the Balkans is cherished; and it was a time in the national spirit of the Phanariot, that the eyes of all Greeks are turned. King George, with his Danish family, takes his stipend and enjoys such slight authority as his turbulent Parliament allows him, but the head of the nation, as a Greek told Dr. Geiser in 1888, is not the king at Athens, but the ecumenical patriarch at Constantinople (Geiser, "Geistliches und Weltliches aus dem türk.-griech. Orient", Leipzig, 1900. See Fortescue, "The Orthodox Eastern Church", 240-244, 273-283.)

Something must be said about the name. The land and the people that we call Greece and Greeks are in their own language Hellas and Hellenes. "Greece" is a corruption of the Latin Hellenes and the Greek modifications (grieche, grece, grec, etc.) is used in all Western languages. Grecus is Γρακός, an older name for the people. Πρωταίοι was a mythical son of Thessalos. Or, since this should rather be understood as derived inversely (the person as an eponymous myth from the race), various other derivations have been proposed. Γρακός (a form Πρωταίοι also exists) is said to have meant originally "shaggy-haired", or "freeman", or "dweller in a valley" (W. Pape, "Wörterbuch der griechischen Eigennamen", 3rd ed., Brunswick, 1870, s. v. Πρωταίος). The first people so called were the inhabitants of Dodona in Epirus. After the common use of the other name, Helene, this one still survived. It occurs occasionally in classical writers; after Alexander it became common, especially among Greeks abroad (in Alexandria, etc.). From them it was adopted into Latin. But in Greek, too, it lasts through the Middle Ages as an alternative name for the Hellenes of classical times (Stephen of Byzantium, about A.D. 400: Πρωταίος, ἐ Ελλάς, quoted by Sophocles in "Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine Periods", New York, 1893, s. v. Πρωταίος). Latinists and other foreigners, as well as Greeks writing to such people, use it not seldom for any Greek, as "Grecus" in Latin.

The other names: Hellas (Ἑλλάς) and Hellenes (Ἑλλανες) are the classical ones. Hellas was a city of Pthiotis in Thessaly. From there the name Helene spread throughout Thessaly. Herodotus distinguishes in Thessaly the chief people, the "older Pe- roponnesians", the other Hellene. A modern telos of the Hellenes invaded that land under Dorus, son of Hel- len—another eponymous mythical hero (I, vi, cf. iviii). The elder Platys applies the name further: "From the neck of the Isthmus [going north] Hellas begins, which is called by our people Greca" ("Ab Isthis inter Hellenes ehoei, quos tiena "Greca" in ea prima Attice, antiquitus Acte vocata"—Nat. Hist., IV, vii). Long before the New Testament the names were used by every one in our sense of Greece and Greek. So in I Mach., viii, 9 and 18. Ελλάς occurs once (Acts, xx, 2), Ελλάνες many times (e. g., Rom., x, 12), in the New Testament. In the per- nomations of the Roman Empire neither Greca nor Hellen appears. The Peloponnesus and the land up to Thess- ally formed the Province of Achaea, then came Thess- salia and Epirus, then Macedonia and Thrace. But popular use kept the older name (e. g., Pausanias, VII, xvi); a Greek still called himself Ελλανες. As Christianity spread Helene began to suggest pagons—a worshipper of the Hellenic gods. Eventually this evil flavour absorbed the word altogether. In the Greek Fathers it always means simply "a heathen". St. Athanasius wrote a treatise against the heathen who called it "Ελλάς, not Ελλάνες; so all the others. Julian, in his hopeless attempt to revive the old gods, always uses it in this sense and makes the most of its honourable sound. But Christianity was stronger than the memory of Hellas, so from this time the name falls into discredit till quite modern times.
All through the Middle Ages Greeks called themselves 'Ῥωμαίοι,' meaning citizens of the Roman Empire brought by Constantine to his new capital. This strange adaptation of their conquerors' name lasted till the nineteenth century. Even now peasants call themselves 'Ῥωμαίοι,' and (except in towns and among schoolmasters) the Greek for "Do you speak Greek?" is Παλαιώνες; it was during the great revival of national feeling at the beginning of the nineteenth century that the classical name began to be used again, almost as a war-cry, by the people whose imagination was full of Pericles and Socrates. When the Morea, the islands, and part of the mainland succeeded in throwing off the Turk, the first provisional independent government naturally called its territory neither after the Turkish vilayets nor Roman province, but went back to the glorious name Hellas. And when things were settled by the London Conference, in 1832, the new kingdom was the Βασιλεία τῆς Ἑλλάδος, and Otto of Bavaria became (title unknown to history) Δῆμος τῶν Ἑλλήνων.

II. The Church in Greece Before the Schism (52-1054).—Greece possesses by the most undisputed right an Apostolic Church. St. Paul, in his second missionary journey (52-53, with Silas and Timothy), when he was at Troas in Asia Minor, saw the vision ("I pass over into Macedonia, and help us"); Acts, xvi, 9) that brought him for the first time to Europe. At Philippi in Macedonia he founded the first Christian Church on European soil (ibid., 12 sq.). Thence he came to Thessalonica (xvii, 1), Berea (xvii, 10), and, travelling southwards, to Athens (xviii, 15). Here he preached about "the unknown God" on the Areopagus (xvii, 22-31), and went on to Corinth (xviii, 1). At Corinth he was brought before Gallio, "proconsul of Achaia" (xviii, 12); from Cenchrea, the port of Corinth, he sailed back to Ephesus with Priscilla and Aquila (xviii, 18). In the third journey (54-58) he came again to Macedonia (about the year 57—Acts, xx, 1), thence "to Greece" (ἐν τῇ Ἑλλάδι, xx, 2), and stayed three months at Corinth (xx, 3), then back to Asia Minor (Troas) by Macedonia (xx, 4, 5). In all these places St. Paul preached, according to his custom, first to the colonies of Jews and then to Gentiles too; all he left Christian communities from which others in the neighbourhood were formed by his disciples: "I have planted, Apollo watered, but God gave the increase" (1 Cor., iii, 6). So that he could say: "From Jerusalem round about as far as unto Illyricum, I have replenished the gospel of Christ" (Rom., xv, 19). Among the Christian Churches of the East, Corinth stood out as the most important—those of Athens and Corinth. This is what one would expect from the Apostle's general practice of bringing his message first and most completely to the great cities. From these it would spread more easily to the country round. Athens, in St. Paul's time, no longer of first importance politically or economically, still held a great place through her immortal memories. A number of Romans had settled there, as T. Pomponius Atticus, Cicero's friend. These are apparently the "foreign dwellers" (οἱ ἐξωτικὸι ἀνθρώποι) of Acts, xvii, 21. There was also a colony of Jews, to whom St. Paul preached first. "He disputed, therefore, in the synagogue with the Jews, and with them that served God (τῆς ἑβαυλίας, and in the market-place, every day with them that were there") (the heathen—Acts, xvii, 17). Of far greater practical importance was Corinth, then one of the chief commercial centres of the empire, the chief town of Achaia (Acts, xxi, 12). Corinth became the centre of the Apostle's work, the chief centre of Christianity in Greece. It is supposed that he wrote here his Epistle to the Romans (J. Belser, "Einleitung in das Neue Testament," Freiburg im Br., 1901, p. 507), both those to the Thessalonians (ibid., 461 and 488), perhaps that to the Galatians (so Zahn). His care for the Church of Corinth is shown in his two Epistles to the Corinthians. For an account of this, the most typical of the Pauline Churches, see Belser, op. cit., V, xl (pp. 476-489).

The alleged mission of other Apostles to Greece rests on a less firm footing. St. Andrew is said to have preached in Scythia, Thrace, Epirus, Macedonia, and Achaia, and to have been crucified (on a cross of the shape to which he has given his name) at Patras, by order of the Proconsul Egeas. The story of his mission and martyrdom is as old as the second century. It formed part of a work on the Apostles written then by a heretic, Leuciatus Charinus (Leukios Chareinos.—cf. Epiphanius, "adv. Haer.", lxi, 1; lxxiii, 2). There is an alleged contemporary encyclical letter of the priests and deacons of Achaia which tells the story, including speeches made by the saint in verse:

Ö bona cruci diu desiderata,
Inam concupiscenti animo preparata,
Securus et gaudens venio ad te,
Et tu exulantem suscipias me,
Discipulum eius qui peperit in te.

The whole text is published by Tiischendorf, "Acta Apostolorum apocrypha" (Leipzig, 1851, p. 105-131), and Lipsius, "Die apokryph. Apostelgesichten" (1883, I, 543 sq.), where the question of its origin is discussed. The lessons, antiphons, and responses for St. Andrew's day (30 Nov.) in the Roman Breviary are taken from this document. On account of the tradition that St. Andrew preached in Thrace, the Patriarchs of Constantinople claim him as their first predecessor; the Russians have enlarged his mission in Scythia into the conversion of their country (he came and preached as far as Kiev). St. Thomas and St. Matthew are also said to have visited Greece on missionary journeys.

The Church spread rapidly in Greece. We hear of bishops in various cities during the persecution. Under the Emperor Hadrian (117-38), Publius, Bishop of Athens, was martyred (Euseb., H. E., IV, xxiii). A certain Philip was Bishop of Gortyna (ibid.). Eusebius writes of Dionysius of Corinth and his works (ibid.). Publius at Athens was succeeded by Quadratus the apologist (Bardenhewer, "Altkirchl. Literaturgeschichte," I). Aristides of Athens was also a famous apologist (ibid.).
In this first period in Greece, as everywhere, the bishops of the chief towns have a certain precedence, even in Rome, over their own-bishop of the Eastern Church," pp. 7–8). Heraclae was the ecclesiastical metropolis of Thrace, Thessalonica of Macedonia, Corinth of Achaia. Domitius of Heraclae, under Antoninus Pius (138–61), witnessed the martyrdom of St. Glyceria; his successor, Philip, was burnt to death at Adrianople under Diocletian (284–305). Pinytus, a native of Crete, or on the island of Cyprus, was a disciple of St. Paul and the first bishop of Corinth (Euseb., H.E., IV, xxii). After Constantine (324–337) the local Churches were organized more systematically, according to Diocletian's division of the empire (Ort. Eastern Church, pp. 21–23). Greece became part of the Prefecture of Illyricum, Thrace becoming "Eastern" (Prefecture of Orosia, "Oriens"). The Prefectures of Gaul, Italy, and Illyricum made up the Roman Patriarchate (ibid., p. 21), so that, legally, Greece became part of that patriarchate. Normally it should have used the Roman Rite and belonged to the Western Christendom. But Illyricum was an endless source of dispute between East and West, till the Great Schism (ibid., pp. 44–55, Duchesne, "L'Illiricum ecclésiasique," in "Eglises séparées" (Paris, 2nd ed., 1905, pp. 229–79). In Thrace, Constantineople succeeded in displacing the old metropolis, Heraclae, and then in becoming a patriarchate, eventually claiming even the second place. At this time, the four General Councils (Ort. Eastern Church, pp. 28–47). Since the Council of Ephesus (431) Cyprus has been an autocephalous Church (ibid., 47–50); Crete was part of Illyricum and shared in the disputes about it. In 379, under Gratian and Theodosius, Illyricum was divided politically into Eastern and Western Illyricum. The western half (Fannonia Primae et Secundae, Fannonia Ripariensis, Dalmatia and Noricum Primum et Secondum) remained joined to the Italian prefecture; the eastern part (Macedonia, Thessalia, old Epirus, Achaia, New Epirus, Crete, Prevalitania—which is now Albania—Dacia Mediterranea, and Dardania—i.e., our Servia) became part of the eastern half of the empire, then of the Eastern Empire. The Patriarchates of Constantinople claimed this Eastern Illyricum as part of their patriarchate, and eventually, in spite of the pope's protests, succeeded in asserting their jurisdiction over it. Eastern Illyricum then included part of what we consider Greece was occupied by the (civil) diocese of Thracia and Cyprus.

Lequien, in his "Oriens Christianus", I and II (Paris, 1740), gives lists of the Churches of these lands with their arrangement in provinces and the names of all their bishops, as far as they were known in his time. The Byzantine Patriarchate consisted of the (civil) dioceses of Pontus (I, 351–662), Asia (I, 660–1090), Thrace (I, 1091–1246), Eastern Illyricum (II, 1–26). Of these the diocese of Thrace, to some extent, and the diocese of Eastern Illyricum, entirely cover our Greece.

The diocese of Thrace had seven ecclesiastical provinces—(1) Europe, with Heraclae as metropolis (I, 1101–1154). This province once had twenty, in Lequien's time only five, sees; Rhodes, Patium, Metra-and-Athrys, Tauraces and Myriophyta. (2) Thracia (as distinct from the diocese) with Philippopolis as metropolis (I, 1156–1170). (3) Haemonius (not in the text) with St. Thessalonica. (4) Rhodopes, metropolis Trajanople (I, 1193–1210). (5) Scythia, metropolis Tomi (Thaw or Thous, now extinct, I, 1211–1216). (6) Mesia (or Myisa) Inferior, metropolis Marcianopole (Preslav Plovdiv), I, 1247–1251 (7) Walachia, metropolis Tergoviste, is no longer in any sense Greek. Compare with the map. See also the map. (7) Illyricum, the metropolis of Thessalonica, covered the seven sees (74) of the patriarchate, arranged in three classes, according to their place in the later, in Silberagni, "Verfassung u. gegenwärtiger Bestand sämtlicher Kirchen des Orients", Regensberg, 2nd ed., 1904, pp. 33–35. The title metropolis is now given to almost every bishop.

In Lequien's list the second metropolis, Eastern Illyricum, whose capital was Thessalonica (vol. II, 1–318), covers practically all Greece. Before the division of Illyricum its capital was Sirmium. We have seen that Western Illyricum remained part of the Roman patriarchate and was in no sense Greek. The eastern diocese had nine provinces (see above); these only the first two can be fixed and the rest are mere names, and in many of them the Slav element was very powerful. The Slav invasions of the empire began under Anastasius I (491–518) in 493; various Slav tribes and the non-Aryan Bulgars (who soon adopted a Slav language and became practically Slavs too) pressed onward into Thrace, Macedonia, Thessaly, even Achaia, in increasing numbers, throughout the whole period of the empire at Constantinople; so that always, and still in our own time, they form a rival influence to the Greeks throughout these lands. The old sees of these seven more or less Greek provinces are, according to Lequien: (1) Province of Macedonia (II, 27–102), metropolis Thessalonica, with suffragan Sees of Philippi, Beroe, Dium (Διος), Stobi (Στοβί), Parthicopolis, Doberus, Cassandria, Edessa, Pydna or Citrum, Heraclea Sintica, Amphipolis, Lemnos (the island), Thassus, Serr, Bargala, Thebrium, Campsia or after Rome, Ciconia, Diocesia, Sirmium, Rhetia, Dryopithea, Meliania, Areclaeus, Arechiae, Rhend. Isabellus, Hierasius, Lycostomius and Servia. (2) The Province of Thessaly (II, 102–132) had as metropolis, Larissae, as suffragan Sees, Demetrias, Zeumium (Ζεύσιμον or Ζεύσιμον), Chasarea in Thessaly, Gomphi (Γομψί), Echinus, Pharsalus Larnia, SCOPELUS, Trikes (today new Trikala), Hynata (neut. plur.), metropolis, Thebes of Phthisiot, Scathus, New Patras, Ezerus, Demonician and Elaeso, Stage, Thaumacius, Litza and Agraphorum, Phere, Ledoritius, Marmaritius, Bezina, Paparethi. (3) Old Epirus (II, 133–154) had for its metropolis Nicopolis, and for suffragan sees, Anchialus (or Onchianius). Phoinises, Dodona, Buthrotus, Anchialus (in Epirus), Photisa, Eutresia (Eutesia), Corelymus (the island, Corfu), Euthus, Ioannina (now Janina), Leuces, Achelous. (4) Hellen (II, 155–239) had as metropolis, Corinth, and for suffragan sees, Cenchreas (Vulc. Cenchres, Kremnos, port of Corinth), Old Patras, Argos, Nauplia, Megara in Achaia, Apeelas (today Apeleus, the island), Kephisia in Bocotia), Elis, or Elea, in Achaia, Tegea in Arcadia, Messene in the Peloponnese, Carysust in Euboea, Naupactus, Arta (now Larta, formerly Ambracia), Oreyus (Oreus), Porthous, Marathon, Elatea, Megara (neut. plur.), Opus (Ors), Platea, Thebes in Bocotia, Therape, Tanagra (both fem. sing. neut. plur.), Scarpia, Chalcis, Monemvasia (fem. sing.), Strategis, Pyrgus (or Pyrgium), Trozen, Elis in the Peloponnese, Eginia in the island, Aulon, or Solon (the old Delphi), Amyclae, Olen, Methone, Scyrus (Sciros, the island), Zancus, Zante, Cephalonia, Kefalonia, Fylus, Bresta, and the dioceses of Macedonias, Cusae (the island). (5) New Epirus (II, 240–255) had for metropolis, Dyrrhachium (Δυρραχιων), and for suffragan sees, Scampe, Apollonia and Bauldis, Amantia, Decatera (neut. plur. in Dalmatia), Aulon (Athos), Listra (neut. plur.), Driabos, Stephanieum. (6) Crete (II, 256–274) had for metropolis Gortys of which St. Titus is bishop. The sees of Arcadia, Hiera Petra, Lappa, Phoenix, Hieracleopolis, Subrilla, Apollonia, Eleutheria, Chersonesos, Cyrindia, Cissamus, Cantani.—Other provinces (Prevalitana, Dacia Mediterranea, and Dardania) do not concern Greece.

Remnants of those sees left to the ecumenical patriarch, after Turkish spoliation and the independence of the modern Greek Church, will be seen in Silberagni's III. THE ORTHODOX CHURCH IN GREECE. (The
Patriarchs of Constantinople had succeeded in asserting jurisdiction over all this vast territory, as well as over Asia Minor and the purely Slav lands to the North. After the schism of 1054, the patriarchs and bishops followed their patriarch by striking the pope's name from their diplomas. They, too, like their chief, learned to abhor Latin customs, to look on the Latin Church under the pope as a fallen branch and a synagoge of Satan. There is no trace of any independence on the part of these local Greek Churches. They all used the Byzantine Rite and followed the Byzantine Patriarch faithfully. During the short-lived unions of Lyons (1274) and Ferrara-Florence (1439) they became Uniates too. They cared for the union as little as did their leaders at Constantinople, and lived on the wealth made by their local Churches. The Latin conquest of their lands (after the Fourth Crusade, in 1204) brought about a rival Latin hierarchy and something very like persecution for the Greeks. Naturally, they hated and scourged the Latin bishops and groaned under the disabilities they suffered from the Frankish princes and from Venice. The Slavs invaded their lands, destroyed many of their cities, so that Greek dioceses disappear because there are no more Greeks left in great tracts of what they still affect to call Greece; but the remnant that maintain themselves still look to Constantinople for orders and still keep the Byzantine Rite in Greece. Their poverty and their poverty brought them ships. Invited in the first instance as allies by the fatal policy of the Emperor John VI (Catacuzenus, 1341–55), the Turks first took hold of European soil by seizing Gallipoli (in the Thracian Chersonese) in 1356. From this time they steadily advanced, taking city after city, ravaging and plundering what they could not keep. In 1361 they took Adrianople and made it their capital in Europe till the fall of Constantinople. Then, moving north, they conquered the remnants of Stephen Dushan's great Servian Empire (Battle of Kossova, 1389). Lastly, nearly a century after they had first landed in Europe, they finished their work by taking Constantinople (29 May, 1453). From this time till the nineteenth century the Greeks and the Orthodox Church in Greece were subject to a Moslem government. The Sultans applied the usual terms of Moslem law regarding non-Moslem Theists to the Christian population of their empire (Orth. Eastern Christians). There was persecution. Christians suffer certain disabilities. They may not serve in the army, and they have to pay a poll-tax; they must dress differently from their masters, may not have as high houses, may put no sign of their faith (crosses) outside their churches, nor ring church bells, nor bear arms, nor ride on horses. Their evidence may not be accepted in a court of law against a Moslem. To convert a Moslem to their faith, seduce a Moslem woman, speak openly against Islam, make any treaty or alliance with people outside the Moslem empire is punished with death. As long as they keep these laws they are not to be molested further, and there is no religious war. That course any Christian may turn Moslem at any time! if he does so it is death to go back. (During the last century the European Powers have forced the Porte to modify most of these laws.) The Orthodox were organized into a subject community under the name of Roman Orthodox Church and that of the name of the old Roman Empire which the Turks had destroyed. Their civil head was the ecumenical patriarch. During the century after the Turkish conquest this patriarch reached the height of his power; then, in 1591, Russia became an independent Church—except for the following later one branch of the patriarchate, the Moscow, and perhaps the shadow of what his predecessors were. During the centuries between the fall of Constantinople and the beginning of Greek independence the Greek Church (although it was certainly not happy) has no history, unless one counts as such the affairs of the patriarchate (Cyril Lucaris and the Synod of Jerusalem in 1672, for instance). The other Greek dioceses paid their heavy fees to the patriarch and the government; the pariah priests paid their heavy fees to the bishops. The hideous oppression of the Turk overshadowed all their lives. For the Turk has never kept his own fairly tolerant law. The tribute of children for the Janissary gendarmerie, the cruel local Grecian Churches. They all used the Byzantine Rite and followed the Byzantine Patriarch faithfully. During the short-lived unions of Lyons (1274) and Ferrara-Florence (1439) they became Uniates too. They cared for the union as little as did their leaders at Constantinople, and lived on the wealth made by their local Churches. The Latin conquest of their lands (after the Fourth Crusade, in 1204) brought about a rival Latin hierarchy and something very like persecution for the Greeks. Naturally, they hated and scourged the Latin bishops and groaned under the disabilities they suffered from the Frankish princes and from Venice. The Slavs invaded their lands, destroyed many of their cities, so that Greek dioceses disappear because there are no more Greeks left in great tracts of what they still affect to call Greece; but the remnant that maintain themselves still look to Constantinople for orders and still keep the Byzantine Rite in Greece. Their poverty and their poverty brought them ships. Invited in the first instance as allies by the fatal policy of the Emperor John VI (Catacuzenus, 1341–55), the Turks first took hold of European soil by seizing Gallipoli (in the Thracian Chersonese) in 1356. From this time they steadily advanced, taking city after city, ravaging and plundering what they could not keep. In 1361 they took Adrianople and made it their capital in Europe till the fall of Constantinople. Then, moving north, they conquered the remnants of Stephen Dushan's great Servian Empire (Battle of Kossova, 1389). Lastly, nearly a century after they had first landed in Europe, they finished their work by taking Constantinople (29 May, 1453). From this time till the nineteenth century the Greeks and the Orthodox Church in Greece were subject to a Moslem government. The Sultans applied the usual terms of Moslem law regarding non-Moslem Theists to the Christian population of their empire (Orth. Eastern Christians). There was persecution. Christians suffer certain disabilities. They may not serve in the army, and they have to pay a poll-tax; they must dress differently from their masters, may not have as high houses, may put no sign of their faith (crosses) outside their churches, nor ring church bells, nor bear arms, nor ride on horses. Their evidence may not be accepted in a court of law against a Moslem. To convert a Moslem to their faith, seduce a Moslem woman, speak openly against Islam, make any treaty or alliance with people outside the Moslem empire is punished with death. As long as they keep these laws they are not to be molested further, and there is no religious war. That course any Christian may turn Moslem at any time! if he does so it is death to go back. (During the last century the European Powers have forced the Porte to modify most of these laws.) The Orthodox were organized into a subject community under the name of Roman Orthodox Church and that of the name of the old Roman Empire which the Turks had destroyed. Their civil head was the ecumenical patriarch. During the century after the Turkish conquest this patriarch reached the height of his power; then, in 1591, Russia became an independent Church—except for the following later one branch of the patriarchate, the Moscow, and perhaps the shadow of what his predecessors were. During the centuries between the fall of Constantinople and the beginning of Greek independence the Greek Church (although it was certainly not happy) has no history, unless one counts as such the affairs of the patriarchate (Cyril Lucaris and the Synod of Jerusalem in 1672, for instance). The other Greek dioceses paid their heavy fees to the patriarch and the government; the pariah priests paid their heavy fees to the bishops. The hideous oppression of the Turk overshadowed all their lives. For the Turk has never kept his own fairly tolerant law. The tribute of children for the Janissary gendarmerie, the cruel local Grecian Christians were always in a state of simmering rebellion and the Turks were always punishing their attempts by wholesale massacre. In Crete 50,000 Christian children, in the year 1670, were torn from their parents, circumsized, and brought up as Moslems; in Asia Minor thousands of Greeks had had their tongues cut out for not talking Turkish (op. cit., 237–238). Meanwhile the clergy celebrated the Holy Liturgy on Sundays, worked in the fields, and kept wine-shops on week-days. But for the komelaukon (or kalemoukon)—the tall hat without a brim—there was little to distinguish them from other peasants. But they kept their alive faith in Christ and Hella, prayed, by better days, were generally at the bottom of each attempt at resisting the pasha's abominations, and bore silent but heroic witness for Christ during those dark centuries. And who can reproach them for being poor and ignorant? The schism (not the fault of any nation) did not reappear, and Greece was taken ooff from the West. Europe had forgotten them. They had everything in the world to gain by turning Turk; and yet they kept the Christian faith alive among their people, in spite of pashas, and soldiers, and massacres. Their little dark, dirty churches were the centres not only of Christianity but of Hellenism too. And while their wives poured out the strong resinous wine for whispering conspirators, their sons were out on the hills, klephits and armatoloi keeping up the hopeless war for Greece.

The Greek War of Independence brought a great change to the Church of the free kingdom. The clergy had taken a leading part in the revolution. In 1821, at the beginning of the movement, when Alexander Hyspsilanti was making his abortive attempt to rouse the Vlachs, Gregory V of Constantinople, forced by the Turkish government, denounced the "Hetairia Philike" and excommunicated the rebels. But the Met. of Constantinople of Patras, Dikaios (Pappa Phelias), and other leading ecclesiastical persons openly took the side of the Greeks, helped them with their counsels, and in many cases even joined in the fighting. Dikaios made a heroic stand with 3000 men against Ibrahim Pasha's Egyptians at Maniaki on Mount Malia. In 1822 the Turks began their series of reprisals by barbarously murdering the Patriach Gregory V in his vestments, after the Liturgy of Easter Day (22 April), although he, so far from being responsible, had obeyed them by excommunicating his fellow-countrymen. Throughout the war the Greek Church showed the energy and devotion of her clergy. So enthusiastic and strong was the Greek enthusiasm for Gregory V (his relics were buried with great honour at Athens in 1871), the court of the patriarch (the Phanar) was too much under the power of the sultan for the free Greeks to submit to its jurisdiction. The example of Russia showed that a nation should not be ashamed of Orthodoxy and keep the communion of the patriarch while being itself independent of his authority. As soon as the affairs of free Greece began to be settled, one of the first acts of the national party was to throw off the jurisdiction of the Phanar. Alexander Koraes wrote at the time: 'The clergy of that nation can no longer submit to the authority of the Patriarch of Constantinople, who is under the power of the Turk; it must rule itself by a Synod of freely elected prelates.' (Pastoral Πατριαρχείον, quoted by Kyriakos,
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The first National Assemblies (at Epidauros and Trezen) in 1822 and 1827, while declaring that the Orthodox faith is the religion of Greece, had pointedly said nothing in regard to the authority of the Church. In July, 1835, the Greek Parliament at Nauplion drew up a constitution for the national church. Imitating Russia, they declared their Church autocephalous—indeed of any foreign authority—and proceed to set up a "Holy Directing Synod" to govern it. They also superseded the priests of almost deserted monas-
teries in Greece, all that had less than six monks as inmates. In 1844 the same thing was repeated, and copies of the law were sent to Constantinople and to the other Orthodox Churches. The patriarch was exceedingly indignant at what he, not unnaturally, disapproved of, and his government had put off the evil moment of announcing to him its new arrangement as long as it dared. Between 1822 and 1844 the Greek Church considered itself autocephalous, managing its own affairs by its synod, but had sent no notice of the change to the Phanar. So the patriarch affected to ignore the change. But he showed his anger plainly enough in 1841, when he received notice from the Greek Church that she had excommunicated for heresy Theophilos Kaires, the founder of the "Theoseismos" sect, an imitation of French Deism. The patriarch (Anthimos IV) refused to pay any attention to another false doctrine, and his successor, Germanos IV, refused to notice the declara-
tion of their independence that he received from his former subjects in 1844. In 1849 the Greek Synod made another attempt. James Rises, the Greek minister at Constantinople, had just died and the pat-
arch rued him with great honour. The Greek Government sent the Archimandrite Misael, then presi-
dent of the synod, to Constantinople with the new Order of the Holy Saviour and a message of thanks to the patriarch (Anthimos IV restored) from the au-
tocephalous Church of Greece. Anthimos took the order and then said that he knew nothing of an au-
tocephalous Greek Church. The Greek Synod sent another circular to him and to all the other Orthodox Churches, explaining what had been done and pro-
claiming their independence. At last, in 1850, Anthi-
mos IV summoned his synod to consider the matter. The result of its consultation was the famous Tomos. The synod declared that every other patriarch is sovereign in his own Church. The synod demanded independence of the Greek Holy Synod, but proceeded to lay down a number of rules for its guidance. Any sort of interference of the State is absolutely forbidden, there is to be no royal commissioner in the synod, the patriarch is to be named, as before, in the Holy Liturgy, the Church is to be paid. Tred from him, and all important matters must still be referred to his judgment. The tone of the Tomos is still that of absolute authority; each clause begins with the words: "We command that..."

This document produced an uproar in Greece. Aided by formalism, the Synod was at first dis-
posed to accept it. There was also a conservative party led by Oikonomos (d. 1857), who were opposed to any change and inclined to submit to the patriarch in everything. But the feeling of the majority was strong against any sort of submission. The free Greeks had determined to have nothing more to do with the Phanar at all. Pharmacides (d. 1860), the leader of the Liberal party (with a distinct Protest-
antizing tendency), answered the Tomos by an indig-
nant protest: "The [patriarchal] Synodical Tomos, or concernings Truth" (E Συνώνομος Τόμος ή ρείς Πραγματικά, Athens, 1858). When the Parliament (always a conservative body) reversed the decisions, the Byzantine Church, the Protestant Church, the Russian Church, and the Armenian Church showed great aversion to the Tomos. The Church of Greece had lost 50,000,000 and 50,000,000 Church members.

IV. CONSTITUTION OF THE CHURCH OF GREECE.—
The laws that fix the establishment, organization, and regulations of the Greek Church are those of 1852, in which the parliament, having finally rejected the pa-
trich's Tomos, restored and codified the arrange-
ments made by various governments since 1822:—
"The dominant religion in Hellas is the Eastern Orthodox Church of Christ. Every other known reli-
gion may be practised without hindrance and shall enjoy the protection of the laws, only Proselytism and all other attacks on the dominant Religion are forbidden."

The Orthodox Church of Hellas acknowledges as her Head our Lord Jesus Christ. She is indissolubly united in faith with the Church of Constantinople and with every other Church of Christ. The bishops of both Churches form a Council as Constantineople. She is autocephalous, uses her sovereign rights independently of any other Church, and is ruled by the members of the Holy Synod" (Arts. 1 and 2 of the Constitution of 1864).

There are now 22 sees in Greece of which the first is Athens, which includes the Nomos (political depart-
bryai and Aigialia, (28) Gortys and Megalopolis, (29) Kythera, (30) Hydra and Spetsai, (31) Thera, (32) Paros. This is called the "Attic Church," and is subject to the Metropolis (Metropolite), who is the "attic" Bishop of Athens.
by the Government as members from the hierarchy, in turn, according to the dates of their consecrations. They sit for one year, from the 1st of September, then return to their dioceses. But the Government may keep not more than two as members for a longer time. If the president is prevented from attending, the bishop who has the majority is to take his place. All members of the Synod must take an oath of fidelity to the king at their appointment. Besides these five bishops, the Synod is attended by a royal commissioner (a layman appointed by Government). He has no vote, but no act is valid unless he is present and signs the document. The Synod has two secretaries, two writers, and five Government officials. The secretaries and writers are clerks in Holy Orders. All affairs of the Synod with foreign Churches are controlled by the Government’s Minister for Foreign Affairs. In questions that are not purely religious (ecclesiastical seminars, marriage, divorce, etc.) the consent of the Government is required. The President of the Synod receives 3600 drachmai ($720), the other bishops 2400 drachmai ($480) yearly, besides their episcopal salaries. The first secretary has 4800 drachmai, the second 2880 a year, the first writer 1200 drachmai a month, the second 900 drachmai a month, a total of 1200 drachmai a year. The acts of the Synod are sealed with its official seal bearing a cross (practically the arms of the kingdom: Azure a cross couped argent) and the inscription: Αγία Σύνοδος τῆς Ἑκκλησίας Ελλάδος. Its jurisdiction is described as extending over questions of faith (only, of course, in the sense of preserving the Orthodox Faith of the Seven Councils), rites and canon law, religious instruction, duties of clerics in Holy orders, ecclesiastical discipline, examinations for ordination, consecration of churches, celebration of feasts and services. The Synod can appeal to the Government. Down to recent times these minor clergy (there have been cases of imprisonment for heresy among the Orthodox clergy), and dangerous books against faith or morals. Other matters, such as public processions, building of seminaries, extraordinary feasts on weekdays (involving public holidays), and all the points mentioned above that are described as “mixed” (ecclesiastical and political), must be arranged by the united action of the Synod and Government. In all services in the kingdom the Holy Synod is prayed for after the king and queen (instead of the patriarch). But when the Metropolitan of Athens celebrates in Synod, all the patriarchs are prayed for. The name of the Metropolitan is the Russian “Procurator of the Holy Synod.” The manner of appointing members to the Synod, the need of the Commissioner’s signature for its acts, its dependence on the Government generally, as well as the way of appointing bishops and deciding all really important matters, show that, in spite of Dumezil’s indignant protest (Εσθενήσια Ιερατεία, III, 155-156), the Greek Church is quite hopelessly Erastian.

Bishops are appointed by the king (advised, of course, by his ministers). The Synod presents three names, of which he chooses one. A bishop must be thirty-five years old, a doctor of theology, and must have taught theology or preached for some time. Before consecration he takes an oath of obedience (and of his episcopal duties) to the Synod, after it an oath of allegiance to the king. He can only be deposed by the Synod with the royal consent. TheMETHOD OF APPOINTING OF BISHOPS (to take care of archives), protektaikon (lawyer), sphylox (Sarcisla), sakkellion (responsible for the man-ners of the clergy), hypomnematonos (secretary), and hieromennon (master of ceremonies). These persons, who are all priests, form an advising council. All are paid by Government. When a see is vacant the Holy Synod recommends, and the State appoints, one of them to administer the diocese (vicar capitular). The consent of the Synod is always necessary. The bishop must be at least 50 and 20 years old, married, have had three children, and have not resigned from office or been permitted to resign from age or infirmity. He receives a pension of 200 drachmai a month. Parishes are divided officially into those of cities, small towns, and villages. Each group of from 25 to 70 families makes up a village parish, of 151 to 200 families form a parish of the second class, and those of 301 to 1000 families form one of the first class. Parishes of the first class are divided into a church and school class have at least one deacon and one parish priest. Larger areas are subdivided. The people elect, and the bishops appoint, the clergy. The priests have only their stole-foes as income, so that in the villages they nearly always have a trade or keep an inn as well. The last religious census, made in 1897, is published by Kophiniotis (Ο 'Εκκλησία της Ἑλλάδος, Athens, 1897). At that time there were 4025 parishes, with 5423 married and 242 unmarried priests. For their education there are four elementary seminaries: at Athens, Tri-polis, Corfu, and Larissa. These satisfy the not very great demands of the clergy, and the number of clerics in 1897 was 1118. In 1898 the number of clerics in Athens had received only this amount of education, according to the census of 1897. A smattering of classical Greek, a little general education, knowledge of the catechism (it can hardly be called theology), and enough liturgical knowledge to perform his functions is all that one expects of the village priest. They have a few books except their service-books and perhaps a New Testament. What they read is one of the endless number of newspapers, and what they care about is the change of ministry and the wretched local politics that excite the passionate interest of all Greeks.

On 4th March 1836 the Government established children’s high schools for the clergy at Syros, Chalcis and Tripolis, in 1875 a fourth was begun at Corfu. It appears that all these institutions came to an end for want of students (Kyrakio, op. cit., III, §50). Still higher in the scale is the Athenian seminary called the Rhizasorian (founded by the brothers Rhizars in 1843) whose students attend lectures at the university besides those of their own institution. This is the only seminary that in any way comes up to our standard. Its students form the aristocracy of the clergy and become archimandrites, professors, and bishops.

There are a great many monasteries in Greece. In 1830, after the suppression of the Turks, there were 800. There are now 250, with 1322 choir monks and 545 lay brothers, also 9 convenuts, with 152 nuns and 68 novices (census of 1897). The head of each monastery is the archimandrite, or hegumenos (abbot), elected by the monks and confirmed by the bishop of the diocese. He must be a priest-monk (ερημουμένος). He is assisted by two counsellors, also elected by the community from among the monks who made their religious profession not less than six years ago. There is a new election of counsellors every five years. Over each convent an oikonomos is placed, a priest not less than sixty years old, chosen by the Synod; he is the real superior of the convent, keeps its keys, and is responsible for its state. Under his presidency the nuns elect an abbes (γυναικομον). All monasteries and convents have endowments controlled and administered by consent of the Synod and Government. Monasteries whose revenues exceed 5000 drachmai a year have a five-clerics, and 4116 monks support of schools and preachers. Some monasteries are very rich. The first, the laura of the Falling Asleep of the Mother of God, at Pentelis, in the Diocese of Athens, has an income of 166,085 drachmai. A full list of the monasteries and convents is given by Silber, "Vrhassung u. gegenw. Bestand," 2nd ed., pp. 78-85.
The political census of 1896 was destroyed in the war of 1897. The former one of 1889 counted 2,173,148 Orthodox Greeks out of a total population of 2,217,000. Though this number is certainly very much exaggerated (the Catholics alone claim more than the difference between the two figures), the Orthodox are the overwhelming majority. Their Church does not need to concern itself with other churches for the instruction and moral improvement of the laity. In 1875, the professors of the theological faculty at Athens formed a society called the "Brotherhood of the Friends of Christ" (Διδάσκων τῶν φίλων Ἰησοῦ), for this purpose. Other societies of the same kind are the "Society of St. Paul" (H Εὐαγγελική Εκκλησία τῶν Φίλων Αὐτοῦ) and the "Reform" (Η Εκκλησία τῶν Φίλων Αὐτοῦ). They publish popular works of religious instruction, prayer-books, and cheap editions of the Liturgy in great numbers, books of controversy, religious newspapers; and they hold meetings with free lectures and instructions. Almost every publisher in Greece (where every bookseller is a publisher) produces such little books of religious knowledge, accounts of Church History, anti-Roman controversy, and so on. And every Greek has read some little pamphlet of 32 pages against the pope or the Bulgars, so as to garnish his conversation with very elegant platitudes to the use of the Empire Pho- tius, and Pope Joan. One of the best popular com- pendiums is Nicholas Ch. Ambrasias: "H Ορθόδοξη Εκκλησία (constantly reprinted, e.g., Athens, 1906, etc.). Demetrios S. Balanos (Μισαιλάν), H Εκκλησία ματ-νοῦ, πάνα και πάτε παρακάτω δὲ θεοῦ; (Athens, 1807), in the series "Useful Books," gives a good popular ac- count of the Liturgy and Church Service generally. Among the almost infinite number of Greek news- papers a great many are religious periodicals. The "Reform" society publishes a monthly with the same title: "H Αἰματίτις (edited by M. Galanos). Some of the best known are the Βεβαίων, Βενετίας, Βενετελία, Κρετίνος, Ομοτενός, Ευαγγελική, Ευαγγελική Εκκλησία, Η Ορθόδοξη, Χριστιανή Αλήθεια, etc. For the more prominent theologians and writers of the Greek Church since its foundation see Kyrion, op. cit., III, §§51, 52. The most important are the conservative Oikonomos (d. 1857) and the Liberal Theoklitos Pharmakides (d. 1880).

V. The Catholic Church in Greece.—With the exception of a very few scattered Uniat congregations, all Catholics in Greece are Latins. This is explained partly historically and also by the strictly legal position that all conversions from the Catholic Faith was made by the crusaders, the Frankish princes who ruled as their successors, and Venice. None of these authorities cared at all about the Byzantine Church or its rights. Wherever their power extended they set up Latin bishops, just as at Athens and tried to persuade the people to change their religion by harassing disabilities that often became real per- secution. Whatever native Catholic communities now exist are the successors of those set up by the Franks and Venetians. They are strengthened by foreigners (French and Italian merchants, etc.) who are natu- rally Latins too. The legal justification of what, hence an anomalous situation is that Greece is part of Illy- rium, and Illyricum, according to the ancient right never abandoned by the popes, belongs to the Roman patriarchate. According to the general (but by no means quite universal) principle, that rite follows patri- archate, all Greeks should be not only Catholics but also Latins on the other hand. It is clear that this circumstance is a great hindrance to the conversion of a Greek. It would be much easier to per- suade Greeks simply to return to the old allegiance of the first see, as Uniates have done elsewhere, than to make them go through so radical an upset of their lives as is involved in turning Latin. Throughout the East people are abnormally attached to their rites, the obvious visible things that they see mean more to them than remote questions of jurisdiction and the actual names that may occur (whether pope, or patri- arch, or synod) in the intercessory prayers. The for- eign character of all Catholic missions in Greece is the great difficulty always; the authorities of these mis- sions not only fail to make their teachings effective, but actually hinder them. Italians. Undoubtedly the institution of a separate Uniat hierarchy using the Byzantine Rite would be the first step towards converting Greece. Nor is the technical objection a really serious one. The Itali- GREECE 742 GREECE
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to forbidding any proselytising. In 1833 a law was passed requiring all papal Bulls, Briefs, etc., to be submitted to the Minister for Foreign Affairs before their publication. Five Catholic bishops (of Syros, Tenos and Mykonos, Naxos, Thera, and Corfu) are recognised by the Government; no other sees may be established without the prior consent of the Archbishop of Athens is not recognised by the State.

The present Catholic hierarchy is: (1) Archdiocese of Athens, established in 1875, when Bishop Maranokes of Syros took up his seat there, in spite of the protest of the Government. By this act the metropolitan jurisdiction of Naxos was preserved in the See of Athens. In this diocese are 14 parishes, 13 priests, and about 18,000 Catholics. (2) Archdiocese of Corfu (Corcyra, Kerykyra), with 7 churches, 10 priests, and 4000 Catholics. (3) Zante (Zakynthos) and Cephalonia united (suffragan of Corfu), including the islands of Zante, Cephalonia, S. Maurs, Ithaca, Cepogo, with 3 parishes, 7 priests, 1000 Catholics. (4) Archdiocese of Naxos with 1 parish, 6 priests, 350 Catholics. (5) Andros (suffragan of Naxos), administered by the Bishop of Tenos and Mykonos. (6) Santorin (Thera), suffragan of Naxos, with which is united the administration of Melos, 1 parish, 9 priests, 460 Catholics. (7) Chios (Chio), suffragan of Naxos, 3 parishes, 25 priests, 2500 Catholics. (8) Syros (now suffragan of Naxos), 6 parishes, 25 priests, 7000 Catholics. (9) Tenos and Mykonos (suffragan of Naxos), 26 churches, 26 priests and 5000 Catholics (Werner, “Orbis Terrarum Catholicus”, Freiburg im Br., 1880, pp. 131–133).

These figures give a Catholic population of 36,110. Another census (quoted by W. Götz, “Griechenland, Kirchliche Statistik”, in “Reaellencyk. für prot. Theologie”, 3rd ed., Leipzig, 1899, VII, 168) gives 50,000 Catholics. On the other hand we have seen that the Government, in 1889, admitted only 14,898 of the “Orthodox” Christians of Athens as Catholics. The congregations of Byzantine Uniates in the kingdom, served by priests of their own rite, depend on the Latin bishops (Echos d’Orient, 1906, p. 336).

VI. PROTESTANTS AND OTHER SECTS.—There are a few small communities of Greeks who have left the Orthodox Church, either converted by Protestant missionaries or following some new protestantising or rationalising leader of their own. English and American missionaries have been at work here, disseminating bibles and holding prayer-meetings, since 1810. Protestant schools were opened by a certain Hildner in Syros in 1827, by King and Hill at Athens in 1832. A number of these schools or movements were continued without suspicion. The British and Foreign Bible Society had even arranged with the Patriarch of Constantinople for the sale of their bibles. But these were found to exclude the deuterocanonical books and to be done into Modern Greek from the Massorotic text without reference to the Pentateuch, the official text of the Orthodox Church. The missionaries also, not content with selling their bibles, held prayer-meetings in opposition to the liturgical services and preached against sacraments and ceremonies. So the Orthodox, led by the great conserva-
tives, became a new sect—of the “Free Church” they were denounced as disturbers of the public peace, and in some places their schools and conventicles were closed. King was expelled from Athens in 1832, but he soon came back and went on with his work. He formed a number of native Greek preachers and missionaries of his own, and his ideas of Kalpalaika, Sakellaris, Konstantinos, and so on, and died in 1859.

The end of this disturbance about the missionaries was that the Government granted entire toleration, but the Orthodox Church formally excommunicated them and their adherents. At first it had been a question of bibles and preaching to the Orthodox rather than of converting them; the issue is quite clear; the Orthodox are forbidden to attend the missionaries’ meetings, so these have built up regular congregations with ministers. People who join these leave the established Church and become Protestants. The first church of these Greek Protestants was opened at Athens in 1874. They call themselves Μετατροπικοί and Διασπορισμενοί. The church at Athens has about 200 members. After an attempt to build one at the Piræus ended in a riot in which the building was destroyed. A few scattered Greek Protestants attend foreign Protestant churches.

At Athens there is a Lutheran Church founded by King George to satisfy his religious needs and those of his Protestant Danish attendants (his personal physician, Hofprediger v. Schierstadt) preaches to about 200 Danes, Germans, and Swiss. There is an Anglican church with about 100 English and American attendants and another little meeting-house of an American sect nearly opposite Hadrian’s Arch; also a Salvationist meeting-house. The number of Greeks attracted by all these people put together is infinitesimal.

There are also a few small sects that have arisen out of the Orthodox Church without the help of foreign Protestants. Theophilos Kaires, a priest, founded a kind of Deism on the lines of the French Encyclopedists which he called “God-worship” (θεοτροπία). In 1848 he published his Goetheideistik und die Wahrheit. He was considerably persecuted for a time, and twice put in prison, where he died in 1853. Andrew Laskaratos and one or two other writers made a desultory campaign against the established Church in favor of what they considered to be primitive Christianity. A Papadianistopoulos started a Papadianist movement. The question of Darwinism brought about friction between the Holy Synod and the Government on one side, and certain university professors at Athens on the other. Plato Drakules wrote an amazing mystification of a Gnostic and Cabbalistic kind that he called “Drakules” (Δρακολέος). Except that of Kaires, these movements did not form organized sects. In the other direction a monk, Christopher Papulakis, and a layman, Makrakis, excited the people against the Holy Synod, the Government, and the university, in the name of the old faith. Papulakis (1852) was put into a monastery; Makrakis, after a long career of opposition, excommunicated by the Holy Synod (1879) and imprisoned for two years by the Government. He had opened a church served by priests of his way of thinking; this was shut up. As soon as he came out of prison he began again a propaganda of his own, composed of a formal sect and political movements. He was tried for heresy and sedition, and imprisoned. He has since his second release continued to form his sect and to lead a campaign of extreme opposition against the “apostate” State Church. His followers number about 6000; they follow lines very like those of the Russian Rasulins (q. v.)—the Orthodox Church has fallen, her priests have lost all power of administering sacraments, her rites are schismatic; they, the Makrakists, alone are the really orthodox.

There are about 6000 Sephardim Jews in Greece, and in 1899 the census counted 24,105 Moesians, living at Larissa and the town, it is to the credit of the Government that these Moesians have always been treated with perfect toleration. They are excused from serving in the army under a flag marked with the cross. They have their mosques wherever they want them, and the muzeeis still cries from the minaret, as loudly and friendly as ever. Right here, that Muezis is the prophet of God. Nevertheless, great numbers of Moesians crossed the frontier into Turkey when Greece became free; the addition of more territory in 1881 led to another great emigration, and the Moesian population of Greece is still steadily diminishing. Naturally, they find the changed conditions more or less, and in some one finds Turkish quarters with their mosque, as across the frontier, but many
more such villages are now deserted, and their mosques in ruins.

VII. The Church in Enslaved Greece.—Greeks outside the kingdom are practically all Orthodox. They form a great part of the Patriarchate of Constantinople, the aristocracy of the Patriarchates of Alexandria, Antioch and Jerusalem, and the whole Orthodox Church of Cyprus. In Constantinople, Antioch and Jerusalem, the Greek element is strong enough to make the churches important, and their bishops have a considerable influence. The Patriarchate of Jerusalem is the only one that has remained independent of Constantinople, and its bishops have long been recognized as heads of local churches.

Greeks in the Balkans. The Greeks in the Balkans are divided into two main groups: the Orthodox Greeks and the Catholics. The Orthodox Greeks are the majority, and they form the bulk of the population in the majority of the Greek-speaking areas. The Catholics are a minority, and they are concentrated in the areas where the Latin language is spoken. The Greek Catholics are found in the regions where the Latin language is predominant, such as Thrace and Macedonia.

Orthodox Christianity. The Orthodox Church is the most important religious institution in Greece. It has a long and rich history, and it plays a vital role in the cultural and social life of the country. The Orthodox Church is based on the teachings of the New Testament, and it is guided by the authority of the Holy Scriptures. The Church is organized according to a hierarchical structure, with the Supreme Patriarch of Constantinople as the leader. The Church is divided into several autocephalous churches, each with its own metropolitan and bishops. The Greek Orthodox Church is one of the autocephalous churches, and it has its own Patriarchate in Constantinople.

Orthodox Church in the Balkans. The Orthodox Church in the Balkans is divided into several autocephalous churches, each with its own metropolitan and bishops. The Greek Orthodox Church is one of the autocephalous churches, and it has its own Patriarchate in Constantinople. The Church is divided into several autocephalous churches, each with its own metropolitan and bishops. The Greek Orthodox Church is one of the autocephalous churches, and it has its own Patriarchate in Constantinople.

Orthodox Church in the Balkans. The Orthodox Church in the Balkans is divided into several autocephalous churches, each with its own metropolitan and bishops. The Greek Orthodox Church is one of the autocephalous churches, and it has its own Patriarchate in Constantinople. The Church is divided into several autocephalous churches, each with its own metropolitan and bishops. The Greek Orthodox Church is one of the autocephalous churches, and it has its own Patriarchate in Constantinople.
well-being and intellectual development as to be reckoned with as one of the factors of Catholic life in the United States. Other races have also brought the Greek Rite with them and established it where they have settled. The advent of the Slavs into the United States really commenced about 1879-1880. They reappear in the Greek Rite came first in Pennsylvania in 1871 to 1879, when the "Molly Maguires" terrorized the mining districts and practically defied the authority of the State, the various coal companies determined to look abroad for foreign labour to replace their lawless workmen, and so they introduced the Austrian Slav to the mining regions of Pennsylvania. His success in wage-earning induced his countrymen to follow, and the coal companies and ironmasters of Pennsylvania were quick to avail themselves of the new and less costly labour. This was before any of the present contract labour laws were enacted. They needed a labourer to work the long, deep, English-speaking labourer, to perform heavier work, and to stolidly put up with inconveniences which his predecessor would not brook. He came from a land in which he had originally been a serf (serfdom was abolished in Austria-Hungary in 1848, and in Russia in 1861), then a dejected poverty-stricken peasant with hardly anything to call his own, and it was no wonder that America seemed to offer him boundless opportunity to earn a living and improve his condition. At first he was a cheap man; but in the course of a very short time the Slav became not a mere pair of strong hands, but a skilled worker, and as such he climbed in the classification of his employers, until he was one of the best paid of his countrymen across the sea. In the anthracite coal region of Pennsylvania there were in 1858 but some 1900 Slavs; in 1880, over 40,000; and in 1900, upwards of 81,000. The same proportion holds good of the bituminous coal-mining districts and of the iron regions in that and other states. Taking simply the past four years (1905-1908), the immigration of the Slovaks and Ruthenians, both of the Greek Catholic Rite, has amounted to 215,972. This leaves out consideration the immigration (147,875) of the Croatians and Slavonians for the same period, though not a large proportion of the totals in this case, but the American Slav is in the Greek Rite. These Slovaks brought with them their Greek Catholic rites and practices, but they were illiterate, ignorant, the poorest of the poor, and knew nothing of the English language. Herding together in camps and settlements, and working like serfs at the most exhausting labour, they had but little opportunity to improve themselves or to learn the language, customs, and ways of the Americans around them, while both American and foreign-born Catholics failed to recognize in them fellow-Catholics, and so passed them scornfully by, and the American of the older stock and and-Catholics who had too often given in to the irere popularity. Yet as soon as they gathered some little substance and formed a settled community they sent for their clergy. When these arrived, they, too, were often imbued with national and racial prejudices, and knew too little of the English language and American ideas and customs to initiate immediately the people in the Greek Catholic Church. People yet other churches, schools, and a branch of their native literature upon American soil, and gradually brought them into touch with the people around them. In this they were seconded by many educated laymen who also followed their countrymen, and the result has been that the Greek Rite has now in the United States much more solidly and with greater virility than it is in many of the dioceses in southern eastern Europe. Other races and nationalities have also established themselves besides the Slavs; and there are in America also the Rumanians, the Syrians, and the Italians who follow the Greek Rite. But the people who have been foremost and most enthusiastic in the support and devotion to their Oriental Rite have been the Slavic people, the northeastern Ruthenian proper and also those Slovaks who are their immediate neighbours. In order to understand fully their position and relations in America, some of their history and peculiarities should be given.

I. RUTHENIAN GREEK CATHOLICS.—The word Rutheniain is derived from the Latin Ruthenses, the former name for Russia, and of course the Ruthenians might well be called Russians. Indeed, the present Ruthenians declare that they are the original Russians, and that the present Russia and Russians owe their name and nation to the accident of successful conquest and assimilation. Their own name for themselves is Rusini, and it is probable that Ruthenian was merely an attempt to put this word into Latin. The word Ruthenian is first found in the writings of the Polish annalist, Martinus Gallus (1190), and the Danish historian, Saxo Grammaticus (1236). The original word, Rutenia, the Russian fatherland or dwelling-place of the Slavic people; and the English word "Russian" may therefore mean a derivative from the word Rutenia, as denominating the race, or it may mean a subject of the Russian Empire. The former is russeky, the latter rossievskiy, in Russian and Ruthenian languages, and hence, while the first word is translated either as Russian or Ruthenian, it carries no special reference to the Russian Empire. These people are also called "Little Russians" (an expression chiefly used for them in the Russian Empire), originally an allusion to their stature as contrasted with the Muscovites. Their language is known as Ruthenian, Russian, or Rusyn, and is spoken in Northern Hungary, Galicia, Bukowina, and in the Provinces of Volhynia, Podolia, Chelm, and Kiev in Russia. It is quite similar to the Russian language of the Russian Empire (sometimes called Great Russian), bearing about the same relation to it as Lowland Scotch does to English, or Platt-deutsch to German, and rather closer than Portuguese does to Spanish. The Ruthenians (in Austria) and Little Russians (in Russia) use the Russian alphabet and write their language in almost the same orthography as the Great Russians of St. Petersburg and Moscow, and the Ruthenian and Russian, though as a matter of fact they differ more, are as a matter of speaking, quite as the French and English might pronounce differently a word written the same in each language. This fact has led in late years to a recension of the Russian alphabet in Galicia and Bukowina by the governmental authorities, and by dropping some letters and adding one or two more and then spelling all the words just as they are pronounced, they have produced a new language at least to the eye. This is the "phonetic" alphabet and orthography, and as thus introduced it differentiates the Ruthenian language of these provinces more than ever from the Russian. The phonetic system of orthography is still fiercely opposed at home and in America, and as an Austrian governmental measure it is regarded by many as an effort to detach the Ruthenians from the rest of the Russian race and in a measure to Polonize them. This battle of the reformed phonetic spelling rages as fiercely in the United States as in Austria. The Greek Catholic Church has already received the Russian Church and is necessary to issue its official documents in both the phonetic and the etymologic spelling (as the older form is called), so as to meet the views of both parties. The phonetic spelling has never been introduced among the Ruthenians in Hungary, and their section of the church established therein is as Greek Rite there and in the United States. Besides the Ruthenians there are also the Slovaks who live in Northern
and North-western Hungary, close neighbours to the
Ruthenians, who are Greek Catholics, and who speak
a language almost like the Bohemian, yet similar
to the Ruthenian. It is written, however, with Roman
letters, and the pronunciation follows the Bohemian
more than the Ruthenian. These people seem to have
been originally Ruthenian, but became gradually
changed and moulded by the Bohemians and their
language for a long time to their language of the
same manner as the Bohemian. The Bohemians,
however, are in the Austrian part of the empire, while
the Slovaks are in Hungary. They have emigrated
to the United States in large numbers, and are about
equally divided between the Greek and Roman Rites.
This again necessitates the publication of books,
journal, in the Slovak language. It illustrates the difficulties of the Greek
Catholic priests in the United States, since they are
likely to have in their parishes Ruthenians (of the old
and new orthographies), Slovaks, and even those who
speak only Hungarian, having lost their Slavic tongue.
It is no uncommon thing to find a Greek Catholic
priest capable of speaking five languages: Ruthenian,
Slovak, Hungarian, German, and English. It is these
people as a whole who are comprehended under the
term Ruthenian, although that term applies strictly
to those speaking Russian and using the Russian
tongue. The defection of the eleventh portion of Russians fell away from the unity of the
Church in the schism of Constantinople, while a minority continued
faithful to the Catholic Church, and later many
more returned to unity. The Holy See, therefore,
made use of the ancient word Ruthenian to designate
those Russians who followed the Greek Rite in unity
with the Holy See, in order to distinguish them from
the Northern Russians who adhered to the schism.
Later on, those Russians who joined the union under
the Polish kings received the same name, and the
word Ruthenian is to-day used exclusively to designate
the Russians of Austria-Hungary, who are Greek
Catholics, in contradistinction to the Russians of the Russian Empire, who are of the Greek Orthodox faith.
The language of the Mass and the other liturgical
services according to the Byzantine Rite is the ancient
Slavonic (staroslovianski), and the Greek Liturgy was
originally translated by Sts. Cyril and Methodius about
590, and has been used ever since. It is curious to notice that the
Ruthenian language is much closer, both in spelling
and pronunciation, to the church Slavonic than the
present Russian language of St. Petersburg and Mos
cow. The letters in which the church books are printed
are entirely strange to the Cyrillic, or Kirillitca, said to have been introduced or, rather, adapted by St. Cyril from the
Greek alphabet, together with some additional letters
of his own invention. It consists of forty-three letters
of archaic form as used in the church books, but has
been altered and reduced in modern Russian and
Ruthenian to thirty-five letters. In the year 1562 Pope
John VIII formally authorized the use of the
Slavonic language forever in the Mass and in the whole
liturgy and offices of the Church, according to
the Greek Rite, and its use has been continued ever since
by the Catholic and the Orthodox (schismatic) Greeks of the Slavic races. This is the language used in the
Shishelmik (Missa), Trebniik (Ritual), Chasoslov (Book
of Hours), and other church books of the Ruthenian
Greek Catholics in America.

After the schism of Constantinople (1054) most
of the Russians became estranged from the unity of
the Church. (See under GREEK CHURCH, Vol. VI,
p. 526.) After the death of the Polish King, John the
Determined and Little Russia determined to return to
unity with the Holy See, and held a council at
Breze-Litovsk, at which a decree of union was adopted,
and where they chose two of their num
ber, Ignatius Potsey and Cyril Terletzky, to go to
Rome and take the oath of submission to the pope.
They declared that they desired to return to the full
unity of the Church as it existed before the schism
of Photius and Cerularius, so as to have in Russia one
united Catholic Church again. No change in their
rites or their calendar was required by Rome, but the whole of the ancient Greek Liturgy, service, and disci
pline (excepting a few schismatic saints' days and
days of processions) was given up. In December, 1565,
Clement VIII solemnly ratified the union of the two
Churches in the Bull "Magnus Dominus". On 6
October, 1596, the union between the Eastern and
Western Churches was proclaimed and ratified in the
Russian part of the Kingdom of Poland. A large
number of the Russian bishops immediately went over
many of the pious and zealous clergy. Thus Russia
led the way with his whole diocese, and his successor,
Methodius Terletzky, was a valiant champion of the
Uniat Church. This Greek Uniat Church even pro
duced a martyr for the Faith, St. Josaphat, Archbishop of Polotsk, who was slain by the Orthodox
partisans in 1633. In Galicia, however, the union
was slower. While priests and congregations became
Uniat, the Bishops of Peremyshl and Lemberg stood out
for nearly a century. But on 23 June, 1691, Innocent Vinnitzi, Bishop of Peremyshl, joined the
union, and in 1700 Joseph Shumianski, Bishop of Lemberg, (it was an admixture of Polish and
dignity by the pope in 1807), also took the oath of
union with the Holy See. From that time till now
the Russians on the northern slopes of the Carpathian
Mountains and on both sides of the River Dniester have
been united with Rome. On the southern side of
the Carpathians the Russians also accepted the union. In
the year 1636 Vassili Tarasovitch, Bishop of Munka
cies, acknowledged the pope as the head of the Church and
for it he was persecuted, imprisoned, and forced
to resign his see. But union with the Holy See could
not be stayed by such means, and on 24 April, 1648,
it was accomplished in the city of Ungvar by Peter Di
toshinski, the then Bishop of Munka
cies, and George Yakusitch, Bishop of Agri (Erlau). These two bishops
in solemn council, with sixty-three priests, abjured
the schism and confessed themselves Greek clergy holding the
Faith of Sts. Cyril and Methodius in communion
with Rome. Since that time the Ruthenian people
on maintaining the independence of the Kingdom of
Ruthenian Hungary have acknowledged the pope as the visible head of the undivided Catholic Church.

These Ruthenians have continued to practise their
ancient Greek-Slavonic rites and usages, and their forms of worship introduced into the United States
from Basilea, and predominating among the
Roman Rite, and have made them objects of distrust
and even active dislike, so that a few of the most
salient differences may be pointed out, although a full
statement will be found in the various articles on the
Eastern rites, ceremonies, and vestments. The Mass
itself is said in ancient Slavonic, the altar is separated
from the body of the church by a high partition called
the iconostasis, upon which the pictures of Christ and
His Mother, as well as various saints, are placed, and
the vestments of the Mass are quite different. The
stole is a broad band looped around the neck and
hanging straight down in front, the chasuble is cut
away at the front and closely resembles the
Roman cope, and instead of the maniple two broad
cuffs are worn, while a broad belt takes the place of
the girdle or cincture. Married men may be ordained
to the diaconate and priesthood; but bishops must be
celibate, nor can a deacon or priest marry after or
ordination. Priests of the Ruthenian Church
administration to children immediately after baptism, and
Communion is given to the laity under both forms, the
consecrated species being mingled together in the
chalice and administered to the communicant with
a spoon. Organs are not used in their churches, and
their church year follows the Julian Calendar, which is now thirteen days behind the Gregorian Calendar in use in the United States and Western Europe. Besides this, the Ruthenians (and the Russian Orthodox alike), display the so-called “three-armed” (or Russian) cross fashioned in this manner on their churches and use it upon their missals, prayer-books, paintings and banners, as well as other objects. They make the sign of the cross in the reverse direction to the Roman method, and in the service the men and women are segregated from each other upon different sides of their churches.

It is from these people, inhabiting Galicia, Bukowina, and Hungary, that the Ruthenian Greek Catholic population has come. Their earliest immigration to the United States began in 1879, from the western portion of Galicia near the Carpathian Mountains, the so-called Lemkovshchini, and then spread throughout the Galician and Hungarian sides of the mountains. At first it was hardly noticed, but it grew year by year, the earliest immigrants coming from Grybow, Gorlice, Janów, Jeniav, Krosno, and elsewhere in Galicia, and from Szépes, Sáros, Abauj, and Ung in Hungary, until finally the governmental authorities began to notice it. At the post offices in many of the mountain places in the Ruthenian portion of Galicia it was observed that the peasants were receiving large sums of money from their fathers, sons, or brothers in America. The news spread rapidly, and the officials took it up, and so emigration was at once stimulated to the highest degree. Every year it has increased, and Ruthenian societies are formed here to assist their newly-arrived brethren to find employment and to give information to those at home about America. It is not possible to tell exactly how many Ruthenians and Slovak Greek Catholics have come to the United States, because no statistics have been kept by the United States Government in regard to religious faith of immigrants, and not always accurate ones in regard to race or nationality. Still the immigration reports show that immigration from Austria-Hungary from 1861 to 1868 was annually in the hundreds; and from 1869 to 1879 it ranged from 1500 to 8000 annually; and in 1880 it suddenly rose to 17,000. From 1880 to 1908 the total immigration from Austria-Hungary to the United States amounted to 2,780,000, and about twenty thousand of them are Ruthenians and Slovaks. Within the last four years (1905-1908) the immigration of the Slovaks and Ruthenians has amounted to 215,972. To this must be added the Croatians and Slavonians (117,995), a large proportion of whom are of the Greek Rite. It is estimated that there are at present in the United States between 350,000 and 400,000 Greek Catholic Ruthenians, including as such the Greek Catholic Slovaks and Croato-Slovians. The largest number (over one-half) are in Pennsylvania, while New York, New Jersey, and Ohio have each a very large number of them, and the remainder are scattered all through the New England and Western States. The best information obtainable in advance of the coming census of 1910 their distribution is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>190,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>50,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>35,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>7,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>6,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other States</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the Ruthenian immigration had begun in considerable numbers, it was but natural that they should desire to establish a Church of their own rite. At Shenandoah, Pennsylvania, the Ruthenian settlement had so increased that towards the end of 1884 they sent a petition to Archbishop (afterwards Cardinal) Sylvestr Sembratovitch, Metropolitan of Lemberg, praying that a Greek Catholic priest might be found a parish of the Greek Rite at that place. The petitioners promised to build a church for him if he were sent. In the following year (1885) Rev. Ivan Volanski, of the Diocese of Lemberg, arrived in the United States, the first Greek Catholic priest to take up his work among them here, and at Shenandoah. He presented himself in Philadelphia with his letters, but, being a married priest, he encountered great difficulty in being recognized as a Catholic priest in good standing. However, he proceeded to Shenandoah, where under great difficulties and discouragements he organized his congregation and built it up into a very celebrated Mass and other services in a hired hall, for he was unable to obtain the use of the local Latin churches for Greek services. The matter of his regularity and his acceptance as a priest in Pennsylvania for the Ruthenians was finally arranged through Cardinal Sembratovitch. In the summer of 1886 he was able to dedicate a frame church dedicated to St. Michael the Archangel, the first Greek Catholic church in America. He then organized there the first Greek Catholic Society, that of St. Nicholas, built and organized a small parochial school, and then proceeded to form congregations and to found churches in other places where the Ruthenian population was thickly settled and needed religious instruction. Congregations and started churches at Hazleton (1887), Kingston (1888), and Olyphant (1888) in Pennsylvania, at Jersey City, New Jersey (1889), and at Minneapolis, Minnesota (1889). Finding his Ruthenian people without any reading-matter in their own language, he sent to Galicia for Russian type, and in the latter part of 1886 he obtained a few fonts from the Shevchenko printing office at Lemberg. He then commenced the publication in "phonetic" Ruthenian of a small paper issued every two weeks at Shenandoah under the name of "America." This paper lived until about 1890, but got involved in the labour troubles in the mining districts which destroyed much of its usefulness. In the spring of 1887 the Metropolitan of Lemberg sent him another priest, Rev. Zeno Lakovitch (unmarried), and a lay teacher, Volodimir Semenovitch from the University of Lemberg. Father Lakovitch laboured in Shenandoah and Hazleton, where he died a year later. In 1888 Rev. Constantine Andrukovitch was sent from Lemberg, and, in addition to his parochial work, he, with Father Volanski, undertook to establish a series of stores in several towns in Pennsylvania to sell goods to the Ruthenians and thus avoid the enormous prices for which the mining companies charged them. The business venture was unsuccessful, and, with other matters, it caused the recall of Father Volanski to Galicia. He remained there some time, then was sent as a missionary to Brazil, where his wife died, when he returned to Galicia, where he was a priest until his death in 1905. The business venture caused the recall of Father Andrukovitch, who returned to Galicia in 1892. The next three Greek clergymen were Rev. Theophan Obushkevitch (of Galicia), Rev. Cornelius Laurisciu, and Rev. Augustin Laurisciu (of Hungary), who took up their missionary work energetically. The first two are still Greek Catholic parish priests in the United States. Since their coming there has been a constant accession of Ruthenian Greek priests from Galicia and Hungary, and the building of churches and schools has gone on with increasing success. Even quite costly churches have been built. In Jersey City the old church has given way to a fine stone and brick church, which is an excellent specimen of Russe architecture. While at Homestead and Shamokin, Pennsylvania, there are quite costly churches erected. Many of the Greek Catholic churches are purchased from Protestant denominations.
altered and rearranged for the necessities of their rite, while one or two are churches brought over from the schismatics. The first Greek Catholic Mass in New York City was celebrated in the basement of St. Brigid's church on Avenue A (which was put at the disposal of the Greeks by the late Archbishop Corrigan), on 19 April, 1890, by the Rev. Alexander Druby, who is still in active parish work in America. This Greek congregation afterwards bought a church in Brooklyn (St. Elias, 1892), and there was no Ruthenian church in Manhattan until the Greek Catholic church of St. George was opened in 1905. In February, 1909, the Greek Bishop Soter bought a Protestant Episcopal church in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, refitted it, and consecrated it as the Greek Cathedral of St. Mary of the Immaculate Conception, and in the adjoining parish house and rectory will also open a seminary for the education of American priests of the Greek Rite. Of course many Ruthenian settlements in various localities are too poor to build and maintain a church, nor are there just at present sufficient priests in America to attend to their spiritual needs. Still there are at present (1909) about 140 Ruthenian Greek Catholic churches in the United States, and there are also ten more new ones projected for waiting congregations. Their churches are distributed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Monks</th>
<th>Secular Clergy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Indiana 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Missouri 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>West Virginia 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Minnesota 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rhode Island 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Virginia 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Ruthenian Greek Catholic archbishop in the United States consists (1909), of one bishop and 118 priests, originating from the following dioceses:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diocese</th>
<th>Monks</th>
<th>Secular Clergy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lemberg</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frasym</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanislau</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eperes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munkacs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreutz</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scranton</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburg</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several of these priests are converts from the Orthodox Greek Church in the United States. As it has been said, men who are already married are ordained to the diaconate and priesthood in the Greek Church, and so it naturally followed that married priests were sent to America. While a married priesthood seems repugnant to a Catholic of the Latin Rite, yet it is strongly adhered to by the Greek Catholics as vaguely a part of their nationality and Eastern Rite. All American Greek Catholic priests will hereafter be ordained from celibate candidates only, according to the provisions of the Apostolic letter "Ea semper", which will be referred to later. The growing importance of the Greek Rite in America, the dissensions arising out of old-country political factions among the Ruthenians, which will be mentioned later on, and which occasioned serious interference with the normal growth of the Greek Church, and the increasing intensity of the efforts of the Russian Orthodox to detach the Ruthenians in America from their faith and unity (see GREEK ORTHODOX CHURCH IN AMERICA) caused the Holy Father in 1907 to provide a Greek Catholic bishop for America. Previous to this (1902) the Holy See had sent the Right Rev. Andrew Hodobay, titular abbot and canon of the Greek Diocese of Eperes, as Apostolic visitor to the Ruthenians in America, who examined the condition of the Catholics of the Greek Rite in all parts of the United States and returned to Europe in 1906 with his report. The choice of a bishop for the Ruthenian Greek Catholics fell upon the Right Rev. Stephen Soter Ortynaki, a Basilian monk, hegumenos of the monastery of St. Paul, Michalewka, Galicia. On 15 May, 1907, he was consecrated titular Bishop of Daulia by the Most Rev. Andrew Roman Ivanovitch Schepititsky, Greek Metropolitan of Lemberg, and the other Greek bishops of Galicia, and he arrived in America on 27 August, 1907. Shortly after his arrival (September, 1907) the Apostolic Letter "Ea semper" concerning the new bishop, but placed him as an auxiliary to the Latin bishops, and as it modified several of their immemorial privileges in various ways. The Sacrament of Confirmation was thereafter to be withheld from infants at baptism, and was not to be conferred by priests, but was reserved for the bishop only (as in the Latin Rite), and among the Greeks in Italy. The priests were not thereafter to be ordained in America or to be sent thither from abroad, while the regulations as to the marriage of persons of the two rites were also modified. The Greek Ruthenian laity saw in it an attack upon their Slavic nationality and Eastern Rite, and a reaction which the Russian Orthodox Church so long fostered and magnified. They were told by the Orthodox that the whole letter was a latination of their Greek Rite in regard to confirmation and Holy orders, and was a nullification in America of the Decrees of the popes that their rite should be kept intact. This resulted in some losses (about 10,000) from the Ruthenians to the Russian Church, but already many of them are coming back. Matters, however, adjusted themselves, and the work of the new bishop is having good results. The whole matter of a Greek bishop in America is so far in an experimental stage, and is not a solution of the current and future immigration, the stability and solidarity of the Ruthenians in their adherence to their faith and rite, as to what powers and authority their bishop shall ultimately have. Where there exists an evident and actual need for it the Holy See has always granted the request, but where a minority of a population seems bound to become assimilated with, and eventually absorbed into, the surrounding population the case may be entirely otherwise. The newly appointed bishop has had success in establishing churches and parochial schools and in inducing his Russian flock to become American citizens and identify themselves with American life while not abandoning their faith and their Eastern Rite. He aims to establish English-Ruthenian schools in each Greek parish and to open a Ruthenian-American seminary at Philadelphia for the education of American-born Ruthenians as priests of the Greek Rite. There is already one American-Ruthenian priest, lately ordained. In purely theological matters they will be educated as in Latin seminaries, if not actually sent there, but in the Oriental church rites, discipline, liturgical language, music, and customs the proposed seminary will fill a place for the Ruthenians which our present diocesan seminaries do not fill. The number of church or parochial schools of the Ruthenians is about fifty, where instruction in English, Russian, church catechism, and the elements of a general education is given.
Sunday-school system has as yet been established amongst them, nor are there any nuns or religious engaged in teaching in the United States.

In order to understand somewhat clearly the situation of the Ruthenians in America, account must be taken of their national home politics, which they bring with them and fight out often quite bitterly in this country for recognition or union in the nationalities of the western and southern slopes of the Carpathian Mountains.

The northern Ruthenians derisively call their southern brethren “Hungarians” (Magyars), while the latter return the compliment by calling the former “Poles” (Polack). The point of this lies in the fact that each of the nationalities named is primarily detected by the Ruthenians on either side. But these are merely surface divisions between the two bodies of the same race. Their actual factional differences are much deeper. There may be said to be, broadly speaking, three Ruthenian parties or factions in the United States: (1) The Moscoyphiles, or Moskalophiles (Mos-kal in the Little Russian word for a Great Russian), who aim at an imitation, if not an actual adoption, of all things Russian as found in the present Empire of Russia, looking towards Moscow as the seed and kernel of Russian or Slavic development, and who are strong in Pennsylvania and Ohio or Ukrainians (the Ukraine is the adjoining borderland provinces of Russia and Galicia), who stand for the interests of the Ruthenian people in Austria and of the Little Russians in Russia, as distinct and apart from the Great Russians, and who desire to develop the Ruthenian (Little Russian) language, literature, and race along their own lines, entirely distinct and apart from that of the present-day Russian Empire; and (3) the Ugro-Russki, or Hungarian Ruthenians, who keep all the old Russian racial traditions, reverencing their Russian language, literature, and ancestry as models to follow in their development, but at the same time following the politics of Moscow and St. Petersburg in such development, either in Hungary or in the United States. The first two parties are Galicians, the last one Slovaks and Hungarian Ruthenians. These parties are sometimes divided into smaller factions, perplexing for an outsider to understand, such as those who desire to introduce the Hungarian language and customs, even using Hungarian in the liturgy of the Church. It is needless to say that none of these larger parties ever agree upon any one subject other than their Slavic nationality and Greek Rite. The Moscoyphiles often unite with the Ukrainians in opposition while the Ugro-Russki separate them into the slightest pretext when Russo-Slavic ideals are to be proclaimed, and are fiercely against everything that does not look Russiaward, for Russia is their big brother. On the other hand the Ukraini will have nothing to do with modern Russia; it is behind the age and is in the march of civilization; and they have besides offended both the other parties by adopting the “phonetic” style of spelling. This offence seems to be intensified because the new Greek bishop is somewhat of their way of thinking. The Ugro-Russki are violently opposed to whatever does not accord with the racial traditional traditions of the Ruthenians, and Slovak people within the borders of Hungary, and do not agree with the views and actions of either of the other two parties. Consequently, the Greek Catholic bishop has to publish his official communications in Russian, both phonetic and old-style, and in Slovak in order to reach all his people.

In general the Greek Catholingo views have organized into societies. Each church has its own local religious and singing societies, but there are other and larger bodies known as "brotherhoods" or lodges (bratstva), which have been of great assistance in building up the Ruthenian churches. They are usually of the nature of mutual benefit societies, assist in finding work, helping in religious matters and the like, having always the Greek Rite and the Ruthenian race as their main inspiration. Some of them provide that their members must show that they have made their Easter communion or forfeit membership, and provide for the dropping of a member when he ceases to be a Catholic. These brotherhoods or lodges are combined into a general federation, of which there are three main bodies in the United States. It has an annual convention composed of delegates from the various brotherhoods, and always has some well-known Greek Catholic priest as its spiritual director. The largest and oldest of these federations is the "Soyedinennya Greko-Kaltochesceki Ruskikh Bratstev" (Russian Greek Catholic Union), which was founded in Pennsylvania in February, 1892. It is almost wholly composed of Slovaks and South-Carpathian Ruthenians. It now (1909) has 542 brotherhoods and 22,490 members, and has besides a junior organization for young people in which there are 163 brotherhoods and 5400 members, and is in a flourishing condition in every way. It also publishes a weekly Greek Catholic newspaper at Homestead, Pennsylvania—"the Amerikansky Russki Vietnik (American Russian Messenger)", printed both in the Russian and the Slovak languages. Another is the "Poloettsev" (the Ukranian) in the "Ukranian Russki Ugro-Russki party. The second of these federations is the "Russki Narodny Soys" (Russian National Union), which was founded in 1894, and is a Galician offshoot from the preceding society. It is chiefly composed of Galicians who are Ukranians, and who express themselves strongly against the Roman Empire and the Orthodox Church. It now has 249 brotherhoods and 12,760 members, and it likewise publishes a weekly newspaper, the "Sveboda" (Liberty), which is printed in New York City, in "phonetic" Little Russian. The third of these federations is the "Obozhestvo Russkikh Bratstev" (Brotherhood Union), which was founded 1 July, 1900. It is composed almost wholly of Galicians of the Moscoyphile party, and a small minority of its membership is also made up of Galicians who are either Greek Orthodox or of Orthodox proclivities, for it is quite pro-Russian and opposed to the Ukranians. It has now 120 brotherhoods and 6430 members, and publishes its weekly newspaper, Pravda (Truth) at Olyphant, Pennsylvania, in the Ruthenian old-style spelling. There is also the "Rimako a Greko Katolicka Jednota" (Roman and Greek Catholic Union) of Pennsylvania, a Slavic federation with some 175 brotherhoods of about 9000 members, and it is estimated that about one-third of these are Greek Catholic. This federation also publishes a weekly paper, "Bratstvo" (Brotherhood) in the Slovenian language. Besides these publications there is also the "Dushapsyri" (The Pastor), published in New York, which is exclusively a religious periodical and devoted solely to the affairs of the Greek Catholic Church in America. In it the official utterances of the Greek bishop are usually published. There are also many other American Ruthenian papers and periodicals which have nothing whatever to do with church matters, but are devoted to labour questions, national issues, and to Socialism. Unfortunately, many of these publications, even the Catholic ones, exhibit too much of a tendency to attack their opponents in strong language and to belittle the efforts of those not of their party, and their usefulness for good is thereby lessened. From this number of booklets on church and national topics have been published in Slovak and Ruthenian, and every year there are issued a number of year-books or calendars containing a variety of information and illustrations concerning the Ruthenian Greek Catholic Church in America and abroad.

The immigration of the Ruthenian Greek Catholic
into the United States and the organization of their churches and rite has been too recent to properly speak of a notable division of representatives of their clergy or laity. Nearly every one who took a prominent part in their settlement and development is still alive and engaged in active work, while a vigorous younger generation born on American soil is now growing up. Among the Greek priests here in America several who are authors of learned works upon the church language and ritual, representatives who have filled posts of considerable distinction in the dioceses in Hungary and Galicia whence they came, and many who have constantly employed their tongue and pen in the education and improvement of their fellow-countrymen in this country. There is, however, no reliable idea of the number or influence of women devoted to church service in the United States, nor has any attempt been made so far, either on the part of the clergy or laity, to establish here anything of the kind.

In addition to the Ruthenian Greek Catholics in the United States, there are a large number of them in Canada. They are principally settled in the provinces of Manitoba, Alberta, and Saskatchewan, where they have devoted themselves to agricultural pursuits. It is said that a Ruthenian often works hard in the United States, saves up his money, and emigrates to Canada, where he can obtain land under the homestead acts. There is besides a considerable direct immigration from Galicia and Hungary, but the majority of the Canadian Ruthenians are Galicians. Their first church (St. Nicholas) in Canada was built about 1900 at Winnipeg by the Basilian monks who are in charge of the Greek missions in the northwest. The Very Rev. Platonides Filas, O. S. B. M., who is now (1909) the superior of the order in Galicia, was the first missionary sent there. Afterwards, in 1905, another church (St. Joseph) was built at Edmonton. Later on a monastery was established in Winnipeg, with a bishop at Edmonton, Alberta. From these central points, there are now (1909) over sixty missionary stations established with small Greek chapels at Oaknook, Swan River, Barrows, Ethelbert, Garland, Grand View, Minatonas, Yorkton, Beaverdale, Rabbit Hill, Star, Lamont, Nundare, and Skaro. In this section the Ruthenians have their own bishop, the Right Reverend Father Monomach, who is well provided for, and with certain schisms from the Russian Orthodox known as the "Seraphimites", or independent Greco-Russian Church. There are three missionary communities of the Basilian monks: at Winnipeg, Edmonton, and Monaster. The Greek clergy in Canada consist of one monk in the French province, and the number of Ruthenian Greek Catholics is between 45,000 and 50,000, widely scattered through these northwest territories. In Canada there is a religious order of women of the Greek Rite, the Servants of Mary (14 in number), whose mother-house is in Lemberg, Galicia. They have schools at Winnipeg, Edmonton, Monaster, and in some outlying districts. The Canadian Ruthenians publish a small paper (Canadian Farmer) and have several societies on the pattern of those in the United States.

II. ROMANIAN GREEK CATHOLICS.—These people come from the eastern provinces of Hungary known as Transylvania. They are of a nationality which claims to come down from the Roman colonists who were settled there by the Emperor Trajan, and hence they still call themselves Romani. These Transylvanians are really of an older political order and settlement than the country known as Romania, which bounds Transylvania on the east. The inhabitants of both lands are of the same stock, but those in Hungary were organized and in possession of a fair amount of education and political rights under Hungarian rule whilst the present Kingdom of Romania was still oppressed under Turkish rule. The latter only obtained its independence after the Russo-Turkish war of 1878, and in turn began the education and enlightenment of its people.

The Rumanian language is a Latin tongue, somewhat similar to Italian, but with a considerable mixture of Slavic, Greek, and Turkish words in it. It is also the language of the Mass and liturgical offices according to the Greek Rite among the Romanians, and an instance where the Church has made a modern tongue the liturgical language. Owing to Slavonic influences, the Rumanian language was formerly written in Slavonic or Russian characters, and this continued until about 1825, when the Roman alphabet was adopted, first by the Catholic Romanians and then by the Orthodox, and it has been used ever since. The Rumanian church books the Slavonic letters (the Cyrillic alphabet) had to give way to the Latin letters, just as the Slavonic Liturgy in the church services had given away to the Rumanian, and now both the Catholic and the Orthodox Mass-books and Office-books are printed beautifully in Latin letters and modern Rumanian, whether for use in the churches of Transylvania or Rumania. The Rumanian Church, although Greek in rite, was originally under the jurisdiction of Rome up to the ninth century, when Constantinople assumed jurisdiction over it, and later on, when Transylvania fell into secular hands, the Greek Church went with it. Frequently, however, during the centuries that followed, partially successful attempts were made towards reunion. At the time of the so-called Reformation in Western Europe the Calvinists endeavoured to persuade a portion of the Rumanian clergy and their flocks to embrace the new doctrines. This naturally led to an examination of matters wherein the Roman Church differed from the Calvinists, and also to the points wherein it was in harmony with the Greek Church, and later to a desire for union with it. The union of the Rumanian Greek Church in Hungary (for the other Rumanians were subjects of Turkey) with the Holy See dates from 1700. The preliminaries for union had been in progress for several years before, and once or twice had been on the eve of success. In the year just mentioned the Metropolitan Athanasius held a general council of the clergy at Alba Julia (Gyulafehervar), which declared, on 5 September, 1700, that "freely and spontaneously moved thereto by the impulse of Divine Grace, we have entered upon a union with the Roman Catholic church". This decree was signed by the metropolitans, 54 arch-priests, and 1583 priests. The set of union was confirmed at the Council of Trent in 1567 (Council of Trent of 1563), and the Rumanian hierarchy was for a long time the only Greek hierarchy in Transylvania. Towards the middle of the last century the Greek Orthodox Rumanian hierarchy was also established. The Rumanian Greek Catholics are very proud of their union with Rome, and church documents are often dated not only by the year of our Lord (pro anul Domnului), but also by the year of the union (pro anul de la santa unire).

The Rumanian immigrant does not seem to have began to come to the United States until about the beginning of the present century. In the year 1900 Rumanian immigration from Transylvania and Northern Hungary began to flow towards the United States, and lately has been followed by immigration from Rumania itself. It has steadily increased until now (1909) there are between 60,000 and 70,000 Romanians in the United States. Nearly all these have come from Hungary; only a small number are from the Kingdom of Rumania. Those from Hungary are from the southern and western counties of Transylvania, chiefly the counties of Sattmar, Fălăc, Fogaras, Bihar, and Times. The Greek Catholics among them number about 45,000, and they are scattered through the United States from the Atlantic to
the Pacific. The chief places where the Rumanian Greek Catholics are settled are Cleveland, Youngstown, Columbus, Newark, and Cincinnati, Ohio; Sharon, Erie, Pittsburg, Windber, and Scalp Level, Pennsylvania; Grand Island, Indiana; and Terre Haute, Indiana; Trenton, New Jersey; St. Louis, Missouri; and New York City. They are all quite poor and are generally found, like all recent immigrants, in the humblest and poorest walks of life. They lack sufficient missionary priests of their own rite, and at present many and many parishes in Cleveland, The Rev. Dr. Epaminondas Lucaci was the first Greek Catholic Rumanian priest to come to this country. He was sent here in 1904 by the Greek Catholic Bishop of Lugos, at the request of the late Bishop Horstmann of Cleveland, who was asked for a priest of their own rite by the Rumanians settled in Cleveland. When he came, he set about forming a congregation and building a church for his people of the Greek Rite. His energy and ability among his countrymen led to the erection and dedication, on 21 October, 1906, of the church of St. Helena in Cleveland—the first Rumanian Greek Catholic church in America. His seal also led to the formation of congregations in other localities which he visited regularly. In 1908 the second Rumanian church was built and dedicated at Scalp Level, Pennsylvania, which serves as the central point for missionary work among the Rumanians of Pennsylvania. In the third church, completed and dedicated at Aurora, Illinois, and it serves in its turn as the centre of Greek Catholic work among the Rumanians of the Western States. A fourth has just been constructed at Youngstown, Ohio. There are now (1909) four Rumanian Greek Catholic priests in the United States, and more are expected to arrive. The Greek Catholic congregations have been formed in many localities, and they are regularly visited by the Greek Catholic priests who are here, and regular parishes will be formed and churches erected as soon as possible. A Rumanian Greek church is now in course of formation in New York City and awaits a priest from Transylvania. While they have a small Catholic church paper, "Catholic American", they also publish a fine eight-page weekly, "Romanul", at Cleveland and New York, which gives a great deal of church news, and they also publish a little monthly magazine and an illustrated yearly which many church societies, and progress are given. The weekly paper was originally founded by Father Lucaci to provide reading-material and general news for his people, but it has since passed into other hands. Their societies are not strictly speaking church organizations, but are rather mutual benefit societies, and some even have a limited membership of the Orthodox, for the Rumanians of Hungary, whether Greek Catholic or Greek Orthodox, are very closely united upon racial and national feelings, and do not exhibit the hostility sometimes shown between the two Churches. The principal societies are "Dacia Romana", "Ardealana", "Unirea Romana", and "Societatea Traian", numbering altogether about 3000 members, and generally identified with the church congregations.

III. SYRIAN (MELCHITE) GREEK CATHOLICS.—About 1856 the first immigration from the Mediterranean coast of Asia began to reach the shores of the United States, when the Armenians, Greeks, and Syrians began to swell the numbers of our immigrants. Among them came the Syrian Greeks, or those Syrians who were of the Byzantine Rite, whether Catholic or Orthodox. The name Melchite is not exact for Greek Catholics (Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. VI, p. 756), is occasionally used to designate a Syrian of the Greek Orthodox Faith, but now it rarely has that meaning, since the schismatics preferring to be known as Syro-Arabsians, at least in the United States, where they are largely under Russian influence, for it is nearly always applied to the Catholics. After the Council of Chalcedon the Melchites followed the fortunes of the Greek Church of Constantinople. When it was separated from Rome they also gradually became more and more inert. Occasionally a bishop became Catholic, and there were sporadic attempts to reunite them with the Holy See. Cyril V, who was elected Patriarch of Antioch about the year 1700, decided to come back to union and made his submission and profession of the Catholic Faith to Pope Clement XI. and his example was followed by the Archbishop of Tyre and Sidon, the Bishop of Beirut, and other prelates. From that time on the Syrian Greek Catholics have had a restored Catholic line of Patriarchs of Antioch. Strangely enough, the word Melchite, which had been used to designate those who adhered to the doctrines of the Church of Constantinople when it was Catholic and in unity, and who even followed it when it left the unity of the Church, came eventually to mean, after the union of Cyril V and his fellow-bishops, almost exclusively those Syrians of the Greek Rite who were Catholics and united with the Holy See. Their rite, of course, is the same as that of the other Greek Catholics, but the language used in the Mass and the administration of the sacraments and in the church offices is the Arabic, with the exception of certain prayer-endings and versicles of the Mass, which are still included. The right to appointment of a Melchite priest may celebrate entirely in Greek if he so desires, and the Catholic Missal is printed in parallel columns in each language as to the parts which are to be intoned or said aloud.

At first these Syrians were in small numbers and were not distinguished from the Arabic-speaking Maronites or from the Syro-Arabian Orthodox Greeks, all of whom began to come to this country about the same date. This Syrian immigration, as compared with that from other lands, has never been very large. The Greek Catholics came at first from the same localities as the Maronites—Beirut and Mount Lebanon; but now they come from Damascus and other parts of Syria as well. In 1891 Rev. Abraham Bechewate, a Basilian monk of the Congregation of the Holy Saviour, from Saida in the Diocese of Zahleh and Farzul, Mount Lebanon, was sent to this country by the Patriarch of Antioch to take up missionary work among his countrymen. After his death the Congregation was instrumental in establishing missions and congregations in various cities and in having other priests sent to assist him. His first efforts were confined to New York City, and at present the Melchites in New York City use the basement of St. Peter's church on Barclay Street. In 1896 another Syro-Arabsian priest, Father Gebran, erected a church in Chicago, and in 1899 there were fourteen Melchite churches or congregations in the United States and Canada. Besides these there are many mission stations which the Melchite Greek priests visit periodically. These churches are situated at the following places: New York City; Boston and Lawrence, Massachusetts; Omaha, Nebraska; Cleveland, Ohio; Dubois and Scranton, Pennsylvania; Chicago and Joliet, Illinois; Rookley, South Dakota; La Cross, Wisconsin; Pawtucket, Rhode Island; and Montreal and Toronto, Canada. So far they have erected four half-sired churches in Lawrence, Cleveland, Dubois, and La Crosse. The cost of land in the large cities has been large, and they have succeeded in raising funds in the other places as assembled either in the Latin churches or in rented premises. The number of the Syrian Greek Catholics in the United States (1909) is between 5000 and 10,000, and they are to be found chiefly in the New England States, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, and Illinois. For their spiritual needs there are thirteen Syrian Greek Catholic priests, seven of them Basilian monks of the Congregation of the Holy Savior. In addition to America and Fars, about half of the other Basilian monks of the Congregation of St. John (Soarite) from the Dioceses of Aleppo and Zahleh, and two secular priests from the Diocese of Beirut. Owing to the poverty of most Syrian congregations, they have not maintained any schools and have no publications. The Diocese in America has, however, managed to have Syrian children attend the nearest Latin parochial school, if there be one. They have a small Arabic paper “Al-Kown” (The Universe), published in New York City, and have the church society of St. George.

IV. ITALIAN GREEK CATHOLICS.—In the extreme southern part of Italy and in the Island of Sicily, the Greek Rite has always flourished, even from Apostolic times. Three of the popes (Sts. Eusebius, Agatho, and Zacharias) were Greeks from that region. Many of the Greek saints venerated by the Church were Southern Italians or Sicilians, and the great Greek monastery of Grottaferrata near Rome was founded by St. Nilus, a native of Rossano in Calabria. The Greek Rite in Southern Italy never fell into schism or separated from unity with Rome at the time of the great Schism of Constantinople. Although they held to their faith and rite, yet the fact that they were not thereafter closely tied with the Roman Church, and therefore the followers of their rite to diminish. After the schism an idea grew up among the Italians of the Roman Rite that the Greek language and ritual were in some indefinable way identified with the schism. This was intensified upon the failure of the Greeks after the Council of Florence (1439) to adhere to the union. Therefore, as the Greek language died out among the southern Italians, they gradually gave up their Greek Rite and adopted the Roman Rite instead. While the Greek Rite thus became gradually confined to monasteries, religious houses, and country towns, it might perhaps not have died out on Italian soil, yet it was reinforced in a singular manner by immigration from the Balkan peninsula in the period between 1450 and 1500. The Albanians, who were converted to Christianity and followed the Greek Rite, using the Greek language in their liturgy, were persecuted by the Turks, and, by reason of the fact for the Italo-Albanians under their chieftain, George Castriota, also known by his turkish name of Scanderbeg (Alexander Bey), were forced to leave their native land in large numbers. Scanderbeg applied to Pope Eugene IV for permission for his people to settle in Italy, so as to escape from persecution. On reaching Italy, they settled in Calabria and Sicily, and received among other privileges that of retaining their Greek Rite wherever their colonies were established. Since that time they, like the Greek inhabitants of Southern Italy, have become entirely Italianized, but, together with them, have retained their Greek Rite quite distinct from their Latin neighbours down to the present day. All the Italians who follow the Greek Rite in Southern Italy are known as Albanese (Albanians), although only the older generations of that race retain their knowledge of the Albanian tongue. The Mass and all the offices of the Church are of course said in Greek according to the Rite of Constantinople, although a few Latinizing practices have crept in. The smaller churches do not have the iconostasis, priests do not confer confirmation, but it is given by the bishop, and they follow the Gregorian calendar instead of the Julian calendar, as well as the other Gregorian calendars.

When the immigration to America from the south of Italy and from Sicily began in large proportions, the Italo-Greeks came also. They are from Calabria, Apulia, and Basilicata in Italy, and from the Dioceses of Palermo, Monreale, and Messina in Italy. They are settled in the United States chiefly in New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago, and throughout the States of Pennsylvania and Illinois. It is claimed that the Greek Catholic population of Italy has sent a third of its clergy to America, and that they have been enrolled in the parishes of the United States, assisting in the churches of the Latin Rite. They have been enrolled in the parishes of the United States, assisting in the churches of the Latin Rite. They have not shown themselves in any wise as devoted church-goers, but since the foundation of the Greek Catholic church, it is apparent that the number of converts has been in a measure neglected, for everyone assumes that an Italian must be of the Roman Rite and ought to go to a Latin church. They have neither the means to construct churches of their own rite nor do they care to frequent churches of the Latin Rite, although they have the necessities usually associated with the Italian Catholic churches and celebrate their festivals according to the Latin. In many places they attend the church of the Hellenic Greek Catholics, and in some few instances some have gone to the Hellenic churches of the Greek Orthodox, where the language of the ritual is Greek. During the year 1904 the first (and so far the only) Italian Greek Catholic priest (Pope Rev.) Ciro Pinola, was sent from Sicily by Cardinal Celesio of Palermo to the United States, to look after the scattered flock of Greek Catholics here, and he is now a priest of the Archdiocese of New York. He found all Greek-speaking people accustomed to the language and rites of the Greek Church, as well as the fact that the inertia of so many of the newcomers to these shores, had not attended the Latin Catholic churches, and that they had become the prey of all sorts of missionary experiments to draw them away from their allegiance to the Faith. Besides, they were among the poorest of the Italian immigrants and had been unable to establish or maintain a chapel or church of their rite. He took energetic steps to look after them and on Easter Day, 1906, had the pleasure of opening the first Italian Greek Catholic chapel on Broome Street in the City of New York. This has progressed so far that he has now a larger missionary chapel (Our Lady of Grace) on Stanton Street, with a congregation of about 400, where the Greek Rite in the Greek language is celebrated. He has also various missionary stations in Brooklyn and on Long Island, which he visits at regular intervals, but he has been unable to do anything for the Italo-Albanian Church except to educate them and elsewhere. Other priests of their rite are needed. There is a small school attached to the Greek Catholic chapel in New York where the Church Catechism and Greek singing is taught, as well as several Italian and English branches, and children are instructed in their religious duties. From time to time is founded the “Fraternita del Santissimo Crocifisso”, a society for mutual benefit, religious instruction, and the building of an Italian Greek church. There are some ten or twelve Italo-Albanese societies, having branches in various parts of the United States, but devoted mostly to secular objects. There is also a small weekly Italian paper, “L’Operaio”, for the Italo-Albanese and their Greek Rite, but it is also devoted to Socialism and the wildest labour theories, so that its usefulness is doubtful.

Nothing, except a few newspaper and magazine articles, has been written in English on the West of the Greek Catholics in America; their own publications must be consulted. American Russkii Kalendarev (New York and Pittsburgh, 1897–1905); Russko-Amerskii Kalendarev Soznan (Scranton, 1902); Matveev, Zovu umyshlenie (New York, 1893); Vizina (LVII. St. Petersburg, 1897); Kalendar dlya Amerikanskih Russkikh (New York, 1907–1909); Messianskie Vedomosti (Eng- lish, 1890–1900); Chairak (1890–1900); Chairakski Kalendarz Zlatoj Dniom Romanul (Cleveland, 1909); Annual Reports of Commissioner of Immigration (Washington, 1890–1905); Desfrees, XIX (29th, Deere), New York, and the files of Vizina, Przad, and Zobodas.

ANDREW J. SHIPMAN.

Greek Church.—This subject will be treated under the following heads: I. Explanation of Terms; II. The Greek Orthodox Church and Its Divisions; III. Greek Catholic Church.
The Greek Church is divided into: (1) The First Five Centuries; (2) Decay of the Greek Churches of the East and Rise of the Byzantine Hegemony (451-847); (3) The Greek Schism; Conversion of the Slavs (ninth to eleventh century); (4) Institutions Rome and Byzantium (twelfth to fifteenth century); (5) From 1453 to the Present Time—Relations with the Catholic Church, the Protestants, etc. Under (2) will be found: (a) Internal Organization of the Byzantine Churches; (b) The Emperor; Relations between East and West; Liturgy. Under (5) (c) External Organization; (d) Hesychasm.

I. EXPLANATION OF TERMS.—In the East, when a Church is spoken of, four things must be kept distinct: the race to which the adherents of the Church belong; the speech used in their everyday life, and in their public devotions; the ecclesiastical rite used in their liturgy, and their actual belief, Catholic or non-Catholic. It is because these distinctions have not been, and are not, even now, always observed that a great confusion has arisen in the terminology of those who write or speak of the Eastern (Oriental) Churches and of the Greek Church. As a matter of fact, the usual signification attached to the words Eastern Church, outside the Church, or of Byzantine Churches with a liturgical rite differing from the Latin Rite. Let them reject the authority of the pope or accept it, they are none the less Eastern Churches. Thus the Russian Church, separated from Rome, is an Eastern Church; in the same way the Greek Catholics who live in Italy, and are called Uniates, as well as the Greek-Catholic Church also. The expression Eastern Churches is therefore the most comprehensive in use; it includes all believers who follow any of the six Eastern rites now in use: the Byzantine, Armenian, Syrian, Chaldean, Maronite, and Coptic.

What, then, do we mean when we speak of the Greek Church?—Ordinarily we take it to mean all those Churches that use the Byzantine Rite, whether they are separated from Rome or in communion with the pope, whether they are by race and speech Greek or Slavs, Rumanians, Georgians, etc. The term Greek Church is, therefore, peculiarly inappropriate, though most commonly employed. For instance, if we mean to designate the rite, the term Greek Church is inaccurate, since there is really no Greek Rite properly so called, but only the Byzantine Rite. If, on the other hand, we wish to designate the nationality of the believers in the following sense, we have to use the term Orthodox Church. It is found that out of fifteen or twenty Churches which use that rite, only three have any claim to be known as The Greek Church, viz., the Church of the Hellenic Kingdom, the Church of Constantinople, and the Church of Cyprus. Again, it must be borne in mind that in the Church of Constantinople there are included a number of Slavs, Rumanians, and Albanians who rightly refuse to be known as Greeks.

The term Orthodox Greek Church, or even simply the Orthodox Church, designates, without distinction of speech, or race, or nationality, all the existing Churches of the East, separated from Rome. They claim to be a unit and to have the same body of doctrine, which they say was that of the primitive Church. As a matter of fact, the orthodoxy of these Churches is what we call heterodoxy, since it rejects the Papal Infallibility, and the Papal Supremacy, the dogma of the Immaculate Conception, that of Purgatory, etc. However, by a polite fiction, educated Catholics give them the name of Orthodox which they have usurped. The term Schismatic Greek Church is synonymous with the above; nearly everybody uses it, but it is at times inexpedient to do so, if one would avoid wound- ing the feelings of those whose conversion is aimed at. The term United Greek Church is generally used to designate all the Churches of the Byzantine Rite in communion with the See of Rome. Thus the Ruthenian Church of Galicia, the Rumanian Church of Austria-Hungary, the Bulgarian Church of Turkish Bulgaria, the Melchite Church of Syria, the Georgian Church, the Italo-Greek Church, and the Church of the Greeks in Turkey or in the Hellenic Kingdom—all of them Catholic—are often called the United Greek Churches. Again, the term is inappropriate, and belongs of right only to the last two Churches. As a matter of fact the Rumanians and Bulgarians are Slavs who follow the Byzantine Rite, but use a Slavonic translation; whereas the Rumanians are Latins who follow the Byzantine Rite, but in a Rumanian translation.

Instead of United Greek Church, the term Union (or Uniate) Church is often used; and in like manner the word Uniate is used instead of United Greeks. These words are by no means synonymous. Uniat Church, or Uniate, has a much wider signification than United Greek Church or United Greek Churches. It is therefore really synonymous with Eastern Churches united to Rome, and Uniate is synonymous with Eastern Christians united with Rome.

II. THE GREEK ORTHODOX CHURCH AND ITS DIVISIONS.—The Greek Orthodox Churches are Churches separated from Rome and following the Byzantine Rite, i.e. the rite developed at Constantinople between the fourth and tenth centuries. In the beginning, the only language of this rite was Greek. A few centuries later, however, it was introduced among the Georgians, or Iberians, of the Caucasus and was translated into the Georgian vernacular of the country. In the ninth century, through the efforts of Sts. Cyril and Methodius and their disciples, the Moravians and the Bulgarians were converted to Christianity, and as the missionaries were Byzantines they introduced their own rite, but translated the Liturgy into Slav, the mother tongue of those nations. From Bulgaria this Byzantine-Slav Rite spread among the Servians and the Russians. In recent times the Byzantine Rite has been translated into Rumanian for use by the faithful of that nationality. Lastly, the Orthodox Syrians of Syria, Palestine, and Egypt have adopted a hybrid Byzantine Rite in which, according to the whim of the celebrant, either Greek or Arabic is used. Hence we have five divisions of the Byzantine Rite, and consequently five divisions of the Orthodox Churches:

I. The Greek-Byzantine Rite, which includes the pure Greeks subject (a) to the Patriarchate of Constantinople, (b) to the Holy Synod of Athens, and (c) to the Archbishopric of Cyprus.

2. The Arabic-Byzantine Rite, which includes the Christians under the Patriarchates of (a) Antioch, (b) Jerusalem, and (c) Alexandria, and (d) the Archbishopric of Sinai.

3. The Georgian-Byzantine Rite, which, up to the beginning of the nineteenth century, included the Churches of the Caucasus now absorbed by the Russian Church, but being the Slavonic Liturgy instead of their own native Greek.

4. The Slavonic-Byzantine Rite, comprising (a) the Russian, (b) the Servian, and (c) the Bulgarian Churches.

5. The Rumanian-Byzantine Rite used by the Rumanian Churches.
country have been suppressed by the Bulgarians. Bosnia-Herzegovina had four metropolitans depending more or less on Constantinople, but since Austria-Hungary has annexed that country they will no longer be dependent. Lastly, the Islands of Crete is now, most independent of Turkey, and in consequence its metropolitan and his seven suffragan bishops have gone over to the Holy Synod of Athens. From the 101 dioceses, therefore, we may deduct 17, viz., 10 metropolitan sees and 7 suffragan sees, which leaves a total of 84 dioceses. 76 of these metropolitan and 8 suffragan. Of these 84 dioceses, not including Constanti

nople, 22 are in Asia Minor, 12 in the Archipelago, and 50 on European soil. For want of reliable statistics, it is difficult to form an estimate of their population. The Greeks in the Ottoman Empire constitute a group of 700,000. The Albanians and Bulgarians. These are, moreover, 600,000 Slavs, either Bulgarians or Servians, who belong to ecclesiastical patriarchates. All the rest constitutes a grand total of 3,500,000 souls. In consequence of the independence of Bulgaria, of the annexation of Bosnia by Austria-Hungary, and the secession of Crete to Greece, the eccumenical patriarchate has recently lost nearly a million subjects—namely, 700,000 in Bosnia, 200,000 in Crete, and from 70,000 to 80,000 in Bulgaria.

(2) The Church of Greece.—This Church dates back to 833, when 36 bishops proclaimed their independence of Constantinople and established a Holy Synod; its authority was not recognized until 11 July, 1850, by the eccumenical patriarch. At the present time this Church is controlled by a Holy Synod of five members: the Metropolitan of Athens as president and four bishops chosen in regular succession. The Hellenic Kingdom contains 32 dioceses, of which one—that of Athens—is a metropolitan see; it is not, however, rare to find one-third of the sees vacant for economic reasons. The Church of Greece numbers 2,500,000 members in Greece and many thousands of believers in other countries, especially in the United States. By an arrangement arrived at between Athens and Constantinople in 1908, all the Greek Churches of the dispersion, save that of Venice, must look to their borders for their head of Church. (3) Cypriots.—Ever since the Council of Ephesus, in 431, recognized its autonomy, which was confirmed in 488 by the Emperor Zeno, the Church of Cyprus has remained independent. The hierarchy consists of the Archbishop of Constantinople and his three suffragans, Bishop of Salamis, Bishop of Paphos, and Bishop of Tyre and Cyrenia. Nearly ten years ago the archbishop died, and so far his successor has not been agreed on. The Church has about 200,000 adherents.

(2) Arabic Byzantines.—(a) Patriarchate of Antioch.—The Orthodox population of this patriarchate is hardy Greek, and they are Syrian race whose speech is Arabic and whose offices are celebrated in Arabic. Since 1899 the Greek element, which had up to then monopolized the superior clerical positions, has been definitively driven out of Syria. The patriarch lives at Damascus and governs by the aid of a Holy Synod and a mixed council. At the present time this Church has 13 dioceses, all of metropolitan rank, and numbers 250,000 souls.

(b) Patriarchate of Jerusalem.—This patriarchate was cut off from that of Antioch in 451. If it were not for the sanctuaries of the Holy Places, which draw so many pilgrims, it would be a rather small see, but its importance would be nil. All the superior clergy are Greek, and, in accordance with a rule made in the early part of the eighteenth century, the clergy of Syrian birth and Arabic speech are eligible for the lower clerical positions only, although the whole membership of this Church is Syrian. There has been a revolt recently against this slavery, and it is not unlikely that before long the Greeks will be expelled from Jerusalem as they have already been driven from Antioch. The only extant dioceses are Jerusalem, Nazareth, and St. Jean d’Acre, but a number of titular metropolitans and archbishops lead the patriarch in the administration of his Church. The liturgical languages in use are Greek and Arabic; the number of subjects of this patriarchate cannot exceed 50,000 souls.

(c) Patriarchate of Alexandria.—This patriarchate is made up of only one diocese under the personal care of the patriarch. According to decisions arrived at in 1867 it ought to be assisted by a Holy Synod composed of four members who were to be holy metropolitans. The Metropolitans of Pelusium, the Thebaids, Pentapolis, and Lybia. This synod is being formed. Church membership numbers about 80,000 persons, made up mostly of strangers from Syria and Greece, among whom far from harmonious relations prevail. The liturgy is celebrated in both Greek or Arabic, but for the most part in Greek.

(d) Archbishopric of Sinai.—The titular of this see has jurisdiction over the convent of St. Catherine and about fifty Bedouins. Its autonomy was proclaimed in 1575 and confirmed in 1782. At the present time the tendency is to consider it rather as a diocese in the Patriarchate of Jerusalem.

(3) Orthodox Georgians.—The various national Churches of Iberia, Mingrelia, and Imerethia no longer exist since Russia has extended her dominion over the Caucasus provinces. In the liturgy the Georgian tongue has been replaced by the Slavonic. The number of dioceses was formerly twenty, but is now only four, all in the hands of the Russians. It has a metropolitan, with the title of Exarch of Georgia and three suffragan bishops. The number of the Orthodox in Georgia, including the Russian colonists, is reckoned at about 1,600,000.

(4) Orthodox Slavs.—(a) The Synodal Church of St. Petersburg.—This is but a continuation since 1721 of the Patriarchate of Moscow, which had been established in 1859 by the Greek Patriarch of Constantinople, Jeremias II, who up to that time had ruled the Russian Orthodox Church. The Holy Synod instituted by Peter the Great and headed by the Patriarch, is the head of this Church. The Russian Church counts 63 dioceses, ruled by 3 metropolitan, 13 archbishops, and 47 bishops. In many of the dioceses, where the distances are enormous, it is customary for the bishop to take one or more auxiliary bishops, known as episcopal vicars, for the governing of parts of the diocese. At the present time there are 44 of these episcopal vicars. The number of members of this Church must be about 70,000,000, or half the population of the Empire. There are about 25,000,000 more believers who separated from the official church in the seventeenth century and make up the Russian Raskol, or sect of Russia. The number of adherents to the population of Russia is made up of about 12,900,000 Catholics, together with Protestants, Armenians, Jews, Mussulmans, Buddhists, and even pagans.

(b) The Servian Church of Servia.—It was not until November, 1879, that this Church secured its independence of the (Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople. Since then it has been governed by a Holy Synod comprising the Metropolitan of Belgrade and the four suffragan Bishops of Niš, Uchita, Timok and Chabats. Its members number about 2,500,000 souls, and its liturgical language is the Slavonic. It is ruled by the Servian Church of Montenegro.
divided. The membership is about 250,000.—The Servian Patriarchate of Carlovits in Hungary.—This Church was founded in 1691 by Servian emigrants from Turkey. It became a patriarchate in 1848. Besides the patriarchal diocese, there are six others: Brac, Herzegovina, and the Diocese of Bosnia. Its membership numbers about 1,880,000 souls. It is governed by a Holy Synod and a national Parliament, or Assembly, of which one-third of the members are clerics and the remainder laymen. It meets every three years.—The Servian Church of Bosnia-Hercegovina.—Theoretically this Church still belongs to the Greek Patriarchate of Constantinople, but since the annexation of these provinces by Austria-Hungary (6 October, 1908) it may be looked on as autonomous. It has four metropolitan sees, Seraiero, Mostar, Dolnja-Toula, and Banialouka, and numbers 700,000 souls.—Two other Servian groups have not yet acquired autonomy. That in Dalmatia belongs to the Rumanian Metropolitan of Tchernovitz; it has two dioceses, Zara and Cattaro, and numbers 110,000 souls. The other group, in Turkey, in the vilayet of Uskub, acknowledges the Greek Patriarch of Constantinople. It has two dioceses, Frizrend and Uskub, and numbers 250,000 souls.

(c) The Bulgarian Exarchate.—After having concurrently two patriarchates, one at Tarnovo, suppressed in 1393, and another at Ochrida, suppressed in 1767, the Bulgarians have organized an independent Church, recognized by the Holy See, 11 March, 1870. The exarch, head of all Bulgarians in Turkey and Bulgaria who may be disposed to admit his authority, resides in Constantinople. He has subject to him in Turkey 21 dioceses, of which about two-thirds are still waiting for the nomination of their bishops, and in Bulgaria 11 metropolitan dioceses. The faithful of the exarchate number about 4,000,000, of whom 2,900,000 are in the Kingdom of Bulgaria, and 1,000,000 in Turkey in Europe. The proclamation of Bulgaria as an independent kingdom will bring about modifications in the ecclesiastical domain, for it is hardly likely that Turkey will accept an outsider as spiritual head of its Ottoman subjects.

(5) Orthodox Rumanians.—(a) The Church of Rumania.—This church has existed since 1864, though it was not recognized by the Phanar as independent until 13 May, 1885. It obeys a Holy Synod composed of two metropolitans and six bishops—its whole episcopate is composed of an equal number. Its membership numbers 4,800,000 souls.

(b) The Rumanian Church of Sibiu.—This Church, formerly under the Servian Patriarchate of Carlovits, secured its independence in 1864. It is governed by a national Assembly composed of 90 members (30 ecclesiastics and 60 laymen) who meet every three years. The Metropolitan of Sibiu has two suffragans, the Bishops of Arad and of Karambes. Its computed membership is 1,750,000. (c) Servo-Rumanian Church of Tchernovitz.—This Church secured independence in 1873. It comprises three dioceses; Tchernovitz, the metropolitan see, situated in Bukovina (the three metropolitan sees are Bukovina, Transylvania, and Moldavia), and the other two dioceses of Lemberg and Przemysl. The population of this Church, which in Bukovina is mainly Servo-Rumanian and in Dalmatia Servian, is about 520,000 souls.

To sum up, there are seventeen Orthodox Churches of various tongues and nationalities, knitted together more or less by a common Byzantine Rite, and a vast base that becomes more and more imbued with Protestant ideas. Their total membership does not exceed 100,000,000 souls; the exact figure is 94,050,000, of whom about three quarters (70,000,000) are in the Russian dominions.

III. GREEK UNIAT CHURCHES.—Nearly every one of the Orthodox Churches of the Byzantine Rite has a corresponding Greek Catholic Church in communion with Rome. As we saw in the majority of the Orthodox Churches, so in the case of the Uniat Churches, they are Greek only in name. Altogether eight divisions are recognized: (1) Pure Greeks, (2) Italo-Greeks, (3) Georgians, (4) Greco-Arabs (or Melchites), (5) Ruthenians, (6) Servians, (7) Bulgarians, and (8) Rumanians. The total membership of these various Uniat Churches does not exceed 5,000,000 souls. The figure is computed at 5,564,809, of whom 4,097,073 belong to the Ruthenians and Servians, 8488 to the Bulgarians, 1,271,333 to the Rumanians, 135,735 to the Melchites, and 49,180 to the Italo-Greeks and Pure Greeks. The number of Catholic Georgians is unmistakable, but it is small. These are the figures furnished by the 1907 edition of "Missiones Catholicae", published at Rome (p. 743).

(1) Pure Greeks.—Their Church has not yet been organized, it is under the Apostolic Delegate at Constantinople. Parishes and missions exist at Constantinople, Cadi-Kouzi, Peramos, Callipoli, Malaga, and Cresarea in Capaccodia. The faithful number about 1000, under the care of a dozen priests, of whom seven are Assumptionists. There are also Catholics of this rite in Greece. They are subject to the Delegation at Athens.

The Italo-Greek Church.—These Churches are of Greek or Albanian origin, and use the Byzantine Rite. They live mainly in Sicily and Calabria, and have some fixed colonies in Malta, at Algiers, Marseilles, and Carphese in Corseca. Their number is not more than 50,000. Ecclesiastics in Calabria and Sicily are ordained by two Italo-Roman Bishops. Their liturgical language is Greek, but for the most part the vernacular of the faithful is Italian.

(3) Georgian Churches.—Russia, unwilling to tolerate within her dominions an Orthodox Georgian Church distinct from the Russian, is all the more opposed to the creation of a Catholic Georgian Church. Out of from 30,000 to 35,000 Georgian Catholics, about 8000 follow the Armenian Rite, the remainder having adopted the Latin Rite. The only Catholic Georgian organization in existence is at Constantinople.

(4) Greco-Arabes (or Melchites).—All these are under a patriarch who bears the titles of Antioch, Alexandria and Jerusalem, and who, moreover, has jurisdiction over all the faithful of his rite in the Ottoman Empire. Their number amounts to about 140,000 and they are subject to twelve bishops or metropolitans. The liturgical language is either Arabic or Greek.

(5) Ruthenians.—The Uniat Church of Ruthenia has disappeared. The two Bishops of Minak and Chelm, were suppressed in 1869 and in 1875 respectively. Since the disorders of 1905 many have availed themselves of the liberty of returning to the Catholic Church, but as a precautionary measure they have adopted the Latin Rite.

(6) Servians.—In Austria-Hungary the ancient Ruthenian Church has survived with a little more than 4,000,000 members. It has six dioceses, of which three are in Galicia (the Archbishopric of Lemberg, and the Bishoprics of Przemysl and of Stanislawow) and three in Hungary (the Bishoprics of Poznan, Przasnysz and Czempinis). Under it two Bishops have been consecrated, one by the Bishop of Grau, and the Bishop of Crisium, or Kreutz, in the archiepiscopal province of Agram, and of which the Catholic population is mainly Servian).

(7) Bulgarians.—The movement for union with Rome, very strong in 1850, was, owing to political reasons, not a success. To-day there are hardly 10,000 Catholics between the two Apostolic vicariates of Thrace and Macedonia. The seminary of Thrace is under the care of the Assumptionists, that of Macedonia under the Lazarists.

(8) Rumanians.—The Rumanian Catholic Church uses the Byzantine Rite, but the liturgical language is Rumanian. It is established only in Hungary and counts four dioceses, viz., the Archdiocese of Focsani with the suffragan Dioceses of Aradopolis, Gross-Wardein, and Lugos, having in all 1,300,000 members.
The Unit-Rumanians of the Kingdom of Rumania have no ecclesiastical organization. In this summary I have omitted the other Oriental Churches in communion with Rome, e.g. the Armenian, the Coptic, the Abyssinian, the Syriac, the Maronite, the Chaldean and Malabar Churches, because they do not use the Byzantine rite, and have no claim to be considered as Greek Churches, even in the wider meaning of the word.

**FORTSCHEIT, The Orthodox Eastern Church (London, 1907); FAMIN, Histoire de la viole et du protectorat des églises chrétiennes de l’étranger, 1852; the project, A travers l’Orient (s. g.); BETH, Die Orientalische Christentum der Mittelmeerlanden (Berlin, 1902); SCHREMMER, Verfassung und gegenwärtiger Status der Kirchen des Orientes (Köthen, 1906), and his De la situation légale des sujets ottomans non musulmans (Bruxelles, 1906); D’AVRIO, Le hérautisme de l’Orient dans le Recueil du Congrés Oriental (1899), 141-149; KOHL, Die Katholischen Kirchen des Morgenlandes (Darmstadt, 1896); Mission Catholique (Rome, 1973), 797-826; JANIN, I, in Recueil des documents chrétiens en Orient en Echos d’Orient (1906), 330-357; (1907), 42-49, 107-112, and 136-139 (in this same article will be found an ample complementary bibliography for sections II and III above).

IV. GREEK-CHURCH HISTORY.—(1) The First Five Centuries.—The Gospel, preached by the Apostles and by their disciples, who were converts from Judaism, spread first of all among the Jewish communities of the Roman Empire. These Jewish settlements were mainly in the towns, and as a rule spoke the Greek tongue. The Jews of Asia propounded the second frontier of the Christian communities were in the towns and used the Greek tongue in their liturgical services. Gradually, however, Christian converts from among the Gentiles began to increase and, as the author of the so-called Second Epistle of Clement says, "The children of the barbary outnumber the those of the fruitful one." The original differences between the Judeo-Christian and Helleno-Christian communities quickly disappeared, and soon there existed only Christians, with a certain number of heretical sects which either held aloof of their own accord or were constrained to do so. At the end of the fourth century, at least in the East, nearly all the cities were Christian, but the villages and country places, as in the West, offered a more stubborn resistance to the new religion. The government of the Church was monarchial; as a rule every city had its bishop, and the priests were his assistants; the deacons and sub-deacons were the clerks of the communal and charitable works. Even before the Council of Nicaea (325) ecclesiastical provinces had begun to appear, each having a metropolitan and several suffragan bishops. The size of these provinces generally corresponded to the extent of the civil provinces. The fourth council of Nicaea expressly refers to such provinces and the recognition of the bishops who exercised the highest jurisdiction was recognized by a number of ecclesiastical provinces, and did they correspond with the future patriarchates and exarchates? We must reach the third century before we find conclusive proof of this. At that time the Bishop of Alexandria was looked up to as the Primate or Patriarch of all Egypt. In a somewhat similar way, though in a lesser degree, the Bishop of Antioch had authority in the provinces of Syria and Asia Minor. For instance, at the end of the second century Serapion of Antioch exercised his authority at Rhoessos, a town of Cilicia, and this same Serapion appears to have ordained Palaut, the third Bishop of Edessa. During the latter half of the third century we see assembled at Antioch the bishops of all Syria and eastern Asia Minor, soon to become the civil diocese of Pontus. As early as 251 we know of a synod that was held to be at Antioch because Fabius, the bishop of that town, sent to Rome the synodal notice. The promoters of this meeting were the Bishops of Tarsus, Cæsarea in Palestine, and Cæsarea in Cappadocia. A few years later, in 256, Diognetus of Alexandria, treating of the Eastern Churches that had been disturbed by this quarrel, mentions Antioch, Cæsarea in Palestine, Ælia (Jerusalem), Tyre, Laodicea in Syria, Tarsus and Cæsarea in Cappadocia. Somewhat later, again, from 264 to 268, the affair of Paul the Gallican was the occasion of many meetings of bishops at Antioch, and in the interests of that Church. They came from all the same provinces, viz., those extending from Polemoniac Pontus (Neo-Cæsarea) and Lycaonia (Ioniaum) to Arabia (Bostra) and Palestine (Cæsarea and Ælia). Immediately after Paul the persecution of the Gallican Mission. Another celebrated council was held at Ankyra, presided over by the Bishop of Antioch, at which some fifteen bishops from the same countries, were again present; this time, however, the Provinces of Galatia, Bithynia, Phrygia, and Pamphylia are represented, but Asia, properly so, is not represented. Some of the bishops; Duchesne, "Christian Worship", London, 1901, p. 20. On the other hand, in Proconsular Asia no Church had yet succeeded in asserting authority over the others; Ephesus, the most famous of them, had merely a primacy of honour over its rivals in influence and wealth, Smyrna, Pergamus, Sardis, and others.

To sum up, then, during the opening years of the fourth century we find three principal ecclesiastical groups in the Eastern Empire: (1) that of Alexandria, with authority over the whole of Egypt; (2) that of Antioch, with a more or less recognized jurisdiction over the whole Greek world, with the exception of the provinces that the second frontier of the Roman Empire, e.g., Armenia and Persia; (3) Proconsular Asia, forming a group apart. The Councils of Nicaea (325), Constantinople (381), Ephesus (431), and Chalcedon (451) legalized the existing state of things, created new Churches and established the ecclesiastical hierarchy as it has remained ever since. But in order to understand the situation properly, we must first briefly review the civil organization of the Roman Empire, which had such an influence over early Church organization.

From Dioecletian to the accession of Theodosius the Great (379) the Empire of the East included nine civil dioceses of Egypt (after its separation from Antioch), Asia, Pontus, and the two Mysia, or Thrace. The remaining dioceses formed part of the Empire of the West. On 19 January, 379, Gratian, Emperor of the West, ceded to his colleague, Theodosius I, the Prefecture of the Eastern Illyricum, which included the provinces of Dacia and Macedon. Soon afterwards, between 424 and 437, Western Illyricum, or the diocese of Pannonia, became part of the Empire of the East.

Among the councils of Nicaea (325) that do not specifically deal with the ordinary ecclesiastical provinces, canons 6 and 7 confirm the rights accorded by the provincial councils. Certain great metropolitan archbishops, such as Alexandria, Antioch, Jerusalem, and the other eparchies. It is not easy at first sight to determine what the rights the council referred to. Nevertheless it is a general opinion that the sixth canon aimed at securing to the Bishop of Alexandria an exceptional rank, and at endowing him with powers over the metropolitans and bishops of the four civil provinces of Egypt, Thebaid, Libya, and Pentapolis, as ample as those exercised by the Bishop of Rome over the various provinces of the Patriarchate of the West. Thus the Bishop of Alexandria had the right to consecrate all the metropolitans and bishops of Egypt, and from this some historians and canonists would have us conclude that he was, as a matter of fact, the only metropolitan in Egypt, and that his entire patriarchate was a single diocese. This is an evident exaggeration. At the Council of Nicaea there were four Egyptian metropolitan archbishops who were excommunicated, or even exiles, for some time beyond the civil provinces; later their number rose to nine, or even ten, according as the emperors increased the number of civil provinces. The number of suffragan bishops rose at one time to a hundred. The organization of the Egyptian Church really followed the same lines as the others. But the Patriarch, or Bishop, of Alex-
andria had the right of consecrating all his bishops, once their election had been confirmed by the metropolitan, whereas in the other greater Churches the metropolitan himself discharged this function.

Although the sixth canon, in as far as it refers to Antioch, is not clear, it is seen that the Nicene Council recognized and granted to the Bishop of Antioch the same jurisdiction over the provinces of the civil diocese of the East (Diocesis Orientia) that it had recognized and granted to the Bishops of Rome and of Alexandria over the Provinces of the West and of the Mediterranean. Therefore, it is attributed to Antioch a supremacy over many provinces, each having its own metropolitan, in such a way as to constitute them into a patriarchate. It is thought that the jurisdiction of the Patriarchate of Antioch was coextensive with the aforesaid civil diocese of the East, but it may very likely have extended also over certain provinces in Pontus and Asia Minor.

The same canon requires that the rights of the other eparchies be maintained. The meaning of the word eparchies is not clear and has been variously interpreted. According to some, it refers to ordinary ecclesiastical provinces, but this is hardly probable, seeing that the jurisdiction of the aforesaid diocese of Asia Minor was attributed to Antioch a supremacy over many provinces, each having its own metropolitan, in such a way as to constitute them into a patriarchate. It is thought that the jurisdiction of the Patriarchate of Antioch was coextensive with the aforesaid civil diocese of the East, but it may very likely have extended also over certain provinces in Pontus and Asia Minor.

The same canon requires that the rights of the other eparchies be maintained. The meaning of the word eparchies is not clear and has been variously interpreted. According to some, it refers to ordinary ecclesiastical provinces, but this is hardly probable, seeing that the jurisdiction of the aforesaid diocese of Asia Minor was attributed to Antioch a supremacy over many provinces, each having its own metropolitan, in such a way as to constitute them into a patriarchate. It is thought that the jurisdiction of the Patriarchate of Antioch was coextensive with the aforesaid civil diocese of the East, but it may very likely have extended also over certain provinces in Pontus and Asia Minor.

The same canon requires that the rights of the other eparchies be maintained. The meaning of the word eparchies is not clear and has been variously interpreted. According to some, it refers to ordinary ecclesiastical provinces, but this is hardly probable, seeing that the jurisdiction of the aforesaid diocese of Asia Minor was attributed to Antioch a supremacy over many provinces, each having its own metropolitan, in such a way as to constitute them into a patriarchate. It is thought that the jurisdiction of the Patriarchate of Antioch was coextensive with the aforesaid civil diocese of the East, but it may very likely have extended also over certain provinces in Pontus and Asia Minor.

The same canon requires that the rights of the other eparchies be maintained. The meaning of the word eparchies is not clear and has been variously interpreted. According to some, it refers to ordinary ecclesiastical provinces, but this is hardly probable, seeing that the jurisdiction of the aforesaid diocese of Asia Minor was attributed to Antioch a supremacy over many provinces, each having its own metropolitan, in such a way as to constitute them into a patriarchate. It is thought that the jurisdiction of the Patriarchate of Antioch was coextensive with the aforesaid civil diocese of the East, but it may very likely have extended also over certain provinces in Pontus and Asia Minor.
pastes and the famous schism of Antioch (330-415) to proclaim its own autonomy. Once the schism ended, the Patriarchs of Antioch tried to reassert their authority; Cyprus resisted and even took advantage of the absence of the Syrian patriarch to have its independence recognized by the Ecumenical Council. Later, this independence was reaffirmed by the Emperor Zeno and by a council held at Constantinople in 488. The head of the Cypriot Church has never had the title of Patriarch, but only that of Bishop. The acknowledgment of an independent Cypriot Church was a serious loss for the Patriarchate of Antioch; following on this blow came two others in quick succession, the one beyond the frontiers of the Roman Empire, the other within those boundaries, which greatly reduced the influence of Antioch and the extent of its jurisdiction. Beyond the frontier, in the Persian kingdom of the Sassanides, were many Christians of Syrian speech, governed by a number of bishops. The Gospel had come to them from many points, principally from Edessa and other Churches subject to Antioch. There was, therefore, a certain bond of unity and fraternal ties between these Churches of the Persian Empire and those of the Roman Empire. In order to impose his authority on all the bishops of Persia, Pape bar Agat, Bishop of Seleucia Ctesiphon, the capital of the kingdom, had recourse to the Syrian bishops of the Roman Empire during the Persian Church of the next century. He hastened to him, and by methods whose nature is unknown to us succeeded in placing the Bishop of Seleucia Ctesiphon at the head of the Persian Church, and in bringing that Church under the jurisdiction of Antioch. The bishops of the other important seats in Persia accepted very unwillingly the primacy of the Bishop of Seleucia, and there were continuous revolts against it. The Bishop of Seleucia always fell back on the support of the western Syrian bishops subject to Antioch, especially in 410, when Marutas of Maiphgerat in this way overcame all opposition. The Bishops of Seleucia had recourse to Antioch only as an expedient for imposing their supremacy upon their Persian brethren; that end once attained, they, in their turn, shook off the tutelage of Antioch. The Council of Seleucia, held in 424 laid down that the bishops of Persia "could bring no complaint against their patriarch before the patriarch of the Western (Antioch), and that he would not be subject to their own patriarch was to be reserved for the tribunal of Christ." That ended the matter. By this council the Church of Persia cut itself off definitively from the Greek Churches. The pity is that a few years later, by adopting Nestorianism as its national doctrine, it also cut itself off from the Catholic world.

In 451, at the Council of Chalcedon, another Church was set up to the detriment of Antiochene prestige, viz., that of Jerusalem. The bishop of the Holy City had obtained from the Council of Nicea (325) the purely honorary rights which his successors had endeavoured to turn into tangible benefits. St. Cyril of Jerusalem, and especially Juvenal, tried to shake off the yoke of Cesarea Maritima, the religious capital of Palestine, and, after Cesaras, the yoke of Antioch, the patriarchal see of the East. Juvenal, elected in 424, acted, indeed, as if he were already independent. Afterwards he sought official approbation for the usurpations he had been committed. He applied first to the Council of Ephesus (431) and put forward forged documents, which St. Cyril of Alexandria refused to admit. Next he turned to the "Robber Council" of Ephesus (449), and his demands were conceded. At the same time he extorted a decree from Theodosius II, which he had himself drawn up, whereby the Church of Jerusalem was given jurisdiction over three provinces of Palestine, also over Arabia, and a part of Phoenicia. Two years later, at Chalcedon, through fear of losing more, Maximus, Patriarch of Antioch, came to an understanding with Juvenal whereby the Church of Jerusalem was to remain in possession of the three provinces of Palestine. In consequence of this agreement, which was ratified by the Council, Juvenal took advantage of the absence of the Syrian patriarch to have its independence recognized by the Ecumenical Council. Later, this independence was reaffirmed by the Emperor Zeno and by a council held at Constantinople in 488. The head of the Cypriot Church has never had the title of Patriarch, but only that of Bishop. The acknowledgment of an independent Cypriot Church was a serious loss for the Patriarchate of Antioch; following on this blow came two others in quick succession, the one beyond the frontiers of the Roman Empire, the other within those boundaries, which greatly reduced the influence of Antioch and the extent of its jurisdiction. Beyond the frontier, in the Persian kingdom of the Sassanides, were many Christians of Syrian speech, governed by a number of bishops. The Gospel had come to them from many points, principally from Edessa and other Churches subject to Antioch. There was, therefore, a certain bond of unity and fraternal ties between these Churches of the Persian Empire and those of the Roman Empire. In order to impose his authority on all the bishops of Persia, Pape bar Agat, Bishop of Seleucia Ctesiphon, the capital of the kingdom, had recourse to the Syrian bishops of the Roman Empire during the Persian Church of the next century. He hastened to him, and by methods whose nature is unknown to us succeeded in placing the Bishop of Seleucia Ctesiphon at the head of the Persian Church, and in bringing that Church under the jurisdiction of Antioch. The bishops of the other important seats in Persia accepted very unwillingly the primacy of the Bishop of Seleucia, and there were continuous revolts against it. The Bishop of Seleucia always fell back on the support of the western Syrian bishops subject to Antioch, especially in 410, when Marutas of Maiphgerat in this way overcame all opposition. The Bishops of Seleucia had recourse to Antioch only as an expedient for imposing their supremacy upon their Persian brethren; that end once attained, they, in their turn, shook off the tutelage of Antioch. The Council of Seleucia, held in 424 laid down that the bishops of Persia "could bring no complaint against their patriarch before the patriarch of the Western (Antioch), and that he would not be subject to their own patriarch was to be reserved for the tribunal of Christ." That ended the matter. By this council the Church of Persia cut itself off definitively from the Greek Churches. The pity is that a few years later, by adopting Nestorianism as its national doctrine, it also cut itself off from the Catholic world.


(2) Decay of the Greek Churches of the East and Rise of the Byzantine Hegemony (451-847).—The definition of faith of the Council of Chalcedon (451) had curiously agitated the Byzantine Empire. The condemnation of Eutyches, Dioscorus, and their adherents amounted in the eyes of many to a condemnation of St. Cyril of Alexandria and of the Council of Ephesus, if not to a victory for Nestorius. It happened that these religious disturbances reached their climax in the remotest provinces of the empire, in those which, while willingly or unwillingly subject to the Byzantines, had still retained a lively memory of their former national independence and glory, together with their own language, race, and literature. St. Cyril thus, Syria, Egypt, Armenia became for the most part Monophysite; Palestine also. Even the episcopate of Asia Minor, with the Metropolitan of Ephesus, who resumed, about 474, the title of Patriarch, was bitterly opposed to the new definition; in the end, however, order and orthodoxy prevailed in Asia Minor. Until the reign of Justinian (527-56) the doctrine of Monophysitism was officially triumphant according as the emperor happened to be Monophysite or Dyophysite, and let to the accepted doctrine the support of his sword. Justinian, the Byzantine Louis XIV, finally caused Dyophysitism to triumph, and had to turn his attentions to the support of all the Eastern and African portions of the empire. The Church of Alexandria and that of Antioch nominated Monophysite patriarchs, and thus began the Coptic and Jacobite Churches which exist even
yet. In Egypt nine out of every ten of the faithful declared against the faith of the imperial Court; in Syria seven out of the eleven. It was said that about one-half of the subjects of Justinian accepted the faith of Chacondon. Efforts to impose a heterodox patriarch on Palestine were in vain; except in the region of Garsa, the monks were powerful enough to successfully resist the Monophysite. In the time of Constantine VI, the sixth century, of the Greek patriarchates in the East, one (Alexandria) had lost nearly all its subjects, another (Antioch) retained but one-half, while the third (Jerusalem) was too inconsiderable ever to dispute the primacy with Constantinople. The latter thus became the only real Greek patriarchate, to which the pope, in the name of the emperor, delegated the commission of the exhaust of the empire's business in the East. The patriarchs of Mesopotamia and Syria looked for favours and protection against Monophysite competition and later against the threatening domination of the Arabs.

This led us to a consideration of the second cause that completely ruined the hopes of the three Greek Churches of Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem, namely, Islam. It came from Arabia and spread like an oil-stain over Palestine, Syria, Mesopotamia, Persia, and finally Egypt. It even made great efforts to cross the Taurus range and enter the Greek world, but in this it was everywhere defeated. For the moment its advance was checked at Calabria and Sicily, where the Byzantine folk had remained for the most part aloof from Hellenic speech and civilization. Thus the Syrian Jacobites gladly welcomed the Arab conquerors as their brethren in race and in speech, and, it would seem, often aided them in their conquests. Their complaisance towards the new régime brought them many favours not shown to the Melchites, who, because of their origin, or at least because of their relations with foreign Byzantium, were everywhere watched, hunted down, and proscribed. Without the help of Constantinople and Rome, from whom they begged help and assistance, it is very probable that these Melchite Churches would have disappeared. At the very time when the great Arab invasion and the spread of Islam was taking place, Byzantium was emerging from a disastrous war with Persia which had almost brought about the ruin of the Christian power, and its emperor was occupied in rallying the various parts of the empire to the support of the ad captandum formula of one will and one energy in Christ. The attempt failed owing to the splendid resistance set afoot by St. Sophronius of Jerusalem and St. Maximus of Constantinople; its net result was a fresh loss for the Melchite Patriarchate of Antioch, from the moment of the further partition of the Orient, as the Orontes seceded, to found, with the aid of the villagers of Syria and the Lebanon, the Maronite Church, Monothelite in doctrine, but which at a later date accepted Catholicism. The growing weakness of the three eastern patriarchates and of the Archbishops of Cyprus, whose titular had for a while to take refuge in Cyzicus, soon forced them to seek the moral and material support of Constantinople. It was eagerly granted, and Constantinople, thus freed from a rival in the East, turned its attention towards Rome in the West. As we have seen, the civil diocese of Thrace was the only one in Europe subject to the Patriarch of Constantinople; the provinces of Achaia, Macedonia, Thessalia, Epirus (old and new), which formed the civil diocese of Macedonia, Dacia, and Pannonia, were included in the Patriarchate of Rome. Over these remote provinces the pope exercised his spiritual supremacy through the Bishop of Rome, in his character of the Bishop of Rome, that of Bishop of Rome, and of Bishop of Rome, in the capacity of Bishop of Rome, and of Bishop of Rome. In about 380, and the Bishop of Justiniana Prima (Uskub), appointed in 535. Until the eighth century this arrangement worked without much opposition on the part of Constantinople, and the ecclesiastical provinces of Illyricum were considered as forming part of the Roman Patriarchate. The Emperor Leo III, the Isaurian, seems to have been the first to interfere with the constitution of the patriarchate of Constantinople. Such, at least, is the usual interpretation of an obscure text in the Chronicle of Theophanes (Hubert in "Revue Historique" (1899), I, 21-22); it is confirmed by an observation of the Armenian ecclesiastic Basil, who, in the ninth century, speaking of the metropolitan cities of Illyricum and Italy, asserts that they had been made subject to the authority of the patriarchate of Constantinople "because the pope of ancient Rome had fallen into the hands of the Barbarians" (Georgii Cyprii Descriptio Orbis Romani, ed. Gelzer, p. 27). The pope protested against this high-handed robbery, but no attention was paid to their protests, and since about 733 Illyricum has been attached to the Byzantine Patriarchate. In this way it gained about one hundred bishoprics, nor was this all: starting with the principle that no bishopric in the Byzantine Empire could be in any way dependent on an outside patriarchy, the Iconoclast emperors took away from the see in the place of the patriarch of Illyricum the subject of the Arab caliphs, the twenty-four episcopal sees of Byzantine Isauria, and from the pope of Rome the fifteen Greek bishoprics in Southern Italy. Consequently, the jurisdiction of the Patriarch of Constantinople became co-extensive with the limits of the Byzantine Empire.

Besides this increase of jurisdiction, the establishment of a permanent synod (συνόδος συμβούλευον) and the addition to his title of the adjective "Ecumenical" rapidly placed the Patriarch of Byzantium in the front rank. The permanent synod dates most probably from the patriarchate of Nestorius (381-97). It was a sort of ecclesiastical tribunal permanently in session at Constantinople, made up, as a rule, of many bishops whom business or ambition had called to the capital; the patriarch himself presided over the tribunal. It attended to the solution of all ecclesiastical affairs submitted to the judgment of the emperor, so that the Patriarch of Constantinople became ex officio arbitrator between the Court and the bishops of the empire; it was a privileged position due to the very force of circumstances, and in the last resort it subjected all the great metropolitan sees, and even the patriarchs, of the East, to the judicial authority of the Bishop of Rome. It was in the seventeenth century that Chacondon confirmed and consolidated this state of things, and the insertion of those canons in the Civil Code gave them thenceforward equal authority with any other imperial decrees. The title "Ecumenical" was granted for the first time at the Robber Council of Ephesus (449) to the Patriarch Dioscurus of Alexandria, and at the time it looked like a dangerous innovation, and was repudiated at the Council of Chalcedon. Soon afterwards we find it applied to Popes St. Leo I, Hormisdas, and Agapitus, and to the Patriarchs of Constantinople, John II (518-520), Epiphanius (520-535), Anthimus (536), Menas (535-552). It was in 588, on the occasion of a council, that the Patriarch John VI, surnamed the Faster, seems to have restricted the use of the honorary title to his own use. This gave rise to a fresh quarrel with Rome, which saw therein a new evidence of ambition. Pope Pelagius II annulled the acts of this council and annulled his own bull of the Church. This caused a lengthy correspondence on the matter with the Byzantine Patriarchs John IV and Cyriacus, but nothing ever came of it. The popes went on protesting, but the Byzantine patriarchs, supported by the Court, the bishops, and the clergy, also by the other Greek patri-
Greek arches, refused to forego the title, which they have borne ever since, and which has given them a colour of honorary supremacy over all the Churches of the East.

(a) The Organization of the Churches.—The superior hierarchy of a Greek Church at the period we are treating of, viz., from the fourth to the tenth century, was composed of a patriarch, a catholicos, the greater metropolitan, the autocephalous metropolitans, the archbishops and the bishops. The patriarch is at this period the highest prelate at the head of a whole Church; and, as we have seen, there were only four such: Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem. The catholicos exercised jurisdiction over a portion of the Church on an equality with the patriarch, save for the fact that he must originally have been consecrated by the patriarch, in the went told, was the position of the Catholicos of Seleucia-Ctesiphon, and of the Catholicos of Armenia, with reference to the See of Antioch, and towards the same see, but at a later period, of the Catholicos of Romagaries, of Irenoupolis, and of Georgia. The other patriarchates, except perhaps Alexandria, never had under their authority the certain number of suffragan bishops. Their position was similar to that of the Latin archbishops. The number of these metropolitanas varied in the various patriarchates, but tended to the actual number of ecclesiastical provinces. For a long period Jerusalem had three, in the sixth century Antioch had twelve, in the sixth century Alexandria had ten, in that same century Constantinople had twenty-eight, which rose to thirty-two about 650, and to forty-nine about the beginning of the tenth century. The "autocephalous" metropolitanas had no suffragan bishops, and depended directly on the patriarch. Latin canon law knows no such dignity. These prelates had each his own diocese; they were not metropolitanas in partibus infidelium. The number of these prelates, small at first, increased in the East to such a degree that at the present time one rarely meets with any of another rank. In the sixth century there was only one, that of Chalcedon, in the Patriarchate of Constantinople; in the tenth century only two, those of Chalcedon and Ctesiphon. We have no documentary evidence as to how they held this respect in the Patriarchates of Alexandria and of Jerusalem. The archbishops do not differ from autocephalous metropolitanas, except as being inferior to them in the hierarchy. They depend directly on the patriarch, and have the real government of a diocese. This title, which corresponds to the exemplos (archbishops), was formerly very common in the Eastern Church. About 650 the Church of Constantinople reckoned thirty-four archdioceses of this sort; in the tenth century, we know, on the evidence of three documente, it had fifty-one; at the end of the eleventh century the number stood at thirty-nine, and since then it has gone on decreasing in the East, so that at present the Patriarchate of Jerusalem alone possesses this institution.

The position of suffragan bishops is too well known to require any explanation. In the sixth century there were fifty-six of them in the three provinces of the Patriarchate of Jerusalem, one hundred and twenty-five in the twelve provinces of Antioch. About 650 there were three hundred and fifty-two in the thirty-two provinces of the Patriarchate of Constantinople, and in the early part of the tenth century, when the number of its provinces rose to forty-nine, Constantinople had five hundred and twenty-two suffragan sees. As in the West, the number of suffragan sees in a province was not always the same in the same patriarchate. Thus, in 650 the provinces of Asia and of Syria had each thirty-six such sees, but the province of Europe, or Rhodope, had only two. In the sixth century, again, in the Patriarchate of Antioch, the Metropolitan of Dara had three suffragan sees, while the Metropolitan of Seleucia in Isauria had twenty-four. To gain a collective idea of this hierarchy it should be remembered that in Byzantium the Patriarch of Constantinople counted thirty-two metropoles, or capitals of ecclesiastical provinces, one autocephalous metropolis, thirty-four autocephalous archbishoprics, and three hundred and fifty-two bishoprics—a grand total of four hundred and thirteen dioceses. A century earlier the Patriarchate of Antioch could boast of twelve metropoles, five autocephalous metropolitanas, two exempt bishoprics (a peculiar institution of this Church), and one hundred and twenty-five bishoprics—a grand total of one hundred and forty-four dioceses. For want of accurate information it is impossible to give similar details for the Patriarchates of Alexandria, and Antioch, and the number of suffragan bishops for all of them was considerable. Below the bishops came the other ecclesiastical dignitaries—priests, deacons, desecases, subdecanes, lectors, canons, and others. Ecclesiastical functionaries were very numerous. After the patriarch in the capital, and in their dioceses after the metropolitanas and bishops, the chanters, the archdeacons, a sort of vicar-general having direct control over the clergy, if not over the faithful of the diocese. The title soon disappeared and was replaced by that of protoevangelist, which has remained to our own times. There were, moreover, referendaries, who carried important messages, and were answerable for the truth of the content of their messages in the diocese in the bishop's name; apocrisiarios (in the Latin Church responsabiles, i. e. nuncios), or representatives of the patriarchas at the emperor's Court, of the metropolitanas to their patriarchas, and of the bishops to their metropolitanas; economos, or bursars, who looked after church property and were entrusted with the administration of such property in outlying districts to delegates of various names and titles: a kimieliarchos, in charge of the church treasury and also known as the skopeophylax; a charitophylax or archivist; a chancellor, or master of ceremonies, etc.

During this period the Greek episcopate was, as a general rule, recruited by election. The notables united with the clergy drew up a list of three candidates which they submitted to the choice of the patriarch, the metropolitan, or the bishops, according as the see to be filled was a metropolitan see or a simple bishopric. In practice the patriarch and, more of all, the emperor interfered in the election. The decision of a patriarch belonged in the first instance to the clergy of Constantinople, then to a committee of metropolitanas and bishops; in reality the choice was always settled by the emperor. From the list of three candidates presented by the bishops he selected one as patriarch, and if none of the names presented was agreeable to him he put a new name before the ecclesiastical college, which the bishops could only confirm.

The status of the lower clergy was much the same as now. In the cities and populous centres there were many learned and often exemplary priests, who, for the most part, had been through the monastic schools; but in the rural districts they were generally ignorant and of evil repute. Because of their exemptions and their civil privileges, the clergy were numerous. Churches and chapels abounded everywhere, especially in the cities; every basilica (emperor), even the least religious-minded, was lavish with money for their construction. An idea of the personnel employed at this time in serving a church may be gathered from two churches in Constantinople. A law of Justinian (533) fixed the number of clerics at St. Sophia and its three adjacent churches at 425—viz., 60 priests, 100 deacons, 40 deaconesses, 90 subdeacons, 110 lectors, 25 canons, to which we must add 100 doorknobs. From Justinian's reign to that of Heraclius this number increased, and in 627 the latter emperor was obliged to put a limit to the number of clerics serving this church. Unless subsequent en
dowments authorised otherwise, the regular number was to be 325, viz., 80 priests, 150 deacons, 40 deaconesses, 70 subdeacons, and 100 for servants; the average number of 75 doorkeepers, 2 synecchi, 12 chamberlains, and 40 nataries. The little church of Blachernae had a person nel at this period of 75 members, viz., 12 priests, 18 deacons, 6 deaconesses, 8 subdeacons, 20 lectors, 4 cantors, and 7 doorkeepers. From these two examples alone, we may see what the smaller or larger churches must have required.

Benevolent institutions claimed a proportionate number of functionaries and titles; in Christian antiquity few social bodies were as much concerned with the diminution of social ills as that of Constantine. In its special capacity the institution was to succour every form of physical and moral suffering; from the emperor to the humblest citizen all were interested in their maintenance. Hospices and shelters were found everywhere; there were also xenodochia, or hostels for strangers; gerontiocoria, or homes for the aged; psichotropia, or asylums for the poor; nosocomia, or hospitals for the sick; orphanotrophia, or founding hospitals; brephotrophia, or crèches; and even lobo-
trophia, or homes for lepers. These institutions were mostly conducted by monks, which fact brings us to a consideration of the monastic system.

Their rules, the monks may be divided into two classes: solitaries and cenobites. The solitaries had various names, according to their habitations or the exercises they practised. They were known as hermits or recluse if they provided their own necessities of life or accepted them from strangers; sittites or dendrites, if they chose a pillar or a tree as the scene of their mortifications; laurites or kellites, if they lived together in a laura. These last belong rather to the Eastern world properly so called (Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Mesopotamia) than to the Greek, or Byzantine, world. On the other hand, the Greek Christian world was famous for its cenobites, who, as a rule, had evolved from the community life. Solitary and cenobite had each a special dress, the names and uses of which are well known. The laura, and convents, had each its own superior, sometimes called archimandrite, and sometimes hegumenos, terms synonymous in the beginning, but soon differentiating. Gradually the archimandrite came to mean the head of all the monasteries of a city or of a diocese. Below him came the deuterewon or prior, at least until the sixth century; after that the place was taken by the exacomos, or bursar. In the ninth century every diocese (presumably the cenobites of every diocese) formed a sort of federation under the presidency of a hegumenos known as the exarch or archimandrite. In the Archdiocese of Jerusalem this presidency over the laurites and hermits devolved on the Hegumenos of St. Sabas, and that of the cenobites on the Hegumenos of St. Theodosius. In the archdeacon of Constantinople, the superior of the convent, or monastery, of Dalmatia exercised this function. As soon as peace was definitively granted to the Church, and especially after the reign of Theodosius I (378-95), the religious life had its period of greatest splendour. Emperors, empresses, consuls, patricians, senators, patriarchs, bishops, private individuals vied in building conventual homes for "those who had put on the robe of the angels" and who had become "citizens of heaven". As early as 518, we find a petition to Pope Hormidas signed by fifty-four superior of monastic houses for men in Constantinople; in 538 no fewer than eighty Greek monasteries from the same city assisted at the council which deposed the patriarch Anthimos, while the neighbouring Diocese of Chalcodon alone sent forty more. In Palestine the Archdiocese of Jerusalem had at least 100 monasteries. And it must not be imagined that the number of their inmates was small. The land of St. Sabas had 190 inmates; the convent of St. Theodosius, 400; the New Laura more than 600. It is true that all of the monasteries were not so populous, but if we place the average number of 40 for a monastery, we shall not be far from the truth. Let it not be forgotten that 10,000 monks of Palestine assembled at Jerusalem in 516 to demand that the Council of Chalcedon be observed. "It is worth noting that there never existed a religious congregation, properly speaking, in the Greek world; this Western form of monasticism was unknown to the East. There every convent was independent of its neighbour, and where many convents had the same founder their union rarely lasted beyond his lifetime. Again, in spite of a still prevalent Western belief, the Greek monks never accepted a religious name in the common meaning of the word. Even the Rules of St. Basil, St. Anthony, and St. Pachomius were not canonical rules. The monks obeyed a whole series of precepts, or monastic regulations, either written or, more often, preserved by oral tradition, which were the same everywhere. But if they had no rule properly so called, they had an infinity of typical or regulations. In the liturgical offices the customs of St. Sabas at Jerusalem, i.e. the Palestine customs, were combined with those of the Studium at Constantinople or some other monastery, and thus all desired variations were obtained. For the monastic life itself the Studium, i.e. the constitutions or constitutions of the monastery, were the guide. The most ancient of these "Typics" known to us is that of St. Athanasius the Athonite (or of Mount Athos), which dates from 969. In matters of jurisdiction all Greek monasteries were subject to the bishop or to the patriarch; the latter known as metropolitan, because the patriarch asserted his rights over the monastery by placing a wooden cross (σταυρός) behind the altar. It was in the cloister almost exclusively that the more eminent ecclesiastics of all ranks were trained, and to it dethroned emperors and disgraced courtiers fled for solace. The historical figures, the poets of the time; the leaders of all heresies and their opponents were monks; councils were convened or prevented as the monks thought good. They assisted the bishops by their learning and disturbed the empire by their quarrels. In short, they held the whole foreground of the ecclesiastical stage, and absorbed all the intellectual and religious life of the Greek Church. And while their extensive possessions, exempt from taxes, drained the finances of the empire, the thousands upon thousands of young men who flocked to their monasteries robbed the land of its agricultural class and the army of its recruits. As it existed in the Greek world, this institution cannot perhaps be more evil than good, and it is undoubtedly to it we owe that narrow piety, that formalism and ritualism in devotion, consisting altogether in the externals of religion, which is even now so characteristic of the East.
b) The Emperor; Relations between East and West; Liturgy.—In the foregoing sketch of the ecclesiastical history of the Byzantine Empire, the emperor has not appeared. Yet no one has a greater right to a place in that body. Heir of the Roman emperors, the Basileus had inherited also the office of pontifex maximus, and, though after the fifth century that title no longer appears on public documents, yet every Greek looked up to the Basileus as the head of the national religion. Moreover, the emperor, being chosen of God, had raised him above humanity in order to draw him nearer to Himself. As Eusebius of Cesarea tells us, “His intelligence is a reflection of the Divine intelligence, he is a partaker of the power of the Almighty.” In his “Instruction” to the “most divine” Justinian, the deacon Agapetus reproduces under another form these ideas so prevalent at Byzantium: “It was a sign from God that pointed out the Basileus for the empire; he was predestined in the designs of God to rule the world, even as the eye is set within the head to control the body. God has need of no one; the emperor himself was chosen by God and therefore has no intermediary.” (P. G., LXXXV. 1177.) The Divine call to the empire gave the emperor a sacred character, and the anointing, the sign of priesthood, became his by Divine right. To take the life of the Basileus or attack his authority was to resist the will of God, and to commit a sin proverbially as great as to kill the person of Jesus. And this was the case, who did so happen to be, like David of old, also the chosen one and the anointed of the Lord. This anointing and the priesthood which it conferred gave the emperor a high place among the ministers of the altar. He became the ἱεραρχὴς, the equal of the Apostles, or even the thirteenth Apostle. Hence he held a special position between lay society and the ecclesiastical body. He dominated, and belonged to both, unifying in himself both elements of the social order, the civil and the ecclesiastical. Moreover, this special sacerdotium reserved for the emperor secured him special rights and powers. “I also am a bishop,” said Constantine to the priests of his day. “You are the bishops assigned to look after the domestic affairs of the Church; I am appointed by God to oversee all that lies outside.” And Leo III., the Isaurian, wrote to Gregory II.: “Do you not know that I am both priest and king?—Priest, bishop, ἱεραπόστολος, Apostle himself. The Basileus is the one who set up the power and the dogma; he gave legal sanction to the decisions of councils and inserted the canons in the public code. He convened general councils, was present at their sessions, or sent his representative to them; he controlled their discussions, and only permitted the bishops to leave when they had defined and legislated according to the Faith and the canons, or even according to his own wishes. If he frequently chose patriarchs and bishops, he was not remiss in deposing them as soon as they stood in his way. Orthodox and virtuous patriarchs were the victims of wicked emperors; Gal or heretic bishops were cast out by orthodox emperors. But it was always a matter of politics, and the Church was merely a pawn in the despotic hands of the State. This condition has been happily described by an expressive barbarism as the rule of Cesareopapism.

The relations that grew up between Rome and the Greek Churches during the long period from the death of Constantine the Great to the end of the Iconoclast persecutions (337–843) were far from cordial. In principle East and West were united; in fact they were separated during most of that time. During those 506 years the Greek Church was in open schism with Rome. It separated its disunion and schism 248 years. The sum total is reckoned thus: (1) The schism in connexion with St. Athanasius and Ariantism, from the Council of Sardica (343) to the accession of St. John Chrysostom to the See of Constantinople (398)–55 years; (2) in connexion with the condemnation of St. John Chrysostom by the episcopate of the East (404–15)–11 years; (3) in regard to the Byzantine patriarchs, from the Emperor Zeno’s “Henotoicon” edict (484–519)–35 years; (4) out of the Monothelite movement of Sergius and Hiero- actius (640–41)–41 years; (5) arising out of the first Iconoclastic conflict, begun by Leo III, the Isaurian (720–76)–61 years; (6) arising out of the adulterous marriage contracted by the Emperor Constantine VI. (795–811)–16 years; (7) in connexion with the second Iconoclastic persecution (814–29)–20 years. This gives a total of 248 years of schism and heresy out of a period of 506 years, i.e. nearly one-half the time. Again, it must not be forgotten that divisions veyed certain individual Churches—e.g., the Schism of Antioch (330–415), which had its effect not only on the Churches of the East but also on those of the West. It must also be confessed that when circumstances demanded strength of will and determination the Greek bishops were very often culpable. Of all these heresies and schisms they might at least have lessened the chance and the dilemma if, not of being saved, at least of being kept in being, and this is what some of them, had they better understood and realised their duty. In the patriarchal See of Constantinople, the premier see of the Greek Empire, we find nineteen heretical patriarchs, whom the first seven Ecumenical Councils, all held in the East, condemned by name, or reprobated in doctrine, unless the decision of consensum. These nineteen were: Eusebius of Nicomedia, Macedonius, Eudoxius, Demophilus, all four Arians; Nestorius, Acacius, Timotheus, Anthimus, of whom the last three were Monophysites; Sergius, Pyrrhus, Paul, Peter, John VI, all Monothelites; Anastasius, Constantine II, Nicetas, Theodotus Caucasites, Anthony, John VII Lecamemontes, all Iconoclasts. And this list might be increased, if we were to include the patriarchs who, though not formally heretics, would not condemn their heretical predecessors, and because of this weakness were unable to obtain communion with the Holy See. If in the two patriarchates of Alexandria and Antioch the number of excommunicated patriarchs is less, it is because there an almost immediate rupture took place between the Catholics and the Monophysites or Monothelites. Hence we meet fewer heretics in these patriarchal sees for the very good reason that in these places the heretics were subjected to the power of the Basileus. In Byzantium, the seat of the central power, both Catholics and heretics either could not or did not dare set up ecclesiastical bodies distinct from the State Church, but were constrained to accept orthodox or heterodox teaching according to the bias of the emperors. Often were the Greek bishops constrained to stifle the voice of conscience. Probably no Church can furnish so many examples of the kind. In 449 more than two hundred bishops at the Robber Synod of Ephesus defined Monophysitism as a dogma, while two years later, at the Council of Chalcedon, six hundred and thirty bishops approved the doctrine. In 476 the Basileus made five hundred bishops sign a retraction of the teaching of the Council of Chalcedon, while in 458 Emperor Leo I obtained an equal number of signatures in favour of that council. The same bishops said Yes and Nay within a few years of each other with a facility that, to say the least, is disconcerting. In 681 at the Synod of Six (Euchorius, Emperor), the whole Greek episcopate pronounced itself in favour of the two wills in Jesus Christ, yet, in 712, the same episcopate, with the exception of a few bishops, solemnly approved the condemnation of the former council pronounced by the Emperor Philippicus, and determined the the dogma of the double will. In 753, at the concilium of Hiéira, near Chalcedon, 388 Greek bishops applauded the Iconoclast edicts of Constantine Copronymus, and in 787, at the Seventh
General Council, they condemned his memory and restored the cultus of images.

Degradation of will, and slavery of the whole episcopate to the whims of the emperors—such are the main causes of these wretched tertagressions. No doubt there were some noble, though rare, exceptions among bishops; but in that age the Byzantine and the Gallican did not see eye to eye, and their knowledge is not in question. On this score bishops and monks, as a rule, were ahead of their brethren in the West. This is one of the things that startle the student of the ecclesiastical literature of the two Churches during this same period. In the East there is no such suspension of literary activity as we find in the West. We get from the period of the Germanic invasions to the magnificent efflorescence of the Middle Ages. But the Latin Church had one incontestable superiority over its rival: it had one centre of gravity, Rome, and always recognized the papacy as the visible head of the Church. The ecclesiastical doctrine of the Eastern Church, on the contrary, is very rudimentary; they do not appeal to Rome, and recognize its inexpressible rights only very rarely and in extreme cases. With the exception of St. Gregory of Nazianzus, St. Theodoret, and a few other rare examples, the bishops and liturgists of the Greek Church were never tonsured on the primacy of Rome, except when they are imploiring the pope's help to bring a dangerous adversary to reason. The danger past—the shock avoided—they have forgotten everything.

The primitive Church, Greco-Syriac in speech, as we have said, adopted the liturgy of the synagogue, which consisted of readings from the Bible, hymns, homilies on some subject furnished by the reading, and prayers. To this was added the sacred banquet of the Supper instituted by Christ, with prayers and ritual forms borrowed for the most part from the synagogue and from the liturgy of St. Basil, never taught on the primacy of Rome, except when they are imploiring the pope's help to bring a dangerous adversary to reason. The danger past—the shock avoided—they have forgotten everything. The primitive Church, Greco-Syriac in speech, as we have said, adopted the liturgy of the synagogue, which consisted of readings from the Bible, hymns, homilies on some subject furnished by the reading, and prayers. To this was added the sacred banquet of the Supper instituted by Christ, with prayers and ritual forms borrowed for the most part from the synagogue and from the liturgy of St. Basil, never taught on the primacy of Rome, except when they are imploiring the pope's help to bring a dangerous adversary to reason. The danger past—the shock avoided—they have forgotten everything.

The primitive Church, Greco-Syriac in speech, as we have said, adopted the liturgy of the synagogue, which consisted of readings from the Bible, hymns, homilies on some subject furnished by the reading, and prayers. To this was added the sacred banquet of the Supper instituted by Christ, with prayers and ritual forms borrowed for the most part from the synagogue and from the liturgy of St. Basil, never taught on the primacy of Rome, except when they are imploiring the pope's help to bring a dangerous adversary to reason. The danger past—the shock avoided—they have forgotten everything.

The primitive Church, Greco-Syriac in speech, as we have said, adopted the liturgy of the synagogue, which consisted of readings from the Bible, hymns, homilies on some subject furnished by the reading, and prayers. To this was added the sacred banquet of the Supper instituted by Christ, with prayers and ritual forms borrowed for the most part from the synagogue and from the liturgy of St. Basil, never taught on the primacy of Rome, except when they are imploiring the pope's help to bring a dangerous adversary to reason. The danger past—the shock avoided—they have forgotten everything. The primitive Church, Greco-Syriac in speech, as we have said, adopted the liturgy of the synagogue, which consisted of readings from the Bible, hymns, homilies on some subject furnished by the reading, and prayers. To this was added the sacred banquet of the Supper instituted by Christ, with prayers and ritual forms borrowed for the most part from the synagogue and from the liturgy of St. Basil, never taught on the primacy of Rome, except when they are imploiring the pope's help to bring a dangerous adversary to reason. The danger past—the shock avoided—they have forgotten everything.
about for another issue. He took, one by one, the main causes for separation that had been in the five centuries and united them into a body of doctrine; then, confident in his learning and prestige, he decided to give battle. The insertion of the "Filioque" clause in the Creed, the procession of the Holy Ghost in the Creed, etc., were so many reasons which were bound to have their effect upon the leading minds when the question of the separation came up. Then again the popes' acknowledgment of the Frankish kings as Emperors of the West was bound to carry weight in Byzantine political circles. Moreover, it was evident by this time that between the Latin and Greek worlds there existed a chasm which must greatly lessen the influence of the Hellenic faith was arranged. Ignatius forgave his rival and, it appears, on his death-bed designated him as his successor. Pope John VIII sanctioned this choice, and if subsequent popes excommunicated Photius it was for special reasons not yet sufficiently known.

In 886, Photius was deposed by the Emperor Leo VI, who disliked him, and, between 893 and 901, a reconciliation of the two Churches was effected by Pope John IX and the Patriarch Antonios Caulea. During the entire tenth century, and the first part of the eleventh, relations between the Roman and the Greek Churches were henceforward of a very close character, no doubt, occasional difficulties, always unavoidable in societies different in customs, speech, and civilization, but we may almost go so far as to say that the union between the Churches was as deep and sincere as it was during the first three centuries of Christianity. Michael Cerularius, however, desired a schism for no other reason, apparently, than to satisfy his pride, and in 1054 he succeeded in making one at the very time when everything seemed to promise a lasting peace. For this purpose he brought forward, besides the theological reasons stated by Photius, many others that Photius had not even dreamed of, and which, judged particularly fitted to catch the popular fancy.

The use of asyms, or unleavened bread, in the liturgy, the celibacy imposed on all priests in the West, the warriorlike manners of Western bishops and priests, the shaven face and the tonsure, the Saturday fast, and other such divergencies of practice were used to discredit the Latin Church. Thoughtful men may not have been misled by these specious arguments, but the mass of the people and the monks were certainly influenced, and at Constantinople it was they who made up public opinion. For this very reason the patriarch of Constantinople, Cerularius, as he was called, was better fitted than that of Photius to bring about permanent results. Indeed, so thoroughly did it cut off the Greek peoples from Rome that since then she has never won them back.

Unfortunately, this movement of separation under Photius and Michael Cerularius was on foot at the very time when the Slavs were being converted to Christianity, a fact in the history of the evangelization of the nations second only in importance to the conversion of the Germanic races. The Servians and Croatians, settled by the Emperor Heraclius (610–41) on the lands that still inhabit, had adopted the Christian teaching of Roman priests and bishops. But the progress of the new religion was so slow that a second conversion was deemed necessary. It took place under the Emperor Basil the Macedonian (867–86) as it was entrusted to Byzantine missionaries the Greek Rite of Constantinople was adopted. This had no access, and it is interesting to note that these were formerly subject to it, and that these numerous Servian Churches broke away from Byzantium, it was to organize autonomous ecclesiastical bodies independent of both Rome and Constantinople. In this way a whole region was lost to Catholicism. The Bulgarians, who had crossed the Danube about the same time as the Servians, formed a more or less homogeneous nation with the Slavs and became a serf people, that more than once struck terror into the Byzantine of Basileus 864, or in the opening months of 865, their king, Boris, was baptized by a Greek bishop and took the name of Michael after his godfather, the Emperor of Byzantium. Photius, who was patriarch at the time, did not see his way to granting all the demands of King Boris, so, like a cunning politician, the latter took on Rome and succeeded in obtaining successively several missionaries to organize the new-born Church within his territory. His next step was to send away all the German and Byzantine missionaries whom he found there. His real ambition was to have a patriarch of his own who would put him in permanent possession of the See of Rome and succeed in obtaining successively several missionaries to organize the new-born Church within his territory. Whether he got his patriarch from Rome or from Constantinople mattered little; the main thing was to have one at any cost. Rome did not fall in with his plan, and Boris turned again to the Greek patriarch anointed the Basileus at Constantinople, and as the pope anointed the Germanic emperor of the West. Whether he got his patriarch from Rome or from Constantinople mattered little; the main thing was to have one at any cost. Rome did not fall in with his plan, and Boris turned again to the Greek patriarch anointed the Basileus at Constantinople, thereby initiating a serious misunderstanding between Rome and Constantinople which considerably added to the strain occasioned by the affair of Ignatius and Photius. Rome claimed the Bulgarians as inhabitants of ancient Illyricum (heretofore ecclesiastical territory), no doubt; the pope claimed that his missionaries; Constantinople claimed that its priests had converted the Bulgarians, that the land was once imperial territory, and that the Council of Chalcedon had given Constantinople the right to consecrate bishops for all barbarian countries. Between the two Churches the Bulgarians did not know which way to turn. They retained the Byzantine Rite, which, with its elaborate ceremonial, made a deep impression upon their child-like imaginations, and, formally, they submitted to Greek bishops, until they should have bishops and a patriarch of their own. Bishop Cyril of Scupi, who was a pupil of Photius, in 866, in 866, was expelled from Moravia by King Svatopolk, took refuge in Bulgaria, where they were received with open arms. The newcomers introduced into Bulgaria the Byzantine Liturgy, but in the Slavonic tongue, whereas hitherto the Bulgarian priests had used the Greek language. From Bulgaria this Byzantine-Slavonic Liturgy spread among the Servians, the Russians, and all the Slav peoples.

The first Bulgarian patriarchate was originally established at Pereiaslaf, then was transferred to various centres in Western Bulgaria, finally to Ocrida (see Actauna). In 1019 it was suppressed, when the Bishop of Ocrida fell into disfavour, or rather it was converted into an independent archbishopric. As such it lasted until 1707, when it was definitively suppressed. However, independent patriarchate or autonomous archidioecese, the Bulgarian Church was from its foundation powerfully influenced by Constantinople; the long series of its Greek or Hellenistic archbishops shared at all times the anti-Roman feelings of that city. The Russian Church is also a spiritual daughter of Constantinople (see Rtsia). We need not relate here the conversion of that nation; it probably took place about 853, perhaps a little earlier, and both Latin and Greeks probably participated in it. Progress was very slow, however, and when the Caesars Olga wished to become a Christian she had to go to Constantinople for instruction and baptism, on which occasion she took the name of Helen (c. 850 or 957). Olga's conversion had no influence whatever on her whole people, who were indolent to yield to her wishes that he should also be a Christian. It was not till 989 that Prince Vladimir allowed himself to be baptized, and ordered that his subjects should ever afterwards receive baptism.

The Russian Church was probably organized at this time, and a Greek metropolitan sent by the Byzantine patriarch was installed at Kiev, the Russian capital.
Unfortunately, we have no “Notitia Episcopatum” of the Byzantine Church contemporary with this event. The “Notitiae” of 980 naturally makes no reference to Kiev, and the next “Notitiae” extant goes from 1081 to 1118 only; in that year the metropolitan See of Kiev appears as number 25, and, in 1132, the bishop of Kiev is mentioned as metropolitan of Kiev, Novgorod, Pskov, Smolensk, Volhynia, Wolynia, and Kazan. Thus, the See of Kiev had been elevated to metropolitan rank as early as 1132. In this document Kiev appears as presiding over eleven suffragans, and this is the earliest information we have concerning the hierarchy of the Russian Church.

The head of this Church had a rather inferior position in the Byzantine hierarchy, but it held the position of the third rite (q. v.) and, once installed, administered freely its ecclesiastical province. It consecrated its bishops, crowned its czars, and he usually resided at Kiev. Generally, a Greek was chosen for the office, so that the medieval Russian Church was but an extension of the Byzantine Church, sharing the liturgy, the dogmatic teaching, and the ecclesiastical antipathies of the latter.

Vasiliev, Byzantium and the Arabs (Russian, St. Petersburg, 1900-02); Popov, The Emperor Leo VI the Wise, and His Government and the Secular-Historical Point of View (Russian, Moscow, 1892); Rabaud, L’empire grec au Xe siècle. Consp. Paris, 1895; Laemmert, Kaiser Heinrich, Kaiser Konstantin, Kaiser Leo, Kaiser Phocas, and die Haemsteren, 960 bis 960 (Halle, 1887); Schultenberger, Nictheos Phocas (Paris, 1880); Ilym, L’empire grec du Xe au XIe siècle (Paris, 1892); Manders, Theodorus, Michael Stratilatios, Ioan Comnenos (Flauen, 1894); Heidenreich, Photios (Paris, 1889); Jacob, C.J., Photios (Louvain, 1845); Labrou, Le synode de 1079 et la Sainte-Siège à l’époque Comnène (Paris, 1895), I, 50-55; “The Schism in the Church of the Eleventh Century.” (Russian, Moscow, 1900); Pichler, Geschichte der kirchlichen Trennung zwischen den Orient und Occident (Munich, 1886-90). All these, De ecclissiasticis orientalibus atque orientalis perpetuo consensibus (Cologne, 1684); Autunma (pseudonym of L.A. Quinon), Panoplia contra schismam Gregorum (Paris, 1718); Laemmert, Papst Nikolaus und Kaiserbyzant. Staatskirche seiner Zeit (Berlin, 1857); Mainz, Histoire du schisma des Greces (Paris, 1877); Defleng, Histoire du schisma des Greces (Leipzig, 1861). All these, De ecclissiasticis orientalibus et latino siculo XI composita extant (Leipzig, 1861); Serebrov, Constantinople, the Byzantine Pope (Russian, Moscow, 1902); Béziers, Le schisme oriental du XIe siècle (Paris, 1890).

(4) Efforts towards Reunion; The Crusades (Eleventh to Fifteenth Century).—In spite of the emperor and the court, who favoured an understanding with Rome and the West, Michael Cerularius proclaimed his schism in 1054. He was followed by most of the clergy, also by the monks and the Greek people. Peter, the Patriarch of Alexandria, died of illness but died soon afterwards, and his successor went over to Cerularius. The Patriarch of Alexandria, usually resident at Constantinople, sided with the bishop of the capital; the Greek Archbishop of Ochrida was devoted to Cerularius and was one of the first to stir up the question of the azymes as a grievance against Rome. Lastly, the head of the Russian Church was only a metropolitan dependent on the Byzantine Church. Therefore, with the exception of the insignificant Patriarch of Jerusalem, who at first tried to agree with both parties, all the Greek Church had to remain shut out from the struggles of the eleventh century. In the years that elapsed from the death of Photius (891) to the fall of Constantinople (1453) the anti-Roman doctrine of the Greek Church took definite shape. Photius was the first who attempted to co-ordinate all possible reasons of complaint against the Latins. He enumerated seven chief reasons for the prosecution from the Father and the Son, the insertion of the “Filioque” clause in the Creed, the primacy of the pope, the reconfirmation of those confirmed by Greek priests, the Saturday fast, the use of milk foods during the first week of Lent, the obligation of celibacy on the priests, three of which were not in any way affected by dogma, and as much might be said of the second. The reconfirmation of those already confirmed seems to have been a false accusation, unless some Latin missionaries sinned through excess of zeal. The primacy of the pope had always been recognized by the patriarchs of the East, and by Photius himself, as long as the pope was willing to condescend to their wishes. The first letter of Photius to Pope Nicholas I does not differ from those of his predecessors, save for its more submissive tone and more humble diction. Appeals to the pope from the East between the second and ninth centuries are very numerous. And as for the Greek theory of the procession of the Holy Ghost, it was held by no author of the eighth century; St. John Damascene and St. Maximus of Chrysopolis had favoured this doctrine long before Photius and were never accused of heresy. It would, therefore, have been easy to find a common ground or compromise that would have harmonized the teaching of both schools. Failing from Photius to Michael Cerularius, we find only one new complaint directed against the Latins, and that liturgical: the use of unleavened bread (see Azymes). On this point the dispute was impossible of settlement, since each Church had been using its own particular kind of bread from time immemorial. Fresh differences in the meantime arose: the placing (about the thirteenth century) of the Consecration; Purification, which the Greeks would not admit, although they prayed for the dead and mortified themselves in their behalf; the full glorification of the just prior to the general judgment; the general judgment itself, which they rejected, as did also some Latin medieval theologians; the giving of communion to the laity under one species: baptism by infusion. To all these differences were to be added in the nineteenth century the dogma of the Immaculate Conception and that of Papal Infallibility. Merely for the sake of recording them, we may mention liturgical differences, as the manner of fasting in Lent, the adoration of a new ciborium, the use of leavened bread, the sign of the cross—causes of offence which the Greek clergy took pleasure in keeping alive, and which made a deep impression on a people devoted to trivets and, generally, very ignorant.

Papal Efforts at Reunion.—The breach declared in 1054 has never been repaired. Yet this has not been the fault of the popes. As early as 1072 we find Alexander II eager for reunion. This attempt failed because of the unflinching opposition of the philosopher Michael Psellus, the Patriarch Xiphilinos, and their fanatical friends. Thenceforth until the fall of Constantinople (1453) the pontiffs did not cease to use every means—diplomatic and paternal advice to win back the erring Greeks to the fold of orthodoxy, and to keep them there on their return. All in vain. The two reconciliations effected by the Councils of Lyons (1274) and of Florence (1439) were solely due to the efforts of the popes and the Byzantine emperors. At last, Michael VIII, Palaeologus, a clever politician, proclaimed himself and his people Catholics in order to save his crown and to stay the formidable armament of Charles of Anjou. At Florence John VII, Palaeologus, came to beg men and arms from Europe to save his capital from the threatening Turks. It would be difficult for an impartial historian to affirm the sincerity of their desires for religious union. One thing is certain, their clergy followed them with the greatest reluctance, and at Lyons the Greek clergy kept aloof from any union with Rome, and would not listen to it at any price. Michael Palaeologus was hardly able (1282) when his son Andronicus was summoned by the Holy Roman emperor for his various crimes and even denied religious burial to his father; moreover, the Catholic patriarch, John Voucas, was deposited together with all his friends.

John VII, Palaeologus, who had agreed to the union at Florence, either could not, or did not dare, proclaim his capitulation either in word or deed, though the intrigues of men like Mark of Ephesus, or George Scholarios. His brother, Constantine Dragases, the
last of the Byzantine emperors, died heroically for his country. He, also, feared at the beginning of his reign to impose the union on his clergy and people. He had to wait until 12 December, 1452, hardly six months before the entry of the Turks into the city; when Cardinal Isidore solemnly proclaimed the union of Florence in the church of Saint Sophia. Admiral Notaras cynically observed that the Greeks preferred the turban of the prophet to the tiara of the pope. It must, however, be acknowledged that the seeds of union were sown and the Oxford Conference of Rome have never been completely stifled. There have always been Greeks who were sincerely Catholics, even in the darkest days of their country's history. Among them some have always defended with their pens, and often at the risk of their lives, the unity of the Church and the primacy of Rome. Demetriopoulos, it is true, has published a lengthy list of the principal anti-Roman writers among the Greeks, but it would be easy to prepare another very large work of the same kind exhibiting the pro-Catholic activity of many Greeks. John Vecco (Beccos), George Acropolites, Isidore of Kiev, Bessarion, Arcadiou, perhaps another, are among the names of the unbaised historian, and they had many disciples and imitators.

With few exceptions the popes have always leaned to the religious policy of recovering the East by every means of pacification and, when necessary, by theological controversy. This led to the rule for the Eastern Church, the Eastern Church, the Eastern Church. If the Eastern Church was not to be united to Rome, it must be converted to Catholicism. The latter was not to be done by force, but by persuasion. The popes, however, were misled in their choice of weapons, or rather, if their representatives in the East abused controversy and polemic, it must be conceded that the popes stopped there. The violent solution of the Eastern question by the sword—the crusade which was to profit only the Westerns—was no doing of the popes. In his stirring appeal at Clermont-Ferrand that set about the first armed enterprise, Urban II exhorted the Christians of the West to save their brethren in the East, even before undertaking to free Jerusalem and the Holy Sepulchre. Moreover, it is not to be understood to mean that we are no longer dealing with Innocent III; the opening of the Fourth Crusade was, to use a phrase of the Byzantine historian, a concession of the Fourth Crusade to an attack on Zara and Constantinople for the almost exclusive profit of Venice. From 1261 to 1282 (the Sicilian Vespers) Charles of Anjou was hindered from making war on Michael Palaeologus and recapturing Constantinople solely by the influence of the Roman Curia. It would therefore be an injustice to blame the popes for the abortive issue of the Crusades. Had the popes been supported earnestly by East and West alike, Christendom would have fared immeasurably better. Unfortunately, the Catholic States, especially the Pope, were more interested in the political than the moral and religious significance of the conduct and aims of the popes. As a rule, the only success of contemporary politicians was in embarrassing the popes. The East, moreover, it must be admitted, did its share in frustrating the work of the Crusades. Far from assisting the generous West in its sublime effort to save Christendom, the Greeks saw in the Crusades only sources of profit for themselves or attempted to hinder their success. While their theologians and polemical writers showed more rudeness and spleen in controversy than did the Latin, their princes and emperors were likewise less disinterested than the leaders of the Crusades. It is to be carefully noted that the crusading movement was by no means a complete failure. At the time of the First Crusade, in the eleventh century, the Turks were in possession of Nicaea, within a stone's throw of Constantinople. Before the Frankish knights Islam retreated, or at least ceased its conquests, in Asia Minor, in Syria, and even in Egypt. And if in the fourteenth century it was enabled to resume the conquests into the heart of Europe, a menace to Christian civilization, it was in consequence of the cessation of the Crusades. Nor must the foundation of the many Catholic institutions in the East, which long outlasted the Crusades, be reckoned as useless. It was their slow but continuous effort that paved the way for the emancipation of many Christian peoples from the Turkish yoke, and brought about in those countries that increasing influence of the Catholic religion which we now behold. "More important perhaps", says M. Breheret in "L'Église et l'Orient au moyen âge: les Croisades" (Paris, 1907), "are the consequences which the Crusades nature dreams of and which sprung from the contact of Christendom and the Orient. The very complex question as to what European civilization owes to the East cannot be discussed here; yet every day we find traces of the charm which the culture of the East exercised on Europe before and during the Crusades. While we are more and more interested in the history of the Church, we must not forget that the most important work has been done in geographical knowledge and, in consequence, in the spread of European civilization by expeditions and travels in the East. Asia was really discovered in the thirteenth century by those Italian missionaries and merchants who were the guests of the Mongolian Khans. For the first time since the days of the Diadochi, the East, countries which until then had remained in the penumbras of legend appeared as a reality. Literature, finally, owes much to the Crusades, which, by the literary relations they established between the Latin and Greek worlds, called forth the magnificent movement of the Renaissance.

For general reference works relating to the Schism, see the following bibliography—NORDEN, Das Papsttum und Byzanz (Berlin, 1903); AMBRIT, Relations between the Latin and Greek Churches at the Time of the Crusades in Journal of Ecclesiastical History, 1, 1902; PUBLIC LIBRARY (Russian, St. Petersburg, 1887), CXXXIII, 499-534; BREVIER, L'Église et l'Orient au moyen âge: les Croisades (Paris, 1907), 108, 95; LEVY, Sketch of the Byzantine Church from the end of the Eleventh to the Middle of the Fifteenth Century (Russian, Moscow, 1902); TIEBET, Monumenta seckulare ad unionem Ecclesiaram græcos et romanos (Vienna, 1872); DEMADELLI, En notes etextraits des manuscrits (Paris, 1879), XXXIII, pl. II, 57-167; DUHAMEL, En notes et extraits des manuscrits (Paris, 1879), XXXIV, 235-55; SOMMER in Bibliothek de l'École des Chartes (Paris, 1902), 204-5; GAY, Le Pape Clément III et les affaires de Grèce (Paris, 1894); BUZZI, Fondo Gregoriano Barbarasene (Baile, 1896); ZERBITA, Die Verwaltungsgeschichte der Orient und der Kreuzzüge des XV. Jahrhunderts bis zum Concile von Ferrara (Vienna, 1858); VALEN, Le Cardinal Bessarion (Paris, 1879); TOCHOLI, Bessarion (Leipzig, 1904); PATTIN, Généalogie des Comtes de Vienne, 1, 303 and passim; CARNA DE VAUX in Revue de l'Orient Chrétien, 11, 26-63; DRAKE, Zum Kriegsverbrechensrecht des Jahres 1909 in Byzanz. Zeitschrift für die Rel. d. Aegyptologie, 57-58; DUNST, Marcus Eugenius and the Council of Florence (Athena, 1890). See. Also for further bibliography the article CROCEIDES.

(a) Internal Organization of Byzantine Churches.—We have already spoken of the Bulgarian Patriarchate of Ohrid, which about 1020 was changed into an autonomous Graco-Bulgarian archbishopric with a see at Preslav. In 1185, when a pretender to the throne was driven into the town by the Serbs, an ecclesiastical convention was held in 1176; the bishop was elected in 1176; the bishop was elected in 1176, remained under the influence of Constantinople. Another Bulgarian patriarchate, that of Tarnovo, was established in 1204 by legates from Innocent III and remained Catholic for a long time. Gradually, however, it began to lean towards the Greeks, till it finally disappeared in 1395, and its bishops all passed under the authority of the ecumenical patriarch. Something similar happened to the Serbs. Up to about 1204 they were on the most cordial relations with Rome, although it is probable that they recognised the jurisdiction of Constantinople. In 1217, a local bishop was crowned in the name of his brother king in the pope's name, and established a Serb Church which was at first composed of six dioceses. It was recognised by the Byzantines in 1219. In 1346 King Stephen Douchan threw off all
ecclesiastical independence on Constantinople and set up the Servian Patriarchate of Ipek, which, after many changes of fortune, was suppressed in 1766 and incorporated in the Byzantine Church. The baptistery of the ancient patriarchal church of St. John on the banks of the Golden Horn was dedicated to the Holy Cross. It was the cathedral of the Servian Church and served as a model for the shrines of the Holy Cross in Russia and Poland. The Servian Church was the first in the Balkans to adopt Slavic script and was the first to produce Slavic literature.

Monasticism was more and more popular throughout the Greek world. In Constantinople there were hundreds of monasteries, and every provincial town tried to rival the capital. One of the most famous monasteries was that of the Holy Cross, which was established in the twelfth century. It was the home of many great scholars and was renowned for its scriptoria and libraries.

The Servian Church was composed of two main branches: the eastern branch, which was centered in the city of Thessaloniki, and the western branch, which was centered in the city of Saloniki. The two branches were divided by a schism in 1054, and the eastern branch was eventually absorbed by the Byzantine Church.

During the troubled period which saw the establishment of the Franks in the East, the Greek patriarchates of Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem suffered especially. As long as the Latins remained undisputed masters of these regions, their Latin patriarchs stubbornly opposed the coexistence of Greek patriarchs, so that the latter had no choice left but to take refuge in Constantinople at the Byzantine Court and to govern their churches from there as best they could. This method soon became customary: and even after the patriarchs returned to reside at the Phanar. The Patriarch of Antioch alone returned soon afterwards to his own territory. In the seventeenth century the Patriarch of Jerusalem ventured into Palestine, but it was not till the nineteenth century that the Patriarch of Alexandria left the shores of the Bosphorus. It was not till then that Cyprus and Crete (the latter being directly under Constantinople) were able to have Greek bishops during the long centuries that those islands remained in the hands of the Latins. It would be impossible within the limits at our disposal to give an exact description of the hierarchy of the patriarchate of Constantinople from the tenth to the fifteenth century. A "Notitia Episcopatum" drawn up soon after 1453 reckons 72 metropolitan sees, 8 autocephalous archbishoprics, and 78 suffragan sees divided among 21 ecclesiastical provinces or a grand total of 158 dioceses. This relative stability is explained by the fact that Asia Minor was then but an immense ruin, and that in Europe, in the majority of the Venetian or Frankish possessions, the presence of Greek bishops was not tolerated.

Space forbids us saying more than a few words on the domestic history of the Greek Church. The election of the patriarch before the Holy Synod; de facto, as we have seen, it was the Basileus or emperor, who elected him. Limited as was the authority of the Holy Synod, it could not always exercise what authority it had, and, on the death of a patriarch, the Basileus often appointed his successor without any previous consultation with the Synod. Nicephorus Phocas attempted to nullify any ecclesiastical nomination not approved by him, an abuse of power which lasted during his lifetime only. The metropolitan was elected by the Holy Synod, the bishops by the metropolitan and his suffragans, if they were sufficiently numerous, and, if not, with the assistance of bishops from another province. The clergy had undergone no change: since the earlier period, except that after the twelfth century we hear of no more desecrations, though some religious women bear that title without any right to it. Moreover, the eremites and feminine orders, which no longer wore a lay habit or dress, "Commendation" and "charisticariate" were as common as in the West, with their train of simony and vices still more hideous. The mena episcopologia often found its way to the officials of the treasury or some other court functionary, and servility towards the State was the order of the day in all the ranks of the clergy. The patriarchs were obedient tools of the emperors. Yet there were numerous contestants for the vacant patriarchy who had the courage to defend their rights and the rights of the Church against the encroachment of the civil power.

Monasticism was more and more popular throughout the Greek world. In Constantinople there were hundreds of monasteries, and every provincial town tried to rival the capital. So that the Byzantine empire became one vast Thebaid. Outside of Byzantium the monasteries formed into groups which surpassed the fame of the ancient solitaries of Egypt and of Palestine. Without speaking of Southern Italy, rich in Greek convents, we must not omit to mention the famous monasteries of Mount Athos, of Holy Phocis, and of the Peloponnesus. On Mount Olympus in Bithynia (the neighbourhood of Brousse, Nicra, and Ghemlek) many religious centres sprang up. On a little corner of land, with a maximum length of 63 miles and a width of from 12 to 20 miles, a veritable oasis of monasticism came into existence, comprising at that time more than a hundred convents. These convents, usually very well built, sheltered a number of saints and ecclesiastical celebrities. Beginning from the tenth century the peninsula of Athos saw the rise of monasteries properly so called, and saw the monastic life take on a definite and definite significance. The famous monastery of Mount Cassius, the "cheese monastery," was founded at the beginning of the eleventh century by St. Epiphanius, who died in 1030. The monastery was built on a rocky height, and was surrounded by a wall about 2 to 3 miles long. The monastery was the seat of a bishop, who was elected by the monks, and was subject to the authority of the pope. The monastery was famous for its cheese, which was exported to Constantinople and other places. The monks lived a simple life, and were devoted to prayer and work. They were known for their strict discipline and their pious observance of the monastic rules. The monastery was a centre of learning, and many famous scholars and philosophers were associated with it. The monastery was a model of the ideal communal life of the early Christian era, and became a symbol of the monastic ideal in the Greek world.
Lascaris by Michael VIII, Palaeologus. Originally a personal affair, it grew eventually into a theological and canonical controversy.

With the fourteenth century we come upon Hesychasm (ἡσυχία, "quiet"), the greatest theological conflict of the Greek Church since the old times of Iconoclasm. Gregory Sinaiis first spread this doctrine, which he had learned from Arsenius of Crete. Intrinsically, it offers nothing very remarkable. It is but a well-known function between the practical religious life, which purifies the soul by cleansing it from its passions, and the contemplative life, which unites the soul to God by contemplation, and is thus the ideal and end of religious perfection. Four or five successive stages lead the disciple from the practical to the contemplative mode of life. But while there was nothing starting in the theological principles of the new teaching, the method pointed out for arriving at perfect contemplation recalled the practices of Hindu fakirs, and was no more than a crude form of auto-suggestion. The alleged Divine splendour which appealed to the hypnotized subject, and was mixed with an illusory light which surrounded the Apostles on Thabor, was really nothing but a common-place illusion. Yet this Thaboric brightness, and the omphalospychic method of inducing it, gave a widespread reputation to the Hesychasts. No doubt the leaders of the party held aloof from these vulgar practices taken individually, but on the other hand they scattered broadcast perilous theological theories. Palamas taught that by asceticism one could attain a corporal, i.e. a sense view, or perception, of the Divinity. He also held that in God there was a real distinction between the Divine Essence and its attributes, and he identified grace as one of the Divine propria making it something uncreated and infinite. These monstrous errors were denounced by the Calabrian Barlaam, by Nicephorus Gregoras, and by Aethynychus. The conflict began in 1338 and ended only in 1368, with the solemn canonization of Palamas and the official recognition of his heresy. He was declared the "holy doctor" and "one of the greatest among the Fathers of the Church!", and his writings were proclaimed "the infallible guide of the Holy Faith!". Thirty years of incessant controversy and discordant councils ended with a resurrection of polytheism.

The most famous are the ninth-century Photius, well-known for his anti-Latinism; Michael Psellus, in the eleventh century, an all-round capable writer, theologian, exegete, philologist, historian, scientist, poet, and, above all, philosopher; Euthymius Zigabenos, who composed the request of Aristophanes, "Dogmatic Panoply, or Armoury, Against all Errors!"; Nicholas of Methona, Andronicus Camerarius, anti-Latin polemical writers, particularly Nicetas Acominatus (Akominatos), noted for his "Treasure of Orthodoxy". John Vecco (Becoos) and George Acropolites tried to reconcile the teachings of both Latin and Greeks while other Greeks opposed the Latins with all their might. Among the opponents of Palamas were Barlaam, Gregoras, Akydinos, John the Cypriot, and Manuel Calecas. The theological conflict went on both before and after the Council of Florence (1439); Mark of Ephesus and George Scholarios repudiated the Roman theology, which on the other hand, was adopted and upheld by Bessarion, Isidore of Kiev, Joseph of Methone, and Gregory Mammas.

Bois, La controverse Hésychaste en Beato d'Oriente (Paris, 1900); 80-106; 185-206; 251-268; 321-341; 445-453; 505-510; 565-573; 595-605; 615-625; 627-629; 633-637; 656-665; 675-677; 691-700; 701-725; 727-729; 731-735; 737-751; 753-773; 775-783; 785-789; 791-795; 797-801; 803-805; 807-811; 813-815; 817-821; 823-827; 829-831; 833-837; 839-841; 843-847; 849-853; 855-857; 859-861; 863-867; 869-873; 875-877; 879-881; 883-885; 887-889; 891-893; 895-897; 899-901; 903-905; 907-909; 911-913; 915-917; 919-921; 923-925; 927-929; 931-933; 935-937; 939-941; 943-945; 947-949; 951-953; 955-957; 959-961; 963-965; 967-969; 971-973; 975-977; 979-981; 983-985; 987-989; 991-993; 995-997; 999-1001; 1003-1005.

For a further bibliography concerning Athos, see VAILHÉ in Dict. de théol. cath. (1900). K. V. Constantinople, Eglise de: BARDENHEUER, G. SHIAN, Patrologie (St. Louis, 1885); BAUWENS, La lutte contre les hésychastes (Malines, 1866); JUNGKANN, Institutionen Patrologie (Innsbruck, 1890); NICOLAI, Griechische Litteraturgeschichte: Die nachchristliche Lit- teratur von Konstantinopel bis 1453 (Munich, 1884); LEIBL, Geschichte der byz. Litteratur (Leipzig, 1878); FABRIUS, Bibliotheca Graeca (Hamburg); KRAMBERGER, Geschicht der byzant. Litteratur (Munich, 1897).

(5) From 1453 to the Present Time—Relations with the Catholic Church, the Protestants, etc.—The capture of Constantinople by the Turks marks the end of the Byzantine and the beginning of the ocumenical patriarchate and the Greek Churches subject to it. By establishing Gennadius Scholarius as the only patriarch of the Orthodox Church within the Ottoman Empire, Mohammed II placed all the other peoples—Servians, Bulgarians, Rumanians, Albanians, and Athonians under the exclusive domination of Greek bishops. No doubt the Servian and Bulgarian Churches of Ipek and Ochrid still existed, but, pending their final suppression in 1766 and 1767 respectively, they were helenized and under Greek control, so that they were in reality but an extension of the Greek Patriarchate of Constantinople. More noteworthy, the conquest of Egypt by Sultan Selim in the sixteenth century enabled the Greeks to control the honours and emoluments of the Patriarchates of Jerusalem and Antioch. In the seventeenth century the Patriarchate of Jerusalem was hellenized, and that of Antioch in the opening years of the eighteenth century. As for Alexandria, where the faithful were very few, its Greek titular always resided at Constantinople. In this way the Greek Church gained gradual possession of the immense Ottoman Empire; as the Turks extended their conquests the jurisdiction of the Greek patriarchs extended with them. This situation lasted until the first half of the nineteenth century. The whole Orthodox world was at that time Greek, save in Russia, whose religious autonomy had been recognized in 1870, and in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, where Servians and Rumanians constituted, from the end of the seventeenth century, autonomous Churches, either Catholic or Orthodox. During the greater part of the nineteenth century the principle of nationality—long cherished at Constantinople, which had employed it against the pope when robbing them of jurisdiction over Illyricum and at one time over Southern Italy—was turned against the Greeks themselves, especially in the Church of Rome. Every province or kingdom that shook off the Turkish suzerainty freed itself at the same time from the ecclesiastical yoke of the Phanar. Curiously enough, it was the Greeks of the Hellenic Kingdom who first set up, in the nineteenth century, an autonomous Church. The Servian and Bulgarian Churches, and the Athonian Church, wished to imitate them. The Bulgarians went further and, while remaining Ottoman subjects de jure until October, 1878, they established about forty years ago an exarchate of their own, independent of the Phanar, with jurisdiction not only over all Bulgarians in Bulgaria, but also over Bulgarians in Turkey. It is to be expected that the recent proclamation of a Bulgarian kingdom will modify this state of things. A Bulgarian Church may be established within the limits of that kingdom, and a second Bulgarian Church within the limits of Turkey in Europe. The creation of a Servian Church for the Servians in Turkey is also projected, so that the ocumenical patriarchate seems on the eve of dismemberment. In recent times, also, the rivalry of nationalities has passed over from Europe into Asia. In 1899 the Greeks were ejected by the Syrians from the Patriarchate of Antioch; in the same way they may soon lose Phanar. In Egypt, too, the power of the Greek and Athonian-speaking elements; the latter, aided by their Musulman fellow-countrymen, may eventually cast off the ecclesiastical control of the Greeks. In short, at no very distant date the Greeks, who have so long ruled the Orthodox world, will have to be content with the
Church of Athens, that of Cyprus, and the sadly weakened Church of Constantinople. If we look at the domestic situation of the Greek Church during the period from 1453 to 1901, the year of the present titular's accession, we find that, of a total of one hundred and two patriarchs, only twenty-three remained in their see, and that the seventy-three others either resigned or were deposed. It is a strange phenomenon, seldom met except among the Greeks, that, whereas a patriarch was nominated for life, as a rule he was deposed or forced to resign. It sometimes happened that the same man became patriarch um their own accord. In 1453 and 1901 there were only one hundred and two patriarchs, there were some one hundred and sixty patriarchal elections; thirty-five patriarchs having been elected several times (twenty-one twice, nine three times, two four times, two five times, and one seven times). The last of these records is that of Cyril Lucaris, the famous seventeenth-century Calvinistic patriarch. These continual changes gave rise to some amusing incidents. Thus on 19 October, 1484, Anthimus IV succeeded Anthimus VI, who was deprived of office the day before; at present Joachim III is consecrated for the third time in the last twenty-three years after the death of Joachim IV, who had succeeded him. This confusion is by no means peculiar to the Church of Constantinople. In the hallowed Church of Ochrida, we find between the years 1650 and 1700 no fewer than nineteen forced resignations, causes of these sudden changes are the cupidities of the Turks and the ambition of the Greek clergy covetous of the patriarchal throne. The cupidities of the Turks might never have been a factor, had it not been for the intrigues and cabals of the Greek clergy themselves, who are put at the forefront of their desire for elevation. On 26 November, 1726, Palaeo paid out 145,000 francs for the office of patriarch, and in 1750 the Sultan Mustapha III fixed the tax on the office at 120,000 francs. And yet in many instances the patriarchs did not remain even a year in office. Later, when the Turks had taken off the tax, depessions and resignations went on, and go on to this day as in the past, so much so that the laity now come forward and ask that the duration of a patriarch's term in office be limited, e. g. to three or four years. However, in the Kingdom of Greece, where the Church depends mainly on the State for its income, the suicides do not so often happen. The music of the bishops might be more truly said of the metropolitans and bishops. Though, according to Greek canon law, transfers from one diocese to another are forbidden or ought to be very rare, as a matter of fact every bishop has administered before his death four or five different dioceses. Either the bishops did not find their dioceses suited to their dignity or the people did not find the bishop suited to their taste. Of late the custom of lay interference in the nomination of bishops is growing, and hardly a year goes by in which seven or eight bishops are not consecrated at the request of their adherents. No must it be forgotten that the bishops busy themselves mainly with anti-Bulgarian or anti-Serbian politics and other secular affairs. The Turkish government often has to request the withdrawal of some over-compromised prelate.

It may be noted that the Greek bishops—those of to-day at least—have received a fairly good education in the secondary schools, followed by a very ordinary course of theology in the seminary of Halki or that of Santa Croce, near Jerusalem. Some of them have spent a few years in the Protestant universities of Germany, and have studied the ecclesiastical histories of Russia. Their theology is usually limited to a knowledge of points of controversy between Latins and Greeks from the beginning of their Church until recent times; they use it to bias the minds of their people against the missionary efforts of Catholics. They are more tolerant of Protestants. With the exception of the clergy in the towns, who aim at the higher offices, the Greek priesthood is very ignorant; the priests can hardly get through the Mass and the other services in a fitting manner. Although married, they retain great influence over the illiterate people, and are the heads of the flocks, who are attached to Christianity by tradition or patriotism, and whose ill-instructed religious sense shows itself mainly in ritual observances and superstitious practices. With the exception of two or three seminaries, having about fifty pupils in all, there is no school for the clergy at present.

The dioceses are divided, as with us, into parishes of various classes. Preaching is neglected and in many places is omitted altogether. For this reason, in 1893 some laymen at Smyrna founded the Eusebia Society for the diffusion and explanation of the Word of God. This example has been followed in other places, especially at Serre, Magnesia, and Constantinople, where laymen preach in the churches as is the custom in some Protestant seats. The higher clergy, far from favouring this movement, which is a reproach for them, do all they can to hinder it. Feast days are the most important in the Church; so live, the world is at a stand. The latter are rarely received, and rather as a matter of custom than of genuine conviction. Communion is received four times a year after the four great fasts: at Easter, on St. Peter's day, on the Assumption, and at Christmas. Confession ought to precede these solemn occasions, but as a rule it is rare. The bishops and priests teach the people that it is better not to speak of it. The priests and bishops do not go to confession. Mass is heard on Sundays and Feast-days, or, rather, on those days the people go and say some prayers before the icons, or holy images, the services being generally without liturgy and the sermon long. In any case there is no definite teaching on this point any more than on others, everything remaining vague and uncertain in the minds of the people.

(For Feasts and Fasts of the Greek Church, Service Books, Vestments, Church Furniture, etc., see, under CONSTANTINOPLE, The Rite of, Vol. IV, pp. 315 sqq.)

The music of the Greek Church began with the ephemonentic chant, a sort of recitative based on the laws of accent in prosody. Through the early melodies, or Syricon liturgical poets, this musical notation may reach back to the ancient liturgical chant of the Christians of Egypt or Asia Minor. The notation, known as that of St. John Damascene, is merely a development of ephemonentic notation. It increased the number of signs from nineteen to twenty-four. In medieval times a monk of Athos, John Koukoules, raised it to sixty or more; but in the early part of the nineteenth century Chrysanthos modified or simplified this excessively complicated notation; his "Theoretikon," a very instructive work, has become the basis or guide for all liturgical chants and scientific works thereon. Gregory Lampadarios and Chourmouzios added Chrysanthos in his reform, which is still hardly to be considered successful. It seems that all three misinterpreted certain old musical signs; moreover, they are responsible for the horrible nasal intonation so abhorrent to Europeans. However, musical reform is in the air; during the past thirty years it has been talked of, and plans have often been submitted, but so far without result. The religious music of the Russians is the only one that expresses any true piety. Its gravity, unctuous, and sweetness are beyond question. If a religious music truly Christian ever existed, the Russians have inherited it. Between Russian and Byzantine music there is no connexion whatever. (See also under CONSTANTINOPLE, The Rite of, Vol. IV, p. 316.)

LENSKOV, History of the Greek Oriental Church under Turkish domination since 1453 (Russian, See also, Rados, Geschichte der orientalischen Kirchen von 1453-1866 (Leipzig). VI.—49
Even after the taking of Constantinople by the Turks and the apostasy of the Greeks, the one aim of the popes was to drive back the Turks into Asia and to save the Byzantines in spite of themselves. Nicholas V, Callistus III, Pius II, Paul II, Sixtus IV, Innocent VIII, and Alexander VI all followed this policy. Julius II, if possible, the Shah of Persia, and turned him into an alliance against the Sultan; the struggle against the Turks was the great concern of the whole pontifical life of Leo X. If the plan to drive back the Turks into Asia finally failed, the fault lay not with the popes, but with the nations of Christendom, jealous of each other, and attentive to their own private gain rather than the interests of Christianity. It must not be forgotten that the victory of Lepanto (1571) was the work of a pope; that a pope worked for the preservation of Candia (1669), and that, had it not been for another pope, John Sobieski would never have relieved Vienna (1683).

From 1453 until the French Revolution the relations between the popes and the Greek patriarchs were very different from what we find to-day. Cordial letters passed frequently between them; priests of either rite were recommended to one another's care, and the Pope was often involved in the temporal affairs of the Greek Church. Many patriarchs of Constantinople—among others, Cyril II—and the Greek Archbishops of Ochrida, Porephryius about 1600, Athanasius in 1606, Abraham in 1629, Melecius in 1640, Athanasius about 1650, professed the Catholic Faith; at different times many Greek bishops did in like manner. It would be impossible to say how far their conversion was sincere. Possibly the need of monetary help or the wish to make a stand against Protestantism was the motive power. It must at least be acknowledged that their conduct and attitude towards Catholics gave evidence of genuine good will. Thus, to take some well-known examples, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the Jesuits and Capuchins were allowed to preach and bear confessions in the Greek Churches, by the express permission of the patriarch and the bishops. That they made use of this privilege we learn from their correspondence. It is a matter of fact, missionaries of all religious orders and every nationality observe rigidly the rules of Propaganda concerning communicatio in sacris. They practically ignore the higher Greek clergy—not the best way, perhaps, to break down prejudice and win esteem. It is no doubt true that as a rule the higher Greek clergy are noted for their anti-Catholic fanaticism and are never weary of railing against Roman missionaries and of insulting Catholics. Then, too, the Greek people do not distinguish between religious and national interests, and the teaching of their clergy; consequently, a Greek will refuse to become a Catholic lest he should cease to be a Greek. Yet great progress has been made during the past twenty or thirty years, thanks to the schools of the French congregations which have been opened in nearly every town in Turkey. In spite of the taboos of the Greek clergy, boys and girls flock to these Catholic schools, and the consequence is a growing spirit of toleration and sympathy towards Catholics everywhere.

Pius IX and Leo XIII tried to reopen official relations with the Greeks, but unsuccessfully. The reply of the Patriarch Anthimos VI to the Enccyclicl of Pius IX (1848) was far from friendly; the invitation to assist at the Vatican Council the Patriarch Gregory VI refused even to accept. During his long pontificate Leo XIII was unceasing in his efforts to bring back the Greeks to unity, but this remained unaccomplished, and when, on 20 June, 1894, in the Encyclical “Prescrlara”, he invited the Greek Church in all charity to recognize the successor of Peter, the answering encyclical from the Patriarch Anthimos VII was remarkable for its rudeness. The present patriarch, Joaschim III, opened the way for a friendly theoretical consultation with his subjects on the matter a few years ago, but his attempt was not well received.

The first Protectors with whom the Greek Church sought to unite were the Lutherans. About 1560 the Greek deacon Demetrius Mysos visited Wittenberg to learn at first hand the doctrines of Luther, but his visit had no result. In 1573 two priests of Tullingen, Andree and Crusius, assisted by the chaplain, Gerhard, opened a correspondence with the Greek patriarch Jeremias II, which lasted until December, 1581. The patriarch and his theologians set forth over and over again very courteously and very fully the many dogmatic differences between their Church and that of the Reformers. At last Jeremias II refused to answer further letters, and wrote to Pope Gregory XIII in June, 1582, that he “detested those men and their like as enemies of Christ and of the Catholic and Apostolic Church.” Later the Calvinist doctrines found favour with the patriarch himself, Cyril Lucaris, who occupied the cenomical throne seven times between 1612 and 1638. The French and Austrian Embassies aided with the Orthodox Greeks; Geneva and Holland favoured the Calvinists. The conflict lasted through the greater part of the seventeenth century. The main quarrel was over Lucaris’s confession of faith, drawn up in Latin, which appeared at Geneva in March, 1629, and in the West stirred up both Catholics and Protestants. Many councils of the Greek Church, especially those of Constantinople in 1668 and 1682, of Jasus in 1642, and Jerusalem in 1665, extirpated the Calvinist heresy from the Orthodox Churches. Through Peter Mohila, Metropolitan of Kiev, the Russian Church took an active part in the controversy. The personalities that defaced these disputes embittered the whole of the seventeenth century, and made it the most repulsive in the existence of the Church of Constantinople. Four patriarchs at least were strangled, while in the space of one hundred years there were twenty-nine patriarchs and fifty-four patriarchal elections, i. e. an average of one election every twenty-two months.

After the Lutheran and Calvinists came the Anglicans, or that section of them known as the Nonjurors. Negotiations set on foot with the Greek and Russian Churches lasted from 1716 to 1725, but nothing ever came of them. Then came Zinzendorf, founder of the Moravian Brethren (1740). Finally, in
the nineteenth century we find the Protestant Episcopalian Church of England and of the United States coquetting with the Greeks. In several Anglican synods—e.g., 1866, 1867, 1868—a desire for union with the Greeks was expressed, and the Patriarch Gregory VI showed sympathy, but did not hint the way of Greek immediate realization. At the Synod of Bonn (1874) the Anglicans resolved to remove the “Filioque” from the Creed, to insert the formula “the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father through the Son”, to recognize tradition as a source of revelation, to maintain that the Eucharist was a sacrifice, to combat among the Greeks the false trinitarian doctrine. But the Greeks would not make any concessions. In 1897 the 36th decision of the synod assembled at Lambeth Palace (London) charged the chief representatives of Anglicanism to seek an understanding with Constantinople. The Bishop of Salisbury, the Archbishops of Canterbury, and the Bishop of Gibraltar (who pays an annual visit to the oecumenical patriarch) were to be the principal negotiators. But the much-desired union is not yet a fact, the great drawback being the difficulty which both Churches find in deducing exactly what they hold to be of faith, and whether they hold it on the same divine authority. When the Russian Emperor in 1862, the Eastern Church Association, and others similar—but so far they have effected nothing. On the other hand, Evangelical societies of various countries have been very active in the East, and have often called forth protests from the higher Greek clergy. While the unionist movement among the Greeks is not yet equal, their success among the Armenians, their unceasing propaganda in Asia Minor has ended by creating Greek centres of Protestantism, something hitherto unheard of.

The Old-Catholics from the beginning aimed at union with the Orthodox Church. Theological conferences were held at Bonn in 1874 and 1875 with that object in view, and both parties made concessions, but nothing came of these efforts. Although frequent conferences have since been held, an Old-Catholic Committee instituted at Rotterdam, and the “Revue Int. des Théologiques” (1893), the negotiations for union have not made the slightest advance.

With all the Orthodox churches, except the Bulgarian exarchate and the Syrian Patriarchate of Antioch—both of them considered schismatic for substituting a native episcopate to a Greek one—the Greek Churches are on terms of union arising from a common faith and a common orthodoxy. By the canons of the oecumenical councils of 381 and 451 the Church of Constantinople enjoys a sort of pre-eminence over the other Churches. But this must not be understood to mean that the primary authority of the Eastern Orthodox Church may command authority the faithful of all other Churches. The Byzantine patriarch has a primacy of honour but not of jurisdiction; he is foremost among his equals—primus inter pares—and no more. This oft-repeated declaration was renewed at the Council of Jerusalem in 1867, which proclaimed that the Orthodox Churches recognized only an oecumenical council as their supreme master and sovereign judge. When Joachim III, in 1902, wished to consult the other Churches on matters concerning the whole Orthodox party—e.g., union with the Old-Catholics or Protestants or Old Catholics, either of the form of the calendar, and other matters—out of thirteen Churches five were not consulted, being in schism or manifestly unfavourable; two did not reply; six replied in the negative. Again in Cyprus, since 1900, the attempts of the oecumenical patriarch to put an end to the schism of that Church are repressed; at the present time (1909) his authority is being overthrown at Jerusalem, just as at Alexandria. There is therefore no unity of authority among the Orthodox Churches as a reality. Nor is there unity of faith or discipline. The Bulgarians and the Syrians of Antioch, who are looked on as schismatics by the various Greek Churches, are not such in the eyes of the other Orthodox Churches. The Russians uphold the validity of baptism administered by Catholics or Protestants; the Greeks say such baptism is invalid. The Russians do not admit the deuterocanonical books of the Old Testament, but the Greeks, until quite recently, accepted them. It would be easy to multiply examples. Formerly the Church of Constantinople claimed the right to send the chriam to all Orthodox Churches as a sign of Orthodox unity and of their dependence on Constantinople. But since the seventeenth century, at least, the Russian Church blesses its own chriam, and sends it in our day to the Churches of Montenegro, Bulgaria, and Antioch. The three Orthodox Churches within the Austro-Hungarian Empire bless their own chriams, as does also the Humanian Church since 1862. But since 1800, it is said that the only Patriarch that has come from Constantinople are those of Alexandria, Jerusalem, Cyprus, Greece, and Servia. The moral authority of the oecumenical patriarch over the other Churches is null; consequently it stands to reason he has no dogmatic privileges. The decrees of the first seven oecumenical councils have found their way into church law; as a rule, a number of creeds are also considered as instructive concerning faith, e.g., the confession of the Patriarch Gennadius, that of Peter Mohila, the decrees of the Council of Jerusalem in 1672, of the confession of Metephrenes Critopoulos. At present these confessions are not held to be infallible, but merely guides in matters of faith.

Greek religious literature since 1453 is mainly polemical, against Catholics and Protestants. Literary interests, once so popular at Byzantium, have long been quite secondary. Greek theologians re-edit continually the most fiery controversial treatises, accentuate the causes of separation between the two Churches, and on occasion invent others. Such, in the fifteenth century, are the writings of Maximus of Peleponnesus and George Scholarius; in the sixteenth century, of Maximus Margiuntius, Bishop of Cythara, and Archbishop of Artaxiad. The literature of the seventeenth century of the Calvinist, Cyril Lucaris, of George Corsesios, Theophilos Corydalseos, half pagan and half Protestant, Meletius Syrigos, Dorothesus of Jerusalem, Nicholas Karaman of Janina, and Paisios Ligerides; in the eighteenth century the writings of the brothers Jomnikios and Sophronius Lichoudes, who laboured especially in Russia, Chrysanthus of Jerusalem, Elias Miniates, Eustratius Argentis, etc. Apart from this turbulent school, always fairly numerous among the Greeks, there are but few historians and chroniclers, e.g., Manuel Malaxos, who wrote the history of the Patriarchate of Constantinople from 1458 to 1578; Dorotheus of Monemvasia, who drew up a chronological table from the creation to 1629, and Meletius of Janina or of Athens (d. 1714), their only historian of note. The monks were the most conscientious workers and tireless editors: Nico- demos the Hagiographer, of amazing productivity; Agapios Landos, his rival; Eugenios Bulgaris, the most learned Greek of the eighteenth century; Gkomos, Meletius Txpaldos, Gregory of Chios, and many others.

There are few living theological writers of note in the Greek church. Philotheos Brauns, Metropolitan of Nicomen, who rediscovered and edited the “Teaching of the Twelve Apostles”, is the only one deserving of mention. It is no less strange than true, that within nearly a century only one manual of dog-
matic theology has appeared in Greece, a volume of about 450 pages published at Athens in 1907 by a layman. M. Andreoli published a study of the external, ecclesiastical theology enjoys in the Greek Churches. They have, however, translations of Russian, German, or English works, and in this way Protestant ideas are creeping in. The same might be said of other branches of ecclesiastical knowledge. The only good manual of canon law is by a Serbian bishop, Mgr. Manoladis; the mission of church history by a Russian layman, Diomedes Kyriakos, and by Mgr. Philaretos, Metropolitan of Dimotika, are merely translations or adaptations of Protestant works. Among the laity there are some learned men, e.g., Spiridon Lambros, C. Sathas, A. Papadopoulos-Kerameus, and M. Gedeon. The internal life is not carried on in anything intellectual. Politics and dull personal intrigues are their only concern. In this respect the coming generation will perhaps differ from their predecessors. Two reviews have been started: the "Nea Sion∗" (New Sion) at Jerusalem, and the "Church Beacon" at Alexandria, but both are carried on in a spirit of controversy, and the impartiality and scientific honesty of many of the editors are not above question. The Phanar review, "Ecclesiastical Truth," is only a church weekly.

1 have not touched on the religious spirit of the Great Church; it appears to be dying; it is sadly deficient; nor on its missions, for there are none; nor its present monastic life, confined to Athos and no more than a recitation of endless prayers interspersed with local intrigues. Other religious houses exist only in name; they are now, for the most part, farms managed by a so-called monk, who collects funds for the support of a few, or even for the church. Owing to the energy of the lay element, who take an active interest in education, there are many well-conducted primary schools. We have only praise for the efforts of both sexes to create and support works of charity and of benevolence. On this score the Greek Church is to be praised.

SCHLICHTÈRE, Acta orientalis ecclesia contra Lutheri heresim (Rome, 1739); PICHLER, Geschichte des Protestantismus in der orient. Kirche (Berlin, 1862); RENAUDIN, Luthers und Grece orthodoxes (Paris, 1903); SEMOG: Les dernières années du patriarche Cypride Lucas in Echos d'Orient (Paris, 1903), 97–107; MANOS, conciliari en Κωνσταντινούπολις (Athens, 1708); TRIVIER, Cypride Lucas (Paris, 1777); OSVANTI KOY, Cypride Lucas and his Struggle with the Roman Catholic Church (Rome, 1903); Novotcherenkov, Williams, The Orthodox and the Non-Orthodox (London, 1868); KIMMER, Liber symbolici Ecclesiae orientalis (Jena, 1843); GLAZ, Geschichte der griechischen Kirche in der ersten Hälfte des 18. Jahrhunderts (Berlin, 1762); Marmontel, Description de l'Empire ottoman (Paris, 1801), ii, 571–616; Home, Description des empire ottomane (Paris, 1802), i, 1; ICHLYANSKY, Die Konskription und die wichtigsten Glaubensvorschriften der griechisch-orthodoxen Kirche (Leipzig, 1904); MEYER, Die theologische Literatur der griechischen Kirche im 18. Jahrhundert (Leipzig, 1899); LAPIERRE, L'héritage de l'Église byzantine (Paris, 1850–1893); TROMBONCINO, L'instruction publique en Grèce (Paris, 1819); MONTSABOT, Les anciens bienfaiteurs grecs à Constantinople in Echos d'Orient (Janu- ary, 1909); BRANDL, De l'union des Églises (Rome, 1898); BERTHomm, La mission orientale contre l'impérateur commélycain (Innsbruck, 1897); MALATASÉS, Réponse à la lettre patronale et synodale de l'Éparchie de Constantinople sur les deux coutumes grecques (Athens, 1800); MEESTER, León XIII et la Chiesa greca (Rome, 1904).

S. VAILÉ.

Greek Empire. See Byzantine Empire.

Greek Orthodox Church in America. The name Orthodox Church is generally used to distinguish the Greek Rite, which is not in communion with the Holy See. It is a name common to the official designation of both Churches of the Greek Rite, but the schismatic or dissenting Churches lay great stress upon the word Orthodox, and its implied meaning of correctness of doctrine, while the Uniat Churches lay equal emphasis upon the word Catholic. Hence these divisions of the Greek Church are respectively called the "Greek Orthodox" and the "Greek Catholic," for convenience in designation. The Orthodox Church is now well established in America, and nearly every city of considerable size has one or more churches of the various nationalities belonging to that communion. There is no unity among them nor any obedience to a central authority; they conform to the general law and discipline of the Greek Rite, but look to their respective Holy Synods in their home countries for governing authority and direction. Seven nationalities have their churches here, using the Old Slavonic, the Greek, the Arabic, and the Rumanian as their liturgical languages; and of these the Russian is the oldest and best established. The Russian Orthodox Church is, next to the Greek, the largest denomination in the Greek Church. The Russian Church has been established upon American (formerly Russian) territory for over a century. In this connection the word Russian refers to rossiaiskiy (of the Empire of Russia), and not russkiy, which may be translated either Russian or Ruthenian. In 1793 a band of eight missionary monks was sent out from St. Petersburg to Alaska, and the first Russian church was built on Kodiak Island in 1794. In 1798 the first missionary bishop, Josaphat, was consecrated. In 1804 the fort and city of New Archangel (now Sitka) was founded on the island of Sitka. In 1812 the Russian colony, Fort Ross, near the mouth of Russian Hill, in San Francisco, is still a reminder of them. In Alaska they converted many of the Eskimo and Indians, and the success of their missions was such that in 1840 the monk Ivan Veniaminoff was made the first bishop of "Kamchatka, the Kuriles and Aleutians," and took up his see at Sitka. In 1867, just before Alaska was sold to the United States, he was made Metropolitan of Moscow, and in Russia his advice was of great assistance in the negotiations for the transfer of Alaska. After him the title of the see was changed to "Aleutia and Alaska." In 1872 the see was changed from Sitka to San Francisco, and a Russian cathedral built there. The Russian bishops in America have been Paul (1867–78), John (1870–79), Nestor (1879–82), Vladimir (1883–91), Nicholas (1891–97), and Tikhon (1897–1907). In 1900 the title of the see was changed to "Aleutia and North America," and since 1906 the see has been changed to "Alaska."

In 1905 Bishop Tikhon changed his see from New York to New City, and in the year 1906 the Russian Holy Synod raised him to the dignity of archbishop with the suffragan Bishop of Alaska and a new Bishop of Brooklyn. In 1907 he was succeeded by the present Archbishop Platon, a former member of the Russian Duma. Until within the last twelve years the Russian Church was hardly known in the United States, being wholly confined to its Pacific shores. In New York between 1870 and 1880 there was a Russian Orthodox chapel on Second Avenue, established by the Rev. Nicholas Bjerking; but it failed for lack of a congregation and support by the Russian authorities. Father Bjerking became a Catholic before his death. The first great impulse to the establishment of the Russian Church in the United States on a large scale was given in 1891, when the late Rev. Alexis Toth, then a Rutenian Greek Catholic priest in Minneapolis, disobeyed the instructions of Archbishop Ireland and, when threatened with a recall to his native country, left his parish, went to San Francisco, turned Orthodox, and submitted to Bishop Nicholas, and on returning to Minneapolis took over his whole parish to the Russian Orthodox Church. He afterward in 1892, to take over the entire congregation and church property of St. Mary's Greek Catholic church in Scranton, Pennsylvania. The transfer of the church property was prevented by the courts, but over half the congregation seceded. Toth became an able and energetic advocate of the Russian Orthodox
Greek Church among the Ruthenians of America, succeeded in arousing the Holy Governing Synod of Russia to the opportunity to spread Orthodoxy and Panslavism among the Ruthenians in America, and became a most bitter opponent of Catholicism among the Catholics and especially of the Greek Catholic Church in the United States. He was made a priest for his efforts and is said to have been the cause of nearly 10,000 secessions from the Greek Catholic to the Russian Orthodox Church. In 1900 the whole Orthodox movement was put under the direction of the Orthodox Missionary Society of All-Russia, which, together with the Holy Synod, supplies episcopal functions and episcopal priests for the development here. In 1902 a fine Russian cathedral (St. Nicholas) was built in New York City, and Russian churches have begun to spring up everywhere in the Atlantic States, particularly in Pennsylvania. Numerous priests and lower clergy were brought from Russia, a theological seminary opened in Minneapolis, a monastery in South Canaan, Pennsylvania, the rite of the Greek Church were celebrated with a magnificence and splendor before unknown in America, and the Church itself put on a solid basis. In 1908 the whole United States and Canada were divided into five archbishoprics, 84 dioceses, 18 metropolitan sees, 18 archbishops, 40 bishops, 500 priests, 60 nuns, and 3000 monks. They have (1909) churches in the following localities: Brooklyn and Glens Falls, New York; Boston, Worcester, and Lawrence, Massachusetts; Pittsburgh, Johnstown, and Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania; Grand Rapids, Michigan; Kearney, Nebraska; Vancouver, Montana, Texas; and 13 Russian Orthodox Synods in the United States, but they are quite scattered. They have frequent dissensions and their fellow-Syrians, the Melchites and Maronites, who are under the Patriarch of Antioch, which just now is quasi-schismatic towards Constantinople but closely affiliated with Russia. They of course began to immigrate to the United States at the time that the other Syrians, Melchites, and Maronites, came. The Russians have greatly assisted them in building churches and establishing missions here, and their bishop, Raphael of Brooklyn, is a Syrian educated in Russia. The first Syro-Armenian church (St. Nicholas) was built in Brooklyn in 1902, and has since become their cathedral. Their clergy consist of the Syrian archbishop, bishop, and 500 priests; 50 nuns; 500 monks. They have (1909) churches in the following localities: Brooklyn and Glens Falls, New York; Boston, Worcester, and Lawrence, Massachusetts; Pittsburgh, Johnstown, and Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania; Grand Rapids, Michigan; Kearney, Nebraska; Vancouver, Montana, Texas; and 13 Russian Orthodox Synods in the United States, but they are quite scattered. They have frequent dissensions with their fellow-Syrians, the Melchites and Maronites, who are under the Patriarch of Antioch. They publish two Arabic newspapers in the interest of the Orthodox Church, and have a number of societies in New York and elsewhere.

III. SYRO-ARMENIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH.—These are Syrians of the schismatic Greek Rite, who use the Arabic language in their liturgy. They are the native Syrians from the Patriarchate of Antioch, which just now is quasi-schismatic towards Constantinople but closely affiliated with Russia. They of course began to immigrate to the United States at the time that the other Syrians, Melchites, and Maronites, came. The Russians have greatly assisted them in building churches and establishing missions here, and their bishop, Raphael of Brooklyn, is a Syrian educated in Russia. The first Syro-Armenian church (St. Nicholas) was built in Brooklyn in 1902, and has since become their cathedral. Their clergy consist of the Syrian archbishop, bishop, and 500 priests; 50 nuns; 500 monks. They have (1909) churches in the following localities: Brooklyn and Glens Falls, New York; Boston, Worcester, and Lawrence, Massachusetts; Pittsburgh, Johnstown, and Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania; Grand Rapids, Michigan; Kearney, Nebraska; Vancouver, Montana, Texas; and 13 Russian Orthodox Synods in the United States, but they are quite scattered. They have frequent dissensions with their fellow-Syrians, the Melchites and Maronites, who are under the Patriarch of Antioch. They publish two Arabic newspapers in the interest of the Orthodox Church, and have a number of societies in New York and elsewhere.

IV. SERBIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH.—This is composed of immigrants from Servia, Dalmatia, Hungary, and Montenegro. They all speak that southern Slavic language, the Servian, which is identical with the Croatian, except that it is written in the Russian alphabet to which are added two or three letters unknown to Russian, whilst the Croatian (used by the Roman Catholics) is written with Korean letters. The Russian, the Servian, and the Bulgarian Churches use the Old Slavonic language in the Mass and church offices. The Servians are mainly in Pennsylvania and the West, and the first church was built by the Archbishopiate Servia and Dalmatia in Jackson, Cal. (1894). The Servian Orthodox Church is closely affiliated to the Russian Orthodox Church in this country, except that some of their churches do not recognize the jurisdiction or authority of the Russian archbishop. There are about 70,000 or 80,000 Servians in the United States, from Pennsylvania to California, Wisconsin, and Washington. Their clergy consist of one archimandrite, five monks, and four secular priests, and they have churches in Chicago, Illinois; Pittsburgh, McKeesport, Wilmerding, Steelton, and Johnstown, Pennsylvania; Kansas City, Kansas; Denver, Colorado; Jackson; Sublette; Junction City, Kansas; Great Falls, Montana; St. Louis, Missouri. They also publish three Servian papers, and have several church societies, the chief one "Srbobrar".

V. ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH.—About half the Orthodox Rumanians in the United States come from Rumania and half from Transylvania in Hungary. Their immigration has been all within the past decade, both in the United States and in Canada. They are also under divided jurisdiction, those from Rumania being under the Holy Synod of Rumania and those from Transylvania under the Metropolitan of Hermannstadt. There are about 30,000 Orthodox Rumanians in the United States and about 20,000 in Canada. Their first church was St. Mary's, built in 1907 at Cleveland, Ohio. They have, besides several missionary stations, five churches situated at the
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following places: Indiana Harbor, Illinois; Cleveland and Youngstown, Ohio; Sawyer, North Dakota; Regina, Canada. Of their clergy—one archimandrite and four secular priests—three are from Transylvania and two from Rumania. It is a noticeable fact that these two branches of the Greek Rite, Catholic and Orthodox, remain in close and intimate relations and attend all Rumanian celebrations together. where matters of their religious and language are concerned.

VI. BULGARIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH.—Bulgarian immigration into the United States has only recently been in any considerable numbers. While the majority come from the Kingdom of Bulgaria, a great many are also from Macedonia, in Turkey. They dislike the Greeks very much, and while the Turkish contingent of them is nominally under the Patriarch of Constantinople, they recognize only the Exarch of Bulgaria. Neither will they affiliate with the Russian Church authorities here. While there are considerable numbers in New York City, yet they have settled chiefly in Illinois and Missouri, and are scattered also farther westward. The first Bulgarian Church (Sts. Cyril and Methodius) was constructed in 1898 by the Bulgarian monk Theophylact at Granite City, Illinois. There is also another church in St. Louis, Missouri; built at Madison, Illinois, while there are several mission stations. There are about 20,000 Bulgarians and three priests in this country. They publish two papers in their language and have several church societies, but have no national organization.

VII. ALBANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH. — The Albanians use the Greek language in their liturgy, having having been no version into their very difficult tongue. They come from Albania in the southern Balkans and from Epirus and northern Greece. They are also known as Arnautes and call themselves in their own language skëpetar, "mountaineers" (see ALBANIA). The history of the language is not the same as the history of the same name, the same name being emigrated into Italy, and whose descendents now form the majority of the Italian Greek Catholics. Albanian immigration to America has been quite recent, but there are now some 15,000 here, mostly settled in the vicinity of New York City and in New England. Although they use the Greek language in their liturgy and have attended the Hellenic Orthodox Church, they have no love for the Greeks. In February, 1908, the Russian Archbishop of Aeocia and North America ordained the Rev. F. S. Noli, a young Albanian, in New York City as an Orthodox priest and established him as missionary for the people of the United States. The Russian Holy Synod has taken steps on his initiative towards translating the Greek Liturgy into Albanian. They have a small chapel in Brooklyn and missions in New England, Pennsylvania, and Missouri. Endeavors have been made by them to attract the Italo-Greeks from their Union rite, on the ground of their being also of the Albanian race in America.

Praeslavsky Kalendar (New York, 1903-08); Matrosoff, Zaekhodnye Rus' in Interchurch Vestnik, LXVII (24, 1897); Seitz and Praeslavsky Viestnik (New York, 1902-08); Eglises-Amaricaannes Etoile (New York, 1908); Calendarul Zonisulor Americana, 1903; Messenger, XI (Eleftherios, New York, 1904), for December; Echo de Oriente, VII (Faria, 1904), for May and July.

ANDREW J. SHIPMAN.

Greek Rites.—(1) Rite, Language, Religion.—These are three things that must always be distinguished. A rite is a certain uniform arrangement of formule and ceremonies in the Church. The Holy Hours, the administration of other sacraments and sacramentals. These offices, as far as we know, have never been performed in the same way throughout Christendom. There are now, apparently there always have been, different rites, equally legitimate, used in different countries by Catholics and by Eastern Orthodox. Obviously each rite was originally composed in some language. But rite is not language; the various rites cannot be classified according to their languages. There are many different rites in the same language; on the other hand the same rite, remaining the same in every detail, is constantly translated. Thus, in the West, the Roman and Gallican Use are both written in Latin, but they are completely different rites. The Byzantine Rite is also an Old Slavonic version (written in Glagolitic letters), occasionally in Greek in Italy; but in any language it is always the Roman Rite. In the East this want of correspondence between rite and language is still more remarkable. Except those of the Armenians, the Ethiopians, and the Greeks, all eastern liturgies were originally written in Greek. Even the exceptions are only modified derivations from Greek originals. If, then, we take the language in which a rite was originally composed as our test, we must describe all Eastern liturgies as Greek. Indeed, the two great Western parent rites (of Rome and Gaul) represent, as a matter of fact, modified developments from Greek originals too. So we should come to the conclusion that every rite in the Church, every historic liturgy in Christendom is a Greek Rite. If, on the other hand, we make our test present use in the Greek language, we must say that the Greek liturgy is the result of a gradual development from what is word for word the same service said in Old Slavonic at St. Petersburg. It is clear that such liturgy is not to be ascribed to the Greek Church, but rather to the Greek Rite. By the head of all Eastern liturgies, foundations of two great classes, are the Liturgies of Alexandria and Antioch. They are not only different rites, their differentiation we believe the fundamental distinction by which we divide all others into two main groups; and both are Greek. And the same Byzantine Liturgy is used unchanged in about fourteen different languages. A second false criterion that must be eliminated is that of religion. It would be convenient for the classification of members of the Church with foreign rite in the same way as the presence of the same rite in one Church, makes one a member of any other Church. But this is by no means the case. The historic origin and legal position of the various rites is a much more complicated question. Catholics, joined of course entirely by the same faith, obeying the same laws (though in details there are different laws for different branches of the Church), united visibly to the same great hierarchy under the supreme rule of the pope at Rome, are divided according to rite, so that every Eastern liturgy is used by some of them. The same liturgies (but for a few modifications made by the Roman authorities in the interest of dogma) are used by the people of the Greek Orthodox Churches. Indeed, Catholics and Schismaticos often use the same books. The Orthodox Church, that has for many centuries aimed at an ideal of uniformity in the Byzantine Rite (in different languages), till the thirteenth century used those of Alexandria and Antioch too. Now she has restored the Alexandrine Liturgy for certain rare occasions, and there are signs that the Alexandrine Rite may soon be restored too. Other schismatical bodies have, it is true, each its own rite, though this rite generally contains alternative liturgies. It will be seen then that these three points are three quite different questions that must not be confused. In the case of any Christian bishop or priest, we may ask: what is his Church or sect, what rite does he use and in what language? And the answers may represent all kinds of combinations. A Catholic may use the Roman Rite in Old Slavonic, the Alexandrine Rite in Coptic, the Byzantine in Georgian. An Orthodox priest may use the Byzantine Rite in Arabic or Japanese.

(2) The Essential Note of a Rite.—We have seen then that neither its language nor the sect of people who use it can be taken as essential to a rite. The real note that defines it is the place where it was composed. The rites used by the British, on the other hand, were an ecclesiastical centre for the country round. After the service had been put together and used here.
by a natural process of imitation churches around began to copy the order observed in the great town. The greater the influence of the city where the rite arose, the more widely its form was spread. It was a question of inherent advantages. No one thought of choosing the rite that seemed most edifying or beautiful or suitable. People simply copied their chief. The rites were formed at first in the patriarchal cities: Rome, Alexandria, Antioch, Constantinople. Jerusalem had already been burnt to the ground. The bishops of each patriarchal naturally thought that they could not do better than celebrate the holy mysteries in the same way as their patriarch. We know in the East how, long before there were any laws on the subject, every one began to copy what was done at Rome. It seemed safest to follow Rome in the matter. The Franks, for their part, adopted the Gallican Rite, and adopted that of the patriarchal see.

The "Liber sacramentorum Romane Ecclesiae" spread throughout Western Europe till it had displaced all other uses, except in one or two remote districts. We see the same tendency at work still—uniformity in accordance with Roman customs, even in such details as the shape of vestments and the pronunciation of Latin. So it was in the East with regard to their patriarchal sees. Local customs are gradually suppressed in favour of the patriarch's way of doing things. Schisms and heresies accentuate this uniformity in both East and West. The Patriarchate of Alexandria and Gallia and many of the nations attached to the Catholic centre—Alexandria, Constantinople, or whichever it might be—to agree entirely with it in rite. Lastly come laws determining this tendency; and so we have the principle that (with exceptions) obtains still throughout Christendom, namely: "Rite follows Patriarchate". The Roman Rite is used throughout the Roman patriarchate, by the clergy subject to the pope as their patriarch, and only by them; the Alexandrine Rite belongs to Egypt—where the patriarch of Alexandria has jurisdiction; that of Antioch to Syria; that of Constantinople to the Byzantine territory. The National Nestorian (East-Syrian) and Armenian patriarchates have their own rites. Such was the principle for many centuries everywhere. Except for the two remnant of the Western rites at Milan and Toledo, it may still be taken as a fairly safe one in the Catholic Church; and among sects, especially in the thirteenth century, however, the Orthodox, regardless of the older tradition, use the Byzantine Rite everywhere, even in their Alexandrine, Antiochene, and Jerusalem patriarchates. In their case, then, the principle cannot be applied. But the exception is rather apparent than real. This spread of the use of the Rite of Constantinople was merely an assertion of the patriarch's jurisdiction throughout the Orthodox Church. In this case, too, rite really followed patriarchate; the disappearance of the Liturgies of Alexandria and Antioch among the Orthodox meant, as was intended, the practical disappearance of any real authority in those places save that of the prelate who nearly succeeded in justifying his pompous title of Ecumenical Patriarch. Now that his attempt has failed, and the other patriarchs are becoming more and more conscious of their independence of him, there are signs of a near restoration of their own liturgies, to be used, as before, where their jurisdiction extends.

But a rite in spreading out from the patriarchal city where it was composed does not itself change. Since the invention of printing, especially, and the later tendency to stereotype every detail of the sacred functions, each rite, wherever used, is made to conform rigidly with its standard form as used in the central church. The Liturgy of Jerusalem-Antioch contains, as the first member of its Great Intercession, a prayer for "the holy and glorious Sion, mother of all Churches", plainly a local touch intended originally for use in Jerusalem, where the rite was written (Brightman, "Eastern Liturgies", 54, 90). The Alexandrine Rite, even if used in far countries, makes the priest pray that God may "draw up the waters of the river of life to the nether world": But this seems to be an allusion to the inundation of the Nile on which fertility in Egypt depends. And the Roman Rite, too, used in every continent, still contains unmistakable evidence that it was composed for use in that one city. The lists of saints ("Communicantes" and "Nobis quoque Sancto") contain the Apostles and then local Roman saints, or those, like St. Cyprian, specially honoured at Rome; the Calendar with its Rogation and ember-days supposes the Italian climate; the special heroes of Rome, as St. Lawrence, are those that have the oldest great feats. Of course Rome, like all Churches, honours the Blessed Virgin, the Apostles, the Baptist, the Bishops, the martyrs, the Confessors, the Saints of the New Testament: After them she naturally honours first her own saints, whose relics hallow her basilicas. The stations at the Roman basilicas affect her year throughout; and on the feast of the Princes of the Apostles she remembers specially "happy Rome purple with their glorious blood". From all this, then, it is clear that the real distinction of rites is not by language nor by the religion of those who may use them, but according to the places where they were composed. The correct and scientific way of describing any rite, therefore, is always by the name of a place. Thus we have the Byzantine liturgy of the West, and the Byzantine liturgy of the East; the Rites of Alexandria, Antioch, Constantinople, etc.

This is the really essential note of any rite, that it keeps even when translated into other languages. 

(3) What is a Greek Rite?—An obvious corollary of what has been said is that we had much better never speak of a "Greek Rite" at all. Like the cognate expression "Greek Church" it is a confused and unscientific term, the use of which argues that the speaker has a mistaken conception of the subject. What is called a Greek Rite will always be the rite of some city—Alexandria or Constantinople, and so on. If one wishes to emphasize the fact that the Greek language is used for it, that statement may be added. At Athens and Constantinople they use the Byzantine Liturgy; it may be worth while to add that they use it in Greek, since at St. Petersburg and Sofia they follow exactly the same rite in Old Slavonic. When people speak of the "Greek Rite" or the "Greek Church" or the "Greek Orthodox Rite" or the "Greek Patriarchate" or the "Greek-Romano-Slavonic" Rites, the confusion is greater than ever. By these last terms they mean rites translated into Arabic and Slavonic out of the Greek. Now, the evidence on the whole tends to show that every ancient rite in Christendom was first used in the Greek language; those of the East, Syriac and Roman Rites, were the usual example. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Syriac of Antioch and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were later, at least in the East, and the East, in the West, Latinized in the Eastern Church. Thus it was the Egyptian rite of Alexandria and the Coptic of the Abyssinian and the Slavonic of the Russians, that were the "Greek Rites", which were late.
second book, ib., 28–30), and the Liturgy of St. James (ib., 31–68). Its place of origin was not Antioch but Jerusalem. Till the thirteenth century, the Liturgy of St. James was used throughout both patriarchates. It reached the Greek and the Orthodox churches on various occasions in the year, on St. James’s feast (23 Oct.) at Zacynthus (Zante) and on 31 Dec. at Jerusalem. Translated into Syriac it is used by the Jacobites and Syrian Uniates (text in English in Brightman, 69–110); with further (Romanizing) modifications it forms the Monophysite Rite. A Latin version has been edited by Prince Max of Saxony: “Missae Syro-Maroniticae”, Ratibon, 1907). The Chaldean Rite, used by Nestorians and Uniat Chaldees (Brightman, 247–305), appears also to be derived, if remotely, from St. James’s Liturgy. The Byzantine Use is further derived from this, and the Armenian Liturgy from that of the Byzantines. So, except for the services of Egypt and her daughter-Church of Abyssinia, the Greek Liturgy of St. James stands at the head of all Eastern rites (see article ANTIQGENE RITE).

People who speak of the Greek Rite generally mean that of Constantinople. The name is an unfortunate example of false analogy. We have all learnt in school of Greek and Roman history, Greek and Roman classics and architecture, and we know the Roman Rite. It is tempting to balance it with a Greek Rite, just as Homer balances Virgil. How different the real situation is, this article shows. The Byzantine Rite to which we see be given its own name is the most widespread in Christendom after that of Rome. It was formed first in Cappadocia, then at Constantinople, by a gradual process of development from that of Antioch. The names of St. Basil (d. 379) and St. John Chrysostom (d. 407) are, not altogether wrongly, attached to the chief persons of rabid and Old Slavonic (Syriac is no longer used, Georgian only by a handful of Uniates). Then come Rumanian and a number of modern languages used chiefly by Russian missionaries in Siberia, China, Japan, and America (list in Brightman, pp. lxxxi–lxxxiii). Uniates recognize as liturgical languages for this rite only Greek, Arabic, Old Slavonic, and Georgian. It is these versions of the Byzantine Rite that people mean when they speak of "mixed Greek" rites. There are no charges of any importance in them. The Old Slavonic books contain some local feasts, and a few quite insignificant variants of the text; the same applies to the Arabic version. The Slavonic student of this rite (except in the case of very specialized study) should always turn to the Greek original. For further description see CONSTANTINOPLE, THE RITE OF.

For bibliography see ALEXANDRINE LITURGY; ANTIQGENE LITURGY; CONSTANTINOPLE, THE RITE OF; LITURGIE DE LA RITE SYR; Liturgie des Rituels des Évêques de Rouen et de Nancy; Liturgie dans les Pays de la Confédération Suisse, arrêté du Sénat de la Confédération Suisse (Revue d’Histoire de l’Église, 1893); ENGELHART, Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Byzantinischen Liturgie (Berlin, 1908, the Greek text and a Latin version of the Greek); FROM A MANUSCRIPT OF THE MONOPHYSITE RITE (from a manuscript of the Monophysite Rite of Syria, probably of the fifteenth century); PRINCE MAX OF SAXONY, Ritual Missae Ecclesiastae Orientalis S. Basii, Rituale Romanum (Ratiobon, 1907), i.e. Latin versions of Uniate liturgies.

ADRIAN FORTESCUE.

Green, Hugh, martyr; b. about 1584; martyred 19 August, 1642. His parents, who were Protestants, sent him to Peterhouse, Cambridge, where he took his degree in 1605, but was afterwards converted and entered Douai College in 1610. He left again in 1612 on his vocation among the Capuchins. From want of health or some other cause, he was unable to continue, and became a chaplain at Chideock Castle, Dorsetshire, the home of Lady Arundell of Lanherne. On 8 March, 1641, Charles I, to placate the Puritan Parliament, issued a proclamation banishing all priests from England. This was the beginning of his career of exiled service to his country. Unfortunately the news had been late in reaching him, and when he embarked the month of grace given for departure was just over. He was therefore arrested, tried, and condemned to death in August. In his prison constancy so affected his fellow-captives that two or three sometimes died with him. With him sent him words that they would ask his absolution before death. They did so after confessing their sins to the people, and were absolved by the martyr. A providential reward for his zeal immediately followed. A Jesuit Father, despite the danger, rode up in disguise on horseback, and at a given sign absolved the martyr’s deeds, of his life. From Constanti-

nople the rite then spread throughout by far the greater part of Eastern Christendom. As the power of the patriarchs of the imperial city grew, so did they gradually succeed in imposing their use on all bishops in communion with them. Now, except for the two insignificant exceptions noted above, the Byzantine Rite is used throughout the Orthodox Church. It seems that this abuse will not last much longer. Since the authority of the eccumenical patriarch outside of his own patriarchate has already come to an end, we may live to see the old rites restored in Egypt. According to the traditional principles of that rite follows patriarchate. The Use of Constantinople is also followed by a great number of Catholic Uniates, Melchites in Syria and Egypt and others in the Balkans, the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, Italy, etc. These people represent the old Patriarchate of Constantinople and the Latin Church; but the Church has never, like her Orthodox rival, set up a principle of uniformity in rite. There are, besides the Latins, Uniates of every rite. The text of the Byzantine Liturgy in Greek will be found in Brightman, 309–411. It is also used, translated into many languages. The Old Slavonic version of the traditional prayer of aaron and Old Slavonic (Syriac is no longer used, Georgian only by a handful of Uniates). Then come Rumanian and a number of modern languages used chiefly by Russian missionaries in Siberia, China, Japan, and America (list in Brightman, pp. lxxxi–lxxxiii). Uniates recognize as liturgical languages for this rite only Greek, Arabic, Old Slavonic, and Georgian. It is these versions of the Byzantine Rite that people mean when they speak of "mixed Greek" rites. There are no charges of any importance in them. The Old Slavonic books contain some local feasts, and a few quite insignificant variants of the text; the same applies to the Arabic version. The Slavonic student of this rite (except in the case of very specialized study) should always turn to the Greek original. For further description see CONSTANTINOPLE, THE RITE OF.

J. H. POLLEN.

Green, Thomas Louis, priest and controversialist; b. at Stourbridge, Worcestershire, 1799; d. at Newport, Shropshire, 27 Feb., 1883. He was the son of Francis Green of Solihull Lodge, Warwickshire, and as a boy was entrusted to the care of Bishop Milner, by whom he was sent to Sedgley Park School, and afterwards in 1813 to Oscott. Having completed his theological studies there, he was ordained priest in 1825, and remained at the college as proctor. In 1828 he succeeded the Rev. J. McDonnell at Norwich, where he became known as a controversialist. Challenged to a public disputation, Green declined on the ground that no real good would be effected, but harm would arise owing to the excited feelings prevalent. He, however, undertook to meet all charges in a course of sermons, which he did successfully. After two years he went to Tixall, Staffordshire, as chaplain to Sir Clifford Constable, Baronet, and while there was engaged in a controversy with the Anglican clergyman, in which he strove, though fruitlessly, to have the Anglican burial service omitted in cases of the interment of Catholics in the parish churchyard. In 1846 he went back to Oscott as prefect of discipline, a post which he held for two years before becoming chaplain to St. Mary’s Priory, Prince-thorpe, near Coventry. He was priest at Mawley, Shropshire, in 1855; at Madeley, Shropshire, in 1859, while in 1860 he became chaplain to Lord Acton at Aldenham Park, near Bridgnorth, Shropshire, where he remained for the rest of his active life. In 1868 Pius IX granted him the honorary degree of
Doctor of Divinity in recognition of his services. He retired shortly before he died to Salter's Hall, Newport, Shropshire.

His works were: "A series of Discourses on the principal controverted points of Catholic Doctrine delivered at... Norwicht" (Norwich, 1830), reprinted under the title "Argumentative Discourses" in 1837; "A Correspondence between the Protestant Rector of Tixall and the Catholic Chaplain of Sir Clifford Constable" (Stafford, 1834); "A Letter addressed to Rev. Clement Leigh" (London, 1836); "The Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth" (London, 1838); "The Secular Clergy Fund of the late Midland District" (London, 1853, privately printed); "Rome, Purgatory, Indulgences, Idolatry, etc." (Bridgnorth, 1868); "Indulgences, Sacramental Absolutions and Tax Tables of the Roman Chancelery and Penitentiary considered in reply to the charge of Venality" (London, 1872, 1880). He also contributed to the "Orthodox Journal", "Catholic Magazine" and "True Tablet". The Occasion, new series, III, 48; GILLOWS BIBL. ENG. CATHEC., a. v.

EDWIN BURTON.

Green Bay, Diocese of (Sinus Viridus), established 3 March, 1868, from the territory of the Diocese of Milwaukee, comprises sixteen counties of the State of Wisconsin, U.S.A.; Brown, Calumet, Door, Florence, Forest, Kewaunee, Langlade, Manitowoc, Marinette, Oneida, Outagamie, Ozaukee, Shawano, Waupaca, Waushara, and Winnebago; an area of 15,387 square miles.

At that time there were in this district thirty-one churches and forty-two stations, with thirty-one priests and fifty-five ecclesiastical students; eleven parish schools and seven convents of the Sisters of Notre Dame, the Ursulines, Sisters of St. Agnes, the Third Order of St. Dominic, and the Third Order of St. Francis, with a Catholic population of about 50,000. It was mixed Irish-American, German, Belgian, and Dutch, with a few Indians. Poles and Bohemians are now to be added to this classification.

BISHOPS.-(1) JOSEPH MELCHER was appointed the first bishop, and consecrated at St. Louis, Missouri, 12 July, 1868. In 1865 he had been appointed Bishop of the proposed See of Quincy, Illinois, but declined the appointment. The See of Quincy was soon after suppressed and transferred to Green Bay. Melcher was born 19 March, 1806, at Vienna, Austria, and ordained priest at Modena, Italy, 12 March, 1830. He died at Green Bay, 20 Dec., 1873.

(2) FRANCIS XAVIER KRATZBAUER, second bishop, was consecrated 29 June, 1875, at Milwaukee, Wisconsin. A native of Bruck, Bavaria, where he was born 12 January, 1824, he was ordained priest 16 July, 1850, at Ratibosa. He died suddenly 17 December, 1885, at Green Bay.

(3) FREDERICK XAVIER KATZER, third bishop, had been vicar-general of the diocese. He was born 7 February, 1844, at Ebeneeze, Upper Austria, and in 1870, after collegiate studies at Freiburg, volunteered for the American mission. Arriving in the United States in May, 1864, he entered the Salesianum at St. Francis, near Milwaukee, where he completed his theological course and was ordained priest, December, 1866. He taught in the Milwaukee Seminary until 1875, when Bishop Kratzerbaumer made him his secretary, and three years later at Friedberg, volunteered for Green Bay. On 30 January, 1891, he was promoted archbishop and transferred to Milwaukee, where he died 20 July, 1903.

(4) SEBASTIAN GERHARD MESSMER, fourth bishop, was consecrated at Newark, New Jersey, 27 March, 1892. He was born in Berne, 6 August, 1847, at Zofingen, Switzerland, and ordained priest 23 July, 1871, at Innsbruck, Austria. He was professor of theology at Seton Hall College, New Jersey, from 1871 to 1889, and was professor of canon law at the Catholic University, Washington, when chosen bishop. He was promoted to the Archdiocese of Milwaukee, 28 November, 1903. Joachim J. Fox, fifth bishop, was consecrated 25 July, 1904. He was born in Green Bay, 2 August, 1855, and made his theological studies at Louvain.

He was ordained priest 7 June, 1870, and served as secretary to Bishop Krautbauer, vicar-general of the diocese, and pastor of Mariette, before he was appointed bishop, 27 May, 1903.

The religious communities located in the diocese are:


STATISTICS.—202 priests (47 regulars), 25 ecclesiastical students, 54 brothers, 48 churches, 65 missions, 3 stations, 3 chapels, 104 parish schools (16,482 pupils), 1 academy (55 pupils), 2 colleges (108 pupils), 2 boarding schools (224 pupils), 1 girls' school, 2 orphanages, 1 boy's school, 1427 school rooms, 1,741,84 young people under Catholic care, 8 hospitals, Catholic population 135,000.

Catholic Directory (Milwaukee, 1890); Catholic Home Almanac (New York, 1892); RAUMS, BISH. EVANG. CATH. HIERARCHIE U.S. (Milwaukee, 1888); Catholic Citizen (Milwaukee), files.

THOMAS F. MEHAN.

Greenland.—An island stretching from within the Arctic Circle south to about 50 degrees N. latitude, between 20 degrees and 76 degrees W. longitude. In shape it more or less resembles a triangle, its apex pointing south, its base facing north, in which direction its extent has not been precisely ascertained. It is bounded on the north by the Arctic Ocean; on the west, by Smith Sound, Baffin's Bay, and Davis Strait; on the east by the Arctic and the Atlantic Oceans. Its length has been estimated at about 512,000 linear miles. The interior of this huge island is a plateau rising gradually towards the east, above which a few mountain peaks tower to a height of more than 13,100 feet. Immense fields of ice, varying in thickness, are lodged on the island, and, on the coast here and there, form steep walls launching mighty glaciers towards the ocean, where, caught by the currents, they drift southwards. These ice-fields and the continually moving masses of ice, which are diminished only in the month of July, constitute the main difficulty in approaching the coast, which is indented with numerous fiords and lined with small islands. The mineralogical composition of Greenland is varied and comprises granite, sandstone, syenite, porphyrly, and some brown coal, tin, and iron. Tivigut is the only locality outside of Siberia which is known to produce the mineral kryolite (or kryolith) used in the manufacture of aluminum. The valleys in the interior, traversed by rivers, and the hills facing towards the south-west, are the only sections of the country where vegetation finds a soil to nourish it, hence, as well as by reason of the severity of the long winters, the flora is comparatively insignificant. In the north the only vegetation consists of lichens, mosses, and the milder regions of the south berries and various dwarfed plants are met with, while the most sheltered localities produce willow, alder, and birch trees, which, however, seldom
attain the height of twelve to fifteen feet. Farming is not to be thought of; even the hardy potato yields only here and there a small return. On the other hand, some vegetables, especially lettuce and cabbage, thrive comparatively well. The dog is the only domesticated animal. Chickens, sheep, goats, and horned cattle are introduced in summer. However, there are bears, wolves, reindeer, moose, and arctic hare, besides numberless bears and foxes which are constantly hunted for their valuable skins. Numerous species of birds furnish the inhabitants with food—the flesh of the ptarmigan and the eggs of the sea gull—while the eider duck yields its down, sealskin, and blubber. Naturally, fishing is of vital importance. Navigation on any considerable scale is possible only during the summer. Communication between the different settlements is maintained by means of the umiaq, a boat made of sealskin, generally about thirty feet in length. For hunting and fishing the Greenlander uses the kajak, a boat propelled by means of paddles. The staple exports of Greenland are whale-oil, the skins of seals, bears, and foxes, eiderdown, and kryolith, all amounting to about 500,000 kronen. The value of the imports—coal, foodstuffs, and articles of common use—is about double that of the exports.

The original inhabitants of Greenland, the Eskimos, belong to the Mongolian race and are for the most part at least nominal Christians, under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Zealand. A number of the inhabitants residing on the east coast are still pagans. The creed of the latter shows pantheistic tendencies, and the exercise of their religion consists in certain forms of prayer and curious ceremonies. Without any clear conception of their responsibility to a supreme being they have, nevertheless, rude notions of heaven and hell. Their priests are at the same time teachers, judges, and doctors. Naturally amiable, though sometimes irascible and vindictive, and careless of cleanliness, the Christian Eskimos need constant guidance to prevent their relapsing into the general disregard for morality, which formerly obtained among them. The lords of the land are some 300 Danes. Politically, the country is divided into the North and South Inspectors. The most notable settlements are: Godthaab, Neuherrenhut, Christianehaab, Jakobsbavn, Fredrikshaab, Claushavn, Fiskernaa, Sukkertoppen, Ritenbenk, Sydbay, Noesoak, Holstenborg, Egedeminde, Upernivik.

Greenland can properly be said to possess any political history as the small number of its inhabitants precluded its exerting any influence on the destiny of other countries. Although many historians claim that the Norse colony, which flourished there during the Middle Ages, was destroyed by the Skravigs (Eskimos), proof is wanting, and, considering the pacific character of the Eskimos, it is more probable that the colonists, relatively few in number, lost their identity by intermarriage with the aborigines. It is, however, an established fact that the Eskimos were in Greenland (at least temporarily) at the time the Norsemen landed and when Eric the Red of Iceland settled there (983). Eric gave the island its name. In the "Islandingbog," written about a century later by Are Fröth, it is stated that there were found on the island numerous deserted huts, parts of boats, and various stone implements such as are in use even unto this day. It was only occasioned by the fact that there were no stone and the Umanak Fiord. Erik named his first settlement (the site is unknown) Brattahlid. Kinsmen and friends soon joined him, and in a short time the Norse population grew considerably. With Christianity a higher civilization entered the island. When Greenland was divided into parishes, there were more than three hundred farms, supporting a population of over three thousand, partly in Ostrabyg, partly in Westrybyg (both places on the western coast). The means of subsistence were practically the same as those of to-day, except that cattle-raising was more general.

Greenland was considered a possession of the Norwegian Crown as late as the time of the Union of Kalmar (see Styffe, Skandinavien under Unionsstiden, II, Stockholm, 1880, p. 352). The continued disturbances in the South largely in Flateyjarbók have not been conducive to remote colonies to be forgotten. Eventually, all relations between the Norse settlers and their mother country ceased, and Greenland kept only a shadowy existence in the European geographies. Tradition had it that the island was rich in game (reindeer, polar bear, walrus, musk-ox, and numerous birds), and that it abounded in marble, crystals, and so on. Its inhabitants were, unhappily, lost to Christianity. The efforts of Archbishop Wallendorn of Trondheim, to assist the lost Norse brethren, ended in failure. A general permission to settle there, granted by King Christian III, was also fruitless; the perils of the sea journey deterred his subjects.

The honour of having practically rediscovered Greenland belongs to the English. Commissioned by Queen Elizabeth, Frobisher made several voyages northwards, between 1576 and 1578, and at last succeeded in reaching his goal. The work of exploration was continued by his countryman, Davis. The Danish Kings, who, as sovereigns of Norway, claimed Greenland, also sent expeditions there, the most successful of which was that of Dannes (1652–54). In the beginning of the eighteenth century the settlement and Christianization of Greenland recommenced. Factories were erected in Christianehaab (1734), Jacobshavn (1741) and Fredrikshaab (1742). Commerce was developed partly by individuals (e.g. the merchant Severin, 1734) and partly by commercial companies (almundet Handelssellschaft, 1774). Since then the Government has assumed control of the Greenland trade. In addition to the settlements established by the Government, the Moravian Brethren have founded several stations. The eastern coast of Greenland was not properly explored and described until the nineteenth century—by Scoresby (1822), Clavering (1823), Graah (1829), the German expedition (1859), and the Danish expedition (1883–85).

The church history of Greenland naturally divides itself into two periods: the Catholic period, from about 1000 to 1450, and the Protestant period, since 1721.

Leif the Happy (Henni), son of Erik the Red, discovered the Norsemen in 985. It is uncertain to what extent Christianity by King Olaf Tryggvesson, who sent some missionaries to accompany him to his country. In a remarkably short time these missionaries succeeded in converting the Norse colonists, at least outwardly, and in establishing an organized Church. Sixteen parishes were founded successively, together with churches and even a few monasteries. As the distance to Europe made communication very difficult, Greenland, in spite of the small number of souls which it contained, was formed into the Diocese of Gardar, suffragan first to the Archbishopric of Hamburg-Bremen, and ultimately to Lund. The See of Gardar was, however, often divided by Gaards and by Eubel, and hardly be ascertained with certainty at present. But this much seems certain that, before the colony perished, sixteen to eighteen bishops of various nationalities occupied the See of Gardar or at least were nominated to it. Their successors in the Scandinavian churches were the Bishop Erik Gruppen joined an expedition in 1121 for the purpose of locating again the eastern coast of North America which had been discovered 100 years previously. During the reign of Bishop Arnars (1314–43) Greenland contributed its quota in natural products (walrus teeth, etc.) to the expense of the Crusades. It appears that no bishop visited Greenland after the beginning of the fifteenth century. The succession of titular bishops closes with
Gregorius Nicophonius. See Hesyacham.

Gregorian Chant.—The name is often taken as synonymous with plain chant (q. v.), comprising not only the Church music of the early Middle Ages, but also later compositions (elaborate melodies for the Mass and antiphons) in a similar style down to the sixteenth century and even in modern times. In a stricter sense Gregorian chant means the Roman form of early plain chant as distinguished from the Ambrosian, Gallican, and Mozarabic chants, which were akin to it, but were gradually supplanted by it from the thirteenth to the eighteenth century. Of the Gallican and Mozarabic chants, a few remains are extant, but they were probably closely related to the Ambrosian chant. Of the latter, which has maintained itself in Milan up to the present day, there are two complete manuscripts belonging to the thirteenth and fourteenth
According to this it was thought in Rome, less than forty years after the death of St. Gregory, that the greatest praise for a music-loving pope was to compare him to his predecessor Gregory. (b) The feast known to have been fixed by Pope Gregory in the main melodies borrowed from older feasts. See the detailed proof for this in Frere's "Introduction". (c) The texts of the chants are taken from the "Itala" version, while as early as the first half of the seventh century St. Jerome's correction had been generally adopted. (d) The Gregorian chant melodies of cædences moulded on the literary curans shows that they were composed before the middle of the seventh century, when the cursus went out of use.

Gregory I (The Great), Saint, Pope, Doctor of the Church; b. at Rome about 540; d. 12 March, 604. Gregory II "is certainly a personality of some importance in Ecclesiastical History. He has exercised in many respects a momentous influence on the doctrine, the organization, and the discipline of the Catholic Church. To him we must look for an explanation of the religious situation of the Middle Ages: indeed, if no such saint were, taken of himself, a form of medieval Christianity would be almost inexplicable. And further, in so far as the modern Catholic system is a legitimate development of medieval Catholicism, of this too Gregory may not unreasonably be termed the Father. Almost all the leading principles of the later Catholicism are found, at any rate in germ, in Gregory the Great!" (F. H. Dudden, "Gregory the Great", I, p. v.) This eulogy by a learned non-Catholic writer will justify the length and elaboration of the following article.

I. FROM BIRTH TO 574.—Gregory's father was Gordianus, a wealthy patrician, probably of the famous gens Aemilia, who owned large estates in Sicily and a mansion on the Caelian Hill in Rome, the ruins of which, apparently in a wonderful state of preservation, still await excavation beneath the Church of St. Andrew and St. Gregory. His mother Silvia appears also to have been of good family, but very little is known of her life. She is honoured as a saint, her feast being kept on 3 November (see Silvia, Saint). Portraits of Gordianus and Silvia were painted, by Gregory's order, in the atrium of St. Andrew's monastery, and a pleasing description of these may be found in John the Deacon (Vita IV, lxxxiii.). Besides his mother, two of Gregory's aunts have been canonized in St. Gregory's history, his mother's two sisters, Tarrella and Æmiliana, so that John the Deacon speaks of his education as being that of a saint among saints. Of his early years we know nothing beyond what the history of the period tells us. Between the years 546 and 552 Rome was first captured by the Goths under their king Theodoric, and then by his successor Totila; next it was garrisoned by Belisarius, and besieged in vain by the Goths, who took it again, however, after the recall of Belisarius, only to lose it once more to Narses. Gregory's mind and memory were both exceptionally receptive, and it is to the effect produced on him by these events that we attribute the tinge of sadness which pervades his writings and especially his clear expectation of a speedy end to the world. Of his education we have no details. Gregory of Tours tells us that in grammar, rhetoric, and dialectic he was so skilful as to be thought

---

The name Gregorian chant points to Gregory the Great (590-604), to whom a pretty constant tradition ascribes a certain final arrangement of the Roman chant. It is first met in the writings of William of Hirsau, though Leo IV (847-855) already speaks of the cunctus stil. Gregori. The tradition mentioned was questioned first by Pierre Guissigny, in 1875, and again, in 1870, by George, Baron d'Eccher, neither of whom attracted much attention. In modern times Gevaert, president of the Brussels music school, has tried to show, with a great amount of learning, that the compilation of the Mass music belongs to the end of the seventh or the beginning of the eighth century. Gevaert focuses on the question, and at present practically all authorities, including, besides the Benedictines, such men as Wagner, Gastoué, and Frere, hold that the large majority of plain-chant melodies were composed before the year 600.

The facts for the Gregorian tradition may be summarized thus: (a) The testimony of John the Deacon, Gregory's biographer (c. 872), is quite trustworthy. Amongst other considerations the very modest claim he makes for the saint, "antiphonarium centenem . . . . . . compilavit" (he compiled a patchwork antiphonary), shows that he was not improbable away by a desire to eulogize his hero. There are several other testimonies in the ninth century. In the eighth century we have Egbert and Bede (see Gastoué, "Les Origines", etc., 874 sqq.). The latter, in particular, speaks of one Putta, who died as bishop in 688, "magne modulandi in ecclesia more Romanorum purissimum, quem a discipulis beatum papa Gregory didicerat". In the seventh century we have the epitaph of Honorius, who died in 638 (Gastoué, op. cit., 93): . . . . divino in carne limine Ad vitam pastor duceo novit ovis

Namque Gregorii tanti vestigia iusti
Dum sequera cupiens meritumque genis
—that is: "Gifted with divine harmony the shepherd leads his sheep to life . . . . for while following the footsteps of holy Gregory you have won your reward."
second to none in all Rome, and it seems certain also that he must have gone through a course of legal studies. Not least among the educating influences was the religious atmosphere of his home. He loved to meditate on the Scriptures and to listen attentively to the conversation of his elders, so that he was "deep in thirty years old, filling the important office of prefect of the city of Rome. At that date the brilliant post was shorn of much of its old magnificence, and its responsibilities were reduced; still it remained the highest civil dignity in the city, and it was only after long prayer and inward struggle that Gregory decided to abandon everything and become a monk. This event took place most probably in 574. His decision once taken, he devoted himself to the work and austerity of his new life with all the natural energy of his character. His Sicilian estates were given up to found six monasteries there, and his home on the Cælian Hill was rented out to another layman under the protection of St. Andrew. Here he himself took the cowl, so that "he who had been wont to go about the city clad in the trabea and aglow with silk and jewels, now clad in a worthless garment served the altar of the Lord." (Greg. Tur., X, 1)

AND ABBEY, c. 574-590. — There has been much discussion as to whether Gregory and his fellow-monks at St. Andrew's followed the Rule of St. Benedict. Baronius and others on his authority have denied this, while it has been asserted as strongly by Mabillon and the Hollandists, who, in the Preface to the Life of St. Augustine (6 May), retracted the opinions expressed in the Preface to St. Gregory's Life (12 March). The controversy is important only in view of the question as to the form of monasticism introduced by St. Augustine into England, and it may be said that Baronius's view is now practically abandoned. For about three years Gregory lived in retirement in the monastery of St. Andrew, a period to which he often refers as the happiest portion of his life. His great austerities during this time are recorded by the biographers, and probably caused the weak health from which he constantly suffered in later years. He was soon drawn out of his seclusion when, in 578, the pope ordered him, much against his will, as one of the seven deacons (regionalis) of Rome. The period was one of acute crisis. The Lombards were advancing rapidly towards the city, and the only chance of safety seemed to be in obtaining help from the Emperor Tiberius at Byzantium. Pope Pelagius II accordingly dispatched a special embassy to Tiberius, and sent Gregory along with it as his apocrisiarius, or permanent ambassador to the Court of Byzantium. The date of this new appointment seems to have been the spring of 579, and it lasted apparently for about six years. Nothing could have been more uncongenial to Gregory than the way of life of the brilliant Byzantine Court, and to counteract its dangerous influence he followed the monastic life so far as circumstances permitted. This was made easier by the fact that several of his brethren from St. Andrew's accompanied him to Constantinople. With them he prayed and studied the Scriptures, one result of which remains in his "Morals," or series of lectures on the Book of Job, composed during this period at the request of St. Leander of Seville, whose acquaintance Gregory had during his stay in Constantinople. Much attention was attracted to Gregory by his controversy with Eutychius, Bishop of Constantinople, concerning the Resurrection. Eutychius had published a treatise on this subject, maintaining that the risen bodies of the elect would be "impalpable, more light than air." To this view Gregory objected the palpability of Christ's risen body. The dispute became prolonged and bitter, till at length the emperor intervened, both combatants being summoned to a private audience, where they stated their views. The emperor decided that Gregory was in the right, and condemned Eutychius by his bull De Trinitate. The strain of the struggle had been so great that both fell ill. Gregory recovered, but the patriarch succumbed, recanting his error on his death-bed. Mention should be made of the curious fact that, although Gregory's sojourn at Constantinople lasted for six years, he never learned to write in Greek. Possibly he found that the use of an interpreter has its advantages, but he often complains of the incapacity of those employed for this purpose. It must be owned that, so far as obtaining help for Rome was concerned, Gregory's stay at Constantinople was a failure. However, his period as ambassador taught him very plainly a lesson which was to be of great fruit later on when he ruled in Rome as pope. This was the important fact that no help was any longer to be looked for from Byzantium, with the corollary that, if Rome and Italy were to be saved at all, it must be done by the peoples themselves, and by the powers on the spot. Humanly speaking, it is to the fact that Gregory had acquired this conviction that his later line of action with all its momentous consequences is due.

In the year 586, or possibly 585, he was recalled to Rome, and with the greatest joy returned to St. Andrew's, of which he became abbot soon afterwards. The monastery grew famous under his energetic rule, producing many monks who won renown later, and many vivid pictures of this period may be found in the "Dialogues". Gregory gave much of his time to preaching on the Scriptures, and in expounding his monks the Heptateuch, Books of Kings, the Prophets, the Book of Proverbs, and the Canticle of Canticles. Notes of these lectures were taken at the time by a young student named Claudius, but when transcribed were found by Gregory to contain so many errors that he insisted on their being given to him for correction and revision. Apparently this was never done, for the existing fragments of such works attributed to Gregory are almost certainly spurious. At this period, however, one important literary enterprise was certainly completed. This was the revision of the Psalter, "Psalterium alia", or lectures on the Book of Job, undertaken in Constantinople at the request of St. Leander. In one of his letters (Ep. V, lii) Gregory gives an interesting account of the origin of this work. "To this period most probably should be assigned the famous incident of Gregory's meeting with the English youths in the Forum. The first mention of the event is in the Whitby life (c. ix), and the whole story seems to be an English tradition. It is worth notice, therefore, that in the St. Gall manuscript the Angles do not appear as slave boys exposed for sale, but as men visiting Rome of their own free will, whom Gregory expressed a desire to see. It is a Venusian work (Pseudo Silvius, lii) who first makes them slaves. In consequence of this meeting Gregory was so fired with desire to convert the Angles that he obtained permission from Pelagius II to go in person to Britain with some of his fellow-monks as missionaries. The Romans, however, were greatly incensed at the pope's act. With angry words they demanded Gregory's recall, and messengers were at once dispatched to bring him back to Rome, if necessary by force. These men caught up with the little band of missionaries on the third day after their departure, and at once returned with them, Gregory ordering no opposition. On their return, which appeared to him as a sign from heaven that his enterprise should be abandoned. The strong feeling of the Roman populace that Gregory must not be allowed to
Gregory leaves Rome as a sufficient proof of the position he now held there. He was in fact the chief adviser and assistant of Pelagius II., towards whom he seems to have acted very much in the capacity of secretary (see the Bishop of Rome, to Gregory, Ep. iii., xlvii., “Sedem apostolicem, quam antea (nunc etiam honore debito gubernatiss.”). In this capacity, probably in 586, Gregory wrote his important letter to the schismatic bishops of Istria who had separated from communion with the Church on the question of the Three Chapters (Ep. supra, Appendix, III.). The Bishop of Rome’s letter is almost a treatise in length, an admirable example of Gregory’s skill, but it failed to produce any more effect than Pelagius’s two previous letters had, and the schism continued.

The year 599 was one of widespread disaster throughout all the empire. In Italy there was an unprecedented inundation. Farms and houses were carried away by the floods. The Tiber overflowed its banks, destroying numerous buildings, among them the granaries of the Church with all the store of corn. Pestilence followed on the floods, and Rome became a very dirty and unclean city. The streets were deserted save for the wagons which bore forth countless corpses for burial in common pits beyond the city walls. Then, in February, 599, as if to fill the cup of misery to the brim, Pelagius II. died. The choice of a successor lay with the clergy and people, and it fell to Gregory, Abbot of St. Andrew’s. In spite of their unanimity Gregory shrank from the dignity thus offered him. He knew, no doubt, that its acceptance meant a final good-bye to the cloister life he loved, and he not only refused to accede to the prayers of his fellow-citizens but also wrote personally to the Emperor Maurice, begging him with all earnestness not to confirm the election. Germanus, prefect of the city, suppressed this letter, however, and sent instead of it the formal schedule of the election. In the interval while awaiting the emperor’s reply the business of the vacant see was transacted by Gregory, in commission with two or three other high officials. As the plague still continued unabated, Gregory called upon the people to join in a vast sevenfold procession which was to start from each of the seven regions of the city and meet at the basilica of the Blessed Virgin, and so bear the while for pardon and the withdrawal of the pestilence. This was accordingly done, and the memory of the event is still preserved by the name “Sant’ Angelo” given to the mausoleum of Hadrian from the legend that the Archangel St. Michael was seen upon its summit in the act of sheathing his sword as a sign that the plague was over. At length, after six months of waiting, came the emperor’s confirmation of Gregory’s election. The saint was terrified at the news and even meditated flight. He was seized, however, carried to the Basilica of St. Peter, and there consecrated pope on 3 September, 599. The story of Gregory’s negotiations for the city and country, hidden in a forest for three days, when his whereabouts was revealed by a supernatural light, seems to be pure invention. It appears for the first time in the Whitby life (c. vii.), and is directly contrary to the words of his contemporary, Gregory of Tours (Hist. Franc., X., i.). Still he never ceased to regret his elevation, and his later writings contain numberless expressions of strong feeling on this point.

III. As Pope, 590–604.—Fourteen years of life remained to Gregory, and into these he crowded work enough to have exhausted the energies of a lifetime. What he achieved was incomparable, and his constant ill-health. He suffered almost constantly from indigestion and, at intervals, from attacks of slow fever, while for the last half of his pontificate he was a martyr to gout. In spite of these infirmities, which increased steadily, his biographer, Paul the Deacon, tells us “he never rested” (Vita, xv). His work as pope is of so varied a nature that it will be best to take it in sections, although this destroys any exact chronological sequence. At the very outset of his pontificate Gregory published a short and pithy “Novella curse”, or book on the office of a bishop, in which he at length defines the lines he considers it his duty to follow. The work, which regards the bishop pre-eminently as the physician of souls, is divided into four parts. He points out in the first that only one skilled already as a physician of the soul is fitted to undertake the “superbium regem” of the second. In the second he describes how the bishop’s life should be ordered from a spiritual point of view; in the third, how he ought to teach and admonish those under him, and in the fourth how, in spite of his good works, he ought to bear in mind his own weakness, since the better his work the greater the danger of falling through self-confidence. This little work is the key to Gregory’s life as pope, for what he preached he practised. Moreover, it remained for centuries the textbook of the Catholic episcopate, so that by its influence the ideal of the great pope has moulded the character of the Churches appointed by him to rule over other Churchmen.

(1) Life and Work in Rome.—As pope Gregory still lived with monastic simplicity. One of his first acts was to banish all the lay attendants, pages, etc., from the Lateran palace, and substitute clerics in their place. There was now no magister militum living in Rome, so that the control even of the army was entirely in the hands of Gregory. The inroads of the Lombards had filled the city with a multitude of indigent refugees, for whose support Gregory made provision, using for this purpose the existing machinery of the ecclesiastical districts, each of which had its deaconry or “office of alms”. The cities thus distributed the charity first gratuitously and then eventually by the estates of the Church. The temporal needs of his people being thus provided for, Gregory did not neglect their spiritual wants, and a large number of his sermons have come down to us. It was he who instituted the “stations” still observed and noted in the Roman Massal (see StATIONS). He met the clergy and people at some church previously agreed upon, and all together went in procession to the church of the station, where Mass was celebrated and the pope preached. These sermons, which drew immense crowds, are mostly simple, popular expositions of the Bible’s necessary and the whole of the liturgy, the mystery of the Bible, which he quotes unceasingly, and his regular use of anecdote to illustrate the point in hand, in which respect he paves the way for the popular preachers of the Middle Ages. In July, 595, Gregory held his first synod in St. Peter’s, which consisted almost wholly of the bishops of the suburbanianas and the priests of the Roman titular churches. Six decrees dealing with ecclesiastical discipline were passed, some of them merely confirming changes already made by the pope on his own authority.

Much controversy still exists as to the exact extent of Gregory’s reform of the Church, but admit that he did make the following modifications in the pre-existing practice: (a) In the Canon of the Mass he inserted the words “disque nostros in tua pace disponas, atque ab eterna damnatione nos separa, et in electorum tuorum iubema greges seque numerari”; (b) he ordered the Pater Noster to be recited in the Canon before the breaking of the Host; (c) he provided that the Alleluia should be chanted after the Gradual out of paschal time, to which period, apparently, the Roman use had previously confined it; (d) he prohibited the use of the chasuble by subdeacona assisting at Mass; (e) he forbade the use of the chasuble by subdeacons assisting at Mass; (f) he forbade the use of the chasuble by subdeacona assisting at Mass; (g) he forbade the use of the chasuble by subdeacons assisting at Mass; (h) he forbade the use of the chasuble by subdeacons assisting at Mass; (i) he forbade the use of the chasuble by subdeacons assisting at Mass. Beyond these and some few minor points it seems impossible to conclude with certainty what changes Gregory did make. As to the much-disputed question of the Gregorian Sacramentary and the
also almost more difficult point of his relation to the plain song or chant of the Church, for Gregory’s connexion with which matters the earliest authority seems to be John the Deacon (V, xi, xxvii), see Gregorian Chant; Sacramentary. There is no lack of evidence, however, to illustrate Gregory’s activity as manager of the patrimony of St. Peter. By his day the estates of the Church had reached vast dimensions. Varying estimates place their total area at from 1300 to 1500 square miles, and there seems no reason for supposing this to be an exaggeration, while the income arising therefrom was probably not less than $1,500,000 a year. The land lay in many places—Campania, Africa, Sicily, and elsewhere—and, as their landlord, Gregory displayed a skill in finance and estate management that causes no admixture to amaze; and indeed he was the surprise of his tenants and agents, who suddenly found that they had a new master who was not to be deceived or cheated. The management of each patrimony was carried out by a number of agents of varying degrees and duties under an official called the rector or defensor of the patrimony. Gradually the rectors had usually been laymen, but Gregory established the custom of appointing ecclesiastics to the post. In doing this he probably had in view the many extra duties of an ecclesiastical nature which he named upon them to undertake. Thus examples may be found of such rectors being commissioned to undertake the filling up of vacant sees, holding of local synods, taking action against heresies, providing for the maintenance of churches and monasteries, rectifying abuses in the churches of their districts, with the enforcing of ecclesiastical discipline and even the reproof and correction of local bishops. Still Gregory never allowed the rectors to interfere in such matters on their own responsibility. In the minutes of estate management nothing was too small for Gregory’s personal notice, from the exact number of sextarii in a modius of corn, or how many solidi went to one golden pound, to the use of false weights by certain minor agents. He finds time to write instructions on every detail and leaves no complaint unattended to, even from the humbliest of his multitude of tenants. Throughout the large number of letters which deal with the management of the patrimony, the pope’s determination to secure a scrupulously righteous administration is evident. As bishop, he is the trustee of God and St. Peter, and his agents must show that they realize this by their conduct. Consequently, under his able management the estates of the Church increased steadily in value, the tenants were contented, and the revenues paid in with unprecedented regularity. The only fault ever laid at his door in this respect, by his agents, was that he emptied his treasury. But this, if a fault at all, was a natural consequence of his view that he was the administrator of the property of the poor, for whom he could never do enough. (2) Relations with the Suburbicarian Churches.—As patriarchs of the West the popes exercise a special jurisprudence over and above their universal primacy as successors of St. Peter; and, among Western churches, this jurisdiction extends in a most intimate manner over the churches of Venice and the isles adjacent. On the mainland much of this territory was now in the hands of the Lombards, with whose Arian clergy Gregory was, of course, not in communion. Whenever opportunity offered, however, he was careful to provide for the needs of the faithful in these parts, frequently uniting them to some neighbouring diocese, when they were too few to occupy the energies of a bishop. On the islands, of which Sicily was by far the most important, the pre-existing church system was maintained. Gregory appointed a vicar, usually the metropolitans of the province, who exercised a general supervision over them. He also insisted strongly on the holding of local synods as ordered by the Council of Nicaea, and letters of his exist addressed to bishops in Sicily, Sardinia, and Gaul, reminding them of their duties in this respect. The supreme instance of Gregory’s intervention in the affairs of these dioceses occurs in the case of Sardinia, where the behaviour of Janusus, the half-witted, aged Metropolitan of Cagliari, had reduced the church to a state of semi-chaos. A large number of letters relate to the reforms instituted by the pope (Epp. I, xi, xvi; III, xxv, IV, x, xxii, xxvii, xxix; V, ii, IX, i, xi, xii, cxxi; XIV, ii). His care over the election of a new bishop whenever a vacancy occurs is shown in many cases, and if, after his examination of the elect, which is always a searching one, he finds him unfit for the post, he has no hesitation in rejecting him and commanding another to be chosen (Epp. I, lv, lvi; VII, xlvii; VIII, vii). With regard to discipline the pope was specially strict in enforcing the Church’s laws as regards the conduct of the clergy (Epp. I, xlii; IV, v, xxvi, xxxiv; VII, i, IX, cx, cxxviii; X, xix, XI, lvi a; XIII, xxxviii, xxxix); the exemption of clerics from lay tribunals (Epp. I, xxxix a, VI, xi, IX, liii, lxxv, lxxvi, X, iv, XI, xxxii, XIII, i) and the deprivation of all ecclesiastics guilty of criminal or scandalous offences (Epp. I, xviii, xlii; III, xlix; IV, xxvi, V, v, xvii, xviii; VII, xxxix; VIII, xxiv, IX, xxv; XII, iii, x, xi; XIV, ii). He was also inflexible with regard to the proper application of church revenues, insisting that others should be as strict as he was in disposing of these funds for their proper ends (Epp. I, xli; IV, xiv; II, xx-xvii; III, xxvii; IV, xi, V, xii, xlvii; VIII, vii; XI, xxii, lvi a; XIII, xlv; XIV, ii). (3) Relations with Other Churches.—With regard to the other Western Churches limits of space prohibit any detailed account of Gregory’s dealings, but the following quotation, all boundless charities, he emptied his treasury. But this, if a fault at all, was a natural consequence of his view that he was the administrator of the property of the poor, for whom he could never do enough. (2) Relations with the Suburbicarian Churches.—As patriarchs of the West the popes exercise a special
manlike, but, at the same time, undoubtedly ultra-vores, being quite beyond any legal competency then possessed by the papacy. The papacy, in fact, had already strived towards complete independence". Gregory's independent action had the effect of raising up Romanus the exarch. Wholly ignoring the papal peace, he gathered all his troops, attacked and regained Ferugia, and then marched to Rome, where he was received with imperial honours. Nevertheless, however, he quitted the city and took away its garrison with him, so that both pope and citizens were now more exasperated against him than before. Moreover, the exarch's campaign had raised the Northern Lombards, and King Agilulf marched on Rome, arriving there promptly, and the terror aroused by his advance is still mirrored for us in Gregory's homilies on the Prophet Ezechiel, which were delivered at this time. The siege of the city was soon abandoned, however, and Agilulf retired. The continuator of Prosper (Mon. Germ. SS. Antiqu., IX, 339) relates that Agilulf met the pope in person on the steps of the Basilica of St. Peter, which was then outside the city walls, and "being melted by Gregory's prayers and greatly moved by the wisdom and religious gravity of this great man, he broke up the siege of the city", but, in view of the silence both of Gregory himself and of Paulinus on the Deeds of Theodulf, this seems scarcely probable. In Epp., V, xxiix, Gregory refers to himself as "the paymaster of the Lombards", and most likely a large payment from the papal treasury was the chief inducement to raise the siege. The pope's great desire now was to secure a lasting peace with the Lombards, which had been achieved by a proper arrangement between the imperial authorities and the Lombard chiefs. On Queen Theodelinde, a Catholic and a personal friend, Gregory placed all his hopes. The exarch, however, looked at the whole affair in another light, and, when a whole year was passed in fruitless negotiations, Gregory began once again to meditate a private treaty. Accordingly, in May, 595, the pope wrote to a friend at Ravenna a letter (Epp., V, xxxiv) threatening to make peace with Agilulf even without the consent of the Exarch Romanus. This threat was speedily reported to Constantinople, where the exarch was in high favour, and the Emperor sent a special officer to once more send off to Gregory a violent letter, now lost, accusing him of being both a traitor and a fool. This letter Gregory received in June, 595. Luckily the pope's answer has been preserved to us (Epp., V, xxxvi). It must be read in its entirety to be appreciated fully; probably very few readers would raise their heads at the beginning of such a subject. Still, in spite of seathing reply, Gregory seems to have realized that independent action could not secure what he wished, and we hear no more about a separate peace. Gregory's relations with the Exarch Romanus became continually more and more strained until the latter's death in the year 596 or early in 597. The new exarch, Callinicus, was a man of far greater ability and well disposed towards the pope, whose hopes now revived. The official peace negotiations were pressed on, and, in spite of delays, the articles were at length signed in 599, to Gregory's great joy. This peace lasted two years, but in 601 the war broke out again through an aggressive act on the part of Callinicus, who was recalled two years later, when his successor, Smaragdus, again made peace with the Lombards which endured until after Gregory's death. Two points stand out for special notice in Gregory's letters to the exarch: first, that, in spite of the apathy of the imperial authorities, Rome should not pass into the hands of some half-civilized Lombard duke and so sink into insignificance and decay; second, his independent action in appointing governors to cities, providing munitions of war, giving instructions to generals, appealing to the Lombard king, and even negotiating a peace
without the exarch’s aid. Whatever the theory may have been, there is no doubt about the fact that, besides his spiritual jurisdiction, Gregory actually exercised that of temporal power.

Of Gregory’s relations with the Franks there is no need to write at length, as the intercourse he established with the Frankish kings practically lapsed at his death, and was not renewed for about a hundred years. On the other hand he exercised a great influence on Frankish monasticism, which he did much to strengthen and reshape, so that the work done by the monasteries in civilizing the wild Franks may be attributed ultimately to the first monk-pope.

(5) Relations with the Imperial Government.—The reign of Gregory the Great marks an epoch in papal history, and this is especially the case in respect of his attitude towards the imperial Government centred at Constantinople. Gregory seems to have looked upon Church and State as co-operating to form a united whole, which acted in two distinct spheres, ecclesiastical and secular. Over this commonwealth were the pope and the emperor, each supreme in his own department, each being taken to keep these as far as possible distinct and independent. This latter point was the difficulty. Gregory definitely held that it was a duty of the secular ruler to protect the Church and preserve the “peace of the faith” (Mor., XXXI, viii), and so he is often found to call in the aid of the secular arm, not merely to suppress heresy, or idolatry, but even to enforce discipline among monks and clergy (Epp., I, lxii; II, xxix; III, lx; IV, vii, xxxvi; V, xxxii; VIII, iv; XI, xii, xxxvii; XIII, xxxvii). If the emperor interfered in church matters the pope’s policy was to acquiesce if possible, unless obedience was sinful, according to the principle laid down in Epp., XI, xxxvi; “Quod ipse [sec. imperator] fecerit, si canonicum est, sequimus; si vero canonicum non est, in quantum sine peccato nostro, portamus.” In taking this line Gregory was undoubtedly influenced by his deep reverence for the emperor, whom he regarded as the representative of God in all things secular, and who must still be treated with all possible respect, even when he encroached on the borders of the papal authority. On his side, although he certainly regarded himself as “superior in place and rank” to the exarch (Epp., II, xlv), Gregory objected strongly to the interference of ecclesiastical authorities in matters secular. As supreme guardian of Christian justice, the pope was always ready to intercede for, or protect, anyone who suffered unjust treatment (Epp., I, xxxv, xxxvi, xlvi, lx; III, v; V, xxxviii; IX, iv, xlv, iv, cxiii, clxiii; XI, iv), but at the same time he used the utmost tact in approaching the imperial officials. In Epp., II, xlv, he explained for the benefit of his Sicilian agent the precise attitude to be adopted in such matters. Still, in conjunction with all this deference, Gregory retained a spirit of independence which enabled him, when he considered it necessary, to address even the emperor in terms of startling directness. Space makes it impossible to do more than refer to the famous letters to the Emperor Phocas on his usurpation, and the allusions in them to the murdered Emperor Maurice (Epp., XIII, xxxiv, xii, xiii). Every kind of jurisdictional power, either spiritual or temporal, Gregory would be sure to claim for himself, and this he had the means of enforcing. In Epp., II, vi, it is easy to read the answer to truculent questions of imperial audacity, and therefore deservingly of imperial power.

(6) Missionary Work.—Gregory’s zeal for the conversion of the heathen, and in particular of theAngles, has been mentioned already, and there is no need to dwell at length on the latter subject, as it has been fully treated under Augustine of Canterbury, Saint. In justice to the great pope, however, it must be added that he lost no opportunity for the exercise of his missionary zeal, making every effort to root out paganism in Gaul, Donatism in Africa, and the Schism of Photius in Constantinople. He was pitiless in his treatment of heretics, schismatics, and pagans: his method was to try every means—persuasions, exhortations, threats—before resorting to force; but, if gentler treatment failed, he had no hesitation, in accordance with the ideas of his age, in resorting to compulsion, and invoking the aid of the secular arm therein. It is curious, therefore, to find him acting as a champion and protector of the Jews. In Epp., I, xlv, he expressly depricates the compulsory baptism of Jews, and many instances appear in which he insists on their right to liberty of action, so far as the law permitted, both in civil affairs and in the worship of the synagogue (Epp., I, xxxiv; II, vi; VIII, xxx; IX, xxxvi, cccxv; XIII, xv). He was equally strong, however, in preventing the Jews from exceeding the rights granted to them by the imperial law, especially with regard to the ownership by them of Christian slaves (Epp., II, vi; III, xxxvii; IV, xlv; VI, v; VII, xxxvi, xxi; VIII, xxi; IX, iv, ccciii, coccxv). We shall probably be right, therefore, in attributing Gregory’s protection of the Jews to his respect for law and justice, rather than to any ideas of toleration differing from those current at the time.

(7) Gregory and Monasticism.—Although the first
monk to become pope, Gregory was in no sense an original contributor to monastic ideals or practices. He took monasticism as he found it established by St. Benedict, and his efforts and influence were given to strengthening and enforcing the prescriptions of that greatest of monastic legislators. His position did indeed tend to modify St. Benedict's work by drawing it into a closer connection with the organization of the Church and the papacy in particular, but this was not deliberately aimed at by Gregory. Rather he was himself convinced that the monastic system had a very special value for the Church, and so he did everything in his power to diffuse and propagate it. His own property was consecrated to this end, he underwrote it financially, he established or strengthened existing monasteries, and he used the revenues of the patri- mony for the same purpose. He was relentless in correcting abuses and enforcing discipline, the letters on such matters being far too numerous for mention here, and the points on which he insists most are precisely those, such as stability and poverty, on which St. Benedict's recent legislation had laid special stress. Twice only do we find anything like direct legislation by the pope. The first point is that of the age at which a nun might be made abess, which he fixes at "not less than sixty years" (Epp., IV, xi). This point is a direct strengthening of the rule of St. Benedict had prescribed at least one year (Reg. Ben., viii); Gregory (Epp., X, ix) orders two years, with special precautions in the case of slaves who wished to become monks. More important was his line of action in the difficult question of the relation between monks and their bishop. There is plenty of evidence to show that many bishops took advantage of their position to oppress and burden the monasteries in their diocese, with the result that the monks appealed to the pope for protection. Gregory, while always upholding the spiritual jurisdiction of the bishop, never sanctioned the frequenting of illegal aggression. All attempts on the part of a bishop to assume new powers over the monks in his diocese were condemned, while at times the pope issued documents, called Privilegia, in which he definitely set forth certain points on which the monks were exempt from episcopal control (Epp., V, xix; VII, xii; VIII, xvii; XII, xi, xii, xiii). This action on Gregory's part undoubtedly began the long process by which the monastic bodies have come to be under the direct control of the Holy See. It should be mentioned that in Gregory's day the current view was that each monk, such as a hermit, in founding, administering the sacraments, etc., was not compatible with the monastic state, and in this view the pope concurred. On the other hand a passage in Epp., XII, iv, where he directs that a certain layman "should be tonsured either as a monk or as subdeacon", would suggest that the pope held the monastic state in some way equivalent to the ecclesiastical; for his ultimate intention in this case was to promote the layman in question to the episcopate.

(8) Death, Canonization, Relics, Emblem.—The last years of Gregory's life were filled with every kind of suffering. His health, naturally serious, was filled with despondent foreboding, and his continual bodily pains were increased and intensified. His "sole consolation was the hope that death would come quickly" (Epp., XIII, xxxvi). The end came on 12 March, 604, and on the same day his body was laid to rest in front of the door of the palace. Since then the relics have been moved several times, the most recent translation being that by Paul V in 1606, when they were placed in the chapel of Clement V near the entrance of the modern sacristy. There is some evidence that the body was taken to Soissons in France in the year 626, but probably only by the later reformer, Venerable Bede (Hist. Ecd. II, i) gives the epitaph placed on his tomb, which contains the famous phrase referring to Gregory as sacerdos Dei. His canonization by popular acclaim followed at once on his death, and survived a reaction against his memory which seems to have occurred soon afterwards. In art the great pope is usually shown in full pontifical robs with the tiara and double cross. A dove is his special emblem, in allusion to the well-known story told by Peter the Deacon (Vita, xxviii), who tells that when the pope was dictating his testament a veil was drawn between his secretary and himself. As, however, the pope remained silent for long periods at a time, the servant made a hole in the curtain and, looking through, beheld a dove seated upon Gregory's head with its beak between his lips. It was the dove which he had been telling his secretary to write down. His grace, his wisdom, his profound learning, not a philosopher, not a controversialist, hardly even a theologian in the constructive sense of the term. He was a trained Roman lawyer and administrator, a monk, a missionary, a preacher, above all a physician of souls and a leader of men. His great claim to remembrance lies in the fact that he is the real father of the medieval papacy (Milman). With regard to things spiritual, he impressed upon men's minds to a degree unprecedented the fact that the See of Peter was the one supreme, decisive authority in the Catholic Church. Die time of the monastic orders passed in close relations between the Church of Rome and those of Spain, Gaul, Africa, and Illyricum, while his influence in Britain was such that he is justly called the Apostle of the English. In the Eastern Churches, too, the papal authority was exercised with a frequency unusual before his time, and we find no less an authority than the Patriarch of Alexandria submitting himself humbly to the pope's "commands". The system of appeals to Rome was firmly established, and the pope is found to veto or confirm the decrees of synods, to annul the decisions of patriarchs, and inflict punishment on ecclesiastics, and even to depose or excommunicate princes as he thinks right. Nor is his work less noteworthy in its effect on the temporal position of the papacy. Seizing the opportunity which circumstances offered, he made himself in Italy a power stronger than emperor or exarch, and established a political influence which dominated the peninsula for centuries. From this time forth the varied populations of Italy looked to the pope for guidance, and Rome as the papal capital continued to be the centre of the Christian world. Gregory's work as a theologian and Doctor of the Church is less notable. In the history of dogmatic development he is important as summing up the teaching of the earlier Fathers and consolidating it into a harmonious whole, rather than as introducing new developments, new methods, new solutions of difficult questions. It was precisely because of this that his writings became to a great extent the compendium for the popular interpretation of Peter's doctrine, for which his work in popularizing his greater predeces- sors fitted him well. Achievements so varied have won for Gregory the title of "the Great", but perhaps, among our English-speaking races, he is honoured most of all as the pope who loved the bright-faced Angles, and taught them first to sing the English song.

His Writings.—Genuine, Doubtful, Spurious.
Of the writings commonly attributed to Gregory the following are now admitted as genuine on all hands: "Moralium Libri XXXV." "Regula Pastoralis Liber." "De Logoria Liber." "De Prima Primatam Libri II." "Homiluarum in Evangelia Libri II." "Epistolae Libri XIV." The following are almost certainly spurious: "In Librum Primum Regum Varia Compendium Expositionum Libri VI.; "Expositio super Cantica Canticaorum; "Expositio in Psalmo Pontifici; "Corpus Quodiam datum Stephanum Scripturat". Besides, the above there are attributed to Gregory certain liturgical hymns, the Gregorian Sacramentary, and the Antiphonary. (See Antiphonar: SACRAMENTARY.)


Chief Sources.—First of all come the writings of Gregory himself, of which a full account is given above, the most important from a biographical point of view being the fourteen books of his Enchiridion, the four books of his Gesta, and the History of the Holy Fathers. The chief authorities are St. Gregory of Tours (d. 594 or 595). Historia Francorum, Bk. X, and the Liber Pontificalis, both practically contemporaneous. To the seventh century belong St. Isidore of Seville, De Viris Illustribus, XI, and St. Eligius of Germany, De Viris Illustribus, II, De Vita Antonii, by an anonymous monk of Whitby, written probably about 715, and of special interest as representing an essentially English form of speech in regard to the Vest. Bed. Eccl., II, whose work was finished in 731; Paul the Deacon, who compiled a short Vita Gregorii Magni between 770 and 790, much of which may be supplemented by the same writer's important work Historia Longobardorum: lastly John the Deacon, who wrote his Vita Gregorii in the eighth century, 787–923, produced a full account of Gregory in answer to the complaint that no history of the saint had yet been produced in Rome. Besides these direct authorities, the background of St. Gregory's life has been gathered from the works of various contemporary chroniclers and historians.

GREGORY.

Gregory I, Saint, Pope (715–731), perhaps the greatest of the great popes who occupied the chair of Peter during the eighth century, a Roman, son of Marcellus and Honorata. To his contemporaries in the West he was known as Gregory Junior or the Younger;
to those in the East, who confounded him with Gregory I (author of the "Dialogues") as he was "Dialogus". His year of birth is not known, but while very young he showed a desire for the Church and was perhaps a deacon in the "cantonum I". He was made a subdeacon and *sacellarius* (paymaster and almoner) of the Roman Church by Sergius I. Then the care of the papal library was entrusted to him, and he was the honour of being the first papal almoner or librarian known to us by name. By the time he had become a deacon, he had acquired signs of character and superior intelligence that he was chosen by Pope Constantine to accompany him when he had to go to Constantinople to discuss the canons of the Quinqueviri Council with the turbulent tyrant, Justinian II. The pope's trust was not misplaced. The deacon Gregory, "by his admirable answers", solved every difficulty raised by the emperor. One of the first things which Gregory took in hand when he became pope (19 May, 715) was to put in repair the walls of Rome. Not for the last time had the Lombards, those old enemies of the Romans, attacked their city, and now a new foe had shown itself. The Mediterranean was fast becoming Saracen-like, and there were fears that the Saracens might make a descent upon the Eternal City itself. Gregory had made good progress with his work of repair, when various causes combined with a devastating flood of the Tiber to prevent him from completing it. But throughout all his pontificate, Gregory repeatedly showed a spirit of liberality and munificence towards the Lombards, and that by the exertions of the pope and the Venetians, it was recovered and continued to remain for a year or two longer a portion of the Byzantine empire. It is not, however, certain whether it was Gregory II or Gregory III who rendered this important service to Leo III. Probably, however, it was done by Gregory II about the year 727; though perhaps it is not quite equally probable that the two famouscondemnatory letters which Gregory II is said to have sent to Leo III are genuine. If they are genuine, then it is certain not only that Ravenna was captured by the Lombards about 727, but that the independent temporal authority of the popes which in fact began with Gregory II was consciously felt by him. But when later Greek historians asserted that Gregory "separated Rome and Italy and the whole West from political and ecclesiastical subjection to the Byzantine empire", then it is evident that Gregory was engaged in a more direct effort to put down a rebellion against the imperial authority.

In connexion with Gregory's struggle against the Iconoclast emperor and his Italian representatives, certain doubtful points have been hitherto passed over. For instance, it is certain that about the year 727, Ravenna fell into the hands of the Franks and the Lombards, and that by the exertions of the pope and the Venetians, it was recovered and continued to remain for a year or two longer a portion of the Byzantine empire. It is not, however, certain whether it was Gregory II or Gregory III who rendered this important service to Leo III. Probably, however, it was done by Gregory II about the year 727; though perhaps it is not quite equally probable that the two famouscondemnatory letters which Gregory II is said to have sent to Leo III are genuine. If they are genuine, then it is certain not only that Ravenna was captured by the Lombards about 727, but that the independent temporal authority of the popes which in fact began with Gregory II was consciously felt by him. But when later Greek historians asserted that Gregory "separated Rome and Italy and the whole West from political and ecclesiastical subjection to the Byzantine empire", then it is evident that Gregory was engaged in a more direct effort to put down a rebellion against the imperial authority.

In connexion with Gregory's struggle against the Iconoclast emperor and his Italian representatives, certain doubtful points have been hitherto passed over. For instance, it is certain that about the year 727, Ravenna fell into the hands of the Franks and the Lombards, and that by the exertions of the pope and the Venetians, it was recovered and continued to remain for a year or two longer a portion of the Byzantine empire. It is not, however, certain whether it was Gregory II or Gregory III who rendered this important service to Leo III. Probably, however, it was done by Gregory II about the year 727; though perhaps it is not quite equally probable that the two famouscondemnatory letters which Gregory II is said to have sent to Leo III are genuine. If they are genuine, then it is certain not only that Ravenna was captured by the Lombards about 727, but that the independent temporal authority of the popes which in fact began with Gregory II was consciously felt by him. But when later Greek historians asserted that Gregory "separated Rome and Italy and the whole West from political and ecclesiastical subjection to the Byzantine empire", then it is evident that Gregory was engaged in a more direct effort to put down a rebellion against the imperial authority.

Gregory died in February, and was buried in St. Peter's (11 Feb., 731). He is honoured as a saint in the Roman and other Martyrologies.
Gregory III, Saint, Pope (731–741), was the son of a Syrian named John. The date of his birth is not known. His reputation for learning and virtue was so great that the Romans elected him pope by acclamation, when he was accompanying the funeral procession of his predecessor, 11 Feb., 731. As he was not consecrated for more than a month after his election, it is presumed that he waited for the confirmation of his election by the exarch at Ravenna. In the matter of Iconoclasin, he followed the policy of his predecessor. He sent legates and letters to the emperor to persuade him, Leo III, I, and held two synods in Rome (731) in which the image-breaking heresy was condemned. By way of a practical test against the emperor's actions he made it a point of paying special honour to images and relics, giving particular attention to the subject in St. Peter's. Fragments of inscriptions, to be seen in the crypts of the Vatican basilica, bear witness to this day of an oratory he built therein, and of the special prayers he ordered to be there recited.

Leo, whose sole answer to the arguments and apologies for image worship which were addressed to him, was force, seized papal patrimony in Calabria and Sicily, or wherever he had any power in Italy, and transferred to the patriarch of Constantinople the ecclesiastical jurisdiction which the popes had previously exercised both there, and throughout the ancient Prefecture of Illyricum. Gregory III confirmed the decision of his predecessors as to the respective rights of the Patriarchate of Aquileia and Grado, and sent the pallium to Antoninus of Grado. In granting it also to Egbert of York, he was only following out the arrangements of St. Gregory I who had laid it down that York was to have metropolitical rights in the North of England, as Canterbury had to have them in the South. Both Tatwine and Nothelm of Canterbury received the pallium in succession from Gregory III (731 and 736). At his request Gregory III extended to St. Boniface the same support and encouragement which had been offered to Gregory II and he strengthened the work of conversion by the help of the affection of the Apostolic See, the saint joyfully continued his glorious work for the conversion of Germany. About 737 Boniface came to Rome for the third time to give an account of his stewardship, and to enjoy the pope's "life-giving" visit. At Gregory's death the monk and great traveller, St. Willibald, went to assist his cousin St. Boniface in his labours.

The close of Gregory's reign was troubled by the Lombards. Realizing the ambition which animated Liutprand, Gregory completed the restoration of the walls of Rome which had been begun by his predecessors, and bought back Gallesio, a stronghold on the Flaminian Way, from Transamund, Duke of Spoleto, which helped to keep open the communications between Rome and Ravenna. In 739, Liutprand was again in arms. His troops ravaged the exarcahe, and he himself marched south to bring to subjection his vassals, the Dukes of Spoleto and Benevento, and the Duchy of Rome. Transamund fled to Rome, and Gregory implored the aid of the great Frankish chief, Charles Martel. At length ambassadors from the viceroy (subregulus) of the Franks appeared in Rome (739). Their arrival, or the summer heats, brought a lull in hostilities. But in the autumn of that year Liutprand again took the field. This time the Romans left their walls, and helped Transamund to recover Spoleto. When, however, he had recovered his duchy, he would not or could not comply with Gregory's request, and endeavour to recover for the pope "the four cities of the Roman duchy which had been lost for his sake." In the midst of all these wars and rumours of war, Gregory died, and was buried in the oratory of our Lady within the church of St. Peter's. He died in 741, but whether in November or December is not certain. It is, however, on 28 November that he is commemorated in the Roman martyrology.

Horace Mann in J. C. Monumcnta Carolina (Berlin, 1897), or in Mon. Germ. Hist.: Epp., III (Berlin, 1892). See also bibliography of article Gregory II.

Horace K. Mann.

Gregory IV, Pope, elected near the end of 827; d. Jan., 844. When Gregory was born is not known, but he was a Roman and the son of John. Before his election to the papacy he had lived in the palace of the Basilia of St. Mark, which he adorned with marbles and mosaics. For his piety and learning he was ordained priest by Paschal I. This man, of distinguished appearance and high birth, was raised to the chair of Peter, despite his protestations of unfitness, mainly by the instrumentality of the secular nobility of Rome who were then securing a preponderating influence in papal elections. But the representatives in Rome of the Emperor Louis the Pious would not allow him to be consecrated until his election had been approved by their master. This interference caused such delay that it was not confirmed until about March, 828, that he began to govern the Church.

Throughout the greater part of his pontificate Gregory was involved in the quarrels between Louis and his sons which were to prove fatal to the domination of the Franks. Owing perhaps to a want of political insight or an over-sympathetic or sanguine temperament, or, it may be, to a want of firmness of character, his efforts to promote domestic peace in the imperial family were not attended either with success or with glory. By a solemn deed, confirmed by Paschal I, Louis had made a division of the empire in favour of the three sons of his first wife, Lothair, Pepin, and Louis the German (817). But on her death, he married the young and ambitious Judith, and was soon induced by her to devote himself wholly to furthering the interests of their son, afterwards known as Charles the Bald. Charles's half-brothers combined in arms against their father (830), seized and imprisoned him, and compelled him to confirm the Constitution of 817. The brothers, however, soon disagreed among themselves and Louis was restored to power by a diet at Nimwegen, and, by a decision of the pope, to his wife from whom he had been separated by force (Oct., 830). Untaught by experience, Louis continued his policy of force, and his half-brothers again flew to arms, and the eldest, Lothair (who was ruling Italy), by argument, by deception, and perhaps by gentle pressure, induced Gregory to accompany him across the Alps. The appearance of the pope in the camp of the rebels made it appear that he was in their favour: the bishops who remained faithful to the emperor, suspicious of the pope's good faith, would not come to him when he summoned them to his presence. It was to no purpose that Gregory repelled their accusations. When at length he met Louis himself, he found that Louis also did not trust him. While these negotiations were in progress, Lothair, who was false to everyone, was suborning the allegiance of his father's soldiers. Betrayed in consequence, Louis once again fell into the hands of his son. Lothair seized the empire, allowed Gregory to return to Rome a sadder and a wiser man, and degraded his father (835). But next year witnessed a second fraternal quarrel and a second restoration of Louis, who was weak enough to allow Lothair to retain the Kingdom of Italy. The result of his mistaken acts of clemency was not only that he had to protect the pope against Lothair's aggressions but that he had to face another rebellion of one of his sons. In marching to put it down, he died (June, 840).
His death put Lothair in possession of the imperial name. To be emperor in fact, he resolved to crush his brothers by force of arms. Detaining the legate whom Gregory despatched to try and make peace, Lothair crossed the Alps. The terrible battle of Gregory tenay (now Fontenoy-en-Puisaye) near Auxerre (841), resulted not only in the defeat of Lothair, but in the practical annihilation of the Frankish people, and in the end of their empire. While the empire was collapsing, the Saracens were pushing forward their conquests. During Gregory's pontificate they possessed themselves of Sicily, and had been invited into Italy to take part in the wars of the petty princes of South Italy. To do what he could for the safety of Rome, the pope fortified the ancient Ostia by the erection of a stronghold called after himself Gregoriopolis. Equally for the benefit of Rome and the “Patrimony of St. Peter” he had acquired aqueducts and churches and founded “farm colonies” in the Campagna. He seconded the heroic efforts which St. Anschar, the Apostle of the North, was making for the conversion of Sweden, authorizing his consecration as the first Archbishop of Hamburg, sending him the pallium, and “before the body and confession of Blessed Peter,” giving him “full authority to preach the Gospel” and making him his legate “among the Swedes, Danes and Slavs.”

Gregory gave the pallium to the Archbishops of Salzburg, Canterbury, and Grado, and favoured the latter against the encroachments of the Patriarch of Aquileia. He also supported Aldric, Bishop of Le Mans, who got into difficulties through his loyal support of Louis against his rebellious sons. To oblige Louis, Gregory caused some of his ecclesiastics to be trained in music in Rome, and he instructed him to proclaim the observance of the feast of All Saints throughout the empire. Gregory was buried in St. Peter's.


Horace K. Mann.

Gregory V, Pope, b. c. 970; d. 4 Feb., 999. On the death of John X, the Romans sent a deputation to Otto III and asked him to name the one he would wish them to elect in the place of the deceased pontiff. He at once mentioned his chaplain and relation, Bruno, the son of Duke Otto of Carinthia and of Judith. He was already (996) distinguished for learning, especially for his knowledge of the dialects which were to develop into the languages of modern Europe. If possessed of a somewhat hasty disposition, he was nevertheless a worthy candidate for the papacy, and his election did honour to the Romans who elected him. This first German pope was consecrated 3 May, 999; and he generally haled with satisfaction. One of his first acts was to crown Otto emperor (21 May, 996). Throughout the whole of his pontificate he acted in full harmony with his imperial cousin. Together they held a synod a few days after Otto's coronation, in which Arnulf was ordered to be restored to the See of Reims, and Gerbert, the future Sylvester II, was condemned as an intruder. Unfortunately for himself and the peace of the Church, he prevailed upon the emperor not to banish from Rome the turbulent noble Crescentius Numanitanus, “of the Marble Horse.” No sooner did Otto leave Rome than Crescentius roused his adherents to arms and Gregory had to fly to the north. Crescentius did not stop here, but caused an antipope to be proclaimed in the person of the crafty Italo-Greek John Philagathus of Rossano, who had artfully made a position for himself at the court of the Ottos and now took the title of John XVI (997).

At a synod which Gregory had ordered to meet at Favis, not only were Crescentius and his antipope anathematized, but King Robert of France was threatened with excommunication if he did not put away Bertha whom he had married though she was related to him not only by spiritual relationship but by blood. After some opposition, Robert finally yielded and, repenting of his misdeeds, repudiated Bertha and espoused Constance. Gerbert, too, after having been condemned by this synod also, abandoned the See of Reims, and was rewarded with the See of Ravenna. Furious that his authority had been so flouted, Otto marched upon Rome. Philagathus fled from the city and Crescentius shut himself up in the Castle of Sant' Angelo. The emperor's troops pursued the antipope, captured him, deprived him of his nose, ears, eyes, and tongue, and brought him back to Rome. There he was brought before Otto and the pope, and publicly degraded (998). Then, after being driven ignominiously through the streets of Rome on an ass, he was transported to Germany, where he seems to have died in the monastery of Fulda (1013). The castle of Sant' Angelo was next besieged, and, when it was taken, Crescentius was hanged upon its walls (998). About the year 997, Archbishop Ælfric came to Rome in order to procure his pallium, and to consult the pope about replacing the secular canons, who then held the cathedral of Canterbury, by monks, in accordance with the commission he had received from King Ethelred and the Witan. As a mark of special honour, Gregory put his own pallium on Ælfric, and bade him put it into his monastery at Canterbury “men of that order which the Blessed Gregory commanded Augustine therein to place”1. At the request of Otto, Gregory granted exceptional privileges to many German monasteries, and in his company held various synods for the regulation of ecclesiastical affairs. He had to threaten with anathema Ardin, Marquess of Ivrea, if he did not make amends for his ill-treatment of the property of St. Mary's of Ivrea, its serls, and its bishop. Gregory V was buried in St. Peter's “in front of the sacristy, i.e. on the Gospel side, near Pope Felix I.”

1. *Duchesse*, ed. *Libri Pontificum*, II, 261 sqq.; twenty-two of Gregory's Bulls in *P. L.*, CXXXVII.; the chronicles of *Notker, Leg. et Origo的命运*, etc.; the annals of Hildesheim, Quedlinburg, etc.; the lives of Saints Alabert, Ardo, Nilus, etc.; the *Historia of Radulphus Glaber*. Cf. Lenormant, Le...
was taken by Henry to Germany (May, 1047), where he soon died.

Liber Pontificalis, ed. DUCHERZ, II, 270 sq.; a few Bullas of
Gregory in P. L., CXII, 291: DESGRIBER, Dialogi in P. L.,
CXIII, 504: BONINO, Ad aug. antichristi ad annum 1047,
(London and St. Louis, 1900), IV.
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GREGORY VI, PONTIF EX (HILDEBRAND), SAINT, POPE, one of the
greatest of the Roman pontiffs and one of the most
remarkable men of all times; b. between the
tears 1020 and 1025, at Soana, or Raveuse, in Tuscany;
d. 25 May, 1085, at Salerno. The early years of
his life are involved in considerable obscurity. His
name, Hildebrand (Hildebrant)—signifying to those
of his contemporaries that loved him “a bright
flame”—to those that hated him “a brand of hell”—
would indicate some Lombard connexion of his
family, though at a later time, it probably also sug-
uggested the fiery nature of his exalted station. The
princ-
iples of Church reform of which he was afterwards to
to become the most fearless exponent. Early in life he
made his religious profession as a Benedictine monk at
Rome (not in Cluny); the house of his profession,
however, and the year of his entrance into the order,
both remain undetermined. As a cleric in minor
orders he entered the service of John Gratian, Arch-
priest of San Giovanni by the Latin Gate, and on
Gratian’s elevation to the papacy as Gregory VI, be-
came his chaplain. In 1046 he followed his papal
patron across the Alps into exile, remaining with
Gregory at Cologne until the death of the deposed
pontiff in 1047, when he withdrew to Cluny. Here he
resided for more than a year.

At Besançon, in January, 1049, he met Bruno,
Bishop of Toul, the pontiff-elect recently chosen at
Worms under the title of Leo IX, and returned with
him to Rome, though not before Bruno, who had been
nominated merely for no particular reason, had at
the instigation of the Electors met secretly in Genoa
and attempted the intention of submitting to the formal choice of
the Roman clergy and people. Created a cardinal-
subdeacon, shortly after Leo’s accession, and appointed
administrator of the Patrimony of St. Peter, Hilde-
brand at once gave evidence of that extraordinary
faculty for administration which later characterized
his government of the Church Universal. Under his
energetic and capable direction the property of
the Church, which latterly had been diverted into
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GREGORY VI, ANTIPOPE.—On the death of Sergius
IV in June, 1012, “a certain Gregory”, opposed
the election of Benedict VIII, and got himself made
pope, seemingly by a small faction. Found,
when he came from Rome, he made his way to Germany, and
clawed
the support of King Henry II (25 Dec., 1012).
That
monarch, however, after promising him that his case
should be carefully examined in accordance with the
law and Roman custom, took away from him the papal
sacrament which he was of his mother’s bade him cease to
act as pope in the meanwhile. After this, history
knows the “certain Gregory” no more.

Chronicle of Thietmar, IV, lxi, in P. L., CXXXIX.
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GREGORY VI, POPE (JOHN GRATIAN), date of birth
unknown; elected 1 May, 1045; abdicated at Sutri, 20
Dec., 1046; d. probably at Cologne, in the beginning of
1048. In 1045 the youthful libertine Benedict IX
occupied the chair of Peter. Anxious, in order, so it
is said, that he might marry, to vacate a position into
which, though wholly unfit, he had been thrust by his
father, his godfather, John Gratian, the Archpriest of St. John “ad portam Latinam”, a man
of great reputation for uprightness of character, as to
whether he could resign the supreme pontificate.
When he was convinced that he might do so, he
offered to give up the papacy into the hands of his
godfather for a large sum of money. Desirous of ridding
the See of Rome of such an unworthy pontiff, John
Gratian in all good faith and simplicity paid him the
money and was recognized as pope in his stead.
Unfortunately the accession of Gratian, who took
the name of Gregory VI, though it was hailed with
joy even by such a strict upholder of the right as St.
Damasus, did not bring peace to the Church. When
Benedict left the city after selling the papacy, there
was already another aspirant to the See of Peter in the
field. John, Bishop of Sabina, had been saluted as
Pope Sylvester III by that faction of the nobility
which had driven Benedict IX from Rome in 1044,
and had then installed him in his stead. Though
the expelled pontiff (Benedict IX) soon returned,
and forced John to retire to his See of Sabina, that
pretender never gave up his claims, and through his
party contrived apparently to keep some hold on a
portion of Rome. Benedict, also unable, it seems,
to obtain the bride on whom he had set his heart, soon
repented of his resignation, again claimed the papacy,
and in his turn is thought to have succeeded in ac-
íquiring dominion over a part of the city.
With an empty exchequer and a clergy that had
largely lost the savour of righteousness, Gregory was
confronted by an almost hopeless task. Nevertheless,
with the aid of his “capellianus” or chaplain, Hilde-
brand, destined to be the great Pope Gregory VII,
he essayed to bring about civil and religious order. He
strove to effect the latter by letters and by councils, and
the former by force of arms. But the factions of the
antipope increased, and not only was the confusion of
the city in Rome, but the confused state of affairs in the
city. Convinced that nothing
would meet the case but German intervention, a number
of influential clergy and laity separated them-
selves from communion with Gregory or either of the
two would-be popes and entered the warlike King
Henry III to cross the Alps and restore order.
Nothing loath, Henry descended into Italy in the autumn
of 1046. Strong in the conviction of his innocence,
Gregory went north to meet him. He was received by
the king with all the honour due to a pope, and in accordance with the royal request, summoned a coun-
cl to meet at Sutri. Of the antipopes, Sylvester alone
presented himself at the synod, which was opened 20
Dec., 1046. Both his claim to the papacy and that of
Benedict were soon disposed of. Deprived of all
clerical rank and considered a usurper from the begin-
ing, Sylvester was condemned to be confined in a
monastery for the rest of his life. Benedict’s case also
prevented that little choice was left him, of claim own
the papacy, as he had voluntarily resigned it. But it
was different with Gregory. However, when the bishops
of the synod had convinced him that the act by which
he had become supreme pontiff was in itself simon-
ical, and had called upon him to resign, Gregory,
seatling that little choice was left him, of claim own
the papacy, as he had voluntarily resigned it. But it
was different with Gregory. However, when the bishops
of the synod had convinced him that the act by which
he had become supreme pontiff was in itself simon-
ical, and had called upon him to resign, Gregory,
seatling that little choice was left him, of claim own
the papacy, as he had voluntarily resigned it. But it
was different with Gregory. However, when the bishops
of the synod had convinced him that the act by which
he had become supreme pontiff was in itself simon-
ical, and had called upon him to resign, Gregory,
seatling that little choice was left him, of claim own
the papacy, as he had voluntarily resigned it. But it
was different with Gregory. However, when the bishops
of the synod had convinced him that the act by which
he had become supreme pontiff was in itself simon-
ical, and had called upon him to resign, Gregory,
seatling that little choice was left him, of claim own
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hands of the Roman nobility and the Normans, was largely recovered, and the revenues of the Holy See, which they had depleted, speedily augmented. By Leo IX he was also appointed propiusitus or provisor (not abbot) of the monastery of St. Paul extra Muros. The unchecked violence of the lawless bands of the Campagna had brought great destitution upon this venerable establishment. Monastic discipline was so impaired that the monks would attend in their refectory by women; and the sacred edifices were so neglected that the sheep and cattle freely roamed in and out through the broken doors. By rigorous reforms and a wise administration Hildebrand succeeded in restoring the ancient rule of the abbey with the assistance of earlier benefactors. He carried throughout his life to manifest the deepest attachment for the famous house which his energy had reclaimed from ruin and decay. In 1054 he was sent to France as papal legate to examine the cause of Berengarius. While still in Tours he learned of the death of Leo IX, and on hastening back to Rome found that the clergy and people were eager to elect him, the most trusted friend and counsellor of Leo, as the successor. This proposal of the Romans was, however, resisted by Hildebrand, who set out for Germany at the head of an embassy to implore a nomination from the emperor. This embassy, which lasted for a year, ultimately resulted in the selection of Hildebrand's candidate, Gebhard, Bishop of Eichstätt, who was consecrated at Rome, 13 April, 1055, under the name of Victor II. During the reign of this pontiff, the cardinal-subdeacon steadily maintained, and even increased, the ascendency which he by his commanding genius he had acquired during the pontificate of Leo IX. Near the close of the year 1057 he went once more to Germany to reconcile the Empress-regent Agnes and her court to the (merely) canonical election of Pope Stephen X (1057-1058). His mission was not yet accomplished, when Stephen died at Florence; although the dying pope had forbidden the people to appoint a successor before Hildebrand returned, the Tuscan faction seized the opportunity to set up a member of the Crescentian family, John Mincius, Bishop of Velletri, under the title of Benedict X. With masterly skill Hildebrand succeeded in defeating the schemes of the hostile party, and secured the election of Gerard, Bishop of Florence, a Burgundian by birth, who assumed the name of Nicholas II (1059-1061).

The most important transactions of this pontificate—the celebrated decree of election, by which the pope seceded from the college of cardinals, and the alliance with the Normans, secured by the Treaty of Melfi, 1059—were in large measure the achievement of Hildebrand, whose power and influence had now become supreme in Rome. It was perhaps inevitable that the issues raised by the new decree of election should not be decided without a conflict, and with the passing away of Nicholas II in 1061, that conflict came. But when it was ended, after a schism enduring for some years, the imperial party with its Antipope Cadalus had been discomfited, and Anselm of Baggio, the candidate of Hildebrand, was declared by a general synod fully invested with the Lateran Palace as Alexander II. By Nicholas II, in 1059, Hildebrand had been raised to the dignity and office of Archdeacon of the Holy Roman Church, and Alexander II now made him Chancellor of the Apostolic See. On 21 April, 1073, Alexander II died. The time at length had come when Hildebrand, who for many years had been the most powerful figure in the Church, who had been chiefly instrumental in the selection of her rulers, who had inspired and given purpose to her policy, and who had been steadily developing and realizing, by successive acts, her sovereignty and purity, should assume in his own person the mastery and responsibility of that exalted power which his genius had so long directed.

On the day following the death of Alexander II, as the obsequies of the deceased pontiff were being performed in the Lateran basilica, the people of Rome, in a loud outcry from the whole multitude of clergy and people: "Let Hildebrand be pope!" "Blessed Peter has chosen Hildebrand the Archdeacon!" All remonstrances on the part of the archdeacon were vain, his protestations fruitless. Later, on the same day, Hildebrand was conducted to the church of San Pietro in Vincoli, and there elected in legal form by the assembled cardinals, with the due consent of the Roman clergy and amid the repeated acclamations of the people. That this extraordinary outbreak on the part of the clergy and people in favour of Hildebrand could be so easily and so quickly concerted, as is sometimes alleged, does not appear likely. Hildebrand was clearly the man of the hour, his austere virtue commanded respect, his genius admiration; and the promptitude and unanimity with which he was chosen would indicate, rather, a general recognition of his fitness for the high office. In the decree of election those who had chosen him as pontiff proclaimed him "a devout man, a man mighty in human and divine knowledge, a distinguished lover of equity and justice, a man firm in adversity and temperate in prosperity, a man, according to the saying of the Apostles, meek and humble in heart, modest, sober, chaste, given to hospitality, and one that ruled well his own house; a man from his childhood generously brought up in the bosom of this Mother Church, and for the merit of his life already raised to the archdiocesan dignity." "We choose thee," they said to the people, "our Archdeacon Hildebrand to be pope and successor to the Apostle, and to bear henceforward and forever the name of Gregory." (22 April, 1073), Mansi, "Conciliorum Collectio," XX, 605.

The decree of Nicholas II having expressly, if vaguely acknowledged the right of the emperor to have some voice in papal elections, Hildebrand deferred the ceremony of his consecration until he had received the royal sanction. In sending the formal announcement of his elevation to Henry IV of Germany, he took occasion to indicate frankly the attitude, which, as sovereign pontiff, he was prepared to assume in dealing with the Christian princes, and, with a note of grave personal warning besought the king not to bestow his approval. The German bishops, apprehensive of the severity with which such a man as Hildebrand would carry out the decrees of the Synod, endeavored to prevent the announcement of the election; but upon the favourable report of Count Eberhard of Nellenburg, who had been despatched to Rome to assert the rights of the crown, Henry gave his approval (it proved to be the last instance in history of a papal election being ratified by an emperor), and the new pope, in the meanwhile ordained to the priesthood, was solemnly consecrated on the Feast of Sts. Peter and Paul, 29 June, 1073. In assuming the name of Gregory VII, Hildebrand not only honoured the memory and character of his earliest patron, Gregory VI, but also proclaimed to the world the legitimacy of the papal throne. From the letters which Gregory addressed to his friends shortly after his election, imploring their intercession with heaven in his behalf, and begging their sympathy and support, it is abundantly evident that he assumed the burden of the pontificate, which had been thrust on him, only with the strongest reluctance, and not without a great deal of terror. To De-berius, Abbot of Monte Cassino, he speaks of his elevation in terms of terror, giving utterance to the words of the Psalmist: "I am come into deep waters, that the floods run over me"; "Fearfulness and trembling are come upon me, and darkness hath covered me. And in view of the appalling nature of the task that lay before him (of its difficulties no one indeed had a
clearer perception (than he), it cannot appear strange that even his intrepid spirit was for the moment overwhelmed. For at the time of Gregory’s elevation to the papacy the Christian world was in a deplorable condition. During the desolating era of transition—the period when society in Europe and all existing institutions seemed doomed to utter destruction and ruiny—the Church had not been able to escape from the general deluge. In the tenth century, the saddest perhaps, in Christian annals, is characterized by the vivid remark of Baronius that Christ was as if asleep in the vessel of the Church. At the time of Leo IX’s election in 1049, according to the testimony of St. Bruno, Bishop of Segni, “the whole world lay in wickedness, holiness had disappeared, justice had perished and truth had been buried; Simon Magnus lording it over the Church, whose bishops and priests were given to luxury and fornication” (Vita S. Leonis PP. IX in Watterich, Pont. Roman. Vite, 1, 96). St. Peter Damian, the fiercest censor of his age, unrolls a frightful picture of the decay of clerical morality in the lurid pages of his “Liber Gomorphanus” (Book of Gomorra). Though allowance must no doubt be made for the writer’s exaggerated and rhetorical style—a style common to all moral censors—yet the evidence derived from other sources justifies us in believing that the corruption was widespread. In writing to his venerable friend, Abbot Hugh of Cluny (Jan., 1075), Gregory himself laments the unhappy state of the Church in the following terms: “The Eastern Church has fallen away from the Faith and is now assaulted on every side by infidels. Wherever I turn my eyes—to the west, to the north, or to the south—I find everywhere bishops who have obtained their office in an irregular way, whose lives and conversation are strangely at variance with their sacred calling; who go through their duties not for the love of Christ but from motives of worldly gain. There are no longer princes who set God’s honour before their own selfish ends, or who allow justice to stand in the way of their ambition . . . . And those among whom I live—Romans, Lombards, and Normans—are, as I have often said, more than Jews or Pagans” (Greg. VII, Regist., 1. II, ep. xlix).

But whatever the personal feelings and anxieties of Gregory may have been in taking up the burden of the papacy at a time when scandals and abuses were everywhere pressing into view, the fearless pontiff felt not a moment’s hesitation as to the performance of his duty in carrying out the work of reform already begun by his predecessors. Once securely established on the Apostolic throne, Gregory made every effort to stamp out of the Church the two consuming evils of the age, simony and clerical incontinence, and, with characteristic vigour, laboured unceasingly for the assertion of those lofty principles with which he firmly believed the welfare of Christ’s Church and the regeneration of society itself to be inseparably bound up. His first care, naturally, was to secure his own position in Rome. For this purpose he made a journey into Southern Italy, a few months after his election, and concluded treaties with Landolfo of Benevento, Richard of Capua, and Gisilberto of Salerno, by which these princes agreed to contribute the person of the pope and the property of the Holy See, and never to invest anyone with a church benefit without the papal sanction. The Norman leader, Robert Guiscard, however, maintained a suspicious attitude towards the pope, and at the Lenten Synod (1075) Gregory solemnly excommunicated him for his sacrilegious invasion of the territory of the Holy See (Capua and Benevento). During the year 1074 the pope’s mind was also greatly occupied by the project of an expedition to the East for the deliverance of the Oriental Christians from the oppression of the Seljuk Turks. To promote the cause of a crusade, and to effect, if possible, a reunion between the Eastern and the Western Church—hopes of which had been held out by the Emperor Michael VIII in his letter to Gregory in 1073—the pontiff sent the Doge of Venice to Constantinople as his envoy. He wrote to the Christian princes, urging them to rally the hosts of Western Christendom for the defence of the Christian East. But in March, 1074, addressed a circular letter to all the faithful, exhorting them to come to the rescue of their Eastern brethren. But the project met with much indifference and even opposition; and as Gregory himself soon became involved in complications elsewhere, which demanded all his energies, he was prevented from giving effect to his intentions, and the expedition came to naught. With the youthful monarch of Germany Gregory’s relations in the beginning of his pontificate were of a pacific nature. Henry, who was at the time under pressure by Infidel Turks, had written to the pope (Sept., 1073) in a tone of humble deference, acknowledging his past misconduct, and expressing regret for his numerous misdeeds—his invasion of the property of the Church, his simoniacal promotions of unworthy persons, his negligence in punishing offenders; he promised amendment for the future, professed submission to the Roman See in language more gentle and lowly than had ever been used by any of his predecessors to the pontiffs of Rome, and expressed the hope that the royal power and the sacerdotal, bound together by a community of mutual assistance, might henceforth remain indissolubly united. But the passionate and headstrong king did not long abide by these sentiments.

With admiring discernment, Gregory began his great work of purifying the Church by a reformation of the clergy. At his First Lenten Synod (March, 1074) he enacted the following decree:

(1) That clerics who had obtained any grade or office of sacred orders by payment should cease to minister in the Church. (2) That no one who had purchased any church should retain it, and that no one for the future should purchase ecclesiastical rights. (3) That all who were guilty of incontinence should cease to exercise their sacred ministry. (4) That the people should reject the ministrations of clerics who failed to obey these in-
junctures. Similar decrees had indeed been passed by previous popes and councils. Clement II, Leo IX, Nicholas II, and Alexander II had renewed the ancient discipline, and had enjoined their lieutenants to have them enforced. But they met with vigorous resistance, and were but partially successful. The promulgation of Gregory's measures now, however, called forth a most violent storm of opposition throughout Italy, Germany, and France. And the reason for this was that the part of the moral and simoniacal clergies is not far to seek. Much of the reform thus far accomplished had been brought about mainly through the efforts of Gregory; all countries had felt the force of his will, the power of his dominant personality. His character, therefore, was a sufficient guarantee that his legislation would not be suffered to remain a dead letter. In Germany, particularly, the enactments of Gregory aroused a feeling of intense indignation. The whole body of the married clergy offered the most resolute resistance, and declared that the canon enjoining celibacy was wholly unwarranted in Scripture. In support of their position they appealed to the words of the Apostle Paul, I Cor., vii, 2, and 9: "It is better to marry than to be burnt"; and I Tim., iii, 2: "It behoveth therefore a bishop to be blameless, the husband of one wife." They cited the words of Christ, Matt., xix, 11: "All men take my bread, but thou hast not been offended." On this point a reference was made to the address of the Egyptian Bishop Paphnutius at the Council of Nice. At Nuremberg they informed the papal legate that they would rather renounce their priesthood than their wives, and that he for whom men were not good enough might go seek angels to meddle over the Churches. Siegfried, Archbishop of Mainz and Prince of Germany, when forced to promulgate the decrees, attempted to temporize, and allowed his clergy six months of delay for consideration. The order, of course, remained ineffectual after the lapse of that period, and at a synod held at Erfurt in October, 1074, he could accomplish nothing. Altmann, the energetic Bishop of Passau, nearly lost his life in publishing the measures, but adhered firmly to the instructions of the pontiff. The greater number of bishops received their instructions with manifest indiffidence, and some openly defied the pope. Otto of Constance, who had before tolerated the clergy, now refused to allow them the sanctuary of the Church. In France the excitement was scarcely less vehement than in Germany. A council at Paris, in 1074, condemned the Roman decrees, as implying that the validity of the sacraments depended on the sanctity of the minister, and declared them intolerable and irreconcilable with the Church. Archbishop of Reims, deeming it impossible to enforce the canon of celibacy at a provincial synod, was stoned and had to flee for his life; Walter, Abbot of Pontoise, who attempted to defend the papal enactments, was imprisoned and threatened with death. At the Council of Burgos, in Spain, the papal legate was insulted and his dignity outraged. But the zeal of Gregory knew no abatement. He followed up his decrees by sending legates into all quarters, fully empowered to depose immoral and simoniacal ecclesiastics.

Gregory had indeed been passed by previous popes and councils. Clement II, Leo IX, Nicholas II, and Alexander II had renewed the ancient discipline, and had enjoined their lieutenants to have them enforced. But they met with vigorous resistance, and were but partially successful. The promulgation of Gregory's measures now, however, called forth a most violent storm of opposition throughout Italy, Germany, and France. And the reason for this was that the part of the moral and simoniacal clergies is not far to seek. Much of the reform thus far accomplished had been brought about mainly through the efforts of Gregory; all countries had felt the force of his will, the power of his dominant personality. His character, therefore, was a sufficient guarantee that his legislation would not be suffered to remain a dead letter. In Germany, particularly, the enactments of Gregory aroused a feeling of intense indignation. The whole body of the married clergy offered the most resolute resistance, and declared that the canon enjoining celibacy was wholly unwarranted in Scripture. In support of their position they appealed to the words of the Apostle Paul, I Cor., vii, 2, and 9: "It is better to marry than to be burnt"; and I Tim., iii, 2: "It behoveth therefore a bishop to be blameless, the husband of one wife." They cited the words of Christ, Matt., xix, 11: "All men take my bread, but thou hast not been offended." On this point a reference was made to the address of the Egyptian Bishop Paphnutius at the Council of Nice. At Nuremberg they informed the papal legate that they would rather renounce their priesthood than their wives, and that he for whom men were not good enough might go seek angels to meddle over the Churches. Siegfried, Archbishop of Mainz and Prince of Germany, when forced to promulgate the decrees, attempted to temporize, and allowed his clergy six months of delay for consideration. The order, of course, remained ineffectual after the lapse of that period, and at a synod held at Erfurt in October, 1074, he could accomplish nothing. Altmann, the energetic Bishop of Passau, nearly lost his life in publishing the measures, but adhered firmly to the instructions of the pontiff. The greater number of bishops received their instructions with manifest indiffidence, and some openly defied the pope. Otto of Constance, who had before tolerated the clergy, now refused to allow them the sanctuary of the Church. In France the excitement was scarcely less vehement than in Germany. A council at Paris, in 1074, condemned the Roman decrees, as implying that the validity of the sacraments depended on the sanctity of the minister, and declared them intolerable and irreconcilable with the Church. Archbishop of Reims, deeming it impossible to enforce the canon of celibacy at a provincial synod, was stoned and had to flee for his life; Walter, Abbot of Pontoise, who attempted to defend the papal enactments, was imprisoned and threatened with death. At the Council of Burgos, in Spain, the papal legate was insulted and his dignity outraged. But the zeal of Gregory knew no abatement. He followed up his decrees by sending legates into all quarters, fully empowered to depose immoral and simoniacal ecclesiastics.

It was clear that the causes of the simony and of the incontinence amongst the clergy were closely allied, and that the spread of the latter could be effectually checked only by the eradication of the former. Henry IV had failed to translate into action the promises made in his penitent letter to the new pontiff. On the subjugation of the Saxons and Thuringians, he deposed the Saxons by a part of the clergy, now engaged in the own business. In 1075 a synod held at Rome excommunicated "any person, even if he were emperor or king, who should confer an investiture in connexion with any ecclesiastical office", and Gregory, recognising the futility of milder measures, deposed the simoniacal prelates appointed by Henry, anathetised several of the imperial counsellors, and cited the emperor himself to appear at Rome in 1076 to answer for his conduct before a council. To this Henry replied by convoking a council at Worms on 23 January, 1076. This diet naturally defended Henry against all the papal charges, accused the pontiff of most heinous crimes, and declared him deposed. These decisions were approved a few weeks later by two synods of Lombard bishops at Piacenza and Pavia respectively. A fast thorough and most offensive personal letter from Henry, was dispatched with this reply to the pope. Gregory hesitated no longer: recognizing that the Christian Faith must be preserved and the flood of immorality stemmed at all costs, and seeing that the conflict was forced on him by the emperor's schism and the violation of his solemn promises, he excommunicated Henry and all his ecclesiastical supporters, and released his subjects from their oath of allegiance in accordance with the usual political procedure of the age.

Henry's position was now precarious. At first he was encouraged by his creatures to resist, but his friends, including his abettors among the episcopate, began to abandon him, and the Saxons revolted once more, demanding a new king. At a meeting of the German lords, spiritual and temporal, held at Tribur in October, 1076, the election of a new emperor was forced on the meeting. In spite of a papal legate of Gregory's desire that the crown should be reserved for Henry if possible, the assembly contented itself with calling on the emperor to abstain for the time being from all administration of public affairs and avoid the company of those who had been excommunicated, but declared his crown forfeited if he were not reconciled with the pope within a year. It was further agreed to invite Gregory to a council at Augsburg in the following February, at which Henry was summoned to present himself. Abandoned by his own partisans and fearing for his throne, Henry fled secretly with his wife and child and a single servant to Gregory to tender his submission. He crossed the Alps in the depth of one of the severest winters on record. On reaching Italy, the Italians flocked around him promising aid and assistance in his quarrel with the pope, but Henry spurned their offers. Gregory was already on his way to Augsburg, and, fearing treachery, retired to the castle of Canossa. The emperor, not daunted by the rebuff, continued on his journey, mindful of his former faithlessness, treated him with extreme severity. Stript of his royal robes, and clad as a penitent, Henry had to come barefooted mid ice and snow, and crave for admission to the presence of the pope. All day he remained at the door of the citadel, fasting without food or drink, in the wintry weather, but was refused admission. A second and a third day he thus humiliated and disciplined himself, and finally on 28 January, 1077, he was received by the pontiff and absolved from censure, but only on condition that he would appear at the proposed council and submit himself to its decision.

Henry then returned to Germany, but his severe lesson failed to effect any radical improvement in his conduct. Disgusted by his inconsistencies and dishonesty, the German princes on 15 March, 1077, elected Rudolph of Swabia to succeed him. Gregory wished to remain neutral, and even strove to effect a compromise between the opposing parties. Both, however, were dissatisfied, and prevented the proposed council from being held. Henry's conduct towards the pope was meanwhile characterized by the greatest duplicity, and, when he went so far as to attempt to set up an antipope, Gregory renewed in 1080 the sentence of excommunication. At Brixen in June, 1080, the king and his feudal bishops, supported by the Lombards, carried their threat into effect, and selected Guibert, the excommunicated simoniacal Archbishop of Ravenna, as pope under the title of Clement III. Rudolph of Swa-
Gregory having fallen mortally wounded at the battle of Monsieur in 1089, Henry could concentrate all his forces against Gregory. In 1081 he marched on Rome, but failed to force his way into the city, which he finally accomplished only in 1084. Gregory thereupon retired into the castle of Monte Cassino, where his followers rallied to his support. Henry's overtures, although the latter promised to hand over Guibert as a prisoner, if the sovereign pontiff would only consent to crown him emperor. Gregory, however, insisted as a necessary preliminary that Henry should appear before a council and do penance. The emperor, while prepared to agree to these terms, found it hard to prevent the meeting of the bishops. A small number however assembled, and, in accordance with their wishes, Gregory again excommunicated Henry. The latter on receipt of this news again entered Rome on 21 March, 1084. Guibert was consecrated pope, and then crowned Henry emperor. However, Robert Guiscard, Duke of Normandy, with whom Gregory had formed an alliance, was already marching on the city, and Henry, learning of his advance, fled towards Città Castellana. The pontiff was liberated, but, the people becoming incensed by the excesses of his Norman ally, were compelled to seek the protection of his host. He pointed and sorrowing withdrew to Monte Cassino, and later to the castle of Salerno by the sea, where he died in the following year. Three days before his death he withdrew all the censures of excommunication that he had pronounced, except those against the two—Henry and Sepulchre.—Henry's last words were: "I have loved justice and hated iniquity, therefore I die in exile." His body was interred in the church of the Saint Matthew at Salerno. He was beatified by Gregory XIII in 1554, and canonized in 1729 by Benedict XIII. His writings treat mainly of the Councils of Rome with all governments of Sicily. They may be found under the title "Gregorii VII registri sive epistolam libri" in Mansi, "Sacrarium Conciliare nova et amplissima collectio" (Florence, 1759) and "S. Gregorii VII epistole et diplomata" by Horoy (Paris, 1577).

James F. Loughlin.

Gregory VIII, antipope, was Mauritius Burdinus (Bordino, Bourdin), who was placed upon the papal chair by Emperor Henry V, 8 March, 1118. Bourdin was a Frenchman, born probably at Limoges. He received a good education at Tours, and followed the career of Bishop Robert of Tours, Bishop of the Diocese of Limoges. He became an archbishop of Toledo and Primate of Spain, beyond the Pyrennes. At a time when Cluny stood for learning and reform, his advancement was assured. In 1098, he was made Bishop of Como (Gams); in 1111, he was raised to the Metropolitan See of Braga. Three years later, in consequence of a quarrel with the pope, he was suspended by Paschal II. Coming later to Rome, he so ingratiated himself with the pontiff, who was also a Cluniac, that he was retained at court and employed on weighty affairs. In 1117, when Henry came to Rome to force his terms upon the pope, Paschal, safe in Benevento, sent Bourdin with some cardinals to negotiate with the king. The mission proved to be the downfall of Bourdin. Seduced from his Gregorian principles, he openly espoused the cause of Henry, and, to emphasize his apostasy, placed the crown upon the emperor on Easter Day. He was promptly excommuni ed; but was marked out for the supreme dignity by his new associates. A few months later, when Henry, learning of Paschal's death, hastened to Rome, surrounded by jurists, only to find that he had been outwitted by the vigilance of the cardinals, failing to capture Galarius, he declared the latter's election null, and, after a discourse by the learned Innes of Bollogna on imperial rights, induced a bribed assembly of Romans to proclaim Bourdin pope, who with unconscious irony took the name of Gregory. The honours...
of the papacy turned to ashes in his hands. Repeatedly excommunicated and finally delivered as a prisoner into the hands of Callistus II, he was determined in several monasteries until his death on 1137. Thus ended the career of a prelate "whom," says William of Malmesbury (Gesta Regum Angl., V, 434), “everyone would have been obliged to venerate and all but adore on account of his prodigious industry, had he not preferred to seek glory by so notorious a crime. One of the canons of the Ninth General Council, 1123, declared that it was made by him after his condemnation, or by any bishop by whom consecrated, to be irreparable.


JAMES F. LOUGHLIN.

Gregory IX (Ugolino, Count of Segni), Pope; b. about 1145, at Anagni in the Campagna; d. 22 August, 1241, at Rome. He received his education at the Universities of Paris and Bologna. After the accession of Innocent III to the papal throne, Ugolino was consecrated Bishop of Innocent III, was successively appointed papal chaplain, Archpriest of St. Peter's, and Cardinal-Deacon of Sant'Eustachio in 1198. In May, 1206, he succeeded Octavian as Cardinal-Bishop of Ostia and Velletri. A year later he and Cardinal Brancalone were sent as papal legates to the maritime republics against Otto of Brunswick, both of whom laid claim to the German throne subsequently to the death of Henry VI. By order of the pope the legates freed Philip from the ban which he had incurred under Pope Celestine III on account of invading the Pontifical States. Though the legates were unable to induce Otto of Brunswick to give up his claims to the throne, they succeeded in effecting a truce between the two claimants and returned to Rome in 1208 to treat with the pope concerning their future procedure. On their way back to Germany early in June, 1208, they were arrested at Verona that Philip had been murdered, and again returned to Rome. Early in January, 1209, they again proceeded to Germany with instructions to induce the princes to acknowledge Otto of Brunswick as king. They were successful in their mission and returned to Rome in June of the same year. After the death of Pope Innocent III, 16 July, 1216, Ugolino was chosen in the election of Pope Honorius III on 18 July. In order to hasten the election the College of Cardinals had agreed to an election by compromise and empowered Cardinals Ugolino and Guido of Prene to appoint the new pope.

In January, 1217, Honorius III made Ugolino pleni-potentiary legate for Lombardy and Tuscia, and entrusted him with preaching the crusade in those territories. In this capacity he became a successful mediator between Pisa and Genoa, in 1217, between Milan and Cremona in 1218, and between Bologna and Pistoia in 1219. At the coronation of Frederick II in Rome in 1220, 1220, Ugolino was chosen in the election of Pope Honorius III on 18 July. In order to hasten the election the College of Cardinals had agreed to an election by compromise and empowered Cardinals Ugolino and Guido of Prene to appoint the new pope.

The important diplomatic positions which Gregory IX had held before he became pope had acquainted him thoroughly with the political situation of Europe, and especially with the guileful and dishonest tactics of Emperor Frederick. At his first visit to the emperor, on 11 February, he sternly ordered the emperor at last to fulfill his long delayed vow to embark for the Holy Land. Apparently obedient to the papal mandate, Frederick II set sail from Brindisi on 8 September, 1227, but returned three days later under the plea that the Landgrave of Thuringia, who was accompanying him, was on the point of death; and that he himself was seriously ill. Gregory IX, knowing that Frederick II had on eight or nine previous occasions postponed his departure for the East, distrusted the emperor's sincerity, and on 29 September, 1227, placed him under the ban of the Church. He tried to justify his measures towards the Pope as protective of the Christian princes, while, on the other hand, the emperor addressed a manifesto to the princes in which he condemns the action of the pope in very bitter terms. The imperial manifesto was read publicly on the steps of the Capitol in Rome, whereupon the imperial party in Rome, under the leadership of the Frangipani, stirred up an insurrection, so that when the pope published the emperor's excommunication in the basilica of St. Peter, 23 March, 1228, he was openly insulted and threatened by a Ghibelline mob, and fled first to Viterbo, and then to Perugia.

In order to placate the Swabians and restore the papal influence over the German emperors. Gregory IX distrusted the advances of the emperor, especially since Rainald, the imperial Governor of Spoleto, had invaded the Pontifical States during the emperor's absence. But the papal anathemas did not have the effect which Gregory IX had hoped. In fact, Gregory IX had only one bishop, Berthold of Strasbourg, published the Bull of excommunication, and nearly all the princes and bishops remained faithful to the emperor. Cardinal Otto of San Nicolo, whom Gregory IX had sent to Germany to publish the emperor's excommunication, was entirely unsuccessful, because the Emperor Henry, his representative in Germany, forbade the bishops and abbots to appear at the synods which the cardinal attempted to convene. Equally futile were Gregory's efforts to put Duke Otto of Brunswick on the German throne. In June, 1229, Frederick II returned from the Holy Land, routed the papal army which Gregory IX had sent to invade Sicily, and made new overtures of peace to the pope. Gregory IX, who had been a fugitive at Perugia since 1228, returned to Rome in February, 1230, upon the urgent request of the Romans, who connected an overwhelming flood of the Tiber with their harsh treatment of the pontiff. He now opened negotiations with Hermann of Salza (q. v.), the Grand Master of the Teutonic Order, and the emperor had sent as his representative. On 20 July, 1230, a treaty was concluded at San Germano between the pope and the emperor, by force of which that part of the Papal States which was occupied by imperial troops and the papal possessions in Sicily were restored to the pope. After the ban was removed from the emperor by Cardinals John of Sabina and Thomas of Capua in the imperial camp near Ceperano on 28 August, 1230, pope and
emperor met at Anagni and completed their reconciliation during the first three days of September.

The peace concluded between the pope and the emperor was, however, to be only temporary. The papacy as conceived by Gregory IX was the empire as conceived by Frederick. It could not exist if one were to interfere with the other. The emperor aimed at supreme temporal power with which the pope should have no right to interfere. At least in Italy he attempted to establish a rule of absolutism by suppressing all municipal liberty and holding the cities in subjection by a revived sort of feudality. The pope, on the other hand, cited the example of Constantine, who exchanged Rome for Constantinople in deference to the pope, thought that the pope should be the supreme ruler in Italy and by force of his spiritual authority over the whole Christian world the papacy should hold the supremacy over the empire. For a time the emperor assisted the pope in suppressing a few minor revolts in the Pontifical States, as was stipulated in the conditions of peace. Soon, however, he began again to disturb the peace by impeding the liberties of the church in Sicily and by making war upon Lombardy. The freedom of the Lombard cities was a strong and necessary bulwark for the safety of the Pontifical States and it was only natural that the pope should use all his influence to protect these cities against the imperial designs. As arbiter between the emperor and the Lombard cities the pope had a few times decided in favour of the latter. The emperor, therefore, no longer desired the mediation of the pope in open hostilities against the Lombard League. He gained a signal victory at Cortenuova on 27 November, 1237. To save Lombardy from the despotic rule of the pope and to protect the Pontifical States, the pope entered into an alliance with the Tuscan, Umbrian, and Lombard to impede the imperial progress. The continuous victories of the emperor spurred his pride to further action. He declared his intention to unite with the empire not only Lombardy and Tuscany, but also the Patrimony of St. Peter and practically the whole of Italy. On 20 March, 1239, the pope again communicated the emperor and another disastrous struggle between the papacy and the empire ensued. Henceforth the pope was convinced that as long as Frederick was emperor there was no possibility of peace between the papacy and the empire, and he let nothing undone to bring about his downfall. He ordered a crusade against him in Germany, instructed his German legate Albert of Behaim, the Archdeacon of Passau, to urge the election of a new king upon the princes, and to place under the ban all those that continued to side with the excommunicated emperor. Despite papal anathemas many bishops and princes remained loyal to the emperor who, encouraged by his large following, decided to humiliate the pope by making himself master of the Pontifical States. In this great distress the pope ordered all bishops to assemble in Rome for a general council at Easter (31 March), 1241. But the emperor and the most influential bishops refused to obey the order. Frederick, therefore, ordered them to be excommunicated and to depart Rome and by capturing all those that undertook the journey despite his prohibition. He himself marched towards Rome with an army and lay encamped near the city, when Gregory IX suddenly died at the age of almost one hundred years.

The mendicant orders which began to shed great lustre over the Christian Church in the first half of the thirteenth century found a devoted friend and liberal patron in Gregory IX. In them he saw an excellent means for counteracting by voluntary poverty the love of luxury and splendour which was possessing many ecclesiasticas; a powerful weapon for suppressing heresy within the Church; and an army of brave soldiers of Christ who were ready to preach His Gospel to the pagans even at the risk of their life. When still

Cardinal-Bishop of Ostia, Gregory IX would often don the dress of St. Francis, walk barefoot with the saint and his disciples, and talk of holy things. Saint Francis loved him as his father and in a prophetic spirit addressed him at times as "the bishop of the new world and the father of all nations.

In special request of Saint Francis, Pope Honorius III appointed him protector of the order in 1220. He was also a devoted friend of St. Dominic and promoted the interests of his order in many ways. At the death of St. Dominic he held the funeral services and buried the saint, citing the example of Constantine, who exchanged Rome for Constantinople in deference to the pope, thought that the pope should be the supreme ruler in Italy and by force of his spiritual authority over the whole Christian world the papacy should hold the supremacy over the empire. For a time the emperor assisted the pope in suppressing a few minor revolts in the Pontifical States, as was stipulated in the conditions of peace. Soon, however, he began again to disturb the peace by impeding the liberties of the church in Sicily and by making war upon Lombardy. The freedom of the Lombard cities was a strong and necessary bulwark for the safety of the Pontifical States and it was only natural that the pope should use all his influence to protect these cities against the imperial designs. As arbiter between the emperor and the Lombard cities the pope had a few times decided in favour of the latter. The emperor, therefore, no longer desired the mediation of the pope in open hostilities against the Lombard League. He gained a signal victory at Cortenuova on 27 November, 1237. To save Lombardy from the despotic rule of the pope and to protect the Pontifical States, the pope entered into an alliance with the Tuscan, Umbrian, and Lombard to impede the imperial progress. The continuous victories of the emperor spurred his pride to further action. He declared his intention to unite with the empire not only Lombardy and Tuscany, but also the Patrimony of St. Peter and practically the whole of Italy. On 20 March, 1239, the pope again communicated the emperor and another disastrous struggle between the papacy and the empire ensued. Henceforth the pope was convinced that as long as Frederick was emperor there was no possibility of peace between the papacy and the empire, and he let nothing undone to bring about his downfall. He ordered a crusade against him in Germany, instructed his German legate Albert of Behaim, the Archdeacon of Passau, to urge the election of a new king upon the princes, and to place under the ban all those that continued to side with the excommunicated emperor. Despite papal anathemas many bishops and princes remained loyal to the emperor who, encouraged by his large following, decided to humiliate the pope by making himself master of the Pontifical States. In this great distress the pope ordered all bishops to assemble in Rome for a general council at Easter (31 March), 1241. But the emperor and the most influential bishops refused to obey the order. Frederick, therefore, ordered them to be excommunicated and to depart Rome and by capturing all those that undertook the journey despite his prohibition. He himself marched towards Rome with an army and lay encamped near the city, when Gregory IX suddenly died at the age of almost one hundred years.

The mendicant orders which began to shed great lustre over the Christian Church in the first half of the thirteenth century found a devoted friend and liberal patron in Gregory IX. In them he saw an excellent means for counteracting by voluntary poverty the love of luxury and splendour which was possessing many ecclesiasticas; a powerful weapon for suppressing heresy within the Church; and an army of brave soldiers of Christ who were ready to preach His Gospel to the pagans even at the risk of their life. When still
dealt more severely with heretics than other rulers did. Death by fire was the common punishment for heretics and traitors in those times. Up to the time of Gregory IX the duty of searching out heretics belonged to the bishops in their respective dioceses. The so-called Monastic Inquisition was established by Gregory IX, who in his Bulls of 13, 20, and 22 April, 1233, appointed the Dominicans as the official inquisitors for all dioceses of France (Ripoll and Bremond, "Dictionnaire d'Ordains Fratrum Predicatorum", Rome, 1729, 1, 47).

For a time Gregory IX lived in hope that he might effect a reunion of the Latin and Greek Churches. Germans, Patriarch of Constantinople, after a conversation on the religious differences between the Greeks and the Latins, in which he had had with some Franciscans at Nica, in 1229, addressed a letter to Gregory IX, in which he acknowledged the papal primacy, but complained of the persecution of the Greeks by the Latins. Gregory IX sent him a cordial answer and commissioned four learned monks (two Franciscans and two Dominicans) to treat with the patriarch concerning this reunion. The papal messengers were kindly received both by the Emperor Vatatzes and by Germans, but the patriarch said that he could make no concessions on matters of faith without the consent of the Patriarchs of Jerusalem, Antioch, and Alexandria. A symph of the patriarchs was to be called in Bologna, to which the Greek messengers were invited. But the Greeks stubbornly adhered to their doctrine concerning the procession of the Holy Ghost and asserted that the Latins could not validly consecrate unleavened bread. Thus Gregory IX failed, like many other popes before and after him, in his efforts to reunite the two Churches. In 1227 the Patriarch of the Syrian Monophysites and many of his bishops and monks renounced their heresy and submitted to the pope (Raynulphus ad annum 1237, n. 87 sq.), but their conversion was only temporary.

During the thirteen years and four months of his pontificate he created about fourteen cardinals, many of whom were members of religious orders. The best known among them were Sinibald of Fiesco, a learned canonist, who afterwards ascended the papal throne as Innocent IV; Raynald of Segni, a nephew of Gregory IX, who succeeded Innocent IV as Alexander IV; Oderisio, who seemed to have been of a slighter rank (he died 1240) as papal legate in England; Jacob of Vitry, an author, confessor of Bl. Mary of Oignies, whose life he wrote (Acta SS., June, IV, 636–66); St. Francis Nonnatus; and the learned and pious Englishman, Robert of Somereto, who, it is said, would have succeeded Gregory IX if he had lived, is called the saint, the conclave (26 Sept., 1241). Gregory IX was also a man of learning, which he encouraged in various ways. He bestowed many privileges upon the University of Paris, his Alma Mater, but also watched carefully over its professors, whom he warned repeatedly against the growing tendency of subjecting theology to philosophy by making the truth of the mysteries of faith dependent on philosophical proofs. He also possessed the great merit of having again made Aristotelianism the basis of scholastic philosophy, after the Physics of Aristotle had been prohibited in 1210, and his Metaphysics in 1215. The prohibition of Aristotle was meant only for the perverted Latin translation of his works and their Averroistic commentaries. Gregory IX commissioned William of Auvergne and other learned men to purge the works of Aristotle of their errors and thus made them again acceptable. All documents of Gregory IX must be counted the collection of papal decretals, a work with which he entrusted Raymond of Pennafort and which was completed in 1234 (see DECRETALS). The numerous letters of Gregory IX were first collected and published by Pamelius (Antwerp, 1572). Rodenburg edited 485 letters of


A Life of Gregory IX, Vito Gregorii IX, was written by a contemporary of Gregory IX, perhaps John of Rome. It was published by Muratori in "Rerum Italicarum Scriptores", VI, 400–419. The best modern references are: BALAN, "Storia de Gregorio IX Papa" (Milan, 1709), III, 4, 577–796; see also P. MARTINI, "Gregorius Pius IX", in "Lexikon der christlichen Kirche" (Freiburg, 1886); see also KOBEL, "Verhältnisse Friedrichs II. zu den Papsten seiner Zeit" (Breslau, 1888); HULS, "Gregorius IX", in "Handbuch der Historiker" (Leipzig, 1905); R. WEISE, "Regesten des Kaiser- teiles" (Leipzig, 1871); WINKELMANN, "Acta impropri aedita sec. XIIX et XIV", 1168–1227; "Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum", XXVIII, 13852–61; BRUNNER-FOHRENBERGER, "Histoire des pontificats de Gregory IX" (Paris, 1852–61); BORCHER-FICKER, "Regesten des Kaiser- teiles" (Leipzig, 1871); WINKELMANN, "Acta imperii aedita sec. XIIX et XIV", 1168–1227; "Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum", XXVIII, 13852–61; BREVARIUM GESTORUM Pont. Rom. (Venice, 1790), III, 214–243.

MICHAEL OTT.

Gregory X, Pope; b. 1210; d. 10 January, 1276. The death of Pope Clement IV (29 November, 1268) left the Holy See vacant for almost three years. The cardinals assembled at Viterbo were divided into two camps, the one French and the other Italian. Neither of these parties could poll the two-thirds majority and nor was either willing to give way to the other for the election of a candidate to the papacy. In the summer of 1270 the head and bourgeois of the town of Viterbo, hoping for a fight, resorted to the expedient of confining the cardinals within the episcopal palace, where even their daily allowance of food was later on curtailed. A compromise was finally arrived at through the combined efforts of the French and Sicilian kings. The Sacred College, which then consisted of fifteen cardinals, designated six of their body to agree upon and to cast a final vote in the matter. These six delegates met, and on 1 September, 1271, united their ballots in choice of Teobaldo Visconti, archdeacon of Lègne, who, however, was not a cardinal himself, nor even a priest. The new pontiff was a native of Pienza and had been at one time in the service of Cardinal Jacopo of Palestrina, had become archdeacon of Lègne, and accompanied Cardinal Ottoboni on his mission to England, and at the time of his election happened to be in Ptolemais in Syria with Prince Edward of England, on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land. Receiving a summons from the cardinals to return immediately, he began his homeward journey on 19 November, 1271, and arrived at Viterbo on 12 February, 1272. He declared his acceptance of the dignity and not until 15 February did he take the name of Gregory X. On 13 March he made his entry into Rome, where on the nineteenth of the same month he was ordained to the priesthood. His consecration as pope took place on 27 March. He plunged at once with all his energies into the task of solving the weighty problems which then required his attention: the restoration of peace between Christian nations and princes, the settlement of affairs in the German empire, the amendment of the mode of life among clergy and people, the union of the Greek Church with Rome, the deliverance of Jerusalem and of the Holy Land. As early as the fourth day after his coronation he summoned a general council, which was to open at Lyons on 1 May, 1274 (see LYONS, COUNCILS OF). In Italy the pope sought to make peace between the Guelphs and Ghibelines, whose factional war raged chiefly in Tuscany and Lombardy. Against the city of Florence, the burgesses of which gave him the greatest trouble in efforts to bring about a reconciliation, he issued a decree of excommunication. After the death of Richard of Cornwall (1272) Gregory advised the German princes to select a new sovereign and refused the demand of Alfonso of Castile, rival of Richard, for recognition as emperor. Rudolf of Hapsburg having been elected on 29-Sep
tember, 1273, Gregory X immediately recognized him and invited him to Rome to receive the imperial crown. The pope and the emperor met at Lausanne in October of 1273. Gregory was then returning from the Council of Lyons. Rudolf took here the customary oaths for the defence of the Roman Church, took the cross, and postponed until the following year his journey to Rome. The pope obtained from Alfonso of Castile the renunciation of his claims to the German crown.

From the very beginning of his pontificate Gregory sought to promote the interests of the Holy Land. Large sums were collected in France and England for this crusade. A resolution adopted at the Council of Lyons, which opened on 7 May, 1274, provided that one-tenth of all benefices accruing to all churches in the course of six years should be set aside for the benefit of the Holy Land, the object being to secure the means of carrying on the holy war. This tithe was successfully raised, and preparations were at once made in France and England for the expedition, which unfortunately was not carried out. The ambassadors of the Grecian emperor, having arrived in Lyons on 24 June, swore, at the fourth sitting of the council (July 6) that the emperor had renounced the schism, and had returned to the allegiance due the Holy See. But this union, entered into by Michael Paleologus for purely political reasons, was in no sense destined to endure. At the close of this council, over which Gregory had presided in person, he travelled by way of Lausanne, Milan, and Florence as far as Arezzo, where he died on 10 January, 1276. Though his pontificate proved so short, the results which he achieved were of far-reaching consequence, and he succeeded in maintaining unimpaired peace and harmony. On account of his unusual virtues he is revered as a saint in Rome and in a number of dioceses (Arezzo, Piacenza, Lausanne), his feast being 16 February.
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cember, 1370. He chose the name of Gregory XI, had himself ordained priest on 4 January, 1371, and was crowned pope on the following day. Immediately upon his accession he attempted to reconcile the Kings of France and England, but failed. He succeeded, however, in pacifying Castile, Aragon, Navarre, Sicily, and Naples. He also made efforts towards the union of the Greek and Latin Churches, the undertaking of a crusade, and the reform of the clergy. Soon, however, he had to give his entire attention to the turbulent affairs of Italy. Duke Bernabò Visconti of Milan, an inveterate enemy of the papacy, had in 1371 made himself master of Reggio and other places that were feudatory to the Holy See. When all other means to bring him to terms had failed, Gregory XI placed him under the ban. Bernabò compiled the legates that brought him the Bull of excommunication to eat the parchment on which his excommunication was written, and heaped many other insults upon them. Hereupon Gregory XI declared war upon him in 1372. Success was at first on the side of Bernabò, but when Gregory XI obtained the support of the emperor, the Queen of Naples, the King of Hungary, and bought into his service the English condottiere John Hawkwood, Bernabò sued for peace. By bribing some of the papal councilors he obtained a favourable truce on 6 June, 1374.
Like the preceding popes of Avignon, Gregory XI made the fatal mistake of appointing Frenchmen, who did not understand the Italians and whom the Italians hated, as legates and governors of the ecclesiastical provinces in Italy. The Florentines, moreover, feared that a strengthening of the papal power in Italy would impair their own prestige in Central Italy and allied themselves with Bernabò in July, 1375. Both Bernabò and the Florentines did their utmost to stir up an insurrection in the pontifical territory among all those that were dissatisfied with the papal legates in Italy. They were so successful that within a short time the entire Patrimony of St. Peter was up in arms against the pope. Highly incensed at the seditious proceedings of the Florentines, Gregory XI imposed an extremely severe punishment upon them. He put Florence under interdict, excommunicated its inhabitants, and outlawed them and their possessions. The financial loss which the Florentines sustained thereby was inestimable. They sent St. Catherine of Siena to intercede for them with Gregory XI, but frustrated her efforts by continuing their hostilities against the pope. In the midst of these disturbances Gregory XI, yielding to the urgent prayers of St. Catherine, dec. led to remove the papal see to Rome, despite the protests of the French King and the majority of the cardinals. He left Avignon on 13 September, 1376, boarded the ship at Marseilles on 2 October, and came by way of Genoa to Corneto on 6 December. Here he remained until arrangements were made in Rome concerning its future government. On 13 January, 1377, he left

Corneto, landed at Ostia on the following day, and sailed up the Tiber to the monastery of San Paolo, from where he solemnly made his entrance into Rome on 17 January. But his return to Rome did not put an end to the hostilities. The notorious massacre of Cesena, which was ordered by Cardinal Robert of Geneva (afterwards Antipope Clement VII), embittered the Italians still more against the pope. The continuous riots in Rome induced Gregory XI to remove to Anagni towards the end of May, 1377. He gradually quelled the commotion and returned to Rome on 7 Nov., 1377, where he died while a congress of peace was in progress at Sarzana. Gregory XI was the last pope of French nationality. He was learned and pious, though not free from nepotism. In 1374 he approved the Order of the Spanish Hermits of St. Jerome, and on 22 May, 1377, he issued five Bulls in which the errors of Wyclif were condemned. He was so disgusted with the conditions at Rome that only death prevented him from returning to Avignon. The Great Schism began after his death.